
Today's Collegian will be the only issue 
this week. 

There will not be a Tuesday Collegian 
due to a low volume of advertising and 
short supplies of newsprint. 

The Collegian will be published 
through dead week; the last edition of the 
fall term will be the Friday, Dec. 12 
issue. 
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Alarm failure in fire may have been a 'blessing' 
LAS VEGAS, Nev, (AP; -Thechairman 

of the board of MGM Grand Hotels Inc. said 
that the failure of fire alarms in the hotel 
fire that killed 83 people and injured more 
than 500 "may have been a blessing in 
disguise" that saved some lives. 

Fred Benninger, answering questions at a 
Sunday news conference, said he thinks the 
fact that fire alarms did not go off in the fire 
Friday at the 26-story hotel may have saved 
the lives of other guests. 

Benninger believes hotel patrons, had 
they been aware of the blaze, would have 
gone to the hallways and died from smoke 
inhalation. The fact that guests were 
unaware of the impending disaster could 
have actually saved their lives. 

"It may have been a blessing in disguise 
that it didn't go off," Benninger said. "A lot 
of guests would have gone into the hallways 
and suffocated from the smoke. Staying in 
their rooms may have saved them." 

The death count was 83 Sunday, but 
authorities believed the fire could have been 
worse after completing repeated room-to- 
room searches. The MGM, the once- 
glittering Strip centerpiece, was ravaged by 
fire and smoke in the nation's second-worst 
hotel fire 

Authorities said they believe they have 
pinpointed the fire's cause as electrical, but 
many unanswered questions remained. 

Earthquakes rattle 
southern Italy; 350 
dead, hundreds hurt 

NAPLES, Italy (AP) — A massive ear- 
thquake struck southern Italy Sunday night, 
killing more than 350 people and injuring 
hundreds of others as scores of buildings, 
including at least one church, collapsed, 
officials reported. 

They expressed fear the death toll would 
rise as rescue teams reached tremor- 
isolated towns in the mountainous area. 

Officials said more than 100 people 
perished in the town of Balvano, 75 miles 
east of here, and most of the victims were 
crushed when a Roman Catholic church 
caved in during evening services. 

The parish priest, the Rev. Salvatore 
Pagliuca, told an Italian reporter, "There 
were at least 300 people at the Mass tonight, 
including many children. The front wall 
collapsed as people were trying to get out." 
The priest's vestments were ripped and 
covered with dust from his efforts to free 
some of the victims. Balvano has a 
population of about3,000. 

Early Monday, authorities had received 
reports of damage in 29 cities and towns, 
with some buildings up to five-stories high 
toppled as the quake and its aftershocks that 
rattled Italy from Sicily to the Alps. 

The first jolt struck Naples as many 
people were sitting down for their Sunday 
evening dinner. 

Thousands of people in this port city 120 
miles south of Rome jammed the streets, 
afraid to return to their homes. Local of- 
ficials called for spotlights to aid rescue 
te i ins and asked for tents for the homeless 

Doctors canceled a strike scheduled for 
Monday so they could care for the injured. 

Rome's Leonardo da Vinci airport halted 
traffic for 40 minutes when air controllers 
fled their swaying utr> foot-high control 
lower 

There were reports that the quake, which 
struck 7:34 p.m.(12 34 p.m CST), was felt 
as far north as Venice. 

The U.S. Geological Survey at Golden, 
Colo said the quake registered 6.8 on the 
Richter scale, capable of causing severe 
damage II said the epicenter was 45 miles 
east of Naples TheSeismographic Institute 
in Catania, Sicil) . said the quake's epicenter 
/..is at Irpinia   near Naples 

The fire began in electrical circuitry 
above a delicatessen on the main floor of the 
26-story hotel which was a glittering cen- 
terpiece on the Las Vegas gambling Strip. It 
smoldered for hours before exploding down 
out of the ceiling in a roaring fireball which 
then sent dense smoke upwards into open 
elevator shafts. 

"This was a fire that built and burned," 
Clark County Fire Chief Roy Parrish said 
Saturday. "It was electrical in nature. As it 
sought oxygen, it started in a downward 
process and vented itself. Then we had a 
backdraft upward." 

The force of the fireball sent what one 
survivor called "a wall of flame" through 
the casino, where at least 10 bodies were 
found. 

Parrish said the fireball melted elevator 
controls and left the doors open for lethal 
clouds of smoke. The smoke spiraled up 
elevator shafts to the floors above where 
many of the victims were found. 

"We have three elevators that were below 
the casino floor," he said. "The touch 
mechanisms were melted. That left the 
doors wide open, which caused a natural 
updraft." 

Many of the victims killed on the upper 
floors by the deadly smoke apparently 
didn't realize what was happening, said 
Clark County Coroner OttoRavenholt 

Parrish said the fire could have been far 
worse, considering the number of persons 
staying at the hotel. 

"Eight thousand people were in that hotel. 
Eighty-three were killed, which is a one 
percent loss of life," he said. "I was afraid 
we would lose hundreds of them." 

The smoldering electrical fire could have 
been halted by sprinklers required under 

current codes, Fire Capt. Mike Patterson 
said, but he added, "Eighty percent of the 
buildings in the United States are similarly 
out of date in their safety procedures." 

Those who survived the blaze complained 
that they had no warning of what was 
happening. Authorities said the hotel's 
alarm system may have been disabled by 
the fire. 

K-State sophomore killed 
Friday in pick-up accident 

A K-State student was killed Friday night when his pick-up truck left the road on Highway 
136 and overturned, two miles from his home in northeast Missouri. 

The Missouri Highway Patrol said Tony Fountain, 19, of Kahoka, was dead on arrival at 
the Keokuk Area Hospital in Missouri. 

Fountain, was a member of the Delta Sigma Phi fraternity and was a sophomore enrolled 
in pre-design professions. 

Jamie Morris, a sophomore in electrical engineering and friend of Fountain said that 
Fountain left Friday afternoon for Thanksgiving vacation. 

Morris said Fountain was a quiet person, interested in music and the problems of those 
around him. 

"He was a person who would offer his help—before you asked," Morris said. 
"He was more of a one-on-one person. He was always there to help," Morris said. 
Some members of the fraternity are making plans to go to his funeral which is scheduled 

for Tuesday afternoon, one fraternity member said. 
The member said that other regional houses which had represenatives ii\Manhattan for a 

conclave this weekend have promised donations for a memorial to Fountain. 

Jolly Jim 
Staff photo By Rob Clark 

As the Wildcat bench erupts following the last second 
victory Saturday, assistant Coach Jim Davie runs to 
congratulate the members of the offensive line. The 

line held out a determined Colorado team to give re- 
state a narrow 17-14 triumph and it's only conference 
win of the season. See related story page 8. 
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Typical' farmer may be under extreme pressure 

Farming ranks 10th of 130 most stressful jobs 
By JIM HEWITT 

Staff Writer 
Farmers have typically been charac- 

terized as strong, rugged and healthy. But 
studies show that farming now ranks among 
the top 10 most stressful occupations. 

A1978 survey done by Occupational Safety 
and Health Administration (OSHA) con- 
cerning stress-related diseases, heart, 
circulatory, stomach and mental disorders, 
showed that farmers ranked 10th among 130 
occupations. By contrast, farm laborer- 
s—those who work the farm for a wage, 
ranked among the bottom 10 in the survey. 

"Although most farmers do their share of 
heavy lifting every day, this kind of exercise 
builds muscles but does not necessarily 
improve the strength and endurance of the 
heart and the capacity of the blood 
vessels—the cardiovascular system," Mike 
Martin, assistant professor of extension and 
human development specialist at K-State, 
said. "Improving your cardiovascular 
system allows you to do more work or to do 
your regular work with less fatigue." 

"Stress is a serious threat to both the 
physical and mental health of persons in 
agriculturally related jobs," he said. 

THE IMMEDIATE dangers of stress to 
the farmer can result in many farm ac- 
cidents through human error, fatigue, 
worries and haste. When a farmer gets in a 
hurry and is under stress, he doesn't always 
practice safety and may make a decision 
more concerned with time he can save 
rather than the danger of some task. 

Farmers are faced daily with many 
variables which can cause stress. 

"They have to deal with machinery 
breakdowns, a high debt load, weather- 
related delays and fluctuating wheat prices 
to name a few," Martin said. 

However specific times of the year can be 
worse stress situations for farmers, he said. 
At harvest time, weather, availability of 
machinery and the health of family mem- 
bers can add an even greater burden to the 
stressful occupation. 

WHEN FACED WITH situations like 
these, the best thing to do is to take a break, 
according to Martin. 

"If you feel tired, stop and take a break. If 
you still feel drowsy, don't operate a com- 
bine or drive a truck," he said. 

Studies have also shown that farmers 
have a higher-than-average incidence of 
noise-induced hearing loss. The continual 
exposure to loud noises will then produce 
stress and eventually damage a person's 
hearing, Martin said. Therefore, a reduction 
in noise may decrease stress, fatigue, 
irritability, accidents and hearing loss, he 
said. 

According to Martin, the most common 
reason for a farmer's stress is caused by his 
lack of being in total control. 

"One of the main characteristics of a 
stressful occupation is that you really aren't 
in control of what is going on ... one of the 
main reasons why farming is so stressful," 
Martin said. 

"Stress-related    exhaustion    plays    a 

significant role in heart attacks, high blood 
pressure, cancer, some forms of arthritis 
and various other disorders," Martin said, 
"but stress alone probably does not cause 
these disorders; rather it is one factor in 
their onset and progression." 

One of the major differences between 
farming and some other occupations is the 
inability for a farmer to go home after work, 
Martin said. 

"In farming, when you're home, you're 
really still at work— you never really go 
home. Farmers are always worrying about 
something," he said. "When I go home, I 
leave my work here in the office so I don't 
have the worries of a farmer." 

Although studies now show that stress is 
high among fanners, it is nothing new to 
farmers. 

"Farmers have always been bothered by 
stress," Martin said. "The big alarm now is 
just that stress is in topic now." 

Tuesday last day to drop dass 
Tuesday will be the last day to drop a 

course this semester. 
Students must obtain a drop form and 

grade form from their adviser. The grade 
form must be sign by the course instructor 
and have a withdraw passing (WP) or with- 
draw failing (WF) grade recorded 

Both forms should be taken to the 
students' deans office by 5 p.m. 

Senate resolution calls 
for minimum GPA to be 2.0 

Graduation from K-State could be difficult 
for students failing to meet minimum grade 
point requirements. 

Student Senate passed a resolution 
Thursday that supports raising the 
minimum grade point average (GPA) to 
include all courses taken and raise the 
dismissal threshold from a 1.85 GPA to 2.0. 

The resolution will be sent to Faculty 
Senate for consideration with a bill of the 
same nature. 

According to Kurt Wilbur, engineering 
senator and chairman of Student Senate 
Academic Affairs Committee, the purpose 
of the resolution is to set minimum 
requirements for graduation. 

"The minimum requirement should be 
cumulative instead of just in your core 
curriculum," he said 

Currently to graduate, a student must 
maintain a minimum GPA for courses in his 
major, as well as a 2.0 cumulative GPA for 
all courses applied toward his degree. 
However, a student can take courses not 
applicable to his degree, receiving grades 
that could lower his overall GPA below 2.0 
but still graduate because bis GPA for 
courses required for his degree is above 2.0. 

Under the present system's requirements, 
students are simultaneously graduating and 
being dismissed from the University for 
academic reasons, Wilbur said. 

According to William Stamey, dean of the 
College of Arts and Sciences, current 
graduation requirements—overall GPA is 
only for courses required for the 
degree—were made to encourage students 

Former leaders of radical Weathermen 
to negotiate surrender, prosecutors say 

CHICAGO (AP) — Two former leaders of 
the radical Weather Underground, Ber- 
nardine Dohrn and William Ayers, are 
trying to negotiate their surrender after a 
decade in hiding, local prosecutors have 
confirmed. 

Gregory Ginex, head of the Cook County 
state attorney's felony trial division, said 
Saturday that New York lawyer Michael 
Kennedy had contacted his office, asking for 
leniency for his clients in exchange for their 

Campus bulletin 
TODAY 

AM OUAdUATl CLOi will meet * noon In Union 
Steteroom J. 

PHI CHI THI rA will molt at 7 p.m. In Union JI2 to mttn 
to a apaaktr from tha crisis cantor. 

DELTA PSi KAPPA will maat at 5: JO p.m. for actlwat, t 
p.m. for pladga Initiation and 7 p.m. for regular moating. 

to explore other areas without having the 
courses affect graduation requirements. 

He said generally students who graduate 
are not dismissed in the same semester. 

The problem is usually within the com- 
puter, he said, because it can't take course 
retakes into consideration. Adjustments 
must be made after the computer printout is 
made. 

A student's grade report can say the 
student has been dismissed when in fact he 
hasn't, Stamey said. 

The University tries to catch these reports 
before they are mailed The dismissal does 
not show up on the student's transcript, he 
said. 

Senate's resolution calls for raising the 
dismissal threshold by .15 grade points in 
order to make GPA and scholastic ef- 
ficiencies systems consistent, according to 
Larry Schalles, agriculture senator and co- 
sponsor of the resolution. 

"We're making all averages (GPA and 
deficiencies charts) consistent so they 
(students) can't get away (graduate) with 
anything less than a 2.0 GPA," he said 
"This means your first semester you have to 
have a 2.0 GPA, or you go on (academic) 
probation." 

Student Senate made the proposal after 
Faculty Senate asked for student input in its 
update of graduation requirements, Wilbur 
said. 

Senate's resolution will now be sent to 
Faculty Senate which has final con- 
sideration in the University's academic 
policy. 

ARM   PAPER DRIVE endJ today at 3 p.m. Pleat* hava 
papers ready to be collected 

CAMPUS HIOH LIFE will maat at 7.30 p.m. In Union207. 

RUSSIAN TABLE will maat at noon In Union Stateroom 
2. 

N. NITE 
FOOTBALL! 
• Football Game 

On 7 Ft. TV 
Rams vs. Saints Tonite 

• Free Popcorn 

• 5* 2nd Beers 
8 p.m.-closing 

surrender. 
But Ginex said he made it clear to Ken- 

nedy that any deal likely would have to wait 
until newly elected State Attorney Richard 
Daley takes office Dec. 1. 

Ironically, FBI officials said their crime 
computers show no outstanding federal 
warrants against either Dohrn or Ayers. 
The Justice Department dropped charges 
against Weather Underground leaders in 
1979. 

1HS&KS 

Going Home for Thanksgiving! 
Surprise Your Family With 

Some SPECIAL TREATS From 

SWANSON'S BAKERY 
Take home some old fashioned goodness. 

A Turkey Coffee Cake Festive Bubble Bread 
Colorful Cranberry Bread Spicy Pumpkin Loaf 

Our Apple & Cherry Pies are extra heavy & plump with fruit! 
And don't forget Traditional Swanson's Deep Dish Pumpkin Pie. 

Also Mincemeat pie & pecan pie. Downtown Manhattan 
225 Poyntz 

778-4549 

Nol good in conjunction with any 

other special price or offer. 

ll:OOa.m. to 10:00p.m. 
Sun. thru Than. 
11:00A.M.-Midnight 

«      Fri. & Sat. 

& Pasta 
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Briefly By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Iran, Iraq claim war gains 
BAGHDAD, Iraq — Iraq said Sunday that paratroopers supported 
by waves of helicopter gunships smashed an Iranian counterattack 
on the northern war front and Iran claimed its forces crushed an 
Iraqi attempt to overrun the town of Susangerd to the south. 

Iran's official news agency said Iraqi artillery bombardment of 
the giant oil refinery at Abadan had started new fires and black 
smoke billowed from the oil facilities of the besieged Iranian city 
near the northern tip of the Persian Gulf i 

Olaf Palme of Sweden, a U.N. special envoy seeking ways to stop 
the two-month-old war, was in Baghdad for talks with Iraqi leaders 
after Iran rejected his mission as a "waste of time." 

Meanwhile, ah Algerian delegation conducting negotiations 
between Iran and the United States for release of the 52 American 
hostages left Tehran for Algiers. Iran is seeking clarification of the 
U.S. response to Iran's four conditions for freeing the Americans 
who spent their 386th day in captf vity Sunday. 

BoyScoutstaughthowtokillat 'camp' 
HOUSTON — A Ku Klux IOan adviser and a convicted felon taught 

Explorer Scouts and Civil Air Patrol cadets how to strangle people, 
decapitate enemies with a machete and fire semi-automatic 
weapons at a para-military camp, the Houston Chronicle reported 
Sunday. 

The Chronicle said in a copyright story that 12 to 30 Explorers and 
CAP cadets were instructed in guerrilla warfare tactics by Joe 
Bogart, a Klan adviser, and John Bryant, a convicted felon. 

The cadets, aged 13 to 19, are members of the CAP unit at 
Ellington Air Force Base. The Scouts are members of Explorers 
Post 2125, backed by the Marine Reserve Corps at Ellington Air 
Force Base. Explorers is a Boy Scout program for those high school 
age through 20. 

Several parents have said their sons told them the two men had 
made racial slurs about blacks and had given frequent lectures on 
guerrilla warfare, the Chronicle said. 

But Bryant contends, "We're not teaching these boys how to snipe. 
They only shoot a few rounds, not proficiently by any means." 

No one knows how many illegal aliens in U.S. 
WASHINGTON — An investigative agency of Congress says the 

prospects for controlling illegal immigration into the United States 
are poor and the costs of doing so would be formidable. 

A study by the General Accounting Office (GAO) says no one 
really knows how many illegal aliens are living in the United States. 
The Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) has estimated 4 
million, but some Census Bureau staffers have put the figure at 
about 5 million. 

And though there is no way of knowing the number of aliens en- 
tering the United States illegally each year, about 1 million are 
apprehended and deported annually, primarily at the U.S.-Mexico 
border. ... 

Border patrol officials estimate that for every person caught while 
trying to enter the country illegally, at least two others get through. 

The GAO concluded: "An illgal alien once safely into the United 
States has little chance of being located and deported. INS simply 
does not know the number of illegal aliens or who or where they 
are." 

Chiefs gamble, defeat Cardinals 21-13 
ST. LOUIS — A fourthdown gamble that turned into a three-yard 

gain proved to be the maneuver which turned the tide Sunday for the 
Kansas City Chiefs in their 21-13 victory over the St. Louis Cardinals. 

Scrambling quarterback Steve Fuller, unable to locate Tony Reed 
in the right flat, ran for a first down which set up the winning seven 
points with 6:31 remaining in the National Football League contest. 

Fuller's run to the St. Louis 10 was followed two plays later by a 
two-yard touchdown pass to Arnold Morgado and four plays after 
that by J.T. Smith's 75-yard touchdown return of a punt. 

Defending the fourth-down call, Chiefs Coach Marv Levy said a 
timeout was called to discuss alternatives. 

"We thought we had a better chance to make it with the pass than 
the run," Levy said. "It turned out that the receiver (Reed) was 
roughed, but Fuller's a good runner. We figured just too many things 
had to happen for us to get the ball back again." 

Prior to the Morgado touchdown reception, the Chiefs trailed 13-7, 
despite a defense which choked off St. Louis during the final two 
quarters. „..   . ,«_ 

It was the fourth time this year that Kansas City has roared from 
behind to win. 

Weatfier ] 
Highs today should be in the 40s with cloudiness developing in the 

afternoon. Cloudy and cool tonight with lows in the 20s with highs 
again in the 40s on Tuesday. Have a nice Thanksgiving vaction. 
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COLDEST BEER 
IN AGGIEVILLE 
D. J. Nitely Open l p.m.-midnight 

^^i^M.JMM.-**'j>      \    C 

•LCT'S ALL 60 TO DAlfcV QUEEH' 

Dairy. 
Queen 

For A Hot Fudge        Brownie Delight       7JJ r 

•R«f. U.S. P»t. Olf., Am. D.O. Corp. 
OCopyrlght 1974. Am. O.Q. Corp. 1015 N. 3d 

ALPHA PHI OMEGA 
Pi Chapter 

National Co-ed Service Fraternity 

Congratulates and Welcomes 
into its Membership: 

Bob Adams Linda Kraus 
Dale Blanchard Sandra Larson 
Dean Blanken John McDermott 
Marty Criswell Melinda Newton 
Lila Ensminger Kathy Russell 
Terri Hazen Becky Skeels 
Debbie Hopkins Chris Wolff 

Tues, Nov. 25 11:15-115 

Buffet 
FEATURING: 

Sliced Turkey & Gravy,   Ham Loaf, Dressing, 
Candied Sweet  Potatoes, Green Beans   & 
Pumpkin Pie 
Complete Buffet Salad Buffet 

$3.25 $2.50 

SALADS. REUSH PLATE. 
VEGETABLE, MAN ENTREE. 

BREAD. DESSERT. 
BEVERAGE 

VOURCHOCEOf 
SALADS. REUSH PLATE. 

BREAD. 
BEVERAGE 

k-state union 
bluemont buffet 
25 years of service 1956-1981 FnWft 0100 



Opinions 
A legitimate complaint 

What is it that is so objectionable about the violence portrayed in 
the Beauty and the Beast contest photographs? After all, violence 
against both women and men is graphically illustrated in most 
magazine and television advertisements all the time. 

After all, we're used to it by now. It's not going to go away. The 
situation is not going to change. It's what the public wants—will you 
deny the public's right to revel in sanguinary sexual portrayals on 
the screen, or in posters, and finally, in the streets and in our own 
backyards? 

It sells products; it promotes contests; it, remember, is purely for 
enjoyment. The fact that the contests' promoters claim they didn't 
even notice the violent graphics, much less planned them, has 
nothing to do with a didacticism about general insensitivity to 
human suffering. 

Come now, we all know that our environment, the graphics we are 
subject to every day since the day we were born, have no effect 
whatsoever on our beliefs or behavior. 

DAMIEN SEMANITZKY 
Asst. Opinions Editor 

Letters 

Discussion bypasses real issue 
Editor, 

Since I was present at the open dialogue 
concerning cult and cult-like groups at the 
Ecumenical Christian Ministries Center on 
Sunday, and since I read the account in the 
Collegian Tuesday, I have a few questions. 

Do members of the KSU Bible Study and 
its related group on Ratone recognize the 
dangers of cults and cult-like groups? 

Why is it that out of a group of about 100 or 
more, not one person who participates in the 
KSU Bible Study made any statement in 
reaction to the ad in the paper? 

My reasons for asking these questions are 
as follows: 

While persons who know the people in 
KSU Bible Study have spoken in their 
defense, not one member of the group has 
said anything about the problem of cults. 
This seems strange since people keep saying 
that the K-State group is not a cult, which 

was stated clearly in both the ad and the 
open dialogue. 

No one who claims to be a member of the 
K-State group has publicly made any 
statement concerning the ad. It seems 
rather unusual that an organization with 
that many people would not have anyone 
willing to say something about any of this. 

All of the focus on the K-State group is 
clouding the real significance of the issue 
and the action taken by publishing the ad. 
The real concern here is the persons whose 
lives have been or are being exploited or 
ruined by cults and cult-like groups. 
Perhaps the K-State group is or isn't, but 
let's not let that cover up the real concern. 
Let's take a closer look at this and try to find 
some appropriate solutions. 

Mike Sanderson 
senior in mechanical engineering 

An inappropriate 'cause' 
Editor, 

I hope the campus community doesn't 
take Miss Bat-Ami Bar-On too seriously. I 
strongly object to her quotes and references 
toward men as stated in Friday's edition of 
the Collegian. Miss Bat-Ami states that 
"Typically it takes only 10 minutes for a 
woman to be propositioned in Aggieville, 
and she's called a 'bitch' if she declines." I 
don't really know where in Aggieville this 
woman hangs out, but it isn't a too well- 
known place. I can say that for each male 
that does such propositioning, there are 
equal females who provoke such situations 
by the way they dress, their personal class 
they flaunt and their conversations. In any 
event, "typically" is a poorly chosen word. 

The Women's Resource Center states that 
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VFE Tis the season 

to be thankful 

It's almost turkey time again, and with 
the coming of this grand event, we must 
once again access our lives and ponder the 
things we are thankful for. 

Well, I'm the type of person who likes to 
get a head-start on my competition. So 
before the eventful day is past and gone, I 
will, for you, in this column, confess right 
before your eyes some of the things I have to 
be thankful for. 

First of all, I'm thankful I'm alive because 
if I weren't, I'd be dead and I'm not sure how 
I would handle that situation. I'm alive to 
witness the passage of another season, the 
arrival of another day and the injestion of 
various types of organic matter. 

In my extremely alive state, I have the 
option of various movements: I can frolic in 
a field of fresh fern foliage. I can run, jump, 
trip .fall and bruise my shins whenever I get 
the urge. And I can whittle away long hours 
at the lavish discotheques in Manhattan's 
upper east side. 

I'M THANKFUL my skin is a passionate 
brown. Me any other color just wouldn't be 
me. I can hardly imagine myself being a 
pale white or off pink. I'd then have to spend 
long hours at the Happy Tan Salon under a 
scorching light till my skin was either dead 
or unrecognizably raw. 

I'm thankful I haven't a penny to my 
name. It teaches me discipline and serious 
bud getting. 

Instead of eating at exotic uptown 
Manhattan restaurants, I enjoy a perfectly 
humble meal of Rice-a-Roni a la eggs and 
sardines. It's cheap, easy to make and quite 
nutritious. Instead of guzzling carbonated 
soft drinks, I consume up to three pounds of 
sink water from a large peanut butter jar at 
every meal. 

WHEN I OPEN the refrigerator to get 
something to eat, I don't complain when all I 
see is a container of rotted, three-month-old 
grapes and chilled plastic. No way. Not this 
manly man. 

I simply lay down on my bed and curl up in 
the prenatal position and cry. It helps make 

me more sensitive to the world situation. 
I'm thankful I have friends. Whether they 

be black, white, magenta, or apple green. 
Only choosy mothers are choosy. I don't 
discriminate if my friends don't because, 
God knows, I need all the support I can get. 

I'm thankful I have clothes on my back, 
my torso, abdomen and other vulnerable 
parts of my body. I'd hate to die from ex- 
posure. Or worse, get arrested for it. 

I MIGHT NOT have $50 Calvin Klein jeans 
or $69.95 Dingo boots, but at least I do have 
$60 Murjani jeans, Jantzen cut chenille and 
wool sweaters plus a digital watch bought at 
a going out of business sale in Times Square. 
I don't complain. 

I'm thankful for my parents, my seven 
brothers and five sisters. 

If I hadn't been born, there'd be only 12. Of 
course, being the youngest of eight sons, I 
had problems deciding on a role model. I 
finally decided on Bilbow Baggins, the 
Hobbitt. 

I'm thankful I'm not hooked on drugs or 
an extraterrestrial space cadet. Planet 
earth is where I'd rather be. 

I must confess, though, I have ex- 
perimented with some fumaric acid, some 
hits of sodium citrate. I guess I'm hooked. 
But I really like gelatin desserts. 

I have also snuffed down sodium chloride, 
potassium chloride, calcium silicate, 
magnesium carbonate, dextrose, and 
potassium iodide crystals with just about 
every meal. 

I'm thankful I wasn't born a tapeworm. 
I'd hate to spend my life in someone's 
bowels. When I was young, I did have this 
strange desire to be a Margaritophora 
Oyster, but that's all passed. 

I'm thankful for the great jazz pianists, 
Dave Breubeck, Count Bassie, Ramsey 
Lewis, and Oscar Peterson for giving me 
their best. 

And finally, I'm thankful I'm here at K- 
State even though there are a thousand 
other places I could be such as Harvard, 
Princeton, Yale, or Fort Hays State 
University. 

the pictures involved in Alpha Phi Omega's 
contest depict violence. The whole situation 
as it seems to me is that the anger in the 
WRC has been building up for quite a while 
and it seems they just happened to find a 
way of letting it out—unfortunately, at the 
expense of a fraternity. 

For 11 years, APO has sponsored such a 
project and then without warning, a load of 
bricks fall and everyone is wondering what 
is going on. It appears that with a little 
imagination you can read anything into a 
picture. I suppose you also objc-ct to Cop- 
pertone commercials where a child's bot- 
tom is exposed. A picture is worth 1,000 
words, especially if you want it to. 

If these radical groups can see violence, 
degradation, etc., can they also see that 
these pictures were done in fun and violence 
probably never entered into the minds of 
these people? 

Your group has only put such ideas into 
peoples' heads. I would guess that now, after 
I see a picture, I will always look for a 
violent nature approach. Is that what we are 
to believe? I am glad for the fact that your 
protest hasn't hurt the project that APO has 
presented. If anything, your "demon- 
stration" seemed to have an adverse effect: 
it drew people to the site of question. 

I am not speaking on behalf of APO. I 
believe their intentions were good and will 
continue to be so. What this whole situation 
shows is that every organization will have to 
be wary that everything they do is subject to 
the possible disapproval of the WRC. 

Perhaps next time your "Just cause" will 
find more appropriate ways of protesting 
besides such acts performed Thursday 
November 20. 

John McDermott 
senior In horticultural therapy 
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Letters to the editor 
Lack of research bred misconceptions 

Editor, 
We don't believe the authors of the ad in 

your paper did their research as well as they 
should have! Yes, indeed we do need to 
recognize the dangers and realities of cults 
to the lives of people today and we would not 
in any form deny that the Unification 
Church and The Way, etc., fall into the 
category of cults. To include the KSU Bible 
Study, or the Ratone Fellowship, in an ar- 
ticle denouncing cults shows a lack of 
research. 

We have had some of the KSU Bible Study 
or Ratone Fellowship Bible Study groups to 
our place for a bible study and fellowship 
time. We've been to their Parents Day 
program at the Ramada Inn and to another 
Bible Study in one of the homes and never 
felt unwelcome as a fellow Christian even 
though we didn't attend their activities 
regularly. 

We find nothing that smacks of cult-like 

principles about these young people. Jesus 
was condemned by the Pharisees. Why not 
examine yourselves in the light of God's 
Word before you condemn others! How 
many of you are feeding God's ward into 
your congregation? Jesus said, "Feed my 
sheep" in John 21:16. 

Are you going to further condemn every 
group that starts a bible study in their home 
because these people meet in their homes 
instead of spending large sums of money on 
ornate buildings? 

We don't believe you know any of the 
active members very well. Why didn't you 
talk to some of them? They are not a 
secretive organization and welcome anyone 
to come to their bible studies. 

One of the simplest forma of a local church 
Christ advocated in Matthew 18:20 by 
stating "For where two or three have 
gathered together in My name, there I am in 
their midst" These people in the KSU Bible 

Study or Ratone Fellowship do Just that and 
truly do try to follow God's word If more 
people in this world today studied their bible 
regularly and lived by God's word instead of 
some of the myths and ideas they live by 
now we would not have as many messes as 
we do! 

"Authentic Christian faith" should affirm 
God as the Supreme ruler of everything and 
everyone and Christ Jesus as his son! Jesus 
the Christ was a human, as he died on the 
cross for my sins and your sins, but he rose 
frm that grave and ascended into heaven 
and reigns at the right hand of God as is 
stated in Hebrews chapter one. 

To put these dedicated Christian young 
people in the same position with cults is to 
deny the authority and inspiration of the 
Bible. 

Mr. and Mrs. L.W. Guest 
Manhattan residents 

Menard column inaccurate 
Editor, 

In reading Glenna Menard's column on 
Thursday November 13, I feel that perhaps 
she should take another look at the ad 
printed in the Collegian on November 6. 

The ad never "accused" KSU Bible Study 
of having cult-like tendencies, nor did it ask 
college students, or for that matter anyone 
to judge KSU Bible Study. The ad never 
stated that the group is a cult, nor did it put 
them on "trial" The writers of the ad 
merely expressed concern that KSU Bible 
Study not demonstrate the excesses 
associated with ISU Bible Study. The 
association of the two groups is not based on 
"mere opinion," but on information the 
writers of the document have regarding the 
link between KSU Bible Study and ISU Bible 
Study, and the reported excesses exhibited 
by ISU Bible Study. Her reference to 
membership loss has no relevance what- 
soever to the issue at hand. 

No religion is trying to judge another. The 

writers of the document were speaking as 
concerned individuals. Based on my 
association with these men I know they are 
ministers of integrity who would in no way 
"throw around useless slams. The authors 
of the ad were careful to use known facts, 
and to express concern to cult-like excesses 

i>iii.SAie 

of different groups. The writers of the ad 
clearly are concerned that anyone who 
wants to discuss this issue in public do so. 

Elisabeth Lodge 
sophomore In elementary 

and special education 

LIVING GROUPS! 
Organize a Christmas Party and come 

to the 

JOfFUL 

NEW MUSICAL 

TREAT 

A McC AIN CHRISTMAS 
SPECIAL 

Friday, December 5 8P.M. 

Tickets: McCain box office       532-6425 
M-F 10:30 a.m.-6 p.m. 

GROUP RATES FOR TEN OR MORE 
(Call 532-6425 for discount 

information! Hurry for 
good seats.) 

JzUzLJ Ajditorium 
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Home building costs 
subject of presentation 

By DOUGLAS PUTNAM 
Collegian Reporter 

Americans are finding the price of home 
construction is exceeding their price range. 
They are also discovering that today's 
dollar can only buy tract homes or rental 
housing because of increasing prices, F. 
Gene Ernst, associate professor in ar- 
chitecture, said. 

The College of Architecture and Design 
displayed such concerns during a Saturday 
seminar in the Union given by Ernst. Part of 
a series of eight such seminars, the 
presentation examined "Opportunities and 
Dilemmas in Home Construction for the 
'80s." 

Ernst said today's price range of homes is 
reaching the point where the average 
American has to spend 30 percent of his 
income to buy a modest, three-bedroom 
house. 

"The housing industry has to do what the 
Volkswagon car did for the automobile 
industry—fit the buyer's income," Ernst 
said. "If we wait until the interest rates drop 
we forget that the house, during the waiting 
period, is still going up in price." 

AFTER WORLD WAR II, the housing 
industry across the United States boomed to 
accommodate returning servicemen. 
Housing was priced in a range servicemen 
could afford through G.I. bill benefits, ac- 
cording to library computer data. 

"We are a country of home-owners 
because of our government," he said. "I 
also think we have been spoiled since World 
War II, because of the low interest rates the 
federal government has provided." 

Ernst said he predicts changes in the 
housing industry due to "all-time high in- 
terest rates." Potential home-buyers are 
currently steering. away from buying a 
house because of the rates, he said. 

The problem of financing a new home Ues 
with the individual, not the builder, Ernst 
said. 

"Housing today has some problems that 

K-State judging teams 
win world championship 

are detrimental to the industry. Consumers, 
who are building a new home turn away 
from innovative designs that would lower 
the costs of the house," he said. "This is the 
reason many houses are built with designs 
that are out of date.'' 

ERNST SAID HE also blames the nose 
dive of today's housing industry on the 
current cost of financing and inflation. 

"I've always said it takes a thief to catch a 
thief. In the housing industry, the banker 
will always be favored when he is loaning 
money for a new house," Ernst said. 
"Interest rates are always going to be high, 
but if interest rates would drop to 12 percent, 
many serious people would consider getting 
into the buying market." 

According to Ernst, the most upsetting 
housing situation results when elderly 
people want to move into retirement homes 
that offer convenience and luxury. He said 
these people often can't afford to, because 
they can't find buyers for their present 
homes. 

"What a majority of Americans do is wait 
until all of the kids have left home and then 
build that home that they have always 
wanted—the kind they should have had 
when the kids were growing up," he said. 
"When they do finally build their dream 
home and live in it a few years, they find 
that it is too much work to upkeep it and 
decide to sell and move into a retirement 
home." 

The seminar, which attracted more than 
25 professionals in the housing industry, 
attempted to draw conclusions that would 
boost the industry into another boom period. 

Ernst suggested that the industry use 
government subsidy programs, like Urban 
Renewal, to persuade individuals to buy 
homes. A housing contractor from Topeka 
also suggested that individuals take ad- 
vantage of the National Solar Bank, which 
provides reasonable home loans on all earth 
or solar-built homes. 

By CHARLOTTE CLACK 
Contributing Writer 

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA. — K-State's 
first horse judging teams came home this 
weekend from their first contest with the 
title of 1980 World Champion Collegiate 
Quarter Horse Judging Team. 

The teams, formed in August and coached 
by Dennis Sigler, associate professor of 
animal sciences and industry, placed first 
and fifth overall out of a field of 22 teams 
representing 17 schools. The contest was 
sponsored by the American Quarter Horse 
Association Friday in Oklahoma City in 
conjunction with the 1980 World Cham- 
pionship Quarter Horse Show. Oklahoma 
State No. 2 placed second overall, Oklahoma 
State No. 1 placed third overall, and Findley 
College, of Ohio, placed fourth overall. 

Walt Garrison presented the K-Slate team 
with a $1,000 scholarship grant from 
Copenhagen-Skoal for the education of a 
student or students enrolled in animal 
science or an equine related field 

Travis Mann, senior in animal sciences 
and industry, Pat Burton, senior in animal 
sciences and industry and Steve Joonas, 
senior in agricultural education, were the 
top three individuals overall with 709, 708, 
and 703 points respectively, out of 750 
possible. 

EACH TEAM in the senior college division 
was comprised of five members with the top 
four members' scores counting toward team 
standings. 

Awards were given for the top five teams 
and the top 10 individuals overall, as well as 
for the top five teams and top ten individuals 
in halter, performance and reasons 
categories. 

K-State's teams placed first and second in 
reasons, first and fourth in performance and 
second in halter. 

Mann was top individual in both per- 
formance placings and reasons and third 
high in halter placings. Burton placed 
second high individual in reasons £td 
halter, and sixth in performance. Joonas 
placed third high individual in reasons, 
fourth in performance and seventh in halter. 
Keith Ascher, senior in animal sciences and 
industry, finished seventh in reasons. 

SIX   HALTER  classes  and four  per- 

formance classes: Western Pleasure, Bridle 
Path Hack, Reining and Western Riding 
were judged. Oral reasons explaining why 
the contestant placed the class were 
required on three halter classes and two 
performance classes. Contestants were 
required to place each halter class of four 
horses from first through fourth, based on 
conformational balance, muscling, struc- 
tual correctness, style and way of traveling. 
In the performance classes, contestants 
placed four horses according to their ability 
to perform and tests and manuevers 
required in each particular class with 
manners, consistency and functional 
correctness. 

Uni Frame.. #6 
Fast inexpensive way to frame posters & other art 

Economical, easy do-it-yourseit kit. Adjustable to 
tit sizes up to 40". A frame that is a three dimen- 
sional truss to guarantee the absence of warping. 
A hanging system that holds the print equi-distant 
from the wall on all four sides so that it appears to 
float in space. Beautiful and sophisticated enough 
for the finest prints. 

Available at CONTEfTlPORflRY INTERIORS 

Hand! Corner in Aggie     STRECKER GALLERY 330 Poyntz 

HAPPY 
THANKSGIVING 
Holiday or everyday, we're here to help 

Watch our staff in action 
5 to 5:30 p.m. Thanksgiving Day 

"Early News Show" 
Channel 13, WIBW-TV, Topeka 

The Saint Mary Hospital 
Emergency/Trauma Center 

1823 College Avenue 
Manhattan, Kansas 

Happy 
Thanksgiving! 

--G8PTKAL 
Dispensing 

One Day Service on most 
lJ-$J emergencies 
(k/if      Hundreds of fashion frames 

to choose from 
•GLASSES •FRAMES 

•REPAIRS 
Contact Lens Supplies 

Free Adjustments 

537-1331 1117W68tloopPI. 

onday 
adness 

$5.50 Mondays only- 
pay only $5.50 for a 
16" large 1-item pizza 
plus 2 free cups of Pepsi. 
One coupon per pizza. 
Good Mondays only- 

Fast, Free Delivery 
517 N. 12th St. 
539-0561 

10088/6311 

Fast, Free Delivery 
! Call us: 

539-0561 
517 North 12th Street 

Free cups of Fountain Pepsi! 
Just ask and you will receive two free cups 
of Pepsi with your pizza No coupon necessary. 

Our drivers carry less than $10.00. 
We reserve the right to limit our delivery area 

' 1980 Domino's Puia, Inc 
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Hypnosis evolves into police tool 
By STEPHEN HOFFMAN 

Collegian Reporter 
The woman sits ramrod straight in a wooden chair. Her face is swollen from bruises and a 

cut over her right eye. 
"I see him walking away now," she says calmly. 
"Do you notice anything about his clothes?" a police officer asks. 
"Yes," she replies. 
"What do you notice?" 
"On the back of pocket of his jeans I see a tiny label," she says. 
"What does it say?" the officer asks. 
"It says, Wrangler." 
She adds to the description of the man who raped her, noting out loud only those things 

about him she can see as he walks off into the night of her memory. 
Before going to the police, she was too distraught to remember anything about her at- 

tacker. Now, her description is so precise as to allow a police artist to draw a composite that 
leads to the arrest of a man who subsequently admits to raping her. 

Science & 
technology 

THE SCENARIO above is ficticious, but ones like it are happening all over the country, 
thanks to the newest investigative technique being used by police. It's called forensic 
hypnosis—the science of questioning victims and witnesses of crimes under hypnosis. 

With it, police can retrieve information and specific details about a crime that is so deeply 
submerged in a person's memory that they cannot recall the information during normal 
questioning procedures. 

"I really think this is going to be a very important investigative tool once its potential is 
realized," said Investigator Rodney Jager. Jager, with the Riley County Police Depart- 
ment, is trained in hypnotism. 

After only a few years of trial, it has acquired a 60 to 80 percent success rate, according to 
May nard Brazeal, head of the Law Enforcement Training Center in Hutchinson. 

"This is the highest success rate of any forensic tool," he said. 

BRAZEAL BROUGHT investigative hypnosis to Kansas in 1977 after attending a law 
enforcement school in California, he said. In 1976, the Los Angeles Police Department was 
the first in the coontrv to use hypnosis, opening its doors the next year to train out-of-state 
officers. Brazeal was among them. 

Impressed with the results of his own investigations using hypnosis, he invited the Law 
Enforcement Hypnosis Insitute to teach the first forensic hypnosis class in Kansas. About50 
officers from all over the state attended, Brazeal said 

"We were one of the trailblazing states in the United States to become a stronghold for 
investigative hypnosis," he said. 

He estimated that there are about 20 police departments throughout the state that have at 
least one man trained in and actively use this new forensic tool. 

Before hypnosis proved useful in law enforcement, it was being tested in other fields. 
After 1958, when the American Medical Association recognized it as a valid tool, dentists 
started using it to calm their patients and block pain in those who were allergic to 
Novocaine. 

TODAY, it's being used in some hospitals to ease the suffering of burn victims. In a 
similar fashion, hypnosis can ease the pain of a remembered traumatic event such as a 
violent crime so that police officers can tap a victim's and witnesses' memories for vital 
clues to a crime. 

Brazeal defines hypnosis as "focused concentration" brought about through deep 
relaxation. Jager agreed, adding, "People are astonished to learn they're in a state of 
hypnosis twice daily, just before they wake up and just before they go to sleep." 

In this state, a person can recall details of past events with incredible clarity while at the 
same time sidestep any mental barriers the subconscious mind erects to block out un- 
pleasant experiences like rape, according to Jager. 

Jager is one of only two officers in Riley, Geary and Pottawatomie counties trained in 
hypnosis. He's often called upon for assistance by other departments in the area, he said 

ART STONE JR., director of K-State Security and Traffic, also is trained in forensic 
hypnosis. As chief investigator forthe Sedgwick County district attorney's Victim-Witness 
Office, he often had occasion to use the technique. In addition, he has had the same basic 
training as Jager, as well as two advanced courses in dealing with those who are deaf or 
blind. 

When questioning distraught subjects, Stone and Jager both generally use what is called 
the "TV technique." Once in a hypnotic state, the witness is asked to visualize the crime as 
if viewing it on a television set. With this detached third-person point of view, a person in- 
volved in a violent act can remember details that he'd often forget if forced to relive the 
crime under normal questioning, Stone said. 

Before any hypnotic session begins, the investigator talks with the witness in order to 
determine how to best phrase his questions. 

A TYPICAL session for Jager lasts about two hours. Other investigators may take more 
or less time. 

"I find through a longer session I can get them into a deeper trance and get a little bit 
more information," he said. 

Once under, a subject answers in a mechanical monotone voice which, after a couple of 
hours, can make hypnosis "very, very boring," Jager said. 

Jager likes to give a post-hypnotic suggestion to his subjects if they relive particularly 
traumatic events for him, he said. He tells them they will remember only what they want to 
of those events except when questioned in court or by police. 

tc 
The person has to want to be 

hypnotized. We don't have any 

special powers. 
3) 

For most investigators, this kind of suggestion is not only a courtesy, Jager said, it's a 
matter of ethics. When a person supresses a traumatic memory, an officer has no right to 
bring it to the surface and leave it there. 

Police are as careful to observe ethics when using hypnosis as they are to observe clues at 
the scene of a murder, he said. 

"If the department thought anyone would be hurt by this we wouldn't do it. People are 
scared to death of being unconscious or losing control of their minds to another person," he 
said. 

JAGER HAD the same fears when he learned hypnosis almost a year ago, but soon 
learned that they were unfounded, he said. 

"The person has to want to be hypnotized. We don't have any special powers. If you don't 
want to be hypnotized, you can't be," he said. 

Hypnosis is considered so innocuous for these reasons that RCPD requires only Verbal 
consent from witnesses before questioning, Jager said 

Despite these stipulations, the law enforcement profession is plagued by outsiders who 
feel only those with medical degrees should use hypnosis, Brazeal said. He defends the 
opposite position only by saying that the basic course in hypnotism taught to Kansas officers 
is four days long, one day longer than a similar course for those with medical degrees. 

However, local police, at least, seem satisfied with the training. Even though Jager's 42 
hynotic investigations have yet to lead to an arrest, he's making converts out of his 
colleagues. .   K. . 

"More and more, if they have a victim who might benefit from hypnosis, they come and 
talk to me about it," he said. 

Hypnosis, though valuable as an investigative tool to help witnesses and victims 
remembers events, is rarely used on suspects, Jager said. "A person can fantasize or he to 
you all he wants under hypnosis. I'm sure there're going to be lots of times I'm going to have 
the wool pulled over my eyes." 
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'Cats end season with victory 

Jackson § • # winner at finish 
By JOHN DODDERIDGE 

Sporti Edltor 
By the reaction of the K-SUte football 

team, you would have thought they had 
clinched a berth in the Orange Bowl after 
breaking a tie score with the University of 
Colorado with one second left in the game. 

With no timeouts left and the clock win- 
ding down, the Wildcats' kicking team 
rushed onto the fkjld to set up for the game- 
winning field goal. And the timing couldn't 
have been any better. 

Jim Jackson split the uprights from 17 
yards out to give K-State a 17-14 victory over 
the Buffaloes with one second to spare, 
which was followed by a wild celebration on 
the field with a Joyous display of finally re- 
entering the win column. 

A Tom Saey kickoff was all that was 
needed to leave the 'Cats in a last place tie 
with Colorado with 1-6 conference records. 

It also left K-State with a W season mark, 
identical to last year's record and gave Jim 
Dickey his 10th victory against 23 losses in 
his three years as the 'Cats head mentor. 

"I'm really happy we at least finished up 
with a win. I thought we did a lot of good 
things, and we made a lot of mistakes. This 
is a game I don't remember a lot about," 
Dickey said 

EXCEPT FOR the last five minutes of the 
game, Dickey had a good reason for not 
remembering most of the game, as both 
teams showed their ability to find a way to 
finish the season in the cellar. 

If it had not been for a couple of K-State 
interceptions in the last five minutes of the 
game, the 'Cats may well have been all 
alone in the basement of the Big 8. 

After the Buffs tied the score at 14-14 with 
10:39 left in the game, the 'Cats drove the 

i 

ball 41 yards to the CU 39 where they ran out 
of downs with 5:19 left. The fourth down play 
was a good call by K-State, but Darrell 
Dickey overthrew fullback Jeff Meyers in 
the left flat which would have given the 
'Cats a first down. 

Two plays later, cornerback Steve 
Schuster picked off a Scott Kingdom pass 
and returned it 30 yards to the CU 36, except 
K-State was caught for an illegal block on 
the return and the ball was taken back to the 
K-State 48. 

ONCE AGAIN. K-State could not find a 
way to break the deadlock. They ran out of 
downs after four plays on the CU 46 and a tie 
looked to be the best the 'Cats could finish 
with. 

But thanks to Kingdom, that wasn't the 
case. He threw his second straight in- 
terception to the 'Cats other cornerback, 
Gary Morrill, who returned it two yards to 
the K-State 46 with 2:4S on the clock. 

This time, the 'Cats moved the ball down 
to the l-yard line. The drive was aided by 
two Dickey passes to split end John Liebe. 
The first one was good for 36 yards to the 18 
and the second one came right after the 
'Cats were moved back to the 33 for holding. 
Dickey hit Liebe for 16 yards to the 17. 

Four straight running plays by L.J. Brown 
put the ball on the one, where K-State was 
left with 28 seconds left on a third dowa 
They decided to take their final timeout 
Brown's number was called again but the 
Buffs defense refused to let the 'Cats win the 
easy way. 

"We set up the final play real well. They 
(CU) didn't want a tie and we didn't want 
one," Dickey said. "On the last timeout, our 
coaches did a good job of telling the kids to 
be ready to get on the field for a field goal. I 
really felt we were going to score." 

Brown led the K-State offense most of the 
day as he ended his career third on K-State's 
all-time rushing list He ran for 148 yards on 
36 totes and scored the 'Cats two touchdowns 
on short runs. K-State finished with a season 
high of 265 rushing yards. 

Staff photo by Cnlo Chartdltr 

High hurdle... K-State's Darrell Dickey is hit high by Colorado's Rod 
Butler and Steve Doolittle (38) as Dickey tries to hurdle the line during 
the second quarter. 
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ENJOY 
YOUR 

THANKS- 
GIVING & 
we'll see you when 

you get back. 
Brothers will be 

closed Thursday 27. 

1st Annual Turkey Jam 
featuring 

THE OZARK MOUNTAIN DAREDEVILS 
" <« If with hits like "Jackie Blue," "Chicken Train, 

You Wanna Get to Heaven," and many more. 

AND 

THE FLYING BURRITO BROTHERS 

Saturday, Nov. 29, 7 p.m. at 

The Salina Bicentennial Center 

Tickets: $6 reserved and general admission 
Tickets available at the Sound Shop, Oasis Records, ITT Office 
(Fort Riley), and Jean Junction (Junction City). 

Last Rock 'n Roll Concert of the Year 

STRECKEP GALLERY «? 
...now open 

New Ideas For Christmas Giving 
#10 and up 

ART POSTERS & ORIGINAL ART 
330 POYNTZ 
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Wildcats break scoring record 

Women tromp on Tulsa, 109-78 
By KIM HANZLICEK 

Collegian Reporter 
The K-State women's basketball team 

added another victory to their winning 
streak, making it 15 straight at borne, 
Saturday night in Ahearn Field House by 
defeating the Tulsa Golden Hurricane 109-78 

in their season opener. 
The Wildcats had a record breaking 

evening with two records being set Their 
score of 108 topped the team's previous 
record of 106, set on Dec. 6, 1979 against 
Colorado. 

The second record was set by center 

Tammie Romstad who went 14 of 14 at the 
free throw line, breaking a record set by 
teammate Gayla Williams during that same 
Colorado game last season. 

"We had a very good beginning, then late 
in the game we made a lot of mistakes. But 
overall they played well for our first game of 
the season," head coach Lynn Hickey said 

"I was really glad to see the size of the 
crowd," Hickey said. An estimated 1,200 
attended the game. 

GUARD TARYN BACHI8, playing her 
first game as a Wildcat, took the tip off and 
went in for the first score of the game 
starting a string of 15 unanswered points by 
K-State. 

"I was definitely nervous, but after the tip 
off I started to calm down But I was still a 
bit nervous," Bachis said. 

In K-State's first half of play, they shot 57 
percent from the field and 86 percent from 
the free throw line. Romstad helped with her 
7 of 7 and Betsy Sloan with her 2 of 2 at the 
line. 

Tulsa went into the locker room at half- 
time in trouble, with K-State leading 60-24. 
Tulsa could muster only a mere 25 percent 
from the field and 57 percent from the line. 

In the second half Hickey made wholesale 
substitutions, replacing all five players at 
once instead of Just one or two at a time. The 
reason for this was to give all 13 players 
experience. 

Romstad scored a game high 32 points, 
Bachis had 17 followed by forward Shelly 
Hughes with 12. 

The top rebounders for the Wildcats were 
Romstad with 13, center-forward Dee 
Weinreis with nine while and Becky Dobbins 
and Shelly Hughes had six apiece. 

WHILE TULSA HAD two girls who fouled 
out, K-State did not have foul problems. 
Bachis, Kim Price, Angie Taylor and Becky 
Dobbins had three fouls each 

The game ended with K-State shooting 51 
percent and 74 percent at the free throw line. 

Balfour * 
Jewelry in Stock 

Tom's Campus 
Corner 

716 N. Manhattan in Agglevllle 

7765461 

HELP WANTED: 
Student computer operator/dis- 
patcher, work part-time. Must be 
willing to work evenings, weeken- 
ds, during student recesses and 
summer months. Undergraduates 
with an employment potential of at 
least two years will be given pref- 
erence. Previous computer opera- 
tor experience and grade point av- 
erage will be used in selection cri- 
teria. Must be a full-time student. 
Qualified persons in all disciplines 
are encouraged to apply. Inter- 
views will be conducted the week 
following the Thanksgiving vaca- 
tion. Applications will be accepted 
until 5 p.m., November 25th, in 
Room 23, Cardwell Hall, by Jacque 
Meisner. 

Happy Birthday Friday, ALBS 
Love, 

Shell 

Halted drive..rK State's Betsy Sloan loses the ball after colliding with 
Tulsa's Debbie Hurst during the second half of Saturday night's game. 

'Cats tipoff season 
The annual Purple-White basketball game 

will tipoff the K-State men's season tonight 
at 7:30 at Ahearn Field House. 

Admission is $2 for adults and $1 for 
everybody else. 

Here sit Tim and Jim in a sink 
Getting better each day we think. 
Happy birthday to a special pair. 

Two like you are very rare. 

Love Kute and Lisa. 
SAVE $2.00 

OnAddtttenel 
Copies 

Prompt Snsprntnt 

«IP YOUR FAVORITE 
PHOTO'S 

INTO FULL COLOR* 

TRANSFERS 
•Full Color or B/W 

Depending on the Originals You Sand 
You Sand It-And Wall Customize A Transfer of It. 

Send almost any size 8*x10* or smaller. We'll professionally 
enlarge them into high quality, one-of-a-kind transfers. Limitless 
possibilities, from Polaroids and snapshots, to 35mm slides or 
your favorite magazine art clipping. One original per transfer. 

•T-Shirts •Sweatshirts •Jackets 
Transfers Make Inexpensive Qifta for Christmas 

Check your gift list. Parents, grandparents, brothers, and 
sisters. Everyone has a favorite picture. That funny party picture 
they have forgotten, but you haven't. They are sure to remember 
you every time they wear their unique gift. Save $2.00 on ad- 
ditional copies of the same original. That's a perfect gift for under 
$5.00. Your originals returned unharmed and we guarantee your 
money back If you are not completely satisfied. 

How to 
Order 

FREE RETURN POSTAGE 

Mall To >      Mall To 

LIMELITE-PHOTO 
Hollday Plaza Center 

P.O. Box 3406 
Lawrence, Ke. 66044 

Enclosed Is $0.95 for each original and 
$4.95 for each copy of an original. 
Please total number of originals and 
copies. 

No. (i Originals O MM t  
No. D CoptM O $4.95   
Ks. Residents Stt% 8. Tax   

Total Enclosed   

N«Mls#  . 

Addreas 

City 

State. 

Or Charge to My: 

DVISA 

Card No.   

D MasterCard 

Expiration Data 
(No orders shipped without cerd 

Expiration Dete) 

(SIGN HERE FOR CARD USE ONLVJKSU-1 
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Infertility endangers great ape population 

Apes ignorant of how to 'monkey around' 
CHICAGO (AP) — The great apes are 

losing interest in monkey business. Deep- 
rooted problems among captive primates in 
North America, including infertility, are 
keeping them from reproducing. 

The reproduction dilemma is acute, ac- 
cording to Dr. David Johnson of the National 
Institutes of Health, because there is a 
chance that most, if not all, the apes alive in 
the next century "will be those borne from 
the apes now in our zoos and research 
centers." 

For animals with non-physiological 
troubles, the solutions may rest with 
zoological versions of sex counseling. But 
the most immediate concern to scientists is 
the finding that perhaps half the male 
population of gorillas is sterile. 

"We know that in some cases we have 
physiological sterility; in others, we know 
that we have behavioral problems," said 
Dr. Benjamin Beck, curator of primates at 
Brookfield Zoo in suburban Chicago and a 
member of the University of Chicago's 
Department of Anthropology. 

ALONG WITH other primate specialists, 

Renovation forces 
fraternity to vacate 

Members of Kappa Alpha Psi social 
fraternity have been forced to move out of 
their house at 315 North 14th St while 
renovation is taking place, according to 
Veryl Switzer, associate dean of student 
affairs, and adviser for the fraternity. 

Switzer said the renovation should take no 
longer than 90 days to complete and will 
include "complete remodeling" of the in- 
side, roof repairs, and a new air con- 
ditioning system. 

"The project has been on the drawing 
board for about two years now," Switzer 
said. 

For reasons of funding and timing, the 
project was delayed longer than expected. 
He said the fraternity wanted to put off the 
remodeling until a time when school was not 
in session and would not disrupt the 
students' lives. 

"However, as you can see, it didn't work 
out that way," Switzer said. 

The students were given funds by Housing 
and Urban Development to finance the 
renovation of the house Switzer said. 

According to Switzer, the house, which 
was acquired in 1971 and currently can 
accommodate approximately 15 students, 
will be able to house an additional two or 
three students once renovation is com- 
pleted. 

Switzer said he assisted the students in 
finding temporary living arrangements 
while the renovation is taking place. Any 
additional costs to the students for residing 
in other living arrangements are being paid 
for from the project funds. 

Brooke Meyers 
You're a 

Neat Guy! 
Happy 22nd 

KDJ 

Beck, 41, will be attending a three-day 
workshop on infertility next week in Atlanta, 
trying to find what's causing the problem 
and what to do about it. 

The great apes—gorillas, chimpanzees 
and orangutans—represent the closest 
living relatives to man. They are studied by 
zoos and research centers as models for 
human behavior and biology. 

In their natural environments, they are 
endangered species, said Beck. The in- 
fertility problem is critical among gorillas, 
he said, while among male chimps, only four 
in captivity—"an alarmingly small per- 
centage"—have reproduced. 

There is no evidence of orangutan in- 
fertility, he added, nor of a similar problem 
among other primates. 

"The (gorilla) birth rate in captivity has 
been declining since... 1977, and between 30 
and 50 percent of male gorillas are 
organically sterile—they do not produce 
sperm," said Beck. 

In the last two years, he noted, only 13 of 
the 62 adult male gorillas in 48 U.S. zoos and 

biomedical centers have sired offspring. Of 
30 gorillas examined, 15 were questionable 
or clearly sterile. 

"I'm quite sure this organic infertility is 
only part of the problem," said Beck, who 
has studied primates more than 15 years. 
For those already sterile, apparently 
nothing can be done, he said. 

OTHER FACTORS INVOLVED, en- 
vironmental and behavioral, may stem in 
part from past practices by American zoos 
in raising captive animals. 

"It was quite fashionable in North 
America to hand-raise great apes," Beck 
said. 

The human hand in the rearing process 
may have kept apes of both sexes ignorant 
about normal copulatory postures and 
sexual signals. 

That's where what he refers to as "social 
rehabilitation" comes in, pairing the back- 
ward animal with a normal, sexually 
competent one of either sex to initiate the 
learning. 

"We try to put the animal with a very 
agreeable, non-aggressive, age-matched 
female," Beck said. "We put the animal in 
with another who is normal, who knows the 
entire communicative repertoire." 

He said he has followed this procedure 
with orangutans, while others have worked 
with gorillas. 

"A human-raised animal tends to be 
fearful of another of his species," Beck 
added. "He has to overcome that fear" and 
learn to communicate with his would-be 
mate. 

A number of hypotheses have been offered 
to explain ape sterility, including exposure 
to viral diseases such as mumps, exposure 
to environmental pollutants and obesity. 
But, said Beck, there is "no good evidence 
for any of these hypotheses." 

The workshop will try to pinpoint the 
direction of future research. 

At most, be estimated, 40,000 chimpanzees 
are left in the wild and probably fewer than 
5,000 orangutans and a like number of 
gorillas. 

When you need some 
notes at3:00 a.m.,you find out 

who your friends are. 
i 

You left the notes for 
chapter 6 in the library. A sure 
sign that tomorrows test will 
be heavy with questions from 
chapter 6. Someone you know 
is about to get a phone call. 
He's not going to like it, but he's 
going to come through. When 
this is over, do something 
special for him. Tonight, let it 
be Lowenbrau. 

Lowenbrau. Here's to good friends. 
I960 B**' b'ew*«1 m U S A by Mill#» B'«**inq Company Mih*.luhe<> Wisco«5>n 
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Collegian classifieds 
CLASSIFIED RATES 

Ono day: 20 words or loss, $1.50, S conts 
por word ovor 20; Two days: 20 words or loss, 
$2.00, 8 conts por word ovor 20; Throo days: 
20 words or loss, $2.25, 10 conts por word 
ovsr 20; Four days: 20 words or loss, $2.75,13 
conts por word ovor 20; Flva days: 20 words or 
lass, $3.00,15 cants por word ovar 20. 

 FOR SALE  
ADULT QAQ gift* and novelties—birthday, anniversary, flat 

wall, or |u«t (or tun Treasure Chest. Aggie vll le (1 tt) 

NEW IN Town: Singer Sales and Service New and used 
machines Wa service all makes. Manhattan Sawing Can- 
tar, 429 Poyntz, Manhattan, KS 86502 5394523 (81*5) 

PIONEER SX 980 80 watt par channel receiver Excellent con- 
dition. Reasonable price. Call 539-8211, ask lor Room 330 
(82-65) 

1975 MONZA 2 + 2, 4 cylinder 3 speed Good condition. Call 
776-1247. (62-68) 

SPEAKERS—PAIR of Audlophonlc bookshell speakers, S70 
pair Call 5394798 altar 5:00 p.m. (62-65) 

1971 MUSTANG 302 3 spaad, mags, new tires, new brakes, 
recant paint, no rust. Dark metallic red $950.00. Call 532- 
6341.18347) 

WOMAN'S DIAMOND ring, simple with 14kt gold band 
Dlamond-% ct., $400.00. Call Bob at 539-5745 attar 6:00 p.m 
(6*65) 

VIOLINS, VIOLAS, cellos-Sales, rentals. Also all In- 
strument and bow repairs Call 5394844. (63-66) 

MOVING—MUST sell young mala ferret, large cage, food. 
Price negotiable. Call 5394111. (6345) 

PIONEER CTF-.900 Cassette Deck, excellent condition, 
reasonable price. Call 532-3544, ask for Art. (6445) 

1980 KAWASAKI 250 Road Hugger. Mint condition. Call 
539-7143 before 10:00 p.m., ask for Mary Waymlre. (6445) 

1971 HARLEY Davidson Sportster 900, newly rebuilt engine. 
For more Information call 1 •258-2562. (6448) 

OLDER HOME with character, parlor, living room, four 
bedrooms, natural wood staircase. Much potential. Price 
reduced, $50,000. Rolling Hills Real Estate, 539-0588 or 
539-5788. (6448) 

SOLAR HOME, secluded wooded area. Four bedroom, three 
baths, two woodbumlng stoves. One acre. Rolling Hills 
Real Estate, 5394588 or 539-9242. (6448) 

HERE'S YOUR chance, don't rent, own it. Nice three- 
bedroom home, three blocks campus, upper 20's. Newly 
remodeled, low taxes. Parsons Real Estate, 7764439. 
(6445) 

BY OWNER: Nice two bedroom houae with basement apart- 
ment, one block eaat of campus, $40,000. Call 537-1669 
(65) 

1973 GREMLIN, 2-dr,, ^cylinder, standard transmission, 
good economy car. Call 537-4934 after 5flO p.m. (65) 

MUST SELL, desperate-1977 Volkswagen Sclrocco. Fan- 
tastic car, good gaa mileage, been driven little, AM/FM 
cassette stereo, front wheel drive, pretty new tires, aaklng 
price ot $4,300. Call 5324099. (85) 

AKAI AT-2600 tuner. Signal and tuning maters, muting. One 
year old Must sell. Call 5374377. (6546) 

KRACO CAR stereo 7 Band equalizer. 60 watts/channel, watt- 
meters, fader. Call 5374377. (6546) 

NICEST 1976 Ford F 150 Ranger pick-up in town Air- 
conditioning, power steering, power brakes, automatic 
transmission and topper Call 776-5083 (6549) 

 FREE  
PUPPIES, SIX weeks old, v> Malamule. v> Shepard. Black, 

brown & tan. Cutell Lot 51 Walnut Grove 1-494-2754 after 
5:00 p.m. or leave message. (6246) 

 FOR RENT  
COSTUMES, MASKS, periodical clothing, accessories, all 

types make-up. Grass skirts, lais, bunny and mouse ears 
and more. Treasure Chest, Aggievllle. (Itf) 

TYPEWRITER RENTALS, electrics and manuals, day, week 
or month. Buzzells, 511 Leavenworth, across from post 
office. Call 7764469. (Itf) 

RENTAL TYPEWRITERS: Excellent selection, Including IBM 
Sefectrics. Service moat makes of typewriters. Hull 
Business Machines, (Aggievllle), 1212 Moro, 539-7931. (110 

FOUR-BEDROOM furnished apartment, living dining room, 
2 levels, for family or 3-4 females. Sunset and Anderson. 
$520rmonth, 1 yr. leaae. Call Dr. Akl, 532-5679 (6145) 

AVAILABLE DECEMBER 1-Clean, spacious, completely 
furnished and carpeted, one bedroom apartment, one 
block north of Aggievllle. Everything private. Call 5394892 
between 4:00-900 p.m. (6345) 

FURNISHED BASEMENT apartment, two blocks from KSU. 
Suitable tor two. Call after 5:00 p.m. 5394995 (6345) 

HOUSES FOR rent: 1417 Nichols, 1733 Kenmar, 1101 
Denlson. 537-1202. (64-75) 

FURNISHED APARTMENT January 1st. Large two bedroom 
for quiet upperclaasman or grad student. No pets. Call 537- 
1150.(6546) 

 ROOMMATE WANTED  
ONE GAL to |oln two others in large three bedroom apart- 

ment two blocks from campus. Available January 1st. 
$100/month, utilities paid. Call Karen or Lynn, 5374818 
(8145) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted for second semester. Nice 
apartment, close to campus. Call 539-5096. (6245) 

NEEDED FEMALE undergraduate to share large room In fur- 
nished home. Reasonable rent, includes utilities. Laundry 
facilities, cable TV. furnished. Walking distance of cam- 
pus. Call evenings 776-5956. (6245) 

NEEDED—THREE undergraduate males, starting January 
1st, to share large furnished home. Reasonable rent, In- 
cludes utilities. Walking distance of campus Call 
evenings 776-5956. (6245) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to share nice apartment for 
Spring Semester. Good location. Phone 539-3172. (6246) • 

FEMALE TO share house for spring semester. Own room, 
$100 month plus V, utilities. Close to KSU stadium. Call 
537-1438. (6245) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to share two bedroom house 
with three other girls. $90 month, utilities Included. Call 
776-9480 after 3:00 p.m. (6248) 

MALE TO share large two bedroom apartment, $100, all bills 
paid, one block from Aggievllle Tim, 776-3128 or 5374518 
(8445) 

NON-SMOKING male for spring semester. Eight blocks from 
campus. $108.00/month plus utilities. Call 7764495 be- 
tween 6:00 and 10:00 p.m. (6445) 

MALE ROOMMATE wanted to share three bedroom houae, 
$125fmo. All utilities paid. Close to campus. Call after 
5-00p.m., 7764009.(6445) 

ONE OR two studious, non-smoking roommates wanted to 
share nice, furnished house adjacent to campus 
$ 100/month Call 7764308 (8549) 

HELP WANTED 
OVERSEAS JOBS—Summerryear round. Europe, S. Amer., 

Australia. Asia. All Fields. $500-$1200 monthly. Sight 
seeing. Free Info. Write: IJC, Box 52-KS2, Corona Del Mar, 
CA 92625 (52-73) 

ATTENTION 

ROUTINE CHEMICAL laboratory work, full time Research 
Assistant (temporary). KSU Equal Opportunity Employer 
Contact Dm Baker, 5324161. (6446) 

HOUSEKEEPER—ONE half day a week during Thanksgiving 
and Christmas holidays. 7764584. (6445) 

THE OFFICE of Minority Affairs at Kansas State University 
announces a temporary, part-time position for a program 
assistant for Services for Physically Limited Students. 
Primary responsibilities Include: ssslsting In the plsnning 
and Implementation of services for students with physical 
limitations Qualifications: Minimum, B.S degree in social 
work, psychology, education or related area. Applications 
will be accepted until 5:00 p.m. December 1, 1960. Em- 
ployment commences December 15, 1980. Send letter of 
application, resume and names of three references to: An- 
ne Butler, Office of Minority Affairs, HolU Hall, Kansas 
State University, Manhattan, KS 66506 KSU Is sn equal op- 
portunity employer. (65) 

 SERVICES  
RESUME WRITING, layout, editing, typing or appraisal 

Resume Service, 411 N. 3rd. 537-7294. (Itf) 

WOMEN'S HEALTH Care Service. Confidential health care 
for women with unexpected pregnancies. Abortion ser- 
vices to 20 weeks as an outpatient, information and free 
pregnancy testing (316)684-5106 Wichita. (1tf) 

RESUMES $20: 1-2 pp.. 5 copies and envelopes. Tldwell 
& Associates, 219 S. Seth Chllds, 776-5213, 537-4504. 
(5045) 

PREGNANT? BIRTHRIGHT can help Free pregnancy teat. 
Confidential. Call 537-9180.103 South 4th Street, Suite 16. 
("to 

DME—DISCO Mobile Enterprises—Area's largest pre- 
recorded dance music operation. Offering free keg beer 
with reservations. Call 776-9140. (5045) 

PROFESSIONAL THESlS/dlssertatlon typist. 5 years' ex- 
perience; theses/dlssertstlons for 15 universities. Cor- 
recting Selectrlc II, pica/elite. Work guaranteed. 50-page 
minimum. I do damned good typing. Peggy, 913442-4476. 
(5175) 

STORYTELLERS WILL babysit Friday. November 22 for 
"Kids Night Out" rooms 205 & 206, K-State Union. Starting 
5:30 p.m. $1.00 per hour for the first child and 75« per hour 
for the second. Call 5324875. (6145) 

TERM PAPERS typed by former secretsry. Call 53»4549. 
(6345) 

WILL TYPE thesla, etc. 3-years experience, including tables. 
Royal SE 5000. correction tape. Call 5394064 (6549) 

Peanuts By CHARLES SCHULZ 

MARCM CANT UlALK THIS 
WAY..THE COMIC BOOKS 
ARE C0MIN6 APART A6AIN 

LOOK, SIR! I THINK 
I SEE S0MEBOPY! 

CHUCK! HOUJP YOU FINP 
U5?U)E'VE BEEN LOOKING 
AU OVER FOR V0U! 

WE JUST FOLLOWED 
THE PA6E5 FROM SOME 

COMIC BOOKS... 

*#""- 

Crossword 
ACROSS 

1 Fountain 
drink 

5 Eskimo 
knife 

8 Musical 
group 

12 Jog 
13 Through 
14 French 

girlfriend 
15 "- Lynne" 
II Angler's 

artificial 
fly 

IS Satisfy 
H Stock units 
21 Chariots 

(poetic) 
23 New Zealand 

aborigine 
24 Notice of 

dismissal 
28 Gifts to the 

poor 
31 Ruckus 
32 Mexican 

measure 
34 A dialect 

of Siamese 
35 A breach of 

relations 
37 Brazilian 

tree 

By EUGENE SHEFFER 

39 Weaken 
gradually 

41 Pianist 
Peter 

42 Divisions 
of a drama 

48 Writing pad 
49 Whitsuntide 
51 Cold wind 

of the 
Adriatic 

52 Church part 
53 Crude metal 
54 Morally 

ruined 
55 Gun (S. Afr.) 
51 An enzyme 
57 Grafted 

(Her.) 

DOWN 
1A degree 
2 Spoken 
3 Prescribed 

amount 
4 Assault 
5 Mustache 

locale 
f Luau 

necklace 
7 Footed 

vases 
8 Tropical 

American 
tree 

9 City in 
Texas 

10 Nest of 
pheasants 

Avg. solution time : 27 mln. 
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Answer to Saturday's puzzle. 

11 Former 
dignitaries 
of Algiers 

17 Laos 
aborigine 

U Impudent 
talk 

22 Passive 
demonstra- 
tion 

24 Common 
value 

25 Food fish 
2« Trivialities 
27 Symbol of 

Maine 
29 Former VIP 

of China 
30 Turf square 
33 Gumbo 
31 Oil vessel 
38 Rotate 

unevenly 
40 Footlike 

organ 
42 Box 
43 Liana 
44 Portico 
41 Diving bird 
47 Formerly 

(archaic) 
48 London 

gallery 
50 Vetch 

OtYPTOQUIP 11-24 

LO  LV  ONN  APE  OBPO  BNRNT 

TNQQV  PTC  RNO  CELAQC 

Saturday's Cryptoquip - MAGICIAN FINDS PRACTICE 
MAKES GOOD TRICKS PERFECT. 

Today's Cryptoquip clue: E equals D 

GREEK LETTERED sweets and light-weight lacked available 
at Tom's in Aggievllle. 7764461. (5348) 

VW BUG tune-up only $24.00 on 1962 thru 1974 Bugs. Air 
conditioning add $7.50. Type 2 and 3 add $500. Includes 
German points, plugs, set-timing, adjust carburetor, check 
compression. Special ends November 28th. J. & L Bug 
Service, 1-494-2388.(5945) 

BIKE EUROPE Summer 1981. Unique biking programs for 
students. Details: Bike Europe '81: P.O. 7928 Ann Arbor, 
Michigan 48107. (6145) 

LOOKING FOR some "Do-lt-Yourself" job security In these 
uncertain times? Local Amway distributor will show you 
how to get It with Income producing, part-time business of 
your own. Phone 7764818 for Interview. (6447) 

WILL PAY someone traveling to Northern California, Reno or 
Lake Tahoe area who will take a puppy to three little boys. 
Call 539-2770 for details. (6445) 

NOTICES 
MOTORCYCLE STORAGE—Inside, four montha, $35. Brooks 

Yamaha, call 7764371. (4445) 

TYPING,    IBM   Correcting   Selectrlc   Typewriter.    Neat, 
professions! work. Call 7764787. (6145) 

WANTED 
COLLECTIBLES, COINS, back Issue magazines, comics, LP 

albums. Check with us before you th.ow It away. Treasure 
Chest, Aggievllle. (Itf) 

GOLD CLASS rings, gold lewelry, diamonds. Call 539-1061 or 
776-7837.(49-75) 

WANTED: SCRAP gold, men's class rings. $50 to $200. 
Women's, $35 to $75. Other lewelry bought loo. Top cash 
buyer. Steve's Coin Shop, 411 N. 3rd. (50-74) 

MALE DANCE partner for NY. Hustle In Kansas, December 
18-28. Prefersbly from East Coast. Call late evening 
212-5994664(6145) 

SLEEPING ROOM with kitchen privileges Spring Semester 
Professor on leave. Write: Harold Thomas, 2011 S. Homer, 
Pittsburg, Ksnsas 66762. (6145) 

LOST 
FROM THE shetvss In Derby Complex on Tuesday evening, 

18th November, a backpack. Please return the folder which 
was in it to the Coordinator's Office, Derby. No questions 
asked. I need It desperstely. - A.B Tlllway (6445) 

PAIR OF women's black leather gloves size 7 V> (probably In 
Justin) on Wednesday. Phone 537-2615 or 5324323. (6445) 

GOLD CHAIN, In Denlson or just outside near library, on 
Monday 11/3. Sentimental velue. Reward. Eliae Rose, 
532-5731 dsys, 5394979 evenings. (6445) 

FOUND 
ONE TEXAS Instruments cslculstor st 10:00 p.m., November 

18 in the Union parking lot. Call 7764342 to claim. (8445) 

CALCULATOR—IN front of Union Poet Office on November 
19. Call Mike, 539-5865 after 6:00 p.m. to Identify and claim 
(6446) 

WOMEN'S BROWN leather gloves found In front of Traffic 
and Security November 19th. Call Mike, 532-3909 to claim 
and identify. (6547) 

PERSONAL 
ALPHA PRINCE: Voulez voua coucher avec mol? Let's end 

"Probation'' soon. It Is no fun. Anyway, have a relaxing 
break. I'll be thinking of you. Me. (65) 

SCOTTY—ONLY 5 days until "another one bites the 
dust" —but I guess someone had to save your honor! 
Aggievllle will hate to give you up but Ryan and I are 
looking forward to sharing a beautiful life with you. What a 
team! I love you. Terrl. (65) 

HEH WILLIE Wildcat!-We sure got a kick out of your visit 
Isst Thursday! Thanks!! Julie and the Kids. (65) 

KAPPA SIG Dad (Keith)—Are you trying to spoil your kid rot- 
ten? (Dinner, wine and a rose) I had a great time and next 
time it's my turn. Love, Your Daughter. (85) 

T M - HAVE a Happy Thanksgiving' Too bad It has to be in a 
state like Missouri'! (Just kidding) I'll miss you. Love, 
Susy. (65) 

LYDIA B., Two more deys till your teenage days will end. And 
an old lady of 20 you shall become. Happy Birthday, Early! 
Hope your day Is special funl Love Ya. Cheryl. (65) 

JULIE: HAPPY Birthday to the best roomie ever! (Even 
tolerating your paranoia with "mad" grasshopper rapists 
and squirrel chasers). Love, Susan, (65) 

BIGGER-PIGGER: Happy two years, Babe! Things have 
changed, but my love for you remains steady and strong 
Love, Plgret. (65) 

ANNETTE B—Have a happy birthday on Tuesday. I really 
love you and If I can I'll make an oatmeal cake. Love, Den 
nleB (65) 

TO THE non-card playing light weights from Clovls: We will 
be happy to play anytime you want, Wednesday night 
again? The Original Diehard. (65) 

JEFF—TO the beet friend a girl could ever have—Happy 20th 
Birthday! Love, Kel. (65) 

LISA H -Happy Belated Birthday. I hope It was a very en- 
joyable 19th birthday. Your Beat Friend's Sister. (65) 

SLICK. HAVE a Happy 19th Birthday, Handsome. 'Anyway' 
watch out for older women, T.J. (65) 

BECKY: HOPE you had a fantaatic 19th birthday celebration 
on Sunday. Sorry I mlaaed It. Love, your adopted mom. (65) 

POOPISE TOES—I have enjoyed the last six months with 
you more than anything in the whole work) and we both 
know that we don't need e miracle to keep our love alive 
Peepsle Boo (85) 

STEVE—YOU mean the whole world to me. I love you now 
and forever. Happy Belated Ann. Love. Kathy. (65) 

TIGER: HAPPY 2.5. I'm very glad you came. ILYI Tiger II. (65) 

THERE'S 30 SHOPPING 
PAVS 'TIL CHRISTMAS/ 
6ME ME THAT BLANKET 
ANP60MAKEA6IFUIST/ 
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Disputed contest 
collects $604 for 
Alpha Phi Omega 

The nth annul Beauty and the Beast contest was successful 
despite controversy about violence in contestants' photographs, 
according to Todd Hesber, coordinator of the contest and member 
of Alpha Phi Omega (APO) service organization. 

More than $604 was accumulated during three days of voting, 
Hersher said He believes controversy about the pictures may 
have helped the contest 

"People might have felt things had gotten out of hand and 
decided to show support for us by donating money to the contest," 
he said. "The fact that most of the money was received on Friday 
goes along with this idea." 

Hesher said the clothes and poses used in the Beauty and the 

Beast contest in past years hadn't caused any problems, but after 
this year changes will be made. 

There will be a meeting Monday night to determine changes 
and decide which charities will receive money, Hesher said 

"The actual decision of who the money will go to will be made 
after Thanksgiving break," he said. 

First place in the contest was won by the team of Delta Delta 
Delta sorority and Delta Upsilon fraternity. Kappa Delta sorority 
and Kappa Sigma fraternity were runners-up, with third place 
going to Alpha Chi Omega sorority and Maria tt Hall. 

Best Costume Award went to the team of West Hall and 
Haymaker Hall. 

Biologists speculate 
10 beached whales 
may have been lost' 

ST. AUGUSTINE, Fla. (AP) - Ten sperm 
whales were found dead in a shallow inlet in 
northern Florida and puzzled biologists said 
Sunday the mammals may have gotten lost 
on their way back to deep seas. 

But preliminary studies of the carcasses 
revealed no clear cause for Saturday's mass 
beaching in Camachee Cove, Just a narrow 
inlet away from the safe, deep water of the 
Atlantic Ocean, the experts said. 

They were as puzzled over the beaching as 
they were last year when 41 huge sperm 
whales died after coming ashore near 
Florence, Ore. 

"These are normally a deep-ocean 
whale," said Ed Asper, a marine biologist 
and curator of a marine attraction near 
Orlando, Fla. "Why they headed this way is 
a question mark" 

ONE WOULD-BE RESCUER described 
the sperm whales as "the kind you think of 
when you think of Moby Dick." Moby Dick, 
the whale in Herman Melville's classic 
novel, was an albino sperm whale 

The whales entered the inlet near this 
coastal town shortly after daybreak 
Saturday and were dead within 13 hours, 
despite attempts to herd them back to 
deeper water. They ranged in length from 14 
to just over 30 feet, and the largest weighed 
as much as six or seven tons. 

Initial reports indicated as many as 15 
whales entered the inlet. 

Asper, fellow workers from Ocean World 
Inc. and other marine experts from state 
•md federal agencies spent the night cutting 
open the 10 whales stranded in the cove, 
taking tissue samples and vital organs. 

"We didn't find anything obvious," Asper 
said. "It will be a couple of weeks before we 
getany results from the tissue studies." 

Even then, he said, there may be no dear 
picture on why the whales beached them- 
selves. 

Beaching* by deep-water animals such as 
sperm whales and certain species of 
dolphins occur from time to time but are not 
common, Asper said. Beachings by shallow- 
water or coastal animals, such as pilot 
whales and dolphins, are more common 

Sometimes, sperm whales beach singly, 
such as the 47-footer that nosed itself ashore 
near Jupiter, Fla., a few years ago But they 
also beach in larger numbers than the St 
Augustine stranding. 

In June 1979, 41 sperm whales beached 
themselves near Florence. Scientists still 
have not pinpointed the cause of that 
beaching, theorizing that the whales' 
sophisticated sonar used for navigation 
went haywire or that they followed a school 
of fish or a sick or dying leader into shore. 

"We have records showing 100 in one 
beached group, many, many years ago," 
said Asper. "Whales are schooling animals, 
so usually when one goes, everyone goes. 

"It could be nature's way of doing things, 
of thinning the population." 

ALWAYS hold 
matches till cold. 

12-Month Tune-Up 
Saves Gas All Year Long m 88$46" 

$4Q88 
Klcclronli IgnitionSystems. 
Ariilitiomil parts iiml scr 
vii.es extra if needed 

ELECTRONIC 1CNITION: 
Chock charging and start- 
inil systems • lust.ill new 
rotor, new spark plugs 
• Set I mi mi! to recom- 
mended HptKSH * l.uliricnte 
and adjust choke • Ad|ust 
carburetor. 
STANDARD IGNITION: 
Add S4.00 for required 
points, condenser mid addi- 
tionid label 

WE SERVICE 
IMPORT AND 

DOMESTIC CARS 
AND TRUCKS 

•12-MONTH TUNE-UP SERVICE AGREEMENT 
CiHidvenr will tune vour car electronically mill present von wlthn Kree Knginc Aimlysis 
certificate good for ono yeor from the ditto of the lime-lip. ANY TIME WITHIN ONE 
YEAR of vour tune-up Inkc your invoice mid certificate buck to the slum that iierformod 

. the tune no. .mil ('.midyear will provide, free of cliurue, up lo throe separate analyses. 
If any of these.clieck-ims indicates the need for any adjustments or part replace- 

ments lli.il were part of I tin original tune-up. (aiodycar will make the adjustment or 
replacement free of charge. 

Improve Handling, Boost 
MPG, Increase Tread Life. 

Front-End 
Alignment 

Your Choice 
$1788 

M      WARRANT* 
-JSSL  m       OR 3.0MM 

WARRANTED W DAYS... 
OR 3 MM MILKS. 
WHIf Ht'.VKR I'.OMKS FIRST. 

LIFETIME* 
ALIGNMENT 
AGREEMENT 

$3988 
• Inspect all four tires • Set easier, cnmlicr. 
and toe lo proper alignment • Inspect sus- 
pension ami steering svslems. 
Musi 11.8, cars. Includes Ironl wheel drive. 
Manv iinporls and lighl trucks Chcvollos 
extra. I'arls and addilimial services extra if 
needed 

•LIFETIME ALICNMENT 
I'm .is IIIIIII as \ou oun mill car Kit mil ri:i:hn:k 
ami .1I11111 the IMnil not): if nerilril ovim H monllis 
or .'I.IHMI miles or whenever needed Valid mill 
al I Mr liiiiiilie.ir Scrucc Store iihrrc purchased. 
Illlrr dors not coiei Hie replacement of lues 
and/or ports I hill hecotnr mini 01 ilaniancil 
Virixnirnl void d sen ice iioik afli'iliiid Ibfl 
lillgntlMinl is pcrlnrincil h\ am olliei mil Nil 

PROTECT MOVING PARTS 

Lube & Oil 
Change 

$588 Includes up to five 
quarts major brand 
10W40oil. 

Oil filter extra if needed. 

INCLUDING Our A-point maintenance check: 
• Transmission fluid • Battery cable • Power 
steering • Air Filler • Belts and hoses • Brake- 
fluid • Differential level • Battery water level 
• Tiro pressure 

Includes many imports and liRht trucks. 
I'lease call for appointment. 

LIFETIME* LIMITED WARRANTY 

Goodyear 
Muffler 

$3288 installed 
Most 
U.S. cars 

•Lifetime: As loin; as you, the ordinal purchaser, 
own Ihe car. 
• Meets or exceeds all U.S. auto specifications 
• Covered upon failure due to materials, 
workmanship, blowouts, rust-, wear. (Cannot 
In- result of misuse or accident) 

MAINTAIN STOPPING DISTANCE 

Brake Service 
Your Choice 

$7988 Additional 
parts and 
services extra 
if needed 

2-VV'IIEEI. FRONT DISC: Install new front brake 
pads and grease seals • Resurface front rotors 
• Repack front wheel bearings • Inspect cali- 
pers and hydraulic system • Add fluid (does 
not include rear wheels). 

OR 
4-WHEEL DRUM: Install new brake lining all 
4 wheels • New front grease seals • Resur- 
face drums • Repack front bearings • Inspect 
hydraulic system • Add fluid. 
• Most U.S. cars, many Imports and light trucks. 

Warranted 12 months or 12,000 miles, 
whichever comes first. 

1 """"THE STORE" 
GIFT CERTIFICATES 

Simplify your shopping at Goodyear 
Service Stores. (lift Certificates for 
whatever amount you want up to $100. 
Your friends may choose whatever they 
wish for their home, for Ihe car. oven 
aulo service. 

if iiiiiDJiiimiiiiiiiiiJiJiiiiii 

Snow Retread Clearance! 
SMALL CAR SIZES 

$13 
A78-13. 
6.95-14. 
5.60-15. 
C78-14 
blackwall 

INTERMEDIATE SIZES 

$14 D78-14. 
E78-14 
blackwall 

LARGE CAR SIZES 

$18 
F78-14, 
G78-15, 
H78-15. 
J78-15 
blackwall 

THE STORE 
WERE OPEN AT 7:30 A M 

Limited Quantities Available First Come 
First Served' Bias ply or bias belted con- 
struction Add 33C to 56C FET No trade 
needed  Radial Retreads Also Clearance 
Priced! 

WHITEWALLS...S2 MORE 

GOOD/VfAR   javJo] 
K] STOWS 

Goodyear 
Revolving 
Charge 
Account 

Use any ot these- 7 other ways to buy Our Own 
Customer Credit Plan • MastoiCard "-Visa 
• American Express Card • Carte Blanche • Diners 
Club • Cash 

LIMITED AUTO SERVICE WARRANTY 
All ('.oodyenr service is warranted fur at least IK)       Store where Ihe original work was performed. 
days ur XOOO miles     whichever comes first 
many services, much lunger. If warranty service 
is ever required, go lo the Goodyimr Service 

nd we'll fix It. free. If. however, you're more 
than 50 miles from the original store, go to any 
ill l.iiiiilvi'.irs I:I00 Service Stores nationwide. 

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORE 
4th & Humboidt-Manager, K. L. (Kay) Homolka 

frion.-Fri. 7:00 a.ni.-6:00 p.m., Sat. 8 to 6 776-4806 
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Departments vie for Ahearn use 
By SHARON BOHN 

Staff Writer 
The administrative duties of Ahearn Field 

House are in the process of being changed 
from the responsibility of Recreational 
Services (Rec Services) to the Department 
of Health, Physical Education and 
Recreation (HPER), according to Gene 
Cross, vice-president for Facilities. 

This change is to occur on or before July 1, 
1961. 

Along with the decision to change ad- 
ministrative responsiblities, there has been 
discussion about changing the programs 
offered at Ahearn Field House. 

However, Cross said the only area that 
has definitely been changed is ad- 
ministrative responsibility. But requests for 
changes  in programing by the athletic 

department, the continuing education 
department and HPER are forthcoming. If 
expansion of other programs is permitted it 
could be at the cost of time Rec Services has 
at the fieldhouse, he said. 

After the completion of the Recreation 
Complex (Rec Complex), the other 
departments asked to expand their 
programs. They were contending that since 
Rec Services had expanded its program 
capabilities, they also should have the same 
opportunity, he said. 

According to Raydon Robel, Rec Services 
director, the four departments are 
discussing the possibility of Rec Services 
conducting its programs strictly in the Rec 
Complex and the natatorium. 

If this suggestion is accepted, Rec Ser- 
vices would not have use of the early-bird 

hours from 6 to 7:30 a.m. Monday through 
Friday; the noon hour Monday through 
Friday; and 8 to 10 p.m. Sunday through 
Thursday. 

"The initial plan was for continued use of 
Ahearn after the complex was completed," 
Robel said. "The building of the complex 
was to take pressure off of Ahearn and to 
program recreation in both areas." 

Presently about 1,000 students use the 
fieldhouse per week and 1,200 students use 
the Rec Complex per day. But if the plan is 
accepted to restrict Rec Services programs 
to the Rec Complex and the natatorium, 
Robel said, he predicts the $3.5 million Rec 
Complex will be too small facilitate the 
University in less than six months, 
especially since the winter months are near. 

In regard to intramural basketball, Robel 

said there will be four courts available from 
4 p.m. to 12 a.m. This is the same number of 
courts previously offered for intramural 
basketball, but the hours have been ex- 
tended, he said. 

If Rec Services can't conduct activities at 
the fieldhouse, 10 to 15 students would lose 
their jobs, Robel said. Rec Services would 
try to hire some of the students to work at 
the Rec Complex, but at this time it is im- 
possible to say if all of them would be hired, 
he said. 

Even if Rec Services is restricted to the 
complex and the natatorium, the Rec 
Complex offers many opportunities that the 
students didn't have before, Robel said. For 
example, he said, there are now two courts 

(See AHEARN, p. 2) 

Last-week legislation focuses on 'superfund' 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 96th Congress 

will spend its final week concentrating on 
money bills and a proposed "superfund" to 
clean up toxic wastes. Lame-duck 
legislators may also make last-ditch pleas 
for pet projects before the new, more con- 
servative 97th Congress begins in January. 

The year-long battle over the so-called 
superfund could resume as early as Monday 
in the House with debate on a trimmed 
version of the bill passed by the Senate last 
week. 

Supporters are expected to try to gain 
approval for the Senate version, rather than 
accept amendments that could sink the 

entire package, under a special 
parliamentary rule that would bar 
congressmen from offering amendments. 

The Senate bill would create a $1.6 billion 
fund over five years to clean up active and 
inactive chemical waste clumps and toxic 
spills. Nearly 90 percent of the money would 
come from new taxes on the chemical in- 
dustry. 

The measure compares with the broader 
14.2 billion fund originally proposed by the 
Senate Environment and Public Works 
Committee and a $1.95 billion package the 
House passed earlier this year. 

Congress also will be working to complete 

action on appropriations bills to provide 
operating funds for various federal 
departments and agencies. Only a handful 
of the necessary bills for fiscal 1961, which 
began Oct. 1, have been passed; most of the 
government is operating under a stopgap 
funding measure that expires Dec. 15. 

Congressional leaders have said that 
appropriations not completed by Wed- 
nesday will be lumped together in a socalled 
"continuing appropriation," which would 
provide money for government program- 
s—probably at current levels—until the new 
Congress can act on appropriations 
legislation next year. 

UNIX 

Early light 
Sparks and fire silhouette two firemen fighting the 
blaze at 618 Poyntz early Sunday. The fire destroyed 

Stiff photo by Bo Ria«r 

seven businesses resulting in an estimated $150,000 
damage to the building. 

Both chambers also are expected to act on 
an $8 billion to $10 billion package of federal 
budget savings aimed at holding the fiscal 
1981 budget deficit at the now-projected 
level of $27.4 billion. 

This so-called "reconciliation" bill was 
the product of an unusual order to 
congressional committees to cut spending 
programs and raise new revenue through a 
variety of taxcode changes. 

Meanwhile, local officials will be wat- 
ching the progress of legislation to extend 
the federal revenue-sharing program, which 
expired Sept. 30. 

Seven busi 
destroyed during 
blaze on Poyntz 

Seven businesses and offices were 
destroyed when the building in which they 
were located was severely damaged in a fire 
early Sunday in the 600 block of Poyntz 
Avenue. 

Firefighters were at the scene for several 
hours before extinguishing the fire and 
spent much time keeping it from spreading 
to an adjacent floral shop. No one was in- 
jured in the blaze. 

The fire, which was reported shortly after 
1 a.m. to the Manhattan Fire Department 
(MFD) apparently started in the rear of the 
building, according to Jim Morris, associate 
professor of journalism, and owner of the 
building. 

Apparently the fire started in Yeo and 
Truby Electric Co., Morris said. 

He said the MFD is still investigating the 
cause of the fire. 

"You assume it (the cause of the fire) 
would be electrical, a short-circuit or 
something," Morris said. 

The building had passed its most recent 
fire inspection, which Morris said he 
believed was a month ago. 

Businesses displaced in addition to the 
electric company are the International 
Touring Service Office, Fashion 220, the 
Casper Cleaning Service, the Women's 
Crisis Center, the Riley County Council on 
Alcoholism Office, and part of the county 
health department which had been located 
there. 

Morris said he "conservatively 
estimated" the loss of the building at 
$150,000. 

Morris added that because he believes the 
building to be unsafe, he intends to have it 
razed when authorities grant him per- 
mission. 

Afterward, he said he would "probably sit 
there with an empty lot for quite awhile." 
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New associate ag dean appointed 
By DOUGLAS PUTNAM 

Collegian Reporter 
Fred Sobering, associate director of 

Cooperative Extension Services at K-State, 
has been named associate dean and 
associate director of Cooperative Extension 
atK-State. 

The announcement was made Nov. 27 by 
John Dunbar, dean of the College of 
Agriculture. The selection of one of the 
college's three new associate deans is a 
further step in the completion of the 
reorganization of the administration of the 
College of Agriculture. 

The selection of Sobering came after 
months of screening 50 possible applicants 
for the associate dean position, Dunbar said. 
A committee consisting of 15 people selected 
from the University, industry and 
cooperative extension specialists, headed by 
Charles Marr, associate professor of hor- 
ticulture science, "finalized three possible 
applicants" for the position. 

"There were more than 50 applicants that 
either applied or were nominated by others 
for the position of associate dean and 
director of the Cooperative Extension 
Service. But really only 20 people actually 
returned resumes for the position," Marr 
said. 

AFTER INTERVIEWING the three 
applicants, the committee met Tuesday, 
Nov. 26 to discuss their decision with 
Dunbar. 

"We (the search and screen committee) 
met on Tuesday with Dr. Dunbar and told 
him that we thought Fred Sobering would be 
the best choice. Dunbar told us that he would 

Ahearn..* 

discuss it with President Acker and we later 
received word that Sobering had been 
cleared by the Secretary of Agriculture 
(Bob Bergland) and also by President 
Acker," Marr said. 

"The Secretary of Agriculture has to clear 
all agriculture appointments that concern 
K-State's College of Agriculture," Dunbar 
said. 

Sobering has served at K-State the pest 
three years as associate director of te- 
state's Cooperative Extension Service and 
was also associate dean and director of 
North Dakota State University's 
Cooperative Extension Service. He will 
assume his new position as associate dean 
and associate director of K-State's 
Cooperative Extension Service Jan. 1. 

"I've known Fred Sobering for more'than 
10 years and when the position of associate 
director of K-State's Cooperative Extension 
Service became available three years ago, I 
encouraged Fred to apply for the position. 
We are really lucky to get Dr. Sobering 
because he knows the Cooperative Exten- 
sion work very well, the state and the people 
of Kansas," Dunbar said. 

PRESIDENT DUANE ACKER said he 
would not comment on his decision in 
selecting Sobering as the new associate 
dean and director of the Cooperative 
Extension Service. 

Sobering's past involvement with 
agriculture has been diverse. Sobering 
graduated from the University of Manitoba, 
Canada, with a with a bachelor's of science 
in agriculture. He later became a 
naturalized citizen of the United States and 

(Continued from p. 1) 
open   for   free   recreational   activities. 
Previously, no basketball courts were open 
for free activities at the fieldhouse. 

Restricting Rec Services' programs to the 
complex and the natatorium will allow 
HPER to offer additional services in 
academic programs, Don Kirkendall, head 
of the Department of Health Physical 
Education and Recreation, said. 

"Since 1970, there has been five pounds of 
activities conducted in a three pound 
building," Kirkendall said. 

There is no desire to shove anyone out of 
the fieldhouse or to cut anyone's programs, 
he said. The other departments just want a 
chance to expand their programs too. 

If HPER is granted permission to expand 
its programs, Kirkendall said the depart- 
ment would like to start adult fitness classes 
for the faculty and community. This would 
allow undergraduates to gain experience in 
teaching such classes, which would be 
beneficial for them when seeking jobs after 
graduation, he said. 

"This would be a hands on type of ex- 
perience," he said. "It is the department's 
responsiblity to offer a model program." 

Another idea the department would like to 
try if they are granted permission to expand 
would be to offer options to the Concepts of 
Physical Education class, possibly in the 
evening after 8 p.m. This, he said, would 
accomodate older students and students 
who work. 

"Everything we are doing is for the 

students," he said. "The goal of everyone is 
to provide the best services for the 
students." 

If the athletic department is allowed to 
expand, Deloss Dodds, athletic director, 
said he wants to have additional time for 
sports that don't require outdoor workouts 
in the winter. 

According to Roberta Flaherty, an in- 
structor in continuing education who also is 
in charge of the physical activities con- 
ducted at the fieldhouse, if Rec Services 
would cut back a little, everyone would be 
able to be accomodated. 

The continuing eduation department is 
requesting more time in the gymnastics 
room and time to teach more classes. They 
would also like to have the occasional use of 
the fieldhouse on weekends to conduct such 
activities as high school wrestling meets. 

More flexibility is needed in the 
scheduling of the fieldhouse, Flaherty said. 
Continuing education has never been able to 
use the fieldhouse on weekends because of 
use by Rec Services. More flexibility is 
needed to serve more people in Kansas, she 
said. 

In the next few weeks, discussion will 
continue on the programs conducted at 
Ahearn Field House, Cross said. Weekly 
meetings on Wednesday have been 
established for the departments to explain 
plans for the expansion of programs. At this 
time, people can openly air any thoughts on 
this subject, Cross said. 

Campus bulletin 
ANNOUCEMENTS 

COORDINATED UNDIRORAOUATK PROORAM Will 
b« icctptlng applications through Dtc.  10. Application 
form* are available from Dr. Roach In Juiiln 107. 

U'M HOLIDAY SEASON REOI ST RAT ION will ba 
today and Tuasday from I a.m. to 5 p.m. Call Stt-SMo. 
Brochurat ara available at the Union, UFM HOUM and 
International Center 

MONDAY 
A * O GRADUATE CLUi will meet at noon In the Union 

Stateroom 3. Ann Scoff will give a presentation on the 
ERIC Sy item. 

AID will meet at 1:30 p.m. In Akert 116. Dr. C.C. Chang 
from Mid America Cancer Center will speak on advance* 
In cancer treatment. 

SNIA will meet from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. In Union 212 and 5 
p.m. to 7 p.m. In the Cottonwood room. The program topic 
will be "Alternative Schools In the Kri." 

AMERICAN   SOCIETY   OF   INTERIOR   DESIONERS 
will meet at 7 p.m. In Contemporary interiors. Guest 
speakers will speak on "Job Opportunities" and "Securing 
a Job In Interior Design." Wine and cheese will be served 
afterward*. 

'CACIA OIRLS will meet at 10 p.m. In the Acacia House. 

AO STUDENT COUNCIL will meet at 4 p.m. In the 
Water* Reading room. Candidate Interviews will be held at 
4:30p.m. 

TUISDAY 
UPC ISSUES A IDEAS will meet et 6:30 p.m. In the 

Union Actlvltes Center. 

PHI UPSILON OMICRON will meet at 7 p.m. In Justin 
Lounge for the Christmas Party. 

HORTICULTURE CLUS will meet at 7 p.m. In Water* 
137. 

LITTLE SISTERS OF THi STAR A LAMP will meet at 
1:30p.m. in the PI Kappa Phi House. 

■LOCK * BRIDLE will meet at 7:30 p.m. In Weber 107. 
Senior Information page* end picture are due to the 
yearbook editor. 

CENTER FOR AOINO will meet at 12:30 p.m. In Union 
207. The program topic will be "Cooperative Service* For 
the Rural Frail Elderly" by the American Personnel and 
Guidance Association Team Panel. 

DAUGHTERS OF DIANA will meet at 7:30 p.m. for the 
exec meeting and s:30 p.m. for the regular meeting at the 
TKE House. 

FRIENDSHIP JR A SR HIOH TUTORS will meet at »:M 
p.m. In the Middle School cafeteria to plan the Christmas 
perty. 

HOME EC EXTENSION INTEREST OROUP Will meet 
at 7 p.m. In Justin 24*. 

KIONEY FOUNDATION OF 
KANSAS » WESTERN MISSOURI 

received his master's in agricultural 
economics from North Dakota State 
University, Fargo, N.D. In 1966, Sobering 
received his Ph.D. in agricultural 
economics from Oklahoma State Univer- 
sity, Stillwater, Okla. 

"Dr. Sobering is among one of the most 
highly respected cooperative extension 
people in the United States. He is extremely 
knowledgable (of) people in the field and is a 
leader in agricultural economics as well as 
cooperative extension," Dunbar said. 

"I think that Dr. Sobering will be decisive 
in his decision- making that will intiate 
approval from the people of Kansas," Man- 
said. "I think that with 105 counties in 
Kansas that we chose the best man to 
represent the Cooperative Extension Ser- 
vice," Marr said. 

Sobering was reared on a certified seed 
and crop farm in the Red River Valley near 
Gretna, Manitoba, Canada. 

AED Members and all 
interested individuals: 

Dr. C.C. Cheng from Mid- 
America Cancer Center 
will speak about advances 
in Cancer treatment on 
Dec. 1st at 1:30 p.m. in 
Ackertll6. 

Society for Advancement 
of Management 

A meeting will be held on 
Dec. 2 at 7:30 p.m. in 
Union 206. Guest speaker: 
Jerry Fournier manager for 
Southwestern Bell. Elec- 
tions for officers be held af- 
ter meeting. 

SOPHOMORES 
DO YOU WANT TO FLY? 
K-State has received 6 Pilot and 5 Navigator alloca- 
tions for your year group—one of them could be 
yours. 

We are now processing applications. If qualified J\ 
and selected, you would: ' 

—Enter the 2-year AFROTC program in the Fall 1981 
—Receive $2,000 during your last 2 years of college 
—Receive 25 free flying hours (unless already holding 

a pilot license) 
—Become an officer in the U.S. Air Force 
—Attend Pilot or Navigator training after graduation 

^ 

For more information, contact Colonel Barber at the 
Military Science Building, Room 108 or call at 532-6600. See 
A.F. ROTC airplane model display in K.S. Union on 3 
December. 

^= ^ 

GIVE toou FOR CHRISTMAS! 

Items Priced Filed With Beer: 

• MINI MUG...80* 

• BOOT MUG...*3.25 

• FISH BOWL..M.25 

PILSNER GLASS...H.25 

STEIN...M.95 

PITCHER...$4.95 

"Ik Most Fun I her Had Christmas Sioppmj/" 
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Briefly By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Last fires die in Southern California 
SAN BERNARDINO, Calif. — With four fires dying and seven 

others defeated, firefighters filtered out of Southern California's 
smoldering timber and brush Sunday—going home after a battle 
fought at what one official said was an "astronomical" cost. 

Homeowners wiped out by the firestorms that charred tens of 
thousands of acres, destroyed hundreds of homes and took four lives 
decided whether to rebuild or move to less fireprone regions. 

"Usually, people build right in the same place again, but I just 
don't know this time," Gene Knight of the U.S. Forest Service said. 

The disastrous week of fires, which began last Monday, when 100 
mph northeasterly Santa Ana winds swept out of mountain canyons 
and blackened 140 square miles, destroyed about 320 homes and 
cabins, and ruined dozens of cars, trailers and outbuildings. 

Gov. Edmund G. Brown Jr.'s office has put the damage toll since 
Nov. 15 at at more than $50 million and over 100,000 acres. 

Tremors jolt quake-striken Italy 
NAPLES, Italy — Two earth tremors Sunday jolted quake- 

stricken southern Italy where snow and subfreezing temperatures 
added to the misery of thousands seeking shelter at the distant 
homes of friends or in government-provided hotel rooms. 

The first shock, at about 3 a.m., damaged a clinic in Potenza, 
forcing the evacuation of patients being treated for injuries from last 
Sunday's first quake, which killed more than 3,000 people. 

The second and stronger jolt came just before 9 a.m. Authorities 
said the aftershocks, among the strongest of nearly a hundred that 
have rumbled through the area with generally diminishing intensity, 
caused no deaths. But 62-year-old Giuseppe Fiorino died of a heart 
attack, officials said, after he rushed from his shaking house, saving 
two children, at Madonna del Arco near Naples. 

The military command's latest casualty figures showed 2,915 
people dead, 1,547 missing and 7,079 injured. 

British brace for violence in Ireland 
LONDON — The British government is bracing for renewed 

sectarian violence in Northern Ireland and terrorist attacks in 
England this Christmas season as tension mounts over a hunger 
strike "to the death" by seven jailed Irish guerrillas demanding 
political prisoner status. 

Three women, all members of the outlawed Irish Republican 
Army and convicted of terrorist offenses, are joining the hunger 
strike Monday from their prison at Armagh, heightening fears of 
violence here and in the British-ruled province. 

The men, six of them members of the IRA's "Provisional" wing 
and the seventh a member of the smaller Irish National Liberation 
Army, on Sunday were in the 35th day of a hunger strike at the top- 
security Maze prison near Belfast. The conditions of the men, three 
of them convicted killers, are expected to start becoming critical in 
the next few days. They have been taking liquids, but refuse food. 

The Conservative government of Prime Minister Margaret 
Thatcher has refused to give in to their demands that they be viewed 
as political prisoners engaged in a struggle to unite the Protestant- 
dominated British-ruled province of Northern Ireland with the 
overwhelmingly Roman Catholic Irish Republic. 

1Clean-cut•' killer sought in murders 
POINT REYES STATION, Calif. — A "clean-cut" killer who 

stalks women in remote parks and then psychologically tortures 
them before ritualistic killings is being sought for questioning in 
seven unsolved murders during the past 15 months, authorities said 
Sunday. 

Marin County Sheriff Al Howenstein said officials found a "thread 
of similarity" between four apparent homicide victims discovered in 
a Northern California seashore park Saturday and the unsolved 
murders of three women on Mount Tamalpais hiking trails since fall 
1979. 

The mountain is about 25 miles south of Point Reyes National 
Seashore and about five miles north of San Francisco. 

Howenstein said the entire area from Point Reyes to Mount 
Tamalpias would be searched using infrared aerial cameras in an 
attempt to find more bodies. 

"The thread of similarity has to do with what appears to be the 
ritualistic aspect of the killings," Howenstein said at a news con- 
ference. "The suspect was motivated to put his victims through 
some degree of psychological torture prior to the actual killings." 

Weatfier 

DELIVERY 
every day! 

JD'6 llcilidf) C uifclnib Mon      Sat     5 -12 

Sun    4 -12 

IMPRESSIONS HAIR CARE CENTER 
Creative Hair Design ftr MEN & WOMEN 

Our staff offers the latest techniques in permanents, hair- 
cutting and braiding with a personal touch. 

Come in and see what exciting looks we can create for you 
this HOLIDAY SEASON. 

OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 
EVENINGS UNTIL 8:00 BY APP. 

537-1332 
411POYNTZ, LOWER LEVEL MALL 

&REDKEN 

Mostly cloudy, windy and cooler today, with highs in upper 50s. 
Partly cloudy and cold tonight, with highs in the lower 20s. 



Opinions 
Overcrowded rec conditions may persist 

When a record number of students voted in February 1979 on a 
referendum considering whether to build a new facility at K-State 
for recreation, one of the main reasons behind the tremendous 
support for such a building was to alleviate overcrowded conditions. 

However, if a new administrative plan is implemented, these 
undesirable conditions may continue. 

A recent decision by University Facilities has pushed all in- 
tramural basketball programs and open recreation into the new rec 
complex, closing all facilities in Ahearn except the natatorium. 
Students competing in intramural basketball are no better off now 
than they were last year, as they still have only four courts to play 
on. 

The gymnasium, fieldhouse, weightroom and running track will 
only be open to the Department of Health, Physical Education and 
Recreation (HPER) and the athletic department. In making this 
decision, the administration must believe the new rec complex can 
accomodate the needs of all athletes on campus. 

This is impossible considering the burden intramurals places on 
court space at the complex. It is inconceivable to believe the "warm- 
up track" at the complex can satisfy the needs of the University's 
high number of serious runners who should be able to use the bigger 
and better track in Ahearn. Two gyms open for recreation probably 
won't satisfy all the people wanting to play basketball, volleyball or 
badminton, either. 

Certainly the HPER department and intercollegiate athletics 
should have first priority in Ahearn during the day extending 
through the evening. However, because of the proximity and ex- 
tended services offered in Ahearn, this older facility should be 
opened during restricted hours such as early morning, noon, and 
night. 

The proposal outlining a new rec complex was aimed to reduce the 
amount of time Ahearn should be used for recreation but not 
eliminate it. 

K-State students must not be kicked out of Ahearn and forced into 
overcrowded conditions which will probably develop in the new rec 
complex if this plan is put into effect. Those involved in making the 
decision to evacuate Ahearn should take into consideration that 
winter weather conditions will soon force those who are currently 
exercising outside indoors. 

If the Ahearn doors lock out these people, athletic students will 
again have to tolerate crowded facilities, which hinder proper 
exercise. Under this plan, the hew rec complex will solve few of the 
problems associated with recreation that K-State has suffered in the 
past. 

KEVIN HASKIN 
Opinions Editor 

Paul Stone 

WhoshotPJl? 

Possibly the most successful publicity 
gimmick of the decade has already taken 
place. And it wasn't the 1980 presidential 
election, although the election of Ronald 
Reagan as president will surely be a close 
second or third. 

The apparently prestigious event was the 
selling of the idiot, J.R. Ewing. 

After months of publicity, over 80 million 
Americans sat down in front of the boob tube 
on a recent Friday evening to see who shot 
JR. 

For those of you who don't know who J.R. 
is, if that's possible, he is the villian on the 
television show "Dallas." 

I can't really blame the producers for 
creating such an image as J.R. and con- 
ceiving the publicity stunt that will probably 
find itself into future high school history 
textbooks. They are out to make a buck just 
like anyone else. 

And in J.R. they found the makings of a 
television show that kept people home on 
Friday night, a feat that hasn't been ac- 
complished since the early 70s when the 
CBS lineup kept people home on Saturday 
nights. 

THEN WHO'S TO BLAME? 
It's difficult to pinpoint. But two groups 

are obviously at fault for seeing the gim- 
mick was a success—the public and the 
news media. 

Since television began Americans have 
swallowed every mindless television show 
the networks have dished out—and they've 
loved every minute of it—from "The 
Beverly Hillbillies" to "The Munsters" to 
"Alice." 

So why not "Dallas?" What the hell, they 
already won the soap opera fanatics just by 
the nature of the show. The writers just 

needed a character and elements to attract 
the other viewers. 

Thus we have the characters; Miss Elly, 
the only person in the show who shows any 
acting talent; Lucy, who unzips her dress 
anytime a man passes by; Bobby, hand- 
some and the only man who will stand up to 
J.R. Of course, there are others, but they 
aren't really necessary. With these 
characters alone are the elements; money, 
sex and power, extremely strong drives that 
serve as social and professional guides in 
most people's lives. 

ON THE OTHER side of the coin is the 
press. 

It's frightening that the very people who 
supposedly dislike everything public 
relations specialists represent, could have 
been taken in on the scheme. 

The public relations people put the ball 
into the hands of the press and they ran with 
it, scoring a touchdown for "Dallas." 

There is absolutely no justification for the 
hundreds, perhaps thousands of stories 
which have appeared about "Dallas" since 
last spring. 

What's worse is what happened the 
morning following the historic show ap- 
peared. 

In the Columbus, Ohio newspaper (I use 
that newspaper as an example because 
that's where I was at the time) the top news 
story on the front page was about the 
discovery of who shot J.R., this despite the 
fact that Las Vegas was still counting the 
dead at the MGM Grand Hotel. 

I'm not surprised it happened, the entire 
scheme being well planned and carefully 
executed. But it's got to stop somewhere. We 
must pick ourselves up off the floor and 
demand a higher form of entertainment, by 
either refusing to watch the trash tran- 
smitted through the airwaves, or by turning 
to the alternative stations—namely PBS. 

IT'S DEPRESSING that the quality PBS 
offers is threatened by financial problems 
while shows such as "Dallas" thrive and 
create offspring. 

When I was in high school I knew a family 
which didn't own a television set. The father 
believed that it was evil and against the will 
of God. 

Well, I still don't believe television is 
against the will of God, but knowing the 
potential of television while witnessing what 
Americans allow it to do, I applaud his 
decision not to subject his family to it. 

NPNm..« WNBUCANS S&.VKP0NT 
AReKT AGAINST BLACKS.. WWTTBUSeS 
WeR6 iKBTASAINST COMINQTD 
BUSIH6. OUR SCHOOLS 

OR Buses 
MOVING IN 
NftXTtoOR,, 

oiSrG aw? R« ouRSSieRS...   MARWINGAWJS., w Buses * 

Letters 

Depicted violence serious 
Editor, 

When depicted violence is taken as 
commonplace or excused on the grounds it 
was unintentional (or in other words, 
unaware of the violence), it is time to 
seriously consider the issues involved. Not 
only were women degraded by the pictures 
used in Alpha Phi Omega's Beauty and the 
Beast Contest, one picture went so far as to 
depict one woman as a child with a man 
looking up her dress. This borders on por- 
nography. 

To dismiss the violence in these pictures 
encourages apathy (unaware or aware of 
problems, but not caring enough to do 
anything about it) which is one of the bases 
on which many of this country's problems 
rest (e.g. energy). 

I applaud Bat-Ami Bar-On's stand against 
this depicted violence and also stand guilty 
of seeing the pictures and saying to the 
person I was with, "Those are pretty bad," 
and merely walking off. Too many of us 
have accepted conditions we do not agree 
with instead of speaking out for change. 

I would also like to address John 
McDermott's letter on several points: 
—When women "provoke" men by simply 
being somewhere, this removes respon- 
sibility from the male for his actions and in a 
sense condones his actions; this is illogical 
(unless men have no control over their 
actions in which case they should be 
removed from society) and propagates the 
idea that women and children are "asking 
for it" and deserve to be punished. 

—I have been in Aggieville during the day, 
wearing baggy jeans and an oversized shirt, 
and been whistled at and propositioned by 
men driving by in cars and on the street. 
—The Women's Resource Center protested 
the use of Alpha Phi Omega's use of pictures 
depicting violence toward women and did 
not condemn APO itself. 
—A child's bottom being exposed on a 
Coppertone commercial is not the same as 
having someone pulling down her bathing 
suit or having someone standing over her 
with a board or a chain. 
—As you do not refer to yourself as married 
or unmarried, and did not sign yourself as 
Mr., you should not assign these 
designations (by the use of Miss) to other 
persons. Ms. or no title is preferable. 

It is obvious that awareness and concern 
for our environment is desperately needed. 

PatTetreault 
graduate in psychology 

' (USPS291020) 
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School struggles may signal learning disabilities 
By TERESA LARSON 

Collegian Reporter 
As a child, he was the last in his first- 

grade class to learn to read, had difficulty 
with his multiplication tables in third-grade 
and never quite grasped geometry in high 
school. Now he finds college classes to be a 
daily struggle. 

This individual may have a learning 
disability that, undetected in earlier years, 
could follow him throughout his life. 

"When there is a trememdous gap bet- 
ween what a child is capable of and what he 
actually does, it signals a learning 
problem," Mary McCracken, a specialist in 
learning disabilities and emotionally 
disturbed children, said. 

McCracken, Englewood, N.J., recently 
addressed the subject of learning 
disabilities at Manhattan. 

HOWEVER, research has lead to 
development of a learning strategies ap- 
proach to such disabilities, where the in- 
dividual learns a method of dealing with the 
demands of a specific setting, such as 
school, the job market or the military, said 
Fran Clark, coordinator of research 
dissemmination at the Institute for 
Research in Learning Disabilities at the 
University of Kansas. 

According to Clark, these tactics work to 
decrease and compensate for the effects of a 
learning disability. For example, in a school 
situation an individual is assisted in ob- 
taining and returning information by con- 
centrating on writing and test-taking skills, 
she said. Such skills are generally the 
means by which learning is measured, 
Clark said. 

"In order to help a child with learning 
problems, you must believe in the whole 
child—in effective education, as well as just 
the 'three R's,"' McCracken said. 

In addition to a broad understanding of the 
child, McCracken said she believes en- 
vironment is important in disability 
therapy. Providing a safe place for learning 
is one of the most effective ways of helping 
the disabled child, she said. However, 
overcoming learning problems takes more 
than insuring a secure surrounding for the 
child, according to McCracken. Like the old 

adage, practice makes perfect. 
"Practice with success is the most im- 

portant thing. A child will never continue to 
do something he continually fails at, so you 
have to build success at the end into every 
technique," she said. 

ACCORDING TO CLARK, learning 
disabilities can be conquered more easily 
for some than for others. With young 
children, learning disablities can be 
reversible, Clark said. But as the age of 
diagnosis increases, the chances of reversal 
decrease and therapy is centered on ac- 
comodation and adjustment to the problem, 
she said. 

According to McCracken, the typical 
education level of the clients from her 
private practice was approximately fourth 
grade. But, with the current spreading 
awareness of learning disabilities, the age 
for treatment has declined, placing the 
average around a second grade level. 

Although motor handicaps are not a direct 
learning disability, individuals affected by 
this may also develop learning disabilities, 
according to Jean Pyfer, director of the 
University of Kansas Motor Clinic. 

DIFFICULTY WITH motor skills can be 
exhibited as clumsy behavior, coordination 
problems and difficulty in paying attention, 
she said; traits that may hinder students 
throughout their education. According to 
Pyfer, a child who falls down frequently, 
runs into things, or is slow to hold up his 
head may encounter problems later in 
life—problems that have been observed in 
individuals anywhere from six months old to 
college age. 

In learning and motor skill disabilities, 
most remediation attempts have been 
concentrated in the elementary schools 
within the last eight years, Pyfer said. As a 
result, a college student suffering learning 
problems could have missed corrective 
assistance earlier in their education, she 
said. 

Since most studies of learning problems 
have been concentrated on children in 
elementary school, the Research Institute 
for Learning Disabilities has now selected 
the adolescent—young adult age group—as 

its research focus, Clark said. 
"The problems this age group encounters 

as adolescents are different than those 
encountered earlier in their lives," she said. 

THE CAUSES OF learning and motor skill 
disabilities remain a mystery, Pyfer said. A 
close examination of more than 100 hospital 
records, with close attention to family 
histories, drug use and types of delivery at 
birth yielded no observable similarities 
between cases, she said. 

However, Pyfer said there appears to be a 
correlation between population size and the 
number of affected individuals. Rural areas 
consistantly show a lower proportion of 
disabilities than urban areas, she said, but 
no reason for the relationship has been 
determined. 

Although the causes of learning 
disabilities have not been pinpointed, there 
are several signs that can alert teachers and 
parents to a child's learning problems, 
McCracken said. 

"A child with learning disabilities 
generally has a high activity level—he is 
born with his motor running," she said. 

Other signs are impulsive behavior, 
difficulty with motor skills, trouble in fin- 
ding the right word and an attention span 
that is easily distracted, McCracken said. 
However, not all children will exhibit all of 
these symptoms. 
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Lady favored to win 
re-election as speaker 

Rep. Wendall Lady of Overland Park is a 
slight favorite to win re-election as House 
speaker, but Sen. Jack Steineger of Kansas 
City could be ousted as Senate minority 
leader when legislators caucus Monday to 
pick the leaders of the 1961 session. 

Informal polling of the 125 House mem- 
bers in recent days indicated Lady had 
nearly enough committed votes to win the 
speakership for a second two-year term. 
However, backers of Rep. Bob Arbuthnot of 
Haddam, who is challenging Lady, claimed 
there has been a surge in support for their 
candidate the past week. 

It will take the votes of 37 of the 72 House 
Republicans to elect a speaker. 

Sources told The Associated Press 
Steineger's support may have eroded the 
past week, indicating Sen. Mike Johnston of 
Parsons, his opponent for another four-year 
term, may replace Steineger as Democratic 
leader of the Senate. 

HOWEVER, others said outcome of the 
Senate Democrats' election hangs in the 
balance, with two or three senators holding 
the key votes and not willing to commit 
themselves until Monday. 

It will take the votes of nine of the 16 
Senate Democrats to elect a minority 
leader. 

Both the House speaker's and Senate 
minority leader's races are believed to be 
much closer in reality than the final votes 
will show. Some House Republicans and 
Senate Democrats will jump to the winning 
candidate at the last minute—when the 
outcomes of the two races no longer are in 
doubt. 

Those two races hold the major suspense 
when Senate and House Republicans and 
Democrats hold separate meetings starting 
at 10a.m. Monday at the state Capitol. 

Top GOP leadership positions are a 
foregone conclusion, with Ross Doyen of 
Concordia a shoo-in to win another four-year 
term as Senate president, and Robert 
Talkington of Iola scheduled for election as 
majority leader, replacing Sen. Norman 
Gaar of Westwood. 

NEITHER Doyen nor Talkington has any 

declared opposition. Gaar has stepped down 
gracefully, his base of support in the GOP 
Senate caucus eroded too much in the 1960 
elections for him to contend for anything in 
the revamped Senate leadership. He has 
conceded he has little or no chance of 
becoming Senate Ways and Means Com- 
mittee chairman. 

Likewise, House Democratic positions are 
already virtually decided, with Rep. Fred 
Weaver of Baxter Springs retaining the 
minority leader's post and Rep. Donald 
Mainey of Topeka moving up from minority 
whip to assistant minority leader, replacing 
Rep. James Holderman of Wichita. Neither 
Weaver nor Mainey has any announced 
opposition for those two jobs. 

The speaker's race has been a bitter one, 
and could leave deep scars for the GOP, 
regardless of who wins. 

LADY HAS pulled out all stops in his bid to 
hold onto the speakership—a necessity if he 
is to have any hope of becoming a viable 
contender for the GOP nomination for 
governor in 1982. He has steadfastly refused 
to discuss that possibility, but sources in- 
dicate Lady's goal is to try for governor. 

Lady, who will turn 50 on Dec. 12, is an 
architectural engineer recently elected to 
his seventh House term. 

House Republicans who fought Lady two 
years ago, when he defeated Rep. Carlos 
Cooper, R-Bonner Springs, to become 
speaker, have chafed under his leadership. 
They claim they have been shunted aside to 
languish in political sterility. 

They rallied behind Arbuthnot this time, 
with Cooper helping the 61 year-old Haddam 
rancher. Arbuthnot, speaker pro tern the 
past two years, won his sixth House term 
this year. 

Steineger, 56, was just elected to his fifth 
four-year term. He became minority leader 
in 1973, succeeded Harold Herd of Cold- 
water, who lost a re-election bid in 1972 and 
is now a justice of the Kansas Supreme 
Court. 

Johnston, 35, was just re-elected to his 
second term after taking the seat away from 
Republican Cale Hudson of Chanute in 1976. 

Iraq denies Iran oil port victory 
in Persian War's biggest sea battle 

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — Iran on 
Sunday claimed its commandos had cap- 
tured Iraq's Mina al-Bakr oil terminal 
following the biggest sea battle of the 
Persian Gulf war. Iraq ridiculed the claim 
and said its forces repulsed the attack. 

An Iraqi communique issued Sunday night 
said an Iranian frigate approaching Mina al- 
Bakr was destroyed, indicating the naval 
battle had continued through a third day. 

An Iraqi news agency commentator called 
the purported sinking of the frigate 
"decisive retaliation to the Iranian regime's 
false claims" and invited "anybody who 
seeks the truth to visit" the terminal. 

Iran said its marine forces overran the 
giant Iraqi oil shipping terminal at the 
northwestern edge of the gulf and hoisted 
the red, white and green striped flag of the 
Islamic Republic of Iran "at the highest 
point" of a derrick. 

Iraq said the Iranians were repulsed with 
a loss of three of their U.S.-made Phantom 
fighter-bombers and three warships in the 
10-week-old war's heaviest sea clash. 

Iran, also calling it the heaviest sea battle 
in the war, said the Iranian navy sank four 
Iraqi missile boats and seven other gun- 
boats. 

Iran said only one of its boats had heavy 
damage in the two-day battle, which began 
Friday as Iran raided Mina al-Bakr and the 
port of Fao at the mouth of the Shatt al-Arab 
waterway, according to Tehran radio. 

Fao, Iraq's main Persian Gulf terminal, is 
the site of pumping stations that push crude 
oil to Iraq's terminals at Mina al-Bakr and 
Khor alAmaya, 12 miles south of Fao and 
due east of Kuwait. The two deepwater 

terminals, with a combined capacity of 2.8 
million barrels daily, have not been in 
operation since the early days of the war. 

Iran said 20 Iraqis were rescued from 
sunken warships in the battle at Mina al- 
Bakr and taken prisoner. The Iraqi denial 
statement said Iraq's navy and air force 
teamed in repulsing the Iranian assault. 

Iran's 20,000-man U.S.-supplied navy has 
50 vessels, including three destroyers and 
four missile frigates, the latest report of the 
London-based International Institute for 
Strategic Studies said. It said Iraq's 4,250- 
man Soviet-equipped navy has 48 vessels. 

A midday communique from the Iraqi 
defense command in Baghdad claimed 33 
Iranian troops were killed and 17 Iraqi 
"martyrs" in ground operations along the 
300-mile-battlefront in Iran's oil-rich 
Khuzistan province, the main theater in the 
war which began Sept. 22 after months of 
border clashes. 
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Plasma centers thrive in Texas 

KANSAS STATE COLLEGIAN, Mon., Pocfnbf 1,mo  

JST BANKER THRIFT AND 
LOAN ASSOCIATION 

'Border draculas' pay for bl • ft 

EL PASO, Texas (AP) - Ricardo Torres 
Martin has scars on the inside of his right 
arm that look like the "tracks" of a heroin 
addict. The marks actually were left by 
what some call "border draculas." 

The puncture marks on the 16-year-old 
Mexican's arm are from needles used to 
remove his blood in exchange for cash. 

Martin says he has sold his plasma four 
times for $10 a pint to the El Paso Plasma 
Corp. clinic, located about five blocks from 
the international border here. 

The boy, who left home earlier this year, 
says that selling his plasma is a matter of 
survival. "There were 12 persons in my 
family ... and it was time for me to go out 
and make it on my own." 

At least 13 plasma collection centers are 
thriving in four Texas cities along the 
border with Mexico. Seven operate in El 
Paso. 

They are different from blood banks in 
that the plasma clinics filter out and return 
to the donor all red blood cells, keeping only 
the hazy, off-white fluid—plasma—that 
makes up slightly more than half of human 
blood. 

DOCTORS SAY it is safe to give a pint of 
plasma every 72 hours. One El Paso clinic 
reports taking plasma from 1,500 to 2,000 
donors a month. Local hospitals say they 
pay approximately $20 a pint for plasma. 

Critics of the clinics say Martin and 
countless other aliens who sell their plasma 
are being victimized. Some doctors say the 
clinics increase the risk of hepatitis. 

Directors at many of the plasma centers 
counter that their clients provide life-saving 
fluids without causing anyone harm. 

"Does anyone ever ask where the serum 
comes from when their son needs gamma 
globulin or a shot for tetanus, mumps or 
rabies?" asked John Coffey, director of the 
Laredo Plasma Donor Center Inc. 

The centers advertise in English and 
Spanish. Most pay bonuses for repeat donors 
and reward those who bring friends willing 
to sell their plasma. 

"It   is   not   our   problem   what   their 

nationality or legal status in this country 
is," said Rebecca Ramirez, director of one 
of three clinics operated by El Paso Plasma. 

The centers have been frequent targets of 
U.S. immigration officers searching for 
illegal aliens. 

"At times we would get large numbers of 
aliens out of there," Assistant Border Patrol 
Chief Michael Williams, said. "Sometimes 
we've gotten25 or 30 at a time." 

DONERS MUST be at least 18, although 
Martin says he has been accepted by using 
an altered Mexican identification card. 
"That's possible, as much as I'd like to say 
no," Ramirez said. 

Hematologists—doctors specializing in 
blood chemistry—said the plasma-for-pay 
operations are statistically riskier than 
plasma donations because those who sell 
their plasma are down on their luck and are 
more likely to be unhealthy. 

"You have the lowest incidence of 
hepatitis with volunteer donors, and your 
most likely chance of getting hepatitis with 
professional donors," El Paso hematologist 
Thomas Twele, said. 

A professor of hematology at the Texas 
Tech University School of Medicine, who 
asked that his name not be used, said, 
"When you have a paid donor situation, you 

run a greater risk that you're going to en- 
counter a drug user." 

The plasma centers must abide by Food 
and Drug Administration (FDA) 
regulations, but Jay Cole, FDA resident 
investigator in charge of the El Paso office, 
said there's no way to guarantee a 
prospective donor doesn't have hepatitis. 

"That's what we're most interested in, but 
the test (to detect hepatitis) is only 40 
percent accurate," Cole said. 

FDA officials in Dallas insisted, however, 
that the quality of plasma bought along the 
Texas-Mexico border is the same as in other 
U.S. cities. 

To some, the practice amounts to one 
nation taking advantage of another. 

"I call them border draculas," said Ruben 
Bonilla, national president of the United 
Latin-American Citizens, a Hispanic ac- 
tivist group. "It's another form of cheap 
exploitation of a neighboring country ... of 
the United States' attitude of indifference 
and paternalism." 

To others, the clinics are simply medical 
tools. 

"The money individuals receive is 
compensation for their time," Coffey said, 
"and is simply a way of saying thank you for 
the needs of the medical field." 
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Departments look for building space 
As the new classrooms building near 

Justin Hall approaches its target completion 
date of March 1, discussion has begun about 
which departments will receive the ad- 
ditional space. 

However, Gene Cross, vice president for 
University Facilities, said that "everything 
is preliminary at this point." 

Though many faculty and staff members 
from various departments are eyeing the 
new facilities, the bulk of the building will 
most likely be used by the College of 
Education, Cross said. 

Helen Cooper, management analyst at K- 
State, said the entire building will house the 
College of Education. 

"The entire Department of Psychology 
will also be included," Cooper said. 

Stephen White, head of the Department of 
Geography, said the department is looking 
into the possiblity of moving into Dickens 
Hall in the event that the education 
department does get the additional building 
space. 

"It appears we have a reasonably good 
chance of moving to Dickens. However, at 
this time things are just in the discusssion 
stages," White said. "We won't be 100 
percent sure for some time." 

According to Cross, "if anybody moves, it 
won't be soon. There are too many things to 
finalize first." 
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If so, consider a Hewlett- 
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Airplanes guided by controllers and computers 
By DAMIEN SEMANITZKV 

Asst. Opinions Editor 
DALLAS - It wasn't just the visible 

components like airplanes, pilots, ground 
personnel, and airport crews which helped 
get many students home for Thanksgiving. 

Beyond that which is readily visible to any 
airplane passenger before, during and after 
his flight, lies a network involving trillions 
of dollars worth of computer, television, 
radio and radar equipment, as well as the 
highly-skilled personnel who operate 
them—computer programmers, electrical 
engineers, and air traffic controllers. 

One of the major aviation centers in the 
world in terms of size and traffic is the area 
of and around the Dallas-Fort Worth (DFW) 
airport. The airspace immediately 
surrounding DFW is controlled from two 
places: the DFW tower, and the Air Route 
Traffic Control Center (ARTCC) of Fort 
Worth. 

THE DFW airport is inclusive of ap- 
proximately 17,500 acres, and maintains 
three runways: two 11,400-foot primary 
north-south runways and one 9,000-foot 
secondary runway. 

Within 40-50 miles of the airport, planes 
are guided by the DFW approach control 
located at the top of the tower, 200-feet 
high—considered to be level five. According 
to Phil Anderson, a controller at the DFW 
tower, there are five levels of approach 
control: level one involves the least amount 
of traffic and level five involves the most. 

Most controllers come to DFW with no 
less than six years of experience, and then 
most start at level one or two, Anderson 
said. 

Below that is a radar section, the IFR 
(Instrument Flight Rules) room, which is 
also considered to be approach control, but 
is in charge of the area beyond the 40-50 mile 
radius. 

THE DFW tower is "kind of the showplace 

of the FAA (Federal Aviation 
Administration)," Anderson said. It was 
designed by Weldon Beckett and Associates 
of Houston and built by Cates Construction 
Company of Dallas at a cost to the FAA of 
approximately $2.5 million. It opened Jan. 
13,1974. 

All "raw" radar information, as at all 
major control centers, is filtered and in- 
terpreted by a computer, in DFW's case, a 
UNIVAC-8300. DFW operates with a system 
known as TCSS, or Terminal Com- 
munications Switching System, which is 
considered to be the most advanced system 
in operation, in conjunction with what is 
known as an MSAW ARTS III computer. 

ARTS III identifies each plane on the 
radar scope with a block of information 
which incorporates such items as flight plan 
data, speed, altitude, and whether or not 
that plane falls under the jurisdiction of the 
controller working on a particular scope. 

TCSS ALLOWS controllers flexibility in 
operations. With TCSS, the IFR room can 
operate with as many as 21 or as little as two 
radar scopes depending on the amount of 
traffic within the airspace. 

"Guys didn't like it at first," Anderson 
said, though now they have come to depend 
on the system. The older system generated 
short slashes on the radar scope to identify 
airplanes instead of identification in- 
formation. 

One of the reasons some controllers did 
not and still do not like TCSS is that oc- 
casionally the computer fails, in which case 
the radar screen is left totally blank for a 
few seconds, Anderson said, adding "You'd 
better have a good memory." The back-up 
for that type of failure is called "broad- 
band" radar, or switching the equipment to 
receive "raw," uninterpreted data directly 
from the radar transmitters. 

PROBLEMS WITH so-called "near- 
misses" or near-mid-air collisions are not as 

great as many think, Anderson said. "If you 
have a problem, usually it's the pilot. As to 
near-misses, some of them should be called 
near-misses and some should not. They're 
not much of a problem." 

Areas beyond that immediately 
surrounding the airport are controlled by 
the Fort Worth ARTCC, which works in 
conjunction with all of the surrounding 
approach control centers, namely Houston, 
Fort Worth, Albuquerque, Memphis, and 
Kansas City. ARTCC has letters of 
agreement with each tower designating 
airspace jurisdiction. 

The Fort Worth ARTCC controls 150,000 
square miles above 5,000 feet, according to 
Bob Metzger, a controller at the Fort Worth 
ARTCC. Approximately 100 people work at 
any one of the three eight-hour shifts. 

THE FORT WORTH ARTCC operates two 
computers: one IBM computer refered to as 
"FDP" or Flight Data Processing, and 
another for the radar equipment, which 
Metzger said will eventually be replaced by 
a new Ratheon system known as DARC, or 
Direct Access Radar. 

The length of employment for air traffic 
controllers is 20 years, but "most don't 
make it," Metzger said. "It's a great job for 
nerves, heart attacks—those sorts of 
things." 

Anderson said, that controllers would like 
to have shorter work hours and a salary 
more comensurate with the responsibilities 
of the job. He estimated an air traffic 
controller's annual salary at $30,000. 

"The pay for air traffic controllers is way 
out of wack with pilots' pay. I think they 
have a legitimate gripe. It's much harder to 
control an airplane than to fly it." 

Anderson said he's getting bored after his 
six years at DFW. "I'd really like to get out 
of here. I feel like I've had my share of the 
big time," he said. 

Challenge is key attraction 
Pacing calmly about three feet either way 

and munching on a stale, packaged sweet 
roll, he intently and routinely focuses most 
of his concentration on the television screen 
to his left. 

Phil Anderson, a controller at the Dallas- 
Fort Worth (DFW) air traffic control tower 
walks into the octagonally-shaped room and 
says matter-of-factly, "Things are slow here 
today, slower than I've ever seen them." 

"But I'm working fast," he says in a light 
tone in between giving his instructions to 
planes within a 40-50 mile radius of the 
airport about every five seconds. 

With that statement, he said he was only 
half joking. No matter how "slow" the influx 
of traffic at DFW, an air traffic controller 
must always work at his peak. 

Jimmy Masten is a controller in what is 
considered to be one of the busiest and one of 
the most difficult positions at DFW's tower: 
the approach control based in the top of the 
tower. 

"I think what really draws most people to 
the job is there's a tremendous challenge 
with it," Masten said. "You never really get 
a chance to see the same thing twice. The 
traffic patterns are never the same." 

MASTEN GRADUATED from William 
Jewell college and entered the Navy where 
he flew, among other things, F9s. He also 
took a radar watch officer's course, and 
subsequently became a control tower officer 
at a Naval air base. 

The challenge of the job is what kept 
Masten going in the same profession when 
he got out of the service. He trained at 
Kansas City International for three years, 
and eventually ended up at DFW. 

Masten said the pressure he feels most of 
the time is not an enjoyable part of the job. 
"That's one of the primary things you read 
about. It definitely is a factor." 

After working a shift with moderate to 
heavy traffic for an hour, "You want out," 
he said. "It's a hard thing to explain to 
someone who hasn't done it." Controllers 
are, by federal law, only allowed to work 

two hours without a break. 
Masten said when he's working he doesn't 

consciously look at his work as juggling 
hundreds of lives by routing planes, though 
that fact is always in the background, and is 
always a factor. When he looks at the 
screen, he said, he sees airplanes, not 
people. 

"In reality, I'm talking to the flight crew. 
I don't stop and think that he's carrying 100, 
300 people in there. That's not part of my 
job. It's him and his airplane that I'm trying 
to get in sequence and on the ground. 

"That's what bothers people outside (the 
profession)," he said. "I don't think, 'Oh my 
God, there's 200 people there and 300 people 
there'—it's hard for people outside to un- 
derstand." 

MASTEN SAID there isn't what would be 
considered a "margin for error" per se, but 
in case the pattern that he's developing 
doesn't work out there are other alter- 
natives. 

"In that respect, I leave myself room for 
judgment. You leave more than one way to 
get out of the situation you're developing." 

Masten said he occasionally thinks of 
quitting. "I think a lot of people have 
(thought of quitting). You get frustrated at 
the operation. 

"Sometimes you feel almost too 
restricted" by rules and regulations set up 
by the government via the Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA), he said. 

"It's not working the airplanes. 
Everybody loves that. But when you get to 
rules ... Sometimes we think we can do it 
better than the rules. 

"It's a government position, and money 
and a lot of other bureaucracy comes into 
play." 
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2nd-halfoutburst aids in opener 

'Cats treat fans with 72-54 win 
After weeks of anticipation and waiting in 

long lines just to get in to see the action, K 
State sports fans were finally treated to the 
team they appreciate most—the 18th-ranked 
basketball Wildcats. 

Although most of the 9,375 on hand at 
Ahearn Field House expected a rout similar 
to last year's win over Northern Iowa, K- 
State had to depend on a five-minute out- 
burst in the second half to win 72-54 over a 
stubborn group of Panthers. 

The 'Cats led by only three at the half, 32- 
29, after the lead changed hands twice early 
and Northern Iowa proved tougher than 
expected mainly due to the play of 6-9 center 
BUI Jones. 

After nearly eight minutes had elapsed in 
the second half and the 'Cats leading by just 
nine, the K-State squad started to prove 
what kind of material coach Jack Hartman 
would be working with this year. 

FOLLOWING AN Ed Nealy tip-in, Tim 
Jankovich stole the in-bounds pass and 
dished in a layup. Jankovich's defensive 
prowess throughout the contest continually 
ignited the sometimes lackadaisical Wildcat 
attack and possibly put him in a good 
position to fill a hotly contested contest for 
starting point guard. The Manhattan junior 
made three steals, all which led to K-State 
baskets. 

"I tried to pressure my man on defense 
and I think one reason I got the steals was 
because my man had the ball more. This 
game helps my confidence. I haven't played 
that well in practice, so a game like this 
helps," said Jankovich who wound up with 
14 points. 

Jones followed Jankovich's layup with a 
15-foot jumper in the lane but that was the 
last show of offense to be generated by the 
Panthers for quite a while. 

THE WILDCATS REELED off 14 unan- 
swered points to gain its biggest lead in the 
game at the 8:06 mark, 62-39. From that 
point, the outcome was never in doubt as 
Hartman cleared the bench against a tired 
Northern Iowa team which was humiliated 
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GRETCHEN 

the night before by Alabama. 
Four 'Cats finished the game in double 

figures although the final score was less 
than expected. Still, Hartman seemed 
content with his team's initial performance. 

"Off the top, I was pleased. I think we 
should recognize that Northern Iowa played 
well. They are an experienced ballclub with 
some seniors and they shot well," Hartman 
said. "I was pleased with the play of our 
guards. They all did some good things. Tim 
played well and had a good game." 

Another encouraging sign for K-State was 
the play of the forwards, Nealy and Tyrone 
Adams. Nealy shot well, hitting 8 of 11 from 
the field and leading the Wildcat scoring 
with 16. Nealy was a constant factor un- 
derneath for K-State and seemed to be 
jumping higher than in the past as he 
delighted the crowd with a rare slam dunk. 

ADAMS LED the team with 8 rebounds 
and tallied 14 points with various moves 
inside that left Northern Iowa's defense 
standing still. Barring injuries, the con- 
trasting play of the powerful Nealy and the 
agile Adams could be a major weapon for 
the 'Cats to exploit this year. 

They could need more help at the pivot as 
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neither starter Randy Reed, a 6-7 juco 
transfer, or Les Craft, last year's clutch 
post-season center, were impressive in their 
season debuts, although both seemed ner- 
vous. 

Olympian Rolando Blackman did not have 
an impressive statistical performance for 
K-State as he was forced to sit down with 
three fouls with 2:48 remaining in the first 
half after being whistled for charging. 

The Wildcats were not forced to go to 
Blackman, however, as K-State played 
effectively as a team, dishing out 31 assists 
to Northern Iowa's 15. Blackman finished 
with 10 points. 

Northern Iowa coach Jim Berry was still 
impressed with Blackman and the K-State 
team. 

"He's (Blackman) a hell of a kid and a 
super player. I think we handled Rolando 
and Nealy as well as we could tonight," 
Berry said. "My kids played well except in 
spots in the second half. We had some 
careless inbounds passes and I think maybe 
we were tired after playing Alabama last 
night." 

The 'Cats will try to improve on their 
early mark tonight in Ahearn with a 7:30 
tipof f against South Dakota. 

Women battle back, 
win tournament title 

By MEGAN BARDSLEY 
Collegian Reporter 

The K-State women's basketball team 
put together a second-half rally to defeat 
the Memphis State Lady Tigers 82-75 to 
claim the championship in the K-State 
Adidas Invitational Saturday afternoon 
in Ahearn Field House. 

The tournament, which started 
Thursday, now gives the K-State women 
cagers a 5-0 record on the season and 
increased their homecourt winning 
streak to 18 games. 

Their first victory came Thursday 
against the Iowa State Cyclones by a 
score of 98-62. The Wildcats then went on 
to defeat the Washington State Cougars 
67-48 Friday to earn a berth in the 
championship game. 

Memphis State, which had a bye in the 
first round, defeated the Lady Statesmen 
of William Penn to earn their place in the 
final round. The other team in the 
tournament, Central Missouri State, was 
defeated by William Penn in the first 
round of action. 

IN THE CHAMPIONSHIP game, the 

(See WOMEN, p.12) 
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Roaring defense 
Staff photo by Bo Radar 

Tyrone Adams puts up a yell and an arm as he tries to stop an airborne 
Dwayne Jackson. Jackson and the Panthers couldn't stop the 'Cats 
Saturday night as K-State won 72-54. 
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Donna Lang 
Stock up on coffee 
Prepare for Mojave 
Dec. 3 you'll be up till 
dawn Cause you're 
finally 21. So haul 
in that tongue and 
get ready to tie one on 

Happy Belated Birthday 
The Poons, Poms, & the gang 

Impress Someone This Christmas 

With A Camel Hair Sport Coat 

From Borck Brothers-Only $210 

When it's elegance and style you want in a 
sport coat, look no further than Borck 
Brothers and our camel hair sport coat. 

Camel Hair makes a fashion statement. . . 
just like all the men's clothing at Borck 
Brothers. 

Shop Borck Brothers for Christmas gifts, 
Third and Humboldt. where there is always 
free parking. 

Humboldt 
at Third 

Ph  537 8636 

If 
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. HOLIDAY GIFT BOOK SALE 
Up to 80% off on selections of sole books 

□ 60165. THE GARDENS OF THE BRITISH ISLES. 
Superb lull-color photographs and an inlorma 
live text lead you through the gardens ol 

England. Ireland. Scotland, and Wales Visit lush country 
gardens ol the Emerald Isle, dignified formal gardens of 
England, the Queen's roses at Kew. the famous gardens at 
Blenheim, and, of course, the maze at Hampton Court 65 
photos in full color, 50 in b/w 8Vi " x 11". 

Special Value 15.98 

• 

□60335 THI HOUSE PLANT DECORATING 
BOOK: MM* lor Every Room In Your Home 
Plus Descriptions ol More Than 200 Suitable 

Plants by Vlrglnle F. and George A. Elbert. An eaaentlal 
guide with solutions fof every plant problem. Included are 
interesting plant/furniture combination*, floor plans to 
max* use of wasted tpauo, natural and artificial light 
uses, and over 100 illustrations 
Orlg. Pub. at $14.95 Onlyta.** 

□ 04236. MEISSEN PORCELAIN IN COLOR. By 
Hugo Money-Fletcher This superbly illustrated 
volume examines the early porcelain and stone- 

ware, the great Baroque services, the figure and animal 
modelling and the snull boxes and other small objects ol 
the lamous Meissen factory, Irom its foundation in 1710 
through to the 18th and 19th centuries Written by a Direc 
tor at Christie's and illustrated with 93 extraordinary color 
illustrations plus 24 pages in b/w, this Is a line volume for a 
collector's library. Measures 8 W x liv>". 

Specially Priced at $9.96 

□ •0614 THE INVENTED EYE: Masterpieces ol 
Photography, 1639-1814. Edward Lucie-Smlth. 
A brilliant, laeclnatlng survey of the pioneer 

period ol photography by the noted art critic, Edward 
Lucie-Smlth. Against the cultural and artistic background 
of the nineteenth century, the author dlacusses the broad 
Implications of early photography and many of Ita most 
important practioners. With an emphaais on understan- 
ding -photographs aa visual images, more than 150 
photographs combine with the lucid and perceptive text to 
make THE INVENTED EYE a lourney through time, to the 
beginnings of "a new way of seeing the world". Measures 
8*"x tin*. 
Orlg. Pub. at $16.95 Only $8 96 

□ 03401. THE CATALOG OF AMERICAN ANTIQUES 
By William C. Ketchum. Jr Photography by John 
Garetli A handsome, fully-illustrated collector's 

guide to antique styles and prices, with photographs of over 
2,000 objects, including 32 pages in lull color Examines 
every aspect of popular Americana and includes all maior 
categories of antiques Every entry is illustrated and 
accompanied by complete description, date, and price 
Measures 9'* " x 12V«" 
Orig Pub at$2495 Only$14.98 

$5.98 ««ch 

Bookthrift Hardcover 

BABY5 
OWN BOOK 
First Rve\fears 
with illustrations by 
The Saturday Evening Post 
Illustrators 
□ 04577. 
Chart your child's development with this distinctive volume 
designed specifically to record baby's growth over his or her first 
five years. Divided into ten chapters, BABY'S OWN BOOK 
allows you to register each and every growth cycle during your 
infant's formative years. This* all-inclusive book embodies baby's 
first photograph, birth record, homecoming, footprints, hand- 
prints, gifts, cards, flowers, Baptism/Christening, immuniza- 
tions, tests, childhood illnesses, allergies, doctors, dental 
records, keepsakes and important first accomplishments. But 
that's not all—each chapter allows you to chronicle, concurrent 
with baby's growth, events in the world bearing affect on his or 
her future development. 

As an added feature, BABY'S OWN BOOK is graced with 
charming illustrations provided by The Saturday Evening Post. 
What could be more appropriate for baby's diary than the artistic 
works of Norman Rockwell? Measuring a generous 83/«" x 
11 'A ", BABY'S OWN BOOK is attractively bound in simulated 
fabric, and stamped in gold Don't miss this chance to create a 
lasting record that you and yours will cherish for years to come 

□ 80052. McKIM MEAO i WHITE, with an essay by 
Leland Roth This monograph, a giant 10 vj" * 
13'.- leatures photos, drawings and elevations 

ol the distinguished architectural lirm's best known work, 
including their work in Boston. Cambridge. Washington. 
Philadelphia. Minneapolis. Providence. Newport Char 
lottesvilie. Stockbridge. Hyde Park. Montreal, and ol 
course. New York. 
Orig. Pub al $50 00 Only $19.98 

□ 302M. NATIONAL LAMPOON SUNDAY NEWS- 
PAPER PARODY. The Dacron Republican Demo- 
crat comes alive through the genius qf the inimit- 

able LAMPOON, complete with news, leatures. color 
comics, and assorted Sunday supplements. It's even fun- 
nier than the r—l newspaper you usually read! Newspaper 
lormat. MoasureeBH" x 11*t". 
Orig Pub. at $4.95 Only $1.98 

□ 80627 BALLET AND MODERN DANCE. Craig 
Dodd Ballel often called the forme divine ol 
dance is as exciting loday as il was in the sixteenth 

century court ol Catherine de Medici and the Romantic Age 
theatres ol nineteenth century Paris and London BALLET 
AND MODERN DANCE traces the origins and evolution ol 
ballel as an arl lorm and the eventual outgrowth ol modern 
dance All aspects ol ballet and choreography are explored 
with particular attention to contemporary modern dance 
and ballel in Europe Russia, the British Isles and America 
Hundreds ol breathtaking illustrations and photographs 
(many in lull color) capture the drama and grace of this 
exhilarating art   Measures 9V>"x 12'»"   (An Encalibur 
Book) 
Ong Pub at$24 95 Only$12.98 

□ 03414. THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK OF INTER- 
IOR DESIGN AND DECORATION. By Norma 
Skurka A guide to contemporary design and dec- 

oration that covers all the current design movements—tra- 
ditional, updated traditional. European, and American 
modern—each lully and richly illustrated with lour color 
photographs. Ms Skurka explains what makes a room suc- 
cessful, supplying guidelines to the basics of floor plans, 
color, lighting, furniture, style, accessories, and encour- 
ages personal expression while serving space, taste, and 
budget needs Glossary of decorative terms Measures 9' 
x liv." 
Ong Pub at $2500 Only $12.98 

□ 04800. COOKING THE NATURAL WAV: A Collec 
tion Of Gourmet Recipes Gail Duff. Guaranteed 
to help you rediscover the real pleasure ol eating. 

Over 200 recipes stress the simple, easy toprepare and 
absolutely mouthwatering. From moat recipes such as 
Ltmb with Riism and Oranga Hulling and floesf Duck 
with Apples to non-meat meals such as kluahroom Pim 
and Vegetable Curry, from Yogurt Muesli wifn AlmondM 
and Monty Teabread to Wifrcnat and Orange Salad and 
Spiced Peart, the accent is on the accesible and the em- 
phasis on good wholesome food. Plus old familiar favor- 
ites and exciting new tastes. Beautifully illustrated 
throughout Measures9* x 11 V»". 

Special Value $7.98 

□ 04558 THE SKIER'S ENCYCLOPEDIA. Edited by 
Mark Heller. The first comprehensive guide for 
both participants and spectators with detailed 

information on current techniques, competitions and 
equipment lor every skiing sport, professional and ama- 
teur, all the way to Olympic and world class level. 
Ong. Pub at $12.95 Only $4.98 

□ 80003. TWENTIETH-CENTURY AMERICAN FOLK 
ART AND ARTISTS by Herbert W. Hemphill, Jr.. 
and Julia Welssman. From Watts Towers to 

Grandma Moses, hero Is the work of some 145 artists: 
painting, sculpture, needlework, murals, advertising and 
environmental creations —some beautiful, some 
fascinating and some hilariously odd. But all Is art 305 il- 
lustrations, 101 in full color. 
Orlg. Pub. at $27 50 Only $9.88 

□ 80515. TOULOUSE-LAUTREC. By Edward Lucie- 
Smith The perceptive works of this eminent 19th 
century French artist portray the sparkle of con- 

temporary Parisian nightlife while essentially baring all its 
artificially 48 color plates represent the gay. colorful style 
of Henri de Toulouse Lautrec s paintings lithographs and 
posters Edward LucieSmilh s msighllul text traces the 
tragic circumstances ol the artist's lift—hl« deformity his 
ultimate alcoholic demise-alongside his brilliant and 
prolific career Measures 9   x 12'. '  (An Excalibur Book.) 

Special Value $4.98 
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Find the Christmas Spirit in 
Aggieville 

Now until Christmas 
Aggieville stores will be open late for your convenience 

Open late Monday thru Friday until 8:30 
Friday & Saturday regular hours 

and now open Sundays 1-5 

»' <■ 1 < i i i:     _<<<_<<<< 

StaH photo by Bo Reder 

Up in arms...Washington State's Carrie Riener (33) battles with the 'Cats 
Dee Weinreis during their game Friday. K-State won 67-48 on their way 
to winning the tournament. See related story, p.9. 

■"o)mo 

Dec. 1-13 

Women.... 
* Limited Quantities 

*A11   Sales Final 
(Continued from p. 9) 

Wildcats jumped to an early lead with a five- 
foot shot by forward Dee Weinreis, but the 
Lady Tigers rallied to tie the score. The two 
teams then fought to gain control of the lead 
with Memphis State winning the battle and 
going into the locker room with a five-point 
lead over the Wildcats. 

"I thought we'd pull it out and be ahead at 
halftime," coach Lynn Hickey said, adding 
this was the first time her team had ever 
been behind this season. 

In the first half, the Wildcats shot 68 
percent from the field and converted 38 
percent of their free throws. The Lady 
Tigers, led by Linda McKinnie, shot 53 
percent from the field and 50 percent from 
the line. 

McKinnie was the Lady Tigers' star in the 
first half. The 5-11 Junior forward became 
the fifth woman in Memphis State history to 
score over 1,000 points with her 20-foot 
baseline shot with 13:23 left in the first half. 

The Wildcats came out of the locker room 
facing a fired up Memphis State team. The 
Lady Tigers widened their lead to 11 points 
before the 'Cats began to respond. 

The Wildcats, with the help of Taryn 
Bachis and Gay la Williams, began to cut the 
Lady Tigers' lead. With 6:44 left in the 
game, K-State sophomore Angie Taylor hit a 
12-foot jumpshot to put K-State on top for 
good. 

THE WILDCATS held leads from one to 
five points the rest of the game before 
winning by seven. 

"The key to this game is that we can come 
back," coach Hickey said. "We really 
needed a close game like this one to prepare 
us for our game against Missouri." 

The Wildcats had five players in double 
figures with junior Tammie Romstad 
leading the way with 26 points. She was also 
voted as the most valuable player of the 
tournament. She scored 68 points and 
hauled down 35 rebounds in the three games. 

In the game preceding the championship 
game, the William Penn Lady Statesmen 
defeated Washington State 64-53 to claim the 
third place title. Iowa State, the only other 
Big 8 school in the tournament, beat Central 
Missouri State 75-60 in the battle for fifth 
place. 

The Wildcats, undefeated for the season, 
will face the University of Missouri Tuesday 
at 7:30 p.m. at Ahearn Field House. 
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YOUR FAVORITE 
PHOTO'S 

INTO FULL COLOR* 

TRANSFERS 
•Full Color or B/W 

Depending on the Originals You Send 
You Send It—And We'll Customize A Transfer of It. 

Send almost any size 8"X10" or smaller. We'll professionally 
enlarge them into high quality, one-of-a-kind transfers. Limitless 
possibilities, from Polaroids and snapshots, to 35mm slides or 
your favorite magazine art clipping. One original per transfer. 

T-Shirts •Sweatshirts •Jackets 
Transfers Make Inexpensive Gifts for Christmas 

How to 
Order 

FREE RETURN POSTAGE 

Mall To'     --•^'     Mall To 

LIMELITE-PHOTO 

Holiday Plaza Canter 
P.O. Box 3405 

Lawrence, Ks. 66044 
Enclosed is $6 95 for each original and 
$4.95  for each  copy of  an  original. 
Please total number of originals and 
copies. 

No. D Originals & $8.95 $  
No. C Copies @ S4.9S 
Ks. Residents 3% %S. Tax 

Total Enclosed   
(Pleat* Print) 
Name  

Address   

City    

State  

1st Transfer $6.95 

SAVE $2.00 
On Addition*! 

CoptM 
Prompt Shipment 

Check your gift list. Parents, grandparents, brothers, and 
sisters. Everyone has a favorite picture. That funny party picture 
they have forgotten, but you haven't. They are sure to remember 
you every time they wear their unique gift. Save $2.00 on ad- 
ditional copies of the same original. That's a perfect gift for under 
$5.00. Your originals returned unharmed and we guarantee your 
money back if you are not completely satisfied. 

Or Charge to My: 

□ VISA 

Card No.   

G MasterCard 

Expiration Date 
(No orders shipped without card 

Expiration Data) 

(SIGN HERE FOR CARD USE O^Lv|KSU-1 
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NELSON S 

CUTS PRICES 
TO THE CORE! 
Buy NOW ( before Christmas! ) without the worry of finding the same item at 

a lower price later. We GUARANTEE* these to be the lowest prices you'll im< 

for 90 days. 

MUSIC SYSTEMS FROM S199 00' 

Your choice: HNKM SDM410 8-track OR IDT-9310 Cassette 
Recorder/Player with AM/FM. record changer and speakers   A 
great "starter system " 
LISTS $229 95 CORE PRICE IIHU 

Stave 44 CH system with AM/FM stereo receiver, built-in cassette 
recorder, speakers and BSR record changer This 4-piece system 
sounds great' 
LISTS $279.95    CORE PRICE 1241 M 

Saayo JXT44M AM/FM stereo with cassette recorder and magnetic 
record changer and speakers A Nelson's 'Best Buy' 
LISTS 1319.95  CORE PRICE H79.ll 

lM*e JXT-M4I AM/FM stereo with cassette recorder with DolDy 
NR. record changer and speakers. One ot Sanyo's 
"Top ol theline" models 
LISTS$409.95 .   . CORE PRICE SIMM 
Hmir KH-MN with AM/FM stereo. 44 watt amplifier BiC belt 
drive changer with magnetic cartridge. Dolby cassette deck and 
neater CL-70 40 watt. 3-way speakers HALF PRICED RIGHT NOW1 

LISTS $799 85 CORE PRICE UHU 

JVC HI4 50 watt receiver. IIC MZ fully automatic belt-drive turn- 
out, <MM Tecatiee IK magnetic cartridge, and Fkktr F$-22l 
60 watt speakers AffROX US PER MONTH. 
LISTS $879 80 CORE PRICE WWII 

TeeHatei IU-M11 SO watt LED power amplifier, with matching 
ST-M11 LEO tuner. JVC LA-11 semi-automatic belt-drive turntable. 
Audio-Technica 10PO cartridge, and ANec-Lamlao Design 6 50 watt 
2-wiy/3 Speaker System AffROX  $11 ft* MONTH. 
LISTS $759.75 . CORE PRICE $441.11 

fleaeer KH-tH 44 watt receiver with built-in Dolby NR cassette 
deck. IIC MZ fully-automatic belt-drive turntable with strobe speed 
control. A*t4e-Teck*fca 19PO diamond magnetic cartridge, and 
filler CL-70 high-performance 3 way speakers AffROX. ill HI 
MONTH. 
LISTS $919 80 CORE PRICE $419.81 

JVC M-7 100 watt receiver. IIC MZ fully automatic belt-drive turn- 
table, with built-in digital pitch computer and speed readout Avdle 
TetMca 11E fO Elliptical magnetic cartridge, and a pair of highly 
accurate ANec Unslef Oeelga 18 Speaker Systems AffROX $70 
•CT MONTH. 
LISTS $939 80 CORE PR ICE $549.81 

Fliher RS-2003 60 wan receiver with built-in 5 band graphic 
equalizer, Fleher MT-8310 semi-automatic bell-drive turntable with 
strobe speed control. Aaatt-Teckalce HE Professional Quality 
magnetic cartridge and Fisher F$-240 70 watt 12" 3-way speakers 
AffROX $22 PER MONTH. 
LISTS $919.80 CORE PRICE $599 M 

JVC R$-33 80 watt receiver with built-in 5 band graphic equalizer 
and LED Power meters JVC U-88 semi-automatic direct-drive turn- 
table with strobe AMMI TeeaMei 12 Professional Cartridge and 
Aaec-Lanslno Design 20 120 watt speakers featuring Dual 
Woolers and Tweeters AffROX. $M flR MONTH 
LISTS $1009.08      . CORE PRICE MM.M 

ARec Deskje 21 The specs: 2-10" woolers. 3" mid-range and 
tweeter and 120 watts It's almost indestructable1 

LISTS $219 95 CORE PRICE JUI.Mea 

Fisher $1-741 12" 3-way design lor up to 75 want. 
LISTS $289 95 CORE PRICE $171. M ea 

JIL 702VX A 3-way speaker rated at 200 watts 
LISTS $249 95 CORE PRICE $179 M ea 

Fliher $T-750 A 12' 4-way rated at 100 watts. 
LISTS $399 95 CORE PRICE $229 M ea 

JIL M2VX 12" 3-way design tor up to 200 watts 
LISTS $299 95 CORE PRICE $229.Mea 

Rtker $T-7M Huge 15" 3-way rated at 130 watts A Nelson's Best 
Buy.' 
LISTS$409 95  CORE PRICE $241.Mea 

Fleher $T-7M A 15" 4-way with 165 watts Another Best Buy. 
LISTS $409.05         COPJ: PRICE $329 M ea 

TAPE DECKS 

TURNTABLES 

IIC M Z fully automatic belt-drive changer with strobe 
LISTS $179.95   CORE PRICE $M.M 

Filler MT-8310 semi-automatic bell-drive with strobe A Nelson's 
Best Buy.' 

LISTS $119 95 CORE PRICE SW 81 

IIC M Z This Nelson's Best Buy' is a fully automatic belt-drive 
turntable with digital speed computer readout And much more1 

llStS J?39 95 CORE PRICE $111.M 

JVC LA-55 OR leny flT-22 semi-automatic direct drive turntable 
with strobe  EITHER ONE AT GREAT SAVINGS' 
LISTS $149 95 CORE PRICE $119 M 

$erry P$T-J3 OR JVC LF-M fully automatic direct drive with strobe 
YOUR CHOICE! 
LISTS$179.95 CORE PRICE $149 M 

JVC OL-M semi automatic OR leny f$-X4S fully automatic      both 
are direct drive with Quartz speed control YOUR CHOICE1 

LISTS $219 95 CORE PRICE $179 II 

$eny f$-X55 fully aulomalic. 2-motor direct drive with Quartz speed 
control Last year, it was $500! 

LISTS $299 95 CORE PRICE $249 M 

AJ AiirJte-Technlea end Shun CartrMfei In stock ere    HALF PRICE! 

Sinyi RO-MM cassette OR R0-M20 8-track recorder One of the 
best starter decks around' 
LISTS $119 95 CORE PRICE M9.M 

$aaye RO-MM with Dolby NR and LED VU meters Bargain priced 

LISTS $149 95 CORE PRICE $119 M 

Stay TC-K22 cassette with Dolby NR and metal tape capability A 
Nelsons Beit Buy ' * 
LISTS $249 95 CORE PRICE 1119 M 

Teec CX-318 cassette deck with Dolby NR and metal tape capability 
LISTS $249 95 CORE PRICE 11 Mil 

$e*ye R0-M25 Otgitron display cassette deck wrth Dolby NR. metal 
lape capability and music search function A Best Buy 
LISTS $219 95 CORE PRICE UHU 

Teec CX-3S0 cassette with Dolby NR and metal tape capability 
LISTS $279 95 CORE PRICE $119 M 
Teec A-MO cassette deck has 2 motors and metal tape capability 
Much more 
LISTS $349 95 CORE PRICE.$2M M 

$eay TC-KI1 cassette deck with 2 solenoid controlled motors 
LED VU meter display, metal tape capability and Dolby NR  And 
More. It'll 'Best Buy ' 
LISTS $349 95 CORE PRICE $311.M 

Tete A-510II cassette deck with lull solenoid operation. Ilourescent 
bar metering, metal tape capability and Dolby NR 
LISTS $449 95 CORE PRICE $349 M 
$eay TC-K71 cassette deck with lull solenoid operation. LED meter- 
ing, metal tape capability. Dolby NR and 3 heads It's a Best Buy ' 
LISTS $499 95 CORE PRICE $429 11 

Teec A-2M0 reel-to-reel wrth lull solenoid operation Only while in- 
stock supply lasts No rainchecks 
LISTS $699 95 .   .     .        CORE PRICE $449.88 

TMC A-20MR reei-to-reel with auto-reverse Demo machines 
LISTS $799 95 .. CORE PRICE $549 M 

CAR STEREO 

AUOIO / VIDEO FURNITURE 

RECEIVERS 

JVC R$-S with 50 wans A Nelson s Best Buy 
LISTS $219 95 CORE PRICE $178.11 

TecMnlci IU-M11 50 wan amplifier AND the matching ST-M11 
tuner A Nelson's Best Buy.' 
LISTS $349 95 CORE PRICE SIMM per oak 

Filler RI-2002 40 wans with built-in 5 band graphic equalizer 
Nelson's Best Buy ' 
LISTS $249 95         CORE PRICE $199 M 

JVC M-7 100 wans 
LISTS $299 95     CORE PRICE $249 M 

Fisher R$-20D3 60 walls with built-in 5-banfl graphic equalizer A 
Nelsons Best Buy.' 
LISTS $299 95 ...   CORE PRICE $249 M 

HOME SPEAKERS 

Fliher F8-220 An 8" 3 way with 30 walls       it's a Nelson's  Best 
Buy ' 
LISTS $119 95 CORE PRICE IM.Mea 

ANec Design 5 An 8" 3-way that handles 50 wans Almost indestruc- 
tible' 
LISTS $129 95 CORE PRICE S7I.M ea 

Fleker FS-230 A 10" 3-way with 40 wans A Nelson's Best Buy 
LISTS $159 95 CORE PRICE Ml M ea 

ANec DeHfn 11A 2-wiy. 50 wan speaker thai s highly accurate in 
sound reproduction 
LISTS$169 95 CORE PRICE JIM Mea 

Fisher FI-240 A 70 win 12" 3-wiy speaker 
LISTS $219.95 

JIL 502 VX A 2 way   80 wans 
LISTS $159 95 

CORE PRICE $111 Mea 

and it's   a Best Buy.' too' 
CORE PRICE $121 Mea 

Select from 22 models and styles AN EXAMPLE: 

Teeialci IH-S10A walnut rack with three adjustable shelves and 
smoked glass door 
LISTS $129 95 CORE PRICE Ml M 

PORTABLE CASSETTES / 
TELEPHONE ANSWERERS 

Choose Irom 35 models of portables, including the Panasonic 
RN-183 micro at only IHH 

Ptrtaienic f$-J3 a portable cassette with stereo headphones 
is |ust $149 88 

$inye M-2402 a unit with AM/FM 
Is |USt   1 

Jerry CF$-45 AM/FM stereo 
Is just   $1 

Cede-A-fkeao or fheae Mad answerers begin al IHH 

VIOEO CASSETTE RECORDERS/TV 

Nelson's has 10 models of VCR s from finasenic, liaye. Hitachi. 
JVC. Serry ind MGA Beta and VHS formats Priced as low as 
$MS.MI 

RAOIOS I HEADPHONES 

SPECIALTY PORTABLES 

Mvn $f-503        Headphone with padded headband and earcups. 
stereo/mono switch and individual volume controls, and coil cord 
NOW HALF-PRICE' 
LISTS $29 M CORE PRICE $14 11 

For CB's, clocks, portable radios, table radios come to Nelson't 
Cut lo the core savings on $eey, Piniiinlc $inye. Slurp. Reeer- 
pttene. Triumph. JVC, lene fhene. Clerien. Cebri. Keel lid AKG 

Sinyo FT-C2 mini-chassis cassette for imports and GM X-body cars 
Mini priced at only ....... $79.M 

Clerien PE-67M small-chassis cassette to lit most any car or truck 
SAVE 50* 
LISTS $189 95 now rust $M.M 

Sieye FT-174 8-track with pushbutton station selection, separate 
bass and treble, locking last forward Great for full sized cars 
LISTS $159 95 Now$M.M 

Sinye FT-C8 mini chassis cassette with fast forward rewind AND 
auto-reverse for imports and GM x bodies Our lowest price AUTO- 
REVERSE     at only 

It you've got a SMALL CAR      but you re into Plenei 
unique new KP-1500 designed lo fit your car or fruck 
PRICED at only 

Looking lor auto-reverse, locking last forward and rewind, automatic 
music search in a chassis that'll fit into what you're driving' See the 
NEW Sanyo FT-7. You'll love it and our INTRODUCTORY PRICE 
LISTS at $149 95 NowSIII.M 

CHEVY CITATION OWNERS' The $irryi FTC-I slips right into your 
dash      and oners automatic music search auto-reverse, separate 
bass and treble and more' (Fits other cars. too. of course') 
LISTS $159 95 now SIMM 

IMPORT and GM X-bodv owners looking lor an in-dash cassette with 
digital display      the Sinye FT-C10 mini-chassis is lor you' 
LISTS $169 95 now$149.M 

The Sinye FT-412 has automatic music-search, locking last tor- 
ward/rewind . separate bass & treble and more      ALL in a chassis 
to in most cars and trucks It's a BEST BUY' 
LISTS $179 95 now$159.M 

Drive an import or GM X-body, and want a cassene with pushbutton 
tuning locking last lorward & rewind, automatic music search with 
lour speaker capability' The Sinye FT-C14 is your best buy' 
LISTS $199 95 now$179.M 

American car and truck owners, here s DIGITAL display of time and 
stations   locking last forward & rewind, auto-reverse and tour 
speaker capability in the $ieye FT-645 BEST BUY1 

LISTS $199 95 now $179.M 

Cant find a DELUXE car stereo to fn your small car' Look al the NEW 
Sinye FT-C1I with Dolby, auto reverse loudness. separate bass & 
treble controls and metal tape capability     and look al our introduc- 
tory price' 
LISTS $219 95 now$1M.M 

A Pleneer Cassette You Can Afford' The KP-250 has locking last 
lorward & rewind PLUS FM STEREO1 A great special purchase that'll 
save you MSI 
LISTS $149.95         new $74 M 

TOYOTA. DATSUN. SUBARU & MAZDAS, with built-in stereo radio 
but no tape' The Clerien PE-I2I auto reverse cassette should slip 
right in to your dash or console "coin pocket." Mounts underdash, 
too' 
LISTS $129 95 now$M.M 

Got to go underdash' The NEW $iaye FT-1M is the way lo go 
with Dolby, locking last forward/rewind, auto-reverse PLUS music 
search system Check our introductory price! 
LISTS $139 95 now$119.M 

POWER BOOSTERS 

Ceaceet E0-M70 has 50 wans and is a BEST BUY with built-in 
/band graphic equalizer 
LISTS $139 95 now $71.M 

TeeereoT TEM gives you 60 wans, a 7-band graphic equalizer and 
built-in LED power meters' 
LISTS $149 95 now $19 M 

Tincredl TE-100 is POWERFUL' 120 wans. LED power meters and a 
7-band graphic equalizer' 
LISTS $199 95 now$11I.M 

Ceaceet fl-MM gives you 60 wans ol CLEAN POWER and has 
separate bass and treble controls 
LISTS $69 95 now$J».M 

Majestic MEI-M2 power booster with 60 wans PLUS 5 band 
graphic equalizer While they last' 
LISTS $99 95 now $41II 

CAR STEREO SPEAKERS 

-4 x 10-- 
PiruiaMc EAI-114 20 win Coaxial kit 
$79 95 "SAVE 50* " 

Siiryi SP-412 35 watt Triaxial kit 
$99 95 "BEST BUY" 

Jensen J-1130 50 wan Triax-ll 
$159 95 'TOPOF THE LINE" 

- 6X1"- 

Ceacopt C$6122 25 watt Coaxial kit 
$69 95 "SAVE 50%' 

fkweer TS-693 20 watt Coaxial kit 
$71 95 "10OZ Magnets 

Heater TS-194 20 wan Coaxial kit 
$85 95 BEST BUY 

Sinye SP-771 30 watt Triaxial kit 
$109 95 BEST BUY" 

Fleaeer TS-695 40 watt Triaxial kit 
$149 95 TOPOF THE LINE" 

Jensen J-1033 100 wan Triax-ll 
$159 95. "TOPOF THE LINE" 

- DOOR MOUNT - 

Sanyo SP-7W 5 wan 6 V," kit 
$16 95 "LEAST EXPENSIVE" 

Senyi SP-709 10 watt 4" kit 
$25 95 "FOR SMALL CARS 

Cencipt C$5412 15 watt 6Vt" Coax-klt 
$49 95 "lOoz Magnets 

Ctacept CM102 12 watt 4" kit 
$39 95 "FOR SMALL CARS" 

fimseatc EAI-915 20 wan 4" kit 
$39 95 " Highly Recommended'' 

PiaeseMc EAI-050 20 wan 5" kit 
$49 95 "BEST BUY" 

Siayo SP-40 30 watt 4" Coax-kit 
$59 95 "FOR SMALL CARS 

Cencipt CS-5423 25 watt 6Vi" Iriaxkit 
$69 95 20 oz Magnets' 

fleaeer T$-167 20 watt 6 V Coax-kit 
$79 95 "OUR BEST SELLER" 

Jinun       J-1211       50       watt       6' 
$109 95   TOPOF THE LINE" 

•SURFACE MOUNT - 

fleneer T$-5 8 watt Convertable 
$29 95 "WILL DOOR MOUNT" 

Cencipt C$-M11 30 watt box style 
$79 95 "WHEN NOTHING FITS" 

Sanyo SP-7M 30 watt coax-convert 
$64 95 "WILL REAR DECK MOUNT" 

Sinyo SP-760 30 watt Inax convert 
M9 95 "WILL REAR DECK MOUNT" 

* Nelson's Low Price Guarantee 
"Iff we, or any other local servicing dealer, advertises a lower price on the 
equipment or item you buy, we'll refund the difference ... plus a righteous 
10% in cash... plus our apologies." 

Some merchandise is not in all stores. II the Item you purchase is not at your local store, but available 
from another Nelson's location, we guarantee delivery to your store in time for Christmas. 

« $39 lip' 

w J79 II pr 

$121.1$ pr 

$34MDr 

$49.Mpr 

$SIMpr 

$7I.Mpr 

$111 M 

$129 81 

S11.M 

$1981 

$21 M 

$29 81 

J34M 

$44 11 

$49 81 

$49.M 

$24M 

$41 M 

$49 18 

$8981 

1123 WESTLOOP 
SHOPPING CENTER 

539-4636 
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Ham radiomen reach earthquake survivors 
NEW YORK (AP) - At the New York 

Hall of Science, ham radio operators try to 
answer a simple, desperate question—"Are 
they alive? 

That is what many Italia n Americans want 
to know about relatives in southern Italy, 
where thousands died in a major ear- 
thquake. 

"It's pitiful, said Jean Cicchetti, • 
bilingual phone operator at the emergency 
communications center in the borough of 
Queens. 

"A woman Just called to ask about family 
in Sant' Angelo de Lombardi, she said. 
"There is nothing I can tell her. 

The New York ham radio operators at the 
makeshift center take phone calls and 
contact Italian ham operators, asking them 
to telephone Italians in the earthquake area 
and relay news to the United States. 

The ham radio relay has drawbacks, but 
with trans-Atlantic telephone lines busy, it is 
one way Italian-Americans—New York 
City's largest ethnic group—can seek relief 
from worry about their relatives. Similar 
efforts, by more conventional means, are 
under way by several organization- 
s—including the Italian consulate. 

The ham operators have a list of eight 
towns where no attempt is made to establish 
contact—areas so devastated by the Nov. 23 
quake that efforts to reach them are futile. 
Sant' Angelo is one of them. 

Some 300 bodies have been pulled from the 
ruins of Sant' Angelo, a small town east of 
Naples, and authorities believe an 
estimated 430 people are still buried. But 
hope remains—16 survivors were found in 
the rubble of Sant' Angelo on Friday. 

Cicchetti, a Queens resident, called the 
hams Wednesday and they were told her 
that her relatives in Italy were all right. 

She and her husband, Pat, volunteered to 

English'Ripper' 
terrifies women 

LEEDS, England (AP) — "I never leave 
the house at night without a carving knife in 
my bag," said Celia, a 38-year-old Leeds 
woman. "The police say that's breaking the 
law. But I don't care. The Ripper's not going 
to get me without a fight." 

Celia and just about every other woman in 
this textile city in northern England live in 
dread of "The Yorkshire Ripper," Britain's 
most feared mass murderer. 

The knife-wielding killer has butchered 13 
women in this and neighboring cities in five 
years and attacked four others who sur- 
vived. 

The fear is pervasive. Downtown Leeds is 
virtually deserted at night with few women 
daring to go out alone. Many of them, like 
Celia, are reluctant to give their full names 
to reporters. 

The Ripper kills at night and at random, 
with no discernible motive or pattern 
beyond what police believe is a sadistic 
hatred of women. He smashes his victims' 
heads with a hammer, then stabs them up to 
SO times with a screwdriver. 

He has mutilated most with a thin-bladed 
knife, leaving a ghoulish signature, ac- 
cording to informed police sources. But he 
doesn't assault them sexually, suggesting to 
police that his frenzy may stem from sexual 
impotence. 

Detectives are reluctant to describe the 
Ripper's attacks in detail for fear of copycat 
killings that would hamper their huge 
dragnet. But this has only heightened public 
alarm about the ritualistic slayings. 

Police believe the Ripper lives in Leeds, a 
Victorian city of 721,000 that appears to be 
his favorite hunting ground. It was here that 
he first struck on Oct. 30, 1975, killing 
prostitute Wilma McCann in the red-light 
Chapeltown district. 

Since then he has slain four more women 
here, including the latest victim, Leeds 
University sociology student Jacqueline 
Hill, 20, murdered in a dimly lit suburban 
street on Nov. 17. 

The Ripper had not struck for nearly 15 
months before the Hill slaying — his longest 
period of inactivity and many people began 
to think he had died or given up his terible 
hunt. The student's murder brought the old 
fears back. 

There was another alarming factor. The 
Ripper at first attacked only prostitutes in 
redlight districts, but his last three victims 
have been young, respectable women 
ambushed in middle-class areas. 

"No woman is safe now," said West 
Yorkshire's assistant chief constable, Jim 
Hobson, the new chief of the 600-man Ripper 
task force. "This man's a maniac." 

take calls, and their facility with Italian was 
a great help. 

"Most of the callers are very nervous, 
said Mrs. Cicchetti, "and many of them do 
not have phone numbers for their Italian 
relatives. 

Without phone numbers, it is difficult for 
the ham operators to help out, said Paul 
Mazer, a member of the radio club which 
operates out of the science museum on the 

grounds of the 1964 World's Fair. 
The hams work inside an exhibit at the 

museum called "The Little Red School 
House, a recreation of a 19th century one- 
room school. They use an R4B receiver, a 
T4XB transmitter, a linear amplifier, a C4 
station console, and an MN-2000 "tran- 
smatcher—equipment that enables speedy 
contact with ham radio operators in Italy, 
Mazer said. 

The service operates 24 hours a day, and 
has fielded about 5,000 requests—answering 
some 2,000 of the queries, according to ham 
operator Frank Krupp. Exact figures are 
not being kept, he said. 

"So far there have been no fatalities to 
report, Krupp said of his Saturday shift. 
"It's mostly pleasant news. But he 
cautioned that death lists are far from 
complete in Italy. 

GOOD?YEAR 
SERVICE ^STORES 

12-MONTH TUNE-UP 
« tffffff *AA88 *3Q88 

Electronic Ignition Systems Additional parts and services extra if needed 

•12-MONTH TUNE-UP SERVICE AGREEMENT 
Goodyear will tune your car electronically, and present 
you with a Free Engine Analysis certificate good for one 
year from the date of the tune-up. ANY TIME WITHIN 
ONE YEAR of your tune-up take your invoice and certi- 
ficate back to the store that performed the tune-up, and 
Goodyear will provide, free of charge, up to three separate 
analyses. 

If any of these check-ups indicates the need for any 
adjustments or part replacements that were part of the 
original tune-up, Goodyear will make the adjustment or 
replacement tree of charge. 

ELECTRONIC IGNITION: Check charging 
and starting systems • Install new rotor, 
new spark plugs • Set timing to recom- 
mended specs • Lubricate and adjust choke 
• Adjust carburetor. 

STANDARD IGNITION: Add $4.00 for re- 
quired points, condenser and additional 
labor. 

BUMPER-TO BUMPER SERVICES FOR U.S. CARS, IMPORTS & LIGHT TRUCKS 

MAINTAIN 
STOPPING DISTANCE 

BRAKE 
SERVICE 

YOUR CHOICE 

Additional pans and services exira il needed 

2-WHEEL FRONT DISC: Install 
new front brake pads and grease 
seals • Resurface front rotors 
• Repack front wheel bearings 
• Inspect calipers and hydraulic 
system • Add fluid (does not 
include rear wheels). 

OR 
4-WHEEL DRUM: Install new 
brake lining all 4 wheels • New 
front grease seals • Resurface 
drums • Repack front bearings 
• Inspect hydraulic system • Add 
fluid. 

PROTECT 
MOVING 

PARTS 

LUBE 
A OIL 

CHANGE 

*A88 
^^^m includes up to 
^^P^    live quarts 

major brand 10W40 oil. 
Oil filler extra if needed. 

INCLUDING Our 9 point 
maintenance check: 
• Transmission fluid • 
Battery cable • Power 
steering • Air Filter • Belts 
and hoses • Brake fluid 
• Differential level • Bat- 
tery water level • Tire 
pressure 
Includes many imports and 
light trucks. Please call 
for appointment. 

POWER STREAK 78 

Blackwall 
Size PRICE PlusFET 

and old tire. 
B78-13 530.45 $1.70 LiM 
E78-14 $35.70 $1.82 1 ;•■.*■<■ ^ 

F78-14 538.85 $223 
G78-14 539.90 $2.38 
H78-14 54280 $2.60 
G78-15 542.30 $2.46 
H78-15 544.65 $266 

Drive It With 
Confidence 

27so 
A78-13 blackwall. 

Plus $1 55 FET. and old tire 

Give a Gift Certificate 
from Goodyear 

Now you can give your friends and loved ones a 
whole store-ful to choose from with a Goodyear 
Service Stores Gift Certificate! It's great for any 
gift-giving occasion and good at any Goodyear 
Service Store for tires, service, appliances, TV and 

home audio. Just say Charge It!" 

Just Say 'Charge It' ■v": 
Goodyear Revolving 
Charge Account 

Use any of these 5 other ways to buy Our Own 
Customer Credit Plan • MasterCard • Visa • American 
Express Card • Carte Blanche 

. 

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORE 
4th & Humboldt-Manager, K. L. (Kay) Homolka 

Mon.-Fri. 7:00 ojn.-6:00 pjn., Sat. 8 to 6 776-4806 
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KC 'Subterropolis' 
called fire hazard 
by ranking official 
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) - Just north of 
the Missouri River, Great Midwest Corp. 
operates a labyrinth of underground 
commercial space in a limestone cave 
which it has dubbed, "Subterropolis." 

Fire officials call it a firetrap that would 
quickly suffocate anyone caught inside 
during a smoky fire. 

The Kansas City Star Sunday quoted a 
high-ranking fire official, who asked not to 
be named, as saying he had told batallion 
chiefs not to send their men inside the 294- 
acre commercial area in the event of a bad 
fire. 

"That's a pretty serious thing to say to 
men who are being paid to deal with 
emergencies," the Star quoted the fire of- 
ficial as saying. "Telling a fireman not to go 
in is like talking to a brick wall, but you'd 
hate to see someone go in there per- 
manently." 

Despite the fire official's fears, Great 
Midwest thinks the cave is safe and is 
considering changes to make it even safer. 
"I'm not scared, no," said Leo Babler, the 
architect who supervises the continuing 
design of the area. 

Veodist Luster Jr., chief of fire preven- 
tion, says scenarios for a fire in the un- 
derground facility are frightening. A fire 
could start in the rear, nearly three- 
quarters of a mile from its five entrances. 
Fire would knock out light and power, 
stopping ventilation fans and allowing 
smoke to accumulate. Fire vehicles are 
halted by the smoke, and two-way radios 
won't penetrate the thick rock. 

Firefighters once staged an exercise to 
simulate a fire in the cave. They obscured 
their masks with black paper and strung 
ropes to guide them down the underground 
roads. 

"It was totally inadequate," said Bill 
Booth, a batallion chief at the nearest fire 
station to the caves. "They went in and all 
they did was wander all over the place," 
said Luster. 

Collegian classifieds 
CLASSIFIED RATES 

One day: 20 words or lest, $1.50. 5 cents 
per word over 20; Two days: 20 words or less, 
$2.00, 8 cents per word over 20; Three days: 
20 words or less, $2.25, 10 cents per word 
over 20; Four days: 20 words or less, $2.75,13 
cents per word over 20; Five days: 20 words or 
less, $3.00,15 cents per word over 20. 

Classifieds are payable in advance unless client has an 
established account with Student Publications. 

Deadline Is 10 a.m. day before publication 10 a.m. Friday 
tor Monday paper 

 FOR SALE  
ADULT QAG gifts and novelties—birthday, anniversary, get 

well, or just for fun. Treasure Chest, Agglevllle. (Itf) 

1975 MONZA 2 + 2. 4 cylinder 3-speed Good condition Call 
778-1247 (6246) 

1971 MUSTANG 302 3 speed, mags, new tires, new brakes, 
recent paint, no rust. Dark metallic red $950.00. Call 532 
6341.(6347) 

VIOLINS, VIOLAS, cellos—Sales, rentals. Also all In- 
strument and bow repairs. Call 5394844. (63-88) 

1971 HARLEY Davidson Sportster 900, newly rebuilt engine. 
For more Information call 1-258-2562 (84-88) 

KHACO CAR stereo 7-Band equalizer 60 watts/channel, watt- 
meters, fader Call 537-8377 (65-661 

NICEST 1978 Ford F 150 Ranger pick-up in town. Air- 
conditioning, power steering, power brakes, automatic 
transmission and topper. Call 778-5083 (6549) 

FREE 
PUPPIES, SIX weeks old, v, Malamute, Vj Shepard. Black, 

brown & tan Cute!! Lot 51 Walnut Grove. 1-494 2754 after 
5:00 p.m. or leave message. (62-86) 

TWO BEDROOM basement apartment, newly remodeled, 
one half block from Agglevllle. Call 537-2344, evenings 539 
1498.(66-75) 

ROOMS AND apartment. $70 rooms, kitchen privileges and 
parking provided. Two bedroom apartment available for 
spring semester. All utilities paid for 5200/month Call bet- 
ween 500 and 7:00 p.m. and between 10 p.m. and ? 537- 
4233 (6870) 

EXTREMELY NICE, fully furnished two bedroom complex 
apartment. Laundry facilities plus extras. Available 
January 1st. Call daytime 776 7346, evenings 539-4294. (68- 
70) 

 ROOMMATE WANTED  
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to share nice apartment for 

Spring Semester Good location Phone 539-3172 (62-86) 

ONE OR two studious, non-smoking roommates wanted to 
share nice, furnished house adjacent to campus. 
SlOO/month Call 7764306 (6549) 

MALE ROOMMATE wanted to share large four bedroom 
house with four vet students Call after 5:00 p.m., 7764263 
(86-75) 

ROOMMATE WANTED, 2nd semester, close to campus, own 
bedroom, $82 00. split utilities, washer, dryer, dishwasher, 
air conditioner 5374701 (8648) 

SPACE AVAILABLE in spacious colonial house for Decem- 
ber and spring semester. Close to campus. Call 778-1162. 
(6848) 

LIBERAL, NON-smoking, serious student for second 
semester Modern duplex with fireplace, private bedroom. 
Call 5324540 (66-70) 

FEMALE TO share nice mobile home, 2nd semester. Private 
room, laundry facilities, $80 plus Vi utilities. Call 539-9221 
after 6:00 pm (88-70) 

HELP WANTED 

FOR RENT 
COSTUMES, MASKS, periodical clothing, accessories, all 

types make-up. Grass skirts, lals, bunny and mouse ears 
and more. Treasure Chest, Agglevllle. (1tf) 

TYPEWRITER RENTALS, electrics and manuals, day, week 
or month. Buzzells, 511 Leavenworth, across from post 
office. Call 7764469. (1 tf) 

RENTAL TYPEWRITERS: Excellent selection, Including IBM 
Selectrlcs Service most makes of typewriters. Hull 
Business Machines, (Agglevllle). 1212 Moro, 539-7931. (itf) 

HOUSES FOR rent: 1417 Nichols, 1733 Kenmar, 1101 
Denison. 537-1202. (64-75) 

FURNISHED APARTMENT January 1st. Urge two bedroom 
for quiet upperclassman or grad student. No pets. Call 537- 
1150.(6546) 

OLDER HOME with character, parlor, living room, four 
bedrooms, natural wood staircase. Much potential. Price 
reduced. $50,000. Rolling Hills Real Estate, 5394588 or 
539-5788. (6448) 

SOLAR HOME, secluded wooded area. Four bedroom, three 
bathe, two woodburnlng stoves. One acre. Rolling Hills 
Real Estate, 5304588 or 539-9242 (8448) 

AKAI AT-2800 tuner. Signal and tuning meters, muting. One 
year old. Must sell. Call 5374377. (8546) 

OVERSEAS JOBS—Summer/year round. Europe, S. Amer., 
Australia, Asia. All Fields. $50041200 monthly. Sight- 
seeing. Free Info Write: IJC. Box 52-KS2, Corona Del Mar, 
CA 92625 (52-73) 

ROUTINE CHEMICAL laboratory work, full time. Research 
Assistant (temporary). KSU Equal Opportunity Employer 
Contact Dru Baker, 5324161 (6446) 

STUDENT SPOUSE or equivalent to work until end of spring 
semester. Must be able to type well and smile. 40 hour 
week. No nights or Sundays. Dunne's Pharmacy. (6648) 

A BAPTIST Church is seeking a "qualified" part time youth 
leader. Interested person should call (913) 9224460 (66-70) 

SERVICES 
RESUME WRITING, layout, editing, typing or appraisal. 

Resume Service, 411 N. 3rd, 537-7294. (itf) 

WOMEN'S HEALTH Care Service. Confidential health care 
for women with unexpected pregnancies. Abortion ser- 
vices to 20 weeks as an outpatient. Information and free 
pregnancy testing. (316) 684-5106 Wichita. (1 tf) 

PREGNANT? BIRTHRIGHT can help. Free pregnancy test. 
Confidential. Call 537-9180 103 South 4th Street. Suite 16. 
(17tf) 

PROFESSIONAL THESIS/dissertatlon typist. 5 years' ex- 
perience; theses/dissertations for 15 universities. Cor- 
reeling Selectric II, pica/elite. Work guaranteed 50-page 
minimum. I do damned good typing. Peggy, 913442-4476. 
(51-75) 

Peanuts By CHARLES SCHULZ 

Tk A0PRESSIN6 HOUR 
(CHRISTMAS CARPS, HUH,1 

VBI6 BROTHER? 

foo YOUR CHRISTMAS 
I 5M0PGIN6 EARW/ 

Crossword By EUGENE SHEFFER 

ACROSS       40 Dawn 
1 Opera star:     goddess 

Lucrezia — 41 Step 
5 Small barrel 42 Canadian 
8 The Three 

Wise Men 
12 Name of a 

newspaper 
14 Guinness 
15 A sachem 
16 Solitary 
17 Hair pad 
18 Strangers 
20 Witch-hunt 

town 
23 Kind of 

party 
24 Countenance 
25 City in 

Michigan 
28 Pallid 
29 Happen 
30 Female 

ruff 
32 A kind of 

grouse 
34 Chums 
35 Assyrian 

war god 
36 Pleats 
37 Exhibits 

pleasure 

river 
47 Metallic 

element 
48 Appraise 
49 Food fish 
50 Cincinnati 

player 
51 Baseball 

pitcher 
DOWN 

1 Egyptian god 

3 Roofing 
slate 

4 Turkish inn 
5 Granny, 

for one 
6 Poet's word 
7 Person of 

importance 
8 Vilify 
9 Medicinal 

plant 
10 Actor: Leo- 
11 Desserts 
13 Moslem 

priest 
2 Chemical      19 Bed of a 

prefix wild beast 
Avg. solution time: 27 mln. 

Answer to Saturday's puzzle. 

20 Old adage 
21 Sleeveless 

garments 
22 Russian 

river 
23 Holy (L.) 
25 High-speed 

skier 
26 Inland sea 
27 Unite 

closely 
29 Platinum 

wire loop 
31 A curve 
33 Native lead 

sulfide 
34 One adopting 

aruaffected 
stance 

36 Loathsome 
37 To impale 
38 Word in 

Japanese 
ship names 

39 Sacred 
image 

40 Minced oath 
43 Salutation 
44 Negative 

vote 
45 One — time 
46 Strong urge 

CRYPTOQUD? i2_l 

LNE LKWEOCYXAFKNYFH  LNYM- 

IWKC  XA  CNOCK  INMCKH 

Saturday's Cryptoquip - CRYPTIC MESSAGES USUALLY 
INTRIGUE   MODERN   CRYPTOGRAM   ADDICTS. 

Today's Cryptoquip clue: M equals K 

WILL TYPE thesis, etc. 3 years sxperience, including tables 
Royal SE 5000, correction tape Call 5394064 (6549) 

 ATTENTION  
GREEK LETTERED sweats and light-weight jackets available 

at Tom's In Agglevllle 776-5461. (5348) 

LOOKING FOR some "Do-it-Yourself" |ob security in these 
uncertain times? Local Amway distributor will show you 
how to get It with income producing, part-time business of 
your own Phone 7764618 for Interview. (6447) 

STUDENTS WHO need a quiet place to study for finals con- 
tact Ramada Inn or watch for ad next week's Collegian. (66- 
70) 

FOR SALE: two or four basketball tickets to the second, third 
and fourth K-State games Prime location Call 5374962 
(66) 

TO THE guys in the red Trans Am, driving west of Salina 
about 2:30 Friday—HI from the girls in the green Old 
smobile. (88) 

NOTICES 
FREE COFFEE all night and a comfortable, quiet place to 

study. Watch next week's Collegian for details (66-70) 

WANTED 
COLLECTIBLES, COINS, back issue magazines, comics, LP 

albums. Check with us before you throw it away. Treasure 
Chest, Agglevllle. (Itf) 

GOLD CLASS rings, gold jewelry, diamonds. Call 539-1081 or 
776-7837. (49-75) 

WANTED: SCRAP gold, men's class rings, $50 to $200 
Women's, $35 to $75. Other jewelry bought too. Top cash 
buyer. Steve's Coin Shop, 411 N 3rd. (50-74) 

FOUND 
CALCULATOR—IN front of Union Post Office on November 

19. Call Mike, 539-5865 after 6:00 p.m. to identify and claim. 
(6446) 

WOMEN'S BROWN leather gloves found In front of Traffic 
and Security November 19th. Call Mike. 532-3909 to claim 
and Identify (6547) 

CALCULATOR ON steps In Seaton Hall Found Thursday, 
November 20. Call 5374567 after 5:00 p.tn. (6646) 

CALCULATOR FOUND in Weber Hall. November 20th Can 
identify end claim in room 117 Weber Hall. (6648) 

PERSONAL 
GAYLENE: MARCIE. Happy 5 16. Guantanamera, ribs, diet 

pepsl. beer, collages, cheese robber, chicken bones, Hot 
Rocks, Mrs. Depause. step one. scrabble, my power, and 
killer salt. Call me: Danny, Bruce. (66) 

TO CARA T.: Little rhymes cannot express the way that you 
did impress a very, very lucky pledge dad at JD's, MW, and 
Brother's Tav. So I'll stop playing with words, and say it out 
front—let's do it again soon, and get blind, stupid drunk! 
Your loving dad, Keith (66) 

TO THERESA (ADPI): There's a guy named Ed, my roommate 
it seems, who thinks he's found the girt of his dreams Her 
name is Theresa, and I'd like to say, that she's filled our 
room with sunshine each day. Now I am no poet, but it 
must be said, that each Kappa Sig at K-State wishes that 
he was Ed. We love you. LT for Ed, Bear ft the guys. (66) 

JOHN, BRIAN' Thenks for being such great partners. We ur- 
ban and country cowboys and gals ought to go swinging 
sometime Sonya, Susan. (66) 

HEY KAZ—Welcome back. Never did get to thank you for 
Saturday (the 22nd). It was Moore than just a semi-good 
time—Rats. (66) 

ODD SNEAKERS: In a Greyhound bus with a dirty song, you 
snuck away and took us along. "Woo Pig Sooie" and Barry- 
black, we never wanted to come back. McDonald's we 
could not avoid: everyone work on the Mongoloid After 
the Lambda Chi function with WHB man, we had to learn to 
sing with our hands. We brought the toothbrushes back on 
the bus, wevlng goodbye to Arkansas. Now it's over, the 
sneak Is done: thanks a lot! It was Mega-Fun! Love, Ann, 
Lynn, Kaye. Linda (PS. Want your body!) (66) 

SGT. BALOOLOO: No car wash, no spaghetti, so how about a 
personal? I had a terrific weekend, even if yours was only 
fair. You have a sweet family and "unique" friends. (And. 
just think—you finally cussed1 The wine must have gone 
to your head ...) I want you to know that whatever you 
decide to do, I'll be behind you (Guess I can't stay away, 
cutle) Seriously, though , thanks for introducing me to the 
Styx and being a friend. "You know." (66) 

BRIAN, DAVE: I'm really sorry I was such a poophead the 
other night. Let me make up lor It sometime. Sonya. (66) 

BRIGGS: THANKS for being a great (?) stand-In Thursday. 
(Did you ever get the bubble gum out of your pants?) 
George's friend. (66) 

PAM—TO a wonderful friend—Have a happy birthday. Love, 
Brenda(66) 

MERV, ROSES are red, violets are blue, Agflle and the guys 
are waiting for Y-O-U. Happy Birthday from MftM, Scopi, 
Harpo, and Beep. (86) 

SUSIEBETH (OTHERWISE known as Mega-wog, the fun nun) 
Happy Belated Birthday sweetie! May God bless you richly 
as you are such a blessing to me. ILYWTLOTL. your future 
roomie—Gracel (66) 

LORI M —I hope that you had a good time, I did You are very 
nice, not to mention a fox (good looking). Will have to do It 
again. Love, the Person who wrote the 1st one. P.S. How 
was your Thanksgiving? (66) 

J. SHEETS: Today could be enother month with you, but it Is 
not. I really wish we were still together, because it Is Im- 
possible for me to forget about the person that I have 
shared with the last nine months. "Only time will decide 
wisely." I also want you to know that whatever happens, I 
want happiness for you and the best for the future. P.S. I'm 
really looking forward to this weekend, are you? Te Amo 
(66) 

KATHI H—You're 21, legal, and we're glad. Happy Birthday. 
Big Al and Kathy. (66) 

WHO 6AIP THERE ARE 
24 SHOPPING PAYS 'TIL 

CHRIST- 
MAS? 
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Reagan reaches some decisions on Cabinet 
PALM SPRINGS, Calif. (AP) - 

President-elect Ronald Reagan has made 
some "definite decisions" on choices for his 
Cabinet and will likely announce the entire 
Cabinet before Christmas, his transition 
chief said Sunday. 

Edwin Meese III, who will become White 
House counselor with Cabinet rank when 
Reagan takes office Jan. 20, mentioned no 
names in discussing possible Cabinet 
choices. He would not even say if the choices 
included Democrats, blacks or women. 

Lyn Nofziger, the president-elect's news 

secretary, said meanwhile that Reagan did 
not engineer the withdrawals of former 
Treasury secretaries William Simon and 
George Shultz from his list of prospective 
Cabinet secretaries to help them save face. 

"He is not Machiavelli," said Nofziger, 
who leaves Reagan's staff Monday and may 
open a private consulting business. "And he 
has high regard for both Simon and Shultz.'' 

The two men told Reagan last week that 
they did not wish to be considered for a 
Cabinet job. Former Ambassador Anne 
Armstrong earlier had told Reagan the 

same thing. 
The president-elect arrived here Saturday 

to attend a charity dinner for the 
Eisenhower Medical Clinic. On departing 
Palm Springs for Los Angeles on Sunday, 
Reagan said he would resume Monday the 
task of selecting a Cabinet. 

Reagan also said he would spend the first 
two months of his presidency concentrating 
on the economy. Asked whether he would 
hold a summit with Soviet President Leonid 
Brezhnev, he responded: "I think for the 
first few months, anyone in our position 

ought to concentrate on the economic 
problems and getting started on that." 

Asked if he believed he could improve the 
economy soon, Reagan replied, "I don't 
know how soon. It took a long time to get in 
this mess but we are going to start." 

Meese, interviewed on the ABC News 
program "Issues and Answers," was asked 
whether Reagan had made up his mind on 
some posts and replied, "He has made 
definite decisions, right, and he is in the 
process of implementing some of those 
now." 

firing thejStars 
llome for Christmas 

I   1,4./ «i|0l* 

WITH CABLE TV 
ENJOY DECEMBER SERVICE 

FREE 
PAY ONLY $10 INSTALLATION; SAVE UP TO $23.40 

MANHATTAN CABLE T.V. 
776-9239 
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Professor airs harassment claims 

Grievance board hears Mahaffey complaints 
By KATHY WEICKERT 

Staff Writer 
Two and a half years of what Ben 

Mahaffey, associate professor of forestry, 
terms "harrassment" culminated in a 
three-hour open meeting of the Faculty 
Senate Grievance Board Monday. 

The board will hold a final meeting from 3 
to 4:30 p.m., Dec. 8 in Union 206, then con- 
vene in closed session for a decision on the 
grievances, according to Eugene Fried- 
mann, chairman of the board and head of 
the Department of Sociology and 
Anthropology. 

Mahaffey filed five grievances on Sept. 22 
claiming unfair actions have been taken 
against him for the past 2V4 years by 
Thomas Warner, assistant professor of 
forestry, and Harold Gallaher, head of the 
Department of Forestry. 

During the hearing, each side presented a 
30-minute opening statement and rebuttal, 
then was cross-examined by the board. 

IN HIS opening statement, Mahaffey 
claimed he received a biased faculty 
evaluation from Warner, resulting in an 
unfairly reduced salary merit increase. 
Mahaffey said he received no salary merit 
increase in 1979 despite excellent teaching 
evaluations from his students, steady to 
increasing enrollment in his programs and 
chairing several committees. In 1979, 
Warner received a 17 percent salary merit 
increase, the highest increase in the college, 
Mahaffey said. 

Mahaffey said Warner received a 28.8 
percent increase over the past two year- 
s—money that be would have gotten a share 
of had he not been unfairly evaluated. 

Gallaher denied that Mahaffey was being 
singled out and treated unfairly. He said 
there were other instructors with no salary 
merit increases and some instructors with 
salary merit increases in excess of 20 
percent. 

"The merit is used in our department 

exactly as it's supposed to be," Gallaher 
said. 

MAHAFFEY 8AID the harassment he has 
been subjected to includes monitoring of 
office hours, loss of office and storage space, 
loss of audio-visual equipment and 
threatening letters and reprimands from 
Gallaher. After filing the grievance, 
Mahaffey received two more intimidating 
letters from Gallaher—a formal reprimand 
and threatened dismissal from the 
University. He said Warner and Gallaher 
made "unproven allegations" against him 
of infractions of ethics, behavior, 
blaspheming in class, causing students to 
cry after taking his tests and not serving on 
committees. 

Gallaher said the accusations were not 
made by him and Warner, but by Mahaf- 
fey's students. Students came to him, 
Gallaher said, complaining about Mahaf- 
fey's methods. 

"In every case, they expressed fear that 
Dr. Mahaffey would retaliate through 
grades or Job recommendations," Gallaher 
said. 

WAYNE GEYER. associate professor of 
forestry, gave a character statement for 
Gallaher at the conclusion of Mahaffey's 
opening statement. Mahaffey objected, 
saying opening remarks were not to be used 
for character statements. Chairman 
Friedmann ruled that Geyer's remarks 
were not "germane" and that Mahaffey be 
allowed to use the next meeting of the 
Grievance Board to call character witnesses 
if he wishes. 

Mahaffey claims the situation was 
touched off by a paper called "The Pepsi 
Machine." 

A student wrote a paper for Mahaffey's 
class on the beaucratic channels one must 
go through to obtain a Pepsi machine for 
Call Hall (where the class was located). The 
paper said uncomplimentary things about 

Fears of second war 
rise in Middle East 

DAMASCUS, Syria (AP) — Fears of a 
second war in the Middle East heightened 
Monday on reports that Syria has 50,000 
troops and 1,200 tanks on Jordan's border. 
Jordan moved up tanks and troops and said 
it would not shoot first but would defend the 
country against attack. 

A top Soviet official was in Damascus to 
ratify a Syrian-Soviet treaty and the United 
States considered a Jordanian request for 
arms. 

Tension between the Arab neighbors 
result from conflicting positions on the Iran- 
Iraq war and Syrian charges that Jordan 
supports Islamic fundamentalists trying to 
overthrow the Syrian government. 

In Washington, the Carter administration 
was considering a shipment of military 
spare parts and ammunition to Jordan and 
one U.S. official rated the chances of a 
conflict at better than 50-50. 

Jordan sent lists of arms and spare parts 
it wants from the United States and a 
decision may come soon on the requests. 

Informed sources said Syria had 50,000 
troops and 1,200 tanks on the border, with 
three divisions massed along the stretch 
that commands the main highway linking 
Jordan and Syria. The initial buildup of 
25,000 men and 600 tanks began on Nov. 22, 
the sources said. 

Prime Minister Mudar Badran of Jordan 
told the parliament in Amman: "We shall 
not shoot first, but we shall defend our 
country    against    whatever   attack    or 

whichever enemy." 
Saudi Arabia attempted mediation and 

U.N. Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim 
urged restraint in the confrontation that has 
arisen between Jordan and Syria following 
outbreak of the Iran-Iraq war on Sept. 22. 

Jordan, whose King Hussein is considered 
among the most trusted Arab allies of the 
United States, said it would turn Jordan into 
a "flaming inferno to burn every 
aggressor." Jordan strengthened its forces 
on the border to counter the Syrian 
deployment. 

At Ramtha, the Jordanian border crossing 
post, a young Jordanian colonel told AP 
reporter Alex Ef ty Monday, "the situation is 
very dangerous and anything might happen 
any minute." He said thousands of troops 
were massed on both sides of the border and 
"fighting may break out by accident in a 
situation like this." 

Shortly after Abdullah's departure from 
Damascus, Vasily Kuznetsov, Soviet first 
vice president, arrived to a red carpet 
welcome in the Syrian capital to exchange 
ratification documents of a new Soviet- 
Syrian treaty of friendship and cooperation. 

At the United Nations, Waldheim called in 
Jordanian and Syrian diplomats to urge 
restraint on both sides. 'The secretary- 
general is following the tense situation 
between Jordan and Syria with the utmost 
concern," U.N. spokesman Rudolf 
Stajduhar said. 

some administrators who read a copy of the 
paper and since then, Mahaffey has been 
accused of writing the paper and bribing the 
student into claiming the paper in return for 
an A, be said. 

"It's been a catalyst which resulted in 
people disliking me as a person," Mahaffey 
said. 

Gallaher said he had never read the 
paper. 

IN ANOTHER instance of harrassment, 
Mahaffey claims that in late October 1978 
Warner approached him and repeated a 
conversation between Gallaher and Warner. 

"He (Warner) told me, Tom, you have a 
good future at Kansas State University. 
We're going after Mahaffey and you stay out 

of it, "Mahaffey said. 
Warner denied the conversation, calling it 

"a complete and absolute untruth." 
Gallaher denies ever saying anyone was 
"going after Mahaffey." 

Due process procedures mat Mahaffey 
earlier requested of the board were im- 
plemented during this hearing. 

It was open to the public after Mahaffey 
waived the right of confidentiality. 
Mahaffey was allowed to call witnesses (he 
said he will have witnesses at the second 
hearing). A lawyer assisted Mahaffey 
during the bearing, although Mahaffey 
made the presentation. Members of the 
board were not members of the College of 
Agriculture, which, Mahaffey said, would 
have caused conflict of interest. 

Staff photo by Cralg Chandler Cleanup 
Despite the cold weather, the cleanup of Sunday's fire at 618 Poyntz 
continued. Chuck Johrof the Riley County Highway Department assists 
as he loads file cabinets belonging to the the Riley County Health 
Department onto a truck. See related story, p. 2. 
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Fire-striken agencies 
look for new homes 

By DALE BLANCHARD 
Collegian Reporter 

Several Manhattan social service agen- 
cies are moving or searching for new 
locations after a fire early Sunday morning 
destroyed their offices at 616 Poyntz Ave. 

The services included the Riley County 
Health Department, Riley County Council 
on Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Education 
(RCCADAE) and the Regional Crisis Center 
for Family Abuse and Rape Prevention. 

By Monday morning, the RCCADAE had 
moved to its new location in the Professional 
at 414 Humbolt, according to Janis Galitzer, 
administrative assistant. 

"The space is being donated by Edelman 
and Associates," she said. 

The council received the least amount of 
damage, because the office was located on 
the southeast corner of the second floor, she 
said. The fire started at the back of the 
building and firemen were able to control it 
before it consumed the front of the building. 

"We lost most of our records, paperwork, 
books and brochures," Galitzer said "We 
were able to salvage our furniture and 
equipment because they were not damaged 
very badly by the fire. We were really lucky. 

"Because a large portion of our budget is 
allocated to educational materials and since 
that was our major loss, we will need sup- 
port from the community in order to replace 
the materials that were lost," she said. 

THE RCCADAE OFFICE had been at the 
Poyntz location for the last two years, 
Galitzer said. It is an educational agency 
which provides a referal service for people 
with alcohol and drug problems and holds 
seminars for professionals who deal with 
alcohol and drug abuse. 

The health department, however, is still 
searching for a permanent home. 

"We will be using the county clerks home 
number until we relocate," Charles Mur- 
phy, health officer, said. "We don't have a 
facility yet and we don't know where we will 
endup." 

He said clinic services would be offered 
through its temporary offices in the 
basement of the Riley County Courthouse at 
5th and Poyntz. 

The department has altered several of the 
programs it was sponsoring before the fire. 

"We have cancelled food handlers 
training school, but we are still offering 
Wotnens, Infants and Children food 
checks," Murphy said. 

He said the department is looking for 3,000 
to 4,000 square feet for office space and it 
will accept donations of office and medical 
equipment. 

THE REGIONAL crisis center, because of 
the confidentiality involved in the service it 
provides, will be available by telephone 
only, according to a center official. The 
phone number will remain the same. 

The center provides retreat for abuse 
victims, mostly women and children, in 
"safe homes." It also acts as a referal so 
victims are legally protected and have 
financial aid. Several businesses in the 
building also are relocating. 

Fashion Two-Twenty, a cosmetic 
distribution and training center, will be 
temporarily located at 751 Elling Dr. ac- 
cording to Nancy Bowen, owner and 
manager. The Fashion Two-Twenty office 
was a total loss. 

Casper Cleaning Service, a professional 
janitorial service, is relocating its offices in 
Suite 206 of the Professional Place Building 
at 2314 Anderson Ave., Bill Carter, 
manager, said. 

Westside residents 
file suit against city 

The Westside Homeowners Association 
(WHA) filed a suit against the city Monday, 
charging that the city illegally approved 
plans for the public housing project located 
south of Anderson and east of Hudson 
avenues. 

The suit, which was filed in the State 
District court in Manhattan, also names as 
defendants, Woods and Starr Associates, the 
project's proposers; Richard Starr, H.D. 
Woods Jr., Basil North Jr., and L.S. Foy 
Construction Co. 

In what City Attorney Bill Frost called a 
"lengthy" suit the WHA lists five causes for 
action. 

The suit contends that the project's plat, 
plans for the piece of land, was illegally 
approved by the City Commission because it 
violates city zoning ordinances concerning 
the number of lots allowed on a plat without 
crowding; and states that the Urban Area 
Planning Board and the Commission were 
"unlawfully influenced" by city officials 
who were themselves influenced by 
Department of Housing and Urban 
Development (HUD) officials. 

The WHA contends that HUD told the dty 
if Manhattan's housing goals weren't met by 
Sept. 30, it would not consider the city's 
application for a Urban Development Action 
Grant which would be used to help fund 
downtown redevelopment. 

Frost said he expects to file a motion on 
the case sometime next week. He would not 
discuss its possible contents. 

Doctor to share thoughts 
about stress management 

As a part of Stress Awareness week, Dr. 
Mark Crooks, a Kansas City physiologist, 
will speak on "Positive Risk Taking" in a 
program sponsored by the Union Program 
Council Issues and Ideas committee. 

Using a slide show and films presentation, 
Crooks will illustrate methods of controlling 
stress through diet, exercise and positive 
thinking. He will also explain the results of 
bis independent research in the area of 

Campus bulletin 

stress and the human body- 
As part of his stress research, Crooks has 

performed a number of "death-defying 
feats," such as leaping from a 91-foot bridge 
in Kansas City, Mo. In January, Crooks 
plans to break a current world record by 
immersing himself in a tank of water for 
several days. 

Crooks has been featured on "P.M. 
Magazine," a nationally syndicated 
television show, and has also been heard on 
30 radio interviews concerning his 
philosophies about stress. 

ANNOUCBMKNTS 
COORDINATED   UNDBRORAOUATE   PROORAM  In 

dlttttlci will ba accepting applications through Dae. 10. 
Application forma art available from Dr. Roach In Justin 
107. 

UfM HOLIDAY MASON RROISTRATION will be 
today from I a.m. to 5 p.m. Call 532-SSM. Brochure* are 
available at the Union, UFM House and International 
Center. 

TODAY 
UPC ISSUBS • IDIAS will meet at 630 p.m. In me 

Union ActlvltM Center 

PHI UPIILON OMICRON Will meet at 7 p.m. In Justin 
Lounge for the Christmas Party. 

HORTICULTURE CLUS will meet at 7 p.m. In Waters 
137. 

LITTLR SISTIRS OP THR STAR A LAMP will meat at 
I: X p.m. in the PI Kappa Phi House. 

BLOCK A BRIDLR will meat at 7:10 p.m. In Weber 107. 
Senior Information pages and picture are due to the 
yearbook editor. 

CBNTRR POR AOINO will meat at 13:30 p.m. In Union 
M7. The program topic will be "Cooperative Service* For 
the Rural Frail Elderly" by the American Personnel and 
Guidance Association Team Panel. 

DAUOHTRRS OP DIANA will meet at 7:30 p.m. for the 
exec meeting and 1:30 p.m. for the regular meeting at the 
TKE House. 

PRIBNDSHIP JR A SR HIOH TUTORS will meet at 4:30 
p.m. In the Middle School cafeteria to plan the Christmas 
party. 

HOMR RC RXTHNSION INTRRRST OROUP will meat 
at 7 p.m. inJuatlnMt. 

LITTLR SISTRRS OP THR PHARLS ANO RUBIBS will 
meet at * p.m. In Farmhourse. 

CHIMBS will meat at t: 30 a.m. In Kedile 21a. 

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA CRBSCBNTS will meet I p.m. for 
an officer's meeting and 1:30 p.m. for the general meeting 
In the Lambda Chi Annex. 

HOMB BCONOMICS BXTBNSION will meat at 7 p.m. In 
Justin lie. 

SPURS will meat at 7:10 p.m. In the International 
Student Canter. The regional director will be the gue*t 
speaker. 

AORICULTURAL COMMUNICATORS OP TOM- 
MORROW will meat at 7 p.m. In Kedile lie. 

FARMINO SYSTEMS RRSRARCH SRMINAR SBRIBS 
will meat at 3:30 p.m. In Waters 32». The speaker will be 
Dr. Jerry Moles, "Purpose, eplstemology, and Farming 
Systems." 

AXB will meat at 7:31 p.m. In Wlllard ail. 

KSU BIBLB STUDY will meet at 7 p.m. In the Union 
Little Theater. 

LITTLE AMBRICAN ROYAL will meat at a p.m. In Call 
146. 

SOCIETY  OP  MANUFACTURING  ENOINEBRS Will 
meet at 7 p.m. In Durland 127. The program topic will bo 
"The Use of Micro processors To Control Machine Tools." 

W00PST0CK HAS 23 
QMS TO QO HIS 
CHRISTMAS 
SHOPPING/ 

•Or 
vt/ f V'*-' (n^i 

QlffM   1BSS Unrtoxl F—W Str>d«Bta^ 

EVERY TUESDAY 
is CONEY DAY 

Smothered in 
Rich Chili Sauce- 

Tuesday only 49* 
Reg. .75' 

A&W 
3rd & Fremont 

A FAMILY HOLIDAY 
TREAT 

Make this a memorable Christmas for your 
whole family. Give them a gift of tickets 

to the 

JOYFUL 

NEW MUSICAL 

TREAT 

NCKENS k 

CARpi 
A McCAIN CHRISTMAS   , 

SPECIAL 
Friday, December 5 8 P.M. 
Tickets: McCain box office       532-6425 

M- F 10:30am -6pm 

Ask about our 
SPECIAL FAMILY RATES 
(find out how a family of 6 can 

attend for only $25!) 

AED Members and all in- 
terested individuals: 

Dr. Bascom, a local sur- 
geon and oncologist will 
talk on clinical procedures 
in treating cancer patients 
on Dec. 3, at 1:30 p.m. in 
Ackert 116. 

. 

r is! 
L&Lomb 

soft lenses won't 
slide down your 
nose. 

There's nothing more annoying 
than having to push your glasses up 
every lew slndes while you're taking 
your daily run 

Why not look into Bausch & 
Lomb soft lenses? 

They're comfortable to wear be- 
cause they're soil and flexible 

They're easy to wear usually 
lrom the first day 

They don't pop out easily when 
you don't want them to Not even 
when you're logging 

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL: 

DR. PAUL E. BULLOCK, PA. 
OPTOMETRIST 

776-0461 
404 HumboMt 

Soft Ions ara now 
available lor Astigmatism 

SOFLENS 
(potynxjcon) 
COTlBOCl L.XVB4H 

Don't take anything for 
granite... 

ASK VASQUE . . . we ve 
been answering questions— 
from silly to serious —about 
climbing, backpacking and 
hiking boots ever since we 
first introduced our mountain 
boots, built to European stand- 
ards on American lasts, to fit 
American feet So. for all the 
answers to your outdoor boot 
needs, come see us 

tfahvyuMtaiM beota 

THE PATHFINDER 
1111 MORO 

Aggieville/Manhattan 

V 
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Briefly By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Iran claims cash supply no problem 
BEIRUT, Lebanon — A top Iranian official said Monday that Iran 

could fight Iraq for six months on available cash reserves, without 
access to money frozen in U.S. banks, gold reserves or income from 
oil exports. 

While Iranian and Iraqi forces reported battles with helicopter 
gunships, paratroops and artillery, Central Bank Governor Ali Reza 
Nobari told the Iranian people they "should not worry," the official 
Pars news agency reported. 

The agency quoted Nobari as saying Iran had cash reserves of $6 
billion, and that, "if we cannot, for political reasons, free our 
blocked reserves, or sell a drop of oil, and have no other exports, this 
reserve could last us for six months." 

"Of course, this is impossible, for we have other exports, plus the 
fact that we have gold reserves," he said. 

Nobari's comments appeared to dim U.S. hopes that the cost of the 
war might cause Iran to act quickly to free the hostages whose 
capture prompted the United States to freeze $8 billion in Iranian 
assets held in U.S. banks. 

Kania issues stern warning to unions 
WARSAW, Poland—Communist Party chief Stanislaw Kania said 

Monday that militant independent labor union activities are un- 
dermining communist rule in Poland and threatening peace in 
Europe. 

Kania addressed the opening of a two-day plenary session of the 
party's central committee and issued a stern warning against what 
he described as''prestige or downright political strikes.'' 

In his nationally broadcast speech, the party leader acknowledged 
the existence of the fledgling independent trade union movement 
and offered to cooperate with labor leaders who show restraint. 

But he added, "It is high time to sober up, to understand that the 
basic condition and chance for a further favorable development of 
the nation is an immediate halt to activities weakening and un- 
dermining the functioning of the (communist) people's state." 

High court will decide draft issue 
WASHINGTON — The Supreme Court said Monday it will decide 

whether any U.S. military draft, or draft registration, must include 
women. 

In a case likely to become the most closely watched controversy 
now before the high court, the justices will decide whether a male- 
only draft unlawfully discriminates against men. 

Historically, young American men have been required to register 
for possible military service and to serve. Young women face no 
such obligations. 

A three-judge federal court panel in Philadelphia last July struck 
down the system, citing unconstitutional sex bias. 

If the Supreme Court were to uphold that ruling, Congress would 
have to amend the Military Selective Service Act to include women 
as potential draftees. 

Despite the lower court's ruling, some 4 million men were required 
to register for the draft last July. If registration and the draft are 
ruled unconstitutional, the goverment might have to destroy all 
records of that registration. 

Mayor calls judge's decision 'stupid' 
NEW YORK — A judge who freed without bail a woman accused of 

killing her child and then invited her home for the night was 
criticized Monday by Mayor EdWard Koch for "stupid ... inap- 
propriate" action. 

But Nicholas Coffinas, chief judge of the Criminal Court, while 
declining to comment on the controversy, praised Criminal Court 
Judge Alan Friess for his "excellent judicial temperament and 
integrity." 

The Brooklyn district attorney's office announced Monday that a 
grand jury had returned a murder indictment against the woman, 
Elisia Fominas, 24, and Anatolis Fominias, 32, her fourth husband, 
whom she reportedly met last summer by answering a classifed ad 
for a mate. 

They were accused of killing Cassandra Lynn Barrett, Elisia's 3- 
year-old daughter by a previous marriage, about Sept. 23 and cutting 
the body into pieces. 

At her late-night arraignment before Friess last Wednesday, the 
woman said she had only $15, no place to stay and feared for her life 
at the hands of her husband should she return to her home. 

The 39-year-old judge released her without bail and then invited 
her to spend the night at his three-story townhouse, within walking 
distance of the court. 

Friess said his girlfriend also was at the house that night and 
nothing happened between him and the defendant. 

Weatfier 

SEND A CANDYGRAM 
TO A SPECIAL FRIEND 

You write the note, well supply the 
candy cane and deliver it for you. 

On Sole Dec. 2, 3, 4, on the 
ground floor of the Union. 
The candy cones will be delivered Dec. 10-11 

Various sizes of candy canes available 

<§> 
Sponsored by OtKampus Student Assoc. 

f 
SOPHOMORES 

^\ 

DO YOU WANT TO FLY? 
K-State has received 6 Pilot and 5 Navigator alloca- 
tions for your year group—one of them could be 
yours. 

We are now processing applications. If qualified A 
and selected, you would: 4 

—Enter the 2-year AFROTC program in the Fall 1981 
—Receive $2,000 during your last 2 years of college 
—Receive 25 free flying hours (unless already holding 

a pilot license) 
—Become an officer in the U.S. Air Force 
—Attend Pilot or Navigator training after graduation 

For more information, contact Colonel Barber at the 
Military Science Building, Room 108 or call at 532-6600. See 
A.F. ROTC airplane model display in K.S. Union on 3 
December. 

^ ^ 

ROSES 
FOR 

CHRISTMAS 

Continued cloudy and cold today, with highs in the 30s, and the 
lows tonight in the teens. 

FREE! 
Real Rose Stickpins! 
A Perfect Addition to her 

Wardrobe with a fragrance 
that bsts for years. 

Your FREE with any 
purchase of over '100.00 
HURRY! OFFER ENDS 
DECEMBER 5,1980. 

Rose Jewelers 
"QUWJTY JEWELRY 

AT AFFORDABLE PRICES" 

OSAGE EAST 
411 n. 3rd 
776-6793 

Open Late Until Christmas 
10:00-7:00 Mon. thru Fit 

.    10:00-5:00 Sat. 
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Opinions 
Correction 

Monday's editorial incorrectly stated a decision to close athletic 
facilities in Ahearn had been made by University Facilities. At this 
time, no formal announcement has been made as to who will have 
future use of the gymnasium, fieldhouse, weightroom and running 
track. 

According to Gene Cross, vice president of University Facilities, 
the decision oh Ahearn's future use will be worked out by its "three 
primary users," the Department of Health, Physical Education and 
Recreation (HPER), the athletic department, and continuing 
education. Rec Services will have no input in this decision unless it 
makes a specific request for using the facilities. 

If Recreational Services makes such a request, University 
Facilities will make the final decision on which departments will be 
allowed time and space in Ahearn. 

It is imperative that the people involved with this decision look into 
the slim number of options students will have if open recreation is 
not available in Ahearn. The proposal to use Ahearn only for HPER, 
the athletic department, and continuing education programs would 
benefit fewer people than keeping the facility open to everyone at 
least during limited hours. 

Although a decision has not yet been made, the closing of Ahearn 
would be totally unfair to the majority of students and faculty on 
campus who exercise there. The issue should be settled quickly by 
providing for continued open use of the building during designated 
times. 

KEVIN HASKIN 
Opinions Editor 

A government divided 
The U.S. government has been wasting its energy. 
It's been wasting its energy not only on the Department of Energy 

and glorified hobby-type projects like the U.S. Synfuels Cor- 
poration's feasibility studies from which oil and gas are supposed to 
miraculously spring (with a projected yield in 1979 figures Of a 
whopping almost-one percent of the current oil consumption per 
day), but in legislating against itself. 

President Carter points not quite so modestly to his ad- 
ministration's furthering of domestic development projects as the 
undeniably bright spot in his administration. This fact is not par- 
ticularly ingratiating to the administration. 

The federal government has refused to release shale oil-rich lands 
upon which it holds leases to companies for development until very 
recently. Gaining access to federal lands in the west in key ex- 
ploration areas is particularly difficult. 

The embarassing Big Brother of the environmentalists that 
supposedly raps the knuckles Of the big, bad oil companies and keeps 
them out of the areas they're not supposed to be in, th* Interior 
Department, keeps developers away from public lands that are 
being studied for possible wilderness designations. 

There is the old proposition that a house divided against itself 
cannot stand. Don't be too sure. Government agencies like the DOE 
are agencies that only a mother could love, and the government so 
far has stood by her children. 

The fact that legislation and opinions, old and new, hinder the 
progress toward the achievement of the ultimate goal (supposedly, 
remember, production of oil and gas) is hardly noticed—each 
agency serves itself. 

The root of the problem is not the DOE. As pointed out in a recent 
Oil & Gas Journal editorial, the disestablishment of the DOE would 
accomplish little to mar the sacred bureaucratic mess in the 
government. 

"Most of (DOE's) 20,000 bureaucrats would still be on the federal 
payroll, scattered throughout the several agencies which were 
combined three years ago to form the department, the budget would 
likewise be divided among those agencies unless their functions 
under law were also abolished. And most of those activities, the 
president-elect now concedes, will likely be continued." 

The key phrase is "unless their functions under law are 
abolished." Not only would it be advantageous to abolish the DOE, 
but its several parent agencies, special industry taxes, outrageous 
environmental standards which bind legitimate, safe projects into 
years of red tape and waiting, and leasing policies which bar 
developers from the richest exploration areas. 

With an essential industry, government agencies should not be 
allowed the luxury of self-contradiction. 

DAMIEN SEMANITZKY 
Asst. Opinions Editor 

Ten Croft 

The joys of winter 

*.#w 

Although the white menace has not yet 
accumulated up to the rooftops and engulfed 
our cars, the leaves have gradually 
disseminated into part of the frozen ground, 
and we suddenly embark upon the season of 
misery, commonly refered to as winter. 

. A quick word of caution before I go fur- 
ther. Don't let unseasonably warm weather 
mislead you. Misery even P res tone can't 
cure lies ahead for everyone. 

It always astonishes me when I hear such 
comments as "winter is such a beautiful 
season," or "the trees are so gorgeous when 
they're covered with snow." These are 
obviously phrases muttered by those who 
are peering out of their 75-degree penthouse 
apartments after lighting the wood in the 
fireplace, casually sipping hot, spiced cider. 
Who could blame these naive individuals 
who hold such a high regard for the season? 

However, as a warning for K-State's new 
students, I have yet to hear such optimistic 
language when I'm trudging from Justin to 
East Stadium in three feet of snow as an 
icicle gradually forms on the end of my 
nose. 

WINTER ISN'T MY favorite season. I 
mink my biggest pet peeve about winter is 
the tremendous amount of time it takes to 
get from one place to another. 

If you are fortunate enough to have a car, 
and more importantly, a parking sticker, to 
drive to class, men two-hours of preparation 
is mandatory in order to arrive to class on 
time. This preparation period includes such 
major tasks as approximately 20 minutes 
for piling on the "layered look" needed for 
artic Kansas survival. This look includes 
such items as a thermal underwear shirt, 
two pairs of wool socks, a shirt, sweater and 
stretcnable jeans, topped with a coat, hat, 
mittens and muffler. 

The car maintenance handbook advises at 
least 20 additional minutes to warm up that 
car and conserve energy at the same time. 
During this period, the car owner can begin 

to scrape the two-inch layer of ice from his 
rear window. Allow five minutes to find the 
scraper. 

OCCASIONALLY, 10-17 minutes are then 
required to unthaw any frozen fingers that 
may have possibly originated from the 
"scraping" period Since this misfortunate 
occurance is happening more frequently to 
me, I suggest budgeting this extra time into 
all departure schedules or else And it dif- 
ficult to grab the all-important steering 
wheel 

After the engine is warm, the windows 
clean and the departure time is near, 
calculate five additional minutes into 
simply "getting into the car." This is no 
exagera tion. Remember that you are bigger 
now with the extra'layers of clothing 

Now that you're on the road, tack 10-15 
minutes longer on to your driving period to 
allow for adjustment to winter driving If 
you fail to allow this extra time, the 
resulting effect will be losing 20-25 minutes 
to "unwind" from "accidentally" cutting 
two "doughnuts" in the busiest intersection 
located at the bottom of a picturesque bill. 
Then the distance of your "skid" can be 
entered in that intersection's "winter 
driving can be fun" contest 

IF YOU DR> budget for the winter 
slowdown (you might need to find a friend in 
computer science to run through all 
necessary calculations) you should, by now, 
have neared your destinatioa 

At this point, final time must be alloted for 
the recovery period needed to bandage your 
bleeding knee that resulted from the fall you 
made as you hurried to the class you are 
already substantially late for. 

There is one advantage that comes from 
the upcoming two-hour daily vigils in 
"winter wonderland"—the chances are 
good for meeting new people that you pull 
down with you on the icy sidewalks. 

KtfUiU* 
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Silent setting 
Bluemont Hill provided a serene view as Kevin Prichard, sophomore in 
mechanical engineering technology, bicycled to the top to watch the last 

Reagan's foreign advisers warned 
about commenting to officials, press 

Start photo by Hurriyti Aydooan 

light of Sunday's sunset fade behind the Flint Hills. 

WASHINGTON (AP) — The incoming 
Reagan administration is discouraging its 
foreign affairs advisers from talking to 
reporters and foreign officials in an effort to 
stop a flow of news stories that have touched 
off at least one international incident over 
the policies the new president may pursue. 

President-elect Ronald Reagan's chief 
foreign policy adviser, Richard Allen, said 
in a strongly worded memorandum to about 
120 temporary advisers that they should 
consider postponing meetings with repor- 
ters and foreign visitors because of "the 
distortions that might result from your 
conversation." 

A copy of the memo was released Monday 
by Reagan aide James Brady, who said it 
emphasizes that these advisers "are not 
authorized to speak on behalf of Governor 
Reagan and that they are not doing so." 

The memo was dated Nov. 29, the day The 
New   York  Times  reported   that  some 

Reagan advisers on Latin America assured 
a group of business representatives from El 
Salvador that the new administration will 
increase military aid, including combat 
equipment, to the US-backed ruling junta 
there in its fight against leftist guerrillas. 

On Monday, another Reagan foreign 
policy adviser, Ray Cline, was denounced by 
China for statements about Taiwan that the 
Chinese said "crudely interfered" in their 
domestic affairs. 

The attack on Cline was in response to 
remarks he made at a news conference in 
Singapore last week, at which he said that 
"China should return to the norms of 
civilized behavior" by dropping its repeated 
demands for the reunification of Taiwan 
with the mainland. 

Brady told reporters that "we have sent 
no signals at all" to El Salvador about 
Reagan's policies toward that country. 
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NOONER!! 
STUDENTS    ENTERTAINING   STUDENTS 

THIS WEEK! 

The last Nooner of the Semester 
Ed MePheeters 

Playing From 12-1 p.m. 

K-State Union Catskeller 

o 
o c s 

AND SOFT DRINK 
With Sail 

Nol good In conjunction with any 
other special price or offer. 

11:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. 
Sun. thru Thura. 
11:00 A.M.-Midnight 

•      Fri.&Sat. 

It's been a great semester. Thanks to everyone 

who attended the nooner programs. 

& Pasta SBu^ffe.1 
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HOLIDAY GIFT BOOK SALE 
Up to 80% off on selections of sale books 

□ 80165. THE GARDENS OF THE BRITISH ISLES 
Superb lull-color photographs and an Inlorma 
live le«l lead you through the gardens ol 

England. Ireland. Scotland, and Wales Visit lush country 
gardens ol the Emerald Isle, dignified formal gardens ol 
England, the Queen s roses at Kew. the famous gardens at 
Blenheim, and, of course, the maze at Hampton Court 65 
photos in full color, 50 in b'w 8'/(" x 11 ■ 

Special Value 55.98 

□ 80336. THE HOUSE PLANT DECORATING 
BOOK: Idea* (of Every Room In Your Home 
Plus Descriptions ol Mora Than 200 Suitable 

Plants by Virginia F. and George A. Elbert. An aaaentlal 
guide with solutions for every plan) problem. Included are 
interesting plant/furniture combinations, floor plant to 
make uaa ol wasted space, natural and artificial light 
uaaa, and over 100 illustration* 
Ong Pub at 814 95 OntytUi 

□ 04235. MEISSEN PORCELAIN IN COLOR. By 
Hugo Money Fletcher This superbly illustrated 
volume examines the early porcelain and stone- 

ware, the great Baroque services, the figure and animal 
modelling and the snull boxes and other small objects of 
the famous Meissen factory, from its foundation in 1710 
through to the 18th and 19th centuries Written by a Direc- 
tor at Christie's and illustrated with S3 extraordinary color 
illustrations plus 24 pages in b/w. this is a line volume tor a 
collector's library Measures 8'/?" x 11V»" 

Specially Priced at 56 98 

□ 80614. THE INVENTED EYE: Masterpieces of 
Photography, 1636-1914. Edward Lucie-Smlth. 
A brilliant, fascinating survey of the pioneer 

period of photography by the noted art critic, Edward 
Lucie Smith Against the cultural and artistic background 
of the nineteenth century, the author discusses the broad 
implications of early photography and many of Ita moat 
important practlonera. With an emphasis on understan- 
ding -photographs aa vlaual images, more than 150 
photographs combine with the lucid and perceptive text to 
make THE INVENTED EYE a journey through time, to the 
beginnings of "a now way of seeing the world". Measures 
8*'» 11'/i". 
Orig. Pub at 818.96 Only 88.98 

□ 03401. THE CATALOG OF AMERICAN ANTIQUES. 
By William C Ketchum. Jr Photography by John 
Garetti A handsome, fully-illustrated collector's 

guide to antique styles and prices, with photographs of over 
2.000 ob/ects. including 32 pages in lull color Examines 
every aspect ol popular Americana and includes all maior 
categories ol antiques. Every entry is illustrated and 
accompanied by complete description, date, and price 
Measures 9'." X 12"." 
Orig Pub at $24 95 Only $14.98 

Bookthrift Hardcover 

B/VBY5 
OWN BOOK 
First Five tears 
with illustrations by 
The Saturday Evening Post 
Illustrators 
□ #4577. SS.9t«ack 
Chart your child's development with this distinctive volume 
designed specifically to record baby's growth over his or her first 
five years. Divided into ten chapters, BABY'S OWN BOOK 
allows you to register each and every growth cycle during your 
infant's formative years. This all-inclusive book embodies baby's 
first photograph, birth record, homecoming, footprints, hand- 
prints, gifts, cards, flowers. Baptism /Christening, immuniza- 
tions, tests, childhood illnesses, allergies, doctors, dental 
records, keepsakes and important first accomplishments. But 
that's not all—each chapter allows you to chronicle, concurrent 
with baby's growth, events in the world bearing affect on his or 
her future development. 

As an added feature, BABY'S OWN BOOK is graced with 
charming illustrations provided by The Saturday Evening Post. 
What could be more appropriate for baby's diary than the artistic 
works of Norman Rockwell? Measuring a generous 83/i" x 
11 >/4 ". BABY'S OWN BOOK is attractively bound in simulated 
fabric, and stamped in gold. Don't miss this chance to create a 
lasting record that you and yours will cherish for years to come. 

McKIM 
MEAD* 
\\ I LITE 
1879-1%5 

"»«>*■, '2**1*** 
^pfeJa. >,.,. a 

□ 60052. McKIM MEAO 8 WHITE, with an essay by 
Leland Roth This monograph, a giant 10V>" x 
13V»" features photos, drawings and elevations 

of the distinguished architectural firm s best known work, 
inciting their work in Boston, Cambridge. Washington. 
Philaoeiphia. Minneapolis. Providence. Newport. Char 
lottesville, Stockbndge. Hyde Park, Montreal, and ol 
course. New York 
Orig Pub at $50 00 Only $19.98 

□ 30266 NATIONAL LAMPOON SUNDAY NEWS- 
PAPER PARODY. The Oacron Republican Demo- 
crat comes alive through the genius QI I he inimit- 

able LAMPOON, complete with news, faaturaa, color 
comics, and assorted Sunday supplements It'a even fun- 
nier than the raaf newspaper you usually read! Newspaper 
format. MeasuresBM'x 11Vi*. 
Orig. Pub at $4.95 Only $1.96 

□ 80627. BALLET AND MODERN DANCE. Craig 
Oodd Ballel often called the forme divine' ol 
dance is as exciting today as it was in the sixteenth 

century court of Calhenne de Medici and the Romantic Age 
theatres ol nineteenth century Pans and London BALLET 
AND MODERN DANCE traces the origins and evolution ol 
ballet as an art form and the eventual oulgrowth ol modern 
dance All aspects ol ballel and choreography are explored 
with particular altenlion tc contemporary modern dance 
and ballet in Europe. Russia, the British Isles, and America 
Hundreds of breathtaking illustrations and photographs 
(many in lull color) capture the drama and grace of this 
exhilarating art Measures 9v?"x12"«" (An Excalibur 
Book). 
Orig Pub at $24 95 Only$12.98 

□ 03414. THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK OF INTER 
IOR DESIGN AND DECORATION. By Norma 
Skurka. A guide to contemporary design and dec- 

oration that covers all the current design movements—tra- 
ditional, updated traditional, European, and American 
modern—each fully and richly illustrated with four-color 
photographs. Ms. Skurka explains what makes a room suc- 
cessful, supplying guidelines to the basics of floor plans, 
color, lighting, furniture, style, accessories, and encour- 
ages personal expression while serving space, taste, and 
budget needs Glossary of decorative terms Measures 9" 
x tit*'. 

Orig Pub. at $25.00 Only $12.98 

□ 04600. COOKINQ THE NATURAL WAV: A Collec 
tion Ol Gourmet Recipe*. Gail Duff Guaranteed 
to help you rediscover the real pleasure of eating. 

Over 200 recipe* atrass the simple, easy lo-prepare and 
absolutely mouth-watering. From meat recipe* such as 
Lamb with Raisin and Orange slutting and Rout Duck 
with Apples to non-meat meals auch as Mushroom Pitta 
and Vegetable Curry; from Yogurt Muesli with Almond* 
and Honey Teebreed to Watercress and Orange Salad and 
Spicad Pean. the accent is on the accealble and the em- 
phasis on good wholesome food Plus old familiar favor- 
ites and exciting new tastes. Beautifully illustrated 
throughout. Measures 9" x 11 V»". 

Special Value 87.96 

□ 04SS6. THE SKIERS ENCYCLOPEDIA. Edited by 
Mark Heller The first comprehensive guide for 
both participants and spectators with detailed 

inlormalion on current techniques, competitions and 
equipment for every skiing sport, professional and ama- 
teur, all the way to Olympic and world class level 
Ong.Pub at$1Z95 Only $4.98 

□ 60003. TWENTIETH-CENTURY AMERICAN FOLK 
ART AND ARTISTS by Herbert W Hemphlll, Jr., 
and Julia Welssman From Watts Towers to 

Grandma Moaaa, here la Ihe work of some 145 artists: 
painting, sculpture, needlework, murals, advertising and 
environmental creations —some beautiful, some 
fascinating and some hilariously odd. But all la art 305II 
lustrations, 101 In full color 
Orig. Pub. at 827.50 Only $8.98 

□ 80515. TOULOUSE-LAUTREC. By Edward Lucle- 
Smilh The perceptive works of this eminent 19th 
century French artist portray Ihe sparkle of con 

temporary Parisian nightlife while essentially baring all its 
artificiality 48 color plates represent the gay. colorful style 
of Henri de Toulouse Lautrecs paintings lithographs and 
posters Edward LucieSmith's insightlul text traces the 
tragic circumstances of Ihe artist s life—his deformity, his 
ultimate alcoholic demise—alongside his bnllianl and 
prolific career Measures 9" x 12". ■ (An Excalibur Book.; 

Special Value $4 98 
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Doyen, Steineger agree to work together 

Senators re-elected to leadership positions 
TOPEKA (AP) — Senate President ROM 

Doyen, elected by his fellow Republicans 
without opposition to another four-year 
term, and Minority Leader Jack Steineger, 
who also won again but by the most narrow 
margin possible, agreed Monday they can 
work together. 

Some of Steineger's fellow Senate 
Democrats weren't so sure. 

"I think Ross will do to Jack Just what he's 
done to Norman Gaar," said one Senate 
Democrat, who asked not to be identified. 

"What difference does it make who our 
leader is? The Republicans will cram it 
down our throats just like they did before 
when we had 19 members (during the past 
four years)," said Sen. Bert Cheney (D- 
Hutchinson). 

Steineger defeated Sen. Mike Johnston 
(D-Parsons), 9-7, to become the Democrats' 
top man in the Senate, just as he has been 
the past eight years. 

One of the reasons Johnston tried to un- 
seat Steineger was a desire by some 
Democrats for new leadership, and the fact 
Steineger and Sen Norman Gaar (R- 
Westwood), have had a close relationship 
the past four years—despite their different 
party labels. 

AS    EXPECTED,    Doyen,    Concordia 

Republican, won unanimous re-election as 
Senate president and Sen. Robert 
Talkington (R-Iola), was elected majority 
leader, succeeding Gaar, also without op- 
position. 

Doyen claimed a second full four-year 
term as president, after first winning a 
special election to claim the post in 1975 
when former President Richard Rogers 
resigned to accept appointment as a federal 
judge. 

Talkington was Senate vice president the 
past four years. He was the choice of most of 
the Republicans to become majority leader 
after Gaar's base of support was eroded by 
election changes. 

Gaar wasn't elected to anything Monday, 
and was even removed from the Senate 
Organization, Calendar and Rules Com- 
mittee (OCR), which decides who gets 
committee chairmanships. 

Steineger, who was elected to his fifth 
four-year term last month, will be starting 
his ninth session as minority leader when 
the Legislature convenes Jan. 12. 

"I've known Jack (Steineger) a long time, 
and we've always been able to work things 
out," Doyen said following his re-election. 

"There is nothing vindictive in this," the 
Senate president added. "I'm sorry some 

House re-elects Lady 
for speaker position 

TOPEKA (AP) — Rep. Wendell Lady (R- 
Overland Park), won re-election Monday as 
speaker of the Kansas House and said the 
coming two-year term will be his last in that 
post 

Lady said he hopes this will aid efforts to 
heal any wounds resulting from his re- 
election campaign and the challenge of Rep. 
R. E. Arbuthnot (R-Haddam). 

"Two terms is enough for anyone as 
speaker," Lady said at a news conference 
after he defeated Arbuthnot in a Republican 
caucus, 40-32. 

Lady announced he will appoint Rep. Mike 
Hayden (R-Atwood), to another term as 
chairman of the House Ways and Means 
Committee, but said other committee 
assignments probably won't be disclosed 
until the legislature convenes in January. 

"We re going to do everything that we can 
to heal any rift," Lady said. "But obviously 
we are not going to be able to. please 
everybody. 

"There are a lot of tough decisions to be 
made. There are just so many committee 
chairmen and vice chairmen; there are just 
so many key positions to go around. 

"My first loyalty is to the people who 
supported me. That is one of the realities of 
politics. 

"If two people are equaly qualified for a 
post, I will go with the one who supported 
me. 

"In key positions I have to have people 
who are loyal, who can be counted on, who 
are willing to work and who have ex- 
pertise." 

Rep. Robert Frey (R-Liberal), was re- 
elected House majority leader by a 
unanimous vote after Rep. Carlos Cooper 
(R-Bonner Springs) withdrew as a can- 
didate. 

"I try to play the peacemaker," Cooper 
told newsmen. "My consideration was to try 
to bridge the gap." 

LADY AND HIS SUPPORTERS said a 
factor had to be that Cooper simply did not 
have the votes to defeat Frey. 

However, two other candidates allied with 
Arbuthnot won election over candidates who 
were supporters of Lady. 

Rep. Ben Foster (R-Wichita), defeated 
Rep. Rex Crowell (R-Longton), for speaker 
pro tern, 41-31, and Rep. Denny Burgess (R- 
Wamego), was a 38-34 winner over Rep. Ed 
Rolfs   (R-Junction   City),   for   assistant 
majority leader. 

Democrats re-elected Rep. Fred Weaver 
(D-Baxter Springs), to the positon of 
minority leader, without opposition Also 
elected without opposition were Reps. Don 
Mainey (D-Topeka), assistant minority 
leader; Marvin Barkis (D-Paola), agenda 
chairman, and Loren Hohman (D-Topeka), 
caucus chairman. 

In the only race in the caucus of House 
Democrats, Rep. BUI Reardon (D-Kansas 

City), defeated Rep Ardena Matlack (D- 
Clearwater), 31-22 for the position of 
minority whip. 

LADY THANKED the Republican 
legislators for their confidence in him and 
recalled that four years ago the GOP lost 
majority status in the House for the first 
time in 64 years. 

"I vowed to win it back," Lady said. "As 
minority leader I started to put the pieces 
back together." The speaker said he thinks 
the future holds great promise for the 
Republican Party. 

"I'm impressed by the leadership 
potential of new Republican members," 
Lady said. 

"We can be destroyed only from within 
My goal has been to do what is right for all of 
the people of the state, not with words, but 
with action 

"That is going to be my goal for the next 
two years. If we achieve that, we don't have 
to worry about the future of he Republican 
Party." 

Arbuthnot said he is not bitter about his 
defeat. 

"We ran a good race and got beat," he 
said. "It's that simple. 

"It's vital to he Republican Party that we 
forget who voted for who and make good use 
of the talents of all members." 

Lady indicated he would be meeting with 
Arbuthnot The loser in the speaker's race 
said he would like to discuss committee 
appointments. 

At his news conference, Lady said one 
prime item to be considered in the 1981 
session will be a spending lid similar to 
those vetoed by Democratic Gov. John 
Carlininthepast 

"We are going to keep sending one down 
there," Lady said. 

ALWAYS hold 
matches till cold. 

things worked out the way they did, but 
some changes have been needed for a long 
time, and now is the time to do them with a 
new term coming up." 

STEINEGER CITED his relationship with 
Doyen and Talkington—his fellow members 
on the Ways and Means Committee the past 
four years—in asking his Democratic 
colleagues tore-elect him. 

"I've always worked well with Doyen and 
Talkington, and I can continue to do that," 
he said. 

Steineger said Senate Democrats' first 
priority should be to block the GOP from 
stripping them of too many committee 
positions because of their reduced size, from 
19 to 16 members. Next, he said, should be a 
push for removal of the state sales tax from 
food in the '81 session. 

Johnston, 35, recently elected to a second 
four-year term, could not conceal his 
disappointment over losing to Steineger. 

"It makes you wonder. Every day is a 
lesson in human nature," he said. 

ALTHOUGH THE Senate minority leader 
election was by secret ballot, Johnston said 
his seven votes came from himself and Sens. 
Jerry Karr, Emporia; Norma Daniels, 
Valley Center; Paul Feleciaho, Wichita; 
Billy McCray, Wichita; Frank Gaines, 
Augusta, and Leroy Hayden, Satanta. Karr 
and Daniels are new Senate Democrats. 

That would mean Steineger's votes came 
from himself and Sens. Bert Chaney, 
Hutchinson; James Francisco, Wichita; 
Richard Gannon, Goodland; William 
Mulich, Kansas City; Joe Norvell, Hays; 
Nancy Parrish, Topeka; Tom Reborn, 
Kansas City, and Joe Warren, Maple City. 

Johnston also had hoped for votes from 
Chaney, Francisco and Gannon. 

The Democrats unanimously elected 
Norvell as assistant minority leader, 
Feleciano as caucus whip and Chaney as 
caucus chairman. 

Republicans elected Sens. Charlie Angell, 
Plains, as vice president and Bill Morris, 
Wichita, as assistant majority leader. 

They also named Sens. Paul "Bud" 
Burke, Leawood, and Joseph Harder, 
Moundridge, to the Organization, Calendar 
and Rules Committee, replacing Gaar and 
Wes Sowers of Wichita, who was defeated in 
the election by Daniels. 

Holdover members of the OCR are Doyen, 
Talkington, Angell and Sens. Paul Hess (R- 
Wichita), and Elwaine Pomeroy (R- 
Topeka). 

<*$ 

students^ 

Are you wondering whatj 
the classes you might, 
take next  semester are 
REALLY   like (/ 

O 

fcts. 
For assistence — 
leave your name, 
phone number, 
major, in the AZ 
box in Waters 117 

SOCIETY FOR ADVANCEMENT OF MANAGEMENT 

A Meeting wil be held on Dec. 2 at 7:30 p.m. in Union 206. 

Guest Speaker wl be JERRY FOURNIER, 

manager for Southwestern Bel. 

Elections for Officers wfll be held after meeting. 
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K-State, MU tangle 
The K-State women's basketball team, 

fresh off winning the K-State Adidas 
Tournament last weekend, take their 
perfect 5-0 record into tonight's game 
with the Missouri Tigers at 7:30 in 
Ahearn Field House. 

The Tigers, 3-2 on the season, have just 
come from the Wayland Invitational 
where they defeated Louisiana State 
University taking fifth place in the 
tournament. 

"They're always a tough game for us. 
Ferret, Sups ticks and Hackerott are good 
inside threats. The key is to stop Ferret," 
K-State coach Lynn Mickey said, 

Shades of victory 
SlSrf pnOTO DV JOnO trT##T 

K-State's Pep Band had something to toot about as    education, played during a time-out ot the 'Cats' rout 
Dusty Moore (wearing sunglasses), senior in music    of the South Dakota Monday night, 
education, and Sandy Anthony, sophomore in music 

'Cats show no mercy 
in romp over Coyotes 

By JOHN DODDERIDGE 
Sports Editor 

The K-State Wildcats waited until the 
second half for the second straight game to 
put away their opponent. But this time they 
showed no mercy, racing to an 83-50 romp 
over the South Dakota Coyotes before an 
Ahearn audience of 11,150 last night. 

Rolando Blackman and juco transfer 
Randy Reed were the leaders of the 'Cats' 
attack, especially at the start of the second 
half when K-State jumped a nine-point lead, 
41-32, to 52-34 with just under 13 minutes left 
in the game. 

The 'Cats blistered the nets in the second 
half with 73 percent shooting, compared to 
47 percent in the first half when they went to 
the locker room ahead 35-26. They ended up 
with 60 percent accuracy on 37 of 62 shots. 

"We had good transition plays, putting 
some back-to-back, to break away from 
South Dakota," 'Cats coach Jack Hartman 
said. "We played well at both ends of the 
court." 

AFTER ONLY scoring 10 points in the 
'Cats' opening win over Northern Iowa, 
Blackman responded with a 22 point effort 
on 11 of 17 shooting. 

"We were rolling tonight," Blackman 
said. "We had that ball moving up and down 
the floor. We were motor in'. I was looking 
more for the basket and to be more 
aggressive." 

One of the main reasons the 'Cats were 
moving the ball quicker was the play of 
Brazilian Ed Galvao, who came off the 
bench to ignite the most exciting fast breaks 
of the evening. 

"Galvao's passes were incredible. I'm 
going to have to start chummin' with him," 
Blackman added. 

The most exciting fast break of the game 
may well have been when Galvao threw a 
behind-the-back pass cloae to midcourt to 
Fred Barton, who fed freshman Steve Raid 
with a driving layup with one minute left in 
the game. 

"I never practiced that kind of pass," 
Galvao said. "If I wouldn't have passed the 
ball, I would have been called for charging." 

The 6-5 sophomore guard came to K-State 
last January from Sao Paulo, Brazil, and 
only saw limited action in a few games late 
in the 'Cats' last season. 

"The coaching staff has been real patient 
with me. It takes time to adjust (to the 
American game and K-State's style). For 10 

years I bad been playing kind of a run-and- 
gun game," Galvao added. 

HE FINISHED with 10 points on 5 of 5 
shooting, along with dishing off three 
assists. 

Galvao wasn't the only star of the game. 
Reed, who started his second game at 
center, scored 10 of his 17 points in a seven- 
minute stretch in the second half when the 
'Cats ran away with the game. 

"I was more confident tonight. I just 
relaxed and played up to my talent," the 6-7 
Reed said. "I'm not pleased playing center, 
but I'll do it if it weU help the team." 

Tyrone Adams also scored in double 
figures with 13 points and showed the home 
folks some fancy moves to the basket which 
resulted in two points. 

The Coyotes stayed close to K-State in the 
first half playing a zone defense, but 
switched to a man-to-man defense in the 
second half. 

"In the first half, I think we played with 
'em, but we had to switch to a man-to-man 
when Don (Huff, 6-3 guard) got into foul 
trouble," Coyote guard Barry Glanzer said. 
"It's tough when you have to match up with 
guards six inches taller than you." 

WHILE THE 'CATS' shooting improved in 
the second half, South Dakota was only able 
to make 10 of 28 shots in the second half after 
shooting 12 of 26 in the first half. 

The rebounding stats were closer than 
they looked, as the Coyotes pulled down 33 
boards to K-State's 32. Ed Nealy and Coyote 
center Dave Powell led with nine each. 

"I was unhappy with the closeness in the 
rebounding. We tried some different 
defenses tonight. We used the 3-2 zone with 
Blackman, Adams and Galvao at the point," 
Hartman said. 

South Dakota head coach Jack Doyle left 
Ahearn with his fourth consecutive loss to 
the'Cats. 

"We knew it was going to be a physical 
contest from the beginning. K-State is big 
and strong, but I thought we did a pretty 
good job on the boards. We don't have any 
players in our league like Nealy, so I was 
pleased," Doyle said. 

When asked if this was the best K-State 
team he has faced, Doyle said, "That's very 
difficult to answer. There have been some 
great players here, so it's hard to say." 

The 'Cats take their 2-0 to Tucson 
Saturday where they'll play the University 
of Arizona. 

Age does wonders 
doesn't it Lisa? 

Happy 21st Birthday Lisa Broadie 
Love Bean, C.C., Sarah, and Kyle 

tOdOLJ... dorrt miss| 

dr. mark crooks 
as he speaks on 

Irtk 

k-state union big 8 room 
3*30pm Dr. Crooks It a physiologist conducting research on stress and 

the human body. As part of his research, he has performed many 
death-defying feats, such as lumping from a 91-foot bridge and 
floating down the Mississippi River from Kansas City to St. Louis. 
He will speak on the control techniques derived from his research 
and how to use them to combat day-to-day stresses. 
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South Carolina back 
wins Heisman award 

NEW YORK (AP) - George Rogers, the 
crunching runner who lifted the University 
of South Carolina into major college foot- 
ball's upper echelon, was named winner 
Monday of the I960 Heisman Trophy as the 
nation's top player. 

The 6-2, 225-pound Rogers, who came to 
South Carolina from a life of poverty in a 
series of small Georgia towns and probably 
will become an instant millionaire in next 
spring's National Football League draft, 
seemed happy but awed and overwhelmed 
when he was introduced to reporters at the 
Downtown Athletic Club, which annually 
awards the Heisman Trophy. 

"I don't know what to say," Rogers 
repeated several times. "I just want to 
thank the coaches and players. I'm so proud 
for my teammates. It was a shock to me 
because we were 8-3 and most of the time it 
goes to a player from a team with a better 
record." 

ROGERS WON fairly decisively over 
defensive end Hugh Green of Pittsburgh and 
Herschel Walker, Georgia's sensational 
running back whose third-place finish was 
the highest ever for a freshman. 

Rogers received 216 firstplace votes, 179 
second-place ballots and 122 for third place. 

Rogers carried four of the six regions into 
which the Heisman voting is divided—the 
Mid-Atlantic, South, Southwest and Far 
West. Green took the Northeast while the 
Mid-West went for Purdue quarterback 
Mark Herrmann, who finished fourth over- 
all. 

Rounding out the top 10 finishers 
nationally were Brigham Young quar- 
terback Jim McMahon, Ohio State quar- 
terback Art Schlichter, Portland State 
quarterback Neil Lomax, Nebraska 
tailback Jarvis Redwine, UCLA safety 
Kenny Easley and a three-way tie for 10th 
among Michigan wide receiver Anthony 
Carter, Baylor linebacker Mike Singletary 
and Illinois quarterback Dave Wilson. 

Rogers led the nation hi rushing with 1,781 
yards as South Carolina compiled an 8-3 

record, matching the most victories in the 
school's history for the second year in a row. 
He has gone over 100 yards in 21 consecutive 
games and stands fourth on the all-time 
NCAA ground-gaining chart with 4,958 
yards. Only Pitt's Tony Dorsett, Southern 
Cat's Charles White and Ohio State's Archie 
Griffin are ahead of him. 

Rogers holds South Carolina school 
records for most yards rushing in a season 
and a career and most points and touch- 
downs in a season and a career. He alto is 
Carolina's alltime total offense leader 
without ever having thrown a pass. 

He praised both Green and Walker, 
reiterating his statement of last week that 
he would have voted for Green. And he 
called Walker "a great player who has a 
chance to win three Heisman Trophies." 

After Rogers' parents separated, he 
moved with his mother, two brothers and 
two sisters from town to town, eight in all, 
before settling with an aunt in Duluth, 
Ga.- "the best thing I ever did," he said. In 
junior high school be cut classes to work and 
he forged his age when he was 13 to get into a 
job program. 

"Frankly, be didn't have a home," said 
South Carolina Coach Jim Carlen. "He often 
slept on the couch of a teammate and ate at 
the coach's home." 

Carlen called Rogers' award "one of the 
highlights of my coaching career. It's a 
tremendous honor, not just for George but 
for our whole program, and the university 
as well." 

Green, who said that he and Rogers have 
been friends since last year when they were 
on The Associated Press All-America team, 
said he "knew if I didn't get it, George would 
get it. I'd like to congratulate him." 

In Athens, Ga., where be began final 
exams Monday, Walker said, "I think it was 
a fair vote and I think the best man won. 

"I'm real pleased to be third. When you're 
selected third among all the athletes in 
college football, that's fine, because you 
have a lot of fine athletes in college and I'm 
just very proud to be third." 

Sports briers 
Baseball 

NEW YORK (AP) - Lefthander Steve 
Howe, who became the long-sought 
stopper in the Los Angeles Dodgers' 
bullpen last season, was named National 
League Rookie of the Year by the 
Baseball Writers Association of America 
(BBWAA) Monday. 

Howe received 12 first-place ballots 
from the 24-man BBWAA panel and 
totaled 80 points. 

Montreal pitcher Bill Gullickson 
finished second with 53 points and out- 
fielder Lonnie Smith of the world 
champion Philadelphia Phillies was third 
with 49 points. 

Cincinnati infielder Ron Oester 
finished fourth and reliever Dave Smith 
of the Houston Astros was fifth. 

Others receiving votes were pitcher 
Jeff Reardon of the New York Mets, 
pitcher Al Holland of the San Francisco 
Giants, outfielder Leon Durham of the St. 
Louis Cardinals and pitcher Bob Walk of 
the Philadelphia Phillies. 

College Football 
AP — Georgia, Notre Dame, Florida 

State and Pittsburgh held on to the top 
four spots in The Associated Press 
college football poll Monday. 

The Georgia Bulldogs completed their 
first perfect regular season since 1946 
with a 38-20 victory over Georgia Tech 
and received 52 of 60 first-place votes and 
1,187 of a possible 1,200 points from a 
nationwide panel of sports writers and 
sportscasters. 

Notre Dame and Florida were idle over 
the weekend. Both wind up their regular 
seasons Saturday, Notre Dame visiting 
Southern California and Florida State 
hosting Florida. 

The final regular-season poll will be 

taken following Saturday's two games 
while the national championship will be 
decided after the postseason bowl games. 

Pitt earned 1,007 points following a 144 
triumph over Penn State which dropped 
the losers from fifth place to 10th. 
Oklahoma, a 63-14 winner over 
Oklahoma, moved up from sixth to fifth 
while idle Michigan rose from seventh to 
sixth. 

Baylor, which completed a 10-1 regular 
season a week earlier, climbed from 
eighth to seventh while Alabama 
defeated Auburn 34-18 and jumped from 
ninth to eighth. 

Idle Nebraska went from 10th to ninth 
while Penn State rounded out the Top 10. 

The Second 10 consists of Ohio State, 
North Carolina, Brigham Young, UCLA, 
Washington, Mississippi State, Southern 
Cal, South Carolina, Southern Methodist 
andMiami.Fla. 

CoUege Basketball 
Lawrence (AP) — Booty Neal came off 

the bench to score 14 of his 16 points in the 
second half as the Kansas Jayhawks 
defeated Pepperdine 81-67 Monday night 
in college basketball. 

The victory was No. 300 for Kansas 
coach Ted Owens, who is beginning his 
seventeenth season with the Jayhawks. 

Neal put Kansas ahead to stay 47-45 
with a jumper with 11:41 left in the 
second half after Pepperdine overcame a 
35-33 half time deficit to tie it at 45. 

For the second straight game, junior 
guard Tony Guy led the Jayhawks with 23 
points, while John Crawford had 14. 

Pacing Pepperdine was guard Boot 
Bond with 23 points. Guard Dane Suttle 
added 14 and Scott McCullum had 12. 

Kansas is now 2-0 and Pepperdine fell 
toll. 

JCPenneys 

Sneaking under 
Staff photo by Cr.lg Ch»ndl«r 

Rolando Blackman was undercut as Don Huff dives under him to capture 
a loose ball. After the entanglement Blackman paced the 'Cats win by 
scoring 22 points. 

Woolworths 
Announces new store hours for 

your holiday shopping convenience. 

Sunday 12:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. 

Mon. thru Fri. 9:00 a.m. to 900 p.m. 

Saturday 9:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 

Ail three stores now open every weekday 

9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. 

Downtown Manhattan 
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Influx of people a problem for Wyoming 

Growing state struggles with urban sprawl 
CHEYENNE, Wyo. (AP) *■ After year* of 

trying to lure people to its wide open spaces, 
Wyoming now struggles with a new 
problem—urban sprawl. 

An influx of energy workers has made 
Wyoming the nation's third fastest growing 
state, packed its cities and towns and spilled 
onto its plains, deserts and mountainsides. 

The little house on the prairie has neigh- 
bors. 

As energy development brings prosperity 
and "the good life" to many of Wyoming's 
470,000 inhabitants, the state's new sub- 
divisions are offering amenities not found in 
the cities—magnificent views, spacious 
acres, simple serenity. 

But Wyoming's new suburbia is also 
bringing new problems to a state that still 
ranks 49th in population, a team of reporters 
from The Associated Press and AP member 
newspapers and radio stations has found. 

NEW SUBDIVISIONS are springing up 
willy-nilly on urban fringes, sometimes 
without benefit of planning and often 
without zoning. 

Some merely are eyesores, but others 
have spawned road and water problems, 
sewerage system failures, pollution and 
rising municipal costs. Sprawl has set 
neighbor against neighbor in zoning battles 
and taken some of Wyoming's best farmland 
out of productioa 

Urban sprawl is most striking in the 
energy boomtowns, but the reporters also 
found it in resort communities and quiet 
ranching towns. 

"I think it's happening any place where 
you have rapid growth and where there 
hasn't been a strong policy of planning and 
trying to guide that growth," Gillette city 
administrator Flip McConnaughey said. 

GILLETTE, which sits 9r\ top of one of 
America's richest reserves of coal, almost 
doubled in population during the last decade 
but, said McConnaughey, "I think we have a 
much better handle now on the planning 
aspects." 

Other communities are still looking for 

that handle. 
—Evanston expects to double its 

population of 6,500 in the next few years 
because of oil and natural gas development 
in the Overthrust Belt of southwestern 
Wyoming and northeastern Utah. 

Apartment buildings and trailer parks 
already compete with sheep for 
pastureland, but Evanston officials say they 
are less a problem than having no housing at 
all. "We've got to have them—that's the 
only practical method of alleviating the 
shortage of housing," Evanston Mayor 
Dennis Ottley said. 

—Modern "homesteaders" live in tents 
and and campertrailers in the desert of 
southwestern Wyoming Police in Green 
River and Evanston complain people sleep 
in their cars and move from street to street 
each day. Officials in Kemmerer found 
construction workers paying to get into the 
municipal pool just to use the showers. 

—IN RAWLIN8, an old chicken coop was 
fixed up—and rented for $350 a month 
Horror tales abound about families living in 
motels putting their children to bed in 
bathtubs. 

—In Cheyenne the development of 
"ranchettes," homes on lots big enough to 
allow residents to keep hor-es and other 
animals, grew so intense that well water 
was being polluted by seepage from neigh- 
boring septic tanks. 

—Park County, one of the few counties 
with local zoning districts outside cities, 
officially "encourages" farmers and ran- 
chers to keep agricultural land in produc- 
tion. Nevertheless, some 1,400 empty sub- 
division lots sprawl between Cody and 
Powell on what is considered some of 
Wyoming's best crop land. 

—In scenic Teton County, where only 3 
percent of the land is privately owned, there 
is constant conflict between the need to 
provide housing for newcomers and to 
preserve the scenic values that attracted 
them in the first place. 

ACCORDING   TO   Collin   Fallat,   who 

directed the now defunct Wyoming Land 
Use Commission, control of urban sprawl is 
possible, but it will take foresight, initiative 
and greater cooperation among local 
governments. 

Wyoming cities may now zone areas one 
mile outside their boundaries. More 
counties are looking at zoning as a means of 
protecting fringe areas, too, although 
resistance to zoning continues and the 
state's role is reduced to providing technical 
assistance. 

"There's an attitude prevalent in 
Wyoming that utilization of personal 
property is a matter of the landowner 

providing for himself, within the bounds of 
public safety and welfare," Fallat said 

State Agricultural Commissioner Larry 
Bourret said one answer may be to com- 
pensate farmers and ranchers for not selling 
their land to subdividers. "What I see 
concerns me," he said. 

Local and state officials view the future 
with a mixture of cautious optimism and 
apprehension, knowing that Wyoming's 
growth and urbanization is likely to continue 
as the nation turns increasingly to domestic 
sources of energy. 

Still, former Gillette city planner Joe 
Racine said some things won't change. 

Soloist had reservations 
about small town location 

After overcoming her reservations about 
teaching flute lessons in a small Midwest 
town, Mary Cochran said she is pleased with 
the cultural benefits offered through K 
State. 

A former flute soloist with the Bi- 
centennial Band from Fort Meade, 
Washington, D.C., Cochran is now giving 
instruction in flute in the K-State music 
department. 

Cochran came from Memphis, Tena, 
where cultural events were numerous and 
always available. She had some initial fears 
about teaching in a small town. 

"I was afraid coming to a smaller town 
would not have as much to offer as the 
larger cities, but McCain Auditorium at- 
tracts good performers and the community 
is also involved," she said. 

Through her performances with the Bi- 
centennial Band, a multi-service band 
consisting of musicians from the Army, 
Navy, Marines and Coast Guard, Cochran 
said she was able to gain experience and 
benefits through travel. As a soloist, 
rehearsals in the morning and the numerous 
other chores were her responsibilities, she 

said. 
"We traveled to every state capitol, giving 

performances... performing in some well- 
known music halls in the United States," 
Cochran said. "One thing I found in 
traveling to different sized towns is that the 
people in smaller towns appreciated the 
performance so much more." 

Cochran completed her undergraduate 
work at Memphis State University, Mem- 
phis, Tena After traveling with the Bi- 
centennial Band, Cochran said she returned 
to Catholic University of America, 
Washington, D.C., to work on her bachelor's 
and doctorate degrees. 

At Catholic University, Cochran studied 
flute under Britton Johnson, who was the 
principle flutist with the Baltimore Sym- 
phony Orchestra. Cochran also was a 
student of Wallace Mann, who performed as 
the principle flutist for the National Sym- 
phony in Washington, for two years. 

Cochran is currently teaching flute 
lessons and seminars at K-State and also 
performs with a faculty quartet Her work is 
being funded by the Continuing Education 
department. 

This Christmas ask for a gift 

Looking for that unique gift 
for someone special to you? 

Are you watching your 
pocketbook, cautious to get 
the best deal? 

If so, consider a Hewlett- 
Packard calculator. 

From December 1-6 the 
K-State Union Bookstore will 

fiTTflk-^tale 
\UJ bookstore 

l ^^ J 25 vcars of service  1956-1981 

have a 10% Off Sale on all 
Hewlett-Packard calculators 

in stock. All sales are final on 
limited qualities only. 

Consider a Hewlett-Packard 
pocket calculator this Christ- 
mas. It's a gift for a lifetime. 

ra 

HEWLETT 
PACKARD 

for a lifetime 0302 
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Mystery of the missing husband Collegian classifieds 
may be no mystery after blaze 

NASHVILLE, Ind. (AP) - For 10 years, 
Geneva Roberts tried in vain to convince 
insurance companies that her husband died 
in a fire in the family garage. She has died in 
a suspicious house fire, and officials said 
Monday a man who died with her could be 
her missing husband. 

Dr. John Pless, a f orensics pathologist for 
Monroe County, said early indications were 
that the body of Clarence Roberts, missing 
10 years as his wife tried to claim $1.2 
million in insurance, was found with the 
body of Ms wife in the rubble of her fire- 
gutted house. 

Authorities were investigating the 
possibility of arson. 

"We don't have positive identification on 
the male as being Clarence Roberts," said 
Pless, who performed an autopsy on each 
body at Bloomington Hospital. 
"Preliminarily, we are working on the 
assumption that the male body is that of 
Clarence Roberts." 

CALLING IT "a notorious case," Pless 
said Geneva was positively identified 
Monday based on X-rays and dental 
records. 

Pless said there was evidence of alcohol in 
the body fluids of both victims. He did not 
say how much "Alcohol appears to have 
been a factor," he said without elaborating. 

A fire destroyed the Roberts' garage Nov. 

18, 1970. Officials found a fire-blackened, 
limbless body. Geneva hied to collect $1.2 
million, but insurance companies balked, 
saying there was no proof the body was that 
of her husband. Experts said the bone 
structures of Roberts and the body did not 
match. Itneveatwas identified. 

Geneva and the other victim died of 
smoke inhalation and carbon monoxide 
poisoning in the weekend fire. Authorities 
said a flammable liquid bad been spread 
throughout the dwelling. 

"There is no evidence of wounds on either 
body," said the deputy coroner. He said he 
could not tell if either person tried to escape 
and declined to speculate on the possiblity of 
a double suicide. 

Geneva's body was face up on a couch; the 
body of the man was in the doorway leading 
to the bathroom. 

Brown County Sheriff Rex Kritzer said the 
Roberts' house had been under surveillance 
for some time. "We had reason to believe 
someone was living there," Kritzer said. 
"We kind of thought that it might be 
Clarence. But we didn't have proof." 

KRITZER SAID he tried to check the 
house several times but was unable to catch 
anyone at home except Geneva. 

"People living right close to them never 
did see this man," he said. 

CLASSIFIED RATES 
One day: 20 words or lass, $1.50, 5 cants 

par word over 20; Two days: 20 words or laas, 
$2.00, 8 cants par word over 20; Three days: 
20 words or lass, $2.25, 10 cants par word 
over 20; Four days: 20 words or lass, $2.75,13 
cants par word over 20; Flva days: 20 words or 
lass, $3.00,15 cants par word over 20. 

Classifieds art payable in advance unless client has sn 
established account with Student Publications 

Deadline Is to a.m. day before publication, to a.m. Friday 
for Monday paper 

Items found ON CAMPUS can be advertised FREE for a 
period not exceeding three days. They can be placed at Ked- 
zle 103 or by calling 332-0565. 

Display Classified Rases 
One day: $3.00 per Inch; Three days: $2.85 per Inch; Five 

oays: $2.75 per Inch; Ten days: $2.80 per Inch. (Deadline Is 5 
p.m. 2 days before publication.) 

Classified advertising Is available only to those who do not 
discriminate on the basis of nice, color, religion, national 
origin, sex or ancestry. 

FOR SALE 

City to discuss revising club licenses 

ADULT GAG gifts and novelties—birthday, anniversary, get 
well, or |ust for fun. Treasure Chest, Aggievllle. (itf) 

1971 MUSTANG 302 3 speed, maos, new tires, new brakes, 
recent paint, no rust. Osrk metallic red. $950.00. Call 532 
6341.(6347) 

1971 HARLEY Davidson Sportster 900. newly rebuilt engine. 
For more Information call 1-258-2562. (6448) 

OLDER HOME with character, parlor, living room, four 
bedrooms, natural wood staircase Much potential. Price 
reduced, $50,000. Rolling Hills Real Estate, 539-0588 or 
539-5788. (6448) 

SOLAR HOME, secluded wooded area. Four bedroom, three 
baths, two woodbumlng stoves. One acre. Rolling Hills 
Rest Estate, 5390588 or 539-9242. (64-68) 

NICEST 1976 Ford F-150 Ranger pickup In town. Air- 
conditioning, power steering, power brakes, automatic 
transmission and topper. Call 776-5063. (6569) 

FOR RENT 

The City Commission will meet at 7 p.m. 
in the City Commission Room of City Hall to 
consider the first reading of two charter 
ordinances, one which would establish 
licensing fees for class A clubs, and another 
which would increase the licensing fee for 
class B clubs. 

The first ordinance would require a $250 
fee to license class A clubs, according to 
City Manager Don Harmon. 

This would affect clubs such as the 
American Legion and Elks Club and other 
such clubs that serve alcoholic beverages, 
Harmon said. 

The other ordinance would increase the 
licensing fees for cereal malt beverages, 
those served at class B clubs to $200 for 
consumption on premises and raise the 
license for carryout beverages to $100, he 
said. 

City ordinances now require $100 and $25 
fees respectively for those licenses, Harmon 
said. 

He said these ordinances, proposed by 
Commissioner Russell Reitz would be an 
attempt to have clubs pay for protection 
given to them by police. 

COSTUMES, MASKS, periodical clothing, accessories, all 
types make-up. Grass skirts, lais, bunny and mouse ears 
and more. Treasure Chest, Aggievllle. (Itf) 

TYPEWRITER RENTALS, electrics and manuals, day, week 
or month. Buzzells, 511 Leavenworth, across from post 
office. Call 7709469. (itf) 

RENTAL TYPEWRITERS: Excellent selection, Including IBM 
Selectrics Service most makes of typewriters. Hull 
Business Machines. (Aggievllle), 1212 Moro, 539-7931. (Itf) 

HOUSES   FOR   rent:   1417 
Denlson 537-1202. (64-75) 

Nichols,   1733  Kenmar,   1101 

ROOMS AND apartment. $70 rooms, kitchen privileges and 
parking provided. Two bedroom apartment available for 
spring semester. All utilities paid for $200/month. Call be- 
tween 5:00 and 7:00 p.m. and between 10 p.m. and ? 
537-4233.(66-70) 

Peanuts By CHARLES SCHULZ 

IVE READ A LOT ABOUT 
ABRAHAM LINCOLN U)HEN 
HE U1A5 AN ATTORNEY... 

NOT ONCE, ON THE PAY 
OF ATRJAL,U)A5 HE UNABLE 
TO FINP THE COURTHOUSE 

l*M ^r-yfi,-'t*4*- 

Crossword By EUGENE SHEFFER 

ACROSS      3$ Forearm DOWN 
1 Praise bone 1 Resinous 
S Examine     37 A rosary substance 
9 Lettuce       38 Organ stop     2 Turkish 

12 Former       40 Stupefy officer 
3 Biblical 

name 
4 Transfer 

designs 
5 Docile 
8 Arabian ruler 
7 Polish river 

50 Pennsylvania 8 Statement 
lake port 

51 Tavern 
order 

52 Marbles 
53 Clan 

Mets player 42 Miss 
13 Oriental Gardner 

nurse          43 Increasing 
14 Girl's name     in heat 
15 Ceiling        48 Make lace 

wash 49 Rubber 
17 Captain's        trees 

record 
18 Maple 

genus 
19 "Thais," 

for one 
21 Twin 

crystal 
24 The old sod 
25 Greek 

underground 
2f Julian or 

Gregorian 
30 Entire 

amount 
31 Tribunal 
32 Swiss 

canton 
33 Of a 

military 
science 

35 To toss 

in math- 
ematics 

9 A pot 
marigold 

10 Scent 

Avg. solution time: 24 mm. 

Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 

11 Icelandic 
tale 

II Frost 
21 Transfix 
21 Solid food 
22 — breve 
23 Compute 
24 Jewish 

month 
21 Source of 

cocaine 
27 Constellation 
28 Dry 
29 Cuts 

stitches 
31 Opposed to 

rough-cut 
34 Special 

attention 
(abbr.) 

35 Parries 
arguments 

37 Public 
vehicle 

38 Facts 
39 Elliptical 
49 Killed 
41 Hardy girl 
MAwing 
45 Before 
48 Pinch 
47 Asian 

festival 

CRYPTOQUIP 12-2 

USXV   ZBRGHS   NGVV   TGZQ   VXHY   BT 

KUSXW   YZBNVSQKS   GZHBZRSZGSZW 

Yesterday's Cryptoquip -  BAD BRIDGE CONTRACTS 
BACKFIRE   ON  EAGER  FAKERS. 

Today's Cryptoquip clue: N equals W 

TWO BEDROOM basement apartment, newly remodeled, 
one half Mock from Aggievllle. Call 537-2344, evenings 
539-1498.(66-75) 

EXTREMELY NICE, fully furnished two bedroom complex 
apartment. Laundry facilities plus extras. Available Jan 
uary 1st. Call daytime 776-7346, evenings 539-4294. (66-70) 

TWO BEDROOM basement apartment. Very nice. Located 
North Juliette. No pets. Call 776-7056. (67-70) 

GARDEN PLACE studio apartment, $165 a month. Available 
January 1,1981 Call 539-7149 after 7:00 p.m. (67-68) 

CLEAN, MODERN, two bedroom apartment. Fully furnished, 
dishwasher, disposal, central air. Available January 1. Call 
776-9723. (67-71) 

 ROOMMATE WANTED  
ONE OR two studious, non-smoking roommates wanted to 

share nice, furnished house adjacent to campus. 
$100fmonth Call 7764306 (6549) 

MALE ROOMMATE wanted to share large four bedroom 
house with four vet students. Call after 5:00 p.m., 7760263. 
(66-75) 

ROOMMATE WANTED, 2nd semester, close to campus, own 
bedroom, $82.00, split utilities, washer, dryer, dishwasher, 
air conditioner 537-8701 (6648) 

SPACE AVAILABLE In spacious colonial house for Decem- 
ber end spring semester. Close to campus Call 776-1162. 
(6648) 

LIBERAL, NON-smoking, serious student for second 
semester. Modern duplex with fireplace, private bedroom. 
Call 5324540. (66-70) 

FEMALE TO shsre nice mobile home, 2nd semester. Private 
room, laundry facilities, $80 plus v, utilities. Call 539-9221 
after 6:00 p.m. (66-70) 

NONSMOKING female to share house, own room, 
$115/month, utilities Included. 15 minute walk from cam- 
pus. Call 776-7860 evenings (6748) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted for second semester Nice 
apartment, close to campus. Call 539-5098 (67-71) 

ROOM AVAILABLE December 17, $75 plus V> utilities Phone 
537-2857,12:00-5:00 p.m. (6749) 

HELP WANTED 
OVERSEAS JOBS—Summer/year round. Europe, S. Amer., 

Australia, Asia All Fields $500-$1200 monthly. Sight- 
seeing. Free Info. Write: IJC, Box 52-KS2, Corona Del Mar, 
CA 92625 (52-73) 

STUDENT SPOUSE or equivalent to work until end of spring 
semester. Must be able to type well and smile. 40 hour 
week. No nights or Sundays. Dunne's Pharmacy. (6648) 

A BAPTIST Church Is seeking a "qualified" part time youth 
leader. Interested person should call (913) 9224460 (66-70) 

SERVICES 
RESUME WRITING, layout, editing, typing or appraisal. 

Resume Service, 411 N. 3rd, 537-7294. (itf) 

WOMEN'S HEALTH Care Service. Confidential health care 
for women with unexpected pregnancies. Abortion ser- 
vices to 20 weeks as an outpatient. Information and free 
pregnancy testing. (316) 684-5108 Wichita. (1 If) 

PREGNANT? BIRTHRIGHT can help. Free pregnancy test. 
Confidential Call 537-9180. 103 South 4th Street, Suite 16. 
(17M) 

PROFESSIONAL THESIS/dlssertation typist. 5 years' ex- 
perience; theses/dissertations for 15 universities. Cor- 
recting Selectric II, pica/elite. Work guaranteed. 50-page 
minimum. I do damned good typing Peggy, 913442-4476. 
(51-75) 

WILL TYPE thesis, etc. 3-years experience, including tables. 
Roysl SE 5000, correction tape. Call 5394064 (6549) 

ATTENTION 
GREEK LETTERED sweets and light-weight lackets available 

at Tom's In Aggievllle. 776-5461. (5348) 

LOOKING FOR some "Do-It Yourself" job security In these 
uncertain times? Local Amway distributor will show you 
how to get it with Income producing, part-time business of 
your own. Phone 7764618 for Interview. (6447) 

STUDENTS WHO need a quiet place to study for finals con- 
tact Ramada Inn or watch for ad next week's Collegian. 
(66-70) 

DRIVER NEEDEO to Lawrence, Friday, December 5 or Satur 
day, December 6. Return Sunday. Will pay V* gas. Call Phil, 
532-3974 (6749) 

NOTICES 
FREE COFFEE all night and a comfortable, quiet place to 

study Watch next week's Collegian for details. (66-70) 

WANTED 
COLLECTIBLES, COINS, back Issue magazines, comics, LP 

albums. Check with us before you throw It away. Treasure 
Chest, Aggievllle. (itf) 

GOLO CLASS rings, gold jewelry, diamonds. Call 539-1081 or 
776-7837. (49-75) 

WANTED: SCRAP gold, men's class rings, $50 to $200. 
Women's, $35 to $75. Other jewelry bought too. Top cash 
buyer. Steve's Coin Shop, 411 N. 3rd. (50-74). 

LEGISLATIVE AIDES, January 12 April 10. No pay. good ex- 
perience, possible college credits. Contact Senator Ron 
Heln, 6031 SW 24th Terrace, Topeka, 66614, 913 2954996- 
days, 272-1592*venlngs (67-71) 

 FOUND  
WOMEN'S BROWN leather gloves found In front of Traffic 

and Security November 19th Call Mike, 532 3909 to claim 
and Identify. (6547) 

CALCULATOR ON steps In Seaton Hall. Found Thursday, 
November 20. Call 5374567 after 5 00 p.m. (6648) 

CALCULATOR FOUND In Weber Hall, November 20th. Can 
Identify and claim In room 117 Weber Hell. (6648) 

PERSONAL 
CALENDARS, CANDLENDARS see you at 5:45. Brad. (67) 

JOEMAMA—READ this at your own chosen speed. You got a 
lot of nerve to consume diet pop, pork rinds, and gorp 
before you get there. How does it feel to use the shovel 
and shower In strange motels, you dog? Quite frankly, 
you've lost it, but what a pie. Your car don't look so good In 
Dumas snow. We swam to Mexico and took a shortcut to 
the sun. Wish It could have been so much longer. Missing 
your toothbrush? Nobody but you—your traveling ladles. 
C, B, M PS We're burhmln' without you. (67) 

LAURIE K., Thanks for being my friend. I love you. Vlcks. (67) 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY—To s Trl-Oell who knows how to party! 
Live It up. LB., It only happens once! Son »2. (67) 
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Alcohol Abuse Prevention 

Center for Student Dev. 

532-6434 

Funded by Kansas Social 
Rehabilitation Services 
Alcohol & Drug Abuse Services 

At last, modern medical science 
has found the perfect, fail proof, 
100% effective cure. You 
guessed it: Preventive medicine. 
The only way to cure a hangover 
is before it happens. 

If you drink, Drink sensibly. 
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Reorganization nears completion 
By DOUGLAS PUTNAM 

Collegian Reporter 
Another position has been filled as 

reorganization of the College of Agriculture 
nears completion. David Mugler, associate 
dean in the College of Agriculture was 
selected Tuesday to become associate dean 
and director of resident instruction. 

Mugler has been associated with K-State 
for the last 16 years. He has held positions in 
teaching and has also served as acting 
assistant to the dean and assistant dean of 
the College of Agriculture. 

In 1977, Mugler was named acting dean of 
the College of Agriculture while Carroll 
Hess, dean of the College of Agriculture, 
was on leave of absence. In 1979, Hess 
returned and Mugler was named associate 
dean of the college. 

AS ASSOCIATE DEAN and director of 
resident instruction, Mugler will be 
responsible for providing guidance to 
department heads and faculty. He will also 
be responsible for updating courses in the 
college and assisting and advising the dean, 
according to John Dunbar, who will assume 
the position of dean of the College of 

Agriculture in January. 
Mugler's selection came as no surprise to 

Dunbar. 
"Dave Mugler was unquestionably the 

unanimous choice to become the associate 
dean and director of resident instruction," 
Dunbar said. "In fairness though, the three 
candidates that were finalized for the 
position of associate dean and director of 
resident instruction were all well qualified, 
but Dr. Mugler was the final choice among 
the search and screening committee, 
President (Duane) Acker and myself." 

Randy Tosh, student body president, said 
he was pleased with the committee's 
selection. 

"My support for Dave Mugler came 
because he is highly respected by the Ag 
students and faculty alike," he said. 

TOSH, a member of the search and 
screening committee said the committee 
discussed the three finalists for the position 
and decided that Mugler was the best choice 
for the position. 

"Dave Mugler has been at K-State for 
many years and he was chosen unanimously 
by the search and screening committee to 

become associate dean and director of 
resident instruction because of his many 
capabilities," Tosh said. 

President Acker said he also was pleased 
with the selection of Mugler. 

"I think that Dr. Mugler and Dr. Sobering 
(newly appointed associate dean of 
agriculture and associate director of 
Cooperative Extension) have the rich ex- 
periences that will help them in their new 
responsibilities that will serve K-State," 
Acker said. 

"Being chosen to become associate dean 
and director of resident instruction is a very 
humbling and gratifying experience," 
Mugler said. 

"My primary interest is to work closely 
with the student body and to serve in the 
capacity where I can make the greatest 
contribution to agricultural students, the 
College of Agriculture and to the Ag in- 
dustry," Mugler said when he was notified 
that he had received the new position of 
associate dean and director of resident 
instruction. 

MUGLER'S present position is not af- 
fected by the college's reorganization. The 

position, though, may be left vacant unless 
Dunbar and Mugler propose new plans for 
the position, according to Mugler. 

"I anticipate the College of Agriculture at 
K-State will reduce its staff in the deans 
office and any changes will come only after 
careful study. I fully intend to use Associate 
Dean Frank Carpenter and Assitant Dean 
Larry Erpelding to their greatest capacity. 
It would be nice if Larry Erpelding would 
also become associate dean and we could 
move a graduate student into Dean 
Erpelding's office," Mugler said. 

Mugler received his bachelor's degree in 
agricultural education at K-State, his 
master's degree at the University of 
Wisconsin-Madison in agricultural 
education and his Ph.D. in food science at K- 
state 

The final step in reorganization will be 
completed when a third search and selection 
committee makes its recommendations to 
Dunbar for the position of associate dean 
and director of the agricultural experiment 
station. 

An announcement is expected later this 
week. 
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Group establishes tournament 
to help solve economic stress 

Staff pttoto by John Gr—r 

Cramming through osmosis 
Brent Sinclair, senior in engineering technology, takes a nap instead ot 
studying for a calculus test last night on the second floor of the library. 

By DENISE HARVEY 
Collegian Reporter 

Money is often the key to survival in 
college, and some students have difficulty 
obtaining enough funding to remain in 
school. 

For Mexican-American students, an 
emergency aid fund, called the Peer 
Internal Aid Program,(PIAP) is being 
established by MECHA, to aid Hispanic 
students at K-State, according to Larry 
Ramos, junior in psychology, and a member 
of MECHA. 

"This fund is mainly for the retention and 
recruitment of Mexican-American students 
at K-State. We had Mexican-American 
students who came up here and their 
financial aid or loans had not come through; 
due to poor budgeting or problems with their 
financial aid papers." Ramos said. 

THERE IS only one other type of aid that 
is specifically designated for Mexican- 
American students, according to Ramos. It 
is given on a yearly basis to just one 
student The scholarship amount is $400, and 
does not adequately meet the needs of the 
remaining Hispanic student population, 
Ramos said. 

"The University can only give out so 
many emergency loans or whatever for 
students. All of the Mexican-American 
students are not able to obtain these funds. 
We (MECHA) just thought by creating this 
fund we would do something to help our- 
selves," he said. 

To start the fund, MECHA held a 
basketball tournament, financed by local 
businesses and individuals on campus. The 
Student Governing Association also con- 
tributed money to aid MECHA, according to 
Ramos. 

THE TOURNAMENT, conducted 
November 22 and 23, featured teams from 
Wichita, Hutchinson, Emporia, Wellington, 
Fort Riley, Salina and Manhattan. Twelve 
teams participated in the tournament. Each 
team paid an entrance fee of $50.00. 

The tournament was a sucess, according 
to Ramos, and MECHA earned $300.00 for 
the fund. MECHA intends to hold the 
tournament on a yearly basis as a fund- 
raiser for the program and also as a 
recruitment vehicle for Mexican-American 
Students. 

"The Dodge City team won the tour- 
nament. The Wichita Padres took second, 

Wellington third place, and K-State fourth.'' 
Trophies were awarded to the top four 

teams and the most valuable player. 
"We gave out five K-State T-shirts to the 

all-tournament team, the five best players 
in the tournament," Ramos said. 

"We also held a dance on Saturday, 
November 22, at the VFW, and had a disc- 
jockey from Hutchinson. We had a good turn 
out," he said. 

THERE IS A NEED to create a better 
awareness of the problems faced at K-State 
by Hispanic students, according to Ramos, 
and he believes the creation of the aid 
program, will help to rectify at least a small 
portion of the problem. 

"Eighty-nine percent of the Mexican- 
American students nationwide drop out of 
school. (This figure includes high school as 
well as college students) This is primarily 
because, I believe, of a lack of financial aid. 
This single criteria of the post-secondary 
educational structure is perhaps, the most 
crucial for Mexican-American students, 
both prior to and after the decision to attend 
college is made, "Ramos said. 

"This emergency loan program will 
supplement existing funds for financial aid 
and the administering of this fund will be co- 
ordinated with the Minority Affairs Office, 
the Financial Aid Office and the Endowment 
Association," he said. "MECHA will 
set up a committee to establish the 
necessary criteria for obtaining a loan 
through their program in February, Ramos 
said. "We won't put this loan program into 
effect until next fall." 

While Ramos considers MECHA's first 
fund-raiser a sucess, he believes that with 
better promotion, it can be even more 
sucessful. 

"I want to make this the best Mexican- 
American tournament in the state. I put in 
money from my own pocket for this. So did 
Elias Garcia, MECHA's advisor. 

Ramos stressed that while the tournament 
is an entertaining way to raise funds for the 
program, the goals MECHA has in mind are 
quite serious. 

"Our educational plight is not a mystery, 
it is not a myth and it's not a phenomenon. 
There is presently national, state and local 
data, which identify economic, political and 
cultural barriers to educational attainment. 
This data also provides suggestions on how 
to promote the present educational status of 
Mexican-American students,"Ramos said. 
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Soviets deny new reports 
of Polish border build-up 

BERLIN (AP) - A Hurry of fresh reports 
of Soviet military moves on Poland's 
eastern and western borders erupted 
Tuesday as Poland's Communist Party 
Central Committee met in Warsaw to deal 
with labor turmoil that has alarmed the 
country's Warsaw Pact allies. 

Moscow "categorically" denied reports 
that Red Army troops on Poland's eastern 
border had been put on the highest state of 
alert or that there had been any mobilization 
of Soviet forces. 

The reports renewed concern that the 
Soviet Union might be considering military 
action in Poland to quell unrest and halt 
moves that the Kremlin sees as un- 
dermining Communist Party rule. 

The Central Committee meeting in 
Warsaw opened with a warning from 
Communist Party leader Stanislaw Kania 
that Poland's independent labor leaders 
must "sober up" and cooperate with the 
party. There were reports that the party 
leadership was divided on how to cope with 
militant union leaders and the Polish 
economic crisis. 

In Washington, U.S. defense officials said 
they were notified that the Soviet Union 
planned to close an area in East Germany 
along the Polish border and dismissed the 
action as routine. Maj. Gen. Jerry Curry, a 
Pentagon spokesman, sidestepped com- 
ments on the Soviet-Polish situation. 
"There's nothing new there," he said. 

Western sources in Berlin reported that 
the Soviet Union had declared East German 
areas along the Polish border off limits to 
staff from the American, British and French 
military missions in Potsdam, East Ger- 
many. 

The British Broadcasting Corp. reported 
from West Berlin that Soviet troops on 
Poland's eastern border have had their alert 
status raised by four points to level six, the 
highest in the Soviet army. 

Asked about the reports, the Soviet 
Foreign Ministry in Moscow said: "We' 
categorically deny all these rumors. Troops 
in the trans-Carpathian area as well as in 
other areas are living in a normal life. There 
is no urgent or non-urgent mobilization or 
draft of reservists. All inventions about this 

are on the conscience of those who circulate 
them." 

The Carpathian region stretches along 
southern Poland to Romania and contains 
major Soviet units with headquarters in 
Lvov. Units from that area participated in 
the Soviet-led Warsaw Pact invasion of 
Czechoslovakia in 1968. 

According to Western estimates, the 
Soviet Union has about 30,000 Red Army 
troops in Poland, some 80,000 in 
Czechoslovakia and about 400,000 in East 
Germany. 

Muskie to present 
Landon address 

A future on the national political scene for 
more than two decades and a former 
presidential hopeful, Secretary of State 
Edmund Muskie is scheduled to speak 
Thursday morning at the 52nd address in te- 
state's Landon Lecture series. 

The first Landon lecturer of the 1960—81 
school year, Muskie will address the 
question of America's changing relations 
abroad. He is scheduled to appear at K-State 
in conjunction with a speaking tour which 
will take him to California later that day. 

The Lecture is scheduled to begin at 10:30 
a.m. in McCain Auditorium. 

Board names editor, 
advertising manager 

Selection of the editor and advertising 
manager for the K-State Collegian, spring 
semester, were announced by the Board of 
Student Publications Tuesday. 

Kevin Haskin, senior in journalism and 
mass communications and business, was 
named editor and Randy Dunn, senior in 
journalism and mass communications, was 
named advertising manager. 

Haskin has served as a staff writer and is 
currently opinions editor for the Collegian. 

Dunn has been on the Collegian ad- 
vertising staff for the last five semesters. 

Campus bulletin 
ANNOUCEMENTS 

COORDINATED   UNDERGRADUATE   PROGRAM   In 
dietetic* will be accepting applications through Dec   10. 
Application form* art available from Dr. Roach In Justin 
107. 

ARM MEMBERS remember to work your appointed 
hours today and tomorrow outside the Union Stateroom 

TODAY 
AID will meet at 1:30 p.m. in Akert 116. Dr. Bascom, a 

local surgeon will speak on clinical procedures in cancer 
treatment. 

ARH EXEC MEETING Call Mike for time and place of 
meeting. A regular ARH meeting will be at 7 p.m. In West 
Hall's TV room. 

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY, ANTHROPOLOGY A 
SOCIAL WORK will meet at 2:30 p.m. In Waters 135. Or. 
Jerry Moles will speak on "An approach to an Applied 
Social Science: Structure and Meaning In American 
Agriculture." 

OLDER WOMEN'S LEAGUE will meet at noon In Union 
Stateroom 3 for an organizational meeting. 

CENTER FOR AOINO will meet at noon In Union 204for 
a brown bag lunch. Anyone interested In gerontology is 
welcome to attend. 

EDUCATION COUNCIL will meet at 7:30 p.m. In the 
Union SGA Office. 

GRADUATE SEMINAR IN CIVIL ENGINEERING will 
meet at 4:30 p.m. in Seaton 220 C. 

ECUMENICAL CHRISTIAN MINISTIRIS will meet at 9 
p.m. In Marlatt 2J» for biblical reflections. 

SPANISH TABLE will meet from noon to 1 p.m. In Union 
Stateroom 1. 

OFF CAMFUS STUDENT ASSOCIATION will meet at 7 
p.m. In the Union Big Broom. Pictures from the barn party 
will be handed out. 

KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY TRAPSKEET CLUB 
will meet at 7 p.m. at Turtle Creek Trap Park for practice 
sessions and film. 

ICC will meet at 7 p.m. In the International Student 
Center. 

FRB-VBT CLUB will meet at 7:30p.m. In the Veterinary 
Teaching Building 201. Elections will be held for officers 
and student speaker. 

AED Members and all in- 
terested individuals: 

Dr. Bascom, a local sur- 
geon and oncologist will 
talk on clinical procedures 
in treating cancer patients 
on Dec. 3, at 1:30 p.m. in 
Ackert 116. 

THURSDAY 
AO  STUDENT COUNCIL will meet at 545 p.m. In 

Valentlnos backroom for the Christmas Party. 

SIOMA NU LITTLE SISTERS will meet at 5:30 p.m. for 
dinner, 6:45 p.m. for caroling and 9 p.m. for party at the 
Sigma Nu House. Note change from previous plans. 

NRM CLUB will meet at 5:30 p.m. In front of Call for 
rides to eat pizza Christmas party will follow. 

BAKING SCIENCE CLUB will meet at 7p.m. at Houston 
Street Restaurant and Pub for dinner and meeting. Pick up 
tickets from Brian on Wednesday. 

BUS COUNCIL will meet at 4 p.m. In Union 205. This is 
the last meeting of the semester and attendance Is man 
datory. 

SHE DU'S will meet at 9:30 p.m. In the DU House. 

SOCIETY OF WOMEN ENGINEERS will meet at 7 p.m. 
In Seaton 254-J for the Christmas parry. 

AICHE will meet at 1:30 p.m. In Ackert 120 for open 
house. Attendance Is required. 

IEEE will meet at 4:30 p.m. In the Union Big 8 room. The 
speaker will be from Delco. 

ARH PRESIDENT'S DINNER will be held at 4:45 p.m. 
in the Derby Gold room. 

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS will meet at noon In the 
Ecumenical Christian Ministries backroom. 

KSU FORESTRY CLUB will meet at 7 p.m. In front of 
Call for the Christmas party. 

ATO LITTLE SISTERS will meet at ( p.m. at the ATO 
House for the Christmas party. 

METAPHOR UM will meet at ( p.m. In the Campus East 
Clubhouse for the annual Christmas party. 

Rook's Recreation 
Beer and Pop 

All the Popcorn 
You Can Eat! 

Happy Hour 4-6 p.m. 
Pitchers M.00 

Pocket Killards and Snooker 
Hours: 10:30a.m. to 12:00p.m. 

Mon.-Sun. 

213N.12th 

SORORITY BARTENDER NITE 
AT KITE'S! 

Ms^ 
HOME OF THE WILDCATS 

Featuring Gamma Phi Beta Tonite 

*5 Bring Coupon in 
And Receive 

»5 

Off 
Any Guys Fashion Denim Jeans 

Male Must have coupon 

Expires Sunday, 
Dec. 7, 1980 

Lee 
Brittania 
Zeppelin 

The JEAN STATION 
Mon.-Thurs. 

104 

Aggieville 
Sun. 1-6 

Fn.-Sot. 
10-4 
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Briefly By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Carter signs Alaska lands bill 
WASHINGTON — President Carter, calling for renewed com- 

mitment to protecting the nation's natural resources, signed into law 
on Tuesday legislation protecting more than 100 million acres of 
Alaska's forests, mountains and tundra. 

Carter called the measure "one of the most important pieces of 
conservation legislation in the history of our country." 

A major dispute over the bill involved access to Alaska's oil and 
gas, and Carter said financial pressures and the need for energy 
resources must not be allowed to "interfere with these efforts to 
enhance the quality of our lives.'' 

"We cannot afford to look at the immediate financial profits and 
ignore the long-term costs of misusing the environment." 

Alaska Gov. Jay Hammond, in a statement released in 
Washington, said the final bill "is not ideal for either Alaska or the 
nation,... but it is a compromise resolution of a highly controversial 
issue." 

The bill is the product of four years of debate. Congress approved 
the measure last month after conservation-minded Democrats 
accepted a compromise version rather than risk delaying debate 
until Republicans take control of the Senate and the White House in 
January. 

EPA sues county for waste haul delay 
KANSAS CITY, Mo. — The U.S. Environmental Protection 

Agency has sued the Johnson County Commission and the City of 
Shawnee for nearly $54,000 for delaying trucks hauling industrial 
waste from Kansas City, Kan., to the Johnson County Landfill. 

The $53,970 is the amount the EPA had to pay Tri-City Con- 
struction Co. to keep its trucks on standby three days while the 
county and EPA fought over whether 60,000 tons of the waste could 
be dumped in the landfill. 

In a petition filed by the U.S. Attorney's office in U.S. District 
Court in Kansas City, the EPA claims the county commission and 
Shawnee improperly interfered with the agency's statutory 
responsibilities to protect the public health and welfare. 

Johnson County District Attorney Dennis Moore said an answer to 
the suit would be filed next week. 

The EPA decided to transfer the waste to the Johnson County 
landfill after tests showed it contained several toxic chemicals. The 
industrial waste from S-G Metals had been dumped illegally in 
Kansas City, Kan. 

Police threaten to evict quake victims 
NAPLES, Italy — Hundreds of homeless victims of southern 

Italy's devastating earthquake occupied private apartment 
buildings and the Naples city prosecutor threatened Tuesday to send 
police to evict them. 

There were scattered clashes Monday night between police and 
looters in a supermarket, jobless people demonstrating and 
homeless trying to take over empty apartment buildings, but no 
violence was reported Tuesday. Police said there were no injuries or 
arrests. 

The military command said the official death toll from the ear- 
thquake that struck several hundred southern Italian communities 
Nov. 23 was 2,915. Of the 1,574 missing, most are feared dead. 

In Washington, the Senate Foreign Relations Committee approved 
$50 million dollars in relief aid to the earthquake victims. An iden- 
tical measure has passed the House. 

Naples Mayor Maurizio Valenzi, a communist, said he would seize 
empty apartment buildings if owners would not sell them to the city 
to house an estimated 50,000 homeless. 

Pope condemns torture, nuclear buildup 
VATICAN CITY — Pope John Paul II, in his second encyclical, 

lashed out Tuesday at the systematic use of torture against political 
opponents, abuses in the name of justice and the threat to humanity 
posed by a buildup of nuclear weapons. 

In the 83-page letter, he proclaimed the Roman Catholic Church 
must speak out for mercy in the name of all mankind, especially if 
modern man "lacks the courage to utter the word." 

Vatican analysts said the pope was not referring to any one nation. 
The Rev. Roberto Tucci, the head of Vatican Radio, told a news 

conference the pope wrote the encyclical in his own hand in his 
native Polish. It was translated and distributed by the Vatican in 
Latin, English, French, Spanish, German, Portuguese and Italian. 

Tucci described the encyclical as an "notable step ahead in the 
social teaching of the Church." 

An encyclical is a papal letter informing the church and its 
members of matters of importance. Issued infrequently, they are 
the chief vehicle used by popes to communicate their teachings. 
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Opinions 

New GPA standard 
should be passed 

A recent resolution passed by Student 
Senate places additional academic 
significance in obtaining a degree from K- 
State. 

A bill raising the minimum cumulative 
grade point requirement from 1.85 to 2.0 was 
passed by Student Senate and is now being 
considered by Faculty Senate. 

If Faculty Senate passes this measure, the 
academic standards at K-State will improve. 
Students will be forced to maintain at least a 
"C" average and will not be able to ignore 
responsibilities in some classes and be 
allowed to stay in school. 

Since minimum graduation requirements 
would be set to include all courses instead of 
only those included in a student's curriculum, 
a student's grade point average will have 
additional meaning. 

There have been many reports and studies 
conducted recently by different groups 
throughout the country which show that 
college degrees are becoming easier to obtain. 
K-State could go against this trend by setting 
more difficult requirements. 

A "C" in a course represents average work 
put forth by a student. Any student who enrolls 
at K-State should be expected to at least do 
"average" work and a new academic policy 
requiring this standard should be established 
to administer what should be expected. 

Faculty Senate should take this into con- 
sideration and pass this measure which would 
place a higher emphasis on academic per- 
formance at this institution. 

KEVIN HASKIN 
Opinions Editor 

Carol Holstead 

Crimepays 

Crime pays. 
It's unfortunate, but true, that crime pays 

in the United States, and recent statistics 
support the fact. In a report released by the 
Kansas Bureau of Investigation, statistics 
show that property crimes during the first 
nine months of 1980 are up 15.1 percent over 
the first nine months of 1979. 

Burglary in Kansas has shown an 18.3 
percent increase, larceny is up 14.7 percent 
and motor vehicle theft has increased 4.3 
percent. 

Although these figures all are not that 

substantial, they reflect a disturbing 
trend—more people are stealing, and many 
of them for a living. 

One is inclined to level blame at law en- 
forcement and the legal system in general, 
and indeed the system deserves a share of 
the blame. However, the pressure to suc- 
ceed which is built into our society and the 
demands of inflation also provide a great 
incentive to steal. 

Before committing a crime, a person must 
consider the benefit of committing the crime 
as opposed to the cost of getting caught. In 

Letters 

Students need rec space 
Editor. 

RE: Sharon Bonn's story, "Departments 
vie for A hear n use," in Monday's Collegian. 

When the referendum to provide support 
for a rec complex was approved, students 
did it because they desired more space and 
recreation hours. Had students realized that 
they would merely be providing more 
facilities for the University's academic 
programs, I'm sure that support for the 
referendum would have been much reduced, 
if not non-existent. 

Don Kirkendall, head of the Department 
of   Health,   Physical   Education   and 

Recreation, has been quoted as saying that 
he would like to expand his department's 
programs in the fieldhouse due to the in- 
crease in facilities. In the process, student 
recreation hours would be sacrificed. 

Mr. Kirkendall, we now have the services 
that we Want. We realize that you would like 
to advance your department's and your 
student's interests, but don't do it at the 
expense of the rest of the student body. 

SeanClipsham 
senior in marketing 

Bible group open to all 
Editor, 

In response to Mike Sanderson's letter 
concerning why the KSU Bible Study has not 
publicly responded to the recent ad- 
vertisement printed in the campus and city 
papers, we would like to assure you that we 
too are concerned about the people, who 
manipulate individuals for their own per- 
sonal advantage. We are also concerned 
with many other influences prevalent in our 
society which are deceptive, harmful, and 
lead to a loss of personal freedom and 
dignity. 

We have consulted with the leaders of 

other Christian organizations on campus 
and several pastors in town and we have 
concluded the objective defense of those who 
know us is the most proper means of giving 
answers to those who do not know us. We are 
open for a dialogue with those who want to 
personally investigate our activities and 
practices. Our faculty adviser has also been 
expressing an interest to participate in such 
a dialogue. If you have further questions, 
please feel free to contact me. 

Tomlrwin 
president, KSU Bible Study 

Letters poficy^ 
The Collegian welcomes letters to the editor pertaining to matters ot public interest. All letters must be signed 

by the author and cannot exceed 300 words The author's major, classification 01 other identification ana a 
telephone number where the author can be reached during business hours must be included It more than one 
name is included with the letter, only the f irsl name will be published with a notation indicating the numner of 

The Collegian reserves the right to edit letters for style and space reasons Letters containing libelous material 

""Letters should be submitted to the editorial desk in Kedzie 116 or the Student Publications office in Kedzie 103 
All letters become the property of the K State Collegian and cannot be returned 

many cases, especially in large cities, the 
benefits outweigh the costs. 

This is largely due to the fact that the legal 
system is overburdened with work, and 
penal institutions in the United States are 
overflowing. 

Many arrested for crimes such as stealing 
never make it to trial. This is taken care of 
in the plea bargaining process. The cost and 
the time involved in a trial are substantial. 
To decrease the burden on the courts, 
prosecutors and defense attorneys often 
strike a bargain, where the arrested person 
will plead guilty to a lesser charge than 
might be deserved. With the guilty plea, 
there is no need for a trial. 

What this ultimately says to the criminal 
is that the cost of getting caught most likely 
will be less than the profit of stealing. 

Another problem inherent in our legal 
system which contributes to the incentive to 
commit crimes is the lax treatment of 
juvenile delinquents. Statistics show that 
the greatest number of offenders are males 
between the ages of 14 and 21. However, a 
person can't be tried as an adult until he 
reaches 18, unless a judge decides other- 

wise—thus, a high rate of repeated crime 
among juveniles. 

Just as the U.S legal system promotes 
instead of deters crime, so does society. 
Success is the American way, and un- 
fortunately, in this country success is often 
measured in dollar signs. 

Our economy does not provide jobs for 
everyone, although everyone needs money 
to survive. With rising inflation, some are 
forced to supplement welfare with stealing 
to get by. 

That does not necessarily mean all those 
who steal are desperate. In a society where 
status is afforded those who have money, 
some steal to in an attempt to achieve a 
higher societal rank. 

Americans are bombarded with ad- 
vertisements for luxury cars, expensive 
clothes, jewelry and other status symbols, 
which become the envy of those who cannot 
afford them. This envy may well breed 
crime. 

How are people to achieve the American 
image, if they do not have the money to buy 
it? 
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K-State students win national acclaim 
Two students from K-State were recognized for unusual 

achievement in a nationwide meeting of the American Society of 
Landscaping Architects (ASLA) in Denver, Colo. 

James Nicolay, K-State graduate who is now employed by a firm 
in Hawaii, received an ASLA "Outstanding Student Award." He 
won the recognition as a result of an evaluation of a country woods 
subdivision design he created, according to Tom Musiak, head of the 
Department of Landscape Architecture. 

Julia Thomason, junior in lanscape architecture, was the recipient 
of one of two $1,500 research grants. Thomason was selected for her 
grant on the basis of a proposal she made for a handbook of 
strategies for reclamation of abandoned surface-mined lands in 
Colorado. The research funds will be applied toward travel and 
general expenses in her study of the Colorado surface-mined lands. 

Kansans receive farmer degrees 
Three members of the K-State faculty were among 192 men and 

women who received honorary American Farmer Degrees from 
Future Farmers of America (FFA) at the 53rd national convention 
of FFA in Kansas City, Mo.. 

The K-State representatives included Carroll Hess, professor of 
agriculture and currently in his 15th year as dean of the College of 
Agriculture; Robert Ealy, professor in landscape architecture and 
former head of the Department of Horticulture and Landscape 
Architecture; and Richard Welton, associate professor of adult and 
occupational education. 

The Honorary American Farmer Degree is FFA's highest 
recognition given to adult supporters. Honorary membership is 
bestowed to individuals who have given service to youth, 
agriculture, education and the FFA organization. 

Robel named to advisory committee 
Robert Robel, professor of biology at K-State, has been named to a 

new Research Advisory Committee being formed by Robert Her- 
bert, the Assistant Secretary for Fish and Wildlife and Parks in the 
U.S. Department of the Interior. 

The purpose of the committee, according to Herbert, is to "assure 
that all new ideas are given attention and to oversee the per- 
formance and application of research efforts." Herbert said the 
committee will serve a vital role in providing a balanced objective 
review of research activities related to predator-livestock 
relationships. 

The committee also will include representatives of the livestock 
industry, the environmental community, the Environmental 
Protection Agency, the Council on Environmental Quality, the 
Bureau of Land Management and the United States Forest Service. 

Ferguson to direct buildings, utilities 
Fred Ferguson has been chosen as the new director of buildings 

and utilities in the K-State Division of University Faclities, Gene 
Cross, vice president for University Facilities, said. 

As director, Ferguson will manage the sections within Facilities of 
Shops, Power Plant and Utilities, Construction Management, and 
the Veterinary Medicine Complex. He fills a position which has been 
vacant since the resignation of Case Bonebrake, former physical 
plant director. 

Cross said Ferguson has had extensive maintenance and operation 
management experience in private industry and has published and 
lectured on the subject. He was most recently employed at Colorado 
Springs, Colo. 

K-State to compete in judging contest 
Meats judgers from the K-State Meats Judging Team, who placed 

sixth among 21 teams at the American Royal judging contest in 
early November, will be competing Friday in the International 
Meats Judging Contest. The contest will be at the United States Meat 
Animal Research Center at Clay Center, Neb. 

Ag alumni elect new officers 
The Agricultural alumni at K-State elected a new executive officer 

and three new members of the alumni board of directors at their 
recent annual meeting here on campus. 

Mark Mayfield, who is currently in member relations for Far- 
mland Industries, was elected as president of the alumni group. Also 
selected were Sam Brownback, a law student at the University of 
Kansas, as vice-president; and Wilton Thomas, a retired K-State 
economics extension specialist, as secretary-treasurer. 

Three new members were also chosen for the board of directors of 
agriculture alumni at the annual meeting. Elected to the three-year 
term were John Oltjen, 1956 animal husbandry graduate; Suzanne 
Shaw, a 1977 K-State graduate in horticulture and Radio and TV; and 
Charles Smith, a 1950 agriculture education graduate. 
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Christopher replies 
to terms on hostages 

ALGIERS, Algeria (AP) - Deputy 
Secretary of State Warren Christopher, on 
his second hostage mission here in three 
weeks, Tuesday gave Algerian in- 
termediaries a new U.S. reply to Iran's 
terms for releasing the 52 American cap- 
tives held nearly 13 months. 

Christopher delivered the U.S. 
clarification to Algerian Foreign Minister 
Mohamed Benyahia and also gave him a 
"technical explanation and details con- 
cerning the reply to be forwarded to the 
Iranian government," the official Algerian 
news agency reported. 

It said Benyahia met with Christopher at 
the Jenan elMufti government guest house. 
Reporters were not allowed to approach the 
villa and neither delegation made any 
comment on the talks. Algeria has been 
acting as a go-between at the request of 
Tehran, which has repeatedly refused direct 
talks with the United States. 

MEANWHILE, informed sources here 
cautioned against any expectations of an 
early breakthrough. 

U.S. officials in Washington said 
Christopher was ready to caution that 
President-elect Ronald Reagan would not be 
bound by steps taken by President Jimmy 
Carter if the hostages, held 395 days, were 
still not freed by the Jan. 20 inauguration. 

"We. cannot commit the next ad- 
ministration to a course of action," said 
State Department spokesman John Trat- 
tner, but he added that Reagan had made it 
clear he approved of the current approach to 
the crisis. 

Reagan has said it would be "foolish" for 
the Iranians to think they would get better 

treatment by waiting until he takes office. 
Meanwhile, Hashemi Rafsanjani, speaker 

of Iran's parliament, reiterated earlier 
statements from Iranian officials that 
Tehran did not contemplate a trade of the 
hostages for military equipment to use in 
the 72-day-old war with Iraq, Tehran radio 
reported. 

"There is no connection between the 
release of the 52 hostages and the purchase 
of American spare parts. The two have 
nothing to do with each other. We do not 
need all the spare parts they have pur- 
chased. We will get those we need," the 
radio quoted him as telling a Western radio 
reporter in Tehran. 

THERE WAS NO indication how long 
Christopher would remain here nor of the 
contents of the message he carried. 

But in Washington, U.S. officials said it 
reflected no change in the basic position 
relayed by Christopher when he came here 
three weeks ago. 

On Nov. 2, the Iranian Parliament laid 
down four conditions it demanded the U.S. 
government meet before the Americans 
were released: pledging non-interference in 
Iranian affairs; abrogating all U.S. lawsuits 
against Iran; releasing $8 billion in Iranian 
assets impounded in U.S. banks and 
returning the wealth of the late Shah 
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi. 

Informed sources here said the new 
American message to Iran offered to 
"assist" Iran in meeting the. legal claims 
and in determining the whereabouts of at 
least some of the money allegedly taken out 
of Iran by the late shah. 

The City Commission voted to approve a 
contract sale with the KSU Foundation for 
an half interest in the city industrial park at 
last night's commission meeting. 

The city already owns the other half of the 
industrial park. 

"This puts the city an excellent position of 
having more property to develop," 
Economic Development Director Jim 
Rothschild said. 

Commissioner Terry Glasscock expressed 
his satisfaction with the foundation for its 
cooperation in the sale. 

"I don't think they could have been any 
more cooperative. It's great of them to help 
the city make sure this area si well plan- 
ned," Glasscock said. 

Because Mayor Ed Home and Com- 
missioner Russell Reitz were absent, many 
matters on the commission's agenda were 
tabled during the meeting. 

The commisson voted to table the first 
readings of two charter ordinances that 
would establish licensing fees for the first 
time for Class A clubs, and increases in the 
license fees for Class B clubs. 

Decision boosts 
protection efforts 

WASHINGTON (AP) — Federal 
regulators can enforce current clean water 
standards for an entire industry without 
considering whether cost of compliance will 
force some companies out of business, the 
Supreme Court said Tuesday. 

By a unanimous vote, the high court ruled 
that the Clean Water Act does not require 
such consideration. 

The decision provided a boost for the 
Environmental Protection Agency's efforts 
to curb industrial water pollution. It was a 
major setback for the coal mining and 
crushed stone mining and processing in- 
dustries, which in a lower court had suc- 
cessfully challenged the EPA's in- 
terpretation of the law. 

"If the statutory goal is to be achieved, 
these costs must be born or the point source 
eliminated," Justice Byron White wrote for 
the court. 

"Because the 1977 limitations were in- 
tended to reduce the total pollution produced 
by an industry, requiring compliance with 
best practical technology standards 
necessarily imposed additional costs on the 
segment of the industry with the least ef- 
fective technology," White said. 

Also tabled was an ordinance that would 
rezone the 500 block of Poyntz Avenue from 
C-1 restricted business zoning to C -4, central 
business zoning. 

- The ordinance was tabled because 
Glasscock said he felt he should step down 
from discussion of the topic. 

Glasscock is associated with a bank 
located in the block. 

The commission made a presentation to 
Community Development Director Mike 
Madrigal, who is leaving his position with 
the city to join the federal Department of 
Housing and Urban Development. 

Madrigal will become the department's 
regional director and will be stationed in 
Kansas City. 

The commission also approved the final 
change order on improvements to the Sunset 
Zoo. The change order allows for final 
touches on the zoo's winter quarters. 

City Planner Joe Gerdom told the com- 
mission that the zoo's animals have already 
been moved into the new quarters. 
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Exercise physiologist risks life 
to study stress, achieve goals 

KANSAS STATE COLLEGIAN, Wed., December 3, I960 

ByBORADER 
Collegian Reporter 

Start the game of life, plan goals, take the 
risks necessary to accomplish these goals, 
stay healthy and in the end you will finish a 
winner. 

These are the philosophies of Mark Crook, 
an exercise physiologist from Kansas City, 
Mo, who presented Tuesday the first of a 
series of seminars on stress sponsored by 
the Union Program Council's Issues and 
Ideas Committee. 

Crooks, 36, uses the outdoors as his 
laboratory, and himself as his subject. He 
conducts his research by jumping from 
bridges, driving cars into lakes and floating 
bodily down the Missouri River. 

These experiments, he said, are his way of 
studying stress and risk and dealing with 
both to accomplish more in life. 

Crooks worked for four years with 
patients requiring cardial rehabilitation and 
is the founder of two cardial rehabilitation 
centers in Kansas City. 

He said he then decided to do some risk 
taking in his own life, and began to study 
stress and its effects. 

Crooks uses physical fitness and health as 
the basis for his research and lectures. 
Proper nutrition, exercise and attitude are 
the keys to successfully achieving goals, 
according to Crooks. 

"It's the underlying theme for managing 
stress, dealing with stress, confronting your 
fears and taking positive risks," he said. 
"The underlying message is health." 

CROOKS SAID overcoming fear was the 
greatest obstacle between him and the 
success in his feats. Also, a "super health" 
condition was necessary to ensure his 
safety, Crooks said. 

Crooks has completed three of 10 planned 
experiments. In his first feat. Crooks wired 

Jordan-Syria pact 
helps ease tension 
in Mideast region 

AMMAN, Jordan (AP) — Syria and 
Jordan agreed on terms easing the tense 
situation between the two countries Tuesday 
and Syria immediately withdrew some of its 
troops from the border. 

Jordanian officials, who declined to be 
identified, said Syria withdrew as a gesture 
of good faith an unspecified number of 
troops from the 50,000 it reportedly had 
deployed at the border. Jordan was reported 
earlier to have sent 30,000 troops to the 
border. 

The officials said the terms, proposed by 
Syria, were: 

—A written statement by Jordan saying it 
was not aiding the Moslem Brotherhood, a 
fanatical group engaged in antigovernment 
activities in Syria. 

—Jordan's continued recognition of the 
Palestine Liberation Organization as the 
sole representative of the Palestinian 
people. 

The terms were relayed by Saudi Arabia's 
deputy premier. Prince Abdullah bin Abdel 
Aziz, who conferred with Hussein in Amman 
on Tuesday following two days of talks in 
Damascus with Syrian President Hafez 
Assad. 

The officials said Hussein had no trouble 
accepting the terms because he had denied 
publicly Syrian allegations that he was 
supporting the Moslem Brotherhood. He 
also had never withdrawn his recognition of 
the PLO as the sole represenative of the 
Palestinian people since he accepted it at 
the 1976 Arab summit in Rabat, they said. 

Political observers in Amman saw the 
submission of the conditions as a face- 
saving device by the Syrians, to facilitate 
the defusing of the crisis they started last 
month with a massive troop buildup on the 
border. 

Earlier in the day, Syria ratified a 20-year 
friendship treaty with the Soviet Union that 
makes Syria the closest Soviet ally in the 
Middle East. The treaty calls for con- 
sultation between the two nations if either is 
threatened and for cooperation to con- 
solidate their defense capabilities. 

The Syrian president is known to fear a 
breakaway move by Hussein, who plans an 
early meeting with U.S. President-elect 
Ronald Reagan, to join the United States in 
fashioning a Mideast peace settlement that 
will exclude Syria and the Soviet Union. 

himself to monitors to record his body's 
physical reactions, and then drove his car 
into a lake and let it sink to the bottom 
before escaping. 

The test required weeks of preparation, he 
said. 

"In the weeks prior to the stunt, I took 
extensive blood chemistries and heart rate 
measurements and blood pressure," he 
said. "I gathered astounding information." 

Crooks conducted a second physical test 
by jumping off the Paseo bridge 91 feet into 
the Missouri River in Kansas City. Again he 
recorded data from his physical and mental 
state before and after the jump. 

CROOKS' THIRD and latest stunt was to 
float bodily down the Missouri River from 
Kansas City to St. Louis. Crooks spent 132 
hours in the water, and although physically 
drained afterwards, said he achieved his 
goal of overcoming fear and taking a 
programmed risk. 

Crooks related his experiences and 
studies to the stress students encounter 
during their careers. 

"Students are under a lot of stress. 
Students show almost hypnotic facination 
with their careers," he said. "They eat, 
drink and sleep their jobs." 

Crooks said he relates his theories to "the 
Monopoly board of life," a game involving 
risks taken throughout life and the com- 
plications along the way. 

First, he said students should analyze the 
risks. Secondly, the risk must be confronted 
by setting a systematic destination and 
learning to overcome fears, Crooks said. 

The final two steps are to visalize being 
successful and conditioning the mind and 
body to fitfully achieve the goals set. 

CHRISTIAN TV 
IS COMING TO MANHATTAN IN 1981 

A wide variety of Christian programming will be broadcast 24-hours 
daily on the UHF Band. We are seeking financial support for the 
$78,000 project. More than V4 of the needed amount has already been 
raised. We would like an opportunity to talk to your church, Fellow- 
ship, or prayer group. 

Stan Hoerman 
537-1940 

Please call: 
Gary Johnson 

539-7088 
Sponsored by 

Jerry Zovne 
539-3851 

FULL GOSPEL BUSINESS MEN'S FELLOWSHIP INTERNATIONAL 
MANHATTAN CHAPTER 

10OO N  MANHATTAN       MANHATTAN. KANSAS 6*502 

&&>. X 
r*vt.X* 

Hark itors? 
BEER COLDEST 

IN AGGIEVILLE 
D. J. Nltely Open 1 p.m.-midnight 
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Committee approves sales tax hike 

Plan would reduce property tax 
TOPEKA (AP) - A plan under which 

Kansans would pay an additional 12 in sales 
tax on every $100 of purchases in order to 
reduce property taxes for public schools was 
approved Tuesday by a special legislative 
School Finance Committee. 

Rep. James Braden, R-Wakefield, 
committee chairman, said the plan would 
mean a reduction statewide of about 1200 
million a year in property taxes. 

The committee voted against any increase 
in income taxes to help fund schools. 
Members were to resume deliberations 
Wednesday on other details being con- 
sidered in the proposed massive revision of 
school finance. 

The proposal calls for the rate of the state 
sales tax to be increased from 3 percent to 5 
percent for items now covered except food 
and farm machinery. Food purchases would 
be totally exempted from the sales tax and 
the tax on farm machinery would be left at 3 
percent. 

BRADEN SAID the additional sales tax 
revenue would reduce the average portion of 
school district budgets financed by property 
taxes from 54 percent to about 31 percent. 

The committee recommended school 
districts be allowed to increase their 
budgets in the first year under the new plan 
by as much as 10 percent with all budget 
limitations removed after the first year, 
subject only to a protest petition and 
possible vote. 

Braden said under the initial year budget 
limit, only the first 7 percent of increase 
would be financed on the basis of 31 percent 
property tax—69 percent other sources. He 
said the remainder of the increase would be 
approximately reversed, with the property 
tax accounting for about 69 percent and 
other sources about 31 percent. 

He said that with budget limits removed in 

subsequent years, increases up to 7 percent 
would be financed mostly by non-property 
tax sources while the amount of increase 
over the 7 percent level would come mostly 
from property taxes. 

THE COMMITTEE voted to make any 
increase that exceeds 12 percent in the 
second or subsequent years subject to a vote 
if asked by a protest petition signed by at 
least 5 percent of the voters in the school 
district. 

"The good news of this plan is the 
property tax reduction," said Braden. "The 
bad news is the sales tax increase. 

"I think the proposal will have some 
trouble in the full legislature but it will be 
received much more favorably than a few 
years ago. 

"I think the mood of the state, and 
therefore the legislature, is to move away 
from so great a reliance on property taxes 
for schools." 

Most school districts would have their 
property tax mill levies reduced 25 to 50 
percent under the plan. 

However, some legislators remain fearful 
of the potentially adverse political 
ramifications if they support a 67 percent 
increase in the sales tax, even if the tax 
would be removed from grocery store food 
purchases. 

TAXES PAID by banks, savings and loan 
associations and credit unions for the 
privilege of doing business in Kansas, and 
income taxes on corporations would be 
increased a total of about $60 million. This is 
designed to offset sales tax revenue lost by 
exempting food and to prevent corporations 
and financial institutions from realizing a 
windfall from lower property taxes. 

The committee was looking at two 
variations of the same plan. One would 
allow local school districts to count all of he 

individual income taxes paid in their 
districts as part of district wealth. The other 
would allow them to count only 80 percent of 
the income taxes paid in the districts. 

Under the 100 percent alternative, funding 
of local school districts in the 1981-82 school 
year would require $890 million, assuming 
all of the 300-plus school districts raised 
their budgets by the allpwable 10 percent. 

Of that $890 million, about $375 million 
would come from individual income tax 
revenue, $220 million from sales and use tax 
revenues; nearly $10 million from other 
state general fund money; a little over $6 
million from federal funds, and the 
remaining $279 million from local property 
taxes. 

M students^ 

Are you wondering what 
the olasses you might, 
take next   semester are 
REALLY   like (/ 

O 

\ 

fcfa 

For assistence — 
leave your name, 
phone number, 
major,  in the AZ 
box in Waters 117 

OPERA WORKSHOP PRODUCTION 
Sponsored by K-State Depts. of Music and Speech 

AMAHL AND THE NIGHT VISITORS 
by Gian-Carlo Menotti 

and 

BEAUTY AND THE BEAST 
by Vittorio Gianni 

December 5—8:00 p.m. 
December 6 & 7—2:00 & 8:00 p.m. 
Purple Masque Theatre 

Gen. Public $3.00 
Students $2.00 

Phone 532-6875 

Have regular 
medical check-ups. 

LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS 
A chance to study and live in London 

A wide range of subjects and courses is available in Central London tor 

students ot the social sciences. 

Junior year Postgraduate Diplomas 

One-year Master's degrees Research 

Subjects include Accounting and Finance. Actuarial Science. Anthropology. 

Business Studies. Econometrics, Economics. Economic History, Geography. 

Government. Industrial Relations, International History, International Relations. 

Law. Management Science, Operational Research, Philosophy. Politics, Social 

Administration, Social Work. Sociology. Social Psychology and Statistical and 

Mathematical Sciences. 

Application blanks Irom: 
Admissions Secretary. L.S.E., Houghton Street, London WC2A 2AE. England. 

Please state whether junior year or postgraduate 

HOLIDAY SPECIAL 

15% OFF SALE 
ON ALL OUR 14KT GOLD EARRINGS! 

"Perfect gift for the woman who has everything." 
Affordable prices starting under $35.00 

Rose  Jewelers 
"Quality Jewelry at 
Affordable Prices" 

OSAGE EAST 
411N. 3rd 

Ph. 776-6793 
New Hours: 10 a.m.-7 p.m. Mon.-Fri. 

Take advantage of our 
SALE! 

Discount lasts only 
until Sat., Dec. 13th 
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Congressmen see rise of Helms 
as ominous for U.S. farmers 

TOPEKA (AP) - Two congressmen told 
the Kansas Farm Bureau convention 
Tuesday they see no major changes coming 
in the new farm bill to be enacted in 1961, but 
said the rise of Sen. Jesse Helms to Senate 
Agriculture Committee chairman is 
ominous for farmers. 

Republican Pat Roberts of Dodge City, 
elected last month to succeed retiring Rep. 
Keith Sebelius in the 1st District of western 
Kansas, said Helms believes U.S. farm 
products should be used as weapons in in- 
ternational politics "and that has ominous 
overtones for the American farmer." 

Roberts said Helms, a leading con- 
servative from North Carolina, also Is not a 
supporter of the food stamp program, which 
Kansas' congressional delegation has 
backed strongly because it adds to the 
demand for farm products and thus helps 
bolster prices. 

DEMOCRATIC Rep. Dan Glickman of 
Wichita, just elected to his third term in the 
U.S. House, also said Helms' taking over of 
the Senate Agriculture Committee from 
Sen. Herman Talmadge, D-Ga., creates an 
uncertainty. 

However, Glickman told the Farm Bureau 
convention he believes the mood of Congress 
is "pretty optimistic for agriculture in the 
1960s," and said he detects an attitude that 
is "bullish on the 1981 farm bill." 

The two congressmen addressed a con- 
vention panel on the outlook for farm 
legislation next year. 

"I doubt there will be any fundamental 
changes (from the 1977 law due to expire)," 
Glickman said. "Although I expect the 
target price and loan support levels will be 
hotly debated items." 

Man ruled capable 
to stand murder trial 

OLATHE (AP) — A 27-year-old man 
charged in the bombing deaths of his ex-wife 
and five members of her family was ruled 
competent to stand trial on murder and 
assault charges Tuesday in Johnson County 
District Court. 

Judge Gerald Hougland accepted the 
report of doctors at Larned State Hospital 
that Danny Crump of rural Olathe was 
competent to stand trial. He set a 
preliminary hearing for Jan. 15. 

Crump, who is held under $500,000 bond, 
faces six counts of first-degree murder and 
two counts of assault for the Sept. 20 bom- 
bing of the Olathe residence of his ex-wife's 
family. 

LIVING GROUPS! 
Organize a Christmas Party and come 

to the 

JOYFUL 

NEW MUSICAL 

for rtV lUgr ty Owrto JOBU 

A McCAIN CHRISTMAS 
SPECIAL 

Friday. December 5 8P.M. 

Tickets: McCain box office        532-6425 
M-F 10:30 a.m.-6 p.m. 

GROUP RATES FOR TEN OR MORE 
(Call 532-6425 for discount 

information! Hurry for 
good scats.) 

Glickman said it was premature to predict 
whether those price and loan support levels 
will be tied to some percentage of parity. 

He said he still is proposing creation of a 
farm producer advisory board which would 
periodically report to the president and 
Congress on what it is costing farmers to 
produce agricultural com- 
modities—independent of the Department of 
Agriculture. 

Roberts said he likes that idea, adding 
that the biggest change he sees coming in 
USDA under the administration of 
President-elect Ronald Reagan is a 
department more farmer-oriented than 
consumer-oriented. 

"I'm not talking farmer versus consumer, 
but a partnership," said Roberts. "If you 
treat the farmer all right, then the consumer 
will be okay, too." 

ROBERTS SAID he hopes the new farm 
bill will be effective four years instead of 
three, to give farmers more continuity in 
their planning. He said he looks for it to 
maintain some sort of grain reserve, but 
hopes it is limited to no more than a third of 
the U.S. supply. 

Roberts predicted President Carter would 
reimpose the embargo on sales of U.S. grain 
to the Soviet Union when the year-old ban 
expires Jan. 4. He noted Sen. Charles Percy, 
R-Ill., the new chairman of the Senate 
Foreign Relations Committee, has 
recommended its continuation in light of a 
possible Russian invasion of Poland. 

Glickman lauded Sebelius' service to 
Kansas agriculture during his 12 years in 
the House, adding, "I think his shoes will be 
ably filled by Pat Roberts." 

Roberts said there is "no way I can 
replace Keith; you just try the best you can, 
and that is what I will do,'' he added. 

very^ 
special 
gift... 
BULOVA 

Come in today and see 
these superbly crafted 
quartz watches from 
Bulova. Accurate within a 
minute a year and virtually 
maintenance-free Avail- 
able in a range of strap 
and bracelet styles, most 
with day date windows 
A. Satin-lmish goldtone calendar 

watch with silver dial English 
Spanish day disc $155 (X) 

B. Distinctive, bright goldtone case 
with corrugated-design bezel — 
Silver dial $110.00 

HOLIDAY 
SPECIALS 

Today thru Sunday 
DEE-CEE 

Painter Pants 
Khaki-White-Brown-Purple 

Ml 99 DENIM 

$]399 

Calvin Klein 

$1099 Dresses. 
Skirts. 
Shirts. 
Values to $80. 

Levi's 
Denim Bells 
Big Bells 
Corduroy Bells *13 99 

DITTOS Jeans 
JR. & Misses 
Size 3-18 
Values to $23. 

$15 00 

Group of 

Levi's Shirts 
Long Sleeve 
Asst. Styles 
Values to$20. *13 99 

Levi's Blouses 
50 JR. & Misses 

Asst. Styles 
Values to $24. *9 

!; 

Group of 

Kennington 
Knits 

Long Sleeve 
Values to$22. ?14 99 

JR. Dress Corduroy by 

Beaujolais 
Blue and 
Brown. 
Value $37. $22 00 

Group of 

Men's Shirts 
Western Style, Knits 

and Sweaters 

*7-*10 
Velours 

JR. Long Sleeve f    [%QQ 
in many colors ■■ 
Values to$24. 

$9 
Monday thru Thursday 

IIIa.m. toN p.m. 
Friday & Saturday 

10 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
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New Spanish course 
to aid faculty, spouses 

ByCAROLSOBBA 
Collegian Reporter 

A beginning Spanish course, offered to re- 
state faculty and their spouses through an 
International Agricultural Grant program, 
may be another step forward for K-State's 
Title XII Matching Forumla Strengthening 
Grant. 

"The purpose of the grant program is to 
increase the University's ability to work in 
the developing countries; ultimately to 
increase their (the developing country's) 
ability to supply their own food," Wendy 
Sheppard, project coordinator for the 
strengthening grant, said. 

The original five-year grant for 1688,000, 
was received in 1979 from the U.S. Agency 
for International Development (AID), 
Sheppard said. This amount was to be 
matched by non-federal University funds. 
However, K-State has recently been 
budgeted an additional $137,658 for a sixth 
year of the program, Sheppard said. 

THE SPANISH COURSE is designed to 
prepare faculty members for advising and 
consultation with AID projects in developing 
countries, Sheppard said. 

Approximately 25 faculty members and 
their spouses enrolled in a beginning French 
course offered in the spring, summer and 
fall semesters of this year. Under the Title 
XII program, the new Spanish course is 
planned to be offered on a similar basis in 
1981, Sheppard said. 

A French conversation class will be of- 
fered this semester so students from this 
year's French course can continue prac- 
ticing the language, and a similar Spanish 
conversation course will probably be offered 
in 1982, she said. 

"The grant program is offering Spanish 
and French because we'll be doing some 
work in South America and the French is for 
Africa," Sheppard said. 

THE GRANT PROGRAM, Sheppard said, 
uses a Farming Systems Research (FSR) 
approach in its work in the developing 
countries. The FSR program incorporates a 
country's food production and its people's 
beliefs and culture into a farming system, 
Sheppard said. 

"All disciplines are getting involved in 
setting up programs and supplying 
methods," she said. 

For example, an agricultural economist, 
an agronomist, a sociologist, an an- 
thropologist and an agricultural engineer 
might all have input on an FSR project for a 
region, Sheppard said. 

The FSR program is directed by David 
Norman, professor of economics, and in- 
cludes a group of six program associates 
(PAs), all K-State faculty members. 

The PAs, Sheppard said, study articles 
related to farming systems and are asked to 
travel to a developing country to study an 
FSR project. 

SHEPPARD SAID it is difficult to interest 
young faculty members in the FSR 
program. Faculty members who participate 
in the program are often required to uproot 
their families and are sometimes limited on 
the reading material that is available in 
their discipline, she said. 

The Developing Countries Department of 
Farrell Library has been collecting books, 
pamphlets and material on farming systems 
as an information source for those involved 
with the program, Sheppard said. The 
library is also setting up a data base, which 
can save time by retrieving the articles by 
subject, area or author, she said. 

Another portion of the grant program is 
"internationalizing courses," Sheppard 
said. This involves either offering additional 
courses at K-State, or changing existing 
courses to provide a background for 
students interested in international work 
and to provide information to international 
students for application in their own 
countries, Sheppard said. 

Courses that were "internationalized" 
this year were "International Application of 
Grain Storage Fundamentals," "Inter- 
national Application of Cooperative 
Extension's Programs" and "International 
Application of the Principles of Nutrition," 
according to Sheppard. 

The grant program also sponsors a 
seminar each semester, bringing in four to 
six FSR speakers for each seminar. A 
symposium on the grant program is being 
planned for November 1981, Sheppard said. 

Swell in violence, property crimes 
reported during nine-month period 

TOPEKA (AP) — Violent crime in Kansas 
increased 15.8 percent during the first nine 
months of the year, Kansas Bureau of 
Investigation Director Thomas Kelly said 
Tuesday. 

He said property crimes during the same 
period were up 15.1 percent over the first 
nine months of 1979. 

The biggest increase was in the crime of 
rape, up 22.4 percent, from 491 in the first 
nine months of 1979 to 601 in the first nine 
months of 1980. 

Murders were up 20 percent, from 100 to 
120; robbery, up 19.4 percent, from 1,686 to 
2,013; aggravated assault, up 13.2 percent, 
from 3,771,to 4,269; burglary, up 18.3 per- 
cent, from 22,118 to 26,157; larceny, up 14.7 
percent, from 49,175 to 56,393, and motor 
vehicle theft, up 4.3 percent, from 4,700 to 
4,900. 

Kelly said the four metropolitan coun- 
ties—Johnson, Sedgwick, Shawnee and 
Wyandotte—representing approximately 40 
percent of the state's population, had 56.8 
percent of the crimes reported. 

Shawnee County, however, stood out in 
comparison to the other three, showing a 
12.1 percent reduction in violent crime 
during the nine month period and only a 2.2. 
percent increase in property crimes in 
comparison to a year earlier. 

Sedgwick County had a 25.7 percent in- 
crease in violent crimes and an 18.2 percent 

hike in property crimes; Johnson County 
was up 20.1 percent in violent crimes and 
17.1 percent in property crimes, and 
Wyandote County had an 18.8 percent hike in 
violent crimes and a 10.2 percent increase in 
property crimes. 

In total crimes reported in cities with a 
population of 15,000 or over, Great Bend 
showed a decrease for the nine month period 
of 1.6 percent and Topeka had an increase of 
only .7 of a percent. Increases in the other 
cities ranged upward to 44.5 percent in 
Lenexa. 

Larger increases included: Coffeyville, 
38.9 percent; Dodge City, 30.4 percent; 
Hutchinson, 28.5 percent; Liberal, 23 per- 
cent; Pittsburg, 22.1 percent, and Wichita 
20.6 percent. 

OPEN 16:36 A.M. TO 11 P.M. 
TIL MIDNIGHT FRI. A SAT. 

1015 N. 3d 
D.tiru. 
Itieon 

>0: 
"LCT'S AU. GO TO DA.R.V QU6EM* 

For a Peanut Butter 
Chocolate Chip 

Blizzard! 
Sm. .90 Med. 1.05—Lg. 1.30 

•R^USPatOWAmDQ Cocp 
©Copyright 1974 Am D Q Cocp 

A GLEEFUL CHRISTMAS 

with the K-State Glee Clubs, Wednesday, Dec. 3, 

All Faiths Chapel Auditorium, 8 p.m. 

No admission charged 

PROGRAM: 
Benjamin Britten: "Ceremony of Carols" by the Women 
Traditional Carols by the Men 
Choruses from Handel's "Messiah" by the combined 
Clubs 

24% LEAD CRYSTAL 
STEMWARE and BARWARE 

Save up to 50% 
KIMBERLY PATTERN STEMWARE 

SAVE 111 
30% 

GoBlel 

Fashioned 

and coordinating 
C££- Fiuie     MONARCH BARWARE 
Dessert/ Ice Tea/        Champagne/ altirt nn Kale 

Champagne    Wine Goblet Parian «»WWiM«t... 

HERITAGE PATTERN STEMWARE 

SAVE 
50% 

Goblet   <^ 

¥ Dessert/ 
Champagne <?^ Ice Tea 

and coordinating 
HERITAGE BARWARE 

also on sale... 

I      a*npbelLs5 1227 Moro 
%^        "^    /Use our Bridal Registry Aggieville 5th & Poyntz 

Downtown 

Special 

Soncho 
♦1.10, reg. $1.50 

laCasa de los Vero 
3O8V2 Vattier 

LJUCHIGS Westloop 
• New Holiday Dresses-20-50% off 

• Coordinates (fall & winter)-30-50% off 

• Winter Coats-30% off entire stock 

• Nylon Quilted Jackets & Vests-1/* off 

• All Weather Poly-Suede Coats-Reg. <95, Now '76 

Shop till 8:00 p.m. 

Sweaters-(Velours & Knits) Pullovers, Cardigans & Vests 20-30% off 

Velveteen Blazers $35 
Corduroy Blazers $39.99 

Open Sunday 1-5 
l.ayaway for Christmas or 



2,100 parking meters 
sell to anxious buyers 
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HUTCHINSON (AP) - The city got rid of 
its unwanted parking meters Tuesday — all 
2,100 of them—but not everybody is happy 
about they way it was done. 

City Hall looked like a department store 
before a big sale Tuesday morning as about 
500 people waited for the doors to open. The 
line stretched for nearly a full city block. 

They came to purchase the city's parking 
meters—85 for a single-head meter, $750 for 
a double-header device—mainly for gifts 
and displays. One man indicated he planned 
to turn the parking meters into lamps that 
would give 12 minutes of light for a penny. 

When the sale ended about 4 ^ hours later, 
less than half of those in the original 
crowd—227 people—had been able to pur- 
chase at least one parking meter.  . 

The city—which pulled out parking 
meters to provide free parking on an ex- 
perimental basis two years ago—announced 
originally that no one could purchase more 
than 100 meters. 

Before city officials opened their doors 
Tuesday morning, they reduced the 
maximum to 20 so they could accommodate 

more of the crowd. Several people stepped 
out of the line and walked into a City 
Commission meeting to complain about the 
reduced limit. But the limit was reduced 
again as the sale proceeded through the 
morning—this time to five meters per 
customer. 

Leon Schartz, a Hutchinson businessman, 
stood at the head of the line for eight hours in 
temperatures that dipped into the teens. 
When he learned he could not buy 100 
parking meters, he walked out angrily. 

Schartz said he had requests from various 
people for a total of 100 meters and wouldn't 
purchase any if he couldn't satisfy all the 
requests. 

Jerry Kisner of Hutchinson was the first in 
line. He bought 20 of them, mostly for 
friends, although he said he, too, had 
requests for 100 of them. He said he planned 
to use some as Christmas presents. 

The city had kept the parking meters in 
storage for two years. When it was agreed to 
retain free parking, officials decided to sell 
them. 

THIS YEAR'S 

PECANS 
Dec. 4 & 5    8:00-5:00 

Haters Had 4M 

Sold by KSU Hort. Club 

Texaco to stop regional gas sales 
HOUSTON (AP) - In an effort to balance 

domestic sales with its manufacturing 
capacity, Texaco Inc. announced Tuesday 
that it will stop selling gasoline in four states 
and cut back sales in four others. 

The states affected are Kansas, Iowa, 
Ohio, Wisconsin, western Missouri and 
certain counties in Illinois, Kentucky and 
western West Virginia. 

Texaco said the cutback would affect 
about 263 service stations directly served by 
Texaco and an undetermined number 
served by 90 wholesalers. 

Similar withdrawals in 1977,1978, and 1979 
affected some areas in the northern 
Rockies, the upper Midwest, and states 
bordering the Great Lakes. 

Tom Norwood, a Texaco spokesman, said 
it is possible some of the 1977 withdrawals 

still have not been finalized because of 
Department of Energy regulations 
requiring that Texaco continue to supply the 
affected customers until supplemental 
supplies are available. 

Texaco said the withdrawal is a con- 
tinuation of its efforts to bring its petroleum 
sales more closely in line with its refining 
capacity. 

It said Texaco's refineries in the past have 
not been able to supply total gasoline 
volume to meet its own marketing demand. 
To make up the difference the company has 
obtained supplemental supplies. 

Today, Texaco said, government price 
controls and other federal regulations "have 
slowed the building of new refining capacity 
and product importation to assist in 
balancing our system." 

a.m. 
how to handle 

test anxiety 
with Dr. Jonathan Lewis 

Counseling Center 

CWNOO 
FINAUL 

[/■■ 

12:50 p.m. 
biofeedback 

with Dr. Dave Danskin 
KSU Counseling Center 
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PRE-CHRISTMAS SALE 
AFS KRICKET SPEAKERS 

8974            6x9 Domeaxlal 
8972             6x9 Coaxial 
8232            5'/4 Coaxial 
8072            4x10 Coaxial 

Reg. 

119.95 
89.95 
69.95 
69.95 

X-Mas Priced 

69.95 
49.95 
44,95 
44.95 

CRAIG CAR STEREOS 

T-610           AM/FM/Cassette Pushbutton 
S-280            FM/8Tr. Powerplay 
T-688           AM/FM Cass. Auto Rev. Dolby 
T-607            AM/FM/Cass. Auto Rev. 
V-460           Powerplay 6x9 Speakers 

Reg. 

199.95 
219.95 
299.95 
219.95 

79.95 

X-Mas Priced 

139.95 
89.95 

199.95 
159.95 
34.95 

MAXELL TAPE RECORDER CLEANING KITS 
1/fe price $8.95 

MAXELL VAXL II C-90's 
$3.49 Each 

TDK SA-C90 
$3.49 Each 

FUJITSU TEN 

6P 7871        AM/FM/Pushbutton/Cass. 
24 watts Dolby 

DP7872       AM/FM/Cass. 10 watt 
Auto Rev. 

Majestic MCR-700 AM/FM/Cass.   69.95 

Roadstar RS 2280 AM/FM/Cass. with 
5 Band equalizer 

Reg. 

349.95 

219.95 

X-Mas Priced 

229.95 

159.95 

Reg. 299.95 
X-mas Viprica 149.9b 

MARSHAND TAPE CASES 
C-10 Holds 10 Cassettes $ 4.95 

RC-30 Holds 20 Cassettes $14.95 

GRUNDIG 

GCM-8100 
GCM-4600 

AM/FM Cass. 
AM/FM Cass. 

Reg. 
299.95 
199.95 

X-Mas Price 
199.95 
139.95 

Power Boosters 
19.95 

FM Boosters 
11.95 

Jensen Series I 
6x9 Triax 

Reg. 119.95 
X-Mas Price 69.95 

MANHATTAN AUTO SOUND 
Complete 

Installation 
and 

Service 

(Third and Thurston) 

(We're hard to find, but our prices are hard to beat) 

Financing 
Available 

Id 
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Stiff photo by Cnlg Chandler 

Last minute rebound...K-State's Tammie Romstad (33) pulls a rebound 
down during the second halt as Missouri's Donna Stephens tries to reach 
around. The undeteated 'Cats won 74-68. 

K-State women defeat MU 
to keep streaks on track 

By MEGAN BARDSLEY 
Collegian Reporter 

After a slow moving first half, the K-State 
women's basketball team came out of the 
locker room fired up in the second half and 
defeated the Missouri Tigers 74-68, keeping 
its winning streak at Ahearn Field House 
alive at 19 and its season record perfect at 6- 
0. 

The lead shifted hands throughout the first 
half with neither team ever having more 
than a four-point advantage over the other. 
The Tigers got the first two points of the 
game, but from then on the control of the 
lead was up for grabs. The Wildcats, with 
only 26 seconds left in the first half, went 
ahead of Missouri for good and into the 
locker room sporting a three-point lead, 36- 
33. 

Both teams had a slow start in the first 
half with the Wildcats only shooting 29 shots 
and hitting 59 percent. The Tigers went 15 of 
40 for 38 percent from the field. 

The highlight of the first half came when 
K-State's junior center Tammie Romstad 
went into double figures. It was Romstad's 
25th consecutive game that she has scored in 
double numbers. 

"I was glad we won, but I wasn't pleased 
with our play," K-State coach Lynn Hickey 
said. "We didn't play well. They killed us on 
the boards. We just couldn't rebound and 
their defense was real aggressive." 

The Wildcats came out of the locker room 
In the second half and built up a 15-point lead 
against the Tigers. It was in the second half 
that Hickey had to go to her bench so she 
could give her starters some relief. 

"We had the momentum but I wanted to 
give our starters a rest," she said. 
Sophomore Betsy Sloan, junior Jean Roise 
and sophomore Angie Taylor were the 
players who came off the bench to help the 
'Cats in the victory. 

The top scorer for the Wildcats was 
Romstad who pumped in 23 points. The only 
other player in double figures for K-State 
was co-captain Taryn Bachis with 14. The 
leading rebounder for the 'Cats was 6-1 
forward Shelly Hughes who hauled down 12 
rebounds. 

"I think this game will help our team find 
out our weaknesses, so we can work on 
them," Hickey added. 

The leading scorer for the Tigers was 6-1 
center Lorraine Ferret who was responsible 
for 23 of Missouri's points and also led the 
team with 11 rebounds. Ferret was one of 
the players who coach Hickey said may 
serve as a threat to the Wildcats before the 
game. 

Missouri coach Joann Rutherford said her 
team didn't play well and added that her 
team made a lot of mistakes. 

"You can't make mistakes against a good 
ballclub," she said. "I wouldn't rate K-State 
much ahead of us. We'll get another chance 
against them." 

The Tigers won't face the Wildcats again 
until later on in the season. K-State's next 
game will be away when they travel to 
Omaha to take on Creighton University 
Saturday.   

Members of Phi U 
(you fabulous crew) 

Novelties you sold 
Through hot & cold. 
I really appreciate 
your help so great. 
You did your duty, 
Thanks from Judy 

A GLEEFUL CHRISTMAS 
with the K-State Glee Clubs. 

Wed., Dec. 3 at the All Faiths Chapel, 
8:00 p.m. 

No Admission Charge 

PROGRAM: Benjamin Britten: "Ceremony of Carols," 
by the women and Traditional Carols by the men. 
Choruses from the "Messiah," by the combined clubs. 

A Holiday Gift 
to the campus 

(compliments of) 

Alpha Phi Omega 
Your Co-ed Service Fraternity 

FREE Holiday Movies in 
the little theater 

Today 

Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer (an all-time classic!) 
Bedtime for Sniffles (guaranteed to put you in) 
??? Something Special ??? 
Bedtime for Sniffles (even better the second time around) 
Rudolph the Red-nosed Reindeer (Kinda' puts a tear in your 

eye and a holiday lift in your walk) 

Starting Time: 
11:30 
12:30 
12:45 
2:45 

3:00 

Register To Win A Free Trip To 

BAHAMAS 
NASSAU! 

Courtesy Village Plaza Merchants Association 

ENTRY BLANKS AVAILABLE IN STORES 
REGISTER AS MANY TIMES AS YOU LIKE 
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY 
DRAWING NOON DEC. 22,1980 
MUST BE EIGHTEEN TO ENTER 
TRIP MUST BE TAKEN IN APRIL OR MAY 1981 
NO EMPLOYEE OR FAMILY MEMBER 
CAN REGISTER 

TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS by    Adventure 

CREATIVE TRAVEL and  WIJTburs 
01,200.00 Value) 

Alco Discount 
Arbuthnots Hallmark 
Athlete's Way 
Brt-0-Gold 
Cakes N' Such 
Citizens State Bank 

1 U.S.A. 

Creative Travel 
Fashion World 
First National Bank 
Hardee's 
Heirloom Portraits 
Valentinos 

Have your Picture taken with Santa every 
Thursday Night 6-8 p.m. at Heirloom Portraits. 
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Sailors ride Tuttle, not ocean 

California sport lands in Kansas 
By KIM HANZLICEK 

Collegian Reporter 
A California sport, native to the ocean 

waves, is a recent arrival to Kansas. 
Although Kansas has never been known for 
large bodies of water, let alone oceans, it 
does have enough for windsurfing. 

The idea of windsurfing was invented in 
1965 when two people, a surfer and a sailer, 
combined their talents. The result was a 
surf board with a sail attached. 

Becoming an accomplished windsurfer is 
not a hard or complex task. The rider stands 
on the board, like surfing, holding onto a bar 
which controls the pivoting sail. 

"It's definitely different than sailing a big 
boat. I've never sailed a boat before. It's not 
necessary to know how to sail or surf," 
Kurtis Robinson, a junior in landscape 
architecture, said. 

ROBINSON IS ONE of only 12 people in 
the Manhattan area and 100 people state- 
wide who windsurf. 

Robinson started windsurfing in 1975 
because everyone on the beaches of Florida 
were trying the sport. 

"It looked so crazy, we all tried it and fell 
in love with windsurfing. It's different than 
any other water sport," he said. 

The board itself is 12 feet long, 27 inches 
wide, four inches thick and only weighs 42 
pounds. The sail is approximately 15 feet 
high. 

"I bought my board for $760, but I think 
boards have gone up in price. In the sport of 

windsurfing you buy everything once and it 
will last forever,'' Robinson said. 

Besides being the local distributor for the 
windsurfing boards, Robinson teaches 
windsurfing at University For Man (UFM). 

"I plan to approach the Continuing 
Education department to offer the course to 
K-State students," Robinson said. He hopes 
the class will be offered for the fall semester 
of 1981. 

"The University of Stanford offered the 
course and the first semester 400 students 
enrolled. It was definitely a success. 
Stanford does have a different environment 
but I think windsurfing could be as effective 
at K-State," Robinson said. 

"The sport has become so popular that it 
will be in the 1984 Olympic Games," 
Robinson said. 

ROBINSON SAYS THE great winds of 
Kansas are better than the ocean. 

"There are constant steady winds when 
ocean sailing. But Tuttle Creek, because of 
its long and narrow shape, has terrible wind 
currents." 

"The wind comes across those coves and 
they can give you difficulty. But the lake 
sailing does make you a better sailer," 
Robinson said. 

Robinson believes that all windsurfing 
requires is,the desire to learn and good body 
weight. 

"Most of the registered windsurfers are 
women. Windsurfing is not a physical sport 

and it is not demanding but it can be a 

competitive sport." Robinson taught his 
wife, Diane, who did not know how to swim 
at the time. 

"I taught a lady in her late 50's and then I 
taught a girl age 14. Windsurf is a sport for 
all ages," he said. 

Michael Lucas, 51-year-old professor of 
electrical engineering, taught himself to 
windsurf this past summer. 

"I've been sailing for 20 years and I think 
the sailing experience has extremely 
helped. Windsurfing is a lot of fun." Lucas 
said. 

"I decided to learn windsurfing after 
seeing a friend in England trying the sport," 
Lucas said. 

"There are many different events you can 
do on the windsurfer and many tricks. 

"We used to play frisbee on the boards," 
Robinson said. 

Value of Royals' reliever 
reaches talks with agents 
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) — How much is 
the best relief pitcher in the league worth? 

How much of a problem will it be figuring 
out Dan Quisenberry's worth because no 
relief pitcher ever arrived with such a bang 
his first full season? 

Those are the questions Dan Quisenberry, 
whose dream season helped catapult 
Kansas City into the World Series, and his 
agents are wrestling with now. 

"We're going to decide in the next day or 
two exactly what direction we're going to 
take in our contract talks," Quisenberry told 
The Associated Press Tuesday. "The 
problem is, it's sort of unprecedented." 

A side-armed, sinker-bailer, Quisen- 
berry's brilliant season for the Royals was 
surpassed only by the phenomenal .390 
batting average of George Brett. 

IN HIS FIRST full season in the major 
leagues, he posted a 12-7 record and led the 
American League with 33 saves, figuring in 
almost half of the Royals' 97 victories. He 
was named the league's Fireman of the 
Year, an award presented to the top relief 
pitcher in each league. 

He did all this on a salary just barely 
above the major league minimum of $30,000. 

Quisenberry is being represented by 
Frank Knisley and Bill Katzbeck, the Pit- 
tsburgh, Pa., businessmen who also 
represents Royals catcher Darrell Porter, 
who is now one of the liveliest commodities 
on the free agent market. 

Quisenberry is in a bad position in one 
respect. With only one full season, he has no 
choice but to accept whatever the Royals 
offer. After next season, he would be eligible 
to go to arbitration in the event of a contract 
impasse. 

"Here's the dilemma," he said. "I can 
sign a multi-year deal and hope everything 
works out, or I can sign a one-year contract 
and have the option of arbitration after next 
season if I need it." 

QUISENBERRY SAID he is now inclined 
to seek a multi-year deal but will decide 
definitely "in the next day or two." 

"I expect to be fair with them. I'm not 
going to ask for anything unprecedented or 
outrageous. And I expect they will be fair 
with me. I've always had a good relationship 

with (General Manager) Joe Burke," he 
said. 

The closest parallel to Quisenberry's 
meteoric rise appears to be Bruce Sutter of 
the Chicago Cubs. In his first full season in 
the major leagues in 1977, Sutter was 7-3 
with 31 saves. Last spring, an arbitrator 
awarded Sutter a contract reportedly in the 
range of $700,000 a year. 

"I'm not really worried at this point," 
Quisenberry said. "I have a world of con- 
fidence in my agents. I have a feeling they 
are going to be my friends for life." 

Katzbeck said he would prefer to conclude 
negotiations for Porter, who was drafted by 
eight clubs, before entering serious 
negotiations on Quisenberry. 

"Quiz came in and shored up the only 
weakness the Royals had," Katzbeck said. 
"Before the season, everybody was saying 
the bullpen was Kansas City's lone 
weakness. Then Quiz made it one of their 
greatest strengths. The problem is, relief 
pitchers generally develop slowly, they 
don't just explode on the scene as Quiz did. 
So there's not much precedent to base 
negotiations on." 

settiiMjs 

WOMEN'S CAUCUS FOR ART 

Kansas City Chapter  Nov.3- Dec.5 

K-State Union  Art Gallery 
IOOI PH ikstate union 

lupcarii 

CATCH 22 
f IS THE MOST MOVING, MOST 
r INTELLIGENT, THE MOST HU- 

MANE-OH JO HELL WITH IT! 
-IT'S THE BEST AMERICAN 

FILM I'VE SEEN THIS YEAR! 

~^~ Iff) k state union 
__ __, IWJupc kaleidoscope 

M 

— Vinctnf Canif.M t  Jimtt 

CANCER 
CAN BE BEAT. 

American 
Cancer Society % 

THISSMCmiNTIUKTTUIASArt'KK   SMVkl 

"IT'S ONE HELL OF A FILM! A 
COLD SAVAGE AND CHILLING 
COMEDY! Firmly establishes 
Nichols' place in the front rank 
of American directors. Alan 
Arkin's finest screen perform- 
ance to date. 'CATCH-22' would 
be an important event in any 
movie year."-B'uce*v.»i*Tison PLMBOI 

m $1.50 

Thursday 
Little Theatre 3:30 p.m. 

Forum Hall 7:00 p.m. 
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Missouri River Basin chairman 
pursues new job opportunities 

OMAHA, Neb. (AP) - With a Republican 
administration six weeks away from 
Washington, the chairman of the Missouri 
Riiver Basin Commission in Omaha is 
looking for a new Job. 

M. Wayne Hall, 44, was head of the 
University of Nebraska Water Resources 
Center when appointed to the commission 
chairmanship in October 1978 by President 
Carter. 

The Missouri River Basin Commission is a 
joint state and federal body responsible for 
coordinating federal water resource 
planning in the basin, which includes all of 
Nebraska and parts of the Dakotas, Mon- 
tana, Wyoming, Colorado, Kansas, 
Missouri, Iowa and Minnesota. 

Its chairmanship is generally a partisan 
appointment John Neuberger, director of 
the Nebraska Department of Water 
Resources and a Republican, ran the 
commission during the Nixon and Ford 
administrations and was asked to resign in 
1977 by Carter. The position was vacant a 
year before Hall was appointed. 

"I'd like to stay," Hall said. "I like the 
job, but I don't expect to be asked to stay 
and I don't know when I'll be asked to leave. 
After inauguration, I'll be vulnerable at any 
moment." He said he is pursuing several 
other job possibilities, but nothing is firm 
enough to reveal publicly. 

Hall said he had no idea—other than 
speculation—who might be appointed to 
replace him in the S50,113-a-year chair- 
manship. "I hope the appointment won't be 
purely political," he said. "I don't think 
mine was." 

Neuberger said Tuesday he may be in- 
terested in going back to the commission, 

but stressed that at this time "I'm not 
looking for a job" and wouldn't do so without 
confering with Gov. Charles Thone. He said 
he expects to be contacted by the Reagan 
people about the commission, but it is too 
early for them to be filling the regioonal 
positions. 

"I certainly wouldn't return if the attitude 
of the (Carter) administration were to 
prevail," Neuberger said. 

He said state decisions should be given 
more weight in the state-federal partnership 
over water. He said the Carter ad- 
ministration's water policy was "stacked to 
give environmental needs priority over 
people water needs." Neuberger said en- 
vironmental needs and development needs 
should be "truly equal objectives." 

Neuberger said he expects that water 
projects stymied by the Carter ad- 
ministration will be freed up by a Reagan 
team, based on what the states want. 
Carter's strategy was one of delaying and 
scuttling water conservation and 
development projects without regard to 
what the states said was needed, Neuberger 
said. 

Hall predicted, though, that a Reagan 
administration won't change the federal 
water policy much. He acknowledged that 
some Westerners think water develop- 
ment—construction of reservoirs and 
irrigation projects—will be enhanced under 
a Reagan leadership. That won't happen, 
though, he said. "Water policy won't be a 
high priority item for the Reagan ad- 
ministration," Hall said. 

Money for project development will be 
tight under Reagan, who has promised to 
reduce federal spending, Hall said 

Top choices still in doubt; 
Reagan makes job offers 
WASHINGTON (AP) - President-elect 
Ronald Reagan has made Cabinet offers to 
at least eight persons, with Alexander Haig 
Jr. the likely choice for secretary of state 
and New York banker Walter Wriston the 
top pick for treasury secretary, 
knowledgeable sources said Tuesday. 

However, the sources stressed the list of 
top officials for the Reagan team was still in 
doubt because competition continued for 
some spots and some of the top choices 
might spurn Reagan's offers. 

It was also not clear which of the can- 
didates for the 15 Cabinet-level jobs had 
been contacted by Reagan. Those chosen 
will head the 13 Cabinet agencies and the 
Central Intelligence Agency and Office of 
Management and Budget. 

The sources added that the president-elect 
was having considerable trouble finding a 
woman for the Cabinet after Anne Arm- 
strong, former ambassador to Great Britain 
and close Reagan adviser, withdrew her 
name from consideration last week. 

The list of likely Cabinet members 
changed significantly after Armstrong's 
withdrawal and statements late last week 
by former Treasury secretaries William 
Simon and George Shultz that they did not 
want to return to Washington. 

Shultz' withdrawal made Haig, former 

President Richard Nixon's last chief of staff 
and former NATO chief of staff, the clear 
choice to head the State Department, 
sources said. Haig, a four-star Army 
general, had been mentioned as a top 
candidate for defense secretary. 

The sources said Caspar Weinberger, 
budget director under Nixon, had emerged 
as the leading contender for defense 
secretary. 

One source, however, said Weinberger's 
chance to become defense secretary 
remained "a real question" because of 
interest in the post expressed by William 
Casey, Reagan's campaign manager, 
transition chairman and longtime friend. 

Casey was likely to become director of the 
Central Intelligence Agency if he does not 
get the defense post, sources said. 

Sources said Wriston, while the clear 
choice to get the Treasury job, had not 
decided whether to leave his current 
position as chairman of Citicorp, the 
nation's second largest bank. 

FOR HELP 
With Your 

Renter's Mobile Home 
Car and Life 

Insurance needs 

Mark Ricklefs 
537-0339 or 539-8567 

Ask for Marie 

Farm Bureau 

f 
Insurance 

THE 
ALACE    U s4<ftie<MjUe 
Necessities & Gifts    704 N' Manhattan Ave. 

539-7654 

Where Santa is Checking His List 
Bonnie Bell Santa Stuffed Toys 
Jean Nate Stocking Staffers Cuddly Dolls 
Sta ined Glass Snoopy & friends 
Miniatures Harmoney Hollow Bells 
Prince Gardner Billfolds Hallmark Cards 
Fine Perfumes Tree Ornaments 

Relax at the Palace Coffee Bar 
Mon.-Thur.   8:30a.m.-8:30 p.m. 
Fri.&Sat.    8:30 a.m.-6 p.m. 

HELP US FIGHT FOR YOUR LIFE 

HaveVbur 
Blood Pressure 

Checked 
American Heart Association <fc 

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE' 

((ffflk-state union' 
l^ZJupc feature films 

PETER  SELLERS 

FORUM   HALL 
DEC 5&6 
700   945 

$1.50 
POl mm* mm »mm»im 

And By Just "BEING THERE" You 
Could Win A FREE PASS To Noxt 
Semester's FEATURE FILMS or 
To Next Week's "STAR TREK". 
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Supermarket bills 
reflect sharp rise 
in grocery prices 

By THE ASSOCT ATED PRESS 
Supermarket shoppers were hit by steep 

price increases last month, according to an 
Associated Press marketbasket survey 
which shows grocery bills during the first 11 
months of 1980 rose almost twice as fast as 
they did in the same period of 1979. 

The AP survey showed that the average 
marketbasket bill at the start of December 
was 13.4 percent higher than it was at the 
beginning of the year. The increase in the 
first 11 months of last year was only 7 
percent. 

The November rise in prices was the third 
largest of the year, and economists are 
predicting that increases in the cost of food 
will continue to put pressure on super- 
market bills through much of 1981. 

The AP drew up a random list of com- 
monly purchased food and non-food items 
and checked the price in one supermarket in 
each of 13 cities on March 1, 1973. Prices 
have been rechecked on or about the start of 
each succeeding month. The original list 
included 15 items, but chocolate chip cookies 
were dropped from the survey when the 
manufacturer discontinued the package size 
used for the price check. 

AMONG THE FINDINGS of the last 
survey: 

—The marketbasket bill went up last 
month at the checklist store in 10 cities. The 
bill was unchanged in two cities and dropped 
by half a percent in the 13th city—Atlanta. 
On an overall basis, the marketbasket total 
at the checklist stores was 2.4 percent 
higher at the end of November than it was a 
month earlier. 

The November rise was topped only by 
June's 3.1 percent increase and August's 2.9 
percent boost. In October, the average 
marketbasket bill at the checklist stores 
went up only four-tenths of a percent. 

—One-third of the items checked by the 
AP went up in price during November. 

—Egg prices went up in 12 cities last 
month. The increases generally reflect 
higher prices at the farm and wholesale 
level. 

—Coffee prices, which have been 
declining at the wholesale level, dropped 
last month in the supermarket. The price of 
a pound of coffee declined at the checklist 
store in seven cities. 

THE U.S. Department of Agriculture 
estimates that this year's increase in food 
prices will be less than the 1979 rise of 10.9 
percent. The USDA says, however, that 
prices next year could increase by as much 
as 15 percent due to the long-term impact of 
the drought. 

No attempt was made to weight the AP 
survey results according to population 
density or in terms of what percent of a 
family's actual grocery outlay each item 
represents. 

The AP did not try to compare actual 
prices from city to city. The only com- 
parisons were made in terms of percentages 
of increase or decrease. The items on the AP 
checklist were: chopped chuck, center cut 
pork chops, frozen orange juice concentrate, 
coffee, paper towels, butter, Grade-A 
medium white eggs, creamy peanut butter, 
laundry detergent, fabric softener, tomato 
sauce, milk, frankfurters and granulated 
sugar. The cities checked were: 
Albuquerque, N.M., Atlanta, Boston, 
Chicago, Dallas, Detroit, Los Angeles, 
Miami, New York, Philadelphia, 
Providence, R.I., Salt Lake City and Seattle. 

ALWAYS hold 
matches till cold. 

Novelist found dead after wife's death 
PARIS (AP) — French novelist Romain 

Gary died of a gunshot wound Tuesday night 
15 months after the tragic death of his ex- 
wife, American actress Jean Seberg, police 
reported. They said the wound apparently 
was self-inflicted. 

Investigators said the body of the 66-year- 
old writer and film director was found in his 
Paris apartment with one bullet wound in 

the head. 
Close friends of the writer said he had 

been depressed since Miss Seberg's death. 
Her nude body was found in her car Sept. 8, 
1979, and medical examiners said she died 
from a combination of alcohol and bar- 
biturates. She was 44. 

Shortly after her death, Gary contended 
she had been driven to suicide as a result of 

a news story planted by the FBI in 1970 
indicating the blonde, Iowa-born movie star 
was pregnant by a member of the U.S. Black 
Panther Party. 

The FBI later admitted it was responsible 
for spreading the rumor and said it had 
sought to "cheapen her image with the 
general public" because of her financial 
support of the Black Panthers. 

GOOD/YEAR 

2nd TIRE 'A OFF 
^N. 

1 
I 
1 

MUM 

SAVE On The Tiro That 
Keeps You On The Go 
In Slush, Sleet, Or Snow 

Blackwall 
Slit Prtc# 

1st Til* 

2nd 
fir. 

HALF 
PRICE 

Plus FET 
per tire. 
No Trade 
Needed. 

P155/80D13 $34 95 $17.47 $1.60 
A78-13 $36.95 $18.47 $1.75 
B78-13 $44.65 $22.32 $1.89 
E78-14 $51.85 $25.92 $2.29 
F78-14 $54.30 $27.15 $2.42 
G78-14 $5655 $28.27 $2.56 
G78-15 $58.35 $29.17 $2.62 
H 78-15 $62.15 $31.07 $2.84 

Ask about other available sizes and Whitewalls. 

When Ybu Buy First 
Suburbanite At 
Regular Price 

Suburbanite 
Polyester 
e Polyester body for 
smooth ride 
e Hard-pulling deep- 
seated tread cleats 
• Built tough to resist 
the hazards of winter. 

Dorit Get Stuck! 
Sale Prices 
End Saturday 
Night. 

PROLONG TIRE LIFE, BOOST MPQ 

FRONT-END 
ALIGNMENT 

17*' Paris and additional 
serncfl* cilia 
rt opened 
Cneveues eilia 

• Inspect all four tires • Set caster, 
camber, and toe to proper alignment 
• Inspect suspension and steering 
systems • Most US cars, including 
front wheel drive. Many imports and 
light trucks. 

MAINTAIN STOPPING OI8TANCE 

BRAKE SERVICE - 
YOUR CHOICE 
$7988 Additional pans 

and sen/Ices 
eilra il needed 

2 WHEEL FRONT DISC: Install new front 
brake pads and grease seals • Resurface 
front rotors • Repack front wheel bear- 
ings • Inspect calipers and hydraulic 
system • Add fluid (does not include 
rear wheels) 

OR 
4-WHEEL DRUM: Install new brake lin- 
ing, all 4 wheels • New front grease seals 
• Resurface drums • Repack front bear- 
ings • Inspect hydraulic system • Add 
fluid. ■ Mosi US  cats  some Datsun  Toyota, vw 

SURE-FOOTED 
TRACTION ALL YEAR ROUND 

. ..TRACTION SURE-GRIP 

54 $73 
700-16 TT blackmail, 

load Range C plus S3 23 
FET NO TRADE NEEDED 

760-16 TTbalCkwsJL 
Load Range D. plus $4 09 
FET NO TRADE NEEDED 

In Stock 
Now! i 

'THE STORE' 
1 *■   B ■   ,    A M 

Just Soy 
'Charge It' 

Goodyear 
Revolving 

I   Charge Account 

8ALE DEADLINE: SAT. NIGHT 
RAIN CHECK — II we sell out of your size we will Issue you 
a rain check, assuring future delivery at the advertised price 

(.OODYJ AP<S 
Nl U'l SI 
Al J   SI AS( )N 
KAMA! 

Use any of these 7 other ways lo buy 
Our Own Customer Credit Plan • 
MasterCard • Visa • American Ex prase 
Card • Cart* Blanch* • Diners Club 
• Cash 

4 GOOD/YEAR 
GOODYEAR SERVICE STORE 

4th & Humboldt-Manager, K. L. (Kay) Homoifca 
Mon.-Fri. 7:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.. Sat. 8 to 6 7764806 
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Senate elects Howard Baker 
for Republican majority leader 

WASHINGTON (AP) — Sen. Howard 
Baker Jr. of Tennessee was elected Tuesday 
to lead the new Republican majority in next 
year's Senate. He immediately pledged to 
help shepherd President-elect Ronald 
Reagan's programs through Congress. 

"I intend to try to help Ronald Reagan 
perform on the commitments he made 
during his campaign," the 55-year-old 
Baker said shortly after his colleagues 
unanimously voted him as Senate 
Republican leader for the next two years. 

Baker expressed hope the Senate would 
pass fewer laws than has been its custom in 
recent years. "We pass too many laws," 
said Baker, who has a reputation as a 
moderate in what is expected to be the most 
conservative Senate in recent years. 

The senator, who ran unsuccessfully for 
the GOP presidential nomination this year, 
has served as Senate minority leader for the 
past four years, when Democrats controlled 
the Senate. 

His party's 53-47 majority in the new 
Senate, which convenes in January, will 
make Baker the senator with the final say on 
which bills are moved to the floor for debate, 
a position of great influence over Congress' 
actions. 

Joined at a news conference by other 
members of the GOP leadership and his wife 
Joy, Baker pledged a "high level of 
cooperation between a Republican Senate 
and a Republican White House, something 
that  has  not existed since 1954" when 

Dwight Eisenhower was the last Republican 
president. 

Republicans prepared for their assum- 
ption of power by caucusing in the ornate 
splendor of the old Senate chamber, now 
restored to its appearance when it was used 
as a legislative chamber in the 1850s. 

Behind closed doors, GOP senators 
elected Sen. Ted Stevens of Alaska without 
opposition to the No. 2 job of Senate majority 
whip. 

Also with no dissent, they chose Sens. 
John Tower of Texas to head the GOP policy 
committee and Jake Gam of Utah as 
secretary of the caucus. 

Sen. Strom Thurmond of South Carolina 
was selected to become president pro 
tempore, or presiding officer of the Senate 
in the absence of the vice president. The post 
goes to the member of the majority party 
with the greatest seniority, and Thurmond's 
election must be ratified by the full Senate in 
January. 

Sen. Robert Packwood of Oregon was 
elected unanimously to lead the GOP 
senatorial campaign committee after Sen. 
Robert Dole of Kansas withdrew from 
consideration shortly before the balloting. 

In the only contested race, Sen. James 
McClure, a conservative from Idaho, 
defeated Sen. John Heinz, a moderate from 
Pennsylvania, for the post of caucus 
chairman by a vote of 33 to 20. Both McClure 
and Baker said ideology played no role in 
the outcome. 

2 high school juniors face charges 
for shutting down DePaul computer 

CHICAGO (AP) — Two high school 
juniors are accused of shutting down a 
DePaul University computer by remote 
control for two days and then sending an 
electronic blackmail message threatening 
to do it again unless they were given a 
program worth about $500. 

"They did it because everyone said it 
couldn't be done," Douglas Ellis, an in- 
vestigator with the Chicago police financial 
crimes unit, said Tuesday. 

Brian Catlin, 17, of Palatine, and a 16- 
year-old boy—bom described by their 
principal as "B" students—are charged 
with theft of services, authorities said. 
Catlin is to appear Jan. 17 in misdemeanor 
court, and the juvenile, whose name was 
withheld by authorities, will appear Friday. 

"The way I understand it is that this type 
of thing is common," said Thomas Howard, 
principal of Fremd High School in suburban 
Palatine, where the youths allegedly used a 
teletype terminal to "talk" to the DePaul 
computer. 

DePaul officials said the students gained 
access to a "minicomputer" which was 
handling student payment records and 
professors' research but no records were 
destroyed. The school's main computer, 
which handles most of the university's 
business, was unaffected, they added. 

The shutdown during enrollment week 
from Sept. 17 to Sept. 19 cost DePaul $22,252 
in computer down-time, repairs and extra 
manpower, police said. 

Ellis said one of the youths built a com- 
puter terminal in his bedroom which they 
then programmed to gain access to the 
DePaul system. 

Howard said the youths also gained 
unauthorized use of the DePaul computer 
from one of the high school's three teletype 

terminals. Those terminals are designed for 
students to use by telephoning computers 
for science and math help, he said. 

Police became aware of the computer 
invasion on Sept. 29, when Glen Wilken, 
DePaul assistant director of computer 
science, found a message on a terminal 
saying, "If you don't give us a mixed- 
assembly software program, we'll shut you 
down again." 

The school said the message was signed 
"system cruncher" and "Vladimir." 

The program referred to in the note ap- 
parently was a taped computer program 
which converts one computer language into 
another. Ellis said such "software" is worth 
from $500 to $600. 

Wilken notified police, who traced a 
telephone number the pirates left on the 
terminal. It led to a public bulletin board 
service for computer buffs. 

After reviewing reams of the service's 
printouts, police found a message boasting 
that two high school students had shut down 
DePaul's system. Police contacted teachers 
in the area, and according to Ellis, they 
"knew right off the bat the couple of kids we 
had in mind." 

HAPPY BELATED 
BIRTHDAY SCOTTIE 

You're still a cutie 
after all these years. 

Love, Julie 

DOUBLE YOUR GRADUATION OPTIONS 
PRE-ENROLL FOR THE 

WILDCAT ADVENTURE 

MOUNTAINEERING 

^t   Si!  -T^i—fl* 

RIFLERY ORIENTEERING 

LINE SCHEDULE 

Line* Course # Course Name Day Time 
1931 249-100 Mountaineering Mon. 0230 
1932 249-100 Mountaineering Tues. 0330 
1933 249-100 Mountaineering Mon. 0330 
1934 249-100 Mountaineering Thurs. 0830 
1937 24&-102 Basic Riflery Mon. 0830 
1938 249-102 Basic Riflery Tues. 0930 
1939 249-102 Basic Riflery Wed. 0230 
1940 249-102 Basic Riflery Tues. 0830 
1941 249-102 Basic Riflery Wed. 0930 
1944 249-103 Orienteering Mon. 0830 
1945 249-103 Orienteering Tues. 0230 
1946 249-103 Orienteering Thurs. 1030 
1949 249-200 Leadership & Ldrs Mon. 0930 
1950 249-200 Leadership & Ldrs Tues. 0130 

FOR ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION CONTACT: 

CPT Leon Hewbanks 
Room 104, 

Military Science Bldg. 
Phone—532-6754 

532-6755 

/Army ROTC. 
Leam what it takes to lead. 

s 

1 
I 
m i 

Military Science Dept K8U. Manhattan KS 
 m*  

Name: 

Circle one: 

Circle one: 

Phone Number: 

Local Address: 

Freshman 
Junior 

Sophomore 
Senior 

Mountaineering   Riflery 
Orienteering 

KS 
City Zip 

YOUR FAVORITE 
PHOTO'S 

INTO FULL COLOR* 

TRANSFERS 
• Full Color or B/W 

Depending on the Originals You Send 
You Send It—And We'll Customize A Transfer of It. 

Send almost any size 8"x10* or smaller. We'll professionally 
enlarge them into high quality, one-of-a-kind transfers. Limitless 
possibilities, from Polaroids and snapshots, to 35mm slides or 
your favorite magazine art clipping. One original per transfer. 

T-Shirts •Sweatshirts •Jackets 
Transfers Make Inexpensive Gifts for Christmas 

Check your gift list. Parents, grandparents, brothers, and 
sisters. Everyone has a favorite picture. That funny party picture 
they have forgotten, but you haven't. They are sure to remember 
you every time they wear their unique gift. Save $2.00 on ad- 
ditional copies of the same original. That's a perfect gift for under 
$5.00. Your originals returned unharmed and we guarantee your 
money back if you are not completely satisfied. 

How to 
Order 

FREE RETURN POSTAGE 

'   Mall To  *"^35>'   Mall To 

LIMELITEPHOTO 
Holiday Plaza Center 

P.O. Box 3405 
Lawrence, Ks. 66044 

Enclosed is $6.95 for each original and 
$4.95 for each copy of an original. 
Please total number of originals and 
copies. 
No. Q Originals ® $6.96 $  
No. D Copies O J4.95   
Ks. Residents 3%% S. Tax   
Total Enclosed   
(Please Print) 
Name  

Address    

City ,  

State ,  

Or Charge to My: 
a VISA 

Card No.   

n Master Card 

Expiration Data 
(No orders shipped without card 

Expiration Data) 

(SIGN HERE FOR CARD USE ONLYJKSU-1 
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Upper-Midwest storm 
causes traffic deaths 

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
An arctic storm Tuesday attacked the 

upper Midwest with blinding snows and 
subzero cold that glazed highways and sent 
hundreds of cars and trucks skidding, 
resulting in at least four deaths. 

Snow flung by winds of 35 mph ac- 
cumulated up to 8 inches deep as the storm 
swept across parts of Nebraska, Iowa, 
Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois and 
Michigan. 

The mercury dropped to 18 degrees below 
zero at International Falls, Minn., the 
coldest spot in the contiguous states. It was 
15 below at Valentine, Neb. 

Slick highways and driving snow were 
blamed for two traffic deaths in Nebraska, 
one in Iowa and one in Wisconsin. 

IN WISCONSIN, which got its heaviest 
snowfall since February, state police 
warned motorists to stay off the treacherous 
highways. The snow, generally about 5 
inches deep in most of the state, fell on top of 
ice that formed following earlier rains in 
some places. 

U.S. 151 near Mineral Point, Wis., was 
blocked for about three hours during the 
night when a semi-trailer rig uprooted 30 
feet of guard rail and overturned. No in- 
juries were reported. 

The snow was whipped around by nor- 
therly winds up to 35 mph. Gale warnings 
were posted on Lake Michigan. 

Some homes lost electricity as the high 

winds and ice tore down power lines. A 
spokesman for Wisconsin Electric Power 
Co. in Milwaukee said extra work crews 
were called out. 

IN MILWAUKEE, the storm produced the 
heaviest snow since Feb. 25 when 5.6 inches 
was recorded. 

The fast-moving storm dumped up to 8 
inches of snow on parts of Michigan in its 
sweep toward the east. Schools were closed 
in Alpena because many of the roads in the 
area were impassable and visibility was 
reduced to one-fourth of a mile. 

Freeway speed limits were reduced to 20 
mph along Interstate 94 in southwestern 
Michigan because of the billowing snow. All 
of the main roads in the Upper Peninsula 
were snow-covered and slippery. 

Nebraska authorities said sleet and light 
snow contributed to two fatal accidents in 
the Omaha area. 

William Payne, 55, of Omaha was killed 
when his semi-trailer went over a bridge 
embankment. John Benham, 78, of rural 
Anita, Iowa, died when his car went out of 
control about three miles west of Omaha. 

Iowa state police said they answered 
hundreds of calls. One man, Ram Gopal 
Mangalapalli, 29, of Pleasant Hill was killed 
when his car spun into the path of another 
vehicle on a bridge just east of Des Moines. 

A two-car collision on a snowcovered 
highway near Madison, Wis., resulted in the 
death of Sharon Krohn, 24, of Sauk City. 

Study committee approves draft bill 
to continue education test program 

TOPEKA (AP) - An interim study 
committee approved a draft bill Tuesday 
that would provide for continuation of the 
state's two-year-old competency-based 
education testing program. 

The bill will be included in a report the 
Committee on Education is sending to the 
1981 Legislature, and will be assigned to a 
House or Senate standing committee when 
the session opens Jan. 12. 

If the full Legislature agrees with the 
committee's proposal, all Kansas students 
in the third, seventh and 11th grades would 
be tested in the spring of 1982 and 1985 to 
determine their proficiency in mathematics 
and reading. All state-accredited schools 
would have to participate. 

Students were tested in grades 2, 4, 6, 8 
and 11 in both 1979 and 1980 under a two-year 
pilot program initiated by the 1978 
Legislature. 

The committee's action was merely final 
approval pf the wording of the bill, which 
had been tentatively adopted last month for 
recommendation to the Legislature. 

The bill provides that the mandatory 
testing of Kansas students will be done only 
two more times, then the Legislature will 
take another look in the 1985 interim session 
to determine whether it will be continued. 

The program, if continued for five years 
as proposed, would cost slightly more than 
$500,000, the Department of Education told 
committee members. Administration and 
development of the "minimum competency 
assessment program" would be handled by 
the State Board of Education. 

After compiling and evaluating test 
results, the state board also is to distribute a 
summary of the information to local school 
districts, the governor and the Legislature. 

Your mother not here to nog you? 
Well do it—just another of our free services. 

'GET EVERYTHING FINISHED BY BREAK!" 
Copying (8% x 11, multiples) 4< 
Thesis bond W 
Christmas cards 5M5' 

Also: typing, editing, Diazo blue lines, large document copying. 

i COPY SHOP 612 N. 12th—537-9606 

Karen, Nancy and NORMAN the Xerox 9Ad£r 

An Open Forum will be held on 
Wednesday, Dec. 3, from 12-1 
p.m. in the Union Courtyard. 

Object: To answer questions 
To air gripes 
To share ideas 

About Basketball ticket sales, 
allocations, and availability. 

The panel will consist of: 

Mark Zimmerman-SGA President 

Mark Knoll 
Michelle Hoferer 
Laurie Lea Mills 

Student Senators 

Sandy Grisham-Student 

Bill Manning-Student, Athletic Dept. Rep. 

Brian O'Neill-Student, KSDB reporter 

Custom Eye Caddy 
It's an enure eye makeup wardrobe in a 

compact which slips into a suede like eyeglass/ 
sunglass pouch Included Medium Light 

Retouch. Creamy Powder Shadow shades in 
Delaware Peach. Clover Teal Vvblnut. Kohl 
Blue. Kohl Brown. Candescent Pink Night 

f     Fuchsia. 
Candescent 

Blue. Eye 
Pencils in 
Platinum 
and Blue 

Kohl. 
plus 
two 

double 
ended 

applicators 

Complete set with case. 
only $19.50 

Special Ways to Say Merry Christmas 

nmenoRmfln 
The Place for thr Cualom Fare" 
lloun: S:MIoS:30Mon. thru Sal. 

MSPoynti 
77MS35   

-■<4^ .tfjV^ 

Your ticket to the hottest court in the NBA is on SuperStatiOn 
WTBS. This year, WTBS brings you its biggest season ever of 
Atlanta Hawks basketball. 60 thrill-packed telecasts. All the 
fast-break fury of the fired-up Hawks, last season's Central 
Division champions. 

The Hawks are spoiling to better their previous record- 
breaking 50-win season.. and you can be part of the action. 

60 Hawks telecasts on WTBS. "Great Stuff" from America's 
Rising Star. *;,£> 

 SUPERSTATION- 

LUTBS ^nrrv 
INSTALL CABLE TV TODAY AND ENJOY DECEMBER SERVICE FREE! 

PAY ONLY HO INSTALLATION; SAVE UP TO '23.40. 

MANHATTAN CABLE T.V. 

CABLE 
CHANNEL m 

610 HumboWt 776-9239 
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2 railroads ask     Armless mother of 2 
to purchase track 
of Rock Island 

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) - Kansas City 
Southern Lines and the Burlington Northern 
Railroad on Tuesday asked federal 
regulators to allow them to buy the track of 
the bankrupt Rock Island Line between 
Kansas City and St. Paul, Minn. 

Kansas City Southern vice president 
Phillip Brown said the railroads' application 
to the Interstate Commerce Commission 
would set up a separate, jointly owned 
company to operate the main grain-hauling 
line and its branches. 

The company would be known as the 
Kansas City Northern Railway and would 
operate more than 1,000 miles of track with 
its own employees and management, he 
said. It would connect with the two owner 
railroads as well as with other lines. 

Brown said 1978 figures showed that the 
track, then operated by the Rock Island, 
moved more than 30,000 carloads of grain. 
Much of that traffic was transferred to the 
Kansas City railroad for movement to the 
Gulf of Mexico and to the Burlington Nor- 
thern for movement west or to Great Lakes 
ports, he said. 

"We are trying to preserve grain business 
for ourselves," Brown said. "We're trying to 
insure that no matter what happens in the 
future, we will continue to move this grain." 

Brown emphasized that although the 
application to the ICC was an important 
step, the main obstacle to the railroads' 
proposal would be reaching agreement with 
the trustee in charge of disposing of Rock 
Island assets. 

No overtures have been made to the 
trustee for purchase of the track, he said. 

Tuesday's action was a response to a 
recent ICC order asking railroads which are 
interested in acquiring Rock Island track to 
make that interest known by Filing an ap- 
plication. 

The Federal Railroad Administration also 
had asked the two railroads to draw up such 
a proposal, Brown said. 

makes suicide attempt 
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — In a hushed 

courtroom four years ago, Celestine Tate 
used her mouth to undress her infant 
daughter gently, proving that a woman with 
no arms could care for a baby. 

Photographs and stories of the han- 
dicapped young mother's day in court drew 
wide attention and brought her 17,000 letters 
from "peopleall over the world," Tate said. 

"People would tell me how much I was an 
inspiration to them," she said. "When it 
stopped, I was wrecked." 

On Tuesday, Tate, 25, was released from 
St. Joseph's Hospital, after being treated 
over the weekend for an overdose of pills. 

"Everything just seemed to stop me 
wherever I would go, and I thought maybe if 
I died I'd get some recognition in this world. 
But the Lord didn't see it that way," she 
said. 

Tate currently is living apart from her two 
daughters. The children, Coronda, 23 
months, and Niya, 4, are living with 
relatives. Tate lives with an aunt. 

Niya was 5 months old in 1976 when 
Family Court Judge Edward Rosenberg 
ruled that Tate was capable of caring for the 

baby. 
The city Department of Welfare had 

questioned whether her handicap would 
prevent her from being a suitable mother. 

Tate, who is unmarried, has a birth defect 
that left her arms and her legs un- 
derdeveloped and deformed. Both her 
children are normal. 

Tate said that recently her life has been 
frustrating and depressing. She said she has 
failed in her efforts to find a place of her own 
where she could live with her children. 

Real estate agents, she charged, "don't 
want the responsibility of handicapped in 
their building." 

Tate said she had saved medication she 
got through several visits to a doctor. She 
took the overdose, she said, because, "I felt 
like it was the only thing left to do to make 
things better for my children because any 
other way just wasn't working." 

Robert Kelleher, assistant administrator 
at St. Joseph's said that, as required by 
state law, a psychiatrist had visited Tate at 
the hospital. He said she could receive 
further counseling from the psychiatrist 
following her release if she wished. 

SENDACANDYGRAM 
TO A SPECIAL FRIEND 

You write the note, we'll 
supply the candycane 
and deliver it for you. 

On sale Dec. 3,4 in 
Union ground floor. 

BUY YOURS NOW! 
Will be delivered Dec. 10-11. 

Sponsored by Off-Campus 
Student Assoc. 

Applications available for 
SPRING 

Collegian Staff Positions 
Managing Editors 
News Editors 
Sports Editor 
City Editor 

Copy Editors 
SGA Editor 
Arts & Entertainment 

Editor 

Editorial Editor 
Asst. Editorial Editor 
Columnists 
Staff Writers 

PICK UP APPLICATIONS IN KEDZIE 103 

Deadline: Wednesday, Dec. 10, 5 p.m. 

HAPPY 
19th BIRTHDAY 

DAVID (MIDGET) GAUMER 

From, 
"THE GUTTER GANG" 

This Christmas ask for a aft 

4 

Looking for that unique gift 
for someone special to you? 

Are you watching your 
pocketbook, cautious to get 
the best deal? 

If so, consider a Hewlett- 
Packard calculator. 

From December 1-6 the 
K-State Union Bookstore will 

RSJI k-state 
.bookstore 

L2^L_J 25 years of service  1956-1981 

have a 10% Off Sale on all 
Hewlett-Packard calculators 

in stock. All sales are final on 
limited qualities only. 

Consider a Hewlett-Packard 
pocket calculator this Christ- 
mas. It's a gift for a lifetime. 

WiilW HEWLETT 
mSEM PACKARD 

for a lifetime 0302 
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Collegian 
classifieds 

CLASSIFIED RATES 
On* day: 20 words or lest, $1.50, 5 cants 

par word ovar 20; Two days: 20 words or lass, 
$2.00, 8 cants par word ovar 20; Three days: 
20 words or lass, $2.25, 10 cants par word 
ovar 20; Four days: 20 words or lass, $2.75,13 
cants par word ovar 20; Flva days: 20 words or 
lass, $3.00,15 cants par word ovar 20. 

Classifieds are payable in advance unless client has an 
established account with Student Publications 

Deadline is 10 a.m. day before publication. 10 a.m. Friday 
lor Monday paper. 

Items lound ON CAMPUS can be advertised FREE lor a 
period not exceeding three days They can be placed at Ked- 
zle 103 or by calling 5324555 

Display Classified Rales 
One day $3.00 per Inch; Three days $2.85 per Inch; Five 

days: $2.75 per Inch; Ten days: $2.60 per inch. (Deadline Is 5 
p.m. 2 days before publication.) 

Classified advertising Is available only to those who do not 
discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, national 
origin, sen or ancestry. 

FOR SALE 
ADULT GAG gifts and novelties—birthday, anniversary, get 

well, or just for fun. Treasure Chest, Aggieville. (Ill) 

1971 HARLEY ' . Json Sportster 900, newly rebuilt engine. 
For more Information call 1 -258-2562. (64 -68) 

OLDER HOME with character, parlor, living room, four 
bedrooms, natural wood staircase. Much potential. Price 
reduced, $50,000. Rolling Hills Real Estate, 5390588 or 
539-5788. (6M9) 

SOLAR HOME, secluded wooded area Four bedroom, three 
baths, two woodbuming stoves. One acre. Rolling Hills 
Real Estate, 5394588 or 539-9242. (6889) 

NICEST 1976 Ford F-150 Ranger pickup in town. Air- 
conditioning, power steering, power brakes, automatic 
transmission and topper. Call 776-5083. (65-89) 

BY OWNER: Nice two bedroom house with basement apart- 
ment, one block east ol campus, $40,000. Call 537-1669. 
(68-70) 

STEREO COMPONENT system, Nikko 40 wall channel 
receiver, Marantz 6100 turntable, AKAI cassette deck with 
Dolby two 3-way speakers 12 inch woofers. See si 1022 
HumbokJt or phone 539-3157 after 6.00 p.m. $500.00 (68 72) 

MUST SELL—1977 Yamaha 750, 7000 miles, fairing, AM FM 
8-track stereo, two new tires. Asking $1500. Call 7764594 
after 5:00 p.m. (68-72) 

NEW SANSUI SC 3330 stereo cassette deck, Dolby, leather 
touch controls, Digital Peak level Indicators, memory func- 
tions, melal tape capability, $400 Call 1 -922-6633 alter 640 
p.m., ask for Pat. (6872) 

MUST SELL waist-length winter coat, newly bought. Phone 
7764560. ask for Dee Jay (68-70) 

BEAUTIFUL DIAMOND engagement ring. One large stone, 
four smaller ones. Call 776-1815, ask lor Daryl. (68-72) 

HANG GLIDER—excellent condition, beginner-Intermediate 
model, $375. Call 7764149. (88-72) 

1979 CHEVETTE, 4 speed, air conditioning. Sanyo AM/FM 
cassette stereo Like new Phone 539-2867 (68-70) 

 FOR RENT  
COSTUMES, MASKS, periodical clothing, accessories, all 

types make-up. Grass skirts, lals. bunny and mouse ears 
and more Treasure Chest, Aggieville (HI) 

TYPEWRITER RENTALS, electrics and manuals, day, week 
or month Buuells. 511 Leavenworth. across from post 
office. Call 776-9469 (itf) 

RENTAL TYPEWRITERS: Excellent selection, including IBM 
Selectrics Service most makes of typewriters Hull 
Business Machines, (Aggieville). 1212 Moro, 539-7931. (Itf) 

HOUSES FOR rent: 1417 Nichols, 1733 Kenmar, 1101 Denl 
son 537-1202.(64-75) 

TWO BEDROOM basement apartment, newly remodeled, 
one hall block from Aggieville Call 537-2344, evenings 
539-1498(6475)   , 

ROOMS AND apartment. $70 rooms, kitchen privileges and 
parking provided. Two bedroom apartment available for 
spring semester. All utilities paid for $200/month. Call be- 
tween 5:00 and 7:00 p.m. and between 10 p.m. and ? 
537-4233 (6470) 

EXTREMELY NICE, fully lurnished two bedroom complex 
apartment. Laundry facilities plus extras. Available Jan- 
uary 1st. Call daytime 776-7346. evenings 539-4294 (66-70) 

TWO BEDROOM basement apartment Very nice Located 
North Juliette. No pets. Call 776 7056. (67 70) 

GARDEN PLACE studio apartment, $185 a month. Available 
January 1,1981. Call 539-7149after 7:00 p m (6748) 

CLEAN, MODERN, two bedroom apartment. Fully furnished, 
dishwasher, disposal, central air. Available January 1. Call 
776-9723 (67 71) 

ONE BEDROOM, newly remodeled basement apartment 
Wall to wall carpeting, completely lurnished and close lo 
campus, washer and dryer 539-1822,776-3025 (68-72) 

TWO BEDROOM basement apartment, v> block from cam- 
pus, utilities paid. 7764901. (6849) 

NICE, FURNISHED studio apartment. One block from cam- 
pus. Available January 1. Call 539-4447 (68-70) 

 HELP WANTED  
OVERSEAS JOBS—Summerryear round. Europe, S Amer., 

Australia, Asia. All Fields. $500-$1200 monthly. Sight 
seeing. Free Info. Write: IJC, Box S2-KS2, Corona Del Mar, 
CA 92625. (52-73) 

A BAPTIST Church Is seeking a "qualified" part time youth 
leader. Interested person should call (913) 9224460. (66-70) 

FEMALE SUBJECTS for human feeding study from January 
12th to March 13th. Contribute to research and receive all 
meals plus $3/day. Department of Foods and Nutrition. 
Contact Margaret Entz, 532-5506 (days) or 539-7217 
(evenings). (68-70) 

GRADUATE ASSISTANT—Center lor Student Development. 
A .5 time graduate assistant position Is available in the 
Center for Student Development. The person in this 
position will assist Dr. Earl Noltlng (Dean of Students) In 
work with the Student Governing Association judicial 
system for non-academic misconduct complaints. This 
person must understand strict confidentiality requlremen 
ts and be able to work effectively with students, faculty, 
and stall. Prefer graduate student enrolled in Counseling, 
Student Personnel Work, Educational Administration. 
Political Science, or related area. Applicants should 
provide a summary of relevant academic and work ex- 
perience plus a transcript to Dr Earl Noltlng, Dean ol 
Students, Holtz Hall, 5324432 by not later than December 
15th. Center for Student Development is an Equal Op- 
portunity/Affirmative Action Employer. (6471) 

DIETICIAN ADA Registered or eligible within one year. New 
Horizons, 821 Third Street, Valley Center, KS 67147 (68-72) 

GOOD SUMMER Jobs Cheley Colorado Camps, Estes Park, 
Colorado, has camp counseling and other staff openings. 
Seeking college sophomores and older lor leaching and 
counseling positions From mid-June to mid-August. $575 
plus room and board and travel allowance Personal in- 
terviews on campus soon. Sincere interest in young 
people required. Write: Cheley Colorado Camps, Dept. C, 
P.O. Box 6525. Denver, CO 80208 (68) 

ROOMMATE WANTED 
ONE OR two studious, non-smoking roommates wanted to 

share nice, furnished house adjacent to campus. 
$100rmonth Call 7764306 (6549) 

MALE ROOMMATE wanted to share large lour bedroom 
house with lour vet students Call after 5:00 p.m.. 7764263 
(66-75) 

ROOMMATE WANTED, 2nd semester, close to campus, own 
bedroom, $82.00. split utilities, washer, dryer, dishwasher, 
air conditioner. 5374701 (6648) 

SPACE AVAILABLE in spacious colonial house tor Decem- 
ber and spring semester Close to campus. Call 776-1162. 
(6648) 

LIBERAL. NON-smoking, serious student for second 
semester Modern duplex with fireplace, private bedroom 
Call 5324540. (66-70) 

FEMALE TO share nice mobile home, 2nd semester. Private 
room, laundry facilities. $80 plus Vi utilities. Call 539-9221 
after 6:00 pm (66-70) 

NON-SMOKING female lo share house, own room, 
$115/month. utilities included. IS minute walk from cam- 
pus. Call 776-7860 evenings (6748) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted for second semester. Nice 
apartment, close to campus. Call 539-5098. (67-71) 

ROOM AVAILABLE December 17, $75 plus V» utilities. Phone 
537-2857,1240-5:00p.m (6749) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to share nice furnished house, 
own large bedroom, two blocks Irom campus. Available im- 
mediately Call 5374898 (68-70) 

FEMALE NEEDED to share luxury two bedroom apartment 
with two others for spring semester. Phone 537-2055 (68 
72) 

MALE ROOMMATE for second semester, two bedroom apar- 
tment. $90 per month, Vi bills. Close to campus and 
Aggieville. Call Kevin. 776-5033 after 1:00 p.m. (68-72) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted for second semester. Nice big 
apartment. Own bedroom. Fairly close to campus. $88 33 
month plus share utilities with two others. Call 5394320 
(68-75) 

FEMALE TO share nice basement apartment with fireplace 
Private bedroom and bath. $70 plus v, utilities. Call 776- 
0149 (68-72) 

WANTED: RESPONSIBLE male roommate to share four 
bedroom house close to KSU $50 deposit. $75 per month 
plus utilities. 7764995. (68-72) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted for spring semester. Gcod 
location. Private room. $82 per month plus Vt utilities. Call 
7764692. (68-70) 

NEEDED: FEMALE undergraduate to share large room in 
large furnished home, January 1st. Reasonable rent, in- 
cludes utilities. Laundry facilities provided. Walking 
distance of campus. Call 776-5956. (68-72) 

NEEDED—THREE undergraduate males. January 1st. Large 
furnished home, reasonable rent, includes utilities 
Walking distance of campus. Call 776-5956 (66-72) 

NON-SMOKING, non-drinking female wanted to share nice 
apartment with two others $100.00/month plus vs utilities. 
Call Debbie or Marilyn at 7764555. (68-72) 

Peanuts By CHARLES SCHULZ 

V3 
TRUE AND FAL5E" 
TESTS ARE EASV 

1 FI6URE I HAVE A 
FIFTY-FIFTY CHANCE 
ON EVW QUESTION... 

K 

Crossword 
ACROSS 

1 Faucet 
4 American 

author 
8 Hector Hugh 

Munro 
12 Commotion 
13 Jacket or 

collar 
14 English river 
15 Wire 

measure 
16 Certain 

cheater 
18 Popular 

novelist 
20 Affirmative 

word 
21 Quechuan 

Indian 
24 Religious 

treatise 
28 Vacation 

missive 
32 Tennis star 
33 Venomous 

snake 
34 Belgian 

town 
36 Treat hides 
37 Raw salad 
39 Poker 

player's 
secret 

By EUGENE SHEFFER 

41 Protection 
for ships 

43 Texas city 
44 Equip 
46 Heron 
50 Material 

for cartons 
55 Mountain 

in Crete 
56 English 

painter 
57 Melancholy 
58 Kind of 

muffin 
59 Gaseous 

element 
60 Robbery 

DOWN 
1 Headgear 
2 Mine 

entrance 
3 Active sport 
4 Decorum 
5 See — glance 
6 And not 
7 Williams 

or Devine 
8 Desert 

waste 
9 Topaz 

humming- 
bird 

10 Hebrew 
measure 

and murder 11 India, 
61 Land for one 

measure     17 Harden 
Avg. solution time: 26 mln. 

IL.IA1UII 

12-3 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 

19 Insect egg 
22 Hebrew letter 
23 Missile 

weapon 
25 Pet of the 

"Thin Man" 
26 Scorch 
27 Conduce 
28 Mountain 

defile 
29 City in 

Norway 
30 Cross over 
31 Mazo — 

Roche 
35 Withdraws 

formally 
38 Gatekeeper 
40 To wheedle 
42 Make fun 

of (slang) 
45 Sailors 

(slang) 
47 Capitol 

of Latvia 
48 River in 

Germany 
49 Docile 
50 Commit to 

memory 
51 Simian 
52 - de Oro 
53 Boxing great 
54 Operate 

CRYPTOQUIP 12-3 

RLJM      LE      RLJLFT       LF      JTHRL 

M H L M  E 

Yesterday's Cryptoquip - REAL NOVICE WILL FIND LACK 
OF GREAT KNOWLEDGE INCONVENIENT. 

Today's Cryptoquip clue: H equals R 

MALE ROOMMATE wanted to share nice apartment for 
spring semester, own bedroom, washer and dryer In 
building. Close to campua, free January rent. Call 778- 
6767. (68 72) 

FEMALE TO share very large, nice home. Small private 
bedroom plus study. Washer-dryer. Utilities paid. $115. 
539-2401 Keep trying. (68-72) 

ROOMMATE FOR spring semester. Large two bedroom apar- 
tment, private bedroom. Prefer CNS or engineering major. 
$90/mo. plus v» electricity. Other bills paid Call 539-0427. 
(68-75) 

SERVICES 
RESUME WRITING, layout, editing, typing or appraisal. 

Resume Service, 411 N 3rd. 537-7294. (Itf) 

WOMEN'S HEALTH Care Service. Confidential health care 
for women with unexpected pregnancies. Abortion ser- 
vices to 20 weeks as an outpatient. Information and free 
pregnancy testing. (316) 684-5106 Wichita. (1II) 

PREGNANT? BIRTHRIGHT can help. Free pregnancy test 
Confidential. Call 537-9180 103 South 4th Street. Suite 16. 
(1711) 

PROFESSIONAL THESIS/dissertation typist. 5 years' ex- 
perience; theses/dissertations lor 15 universities. Cor- 
recting Selectric II, pica/elite Work guaranteed 50-page 
minimum I do damned good typing Peggy, 913-842-4476 
(51-75) 

WILL TYPE thesis, etc. 3-years experience, including tables 
Royal SE 5000, correction tape Call 539-6064. (65-69) 

RESUMES $20; 1-2 pp., 5 copies and envelopes. Tidwell & 
Associates, 219 S. Seth Child*, 776-5213,537-4504. (68-75) 

ATTENTION 
GREEK LETTERED sweats and light-weight jackets available 

at Tom's in Aggieville. 776-5461 (53-68) 

STUDENTS WHO need a quiet place to study for finals con- 
tact Rameda Inn or watch lor ad next week's Collegian. 
(66-70) 

DRIVER NEEDED lo Lawrence, Friday, December 5 or Satur- 
day. December 6 Return Sunday. Will pay Vi gas Call Phil, 
532-3974 (67-69) 

TO THE tall, dark-hatred male in Aggie Station this past 
Saturday night who sat at a table near and then came to my 
aid as I tried to help a friend in trouble, I would like to thank 
you with drinks—my treat—Thursday, December 4, 
8:00—Aggie Station. Slgned-N. (88-69) 

 ANNOUNCEMENT  
UFM WINTER Cralts Sale Dec 5*6, 11:30 a m.-5:30 p.m. 

UFM House, 1221 Thurston. (68) 

 NOTICES  
FREE COFFEE all night and a comfortable, quiet place to 

study Watch next week's Collegian for details (66-70) 

 WANTED  
COLLECTIBLES, COINS, back issue magazines, comics, LP 

albums. Check with us before you throw it away Treasure 
Chest, Aggieville. (1tf) 

GOLD CLASS rings, gold lewelry. diamonds Call 539-1081 or 
776-7837 (49-75) 

WANTED: SCRAP gold, men's class rings. $50 to $200. 
Women's, $35 to $75. Other jewelry bought too. Top cash 
buyer. Steve's Coin Shop, 411 N. 3rd. (50-74) 

LEGISLATIVE AIDES, January 12-April 10. No pay. good ex 
penence, possible college credits Contact Senator Ron 
Hein, 8031 SW 24th Terrace, Topeka, 66614, 913 295-8996 
days, 272-1592-evenings. (67-71) 

TWO SEASON basketball tickets, must be together. Will pay 
top price lor good location. Call 5374)370. (68-70) 

RAPPELLING ROPE. Doug B , 539-9023 (68-69) 

 LOST  
LOST PURPLE suede jacket in Justin Hall Contact A. Kreh- 

biel, 545 Goodnow. 532-5399 (68) 

FOUND 
CALCULATOR ON steps In Seaton Hall. Found Thursday, 

November 20. Call 537-8567after 5:00 p.m. (66-68) 

CALCULATOR FOUND in Weber Hall. November 20th. Can 
identity and claim in room 117 Weber Hall (66-68) 

PUPPY-SARAH'S owner call and identify, 537-0653. (68-70) 

PERSONAL 
DEBBIE—HAPPY Birthday little sister Love Sandy, Carol, 

Oanh (68) 

HI SHERRI R.-Welcome back to KSU! We've missed you! 
Lisa, Annette (68) 

PAT; THANKS lor a good lime and fun party last Friday. 
Hope we can do it again sometime I'll be watching lor you 
in English A Fellow Nailer (68) 

ATTENTION GIRLS Are you lonely and innocent' If so |Oin 
Greg M at the ATO house1 He understands! Sorry Greg! I 
lusthadlo'GG 168) 

GOOD MORNING! 720, 721, 722 Ford. Have a super good 
day1! 720's other half!! (68) 

KERMIT M -A beanbag a day keeps strep throat away I 
Love You. OO (68) 

BROWN BUICK (16038) wTWIIdcat Inn slicker. Thanks for the 
escort service. Imagine no tickets or police Irom Peabody 
to Manhattan. If you drank I'd owe you a daiquiri. 
Signed—A Blue Honda wfwhite stripes. (68) 

HAPPY 21st Birthday. Jane Fnedlein You're the best friend 
anyone could ever want Gonna miss you lots Love, Kale 
(68) 

SALLY K—I'll never lorgel 'he 1000 ml. of lun we had over 
Thanksgivlng-Ellinwood Bowling Alley, Wendy's in Great 
Bend, dogs, dead ends, Barton and McPherson, 1980 Dirt 
Road, 829 Pine and of course the John in Borth's 
lawn—Your poor car, no wonder It wouldn't start—Kelly B. 
(68) 

RICH L.—This has been the most lantastic month I can 
remember The Terrace the Ghetto Cruiser, Country Kit- 
chen, The Loft Oliver and Marie, Thanksgiving, Back 
Angels, Keggers at K's-AII these have been wonderful. 
Thanks I'll always love you. Linda (68) 

DEAR SANDY, I hope you have a great day today on your 21st 
Birthday. You're a wonderful sister (and sister in-law) and 
we love you Debbie and Dennis (68) 

I'M RACING TO PO 
MY CHRISTMAS 

SHOPPING/ 

»/</■«•<- 
l/lj-rli- 

tl»wS,na«.—   lit 
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Immigration 
Critics label the system unfair, murderousand'outof control' 

WASHINGTON (AP) - The kindest critics 
of U.S. immigration policy say it is unfair, 
the toughest that it is literally murderous. 
But with an estimated 1.2 million legal and 
illegal newcomers expected to cross 
American borders this year, the most 
commonly heard concern is that im- 
migration is "out of control." 

"When Fidel Castro can do what he did to 
the United States, immigration is definitely 
out of control," said Lawrence Fuchs, 
executive director of Congress' Select 
Commission on Immigration and Refugee 
Policy. 

Federal immigration laws are unwieldy 
and unfair, Fuchs said, and are in them- 
selves a major reason why the United States 
has been unable to slow the flow of 
newcomers. 

Some 776,000 immigrants and refugees 
will enter the United States legally this year, 
their ranks unexpectedly swollen by 
boatloads of Cubans and Haitians granted 
special refugee status. 

In addition, thousands of illegal aliens are 
crossing U.S. borders. Estimates place their 
numbers anywhere between 300,000 and 
500,000, bringing the annual immigration 
total to its highest level since the first 
decade of this century. 

With the current record low U.S. birth 
rate, immigration will account for almost 
half the nation's population growth this 
year, said Michael Teitelbaum, a population 

expert at the Ford Foundation. 
To deal with this flood, "We have a system 

which looks good on paper but, in reality, 
doesn't work very well," Immigration and 
Naturalization Service Commissioner David 
Crosland said. 

On paper, the laws provide a ceiling of 
20,000 immigrants a year from each 
country. In reality, that means spouses of 
American citizens in a country like Mexico, 
where there is a long list of people hoping to 
immigrate, have to wait as long as nine 
years to be legally reunited with their 
relatives, while a pastry chef from Norway 
with no relatives here can be admitted in a 
matter of months. 

The select commission — made up of four 
cabinet secretaries, four members of the 
House and Senate and four presidential 
appointees — was established in 1978 to 
.propose new immigration laws. With final 
recommendations to Congress and the 
president due on March 1, the commission 
staff is meeting beginning Wednesday, 
joined by the commissioners on the 
weekend, to review two years of findings. 

In previous sessions the commission 
heard from a number of critics, including 
activist immigration attorney Rick Swartz 
who says that U.S. government policy led to 
the death of scores of Haitian refugees who 
were sent back to Haiti because they were 
not qualified to enter under U.S. refugee 
laws. 

"During the Carter administration, 
several thousand Haitians have been 
returned to Haiti, totally outside the law, 
without access to attorneys. Scores and 
scores of those persons, if not hundreds, are 
dead today," he said, backing his claim with 
court testimony about starvation and im- 
prisonment in Haiti. 

On the other side of the debate is the 
Federation of Americans for Immigration 
Reform, whose executive director, Roger 
Connor, argues for severe reductions in the 
number of immigrants. 

"In every other industrialized nation on 
Earth, it is illegal to hire a foreigner who 
does not have the legal right to work in that 
country," said Connor. 

U.S. law does prohibit undocumented 
aliens from taking jobs in this country but 
does not penalize employers who hire them. 

The commission seems likely to recom- 
mend employer sanctions. The difficulty 
with such sanctions is that they place the 
burden of identifying undocumented 
workers on the employer. And Hispanic 
groups object to sanctions, claiming that 
employers worried about complying with 
the law will discriminate against all persons 
of Hispanic descent, including U.S. citizens. 

The commission is also considering 
several identification systems, including 
identification cards for every legal worker, 
citizen and non-citizen alike, perhaps in the 
form of a social security card that would be 

difficult to forge. 
Civil libertarians object to this, however, 

saying it would make it easier for the 
government to invade a worker's privacy. 

Fuchs said the commission's recom- 
mendations will probably also include the 
following: 

—New rules on which and how many 
newcomers are granted entry. 

—A revamped foreign aid program aimed 
at eliminating the factors which cause 
people to immigrate in the first place, 
mainly poverty and repression. 

—Tighter controls on illegal immigration. 
These efforts are likely to be linked to an 
amnesty program for undocumented aliens 
already here. A Government Accounting 
Office report estimates their numbers to be 
around 5 million. 

Experts differ on the economic impact of 
illegal aliens, but Fuchs said there is little 
disagreement among commissioners that 
amnesty is a wise, necessary and humane 
step. 

"We have people in the United States 
without documents, most of whom are 
productive working members of society," 
he said. "They are an underclass. They are 
here already. 

"In some cases, they are so anxious they 
don't seek proper medical attention. They 
are afraid to send their children to school.... 
Is this in the self-interest of the United 
States?" 

$3o$4 0FF 
Western gifts 

with 
Roebucks' 

brand 
Roebucks shirts from 
the Ragsdale collec- 
tion. Long sleeves in 
polyester and cotton. 
Reg. $19.99 15.99 
Roebucks jeans of 14 
oz. cotton denim. West- 
ern styling, flare leg. 
Reg.tl3.99...... 10.99 
Pre-washed   Roebucks 
cotton denim jeans. 
Rep.tl5.99 12.99 

Charge il on SeaniCharge 
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Unrest leading to brink of destruction' 

Fate of country concerns Polish leaders 
WARSAW, Poland (AP) — Communist 

Party leaders told their countrymen 
Wednesday continuing unrest is leading 
Poland "to the brink of economic and moral 
destruction." 

The leaders said "the fate of the nation 
hangs in the balance," in their dramatic 
appeal reflecting the gravest concern over 
the future of this Warsaw Pact state, whose 
internal turmoil has raised fears of a Soviet- 
led invasion similar to that in 
Czechoslovakia 12 years ago. 

The statement, issued following a two-day 
plenary meeting of the party's Central 
Committee that saw the purge of a number 
of high level officials, was carried late 

Wendesday by the Polish state news agency 
PAP. 

An unofficial English translation of the 
statement said in part: "the party, as the 
leading political force in our society, 
declares its openness and willingness to 
cooperate with all who want to see peace 
return to this country. 

"We continue... a phase of sharp political 
crisis. Its results may turn out to be 
dangerous for our basic national interest. 
All Poles are engulfed by profund anxiety 
about the further destiny of the homeland, 
about maintaining the hard-earned fruits of 
postwar toil and about the future of Polish 
families. 

"The time for concentration of all 
realistically thinking people in our country 
around the common line of common sense 
and responsibility has come," it said. 

"The development of peoples' rule and 
guarantees of independence can be con- 
solidated only within the framework of a 
socialist state," it continued, in what may 
have been an allusion to a possible replay of 
the Soviet-led intervention of 
Czechoslovakia in 1968 that suppressed the 
liberal "Prague spring" of party leader 
Alexander Dubcek. 

EARLIER, the county's Communist 
Party resolved a split in its leadership by 
purging four members of the Politburo and 
elevating a hard-line, former police boss to 
the ruling body. 

As the revamped leadership renewed 
efforts to deal with militant trade unions and 
economic crisis, there were warnings from 
Western capitals against a Soviet in- 
tervention and Moscow accused the West of 
waging "psychological war" against 
Poland. 

The Communist Party Central Committee 
dealt with divisions in the leadership by 
dropping four members from the 12- 
member Politburo in a move seen as a 
consolidation of the power of First Secretary 
Stanislaw Kama. 

Two new Politburo members were 
named; Mieczyslaw Moczar, a former in- 
terior minister who fell from power after his 
police suppressed worker riots in 1970, and 
Tadeusz Grabski, purged two years ago by 
Edward Gierek and named a deputy prime 
minister after Gierek was ousted as party 
leader by Kania on Sept. 5 after nationwide 
strikes. 

A communique marking the end of the 
Central Committee session warned against 
those "trying to push the new trade unions 
into the blind alley of political opposition." 
And Kania, in a speech to miners in southern 
Poland, said some members of the new 

Solidarity union were exploting the right to 
strike and urged miners to help in 
"restoring law and order in our country as 
soon as possible." 

The Politburo shakeup, the fourth major 
reshuffling since the worker strikes spread 
in August, was apparently designed to end 
conflict among leaders on how to cope with 
demands of the independent trade unions, a 
stagnating economy and the concern about 
events in Poland expressed by the Soviet 
Union and other Warsaw Pact countries. 

In the United States, the Carter ad- 
ministration and aides to President-elect 
Ronald Reagan on Tuesday warned of the 
"severe consequences" of Soviet in- 
tervention in Poland. The warnings came 
after reports of Soviet troop activity on 
Poland's border. 

U.S. OFFICIALS said they have no 
evidence the Soviet Union has decided to 
move troops across the Polish border and 
refused to speculate on a possible American 
response to Soviet intervention. 

"We have no indication that the Soviets 
have decided on military action or in- 
tervention," said State Department 
spokesman John Trattner. "We continue to 
watch the situation very closely." 

In Moscow, the Soviet government 
newspaper Izvestia accused Western news 
media of trying to incite trouble in Poland 
and of launching a "true psychological war" 
against Poland. 

Moscow Radio quoted Kania as telling the 
Central Committee in Warsaw that "groups 
of persons connected with subversive 
centers abroad have infiltrated into the 
trade union movement in Poland." 

Soviet television warned Wednesday night 
that forces "hostile to socialism" were 
trying to wrest "political concessions" from 
the government. The Soviet commentaries 
and news reports reflected continuing Soviet 
concern with the Polish situation. 

Reagan team warned 
to look out for spies 

Staff photo by Scott Litbior 

Big splash 
Cheryl Campbell, sophomore in business administration, hangs on to the 
ball despite a detender's attack during an intramural water polo game in 
the natatorium. Campbell is a part of the Moore 5 team which won 10-2 to 
remain undefeated in the co-rec division. 

WASHINGTON (AP) - Ronald Reagan's 
transition team has been warned by the CIA 
to be alert for approaches from Soviet 
agents following two such contacts already 
made with aides to the president-elect, a 
Reagan transition official said Wednesday. 

CIA agents Tuesday night briefed 300 
members of the transition team, disclosing 
the two contacts and cautioning the group 
about the possibility of future overtures, 
according to the official speaking with the 
understanding of anonymity. 

What the Soviet agents were after and 
when the contacts were made were not 
disclosed. Neither were the identities or 
positions of the two transition officials who 
were approached. 

The Central Intelligence Agency officials 
"said we should be very circumspect. That 
we could be considered targets" of Soviet 
intelligence, the Reagan official reported. 
"They said two people on the transition staff 
had been approached by Soviet agents. They 
said we should be very careful." 

THE CIA AGENTS particularly warned 
members of the transition team dealing with 
national security matters to be careful 
about sensitive papers that are located at 
the transition offices, the Reagan official 
said. 

The official said the warning appeared 
primarily intended to inform newcomers to 
Washington about the realities of Soviet 

intelligence activity and the dangers of 
holding positions of power. 

"It was sort of a lecture on how to 
behave," she said. 

One of the CIA officials was described as a 
"counter-intelligence field agent" and the 
other was identified as a "security 
education field agent." 

CIA OFFICIALS were not immediately 
available for comment on details of the 
Soviet contacts. FBI officials said they were 
unaware of the briefing or the reported 
contact by Soviet agents. 

Larry Speakes, a Reagan spokesman, 
confirmed that some "security officials" 
briefed a meeting of the Reagan transition 
team. Speakes said Vice President-elect 
George Bush and transition director Edwin 
Meese III were at the briefing. 

But Speakes declined to identify the 
security agents. He added that he knew of no 
security breach that had occurred. The 
briefing was closed to the press and public. 

The Reagan official said the transition 
hired a full-time security officer last week, 
but added that no tightening in security was 
immediately evident as a result of the CIA 
briefing. 

An aide to Meese said the security briefing 
"wasn't in response to any attempts at in- 
filtration," but rather was a routine 
precaution for newcomers to Washington. 
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Israelis surprise Palestinians 
with nighttime guerrilla attack 

DAMOUR, Lebanon (AP) — Israeli 
commandos, backed by rocket-firing 
gunboats and helicopters that lit the way 
with flares, stormed ashore here Wed- 
nesday in a predawn attack on Palestinian 
guerrilla positions. There were reports of at 
least six deaths. 

Guerrillas said the Israelis left behind "a 
lot of blood" indicating casualties among 
the raiders. 

Israel's military command in Tel Aviv 
claimed an unspecified number of guerrillas 
were killed in the "complicated and 
sophisticated" nighttime attack on the 
Mediterranean coast 12 miles south of 
Beirut. But it said all Israeli troops returned 
safely after ambushing two vehicles 
carrying Palestinians. 

A tape-recording of the battle broadcast 
by Israeli army radio indicated the invaders 
also blew up a house with a heavy weapon 
after being fired on by guerrillas. 

The Palestine Liberation Organization 
(PLO) headed by Yasser Arafat said two 
guerrillas were killed in two hours of battle 
that started about 2:30 a.m. The PLO said 
four Lebnese civilians died when their car 
was raked by gunfire. 

Palestinian guerrillas said the Israelis 
attacked along a five-mile stretch of coastal 
highway in this banana-growing region 45 
miles north of the Israel-Lebanon border. 

Israel's command said the raid was 
"preventive action" designed to curb the 
PLO's ability to strike at targets in Israel. 

It said the raid surprised the Palestinians, 
but guerrillas here claimed their coastal 
artillery sentries spotted the boats and 
helicopters and engaged the troops in battle 
as they came ashore. 

"There were four to six rockets fired in 
each volley from the gunboats and 
helicopters were dropping flares for about 
20 minutes," a PLO guerrilla said. "There 
was a lot of blood so maybe there were some 
Israelis wounded." 

Wednesday's raid brought to 18 the total 
number of Israeli air, sea and land strikes 
against Palestinian guerrilla bases this 
year. The Damour area was hit by Israeli 
bombers Oct. 22. 

Shelling of Palestinian targets in southern 
Lebanon by Israeli border guns and Israeli- 
backed Christian militiamen is an almost 
daily occurrence in what Palestinians 
describe as a "war of attrition." 

FBI to investigate attacks, 
biacks form guard force 

PINOLEE, Calif. (AP) - The FBI has 
been ordered to investigate attacks on black 
families living in a predominantly white 
blue-collar neighborhood near San Fran- 
cisco, authorities said Wednesday. 

The incidents in Contra Costa County 
about IS miles northeast of San Francisco 
have intensified during the last two weeks, 
William O'Malley, Contra Costa district 
attorney, said. 

Three black families were the target of 
the most recent attacks. Early Tuesday, 
vandals poured gasoline on the front lawn of 
the home of Mary Handy in Tara Hills near 
here and set it afire. Firefighters ex- 
tinguished the blaze before it damaged the 
house. 

Later Tuesday, Handy received a 
threatening letter from a group calling itself 
"White Unity of Pinole," warning the 
woman that she "ain't seen nothing yet." 

"Be thankful it's only property damage, 
before you or someone in your family ex- 
periences physical pain," the letter said. 

Three weeks ago, a white man tried to 
beat Handy's son with a tire iron before 
Geraldine Ireland, a black neighbor, in- 
tervened. Rocks and bottles since have been 
thrown at Ireland's home and a car was 
backed into the side of it. 

A shotgun was fired at one of the homes, 

and the driver of a car tried to run over 
Handy's son. 

The residents have charged that the 
Contra Costa County sheriff's department 
has been lax in investigating the incidents, 
but the sheriffs office denied the charge. 

The local chapter of the National 
Association for the Advancement of Colored 
People has threatened to file a lawsuit 
against the sheriffs department unless it 
steps up its investigations. 

Meanwhile, Asst. Sheriff Duayne Dillon 
said the sheriff is taking steps to protect the 
black families' homes. He said disclosing 
them would jeopardize their effectiveness. 
Residents have organized their own 
volunteer force to guard the threatened 
houses. 

Dillon speculated the incidents may be 
connected with a marked increase in 
juvenile gangs in that part of the county 
recently. 

U.S. Attorney William Hunter said FBI 
agents are interviewing residents of the 
area to determine if there have been any 
civil rights violations. He cautioned, 
however, that civil rights cases are 
"generally tougher" to prove than other 
cases because prosecutors must prove the 
actions are racially motivated. 

Campus bulletin 
ANNOUCSMINTS 

COORDINATED   UNDERGRADUATE   PROGRAM   In 
dietetics will be accepting applications through Dec   10. 
Application forms art available from Dr. Roach In Justin 
107. 

ARH MEMBERS remember to worK your appointed 
hours today and tomorrow outside the Union Stateroom. 

TOOAY 
AO  STUDENT  COUNCIL  will   meet  at  5-45  p.m.   In 

Valentino! backroom for the Christmas Party. 

SIOMA NU LITTLE SISTERS will meet at 5-*> p.m. for 
dinner, e-45 p.m. for caroling and 9 p.m. for party at the 
Sigma Nu House. Note change from previous plans. 

NRM CLUi will meet at 5-40 p.m. In front of Call for 
rides to eat plua. Christmas party will follow. 

■AKINO SCIENCE CLUi will meet at 7 p.m. at Houston 
Street Restaurant and Pub for dinner and meeting. Pick up 
tickets from Brian on Wednesday. 

■US COUNCIL will meet at 4 p.m. In Union 205. This Is 
the last meeting of the semester and attendance Is man- 
datory. 

SHI OU'S will meet at 9-M p.m. In the DU House. 

SOCIETY OP WOMEN ENGINEERS will meet at 7p.m. 
In Seaton 254 J for the Christmas party. 

AICHI will meet at 1-M p.m. In Ackart 120 for open 
house. Attendance Is required. 

III! will meet at 4-90 p.m. In the Union Big I room. The 
speaker will be from Delco. 

ARH PR ESIDENTS DINNER Will be held at 4-45 p.m. 
In the Derby Gold room. 

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS will meet at noon In the 
Ecumenical Christian Ministries backroom. 

KSU FORESTRY CLUB will meet at 7 p.m. In front of 
Call for the Christmas party. 

ATO LITTLE SISTERS will meet at I p.m. at the ATO 
House for the Christmas party. 

MiTA PHORUM will meet at I p.m. In the Campus East 
Clubhouse for the annual Christmas party. 

LITTLE SISTER OP THE APHELIAN ROSE will meet 
at 7 p.m. In the Phi Kappa Theta house to go skating. 

PRIDAY 
CAMPUS CRUSADE  POR CHRIST will  meet at 7-30 

p.m. at the Alpha Kappa Lamda house. 

RUSSIAN CLUB will meet at 4 p.m. at Last Chance 
Plua. Russian Scrabble will be played and next semester's 
plans discussed. 

L.A. EXPERIENCE will meet at 3-30 p.m. In 
Elsenhower 10t. 

CAMPUS CRUSADE POR CHRIST will meet at 7-90 
p.m. at the Alpha Kappa Lammda house. 

INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP will meet 
at I p.m. In Union 212. 

SUNDAY 
I*K-LAIRES will meet at 7 p.m. in the Union KSU rooms 
for a Christmas dance. 

ARTS AND SCIENCES COUNCIL will meet at 7 p.m. In 
Union 20*. 

FRIDAY, DECEMBERS 
7i30 p.m. 

ALPHA KAPPA LAMBDA 
1919 HUNTING 

TOPIC: 
"HOW TO KNOW 

YOU'RE IN LOVE" 
SufE*ij It] I 

Won't Be Ivalc for COLLEGE LIFE! 
Sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ 

THE WESTERNS 

Bold boots with the 
quality of leather and 
stitching you'd expect. 
Rugged enough for the 
country. Stylish enough 
for the city. Your style 
of boot at your kind 
of price. 

Reg. to 59" 
Now 39" 

Open every night til S p.m. 
Sundays noon to 5 p.m. 

VANDERBILTS 
Downtown Warn ego 

456-9100 

GIVE torn FOR CHRISTMAS! 
^        "■■■*   v 

t 

i. 
a 

[i Bt.                   t da* 

mflff^          '                          JL'fir it* W I/T-^ " '■"«■"■    ^ 
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AH Hems Priced Riled With Beer: 

MINI MUG...8C        • PILSNER GLASS...M.25 

BOOT mUG...*3.25 

FISH BOWL...M.25 

STEIN...M.95 

PITCHER...M.95 
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Briefly By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Broadcasters file protest on Muskie visit 
TOPEKA — The Association of News Broadcasters of Kansas has 

filed a protest with the U. S. State Department over limitations 
placed on news coverage of Secretary of State Edmund Muskie 
during his visit to this state today, the organization's president said 
Wednesday. 

Lance Ross said broadcast reporters would be especially ham- 
pered by the restrictions. 

Ross, who is a newsman with KANU radio, Lawrence, said the 
State Department has refused to allow reporters to cover Muskie's 
arrival and departure from Topeka's Forbes Airport or Muskie's 
visit with Alf Landon, former Kansas governor and 1936 Republican 
nominee for president. 

Muskie will go from Topeka to Manhattan where he will appear on 
a K-State lecture series named in Landon's honor. 

Ross said the news broadcasters group also criticized the State 
Department for cancelling a Muskie news conference that was 
scheduled in conjunction with his appearance at Manhattan. 

Without a news conference in Manhattan or press access in 
Topeka, overall news coverage will be jeopardized and restricted 
only to Muskie's Landon Lecture, Ross said. 

He said he had been told by reporters traveling with Muskie that 
the limitations are not in line with usual local press arrangements. 

Jury finds 2 guilty in A bscam trial 
NEW YORK — A federal jury found lame-duck Reps. Frank 

Thompson Jr. (D-N.J.) and John Murphy (D-N.Y.) guilty late 
Wednesday of numerous charges in the FBI's undercover Abscam 
case. 

Both defendants were found guilty of conspiring to defraud the 
U.S. government by agreeing to accept bribes in return for 
promising to help fictitious Arab sheiks in immigration matters. 

Thompson, 62, a 13-term congressman from Trenton, N.J., also 
was convicted on a bribery charge, the most serious offense alleged 
in the five-count indictment. 

Murphy, 54, a nine-term congressman from Staten Island, N.Y., 
was acquitted on the bribery count. 

The bribery charge carries a possible 15 year prison term, while 
the maximum term on the conspiracy convictions is five years. 

Thompson was acquitted on a conflict of interest charge, while 
Murphy was convicted of that allegation. 

Murphy also was convicted of a criminal gratuity charge while 
Thompson was found guilty of aiding and abetting in that crime. 

Reapportionment delayed until 1981 
TOPEKA — Reapportionment of the state's congressional 

districts will wait until after the 1981 session of the Kansas 
Legislature, top leaders in the House and Senate say. 

House Speaker Wendell Lady (R-Overland Park) and Senate 
President Ross Doyen (R-Concordia) say that federal census figures 
will riot be ready in time for the upcoming session to redraw boun- 
daries of Kansas* five congressional districts. 

"We will not be able to do congressional reapportionment until 
1982, unless something changes," Lady confirmed Tuesday. 

Final census figures for Kansas probably will not be available 
until April 1981, according to Russell Mills, a specialist on reap- 
portionment for the Legislative Research Department. But there 
could be delays because of lawsuits filed by several cities 
challenging the accuracy of the figures. 

By law, the state must set new district boundaries by 1982 and the 
courts require that population in each district be approximately 
equal. Reapportionment has long been a time-consuming and 
politically sensitive process for the Legislature. 

Equipment problem grounds solar flight 
MARANA, Ariz. — The sun-powered Solar Challenger flew only 

eight miles Wednesday as a equipment problem grounded the at- 
tempted long-distance flight less than 30 minutes after its start. 

The plane—piloted by Janice Brown, a Bakersfield, Calif., 
teacher—landed about one-half mile west of Interstate 10 after a 
propeller pitch control malfunctioned. It had taken off from Marana 
Air Park northwest of Tucson about 1 p.m. MST on what was to have 
been a 63-mile flight to Chandler, about 25 miles southeast of 
Phoenix. 

The Solar Challenger, a 29-foot aircraft weighing 175 pounds, is 
driven by a 2.47-horsepower electric engine powered by 15,000 
photovoltaic solar cells on its 47-foot wings and its tail section. With 
an 11-foot propeller, it flies 20 to 30 mph. 

Despite the breakdown, designer Paul MacCready of Pasadena, 
Calif., said he was encouraged by the 22-minute flight, the longest to 
date. 

WeatFier 
Clear to partly cloudy and warm today, with high in the 50s, and 

the low tonight in the low 30s. 

Your FREE with any 
purchase of over '100.00 

|]      HURRY! OFFER ENDS 
(f       DECEMBER 5,1980. 



Opinions 
New hospital program 

helps establish research 
Hospitals in Missouri and Kansas will begin using 

tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) for nausea treatment brought on by 
chemotherapy. 

These hospitals will be among 300 others in the nation to use pills 
containing the active ingredient in marijuana. The use of the drug is 
part of a program instigated by the National Cancer Institute and 
the U.S. Department of Justice. 

The idea to experiment with the drug is an important step in trying 
to ease much of the public outcry against marijuana by trying to see 
if there is any justification in its use. 

Many arguments against marijuana have been made without 
substantial evidence the drug is harmful to users. Meanwhile, two 
legal drugs continue to take countless lives each year— nicotine 
(cigarettes) and alcohol—while marijuana smokers are continually 
hassled in states such as Kansas where decriminalization has not 
been instituted. 

If some therapeutic relief can be derived from THC, stronger 
evidence can be applied to laws concerning whether this drug should 
be legalized. 

Opponents of the use of this drug have long hailed it as the prime 
cause of leading people into using harder drugs on the black market 
and eventually ruining their lives. However, after adequate 
research, results might show THC to be no more harmful than 
nicotine or alcohol. 

It is encouraging that a program is finally underway to determine 
the effects of marijuana—positive or negative. Only thorough 
clinical research can properly evaluate the effects of marijuana. 

KEVIN HASKIN 
Opinions Editor 

MarkAtzenhoffer 

Avoiding the 
good-bye kiss 

Dilemma time is near. It's make it or 
break it. And for some it's doomsday. 

After spending a solid semester attending 
classes, studying, working and attending 
more classes, the next two short weeks can 
eliminate everything that has been ac- 
complished. 

My plan when the semester started was to 
lay out all assignments, papers and projects 
in accordance with their due dates. The 
whole plan was outlined so that I had plenty 
of time to complete them. 

As the days passed, I was able to maintain 
a very tight schedule and I was getting by. 

Exams were completed without any F 
grades, however, there were a few close 
calls. Most of my papers were completed 
after much research and evaluation (I 
stayed up all night for two days before they 
were due) and I even managed to get a 
majority of them hi on time. 

NOW COME8 the last big paper, worth 
two exam grades and due Friday. That 
would seem trivial if my plan was working 
out, but alas it has run into two of my major 
hangups—procrastination and lack of time. 
So I will spend the next M hours doing what I 
should have been doing the past six weeks. 
Researching papers that should be written. 

To ad insult to injury, I have to complete 
another major project soon also. This is all 
good and well, but my grades are at such a 
point that one slip-up and I can kiss sue years 
of higher education good-bye. 

This pressure, added to pressure from 
procrastinating and lack of time, mounts to 
such a point that I want to go home and curl 
up in bed so the world will go away. There is 
however, one problem to that solution—one 
cannot escape the world or its pressures 
except in death (I'm not sure you can escape 
them then) and I'm not ready for that yet. 

THE PRESSURES one encounters 
throughout life are to be dealt with. From 
my experience it is easier to take things on a 

day to day basis. I feel I have learned how to 
relax myself, at least enough so I can open 
my eyes and see the light. However, being 
able to see the light and make use of its 
illumination is a different situation. 

I try to ignore the obvious (that this paper 
must get done) and then at the last minute I 
am under heavy pressure. 

I know I shouldn't try to duck the pressure 
because I know it will be there when I crawl 
out of the sack or come up tor air. For all 
this time spent avoiding the obvious, I come 
up with a paper that is still due and I've lost 
valuable time which could have been used 
for getting the assignment done. 

So for the next 24 hours I will devote as 
much time aa possible to get this paper done 
and salvage another semester. 

And I will be back to the drawing board to 
devise another great plan to make the next 
semester more organized. 

I think my new approach will be to work 
out a plan that has lengthened days so there 
won't be a reason for saying "I don't have 
the time," or "Itcan wait." 

W« Kr40*W R?R SO0£ 
TIME NOMHOTEPTHAT 
vtiHW am HAVJM 

HSBKT AT ACW 09.. 

1MSAN IT,HttlRV„, IM SICK OF WWTIN6.JWANTT& GO OUT,, 
IWANTToMe INAMOM,,,IWAOT^ 

Debra Graber 

Not so 
Pretty Prairie 

I am afraid of going home for Christmas. 
When others think of visits home, they 

think of seeing family and friends and 
generally having a good time. When I think 
of visiting home, I think of disasters. 

It never fails. Every time I go home, 
disaster follows me. 

When I went home (to Pretty Prairie, 
Kan.) the first time this summer, my father 
drove the combine onto the field, didn't look 
where he was going and snapped the auger 
off on a power line. The electric company 
wasn't very happy and neither was he. 
Mother swore the ground shook when he 
walked. 

A few days later, he dropped a wrench 
while fixing the tractor. Unfortunately, he 
dropped it into the crankcase and spent the 
next four hours with his face plastered 
against the opening trying to get it out. He 
finally drained the oil and managed to fish 
out the wrench The ground shook that day, 
too. 

I STAYED away from home for awhile. I 
thought my parents might do better without 
my visits. 

The second time I went home, the washing 
machine stopped, mere wasn't any water 
pressure, the irrigation motor quit working 
and the tractor broke down again. It was 
such a cheerful household. 

The third and last time I was home this 
summer, I had totalled my 1965 Falcon and 

we were car shopping. My father thought 
that was pretty much of a disaster, 
especially after he crammed his six foot 
frame into several Chevettes, a Mustang 
and a few small foreign cars. He kept 
muttering something about "chin on my 
knees." I did not buy a small foreign car. 

I came back to K-State in August for my 
senior year. As often happens, I forgot a few 
essentials, so I made a quick trip home for 
Labor Day weekend. That weekend, my 
mother was stung by a yellow jacket, had a 
severe reaction and almost died. Dad 
rushed her to the hospital and watched 
helplessly while she went into shock and 
turned blue. It was a long and terrifying 
weekend. 

I DIDN'T go home again until 
Thanksgiving. When I walked in the door, 
Mom looked up and said, "Every time you 
come home, SOMETHING happens." 

Part of the well casing had collapsed. I 
can testify that there is no experience like 
taking a bath in a bathtub full of sandy 
water. Or looking into your glass of water 
and watching the sand settle to the bottom. 
Mom considered serving distilled water 
with the turkey. 

So now when I think about Christmas 
vacation, I get a feeling of foreboding. What 
else can go wrong? For some unknown 
reason, I have this vision of the Christmas 
tree catching fire... 
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I-70 repair creates essential evil 
The sound is an irritating rumble one 

would expect from a cobblestone or brick 
surface. Cars pound out different levels of 
noise as they run across the once smooth, 
now grooved, roadway. 

Due to the unusually extreme heat this 
summer, the overlay asphalt on roads such 
as Interstate 70 (1-70) rolled up and rutted, 
according to Steve Wollington, assistant 
district maintenance engineer with the 
Kansas Department of Transportation 
(KDT). This has left ruts and dips in the 
road surface that retain moisture and are 
safety hazards for motorists. 

"We must restore the crown surface on 
the road in order to prevent slippage and 
hydroplaning. This restoration process is 
done by a method called 'cold milling'", 
Wollington said. 

Dick Barker, KDT Construction coor- 
dinator at the Wamego office, said the "cold 
milling" process is a safety measure being 
used on 1-70 from Topeka to its Intersection 
with Highway 177. 

"We try to have the road milled (grooved) 
one-fourth an inch below the deepest wheel 

rut. This helps prevent water retention and 
allows drainage," Barker said. "By 
eliminating the wheel ruts we can also avoid 
some ice on the roads. It (milling) is highly 
skid resistant and therefore it becomes an 
important safety measure." 

Barker said he was aware of the ob- 
noxious noise caused by the grooving of the 
highway and the fact that motorists have a 
tendency toavoid the "milled" lane. 

"Truck drivers really appreciate this 
grooving for traction reasons. They don't 
mind the noise as much as motorists since 
their trucks are much louder than car- 
s—regardless of vibrations caused by the 
milling," he said. 'Trucks wear out the 
highways faster than any other vehicle. 
Hopefully by this spring and summer the 
truck traffic will have some of the roughness 
down." 

"The original bid was $204,831.00, but it 
has gone up to $250,000 since we added an 
additional contract," Barker said. "We've 
never milled quite this much before but 
when the temperature of the asphalt had 
gotten up to 163 degrees during the summer, 

Tse-tung's widow admits 
rigging of false evidence 

PEKING (AP) — Mao Tsetung's widow 
admitted in court Wednesday that she led a 
group in rigging up false evidence against 
then-Chinese President Liu Shao-chi and 
ordered the arrest of his glamorous, U.S.- 
born wife on charges she was an American 
spy, the official Xinhua news agency 
reported 

Peking Radio reported earlier that Jiang 
Qing quibbled and evaded questions in 
response to charges that she led "the 
nation's greatest frame-up"—the seizure of 
Liu, who died in jail in 1969, and his wife 
Wang Guangmei. 

Chinese sources had said Jiang Qing, 
leader of the Gang of Four, appeared self- 
assured before the Supreme People's Court 
as she denied charges she ordered the 
persecution of Lui and Wang. They are 
believed to have been arrested in the 
summer of 1967. Liu was exonerated 
posthumously last spring; Wang works as 
the director of foreign affairs department of 
the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences 
after serving 12 years in jail. 

XINHUA REPORTED later, however, 
that after first denying "time and again that 
the special group had been under her direct 
control and command ... after large 
amounts of evidence were exhibited and 
statements in testimony read out in court, 
Jiang Qing finally admitted: 'I was in direct 
charge of the special group for handling the 
case- 

Foreign reporters, barred from the 
courtroom on grounds state secrets may be 
discussed,   must   rely  on  reports from 

Chinese officials and media. 
According to Peking Radio, the 67-year- 

old widow made "crafty denials" of 
responsibility for an investigation group's 
drumming up charges that Liu's wife Wang 
was a secret agent. The radio said she ad- 
mitted, however, that her writing appeared 
on a 1968 letter complaining that the group 
was bypassing her. 

Xinhua said she admitted a signature was 
hers on a September 1967 report requesting 
the arrest of Wang for allegedly being a 
secret agent of the United States, Japan and 
Taiwan. 

IT QUOTED HER as saying at first that 
she could not remember it and that she had 
difficulty speaking, but later admitted, 
"Yes, it's my handwriting. I recognize it" 

Wang was born in the United States of 
Chinese parents and came to China as a 
child, according to Chinese officials. 

Wang is believed to be about 58 and is 
known to have been especially hated by 
Jiang Qing. The widow of the ex-president 
was among the 600 to 800 specially chosen 
spectators at an earlier court session, but 
was not reported in court Wednesday. 

A 35-judge special court is trying Jiang 
Qing and nine other defendants on charges 
of plotting to assassinate Mao, stage a coup 
d'etat and persecute tens of thousands of 
Chinese during the Cultural Revolution of 
the late 1960s and its turbulent aftermath. 
The 10 face a possible death sentence if 
convicted in the trial, which began about 10 
days ago. 

Property tax procedure changes 
TOPEKA (AP) — The state Department 

of Revenue Wednesday reminded Kansans 
who own automobiles that beginning Jan. 1 
they will have to pay all of their personal 
property taxes for the previous year before 
they will be able to renew their vehicle 
registrations. 

The Legislature has changed the time of 
payment of personal property taxes in an 
effort to produce a more even flow of 
revenue into county treasurers' offices, as 
well as to keep people from skipping paying 
their second half taxes. 

Up to now, personal property taxes in 
Kansas have been due in two in- 
stallments—the first on Dec. 20 of the tax 
year and the second the following June 20. 

In Kansas, an individual's personal 
property tax liability is determined solely 
by the vehicles he or she owns. The newer 
the vehicle and the larger it is, the higher 
the tax. 

To register or re-register motor vehicles 
and get new license tags, owners must 
produce receipts showing they have paid 
their personal property taxes. 

With Kansas' vehicle registration 
program on a staggered basis—with 
owners' times for registering coming due 
alphabetically throughout the year—some 
who registered during the first six months of 
the year would pay their first half personal 
property taxes in December, get their 
vehicles re-registered and then skip paying 
the second half. 

Under the system going into effect the 
first of the year, motorists will not pay any 
personal property taxes until they go to 
register their vehicles. Then, the entire 
amount will be due. 

That means vehicle owners will have to 
come up with twice the cash at one time, 
when in the past many paid one-half at a 
time. 

The amount of the personal property tax 
due will be printed on the registration 
renewal forms sent to owners before their 
expiration dates. 

we found that we had to correct the results 
of this sort of stress on more highways than 
usual." 

A spokesman for Brown and Brown Inc. 
Construction, of Salina, said 77 miles of 
highway have already been milled in 
Dickinson, Wabunsee, Shawnee, and Saline 
counties. 

"It (milling) is not a new idea. Many 
states have this grooving on their highways 
year around," Arland Hicks, KDT tran- 
sportation safety administrator, said. "Of 
course people are going to complain about 
the noise level, but at least they won't be 
slipping off the road." 

SENDACANDYGRAM 
TO A SPECIAL FRIEND 

You write the note, we'll 
supply the candycane 
and deliver It for you. 

On sale Dec. 3,4 in 
Union ground floor. 

BUY YOURS NOW! 
Will be delivered Dec. 10-11. 

Sponsored by Off-Campus 
Student Assoc. 

UFM 

Winter ^raft lale    #* 
Friday, Dec. 5 & Saturday, Dec. 6 

li:30 am-5:30 pm       UFM   House   I22I   Tluirston 

featuring stained glass, 

Pottery,  Weaving, 

Toys, SS-mas crafts, 
Quilting, and more. 

Craft demonstrations during sale hours 

THE USWBT mum . 

invites YOU to a 

CHRISTMAS 
PARTY 

Tonite 6:00-10:00 p.m.!! 
Our Christmas Tree will sparkle with an 

abundance of envelopes containing "discount 
cards" ranging from 10% off to FREE!! 
When you have made your selection, choose 
an envelope and that is the discount you will 
receive on your purchase! 

Refreshments All Evening!! 

THE USIX6BT BOUTIQUE 
1118 Moro 
Aggieville 

Mon.-Thun. 10-8:30 
Frl. & S.t. 10-6:00 

Sunday 1-5:00 

THE FUN PLACE TO SHOP IN AGGIEVILLE!" 

ATTENTION 
K.S.U. Marketing Club Proudly Presents 

Former Governor 
Robert F. Bennett 

Topic 
"Business: The 1980's...What Can We Expect?" 

i 

K-State Union Little Theater 7:30 P.M. December i 
Area Senators and Representatives will be attending 

Refreshments will be provided 
The Public is Welcome. 
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Budget limit hinders 
emergency response 

By JANET ELMORE 
Collegian Reporter 

Despite a budget request of over $2 
million, the Riley County Police Depart- 
ment (RCPD) will still be hard put to meet 
all of its calls, according to Col. Les Bieler of 
the RCPD. 

Bieler said the force is in need of at least 
eight additional officers to respond to 
emergency calls more promptly and ef- 
ficiently. 

"We don't have enough officers on a day- 
to-day basis to respond to calls," he said 

However, he said, because state statute 
limits the expenditures of police forces to 
not more than 10 percent more than the 
previous year's budget, the RCPD can't 
afford to add more officers. 

The population of Riley County has grown 
some 10 percent since 1974, yet, no additions 
have been made to the force, Bieler said. 

No additions were made in the previous 
years because of a lack of funding for them, 
he said. 

The department is using part of next 
year's budget to give its officers an eight 
percent pay increase, starting Jan. 1. 

Sometimes this lack of manpower 
lengthens response time . for 
calls—sometimes as much as 45 minutes, he 
said. 

The normal response time for calls within 
Manhattan   is   five   minutes,   and   ap- 

proximately IS minutes to calls outside 
Manhattan. But in a situation where a call 
outside Manhattan occurs, and no officers 
within the county are available, an officer 
working in Manhattan must respond to the 
call, which accounts for the long response 
time, he said. 

According to a recent study, the RCPD's 
65 officers are serving over 61,000 people. 
That is a ratio of one officer per 940 people. 

Bieler said that ratio is higher than other 
communities in Kansas, including Kansas 
City and Wichita. 

The national average ratio is one officer 
per 800 people. 

Bieler suggested that one reason the 
RCPD ratio is higher than the national 
average could be due to the consolidation of 
the Manhattan Police Department and the 
Riley County Sheriff's Department in 1974. 

According to Bieler, Riley County is the 
only county in Kansas which has con- 
solidated departments. 

Despite the backlog in calls, crime solving 
is still above the national average, he said 

The department has been above the 
national clearance rate every year but one, 
Bieler said. 

Bieler said he expects the clearance rate 
for Riley County to be somewhere between 
22 percent and 25 percent. The national rate 
is 20 percent. 

Speaker offers solutions to problem 
of dealing with non-developed areas 

By LISA WULFKUHLE 
Collegian Reporter 

Western world social scientists don't 
always have all the answers when working 
with underdeveloped countries, said Jerry 
Moles agricultural anthropologist and 
director of the Program in Food, Land and 
Power at Pamona College in Caremont, 
Calif. 

Moles presented seminars, sponsored by 
the anthropology department, Tuesday and 
Wednesday on "Purpose, Epistemology and 
Farming Systems." 

According to Moles, the most successful 
way to help underdeveloped areas is to learn 
as much from the native people as possible 
and then apply theories previously learned 
to this new knowledge. 

"We are a product of our own en- 
vironment. A lot of the things that Western 
social scientists have been trained in don't 
work very well in underdeveloped nations 
because of the completely different en- 
vironment," he said. 

Human behavior can also differ between 
cultures, Moles said. 

"We use our knowledge in ways to in- 
fluence other people," he said. "As in 
agriculture, we often have answers to the 
questions, but no actual theories on the 
human behavior or structural consequences 
involved." 

ACCORDING TO MOLES, social scien- 
tists are often guilty of making models fit 
their own theories. 

As an example he mentioned an ancient 
Greek who would catch people and tie them 
to his bed. If the person caught was too 
short, the Greek would stretch them out to 
fit the bed. If too long, he would cut the limbs 
off of the person. 

"Many social scientists work in this 
manner. As long as social science fits our 
purpose, we have no reason to fit our 
theories to specific problems," Moles said. 

Often, scientists may think they have the 
answers without actually asking what the 
question is, he said. 

"Often times, you can only see part of the 
problem, and the rest has to be assumed," 
Moles said. This often results in a loophole in 
many theories, he said. 

Two of the most common problems in 
third-world agriculture are: productivity 
and malnutrition. Helping one of these 
problem areas may often aggravate the 
other. 

For example, Moles said, if a village is 
having problems with productivity in low 
potato yields, mechanization in cultivation 
and planting might increase these yields. At 
the same time it would decrease the hand 
labor. Although this would increase the 
yields for the owner, many of the villagers 
wouldn't have a job, resulting in poverty 
that may lead to malnutrition. 

"Where there's money, there's food. But 
how do you give purchasing power to the 

poor? They have to work," he said. 
It is for these reasons, Moles said, that 

many social scientists are moving away 
from the non-applied, or theory-type of 
social science toward a more applied social 
science. 

Moles discribed one type of applied social 
science as "Farming Systems Research." 

In this system, different people from 
different disciplines are brought into an 
underdeveloped area and given a specific 
problem to work towards. 

"This often means trying to decide who's 
behavior has to change to solve the problem, 
and it isn't always the peasant who has to 
change, often it's us," he said. 

This system involves more practical than 
theoretical attitudes, Moles said. 

"We may be the 'educated' ones, but we 
still want to use as much of their knowledge 
as we can capture," Moles said. "They often 
know the very same things, but have an 
entirely different way of explaining it." 
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Accounting program won't change 
Contrary to a current national trend of 

extending college accounting degrees to a 
Five-year program, K-State has decided to 
retain its traditional four-year un- 
dergraduate curriculum, Maurice Stark, 
head of the Department of Accounting, said. 

Colleges, including Missouri University, 
Columbia, and Oklahoma State University, 
Stillwater, have accepted installation of a 
five-year accounting program, requiring 
three years of undergraduate classes and 
two additional years of graduate work, 
Stark said. 

"The reason for doing this is to make the 
accounting degree more professional; 
similar to the law degreee," be said. 

However, Stark said K-State will maintain 
its four-year degree program—at least for 
right now. 

"Our plans for the moment are to stay 
with the four-plus-one (program)," he said 
"One of the problems of going to a five-year 
degree program is that there is little 
demand on the part of the students for the 
fifth year, because most firms are willing to 
hire students with just a bachelors degree." 

STARK SAID he believes the demand for   in accounting. 

the five-year program will increase across 
the country in coming years, because of 
requirements that are being established in 
some areas. 

"I think that demand will become greater 
as time goes by because some of the states 
are starting to require a five-year degree of 
one form or another to take the CPA 
(Certified Public Accountant) exam," he 
said. "Once the states start requiring that, 
then the firms will probably start being 
more particular about hiring and only go 
after (students with) Masters." 

Stark said the department predicts it will 
be five or 10 more years before the college 
has to consider this as a problem and that K- 
State will not accept the three-plus-two 
program in the near future. 

"What you have to do to make that work is 
that you have to have enough students in the 
Masters program to have separate sections 
for the regular four-year students and the 
Masters-degree student," he said. 

ALTHOUGH the five-year program is not 
being accepted, Stark said the department 
will urge students to continue graduate work 

"We will be encouraging more and more 
people to go for that fifth year, but as long as 
they are getting salary offers of $17,000 to 
$18,000 a year, it's kind of hard to make 
them stick around for another year," Stark 
said. 

Stark said he doesn't believe K-State 
students are being hurt by the decision to not 
adopt the five-year program, adding that K- 
State will remain competitive with the rest 
of the Big 8 schools scholastically. He also 
predicted that K-State graduates will 
continue to do well on their CPA exam- 
s—frequently earning better scores than 
graduates from other state schools. 

Mediator attempts to halt 
possible Syria-Jordan war 

DAMASCUS, Syria (AP) - A Saudi 
Arabian mediator shuttled between Amman 
and Damascus on Wednesday to toy to head 
off a Syrian-Jordan war. Jordan's in- 
formation minister denied that King 
Hussein had accepted Syrian conditions for 
ending the border crisis. 

Prince Abdullah Bin AbdulAziz, a deputy 
premier of the oil-rich nation that finances 
arms purchases by both Syria and Jordan, 
arrived from Amman for talks with 
President Hafez Assad after meeting 
Hussein in the Jordanian capital. 

As Abdullah met with Assad, Syrian of- 
ficials warned that war between the two 
Arab states would be inevitable if Jordan 
failed to meet Syria's terms for ending the 
crisis. 

Syria, charging that Jordan Was backing a 
fundamentalist Islamic group trying to 
overthrow Assad and was changing its 
stance toward the Palestine Liberation 
Organization, moved 50,000 troops and 1,200 
tanks to the border with Jordan. Hussein 
responded by rushing 30,000 Jordanian 
troops to the tense frontier. 

THE CRISIS appeared to ease when 
Jordanian officials said Tuesday that 
Jordan had agreed to Syria's demands for a 
written statement that Jordan was not 
aiding terrorists of the Moslem Brotherhood 
and that Jordan recognized the PLO as the 
sole representative of Palestinians. Syria 
also pulled back some hoops from the 
border, according to reports from 
Damascus and Amman. 

But Information Minister Adnan Abu 
Auden on Wednesday denied reports of an 
agreement "Syria has submitted no con- 
ditions and the king has accepted none," he 
told reporters in Amman. He added that 
some Syrian troops had pulled back, but 
said it was only to a Syrian army camp five 
miles from the border. 

In Washington, the State Department said 
it was unable to confirm any reduction of 
troops on the Syria-Jordan border or any 

China to receive 
more U.S. wheat 

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Agriculture 
Department announced Wednesday that 
private exporters have negotiated contracts 
for the sale of 200,000 more metric tons of 
U.S. wheat to China. 

The latest purchases bring to nearly 7.1 
million metric tons the amount of American 
wheat China has purchased so far this year. 

The Chinese have also signed contracts 
for more than 450,000 metric tons of corn and 
183,000 metric tons of soybeans. 

In October, the U.S. and Chinese gover- 
nments signed a four-year agreement under 
which China was authorized to buy up to 9 
million metric tons of U.S. grain a year 
without prior approval of the American 
government. 

That agreement, however, does not take 
effect until Jan. 1. 

agreement to reduce tensions. Jordan has 
asked the United States for new weapons 
and spare parts for its American equipment 

HUSSEIN has publicly denied the Syrian 
charges and said Jordan was "open to all 
reasonable suggestions for resolving this 
pointless crisis." 

Abu Auden insisted, however, that Jordan 
had not bowed to the Syrian conditions. 
"Acceptance of the two Syrian conditions 
would signify that we accept the Syrian 
assumption that we are guilty of the false 
charges leveled against us," be said 

Sources in Amman said Hussein had 
clearly signaled his readiness to settle the 
dispute provided it was not considered 
capitulation by Jordan or an admission that 
the Syrian charges were true. 
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Senate to discuss veto power 
in final meeting of semester 

Student Senate is scheduled to meet 
tonight, for the last time this semester, to 
hear discussion on a bill that would give line 
item veto power to the student body 
president. 

The bill was previously presented to 
senate and failed. Presently, the student 
body president must veto or approve an 
entire allocation request instead of con- 
sidering each item separately. In order for 
the bill to take affect, it must also be ratified 
by two-thirds of the college councils. 

Senate also is to hear discussion con- 
cerning bills that would, if approved, 
establish the creation of a Student Gover- 
ning Association (SGA) newsletter editor 
and photographer. 

According to Mark Zimmerman, senate 
chairman, the SGA newsletter is presently 
the responsibility of the Communications 
Committee chairman. The appointed in- 
dividuals to these two positions will serve as 
ex-off icio members of the Communications 
Committee. 

Also on the agenda is a bill to include a 
voting student representative on Faculty 
Senate Academic Affairs committee, and 
the senate chairman as a voting member on 
the Faculty Senate Faculty Affairs com- 
mittee. 

According to Zimmerman, placing a 
student on the Academic Affairs committee 
will be advantageous because the com- 
mittee plays an important role in making 
policy. He said that senate needs mem- 
bership in the Faculty Affairs committee so 

students may be more informed on the 
committee's concerns. 

In other business, senate is to approve the 
appointments of Elections Committee 
members, two cabinet members and the 
Summer School Allocations Board mem- 
bers. 

Senate also is scheduled to vote on 
whether K-State Associated Students of 
Kansas (ASK) should Join United States 
Student Association (USSA), a national 
lobbying organization. Presently, K-State 
ASK is a member of the Associated Students 
of America (ASA), but membership expires 
in April. 

The Student Legislative Network (SLN) is 
scheduled to present its priority issues to 
senate for their endorsement. 

The SLN priority issues include: 
renovation of Nichols Gymnasium, Union 
rental reimbursement, faculty salary in- 
creases, tax on soft-drink syrup to fund a 
new coliseum, and increased funding for 
Student Financial Assistance. 

The K-State ASK will also present its 
priority issues. They include: educational 
finance for regent's institutions, financial 
support for Washburn University, self-help 
amendment to Landlord-Tenant Act, and 
opposition to raising the legal age for con- 
sumption of 3.2 percent beer. 

Senate also is scheduled to vote on the K- 
State Literature and Notice Regulations for 
general campus and Alpha Phi Omega 
(APO) bulletin boards. 

U.S. Senate gives final approval 
on amendment prohibiting busing 

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate gave 
final approval Wednesday to an amendment 
that would prohibit the government from 
asking courts to bus children out of their 
neighborhoods to integrate public schools. 

The measure, strongly opposed by the 
Justice Department, was sent to President 
Carter on a voice vote. Carter was urged by 
his attorney general to veto the bill, but 
senators said he was undecided. 

By amendment was approved as part of a 
$9.1-billion bill providing fiscal 1961 ap- 
propriations for the State, Justice and 
Commerce departments, the federal courts 
and other agencies. 

Senate Majority Leader Robert Byrd (D- 
W. Va.) and Sen. Ernest Hollings (D-S.C.) 
floor manager for the bill, said they 
received no signals from Carter on whether 
he would sign or veto the legislation. 

ATTORNEY GENERAL Benjamin 
Civiletti has said he would recommend that 
Carter veto the bill because the busing 
provision would cripple the Justice 
Department's efforts to integrate public 
schools. 

Hollings said he was told at the White 
House that Carter would decide on the bill 
after receiving advice from Civiletti and 
others. 

Specifically, the bill would bar the Justice 
Department from using the appropriated 
money "to bring any sort of action to require 
directly or indirectly the transportation of 

any student to a school other than the school 
which is nearest the student's home, except 
for a student requiring special education as 
a result of being mentally or physically 
handicapped." 

Sen. Lowell Weicker (R-Conn.) sought to 
soften the impact of the anti-busing 
language by adding the words: 

NOTHING IN this act shall be interpreted 
to limit in any manner the Department of 
Justice in enforcing the Constitution of the 
United States nor shall anything in this act 
be interpreted to modify or diminish the 
authority of the courts of the United States 
to enforce fully the Constitution of the 
United States." 

Weicker argued that his amendment 
would preserve the bill's "message about 
how Congress feels about busing," but at the 
same time would protect the measure from 
constitutional challenge. 

Sen. Jesse Helms (R-N.C.) said Weicker's 
amendment was designed to "leave the door 
ajar just a little bit" for mandatory busing. 
He called for passage of the measure 
without the amendment as a means of en- 
ding the "demonstrable folly" of busing for 
racial balance. The Senate bought Helms' 
arguments, and Weicker's initiative failed. 

The anti-busing amendment was added to 
the appropriations bill in the House last 
month and was agreed to by the Senate. But 
a conference committee was necessary to 
iron out other differences in the legislation. 
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Taxes will be paid under protest 

Railroad tax reduction request sidetracked 
TOPEKA (AP) - Federal Judge Richard 

Rogers denied Wednesday an application by 
four railroads for a preliminary injunction 
which would have exempted them from 
paying more than half their 1980 property 
taxes, SO percent of which must be paid by 
Dec. 20. 

The railroads brought suit last summer 
seeking to have their property valuations in 
Kansas reduced, arguing that under the 
federal Ralroad Revitalization, Regulatory 
and Reform Act states cannot tax railroads 
at a higher rate than they tax other classes 
of property. Rogers said that while the four 
railroads may well win their cases even- 
tually, they had not proved at a Nov. 18 
hearing in his court mat they will suffer 
irreparable barm if they must go ahead and 
pay under protest $2.84 million of the taxes 
they owe this month. 

IN FACT, the Judge said, if the taxes 
aren't paid county governments will face 
financial problems because they already 
are operating under budgets which are 
funded in anticipation that they will get the 
railroad tax money. 

"There is no question that the loss of tax 
revenue would cause problems throughout 
the state," Rogers said. "It is this court's 
belief that this opinion may notify the local 
governments that they are in danger of 
losing this valuable tax revenue." 

The railroads are the Santa Fe, Union 
Pacific, Rock Island and Missouri-Kansas- 
Texas, more commonly known as the Katy. 

They own property in 98 of Kansas' 105 
counties. 

J.B. Reeves, attorney for the Santa Fe 
here, said because the taxes are due in Just 
two weeks, there is no time to appeal 
Rogers' decision to the 10th Circuit Court of 
Appeals in Denver. 

"We will be paying our taxes under 
protest and hoping we can get this case 
heard as quickly as possible,'' Reeves said 

He asked at the Nov. 18 hearing on the 
injunction that Rogers set this case for trial 
on its merits as soon as possible after Feb. 1. 
Reeves said he has had no indication from 
Rogers when a trial dale might be set. 

THE SANTA FE attorney said it was his 
understanding that the Union Pacific also 
would go ahead and pay its taxes under 
protest without trying to appeal the in- 
junction denial. 

The gauroads claim they are paying taxes 
on assessed valuations of 30 percent of fair 
market value, while other classes of 
property in Kansas are taxed on much lower 
assessments. 

The four railroads who brought the suit in 
Topeka say they will owe $4.88 million in 
first-half property taxes on Dec. 20, but 
should be required to pay only $2.04 million 
of that amount if their tax assessments are 
brought into line with those of other classes 
of property. 

The judge said he had to balance the 
competing interests of the railroads to 
achieve the tax equity they seek and the 
county governments to receive the revenue 
they have budgeted for. 

The railroads can always get their money 
back if they eventually win their argument, 
Rogers noted. 

ROGERS CALLED IT a dose and difficult 
question." 

"The court is mindful that plaintiffs (the 
railroads) will probably prevail on the 
merits, although the odds are not over- 
whelming, and that plaintiffs may suffer 
some harm, although not irreparable," 
Rogers wrote in his opinion. 

"An eventual victory for the plaintiffs 
would allow them to collect the over- 
payment of their taxes, using the 'speedy 
and efficient' tax protest and refund 
procedures of the state of Kansas. 

"No evidence is before the court on the 
harm that could be caused local govern- 
ments if the amount of plaintiffs' taxes are 
not paid when due. 

"It is concern over this problem and the 
many other difficult issues involved in this 
case that causes the court in a reluctant 
exercise of its discretion to deline to grant 
the motion for preliminary injunction." 

ROGERS SAID counties in which the four 
railroads operate "have prepared their 
budgets in reliance on the expectation that 
1980 taxes will be timely paid." 

In weighing the two interests, the judge 
added, he found the plight of the counties if 
the taxes were not paid was the deciding 
factor. 

" ... It is apparent that the court's 
examination of the issues has not disclosed 
that plaintiffs enjoy such an overwhelming 
chance of succeeding on the merits that the 
court should ignore the other equitable 
standards..." Rogers concluded. 

The railroads had introduced in support of 
their contention that they are overtaxed in 
Kansas a study by Wilfred Pine, a K-State 
professor, showing that locally-assessed 
commercial and industrial property in 
Kansas is assessed at a statewide average of 
12.7 percent. 

Adding in state-assessed utilities, which 
like railroad., are supposed to have their 
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property valued at 30 percent of true market 
value, the statewide average still is just 20 
percent, Pine's study showed 

The railroads argue they should have 
their assessments reduced to 12.7 percent 

However, the state has challenged Pine's 
figures, and also contends that 99 percent of 
all railroad property in Kansas is classed as 
personal property, because it is located on 
railroad right-of-way land 

Kansas traditionally has classed property 
on right-of-way as personal property. The 
state argued Congress did not intend to 
overturn the states' traditional methods for 
assessing railroad property when it passed 
the so-called 4-R legislation. 

Personal property in Kansas, which for 
individuals is based on the value of their 
motor vehicles, is assessed at 30 percent. 
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'60s rebel surrenders 
after hiding 11 years 

CHICAGO (AP) - Still proclaiming her 
support for "rebellion," one-time Weather 
Underground leader Bernardine Dohrn 
surrendered Wednesday after 11 years in 
hiding and pleaded innocent to charges 
stemming from a series of violent anti-war 
demonstrations. 

"I regret not at all our efforts to side with 
the forces of national liberation," said 
Dohrn, 38, who once apeared on the FBI's 
most-wanted list, after she was released on 
$25,000 bond. 

Her surrender—the latest in a series by 
former radical figures of the late 1960s—had 
been preceded by rumors she was 
negotiating for a deal. But Larry O'Gara, an 
assistant state's attorney, said there had 
been no attempt to plea bargain with his 
office. 

She was ordered to appear at a hearing on 
Jan. 13. 

DOHRN ARRIVED at the Cook County 
Criminal Courts Building with New York 
attorney Michael Kennedy, her sister 
Jennifer Dohrn, and William Ayers, an ex- 
student radical who said he lives with Dohrn 
on Manhattan's Upper West Side and is the 
father of her two children. 

No charges are pending against Ayers, 35, 
who is the son of former Commonwealth 
Edison chairman Thomas Ayers. He said 
both he and Dohrn spoke to their parents 
Tuesday. 

After Dohrn was arraigned on nine 
charges—seven stemming from the 1969 
"Days of Rage" in Chicago and two more 
for jumping bail—she and Ayers read brief 

statements to reporters, refusing to answer 
any questions about their past. 

"We will not talk about our lives," said 
Ayers, adding that it would endanger the 
"millions on the run." 

Dohrn appeared calm and confident. 
"I believe in the necessity of underground 

work, so I am returning to open life with a 
sense of loss as well as hope. I look forward 
to spending time with family and friends, 
new and old," she said. 

"Given the system which perpetuates 
such harsh oppression and suffering, 
rebellion is inevitable and continuous," she 
said. "I remain committed to the struggle 
ahead." 

CIRCUIT JUDGE Fred Suria, who 
reduced her bail from $300,000, said "from 
past experience, I have found that the 
people who turn themselves in, in fact abide 
by the conditions of the bond.'' 

As condition of the bond, Kennedy was 
required to list for his clients a Chicago 
address in addition to a New York City 
address of 520 W. 123rd St. 

Dohrn faces no outstanding federal 
charges. However, local felony charges of 
aggravated battery, mob action and 
solicitation of mob action are pending, in 
addition to the bail jumping charges. 

Other radical figures from the anti-war 
movement who have surfaced recently 
include student leader Mark Rudd, also 
indicted in the "Days of Rage" protests, and 
Yippie leader Abbie Hoffman, who had 
jumped bail on a drug charge. 

Ma Bell pushes for rate increases; 
plans include requests through 1985 

TOPEKA (AP) — Southwestern Bell 
Telephone Co. was planning to file a rate 
increase request this year even before the 
Kansas Corporation Commission (KCC) 
began a hearing last December on an earlier 
Bell rate case, a company official said 
Wednesday. 

Larry Walther, Bell's division staff 
supervisor for economic analysis, made the 
disclosure during questioning by Lee 
Woodard, an attorney for the KCC. 

His testimony came during a hearing 
before the commission on Bell's current 
application for a $62.2 million rate increase, 
the largest rate request ever made by a 
Kansas utility. The case is now in its third 
week, and is expected to continue through 
much of next week. 

Walther said that some preliminary work 
on the current case did, indeed, begin before 
the commission started its hearing in 
December 1979 on a Bell request for a $47.3 
million rate increase. The company, which 
filed that application in 1978, received only 
$26.8 million of their request under a 
commission decision handed down in 
February. 

Besides Walther's testimony on the 
subject, Woodard introduced into evidence a 
company memorandum that indicated 
Southwestern Bell planned to file rate in- 
crease requests for Kansas annually in April 

Interest in railroad 
pleases state officials 

TOPEKA (AP) — Gov. John Carlin said 
Wednesday Kansas officials are pleased 
with interest shown by the Missouri Pacific 
Railroad in the Rock Island rail line bet- 
ween Phillipsburg and Manhattan and 
particularly the Clay Center-Clifton section. 

"Their willingness to work with the state, 
and the communities and shippers involved 
to develop a permanent relationship will be 
a benefit, in the long run, to all involved 
parties," Carlin said in a prepared 
statement. 

"In addition, conversations are underway 
between the (Governor's Railroad) Working 
Group and other carriers in hopes of 
restoring essential services to other portions 
of the line from Phillipsburg to Manhattan." 

Carlin said Vic Moser, executive director 
of the Railroad Working Group, and other 
Kansans recently took part in a meeting 
with Missouri Pacific officials. He said 
Moser reported the Missouri Pacific has 
studied the Phillipsburg-Manhattan route 
but believes only the 16-mile segment bet- 
ween Clifton and Clay Center is suitable for 
immediate service. 

beginning in 1980 and going through 1985. 
He pointed out, and Walther confirmed, 

that Southwestern Bell intended to file it 
current rate case in April but was delayed 
until May. 

Woodard also noted that Bell, until the 
commission had acted on the December rate 
case, would not have been able to calculate 
its revenue requirements for any future rate 
requests. 

At the time Bell filed its $62.2 million rate 
request, the company issued a statement 
saying that it was necessary to ask for 
another rate hike "just three months after 
the commission made an award In a rate 
application filed in 1978 because that award 
was "too little and too late.'" 

If granted in full, the current Bell proposal 
would increase monthly rates $3.20 for basic 
residential telephone service and $8 for 
basic business service. However, the KCC 
staff is contending that the company's 
request should be trimmed to $29.9 million, 
which would cause little, if any, increase in 
residential rates. 

CHEESE GIFTS 
CHEESE MADE AT KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY 

DAIRY SALES COUNTER 

CALL HALL ROOM 144 532-5654 

* All orders will be taken at the Dairy Sales Counter from 
Nov.   17 through Dec.  12,  1980.    Pick-up dates are 
Dec.   1 through Dec. 22, 1980. 

* All boxes must be paid for at the time of order.    Please 
allow at least 2 to 3 days between order and specified 
pick-up date. 

GIFT NO:   1 

GIFT NO:  2 

Gift box with 3 kinds of cheese; 
approximately 3 pounds. 
One each—Mi Id, Medium, Sharp Cheddar. 

Gift box with 3 kinds of cheese; 
approximately 3 pounds. 
One each—Medium Cheddar, Colby, Edam. 

Choice of gift:. $8.75 each, tax Included. 

' 

Wi 

:ATCH-22 
f IS THE MOST MOVING, MOST 

i, INTELLIGENT, THE MOST HU- 
MANE-0H.TO HELL WITH IT! 

-IT'S THE BEST AMERICAN 
FILM I'VE SEEN THIS YEAR!" 

—Vmctnt c»»»». a t Tm— 

"IT'S ONE HELL OF A FILM! A 
COLD SAVAGE AND CHILLING 
COMEDY! Firmly establishes 
Nichols' place in the front rank 
of American directors. Alan 
Arkin's finest screen perform- 
ance to date. 'CATCH-22' would 
be an important event in any 
movie year."-8'Ucew,//.jmson PLAYBOY 

m $i.5o 

upc kaleidoscope 

Thursday 
Little Theatre 3:30 p.m. 

Forum Hall 7:00 p.m. 

j 
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Italian authorities crack down 
on looters, swindlers in area 

NAPLES, Italy (AP) — Authorities on 
Wednesday began cracking down on looting 
and price gouging in quake-stricken 
southern Italy and politicians demanded 
tough measures to ensure the safety of 
survivors and delivery of relief material. 

Giuseppe Zamberletti, the government's 
special commissioner for the disaster zone, 
ordered judges and prosecutors to set up 
courts in tents and camping trailers in 
refugee camps to deal with looters. 

Authorities in Naples said police rein- 
forcements were sent to dozens of towns 
where looting and disturbances were 
reported. 

Nearly a dozen aftershocks hit the 
stricken area Wednesday, but there were no 
reports of new casualties. Workmen dug up 
more than 25 bodies, most of them in 
Laviano, near Salerno. 

The latest casualty list issued by the 
military command showed the quake that 
hit the region east of Naples on Nov. 23 killed 
2,960 people, left 1,574 missing and 
presumed dead and 265,000 homeless, in- 
cluding 50,000 in Naples. 

In a looting conviction, a court in Avellino 
sentenced a 45-year-old man to prison for 20 
months for stealing military tents. 

In Rome, an influential legislator of the 

ruling Christian Democrat Party, Vito 
Scalia, urged the government to proclaim 
martial law in the area. Lt.-Col. Bernardino 
Vastola, of the military command, said, 
"there are no plans of any kind to impose 
martial law." 

Parliament member Giuseppe Tatarella 
of the neo-fascist Italian Social Movement 
called for the doubling of legal punishments 
for crimes against earthquake survivors or 
involving relief material. 

The deputy mayor of Naples, Giulio di 
Donato, said many of the city schools were 
ransacked by thousands of earthquake 
victims who have taken them over. "There 
have been incredible acts of vandalism in 
some schools," Di Donato said. "They took 
out everything." 

About 20,000 squatters and refugees oc- 
cupied 120 schools and another 3,000 have 
taken over 61 commercial buildings in 
Naples, officials said. An additional 4,000 
are living in government-requisitioned train 
coaches, buses, two ships and several 
hotels. 

Naples Mayor Maurizio Valenzi, a 
communist, invoked emergency powers 
granted to him after the earthquake and 
suspended a prosecutor's order to evict the 
people from privately owned buildings. 

House approves chemical bill 

Fluids, rest, asprin 
will help flu blues 

If you are suffering from general malaise, 
headaches, muscle aches, chills and fever; 
you may be the victim of influenza. 

Lafene Student Health Center has not 
treated an unusual amount of flu patients 
this fall, but it is common for small out- 
breaks of flu after students take short 
breaks or when there are periods of ex- 
cessive eating, Robert Tout, Lafene 
director, said. 

"Treatment for flu is directed at the 
symptoms since it is a viral infection," Tout 
said. The symptoms last from seven to 10 
days and the treatment is drinking fluids, 
bedrest and aspirin, he said. 

In the event of large outbreaks of flu, 
blood samples are taken at the time of 
illness and a few months later to determine 
the strain of flu virus, he said. 

Since influenza is a viral infection, there is 
no cure, Tout said, but flu shots can reduce 
the likelihood of contracting flu infection. 

"Shots, as a preventative measure, are 
primarily recommended for people with 
chronic disabling diseases," he said. Flu 
shots are given at Lafene for a small charge. 

Being in a good general state of health 
does not affect chances of getting influenza, 
but poor health can lengthen the recovery 
time and make it more uncomfortable, Tout 
said. 

"It (flu) isn't something we are terribly 
concerned about," he said. College students 
rarely have complications caused by the flu. 

Special 
Soncho 

$1.10, reg. $1.50 

laCasa de los Vera 
308V2 Yattier 

WASHINGTON (AP) - The House on 
Wednesday passed legislation setting up a 
$1.6 billion fund to clean up hazardous 
chemical dumps, rejecting the angry 
complaints of some members that the 
Senate version was being crammed down 
their throats. 

Congressmen approved the proposal 274- 
94, with two-thirds needed for passage, 
sending it to the White House. 

The bill is Congress' response to en- 
vironmental disasters such as Love Canal, 
the neighborhood in upstate New York that 
discovered it was built atop an abandoned 
chemical dump. 

Many congressmen were angry that the 
Senate delayed action long enough that 
negotiations between the House and the 
Senate on a compromise bill were im- 
possible. Instead, the House was faced with 
the choice of accepting the Senate ver- 
sion—or voting down the bill altogether. 

But a string of supporters of the 
legislation pleaded with their colleagues to 
ignore what Rep. Toby Moffett (D-Conn.) 
called "petty procedural concerns and turf 
fights," and approve the proposal. 

"How many of these Love Canal ticking 
time bombs need to go off before we act?" 
asked Moffett. 

HAPPY 19th BIRTHDAY 
Shannon & Janie 

HAPPY B-DAY 
DONNA!! 
From Roach 

Towers 

en up our 

Find the Christmas Spirit in 

Aggieville 
.A: Aggieville's Christmas Magic Giveaway. Sign-up in participating 

stores to win all the gifts under the Aggieville Christmas Tree. 

. Ar Drawing December 17 at Aggieville's Santa Workshop located at 
1123 Moro. 

.^jk Santa arrives in Aggieville December 4 at 7:30 to brigh 
Holidays, with the lighting of Aggieville. 

'■^ff Santa's elves will be in Aggieville every Saturday, with 
free goodies now until Christmas. 

^t: Wassail will be served in Aggieville Shops on 
Sunday, Dec. 14 and Sunday, Dec. 21. 

^ff From now until Christmas, Stores will 
be OPEN late for your convenience. 

Open late M-Thurs. until 8:30 
Friday and Saturday regular hours 

And Now Open Sundays 1-5 
Sponsored by 

AGGIEVILLE MERCHANTS ASSOCIATION 
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Prisoners need outside contacts 

Pen pals help in rehabilitation 
By Sharon RUey 

Collegian Reporter 
"Correspondence is a beautiful 

thing...prison is not a playhouse, it's a sad 
and lonely world where even the strong 
break and cry and loneliness is really a 
killer." 

When Priscilla Hoffman read these words 
of a pen pal's recent letter she said she was 
moved. 

"It really makes your heart ache 
sometimes when you realize how lonely they 
are," she said. 

As one of many who are involved in 
national prison pen pal programs, Hoffman 
has been corresponding with prisoners for 
almost 12 years. 

In addition to teaching a variety of multi- 
level courses at the Confinement Facility at 
Fort RUey, Hoffman recently volunteered to 
teach a University For Man (UFM) class on 
prison pen pals, hoping to make others 
aware of the importance of corresponding 
with prisoners. 

"Many of them lose hope because they 
feel no one cares about them," Hoffman 

Focus 
said. "In cases like this, having someone 
who cares enough to write can make all the 
difference." 

HOFFMAN SAID SHE sometimes 
questions the rehabilitation methods of 
prisons which isolate a prisoner from 
society. U.S. prisons incarcerate more 
criminals for longer sentences than any 
other country in the world, she said. 

"It's difficult for someone on the outside 
to imagine life in prison. Many prisoners 
become distrustful because they feel they 
have been deserted," she said 

With no outside contact whatsoever a 
prisoner is more prone to become bitter and 
dependent on prison life, biding his time 
until his re-entry into a society for which he 
is usually unprepared, Hoffman said. 

"Correspondence is a simple inexpensive 
treatment based on the idea that everyone 
needs someone to succeed for. Prisoners are 
less likely to feel bitter towards society if 
they know someone on the outside is pulling 
for them," she said. 

BECAUSE MANY OF the penal in- 
stitutions have strict visitation rules or are 
located in unpopulated areas where public 
transportation may not run, many prisoners 
feel cut off from relatives and friends and 
look forward to mail as their only contact 
with the outside world. 

"It becomes a status symbol for them," 
said Hoffman, "a representation of the fact 
that someone outside the prison actually 
cares what happens to them,'' she said. 

One of Hoffman's pen pals is a prisoner in 

Louisburg, Pa. In a recent letter he wrote to 
thank Hoffman for corresponding. 

"It's quite hard for me to express my 
appreciation for it's been a long time since 
I've heard from someone especially 
someone who was sincerely concerned," he 
said. 

Diane Scott, Junior in social work, has 
been writing to a prisoner in the Kansas 
State Penitentiary (KSP) at Lansing for 
almost a year. 

"I really just started writing on a fluke," 
she said. "A friend of mine had been writing 
to a prisoner for about six months and she 
had the name of another guy who wanted a 
pen pal so I decided to write,'' she said. 

SCOTT BEGAN TO write and gain her pen 
pal's trust. She feels positive about the 
correspondence and looks forward to the 
letters she receives. 

"It was quite a learning experience for me 
and it changed my attitudes a lot," she said. 

"You begin to get away from society's 
stereotyped viewpoints of them (the 
prisoners) all being murderers or rapists. 
They're real people with real problems just 
like you or me and they depend on the 
support of people who care," she said. 

Scott said that gaining a prisoner's trust is 
probably the most important beginning to 
any correspondence, and although at times 
it may be painful to be honest, moat of them 
appreciate a straightforward attitude from 
their pen pals. 

"Many of them are proud and in the back 
of their minds they may be wondering why 
you even decided to write to them," she 
said. 

"You have to be willing to establish what 
the relationship is all about from the 
beginning so that they won't get the wrong 
idea." 

HOFFMAN AGREED THAT honesty is 
the prerequisite to any meaningful 
correspondence and during her UFM class 
she stressed that an open style of writing 
helps to avoid problems that may arise 
should a prisoner begin to expect too much 
of a pen pal. 

"If you are one of their few contacts 
outside the prison they will naturally come 
to depend on you quite a bit," she said. 

Hoffman said she believes many tend to 
cling because they want to reach out to 
someone and they transfer these feelings to 
the person they believe cares a lot about 
them. 

"Prison life can be very lonely. Many 
prisoners don't have any family or relatives 
that visit, so mail becomes an important 
part of their lives," she said 

Scott's pen pal, who wished to remain 
nameless, said he hoped that other people 
would consider writing to prisoners because 
many like himself have been separated 
from family and friends. 

"I felt that my family did not deserve to 
suffer for something that I had done,'' he 
wrote. 

THIS MAN WAS divorced from his wife 
shortly after he began to serve his sentence, 
so like many other prisoners, he looks 
forward to receiving letters. 

"Mail is the best part of my day," be 
wrote. "I consider myself very lucky to have 
such a beautiful person writing me." 

Hoffman said holidays can also be a very 
lonely time for prisoners, but it is important 
to let a prisoner know you are corresponding 
to share ideas, problems or common in- 
terests and not because you pity him. 

"The prisoners who wish to start 
correspondence are usually those who don't 
wish to dwell on the past and the mistakes 
they've made. Those who are sincere want 
honesty not sympathy," she said 

Scott agreed that many prisoners wish to 
correspond to get away from the prison 
atmosphere, and in one of her pen pals' 
letters her correspondent hied to describe 
that feeling honestly. 

"I don't want you to feel obligated to write 
to me. I enjoy your letters but if they are out 
of a feeling of obligation or sympathy I 
would rather not receive them." he said 

SCOTT SAID THE relationship that 
develops between a prisoner and a pen pal is 
something special and at times she finds it a 
difficult one to explain to people who have 
never written to prisoners. 

"It bothers me when someone asks 'aren't 
you afraid he'll come looking for you when 
he gets out?' They can't understand that 
he's a human being and he's a friend. He's 
not an animal in a cage. I feel sorry for the 
people that can't see beyond that negative 
attitude," she said. 

In the course of her correspondence, Scott 
did question her pen pal about the possibility 
of visiting him in prison, and although she 
was rather surprised at his response, she 
said she could understand his reason after 
reading his letter. 

"I believe that if someone were to come 
visit me that I would long to be out of here 
more than ever," he wrote. 

"I was kind of sad when I read that letter, 
but I could understand his point," Scott said 
"I didn't want to push the issue so I let him 
make his own decision and later he wrote 
me saying that he had reconsidered and did 
want me to visit," she said 

SCOTT AND ANOTHER friend, Renee 
Cooley, have both been approved to visit the 
prisoners which they have been 
corresponding with at the Kansas State 
Penitentiary. 

Cooley, a senior in family and child 
development has been corresonding with 
her pen pal for almost two years. 

"We've developed a very close friendship 
and I'm glad that I've been approved to visit 
him," Cooley said. 

According to Cooley the limitations on 
visiting, mail and phone calls are strict and 
at times can be disheartening for a pen pal 
on the outside. 

"You know the rules are for a prisoner's 

own good, but sometimes it all seems so 
impersonal a pen pal can get very 
discouraged," she said. 

Cooley said at Christmas pen pals receive 
a list of things they can send to prisoners, 
and if they wish to visit they even receive a 
list of what they should wear. 

THIS LIST ALSO tells visitors not to show 
too much affection for the prisoner. If the 
guard believes the visitor is showing too 
much affection he can end the visit, she said 

"I think they get so lonely because they 
feel they can't really touch anyone. Many 
are reaching out for a real friendship and 
they want to be more than just a name to 
their pen pals," she said. 

During her UFM class Hoffman told 
students she also has difficulty keeping all 
the rules and regulations of different prisons 
straight, and many times packages she has 
sent to prisoners have been returned for 
some reason. 

"I once sent a blue sweatshirt to a 
prisoner and had it returned because 
prisoners were only allowed to wear grey," 
she said 

According to Hoffman, rules sometimes 
change "at the drop of a hat", and what they 
may have been allowed a few months before 
may not be allowed later. 

(See PAL. p. 13) 

Staff Illustration by Mike Bodeljon 

■<htM"i «ett—The following ar. excorpte of letter* from convict* to their pen poll, 
printed without corroctlont. The letter from Robert Curry wot lent to the Collegian 
end It printed In lt» entirety. 

My name is Robert L. Curry I am a black liberal minded, 
vegetarian, male I'm 30 yrs old 175 pounds 6ft tall dimples, 
charming, and my astrological sign is sagatarius Dec 15! I am 
writeing you this letter as a desperate and sincere agent of 
appeal to hopefully establish frendship in the full sense of the 
word thru correspondence. For the last 30 months Ive been 
incarcerated not for a serious crime but a unfortunate mistake 
which we all have made only mine at the cost of my freedom. 
The end results being of course my own. I've learned to accept 
this! But what I don't deserve nor refuse to accept is the point of 
continueing to have to live with the realization of being 
forgotten. I dont have any funds will you please publish this ad? 
thank you!!! I enjoy a number of things includeing meeting 
"foreal beautiful people" I will answer any and all serious 
letters. 

... You asked me what a day is like at Lansing and what the 
atmosphere is like here. Well to be truthful, I'd rather not get off 
into it in this letter. I could write a very gloom and depresssing 
book about this "Hell Hole" but I really don't want to bore you to 
death. 

... These people here know that it was just about two years ago 
when I had put this young lady's name down on my visiting list 
as my common law wife in order that I could receive a visit from 
someone. Anyway, I haven't had a visit in the 2 year period since 
I've been incarcerated and understanding this, the unit team 
here could have allowed me a visit from you if the actually 
wanted to!! 

... You know Renee, when a person is lonely and desperate for 
a visit or just someone in general to see and make contact with, 
that person will sometimes do anything; if you know what I 
mean?! 

... Have you ever had moments in which you just couldn't 
seem to get it together?? Well this is exactly how I am feeling 
right now!!! I feel really lost!!! And right now, I need someone 
strong for me to lean on but I know within these confusing walls, 
that this person for me shall never be found. I guess why I see it 
this way is because of the fact that everyone here at Lansing 
seems so preoccuppied and caught up in their own selfishness. 
OH Well!! I guess a person such as I who carries himself as a 
"TOWER of STRENGTH," needs not the need of another's 
comforting shoulder!? But I do; especially at times like these. I 
feel so frustrated, that I could outright scream!!! Perhaps if I 
try to cry out, maybe I might feel better afterwards!! 

... Don't be scared (to come visit) 'cause there's nothing to be 
scared of, unless you are afraid of talking to a convict ... But 
then why shouldn't you be, everyone else seems to think we are 
freaks or animals—oh well, what the heck—who am I to com- 
ment? 

... At the beginning of my incarceration I thought I had friends 
and family that was in my corner but as the years passed they 
slowly but surely drifted away from me. 

... I along with the residents here at KSP (Kansas State 
Penitentiary) do really appreciated that you have taken time to 
sign the (Christmas) card mailed to me. May God forever Bless 
each of you in every way. 
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HOFFMAN ALSO TOLD students about 
one occasion when she sent a pair of boots to 
a prisoner, but made the mistake of leaving 
in the red laces. 

"My pen pal said the gift was very 
thoughtful and thanked me for it despite the 
red laces," she told the class. 

"It wasn't until later that I found out that 
red indicates homosexuality in prison. 
Sometimes you have to find things out the 
hard way," she said. 

Alfred Schnur, professor of sociology and 
anthropology agrees that there are "as 
many different sets of rules as there are 
prisons." But he believes they are needed to 
protect prisoners and pen pals from those 
few who would abuse correspondence. 

"The correspondence method of 
rehabilitation is very effective, but if certain 
limitations aren't set the credibility of the 
program could be questioned, he said. 

SCHNUR IS a former associate warden 
for a maximum security prison in Min- 
nesota where he worked in the treatment 
implementation programs that prepared a 
prisoner for his re-entry into society. 

Like Hoffman, Schnur is concerned that 

funding for improvements in rehabilitative 
programs takes a back seat to the money 
spent building bigger prisons to house more 
prisoners. 

"Many of our prisons have become huge 
monuments to human stupidity. If these 
men are going to be expected to have a 
positive attitude toward society when they 
leave prison, visitation and correspondence 
should be emphasized," he said. 

According to Schnur, research from 
various prisons points out that correspon- 
dence can have positive effects on criminal 
behavior. 

"The more contact prisoners have with 
people outside the prison, the less criminal 
they are likely to be," Schnur said. 

Scott's pen pal wrote to her saying he 
hoped others on the outside would consider 
writing to prisoners because other prisoners 
could benefit from correspondence in the 
same way he has. 

"Your letters have given me an insight to 
life that I've overlooked or maybe Just 
casually pushed aside," he wrote. 

"You have made me realize that there are 
really a few people that care for people such 
as myself. I owe you a lot for that and maybe 
someday, in some way, I can show someone 
else the same love and kindness." 

Deer may be killed but not kept 
TOPEKA (AP) — A landowner charged 

with killing a deer unlawfully can claim as a 
defense that he was protecting his property, 
but that does not justify taking posession of 
the animal, Attorney General Robert 
Stephan said Wednesday. 

In an opinion written for Richard Oliver, 
Wilson County attorney, Stephan said the 
Kansas Constitution's Bill of Rights 
provides a qualified right to protect 
property. 

"Such a right is an affirmative defense 
which may be raised by a defendant 
charged with the unlawful killing of a deer," 

the attorney general said. 
"However, in order to justify the killing of 

a deer out of season or contrary to law, there 
must be substantial injury to property, and 
the landowner should present evidence that 
he has exhausted other remedies provided 
bylaw. 

"Additionally, the burden will rest upon 
the property owner to demostrate that the 
killing was, in all respects, reasonable." 

Stephan said it is clear that a mere 
trespass or trifling destruction of property 
would be insufficient to justify the killing of 
deer. 

ATTENTION 

APPLICATIONS 
ARE NOW 

BEING ACCEPTED 
FOR 

AD SALESMEN 
ond Collegian 

EDITORIAL STAFF 
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE 

IN KEDZIE 103 

DEADLINE WEDNESDAY, 
DECEMBER 10 

at 5:00 p.m. 
(Turn in Applications in Kedzie 103) 

il:50 am. 
dealing 

with depression 
with Dr. Tom Coleman 

Director of Mental Health, Lafene 

•ECIMEN 
rc 

12:30 p.m. 
rcKinagihg 
stress 

with Joyce Libra CFj\k-*k*b* lafrn 
Health Educator, Lafene     HsJupc iVsuee*id« ■ 

A Special Gift 
especially for a loved 
one from MAIDENFORM 
Sweet Nothings. The 
gown is of silky 
Enkalure trimmed in 
lace. Brushed nylon 
robe piped in Enkalure 
with leaf applique at 
shoulder. 
The set... $42.00. 
KAYSER Scuff... $7.50 

Christmas Hours 
OPEN SUNDAYS 

1-5 P.M. 
OPEN EVERY NITE 

9:30 to 8:30 M-F 
9:30 to 5:30 Sat. 

Keller's Too Closed at 5:30 Fri 

FREE Gift Wrap over S15.00 
FREE Delivery Tues. & Fri. 
FREE Wrap for Mailing 
Personal Shopping Service 
for Keller's Too... 539-7341 

Keller's... 776-8838 

WARD IH. KtLLtH 
MANHATTAN'* 5T0Rt fOfc WOMfN 

328 POYNTZ 
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Stormier future predicted for full legislative session 

Finance proposal wins committee approval 
TOPEKA (AP) — A proposed massive 

revision of Kansas school finance won 
legislative committee approval on a second 
attempt Wednesday with predictions it faces 
an even stormier future when it reaches the 
full membership of the Legislature. 

The concept of of the new finance plan was 
approved on a voice vote following a noon 
recess. Just before the recess, the proposal 
failed when a show of hands produced a tie 
vote. 

Basically, the plan calls for the persons 
purchasing goods and services in Kansas to 
pay an extra $2 in sales tax on every $100 of 
purchases, with the extra revenue to reduce 
property taxes for schools. The plan also 
would change the formula for distributing 
state aid. 

The proposal calls for food purchased at 
grocery stores to be exempted completely 
from the sales tax and for the sales tax on 
farm machinery to be held at the 3 percent 
level. 

Rep. James Braden (R-Wakefield) 
chairman of the special School Finance 
Committee, said the plan would reduce 
property taxes for schools statewide by 
about $200 million a year. He said under the 
plan the average portion of school district 
budgets financed by property taxes would 
drop from 54 percent to about 31 percent 

FOLLOWING THE noon recess, Braden 
told the committee members he thought 
there had been some understanding about 
the earlier vote. 

He said although members were voting on 
the entire concept, technically they were 

telling staff to proceed with preparation of 
the committee's report and the drafting of 
legislation to implement the report 

"We will come back next Monday to 
review the report before giving it final 
approval," Braden said, "and we will meet 
during the first week of the (1981) legislative 
session to go over the proposed bill and 
make any needed changes before giving that 
our final approval." 

Braden conceded the closeness of the 
earlier vote in the committee is an in- 
dication the legislation faces a difficult road 
when it reaches the full membership of the 
Legislature. 

He said he does not see a lot of opposition 
to the concept but controversy arises "when 
you get down to the fine tuning.'' 

HE SAID there are legislators who have 
trouble supporting a sales tax increase 
without an exemption for food; others who 
have trouble with exempting food 

Braden said some think farm machinery 
should be given special treatment; others 
don't, and so on. 

Braden said an important element of the 
proposed plan is that property of equal value 
across the state would be making relatively 
equal contributions to the support of schools. 
He said the average tax levy for schools, 
adjusted for differences in levels of 
assessments, would be between 11 and 12 
mills whether on property located in a 
"valuable" oil and gas area like Hugoton, or 
in a "less valuable" area like Kansas City or 
Galena. 

As approved Wednesday, the plan would 

Note says French novelist's death 
not connected with ex-wife's suicide 

allow school districts to increase their 
budgets in the first year by as much as 10 
percent. All budget limitations would be 
removed after the first year. 

THE COMMITTEE on Wednesday 
reversed an earlier decision that would have 
required an election, upon the presentation 
of sufficient petitions, if a school district 
wanted to increase its budget by more than 
12 percent in the second or subsequent 
years. As finally approved the the com- 
mittee, such an increase would be subject 
only to action by the district board of 
education. 

Taxes paid by banks, savings and loan 
associations and credit unions for the 
privilege of doing business in Kansas and 
income taxes on corporations would be 
increased a total of about $00 million. This 
would make up the loss of sales tax revenue 
from the exemption to be given food pur- 
chased in grocery stores. It also would 
prevent corporations and financial in- 
stitutions from realizing a windfall from 
lower property taxes. 

The committee also decided to recom- 
mend a version of the plan that would allow 
a local school district to count all of the 
invidividual income taxes paid in the 
district as part of district wealth. Under this 
plan, funding of schools next year would 
require $890 million, assuming all school 
districts raised their budgets by the 
allowable 10 percent. 

About $375 million of the total would come 
from income tax revenue; $220 million from 
sales and use taxes; nearly $10 million from 
other general fund money; a little over $6 
million from federal funds, and the 
remaining $279 million from local property 
taxes. 

A FAMILY HOLIDAY 
TREAT 

Make this a memorable Christmas for your 
whole family. Give them a gift of tickets 

to the 

nmmmuwum»Mmmtmmi$mM*»*mm»tmm»* 

JOiFUL 
NEW MUSICAL 

TREAT 

DKK£NS A 
0IRJS1MAS 

CAP, 
UHtr«"**CWfa)«> 

A McC A1N CHRISTMAS 
SPECIAL 

Friday, December 5 8 P.M. 
Tickets: McCain box office       532-6425 

M - F10:30am-6pm 

Ask about our 
SPECIAL FAMILY RATES 
(find out how a family of 6 can 

attend for only $251) 

PARIS (AP) — French novelist Remain 
Gary said in a note made public Wednesday 
that his suicide should not be linked to the 
death of his ex-wife, actress Jean Seberg. 
The note said: "Lovers of broken hearts are 
kindly asked to look elsewhere." 

Gary's body was discovered in his Left 
Bank Parisian apartment Tuesday night 
Police said he had placed a gun at the roof of 
his mouth and fired one shot 

In a note addressed to his publisher, 
Editions Gallimard, and found near his 
body, Gary implied that at 06, he felt his 
literary work was complete and that he had 
nothing more to say. His publishers released 
the note's text which said "no connection 
with Jean Seberg." 

But friends said the French writer, film 
director, diplomat and war hero had con- 
tinually expressed grief since Seberg's body 
was found in his car 15 months ago, a victim 
of alcohol and barbiturates. 

GARY CONTENDED the 44-yearold 
Iowa-born film star was driven to death 
because of a false story planted by the FBI 
in 1970 saying she was pregnant by a leader 
of the Black Panthers, which she financially 
supported. 

In his note, the Russian-born Gary, one of 
France's most respected authors best 
known for his novel "The Roots of Heaven," 
said the reason for his suicide could be given 
as a nervous breakdown. 

He said the reason also may be found "in 
the title of my autobiography, The Night will 
be Peaceful." 

Seberg's body was found Sept. 8, 1979. 
Medical examiners said she died of a 
combination of alcohol and barbiturates. A 
suicide note was found in her fashionable 
Paris apartment. 

THE FBI later released a memorandum 
showing that the Los Angeles office of the 
bureau suggested planting a story mat Miss 
Seberg was pregnant by a Black Panther, 
but FBI documents are ambiguous on 
whether anything was done with the 
suggestion. 

FBI spokesman Roger Young said earlier 
this year: "I can't say we didn't (plant the 
story), but we have no evidence that we 
did." 

In an interview before her death, Seberg 
said the shock of reading the story was so 
great she went into early labor and 
delivered a stillborn child. 

"Jean became psychotic after that," Gary 
said during a news conference he called 
shortly after her death. "Every year on the 
anniversary of this stillbirth she tried to kill 
herself." 

A family member said Gary often brooded 
over "how he would never forget how his ex- 
wife's reputation had been dirtied." 

Although Gary and Seberg were divorced 
one month before the delivery, Gary always 
contended the child was his. The couple had 
one child, a son, Diego, who is now 17. 

^   4aV Give the gift 
of music. 

WESTRON WYNDE 
Recorder and Early Music Shop 

• Classical records & cassettes 
(traditional and unusual Christmas music) 

• Pavarotti 
• PDQ Bach, Pachebel Canon 
• Hammered Dulcimer 
• New Shipment of Cutouts 
• Christmas cards and ornaments 
• Mountain Dulcimers, kits 

and cases 

Blondle 
Cheap Trick 
Thin Lizzy 

John Lennon 
Nell Diamond 

Gordon Lightfoot 

Open Sunday 
1:00 to 5:00 

OPEN UNTIL 9 P.M. M-SAT. 

539-8727 
OASIS ATI 128 MORO 

b & I OPTICAL STUDIO 
Under New Ownership 

• Optical Prescriptions Filled 
• Present Lenses Copied to Fit 

Designer Frames 
• Prescription Sun Glasses 
• Frames Adjusted Free 
• Frames Repaired 

Large Selection of Fashion Frames 
No Appointment Necessary 

1210 Moro   •   537-1574 
Mon. - Fri. 9:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. 

Sat. 9:00 a.m. -1:00 p.m. 
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Faith, time help heal wounds 
from flood tragedy 3 years ago 

TOCCOA, Ga. (AP) - Three years after 
its waters burst through a crumbled earthen 
dam, killing 39 residents of a tiny Bible 
college and causing $2.5 million in property 
damage, Kelly Barnes Lake is a grassy 
meadow, home to whitetailed deer. 

The physical and emotional scars left by 
the dam break and flood have been eased by 
faith, time and contributions. 

"We tried to cover everything up," said 
Paul Carpenter, a trustee and director of 
development at Toccoa Falls Bible College. 
"The only scars left are (memories of) the 
things that were here before and are gone 
now." 

And some even say the tragedy was the 
financial salvation of Toccoa Falls College, 
which was losing students and operating at 
an annual loss of $300,000 when the dam 
burst. 

Federal disaster aid totaling $2.5 million 
covered property losses. The bulk of the 
more than $1 million sent by churches, 
evangelical groups and individuals from 45 
states and a dozen countries went to the 
flood victims, with the remainder used to 
retire the school's debt, Carpenter said in an 
interview. 

A NEW MUSIC BUILDING, a dormitory 
wing and a married students' apartment 
complex were built to replace structures 
demolished by the flood. A new 100,000-watt 
FM campus radio station opened last 
month. 

A $4 million capital fund program is set to 
begin in January with $3 million slated for a 
new chapel and gymnasium, a 1,200-seat 
auditorium and a student services center. 

"There were 113 colleges that folded 
between 1970 and 1976, one-half of which 
were churchrelated," said college president 
Paul Alford. "Between 1976 and 1960 we 
coued that number if it hadn't been for the 
flood. 

"People from all over sent us money 
saying, "We don't care how it's used, we just 
know the college needs it,'" Alford said. 

"In 1977 we had a debt structuronof 
$1,000,900," said Carpenter. "In four 
months, we were debt free. All the good 
things that have happened to us, the Lord 
has blessed us." 

IT DIDN'T SEEM that way on the rainy 
night of Nov. 6, 1977, when the leaky Kelly 
Barnes dam collapsed, sending a wall of 
water through the trailers and cottages 
occupied by married students on the flood 
plain along Toccoa Creek. 

It took only 20 minutes for 40 acres of 
water to descend four waterfalls and plunge 
through a narrow mountain valley. It 
crumpled trailers and swept houses from 
their foundations. It carried the debris 
downstream and  jammed  it against a 

concrete bridge, which stopped the deadly 
tide and saved people who lived farther 
downriver. 

Most of the victims, all of them from the 
college and most of them children of 
students, were pulled from the wreckage at 
the bridge. 

"It really wasn't a flood. In 20 minutes, it 
was all over," Carpenter said. "There are 
four falls, it just gave it momentum. You 
can't imagine what it was like." 

SHORTLY AFTER the flood, Carpenter 
said, "The campus was in total chaos. We 
didn't know what happened. But then a 
calmness hit the campus you wouldn't 
believe. Washington sent psychologists 
down to help us cope, but they said there was 
nothing they could do. There was tremen- 
dous peace and tranquility here." 

Despite the 39 people killed and 45 injured, 
the school faced only one damage suit. Last 
year, a federal court jury awarded $60,000 to 
three young sons of a student who died. 

Carpenter said be believed no other 
lawsuits were filed because of the Christian 
attitudes of the people involved. 

"It's possible that's why we had no 
lawsuits," said Carpenter, who graduated 
from the school in 1948. "I had to receive 
fathers and mothers here who came to get 
the deceased. There was nothing but love. 
No one would consider suing the college, and 
yet we had insurance. They could get some 
(money)." 

Although the college, which offers a 
variety of religion majors as well as degrees 
in elementary education, music and com- 
munications, now has a healthy financial 
structure, the emotional reminders of the 
destruction remain. 

Dave Eby, the dean of men, was asleep in 
his home when the water struck with such 
force it ripped the clothes from his body. 
Only recently has he overcome the 
depression he suffered after the tragedy, he 
said. 

He uses the experience to help new 
students. 

"It helps them as an illustration of the 
shortness of time, to impress them you 
shouldn't get bored with life," he said. "Lots 
of times students get depressed. I can help 
them with it. 

"The way we operate here, every 
situation, instead of being a negative 
situation, allows you to let God turn you 
around and bring him into your life. It's not 
a matter of if he'll take care of you, it's a 
matter of when and how. 

"The way the students and staff saw it, if 
it hadn't been for the flood, we would have 
closed in January (1978)," Eby continued. 
"For those of us who went through the flood, 
God put the school back together. It's even 
more his place now." 

AP story erroneously reports FBI 
admitted starting Seberg rumor 

NEW YORK (AP) — The Associated 
Press erroneously reported on Tuesday that 
the FBI had admitted it was responsible for 
spreading a rumor about Jean Seberg that 
she was pregnant by a member of the Black 
Panther party. 

Shortly after Miss Seberg died in 1979, the 
FBI released a memorandum showing that 
the Los Angeles office of the bureau 
suggested planting the story about the 
pregnancy. 

Miss Seberg's former husband, Romain 
Gary, said the actress was driven to suicide 
by the rumors. Gary died Tuesday of a 
gunshot wound in the head, an apparent 
suicide. 

FBI documents, later made public, are 
ambiguous about the question of whether 
the plan was ever carried out. 

FBI spokesman Roger Young said earlier 

this year: "I can't say we didn't (plant the 
story), but we have no evidence that we 
did." 

FBI Director William Webster later said: 
"I accept the responsibility that the bureau 
thought it was a good idea. Whether it was 
ever implemented or not there was a 
program." He also said: "The days when 
the FBI used derogatory material to combat 
advocates of unpopular causes have long 
since passed. We are out of that business 
forever." 

KIONeV FOUNDATION OF 
KANSAS A WMTBHN MIMOUA 

GET THAT OLD FASHIONED 
ICE CREAM TASTE 

AT 

THE KREEM KUP 
Many Delicious Flavors 

LOCATED ONE MILE SOUTH OF CAMPUS 
NEXT TO THE OLD TOWN MALL 

OPEN WEEK DAYS AND SATORDAY •:*..--l««i>.-     SUNDAY 11:3M.«-U:«r-- 

*5 Bring Coupon in 

And Receive 
*5 

Off 
Any Guys Fashion Denim Jeans 

Male Must have coupon 

Expires Sunday, 
Dec. 7, 1980 

Lee 
Brittania 
Zeppelin 

The JEAN STATION 
Mon.Thurs. 

104 

Aggieville 
Sun. 1-6 

rn.-Sot. 
10-6 

Holiday Savings 
Lighted 
Makeup 
Mirror 
Sale 17.99 
Reg. 21.99. JCPenney 4-way lighted 
makeup mirror swivels from magni- 
fied strength to regular with the flip 
of a finger. 

Compact 
Dryer 
Sale 9.99 
Reg. 11.99. JCPenney 1,200 watt 
compact dryer is lightweight, great 
for travel. Three heat settings, dual 
voltage switch. 

Of course you can charge it 

JCPenney VISA' 69 
Mist/Dry 
Hairsetter 
Sale 18.99 
Reg. 23.99. JCPenney deluxe 
mist/dry hairsetter. Mist is ready in 
only six minutes. Includes 20 rollers 
and clips. 

Hot Curling Brush 
Sale 5.99 

Reg. 7.99. Just a flip of a switch for 
controlled curls. With 2 heat set- 
tings and removable bristles so you 
decide how curly your hair will be. 

JCPenney 
The Christmas Place 

Store Hours: 
Mon.-Fri.9-9 
Sat. 9-5:30 
Sun. 12-5 
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Sports 
Freshman back heads 
AP All-America team 

OPERA WORKSHOP PRODUCTION 
Sponsored by K-State Depts. of Music and Speech 

AMAHL AND THE NIGHT VISITORS 
by Glan-Carlo Menotti 

and 

BEAUTY AND THE BEAST 
by Vittorio Gianni 

December 5—8:00 p.m. 
December 8 & 7—2:00 & 8:00 p.m. 
Purple Masque Theatre 

Gen. Public $3.00 
Students $2.00 
Phone 532-6875 

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Freshman sensation Herschel Walker of 

Georgia was named to The Associated Press 
All-America I960 college football team 
Wednesday while defensive end Hugh Green 
of Pittsburgh and UCLA safety Kenny 
Easley made it for the third year in a row 
and Heisman Trophy winner George Rogers 
of South Carolina appeared for the second 
time. 

Other repeaters from the 1979 squad are 
wide receiver Ken Margerum of Stanford 
and linebacker Mike Singletary of Baylor. 

College football's most prestigious All- 
America team also includes offensive tackle 
Mark May of Pitt, winner of the Outland 
Trophy as the nation's top interior lineman; 
quarterback Mark Herrmann of Purdue, the 
all-time. NCAA major college passing leader 
and sophomore wide receiver Anthony 
Carter of Michigan. 

The rest of the offensive unit consists of 
tackle Keith Van Home of Southern 
California, guards Frank Ditta of Baylor 
and Randy Schleusener of Nebraska and 
center John Scully of Notre Dame. 

JOINING GREEN, Easley and Singletary 
on the defensive unit are end Scott Zettek of 
Notre Dame, tackles Leonard Mitchell of 
Houston and Kenneth Sims of Texas, inside 
linebacker David Little of Florida, outside 
linebacker Lawrence Taylor of North 
Carolina and defensive backs Ronnie Lott of 
Southern Cal and John Simmons of Southern 
Methodist. 

Rogers is the nation's leading rusher with 
1,781 yards, an average of 161.9 per game. 
He stands fourth on the NCAA's career list 
with 4,958 yards, trailing only Tony Dorsett, 
Charles White and Archie Griffin. Rogers, 
who holds South Carolina's career total 
offense record without ever having thrown a 
pass, will take a string of 21 consecutive 100- 
yard games into the Gator Bowl against 
Pitt. 

Walker smashed Dorsett's all-time NCAA 
freshman rushing record by gaining 1,616 
yards. He finished third in the Heisman 
voting—best ever by a rookie—and became 
the first freshman since Dorsett in 1973 to 
make the first-team All-America squad. He 
also helped Georgia to its first perfect 
regular season in 34 years. 

Herrmann, the All-America quarterback, 
finished second nationally in total offense 
and set major college career standards by 
completing 717 of 1,218 passes for 9,188 
yards. During the 1960 campaign, Herr- 
mann completed 220 of 340 passes for 2,923 
yards and 19 touchdowns, despite missing 
one game with an injury. 

FROM THE FIRST GAME of his fresh- 
man year, when be made 11 tackles, two 
quarterback sacks and blocked a punt 
against a Notre Dame team that went on to 
win the national championship, Hugh Green 
has been a defensive terror. He made more 
than 100 tackles in each of his four seasons 
at Pitt, making second-team All-America as 
a freshman and first-team in each of the last 
three years. Earlier this week, he finished 
second in the Heisman balloting, a level 
reached by only two other linemen who 
didn't double as pass-catching ends. 

'Cats schedule 
South Dakota 

K-State athletic officials announced 
Wednesday that the University of South 
Dakota has been added to the Wildcats' 1981 
football schedule. 

The Coyotes, who lost to K-State 24-3 this 
season in the two schools' first meeting 

"ever, is replacing the University of Florida, 
who decided to drop its game with the 
Wildcats. 

The Wildcats will open next season at 
home with South Dakota on Sept. 12. Both 
teams are also scheduled to meet here in 
1982. 

DeLoss Dodds, K-State athletic director, 
was unavailable for comment on the 
schedule move. 

Easley finished second on the UCLA team 
with more than 100 tackles and broke the 
school's interception record before the end 
of his junior year. Houston Coach Bill 
Yeoman calls him "one of the most 
dominant figures in college football." 

Young led the nation in receiving, a rarity 
for a tight end. He caught 67 passes for 917 
yards. 

Margerum caught 44 passes for 691 yards 
and 11 touchdowns and set Pacific-10 
Conference career records with 32 touch- 
down catches and 2,517 reception yards. He 
ranks third on the Pac-10 receiving list with 
146 catches. 

Before the halfway point of his college 
career, Carter had forced a revision of the 
Michigan record books. In I960, he caught 46 
passes for 750 yards and set school records 
for touchdown receptions in a season and 
career, as well as establishing a mark for 
career kickoff return yardage. 

Chosen as the starting Ail-American 
middle linebacker, Mike Singletary helped 
the Baylor Bears to a 10-1 record, their best 
ever, and the Southwest Conference 
championship. 

Advent Communal 
Tenant Service with 
Individual Confession 

Tonight at 7:00 p.m. 

St. Isidore's University Parish 
711 Denison 

ATLANTA 
HAWKS 
BASKETBALL 

80-81 HAWKS BASKETBALL TELECAST SCHEDULE 
Day Date Team                      Central Time Day Date Team                      Eastern Time 
Sat 9/27 Washington Bullets 6 00 PM Thu 1/8 Milwaukee Bucks 8 30 PM 

(Madison Square Garden) Tue 1/13 Denver Nuggets 
San Diego Clippers 
Golden State Warriors 

930 PM 
Sat 10/18 Detroit Pistons 800 PM Wed 1/14 10 00 PM 
Fn 10/24 Indiana Pacers 8 30 PM Fn 1/16 II 00 PM 
Tue 10/28 KANSAS CITY KINGS 800 PM Sun !/18 Phoenix Suns 900 PM 
Thu 10/30 New York Knicks 8 00 PM Wed 1/21 Los Angeles Lakers 

CLEVELAND CAVALIERS 
10 30 PM 

Fn 10/31 Philadelphia 76'ers 
Boston Celtics 

800 PM Fn 1/23 7 30 PM 
Wed 11/5 7 30PM Tue 1/27 WASHINGTON BULLETS 730 PM 
Fn 11/7 Chicago Bulls 8 30 PM Thu 1/29 NEW YORK KNICKS 730 PM 
Sat 11/8 New Jersey Nets 800 PM Tue 2/3 PHILADELPHIA 76'ERS 7 30 PM 
Tue 11/11 LOS ANGELES LAKERS 800 PM Fn 2/6 Dallas Mavericks 8 30 PM 
Thu 11/13 Cleveland Cavaliers 7 30 PM Sat 2/7 Houston Rockets 8 30 PM 
Tue 11/18 SAN ANTONIO SPURS 800 PM Tue 2/10 GOLDEN STATE WARRIORS 7 30 PM 
Tue 11/25 PORTLAND TRAIL BLAZERS      8 00 PM Thu 2/12 San Antonio Spurs 8 30 PM 
Wed 11/26 Indiana Pacers 7 30 PM Fn 2/13 Kansas City Kings 8 30 PM 
Fn 11/28 Milwaukee Bucks 900 PM Sun 2/15 Philadelphia 76'ers 

Indiana Pacers 
8 00 PM 

Tue 12/2 PHILADELPHIA 76'ERS 8 00 PM Wed 2/18 7 30 PM 
Wed 12/3 Boston Celtics 7 30 PM Sat 2/21 Cleveland Cavaliers 7 30 PM 
Fn 12/5 Philadelphia 76'ers 

SAN DIEGO CLIPPERS 
8 00 PM Tue 2/24 NEW YORK KNICKS 7 30 PM 

Tue 12/9 8 00 PM Tue 3/3 New York Knicks 7 30 PM 
Wed 12/10 Detroit Pistons 800 PM Thu 3/5 Milwaukee Bucks 8 30 PM 
Tue 12/16 NEW IERSEY NETS 7 30 PM Tue 3/10 CHICAGO BULLS 7 30 PM 
Thu 12/18 Utah Jazz 9 30 PM Wed 3/11 Detroit Pistons 8 00 PM 
Fn 12/19 Seattle Super sonic 5 11 00 PM Fn 3/13 DENVER NUGGETS 7 30 PM 

Sat 12/20 Portland Trail Blazers 10 30 PM Tue 3/17 Cleveland Cavaliers 7 30 PM 
Tue 12/23 WASHINGTON BULLETS 7 30 PM Wed 3/18 Boston Celtics 7 30 PM 
Fn 12/26 New Jersey Nets 8 00 PM Fn 3/20 New Jersey Nets 8 00 PM 
Tue 12/30 DETROIT PISTONS 7 30 PM Tue 3/24 DETROIT PISTONS 7 30 PM 
Fn 1/2 INDIANA PACERS 7 30 PM Thu 3'26 INDIANA PACERS 7 30 PM 

Sat 1/3 New York Knicks 8 00 PM Fn 3'27 Chicago Bulls 8 30 PM 
Tue 1/6 PHOENIX SUNS 7 30 PM 

Cable Exclusive 

INSTALL CABLE TV TODAY AND ENJOY 
DECEMBER SERVICE FREE! 

PAY ONLY $10 INSTALLATION; SAVE UP TO '23.40. 

MANHATTAN CABLE T.V. 

CABLE 
CHANNEL 

610 HumboWt 776-9239 
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Gregg Coonrod 

Facial fiasco 

It is against the principles of this jour- 
nalist to try committing humor in back-to- 
back appearances but the lack of natural 
disasters allows me to make one of my own, 
this column. 

This time around I'm dedicating my 
column to the column, more specifically to 
my fine facial portrait which accompanies 
my column each week. 

How does this relate to sports, an astute 
college student majoring in Fine Arts and 

Press box 
Wrist Wrestling might ask? It probably 
doesn't, but since this column is about a 
sports column, where better to run it than on 
the sports page. 

I have received numerous comments from 
friends, fans and loyal enemies about the 
various topics I have discussed and 
disgusted in print. Most are positive along 
the lines of, "I liked your article." That's 
only the first half. "But Gregg, you need to 
do something about that picture." It never 
fails. 

THAT LITTLE MUG SHOT. 
I've been accused of being drunk, sick, 

drugged, having taken drugs, asleep, having 
been run over by a Mac truck and of being 
dead while that picture was being taken. 

It's not as big a deal as it used to be, and 
it's probably to my advantage. No one 
recognizes me on campus. I don't have to 
worry about being beat up by an enraged 
football player on campus because they 

couldn't tell me by my picture. 
Of course, it works both ways. 
When I first wrote a column last year one 

girl told me she thought the story was great, 
but was sorry that they had put somebody 
else's picture with it.. 

A friend of mine who lives in Ford Hall 
said that one night she walked out in the 
lobby and discovered a girl cutting my 
picture out of the paper. The girl was cutting 
it out to send it home, because a guy back 
home looked like me. My friend said, "I 
didn't know anybody could look like that. He 
(meaning me) doesn't look like that." 

OF COURSE THE GUYS where I live had 
to get into the act. 

We help to fund, or raise funds, for a 
number of projects in the Manhattan area. A 
couple of weeks ago, I walked downstairs 
and glanced at the blackboard which read, 
"Let's start a fund to get Coonrod a new 
picture in the paper.'' 

Who is responsible for this act of visual 
slander? None other than probably the best 
photographer on the staff, Bo "George III" 
Rader. He has won various awards which all 
sound like "Best Picture-Taker-of-the- 
Year" and money to go with them, so one 
would figure he is good. 

When Rader sat me down to take the mug 
he didn't say "make a contorted face", he 
said "smile". He took what must have been 
12 to 15 pictures, choosing that "one" to be 
my representative in print. It could have 
been an accident, but I don't buy that. It was 
premeditated. 

I have tried to get the picture changed, but 
every single time the new one gets "lost." 

Right! 

Sports briefs 
Baseball 

HOUSTON (AP)—Free-agent pitcher 
Don Sutton, the pitcher with the most 
wins in Los Angeles Dodger history, 
shunned a New York Yankees offer and 
ended his 15-year Dodger career Wed- 
nesday by signing a four-year contract 
with the Houston Astros. 

The announcement by Astros General 
Manager Al Rosen and majority 
stockholder John McMullen ended 
earlier speculation that Sutton would 
sign a lucrative five-year pact with the 
Yankees for a reported $900,000annually. 

"One of the largest reasons I am here 
in Houston is because I feel comfortable 
doing what I do best at making a living," 
said Sutton, who posted a 13-5 record last 
season and led the National League with 
a 2.21 earned run average. 

"You can wear your jeans here without 
people thinking you're trying to be 
stylish." 

Sutton said other reasons for his 
decision included the wideopen spaces of 
the Astrodome, a reliable staff of relief 
pitchers, manager Bill Virdon and "of 
course, the economics was another 
point." 

Pro Basketball 
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP)-Guard Ous 

Blrdsong and forward Scott Wedman 
combined for 49 points Wednesday night 
to power the Kansas City Kings to a 103- 
100 National Basketball Association 
victory over the Phoenix Suns. 

Birdsong pumped in a game high 28 
points and Wedman added 21 before 
fouling out in the fourth wquarter as the 
Kings  snapped  a  three-game   losing 

streak. 
Forward Jeff Cook led the Suns with 16 

points. Leonard "Truck" Robinson and 
Walter Davis added 14 points a piece as 
the Suns saw a six-game winning streak 
snapped. 

The Kings had to fight off a fourth- 
quarter Phoenix rally that saw the Suns 
overcome a 14-point deficit and close to 
within a point when Cook sank two free 
throws with 1:11 left in the game. 

Birdsong's 22-foot jumper from the 
wing with 11 seconds left however 
preserved the victory. 

College Basketball 
LAWRENCE (AP)—Forward Mike 

McGee poured in a game-high 28 points 
Wednesday night as the Michigan 
Wolverines downed the Kansas 
Jayhawks 65-64 in nonconference college 
basketball. 

Forward Tbad Gardner added nine 
points and guard Mark Bodnar added 10 
for the Wolverines. 

For the third consecutive game, guard 
Tony Guy led all Jaybawk scorers with 16 
points. The only other Jayhawk in double 
figures was guard Darnell Valentine, 
who pumped in 13. 

Kansas scored only eight points in the 
first 12 minutes of the game and never 
held the lead. They trailed 34-22 at the 
half. 

The Jayhawks came within nine points 
with a jumper by Booty Neal with 2:18 
remaining hi the game. But that was the 
closest the Jayhawks could get. 

The Jayhawks, 2-1 on the season, host 
Oral Roberts on Saturday. Michigan 
boosted its record to 2-0 with the win. 

PROBLEMS WITH A 
BUSINESS... 

AND DON'T KNOW 
WHO TO TURN TO 

CONSUMER 
RELATIONS 

BOARD HELPS! 

• UNION 532-6541 
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Somottor's FEATURE FILMS or 
ToNoxtWook't "STAR TREK". 
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Basketball probation 
dealt to New Mexico 

MISSION (AP) — The University of New 
Mexico's scandal-torn basketball program 
was put on probation for three years and 
effectively fined $36,000 on Wednesday by 
the National Collegiate Athletic Association. 

It was during the NCAA investigation of 
the New Mexico athletic program that law 
enforcement authorities uncovered in- 
formation concerning falsification of 
transcripts for student-athletes, a scandal 
that became one of the most highly 
publicized and widespread in collegiate 
athletic history. 

The allegations of fradulent transcripts 
spread to a number of institutions, including 
several Pacific-10 and Western Athletic 
Conference members and triggered several 
grand jury investigations. 

KC'sMcRaetop 
DH in league 

NEW YORK (AP) - Hal McRae of the 
American League champion Kansas City 
Royals captured the Outstanding 
Designated Hitter Award for the 1980 
season, AL President Lee MacPhail said 
Wednesday. 

McRae batted .293 with 14 home runs and 
75 runs batted in playing in 110 games as the 
Royals' OH. His 450 at bats led all 
designated hitters, as did his 63 runs scored, 
132 hits, 35 doubles and 75 RBIs. The 
righthanded hitter's 14 homers were second 
to Toronto's Otto Velez, who had 19. 

This marks the second time McRae has 
won the outstanding DH award. He also won 
it in 1976 when he batted .329 with the 
Royals. 

Velez (.269), Texas' Richie Zisk (.318), 
Cleveland rookie Joe Charboneau (.278), 
Baltimore's Terry Crowley (.290) and 
California's Jason Thompson (.351) also 
were named in the balloting by baseball 
writers, broadcasters and club public 
relations directors in AL cities. But none 
was close to McRae in the balloting. 

Early in the investigation, in November 
1979, seven New Mexico basketball players 
were declared ineligible, assistant coach 
Manny Goldstein resigned and head coach 
Norm Ellenberger was fired. 

As a result of penalties announced 
Wednesday, New Mexico will be barred 
from post-season competition or television 
appearances during the 1980-81 and 1981-82 
academic years. 

Although technically on probation during 
the 1982-83 academic year, the Lobo 
basketball team would be eligible for 
television and post-season play if no further 
violations are discovered. 

In addition, for using ineligible players in 
the first-round game of the 1978 NCAA 
Basketball Tournament, New Mexico must 
return to the NCAA approximately $36,000, 
or 90 percent of its net receipts from the 
event. Contrary to speculation, the program 
wasn't stripped of any basketball 
scholarships. 

"The violations of NCAA legislation in this 
case were numerous and significant, in- 
volving cash benefits as well as tampering 
with academic records," Charles Alan 
Wright, chairman of the NCAA Infractions 
Committee, said in a prepared news release. 

"The committee would have imposed an 
even more severe penalty were it not for the 
constructive attitude the university has 
displayed in cooperating with the NCAA 
throughout this investigation, and the 
vigorous actions the university has taken to 
prevent the recurrence of similar violations 
in the future." 

The probation announcement leaves two 
important questions unanswered—will New 
Mexico still be allowed to host the West 
Regionals of the 1982 NCAA basketball 
tournament and the finals of the 1983 
tournmament which already have been 
awarded to the Albuquerque campus? 

An NCAA spokesman said a recom- 
mendation could be made by the Division I 
Basketball Committee, which meets next 
week in Chicago. A final decision would be 
up to the NCAA's Executive Committee. 

Hurt saves Kentucky 
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)-Charles 

Hurt broke a 64-64 tie with a dunk shot 
following a steal and Derrick Hord sealed 
the game with two free throws and a 
dunk as No.2 Kentucky defeated No.9 
Ohio State 7044 in college basketball 
Wednesday night. 

Clark Kellogg, Ohio State's highly- 
touted sophomore forward, scored his 
team's last five points, the last on a 
three-point play with 2:34 remaining to 
tie the game for the final time. 

But Kellogg was victimized with 1:21 
remining when Hurt stripped him of the 
ball near center court and drove for a 
dunk that put Kentucky, 2-0, into a 66-64 
lead. 

You are invited to 
a 

Holiday Potluck Dinner 

Tonight 

5:30 P.M. 

UFM Fireplace Room 
1221 Thurston 
Sponsored by the 

Women's Resource Center 
silverware .. drink provided 
for more information 

call 532-6541 

Collegian 
classifieds 

CLASSIFIED RATES 
One day: 20 words or less, $1.50, 5 cents 

per word over 20; Two days: 20 words or less, 
$2.00, 8 cents per word over 20; Three days: 
20 words or less, $2.25, 10 cents per word 
over 20; Four days: 20 words or less, $2.75,13 
cents per word over 20; Five days: 20 words or 
less, $3.00,15 cents per word over 20. 

Classifieds are payable in advance unless client has an 
established account with Student Publications. 

Deadline is 10 a.m. day before publication. 10 a.m. Friday 
for Monday paper 

Items found ON CAMPUS can be advertised FREE for a 
period not exceeding three days. They can be placed at Ked- 
zie 103 or by calling 532-6555. 

Display Classified Rates 
One day: $3.00 per inch; Three days: $2.85 per Inch; Five 

days: $2 75 per inch; Ten days: $2.60 per inch. (Deadline is 5 
p.m. 2 days before publication.) 

Classified advertising is available only to those who do not 
discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, national 
origin, sex or ancestry. 

!ZZZ FOR SALE 
ADULT GAG gifts and novelties—birthday, anniversary, get 

well, or |ust for fun. Treasure Chest, Agglevllle. (1 tf| 

OLDER HOME with character, parlor, living room, four 
bedrooms, natural wood staircase. Much potential. Price 
reduced. $50,000. Rolling Hills Real Estate. 539-0588 or 
539-5788. (68-69) 

SOLAR HOME, secluded wooded area. Four bedroom, three 
baths, two woodburning stoves. One acre. Rolling Hills 
Real Estate. 53*0588 or 53*9242 (68-69) 

(Continued on page 19) 

This Christmas ask for a gift 

Looking for that unique gift 
for someone special to you? 

Are you watching your 
pocketbook, cautious to get 
the best deal? 

If so, consider a Hewlett- 
Packard calculator. 

From December 1-6 the 
K-State Union Bookstore will 

m k state union 
bookstore 

I V-^ J 9S years of  service  1956-1981 

have a 10% Off Sale on all 
Hewlett-Packard calculators 

in stock. All sales are final on 
limited qualities only. 

Consider a Hewlett-Packard 
pocket calculator this Christ- 
mas. It's a gift for a lifetime. 

m HEWLETT 
PACKARD 

for a lifetime 0302 
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(Continued from pg. 18) 
NICEST 1978 Ford F 150 Ranger pickup In town. Air- 

conditioning, power steering, power brakes, automatic 
transmission and topper. Call 778-5083. (6549) 

BY OWNER: Nice two bedroom house with basement apart- 
ment, one block east ot campus. $40,000 Call 537 1869 
(68-70) 

STEREO COMPONENT system, Nikko 40 watt channel 
receiver, Marantz 6100 turntable. AKAI cassette deck with 
Dolby two 3 way speakers 12 Inch woofers. See at 1022 
Humboldl or phone 539-3157 alter 6 00 p.m. $500.00 (68-72) 

MUST SELL-1977 Yamaha 750, 7000 miles, lairing, AM FM 
8 track stereo, two new tires. Asking $1500 Call 776-0594 
alter 5:00 pm. (68-72) 

NEW SANSUl SC 3330 stereo cassette deck, Dolby, feather- 
touch controls, Digital Peak level Indicators, memory func- 
tions, metal tape capability, $400 Call 1-922-6633 after 
6:00 p.m., ask for Pat (68-72) 

MUST SELL waist-length winter coat, newly bought. Phone 
7764560. ask for Dee Jay. (66-70) 

BEAUTIFUL DIAMOND engagement ring One large stone, 
four smaller ones. Call 776-1815, ask for Daryl. (68-72) 

HANG GLIDER—excellent condition, beginner Intermediate 
model, $375 Call 7764149. (68-72) 

CHESS SETS, all price ranges. Great Christmas gifts. 
Treasure Chest. Aggieville. (69-75) 

POCKET WATCHES, chains. Merschaum and other pipes. 
jewelry, snulf bottles. Coke, beer items, proof, mint sets. 
Treasure Chest. Aggieville (69-75) 

CERWIN Vega R 12 speakers, like new, 50 watts RMS 
maximum. Very loud and clean. Call 776-9683, ask for Jeff. 
(69-73) 

QUALITY STEREO system without wattage overkill. Yamaha 
receiver, Mitsubishi speakers, Technics turntable and B&0 
cartridge Chuck at 776-7698. (69-70) 

10 GALLON aquarium with all accessories including 
fish/snails, $15.00. Call 537-9625 after 5:00 p.m. (69-71) 

1972 VW Super Beetle, 30 mpg, 16,000 miles on rebuilt 
engine, runs great, $900. Call 5394864. (69-73) 

USED PARTS for 1971 Audi 100LS and Toyota Corona. Call I- 
494-2388. St George (69-75) 

1979 CHEVETTE, 4 speed, air conditioning, Sanyo AM/FM 
cassette stereo. Like new. Phone 539 2887. (68-70) 

1971 BUDDY trailer, dishwasher, air-conditioning, 
washer/dryer, fence, dogs, two bedroom, wood paneling 
throughout $5,500 Colonial Gardens. 539-5543 (69-73) 

1979 TRANS Am, red, all options exc. T-top. Call Jeff at 537- 
1342.(69-70) 

MUST SELL: 1976 Flat 128 2-D Sedan Red color, 4 cyl, low 
mileage, very economical, very good condition Price 
negotiable Call 537-4540. (69-70) 

HARDLY USED queen size hide-abed. $300. Call 537-1649 af- 
ter 6:00 p.m. to negotiate (69-71) 

 FOR RENT  
COSTUMES, MASKS, periodical clothing, accessories, all 

types makeup. Grass skirts, lais, bunny and mouse ears 
and more. Treasure Chest, Aggieville. (Itf) 

TYPEWRITER RENTALS, electrics and manuals, day, week 
or month. Buzzells, 511 Leavenworth, across from post 
office. Call 776-9489. (Itf) 

RENTAL TYPEWRITERS: Excellent selection, Including IBM 
Selectrics. Service most makes of typewriters. Hull 
Business Machines. (Aggieville). 1212 Moro. 539-7931. (Itf) 

TWO BEDROOM basement apartment, newly remodeled, 
one half block from Aggieville. Call 537-2344, evenings 
539-1498.(68-75) 

ROOMS AND apartment. $70 rooms, kitchen privileges and 
parking provided. Two bedroom apartment available for 
spring semester. All utilities paid for $200fmonth Call be 
tween 5:00 and 7:00 p.m. and between 10 p.m. and ? 
537-4233 (66-70) 

EXTREMELY NICE, fully furnished two bedroom complex 
apartment Laundry facilities plus extras. Available Jan- 
uary 1 st Call daytime 776-7346. evenings 539-4294. (66-70) 

TWO BEDROOM basement apartment. Very nice Located 
North Juliette. No pets Call 7767056 (67 70) 

CLEAN, MODERN, two bedroom apartment Fully furnished, 
dishwasher, disposal, central air Available January 1. Call 
7764723. (67-71) 

ONE BEDROOM, newly remodeled basement apartment. 
Wall to wall cameling, completely furnished and close to 
campus, washer and dryer 539-1622, 776-3025 (66-72) 

TWO BEDROOM basement apartment. V4 block from cam- 
pus, utilities paid 7764901 (6849) 

NICE, FURNISHED studio apartment One block from cam- 
pus. Available January 1. Call 539-4447 (68-70) 

LARGE. MODERN, one-bedroom. Reasonable, bills paid, 
private. One or two boys. Parking. Available now. 7764897 
(69-73) 

SANTA SUITS, reserve now for Christmas Treasure Chest. 
Aggieville (69-75) 

ATTRACTIVE ONE bedroom furnished apartment. All 
utilities paid. Pets ok. Call 5394339 or 5394184. (69 75) 

AVAILABLE FROM January 1, two-bedroom, basement apart- 
ment, close to campus, (washer, dryer). $185. 5374775 
(7:00-9:00 a.m.) mornings. (8:154:15 p.m.) evenings or 537- 
0428 (69-73) 

MAIN FLOOR of house Two bedrooms, with full bath Clean, 
carpeted and fully furnished Quiet residential area Call 
7764707 after 5:00p.m. (69-71) 

FOUR BEDROOM. 1417 Nichols All appliances, carpeting, 
drapes Call 537-1202 (69-75) 

 ROOMMATE WANTED  
ONE OR two studious, non-smoking roommates wanted to 

share nice, furnished house adjacent to campus. 
S100/month. Call 7764308. (6549) 

MALE ROOMMATE wanted to share large four bedroom 
house with four vet students. Call after 5:00 p.m., 7764263. 
(66-75) 

LIBERAL, NON smoking, serious student for second 
semester. Modern duplex with fireplace, private bedroom 
Call 5324540. (66-70) 

FEMALE TO share nice mobile home. 2nd semester. Private 
room, laundry facilities, $80 plus '/, utilities. Call 539-9221 
after 6:00 p.m. (66-70) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted tor second semester. Nice 
apartment, close to campus. Call 539-5098. (67-71) 

ROOM AVAILABLE December 17. $75 plus Vi utilities. Phone 
537-2857,1240-5:00 p.m (6749) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to share nice furnished house, 
own large bedroom, two blocks from campus. Available im- 
mediately. Call 5374898 (68-70) 

WANTED: FEMALE roommate to share large bedroom in 
nice house, 1 Vi blocks from campus, laundry facilities, 
$80.00 per month plus % utilities. Call 539-5794 after 5:00 
p.m. (69-71) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted for second semester, own 
room, close to campus, low utilities, $l12fmonth. Call 537 
9771.(69 70) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to share large very nice apart 
ment with two other girls. Private room! Includes fireplace, 
washer/dryer, etc. $100 plus Vi utilities. Close to 
Aggieville. Call after 5:00 p.m., 537-4055. (69-71) 

FEMALE NEEDED to share luxury two bedroom apartment 
with two others for spring semester. Phone 537-2055. 
(68-72) 

MALE ROOMMATE for second semester, two bedroom 
apartment. $90 per month, vj bills. Close to campus and 
Aggieville. Call Kevin, 776-5033 after 140 p.m. (68-72) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted for second semester. Nice big 
apartment. Own bedroom. Fairly close to campus. $88.33 
month plus share utilities with two others. Call 5394320 
(68-75) 

FEMALE TO share nice basement apartment with fireplace. 
Private bedroom and bath $70 plus Vt utilities. Call 
7764149 (68-72) 

WANTED RESPONSIBLE male roommate to share four 
bedroom house close to KSU. $50 deposit, $75 per month 
plus utilities. 7764995 (68-72) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wsnted for spring semester. Good 
location. Private room. $82 per month plus vi utilities. Call 
7764692 (68 70) 

NEEDED: FEMALE undergraduate to share large room in 
large furnished home, January 1st. Reasonable rent, in- 
cludes utilities. Laundry facilities provided. Walking 
distance of campus. Call 776-5956. (68-72) 

NEEDED—THREE undergraduate males, January 1st. Large 
furnished home, reasonable rent, includes utilities. 
Walking distance of campus. Call 776-5956. (68-72) 

NON-SMOKING, non-drinking female wanted to share nice 
apartment with two others $100 00/month plus Vi utilities 
Call Debbie or Marilyn at 776-8555. (68-72) 

MALE ROOMMATE wanted to share nice apartment for 
spring semester, own bedroom, washer and dryer In build- 
ing Close to campus, free January rent. Call 7764767 (68- 
72) 

FEMALE TO share very large, nice home. Small private 
bedroom plus study. Washer-dryer. Utilities paid. $115 
539-2401  Keep trying. (68-72) 

ROOMMATE FOR spring semester Large two bedroom 
apartment, private bedroom. Prefer CNS or engineering 
major $90fmo. plus 'i electricity. Other bills paid. Call 
5394427 (68-75) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted, January 1 July 31. Call 537- 
8000 between 10:00 and 6:00. All furniture except personal 
items furnished. (69-71) 

FEMALE—NICE apartment, fireplace, dlshwssher, close to 
campus. Pay Vi bills. Call 5374653. (69-73) 

GRAD STUDENTS seeking third roommate for three 
bedroom house. Washer/dryer, fireplace, etc.. nice 
location. Call Russ after 6:00 p.m.. 5374696. (69-70) 

MALE ROOMMATE to share new three-bedroom house, 
spring semester. Cable, washer, dryer, nice srea. Call 776 
1254, ask for Dan. (69-75) 

LIBERAL FEMALE wanted, close to campus, pets ok, own 
bedroom Call 5374247. (69-75) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE to Share furnished apartment with two 
others for second semester. Very close to campus. 537- 
8184. (69-73) 

HELP WANTED 
OVERSEAS JOBS—Summer/year round. Europe, S Amer., 

Australia, Asia. All Fields. $500$1200 monthly. Sight- 
seeing Free Info. Write: IJC. Box S2-KS2. Corona Del Mar, 
CA 92625 (52-73) 

A BAPTIST Church Is seeking a "qualified" part time youth 
leader Interested person should call (913) 9224460. (66-70) 

DIETICIAN ADA Registered or eligible within one year. New 
Horizons. 821 Third Street, Valley Center, KS 67147. (68-72) 

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER wanted—Need a Programmer 
with 6502 assembly language experience to start Im- 
mediately for 8-12 weeks of programming Salary com- 
mensurate with experience. Call 5324540. (69-75) 

Peanuts" By CHARLES SCHULZ 

I TDLP YOU NOT TO 
5IT 50 CLOSE UJH6N 
I'M TAPING MY STICK! 

Crossword By EUGENE SHEFFER 

ACROSS 
lDry 
4 Malay 

dagger 
8 Greek letter 

12 Past 
13 Roster 
14 Cuts off 
15 Calculator 
17 Lease 
18 Drinking 

vessel 
19 Buddhist 

holy man 
21 Searches 
24 Murmuring 

sound 
25 Charged 

particle 
26 Legendary 

bird 
28 Sailing 

maneuvers 
32 Petitions 
34 Save 
38 Alone 
37 Shore bird 
39 Spot on a 

card 
41 Bird cage 
42 Hit 
44 Crinkled 

fabrics 

48 Concealed 
50 Congealed 

water 
51 European 

river 
52 Suburban 

traveler 
58 Tidal 

wave 
57 Lily's 

relative 
58 Mother of 

mankind 
59 Nail 
80 In the 

neigh- 
borhood 

61 Woebegone 

DOWN 
1 Membranous 

pouch 
2 Self 
3 Not a peer 
4 "Oom Paul" 
5 Decay 
6 News 

paragraph 
7 Wife of 

Abraham 
8 Nassau is 

their capital 
9 Leave the 

stage 
10 Duration 
11 On the ocean 
16 Tavern 

Avg. solution time: 23 min. 

12-4 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 

20 Rude 
structure 

21 Exclamation 
22 Rake 
23 Weep con- 

vulsively 
27 See 

18 Across 
29 Contends 
30 Swiss 

painter 
31 Scatters 

seeds 
33 Steadied 
35 Twitch 
38 Likewise 

not 
40 Elementary 

textbook 
43 Edible 

nut 
45 Former 

French coin 
46 Baseball 

great 
47 Aroma 
48 Girl's name 
49 Distribute 

sparingly 
53 Extinct bird 
54 Stowe 

character 
55 "Eric the-" 

CRYPTOQUIP 12-4 

JLUJDGV     JKJJUKNHEG     IKDGC 

DUNJLGVC      KEHIKNUJ 
Yesterday's Cryptoquip - DIVA IS DIVINE IN VERDI 

ARIAS. 
Today's Cryptoquip clue: G equals E 

FEMALE SUBJECTS for human feeding study from January 
12th to March 13th. Contribute to research and receive all 
meals plus $3/day Department of Foods and Nutrition. 
Contact Margaret Entz, 532-5508 (days) or 539-7217 
(evenings). (68-70) 

GRADUATE ASSISTANT—Center for Student Development. 
A .5 time graduate assistant position is available In the 
Center for Student Development. The person In this 
position will assist Dr. Earl Noltlng (Dean of Students) in 
work with the Student Governing Association judicial sys- 
tem for non-academic misconduct complaints. This per- 
son must understand strict confidentiality requirements 
and be able to work effectively with students, faculty, and 
staff. Prefer graduate student enrolled In Counseling, 
Student Personnel Work, Educational Administration, 
Political Science, or related area. Applicants should 
provide a summary of relevant academic and work ex- 
perience plus a transcript to Dr. Earl Nolting, Dean of 
Students, Holtz Hall, 5324432 by not later than December 
15th. Center for Student Development is an Equal Op- 
portunity/Affirmative Action Employer. (68-71) 

SERVICES 
RESUME WRITING, layout, editing, typing or appraisal. 

Resume Service, 411 N. 3rd, 537-7294. (Itf) 

WOMEN'S HEALTH Care Service. Confidential health care 
for women with unexpected pregnancies. Abortion ser- 
vices to 20 weeks as an outpatient. Information and free 
pregnancy testing. (316) 684-5108 Wichita. (Itf) 

PREGNANT? BIRTHRIGHT can help. Free pregnancy test. 
Confidential. Call 537-9180. 103 South 4th Street, Suite 18. 
(17tf) 

PROFESSIONAL THESIS/dlssertation typist. 5 years' ex- 
perience; theses/dissertations for 15 universities. Cor- 
recting Selectric II, pica/elite. Work guaranteed 50-page 
minimum. I do damned good typing. Peggy, 913442-4476. 
(51-75) 

WILL TYPE thesis, etc 3-years experience, including tables. 
Royal SE 5000. correction tape Call 5394064. (6549) 

RESUMES $20; 1-2 pp., 5 copies and envelopes Tldwell & 
Associates, 219 S. SethChllds. 776-5213,537-4504 (68-75) 

VW MUFFLER sale. Regular $34.00. now only $26.00. Fits 
1967 to 1973 Bugs. Installation extra. J&L Bug Service. 1- 
494-2388. (69-75) 

VW REPAIR at low prices lor quality work One day service 
on most repairs. Call 1-494-2388. J&L Bug Service. Only 
seven minutes from Manhattan. (69-75) 

GAYPHONE. 5394692 Gay awareness, counseling and sup- 
port services available, also calendar information regar- 
ding H.A.RC meetings and other scheduled activities. 
Call Sunday through Thursday 6:00 p.m. to 2:00 am (69-73) 

BACHELOR PARTIES, slag parties—Rent video cassette 
player. Hooks up to your t.v. Call 776-1254, ask for Dan (69- 
75) 

 ATTENTION  
STUDENTS WHO need a quiet place to study for finals con- 

tact Ramada Inn or watch for ad next week's Collegian. 
(68-70) 

DRIVER NEEDED to Lawrence. Friday, December 5 or Satur- 
day, December 6. Return Sunday. Will pay Vi gas. Call Phil, 
532-3974. (6749) 

TO THE tall, dark-haired male in Aggie Station this past 
Saturday night who sat at a table near and then came to my 
aid as I tried to help a friend in trouble, I would like to thank 
you with drinks—my treat—Thursday. December 4, 
BiOO-Aggie Station. Slgned-N. (6849) 

DUNGEON AND Dragons and Avalon Hill games and sup- 
plies. Available at Tom's Campus Corner, 716 North 
Manhattan, Aggieville, 776-5481. (69-75) 

LEAVE OLD man winter behind—Come into Happy Tan 
today, Manhattan's version of sunny California. 1123 
Laramie—m the Handi-Corner Shopping Center, or call 
7764060 for appointment. (69-70) 

CHRISTMAS STOCKINGS available, SI.00 each. At Toms, 
716 North Manhattan in Aggieville. (69-75) 

ANNOUNCEMENT 
PEARLS AND Rubles Volleyball Women: Thanks for the 

great season and all the good times. Good luck to the 
ublesas they go for »1. Pand R Volleyball Men (69) 

THREE LIBERAL males seeking exciting dates for the Cheap 
Trick concert December 5 In K.C. We will provide tran- 
sportation and tickets. Call Dan. Dave and Jim at 537-2019 
(69) 

DIVERSIFIED DISCO Systems is back in business For the 
best in mobile entertainment call 776-1254, ask for Oan. 
(69-75) 

NOTICES 
FREE COFFEE all night and a comfortable, quiet place to 

study. Watch next week's Collegian tor details. (66-70) 

WANTED 
COLLECTIBLES. COINS, back Issue magazines, comics, LP 

albums. Check with us belore you throw it away Treasure 
Chest. Aggieville (1tf) 

GOLD CLASS rings, gold lewelry, diamonds Call 539-1081 or 
7767837 (49-75) 

WANTED: SCRAP gold, men's class rings. $50 to $200 
Women's, $35 to $75. Other jewelry bought too. Top cash 
buyer Steve's Coin Shop. 411 N. 3rd (50-74) 

LEGISLATIVE AIDES. January 12-April 10. No pay, good ex 
perience. possible college credits Contact Senator Ron 
Heln, 6031 SW 24th Terrace. Topeka, 66814, 913 2954996 
days, 272-1592-evenings. (67-71) 

TWO SEASON basketball tickets, must be together Will pay 
top price for good location. Call 5374370. (fi8-70) 

RAPPELLING ROPE. Doug B.. 539-9023 (6849) 

FOUND 
PUPPY-SARAHS owner call and Identify, 5374653. (68-70) 

HOUSE KEY on ring with green button. Found at corner of 
Tenth and Bertrand. Call 776-3491. (69-71) 

PERSONAL 
WILLIE, ITS over. Esk (69) 

HEY ANNETTE: How's your pumpkin? I heard Charlie 
Brown's the same as ever, still wishy washy. But those two 
will never be separated because Bandit the guard dog will 
watch them forever. Happy 3vi sweetie. What's in store for 
the future? You tell me. Love John. (89) 

ONLY 21  SHOPPING 
PAYS 'TIL CHRISTMAS, 

SIR! 

HT itgwtf/asiw 
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GIGANTIC CHRISTMAS ELECTRONICS TRUCKLOAD 
Over 400,000 

Worth of Electronics SALE 
Over J100,000 

Worth of Electronics 

Save Big on Receivers, Turntables, Tape Decks, Speakers, 
Car Stereos, Equalizers, Boosters, Blank Tapes, 

Portables and Accessories. 

GREAT NAMES LIKE: 

ADC, ADS, AFS Kricket, Akai, Audio Technics, Cerwin Vega, Craig, Discwasher, Dual, ESS, 

Grundig, Fujitsu Ten, Harmon Kardon, Infinity, Jensen, Jet Sound, Kenwood, Majestic, 

Maxell, Nagatronics, Nikko, Optonica, O'Sullivan, Pioneer, Radian Reasearch, Roadstar, 

Sanyo, TDK, Technics, Toshiba, and Many More. 

JUST A FEW OF THE GREAT DEALS ARE: 

10 Band Dual Channell 

GRAPHIC EQUALIZER 

Reg. 169"        99.95 

AM/FM/CASS. INDASH 

Units as Low as 

59.95 

JENSEN 6x9 TRIAX 

Reg. us* 69.95 pair 

Prices Slashed on All 
Pioneer Car Stereo 

Infinity Loudspeakers 

Model QE 99" ea. 
Model QA119°°ea 
Model QB 149" ea 

• Quantum S 246" ea 

ESS Inc 

LS-8 149" ea 
PS-5 169" ea 
PS-8 139" ea 
PS-8A 144" ea 

TOSHIBA SA-lOO BELT DRIVE 
TURNTABLE 7995/win. t 

Purchase 
of Cartridge 

SANYO METAL CASSETTE DECK 
RD5009       119" 

Listen to KMKF For Hourly Specials and Prizes 

SATURDAY & SUNDAY 
DEC. 6 

10-9 
DEC. 7 

12-6 

AT 

STEREO EAST 
1826 TUTTLE CREEK BLVD. 

539-3640 

ACROSS FROM THE VISTA DRIVE-IN ON TUTTLE CREEK BLVD. 

STEREO EAST A DIVISION OF MANHATTAN AUTO SOUND 
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Soviet assistance 
in Polish crisis 

pondered in party 

WARSAW, Poland (AP) — A Communist Party Central Com- 
mittee member raised for the first time Thursday the possibility of 
a request for Soviet assistance in the Polish crisis, and Western 
nations warned the Soviet Union against military intervention. 

Josef Klasa, head of Central Committee's press department, told 
a news conference the Polish leadership would ask for Soviet and 
Warsaw Pact help if authority "slipped into the hands of anti- 
socialist elements" or if "socialism became endangered." But be 
said it would be imprudent to try to solve the country's problems 
"with the help of military forces" and he believed Poland would 
resolve the crisis by itself. 

Klasa said, "I think such endangering would occur only when 
authority would slip from the hands of democracy into the hands of 
anti-socialist elements.'Then the Polish Communists would have 
the right and duty to ask for assistance from the communists of 
other countries." 

In Moscow, there were accusations that the West was attempting 
to increase tension in Poland. There have been mounting fears in 
some Western capitals that the Soviets might intervene because of 
widespread worker discontent and pressures on the Polish Com- 
munist Party leadership for liberal reforms. 

Poland's controlled newspapers prominently displayed a speech 

by a new Politburo member rejecting the use of force against 
militant members of the new independent unions and a deputy 
premier told a French newspaper that threats of Soviet in- 
tervention were exaggerated. 

A day after President Carter spoke of an "unprecedented 
buildup" of Soviet forces along the Polish border, the Carter ad- 
ministration cautioned Moscow that Americans were united in 
their concern over the possibility of a Soviet intervention. 

Secretary of State Edmund Muskie described the situation as 
"very delicate and sensitive" and that the Soviets have launched 
"an unprecedented amount of military activity" at the Polish 
border. 

British ambassadors to the Soviet Union and East European 
countries issued new warnings that Soviet moves against Poland 
would bring consequences of "the utmost gravity." 

Poland's Communist Parry leadership Wednesday night issued 
an appeal for public restraint and discipline and said "the fate of 
the nation hangs in the balance." The appeal was followed by a 
statement from the Defense Ministry's military council saying the 
tense situation in Poland could produce "highly negative effects on 
the country's defense potential." 
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Muskie warns of nationalistic era 
By SHARON BOHN 

Staff Writer 
Warning of an approaching era dominated 

by strong and potentially destructive 
nationalistic impulses, U.S. Secretary of 
State Edmund Muskie presented this year's 
first Landon Lecture on balancing the 
trends of the future. 

Arriving about 20 minutes late for the 
appearance, Muskie explained to an 
overflow crowd of 1,800 that he had been 
visiting former Kansas Gov. Alfred Landon. 

During the lecture, Muskie said there is a 
natural tendency to address today's 
problems, and to defer tomorrow's. He also 
stressed the importance of America looking 
beyond immediate crises and past the 
current transition of power. 

"It is necessary to look at the longer-term 
social, economic and technological forces at 
work in the world that would help define, not 
just the next few years, but the next decade 
or more, "he said. 

In examining further trends of today, 
Muskie said the dilemma of a continuing 
population explosion could possibly be the 
most important underlying development in 
the future. 

Muskie said that by the year 2000, if the 
present population increase continues, the 

Secretarial address 
RIGHT...Exiting from the east 
entrance to the Union, Secretary 
of State Edmund Muskie is greeted 
by students. Muskie was leaving 
the Union after a luncheon in his 
honor with Landon Patrons. 
ABOVE...Muskie delivers the 
fifty-second lecture in the Landon 
series. 

Photos by Cr»lg Chandltr and Rob Clark 

world will have an additional 1.5 billion 
inhabitants. Of this increase, Muskie 
predicted that developing nations will en- 
compass nearly 80 percent of the world's 
people. 

ANOTHER PROBLEM connected with 
the population explosion is food supply, 
Muskie said. 

"Our current estimates are that the 
aggregate world food supplies will continue 
to grow. But in some poorer areas, the food 
available per person will decline and food 
will be more expensive," Muskie said. 

He warned if people didn't change the 
existing patterns of use for important 
resources, such as farmland and forests that 
these resources would soon disappear. 

According to Muskie, about one million 
acres of prime farmland are converted to 
urban use each year in the United States. In 
addition, critical forests providing primary 
fuels for nearly two billion people are also 
disappearing—at a rate of 50 acres a 
minute. 

THE CONSEQUENCES of shrinking 
resources, he said, would occur in a shorter 
period than the 22 years he served in the 
U.S. Congress. 

However, he said, the world has made a 

good beginning toward increasing 
awareness about the approaching end of the 
oil era. 

"Here at home, both our use and our 
imports of oil are finally going down. 
Domestic energy production is now going 
up. And the quest for new, renewable fuels is 
underway," Muskie said. 

THE CONTINUED growth of 
sophisticated military technology is another 
trend Muskie said would definitely affect the 
future. According to Muskie, there is a 
growing international access to the 
technology of nuclear weapons. 

"The unmistakable direction is toward 
greater and greater sophistication in the 
arsenals of the two nuclear superpowers; 
the United States and the Soviet Union," 
Muskie said. 

In a few years, he said, weapons will have 
greater precision and accuracy, increased 
reliance on mobility and better con- 
cealment. 

"Whether the results of these new 
developments will be greater security for 
our people or less, however, depends, not on 
the genius of our advanced scientists, but on 
the wisdom of our political leaders," he 
said. 

IN ORDER TO balance all these trends, 
Muskie said, it would require the nations of 
the world to shape their own national futures 
which would also require international 
cooperation. 

Within the next few years, he said, the 
United States must build its strength by 
investing wisely in a military plan for the 
future that will assure the balance and 
stability of world peace. The United States 
must also regain control of the energy future 
and rejuvenate the economy's productivity 
and competitiveness, he said. 

But, he said, the United States must 
remain alert not only to the safety and 
prosperity of this country, but must be 
willing to cooperate and compromise with 
other nations. It must be recognized that 
long-term security would be better assured 
if the United States is effective in addressing 
the conditions that breed instability and 
conflict, Muskie said. 

"It is not a grim prospect that I spell out, 
but a challenge that Americans have always 
responded to," Muskie said. 

The 66 year-old statesman, who served 22 
years as a Democratic senator from Maine 
before his selection as Secretary of the State 
in May, was the first Secretary of State to 
appear as a Landon lecturer. 
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Court-ordered busing would be prohibited 

Carter to veto bill with controversial rider 
WASHINGTON (AP)-Preaident Carter 

said Thursday he will veto a $9.1 billion 
appropriations bill because it includes an 
amendment that would prohibit the 
government from asking courts to order 
busing in school desegregation cases. 

"I cannot allow a law to be enacted which 
so impairs the government's ability to en- 
force our Constitution and civil rights acts," 
Carter said in a letter to Senate Democratic 
Leader Robert By rd of West Virginia. 

"The precedent that would be established 
if this legislation became law is dangerous," 
Carter said. "It would effectively allow the 
Congress to tell a president that there are 
certain constitutional remedies that he 
cannot ask the courts to apply." 

The amendment, which was passed easily 

by both the House and Senate, was attached 
to a funding bill for the Justice Department 
and several other agencies. It would have 
barred government lawyers from asking 
courts for desegregation plans that call for 
busing children beyond the closest school to 
their homes. 

Carter's decision to veto the measure 
jeopardizes money to the departments of 
Justice, State and Commerce and the 
federal court system. 

It was not clear whether Congress would 
attempt to override Carter's veto. Both the 
House and Senate are scheduled to hold 
their last sessions Friday. 

Both chambers, in anticipation of a veto, 
provided for money to keep the federal 
agencies operating by including funds in a 

continuing resolution that would provide 
money until the new Congress could pass 
another appropriations bill in January. But 
the resolution, already passed by the House 
and pending in the Senate, also contains the 
anti-busing rider. 

The anti-busing amendment would have 
barred the Justice Department from using 
the appropriated money "to bring any sort 
of action to require directly or indirectly the 
transportation of any student to a school 
other than the school which ;s nearest the 
student's home." There would be exceptions 
for mentally or physically handicapped 
students who require special education. 

Powell said Carter would actually veto the 
measure Friday. 

Senate to look into contest 
In its last meeting of the semester last 

night, Student Senate announced that a 
committee had been formed to investigate 
the "Beauty and the Beast" contest, an 
annual event to raise money for various non- 
profit community organizations. 

The formation of this committee stemmed 
from a complaint from members of Alpha 
Phi Omega, the service organization 
coordinating the contest, against Women's 
Resource Center (WRC) for defacing a 
poster displayed in the contest. 

The committee to investigate the contest 
consists of one student senator, one faculty 
representative, and one student at large. 

In his director's report, Randy Tosh, 
student body president, said there were 
between 250-300 traffic appeals a month 
issued to Traffic and Security. Tosh said in 
order to save time, the appeals will be 
handled in writing, rather than orally, which 
is the usual appeal procedure. 

Those wishing to appeal a traffic ticket 
must wait until a notice is made in the 
Collegian further explaining the appeal 
procedure, Tosh said. 

Tosh also said the work-study program is 
at 91 percent employment However, the 
Student Financial Assistance program has 
run out state funds which finance 80 percent 
of each work-study student's paycheck. The 
remaining 20 percent of each student's wage 
is supplied by University departments. 

However, as of Jan. 1 the ratio of state 
funding to department funding will be 60-40. 
The department that currently employs a 
work-study individual will be required to 
pay 40 percent, double the amount 
previously required. 

Should a department lose a work-study 
employee and be forced to fill the position, 
the funding for the salary would be 100 
percent the department's responsibility. 

First readings alsowere heard on a bill 
that would grant the student body president 

line item veto power, a bill that previously 
failed in senate. 

Senate approved the appointments of the 
1981 Elections Committee, two cabinet 
positions and the Summer School 
Allocations Board. 

In new business, senate passed a bill to 
establish an Student Governing Association 
(SGA) newsletter editor and tabled a bill to 
establish an SGA photographer. 

A bill passed to establish student mem- 
bership with voting priviledges on the 
Academic Affairs and Faculty Affairs 
Committees of Faculty Senate. 

Bills for senate's endorsement of the K- 
State Associated Students of Kansas (ASK) 
lobbying adgenda and the Student 
Legislative Network priority issues both 
passed. 

Fraternity to collect 
for speech patients 

Members of Delta Sigma Phi fraternity 
will be going from door to door this weekend 
collecting old and used toys for young 
patients at the K-State Speech and Hearing 
Center. 

The fraternity decided to do the charity 
project when it was suggested to them this 
semester, said Robert Smith, sophomore in 
political science. 

"We've been planning this for two weeks 
now. This is the first time we've ever done 
it," he said. 

The fraternity has distributed about 500 
leaflets explaining their project to the 
community. 

"If we get response from one-fifth of the 
people it will be a success. If we get any 
response it will be nice," Smith said. 

The fraternity will present the Center with 
the toys Dec. 8 or Dec. 9. 

Campus bulletin 
ANNOUCSMBNTI 

COORDINATED   UNDIKODADUATI   PROORAM   In 
dietetics will be accepting applications through Dtc. 10. 
Application form* »r» available from Or. Roach In Juatln 
107. 

ARM MiMllKS remember to work your appointed 
hours today outside the Union Stateroom. 

TODAY 
CAMPUS  CRUIADI  POR CHRIST Will  meet at 7:30 

p.m. at ma Alpha Kappa Lamda house. 

RUSSIAN CLUB will matt at 4 p.m. at Last Chance 
Plzia. Russian Scrabble will be playad and next semester's 
plans discussed. 

L.A. BXPIRIRNCI will meet at 3:30 p.m. In East 
Stadium 10t. 

INTSRVARIITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP will meet 
at 0 p.m. In Union 113. 

AO ICON CLUS will meet at e:30 p.m. In Reynard's 
Restaurant for the Christmas banquet. Tickets ara 
available In the Ag E con Of lice. 

CLOTH INO AND RRTAILINO INTRRIST OROUP Will 
meet at * p.m. In Mldtown for the Christmas party. Now 
York trip Information will be discussed. 

CAMPUS CRUSADI POR CHRIST COLLIOI LIPS 
will maat at 7:30p.m.at ma Alpha Kappa Lambda House at 
1*1* Hunting Ave. 

CHINESE ITUDiNT ASSOCIATION will meet at 7p.m. 
In the Union Little Theatre 

SATURDAY 
DILTA SIOMA PHI LITTLI SISTIRS ACTIVES AND 

PLEDGES will meat at 2 p.m. In the Delta Sigma Phi 
House new lounge for paddle signing and Informal 
Initiation. 

SUNDAY 
K-LAIRIS will meet from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. In the Union 

KSU rooms for the Christmas party. Dresses will be worn 
by some members but not necessary attire to attend the 
dance. 

ARTS A SCIENCE COUNCIL will meet at 7p.m. In Union 
30*. 

THETA XI LITTLI SISTIRS AND THITA XIS will 
meet In the evening at the Theta XI House for the Christ- 
mas party. 

KSU PEO OROUP will meet at a p.m. at Betty Lyn's at 
3M1 Dickons. 

6ETVOURMINP0NTHE 
6AME.' THERE'S STILL, 
ZO SHOPPING PAVS 
LEFT 'TIL 
CHRISTMAS/ 

HAPPY 22nd CHERIE 
ANOTHER YEAR, 
ANOTHER 10 lbs. 
(More bounce per ounce) 

Love, Steve 

Bomb threat 
empties hall 

Security and Traffic officials are in- 
vestigating a bomb threat that in- 
terrupted Haymaker Hall's all-hall social 
function early last night. 

A call was recieved about 8:30 p.m. 
reporting that a bomb would go off within 
30 minutes, according to Lt Charles 
Beckom, security and traffic officer. 

The threat was recieved by the hall 
receptionist, said Jeff McDade, 
Haymaker Hall director. The hall was 
cleared without incident for about 15 
minutes while Security and Traffic of- 
ficials and hall staff members searched 
the building. 

Residents were allowed to return to the 
hall after the search failed to produce a 
bomb. 

THE BARBEQUE PLACE 
Weekend Rib Special 

Fri.-Sot.-Sun. 

BBQ Rib Slabs  7.95 
(for 2) 

Short ends 4.25 

Long ends 3.95 

FREE small soft drink with all sandwiches 
Call-in, eat-in, or carry out 

'%  Open: Tue.-Fri.-4p.m.-9p.m. 
Sat.-3p.m.-10p.m. 
Sun.-3p.rn.-8 p.m. 

2314 Woodward Ln. 
(nexttoWestsideMkt.. 

off Ft. RileyBlvd.) 
Phone 539-7383 

«*» 9P gift* 
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Briefly By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Syria to withdraw troops from border 
DAMASCUS, Syria — A Saudi Arabian mediator reported Thur- 

sday that Syria had agreed to withdraw gradually its troops and 
tanks along the border with Jordan, according to the Saudi news 
agency. This was seen as defusing at least temporarily the threat of 
a second war in the Middle East. 

The second deputy premier of Saudi Arabia, Prince Abdullah bin 
Abdul-Aziz, made the statement after returning to Riyadh, the Saudi 
capital, at the end of a four-day mediation shuttle between 
Damascus and Amman, the Saudi news agency said. 

Syrian Information Minister Ahmed Iskandar Ahmed made 
comments that observers took to mean Syria had achieved its ob- 
jectives and there would be no need to maintain the military buildup. 

Iskandar told reporters in Damascus, "We are convinced now that 
the Jordanian regime will seriously take into consideration what 
Syria wants. This could be what we sought to achieve." 

Although details of the reported agreement were not revealed, 
Syrian observers said they expected President Hafez Assad to issue 
orders soon to withdraw Syrian troops gradually from the border 
area. 

Electrical fire at inn kills 26 
WHITE PLAINS, N. Y. — An electrical fire flashed through the 

conference rooms of a suburban inn Thursday, killing 26 people and 
injuring 40. Authorities said the area where the fire spread was not 
equipped with sprinklers. 

"It appears it flashed up suddenly and these people didn't have a 
chance," said Purchase Fire Chief Robert Makowski at the scene of 
the fire at Stouffer's Inn of Westchester, about 20 miles north of mid- 
Manhattan. 

Westchester County Executive Alfred DelBello said there was 
computer equipment in the room where the fire started, but he said 
there was "no foundation" to reports that the fire may have been 
caused by an explosion of that equipment. 

Seven of the bodies were found in a closet, which the victims ap- 
parently mistook for an exit, and three were found behind a 
Christmas tree near an emergency door whose deadbolt apparently 
failed to open. 

It was the nation's second hotel fire with a heavy death toll in two 
weeks, coming 13 days after 84 died and more than 700 were injured 
at the MGM Grand hotel-casino in Las Vegas, Nev. 

One million left homeless by war 
BEIRUT, Lebanon — The Persian Gulf war has left a million 

Iranians homeless in the face of the approaching severe winter, Iran 
said Thursday. Iraq claimed its forces destroyed two Iranian naval 
bases at the northern tip of the gulf and Iran Said its artillery in- 
flicted heavy damage on the Iraqi oil installation at Fao. 

Iran's minister of state for executive affairs, Behzad Nabavi, told 
reporters that one million of the nation's 36 million residents had lost 
their homes. He said the Red Crescent, the equivalent of the Red 
Cross, had set up refugee camps to accommodate the homeless as 
the bitter Iranian winter approached. 

Fighting in the northern sector of the 300-mile-long front around 
the western provincial center of Kermanshah alone has left 100,000 
homeless and 500 dead, Tehran radio said. 

Despite an Iraqi proposal for a cease-fire Tuesday, the war effort 
on both sides showed no signs of let-up and Tehran Radio said 
Iranian lawmakers were completing a bill to add $268 million to the 
national Defense Ministry's budget for the current year. 

Wilmington 10 convictions overturned 
RICHMOND, Va. — A federal appeals court on Thursday reversed 

the convictions of the so-called Wilmington 10—nine black men and a 
white woman convicted of charges stemming from racial violence in 
Wilmington, N.C., in 1971. 

The 4th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals said the 10, all of whom have 
completed their prison sentences or been released on parole, were 
denied constitutional rights when their attorneys were prohibited 
from attacking the credibility of two key prosecution witnesses. 

Civil rights groups long have maintained the 10 were victims of 
racial injustice. A brief filed with the 4th Circuit earlier this year by 
55 members of the U.S. House of Representatives charged that the 
lower court trial in North Carolina was conducted in a "racially 
charged atmosphere... replete with prejudice and error." 

The appellate court said the Oct. 28,1972, convictions were flawed 
on several grounds, including failure of the prosecution to give the 
defense an amended pretrial statement of a key witness. 
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UFM 

inter f!raft Hale 
Friday, Dec. 5 & Saturday, Dec. 6 

11:30am-5:30pm       UFM House   1221  Thurston 

featuring: Utained glass, 

Pottery,  Weaving, 

Toys, ^-mas crafts, 
Quilting, and more. 

Cnft demonstrations during  sale hours 

THE 
"ALACE ujwieouu 
Necessities & Gifts    704 N Manh!?!"«l' 539-7654 

Where Santa is Checking His List 
Bonnie Bell Santa 
Jean Nate Stocking Staffers 
Stained Glass 
Miniatures 
Prince Gardner Billfolds 
Fine Perfumes 

Stuffed Toys 
Cuddly Dolls 
Snoopy & friends 
Harmoney Hollow Bells 
Hallmark Cards 
Tree Ornaments 

Partly cloudy and warm today through Saturday, with highs in the 
60s. Tonight's low is expected to be in the lower 40s. 

Relax at the Palace Coffee Bar 
Mon.-Thur.   8:30a.m.-8:30p.m. 
Fri.&Sat.    8:30a.m.-6 p.m. 



Opinions 
Muskie should have answered press 

A weakness concerning the responsiveness of government leaders 
in America was inherent with Thursday's visit and lecture by 
Secretary of State Ed Muskie. 

Members of the media were not allowed to ask Muskie questions 
either before or after his speech as his office effectively squelched 
any attempts by the press to pursue Muskie's stance, opinion or 
direction on international affairs. 

Acquiring Muskie to deliver the 52nd Landon Lecture was a 
valuable service to the community. The academic environment at K- 
State is strongly enhanced when speakers with such important 
backgrounds and positions as Muskie address the University. 

But a problem with this lecture was that Muskie's presentation 
was rather dull as he tried to outline general problems which exist 
throughout the world such as overpopulation and food shortages 
which could become even more troublesome in the future. 

The discussion with the most insight took place after Muskie's 
speech, when he took the liberty to answer four questions from the 

audience. This was an example of forcing a leader to think on his feet 
without the benefit of detailed notes. 

Muskie had to answer specific questions concerning matters 
which most interest the people—the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, 
the Iran hostage crisis, a possible contradiction to Muskie's spoken 
stance on American involvement in other countries (this question 
involved El Salvador), and a personal inquest into Muskie's own 
future plans. 

More questions would have allowed further substantiation on his 
office's policies and his own views. This is the function of the press. 
But in this case, the press was not allowed to ask any questions. This 
damages the public's right to know how problems are specifically 
being confronted by one of America's most important figures 
responsible for United States diplomacy worldwide. 

KEVIN HASKIN 
Opinions Editor 

David Hacker 

The aroma of 
road apples 

The joke is a funny one, and it goes 
something like this: Three men were 
stranded on an island, but within sight of 
shore. They were a minister, a lawyer, and a 
public relations practitioner. They drew 
straws to see who would swim to shore for 
help. The PR man lost. He stripped, Jumped 
into the water, and set out. Fifty yards from 
a shore a school of sharks showed up. The 
minister bowed his head, and said it was 
time to pray. 

"Not to worry," said the lawyer, as the 
sharks suddenly formed two lines for an 
open lane for the PR man to swim to safety. 
Said the lawyer, "Professional courtesy." 

This story was told by Pat Jackson, 
speaker at the KSU Ad Club-Public 
Relations Student Society the other night at 
Houston Street Pub. 

JACKSON IS NOT your ordinary PR 
person. He's president of the Public 
Relations Society of America, the PR in- 
dustry's professional group. His message 
was one of the growing professionalism 
within the fraternity that long has been 
looked upon in some circles as one filled 
with, well, Jackson told the Joke, SHARKS. 
But this, he said, is all changing. PR folks 
are learning to take advantage of human 
nature, which means clients are being told 
that decision-making is an illogical process. 

Smart PR, this lack of logic. 
PR, of course, is the art of persuasion. 

Any good PR worth his or her expense ac- 
count, knows whatever kind of massaging is 
needed, usually within legal limits, is okay. 

After all, it's the client's bucks. 
Indeed, suggested Jackson, a PR man like 

a lawyer, but, one adds, in shill's clothing. 
Like a lawyer, he's an advocate. 

SO FAR SO GOOD. 
Here I must pause and let you know that 

among journalists a PR person often is 
known as a flack, and has a social standing 
somewhere north of a sheep's rear leg and 
southwest of a bull elephant's belly. It's an 
unfair view of course, for any corporation, 
individual, store, utility, feedlot, fertilizer 
firm, and supermarket is entitled to have its 
case heard. 

There came a point in the evening, 
however, when Jackson's pleadings sud- 
denly sank into a black hole. I didn't 
challenge him because I couldn't believe 
what I heard from the man who is the PR 
industry's chief spokesman. 

This was when he said that the American 
Nazi Party was entitled to PR represen- 
tation as anyone. 

Somehow, it seems to me, Jackson has 
listened too intently to himself for, you 

recall, he said PR folks should learn that 
human decisions are illogical. 

LETS TAKE HIS plea that Nazis be 
allowed representation. If so, then, of 
course, he would have taken on as a client 
the National Socialist Party of Germany in 
1933, and, as a good PR man, tried to per- 
suade the Germans that Hitler was a good 
thing for their country. If he had said Hitler 
was a bad thing, he would have lost a client, 
and not do the job he was hired to do. 

If he believes it's PR's right or duty, if 
asked, to burnish the Nazi image then, of 
course, so should such a courtesy be ex- 
tended to Sirhan Sirhan, James Earl Ray, 
Ilsa Koch, Josef Stalin, John Gacy, Al 
Capone, Heinrich Himmler or John Wilkes 
Booth. The Jackson PR theory is that 
anyone is entitled to image polishing, 
whatever their principles, their crimes, 
their evi In ess. 

HE CITED, as justification for his theory, 
Thomas Jefferson's view that the best way 
to kill a bad idea is to make it known as 
widely as possible, which is a good idea. But 
what justification is there for depicting 
Gacy's moments of kindness, Koch's gen- 
tleness, or Himmler's reflectiveness. 

This is giving evil a license, squirting 
horror with the perfume of understanding, 
gouging out the eyes of spectators so they 
won't be witness to the wrongdoing, soun- 
dproofing the front door so we won't hear the 
screams of the raped, setting fire to the 
shadows of destruction. 

What Jackson has done is to confuse PR 
and the idea of persuasion and promulgation 
with the principal of protection. By in- 
ference, when he spoke of taking on the 
American Nazi Party as a client, he was 
likening the PR practitioner with the 
American Civil Liberties Union lawyer who, 
indeed, has taken on the Nazis as a clien- 
t—to protect their right to be heard under 
the First Amendment. 

I DEFY JACKSON, or any other PR 
person, to turn up one single ACLU lawyer 
who would promulgate or try and persuade 
anyone that Nazism is a desirable way of 
life. 

The difference is between defending the 
right to bear arms and the insistence that 
you use this right to kill people. 

Alas, I fear Jackson has struck out in his 
own industry, and if he peddles this 
logic—or horrifying illogic—in cities and on 
campuses across the nation, PR's image 
will dirty itself even worse. PR practitioners 
will find themselves just south of the cow's 
hind hooves, right next to the road apples. 

OT«> «*r»w M^A 

Letters 

Taken over by STAFF 
Editor, 

We have been students here at K-State for 
almost four years, and have experienced 
some pretty bizarre things. We've seen such 
oddities as the Ian Smith lecture, and the 
Nichols Gym protest. We have even seen 
and survived one of the most hideous forms 
of torture yet conceived by the human 
inind-K-State football. 

But, through the enlightening years we 
have spent at this institution, we have yet to 
fathom the most baffling mystery of all. 
Just who is this guy STAFF that teaches so 
many of the courses around here, and how 
come he never shows up for classes? 

Every time you take a class from STAFF, 
you show up bright and early expecting to be 
enlightened by the person (he must be good 
or they would not let him teach so many 
classes) and you end up with some ob- 
sequious graduate student who looks as if he 
were a poster child for planned parenthood. 

Please help us in finding out the identity of 
this mysterious stranger. While you are at 

it, find out what he did to rate so many 
parking spots all over the campus. Is he just 
one guy, or is there a whole battalion of 
STAFFS secretly plotting to take over the 
country by first infiltrating the colleges and 
poisoning the minds of serious young and 
gullible students? 

Another thing, how does one know it's a 
man? It might be a woman. Then she would 
not be STAFF, but disSTAFF or even 
disstaff STAFF. Maybe we could say 
"DisSTAFF goes here or DisSTAFF goes 
there" much in the same way that "Dis 
train is bound for glory." 

Any help you can give would be greatly 
appreciated. 

BYAPPT.ONLY 

Kevin Kneisley 
senior in speech education 

and six other students 
In speech and radio-t v 

g? Collegian December 5, 1980 
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Sunday's fire labeled as arson; 
police seek public's assistance 

Anon has been determined as the cause of 
the fire which destroyed a building at 616418 
Poyntz Ave. Sunday, according to Larry 
Reese, deputy fire chief for the Manhattan 
Fire Department. 

The fire caused more than $275,000 in 
damages to the structure and contents. The 
building contained the offices of several 
businesses and service agencies. 

The fire apparently started in the office 
area of Yeo and Truby Electric Company, 
Reese said. Some type of flammable liquid 
or accelerant was used. 

He said the investigation turned up in- 
dications that several fires were set in one 
area. Also found were low points of burning 
that are not commonnly found when the fire 
is accidental or mechanical. 

Capt. Larry Woodyard of the Riley County 
Police Department (RCPD) said there are 
no suspects and that burglary possibly 
occured before the fire was set. 

The electric company's office was cen- 
trally located in the structure, Reese said. 
Because of the lack of fire walls inside the 
structure, the fire was able to spread 
quickly. 

The building has been labeled unsafe and 

parts of it will need to be demolished, Bill 
Smith, fire chief, said. 

Jim Morris, professor of journalism and 
mass communications and owner of the 
building, said he has made plans to raze the 
structure as soon as the businesses have 
recovered what they can. 

He said he didn't have enough insurance 
to cover the loss of the building. 

All of the business involved in the fire 
have moved to temporary or permanant 
locations. 

Service agencies—the Riley County 
Council for Alcoholism and Drug Abuse 
Education and Edelman Associates—have 
moved to 414 Humbolt, Riley County Health 
Department is temporarily located in the 
basement of the Riley County Courthouse, 
and the Regional Crisis Center for Family 
Abuse and Rape Prevention has moved to an 
undisclosed address, but can be reached by 
calling 539-2789. 

Firms involved have also relocated. 
Casper's Building Service is now at 2310 
Anderson, Suite 206. Fashion Two-Twenty is 
at a temporary location at 751 Elling Drive, 
and International Tours of Manhattan is 
now located at 1410 Poyntz Ave. 

FBI receives guidelines 
WASHINGTON (AP)-The Justice 

Department issued guidelines Thursday for 
FBI investigations which would in some 
cases allow informants to participate in 
crimes and would widen the bureau's 
authority to follow and photograph certain 
Americans. 

The guidelines were issued by Attorney 
General Benjamin Civiletti, who told a news 
conference at FBI headquarters that they 
pull together policies and practices which 
previously had been scattered in various 
government manuals and policy statements 
but had never been presented in such detail 
in one place. 

The guidelines say that an FBI informant 
in a criminal case shall be warned that his 
work for the FBI will not protect him from 
prosecution for federal, state or local crimes 
except under specified circumstances. 

ASSISTANT Attorney General Philip 
Heymann, head of the criminal division, 
said that under the guidelines "there is a 
direct and complete prohibition on violence 
by informants, on an informant instigating a 
crime and on the types of activities that are 
forbidden to law enforcement by the Con- 
stitution or laws." 

According to the guidelines, the federal 
government will not immediately stop an 
informant from joining in criminal conduct 
where that "is necessary to obtain in- 
formation or evidence for paramount 
prosecutive purposes, to establish and 
maintain credibility or cover with persons 
associated with criminal activity under 
investigation, or to prevent or avoid the 
danger of death or serious bodily injury" 
and where these needs outweigh the 
seriousness of the crime involved. 

As an example, Heymann said if the 
government found an informant was going 
to be asked to help steal a car to go to a 
location where the group he was in would be 
given instructions on how to kill a govern- 
ment witness, "we've got to let him steal the 
car and not tell the informant to stay home 
and let the government witness take his 
chances." 

FBI Director William Webster gave 
another example after the news conference 
from the case of Gary Rowe, an FBI in- 
formant inside the Ku Klux Klan in the 
South during the 1960s. Rowe currently 
faces charges in Alabama that he was in- 
volved in the 1965 slaying of Viola Liuzzo, a 
civil rights demonstrator from Detroit. 
Webster said, "We would not have allowed 
Rowe to fire at Liuzzo, but we might have 
allowed him to fire in the air." 

Civiletti said that if the FBI had an in- 
formant whose help was necessary to 
prosecute five murderers but who had also 
defrauded someone of $10,000, the bureau 
would not have to immediately cease using 
the informant and turn him over to the 
police for the fraud. 

The new guidelines cover the FBI's use of 
informants and confidential sources and its 
launching of criminal investigations of 
individuals and organizations. Webster said 
they are consistent with a proposed FBI 
charter still awaiting congressional action 
but that they are more detailed than the 
charter and will remain in effect even if the 
charter is not passed. He said additional 
guidelines to cover undercover operations 
are still being prepared. 

Of course, you'll 
get a date for 
your 21 B-day 

Bodo 
Love, 

6th Floor 

Christopher briefs Carter 
WASHINGTON (AP)—A weary Deputy 

Secretary of State Warren Christopher 
briefed President Carter on his talks with 
Algerian intermediaries on the fate of 52 
Americans now in their 14th month of 
captivity in Iran. 

Christopher returned to Washington just 
before dawn Thursday, and after a short 
nap, went to the White House to report on his 
two days in Algiers. 

Christopher was relaying to Algerian 
intermediaries clarifications Iran has 
requested on the American negotiating 
position 'concerning its demand for release 
of the hostages. 

"We had long and good days in Algiers," 
Christopher told reporters as he arrived at 
Andrews Air Force Base in suburban 
Maryland at 4:30a.m. EST. 

"Although our answers themselves are 
quite short, we had a full opportunity to 
explain to the Algerian delegation and the 
Algerian foreign minister how they will 
work and how they will be carried out." 

He referred to the four conditions listed by 
Iran's parliament November 2 for release of 
the captives: return of the late shah's 
wealth, termination of legal claims against 
Iran, a pledge of non-interference in Iranian 
affairs and the release of Iranian assets 
frozen in the United States. 

Secretary of State Edmund Muskie said 
on Wednesday that it would be impossible 
for U.S. officials to fully comply with those 
conditions. 

But sources said Christopher was in- 
structed to tell the Algerians—so that they 
could tell the Iranians—that U.S. officials 
will aid Iran in some fashion in its effort to 
reclaim the shah's fortune and fight the 
suits in American courts. 

Two of the Algerians—its ambassadors to 
Iran and the United States—flew to Tehran 
on Thursday to relay the American 
response. 

U.S. officials counseled patience in 
awaiting a response. 

Horsemen's Association 
Hoof Stompin' Dance 

Friday, Dec. 5 

8-12 Midnight 

Parties Unlimited (above Brother's) 
$2.50 to cover set-ups 

BYOB 

MANHATTAN CAMERA 
PRESENTS 

FREE 
Photo Seminar 

## ## Close Up Photography 
Register by Phone 

(limited to 60 people) 

Manhattan Camera will be sponsoring a Free one- 
night seminar on flash. 

Walt Croxton, past president of the Kansas City 
Camera Club and instructor for the Winona Professional 
School of Photography, will present an indepth talk on 
the wonder of Macro Close-up Photography. Topics of 
discussion will be, the use of a copy stand, close-up lens, 
filter, lighting, film choice and related items. 

The Location: American Institute of Baking 
1213 Bakers Way 

7:00 p.m. Tues., December 9,1980 

This is the 4th in our series of Fall Seminars. The 
others have been a great success—so come & enjoy the 
evening with Walt and The Manhattan Camera staff. 

manhattan^ 

228   POYNTZ       MANHATTAN    776-4240 
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Acne can't be cured, 
but it is controllable 

Acne can be the pits. 
For 80 percent of teenagers, getting older 

is the only cure for acne, according to the 
Guide to Consumer Product Information. 

Acne can also be an embarassment for a 
college student. 

"I see many college students, many with 
acne," said Dr. Robert Cathey, local der- 
matologist. Cathey said he believes that 
young people are concerned about their 
appearance. 

Mind&bod£ 
Skin problems will usually begin during 

adolescence, Cathey said. 
"Ninety percent of all boys and 75 percent 

of all girls will have some tupe of acne," 
according to a film Cathey shows each of his 
patients. 

There are five different types of skin 
conditions: blackheads, whiteheads, 
pimples, pustules and cysts, Cathey said. 
Cysts however, cause scars more often than 
the other conditions. These scars are known 
as pits, and in severe cases of scarring, 
"planing" must be done to the skin, ac- 
cording to the film. 

Planing is the removal of the outer layer 
of skin by sanding the scarred skin off. 
Another name for it is dermabrasion, 
Cathey said. 

Acne is controlled rather than cured, and 
the type of control depends on the cause. 
Cathey's film named five different causes 
for the various types of acne. 

The discharge of testosterone, a male 
hormone, causes an oil discharge on the 
skin, often resulting in the skin condition. 
The oil that is discharged contributes to 
clogged pores. Resting the face on the 
hands, long hair against the skin and dif- 
ferent types of chemicals, such as chlorine, 
can also cause the pores to clog, resulting in 
acne. Acne can also be hereditary. 

The film shown by Cathey reports that to 
maintain healthy skin students should dry 
the skin thoroughly, not pick at problem 
areas, not use any oils on the skin, and stay 
away from "foolish" diets. Students should 
also get plenty of sleep. 

"The most common aggravating problem 
is stress—that is, both physical and 
emotional stress," Cathey said. This may 
cause some people to have skin problems 
during finals. 

"I feel like I break out worse when I'm 
under stress," Tom Lewis, junior in 
marketing, said. 

Jalue Woodbury, junior in psychology, 
disagrees with Lewis. 

"I think hormones and how you take care 
of it (your skin) are the main factors of 
acne," she said. 

Cathey usually prescribes antibiotics such 
as tetracycline though he often prescribes a 
topical lotion containing benzoyl peroxide, 
he said. 

Students seeking treatment without 
prescription can often find many good 
products on the market, Cathey said. 
Anything with benzoyl peroxide should 
work, he said. 
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Bennett predicts bright state future 
ByKYLEBRYSON 

Staff Writer 
Although pessimistic toward the federal 

government's growing bureaucracy and 
other problems, former Kansas Governor 
Robert Bennett spoke optimistically last 
night about the future of Kansas. 

Bennett, who was the featured guest 
speaker at the K-State Marketing Club's 
December program, was the state's 
governor from 1975-1979 and is currently a 
member of a Prairie Village law firm. 

According to Bennett, the recent 
presidential election reflects a change in the 
opinions and attitides of the country's 
population. 

"We've got to look at the election of '80 as 
a sign that the people of today are tired of 
excessive government controls and realize 
they need to control growing bureaucracy," 
Bennett said. 

BENNETT LISTED the federal gover- 
nment's growing bureaucracy as one of the 
United State's three "major crises," and 
added the country's energy situation and 
increasing inflation as intertwining 
elements. 

"We've had an energy crisis for IS years 
and there's been a lot of talking, but 
nobody's done anything about it," Bennett 
said. "We don't have an energy policy 
because all the conservation in the world 
isn't going to solve our problem. We need to 
institute programs to cut our dependence on 
OPEC'soil." 

Bennett said inflation and growing 
bureaucracy go hand-in-hand, and the only 
way to control one is to limit the other. 

"The government bureaucracy has grown 
at an almost phenominal rate in recent 
years, and there's a high cost to running a 
bureaucracy. By cutting down on the 
growing governmental bureaucracy, we'd 
also slow inflation," Bennett said. 

Although Bennett's views of the nation's 
problems were bleak, he said he is op- 
timistic about the future of college 
graduates in the 1960's. 

He said the most promising areas in the 
upcoming decade's job market include 
accounting, marketing and sales. 

"Marketing and sales people are going to 
be on the want list of businesses, and 
communicating with the public will be a top 
priority," Bennett said. 

According to Bennett, open lines of 
communication in the business world will be 
vital because the American people are 
paying more attention to governmental 
activities. 

AS OPTIMISTIC as Bennett was about 
college graduates' chances in the business 
world, he said he was even more encouraged 
about the future of Kansas. 

"I'm particularly optimistic about the 
future of this state because we sit at the 
crossroads of a nation in a location that has 
the best of potential for growth," he said. 

SHRIMP 
PEEL FRL! 
• All The Boiled 

Shrimp You Con 
Eat 

• Includes Salad Bar, 
Potato For $7.95 

DINNERS 3:3*-IS FM   1115 MOKO 

TGIF DRINK SPECIALS IN BAR! 

According to Bennett, the entire nation's 
been growing, but the manner in which 
Kansas has been growing has singled it out. 

"Here in Kansas we have an orderly 
growth, not like the growth in Detroit, where 
the city's economy is dependent on the 
automobile industry, which is in a slump," 
he said 

However, Bennett warned his optimistic 
predictions for the future of the state and his 
outlook for K-State students in particular 
won't come about overnight or without hard 
work. 

"No one should anticipate any one person 
could work magic and solve the energy, 
inflation and bureaucracy problems in a 
night, a year or even a decade." 

Happy Birthday 

MARCUS 
From Your Roommate 

Alan 

DOUBLE YOUR GRADUATION OPTIONS 
PRE-ENROLL FOR THE 

WILDCAT ADVENTURE 
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Line* Course* Course Name Day Time 
1931 249-100 Mountaineering Mon. 0230 
1932 249-100 Mountaineering Tues. 0330 
1933 249-100 Mountaineering Mon. 0330 
1934 249-100 Mountaineering Thurs. 0830 
1937 249-102 Basic Riflery Mon. 0830 
1938 249-102 Basic Riflery Tues. 0930 
1939 249-102 Basic Riflery Wed. 0230 
1940 249-102 Basic Riflery Tues. 0830 
1941 249-102 Basic Riflery Wed. 0930 
1944 249-103 Orienteering Mon. 0830 
1945 249-103 Orienteering Tues. 0230 
1946 249-103 Orienteering Thurs. 1030 
1949 249-200 Leadership & Ldrs Mon. 0930 
1950 249-200 Leadership & Ldrs Tues. 0130 

FOR ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION CONTACT: 

CPT Leon Newbanks 
Room 104, 

Military Science Bldg. 
Phone—532-6754 

532-6755 

(ffi)ArmyROTC 
Learn what it takes to lead. 

Military Science Dept KSU, Manhattan. KS 
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Phone Number:. 
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CHRISTMAS 

SALE 

SAVE 
THOUSANDS OF PIECES IN STOCK 

BRIEFCASES 
TRAVEL KITS 

FLEE BAGS 

HARD SIDE SETS 
SOFT SIDE SETS 
GARMENT BAGS 

ALL REGULAR STOCK MERCHANDISE 
Sale Ends December 24th 

All Samsonite 
Wrapped 

FREE DOWNTOWN MANHATTAN 

Open Sundays 
12:00-4:00 

Weeknights 
until 8:30 p.m. 
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New student loan bill 
raises interest rates 

BySUESCHMITT 
CoUlegian Reporter 

College students across the nation will be 
paying higher interest rates for student 
loans with a shortened grace period as a 
result of the Higher Education Bill of 1980, 
passed by Congress earlier this fall. 

Most students in the Guaranteed Student 
Loan (GSL) program will not be effected by 
the changes until next fall, while students in 
the National Direct Student Loan (NDSL) 
program will feel the effects immediately. 

Under the new bill, interest rates for GSLs 
will be raised from seven to nine percent 
and the grace period for payment of the loan 
without interest charges will be shortened 
from 12 months to six months for new 
students who do not already have out- 
standing loans from the program, according 
to a newsletter from the Higher Education 
Assistance Foundation (HEAD. 

"The higher interest rates will hit 
anybody going to school for the first time or 
switching schools," Judy Bonjour, an 
employee of the Kansas State Bank, said. 

THIS YEAR, students who have not ap- 
plied for a GSL, but who are enrolled for fall 
and spring semesters will be able to apply 
for a loan at seven percent interest if they 
apply before the Kansas State Bank's 
tentative cutoff date of March 15, Bonjour 
said. 

"As long as a borrower has an outstanding 
GSL loan, all successive loans will be made 
at the same interest rate as the first one 
received," the HE AF newsletter stated. 

Donna Long, assistant vice-president of 
the Kansas State Bank, said the interest rate 
increase was inevitable because of the 
nation's skyrocketing prime interest rate. 
The present prime rate of lending is more 
than twice the new interest rate for GSLs, 
she said. 

Although students now must cope with 
higher GSL interest rates and a shorter 
period of interest-free repayments, they will 
incur one advantage from the new program. 
The maximum amount a student will be able 
to borrow has been increased. 

The annual loan limit for independent 
undergraduates has been raised from $2,500 
to $3,000, while limits for dependent un- 
dergraduates and graduate students remain 
unchanged. 

AGGREGATE LOAN limit increases are, 
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for the dependent undergraduate, an in- 
crease from $7,500 to $12,500; for the in- 
dependent undergraduate, an increase from 
$7,500 to $15,000 and for the graduate 
student, an increase from $15,000 to $25,000. 

"They increased the loan limits to make it 
possible for students to stay in the program 
for the entire time they're in school. The 
way it was, a student could receive the 
maximum amount for only three years. This 
raises that time to five years," Long said. 

This year the number of GSL applications 
at Kansas State Bank has tripled and Long 
said she expects them to triple again. She 
cited high inflation rates and rising 
unemployment as the two major causes for 
the increase. 

"I expect two to three thousand new ap- 
plicants just in the next semester," Long 
said. 

Interest rates for NDSL loans were also 
raised from three percent to four percent, 
effective October 1 of this year, according to 
Susie Walters, assistant director of Student 
Financial Assistance. 

WALTERS SAID it is crucial that students 
turn in NDSL applications to the Student 
Financial Assistance office as soon as 
possible because of a shortage of govern- 
ment funding. 

"This year we ran out of money, and we 
expect to run out again next year," Walters 
said. 

However, like the GSLs, the maximum 
amount a student may borrow under the 
NDSL program has been raised. Dependent 
and independent undergraduate limits have 
also been raised from $5,000 to $6,000, with 
an increase in the graduate student limit 
from $10,000 to $12,000. 

To provide information on the alterations 
to the GSL and NDSL programs and other 
forms of financial aid, Student Financial 
Assistance is sponsoring Financial Aid 
Week next week. Tables will be set up from 9 
a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday in the 
Union, Faxrell Library and the Veterinary 
Medicine Complex. 

GIVE TO YOUR 
American Cancer Society 

, I'''jtf>t cancer 
' Tilth a checkup 

and a check.      

5th Annual Christmas 
Sale 

Functional Stoneware 
by 

Harold Moore 

POTTERY 
SALE 

Sat. Dec.6 9:00-4:00p.m. 
Sun. Dec. 7 9:00-4:00 p.m. 
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WHY IS THIS PERSON A UNITARIAN?| 
For the religion that celebrates 
human values, visit the Unitar- 
ian Fellowship, 709 Bluemont, 
Sunday at 11:00 a.m., Dec. 7, 
and hear Dr. Charles Stephen, of 
Lincoln, Neb., and Barbara 
Bush, an English teacher, talk 
on "Words and Lives," two little 
sermons on how words and 
images touch our lives. Nursery. 
Refreshments. 

John Michael Talbot 
from Sparrow Music 

on 

Albums & Tapes 

Come to the Quiet—The Painter 
The Lord's Supper—Beginnings 

We offer a complete line of Catholic music, books, 
religious articles, and gifts at your local Christian 
Bookstore. 

ROSS 
EFERENCE   bookstore 

220 Poyntz 
Manhattan, Kansas     776-8071 

C'mon in for 
Breakfeast! 
Sat. & Sun. Only From 6 a.m. -10:30 a.m.—Kids 7 & under 99* 

$1.99 
All You Can Eat:        T}|6 I BUCK, 

^^L!DEGGSNin»(y-Nin8 
BACON SAUSAGE       Rl«MlVA)Qf 
HASH BROWNS IH «KlI\ia©l 
BISCUITS-GRAVY RufffCT 

We don't just give you breakfast. 
We give you a break. 

^P STOCKADE 
100 East Bluemont (Formerly ContinenUMnn) 

ATTENTION 
APPLICATIONS ARE NOW BEING ACCEPTED 
FOR AD SALESMEN AND EDITORIAL STAFF 

ON COLLEGIAN. 
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN KEDZIE 

DEADLINE DEC. 10, 5 p.m. 
(Turn in Applications in Kedzie 103) 
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Gorging behavior part of disorder 
"Pig out" and "pork down"-«lang terms 

familiar to all college students. 
But for people suffering from 

bulimarexia, an eating disorder, the terms 
are even more literal. Bulimarexia, also 
known as gorge-purge syndrome, and 
bulimia nervosa consist of binge eating 
followed by self-induced vomiting or heavy 
use of laxatives. 

"Since the person may put away 15,000 
calories at one sitting, they vomit to avoid 
weight gain," Tom Coleman, director of 
mental health at Lafene Student Health 
Center, said. 

THOSE FACED with bulimarexia are "as 
a general rule not overweight. They are at 
an ideal weight and concerned about staying 
there," Margaret Gray den, social worker at 
Lafene, said. 

"Since food is a way of comforting self, 
gorging is the main behavior and throwing 
up is a way to get rid of calories," Grayden 
said. 

People who binge aren't getting 
"gratification in other ways," Coleman 
said. 

"Food is associated with 'love' and 
'nurturence'—something infanta learn from 
the start," Grayden said. Our society uses 
food as a reward, she said. 

"Eat your dinner and you can have 
dessert. Be a good girl and you can have a 
cookie. Children are placated by sticking 
something in their mouth," she said. 

"Many people go on eating binges for 
emotional upsets and stress just as many go 
on drinking binges for the same reason," 
Joyce Libra, health educator at Lafene, 
said. 

The target group for bulimarexia is 
college-age women. This may be because 
"pressures on young (women) are getting 
much more extreme," Grayden said. 

According to Grayden there is also an 
"emphasis on being slender" in today's 
society. 

FOR THE VICTIM of bulimarexia, the 
number of times binging occurs varies, 
generally prompted by a stressful situation, 
Grayden said. 

Grayden said only four or five cases have 
been reported at Lafene this fall. She said 
those she has dealt with are "very bright, 
capable, competitive, ambitious, and have 
high standards." 

According to Lafene staff members, in- 
ducing vomiting is not normal behavior, and 
needs professional attention. 

"The disorder requires attention and 
concern. The person may need inpatient or 
outpatient care and psychotherapy," said 
Bob Sinnett, former assistant director of 
mental health at Lafene and Manhattan 
psychologist. 

ABOUT 20 percent of women on college 
campuses are involved in some degree of 
bulimarexia, Dr. Craig Johnson, director of 
the Anorexia Nervosa Center at Chicago's 
Michael Reese Hospital and Medical Center, 
was quoted as saying in an interview with 
Time Magazine. 

Grayden said the psychological effects 

PAT HERBERS 
Cheer up. You're 19! 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY. 
From 9th Floor, 

Jeff Brek 
Bryant Lisa 
Alan Marsha 
Wade Kristi 
Jerri Terri 
Brian Kegs 
Brenda Walt 
Berry Nancy 
Nancy Linda 
SPAF Terry 

from bulimarexia cause people to "feel very 
ashamed." 

Physical effects are also difficult to 
pinpoint. 

"I can't say it will cause you to rupture or 
lose something, but you are creating an 
unnecessary stress situation for your body," 
Martha Olson, dietitian at Lafene, said. 

According to an article in the November 
17 issue of Time magazine, "Bulimarectics 
tend to be extroverted, successful per- 
fectionists who start the gorging behavior in 
their late teens, and often have trouble 
seeing their problem as more than an 
idiosyncracy—one reason why it is so little 
known to the public." 

OPERA WORKSHOP PRODUCTION 
Sponsored by K-State Depts of Music and Speech 

AMAHL AND THE NIGHT VISITORS 
by Glan-Carlo Menotti 

an/1 

BEAUTY AND THE BEAST 
by Vlttorlo Gianni 

December 5—8:00 p.m.                                                                       Gen. Public $3.00 
December 6 & 7—2:00 & 8:00 p.m.                                                            Students $2.00 
Purple Masque Theatre                                                                          Phone 532-8875 

3 FOR 
°A BUCK 

Sale good 
Dec. 5th, 6th, 7th 

Mix or Match 
• Hot Dog 
• French Fries 

• 16 oz. soft drink I).iiri| 
UlJf'IM) 

anztm 
1015N. 3rd 

Manhattan 

' Rag. U.S. P«t. OH . Am DO Cap 
CCopyrtght 1974.Am DQ Cap 

Fast, Free Delivery 

537- 9500 
MENU 

Pizza 
Available ingredients: Anchovies, Cheese, 
Fresh Sausage, Green Olives, Green Peppers, 
Ground Beef, Ham, Hot Peppers, Mushrooms, 
Onions & Pepperoni. 

SMALL 12" LARGE 16" 
Cheese $3.55 Cheese           $ 5.70 
1 item 4.20 1 item               6.65 
2 items 4.85 2 items             7.70 
3 items 5.50 3 items             8.55 
4 items 6.15 4 items             9.50 
Add'l items .65 Add'l items        .95 
And then there's our DELUXE, which consists of 
these 5 ingredients: Onions, Grren Peppers, 
Mushrooms, Pepperoni, & Fresh Sausage. Pay 
only the price of 4 item pizzas for the 
DELUXE! 

Spaghetti 
Our delicious Italian Spaghetti 
comes to your home, piping hot! 

Single Double 
(Serves 1 ■ 2) (Serves 2 ■ 4) 

1 Pail Pack 2 Pail Pack 
$3.25 $6.15 

All Spaghetti dinners include Gadic Bread. 

Soft Drinks 
Pepsi, Mountain Dew.   16 oz.   .45 
rtnu wommiCtllA *m HII.ISTIHHI TK*i>i\iAHks:>rrrrsic<>i\c ri'KHAsr.. s r 

We reserve the right to limit our delivery area. 

Triple 
(Serves 3 - 6) 
3 Pail Pack 

$9.05 

50$ OFF 
IF WE DON'T DELIVER 

YOUR NEXT PIZZA PASTA 
PIZZA WITHIN 30 MINUTES 

WITH THIS COUPON BELOW 

50$ OFF 
Any purchase received 

over our 30-minute 
Deadline 

537-9500 
One Coupon Per Pizza 
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Father endows 'motivating force' 
By KATHY WEICKERT 

Staff Writer 
The walling of a mellow saxaphone, deep 

bats and smooth clarinet was the sound that 
filled the smoky dance halls in the '40s and 
'SOS. 

Through the smoke, it was the rhythm of 
Jazz—the magnetic quality of the mood 
music of the day—that brought people to the 
polished wooden floors to dance. 

Jazz has had an effect on almost 
everyone. In fact, for Cello Pettiford, fresh- 
man in electrical engineering, it has been a 
motivating factor in his life. 

There was another Jazz musician popular 
in the '40s, not as well-known as Count Basie 
and Duke Ellington, but he left his stamp on 
the era. Oscar Pettiford added to the sound 
of Jazz, and his son, Cello Pettiford, con- 
siders Jazz a very special kind of music. 

"It has been a motivating force in my 
life," Pettiford said. "It has probably 
compelled me to do better—to strive for 
excellence." 

PETTIFORD, 22, is the son of a proficient 

musician and composer who played with the 
likes of Duke Ellington, Dizzy Gillespie, 
Max Roach, Coleman Hawkins and Woody 
Herman. 

Oscar Pettiford's most famous con- 
tribution to music, according to his son, was 
pioneering the use of playing the cello with 
his fingertips—a technique called "piz- 
zicato." 

Pettiford has an interest in music that's 
"probably inherited" he says. Although he 
is musically inclined, he doesn't play the 
instrument for which he was named, the 
cello. 

"He (Pettiford's father) named me after 
the instrument he loved most, the cello," 
Pettiford said. "It is unique. I'm grateful he 
loved me enough to name me after the in- 
strument that brought him fame." 

That gratefulness has remained with him 
despite the teasing of bratty grade-schoolers 
who rhymed Cello with "jello" and 
"yellow." 

DESPITE PETTIFORD'S famous father, 
he is fiercely independent, always wanting 

Oral humor forms character, 
sets theme in 'Being There' 
■aitar'i not.: "Being Thar*" will tit ttown at 7 and t:45 
p.m. tonight and Saturday In tha Union Forum Hall. 

By JIM MELIZA 
Review Editor 

Misunderstood meanings in conversations 
provide some of the funniest moments in 
life. "Being There" uses those situations 
and builds a complete character and story 
from them. 

Peter Sellers Is a man with no past 
because he is an orphan. He comes to live 
with an old man, filling the role of his gar- 
dener. 

Collegian review 

His whole life consists of tending the 
garden and watching television. He knows 
nothing of the outside world with the ex- 
ception of what the television constructs. 

Suddenly the old man dies, forcing Chance 
(Sellers) into the outside world. Ignorant 
and homeless, he ventures through the 
streets of Washington D.C. 

By chance, he bumps into, or rather, a car 
bumps into him. He is taken to the home of a 
rich industrialist to be attended to by a 
private doctor. 

It is there that the story really begins. 
Because of Chance's mentality, his 

conversations are usually simplistic and 

deal with garden work. Unfortunately his 
simplicity is confused for profundity. This 
confusion spread all the way to the White 
House where the president even uses some 
of his statements in a speech 

Hal Ashby has brilliantly directed the 
adaptation of Jerry Kosinski's novella. His 
work in this film is evidence of a maturation 
process that his films have shown. 

"Being There" displays a subtle grown-up 
humor that is crafted with love. 

For Peter Sellers fans, Sellers' portrayal 
of Chance is convincing. He uses the role 
and expands it to fit his personality. 

Brief touches of other characters he has 
occasionally played peep through. With a 
pinch of "Prisoner of Zenda" here and a 
little bit of the "Mouse That Roared" there, 
the combination of those and the other 
unique additions make Chance an in- 
teresting character. 

One difference that sets this film apart 
from the popular Pink Panther films which 
have etched Sellers into the hearts of 
Americans, is the comedy is basicaly a 
verbal humor and not slapstick. 

Television obviously plays an important 
part. As a result, some of the most enjoyable 
moments are the commercials and 
programs which constantly play in the 
background. 

Dicken's classic scheduled 
At 8 tonight, the Wichita Music Theater 

will perform "A Christmas Carol" at 
McCain Auditorium. 

The acting troupe will perform the 
Charles Dickens' classic to a sold-out 
auditorium. 

"I'm sorry that we can't do a second 
performance since there are so many people 
who want to see it," Doreen Bauman, 
director of McCain Auditorium said. 

Charles Dickens wrote, "A Christmas 
Carol" in 1843. It is the well-known story of 
the miser Scrooge and the Crate hit family. 

Dickens shows his social philosophy in the 
caricatures of Scrooge and the Crachits. 
Scrooge is symbolic of the middle class 
society which continually gains profit by 
taking advantage of the poor. The poor are 

typified by the Cratchit family. In writing 
"A Christmas Carol," Dickens exposed this 
class conflict. 

In this particular version, carols are used 
throughout the play. A carol is made up of a 
refrain and a series of stanzas. The carol 
begins with the refrain and it is sung after 
each stanza throughout the song. 

The K-State Opera Workshop is also 
giving a Christmas performance with the 
assistance of the Departments of Speech 
and Music. The workshop will be per- 
forming two one-act operas," Amahl and the 
Night Visitors" and "Beauty and the 
Beast." 

The two shows will be today at 8 p.m., 
Saturday at 2 p.m. and Sunday at 8 p.m. in 
the Purple Masque Theatre. 

Rise in '81 food prices predicted 
Leading American agricultural 

economists are predicting a 10 to 15 percent 
increase in food prices in 1081, with pork, 
beef and poultry leading the way. 

Paul Westcott, a United States Depart- 
ment of Agriculture Economist, said he 
predicted retail pork prices to take a 27.6 
percent increase during the coming year, 
with a 13.5 percent rise in beef prices and an 
estimated 18 percent climb in poultry 
prices. 

Westcott said he predicted the price 
jumps because of an oversupply of beef and 
pork this year. Mike Sands, a K-State ex- 
tension agricultural economist, agreed. 

"... meat prices are going up-primarily 
because supplies are going down," he said. 
"We had a record total red meats supply the 

first and second quarters of this year. 
Numbers are going to be backing off from 
those levels, particularly on the pork side." 

The natural reaction to this fallen quantity 
will be higher meat prices, he said. 

The drought has also contributed to higher 
meat prices by causing increases in feed 
grain costs, Sands said. 

Consumer reaction to increased meat 
prices is already noticeable. 

"We have people who are looking for 
different expectations in the things that they 
buy. And those that are looking for lower 
prices are turning to no-frills items or 
alternative types of markets," Mildred 
Walker, state extension economist 
specializing in consumerism, said. 

to "meet someone on my own." 
He met many great jazz artists when he 

was quite young, but bis memory of them is 
vague. He had the opportunity to meet 
Quincy Jones "if I was ever in California," 
but he didn't go see him. 

"I never wanted to see people on the name 
of my father," Pettiford said. 

Naturally, a person so interested in jazz 
would have a quality stereo system and 
several of his father's albums. Pettiford has 
10 or 11 albums, mostly re-issues, he said, 
but his mother has all the originals, 20 or 30 
or more, Pettiford estimates. 

HIS INTEREST in music encouraged 
Pettiford to learn to play three instruments 
as a hobby. He began playing the piano at 
seven, the clarinet at nine and the alto sax in 
junior high. He would like to take up the 
clarinet again, and he recalled the days 
when he'd sit outside under a tree and play 
the clarinet. Playing outside was not solely 
for romantic reasons. "When I'd practice, 
Mom didn't like the squeaks and squawks." 

OSCAR PETTIFORD died in 1960, but his 
life and his music have had a profound effect 
on his son. Pettiford spoke of starting out on 
his own early, because his father had done it 

DON'T LET 

For free information, write to: 
DRUNK DRIVER. Box 2345 
Rockvillc. Maryland 20852 

that way. 
Pettiford left high school, joined the army 

and ended up at K-State after completing 
that stint. He hopes to eventually go back to 
Wisconsin, where his mother resides, and 
work in bio-engineering. 

Pettiford isn't sure that many persons 
under the age of 30 will remember his 
father. 

"His best work was done in the '40s and 
early '50s," Pettiford said. "A few older 
people may know him, but people from mid- 
308 on down may not know him. 

"He (Oscar) started playing when he was 
16," Pettiford said. "By the time be was 18, 
he was playing with Duke Ellington and 
Woody Herman. Knowing that he had 
certain achievements made me more or less 
want to follow in his footsteps—keep up the 
family name. 

"Sometimes I think it's been harder for 
me," he said, smiling. 

Rook's Recreation 
Happy Hour 

4-6 p.m. 

Pitchers-M00, Glasses-25' 

FREE Popcorn 
All You Can Eat! 

Pocket Billards and Snooker 
Hours: 10:30a.m. t<> 12:00p.m. 

216 N. 3rd 

The Fraternity of 
Phi Gamma Delta 

would like to congratulate 
oar newly Initiated Little Sisters: 

Cathy Yost 
Jay Chambers 
Lori Whitehair 
Sandy Reynolds 
Dcnise Fleming 
Judy Schnacke 
Kim Olson 
Gayla Guard 
Carol Young 
Jcanette Mitchell 
Jennifer Korchak 

Karen Hesemann 
Gay Miller 
Teresa Teel 
Jackie Mignano 
Tracy Komarek 
Connie Erwin 
Diane Mention 
MegPyle 
Anne Harvell 
Kim Klein 
Marsha Robinson 

A Lot of Skiing for 
A Little Money 

$15.50 
Per Person — Lift & Lodging 
Daily Rate Based on Quad Occupancy 

Other Plans Available 

Stay 
'ttyidde* 1/alley    Lake Estes Motor Inn 
Rocky Mountain National Park Box 1466 

Downhill & Cross Country    Estes Park, Colorado 80517 

For Information & Reservations 
Call (303) 586-3386 

0«tt 
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Title IX investigation underway 
Representatives from the Department of 

Education are wrapping up a week-long 
investigation today of alleged Title IX 
violations in the K-State athletic depart- 
ment. 

Title IX is a federal law that was passed in 
1972 to ban sex discrimination in in 
education. Presently there are 133 com- 
plaints filed by individuals and 
organizations on sex discrimination at 88 
institutions across the country, according to 
"In The Running", a publication from the 
Women's Equity Action League. 

K-State is the second school to be in- 
vestigated in region seven for two com- 
plaints which were filed in 1978, according to 
Mitchell Pouncil, an equal oppurtunity 
specialist for the Department of Education 
and the team leader for the investigating 
unit that has been at K-State this week. 

Sports 
The University of Kansas, investigated in 

October, was the first to be investigated in 
this region. K-State's region includes all of 
Iowa, Nebraska, Missouri and Kansas. Five 
other schools in this region, including the 
University of Missouri, are still on the 
schedule to be investigated. 

"These University's and colleges will all 
be investigated before May," Pouncil said. 
He said that more schools might be added to 
the list. 

The investigators have visited or will visit 
will all coaches in the K-State athletic 
department and view the facilities used by 
each, according to Deloss Dodds, athletic 

director. 
Also interviewed were four athletes 

representing freshman, sophomore, junior 
and senior class team members from each 
men's and women's sport. 

Questions asked of the team members 
focused on equipment, housing, facilities, 
cash allowances, hotel accomodations, 
scholarships, recruiting and more, ac- 
cording to Annette Sittenhauer, an in- 
terviewee from the track team. 

The investigator asked similar questions 
of both the men and the women. 

"All the information that was collected by 
the investigating unit will be sent back to 
Washington and analyzed, but we can't give 
any results ourselves," Pouncil said. He 
also said that he didn't know when the 
results from the investigation would be 
returned. 

fr 
MN Cosmetic Travel Kit 
Complexion care travels light with her hand- 
some navy and cream Merle Norman signature 
bag. It's all there in refillable miniature sizes 
Cleansing Cream. Miracol. Translucent Powder 
Base. Luxiva ProieinCreme. Luxiva Neck Creme, 
Luxiva Eye Creme Moisture Emulsion. 
Fresh n Fair. Shape n Sheen 
Hair Spray, plus a 
spatula and 
Miracol 
brush Great 
lift buy 

for only 
S22 50 
I 

Special Ways to Say Merry Christmas 

meRLEnoRfnfln 
The PUce for ihr Cuatom Face" 
Hwrt: t:WUS:MMM. Ukra8at. 

MBPoynti 
77MIM 

Bowler gets hot 
BUI Woodard, a senior in Health, 

Physical Education and Recreation, 
bowled a perfect game Thursday night at 
the K-State Union bowling lanes. 

Woodard's game of 300 combined with 
games of 219 and 234 gave him the house 
record of 735. The previous record was 
724. 

Woodard is the current captain of the 
K-State bowling team and has been in- 
volved in the sport since he was 10 years 
old. His previous game high was 299, one 
short of the perfect score. 

Happy Birthday Skipper! 
Love, Your devoted sister 

LIVING GROUPS! 
Organize a Christmas Party and come 

to the 

JOlTUL 

NEW MUSICAL 

A McCAIN CHRISTMAS 
SPECIAL 

Friday, December5 8P.M. 
Tickets: McCain box office       532-6425 

M-F 10:30a.m.-6p.m. 

GROUP RATES FOR TEN OR MORE 
(Call 532-6425 for discount 

information! Hurry for 
good seats.) 

HOW WOULD YOU LIKE A FREE POSTER 
OF THESE GUYS 

HANGIHG AROUND YOUR ROOM? 

Who would ever guess that an unruly bunch of 
famous Lite Beer drinkers would someday pose for a 
classic photograph? This precious moment has been 
captured in a big (18" by 24") beautiful color Lite Beer 
Alumni Poster tliats yours for free. 

Just cut out the coupon, being sure to include your 
name and address, and send it 
to: Lite Beer Alumni Poster, Box Mm 
11973, Milwaukee, WI 5321L \ "| 

LITE BEER FROM MILLER. 
EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED 

IN A BEER. AND LESS. 
i960 Bee'B'ewedDyMiiie'Blowing Co  Milwaukee Wis 
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Undefeated teams hit road; 
men face big Arizona test 

Both K-State basketball teams hit the road 
this weekend with undefeated records on the 
line. The men are on a two-game swing to 
the West and the women will be on the road 
until the first of next year. 

The Wildcat men, standing 2-0 after 
beating Northern Iowa 72-54 and South 
Dakota 83-50 at home, will play the 
University of Arizona Saturday night in the 
U of A's 14,341-seat McHale Center in 
Tucson. Tipoff time is set for 8:35 p.m. CST. 

The 'Cats move north to Tempe Monday 
where they will play Arizona State in the 
14,200-seat Activity Center at 8:35 p.m. CST. 

The last time K-State traveled to the 
Sunset State in 1974, they lost to Arizona 
State 80-69 and Arizona 67-65. 

"We'll be stepping up a couple notches 
this week," 'Cats coach Jack Hartman said. 
"For one reason because of the bigger 
caliber of competition. The other because 
we'll be playing on the road." 

Semi-finals held 
The K-State intramural volleyball semi- 

finals were held Wednesday night in the new 
Recreation Complex. 

In the fraternity divison, Alpha Tau 
Omega downed Delta Upsilon and Beta 
Theta Pi defeated Sigma Nu. 

In the independent division, the Arabian 
Student Team defeated Haole Buggahf and 
the Iranians downed the Do Gooders 3. 

The residence hall division found 
Haymaker 3 defeating Haymaker 5 and 
Moore 5 over Goodnow 1. 

In the woman's division Second Shot out- 
played Kappa Delta, JCT Plus defeated 
Alpha Chi Omega, Adidas Leepers defeated 
the Little D's and the Hot to Trotters beat 
Another One Bites the Dust. 

In the co-rec division, the Muff Divers 
defeated Haole Buggahf, B & K defeated 
AVMA and Java Jive won over AVMA. 

The division finals will be December 8-9 
and the all-University finals are December 
10-11. 

7-FOOTER ALTON LISTER heads ASU's 
skyscaper line up which return four starters 
from last year's 22-7 ballclub. 

Four starters pace K-State in double 
figure scoring so far. Rolando Blackman 
leads at 16.0, followed by Tyrone Adams 
(13.5), and Randy Reed and Tim Jankovich 
(11.0). 

The K-State women, with a 6-0 record, 
travel to Omaha Saturday where they will 
play Creighton University starting at 5 p.m. 

The Creighton game is the Wildcats' 
second southern division Region VI game 
this season. K-State won its first division 
game, defeating Pittsburg State 96-40 Nov. 
25. 

Tammie Romstad paces the women with a 
22.3 scoring average and tops all rebounders 
with 10.3 per game. 

Three others are also in double figure 
scoring for the 'Cats—Taryn Bachis (16.3), 
Shelly Hughes (12.0) and Gay la Williams 
(10.7). 

Crieghton is 1-4 on the season after a 
Tuesday night loss to Nebraska-Omaha (65- 
59). The Lady Jay's are one of the youngest 
teams in Region VI, starting three freshman 
and two sophomores. 

KIOMCV FOUNOATION OP 

KANSAS » WUTMN MISSOURI 

TGIF 
DRINKING 

TEAMS! 

COORS FOR CHRISTMAS 
ONSALENOW 

COPY SHOP and NORMAN fie Dfr®.@) 
Spread Christmas Cheer by 

LOWERING PRICES  (duringDecember) 
• Free collating       Al / « • Posters 

Z'/O^(8^x11. white multiples)    _. . 
• Free reductions    • T M • Christmas cards 

• Diazoblue line      5     Thesis bond • Spiral bindings 

612 N. 12th (park across the street by Kite's) 537-9606 

®"« rsn 

&& 

A 
^veV 

lark lim&t 
COLDEST BEER 
IN AGGIEVILLE 
D.J. Nltely Open 1 p.m.-midnight 

]k-state union« 
upc arts 

ARTS & CRAFTS SALE 
Dec. 3-5 

10 a.m.-4 fun. 

K-State Union Ballrooms 

ii-i'i 

NEXT SEMESTER 

BREAK 
TO THE 
ROCKIES 

A semester of intensive, backcountry education at the 
nation's foremost wilderness training center THE NA- 
TIONAL OUTDOOR LEADERSHIP SCHOOL 
Earn college credit while learning a broad spectrum of 
wilderness skills. The NOLS Semester in the Rockies 
offers a 3Va month program of wilderness training ideal 
for students in the sciences, environmental studies, 
recreation — or anyone looking for an exciting alterna- 
tive to the standard desk-and-laboratory semester in 
college. 
The NOLS Semester program includes four intensive 
expeditions: ski touring in the winter backcountry of 
Wyoming, backpacking through the deserts and prairie 
of Utah, a speleology course in the remarkable Wind 
Caves of South Dakota, and a climbing camp which 
begins with the basics and works up to advanced 
rescue techniques. 
This rich educational and wilderness experience is open 
to men and women 17 years and older. Twenty quarter 
hours of credit are available through the University of 
Utah, or through arrangements made on your own 
campus. Over 150 colleges and universities have rec- 
ognized the NOLS training program as an important 
academic field experience. 

SPRING SEMESTER IN THE ROCKIES 
irter I t creditapl Expeditioi l 9 

I 
".' 

March 9 1 
For more information wrice: NOLS si MI SI I R PROGRAM 
I'.O. Bo* A A     I antler. Uyomini; 02.120 or c 

i . 
• ■ 

Hillel 539-9292 

HAPPY HANNUKAH 
THE FESTIVAL OF THE LIGHTS 

Come help celebrate at the 
ANNUAL HILLEL LATKE PARTY. 

Ad Hoc Hillel House, 1504 Humboldt 

Saturday, December 6th, 6 p.m. 
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Reserve continues Collegian 
monetarist policy classifieds 

BOCA RATON, Fla. (AP)-Federal 
Reserve Board Chairman Paul Volcker 
vowed Thursday to continue a stringent 
anti-inflation credit policy, even if it in- 
creases the possibility of more economic 
pain in the near future. 

"I don't believe we have any real choice, 
viewed intelligently, but to attack inflation 
and attack it broadly," Volcker said in a 
speech to a convention of stockbrokers here. 

"It's clear we can't avoid the possibility of 
a squeeze—a squeeze on markets and a 
squeeze on the economy," he said. 

But the Fed chairman said that easing up 
in the fight could well cause disastrous 
results over the longer term. 

In Washington, meanwhile, the Council on 
Wage and Price Stability said Thursday that 
"double-digit inflation is almost inevitable 
in the near future." In a report, it said rising 
meat, grain and sugar prices would help to 
fuel inflation. 

Volcker noted some recent conjecture that 
businesses, through aggressive pricing 
policies, and individuals, through in- 
vestment in houses, collectibles and other 
inflation hedges, had begun to ac- 
commodate themselves to an inflationary 
economy. 

"It's a delusion that we're living with 
inflation successfully," he said. "The fact is 
that the economy is not running well." 

With the election of Ronald Reagan to the 
presidency and a newly conservative 
Congress, Volcker said, "We have a great 
opportunity, and these opportunities come 
along all too rarely, to face up to the in- 
flation problem now. But don't think it's 
going to be easy." 

The Federal Reserve has tried to hold the 
growth in the nation's money supply within 
narrow limits and has allowed interest rates 
to rise rapidly in hopes of achieving that 
goal. The prime lending rate charged by 
banks on loans to their best corporate 
customers has risen to 18.5 percent and is 
nearing the 20 percent record set last spring. 

CLASSIFIED RATES 
One day: 20 words or less, $1.50, 5 cents 

per word over 20; Two days: 20 words or less, 
$2.00, 8 cents per word over 20; Three days: 
20 words or less, $2.25, 10 cents per word 
over 20; Four days: 20 words or less, $2.75,13 
cents per word over 20; Five days: 20 words or 
less, $3.00,15 cents per word over 20. 

Classifieds are payable In advance unless client has an 
established account with Student Publication*. 

Deadline Is 10am day before publication. 10 a.m. Friday 
lor Monday paper. 

Items found ON CAMPUS can be advertised FREE for a 
period not exceeding three days. They can be placed at Ked- 
Zie 103 or by calling 5324555 

Display Classified Rates 
One day: $3.00 per Inch; Three days: $2.85 per inch; Five 

days: $2.75 per inch; Ten days: $2.60 per Inch. (Deadline is 5 
p.m. 2 days before publication.) 

Classified advertising Is available only to those who do not 
discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, national 
origin, sex or ancestry. 

 FOR SALE  
ADULT GAG gifts and novelties—birthday, anniversary, get 

well, or |ust for fun. Treasure Chest, Aggleville. (t if) 

BY OWNER: Nice two bedroom house with basement apart 
ment, one block eaat of campus. $40,000. Call 537 1669 
(68 70) 

STEREO COMPONENT system. NiKKo 40 watt channel 
receiver, Marantz 6100 turntable, AKAI cassette deck with 
Dolby two 3-way speakers 12 Inch woofers. See at 1022 
Humboldt or phone 539-3157 after 6:00 p.m. $500.00 (68-72) 

(Continued on page 14) 

Blondle John Lennon 
Cheap Trick        Nell Diamond 
Thin Lizzy       Gordon Llghtfoot 

Open Sunday 
1:00 to 5:00 

OPEN UNTIL 9 P.M. M-SAT. 

539-8727 
OASIS ATI 128 MORO 

Give Your Sunshine 
a Gift of Sunshine 
this Christmas... 

> 17 

Bring all the warmth of California to her in a Gift Certificate from 

HAPPY TAN TANNING PARLOUR 
1124 Laramie 

Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. 
Sat. 9:30 a.m.-noon 

HOLIDAY SPECIAL 

15% OFF SALE 
ON ALL OUR 14KT GOLD EARRINGS! 

»* "Perfect gift for the woman who has everything. 
Affordable prices starting under $35.00 

Rose  Jewelers 
"Quality Jewelry at 
Affordable Prices" 

0SAGE EAST 
411N. 3rd 

Ph. 776-6793 
New Hours: 10 a.m.-7 p.m. Mon.-Fri. 

10 a.m.-5 p.m. Sat. 

Take advantage of our 
SALE! 

Discount lasts only 
until Sat., Dec. 13th 
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(Continued from 13) 
MUST SELL-1977 Yamaha 750. 7000 mllee, lairing. AM FM 

8-track stereo, two new tlraa. Asking $1500 Call 77&0594 
after 5:00 p m (68-72) 

NEW SANSUI SC 3330 atarao caaaatta deck. Dolby, leather- 
touch controls. Digital Peak level Indicators, memory lunc 
tlona, metal tapa capability, $400. Call 1 9224633 alter 
6:00 p.m., aak lor Pat. (68-72) 

MUST SELL waist length winter coal, newly bought Phone 
7764560. ask lor Dae Jay. (6870) 

BEAUTIFUL DIAMONO engagement ring. One large stone, 
lour smaller ones. Call 776-1815, ask lor Daryl. (68-72) 

HANG GLIDER—excellent condition, beginner-Intermediate 
model. $375. Call 7764149.16872) 

CHESS SETS, all price ranges. Great Christmas gilts. 
Treasure Cheat, Agglevllle. (69-75) 

POCKET WATCHES, chains, Merschaum and other pipes, 
jewelry, snulf bottles. Coke, beer items, proof, mint sets. 
Treasure Cheat, Aggieville. (69-75) 

CERWIN Vega R-12 speakers, like new. 50 watts RMS 
maximum Very loud and clean. Call 7789683; ask lor Jell 
(69-73) 

QUALITY STEREO ayatem without wattage overkill. Yamaha 
receiver, Mitsubishi speakers, Technics turntable and B&O 
cartridge. Chuck at 776-7698. (69-70) 

10 GALLON aquarium with all accessories Including 
lish/snalls, $15.00. Call 537-9625 alter 5:00 p.m. (69-71) 

1972 VW Super Beetle, 30 mpg, 16,000 miles on rebuilt 
engine, runs great, $900. Call 5394864. (69-73) 

USED PARTS lor 1971 Audi 100LS and Toyota Corona. Call 1 
494-2388, St George. (69-75) 

1979 CHEVETTE. 4-speed, air conditioning, Sanyo AM/FM 
cassette stereo. Like new Phone 539 2867 (68-70) 

1971 BUDDY trailer, dishwasher, air conditioning, 
washer/dryer, lance, dogs, two bedroom, wood paneling 
throughout $5,500 Colonial Gardens 539-5543. (69-73) 

1979 TRANS Am. red, all options exc. T top Call Jeff at 537 
1342.(89-70) 

MUST SELL: 1976 Flat 128 2-D Sedan Red color, 4 cyl. low 
mileage, very economical, very godd condition. Price 
negotiable. Call 537-4540 (69-70) 

HARDLY USED queen size hide-abed. $300 Call 537-1649 al- 
ter 6:00 p.m. to negotiate. (69-71) 

1977 YAMAHA 400 RD excellent condition, muat sell. best ot- 
ter, 7789523. Alter 6:00 p.m. (70-74) 

SPEAKERS—PAIR, 10" woofer, 10" passive radiator. 2W 
tweeter, beautiful gloaa black finish, foam grill fronta. Call 
5324055. (70-74) 

GUITAR GRECO folk classical Excellent condition. In- 
cludes case, $100. Call 539-1845 after 5:30 p.m. or 
weekend. (70) 

GREAT BODY. 1974 Monte Carlo, power steering, power 
brakaa, AM/FM stereo cassette, radial tires. A classy car. 
Call 532-5903. (70-74) 

ONE PAIR of womens ski boots, brand new, worn only once, 
size 8. Call after 5:00 p.m., 539-5159. Ask for Jill. (70-71) 

1980 AUDI 4000, many options-$8,800 00 Call 539-5464 
before 8:00 a.m. or after 10:00 p.m. weekdays. (70-71) 

BIG BUCKS for a BB student season ticket Name your price 
Call Dave 539-166.1 and leave your number. (70-75) 

TELEPHOTO, WIDE angle with bayonet mount, misc. camera 
equipment, cases. Virtually unused, $100. Call 539-3645. 
(70) 

QUALITY CAMERA-Canon AE-1 black w/1.4 lens, 
Speedllght 155A flash, case, filter. Call 776-3657. (70-72) 

SWIFT-SERIES 3500 SLR binocular microscope—four ob- 
lectives, 10x; 20x; 40x; and oil emersion. Carrying case In 
eluded Price $850.00. Call 1-402426-2171 (70-75) 

 FOR RENT  
COSTUMES, MASKS, periodical clothing, accessories, all 

types make-up. Grasa skirls, lals, bunny and mouae ears 
and more. Treasure Chest, Aggieville. (111) 

TYPEWRITER RENTALS, electrics and manuals, day. week 
or month Buzzells, 511 Leavenworth. across from post 
office Call 776-9469 dlfl 

RENTAL TYPEWRITERS: Excellent selection, Including IBM 
Selectrics. Service most makes of typewriters Hull 
Business Machinea. (Aggieville), 1212 Moro, 539-7931. (Itf) 

ROOMS AND apartment $70 rooms, kitchen privileges and 
parking provided. Two bedroom apartment available for 
spring semester. All utilities paid for $200/month. Call be- 
tween 5:00 and 7:00 p.m. and between 10 p.m. and ? 
537-4233. (66-70) 

EXTREMELY NICE, fully furnished two bedroom complex 
apartment. Laundry facilities plus extras. Available Jan- 
uary 1st Call daytime 7787346, evenings 539 4294 (66 70) 

TWO BEDROOM basement apartment Very nice Located 
North Juliette No pets. Call 7787056 (67 70) 

CLEAN, MODERN, two bedroom apartment Fully furnished, 
dishwasher, disposal, central air Available January 1 Call 
776-9723 (67 71) 

NICE, FURNISHED studio apartment. One block trom cam- 
pus Available January 1. Call 539-4447 (68-70) 

SANTA SUITS, reserve now for Christmas Treasure Chest. 
Aggieville. (6975) 

ATTRACTIVE ONE bedroom furnished apartment All 
utilities paid. Pets ok Call 5394339 or 5394184 (69-75) 

AVAILABLE FROM January 1, two-bedroom, basement apart- 
ment, close to campus, (washer, dryer). $185. 5374775 
(740-9:00 a.m.) mornings. (6:154:15 p.m.) evenings or 537- 
0428. (6973) 

MAIN FLOOR of house. Two bedrooms, with full bath. Clean, 
carpeted and fully furnished. Quiet residential area. Call 
7764707 after 5:00 p.m. (69-71) 

FOUR BEDROOM. 1417 Nichols All appliancea, carpeting, 
drapes. Call 537-1202 (6975) 

TWO BEDROOM 12x70 trailer. Redbud Estates, unfurnished, 
with appliances and washer/dryer $200 Janet, 776-1162. 
(70-72) 

ONE BEDROOM and one efficiency apartment available 
January 1. Call Stave. 539-9794 or 537-7179. Aggieville 
locations (70-75) 

TWO BEDROOM furnished apartment, close to campus, 
S260/month Water-trash paid. Available January 1. Call 
537-1606.(70 75) 

 ROOMMATE WANTED  
MALE ROOMMATE wanted to share large four bedroom 

house with four vet students Call after 5:00 p.m., 7764263. 
(66-75) 

LIBERAL. NON-smoking, serious student for second 
semester Modern duplex with fireplace, private bedroom. 
Call 5324540. (66-70) 

FEMALE TO share nice mobile home. 2nd semester. Private 
room, laundry facilities. $80 plus V> utilities Call 539-9221 
alter 6:00 p.m. (66-70) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted for second semester 
apartment, close to campus Call 539-5098 (67-71) 

Nice 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to share nice furnished house, 
own large bedroom, two blocks from campus Available im- 
mediately. Call 537 8898 (68-70) 

FEMALE NEEDED to share luxury two bedroom apartment 
with two others for spring semester. Phone 537-2055. 
(68-72) 

MALE ROOMMATE for second semester, two bedroom 
apartment $90 per month, Vi bills. Close to campus and 
Aggieville. Call Kevin, 776-5033 after 1:00 p.m. (68-72) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted lor second semester. Nice big 
apartment. Own bedroom. Fairly close to campus $88 33 
month plus share utilities with two others. Call 5394320. 
(68-75) 

FEMALE TO share nice basement apartment with fireplace 
Private bedroom and bath. $70 plus v> utilities. Call 
7764149.(68-72) 

WANTED: RESPONSIBLE male roommate to share four 
bedroom house close to KSU. $50 deposit, $75 per month 
plus utilities. 776-4995 (68-72) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted for spring semester. Good 
location Private room. $82 per month plus v> utilities. Call 
7764692 (68-70) 

NEEDED: FEMALE undergraduate to share large room in 
large furnished home, January 1st. Reasonable rent, in- 
cludes utilities. Laundry facilities provided. Walking 
distance of campus. Call 776-5956. (68-72) 

NEEDED—THREE undergraduate males. January 1st. Large 
furnished home, reasonable rent, includes utilities. 
Walking distance of campus. Call 776-5956. (68-72) 

NON-SMOKING, non-drinking female wanted to share nice 
apartment with two others. $l00.00/month plus v> utilities. 
Call Debbie or Marilyn at 7764555. (68-72) 

MALE ROOMMATE wanted to share nice apartment for 
spring semester, own bedroom, washer and dryer in build- 
ing. Close to campus, free January rent. Call 7764767. (68- 
72) 

FEMALE TO share very large, nice home. Small private 
bedroom plus study. Washer-dryer Utilities paid. $115. 
539-2401. Keep trying. (68-72) 

ROOMMATE FOR spring semester Large two bedroom 
apartment, private bedroom. Prefer CNS or engineering 
ma|or. $907mo. plus v> electricity. Other bills paid. Call 
5394427. (68-75) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted, January 1 July 31. Call 537- 
8000 between 10:00 and 6:00. All furniture except personal 
items furnished. (69-71) 

FEMALE—NICE apartment, fireplace, dishwasher, close to 
campus. Pay vi bills. Call 5374653. (69-73) 

(Continued on p. 15) 

Special 

Soncho 
H.IO, reg. 4.50 

laCasa de los Vera 
308V2 Vattier 

Riddle for 
the Day. 

What is as sweet 

as a Ford Hall Freshman. 

Fresher than a Lambda Chi Senior. 

Tender as a House mothers love. 

Pretty as Julie's Blue Eyes. 

Answer in Classified ad. 

MANAGEMENT PERSONNEL 
WANTED 

With the addition ol new locations In Northeast Kansas, Louisiana and 
Tsxas we are avidly looking lor experienced restaurant management 

personnel. 
Qodfathere Pizza Is looking for people with high personal standards 
that can Insure Godfather's consistently high product quality. People 
who have the leadership ability and managerial talent to mold a crew 

Into a productive unit. People with the willingness to work hard and 
have a aenae of responsibility to our customers. 
If you've got what It takes, wa would Ilka to talk to you about a re- 
warding career with Godfather's Pizza. Turn In your resume and a per- 
sonal Interview will be arranged. 

GODFATHER'S PIZZA OFFERS: 
• $10.8O0-J15.000 starting salary. 
• Promotions based on ability and merit, no seniority. 
• Major Medical, Life and Credit Union. 
• Incentive Programe. 
Join GODFATHER'S PIZZA, the largest, fastest growing franchise 
operation In the country. 

Godfather's Pizza 
Contact Bill Wampler 

539-5303 
1120Laramie 

Manhattan, KS 
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F 1 

Enroll in the KODAK 
PHOTOGRAPHIC S€MINAR 

An Inspiring Course in Photography 

Presented by Eastman Kodak Company and 

Manhattan Camera 
Good photographs, the kind this Seminar will help you create, 

are what make the world of picture-taking so enjoyable. Expand 
your visual awareness and your knowledge of photography in this in- 
spiring presentation. 

January 19 and 20 
At K-State Union 

6:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m. 
Register early, and get ready for a stimulating photographic 

seminar that you'll remember for a long time. 
Purchase your ticket at 

manhattam 

228   POYNTZ       MANHATTAN    776-4240 
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QRAO STUDENTS tacking third roommate for three 
bedroom house Waaher/dryer. flraplaca, ale. nice 
location. Call RUM altar 6:00 p.m.. 537-0696 (69-70) 

MALE ROOMMATE 10 shire new three bedroom house, 
apring semester Cable, washer, dryer, nice area. Call 776 
1254, ask lor Dan (69 751 

LIBERAL FEMALE wanted, close to campus, pata ok., own 
bedroom Call 5370247 (69-751 

FEMALE ROOMMATE to share (urnlshed apartment with two 
others for second semester Very close to campus. 537 
8184. (69-73) 

WANTED: FEMALE roommate to share large bedroom in 
nice house, IV4 blocks trom campus, laundry facilities. 
$80 00 per month plus ft utilities Call 539 5794 after 5.00 
p.m. (89-71) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted for second semester, own 
room, close to campus, low utilities. $112/month Call 537 
9771,(69-70) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted lo share large very nice apart 
men! with two other girls. Private room! Includes fireplace, 
washer/dryer, etc. S100 plus Vt utilities Close to 
Aggieville Call after 5:00 p.m, 537-4055 (69-71) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE second semester Nice, large fur 
nished house. Own room, laundry facilities. $115. utilities 
paid Call 5374941 (70-72) 

FEMALE TO share two-bedroom trallerhouse $100 a month 
plus 1/2 utilities. Must have car Call 776-0445 after 8:30 
p.m. (70-75) 

LIBERAL FEMALE roommatefs) wanted to share nice three 
bedroom house. Need transportation. $l40/mo. plus 
utilities. Call 539 4769 (70-74) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted, $100 rent and 1« utilities. 
Call 776-5265. (70-74) 

MALE ROOMMATE lo share basement apartment with three 
others. Private bedroom, washer and dryer. Off-street 
parking. Only two blocks from campus. Available at end ol 
fall semester. $9S/month. Call Russ at 539-1860. (70-71) 

NEED TWO males to share two bedroom apartment Fur 
nished, transportation to and Irom campus, utilities In- 
cluded. SlOOrmonth. Call 776-1907. (70) 

GRADUATE ASSISTANT—Center for Student Development 
A 5 time graduate assistant position Is available in the 
Center for Student Development The person In this 
position will assist Dr. Earl Nolllng (Dean of Students) in 
work with the Student Governing Assoclstlon )udlclal sys 
tern for non-academic misconduct complaints This per 
son must understand strict confidentiality requirements 
and be able to work effectively with students, faculty, and 
staff Prefer graduate student enrolled in Counseling. 
Student Personnel Work. Educational Administration, 
Political Science, or related area Applicants should 
provide a summary of relevant academic and wo* ex- 
perience plus a Iranacript to Dr. Earl Noltmg. Dean ol 
Students. Holtz Hall. 532-6432 by not later than December 
15th. Center for Student Development is an Equal Op- 
portunlty/AHIrmatlve Action Employer (68-71) 

DIETICIAN ADA Registered or eligible within one mNN 
Horizons, 821 Third Street. Valley Canter, KS 67147 (68-72) 

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER wanted-Need a Programmer 
with 6502 assembly language experience to start im 
mediately for 8-12 weeks of programming Salary com- 
mensurate with experience. Call 532-6540. (69-75) 

Answer to 
Riddle 

Swannies 
Yum-Yum 
of Course! 

SERVICES 

SUBLEASE 
THREE BEDROOM house one block from campus, two 

blocks from Aggieville. Call 537-8386. (70-75) 

HELP WANTED 
OVERSEAS JOBS—Summer/year round. Europe, S. Amer., 

Australia, Asia. All Fields $500-$1200 monthly Sight 
seeing. Free Info. Write: UC, Box 52KS2. Corona Del Mar, 
CA 92625. (52 73) 

A BAPTIST Church la seeking a "qualified" part lime youth 
leader. Interested person should call (913)922-6460. (66-70) 

PART TIME poaltion available at UFM lor December-June '81. 
Title I Project In two county area. Assist in design and 
development of three county wide meetings and 
workshops, February-March '81. Organizing ability, citizen 
participation. Agency experience, gerontology and/or com- 
munity education experience preferred. Apply with resume 
and letter of Interest toC. Smith, UFM, 1221 Thurston,9l3- 
532 5666 by 8th of December, 5:00 p.m. KSU Is an Equal 
Opportunity Affirmative Action Employer (70-71) 

WE ARE hiring Students to help Students. K-State's 
Educational Supportive Services Program in Holtz Hall is 
seeking peer counselor and tutor applicants for Fall, 1981. 
Primary responsibilities: assist new students to adjust to 
college through the development of time management and 
study skills, locate appropriate resources, resolve general 
hassles, end provide some tutoring. Successful applicants 
must enroll In 3 hour paraprofestlonal training class 
(Spring, 1911). Applications, additional Information la 
available from Dabble, Motto Hall Deadline to ap- 
ply—Noon, December 8,1960. CSDrMinortty Affairs is an 
Equal Opportunily/Af llrmatlve Action Employer. (70-71) 

RESUME WRITING, layout, editing, typing or appraisal. 
Resume Service, 411 N/3rd, 537 7294. (1tf( 

WOMEN'S HEALTH Care Service. Confidential health care 
lor women with unexpected pregnancies Abortion ser- 
vices to 20 weeks as an outpatient. Information and free 
pregnancy testing. (316)684-5108 Wichita. (1tf) 

PREGNANT? BIRTHRIGHT can help Free pregnancy test. 
Confidential Call 537-9180 103 South 4th Street, Suite 16 
(17tf) 

PROFESSIONAL THESIS/dissertalion typist. 5 years' ex 
perience; theses/dissertations for 15 universities Cor- 
recting Selectrlc II, pica/elite. Work guaranteed 50-page 
minimum I do damned good typing. Peggy, 913-842-4476. 
(31-75) 

RESUMES $20; 1-2 pp., 5 copies and envelopes. Tidwell & 
Associates. 219 S Seth Childs, 776-5213,537-4504. (68-75) 

VW MUFFLER sale Regular $34.00, now only $26.00. Fits 
1967 to 1973 Bugs. Installation extra J&L Bug Service, 1- 
494-2388. (69-75) 

VW REPAIR at low prices for quality work One day service 
on most repairs. Call 1-494-2388. J&L Bug Service Only 
seven minutes from Manhattan. (69-75) 

GAYPHONE. 5394692 Gay awareness, counseling and sup- 
port services available, also calendar Information regar 
ding H.A.R.C. meetings and other scheduled activities 
Call Sunday through Thursday 6:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m. (69-73) 

BACHELOR PARTIES, stag parties-Rent video cassette 
player. Hooks up to your t.v. Call 776-1254, ask for Dan (89- 
75) 

TRAVELIN' TUNES—Music, Sound System and Professional 
D.J. For functions, formsls, etc. Rates are reasonable and 
negotiable. Call Curt, 532-6065 or Jeff, 532-6061. (70) 

 ATTENTION  
STUDENTS WHO need a quiet place to study for finals con- 

tact Ramada Inn or watch for ad next week's Collegian 
(66-70) 

CHRISTMAS STOCKINGS available, $1.00 each. At Tom's, 
716 North Manhattan In Aggieville. 169-751 

ATTENTION ADPI's—Due to popular demand the Kansas 
State Chapter of the Wild Turkey 101 Club, will hold its 
final awesome getdown of the semester in association 
with your formal. Memberships will be available. Bring 
your own buckets for calling Roy and Earl later that 
evening. Feedbags not required! Signed, One Big Mofo 
and the Awesome Vetl (70) 

BIG BUCKS for a BB student seaaon ticket Name your price. 
Call Dave, 539-1661 and leave your number. (70-75) 

DUNGEON AND Dragons and Avalon Hill games and sup- 
plies. Available at Tom'e Campus Comer, 716 North 
Manhattan, Aggieville, 776-5461. (69-75) 

ATTENTION MEN: Bodo B is 21 on Sunday. If you see her 
give her a kiss. (70) 

LEAVE OLO man winter behind—Come into Happy Tan 
today, Manhattan's version of sunny California. 1123 
Laramie—In the HandiComer Shopping Center, or call 
7766060 for appointment (69-70) 

ANNOUNCEMENT 
DIVERSIFIED DISCO Systems is back in business For the 

best In mobile entertainment call 776-1254. ask tor Dan. 
(69-75) 

NOTICES 
FREE COFFEE all night and a comfortable, quiet place to 

study Watch next week's Collegian for details. (66-70) 

WANTED 
COLLECTIBLES. COINS, back issue magazines, comics, LP 

albums Check with us before you throw it away. Treasurs 
Chest. Aggieville. (1tf) 

GOLD CLASS rings, gold jewelry, diamonds Call 539 1081 or 
776-7837. (4975) 

WANTED: SCRAP gold, men's class rings, $50 to $200. 
Women's, $35 to $75 Other jewelry bought too. Top cash 
buyer. Steve's Coin Shop, 411 N 3rd (50-74) 

LEGISLATIVE AIDES, Jsnuary 12-Aprll 10 No pay, good ex- 
perience, possible college credits. Contact Senator Ron 
Heln, 6031 SW 24th Terrace. Topeka. 66614, 913 295-8996 
days, 272-1592-evenings. (67-71) 

TWO SEASON basketball tickets, must be together Will pay 
top price for good location. Call 537-0370 (68-70) 

TWOITHREE students for three bedroom apartment. Very 
close to campus Available now or January. 1st. Ring E. 
Young 532-6727 or 539-5706. (70-74) 

FOUND 
PUPPY-SARAHS owner call and identify, 537-0653. (6870) 

HOUSE KEY on ring with green button. Found at corner of 
Tenth and Bertrand. Call 776-3491. (69-71) 

PERSONAL 
K-STATE Sportsmedlcine Football Jocks—As the tape 

unravels and the ice Is on the shins you'll smell ol 
cramergesic after the best team wins Best wishes. Your 
Trainers. (70) 

RYAN R„ Vance W., Les I., Dean H.: Four-eight's cant wait 
for a "funtastlc" date, get psyched for the candlelight!! 
Acts 27:25 Bert. Tammy, Gwen, Jo. PS. Be prepared for 
anything. (70) 

TONY—THE (tower and J.C. were really special. Road trips 
out west are always fun. Get excited for Saturday night 
because I love the time I spend with you. Tracy. (70) 

MARY—HAPPY Big 191h, from highway driving to popcorn 
poppers to champagne glasses to frat. parties you'll 
always remain the best friend anyone could have. Love, 
B.S.(70) 

Peanuts By CHARLES SCHULZ 

/THE COACH SAlPTCfl 
(MAKE SURE I WAS 
VJH6RE ON TIME... 

WITHOUT ME, THE 
6AME COULPN'T 868*1.. 

It-S 

© 1SH UM»« IlKM Svi<akaM IM 

»*•* 

1 1 

JLUL MIL. 
\\\ 

Mill' III! IIP 

Crosswortf 
ACROSS 

lDuct 
4 Sail 
7 Erect 

12 Cantor's 
beloved 

13 Period 
14 Communion 

table 
15 "My - Sal" 
16 Hired 

ruffians 
18 Single unit 
19 Auctions 
20 Inclined 

roadway 
22 Pester 
23 Religious 

image 
27 Greek letter 
29 Hermosillo 

site 
31 Clara or 

Claus 
34 A fop 
35 "-'s 

Dance" 
37 Winnow 
38 Compassion 
39 Food fish 
41 Brink 

45 Form of 
Mary 

47 Noisy 
dispute 

48 Intimidates 
52 Exist 
53 Native of 

India 
54 Alcoholic 

drink 
55 Common 

value 
56 "- Gabler" 
57 Poem 
58 Elevated 

railways 

DOWN 
1 Vitality 
2 City in 

Turkey 
3 Capital of 

Oregon 
4 Pokes 
5 Tropical 

lizard 
6 Beautiful, 

in Florence 
7 Radiations 
8 Clerical 

garment 
9 Japanese 

statesman 

Avg. solution time: 25 mln. 

12-5 

Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 

10 Utter 
11 Bitter vetch 
17 Limbs 
21 Small 
23 Silly 
24 Against 
25 California 

fort 
26 Negative 
28 Salt 
30 Harem 

room 
31 Drain 
32 Cuckoo 
33 Insect egg 
36 Gelatinous 

substance 
37 Frosty 
40 French 

scientist 
42 Arrange in 

folds 
43 Goat 

antelope 
44 Pitchers 
45 Talking bird 
46 Serf 
48 Exclamation 
49 Utilize 
50 Cover 
51 Youth 

CRYPTOQUIP 12-5 

AWJDQPNW    QOJ     RNGDFG     PRY'G 

CDYJ     EFWCEO     AWJDEA 

Yesterday's Cryptoqulp - CHICKEN CACCIATORE MAKES 
KITCHENS AROMATIC. 

Today's Cryptoqulp clue: J equals D 

BILLY- HERE'S to a fun night tonight Your new suit will put 
youinQO.-K(70) 

ERIC F—Wish I was going to be with you Saturday night In- 
stead. Thanks for a fun two weeks— K (70) 

TRACEY P. (of Tonganoxle Fame). Are you ready for a auper 
time? I am. There may even be some green jellol See ya at 
6*5 p.m. PS. Don't worry about crawling up the etalrs 
again. I wouldn't tell. R.M.C. (70) 

THE LIL' Green Bug-We found the messages you left, they 
were so nice and sweet; but I wish that sometime we could 
meet. We have your tag », but don't know where to look 
and can't find your picture, In the big picture book. So next 
time you leave a message—take the time and do it right. 
Your brief encounter. (70) 

BODO-ALIAS Bodot and the best Floor Presldentl Here's 
to all-nighters, typewriting, wall pounding, Dallas, road 
trips, can I borrow your car, chocolate cream plea, and of 
course banana cream pies! (Sorry to disappoint you, but 
no pie on this B day) Thanks for all the good times. Have a 
great Birthday Love always, your next door neighbor. (70) 

A-VAKE—Happy Birthday Roomlet Here's to 21 years old! I 
just wanted to let you know how much your friendship has 
meant to me over the years. We have been through some 
real experiences here at K-State—(chasing rabbits, getting 
arrested, drinking vodka straight, quiet hours, sleepless 
nights, roadtrips) but It's all been worth it! Here's to the 
future and a lifetime of friendship. Love, B.J. (70) 

SANDRA—IF I don't get a chance to do it myself, please 
wish Pebbles a Many Christmas for me—and ask her what 
she wants, too —Tom. (70) 

MICHAEL, KAREN, Jeff—Houston Street Is awaiting our 
arrival for dinner and Santa Claus will surprise us with 
Christmas cheer I'm so excited for this fun-filled evening. 
Love you all. Lisa (70) 

TO THE President of Sigma Beta: Good luck always-we're 
lucky to have you In 218 this year. Happy Birthday! Love 
CM, B A , E.H., andC.W. (70) 

DEAR BROWN Eyes you're special B.M. (70) 

SCOTTY 0 —Just because you're paranoid doesn't mean 
we're not out to get you! Liza and Friend. P.S. Don't forget 
the Brlllo Pada! (70) 

TRISH—HAPPY 19 on the seventh, hope you have megafun 
with megalaughs. Love, Steve. (70) 

POOPHEAD. Happy Birthday! Be ready for anything Satur- 
day night! Love and Kisses, S.M. to be. (70) 

DIANE Z.—Happy birthday you wild woman you. Thanks tor a 
great semester. We love you much—M , S. and J (70) 

JERRY—THANKS for the last year and a half of great 
memories. I wouldn't have wanted them with anyone but 
you. 1983? We'll seal-Daisy. (70) 

MIKEY-HERE'S to s great time tonlght-now that I've 
finally fit into yar schedule! —J (70) 

WELCOME 
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN at Eighth and Leavenworth, (537- 

0518) celebrates In worship on Sunday morning at 8:45 and 
11:00am The Church School, with Young Adult Class at 
9:50 a.m. Pastors John Graham (539-7884) and Steve Wash- 
burn (539-4119). Ride the Blue Bus, stopping across from 
Goodnow at 10:35 a m. and between Boyd and West at 
10:40 a.m for the 11:00 a.m. service (70) 

GRACE BAPTIST Church, 2901 Dickens, welcomes you to 
Worship Services st 8:30 and 11:00 a.m. University Class 
meets at 9:45 a.m Evening service 6:00 p.m. Horace 
Brelsford Ken Ediger 7760424. Ride the bus—pick up 
schedule: West Haii-810 a.m., Ford Hall<8:12 a.m., 
Haymaker Haii-8 14 a.m., Moore Hall-816 a.m., Goodnow 
Hall-8 18 a.m., Marlatt Hall-8 20 a.m. Return to campus 
10:45 a.m. (70) 

WELCOME STUDENTS! First Christian Church, 115 N. 5th, 
Church School 9:45 a.m.; Worship 11:00 a.m. Ministers: 
Ben Duerteldt, 539-6665, Sue Daniels, 7764025 For Iran 
sportatlon call 7764790 after 9:00 a.m. Sundays. (70) 

COLLEGE HEIGHTS Baptist Church, 2221 College Heights 
Road, Bible Study 9:30 a.m. and Worship 11:00 a.m. and 
7:00 p.m. Church Training 6:00 p.m. Prayer Service Wed 
Evening 6:45 p.m. Phone 539-3598. (70) 

CHURCH OF the Nazarene, 1000 Fremont, Sunday School, 
10:00 a.m.; Evening Service, 6:00 p.m.; Prayer Service, Wed- 
nesday, 7.00 p.m. (70) 

FIRST UNITED 
METHODIST CHURCH 

612Poyntz 

Sunday Worship 
8:45 A.M. Holy Communion 
First Sunday of the month 

9:45 Church School 
University Class 

Temple—2nd floor 
Teacher: Dr. Ray Kurtz 

11 A.M. Worship 
Charles B. Bennett, Pastor 

WELCOME STUDENTS lo the Manhattan Mennonlte 
Fellowship. We meet at 10:45 a.m. for Sunday morning 
small group and 9:30 a.m. for worship at the Ecumenical 
Christian Ministries Building at 1021 Denlson (the white 
building with the two red doors). (70) 

ST. LUKE'S Lutheran Church Missouri Synod, Sunset and N. 
Delaware welcomes students to services, 8:15 and 10:45 
a.m. Bible study 9:30 a.m. (70) 

WELCOME TO the Church ol Christ, 2510 Dlckans, Sunday, 
9-30 a.m.. Bible classes; 10:30 a.m., Worship and Com- 
munion; 5 00 p.m.. Student Supper; 6:00 p.m., evening wor- 
ship. Harold Mitchell, minister. 5394581 or 539-9212. (70) 

WORSHIP SERVICES 8:30and 11:00 a.m. Church school 9:40 
a.m. First Lutheran Church, 10th and Poyntt. (70) 

MASSES AT Catholic Student Center, 711 Denlson, Sunday 
Maas 8:30 a.m., 10:00 a.m.. 11:15 a.m., 12:30 p.m. and 5:00 
p.m. Saturday evening at 5:00 p.m. Dally 4:30 and 5:15 p.m. 
Mass (70) 

PEACE LUTHERAN Church invites you to our 8:15 a.m. and 
10:30 a.m. Sunday services. Go 1f2 mile west of stadium on 
Kimball. We are friendly. (70) 

WORSHIP ON campus at All-Faiths Chapel, 10:45 a.m. Bible 
Study 9:30 a m. Sunday, Ramada Inn, Lower Level Banquet 
Room. Evening Service 6:30 p.m. 1225 Bertrand, the Univer- 
sity Christian Church, Harold McCracken. minister. (70) 

TRY GOD lor inspiration and fellowship Weeleyan Church, 
1223 Poyntz. Worship 8:00, and 11:00 a.m. Sunday School 
9:30 a.m. Adult Sunday School Is being held at Rooaevelt 
School. Shuttle bus will leave church at 9:20 and 9:30 a.m. 
Shuttle bus will return at 10:45 and 10:55 a.m Evening ear 
vice 7:00 p.m. (70) 

ST. PAUL'S Episcopal Church, 6th and Poyntt, welcomes 
you to church services Sunday, 6:00 and 11:00 a.m. Rides 
to church, call 7764427. (70) 
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iKREO FACTORY'S BIGGES"REVE 

SAL 
30 hours of Great Stereo Deals! 

Each hour we wfll reduce the price on one component drastically! Here 
are 30 samples of the great deals at the STEREO FACTORY. 

FRIDAY & SATURDAY (Quantities Limited) 

FRIDAY & SATURDAY 'CHRISTMAS HOUR' SPECIALS 
11AMNOON 

JS-120 

10 Band Equalizer 
100 watt/4-speaker fader 

2 year warranty 
Reg. Price $250 

All 29 hours $160 

1 Hour Only $149 

NOON 1PM 
Alpine 7114 
Underdash 
Cassette 

Music Sensor plays 90-min- 
uta cassette. 

Reg. Price $199 
All 29 Hours $169 

1 Hour Only $139 

1 PM-2 PM 

Add this to any 
component system 

Reg. $200 
All 29 hours $179 

1 Hour Only $159 

2 PM-3 PM 

Sansio Tuner 
Tu717 

Reg. Price $499 
All 29 hours $300 

1 Hour Only $199 

3 PM-4 PM 

AKAI  AP-B20 
Srytui Over rtang Adjustment fri Dimped Cue** 'f 
Shaped low fWiwunca lone Arm Auto Return And 
Skating Control Vifrtiion AtwwMig InMlalM Ft*. 
Hemo*i04« Htngefl Oufl Cover 

Reg. Price $200 
All 29 hours $150 

1 Hour Only $99.95 

4PM-5PM 
Jensen Model 20 
Speaker System 

This Speaker Delivers Sen- 
sational Sound At An Excit- 
ing Price. Handles 80 Watts. 

Reg. Price $199 
All 29 Hours $149 

1 Hour Only $119 

5PM-6PM 

Pioneer TS 691 

mm 
6 PM-7 PM 

Alpine Car System 
The one you've waited 

for. 

7 PM-8 PM 
Tune Up Your System 

With A New Cartridge 

SATURDAY CHRISTMAS SPECIALS 

Regular $49 Pair 
All 29 hours $39 Pair 

1 Hour Only $34.95 Pr. 

Auto Reverse/40 watt 
Power Dolby 

Reg. Price $359.95 
All 29 hours $299 

1 Hour Only $249.95 

10AM-11 AM 
■^   Portable Stereo 

byJVCRC-555 

audio technica ■ 

™Err"Pro11E 
Reg. Price $60.00 

All 29 hours $49.95 

1 Hour Only $29.95 

Reg. $249.95 
All 29 hours $229.95 

1 Hour Only $199 

11 AM-NOON 
DISC WASHER 

RECORD CLEANER 

Regular $15.95 
All 29 hours $13.95 

1 Hour Only $10.95 

NOON-1 PM 
audio-technica 

ATH-1 

Headphones 

With 25 Foot 
Extension Cord 

Regular $49.95 
All 29 hours $39.95 

1 Hour Only $29.95 

1 PM-2 PM 
ESS PS-9 

2 PM-3 PM 
The Best Buy In 
Car Stereo we 

have ever offered 

Clearia 5 Light 

Reg. Price $400 Pair 
All 29 hours $300 Pair 

1 Hour Only $244 Pair 

ALPINE 7213 
26 Outstanding 

Features 
Reg. Price $409.95 
All 29 hours $360 

1 Hour Only $279.95 

3 PM-4 PM 

WILD 
CARD 

Your choice of any 

previous hourly spe- 

cial at its special ONE 

HOUR ONLY price ... 

provided we still have 

it in stock. 

7 PM-8 PM 
It's time for a 

Dual Record Changer 

8 PM-9 PM 
THH FIXST CAR SPEAKER SYSTEM THAT 
YOU CAN FEEl RWT AT HOME WITH 

9PM-10PM 

Technics RSM14 

The best you can buy. 
Reg. Price $300 

All 29 hours $250 

1 Hour Only $219 

Reg. Price $230 Pair 
All 29 hours $199 Pair 

1 Hour Only $159 Pair 

Cassette Deck 
Stereo Cassette Deck 
with Dolby-Soft touch 
controls-Metal Tape 

Regular $249 

All 29 hours $219 

1 Hour Only $189.95 

4 PM-5 PM 
Jet Sound JS-50 

I I 
5 PM-6 PM 

Kenwood Stereo 
for your car. 

6PM-7PM 
Jensen Model 30 
Speaker System 

5 Band Graphic Equalizer 
30 Watt Amp for Your 

Car 
2 Year Warranty 

Reg. Price $99 
All 29 Hours $79 

1 Hour Only $59 

Cassette Stand-by 
Feature 

Reg. Price $350 
All 29 hours $329 

1 Hour Only $249.95 

Th« Jensen Model 30 truee-way 
sDea«ex irate™ provides full range 
'•production M ■ truly aalonithing 
once Large iO~ ixgh compliance 

Reg. Price $340 
All 29 Hours $260 

1 Hour Only $189 

10PM-11 PM 
AM FM    CASSETTE 

INDASH 

* MAJMTIC    MCR-715 

IH OASM CAB SIHIO 
CASSinE TAPS PLAVfH 

WITH AM   IM   FM MPX RADIO 

Regular $119.95 
All 29 hours $79.95 

1 Hour Only $59.95 

11PM-MIDNIGHT 

Gusdorf 

Stereo 

Cabinets 

All 29 Hours 10% Oft 

1 Hour Only 25% Off 

MIDNIGHT-1 AM 

FM Converter 

Convert your AM Radio 
loFM. 

Reg. Price $29 
All 29 Hours $24 

1 Hour Only $19 

SUNDAY 'CHRISTMAS HOUR' SPECIALS 
11 AM-NOON 

D-45S 
Hitachi 

Metal Tape 
Flourosoameter 

Regular $219 
All 29 hours $199 

1 Hour Only $179 

NOON-1 PM 
Jensen Car 

Stereo Speakers 

Jensen Series 
Coax & Trlax 

Speakers 

Save up to 50% 

1 PM-2 PM 

Do you Rock & Roll? 

Hitachi SR-5010 

••'    »l»fi1 
Turbo Charged Receiver 

Regular $299 
All 29 hours $279 

1 Hour Only $249 

2 PM-3 PM 

CAR POWER AMP 

JS-4Q 
■ «ue»Bua»< ">-*■ 

SMr* -* n*a>o> 

ll*.0ll)U*L'/l» 

Reg. Price $75 
All 29 Hours $55 

1 Hour Only $45 

3 PM-4 PM 
Maxell Recording 

Tape 

It's good for your head! 

10 Maxell UD 90 

for $29.95 
10 Maxell LNC 90 

for $24.95 

4 PM-5 PM 

WILD 
CARD 
Your choice of any 

previous hourly spe- 

cial at its special ONE 

HOUR ONLY price ... 

provided we still have 

it in stock. 

L 
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Russia prepared to intervene in Polish crisis 
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Carter 

conferred Sunday with the National Security 
Council over the Polish crisis, and a White 
House official said a Soviet intervention in 
Poland "could take place because 
preparations for it are completed." 

The White House said in an announcement 
that Soviet preparations "for possible ... 
intervention in Poland" have been com- 
pleted. 

A senior White House official stepped 
back from an assertion he made last week 
that a Soviet intervention in Poland was not 
imminent. The official stated on Sunday: 
"As of now, we're not in a position to say 
whether it is imminent or not. We are in a 
position to note that it could take place 
because preparations for it are completed." 

"It is our hope that no such intervention 
will take place," the White House said in a 
written statement handed to reporters. 

The National Security Council meeting 
lasted one hour and 50 minutes Sunday 
afternoon. 

Before he went to church Sunday mor- 
ning, Carter conferred with his Special 
Coordinating Committee, chaired by 
Zbigniew Brzezinski, his national security 
assistant." 

The White House statement was essen- 

tially similar to one made Friday by Adm. 
Daniel Murphy, deputy assistant secretary 
of defense for policy review, who said Soviet 
forces were ready to move into Poland 

But it was the first acknowledgement by 
the White House that the Soviet actitivies, 
which had been monitored for some time, 
appeared complete. 

"This has a great deal more weight, 
coming from the White House," said Deputy 
White House press secretary Ray Jenkins. 

White House officials would not say 
whether the United States had determined 
that there had been a change in the Soviet 
buildup since Friday. 

They said, however, that there had been 
no change "as of now" in the status of U.S. 
forces. 

Soviet Foreign Ministry officials in 
Moscow were unavailable for comment 
Sunday night on the White House statement. 

Previous reports from Washington of 
Soviet military buildups and alerts on the 
Polish border have been denied by Soviet 
officials. 

Soviet President Leonid Brezhnev left 
Moscow on Sunday for a visit to India, and 
was spending the night en route to India in 
the Soviet Central Asian city of Tashkent. 

Some Western diplomats here have ex- 
pressed doubt that any major decisions 
would be taken regarding Poland until 
Brezhnev returns to Moscow later this week. 

On Friday, Brezhnev was host to a 
summit conference of Warsaw Pact nations 
that discussed the Polish crisis. In a com- 
munique, the leaders expressed confidence 
that Poland could solve its own problems, 
but also said Poland could count on 
"fraternal solidarity and support" from 
other socialist countries. 

Carter said in a written statement issued 
to reporters Wednesday that the United 
States was watching "with growing con- 
cern" the Soviet troop buildup along the 
Polish border. 

Sunday's statement said: 
"Preparations for possible Soviet in- 

tervention in Poland appear to have been 
completed. It is our hope that no such in- 
tervention will take place. The United States 
government reiterates its statement of Dec. 
3, regarding the very adverse consequences 
for U.S.-Soviet relations of Soviet military 
intervention in Poland." 

The White House official said the United 
States had been "monitoring carefully" the 
Soviet preparations, but he refused to 
describe them in any detail, stating that 

'Coming out'a slow, 
long process for gays 
Editor's not*: Thlt It the first of a three part series 

on homosexuality and th* results of the Bay person's 
decision to reveal his or nor sexual Identity to family 
and friends. Th* names used are fictitious. 

By DENISE HARVEY 
Collegian Reporter 

A myriad of emotions and reactions 
occur within the gay male or lesbian 
female when the decision is made to 
inform their family or friends about their 
homosexuality. 

"In most cases, coming out is a long, 
slow process that begins with the first 
awareness of homosexual interests and 
feelings of attraction for members of the 
same sex, often during adolescence," 
according to Peter Fisher's book, "The 
Gay Mystique, The Myth and ReaUty of 
Male Homosexuality." 

Andre, a K-State architecture student, 
was married for five years. He was in the 
military and a little more than three 
years ago told his wife about his 
homosexuality. His honesty cost him his 
marriage. 

"I've had homosexual feelings since I 
was 15 or 16 years old I considered 
myself to be very confused. During high 
school I didn't know how I wanted to be. I 
was a space case," Andre said. 

"I was brought up in a family with a 
strong religious background. I didn't 
come to terms with myself until about a 
year ago. Sheila (Andre's ex-wife) 
helped me through the rough stages," he 
said. 

"The first step in the coming out 
process is that of moving toward a 
recognition and acceptance of one's 
gayness," according to "About Comin' 
Out," a booklet published by the National 
Gay Task Force. "Some people become 
aware of the lesbianism or gayness early 
in life. Others do not reach that 
awareness for a long time because of the 
many social pressures which demand 
heterosexuality." 

THE FACT that Andre was married at 
the time he decided to "come out" is 
indicative of what most gays go through 
in trying to conform to societal 
pressures. 

"Some married  gay people live a 

double life, having a heterosexual 
relationship within the marriage and 
homosexual affairs outside it In the past, 
these affairs were clandestine ad- 
ventures without the knowledge of the 
spouse. The homosexual contacts were 
often transient ones that provided sexual 
release but not emotional fulfillment 

"This has changed considerably in 
recent years and more married 
homosexuals are discussing their sexual 
needs with their spouses. In most cases 
this adds strength to the relationship. In 
others it ends the marriage," according 
to Dr. Charles Silverstein, author of "A 
Family Matter, A Parents Guide to 
Homosexuality." 

FOR MARY, a student studying art at 
K-State, the decision to tell her mother 
about her lesbianism has not been 
reached. 
Mary said she is fearful of the possibility 
of losing the love and support of her 
mother. Mary's parents are divorced and 
she has no ongoing relationship with her 
father. Mary is a lesbian feminist. 

"It bothers me that I can't be open with 
her (Mary's mother). I think it's because 
I fear my mother would reject me. Not so 
much that she personally wouldn't try to 
understand In a way that's me 
classifying her into a stereotype. It 
becomes a question of duality, a con- 
tradiction. I want to tell her, but I don't 
want to lose her," Mary said. 

"It's hard not to be able to share the 
fact that I love women with my mother. 
It's real hard for me to think that my 
lover will never know my mother as 
deeply as I can," she said. 

MARY IS FIRM in her convictions of 
who and what she is. She said she 
believes that lesbianism and feminism go 
hand in glove. 

"The wonderful thing about being a 
lesbian feminist is that we are very 
supportive of the individual. Not to base 
the relationship on two people, but on a 
one to one level, where equality is of 

(See COMING OUT, p. 2) 

they involved the "logistical and 
deployment activities" a major power 
would undertake before a military in- 
tervention. 

"They are ready to move," he said, 
although he stated that he was not in a 
position to judge what action the Soviets 
would take. 

"We can't ignore the fact that 
preparations for a possible military move 
have been completed," he said, adding that 
the preparations continued after the 
Wednesday statement was issued by Carter. 

He also said that President-elect Ronald 
Reagan's transition team has been kept up 
to date on the reports about the Soviet ac- 
tivities. 

Asked on his way out of church in Los 
Angeles whether he was concerned about 
the situation in Poland, Reagan gestured 
with his hands that he did not want to 
comment." 

Meanwhile, Reagan's chief foreign policy 
adviser, Richard Allen, was asked about the 
possibility of Soviet intervention in Poland 
in a broadcast interview Sunday. He said 
Reagan would support Carter in foreign 
policy moves made before Jan. 20, when 
Reagan becomes president. 

Sloppy football 
Start photo toy CraH Chandler 

While most stayed out of the weekend's wet weather, a few braved the 
cold rain and enjoyed it. Cheryl Harris, freshman in general, is tackled 
by Scott Stubenhoffer, junior in chemical science and pre-pharmacy, 
during a game played in the muddy field across from Haymaker Hall. 
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Syria, Jordan withdraw 'about 
25 percent' of forces at border 

DAMASCUS, Syria (AP) — Tanks and 
troops rolled back on both sides of the 
Syrian-Jordan border Sunday after a two- 
week military confrontation pushed the two 
Arab countries to the brink of war, official 
Syrian sources reported. 

The sources, who declined to be identified, 
said the full-scale pullback began Saturday 
after a mediation effort by Saudi Arabia and 
that about 25 percent of the forces on both 
sides had been withdrawn. 

There was no immediate word from of- 
ficials in Amman on Jordanian pullbacks. 
"We are still taking this seriously," said one 
Jordanian source of the border crisis that 
threatened a second conflict in an area 
already tense over the Persian Gulf war 
between Iran and Iraq. 

Syria began the buildup Nov. 2, deploying 
a total of 50,000 soldiers and 1,200 tanks on 
the southern border. Jordan responded by 
sending and estimated 600 tanks and 30,000 
troops to within six miles of the Syrian 

Coming out.* 
(Continued from p. 1) 

primary importance. You end up with an 
abundance of support and not criticism," 
Mary said. 

"The female bond is more than women 
suffering together," according to Sidney 
Abbot's and Barbara Love's book, "Sappho 
was a Right-On Woman." "It is more than 
working together on simple tasks as women 
have done for years. It goes further, to in- 
volve a basic trust and reliance, a feeling 
that women can be powerful and effective, it 
requires that a woman take herself and her 
life seriously. Once this bond has been fir- 
mly established, a sense of common com- 
mitment makes possible projects of in- 
creasing importance and complexity, in- 
volving planning over years and across 
geographical and socioeconomic distan- 
ces." 

In trying to come to terms with their 
sexuality, it is necessary for gays to 
carefully weigh the pros and cons of telling 
their family or friends about their 
relationships,   according   to  Silverstein's 
book. 

"You always pay a price when you stay in 

forces. 
The withdrawals reportedly resulted from 

mediation by Prince Abdullah bin Abdel- 
Aziz of Saudi Arabia, who shuttled between 
the Damascus and Amman for four days 
until both sides agreed to defuse the crisis. 

Arab League Secretary General Chadli 
Kleibi arrived in Damascus on Saturday for 
talks with President Hafez Assad and was 
expected to travel to Amman for talks with 
King Hussein. Kleibi was attempting to 
solve the issues that brought on the war of 
nerves, Damascus sources said. 

In Beirut, an adviser to Palestine 
Liberation Organization (PLO) head Yasser 
Arafat was quoted as saying in an interview 
that Arab countries will attend a summit of 
Islamic nations in Saudi Arabia Jan 24. The 
session in Mecca might be used to patch up 
Arab disputes, Khaledal-Hassan was quoted 
as telling the Lebanese magazine Monday 
Morning. 

the closet. We examine that price and the 
effects of deception and fraud. We also 
examine the potential rewards and hazards 
of being open about one's homosexuality. 
We try to help the person weigh the ad- 
vantages and disadvantages of both coming 
out and of remaining in the closet. The gay 
person must make his or her own choice and 
accept both the rewards and the penalties of 
the decision," the book said. 

When the gay person has made the 
decision to accept the "rewards and the 
penalties" of desires to relate 
homosexuality to family and friends, it is a 
time of great stress and anxiety. The 
emotional trauma that can result from the 
encounter is likely to cause upheaval within 
the gay's family, according to the book. 

Shock, anger, and denial are reactions 
that gays must face when they reveal their 
homosexuality. The possible effects of 
revealing their homosexuality can lead to 
rejection by the very members of the family 
with whom the gay has decided to be truth- 
ful. This places a tremendous burden on the 
gay male or female trying to cope with the 
decision, according to the book. 

Cult issues to be analyzed 
in workshop starting today 

The Rev. John Moore, father and gran- 
dfather of three victims who died in the 
November 1978 Jonestown, Guyana mass 
suicide, will speak as part of a two-day 
seminar on cults at 7 tonight in the Union 
Forum Hall. 

Rev. Moore, of First United Methodist 
Church, Reno, Nev., who lost two daughters 
and a grandson in the incident, will speak of 
his personal experiences with and 
knowledge of cults like the Rev. Jim Jones' 
People's Temple commune during his 
presentation "Jonestown: A Personal 
Holocaust." 

The suicide-massacre claimed the lives of 
more than 800 followers of Rev. Jones and a 
U.S. government party led by California 
Congressman Leo Ryan. Ryan was con- 
ducting an investigation of the commune, 
after families of commune members 
complained of unorthodox activities. 

The cult seminar will include workshops 
today and Tuesday at the Ecumenical 
Christian Ministries building, 1021 Denison 
Ave. 

At 9:30 a.m. today, Carl Bangs, professor 
at the St. Paul School of Theology, will 
present a program on the history and 
framework of cults. 

At 1:45 p.m., "Civil Liberties: Boundaries 
and Strategies" will be discussed with John 
Stunbo, attorney and chancellor of Kansas 
East Conference, United Methodist Church. 

"The Kansas Scene" presented by Rod 
Saunders, campus minister, will conclude 
today's workshops at 4:30 p.m. Saunders 
will discuss local cult activity. 

On Tuesday morning at 9:30, another 
workshop will discuss the church's response 
to cults, presented by Bishop Ben Oliphint, 
United Methodist Church of Kansas. 

The seminar will conclude with a panel 
discussion and strategy sessions followed by 
a short communion. The sessions will in- 
volve development of strategies in dealing 
with cults in the home and work en- 
vironments. 

Campus 
bulletin 

ONLY 17 MORE PAVS TO 
PO YOUR, CHRISTMAS 
SHOPPING, LUCY/ 

TODAY 
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL has scheduled the final oral 

defente of the doctoral dissertation o« Andrew McGrate at 
VIO p m in Watars 106. Dlsseratlon topic Is "PreHarvest 
Sprouting and Seed Dormancy In Hard Red and Hard 
White Winter Wheat (Trltlcum Aestlvum L.) 

KSU DAIRY SCIENCE CLUB will meet at 7:»p.m. in 
Call 140. The election of new officers will be held. 

AAO GRADUATE CLUB will meet at noon In Stateroom 
3. Richard Seaton. University attorney will be the speaKer. 

KSU GERMAN CLUB will meet at 7 p.m. In the Inter 
national Student Center to go caroling. The Christmas 
party will be held at 1:30 p.m. at another location. 

ENGINEERING STUDENT COUNCIL will meet at 6.30 
p.m. In the Union Big 8 room 

AO EDUCATION CLUE will meet at 7 p.m. In Denison 
215. 

ALPHA TAU ALPHA will meet at • p.m. In Denslon 215. 

THE ORADUATE SCHOOL has scheduled the final oral 
defense of the doctoral dissertation of Susan Gaston at 130 
p.m. In Hotton Hall's conference room. Dissertation topic is 
"An Analysis of Role Preparation, Conception, 
Deprivation and Strain and Professional Behavior in 
Novice and Experienced Nurse Educators." 

CIRCLE K will meet at 7 p.m. In Union 206 tor caroling 
and the canned food drive. 

5 

PIZZA 
1 DELIVERY 

every day! 

06 Italian C,aich^ 
(C'bAriaei 

Mon     Sat    5 -12 

Sun   A - 12 

DSTW20 

At Your Christian Gift Center 

GIVE tooU FOR CHRISTMAS! 

Al Items Priced Hied With Beer: 

MINI hVJG...W        • PIISMIR GLASS...»1.25 

• BOOT MUG...*3.25 

• FISH BOWL..»4.25 

STEIN...*! .95 

PITCHER...M.95 

"He Aiosf FUR I im HW Christmas Sfcoppiigl" 
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Briefly By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Winner declared in crucial election 
LISBON, Portugal — President Antonio Ramalho Eanes was re- 

elected to a five-year term Sunday, the day after the funeral of 
Prime Minister Francisco Sa Carneiro who perished in a plane crash 
while campaining for Eanes' main rival. 

The National Election Center forecast Eanes would win with 57.4 
percent of the vote, avoiding a runoff with his nearest challenger, 
center-right Gen. Antonio Scares Carneiro. 

With 50 percent of the vote counted, the election center said Eanes 
had 1,082,503 votes to 819,953 for Soares Carneiro. That gave Eanes 
55 percent and Soares Carneiro 41.6 percent, with the remaining 
votes scattered among four minor candidates. 

Eanes' victory was a stunning defeat for the center-right coalition 
forged by Sa Carneiro, who was killed in the fiery crash of his light 
plane Thursday while traveling to a final campaign rally for Soares 
Carneiro. The two men were not related. 

Airline reviews new union demands 
LOS ANGELES — Continental Airlines studied a new, less- 

demanding contract proposal from striking flight attendants Sunday 
and said it planned to have more than half of its regularly scheduled 
flights back in the air by Tuesday. 

The proposal, hand-delivered Saturday night by a federal 
mediator, reduces the union's demands for a pay raise to 39 percent 
over 31 months, said Paula Siddbway of the Union of Flight Atten- 
dants. Previously, the union had sought a 54 percent raise, while the 
company offered 30.6 percent over 27 months. 

Meanwhile, the airline sent Mailgrams to all attendants warning 
that any who don't report to work by 8 a.m. Monday will be replaced. 

The strike by 1,774 union members was in its third day Sunday, 
with the airline saying it was losing about $1 million a day in 
revenue. Continental normally carries 21,000 passengers daily. 

The airline has been operating at 47 percent of its regular 
schedule, with supervisors gradually taking over the duties of at- 
tendants. Continental spokesman Bruce Plowman said the airline 
plans to have 53 percent of its flights working by Tuesday. 

Japanese rally to support Kim Dae-jung 
TOKYO — Hundreds of Japanese staged rallies, marches, 

signature-collecting campaigns and hunger strikes Sunday to show 
support for Kim Dae-jung, the South Korean dissident sentenced to 
death for allegedly attempting to topple the South Korean govern- 
ment. 

More than 600 people rallied near the Foreign Ministry here to 
show suppport for Kim, who is appealing the sentence to the South 
Korean Supreme Court. Police said six people were arrested. Among 
the other demonstrations, about 30 people were in the fourth day of a 
hunger strike in a downtown Tokyo park. 

At Kyoto University in western Japan, students boycotted classes, 
closing the school for the first time in four years. At Tohoku 
University in the north, about 150 students boycotted classes. 

Christmas to merry for Christmases 
OVERLAND PARK — It's going to be a Merry Christmas Eve for 

Merry Christmas, Merry Christmas Jr., Joy Carol Christmas—and 
Deborah Carey. 

That's when Charles Merry Christmas Jr., is getting 
married—with his father, Charles Merry Christmas, Sr., officiating, 
and his sister, Joy Carol Christmas, looking on. 

The pipe and fitting salesman from this Kansas City, Kan., suburb 
will be marrying Deborah Carey. 

The Christmases always get a lot of attention at this time of year, 
says Charles Jr. 

"When I go to cash a check ... the tellers kind of look at me in 
disbelief," he said. 

Fire department doesn't fool around 
QUITMAN, Texas — The Quitman Volunteer Fire Department 

doesn't fool around when it hears a fire alarm—and Santa Claus is a 
witness to that. 

The North Pole's famed resident stopped by on Saturday atop a 
fire truck, and started to spread a little Yuletide cheer, listening to 
Christmas wishes from a number of children. 

But suddenly the truck started its engine and roared off to fight a 
grass fire on the outskirts of town—with Santa still on top of the 
truck. 

The blaze, which did little damage, was quickly doused, and Santa 
was returned to the waiting children to continue his Christmas 
duties. 

Weatfier 
Rain and widely scattered thundershowers are expected to con- 

tinue today, with the high near 50. The low tonight should be in the 
30s. 

Get More Burger Than Bun! 
In a size to suit your appetite 

*S&li        Sngle.....70 
;^v/1     _,  ■'     -am 

Double 1.25 

Triple 1.70 

ATY0UR~   *«* 
•*»•!. U.S. Pet. Off.. Am. DO. Corp. ,M_ _  M    m_m 
OCopyright 1974. Am. D.Q. tofp. 1015   N.   3l*d 

Dairy 
Queen 

Attention December Graduates 
Management Opportunities 

We are a progressive franc hi.e- SIRLOIN STOCKADE. Wc have 5 re.t.uranf. In 
operation and more arc planned. We .eek dynamic men and women who desire a 
stimulating and secure future In the restaurant Industry. All we ask Is that you have 
motivation to succeed and the ability to work well with people. We offer a full benefit 
package. 

For A Career - Not Just A Job 
with a people orientated organization LE WAYNE PREMOR 316-241-1422 

GALE PREMER 316-669 1194 or 913-263-1270 
CALL COLLECT: 316-669-1194 for appt. 

Continental Inn-Manhattan 
We will be accepting applications at the Sirloin Stockade restaurant 
in Manhattan, 100 Bluemont. 

6 p.m.-9 p.m., Dec. 10-11 

I    M 
100 Bluemont   Manhattan 

701 E. 30th St. Hutchinson            2211 E. Kansas. McPherton 
Junction City Abilene __ 

CHEESE GIFTS 
CHEESE MADE AT KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY 

DAIRY SALES COUNTER 

CALL HALL ROOM 144 532-5654 

* All orders will  be taken at the Dairy Sales Counter from 
Nov.   17 through Dec.  12, 1980.    Pick-up dates are 
Dec.   1 through Dec. 22, 1980. 

* All boxes must be paid for at the time of order.    Please 
allow at least 2 to 3 days between order and specified 
pick-up date. 

GIFT NO: 1     Gift box with 3 kinds of cheese; 
approximately 3 pounds. 
One each--M1ld, Medium, Sharp Cheddar. 

GIFT NO: 2     Gift box with 3 kinds of cheese; 
approximately 3 pounds. 
One each--Med1um Cheddar, Colby, Edam. 

Choice of gift:. $8.75 each, tax Included. 

SAMSONITE 
CHRISTMAS 

SALE 

SAVE 
OFF 20% *" PRICE 

THOUSANDS OF PIECES IN STOCK 
HARD SIDE SETS BRIEFCASES 
SOFT SIDE SETS TRAVEL KITS 
GARMENT BAGS FLEE BAGS 

ALL REGULAR STOCK MERCHANDISE 
Sale Ends December 24th 

All Saimonlu 
Wrapped 

FREE 

12:00*00 
WMkNfh* 

until M0 p-m- 



Opinions  
A vote against 

the Electoral College 
Results of a Gallop Poll conducted immediately after the election 

were released last week and showed a resounding majority of voters 
in favor of replacing the Electoral College with direct popular 
election of presidents. 

The results of the Gallop Poll showed that 67 percent of the 1556 
people surveyed were in favor of a constitutional amendment basing 
the presidential election on the popular vote. Nineteen percent op- 
posed a change and 14 percent were undecided. The survey could 
swing three percentage points in either direction because of sam- 
pling error within a confidence limit of 95 percent. 

The distinct opposition to the current method comes as no surprise 
as many Americans feel they should be directly responsible for the 
person assuming the nation's highest office. 

The college was originally set up to keep the people from gaining 
control for electing the president. Many of the framers of the Con- 
stitution were afraid the citizens could revolt behind a fringe group 
which could undermine a democracy. The college was designed to 
allow the early members of Congress to decide on the president. 

But the people of America should now have full power to elect this 
officer. The United States should ho longer have a system for 
electing the president where it is possible that the candidate with 
fewer popular votes can win because he won more populated states 
which have more votes in the Electoral College. 

Supposedly the college is a system requiring a candidate to win 
enough states and get enough electoral votes to win. This guards 
against a person who wins by a narrow plurality over possibly two or 
three other opponents (if minor parties gain enough votes) to 
become president. 

But if the college were eliminated it would be possible to establish 
a minimum percentage of popular votes required to be President, 
for example, 45 percent. If this were done, Americans would be able 
to directly elect the President and still have a safeguard prohibiting 
a person receiving too small a plurality from becoming the nation's 
leader. 

For too long, the college has helped place disproportionate em- 
phasis on larger states in a presidential election. Every four years, 
major candidates become less responsive to the voters in small 
states (including Kansas) and gear their efforts in the big industrial 
states. 

Candidates would probably continue to concentrate their cam- 
paigns in urban areas but emphasis could be switched to include 
more states. Those running for office would realize that the votes 
they collect in every state would be contributed to their effort with 
each vote having equal significance. 

A similar poll taken after the close 1968 election showed even more 
people wanted a change in presidential election methods and protest 
could develop if there is another close election in 1984. 

This could be avoided if Congress enacts an amendment to remove 
the Electoral College. Direct election by the people for the top office 
in the nation should be guaranteed in our democracy. Maybe 
Congress will finally see the outmoded and ridiculous circumstances 
and possibilities created by the Electoral College and begin a 
movement to make the 1980 election the last one controlled by it. 

KEVIN HASKIN 
Opinions Editor 

communism labor* miit tf *A 

weffic& !».,. oppressors 
and depression,,,        * 

and wonders 
win unitje and 
seize control. 

except in 
Poland.,, 

Paul Stone 

Vmdngsome 
uncommonly 
uvakhystates 

It's hidden in the backrooms of the offices 
somewhere within the archives, probably 
collecting dust, turning yellow and 
becoming brittle as the government itself. 

But somewhere in the files in that great 
city of Washington, D.C. there must be a 
piece of paper which explains why four of 
the states are not states. 

Kentucky, Virginia, Pennsylvania and 
Massachusetts are not states. Legally they 
are commonwealths. 

But are commonwealths states? Are 
states commonwealths? 

The commonwealth status raises some 
rather interesting questions. Finding an- 
swers to the questions, however, was not 
easy, and I'm not sure I really discovered 
anything. 

I CALLED THE governor's office in 
Kentucky. 

"Yes, that's right. Kentucky is not a state. 
Legally it is a commonwealth. Could you tell 
me what the difference is?" I asked. 

"Well, honey, I'm sure there must be a 
mistake," the secretary said. "We all must 
be a state. I mean we get federal revenue 
sharing funds from the government Surely 
that makes us a state." 

"I don't know. That's what I'm trying to 
find out," I replied 

"Well, you just hold on a minute there, 
honey, and I'll do some checking." 

SHE RETURNED to the phone about five 
minutes later. 

"Honey, I don't know where you got 
you're infomation, but there must be some 
mistake. I talked to the secretaries here and 
they never heard of such an animal." 

"Could I please speak to the governor 
about this?" No reply. I repeated the 
request. 

"Look, honey, if we don't know anything 
about it, I can assure you the governor 
doesn't. Where do you think he gets his in- 
formation?" 

So much for Kentucky. 
I received a similiar response from 

Virginia, but this time I talked to the in- 
dignant governor's press secretary. 

"I deny that is true and the governor is not 
involved in this. That much I can assure 
you," he said. "The governor will release a 
statement on this subject later. That's all I 
have to say." 

I'M STILL NOT SURE he quite un- 
derstood what I was asking. 

On to Pennsylvania. 
I knew I was taking a risk by calling 

Pennsylvania. 
I confronted the press secretary with the 

same information as the other government 
representatives. 

"What are you? A troublemaker?" he 
asked. "You hold on just a minute." 

He returned in less than a minute. 
"According to our records you were 

stopped three times for speeding while going 
through our state in 1977. You didn't receive 
a ticket. But that can be changed. Now what 
can I do for you?" 

"Never mind," I said. "I must have made 
a mistake." 

Massachusetts was the last state on my 
list—the state were I was born and raised. I 
was sure they would be cooperative. 

I couldn't have been more off base if I had 
predicted the 1980 presidential election. 

"Oh my God, somebody is on the phone 
and he knows," I heard the secretary tell 
someone in the office. "Just hang up," came 
a voice in the background. 

I went to the man at the top—not an easy 
task, especially during the transition period. 

I called the White House and got the 
following recording. 

"The Carter administration is currently 
deeply involved in a going out of business 
sale and requests cannot be answered at the 
present time. Please leave your name and 
phone number and someone will get back 
with you after Jan. 20." 

Kansas 
State Collegian December 8, 1980 

(USPS291020) 
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Area stores prepare for Xmas 
with more shoplifting safeguards 

ByANNESCHMITZ 
Collegian Reporter 

Holiday shoppers beware. 
As the holiday shopping season nears its 

climax, retailers experience an increas in 
shoplifting—causing financial loss for both 
consumers and merchants. 

During the holiday season, the number of 
shoplifting cases in Manhattan increases 
"at least 20 percent or more," according to 
Captain Nick Edvy, Riley County Police 
Department. 

"Holiday shoplifting usually starts off 
slow and progressively gets worse as 
Christmas gets closer," he said. "People 
tend to get more frantic towards Christmas 
and that tends to touch off more shoplif- 
ting." 

Edvy said there are special groups of 
people that come into town and work the 
area stores, taking merchandise as they 
pass. 

"They will walk in the store in group- 
s...one will keep the merchant occupied 
while the others do the shoplifting," he said. 

DURING THE Christmas season, it is 
even more difficult to curb this particular 
type of activity, be said. 

"Store management usually doesn't have 
the available personnel to watch everything 
that goes on in the store," Edvy said. 

Local merchants agree that shoplifting 
occurs more often during the holiday 
shopping season and in response, they in- 
crease internal security measures. 

"We usually tighten up store security and 
keep a close watch on people, especially 
those coming in with packages which may 
be used to conceal items," the manager of 
Keller's Too in Aggieville said. "We haven't 
had too much trouble yet this year, but we 
keep our eye out. People take whatever they 
think they can get away with." 

It is often difficult to spot shoplifters 
because there is no stereotyped "lifter" that 
can be distinguished from the rest of the 
crowd, she said. 

ONE MERCHANT said he looks for 
customers carrying phony gift boxes in 
which they might conceal merchandise. He 
said another device shoplifters use is to 
wear a long heavy coat with several 
pockets. 

Sherry Swain, with J.C. Penny 
management,   said   "70   percent   (of 

shoplifters) are females, very often in their 
teens." 

"We get professionals as well as young 
kids who are just doing it (shoplifting) for 
kicks," the Keller's Too manager said. 

Frank Gatschet, manager of Wal-Mart 
Discount Store, said anything is fair game 
for shoplifters in discount houses because 
these stores draw large crowds and have a 
diverse selection of merchandise. 

"We catch anywhere from six to 10 
shoplifters a day in our store now," he said, 
"and there's no telling how many incidents 
take place that are not reported. Anytime 
you have an increase in the number of 
customers in your store it's (shoplifting) 
bound to happen." 

SMALLER ESTABLISHMENTS have an 
easier time keeping tabs on customers, 
according to Richard Bratton, manager of 
J.C. Penny. 

He said although shoplifting activity in- 
creases with increased customer traffic, his 
store takes necessary precautions. 

Women's clothing is often the mer- 
chandise that holiday shoplifters prefer, and 
Bratton said security measures are par- 
ticularly tightened in that area of the store. 

Store managers said customer assistance 
helps curtail shoplifting loss. If a customer 
thinks he sees a shoplifter, it should be 
reported to the manager rather than con- 
fronting the shoplifter. 

"We would hope that our customers will 
come straight to us and let us handle the 
problem," Swain said. "A shoplifter must be 
handled carefully so as not to put him or her 
on the defensive." 

According to Swain, the shoplifter's of- 
fense hurts both merchant and customer. 

"Shoplifting losses often involve an in- 
crease in the retail price of an item," Swain 
said. 

Then these losses are passed on to the 
consumer. 

According to Edvy, a shoplifter should 
consider the consequences of being caught 
before he makes his move. Charges will 
vary with the value of the stolen mer- 
chandise, he said. 

Items less than $50 could result in a 
misdemeanor charge with penalty of 
restitution and a fine. Theft of anything 
more than $50 is considered a felony and the 
convicted shoplifter could receive a jail 
sentence and-or fine or probation. 

KKK spy says Klan 'dangerous'; 
warns it should be disarmed 

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) - For 1% 
years, Jerry Thompson led a double life, 
burning crosses, collecting donations at Ku 
Klux Klan roadblocks and taking notes for 
TheTennessean. 

The KKK "grows more dangerous each 
day," and should be disarmed, warns the 40- 
year-old veteran reporter, who infilitrated 
two Klan groups, including the militant 
Invisible Empire of the Ku Klux Klan. 
Among his Klan assignments were picketing 
President Carter and demonstrating in 
white robes. 

IN A COPYRIGHT STORY in Sunday's 
edition of The Tennessean, Thompson said 
he joined the Klan by posing as a retired 
Army sergeant and cabinet maker and 
using the name J.W. Thompson. 

"For years I sought to condition my 
thinking to be aware and sensitive to a 
changing society," he wrote. "Suddenly, in 
the Klan, I found myself submerged in a 
cauldron of racism and intolerance. It was 
necessary and important for me to undergo 
an immediate reconditioning. With a sense 
of guilt I would find myself engaging in the 
same sort of 'nigger and Jew talk' that of- 
fends decency." 

"I have fired Klan crosses, collected 
contributions at Klan roadblocks, marched 
in Klan street demonstrations and helped 
disrupt order at a public meeting where men 
armed with pistols and automatic rifles 
mouthed that routine racist rhetoric, 'the 
niggers and Jews are ruining the country,"* 
he wrote. 

THE 20-YEAR veteran reporter made up 
a military background for his new identity. 
He described an encounter in a deserted 
parking lot in Birmingham, Ala., with a 

Klan leader: 
"He quizzed me sternly, seriously and 

thoroughly. I was glad I had spent a month 
preparing for that ordeal. But when... (he) 
finished with me and I stood there in the 
chilly evening, sweat dripping from my 
face, I wasn't certain I had passed the test 
.... Only when he took my Klan initiation fee 
that night did I know I could say AKIA." 

AKIA, he said, means "A Klansman I 
Am." 

Thompson wrote that the Klan should be 
disarmed, and that the Invisible Empire 
"grows more dangerous each day with a 
paramilitary training camp near Cullman, 
Ala. This militant faction of the Klan, of 
which I am a member, bears close scrutiny 
by authorities." 

The newspaper said the project began in 
July 1979, when Tennessean President and 
Publisher John Seigenthaler asked 
Thompson to go underground to report on 
the Klan. 

"Why me?" Thompson asked his boss, 
according to the newspaper's account. 

"First of all, you have the intelligence and 
the guts to do it," Seigenthaler replied. 
"Then, you fit my image of what a Klan- 
sman should look like. You have the rare 
advantage of looking like a redneck." 

The newspaper said there would be a 
series of articles. The Klan threatens death 
to those who violate the oath of allegiance 
and Thompson is now under police 
protection.   

KIDNf Y FOUNDATION OF 
KANSAS » WESTERN MISSOURI 

MANHATTAN CAMERA 
PRESENTS 

FREE 
Photo Seminar 

## #/ Close Up Photography 
Register by Phone 

(limited to 60 people) 

Manhattan Camera will be sponsoring a Free one- 
night seminar on flash. 

Walt Croxton, past president of the Kansas City 
Camera Club and instructor for the Winona Professional 
School of Photography, will present an indepth talk on 
the wonder of Macro Close-up Photography. Topics of 
discussion will be, the use of a copy stand, close-up lens, 
filter, lighting, film choice and related items. 

The Location: American Institute of Baking 
1213 Bakers Way 

7:00 p.m. Tues., December 9,1980 

This is the 4th in our series of Fall Seminars. The 
others have been a great success—so come & enjoy the 
evening with Walt and The Manhattan Camera staff. 

manhattan 
cqn\eR/i 

228  POYNTZ       MANHATTAN    776-4240 
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Water Board rejects proposal 
to lower Tuttle Creek level 

The Kansas Water Resources Board 
(KWRB) rejected a Kansas Fish and Game 
Commission plan for the controversial 
Tuttle Creek Reservoir drawdown, during a 
hearing Friday at the First National Bank 
building, Topeka. 

The final desicion to implement the 
proposed plan that would take effect in 1961 
and calls for the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers to lower Tuttle Creek's con- 
servation level elevation to 1069 feet from its 
current 1075 feet level, still lies with the 
Corps of Engineers, which has charge of the 
reservoir operation. 

The commission's plan was proposed to 
the Corps of Engineers so that it could 
promote the growth of vegetation, that 
would in turn increase the growth of fish 
when the water is returned to normal 
elevation level. 

Under the proposal, the elevation level 
was to be drawn down to 1069 elevation feet 
this month. In 1981, the level would not be 
brought back up but would remain at 1069 
mean sea level (msl). A standard 1075 msl 
was set for the reservoir, and all changes 
are compared to that baseline figure. 

In the past, the reservoir has been 
maintained by drawing down the level to 
1073 msl in the winter to facilitate the 
flushing act of spring thawing. To com- 
pensate for the rise in lake level during 
spring thaw, the lake again is drawn down in 
July and August to 1075 msl to encourage 
grow of vegitation along the shoreline, and 
elevation is raised again during October and 

November to help waterfowl development. 
The plan would reduce the boating area 

from its current 600 acres to 500 acres and 
drop the water level nearly 6 feet. 

If the plan is implemented the lake level 
would not be raised during the spring until 
1982. 

Because of the extremely dry summer the 
level of Tuttle Creek is now at 1069 feet. 

Opposition, from Tuttle Creek 
homeowners, landowners and recreational 
enthusiasts to the proposal was voiced in 
two public hearings held by the KWRB on 
July 25, in Manhattan, and on August 22, in 
Randolph. The opposition stated they would 
suffer financial and recreational losses as 
well as inconvenience if the plan was im- 
plemented. 

The KWRB decision to oppose the plan 
was based on information presented at the 
hearings and other data, according to a 
Manhattan Mercury article. 

The article said that the KWRB has no 
direct input into the corps' decision and that 
the corps does not have to follow the board's 
recommendation. 

Most of the support for the Fish and Game 
Commission's proposal came from area 
sport fishermen who claimed fishing at 
Tuttle Creek was "a joke." They claim that 
fishing which was once good at the lake had 
seriosly deteriorated in recent years and 
most of them prefer to go elsewhere. 

The KWRB's report will be filed with the 
Kansas City, Mo. office of the Corps of 
Engineers. 

Dole says Reagan should 
declare economic crisis 

NEW YORK (AP) — President-elect 
Ronald Reagan should declare a national 
economic emergency as soon as he takes 
office and then follow up with concrete 
action "to really shock the American 
people," Republican Sen. Robert Dole said 
Sunday. 

"In my view he needs something to 
dramatize the problem we have in America. 
Maybe he can declare an economic 
emergency on the 20th of January," Dole 
said. 

The Kansas Republican, who will become 
chairman of the Senate Finance Committee 
when the GOP gains control of the chamber 
next year, was interviewed on NBC-TV's 
"Meet The Press." 

Simply declaring an emergency may not 
be enough, Dole said. 

"It must be followed by some action to 
really shock the American people. Because 
we are in deep trouble in America and it's 
going to be up to President Reagan to get us 
out of it," he said. 

TO ILLUSTRATE the problems the nation 
faces, Dole said theSocial Security program 
would run out of money in 14 months if it 
were not reformed. Social Security ad- 
ministrators have said high inflation 
combined with slowed national output and 
high unemployment could force the 
government to increase taxes to pay 
benefits on time beginning in 1983. 

Dole said Republicans in the Senate were 
"feeling their oats" with their newly won 
majority and were "self-starters." But Dole 
did not suggest what dramatic actions 
Reagan could take. 

He declined to endorse the proposed 
Kemp-Roth tax bill which calls for 10 per- 
cent tax cuts for three years running. He 
said he would support it only if Reagan 
insisted. 

"I think there is a strong feeling, a 
bipartisan feeling that there will be tax cut 
in 1981," he said. But he warned, "Unless we 
also accompany tax reduction with spending 
cuts it's going to be hard to sell it to the 
American people." 

ASKED HOW MUCH spending must be 
cut, he said, "I wouldn't want to put any 
figure on it." 

In regard to social programs passed by 
past Democratic congresses, Dole said that 

with the exception of federally mandated 
school busing, he would not advocate these 
programs be eliminated. 

He said the $11 billion food stamp program 
would survive. "Let's face it, poor people 
suffer from inflation, too," he said. 

"We're committed to social programs and 
were also committed to removing waste," 
he said. 

Dole said Gen. Alexander Haig, a leading 
candidate for secretary of state in the 
Reagan cabinet, would be "excellent" in 
that post. He said Haig's role as a key aide to 
Richard Nixon during the Watergate crisis 
did not compromise the former NATO 
commander. 

On a U.S. military response in the event of 
a Soviet invasion of Poland, the senator said 
he preferred to keep the Soviets "in doubt" 
but warned that if the Soviets intervened 
militarily in the Eastern European country, 
"They could really kiss Salt II goodbye for a 
longtime." 

He also expressed reservations about 
restrictions on auto imports advocated by 
both management and labor in the auto 
industry. 

Authorities bust caped crusader 
CORAL SPRINGS, Fla. (AP) — 

Television's Batman often found himself in 
precarious situations, trying to overcome 
Catwoman's mischief or the Joker's antics. 
But the character's dilemmas were minor 
compared to a predicament facing a real- 
life "caped crusader" in this South Florida 
city. 

Authorities have charged Edward 
"Batman" Martindill, 38, with drug delivery 
and trafficking and even confiscated his 
flashy black "Batmobile," which blared out 
the theme song from the old television show. 

Police said Martindill's house was under 
surveillance for about a month before un- 

dercover agents arranged to buy 15 pounds 
of marijuana and 1,000 tablets of the 
depressant methaqua alone, commonly 
known as Quaaludes, on Friday night. 

Also arrested in a raid on Martindill's 
house in this Fort Lauderdale suburb was 
his son, Dean, and Jeffrey Tribbey, both 18. 
Authorities confiscated 21,000 Quaaludes. 

The three each were freed on $10,450 bond. 
But authorities refused to give up Mar- 

tindill's black El Camino, which sports a 
large painted bat on the hood. Under Florida 
law, the state can keep the car if prosecutors 
prove it was used in drug trafficking. 
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HEIDI CAMPBELL 
to Impressions staff. 

She knows the latest styles 
and specializes in professional 
hair care for MEN & WOMEN. 

50% 
OFF 

537-1332 
411 POYNTZ 
LOWER LEVEL MALL 
OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 

Heidi's now offering 50% OFF all 
cuts for K-State students.-Minimum 
charge of 6.00. Bring in your ID and 
this coupon... 

Expires January 31,1981 
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For information about 
Heart Memorial Gifts 

t> 
Ask your Heart Association 

Don't be the only GHOST on 
your Christmas vacation to 

the beach... 
Get a HAPPY TAN before you go! 

For a perfect tan, call 

HAPPY TAN at 776-8060 today. 

1124 Laramie 
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. 

Sat. 9:30 a.m.-noon 

* Ask about our group discounts. 
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Colombia, Venezuela argument 
fueled by offshore oil discovery 

BOGOTA, Colombia (AP) - The 
possibility of a major discovery of offshore 
oil is fueling a border dispute between 
Colombia and Venezuela, two longtime 
friends. Both sides talk unofficially of ar- 
med conflict. 

A former Colombian minister of defense 
claims an estimated 20 billion barrels of oil 
are in the disputed area. Geologists say that 
rock formations and other indicators are 
promising, but that exploratory wells will 
have to be drilled to determine exactly what 
is there. 

Exploratory drilling has been held up for 
almost 20 years because Colombia and 
Venezuela both claim the area or parts of it. 

TWO LARGE gulfs in western Venezuela 
form a rough hourglass, with Venezuela's 
oil-rich Gulf of Maracaibo on the bottom half 
of the hourglass, and the Gulf of Venezuela 
on the top half. 

Colombia borders only a small piece of the 
northwest part of the upper half of the 
hourglass. But it is in that offshore area and 
to the north along the continental shelf in the 
Caribbean that geologists say there is an 
excellent chance of finding lots of oil. 

The present law of the sea ordinarily 
would fix a boundary equidistant between 
Colombia and Venezuela. The line would 
enter from the Caribbean, head south into 
the mouth of the Gulf of Venezuela and then 
move sharply toward the western shore of 
the gulf to a point where the common border 

U.S.-Salvadorian 
murders of nuns, social worker 

of the two countries begins. 

BUT BECAUSE Venezuela borders 90 
percent of the gulf, both sides apparently 
have recognized that the maritime border in 
the northern gulf should be much closer to 
Colombia than to Venezuela, Colombian 
newspapers have reported. 

Presidents Julio Turbay of Colombia and 
Luis Herrera of Venezuela are to meet next 
Wednesday in Honduras and discuss the 
dispute. They will be there for the signing of 
a peace treaty between El Salvador and 
Honduras. 

Colombia and Venezuela "are on the 
verge of an international conflict" and 
"Venezuela is preparing its people 
psychologically for a war with Colombia," 
retired Gen. Alberto Ruiz, a former 
Colombian minister of defense and 
president of Colombia's Association of 
Retired Military Officers, claimed recently. 

"Now is the time to get ready to turn back 
any threat or intimidation by Venezuela's 
military," the general said in a broadcast 
interview. 

Late last month Venezuela's defense 
minister, Gen. Tomas Abreu, was quoted as 
saying in an interview with the official news 
agency Venpress that Venezuela "is ready 
to defend the sovereignty and integrity of its 
territory" and that its "armed forces are 
ready to carry out that duty at any 
moment." 

tflCijKll CMHN 

SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador (AP) - A 
U.S. presidential commission met Sunday 
with Roman Catholic leaders and "top 
military brass" in efforts to determine if the 
armed forces were involved in the murders 
of three American nuns and a social worker. 

Army Col. Alfonso Adolfo Majano, con- 
sidered one of the most liberal members of 
the five-man junta, told reporters Sunday he 
no longer was on the junta, and two of the 
three civilian members threatened to resign 
if violence continued. 

Diplomatic sources said they understood 
armed forces officers had voted Saturday 
300-4 to remove Majano as one of the two 
army colonels on the junta. 

The head of El Salvador's Catholic 
church, Bishop Arturo Rivera y Damas, 
blamed the junta for the deaths of the 
Americans, saying it was responbible for 
the actions of the armed forces. His 
statement was read at the Sunday Mass in 
San Salvador's Metropolitan Cathedral and 
broadcast throughout the country on radio. 

Later in the day the bishop met with the 
U.S. delegation at his office, according to a 
U.S. Embassy spokesman. 

The spokesman declined to give details, 
but said the Americans also met Sunday 

Cabinet decisions due this week 
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Ronald Reagan 

said Sunday he would announce at least 
some members of his Cabinet this week. 

Speaking to reporters briefly after at- 
tending worship services at the Bel Air 
Presbyterian Church, Reagan replied "this 
coming week" to a question on when he 
would announce his Cabinet. "I don't know 
which day,"he said. 

The president-elect also confirmed that he 
had sent a message to Egypt and Israel 
saying he believed in the Camp David peace 
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process and did not intend to change it 
without their consent. 

"That meassage has been sent, yes," 
Reagan replied when questioned about 
reports that his foreign affairs adviser, 
Richard Allen, had sent such a message 
through Mideast peace negotiator Sol 
Linowitz. 

There was concern in both Israel and 
Egypt that Reagan might try to go outside 
the Camp David accords in trying to 
negotiate a Mideast peace. 

with the country's "top military brass," 
including the defense minister, Col. Jose 
Guillermo Garcia. He said the delegation, 
sent by President Carter, had met Saturday 
night with two civilian junta members, Jose 
Napoleon Duarte and Antonio Morales 
Erlich. 

The two men, members of the Christian 
Democratic Party, told a news conference 
Sunday they would leave the government 
unless "profound measures" were taken to 
end political violence that has left 8,500 
people dead this year in this embattled 
Central American nation. 

At least nine priests, including Salvador 
Archbishop Arnulfo Romero, have been 
killed since 1977. 

In a weekly church bulletin, Orientation, 
church leaders said, "The final explosion (in 
the ongoing political violence) is near." 

The bodies of Ita Ford and Maura Clarke, 
both of the Maryknoll Order from New York 
City; Dorothy Kazel, of the Ursaline Order 
from Cleveland, Ohio, and Jean Donovan, a 
lay religious worker also from Cleveland, 
were found shot to death by the side of a 
rural road Wednesday. Authorities said they 
were murdered the day before. 
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Never before 

"SO MUCH SLR 
FOR SO LITTLE." 
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OM-10 is the 35mm SLR compact 
with features you'd expect from much 
higher priced cameras. Or never 
expect from an SLR at any price! 

The OM-10 features fully 
automatic "off-the-film" direct light 
measurement (OTF), measuring 
the light that actually reaches the 
film surface during exposures from 
a full 2 seconds to 1/1000. 

During self-timer 
operation the 
OM-10 beeps and 
blinks with a super 

bright LED. 
The big, brilliant viewfinder has 

an LED that lights when your flash 
is fully charged and then blinks to 
confirm correct flash exposure. 

The OM-10 is part of a total OM 
System of over 300 lenses and acces- 
sories that let your camera expand as 
your photographic skills grow. 

It's so surprisingly low priced 
you'll be thrilled at 
being able to 
afford so much 
camera. 

OM-10 is the camera 
demonstrated on TV 
by Cheryl Tiegs 

Our Gold Card Club entitles you 
to 10% off your film and photo 
finishing for one year. To join, 
just purchase your 35mm SLR 
from Manhattan Camera. 
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Airport built for 
chicken wingers 

ATLANTA (AP) — At last, modern 
technology has delivered what the world has 
been waiting for: an airport for people who 
hate to fly. 

The new Atlanta airport, which bills itself 
as the world's largest, was designed to cater 
to the fears of the white knuckle flyer. 

The timid passenger can travel all day in 
a variety of ways within the spacious 
Hartsfield International and achieve the 
satisfaction of having gotten someplace 
without ever boarding a plane. 

The traveler in Atlanta can go by subway 
train, electric cart, elevator, escalator, a 
moving sidewalk that is the ultimate 
treadmill to oblivion and, of course, by foot 
through a maze of concourses and corridors, 
each one of which is 10 times longer than 
Orville Wright's first flight—120 feet. 

The subway ride, deep down in the bowels 
of the new airport, would frighten the 
Wright brothers out of a sizable chunk of 
eternity. 

There's no engineer, no conductor, no 
turnstiles. The confusion is all computerized 
and delivered for free by color code and tape 
recorded announcements. A whirring noise, 
like a television Halloween wind whistling 
through a graveyard, announces the arrival 
of the train down deep in what is known as 
the "Transportation Mall." Passengers are 
forbidden, as the loudspeakers remind 
them, to eat, drink or smoke because they 
must give their undivided attention to the 
escalators, moving sidewalks and robot 
underground railroad, which arrives every 
two minutes, except when the doors get 
stuck. 

THE TWO CAR train delivers its 
passengers to different stations along the 
color spectrum where one is told the various 
airlines have their boarding gates. Con- 
course A is done up in a gaudy red. Con- 
course B is in bordello purple. Concourse D 
is Kelly green. The end of the line is 
something called "Terminal Ticketing," a 
special section apparently set aside for 
those resolved never to fly again. 

The boarding gates are located a couple of 
football field lengths away from the 
escalator where the train delivers the 
traveler. 

All in all, the super duper new Hartsfield 
named like the old airport for longtime 
Atlanta mayor William Hartsfield out- 
confuses the new Dallas airport and beats 
Dulles, Charles De Gaulle and those other 
new ones where the waiting room is on 
wheels and takes you out to the plane. 
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FOOTBALL! 
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On 7 Ft. TV 
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• Free Popcorn 
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YOUR BOOKS NOW! 
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BOOKS 

AT VARNEY'S 
AND 

GET YOUR 
YELLOW TOKEN 

• Get your yellow token, which is good for 10% off any non textbook items, 
when you sell your books during dead week or final week. You decide 
what the token is worth by the amount you purchase. THE MORE YOU 
BUY THE MORE YOU SAVE! You can use the token whenever you 
want. Use it for Christmas purchases or use it next semester. 

• Bring all your books to Varney's and our buyers will value them in- 
dividually. You choose what you want to sell! WE BUY BOOKS EVERY 
DAY! However, you can usually get the most for your books by selling 
them to us at the end of the semester. 

•The price we pay for books is determined mainly by two factors—if the 
books will be used again at K-State and if we need the books for our 
stock. If we cannot buy your books for our stock, we will offer you the 
best price we can, based on the national market. 

•We're proud of the fact that our own people do the book buying. We don't 
have a company that has no connection with our store or K-State and is 
here today and gone tomorrow, conduct our buy back. At Varney's, the 
same people that help you everyday, all year, buy your books. 

•Remember, it's what you get for all your books that counts, and we think 
that the wholesaler we buy for pays the highest prices. 

•We know you're busy and in a hurry so we have five buyers to take care 
of you. We try to keep the time you spend in line to a minimum. We also 
buy until 9:00 at night during final week. 
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Final Week 
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Colombia, Venezuela argument 
fueled by offshore oil discovery 

BOGOTA, Colombia (AP) - The 
possibility of a major discovery of offshore 
oil is fueling a border dispute between 
Colombia and Venezuela, two longtime 
friends. Both sides talk unofficially of ar- 
med conflict. 

A former Colombian minister of defense 
claims an estimated 20 billion barrels of oil 
are in the disputed area. Geologists say that 
rock formations and other indicators are 
promising, but that exploratory wells will 
have to be drilled to determine exactly what 
is there. 

Exploratory drilling has been held up for 
almost 20 years because Colombia and 
Venezuela both claim the area or parts of it. 

TWO LARGE gulfs in western Venezuela 
form a rough hourglass, with Venezuela's 
oil-rich Gulf of Maracaibo on the bottom half 
of the hourglass, and the Gulf of Venezuela 
on the top half. 

Colombia borders only a small piece of the 
northwest part of the. upper half of the 
hourglass. But it is in that offshore area and 
to the north along the continental shelf in the 
Caribbean that geologists say there is an 
excellent chance of finding lots of oil. 

The present law of the sea ordinarily 
would fix a boundary equidistant between 
Colombia and Venezuela. The line would 
enter from the Caribbean, head south into 
the mouth of the Gulf of Venezuela and then 
move sharply toward the western shore of 
the gulf to a point where the common border 

U.S.-Salvadorian 
murders of nuns, social worker 

of the two countries begins. 

BUT BECAUSE Venezuela borders 90 
percent of the gulf, both sides apparently 
have recognized that the maritime border in 
the northern gulf should be much closer to 
Colombia than to Venezuela, Colombian 
newspapers have reported. 

Presidents Julio Turbay of Colombia and 
Luis Herrera of Venezuela are to meet next 
Wednesday in Honduras and discuss the 
dispute. They will be there for the signing of 
a peace treaty between El Salvador and 
Honduras. 

Colombia and Venezuela "are on the 
verge of an international conflict" and 
"Venezuela is preparing its people 
psychologically for .a war with Colombia," 
retired Gen. Alberto Ruiz, a former 
Colombian minister of defense and 
president of Colombia's Association of 
Retired Military Officers, claimed recently. 

"Now is the time to get ready to turn back 
any threat or intimidation by Venezuela's 
military," the general said in a broadcast 
interview. 

Late last month Venezuela's defense 
minister, Gen. Tomas Abreu, was quoted as 
saying in an interview with the official news 
agency Venpress that Venezuela "is ready 
to defend the sovereignty and integrity of its 
territory" and that its "armed forces are 
ready to carry out that duty at any 
moment." 

SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador (AP) — A 
U.S. presidential commission met Sunday 
with Roman Catholic leaders and "top 
military brass" in efforts to determine if the 
armed forces were involved in the murders 
of three American nuns and a social worker. 

Army Col. Alfonso Adolfo Majano, con- 
sidered one of the most liberal members of 
the five-man junta, told reporters Sunday he 
no longer was on the junta, and two of the 
three civilian members threatened to resign 
if violence continued. 

Diplomatic sources said they understood 
armed forces officers had voted Saturday 
300-4 to remove Majano as one of the two 
army colonels on the junta. 

The head of El Salvador's Catholic 
church, Bishop Arturo Rivera y Damas, 
blamed the junta for the deaths of the 
Americans, saying it was responbible for 
the actions of the armed forces. His 
statement was read at the Sunday Mass in 
San Salvador's Metropolitan Cathedral and 
broadcast throughout the country on radio. 

Later in the day the bishop met with the 
U.S. delegation at his office, according to a 
U.S. Embassy spokesman. 

The spokesman declined to give details, 
but said the Americans also met Sunday 

with the country's "top military brass," 
including the defense minister, Col. Jose 
Guillermo Garcia. He said the delegation, 
sent by President Carter, had met Saturday 
night with two civilian junta members, Jose 
Napoleon Duarte and Antonio Morales 
Erlich. 

The two men, members of the Christian 
Democratic Party, told a news conference 
Sunday they would leave the government 
unless "profound measures" were taken to 
end political violence that has left 8,500 
people dead this year in this embattled 
Central American nation. 

At least nine priests, including Salvador 
Archbishop Arnulfo Romero, have been 
killed since 1977. 

In a weekly church bulletin, Orientacion, 
church leaders said, "The final explosion (in 
the ongoing political violence) is near." 

The bodies of Ita Ford and Maura Clarke, 
both of the Mary knoll Order from New York 
City; Dorothy Kazel, of the UrsaJJne Order 
from Cleveland, Ohio, and Jean Donovan, a 
lay religious worker also from Cleveland, 
were found shot to death by the side of a 
rural road Wednesday. Authorities said they 
were murdered the day before. 
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Cabinet decisions due this week 
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Ronald Reagan 

said Sunday he would announce at least 
some members of his Cabinet this week. 

Speaking to reporters briefly after at- 
tending worship services at the Bel Air 
Presbyterian Church, Reagan replied "this 
coming week" to a question on when he 
would announce his Cabinet. "I don't know 
which day," he said. 

The president-elect also confirmed that he 
had sent a message to Egypt and Israel 
saying he believed in the Camp David peace 

process and did not intend to change it 
without their consent. 

"That meassage has been sent, yes," 
Reagan replied when questioned about 
reports that his foreign affairs adviser, 
Richard Allen, had sent such a message 
through Mideast peace negotiator Sol 
Linowitz. 

There was concern in both Israel and 
Egypt that Reagan might try to go outside 
the Camp David accords in trying to 
negotiate a Mideast peace. 
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OLYMPUS 
Never before 

"SO MUCH SLR 
FOR SO LITTLE." 

OM-10 is the 35mm SLR compact 
with features you'd expect from much 
higher priced cameras. Or never 
expect from an SLR at any price! 

The OM-10 features fully 
automatic "off-the-film" direct light 
measurement (OTF), measuring 
the light that actually reaches the 
film surface during exposures from 
a full 2 seconds to 1/1000. 

During self-timer 
operation the 
OM-10 beeps and 
blinks with a super 

bright LED. 
The big, brilliant viewfinder has 

an LED that lights when your flash 
is fully charged and then blinks to 
confirm correct flash exposure. 

The OM-10 is part of a total OM 
System of over 300 lenses and acces- 
sories that let your camera expand as 
your photographic skills grow. 

It's so surprisingly low priced 
you'll be thrilled at 
being able to 
afford so much 
camera. 

OM-10 is the camera 
demonstrated on TV 
by Cheryl Tiegs 

Our Gold Card Club entitles you 
to 10% off your film and photo 
finishing for one year. To join, 
just purchase your 35mm SLR 
from Manhattan Camera. 
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Teletex: Idea of the future sends 
written messages to TV viewers 

By ROGER AESCHLIMAN 
Staff Writer 

It's television of the future, two steps 
ahead of video-cassettes, electronic video 
games and cable TV. 

It's called teletext, and if CBS has its way, 
teletext technology will not only be 
developed but standardized in the United 
States in the near future. 

"Teletext" is a generic term for modern 
electronic systems which send words and 
images concurrently with the regular 
television signal. The script or graphics 
can't be seen on the regular picture unless a 
special decoder is attached to the television 

Science & technology 
set. With the decoder in place, the images 
appear on the screen much in the same 
manner as subtitles to movies, closed 
captioning or the small weather warning 
emblems most stations broadcast during 
storms. 

The teletext transmissions will include a 
variety of information from news, weather 
and sports to advertisments for grocery 
stores. Train, bus and plane schedules will 
be offered as well as anything else a 
programmer can think of and an advertiser 
will pay for. 

THE UNITED States has fallen behind in 
this area of technology, perhaps as much as 
five to 10 years. It came as a shock to some, 
and appeared threatening to others when 
CBS endorsed a little-known French teletext 
system called Antiope, and petitioned the 
Federal Communications Commission 
(FCC) to adopt the Antiope system as the 
national standard, according to a recent 
article in Science magazine. 

Officials from ABC and NBC are yelling 
foul, as well as representatives from 
television manufacturers, according to the 
article. The networks are afraid the systems 
will cut into advertising revenues, and can't 
understand the motive behind the methods 
of CBS. 

"There's no question that teletext 
threatens CBS's advertising revenues," 
Julius Barnathan, ABC president for 
broadcast operations, was quoted as saying 
in the article. 

"I don't understand it. I've talked to the 
highest authorities over there (CBS), and all 
they say is 'you can't hide from progress.' 
Who wants to hide from progress? Let the 
teletext people compete with us, but why 
should we help them? " 

IN THE SAME article, Walter Ciciora, 
research and development manager for 
Zenith said he doubted the marketability of 
the Antiope systems. 

"Any of the experimental Antiope 
systems you see around are bigger than a 
suitcase. They haven't put it on a chip (a 
electronic micro-chip) and when they finally 
do the whole thing will be more expensive 

Boston mass transit 
resumes operation 

BOSTON (AP) —The nation's oldest mass 
transit system resumed operation with 
reduced service Sunday after a one-day 
shutdown at the height of the Christmas 
shopping season. Legislators agreed to an 
emergency $41 million bailout that Gov. 
Edward King said averted "weekday 
shutdowns." 

Barry Locke, acting head of the transit 
authority, announced immediate cutbacks 
in 32 of the system's 177 bus routes and on 
three of the 10 commuter rail routes in 
January. 

Officials warned more service cuts were 
in the offing for the financially troubled 
system, which serves 260,000 daily com- 
muters in the Boston area with trains, 
buses, subways and trolleys. 

The budgetary impasse that halted the 
system was broken at midnight Saturday, 24 
hours after service stopped, with enactment 
of legislation reorganizing the 
Massachusetts Bay Transportation 
Authority (MBTA). 

The compromise, which came after a 
week of legislative wrangling, authorized 
the MBTA to spend an additional $41 million 
this year to keep running. Legislators had 
agreed earlier that $10 million of the amount 
would be provided by the recent doubling of 
basic fares to50 cents. 

than the British system. The United 
Kingdom system is simpler and cheaper, 
and it's the only one in the world that's 
available right now," Ciciora said. 

Britain has two developed systems, 
Ceefax and Oracle. Both of these are more 
well known and tested. However, no 
American company has put more time or 
money into this new technology than CBS, 
and they are sticking with Antiope. 

"FCC officials say that CBS network 
interest in teletext is a boon, one that sooner 
or later will pay off for the consumer. As 
long as CBS is pushing it we're not going to 
ask a lot of questions,'" one official quoted 
by Science said. "Let's just say their are 
other fights we'd rather pick." 

According to the article, CBS officials 
maintain they are not worried about the loss 
of advertising revenues. 

"We don't see it as a threatening 
technology," Harry Smith, CBS vice 
president for technology, said in the article. 
"Our whole business is based on providing a 
service to the public. We figure teletext 
improves the total service we can provide." 

PAUL PRINCE, associate professor in 
journalism and mass communications, said 
he sees nothing sinister or underhanded in 
CBS's efforts to get Antiope established as 
the FCC standard. 

"The CBS reasoning for the Antiope 
system has nothing mystical about it. CBS 
could go out and develop it's own system, 
but it really isn't practical. CBS isn't stupid, 
they're just trying to adapt this new system. 
There's nothing wrong with French 
technology, it's just that they're usually 
ahead of their time," Prince said. 

Prince said the FCC has recently been 
leaning toward deregulation of the 
marketing of these systems, and if the trend 
continues, it would open the industry up for 
a flood of foreign competition. If a standard 
is not adopted soon, chaos could be the 
result, he said. 

THE REASON CBS is campaigning for 
Antiope is obvious, Prince said. If the FCC 
does adopt the Antiope system, CBS will 
have a head start The same situation ap- 
plies to ABC and NBC and the British 
systems they favor. 

Prince disagrees with the other networks' 
representatives when they say CBS is going 
to lose money with the coming of teletext. 
He said they may lose advertising money at 
the network level, but increased funds from 
subsidiary stations will more than make up 
for it. 

The reason for the loss of advertising 
money is that the viewer, holding a hand 
sized selector, could choose to call up local 
teletext readings, rather than watch the 
regular network commercial. 

"These guys at the local station level are 
sitting back licking their chops, thinking, 
'hey, more revenue.' But don't be fooled into 
believing that the networks will suffer. Each 

network owns five very profitable stations 
across the country. Increased profits for 
them, means increased profits for the 
networks. 

"You have to take CBS carryings-on with 
a grain of salt, because they are going to 
make money off the deal," Prince said. 

Rather than wheeling and dealing to 
arrange short-term profits, Prince said he 
believes CBS is just waiting for the standard 
to be established before moving ahead full 
speed. 

IMPRESSIONS 
HAIR CARE CENTER 

Creative hair design 
for men and women. 

Specializing in creative 
looks for the HOLIDAYS. 

OPEN MONDAY THRU 
SATURDAY 

EVENINGS TILL 8:00 
BY APPOINTMENT 

537-1332 
411 POYNTZ 

LOWER LEVEL MALL 

"SWE'COUPOM"] 
MK.VS 

WOMEN'S O   OFF 
PRESENT THIS COUPON FOR 15% OFF YOUR 

SHOES-BOOTS—CLOGS—NO LIMIT! 
COUPON GOOD THRU SATURDAY, DEC. 13, l»X0    | 

KELLER'S TOO \<;<;iKVii.i.r; 

onday 
adness 

$5.50 
Mondays only... 
pay only $5.50 for a 
16" large 1-item pizza 
plus 2 free cups of Pepsi. 
One coupon per pizza 
Good Mondays only... 

Fast, Free Delivery 
517 N. 12th St. 
539-0561 

10068/6311 

Fast, Free Delivery 
Call us: 
539-0561 
517 North 12th Street 

Free cup* of Fountain Pepsi! 
Just ask and you will receive two free cups 
of Pepsi with your pizza No coupon necessary. 

Our drivers carry less than $10.00. 
We reserve the right to limit our delivery area 

' 1980 Domino s Pizza. Inc 

J 
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On the line, Blackman 
produces for Wildcats 

By GREGG COONROD 
Attt. Sports Editor 

If Rolando Blackman has had a weakness 
it's been at the free throw line where his .690 
shooting percentage last season was the 
worst of K-State's current starting five. 

But Saturday night in Tucson, Ariz, it 
looked like a different Blackman standing at 
the line. He went six-for-six making his final 
two with 12 seconds remaining on the clock, 
giving the Wildcats their first close-call 
victory of the season, 55-53 over the 
University of Arizona. 

Sports 
"He's been there before. I guess that's the 

main thing you think about," coach Jack 
Hartman said when asked if Blackman was 
the player he wanted on the line with the 
game in the balance. 

K-State's first two games were walk- 
aways, 72-54 over Northern Iowa and 83-50 
over South Dakota, and it looked like the 
Wildcats were going to strut away once 
again as they opened up the game with a 14- 
point explosion. Over a period of three 
minutes the 'Cats broke from a 6-6 tie into a 
204 lead with 12:41 left in the first half. 

BUT THEN THE STORM of K-State field 
goals let up. Arizona failed to abandon ship 
and by manning the pumps was afloat again 
by half time down by only five, 33-28. 

Arizona forward Ron Davis came out 
gunning at the start of the second half with 
five straight field goals, one of which gave 
Arizona the lead for the first time, 44-43, 
with 11:55 left in the game. 

K-State regained the lead and went into a 
spread offense as the game remained close. 

With K-State ahead 53-52 Wildcat center 
Les Craft missed a shot, then fouled 
Arizona's Frank Smith going after the 
rebound sending Smith to the line to snoot a 
one-a nd-one with 1:32 left in the game. 

Smith made the first and missed the 
second knotting the score at 53-53. K-State 
brought the ball down court and coach 
Hartman called timeout. 

Nealy threw the ball in and K-State 
worked for the last shot. Blackman went up 
for a shot which was blocked and knocked 

out of bounds by an Arizona player. Black- 
man was fouled on the inbounds play which 
sent him to the line with 12 seconds to play. 
The foul had just put K-State in the penalty 
shooting situation. 

AS THE 10,757 FANS in McKale Center 
went crazy trying to destract the Olympic 
team guard, he remained unphased, hitting 
nothing but net. 

K-State's shooting percentage was an 
unimpressive 42 percent from the field, with 
Blackman hitting on 9 of 19 shots. However 
K-State controlled the boards 27-17 over a 
taller Arizona team. Nealy was the big man 
with eight rebounds. 

K-State's defense seems to be Jelling as K- 
State held Arizona to its lowest scoring 
output in the nine-year history of McKale 
Center. K-State also proved they could win 
on the road in clutch situations against a 
taller team, something they will obviously 
have to do later this season. 

A rundown of K-State scoring found 
Blackman with a season high of 24 followed 
by Tyrone Adams with 13, center Randy 
Reed and forward Ed Nealy had eight a 
piece and Tim Jankovich had two. K-State 
got no scoring help from their bench while 
Arizona got eight points from its bench. 

THE WILDCATS CONTINUE THEIR 
TOUR of the southwest traveling next to 
Tempe, Ariz, to play the powerful Arizona 
State Sun Devils tonight at 8:30 pm CST. 
ASU leads in the rivalry, 3-2, but the 'Cats 
have won the last two 101-74 in 1977 and 63-50 
last season. 

The last time K-State went south playing 
both of the Arizona teams they got more 
than a mild sunburn. They came back with 
blisters from back-to-back losses. 

As was K-State the Sun Devils, nationally 
ranked, were in the 1980 NCAA post-season 
tournament. The similarities don't end 
there. Both teams return with four starters 
and a member which made the United 
States Olympic team. ASU's Olympian is 7- 
foot center Alton Lister. 

Lister leads a mountain-range front line 
on the court for the Sun Devils. Senior Sam 
Williams at 6-8 and 66 Johnny Nash fill out 
the forward spots. Neither of ASU's guards 
6-? Lafayette Lever and 6-5 Byrone Scott are 
dwarfs. The game should be K-State's 
toughest of the season thus far. 

Women remain undefeated 
with win over Creighton 

The 14th—ranked K-State women's 
basketball team remained undefeated after 
disposing of Creighton 73-63 in Region VI 
play Saturday in Omaha, Neb. 

The Wildcats jumped to an 8-0 lead in the 
first two minutes of play and never 
surrendered the lead the rest of the game. 

Ahead 36-22 at halftime after shooting 48 
percent from the field, the 'Cats came onto 
the floor in the second half and improved to 
51 percent from the field even though they 
were outscored by four points. 

The Wildcats attack was led by senior co- 
captain guard Taryn Bachis. She led all 
scorers with 24 points on 10 field goals and 

K-State professor 
wins Topeka race 

Ron Sullivan, K-State professor in land- 
scape architecture, won the Mel Voss 
Memorial Sunflower State Marathon 
Saturday at Lake Shawnee in Topeka. 

His winning time was 2:51.07 over the 26- 
mile, 385-yard course which looped four 
times around Lake Shawnee. 

A veteran of 11 marathons, 35-year old 
Sullivan is preparing to run in the Boston 
Marathon next year. He said the damp, 40- 
degree weather was perfect for Saturday's 
race. 

"The course was hilly and there was not 
much relief. It was all up and down. I was 
second in the last one I ran in. I had the lead 
for a while but I got so excited I burned out," 
Sullivan said. 

Thirty-five of the 44 entrants finished the 
full marathon while another 68 runners 
completed the half-marathon which was 
won by Alvin Begay of Haskell Indian Junior 
College. 

four of four free throws. Tammie Romstad 
was responsible for 18 of the 'Cats points and 
Shelly Hughes chipped in with 17 points. 

Cathy Try on paced four Creighton players 
in double figures with 20 points, as its record 
drops to 1-5. 

K-State, now boasting a 7-0 record, had 
little trouble outshooting Creighton. The 
only problem the team faced was a 38-36 
rebounding edge held by Creighton. 

"We played well in the first half but didn't 
hit the boards like we should have," Wildcat 
coach Lynn Hickey said. "Creighton had a 
good inside game and tore up our zone 
defense." 

The game with Creighton was the first of a 
series away from home for the Wildcats. 
The women's next two games are Tuesday 
when they travel to Lincoln to face the 
University of Nebraska and Friday when 
they play at Wichita State. The 'Cats will 
end the series on Dec. 19 when they travel to 
Los Angeles to play in the UCLA Nike 
Tournament. 

In other Big 8 women's competition, the 
seventh-ranked Lady Jayhawks from the 
University of Kansas easily defeated the 
Iowa State Cyclones 99-48 in a game played 
Saturday night in Allen Fieldhouse. 

The leading scorer for the Jayhawks was 
KU's star player Lynette Woodard who 
scored 26 points. Woodard was perfect from 
the field connecting on 13 of 13 shots. 

The Lady Jayhawks and the Wildcats will 
have the first of their traditional regular 
season showdowns Jan. 27 when the 
Jayhawks come to Manhattan. 

GIVE TO YOUR 
American Cancer Society 

> h'lj/hl cancer 
■u:rf> J i h« kup 
 and a chetk. 

■ 

■ ■■■    ■» ■■■ink 

Tuesday, Dec. 9 

fulettiie 
11:15-130pm 

Buffet x 
Featuring: 

Ham with Cherry Sauce 
Chicken and   Rice 
Christmas Tree Rolls 
Gingerbread 

H 

Complete Buffet 
$3.25 

SALADS, RELISH PLATE, 
VEGETABLE. MAW ENTREE. 

BREAD. DESSERT. 
BEVERAGE 

Salad Buffet 
$2.50 

YOUR CHOICE OF 
SALADS. REUSH PLATE 

BREAD. 

k-state union 
bluemont buffet 
25 years of service 1956-1981 

BEVERAGE 

mm 0100 

MANAGEMENT PERSONNEL 
WANTED 

With the addition ol nw locations In Northeast KIHMI, Louisiana and 
Texas we an avidly looking for axporlancod restaurant managomant 

parson noL 
Qodfathsr-s Pizza Is looking for psopls with high porsonsl standards 
that can Insura Godfather's conslstontly high product quality. Paopla 
who haw tha leadership ability and managerial talant to mold a craw 
Into a productive unit. People with the wllllngnaaa to work hard and 
have a sense of responsibility to our customers. 
If you've got what H takea, we would like to talk to you about a re- 
warding cacaer with Godfather's Pizza. Turn In your reauma and a per- 
sonal Interview will be arranged. 

GODFATHER'S PIZZA OFFERS: 
• 110,000415,000 starting salary. 
• Promotions based on ability and merit, no seniority. 
• Major Medical, Llfa and Credit Union. 
• Incentive Programs. 
Join GODFATHERS PIZZA, tha largest, fastast growing franchise 
operation in the country. 

r Godfather's Pizza 
Contact Bill Wampler 

539-5303 
1120 La ramie 

Manhattan, KS 
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER, M/F 
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Agent wraps up 5-year pact 

Porter, Cards come to terms 
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) — Darrell 

Porter has agreed with the St. Louis Car- 
dinals to sign a five-year contract that would 
make him the highest-paid catcher in 
baseball, his agent has told the Associated 
Press. 

Porter's agent, Prank Knisley of Pitt- 
sburg, said the agreement was certified by 
an exchange of telegrams with the National 
League club at about 4 p.m. Saturday. 

The former Kansas City Royals catcher 
was on a honeymoon cruise, and couldn't be 
reached for comment immediately. 

"He has not signed yet because he is in the 
middle of the Caribbean on a boat," said 
Knisley. "But he is committed to sign. And 
the Cardinals are committed to sign him." 

Knisley said he had talked with Porter by 
ship-to-shore telephone three times during 
the weekend. 

"There was a huge variance in what the 
Cardinals were offering and what the 
Royals said they might offer," the agent 
said. "Darrell got angry with me and said, 
'You expect me to make up my mind on this 
boat?' 

"Yes I do," Knisley told Porter. "He 

finally said all right." 
Exact contract figures weren't available, 

but sources told The Associated Press the 
five-year agreement will make Porter, who 
started for the American League All-Stars 
in 1979, the game's highest-paid catcher. 

All-Star catcher Ted Simmons of the 
Cardinals is believed to be the highest-paid 
catcher now, at about $630,000 a year. 

Porter will be reunited in St. Louis with 
Whitey Herzog, his manager with the 
Kansas City Royals from 1977 through 1979. 
Porter credited Herzog with turning his 
career around after it hit rock bottom in 1976 
in Milwaukee. 

Porter recalled recently his first con- 
versation with Herzog before the 1977 
season. 

"What do you expect of me?" Porter 
asked Herzog. 

"I expect you to be one of the five best 
catchers in the league this year," Herzog 
said at the time. "Then next year, I expect 
you to be one of the two best. And the third 
year, I expect you to be the best catcher in 
baseball." 

In the opinion of many observers, that is 

exactly what happened. Porter hit .275 with 
60 RBIs in 1977, and .265 with 78 RBIs in 1978. 
Then in 1979, he batted .291, scored 101 runs, 
led the American League with 121 walks and 
tied the Royals' club record by driving in 112 
runs. He also appeared in all but five of the 
Royals' 162 games. 

Porter has said privately that Herzog, 
who was fired by the Royals after the 1979 
season and went to work in St. Louis last 
summer, was responsible for saving his 
career. 

Porter left spring training last March and 
entered a drug and alcohol rehabilitation 
center in Arizona. He missed the first month 
of the season and finished with a sub-par .249 
batting average and 51 RBIs. He was very 
reluctant to become a free agent, insisting to 
the end that he wanted to remain with the 
Royals. 

• 

You've never been known 
for your B.S. 

But you will now! 

Congratulations, Frank! 
Dad, Mom, Catherine, Ann, Diane, 
Marianne & Mike 

Trojans upset Irish hopes 
for national championship 

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Aw, shucks. Southern Cal has gone and 

messed everything up. And everyone but 
Notre Dame is thrilled about it. 

Sophomore tailback Michael Harper 
scored his second and third touchdowns of 
the football season Saturday and Southern 
Cal's stiffling defense, led by linebacker 
Chip Banks, dominated the Irish as the No. 

Chiefs bury Denver 
inKeme/sopener 

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) —Quarterback 
Bill Kenney, making his regular-season 
debut after nearly two seasons with Kansas 
City, rifled touchdown passes of 33 and 8 
yards Sunday to lead the opportunistic 
Chiefs to a 31-14 triumph over the Denver 
Broncos in National Football Leauge action. 

The victory left both teams at 7-7 and 
effectively extinguished the Broncos' hopes 
for a fourth straight berth in the NFL 
playoffs. 

Kenney, filling for injured starter Steve 
Fuller, completed 12 of 18 passes for 142 
yards and two touchdowns. He was sacked 
once for a 10-yard loss. 

The Chiefs buried the Broncos with four 
touchdowns in the second period, three 
coming on Denver turnovers. 

The first came after Ed Beckman and Cal 
Peterson downed a Kansas City punt on the 
Denver one. Two running plays got the 
Broncos to the 5 before Craig Morton threw 
a high, wobbly pass that safety Gary Bar- 
bara picked off for his eighth interception of 
the season, returning it to the Denver 37. 

One play later, Kenney fired a 33-yard 
pass over the middle to wide receiver J.T. 
Smith, who was open in the end zone. 

On their next possession, the Chiefs drove 
51 yards in 13 plays as Arnold Morgado 
muscled his way in from the one to give 
Kansas City a 14-0 lead. 

Kansas City nose tackle Ken Kremer set 
up the Chiefs' next score when he sacked 
Craig Morton on the first play after the 
kickoff and Morton fumbled. Linebacker 
Thomas Howard picked up the loose ball on 
the three and ran into the end zone un- 
touched. 

Denver took the ensuing kickoff and ran 
two plays before Jim Jensen fumbled on the 
Broncos' 43 and linebacker Gary Spani 
recovered. Kenney then capped a 43-yard, 
seven-play drive with an 8-yard toss to wide 
receiver Bubba Garcia with eight seconds 
left in the half. 

Elsewhere in the NFL Sunday; Atlanta 
edged Philadelphia 20-17, Cincinnati 
squeaked by Baltimore 34-33, Buffalo beat 
Los Angeles 10-7 in overtime, Minnesota 
defeated Tampa Bay 21-10, Cleveland got by 
the New York Jets 17-14, Washington an- 
nihilated San Diego 40-17, St. Louis edged 
Detroit 24-23, Chicago slugged Green Bay 61- 
7, Dallas beat Oakland 19-13, San Francisco 
slipped by winless New Orleans 38-35 in 
overtime and the New York Giants defeated 
Seattle 27-21. New England is at Miami 
tonight. 

17 Trojans upset No. 2 Notre Dame 20-3. 
Notre Dame now goes into the Sugar Bowl 

Jan. 1 against top-ranked Georgia in a game 
that had been billed as a battle for the 
national championship. 

Now, however, if Notre Dame beats 
Georgia, a lot of teams could be laying claim 
to the title. 

In the only other regular-season major 
college game played Saturday, third-ranked 
Florida State needed two second-half touch- 
down passes by Rick Stockstill to Hardis 
Johnson to defeat Florida 17-13. 

"I'm numb," Notre Dame coach Dan 
Devine said after his Irish suffered their 
first loss of the season, dropping their 
record   to  9-1-1. 

Harper, filling in for injured Marcus 
Allen, raced 6 yards for a second-period 
touchdown, putting Southern Cal ahead to 
stay. He scored from 10 yards out with 1:09 
remaining in the game. 

Eric Hipp kicked two field goals and the 
Trojans' defense was awesome, holding 
Notre Dame to 120 yards in total of- 
fense—only 39 in the first half. 

Tangerine Bowl-bound Florida took a 13-3 
halftime lead against Florida State on a 53- 
yard pass play from Wayne Peace to Tyrone 
Young in the opening period and second- 
quarter field goals of 38 and 36 yards by 
Brian Clark. 

But the Orange Bowl-bound Seminoles, 
who finished the season with a 10-1 record to 
Florida's 7-4, stormed back in the second 
half behind the passing of Stockstill, the 
receiving of Johnson and the running of 
second-string tailback Ricky Williams. 

Attention all KSU students! 
Has your fiddle (violin, viola, cello, bass) been 

buried alive in its case or cover all this time? 
Give it a breath of fresh air by joining along with the 

KSU Symphony to play Handel's Messiah during the 
"Messiah Sing Along" in McCain Auditorium on Sunday, 
Dec. 14 at 3:00 p.m. There will be rehearsals Monday 
(12/18) at 7:30 in McCain 201. Also Tuesday and Thurs- 
day at 2:30 in McCain 201. 

No audition is necessary to play and you can choose your own section (Violin I, 
Violin II, Viola, Cello, Bass). 

REMINDER 
Holy Day Today, Dec. 8 

Masses at St. Isidore's 
Noon, 4:00 p.m.# 5:30 p 

and 7:00 p.m. 

711 Denison 

b & I OPTICAL STUDIO 
Under New Ownership 

• Optical Prescriptions Filled 
• Present Lenses Copied to Fit 

Designer Frames 
• Prescription Sun Glasses 
• Frames Adjusted Free 
• Frames Repaired 

Large Selection of Fashion Frames 
No Appointment Necessary 

1210 Moro   •   537-1574 
Mon. - Fri. 9:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. 

Sat. 9:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m. 

J 
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Tigers win Show-Me; 
OSU edges Louisville 

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) - It's the same 
song, eighth verse. Everybody who shows 
up at Missouri's Show-Me Classic seems 
always to be playing for second place. 

This time it took Missouri's best overall 
effort of the still-young season, but coach 
Norm Stewart's 17th-ranked squad crushed 
Lamar Saturday night in the finals 92-70, 
marking the eighth straight time Missouri 
has won the Show-Me. And, considering this 
was just the eighth time the tournament has 
been staged, Missouri has compiled an 
enviable record indeed. 

BiglbasketbalT 
All in all, it was a good weekend for Big 8 

basketball teams. Kansas was home 
Saturday night and breezed past Oral 
Roberts 90-66. 

Oklahoma State, whose head coach, Paul 
Hansen, has been ill with hepatitis, whipped 
eighth-ranked defending national champion 
Louisville at Stillwater 72-71, on Eddy 
Hannon's desperation shot at the buzzer. 

Only Oklahoma and Nebraska were losers 
among Big 8 brethren. Tulsa downed the 
Sooners 84-75 while Creighton raced past the 
Huskers 66-61 in overtime. 

Hansen attended Oklahoma State's first 
five practices, then went to bed for two 
months with hepatitis. 

"This may set a new trend in coaching," 
he quipped. "Get a little hepatitis and not 
mess with the team." 

The way the Cowboys won was enough to 
put Hansen back in bed—with a heart at- 
tack. Oklahoma State held a 70-69 lead with 
1:50 left, but Louisville's Derek Smith was 
fouled and made both free throws to put the 
Cardinals on top by a point. As the Cowboys 
worked down court for the last shot, the ball 
was stolen by Louisville guard Roger Burk- 
man, and then he was fouled with four 
seconds remaining. 

After a time out, Burkman stood at the 
line with the opportunity to put the game 
away. But he missed the front end of a one- 
and-one, setting up Hannon's heroic shot 
that bought the screaming crowd of 6,600 to 
its feet. It was Hannon's only field goal. 

Louisville coach Denny Crum partially 
blamed the loss on his team's free-throw 
shooting. 

"They missed too many free throws," he 
said. 

Reserve center Leroy Combs led the 
Cowboys with 16 points while the Cowboys 
raised their record to 2-0 and plunged last 
year's national champs to 0-3. 

Missouri, ranked No. 11 in the Associated 
Press pre-season poll, opened its season 
with a dismal loss to Arkansas and barely 
nipped Division II entry Alaska-Anchorage 
two nights later. But the Tigers finally got 
on their game against a good Lamar team 
that entered the game with a 3-0 record. The 
Tigers built a 51-27 halftime and were never 
threatened. 

"What can you say?" Lamar Coach Pat 
Foster asked. "We were simply not ready to 
play the game, for what we were going up 
against. I think Missouri played awfully, 
awfully well." 

Missouri center Steve Stipanovich, 6-11 
sophomore center, scored 25 points, grabbed 
11 rebounds and was named the tour- 
nament's most valuable player. Freshman 
guard Shawn Teague tied a tournament 
record with 11 assists as the Tigers built 
their record to 4-1. 

"In those first 13 minutes we obviously 
played very well on both ends of the court," 
Missouri coach Norm Stewart said. "We had 
four or five different people who scored our 
first 15 points. We shot very well, handled 
the ball very well and passed good. We were 
a little more aggressive now." 

Oral Roberts coach Ken Hayes was 
similarly impressed with Kansas. 

"They shot the ball better than any KU 
team I've seen," he said. The Jayhawks, 
who made only 37.9 percent of their shots 
against Michigan Wednesday night, hit 55.7 
percent against ORU, and sizzled in the 
second half by making 20 of 30. 

"When you shoot well, you look good," 
Hayes said. "They looked super." 

Victor Mitchell, Kansas' 6-9 junior college 
transfer, scored a team-high 18 points, 
hitting 9 of 11 field goal attempts. 

DOUBLE YOUR GRADUATION OPTIONS 
PRE-ENROLL FOR THE 

WILDCAT ADVENTURE 

4&2$S&m *&•* 

RIFLERY ORIENTEERING 

LINE SCHEDULE 

Line if Course* Course Name Day Time 
1931 249-100 Mountaineering Mon. 0230 
1932 249-100 Mountaineering Tues. 0330 
1933 249-100 Mountaineering Mon. 0330 
1934 249-100 Mountaineering Thurs. 0830 
1937 249-102 Basic Riflery Mon. 0830 
1938 249-102 Basic Riflery Tues. 0930 
1939 249-102 Basic Riflery Wed. 0230 
1940 249-102 Basic Riflery Tues. 0830 
1941 249-102 Basic Riflery Wed. 0930 
1944 249-103 Orienteering Mon. 0830 
1945 249-103 Orienteering Tues. 0230 
1946 249-103 Orienteering Thurs. 1030 
1949 249-200 Leadership & Ldrs Mon. 0930 
1950 249-200 Leadership & Ldrs Tues. 0130 

FOR ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION CONTACT: 

CPT Leon Newbanks 
Room 104, 

Military Science Bldg. 
Phone—532-6754 

532-6755 

(ffi) Army ROTC 
Learn what it takes to lead. 

Military Science Dept KSU. Manhattan. KS 
•asaa ——— wm^ww  

a 

! 

l 
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Name: 

Circle one: 

Circle one: 

Phone Number: 

Local Address: 

Freshman   Sophomore 
Junior   Senior 

Mountaineering    Riflery 
Orienteering 

HOLIDAY SPECIAL 

15% OFF SALE 
ON ALL OUR 14KT GOLD EARRINGS! 

u Perfect gift for the woman who has everything." 
Affordable prices starting under $35.00 

Rose  Jewelers 
"Quality Jewelry at 
Affordable Prices" 

OSAGE EAST 
411N. 3rd 

Ph. 776-6793 
New Hoars: 10 a.m.-7 p.m. Mon.-Frl. 

10 a.m. -5 p.m. Sat. 

Take advantage of our 
SALE! 

Discount lasts only 
until Sat., Dec. 13th 
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Studying Tonight? 

The answer is not in the bottom of the ml 
If you drink, drink sensibly 

Alcohol Abuse Prevention project C$^K tor Stotont Development 532-64)4 
Funded by KUMI Social and Rehabilitation Service*. Alcohol and Drug Abuie Section. 
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Inflation's sharp bite 
could hurt retailers 

NEW YORK (AP) - "It isn't how much 
money there is in the family," said the 
Beacon Hill matron who lived threadbare in 
her browmtone on a dole from the family 
trust. "It's what you have to spend." 

Many Americans are finding the 
statement applies to them. And since it does, 
it could hurt retail sales and other 
businesses soon. Americans have lots of 
assets, but can they use them? On top of 
that, paychecks are losing in the contest 
with inflation. 

It is estimated that between the end of the 
first and third quarters of the year, con- 
sumer holdings of corporate stocks rose 
more than $260 billion, and the market value 
of houses $190 billion, 

Even if you discount for inflation, say 
economists at Goldman Sachs, the 
securities house, Americans in that period 
increased their real financial assets, in- 
cluding homes, by $146 billion to $2.16 
trillion. 

When you look at where the assets are you 
wonder how easy it is to tap those assets, 
even if some analysts consider consumers 
today to be more liquid than they were back 
in the recession of 1973-75. 

BE8IDES HOUSES and stocks, sizable 
assets are tied up in savings certificates, on 
which costly penalties are incurred if 
redeemed before maturity, and in short- 
term and long-term Treasury securities. 

While in theory most of these assets can be 
converted to cash, the realities are dif- 
ferent, especially in regard to housing. 

$1.3 million bridge 
mayend business 

PRESIDIO, Texas (AP) — In 1926, Frank 
Dupuy's father built a private toll bridge 
over the Rio Grande to link the United States 
and Mexico. The "temporary" wooden span 
eventually cost H.E. Dupuy his life, and now 
the family's days as border bridge barons 
are almost over. 

Following a U.S. Supreme Court decision, 
Presidio County and Mexico plan to build a 
$1.3 million bridge about 100 yards upriver 
from Dupuy's private, one-lane span. 

The Mexicans have said they will close 
their side of Dupuy's bridge when the new 
span opens, ending the family's $150,000 a 
year gross income from tolls. 

Dupuy says he's being put out of business 
by "political maneuvering," and he's bitter. 

The 600-foot bridge links this 
predominantly Hispanic Southwest Texas 
farming town of 1,600 with Ojinaga, Mexico, 
a city of about 20,000, along a key route to 
Chihuahua. The nearest bridge is 200 miles 
in either direction. 

The bridge has triggered demonstrations, 
court battles, political grudges, even 
shootings—including one that killed H.E. 
Dupuy. 

County officials say truckers avoid the 
bridge, fearing it might collapse. In 1976, 
Mexican protesters closed their side, 
complaining about its condition and the 
tolls. 

Residents of both nations complain the 
tolls are excessive, although Americans pay 
60 cents to cross in a car and Mexicans pay 
49 cents. 

"It does look like it's going to fall in," he 
concedes, but he adds that the bridge has 
been reinforced with steel and concrete. 

"Big butane trucks still cross on it—its 
load limit is the same as that for state high- 
ways, 83,000 pounds," he says. 

Dupuy was 10 years old when his father 
decided he could make more money by 
building a bridge over the Rio Grande in- 
stead of running a ferry. The county went 
along, and in 1926 the span was built- with 
temporary status. 

"The bridge was run for many years at a 
loss because traffic was so sparse. We 
finally got into the black about 1950," Dupuy 
said. It was about that time, he said, that the 
county became interested. 

"My dad was shot at three times in con- 
troversies over the bridge," he said. The 
first two shots missed. But in 1958, H.E. 
Dupuy was shot and killed by a com- 
missioner who thought Presidio County 
should build its own bridge. 

The commissioner, Clyde "Doc" Vaught, 
pleaded self-defense and was acquitted 

Plans now call for an international bridge, 
with the Americans and Mexicans splitting 
the cost. 

During the 1970s, for example, thousands 
learned to tap their home equity by 
refinancing. They considered it a good deal 
if they could withdraw $35,000 for education 
or automobile expenses even if it meant 
adding two percentage points to the interest 
on their mortgage. 

Times are different now. To reopen a 
mortgage might mean an additional six 
percentage points. 

Second mortgages are widely advertised 
as a solution to that problem because they 
allow the first mortgage to remain un- 
touched. But such so-called equity loans 
may cost nearly 20 percent. 

Stocks are more liquid, but again the 
theory is more understandable than im- 
plementable. How many people seek to sell 
stocks when the market is rising? Few, 
unfortunately. That's why markets rise. 

High ticket items for the consumer are 
postponable, as surveys have shown. In 
almost every instance, those interviewed 
say that in a pinch they could cut back 
significantly for travel, furnishings and 
automobiles. 

Generally speaking, when household 
assets rise, as they have in recent months, 
consumers begin to feel more confident, and 
confidence is often followed by a buying 
spree. 

But when you consider how difficult it is to 
get hold of those funds, and so expensive, 
you wonder if people aren't just going to 
postpone purchases. Especially when in- 
flation is shrinking paychecks. 

Suspect cleared 
of hiker murders 

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — A man who 
turned himself in for questioning Sunday in 
connection with the slaying of seven hikers 
in Northern California was released and was 
not considered a suspect in the case, police 
said. 

"He was interviewed in the presence of his 
attorney, and they (police) came to the 
conclusion he is not a suspect any longer in 
this case," said Sgt. Mike Pera. 

Pera said the man's "face was very 
close" to the composite drawing of a man 
wanted in connection with the slayings. He 
declined to identify the man, who he said 
answered questions voluntarily and was 
"very cooperative." 

Sgt. Robert Quinn said the dark-haired 
man was being treated at St. Mary's 
Hospital for a "minor medical problem" 
when emergency room doctors decided he 
resembled composite drawings of the slayer 
and called police. 

Quinn said the man voluntarily went along 
with police. 

"It's someone who fits the description, 
that's it," Candy Marziano, a Marin County 
sheriff's spokeswoman, had said earlier 
about the man who was questioned. 

The bodies of four hikers were discovered 
by authorities last week at the Point Reyes 
National Seashore about 25 miles north of 
San Francisco. Three hikers have been slain 
on Mount Tamalpais, just south of Point 
Reyes, since August 1979. 

Investigators say they think the seven 
murders were committed by the same 
person. 

AN INVESTMENT 
IN WARMTH 

THEPATHFI^DE^ 
OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT 

SPECIALISTS 

1111 Moro Aggieville 

Mon.-Thurs. 10-8:30, Fri. til6, 
Sat. til 5, Sun. 1-5 

SuperStation WTBS brings you a holiday-spirited 
NCAA bowl schedule. From the first explosive 
match-up of the season—The 3rd Annual Garden 
State Bowl- to the 22nd Annual Bluebonnet Bowl, 
ranked among the nation's top classics, on New 
Year's Eve .On the SuperStation for college football 
bowls, WTBS... America's Rising Star. 

11:30 PM 
Meadowlands, N.J. 

8:00 PM 
San Diego, Calif. 

Sun., Dec. 14 
GARDEN STATE BOWL 
Fri.Dec. 19 
HOLIDAY BOWL 
Sat., Dec. 20 
TANGERINE BOWL 
Sat., Dec. 27 
HALL OF FAME BOWL 
Wed., Dec. 31 
BLUEBONNET BOWL 

7:00 PM 
Orlando, Florida 

7:00 PM 
Birmingham, Ala. 

7:00 PM 
Houston, Texas 

INSTALL CABLE TV TODAY AND ENJOY 
DECEMBER SERVICE FREE! 

PAY ONLY '10 INSTALLATION; SAVE UP TO '23.40. 

MANHATTAN CABLE T.Y. 

CABLE 
CHANNEL 

610 Humboldt 776-9239 
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Nectar of the Gods or brew of the devil? 

It's liquor vs. no liquor in Kentucky county 
CADIZ, Ky. (AP) - Voters in rural Trigg 

County plan to rise early Tuesday, don their 
Sunday best and head for the polls, some for 
the first time in their lives. 

What has folks in these parts all stirred up 
five weeks after other ballot boxes were put 
back on the shelves is not Republican vs. 
Democrat or liberal vs. conservative. 

It's liquor vs. no liquor. End of discussion. 
End of ballot. 

Newcomers don't understand it. Tourists 
are perplexed. Everyone knows Kentucky is 
the home of moonshine and fine bourbon 
whiskey. 

So what is prohibition doing here? 
"Pretty strange, isn't it?" Trigg County 

Judge Zelner Cossey says in his rich country 
drawl. 

"We make it, and somebody else drinks it. 
And it isn't too bad a product we make, is 
it?" 

WHILE KENTUCKY, claims bourbon as 
its most celebrated export, Cossey says, the 
state is also a Baptist stronghold. 

As a result, Kentucky is a state which 
produces 60 percent of the nation's bourbon, 
yet boasts the highest percentage of 
territory where it cannot be sold. Of its 120 
counties, 94 have voted themselves 
dry—including Bourbon County. 

There are few undecideds in the debate 
over drink; for most, liquor is either the 
nectar of the gods or the brew of the devil. 

Still, with the help of bootleggers, the 
imbibers and teetotalers have co-existed 
peacefully for years. The peace is about to 
be put to the test in Trigg County. 

There's a long cast of characters—from 
Phil Phillips, the Canton businessman who 
heads the "wet" forces, to Lurline Hum- 
phries of Cadiz, who became Kentucky's 
first female sheriff during the tumultuous 
'30s, the last time Trigg County was wet. 

AND THE SCENARIO features spots such 
as Golden Pond, once the moonshine capital 
of the nation. 

Golden Pond is now dry as a bone thanks 
to the Tennessee Valley Authority, which 
evicted the town's 350 families when it built 
Kentucky and Barkley lakes in 1969 as part 
of the enormous TVA flood-control and 
power-generating project. 

The town that once sent its home brew as 
far away as New York and Chicago is now 
just a dot on the map on a 170,000-acre 
peninsula known as Land Between the 
Lakes. 

Along with power, the TVA project also 
generates tourism, a note often sounded by 
the pro-liquor forces. 

Phillips complains that Trigg County isn't 
capitalizing on tourism. "The major Mid- 
western tourist attractions all are wet and 
have taken advantage of the growth and 
prosperity that legalized alcohol can bring," 
he says. 

HE CONTENDS that investors won't build 
restaurants, hotels or entertainment 
facilities here as long as people keep ban- 
ning booze. 

And Trigg County could use such in- 
vestment. As Phillips points out, the recent 
completion of Interstate 24 is keeping 
traffic, and the business it used to bring, five 
miles away from Cadiz, the biggest town 
with a population 2,000. He also cites studies 
indicating the county's 13.7 percent 
unemployment rate will rise because of the 
poor economic outlook for farming. 

"The whole motive is economic," Phillips 
said. 

He also emphasizes that going wet would 
mean no more than licensing three package 
stores for the entire county. By law, taverns 
may operate only in cities fourth class and 
above. Cadiz is fifth class. 

"We're just shooting for package liquor. 
People need not worry about slobbering 
drunks on the streets," Phillips said. 

Hogwash, says Lurline Humphries. "I 
was the sheriff when it was wet before, and 
you couldn't be on the street without a 
drunk. 

"When my brother was sheriff, he used to 
say there was no use going to bed on a 
Saturday night. There was always a fight, 
and it went on as long as there was liquor 
around." 

As far as she's concerned, the economic 
argument is also all wet. "I don't think 
money means as much as peace and quiet," 
she sniffs. 

LINDA BURNAM AGREES, despite 
feeling the area's economic problems more 
sharply than most—her children's clothing 
store closed in June, soon after 1-24 rerouted 
traffic away from the Cadiz. 

"But I don't think liquor stores lining the 
streets of Cadiz would have made any dif- 
ference," Burnam says. 

She said she has "never seen any good 
come of drinking a drop or a gallon  (of 

liquor), and I'm very much against it being 
sold in my city." 

Her views are echoed by Delbert Butts, 
director of the state's Temperence League. 

Butts knows the numbers by heart. The 
evils of liquor contribute, he says, to 50 
percent of all child abuse cases, more than 
half of all homicides and fatal car accidents, 
33 percent of all rapes. His figures come 
from the National Institute of Alcholism and 
Alcohol Abuse, part of the federal Health 
and Human Services Department. 

Amidst all the arguing sits Zelner Cossey. 
His duties as judge preclude him from 
taking a public position, but he will say that 
a huge turnout is expected at the polls 
Tuesday. 

By the time cocktail hour rolls around, all 
should know. 

Ryrie N.A.S. Study Bible 
From Moody Press 

at your 

Christian Gift Center 

Congress to face money issues 
WASHINGTON (AP) — The lame-duck 

Congress begins this week as it began last, 
driving for adjournment but facing money 
matters and civil rights controversies that 
must be resolved before its members can go 
home. 

Most of the work is in the Senate, which is 
girding for a showdown Tuesday on a "fair 
housing" bill to enforce the 1968 civil rights 
law banning discriminiation in housing. 

Behind that is an interim appropriations 
bill to keep the federal government in 
money after Dec. 15, and to give members of 
Congress a pay raise of about $10,000 a year. 

The House faces one final controversy, 
with a vote likely on an attempted override 
of President Carter's promised veto of a $9.1 
billion appropriations bill with an anti- 
busing provision. It takes a two-thirds vote 
to override a veto, and House Sepaker 
Thomas O'Neill (D-Mass.) says Carter can 
win 

Congressional leaders originally had 
hoped to adjourn the House and Senate for 
the year last Friday. Now, the Senate looks 
ready to work most of this week at the least. 
and   perhaps   until   Christmas. 

The House, with most of ts business 
completed, is scheduled to meet on Tuesday. 

Senators broke a five-day legislative 
logjam Friday night when they agreed to a 
showdown on Tuesday on the fair housing 
bill. If liberal supporters of the measure win 

two procedural tests, includng one that 
requires 60 votes, Democratic Leader 
Robert Byrd of West Virginia says he will 
keep the Senate in session "until it (the bill) 
is disposed of one way or another." 

CHRISTIAN TV 
IS COMING TO MANHATTAN IN 1981 

A wide variety of Christian programming will be broadcast 24-hours 
daily on the UHF Band. We are seeking financial support for the 
$78,000 project. More than VA of the needed amount has already been 
raised. We would like an opportunity to talk to your church, Fellow- 
ship, or prayer group. 

Stan Hoerman 
537-1940 

Please call: 
Gary Johnson 

539-7088 
Sponsored by 

Jerry Zovne 
539-3851 

FULL GOSPEL BUSINESS MEN'S FELLOWSHIP INTERNATIONAL 
MANHATTAN CHAPTER 

1000 N   MANHATTAN       MANHATTAN. KANSAS 6*502 

Hey! Kim (ChipmunkCheeks) 
Happy 20th. 

Your Roomie 

5 - 8 PM ON 
TUESDAY NIGHTS 

BUY ONE 

GET ONE FREE 
VISTAS OWN HOMEMADE CHILI. .. made from fresh 
ground beef and served hot and delicious 
with crispy crackers! 

ALL THIS MONTH 
SAVE $1.15 

RESiaURATVTS 
Qraat Food • Great Service • Vista and you! 

1911 Turtle Creek Blvd. 

!    ■ 
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HOLIDAY GIFT BOOK SALE 
UP TO 80% ON FINE GIFT BOOKS 

SALE IS IN PROGRESS NOW 
Quantities Limited 

MMI9. BABY ANIMALS. By J Burton Nearly 100 Full Color 
Photo* Beautiful vol HlWd with phoioi of all torn of adorable, op 
pealing baby animals Big babies, small babies, water babies, wild 
babies, domesticated babies    they're all here 8xl0'/j 3.98 

273381. THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE CAT. By A Sayer 
Nearly 400 Full Color Photos and lllus Beautifully illus vol la 
chock fuP of info and photos of all breeds of cats and kittens 
Covers all aspects of keeping and understanding cats. incl biology, 
evolution, psychology, behavior; heredity, more Detailed prac- 
tical sections on cat care and breeding with extensive advice on 
velennary problems, show Info . etc With A Z glossary of feline 
terms H'/sxll'/i 

Eitra Value Import Only $10.98 

224038    THE  ENCYCLOPEDIA  OF THE  HORSE.   500 
Photos and Illus 300 In Full Color An equestrian "bible" with 
over 200 breeds fully described and ail lllus . phia detailed guide to 
buying and breeding horses, every aspect of horse care and 
management, all types of equestrian sports, role of the horse In 
history, more 

Extra Value Import Only 110.98 

249456 THE ORIGINAL WATER-COLOR PAINTINGS BY 
JOHN JAMES AUDUBON FOR THE BIRDS OF AMERICA. 
431 Exact Reproductions In Full Color from the Original Collec- 
tion Text by Marshall B Davidson Audubon's priceless original 
paintings have been reproduced in Full Color with photographic 
accuracy Over 1060 birds plus hundreds of flowers, shrubs and 
trees, all suitable for framing Sumptuous paper and binding, 852 
Pages.weighs 12lbs llxl.'l'/r 
On'! Pub ln2Vols at $75 00 

NOT. complete OSM Vol. Ed Only (29.95 

309777. THE ORIGIN OF SPECIES. By Charles Darwin 
Nearly 100 lllus Superb new edition of the book that 
revolutionized the study of biology and permanently altered man's 
idea of his earthly origins Distinguished as one ol the most 
readable and accessible works ol the scientific imagination ever 
written, this edition is exquisitely lllus with the work of masterful 
19th century engravers Handsomely bound and stamped in 
simulated leather and gold Special Only $5.98 

K002S7. THE NEW WEBSTER ENCYCLOPEDIC DIC- 
TIONARY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE. Iiscmdlne a 
Dictionary of Synonym* and 12 supplementary reference sec 
lions Popular Quotations. Classical Mythology. Business Law & 
Finance. Names. The Story ol America In 332 Pictures. 211 Flags 
In Color, Biographies of the Presidents with their pictures in color. 
Space Age Terms with 15 plates In color More than 1400 pages. 
large formal HVrxll'/s. 2'/« Inches thick, weight over 5 lbs 
Handsome leatherllke binding with simulated gold stamping and 
edges, head and footbands Pub at $39 95 Only $14.98 

279142. THE TOLKIEN COMPANION. By J E A Tyler Ex 
plore the riches of "Middle Earth" with this complete reference 
guide—Invaluable for all those entranced by the beslseBng 
Tolkien Trilogy A thorough compilation of facts, names, and dales 
occurring in that famous series, along with the elvish writing 
systems, detailed maps, and geneologKal tables of the inhabitants 
of "Middle Earth " 
Orkj Pub at$1295 NOT. complete**) Only $4 98 

023857.      ITALIAN REGIONAL 
COOKING 

By Ada Boni 

144 Pages of Full 
Color Photos 

600 delicious and 
authentic recipes 

{Here is real Italian 
KS"       ^g—mjj     cooking    the culi 

mjjjRj nary   treasures   of 
r> the  countryside, 
I; seacoast, cities and 

tiny mountain trea- 
sures presented in a 
stunning, lavishly 
illus. vol. All 600 
recipes have been 
fully tested and 
adapted to Ameri 
can kitchens. Incl. 

Cannelloni Napoletana, Tortino Zucchine, Pasta 
Verde, Minestrone alia Genoese, Peperoni ala 
Bagna Caude, hundreds more. 

Pub. at $19.95 

A*B* 

Only $10.98 

All the Charm of This Children's Favorite In One Volume 
316870. PETER RABBITS 

GIANT TREASURY 
Ed. and with an Introduction by C. Wilkins 

Over 220 Full Color Ittus. 

Enchantirvgly illus. volume features eight of Beatrix Potter's classic 
children's stories: The Tale of Peter Rabbit, The Tailor of Glouces- 
ter, The Tale of Squirrel Nutkin, The Tale of Benjamin Bunny, 
The Tale of Two Bad Mice, The Tale of Mrs. Tiggy-Winkle, The 
Pie and the Patty-Pan, The Tale of Mr. Jeremy Fisher. 3!4 x 11. 

Special Only $3.98 

274242. FRANK BABER'S MOTHER GOOSE. Selected by R. 
Spriggs. Full Color Paintings Throughout. One of the most complete 
collections of nursery rhymes ever published—loaded with beautiful, 
authentic 18th century illus. Incl. all the familiar rhymes plus lesser 
known classics. 8V4xlO'/2. Pub. at $4.95. Only $2.98 

LARGE SELECTION OF CALENDARS, 
KLIBAN CAT ITEMS, AND MUCH MORE. 

256010. GREAT ARCHITECTURE OF THE WORLD. Nearly 
800 Photos and Illus . Over 440 In Full Color Magnificently illus 
history of the world's greatest buildings pictures and explains man's 
finest architectural achievements from Stonehengc to the 20th 
Century Over 320 specially created cutaway drawings (174 In Full 
Color) depict buildings from Inside and out and from different 
angles This superlative vol. covers every mafor style and Incl. the 
works of the world's foremost architects Pub. al $29 95 

Oral* $14.88 

2672SX THE COLLECTORS ENCYCLOPEDIA OF AN- 
TIQUES- Ed by P Phillips Over 2,000 Photos and lllus . Incl. 
200 In FuD Color Complete guide. Indexed and cross referenced, 
covers all areas of American antiques and shows the Influence of 
British and European pieces Arranged according to categories, 
thb definitive work incl the care, repair and restoration of rugs, 
ceramics, musical pieces, needlework, paperweights, furniture, 
jewelry, bottles, pewter, stiver, toys, plus appendix of museums 
and Index of sale rooms and thee practices, more 8'/ixll 
Pub at $25 00 New, complete ed Only $14 98 

223651. GRAY'S ANATOMY: The Claealc Color Collec 
tore Edition 780 Detailed llkis and Diagrams, Incl 171 Color 
Plate*. This landmark 1901 edition of one of the greatest refer- 
ence works of all time Is a musl for physicians, students artists, 
and the medlcaly curious. The 1248 page text is teeming with 
fascinating information New Intro . quality printing, handsome 
binding, and a fantastic low price Only $7.88 

318504   THE IMPRESSIONISTS AND THEIR ART. By R 
Ash. 135 Full Color Plates Handsomely produced book surveys 
the fuD magnificence of Impressionist art, from Monet's brilliantly 
colored view of Rouen Cathedral to Degas' ephemeral visions of 
the ballet and Manet's once-shocking nude In The Picnic. 
Describes the Impressionists struggle against poverty and the 
hostility of the official art establishment, as well as their per- 
severance and eventual recognition as artistic visionaries 9x12 

Special Only $10.98 

149437 VAN GOGH. By A Martini 59 FuB Color Plates Sum 
ptuously lllus vol explores the hie and works ol this brilliant, un 
conventional and passionate impressionist The carefully 
reproduced full color plales are individually explained by concise 
interpretative notes 

29625X THE LOVE OF MOUNTAINS. By M Poole 100 Full 
Color Photos Breathtaking celebration of the world's major moun • 
tain ranges, from the massive Himalayas to the gentle Ap- 
palachians Describe* and illustrates their diverse wildlife and color- 
ful vegetation, mountain geology and man's intrepid explorations 
Superb action photos capture the )oys of skiing and moun- 
talneerlng 9'/«xl2vr Spocial Oar* $6.98 

9:00-9:00 M-S 12-5 Sunday 
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Donahue claims 
def usion the key 
to survival today 

By GLENNA MENARD 
Contributing Writer 

"I'm happy. I'm happy. I'm happy." If a 
person can say it often enough he begins to 
believe it, says Phil Donahue in his book 
entitled "Donahue" by Phil Donahue & Co. 

This is how Donahue says most American 
women live, deluding themselves so they 
can survive. Donahue describes today's 
young mother who watches his show. 

"She is running to stay abreast of change. 
She is curious about the women's movement 
but somewhat suspicious of its leaders. She 
believes in equal pay for equal work, but she 
likes 'to have doors opened for me.' She 

Collegian review 
thinks 'femininity' is very important, but 
she is not sure what the word mean- 
s...underneath all the speeches she senses 
that the celebrity feminist is looking her 
right in the eye and saying, 'Baby, you've 
had it.' And she resents it... 

"Then she sits down and writes a letter to 
me complaining about these 'women lib- 
bers,' concluding with the words, 'I'm 
happy, I'm happy, I'm happy.' Underlined 
in crayon..." 

Donahue talks a lot about happiness in his 
book. And a lot about delusion. In the book, 
he seems to be able to bring out the same 
type of honesty in himself as he is able to do 
with the guests on his show. And it is that 
honesty that makes the book so worth 
reading. 

Whether or not a person likes Donahue or 
his talk show, he will learn from this man 
who so vividly brings both humor and 
seriousness to pages of his autobiography. 

A graduate of Norte Dame, Donahue 
churns as he relives what he classes as the 
"phases of his life." He tells of how he was a 
devout Catholic until June 1969. He and his 
wife and three other couples gathered to 
question the bishop about the building of a 
new church when other people needed the 
money more. The bishop told them, "The 
poor we will always have with us." 

The $1 million building was built anyway, 
says Donahue. 

"It is, most of the time, empty and 
dark...Of the four couples who orginally 
gathered to challenge the decision to build 
the church...none, repeat none, goes to 
church. Any church." 

Donahue's first guest on his first show was 
Madalyn Murray O'Hair, a proclaimed 
atheist. Donahue tells of the horror that ran 
through an audience who hadn't accepted 
such honesty. He says he is often surprised 
that his audience doesn't walk away 
resenting him for making them think. 

Included in the book is a section which is a 
collection of stills from television shows 
which were banned in certain areas of the 
country. Along with each is the explanation 
given by the station for why the show was 
not aired. Censored were shows on abortion, 
McDonalds, reverse vasectomies, cook- 
books, Screw magazine editor Al Goldstein, 
lesbian mothers, mistresses and expandable 
penile implants. 

While the subject matter has caused 
Donahue problems, so have some of his 
guests. He writes of an incident when an 
ambulance was called ten minutes before 
air time because Sammy Davis Jr. was 
believed to be having a heart attack. It was 
heart burn. 

The book is educational, entertaining and 
informative. Donahue has opinions, 
questions, and advice which are not only 
delightful to read but expressed by a man 
who studied and questioned hundreds of 
other people and issues. The book is deeply 
serious in some places—it makes the reader 
think. Donahue knows where to insert the 
humor in the right places to keep the reader 
from feeling resentful or burdened. The 
same techinque he uses so well when dealing 
with an audience and his guests is applied 
just as effectively in the chapters of his life. 

DON'T LET 

Tor frer information, writr lo: 
DRI NKDRIVFR. Box 2345 
Rorkvillc. Maryland 208S2 

Buy-: 

Here 
are some 

answers to 
often asked questions. 

Question: 
Answer*. 

How does the Union Bookstore determine now much your 
books are worth when you soil them bock? 

If the Bookstore has notification from the instructor that the 
books are to be re-adopted for use the next semester, and if the 
Bookstore does not already have a sufficient stock on hand, then 
you will be offered 60 per cent of the publisher's current list price. 

For example: if a book sells for $10.00 new and it meets the 
requirements noted above, the book would be bought from you for 
$6.00. 

If the Bookstore has not received notice that the book will be 
used again, or if it already has a sufficient stock on hand, the book 
would be worth the current wholesale price as indicated by one of 
the nation's largest jobbers of used textbooks. 

If you have any questions about the pric*> oeing paid for a text- 
book, the buyer will be happy to answer any questions which you 
may have regarding the price paid. 

Question: 
Answer: 

Is 60 per cent the usual price paid 
for textbooks around the country? 

Definitely not. Most stores in the United States pay only SO per cent for 
books being used again. The Union Bookstore Is one of the few stores 
which pays 60 per cent. And remember, we pey cash. You don't have to take 
your money out In trade. 

Question: 
Answer: 

Whet about paperbacks? Ooee the 
•0 per oent policy apply to them too? 

Yes. The Union Bookstore does not penalize you on paperbacks. If they 
are being used again, and If the bookstore needs them, you will receive 60 
per cent of the publisher's list price. 

It the publisher's price has gone up since I bought my books, 
will I receive the benelit of that price increase? Question: 

ef%   **/% OTatFaOTT** Yes  Fof instan<:e- '' y°u bought your book for $9.00 and the 
jDL JUO VW Vi •  publisher's list price is now $10.00, vou will get $6 00, not $5 40 

Tflfe will buy books: 
Wednesday, Dec. 10 
thru 
Friday, Dec. 12 

Saturday, Dec. 13 

Monday,Dec. IS 
thru 
Friday, Dec. 19 

union 

8:18 am 
to 

448 pm 
10:18 am 
3:48 pm 

8:18 am 
to 

4:48 pm 
^1CAL: 

bookstore 
25 years of service 1956-1981 0301 
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Apparent extortion try 
closes Texas stores 

Collegian 
classifieds 

WACO, Texas (AP) - No browsing, 
checking or sacking took place Sunday at 
the six H-E-B Food Stores in this central 
Texas city. Instead, every item was 
removed for checking after an apparent 
extortion attempt in which a telephone 
caller said he laced grocery products with 
poison. 

"We've been working all night," H-E-B 
Co. vice president Bill Ault said Sunday. 
"We hope we'll be able to get the old stock 
out of the stores by working throughout the 
day." 

The effort came after two unsuccessful 
attempts to connect with the anonymous 
male caller, who demanded $60,000, 
authorities said. 

Everything "from meats to baby rattles" 
was being removed from the supermarkets, 
Ault said. He said any merchandise that 
might have been contaminated would be 
thrown out. 

AULT WOULD not reveal how much the 
effort would cost, saying only: "We know 
but I've been asked not to say. It is a very, 
very large sum, though." 

The anonymous caller made his first 
threat Thursday, said police Lt. Marvin 
Morton, demanding $60,000 to disclose the 
location of poison he said he put in three of 
the six H-E-B stores here. 

He did not specify which stores or name 
the poison he allegedly used, authorities 
said. 

Horton said police and store officials 
arranged a 7 p.m. "drop" in a city park near 
the Brazos River, but the caller did not give 
specific instructions on where and how to 
deliver the money. 

Officers waited until midnight Thursday, 
but no one showed up, said Horton. 

THERE WAS another call Friday, and 
this time the demand was more specific, the 
lieutenant said. The caller ordered store 
officials to leave the money on a street in 
Gholson, a town about 15 miles north of 
Waco. Police and FBI agents delivered a 
locked metal suitcase to the drop point, 
Horton said, and it later appeared to have 
been moved—but it was not taken. 

Officers did not say whether the money 
was inside the case. By late Saturday, 
Horton said, there had been five telephone 
calls, all to the same supermarket. 

In a Saturday press release, officials of 
the Corpus Christi-based supermarket 
company said they were convinced the 
threat was a "hoax" but the company "is 
determined to take no risks involving the 
safety of the customers and employees." 

"We take everything out and then we have 
a food analysis expert who makes a com- 
plete inspection of the store to make sure 
there's no possible chance of any container 
not being perfectly sealed—canned goods, 
for example," Ault said. 

Ault said he hoped all six stores would be 
back to normal "in the early part of the 
week...not Monday, but just as quickly as 
possible." 

He said suspicious merchandise would be 
buried, adding there was "absolutely no 
chance" any of those items would be sold 
elsewhere. 

Ault said store executives were con- 
sidering whether to recall groceries bought 
recently at the stores. 

Memorial service commemorates 
39th anniversary of Pearl Harbor 

PEARL HARBOR, Hawaii (AP) - On a 
quiet Sunday morning like the infamous one 
39 years ago, flowers were dropped onto the 
rain-swept waters of Pearl Harbor to mark 
the anniversary of the Japanese attack that 
plunged the United States into World War II. 

Arizona Gov. Bruce Babbitt and Hawaii 
Gov. George Ariyoshi watched during the 
simple, solemn ceremony as single flowers 
drawn from more than 30 floral wreaths 
cascaded into the water. 

The ceremony, conducted for the first 
time by the National Park Service, was held 

Police hold convict 
in connection with 
D.C burglary-slaying 

WASHINGTON (AP) - A suspect held by 
police in the burglary-slaying of a 
Washington physician is a 40-year-old 
plumber and escaped convict who lived a 
quiet suburban life with his wife and three 
children, the Washington Post said in its 
Sunday editions. 

The newspaper identified the suspect as 
Bernard Welch Jr., born in Rochester, N.Y., 
known to his neighbors as "Norm 
Hamilton," a professed dealer in stocks and 
real estate. 

Welch was being held in connection with 
the shooting death Friday of Dr. Michael 
Halberstam, 48. Welch suffered minor in- 
juries when a car driven by Halberstam 
struck him as the cardiologist tried to reach 
a nearby hospital, the Post said. 

The suspect, being held in the District of 
Columbia jail, is to face arraignment 
Monday. 

On Sunday, police in Fairfax County, Va , 
said a search of the Welch home turned up 
"hundreds of thousands of dollars" worth of 
silver, jewelry, antiques, furs, clocks, guns 
and other items. A police spokesman said 51 
large boxes of property were removed from 
the basement of the home and carted away 
in an 18-foot-long panel truck. 

According to the Post, Welch and his 
family lived in a comfortable ranch house in 
a fashionable northern Virginia suburb, 
Great Falls. The woman identified as his 
wife and calling herself Linda Hamilton, 
recently purchased a $39,000 Mercedes to go 
with another Mercedes and a station wagon 
already owned by the couple, the newspaper 
said. 

on the stark white marble memorial that 
stands across the remains of the battleship 
Arizona, sunk by Japanese dive-bombers in 
the Dec. 7,1941, attack. 

A group of Arizona Air National Guard- 
smen, representatives of more than 30 
veterans and patriotic groups that 
presented the wreaths, and more than 200 
onlookers gathered in the downpour for the 
ceremony. 

At 7:55 a.m., the time of the attack, a 
moment of silent reverence was observed 
throughout the sprawling naval base here. 

Plans for four Hawaii Air National Guard 
Phantom jets to fly over the Arizona 
Memorial in a "missing man" formation 
were scrubbed because of poor weather. 

Following a brief prayer by Lt. Cmdr. 
Fred Natkin, the Navy chaplain, Navy and 
Marine soliders raised the American flag 
next to the main mast of the sunken Arizona, 
in which more than 1,100 men remain en- 
tombed. 

Mr. Hi M Standards 
Jeff (Herb) Stark 

EAT YOUR 
HEART OUT! 

You Dorothy You 

MERRY CHRISTMAS 

Your "Loves" 
Rodney, Ding's Roomie, 

Marcia, Marcie, Chris, the 
12:30 A.M. Pick-Up, Dogma & 
the 7,497 Others. 

CLASSIFIED RATES 
One day: 20 words or lass, $1.50, 5 cants 

par word over 20; Two days: 20 words or lass, 
$2.00, 8 cants par word over 20; Throe days: 
20 words or lass, $2.25, 10 cants par word 
over 20; Four days: 20 words or lass, $2.75,13 
cants par word over 20; Five days: 20 words or 
less, $3.00,15 cants par word over 20. 

Classifieds art payable In advance unless client has an 
established account with Student Publications. 

Deadline Is 10 a.m. day before publication. 10 a.m. Friday 
lor Monday paper. 

Display Classified Rates 
One day: $3 00 per inch; Three days: $2 85 per inch; Five 

days: $275 per inch; Ten days: $2 60 per inch. (Deadline is 5 
p.m. 2 days before publication.) 

FOR SALE 
ADULT GAG gifts and novelties—birthday, anniversary, get 

well, or just for fun. Treasure Chest, Aggievllle. (Iff) 

STEREO COMPONENT system. Nikko 40 watt channel 
receiver, Marantz 6100 turntable, AKAI cassette deck with 
Dolby two 3-way speakers 12 Inch woofers. See at 1022 
H umboldl or phone 530-3157 after 6:00 p.m. $500 00. (68-72) 

MUST SELL-1977 Yamaha 750, 7000 miles, fairing, AM-FM 
8-track stereo, two new tires. Asking $1500. Call 7760594 
after 5:00 p.m. (68-72) 

ONE PAIR of womens ski boots, brand new, worn only once, 
size 8. Call after 5:00 p.m.. 539-5159. Ask for Jill. (70-71) 

NEW SANSUI SC 3330 stereo cassette deck, Dolby, feather- 
touch controls, Digital Peak level indicators, memory func- 
tions, metal tape capability, $400. Call 1-922-6633 after 
6:00 p.m., ask for Pat. (6872) 

BEAUTIFUL DIAMOND engagement ring. One large stone, 
four smaller ones. Call 7781815, ask for Oeryl, (68-72) 

HANG GLIDER—excellent condition, beginner-intermediate 
model, $375. Call 7764149. (68-72) 

CHESS SETS, all price ranges. Great CNrlstmas gifts. 
Treasure Chest, Aggievllle. (69-75) 

POCKET WATCHES, chains, Merschaum and other pipes, 
jewelry, snuff bottles, Coke, beer items, proof, mint sets. 
Treasure Chest, Aggievllle. (69-75) 

CERWIN Vega R 12 speakers, like new, 50 watts RMS 
maximum. Very loud and clean. Call 776-9683, ask tor Jeff. 
(69-73) 

10 GALLON aquarium with all accessories including 
fish/snails, $15.00. Call 537-9625after 5:00 p.m. (69-71) 

1972 VW Super Beetle, 30 mpg, 16,000 miles on rebuilt 
engine, runs great, $900. Call 5394864. (69-73) 

USED PARTS for 1971 Audi 100LS and Toyota Corona. Call 
1-494-2388, St. George. (69-75) 

1971 BUDDY trailer, dishwasher, air-conditioning, 
washer/dryer, fence, dogs, two bedroom, wood paneling 
throughout $5,500. Colonial Gardens. 539-5543. (69-73) 

HARDLY USED queen size hide-a-bed, $300. Call 5371649 
after 6:00 p.m. to negotiate. (69-71) 

1977 YAMAHA 400 RD excellent condition, must sell, best of- 
fer, 776-9523. After 6:00 p.m. (70-74) 

SPEAKERS—PAIR, 10" woofer. 10" passive radiator, 2v>" 
tweeter, beautiful gloes bleck finish, foam grill fronts. Call 
532*055 (70-74) 

GREAT BODY. 1974 Monte Carlo, power steering, power 
brakes, AM'FM stereo cassette, radial tires. A classy car. 
Call 532 5903. (70-74) 

(Continued on paga 19) 

Fly the jet set. 
Stand the 
F-4 Phan- 
tom on its tail and climb, straight into the stratosphere 

Cruise at 
185 mph and 
dive at 220 in 
the jet-powered 

AH-1 Cobra gun- 
ship. 

Hover in midair or shift the4V-8 Harrier into drive  and 
jet out at transonic 
speeds 

Fly Marine. 
If you're in college now and want to fly, we can get you 
off the ground Our PLC Air Program guarantee's flight 
school after basic training If you qualify, we can put you 
in the air before college graduation with tree civilian fly- 
ing lessons. Contact us—now! 
Sea LT Winters In the Ramede Inn Just off campus on OS and 0* Dae. SO 
frome A.M. to4 P.M. orce«cc*ect(i1J) 374-3031. 

r ill.   .  ..t. iiiiii' 

J'0))rtC 

Dec. 1-13 

* Limited Quantities 
*A11   Sales  Final 
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(Continued from pg. 18) 
1980 AUDI 4000, many optlone-$8,80000. Call 530-5464 

before 8:00 a.m. or after 10:00 p.m. weekdays. (70-71) 

BIG BUCKS for a BB student season ticket Name your price 
Call Dave 539-1861 and leave your number (70-75) 

QUALITY CAMERA-Canon AE-1 black w/1.4 lens, 
Speedllght 155A flash, case, filter. Call 776-3657. (70-72) 

SWIFTSERIES 3500 SLR binocular microscope—four ob- 
jectives, lOx; 20x; 40K. and oil emersion. Carrying case In- 
cluded Price $850.00. Call 1-402426-2171 (70-75) 

"KANSANS GET Blown Away" t shirts are In again Buy 
yours now for $5.50at Justin 214. (71-75) 

FIAT 128,1974 Best offer. Must sell by finals Call evenings, 
539-3683 (71-72) 

MUST SELL. Kustom PA. Head $350; DMI Mellotron $900; 
Mitchell Speakers $225 each. Call 539-2491. (7T-7S) 

WEIGHT BENCH and 177 lbs. of weights, only used once. 
$80; Royal typewriter, $50; and Epiphone 12 siring guitar, 
$200(71-73) 

SLEEPING BAG: Military Issue, Cover, $50, firm Call 532 
4824 (71 75) 

LOUISVILLE TICKETS: pair; Section C, Row 9 Call 532 4824 
(71-72) 

 FOR RENT  
COSTUMES. MASKS, periodical clothing, accessories, all 

types make-up. Grass skirts, lais, bunny and mouse ears 
and more. Treasure Chest, Aggleville. (1 tf) 

TYPEWRITER RENTALS, electrics and manuals, day, week 
or month Buzzells, 511 Leavenworth, across from post 
office Call 776-9469 (Itf) 

RENTAL TYPEWRITERS: Excellent selection. Including IBM 
Selectrics. Service most makes of typewriters. Hull 
Business Machines, (Aggleville), 1212Moro, 539-7931.(Itf) 

CLEAN, MODERN, two bedroom apartment. Fully furnished, 
dishwasher, disposal, central air. Available January 1. Call 
776 9723. (67-71) 

SANTA SUITS, reserve now for Christmas. Treasure Chest, 
Aggleville. (69-75) 

ATTRACTIVE ONE bedroom furnished apartment. All 
utilities paid. Pets ok. Call 5394339 or 5394184. (89-75) 

AVAILABLE FROM January 1, two-bedroom, basement apart- 
ment, close to campus, (washer, dryer), $185. 537-8775 
(7:00-9:00 a.m.) mornings, (6:15-8:15 p.m.) evenings or 537- 
0428.(69-73) 

MAIN FLOOR of house. Two bedrooms, with full bath. Clean, 
carpeted and fully furnished. Quiet residential area. Call 
7764707 after 5:00 p.m. (69-71) 

FOUR BEDROOM, 1417 Nichols. All appliances, carpeting, 
drapes. Call 537-1202. (69-75) 

TWO BEDROOM 12x70 trailer, Redbud Estates, unfurnished, 
with appliances and washer/dryer. $200. Janet, 776-1162. 
(7n-72| 

ONE BEDROOM and one efficiency apartment available 
January 1. Call Steve, 539-9794 or 537-7179. Aggleville 
locations. (70-75) 

TWO BEDROOM furnished apartment, close to campus, 
$260/month. Water-trash paid. Available January 1. Call 
537-1606 (70-75) 

 ROOMMATE WANTED  
MALE ROOMMATE wanted to share large four bedroom 

house with four vet students. Call after 5:00 p.m., 7764263 
(66-75) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted for second semester. Nice 
apartment, close to campus. Call 539-5098. (67-71) 

FEMALE NEEDED to share luxury two bedroom apartment 
with two others for spring semester. Phone 537-2055 
W-72) 

MALE ROOMMATE for second semester, two bedroom 
apartment $90 per month, v> bills. Close to campus and 
Aggleville. Call Kevin. 776-5033 after 1 00 p.m. (6672) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted for second semester Nice big 
apartment Own bedroom. Fairly close to campus. $88 33 
month plus share utilities with two others. Call 5394320 
(68-75) 

FEMALE TO share nice basement apartment with fireplace. 
Private bedroom and bath. $70 plus VJ utilities. Call 
7764149. (68-72) 

WANTED: RESPONSIBLE male roommate to share four 
bedroom house close to KSU $50 deposit, $75 per month 
plus utilities. 776-4995. (68-72) 

NEEDED: FEMALE undergraduate to share large room in 
large furnished home, January 1st. Reasonable rent, in- 
cludes utilities. Laundry facilities provided. Walking 
distance of campus. Call 776-5956. (68 72) 

NEEDED—THREE undergraduate males. January 1st. Large 
furnished home, reasonable rent, includes utilities. 
Walking distance of campus Call 776-5956 (68-72) 

NON-SMOKING, nondrlnking female wanted to share nice 
apartment with two others $W0.00/month plus V> utilities. 
Call Debbie or Marilyn at 7764555 (68-72) 

MALE ROOMMATE wanted to share nice apartment for 
spring semester, own bedroom, washer and dryer in build- 
ing. Close to campus, tree January rent Call 776-6767 (68 
72) 

ROOMMATE FOR spring semester Large two bedroom 
apartment, private bedroom Prefer CNS or engineering 
major $90/mo. plus v> electricity. Other bills paid. Call 
5394427 (68-75) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted. January I July 31. Call 537 
8000 between 10:00 and 6 00 All furniture except personal 
Items furnished (69-71) 

FEMALE—NICE apartment, fireplace, dishwasher, close to 
campus. Pay Vi bills. Call 5374653. (69-73) 

MALE ROOMMATE to share new three-bedroom house, 
spring semester. Cable, washer, dryer, nice area. Call 776- 
1254, ask for Dan. (69-75) 

LIBERAL FEMALE wanted, close to campus, pets ok., own 
bedroom Call 537-0247. (69-75) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE to share furnished apartment with two 
others for second semester. Very close to campus. 537- 
8184. (69-73) 

WANTED: FEMALE roommate to share large bedroom In 
nice house, 1 v> blocks from campus, laundry facilities, 
$80.00 per month plus 'A utilities. Call 539-5794 after 5:00 
p.m. (69-71) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to share large very nice apart 
ment with two other girls Private room! Includes fireplace, 
washer/dryer, etc. $100 plus Vj utilities. Close to 
Aggleville. Call after 5:00 p.m., 537-4055. (69-71) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE second semester Nice, large fur- 
nished house Own room, laundry facilities. $115, utilities 
paid. Call 5374941. (70-72) 

FEMALE TO share two-bedroom trallerhouse. $100 a month 
plus 1/2 utilities. Must have car. Call 7764445 after 8:30 
p.m. (70-75) 

LIBERAL FEMALE roommate(s) wanted to share nice three 
bedroom house. Need transportation. $140Vmo. plus 
utilities. Call 539-4769. (70-74) 

FEMALE NON smoking upperclassman or graduate student 
roommate wanted to share nice three bedroom house with 
fireplace. Own room. $107.00/month plus utilities. Call 776- 
7338.(71-75) 

NON SMOKING female to share spacious apartment. Private 
bedroom, $82.00, low utilities, close to campus. Call 776 
0692.(71-75) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted, $100 rent and 1/2 utilities. 
Call 776-5265. (70-74) 

MALE ROOMMATE to share basement apartment with three 
others Private bedroom, waaher and dryer. Off-street 
parking. Only two blocks from campus. Available at end of 
fall semester. $95/month. Call Russ at 539-1860. (70-71) 

ROOMMATE MALE or female needed to share house. $90 
monthly plus utilities. Call 539-9460 and ask for Krista or 
Beth. (71-75) 

FEMALE GRADUATE student roommate wanted, own 
room—close to campus. $95.00/mo. Call 5394134 
evenings. (71-75) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted. $90 month, utilities included. 
Nice house. Call 7769480 afternoons. (71-74) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted. $100 per month, 1/2 utilities, 
own bedroom, 1 vj blocks from campus. Call Lisa at 537- 
0347.(7174) 

FURNISHED. SPACIOUS apartment close to campus, 
available January 1 Own room, fireplace, microwave oven, 
laundry, two roommates Prefer male twenty years or older 
$85/mo Call 5394208. (71-75) 

MALE ROOMMATE wanted to share large three bedroom 
house for second semester, $60 a month, low utilities. Call 
776-6906 (71-75) 

SUBLEASE ~ 
THREE BEDROOM house one block from campus, two 

blocks from Aggieville Call 537-8386 (70-75) 

 HELP WANTED     
OVERSEAS JOBS—Summer/year round Europe, S. Amer., 

Australia, Asia. All Fields. $500-$1200 monthly Sight- 
seeing Free Info Write: IJC, Box 52-KS2, Corona Del Mar. 
CA 92625 (52 73) 

GRADUATE ASSISTANT-Center for Student Development 
A .5 time graduate assistant position is available in the 
Center for Student Development. The person in this 
position will assist Dr. Earl Nolting (Dean of Students) in 
work with the Student Governing Association judicial sys- 
tem for non-academic misconduct complaints. This per- 
son must understand strict confidentiality requirements 
and be able to wont effectively with students, faculty, and 
staff. Prefer graduate student enrolled in Counseling. 
Student Personnel Work, Educational Administration, 
Political Science, or related area. Applicants should 
provide a summary of relevant academic and work ex- 
perience plus a transcript to Dr. Earl Nolting, Dean of 
Students, Holtz Hall, 532-6432 by not later than December 
15th. Center for Student Development is an Equal Op- 
portunity/Affirmative Action Employer (68-71) 

DIETICIAN ADA Registered or eligible within one year New 
Horizons. 821 Third Street. Valley Center, KS 67147 (68-72) 

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER wanted—Need a Programmer 
with 6502 assembly language experience to start im- 
mediately for 8-12 weeks of programming. Salary com- 
mensurate with experience. Call 532-6540. (69-75) 

PART TIME position available at UFM for December-June '81. 
Title I Project in two county area. Assist in design and 
development of three county wide meetings and 
workshops, February-March '81 Organizing ability, citizen 
participation. Agency experience, gerontology and/or com- 
munity education experience preferred. Apply with resume 
and letter of interest to C. Smith, UFM, 1221 Thurston, 913- 
532-5666 by 8th of December, 5:00 p.m. KSU is an Equal 
Opportunity Affirmative Action Employer. (70-71) 

WE ARE hiring Students to help Students. K-State's 
Educational Supportive Services Program in Holtz Hall is 
seeking peer counselor and tutor applicants lor Fall, 1981. 
Primary responsibilities: aaslst new students to adjust to 
college through the development of time management and 
study skills, locate appropriate resources, resolve general 
hassles, and provide some tutoring. Successful applicants 
must enroll in 3 hour paraprofessional training class 
(Spring, 1961). Applications, additional information is 
available from Debbie, Holtz Hall. Deadline to ap- 
ply—Noon, December 8, 1980. CSD/Mlnorlty Affairs Is an 
Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. (70-71) 

SERVICES 

Peanuts By CHARLES SCHULZ 

I WOULD HAVE MAPE 
A GOOD EVANGELIST 

HOV KNOW THAT KIP 
U1H0 5IT5 BEHINP 
tAE AT SCHOOL? 

I CONVINCE? HIM THAT 
M REU6I0N 15 BETTER 
THAN HIS REU6ION 

RESUME WRITING, layout, editing, typing or appraisal. 
Resume Service, 411 N. 3rd. 537-7294. (1 tf) 

WOMEN'S HEALTH Care Service. Confidential health care 
for women with unexpected pregnancies Abortion ser- 
vices to 20 weeks as an outpatient Information and free 
pregnancy testing. (316) 664-5108 Wichita. (1 tf) 

PREGNANT? BIRTHRIGHT can help. Free pregnancy test. 
Confidential Call 537-9180 103 South 4th Street, Suite 16. 
(17tf) 

PROFESSIONAL THESIS/dlssertatlon typist. 5 years' ex- 
perience; theses/dissertations for 15 universities. Cor- 
recting Selectric II, pica/elite. Work guaranteed. 50-page 
minimum. I do damned good typing. Peggy, 913442-4476. 
(51-75) 

RESUMES $20; 1-2 pp., 5 copies and envelopes. Tidwell & 
Associates, 219 S. Seth Chllds, 776-5213.537-4504 (68 75) 

VW MUFFLER sale Regular $34.00, now only $26.00. Fits 
1967 to 1973 Bugs. Installation extra. J&L Bug Service, 
1-494-2388.(69-75) 

VW REPAIR at low prices for quality work. One day service 
on most repeirs Call 1-494-2388. JSX Bug Service. Only 
seven minutes from Manhattan. (69-75) 

GAYPHONE. 5394692 Gay awareness, counseling and sup- 
port services available, also calender information re- 
garding H.A.R.C. meetings and other scheduled activi- 
ties. Call Sunday through Thursday 6:00 p.m to 2:00 a.m. 
(69-73) 

BACHELOR PARTIES, stag parties—Rent video cassette 
player. Hooks up to your I.e. Call 776-1254, ask for Dan (69- 
75) 

PARTY D.J.. he walks, talks, and plays good music, 
reasonable prices Call Rick, 7764536. (71-75) 

 ATTENTION  
DUNGEON AND Dragons and Avalon Hill games and sup- 

plies. Available at Tom's Campus Corner, 716 North 
Manhattan. Aggieville, 776-5461 (69-75) 

CHRISTMAS STOCKINGS available, $1.00 each. At Tom's, 
716 North Manhattan in Aggleville. (69-75) 

BIG BUCKS lor a BB student season ticket. Name your price. 
Call Dave, 539-1661 and leave your number. (70-75) 

BIRDS OF a Feather. .. (71-72) 

TIRED OF boring weekends? Come to a tupperware party at 
Roger's. Entertainment provided. (71) 

LET HAPPY Ten cure your winter "pales." Enjoy summer 
warmth and get e healthy-looking summer ten! 1123 
Laramie 7764080. (71) 

MARY KAY Cosmetics: 25% off on all merchandise. Putnam 
Hall 53*4611. Ask for Taml in 227. (71-75) 

ANNOUNCEMENT 
DIVERSIFIED DISCO Systems is back in business For the 

best in mobile entertainment call 776-1254. ask for Dan. 
(69-75) 

THE STRANGEST things happen when you wear polka dots! 
Find out December 10 & 11 In the Union Little Theatre & 
Forum Hall. (71-72) 

WANTED 
COLLECTIBLES. COINS, back Issue magazines, comics. LP 

albums. Check with us before you throw it eway. Treasure 
Chest. Aggleville. (Itf) 

GOLD CLASS rings, gold jewelry, diamonds Call 539-1081 or 
7767837 (49-75) 

WANTED: SCRAP gold, men's class rings, $50 to $200 
Women's, $35 to $75. Other jewelry bought too. Top cash 
buyer Steve's Coin Shop, 411 N. 3rd. (50-74) 

LEGISLATIVE AIDES, January 12 April 10. No pay, good ex- 
perience, possible college credits. Contact Senator Ron 
Heln, 6031 SW 24th Terrace, Topeka. 66614, 913 2956996 
days. 272 1592-evenings (67-71) 

TWO/THREE students for three bedroom apartment. Very 
close to campus. Available now or January 1st. Ring E. 
Young 532-6727 or 539-5706. (70-74) 

LOST 
LOST: GOLD chain with an owl charm, heart charm, and cir- 

cle charm. Very sentimental. Reward. Call 532-3167. (71) 

LOST DARK blue down coat at King Hall—has ski button 
and rabbit foot on zipper—$20 reward Phone 532-3967 
(71-73) 

FOUND 
HOUSE KEY on ring with green button. Found at corner of 

Tenth and Bertrand Call 7763491 (69-71) 

Crossword 
ACROSS 

1 Handle 
clumsily 

4 Girl's name 

By EUGENE SHEFFER 

43 Orison 
45 Former 

woman's 
headwear 

9 Kind of muffin 47 Sci. room 
12 A Kwa 48 The grape 

language 
13 To begin 
14 — Amin 
15 Retracts 
17 Force 
18 The turmeric 
19 Marks on 

proofs 
21 University 

officer 
24 War god 
25 Wurttemberg 

measure 
26 Egyptian 

sun-god 
28 Hersey's 

bell town 
31 Ix)w haunt 
33 Woeful 
35 Water bird 
36 Degrees 
38 Entreat 
40 Salutation 
41 Wife of 

Rama- 
chandra 

49 Seek 
protective 
shelter 

54 American 
Indian 

55 Declaim 
56 Sky god 

(Babyl.) 
57 Wapiti 
58 Appraises 

Avg. solution time: 27 min. 

59 Child's 
game 

DOWN 
1 Abyss 
2 Arabian 

garment 
3 Oriental 

fry pan 
4 Concur 
5 Argues 
6 Greek letter 
7 A West 

Indian tree 
8 Capital of 

Turkey 
9 Donates 
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12-8 

Answer to Saturday's puzzle. 

10 Wield a 
blue pencil 

11 Overlook 
16 Before 
20 Cincinnati 

player 
21 Frees 
22 Discharge 
23 Returns 
27 Fairy queen 
29 Wheel hub 
30 Unique 

person 
32 Heroic in 

scale 
34 Use up 

gradually 
37 Fixed part 

in a motor 
39 Adorns 
42 Armadillo 
44 Turku 
45 Ponder 
46 White House 

office 
50 A weight of 

ancient Egypt 
51 Large cistern 
52 Alfonso's 

queen 
53 Toupee 

(slang) 

CRYPTOQUIP 12-8 

IMHBM  INHBI  OV  ROAV  YBINVA 

Y B H 0 R 

Saturday's Cryptoquip - JUNE IN JANUARY IS CLEARLY 
NOT CONSIDERED A HEALTHY SITUATION. 

Today's Cryptoquip clue: A equals S 

CARD OF THANKS 
WHAT UPC Committee means the same thing as good 

music? Coffeehouse! (Just a little "note" of thanks!) (71) 

FROM MONTY Python to American Gigolo You're a "10" 
and "The Champ," UPC Feature Films Committee. Thenks 
for all 26111ms! (71| 

PERSONAL 
KELLY: HAPPY 19th Birthday; but don't worry, I bet you 

could still pass for a nine year old. Hope today and 
everyday goes exactly how you want It to. Love, Eric. (71) 

AMY P. (of 707)—You better watch out cuz your Secret Santa 
knows If you've been naughty or nice. Your Secret Santa. 
(71) 

S.L.F.-TODAY makes two end I love you! L.S.P. (71) 

GERRI S. (719)—Your Secret Santa knows when you are 
sleeping and he knows when you're awake. So Beware! 
Your Secret Santa. (71) 

KAREN G. of 726—Don't Deck the Halls too much cuz your 
Secret Santa's watching ya. Your Secret Santa. (71) 

B J --YOU'RE every roommate in the world to me ... Lon- 
don, space-outs, M&M's, procrastinating. Mash, banana- 
strawberry shakes, walloring. I'm so terrible. Okay, thank 
you. bye. I'll miss you! Love, MM (71) 

A, SILER, Auras un bon jour' Encore connals-tu qua |e suis? 
J'ai les cheveux blonds. Amour, Ta Secret Santa. (71) 

KIM H. 534 West, now that you're 20, are you expanding your 
studies of brown hair and mustaches to include beards? 
Your roomie. (71) 

TO THE girl in the physics library yesterday from 9:15 to 9:30, 
tan coat and vest, rust backpack, first table. You're 
beautiful. S.A (71) 

COMPUTER FRIEND—You stlii write like you did on your 
chemistry labs. Yes, we had a happy Thanksgiving. Paula 
and Audrey. (71) 

OUTLAW JOSEY Wales—"That be me," I have a job to do, 
"Dying ain't much of a living boy." I.C.E. (71) 

GAT.—Hope your week Is much better then last week. Hang 
In there, only two more to go. Good luck on finals! Love ye, 
TSM.I71) 

JEFF, HAPPY Anniversary! Thanks for the happiest 27 mon- 
ths ever. You are the best. I love you, Vlckl. (71) 
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DATE 

MONDAY             I 

POOLS GYM FH 
WEIGHT 
ROOM 

GYMNAS. 
ROOM 

RECREATION 

COMPLEX 
IM 

DATES 
•MIT. 
AERO. 

;.. - . 
CXCR. 

AQI'A 
FIT. 

6.00-   7:10 
11,30-12:30 

.     .    .CLOSE 

|       6:00-    '    10 
11 i 10-12   10' 

—\Wffltf" 
11:30-11:30" 

SKETBALL 

MR Mo ■ 
11:10-    1,00 6:.»O-Ji:00 

ion- 
•   Faculty  Dtior- 

Jt«,   in yys>. 

••  Mali court  of 
fieldhtniac re- 
served for 
viaitinq  tAJfl 
prjcl :< ''. 

llnrn 
6:30 

11-40 
III rtxrli 

TUESDAY          2 
0:00-    7.-10 

11:JO-   3,30 
7:10-10:00 

6:00-   7.10 
11 1 10-12:10' 

6:00-   7,30 
11: 10-1.',30** 

6:00-    7,30 
lit 30-   1:00 *:O0-JO:00 6:00-11:00 

inGui 
6,30 
R.C. 

11 :4( 
Cum 

11: It 
7:Jt 

Pool a 

WEDNESDAY     * 
6:00-   TiJO 

11: W-12 ■ W 
6:00-   7.10 

11,10-11,10' 
6:00-   7;J0 

ll,30-12-30" 
6,00-   7,30 

11:30-  1:00 0:00-J0;00 6:00-11:00 
12n 
rn 

11:40 
Fll 

11: It 
Pooli 

TltUHSUAi         4 
6:00-  7:10 

ill 10-   1:10 

6:00-  7.10 
11,30-12,30' 

a .iiu- in,an 

6,00-   7:30 
11,30-11: 10 

6:00-   7:10 
11:30-12:30 
8:00-10:00 

6:00-11:00 6: 10 
H.C. 

1 L: 40 
Fll 

11: lot 
7 :H 
_ 

mi DAY           * 
6:00-    7:10 

11:30-    1:10 
I :   1.)-10:00 

6:00-    7:30 
11:30-12:30* 
CLOSED 

6.00-   7jJ0 
11: 30-12130 

6:00-    7:10 
11:30-  1:00 
,     L  O  S   X  D 

i -:>>0-li:00 
1 In 
Fll 

11:40 
Fll 

ll:3t 

SATURDAY       • 
1:00-  3:00 
7:00-10:00 

CLOSED CLOSED CLOSED iO:JO-10:00 

SUNDAY              ' 
1:00-   5:00 
7:00-10:00 

CLOSED 
Si 00-10:00 

CLOSED 
11:00-10:00 

1:00-   5:00 
$,00-10,00 8:00-10,00 :.s-\-ll:00 

HONDAY             8 
6:00-   7,10 

II:30-11:10 
'     '-'   10   ... 

6:00-   7:10 
11:30-12:10' 
$:00-10:00 

11:30-12:30 
-.   c-; 1.-r) » 

11: 10-    1:00 
. 4:00-10:00 

0:00-11,00 
1 InFll 
6:30 
R.C . 

11:40 
FN 

11: Jt 
Pool, 

TLISDAY           > 

6.00-   7:10 
It:10-  3:30 

6,00-  7:10 
11 : 10-12: 30* 

|           I   -      7;   |r( 

11:30-12:30 
8:00-10:00 

COO-    7:30 
11:30-   1:00 8:00-10,00 o:00-ll,00 

! 2nM 
6,30 

11:40 
Fll 

11 :3t 
7:Ji 

IMI 10 
6,Off-   7   10 

11/30-13:30 
6:00-   7: 10 

Ui30-i::30» 

6:00-    7:10 
11:30-11: 10" 

0,00-   7,JO 
11,30-  1,00 •:00-J0i00 0,00-11:00 

CEXTt'RY CLUB 
CARDS   DIE 

12n 
Fll 

11:40 
FH 

11, Jt 
Pooh 

THURSDAY     H 

6:00-   7:30 
11:10-   3:30 

6:00-  7:30  . 
11:30-11:JO 

6:00-   7,JO 
Iltl0-ll:30 

6,00-   7:30 
11:30-    1:00 ..: |*-J 1:00 

■. 

6,30 
11:40 
rn 

11: id 
7: U 

IHIJ.W            12 

0:00-  7,10 
11:JO-    It 10 

7 ■  1,1-10:00 

6:00-   7: JO 
11:10-12:10* 

6:00-   7,30 
11,30-12:10 

6:00-   7:JO 
11,30-  1,00 
CLOSED 

.,00-11,00 
12n 
I'll 

11:40 
FH 

11 :3( 
Pool, 

MfUAMI    >' 
1:00-    5100 

.     .    .CLOSE 
CLOSED 

)     -    * 0 M E      a 
CLOSED 

SKETBALL 
CLOSED 

C A :i E .   .   . 
1^:00-10:00 

SVX0.M         I * 
1:00-    Sl00 
7,00-10:00 

CLOSED 
1:00-10:00 

CLOSED 
$:00-10i00 

CLOSED 

$,00-10:00 8:00-10:00 '/OON-11 ,00 
IWRTAS?' ' ' 

WASHBVRH   COMPLEX 

•*> kVOAl            i5 
11:10-11:10 
7t30-10:00 

11:30-12:30' 
8:00-10:00 

11:30-12:30 
$,00-10:00 

11:30-11,30 
$,00-10,00 0:00-11:00 

CLOSED WCT1L 

SPRING.  PfJUMtl 

for equipment 

through use Com- 

\2nC,u* 
6,30 

11:4C 
Fll 

11 :3l 
Pool 

TT/ESDAV      J6 
11,30-12,30 

7,30-10,00 
11:30-12:30' 
St 00-10:00 

11i10-12:10 
8:00-10:00 

11 1 10-12.30 
$,00-10:00 C L 0 S E 0 600-11,00 

llnFH 
6,30 

IX : 4C 
FH 

Hi 3 
7:3t 

WSMftSMV J' 
11:10-1130 
7:30-10:00 

Hi 30-12: 30* 
8:00-10:00 

lit30-12i10 
$,00-10:00 

11:30-12,30 
3:00-10:00 CLOSED 6,00-11,00 

plmn only. 

1^32-6951) 

lln 
FH 

11 :4t 
FH 

11:11 
Pool 

THURSDAY     1$ 
11, 10-12:30 
7:10-10.00 

11,10-12,10* 
Si 00-10:00 

11,10-12,30 
$,00-10,00 

11I30-12:10 
8,00-10:00 6,00-11,00 

llnFH 
6: JO 
R.C. 

11,41 
FH 

111 J& 
7,3( 

FRIDAY         19 
11.-30-11.30 
CLOSED 

11,30-12,30* 
CLOSED 

11,30-12,30 
C 1. o S F D 

11,30-12:10 
CLOSED 6tC0- $,00 ALL  EXERCISE 

OVER   UNTIL 

SECOND   SEMESTER. 
SATURDAY     20 .   .   .CLOSE 0     -     HONE       SASKtTSALL      r. A  '• E   .    .   . ::,oo- coo 

SUNDAY           21 
1:00-   4:00 
7,00-  1:00 

CLOSED 
8:00-   9:00 

CLOSED 
8,00-  9:00 

CLOSED 
9:00-   9,00 CLOSED 2,00-8,00 

MuNDAY            11 
11:10-    1,00 
CLOSED 

11:30-   1:00 
CLOSED 

11:30-  1,00 
CLOSED 

11: JO-    1:00 
CLOSED 10;O077,0O 

FOR   RACQUETBALL 

tOD  HANDBALL 

COURT RESERVA- 

TIONS,     call 

SM-6951. 

TUESDAY         11 
11:30-   1:00 

• i. O $ t i 
11:10-    1:00 

-HOME       B A 
11:10-   1.00 

SKETBALL 
11:30-   1:00 

<: A II C   .    .   . CLOSET 10:00-7:00 

WEDNESDAY  14 
JiiJ0-   1,00 
CLOSED 

11:30-  1:00 
CLOSED 

11 :10-   1:00 
CLOSED 

11:IP-   1:00 
CLOSED CLOSED 10:00-3:00 

THURSDAY     15 C 1.0 S F D jAeBua r^T?y O^.UJSA CLOSED 

FRIDAY           16 CLOSED CLOSED CLOSED CLOSED CLOSED 

SATURDAY     1? CLOSED CLOSED CLOSED CLOSED CLOSED 

SUNDAY           14 
1:00-  4:00 
7:00-   ":00 

c L o s r 0 
0.-00-   9:00 

CLOSED 
$,00-   9:00 

CLOSED 
8:00-   9,00 

CLOSED 2,0v- 8,00 

MONDAY           19 
11,30-   1:00 11:10-    1:00 

CLOSED 
11,10-  1,00 
CLOSED 

11:30-    1,00 
CLOSED 

10,00-  7,00 

TUESDAY         >0 

11:10-   1:00 
.     .     .    '    w    1  S   K   C 

11:10-   1:00 
•    HOME       B A 

11:10-   1:00 
SKETBALL 

11:10-    1:00 
CAME.   .   . 

C L 0 S  E U 10,00-  7tOO 

WEDNESDAY    11 11:10-   1:00   1 

>■■ S'-f i i M 1 

13,30-  1:00                11:30-   1:00       1     11:30-  ItOO CLOSED 10:00-   7:00 

Reminder: Contents from 
semester rental lockers at 
the Rec Complex must be 
removed by Dec. 31. If you 
wish to renew your locker, 
please do so at the Rec. Ser- 
vices office between 8:00 
a.m. and 5:00 p.m., Monday 
through Friday. 

INTRAMURAL 
BASKETBALL 

OFFICIALS 
NEEDED 

* * 'Signups are being taken new for basket- 
ball officials for the spring semester, 
1981. Games will begin-January 20. If 
Interested, come to the new student 
Recreation Complex Office-See Bob or 
Steve anytime between 8:00 a.m. and 
5:00 p.m., or call 532-6980. 

* * 'Important dates to remember Official's 
Meetings 

''Thissemester: Tuesday, December 9 
at 5:00 p.m.. K State 
Union, Km. 218. 

' * Neat semester: Sunday, January 18 at 
7:00 p.m.. Recreation 
Complex. 

Monday, January 19 at 
5:00 p.m.. Recreation 
Complex. 

*' 'Attendance at these meetings is man- 
datory for all officials desiring to work 
basketball. We will discuss rules, game 
procedures, officiating procedures, regis- 
tration and contracting of games. There 
will be a large opportunity for hours for 
interested and qualified referees. 

RACQUETBALL/ HANDBALL 
RESERVATIONS 

The Recreation Complex la equipped with 16 hand 
ball/racquetball courts which are available for use 
through advance reservations, drop-in use, and a dally 
challenge court system. Reservations may be made by 
calling 532-6951 or by coming to the Equipment Room 
in person. 

1) One must be a student, faculty/staff, alumni or 
spouse (Facility Use card holder) to reserve a court. 
Proof of eligibility (Student I.D. or Facility Use 
card) will be required to secure all court reser- 

vations. 
2) Courts 14-16 will be used for drop-In recreation. 
3) Advance reservations for courts 1-7 only will be 

taken between 8:00 a.m. and 12 noon, Monday, 
through Friday. 

4) Advance reservations for courts 8-13 only will be 
taken between 12 noon and 5:00 p.m., Monday 
through Friday. 

5) Advance reservations for Sunday and Monday (all 
courts) will be taken between 12 noon and 3:00 
p.m. on Saturday and Sunday respectively. 

6) All persons shall be restricted to one reservation 
per day. 

7) Courts remaining open are available for same-day 
reservations by coming in-person only to the Equip- 
ment Room. A waiting list of persons desiring a 
court as they become available by the hour will be 
maintained at the Equipment Room. 

SHOPPE 
il.AU*»lk 

Rec Report Sponsored 
By: 

la Agjneville 

Believers in the Importance of Recreation and Fitness 

frs A WAY 
taViMaffMau 
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Speaker relives Jonestown tragedy every day 
Kdltor't note Portion* of this story In boldface «re ex 

cerpu <rom a sermon by Rev. John Moore following the 
mass suicide-murder In Jonestown, Guyana In 1971. 

ByPAULSTONE 
Managing Editor 

It's been just over two years since 
Carolyn, Ann and Jim Jon died. 

Nothing unusual about that—except that 
their deaths gained worldwide attention. 

Carolyn, Ann and Jim Jon were members 
of the People's Temple residing in 
Jonestown, and three of the 976 victims of 
the mass murder-suicide that occured there 
Nov. 18,1978. 

For many Americans the tragedy of that 
day is remembered only on its anniversary 
when a short story on the evening news or in 
the local paper jogs their memories. 

For Rev. John Moore of the First United 
Methodist Church in Reno, Nev. the oc- 
casional reflective story is not necessary. 
He relives the tragedy almost every day of 
his life. 

Carolyn and Ann were his daughters. Jim 
Jon was his grandson. 

In a speech entitled, "Jonestown: A 
Personal Holocaust," Moore relayed his 
personal loss and his views on Jonestown to 
K-State students Monday in Forum Hall. 

Moore began his speech with a critical 
look at the media, saying that the media did 
not adequately cover the mass murder- 
suicide. 

"The only place I know of to turn for 
understanding of People's Temple and for 
the best understanding of new and emerging 

religious movements is to the scholars and 
the scholarly journals," Moore said. 

"From the beginning the media has failed 
to help us understand the truth. The truth is 
fact and the truth is understanding. In the 
hours immediately following that tragedy 
the media chose a particular bias of in- 
terpretation. They chose to tell the story in 
psychological terms." 

"They saw in People's Temple the same 
kind of caring people and commitment to 
social justice that they had lived with. They 
have paid our dues for our commitments 
and involvement." 

He said that Jonestown was a play with 
many actors, pioneers who went south from 
San Francisco in 1974 dedicated to the 
agricultural project in Guyana. 

His daughter was on the dean's list during 
her four years at the University of 
California at Davis. She eventually taught at 
a school near the People's Temple in 
southern California. 

While she enjoyed teaching high school, 
Moore said, "she felt free however, in 
Jonestown for the first time to do the kind of 
teaching that she wanted to do. Discipline 
was no problem there for her, for the 
students were interested. She believed that 
Jonestown was pioneering the new society." 

Moore said that there are significant 
differences between cults and the type of 
organization that was the People's Temple. 

"It attracted families as well as in- 

Early morning ice 
Staff photo by Cralo. Chandler 

dividuals. The largest group, perhaps 80,85 
percent were black and poor. People's 
Temple was committed to the struggle for 
social justice." 

In May 1978 Moore and his wife visited 
Jonestown to see their family. 

"Our children and members of People's 
Temple placed in Jim Jones the trust, and 
gave to him the  loyalty,  that we were 

created to give God alone." 

Moore was calm when talking about the 
tragedy. He has discussed it over and over 
with the media and with various publics the 
past two years. But the pain and personal 
loss is distinctly present in his words as he 
questioned, "Did we do something wrong at 
home?" 

(See RELIVES, p. 2) 

Former Beatle, Lennon, murdered 
NEW YORK (AP) — Former Beatle John Lennon was shot to death late Monday 

outside his luxury apartment building on Manhattan's Upper West Side, police said. 
Authorities said Lennon, 40, was rushed in a police car to Roosevelt Hospital, where 

he was pronounced dead shortly after the shooting. 
An officer at the 20th Precinct said the shooting occurred outside the Dakota, the 

century-old luxury'apartment house where Lennon and his wife, Yoko Ono, lived 
across the street from Central Park. 

Police said they had a suspect and described him as "a local screwball" with no 
apparent motive for shooting Lennon. 

A bystander, Sean Strub, said he was walking south near 72nd Street when he heard 
four shots. He said he came around the corner to Central Park West and saw Lennon 
being put into the back of a police car. 

"Some people they heard six shots and said John was hit twice," Strub said. "Police 
said he was hit in the back." 

He said others on the street told him the assailant had been "crouching in the ar- 
chway of the Dakota ... Lennon arrived in the company of his wife and the assailant 
fired." 

He said the suspect, a man 35 to 40 years old had a smirk on his face when police 
took him away. 

Administrative duties questioned 
at final grievance board hearing 

Backlit by the lights of McCain Auditorium, Monday's rain forms drops 
of ice as it freezes on tree branches. The ice-covered branches were 
covered by Monday night's snowfall. For more weather details, see p. 3. 

By KATHY WEICKERT 
Staff Writer 

Time allotted for teaching responsibilities 
in relation to administrative responsibilities 
was the primary question at the Monday 
Faculty Senate Grievance Board hearing of 
Ben Mahaffey, associate professor of 
forestry. 

Mahaffey filed a grievance Sept. 22 
alleging he had been harassed for the past 
2% years by Tom Warner, associate 
professor of forestry, and Harold Gallaher, 
head of the Department of Forestry. 

The discussion at the second open hearing 
for Mahaffey's case concerned "tenths- 
time" and whether Mahaffey received 
payment for some of his "tenths-time." 
From 1977 to 1979, Mahaffey said his 
teaching responsibilities were broken into 
one-tenth administrative duties, one-tenth 
counseling and eight-tenths teaching. 

DURING THE 1979-80 school year, his 
responsibilities were one-tenth counseling 
and nine-tenths teaching. His ad- 
ministrative positions as head of the Natural 
Resource Management Committee (NRM) 
and Teaching Program Leader were 
removed in 1979. Mahaffey said he was 
unfairly removed from these positions to 
justify his reduction from a 12-month con- 
tract to a nine month contract. 

"There are four ways to look at this unfair 
reduction to a nine month contract," 
Mahaffey said. 

First, the department may be inconsistent 
in assigning tenths. Secondly, Mahaffey said 
he believes revoking one-tenth of his ad- 
ministrative responsibilities does not justify 
a three-month reduction in contract. 
Mahaffey contends the department has 
reduced his contract for punitive measures, 
not as a result of a lessened workload. 
Finally, he claimed he was removed from 
both administrative positions without cause, 
without notice and without review of his 
work during that time. 

GALLAHER REPLIED that he recom- 
mended the removal of Mahaffey after some 
of Mahaffey's students complained he was 

harassing them. 
"I discussed these complaints with Dr. 

Mahaffey, who admitted he had lost his 
control in the classroom," Gallaher said. 

At a meeting in fall 1978 with Roger 
Mitchell, vice-president for agriculture, 
David Mugler, then acting dean of the 
College of Agriculture, and Gallaher 
unanimously agreed to remove Mahaffey 
from the NRM committee and as Teaching 
Program Leader. At that time, Gallaher 
said they agreed to reduce Mahaffey's 
contract to nine months. 

As a result, teaching became Mahaffey's 
full-time responsibility. Because Mahaffey 
was no longer an administrator, a 12-month 
contract couldn't be justified, Gallaher said. 

AFTER A REVIEW of his grievances, 
Mahaffey cited three reasons he believes he 
was harassed. He believes Warner and 
Gallaher have an intense personal dislike 
for him and that ideological differences 
caused friction among them. 

Mahaffey believes a student report 
written for one of his classes, "The Pepsi 
Machine," which said uncomplimentary 
things about the administration was a cause 
of further alleged harassment. Gallaher 
denied reading the report, but said be knew 
about the contents of the paper because he 
was told Mahaffey wrote the report and 
bribed the student with an A to claim the 
paper. 

Mahaffey claimed a third irritant was that 
he encouraged a merger of the parks and 
recreation option of the NRM curriculum 
with the recreation curriculum of the 
Department of Health, Physical Education 
and Recreation (HPER). He hoped to have 
that curriculum become accredited and 
begin a graduate program. This would have 
caused the forestry department to lose 
about 80 students to a new program, 
Mahaffey said, something that Gallaher and 
Warner are opposed to. 

The board will weigh evidence from both 
grievant and respondent in a closed session 
and release a written decision within the 
next 15 days. 
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Performance tagged 'Concert of the Year' 

Leon Russell headlines Feb. 6 McCain concert 
For the first time in nearly two years, K- 

State will have a major concert. One of 
contemporary rock's more commanding 
figures, Leon Russell, will appear with New 
Grass Revival at 7:30 p.m. Feb. 6 in McCain 
Auditorium. 

The "special performance" by Russell 
and New Grass Revival will be sponsored by 
the Union Program Council's (UPC) Cof- 
feehouse Committee in cooperation with 
McCain Auditorium. 

The concert became possible when New 
Grass Revival, originally scheduled to 
appear in concert on Feb. 6 in the Union 
Catskeller, Joined with Russell for a spring 

Relives..^  

tour, according to Ed McPheeters, UPC 
Coffeehouse chairman. 

"Because New Grass Revival is touring 
with Leon Russell, we (UPC) got an ex- 
ceptional deal," he said. 

A native of Oklahoma, Russell began his 
music career at age 14. He is a former 
member of Joe Cocker's Mad Dogs and 
Englishmen, and has accumulated more 
music industry credits than many suc- 
cessful artists do in an entire career. 

Russell is a performer, writer, arranger 
and producer. He has produced music for 
Gary Lewis and the Playboys, The Crystals, 
Ike and Tina Turner, Herb Alpert and the 

(Continued from p. l) 

"They had loved home. Then enjoyed 
their years at home," Moore said. "Our 
daughters found in People's Temple much 
that they had found in our own family, and in 
those movements and causes in which we 
were involved." 

He said his negative feelings about Jones 
were provoked by his daughters' letters 
which expressed adulation of the leader. 

Moore did not attempt to offer concrete 
explanations for the holocaust, but a per- 
sonal outlook. 

"Annie reminded me of a college fresh- 
man who discovers in the first few months at 
the university that there's a professor or 
several of them who have the answers to 
everything. And the old authority is ex- 
changed for a new authority. 

"If she lived in a university community 
she would have been able to grow through 
that. The major difference between Annie 
and myself was that she lived in a closed 
community. She simply was not free to 
become critical of the new authority." 

"Jonestown people were human beings. 
Except for your caring relationships with 
us, Jonestown would be names, 'cultists,' 
'fanatics,' 'kookt.' Our children are real to 
you, because you know and love us. Barbara 
(Moore's wife) and I could describe for you 
many of the dead. You would think that we 
were describing people whom you know, 
members of our church. If you feel this, you 
can begin to relate to the tragedy." 

He said that most people in the People's 
Temple had no attractive alternative to life 
in Jonestown, that they went to Jonestown 
with hope after the struggle with civil 
rights—the struggle with city life. 

The forces of life and death—building and 
destroying—were present in People's 
Temple. Death reigned when there was not 
one free enough, nor strong enough, nor 
filled with rage enough, to ran and throw bis 
body against a vat of cyanide spilling It on 
the ground. Are there people free enough 
and strong enough who will threw them- 
selves against the vats of nuclear stockpiles 
for the sake of the world?" 

He said there are six alternatives for 
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families who have relatives or friends in- 
volved in religious movements. 

First, they can write off their kin and 
disown them. They can persuade them to 
leave the movements, kidnap and 
deprogram them, file suits in the courts or 
enlist the media and politicians to help 
them. 

Moore prefers the sixth op- 
tion—"respecting our kin as human beings 
and their journeys and working to maintain 
communication." 

He emphasized that he corresponded with 
his daughters constantly and that his home 
was always open to them while not 
suggesting it was the best way to handle the 
situation. 

"My last words are of our children. We 
have shared the same vision, the vision of 
justice rolling down like a mighty stream, 
and swords forged into plows. We have 
shared the same hope. We have shared the 
same commitment, Carolyn and Annie and 
Klmo served on a different field. We have 
wished that they had chosen ours, but they 
didn't. And they have fallen. We will carry 
on in the same straggle until we fall upon 
our fields." 

Moore's speech was part of of a seminar 
being conducted by Ecumenical Christian 
Ministries, which continues today. 

Tijuana Brass, Frank Sinatra and Paul 
Revere and the Raiders as well as many 
others. 
- As a performer, he is noted for his hit 
recordings with The Rolling Stones, B.B. 
King, Bob Dylan, George Harrison, Jose 
Feleciano and Eric Clapton. His most recent 
recording was a 1979 chart topper "One for 
the Road," collaborated with Willie Nelson. 

As a backup for Russell, New Grass 
Revival will present "Newgrass," a sound 
which evolved from its own bluegrass- 
raised tastes. Newgrass is a realistic ver- 
sion of updated bluegrass—a musical 
hybrid composed of contemporary 
bluegrass, Jazz and rock. 

New Grass Revival features precision 
with its tight harmonies and blazing in- 
strumentals. The band's strength lies with 
its exceptional musical skills. 

The act (Leon Russell and New Grass 
Revival) has stunned audiences all over the 
U.S., according to McPheeters. 

"Performance Magazine named it the 
"Concert of the Year," be said. 

Russell and New Grass Revival just 
recently finished a stand at the Uptown 
Theater in Kansas City, Mo., McPheeters 
said. 

Tickets for Coffeehouse Committee's 
onetime major production will go on sale 
Jan. 19 at the McCain Auditorium box office. 
All seats will be reserved for $5.50, $6 and 
$6.50. There will be a limit of 20 tickets per 
customer. 
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Attention all KSU students! 
Has your fiddle (violin, viola, cello, bass) been 

buried alive in its case or cover all this time? 
Give it a breath of fresh air by joining along with the 

KSU Symphony to play Handel's Messiah during the 
"Messiah Sing Along" in McCain Auditorium on Sunday, 
Dec. 14 at 3:00 p.m. There will be rehearsals Monday 
(12/18) at 7:30 in McCain 201. Also Tuesday and Thurs- 
day at 2:30 in McCain 201. 

No audition is necessary to play and you can choose your own section (Violin I, 
Violin II, Viola, Cello, Bass). 
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Briefly By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

U.S. 'much closer' towards release... 
BEIRUT, Lebanon — The speaker of Iran's parliament said 

Monday the United States had come "much closer" to meeting 
demands for release of the American hostages and he thinks the 13- 
month-old crisis "will be settled." 

Hashemi Rafsanjani told a news conference in Tehran the latest 
U.S. response to Iran's four conditions for release of the 52 hostages 
held for 13 months "has come much closer to solving the problem." 

"If the United States meets our demands, and it seems that they 
want to, the problem will be settled," he said. "In the past, the 
United States has accepted our demands in principle but this time it 
has taken more clear steps in executing them." 

Rafsanjani also ruled out a further study of the matter by the 
Majlis, the Iranian parliament, saying: "We the Majlis have given 
our final opinion about the hostages." 

.... while Iran-Iraq war escalates 
WARSAW, Poland (AP) — Poland's army newspaper warned 

Monday of mounting concern in the Polish military that "social 
unrest" was getting out of hand in this Soviet bloc country. The 
Soviet Union and hard-line Warsaw Pact members leveled new 
charges that "counterrevolutionary groups" were endangering 
communist rule in Poland. 

In Washington, senior Carter administration officials said 
military preparations had continued in more than 30 Soviet and 
Warsaw Pact divisions. They said U.S. military commanders in 
Europe had been advised of the potential of war in Eastern Europe, 
but that there was no alert of U.S. troops. 

The army newspaper Zolnierz Wolnosci hinted Poland's army 
may be forced to intervene to restore order in a nation gripped by 
political and economic problems that have alarmed the Soviet-led 
Warsaw Pact and triggered fears in Western capitals that the Red 
Army may intervene in Poland. 

But Poland's independent labor movement, focus of much of 
Moscow's concern, denied Soviet and East German reports of new 
labor unrest and there were no reports of new strikes. 

The Warsaw daily newspaper Zycie Warszawy accused Western 
news media of "unleashing a hysterical campaign" alleging there 
was danger of Soviet intervention. And in Madrid at the 35-nation 
European Security Conference, Poland's Deputy Foreign Affairs 
Minister Marian Dobrosielski called reports of a possible Soviet 
intervention "baseless" and "very harmful" to Poland. 

Amid continuing reports that Soviet troops on Poland's borders 
were poised for an intervention, Poland's own army indicated it 
could be preparing for a crackdown. The official army newspaper 
said "the soldiers of the Polish People's army share anxiety and 
concern" about "prolongation of social unrest in our country." 

New warnings issued en Poland 
BEIRUT, Lebanon — Iran and Iraq claimed they hammered each 

other's oil centers Monday and a warning was soundeg in Tehran of 
an attempt to overthrow the Islamic revolutionary regime of 
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini. 

War communiques said the oil refining complex of Iran's 
beleaguered city of Abadan was on fire from Iraqi artillery bom- 
bardment and helicopter raids. Iraq's main Persian Gulf oil ter- 
minal of Fao also was reported ablaze from Iranian attacks on the 
78th day of the war. 

"The people of Iran must know that a dangerous coup d'etat is in 
process to destroy this regime," said parliament member Ali Agha 
Mohammad at a parliamentary session. He called on the people, 
army and lawmakers to close ranks. His remarks were broadcast 
by Tehran Radio and monitored in Beirut. 

Haig's cabinet chances fading 
WASHINGTON — Gen. Alexander Haig Jr.'s chances to be 

secretary of state seem to be fading as Ronald Reagan looks at the 
prospect of starting his presidency with a rehash of Watergate, the 
scandal that cost Richard Nixon his job, sources said Monday. 

"The question is whether or not they are willing to start out their 
administration by bringing all the old stuff from Watergate back 
into it," said one source close to the Reagan transition effort who 
asked not to be identified. 

Haig, who as White House chief of staff played a central role in the 
final days of Nixon's presidency, was cited last week by sources as 
Reagan's leading choice to be secretary of state. 

WeatFier 
Let it snow, let it rain, let it hail, let it sleet, let it do whatever it 

wants to do. The greatest rock and roll performer of them all—John 
Lennon—is dead. For whoever cares about the weather anyway, the 
high today will be in the mid to upper 30s with decreasing cloudiness 
and clearing tonight. 
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Opinions  

Nothing 'dead' about it 
As final week approaches, classes become the focus of student 

concern, and studies begin to take precedence over other outside 
matters. 

But a problem for students while getting ready for finals is the 
amount of work many professors pile on the week before. 

The term associated with this period of the semester is "dead 
week," but no phrase could be more inappropriate. For many, the 
week is anything but "dead." 

During dead week, many professors load students with papers, 
projects, experiments, research and even tests which leave some 
student's wondering if final week has actually been extended to 
include the week before. 

Students have long argued about the necessity of a lighter 
workload during the week prior to finals, but the debate is usually 
lost. No standards have been set to require professors to ease the 
workload during this week supposedly set aside as a time for 
students to catch up. 

It is doubtful whether professors who require a tremendous 
amount of work which directly affects a student's grade will quit 
using "dead week" as the time to make big assignments due. It 
would help if Faculty Senate at least looked into the situation to 
determine how many students' finals are adversely affected the 
week before by other academic responsibilities. 

Many students need a break at this time, not additional work 
which could have been handled earlier in the semester or during 
finals week. 

KEVIN HASKIN 
Opinions Editor 

1    HATfc 
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Letters 

Rec space cut offensive 
i 

Editor, 
The current threat to slash or cut out 

entirely the recreational services in Ahearn 
is all the more offensive for its timing. 
Before construction of the new complex the 
disadvantage of a too distant facility was 
slightly offset by the continued service 
nearer to most of us—a selling point for the 
building's construction. 

When discussion about cutting services 
comes so soon after the grand opening, 
anybody would conclude that users have 
been had, and that service and convenience 
to the academic community is secondary to 

BOr W$ IS BWOELY 

service and convenience to those who run 
the programs. New administrative 
arguments, as reported in the Collegian, 
that the Rec Complex is to small miss the 
point, unless their real point is to begin a 
case for expansion and dreams of acquiring 
more space and playthings. 

If that is the real point, then all of us have 
more evidence, as if we need it, that service 
to students and faculty and staff is in fact 
secondary. 

DonHedrlck 
assistant professor of English 

Use lockers 
Editor, 

As the end of the semester and the time to 
sell back books approaches, I'd like to warn 
all students who plan to use the Union 
Bookstore during this time to use the 
lockers. Don't leave your books and back- 
packs in the slots. It takes only a second for 
someone to "walk off with them" and you 
won't appreciate your books and notebooks 
getting "lost" right before finals. 

It's hard to believe this kind of thing can 
happen, but it does all the time. Carry 
around an extra quarter for your own sake 
and take advantage of the coin-return 
lockers in the Union. 

Laura Templln 
Junior in family economics 

David Hacker 

KCdishing out 
some rotten Apples 

The newspaper fraternity is a small one, 
with just a few thousand newspapers in the 
nation and 10,000 or so workers, most of 
whom fear they aren't quite as important as 
they think they are. Thus, like doctors and 
lawyers who seldom talk nasty about each 
other because they know they're vulnerable 
too, newspapers treat each other gingerly. 

But in this Christmas season, the 
Collegian's city-slicker cousin to the east, 
Kansas City, Mo., has been running ads 
telling its readers about the delights of the 
"Little Apple." 

Now, wait a minute, fellas. 
There's only one Little Apple in America, 

and it's in Kansas, not Missouri. It's in Riley 
County, and it begins at the corner of First 
andPoyntz. 

THAT OTHER NEWSPAPER had the 
guts to run an ad story with a map showing 
downtown Little Apple, which took up most 
of the space between Colorado and New 
York and Chicago and Austin. If you went 
north on Main, you ran into the Arctic, 
Mexico was just a tad south of Brush Creek, 
and the Pacific was hardly a tile's throw 
west of the Country Club Plaza. 

A joke is a joke, and if Kansas Citians will 
buy that, they'll buy anything, even 
Philadelphia. The map's caption was a long 
text comparing what Kansas City has with 
what the Big Apple, New York City, has. 

But to speak the truth, the comparison 
must be between the two real apples, New 
York City and Manhattan, Kan. So in the 
interest of journalistic accuracy, and 
credibility, I'd like to correct the parallels. 

NEW YORK HAS Fifth Avenue. We have 
M or o andPoyntz. 

New York has Reggie Jackson. We have 
Damon Runy on. 

New York has George Steinbrenner. We 
have Sonny Ballard. 

New York has the Yankees. We have the 
Wildcats. 

New York has the Hudson River. We have 
theKaw. 

New York has Greenwich Village. We 
haveAggieville. 

New York has the Empire State Building. 
We have the Wareham Motor Hotel. 

New York has the Brooklyn Bridge. We 
have Tut tie Creek Dam Bridge. 

New York has the Metropolitan. We have 
the Union Art Gallery. 

New York has Central Park (by day, 
anyway). We have CiCo (except when it 
rains). 

New York has the Statue of Liberty. We 
have Johnny Kaw. 

New York has Brooks Brothers, Kron 
Chocolatier, Cartier, and Gucci. We have 
Woody's, Woolworth's, Food 4 Less, Far- 
mer's Co-op, Arbuthnot's and the American 
Institute of Baking. 

New York has New Yorker writer Calvin 
Trillin. We have Mercury writer Kent 
Donovan. 

New York has the Russian Tea Room. We 
have Ric's Cafe. 

New Yorkers have "I love New York" 
stickers. We have "Screw KU" stickers. 

SO, GET IT STRAIGHT KC. The real 
Little Apple is in the Flint Hills, underneath 
a clean white and blue blanket. If you look 
west and squint you can see Colorado. Our 
shadows may be flat, and our boots pointy- 
toed. The family limousine may have four- 
wheel drive and a long bed filled with bales 
of hay. The cocktail hour may be a cooler 
full of Coors on 1-70 at 7 a. m. 

You can sell all the Gucci, Pucci and Tucci 
stuff the suckers will buy. But understand, 
there's only one Little Apple, and would you 
please hose off that city dirt before you get 
to Mel's Tavern. 
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Bump-A-Thon plans underway; 
informational meetings to start 

It's time for K-State students to warm up 
their dancing shoes once again. 
Preparations are being made for the 1981 
Muscular Dystrophy Association Bump-A- 
Thon. The Bump-A-Thon will begin 6 a.m. 
Jan. 20 and continue until 11 p.m. Jan. 22 at 
Mother's Worry. 

Persons interested in dancing should 
attend one of the informational meetings at 
Mother's Worry tonight and Wednesday 
night, according to Cathy Rohleder, senior 
in graphic design and executive member of 
1981 Bump-A-Thon. 

The seventh annual fund-raiser provides 
for research to find a cure for the crippling 
disease. In the past, the Bump-A-Thon has 
been the largest single money-raising event 
in Kansas. The goal this year is to top the 
$20,000 raised last year. 

If K-State earns at least $20,000, the couple 
who completes the 64 hour marathon dance 
and also collects the most money will go to 
Las Vegas to present the check from K-State 
on national T.V. during the Jerry Lewis 

Labor Day Telethon. 
All meals are provided for the dancers 

during the Bump-A-Thon. Pizza Hut and 
Swanson's Bakery were the two major 
supporting businesses during the dance last 
year, according to Rohleder. 

Support also comes from living groups 
and campus organizations. Ford and West 
Halls, the Acacia and Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
fraternities and the Alpha Chi Omega, 
Gamma Phi Beta, and Chi Omega sororities 
are required to have at least one dancer and 
have at least one group for the Superteams 
competition. 

The Superteams competition is for per- 
sons who want to get involved in the Bump- 
A-Thon but don't want to dance. They 
participate in games for points and also 
provide entertainment for the dancers. 

KMKF will broadcast from Mother's 
Worry during the dance and an auction will 
be held to raise money on Jan. 21. The band 
"Paradise" also will play one night. 

Attention December Graduates 
Management Opportunities 

Wc are a progressive franchise-SIRLOIN STOCKADE. We have 5 restaurants In 
operation and more are planned. We seek dynamic men and women who desire a 
stimulating and secure future In the restaurant Industry. All we ask Is that you have 
motivation to succeed and the ability to work well with people. We offer a full benefit 
package. 

For A Career - Not Just A Job 
with a people orientated organization IE WAYNE PREMOK 316-241-1422 

GALE PREMER 316-669-1194 or 913-263-1270 
CALL COLLECT: 316-669-1194 for appt. 

Continental Inn-Manhattan 
We will be accepting applications at the Sirloin Stockade restaurant 
in Manhattan, 100 Bluemont. 

6 p.m.-9 p.m., Dec. 10-11 

I   M 
100 Bluemont 

701 E. 30th St. Hutchinson 
Junction City 

Manhattan 
2211 E. Kansas, McPherson 

Abilene 

IMPRESSIONS HAIR CARE CENTER 
Creative Hair Design for MEN & WOMEN 

Our staff offers the latest techniques in permanents, hair- 
cutting and braiding with a personal touch. 

Come in and see what exciting looks we can create for you 
this HOLIDAY SEASON. 

OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 
EVENINGS UNTIL 8:00 BY APP. 

537-1332 
411POYNTZ, LOWER LEVEL MALL      ~*^ 

&REDKEN 

HOLIDAY SPECIAL 

15% OFF SALE 
ON ALL OUR 14KT GOLD EARRINGS! 

"Perfect gift for the woman who has everything. 
Affordable prices starting under $35.00 

Rose  Jewelers 
"Quality Jewelry at 
Affordable Prices" 

0SAGE EAST 
411N. 3rd 

Ph. 776-6793 
New Hour*: 10 a.m.-7 p.m. Mon.-Frl. 

Take advantage of our 
SALE! 

Discount lasts only 
until Sat., Dec. 13th 

J 
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Gays face family with secret life 
Mlttr'i nit Thli It tha »econd of a thraa part MrlMon 

homoaaxuallty and tha ra*ult» of tha gay paraon't daemon 
to rtvaal hi* or har uxuai idantlty to family and friandt. 
Tha nama* uaad ara fictitious. Soma paragraphs may ba 
offanalva to aoma raadart. 

By DENISE HARVEY 
Collegian Reporter 

First they accepted themselves. Now it 
was time to ask their family and friends for 
acceptance and understanding. Some would 
be surprised at the response, others would 
not, but at least the lies did not have to 
continue. 

The best way for gays to reveal their 
sexuality to family or friends is in a relaxed 
setting, free from distractions and 
preferably on a "good day," according to 
Dr. Charles Silverstein, author of "A 
Family Matter, A Parents Guide to 
Homosexuality." 

"Choose the time you'll tell them about 
your homosexuality. Make it a time when 
you can be alone with your parents, without 
interruption. It's also helpful to talk with 
them on a day when things are going well in 
the family. You help your parents by 
choosing the right time and setting," 
Silverstein said. 

For Andrew, a student in theater at K- 
State, the time to inform his parents came 
about a year and a half ago. After coming to 
terms with his homosexuality, he wanted to 
end the secretive nature of his life. The 
experience proved to be both dramatic and 
emotional. 

"I had no attraction to women. I 
remember wondering about it. During my 
senior year in high school, I dated one girl 
and it was a nice relationship, but it wasn't 
what I truly wanted," Andrew said. 

"WHEN I WAS finally in a relationship 
that I could truly feel comfortable in, it was 
one that I couldn't tell my parents about. I 
wanted to tell them, 'Mom! Dad: I'm 
carrying on a relationship that I love!' but 
unfortunately I couldn't," he said. 

When Andrew was finally ready to tell his 
parents it was an experience he said will not 
be easily forgotten. 

"My mother and father sat down on the 
couch, she did the talking. They were clear 
across the room. My mother told me that 
they were aware of my 'identity problem' 
and they felt it was necessary to discuss it... 
what could be done about it," Andrew said. 

"I told them I was gay. My father was 
sitting holding a book in his hands, smoking 
a pipe. He bit his pipe and broke the book in 
two. My mother was wringing her han- 
dkerchief," he said. 

"They said, 'Okay, you think you're gay. 
What makes you think that? Why don't you 
see a psychiatrist? We'll take you out of re- 
state. Design schools have a lot of faggots, 
you're being influenced by them,'" Andrew 
said. 

TO SATISFY their wishes, Andrew went 
to a psychiatrist. The psychiatrist said he 
was healthy, sane and fully aware of what 
his choice entailed, according to Andrew. 

"My parents were furious when they 
found out that the psychiatrist wanted to see 

For information about 
Heart Memorial Gifts 

ci? 
Ask your Heart Association 

Joggers! 
Bauscn&Lomb 
soft lenses wont 
slide down your 
nose. 

There's nothing more annoying 
than having to push your glasses up 
every lew strides while you're taking 
your dally run 

Why not look into Bausch & 
Lomb soft lenses'7 

They're comlortable to wear be- 
cause they're sott and llexlble 

They're easy to wear usually 
trom the first day 

They don't pop out easily when 
you don't want them to Not even 
when you're togging 

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL: 

DR. PAUL E. BULLOCK, PA. 
OPTOMETRIST 

77S-S461 
404 HumboMt 

Soft ItiM ara now 
available for Aattgmatlam 

SOFLENS 
(pofyntocon) 
Contact lantM 

them. He (the psychiatrist) thought the root 
of my homosexuality was environmental," 
he said. 

There are two steps in "coming out," 
Andrew said. First you must "come out" to 
yourself and then to your family and friends. 
You have to remember how long it took to 
accept yourself, to realize what it is going to 
take for parents to accept it, he said. 

Samuel, a student in theater at K-State, 
said he believed his parents had known 
about his homosexuality for as long as he 
could remember, but they had never openly 
discussed it. The issue was finally discussed 
about three weeks ago. 

"I never had to tell my parents. My father 
used to call me his little girl. I was brought 
up as a girl. My brother was the first born. I 
guess my parents wanted a girl next, so I 
became it, "Samuel said. 

"I WOULD BE inside with my mom and 
my brother would be outside with my dad. 
Consequently, I do the 'little girl things' like 
sitting in a tree and reading to myself. I 
caught hell in grade school because I 
couldn't play baseball and all those other 
things a boy is supposed to know how to do," 
he said. 

"I grew up in a theatrical family. My 
parents, at least my father, tried to keep me 
away from the homosexuals in the theater 
company. He was afraid that I would be gay 
from the beginning," Samuel said. 

"When I was fourteen I had my first 
sexual experience. My father noticed that I 
was hanging out with 'strange people.' At 
that point he took me aside and told me, 

'Once you get your hands on a woman you'll 
never want a man again.'" 

Samuel's encounter with his parents lead 
to surprises on both sides. His perception of 
how his father viewed him as a son was 
altered and his father's perceptions of the 
family changed also. 

"My father can't accept it (Samuel's 
homosexuality) and he ignores it. He knows 
that I'm living with a lover because he read 
my journal. I wanted to talk about it with 
him, but he said, 'I don't want to talk about 
it. You lead your life and I'll lead mine.' 
That hurt me. It really did," Samual said. "I 
know he loves me, he tells me that every 
time I see him." 

HAPPY 20TH 
DENNIE 
you are now 

officially 
post-pubescent 

♦ 41' Give the gift •       V» 
of music. 

WESTRON WYNDE 
Recorder and Early Music Shop 

Front Hall Records 
Hammered Dulcimer 
Hammered Dulcimer Strikes Again 
Mountain Dulcimer & Hurdy Gurdy 
Mountain Dulcimer & Banjo 
Michael, McCreesh & Campbell 

Estee Lauder brings you 

THE PRINT 
COLLECTION BAG 

A 31.00 value. 

Yours for only 7.50 

with any 

Estee Lauder purchase 

of 6.50 or more. 

All zipped up and ready to make you glow, Estee 
Lauder's handsome print traveler holds five more 
collectibles to take along everywhere. This 
beautiful gathering includes European Per- 
forming Creme, Soft Film Compact Rouge, 
Eye Color Stick, Cinnabar Fragrance Spray, 

and a Beauty Mirror that will show you the 
glorious results. To receive THE PRINT 
COLLECTION BAG for 7.50 with any Estee 
Lauder purchase of 6.50 or more, see order form 
below, or come in anytime to our Estee Lauder 
Beauty Bar. All products made in U.S.A. Offer 
good while supply lasts. 

DOWNTOWN MANHATTAN 
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Sun Devils lead early 
before pounding 'Cats 

With a golden chance of joining the Top 20 
and beating a top team on the road, the K- 
State Wildcats fell behind early and lost to 
the 15th-ranked Arizona State Sun Devils 84- 
61 in Tempe, Ariz., last night. 

The Wildcats had problems with the 
running Sun Devils, in what turned out to be 
K-State's worst defeat since they dropped a 
91-53 contest to the University of Kansas in 
1975. 

Sports 
Arizona State jumped out to a 15-point 

lead, 31-16, in the first half and went into the 
half with a 45-33 lead. 

After K-State guard Tim Jankovich hit the 
first bucket of the second half to cut the lead 
to 10, Arizona State ran off eight straight 
points capped by 7-foot Alton Lister's slam 
dunk to halt any chance of a K-State 
comeback. 

THE CLOSEST the 'Cats could come the 
rest of the way was 14 points, while the Sun 
Devils enjoyed a comfortable victory after 
entering the Top 20 for the first time this 
season. 

Shooting and rebounding hurt the 'Cats 
throughout the contest. A starting frontline 
that stood 6-8, 6-6 and 7-0 proved too 
dominating for the smaller 'Cats. 

Two Olympians, K-State's Rolando Black- 
man and Lister, were featured in the game 
before a disappointly small crowd in the Sun 
Devils Activities Center. 

Lister scored 11 points and was joined by 
three teammates, while Blackman led the 
'Cats with 14 points. 

Blackman's five field goals put him in 
third-place on K-State's all-time field goal 
list behind Mike Evans and Chuckie 
Williams. 

TWO FIRST-HALF spurts helped the Sun 
Devils to their early lead. The first one came 
after Blackman scored the first points of the 
game on a three-point play. Arizona State 
countered with nine consecutive points to go 
up 9-3. 

The second streak by the Sun Devils oc- 
curred after K-State cut the lead to three, 19- 
16. The next 12 points were scored by the 
home team as the 'Cats blew a chance to 

Women move north, 
face Corn huskers 

The K-State women's basketball team will 
put its undefeated record on the line tonight 
when it faces the University of Nebraska at 
5:15 p.m. in the Bob Devaney Sports Center 
at Lincoln, Neb. 

The 14th-ranked Wildcats, 7-0 after 
beating Creighton 73-63 Saturday, will face a 
4-2 'Husker squad fresh off a third-place 
finish in the Cal-Berkeley Tournament last 
weekend. 

"Nebraska is a tough road game. They 
have some size and good outside players to 
contend with. We'll have to make sure we 
keep our intensity up throughout the entire 
game," K-State coach Lynn Hickey said. 

K-State has a commanding 11-1 advantage 
over Nebraska in the series. The 'Huskers' 
lone win came in the third-place game of the 
Big 8 Tournament in 1979. Last year, K-State 
won the only meeting 90-75. 

Center Tammie Romstad and guard 
Taryn Bachis continue to lead the Wildcats 
in scoring with 21.7 and 17.4 averages 
respectively. 

m&TOor, 

A FESTIVE 
FINALS 
FINISH 

For your pleasure and enjoy* 
ment, AUNTIE MAE'S will be 
OPEN AT M :»(» during FINAL 
WEEK. Come down & enjo.t 
$1.(1(1 DRINKS and a OKI.I 
SANDWICH, BOWL OF SOUP 
FOH $2.00. Featuring 
PIERRE I.A MOOSEA in ze 
kitchen. 

make a game of it. 
The 'Cats were poorly ouplayed by the Sun 

Devils frontline. Sam Williams was the 
ringleader of the Arizona State attack, 
especially in the first half. He scored 14 
points in the opening 20 minutes and pulled 
down numerous rebounds. 

Ed Galvao was the lone bright spot for K- 
State in the first half. The 6-5 Brazilian came 
off the bench to score eight points playing at 
the point guard position. 

TYRONE ADAMS AND BLACKMAN tied 
Galvao with eight first-half points. Centers 
Les Craft and Randy Reed rounded out K- 
State's scorers in the first half with five and 
four points, respectively. 

K-State could not produce the same 
second-half magic that they pulled off two 
year's ago in Tempe, where they scored 65 
points to win 101-74. 

The 'Cats were only able to score back-to- 
back baskets once in the first 15 minutes of 
the second half. By that time they were 
down 69-45 and the rest was history. 

The loss puts the 'Cats record at 3-1. Their 
next game is Saturday night against 
Wisconsin-Parkside in Ahearn. 

SOPHOMORES 
Two more years and you graduate .. . Then 
what? How about a future job that will provide: 

—High level managerial experience 
—Excellent pay and benefits 
—Service to your country 
—Opportunity for advanced education 
—"PLUS" pays you $2,000 during your last two years 

of college 

Secure a great first-job through K-State's 2-year Air 
Force ROTC program. 

Now processing Sophomore applications for Managers, 
Technicians, Pilots, Engineers, Navigators and Ad- 
ministrators. All academic majors eligible. 

For more information, contact Colonel Barber at 
the Military Science Building, Room 108 or call 
532-6600. 

Christmas Smorgasbord 
Tickets   Still   Available 

Purchase at Directors Office 

K-STATE UNION 0100 

Fast Free Delivery 

537-9500 
MENU 

Pizza 
Available ingredients: Anchovies, Cheese, 
Fresh Sausage, Green Olives, Green Peppers, 
Ground Beef, Ham, Hot Peppers, Mushrooms, 
Onions & Pepperoni. 

$1.00 OFF 
IFWE DON'T DELIVER 

YOUR NEXT PIZZA PASTA 
PIZZA WITHIN 30 MINUTES 

WITH THIS COUPON BELOW 

SMALL 12" LARGE 16" 
Cheese $3.55 Cheese           $ 5.70 
1 item 4.20 1 item               6.65 
2 items 4.85 2 items             7.70 
3 items 5.50 3 items             8.55 
4 items 6.15 4 items             9.50 
Add'l items .65 Add'l items         .95 
And then there's our DELUXE, which consists of 
these 5 ingredients: Onions, Grren Peppers, 
Mushrooms, Pepperoni, & Fresh Sausage. Pay 
only the price of 4 item pizzas for the 
DELUXE! 

Spaghetti 
Our delicious Italian Spaghetti 
comes to your home, piping hot! 

Single Double 
(Serves 1 ■ 2) (Serves 2 - 4) 

1 Pail Pack 2 Pail Pack 
$3.25 $6.15 

Triple 
(Serves 3 - 6) 
3 Pail Pack 

$9.05 
All Spaghetti dinners include Garlic Bread. 

Soft Drinks 
Pepsi, Mountain Dew.   16 oz.   .45 
nrsi wimrsirnn AM Kn.isTrRr.ii THAMUARKs.orerrsicoINC H'RCIIASF.. N Y 

We reserve the right to limit our delivery area. 

'1.00 OFF 
Any purchase received 

over our 30-minute 
Deadline 

537-9500 
One Coupon Per Pizza 

I MM M Clip this COUpOn M MM ■ 
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Sports 
briefs 

College Basketball 
NEW YORK (AP)-DePaul, Kentucky, 

UCLA and Maryland retained the top four 
spots in The Associated Press college 
basketball poll Monday as defending 
national champion Louisville—still winless 
this season—disappeared from the Top 20. 

DePaul, which rolled to easy victories 
over Gonzaga and Santa Clara last week, 
collected 32 of 58 first place votes from a 
nationwide panel of sports writers and 
broadcasters. The Blue Demons, 3-0, 
received 1,128 points in edging preseason 
favorite Kentucky, 3-0, by 24 points for the 
nation's top spot. The Wildcats, who were 
outstanding last week in defeating then No.5 
Indiana and then No.9 Ohio State, garnered 
20 first place votes after the second week of 
regular season action. 

UCLA was third, Maryland held on to the 
No.4 position. 

Oregon State and Virginia each moved up 
a notch, taking over the fifth and sixth 
positions in the poll, respectively. 

Indiana slipped to No.7 while Ohio State, 
Notre Dame and North Carolina rounded out 
the Top 10. 

But the biggest surprise continued to be 
the slumping Louisville Cardinals, who 
dropped to 0-3—and out of the Top 
20—following its most recent losses to Tulsa 
and Oklahoma State. 

Louisiana State headed the Second 10 and 
was followed by Texas A&M, Wake Forest, 
Missouri, Arizona State, Iowa, Arkansas, 
Michigan, Brigham Young and Syracuse. 

Last week's second 10 was Arkansas, 
Iowa, Notre Dame, Texas A&M, Louisiana 
State, St. John's, N.Y., Missouri, Syracuse, 
Brigham Young, and Georgetown, D.C. 

Baseball Draft 
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP)-The Kansas 

City Royals selected two players in the 
major league draft at winter meetings in 
Dallas Monday. The club tabbed minor 
league pitchers from Columbus, Ohio and 
Oklahoma City. 

Dave Wehrmeister, 28, a product of 
Northeast Missouri State who has been with 
the New York Yankees Triple A farm club at 
Columbus, was selected first. He was 3-4 this 
year and had a 2.83 era with Columbus. He 
saw two brief stints with the San Diego 
Padres in 1976 and 1978 where he was 1-7. 

The club also drafted Jim Wright, a 25- 
year-old righthander who has been with the 
Philadelphia Phillies farm club in 
Oklahoma City. Wright, a native of St. 
Joseph, has been plagued with arm 
problems the last three seasons. He wound 
up the past year with a 9-9 mark and a 5.35 
era. 

In the annual draft, the players are 
purchased for $25,000 and must remain on 
the roster for one year or be optioned back to 
the former club. 

TRANSACTIONS 
DALLAS (AP)—The St. Louis Cardinals 

acquired relief ace Rollie Fingers and 
catcher-first baseman Gene Tenace from 
San Diego today in an n-player trade, with 
the Padres obtaining seven players, in- 
cluding four pichers. 

In addition to Fingers and Tenace, St. 
Louis received lefthanded pitcher Bob 
Shirley and a minor league player to be 
named later. 

In exchange, San Diego acquired catchers 
Terry Kennedy and Steve Swisher, infielder 
Mike Phillips and pitchers John Urrea, John 
Littlefield, Al Olmsted and Kim Seaman. 

Fingers and Tenace both were important 
cogs in the three straight world cham- 
pionships won by the Oakland A's from 1972- 
74. In 1976, the first year of baseball's free- 
agent re-entry draft, both signed with the 
Padres. 

Fingers, 34, had an 11-9 record with 23 
saves and a 2.80 earned run average in the 
1980 season. His career record is 101-101 with 
244 saves, the most saves among active 
major leaguers. 

Tenace, also 34, batted .222 with 17 home 
runs and 50 runs batted in this year. Shirley 
was 11-12 with seven saves and a 3.55 ERA. 

Kennedy was one of the most sought-after 
players on the Cardinals' roster and had 
been mentioned in most trade talks in- 
volving St. Louis. Kennedy batted .254 with 
four home runs and 34 RBI in 1980, his first 
full major league season. 

Here 
are some 

answers to 
often asked questions. 

Question: 
Answer: 

How does the Union Bookstore- determine how much your 
books are worth whon you soil thorn back? 

If the Bookstore has notification from the instructor that the 
books are to be re-adopted for use the next semester, and if the 
Bookstore does not already have a sufficient stock on hand, then 
you will be offered 60 per cent of the publisher's current list price. 

For example: if a book sells for $10.00 new and it meets the 
requirements noted above, the book would be bought from you for 
$6.00. 

If the Bookstore has not received notice that the book will be 
used again, or if it already has a sufficient stock on hand, the book 
would be worth the current wholesale price as indicated by one of 
the nation's largest jobbers of used textbooks. 

If you have any questions about the pric» oeing paid for a text- 
book, the buyer will be happy to answer any questions which you 
may have regarding the price paid. 

Question: 
Answer: 

Is 60 per cent the usual price paid 
for textbooks around the country? 

Definitely not. Most stores in the United States pay only SO per cent for 
books being used again. The Union Bookstore is one of the few stores 
which pays 60 per cent. And remember, we pay cash. You don't have to take 
your money out in trade. 

-i-^. 
nit • What about peperbecks? Oose the 

«• 60 per oent policy apply to them toe? 

Answer: Yes. The Union Bookstore does not penalize you on paperbacks. If they 
are being used again, and if the bookstore needs them, you will receive 60 
per cent of the publisher's list price. 

Question: 
Answer: 

If the publisher's price has gone up since I bought my books, 
will I receive the benefit of that price Increase? 

Yes. For instance, if you bought your book for $0.00 and the 
publishers list price is now $10.00, vou will get $6.00, not $5.40. 

Tnfe will Tansy books: 
Wednesday, Dec. 10 
thru 
Friday, Dec. 12 

Saturday, Dec. 13 

Monday, Dec. 15 
thru 
Friday, Dec. 19 

Ik-state union 

8:18 am 
to 

448 pm 
10:18 am 
3:48 pm 

8:18 am 
to 

4:48 pm 

J bookstore 
25 years of service 1956-1981 0301 
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Residents angered 
by postponement 
of board decision 

A packed house gathered in the City 
Commission Room of City Hall last night, 
only to find out the Manhattan Urban Area 
Planning Board would defer an item on the 
agenda that most people had come to hear 
discussed. 

The item was the consideration of a 
request to rezone a tract of land located 
immediately east of the city limits and south 
of Knox Lane, from G-l County General 
Agricultural District to C-4 County Highway 
Business District. 

When the announcement was made to 
defer the item until Jan. 12, approximately 
20 disgruntled Manhattan residents who live 
near the area left the meeting. 

One man called the situation "in- 
furiating" to take time to go to the hearing 
and have it postponed. 

"The citizens are the ones concerned, not 
the individual making the request," he said. 

The item was deferred upon the request of 
the applicant, a board member said. 

On their way out the door, the residents 
said they are concerned with the possible 
effects of the change, including increased 
traffic on Casement Road. 

"Right now there are no sidewalks for the 
kids on Casement Road. The schools are 
nearby, and the traffic that com- 
mercializing will bring in will make it more 
dangerous than it already is," one mother 
said. 

Besides her concern for safety the woman 
said she is concerned about the value of 
their own property. 

In action the board did consider, it 
unanimously passed an amendment to the 
1968 zoning ordinances to allow govern- 
mental buildings in areas that have a C-l 
restricted business district zoning. 

The amendment was offered to correct an 
oversight which left the Riley County 
Courthouse in nonconformity with the C-l 
zoned downtown area. 

Zoning board to meet toni^rt 
The Manhattan Board of Zoning Appeals 

will meet tonight at 7 to continue a open 
hearing considering a request by the Kappa 
Kappa Gamma serority for a zoning 
variance. 

The sorority is seeking a variance—an 
alteration in zoning law—to allow a 
reduction in the minimum front yard set- 
back to allow for a parking lot. 

R is also seeking a variance to alllow a 
reduction in the minimum required off- 
street parking of 10 spaces to eight at its 
house located at 501 Fairchild Terrace. 

Manhattan's zoning ordinances require 
that sororities and fraternities provide 
parking space for at least 75 percent of the 
in-house membership when it numbers over 
20 people. 

Collegian 
classifieds 

CANCER 
CAN BE BEAT. 

American     I 
Cancer Society % 

THIS SrMl CONTUKrTfO AS A PUSUC SUrvKI 

Jay, 
If life is a bowl of cheeries, 

how come we got stuck with 
the PITZ? 

HAPPY B-day??? 

CLASSIFIED RATES 
One day: 20 words or less, $1.50, 5 cents 

per word over 20; Two days: 20 words or less, 
$2.00, 8 cents per word over 20; Three days: 
20 words or less, $2.25, 10 cents per word 
over 20; Four days: 20 words or less, $2.75,13 
cents per word over 20; Five days: 20 words or 
less, $3.00,15 cents per word over 20. 

Classifieds are payable in advance unless client has an 
established account with Student Publications. 

Deadline is 10 a.m. day before publication. 10 a.m. Friday 
for Monday paper 

Items found ON CAMPUS can be advertised FREE for a 
period not exceeding three days. They can be placed at Ked 
zie 103 or by calling 532-6555 

Display Classified Rales 
One day: S3.00 per inch; Three days: $2.85 per Inch; Five 

days: $2.75 per inch; Ten days: $2.60 per inch. (Deadline is 5 
p.m. 2 days before publication) 

Classified advertising is available only to those who do not 
discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, national 
origin, sex or ancestry. 

(Continued on page 10) 

\fa    PRE-CHRISTMAS SALE     fife 
^p- Browning Boots '/p 
8040 Waterproof Vibrams 
7940 Waterproof 
3240 All Terrain Vibrams 
3440Featherlights 

Reg. 99.95 
Reg. 95 
Reg. 90.95 
Reg. 104.95 

Sale 59.95 
Sale 57.95 
Sale 55.95 
Sale 62.95 

Gun Cases & Holsters 10% OFF 
•CLOSE OUT ON ALL FISHING SUPPLIES* 

V-i price while stock lasts 

Open Till 8:00 every night 

Downtown Only 
while stock lasts—no rain checks 

ALL SALES FINAL 
one week only 

414 Poyntz 776-8531 WAY 

The strangest things happen 
when you wear polka dots 

Wednesday 

Forum Hall 7:00 p.m. 

Thursday 

Little Theatre 3:30 p.m. 

Forum Hall 7:00 p.m. 

$1.50 
A Film by. 

International Film Series 

Including a Mel Brook* Short 
"The Critic" 

V k state union 
upc kaleidoscope 

MARCELLO DANON promts 
UGOTOGNAZZI   MOCLSERRAULT 

"LA CAGE AUX FOLLES" 
IEnoM>SubMni 

Bsssd upon thsplay by JEAN POIRET A Mm by EDOUARD MOUNARO 
Screenplay and adaptation by 

FRANCS VEBER EDOUARD MOUNARO, MARCELLO DANON 
and JEAN PORET wKh CLAIRE MAURER REMILAURENT 

BENNYLUKE CARMENSCARFTTTA  LUBAMANERI 
ar*i with the rjartrirjatoncJMOtLGALABRU 

Muse by ENNIO MORRICONE  A French kakan reproduction 
LES PRODUCTIONS ARTISTES ASSOCIES  DA MA PRODUZIONE SPA 

CsnntMeilllUMtsanimCaisoftkM WrqnanunM UrMtld AftNtS 

WE'RE PAYING CASH FOR 
YOUR BOOKS NOW 

SELL YOUR 
BOOKS 

AT VARNEYS 
AND 

GET YOUR 
YELLOW TOKEN 

Get your yellow token, which is good for 10 % off any non textbook items, when you sell your books during 
dead week or final week. You decide what the token is worth by the amount you purchase. THE MORE 
YOU BUY THE MORE YOU SAVEI You can use the token whenever you want. Use it for Christmas pur- 
chases or use it next semester. 

BUY BACK SCHEDULE 
Dead Week Final Week 

9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. 8:30 a.m.-9:00 p.m. 

J 
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FOR SALE 
ADULT GAQ gifts «nd novaltias—Birthday, snnivaraary, get 

wall, or Juat for fun. Treasure Chast, Aggiavi l la. (1tf) 

STEREO COMPONENT systsm, NIKKo 40 watt channal 
racalvef, Msrsntz 8100 turntable, AKAI csssett* deck with 
Dolby two 3-way spaakars 12 Inch woofers. See et 1022 
HumboUt or phone 539-3157 after 8:00 p m $500 00 (6ft 72) 

MUST SELL-1977 Yamaha 790. 7000 miles, fairing, AM-FM 
fttrack stereo, two new tires. Asking $1500. Call 7764504 
after 5:00 pm (68-72) 

NEW SANSUI SC-3330 stereo cassette deck, Dolby, feather- 
touch controls, Digitsl Peak level indicators, memory func- 
tions, metal tape capability, $400 Call 1-0224833 after 
6:00 p.m., ask for Pat. (68-72) 

BEAUTIFUL DIAMOND engagement ring. One large stone, 
four smaller ones. Call 778-1815. ask for Daryl. (68-72) 

HANQ QLIDER—excellent condition. beginner-Intermediate 
model, $375 Call 776-8149 (86-72) 

CHESS SETS, all price ranges. Qreat Christmas gifts. 
Treasure Chest, Agglevlile. (69-75) 

POCKET WATCHES, chains, Merschaum and other pipes, 
jewelry, snuff bottles, Coke, beer items, proof, mint sets. 
Treasure Chest. Agglevlile. (89-75) 

CERWIN Vega R-12 speakers, like new, 50 watts RMS 
maximum. Very loud end clean. Call 776-9883, ask for Jeff. 
(89-73) 

1972 VW Super Beetle, 30 mpg, 16,000 miles on rebuilt 
engine, runs great, $900 Call 5394864 (69-73) 

USE0 PARTS for 1971 Audi 100LS and Toyota Corona. Call 
1-494-2388, St. George. (69-75) 

1971 BUDDY trailer, dishwasher, air-conditioning, 
washer/dryer, fence, dogs, two bedroom, wood paneling 
throughout. $5,500. Colonial Gardens. 539-5543. (69-73) 

TWIN BED mattress, box springs, good condition; lounge 
chair, lair. Call Keith, 532-8404, 5:306:30 p.m. or leave 
message. (72-75) 

BY OWNER: Nice two bedroom house with basement apart- 
ment, one block east of campus, $40,000.00. Call 537-1669 
(72-75) 

WHY PAY Rent? Why pay for gas? Nice two-bedroom trailer 
lor sale. Call 537-2519 for advantages of living in North 
Campus Courts. (72-75) 

QUALITY CAMERA-Canon AE-1 black w/1.4 lens, 
Speedllght 155A flash, case, filter. Call 776-3657. (70-72) 

SWIFT-SERIES 3500 SLR binocular microscope—four ob- 
jectives, lOx; 20%. 40x; and oil emersion. Carrying case In- 
cluded. Price $850.00. Call 1-402-826-2171. (70-75) 

"KANSANS GET Blown Away" 1 shirts are In again. Buy 
yours now for $5.50 at Justin 214. (71-75) 

FIAT 128.1974. Beet offer. Must sell by finals. Call evenings, 
539-3683.(71-72) 

MUST SELL: Kustom PA. Head $350; DMI Mellotron $900; 
Mitchell Speakers $225 each. Call 539-2491.(71-75) 

WEIGHT BENCH and 177 lbs. of weights, only used once, 
$80; Royal typewriter, $50; end Eplphone 12-strlng guitar, 
$200.(71-73) 

SLEEPING BAG: Military Issue, Cover, $50, firm. Call 
532-4824.(71-75) 

LOUISVILLE TICKETS: pair; Section C, Row 9. Call 532-4824. 
(71-72) 

1978 JEEP CJ-5, Gotden Eagle. V-6, 304, powar steering, 
power brakes, 3-speed. brown soft top, Marantz In-dash 
AM/FM cassette. 537-9189. (72-75) 

DELUXE PRESS bench with 50 lb bar plus barbell and 8 
discs (62 lbs.), all for $115. Call 53*4391 sfter 6:00 p.m. (72- 
74) 

1977 YAMAHA 400 RD excellent condition, must sell, bast oi- 
ler, 7749523. Altar 6:00 p.m. (70-74) 

SPEAKERS-PAIR, 10" woofer, 10" passive radiator, 2V>" 
tweeter, beautiful gloss black finish, foam grill fronts. Call 
532-6055 .(70-74) 

GREAT BODY. 1974 Monte Carlo, power steering, power 
brakes. AM/FM stereo cassette, radial tires. A classy car. 
Call 532-5903. (70-74) 

BIG BUCKS lor s BB student season ticket Name your price. 
Call Dave 539-1661 and leave your number. (70-75) 

FOR RENT 
COSTUMES, MASKS, periodical clothing, accessories, all 

types make-up. Grass skirts, lals, bunny and mouse ears 
and more. Treasure Chest, Agglevlile. (Itf) 

TYPEWRITER RENTALS, electrics and manuals, day, week 
or month Buzzelis, 511 Leavenworth, across from post 
office. Call 776-9460. (1tl) 

RENTAL TYPEWRITERS: Excellent selection. Including IBM 
Salectrics. Service most makes of typewriters. Hull 
Business Machines,(Agglevlile), 1212 Moro, 530-7931. (itf) 

SANTA SUITS, reserve now for Chrlstmss. Treasure Chest, 
Agglevlile. (69-75) 

AVAILABLE FROM January 1, two-bedroom, basement apart 
ment, close to campus, (washer, dryer), $185. 537-8775 
(7:00-9:00 s.m.) mornings, (6:154:15 p.m.) evenings or 
537-0428 (69-73) 

FOUR BEDROOM, 1417 Nichols. All appliances, carpeting, 
drapes. Call 537-1202 (69-75) 

CLEAN, ONE bedroom efficiency apartment. Partially fur- 
nished (optional). $100 month plus '•'< utilities (pay own 
elec). Nesr Aggievllle. Available January 5th. Call 776 
5060. (72-75) 

TWO BEDROOM 12x70 trailer, Redbud Eststes, unfurnished, 
with appliances and washer/dryer $200. Janet, 776-1162. 
(70-72) 

ONE BEDROOM and one efficiency apartment available 
January 1. Call Steve. 53*9794 or 537-7179. Agglevlile 
locations. (70-75) 

TWO BEDROOM furnished apartment, close to campus, 
$260fmonth. Watar-traah paid. Available January 1. Call 
537-1608. (70-75) 

""ROOMMATE WANTED 
MALE ROOMMATE wanted to ahare large four bedroom 

house with lour vet students. Call after 5:00 p.m.. 77*0263. 
(6*75) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted for second semester. Nice 
apartment, close to campus. Call 53*5098. (72-75) 

FEMALE NEEDED to share luxury two bedroom apartment 
with two others lor spring semester. Phone 537-2055 
(6*72) 

MALE ROOMMATE lor second semester, two bedroom 
apartment. $90 per month, Vi bills. Close to csmpus and 
Aggievllle. Call Kevin. 77*5033 alter 1:00 p.m. (6*72) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted lor second semester. Nice big 
apartment Own bedroom. Fairly close to campus. $68.33 
month plus share utilities with two others. Call 539-6320. 
(8*75) 

FEMALE TO share nice basement apartment with fireplace. 
Private bedroom and bath. $70 plus V> utilities. Call 
77*0149.(6*72) 

WANTED: RESPONSIBLE male roommate to share four 
bedroom house close to KSU. $50 deposit, $75 per month 
plus utilities. 77*4995. (6*72) 

NEED TWO males to share two bedroom apartment, fur- 
nished. Transportation to and from campus, utilities In- 
cluded. $100fmonth. Call 77*1907. (72-75) 

(Continued on pege 11) 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
DEC. 22nd 

KIMK 
You speak well 

with your hands. 

IMPRESSIONS 
HAIR CARE CENTER 
Creative hair design 
for men and women. 

Specializing in creative 
looks for the HOLIDAYS. 

OPEN MONDAY THRU 
SATURDAY 

EVENINGS TILL 8:00 
BY APPOINTMENT 

537-1332 
411 POYNTZ 

LOWER LEVEL MALL 

Lutheran-Catholic Dialogue 
450th Anniversary of the 

Augsburg Confession 

Wednesday, Dec. 10 
7:00 p.m. 

St. Isidore's Catholic Student Center 
Panel Members: Dr. Robert Linder. 

Rev. Dave Nelson 
Rev. Daniel Scheetz 

EVERYONE WELCOME! 
Sponsored by the Family Religious Education Program 

of St. Isidore's Church. 

THE SPRING 1982 FEATURE FILMS 
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NEEDED FEMALE undergraduate to share large room In 
large furnished home, January 1st. Reasonable rent, In- 
cludes utilities. Laundry facilities provided. Walking 
distance of campus. Call 776-5956. (68-72) 

NEEDED—THREE undergraduate males. January 1st. Large 
furnished home, reasonable rent, includes utilities. 
Walking distance of campus. Call 776-5956. (68-72) 

NON-SMOKING, non-drinking female wanted to share nice 
apartment with two others $100 00/month plus vi utilities. 
Call Debbie or Marilyn at 776-8555 (68-72) 

MALE ROOMMATE wanted to share nice apartment for 
spring semester, own bedroom, washer and dryer in build- 
ing. Close to campus, free January rent Call 7764767. 
(88-72) 

ROOMMATE FOR spring semester Large two bedroom 
apartment, private bedroom Prefer CNS or engineering 
major. J90/mo plus Vi electricity. Other bills paid. Call 
539-0427 (6875) 

FEMALE-NICE apartment, fireplace, dishwasher, close to 
campus. Pay Vi bills. Call 537-0653 (69-73) 

MALE ROOMMATE to share new three-bedroom house, 
spring semester. Cable, washer, dryer, nice area. Call 
776-1254. ask for Dan. (69-75) 

LIBERAL FEMALE wanted, close to campus, pets ok., own 
bedroom. Call 537-0247 (69-75) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE to share furnished apartment with two 
others for second semester. Very close to campus. 
537-8184. (69-73) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE second semester Nice, large fur- 
nlahed house. Own room, laundry facilities $115, utilities 
paid. Call 537-8941. (70-72) 

FEMALE TO share two-bedroom trallerhouM. f 100 a month 
plus 1/2 utilities. Must have car. Call 7764445 after 
8:30 p.m (70-75) 

LIBERAL FEMALE roommated) wanted to share nice three 
bedroom house. Need transportation. $140fmo. plus 
utilities. Call 5394789. (70-74) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted, $100 rent and 1/2 utilities. 
Call 7764266. (70-74) 

ROOMMATE MALE or female needed to share house. 
S90 monthly plus utilities. Call 539-9460 and ask for Krista 
or Beth. (71-75) 

FEMALE GRADUATE student roommate wanted, own 
room—close to campus. $95.00/mo Call 5394134 
evenings. (71-75) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted. 190 month, utilities Included. 
Nice house. Call 7784480 aftemoona. (71-74) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted. $100 per month, 1/2 utilities, 
own bedroom, 1Vi blocks from campus. Call Lisa at 
5374347.(71-74) 

FURNISHED, SPACIOUS apartment close to campus, 
available January 1. Own room, fireplace, microwave oven, 
laundry, two roommates. Prefer male twenty years or older 
$85/mo. Call 5394206. (71-75) 

MALE ROOMMATE wanted to share large three bedroom 
house for second semester, $60 s month, low utilities. Call 
7764908. (71-75) 

FEMALE NON-emoktng upperclassman or graduate student 
roommate wanted to share nice three bedroom house with 
fireplace. Own room, $107.00/month plus utilities. Call 
776-7338. (71-75) 

NON-SMOKING female to share spacious apartment. Private 
bedroom, $82.00, low utilities, close to campus Call 
7764692. (71-75) 

WORKING STUOENT seeking mature female room 
mate<s)/companlon<s) (interested in Agrlc.) to help locate 
apartment or trailer to rent next semester. 5394486. (72-73) 

FEMALE TO share apartment, own bedroom, $80 rent plus Vi 
utilities, nonsmoker. Call 776-5338. (72 75) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE to share nice two bedroom duplex 
apartment one block from campus, $112.507month. Call 
537-2970. (72 75) 

MALE ROOMMATE needed to share trailer In Redbud 
Estates for 2nd semester. Call Ron, 5394678. (72 75) 

FEMALE UPPERCLASSMAN or graduate student to share 
three bedroom house near campus. Carpeted, laundry 
facilities. $100 month plus vi utilities. Call 5394427. (72- 
75) 

ANNOUNCEMENT 
DIVERSIFIED DISCO Systems is back In business. For the 

best In mobile entertainment call 776-1254, ask for Dan. 
(69-75) 

THE STRANGEST things happen when you wear polka dots! 
Find out December 10 * 11 In the Union Little Theatre & 
Forum Hall. (71-72) 

IN NEEO of a typist? Papers typed for a reasonable tee, 
rough drafts must be legible. If Interested, call 7769579 
(72-73) 

TO ALL concerned: Tracey P. (of Tonganoxle fame) did not, I 
repeat, did not have to crawl up the stairs Saturday night. 
RMC. (72) 

BUMP-A-Thon dancers wanted: Anyone Interested In dan- 
cing 64 hrs. In the 7th Annual KSU Bump-A-Thon to help 
fight M.D. please come to Mother's Worry either Tuesday, 
December 9 at 6.00 p.m. or Wednesday, December 10 at 
6:00 p.m. (72) 

 SUBLEASE  
THREE BEDROOM house one block from campus, two 

blocks from Agglevllle. Call 5374386 (70-75) 

HELP WANTED 
OVERSEAS JOBS—Summer/year round. Europe, S. Amer., 

Australia, Asia. All Fields. $50041200 monthly Sight- 
seeing. Free Info. Write: IJC, Box 52-KS2, Corona Del Mar. 
CA 92625. (52 73) 

DIETICIAN ADA Registered or eligible within one year. New 
Horizons, 821 Third Street, Valley Center, KS 67147. (68-72) 

RNORLPN 
Part-time positions available on 7-3 
and 3-11 shifts. 
Excellent  wages   and   congenial 
working environment. 

Please contact: 
Nancy Barnaby 

Meadowlark Hills 
2121 Meadowlark Road 

537-4610 

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER wanted-Need a Programmer 
with 6502 assembly language experience to start im- 
mediately for 8-12 weeks of programming. Salary com- 
mensurate with experience. Call 5324640 (69-75) 

RNS AND LPN's: Explore your nursing potential! We offer 
total nursing care, approved continuing education for 
rellcensure, competitive salary, shift differential and 
liberal fringe benefits. Full time, part time, and on call 
openings. Cell Lisa Kramer, Nurse Recruiter at 7764300, 
ext. 114 or 229. Memorial Hospital, Manhattan, Kansas. 
EOE (72-75) 

CONSTRUCTION LABORER or experienced draftsman for 
local construction firm. Part-time position, flexible hours 
between 8.40 a.m.-540 p.m. Monday-Friday 539-3020 after 
640 p.m. (72-73) 

Help Wanted 
Secretary 

Full-time position available for ex- 
perienced person, capable of typ- 
ing 60 WPM, shorthand, transcrip- 
tion. 
Some bookkeeping experience 
helpful. 

Please apply at: 

Meadowlark Hills 
2121 Meadowlark Road 

Manhattan 
537-4610 

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER: Part-time graduate or un- 
dergraduate student needed by the Midwest Race and Sex 
Desegregation Assistance Center to program new and 
help maintain existing computer systems. Applicants 
should have knowledge and have experience In some com- 
bination of the following: Conversational Computer 
Systems (CMS). Standard Statistical Packages (SAS, 
CULPRIT) and Computer Programming (PL1, COBOL). 
Salary range from $4.25 to $5.25 per hour. Submit an ap- 
plication letter, resume and references by December 15, 
1980 to: Charles I. Rankln, Director, Midwest Race and Sex 
Desegregation Assistance Center, Kansas State Univer- 
sity, 1627 Anderson Avenue, Manhattan, Kansas 66506. 
(72-74) 

 SERVICES  
RESUME WRITING, layout, editing, typing or appraisal. 

Resume Service, 411 N. 3rd, 537-7294. (1tf) 

WOMEN'S HEALTH Care Service. Confidential hearth care 
for women with unexpected pregnancies Abortion ser- 
vices to 20 weeks as an outpatient. Information and free 
pregnancy testing. (316) 684-5108 Wichita. (1 tf) 

PREQNANT? BIRTHRIGHT can help. Free pregnancy test. 
Confidential. Call 537-9180 103 South 4th Street, Suite 16. 
(1IH 

PROFESSIONAL THESIS/dlssertatlon typist. 5 years' ex- 
perience; theses/dissertations for 15 universities. Cor- 
recting Selectrtc II, pica/elite. Work guaranteed. 50-page 
minimum. I do damned good typing Peggy, 913442-4476. 
(51-75) 

RESUMES $20. 1-2 pp., 5 copies and envelopes Tldwell & 
Associates, 219 S Seth Chlkfs, 7764213,537-4504. (68-75) 

VW MUFFLER sale. Regular $34.00, now only $28.00. Flta 
1987 to 1973 Bugs. Installation extra J&L Bug Service, 
1-494-2388. (69-75) 

VW REPAIR at low prices for quality work. One day service 
on most repairs. Call 1-494-2388. J&L Bug Service. Only 
seven minutes from Manhattan. (69-75) 

ATTENTION JARDINE tenants: Tired of bothering with 
tedious )ob of cleaning your apartment or parts of It before 
moving? Call 5394360 after 640 p.m. for inexpensive, 
guaranteed cleaning service. (72-75) 

Peanuts By CHARLES SCHULZ 

RIPING ON THE BACK 
OF VOUR MOTHER'S 

&WCUE IN THE WINTER 
CAN BE AN EXPERIENCE 

U/ECANV SEE WHERE 
WE'RE 60IN6,ANPuJE 

5LIPE ALL OVER... 

BUT WE FINALLY ARRIVE 
AT THE SUPERMARKET 
WHERE 5HE BUMPS INTO 

AN 0LP FRIENP... 

COMPLETELY FORGETTING 
ABOUT VOU KNOW WHO! 

CrossworcT By EUGENE SHEFFER 

ACROSS 41 Set Of tools 
1 Sister of Ares 42 Ancient 
S Short-napped country 
8 Highpriced, 43 Certain 

today 
12 Soft fabric 
13 Large bird 
14 Medicinal 

plant 
15 Flashy one 

(slang) 
17 Hindu god 
18 Dutch 

cupboard 
19 Dirk 
21 Native of 

Athens 
24 Diminish 
25 Rummage 
26 Religious 

zealots 
30 Philippine 

Negrito 
31A tree 
32 Speck 
33 Sally Rand 

special 
35 Pigeon 
38 Cereal food 
37 Wife of 

Menelaus 
38 African 

caravan 

goldfish 
48 Spartan 

queen 
49 Swiss 

canton 
56 Notion 
51 Russian 

news 
agency 

52 Lease 
53 Diving bird 

DOWN 
1 Sprite 
2 The turmeric 
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Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 

3 Hostelry       21 German title 
4 Fitting for   '   of nobility 

a light bulb  22 Roster 
8 Communists 23 John, in 
8 Chalice Ireland 
7 Indian 24 Exaggerated 

ceremonial      comedy 
28 Whimsical 
27 Baal, 

for one 
28 Sheltered 

inlet 
29 British gun 
31 Animal's bed 
34 Theater 

offerings 
35 A particular 
37 Broadway 

success 
38 Controversial 

treaty 
39 Region 
40 Popular 

crazes 
41 Create 

sweaters 
44 Land 

measure 
45 Artificial 

language 
46 Zodiac sign 
47 River in 

Poland 

8 Small 
mechanical 
device 

9 Designer 
Cassini 

10 Deep 
feeling 

11 Beloved 
16 Asian ox 
20 Biblical 

name 
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Yesterday's   Cryptoquip   —   RODEO   RIDER   AT 
MERITS   MEDAL. 

Today's Cryptoquip clue: E equals 0 

LAST 

QAYPHONE, 5394092. Gay awareness, counseling and sup- 
port services available, also calendar Information re- 
garding H.A.R.C. meetings and other scheduled activi- 
ties. Call Sunday through Thursday 6:00 p.m. to 240 a.m. 
(89-73) 

BACHELOR PARTIES, stag parties-Rent video cassette 
player. Hooks up to your t.v Call 7761254, ask for Oan. (69- 
75) 

PARTY D.J., he walks, talks, and plays good music, 
reasonable prices. Call Rick, 7764536. (71-75) 

TERM PAPERS typed by former secretary. Cell 5344549. (72- 
74) 

 ATTENTION  
DUNGEON AND Dragons and Avalon Hill games end sup- 

plies. Available at Tom's Campus Corner, 716 North 
Manhattan, Agglevllle, 776-5461. (69-75) 

CHRISTMAS STOCKINGS available, $1.00 each. At Tom's. 
716 North Manhattan In Agglevllle. (69-75) 

BIG BUCKS for a BB student season ticket. Name your price. 
Call Dave, 539-1661 and leave your number. (70-75) 

BIRDS OF a Feather .. (71-72) 

MARY KAY Cosmetics: 25% off on all merchandise. Putnam 
Hall 539-4611. Ask for Taml in 227. (71-75) 

RELAX, TAKE a break from winter in our warm, tropical at- 
mosphere. Happy Tan will give you a beautiful tan. 1123 
Laramle, 7764060. (72) 

The crop protection hats are 
ready but your money is needed 
before they can be picked up. 
Please give cash, check or 
money order to myself or Dr. 
Hugh Thomason. Thank You, 
D.E. Robinson. 

KANSAS MAY not be the number one sightseeing place to 
be, but thanks to UPC Travel, you can see yourself In 
Aspen. The Summit, or Padre. (72) 

REWARD: $40 for the return of purple K State aweat shirt 
lost in Aheem. No questions asked Call 539-2615. (72-75) 

NEED FINANCIAL help for second semester? Family has 
board and room for college girl In exchange for duties. 
Write Box 6 c/o Collegian. (72-75) 

 WANTED  
COLLECTIBLES, COINS, back Issue magazines, comics, LP 

slbums. Check with us before you throw it away. Treasure 
Chest, Agglevllle. (1 If) 

QOLD CLASS rings, gold jewelry, diamonds. Call 539-1081 or 
774-7837. (49-75) 

WANTED: SCRAP gold, men's class rings, $50 to $200. 
Women's, $35 to $75. Other jewelry bought too. Top caah 
buyer. Steve's Coin Shop, 411 N. 3rd. (50-74) 

TWO/THREE students for three bedroom apartment. Very 
close to campus. Available now or January 1st. Ring E. 
Young 5324727 or 539-5706. (7474) 

FAMILY WANTS college girt to live In for second semester. 
Board and room In exchange for duties. Write Box 72, 
Manhattan, KS 66502 (72-75) 

 CARD OF THANKS  
WHEN UPC Issues and Ideas speak, people listen. But now 

It's time for you to hear thanks for all the work and your 
good ideas. (72) 

 LOST  
LOST. DARK blue down coat at King Hall—has ski button 

and rabbit foot on zipper—$20 reward Phone 532-3967 
(71-73) 

LOST: SILVER horseshoe shaped key ring—4 keys and 
medallion with inscription "Chris." Call 5324401, Reward. 
(72-74) 

MAN'S TAN jacket with navy corduroy trim. $15 reward If 
returned to Room 117, Weber Hell. (72-74) 

 FOUND  
RING FOUND In R-2 room, Kedzle Hall. Call 5324569 to Iden- 

tify and claim or come to Kedzle Hall room »103 (72-74) 

 PERSONAL  
B M.-YOU'RE special tool Thanks for always being around 

when I need you. I Love You—Brown Eyes (72) 

TO THE Southern Gent who knows all about Bait* Pigma 
Pstles. Hope you had a real stud day, Eknuhl What's the 
skin, anyway? Happy birthday from your Jock-girl—Sally 
May. (72) 

FORO 2—You're second to none In my book. Thanks so 
much for "Belle," she's a doll. Good luck on finale. Love ya 
lots. Hannah. (72) 

TO THE girl in room 294 at the Hilton In JC Friday night: 
What was it that you wanted me for? Too bad the springs 
broke but 303 worked juet as well. Thanks for everything. 
By the way, what time is it? Merry Christmas. Love, Gongs. 
(72) 

TO THE Chl-O pledge in Derby with the white stuff on her 
face that shouldn't have been there: Thanks for the grins. 
The Knights of the Round Table. (72) 

TO THE 4 Bad-deet Caney Men—We started out, two known, 
two not; but once we got started, It got pretty hot. Dinner 
and wine were made for romancing. But the fun really star 
ted when we quit slow dancing. Of booze there wea plenty, 
for all who were able. And It got pretty wild when you dan- 
ced on the table. If nothing else, remember this. Trie 4 Bad 
dest AX women of December Six. (72) 

TO S.A.—Thanks for the compliment. It waa very sweet of 
you. J.H. (72) 

CATHERINE: BY the time you get this I will be long gone. I 
hope that you're happy—you've won. Good luck. Love 
"you're" crazy friend. (72) 

JAMES #55: Happy 22nd Birthday to the tightest defensive 
end we know! How did you like your little birthday break- 
fast? We love you Snookuma! Love, Connie, Vlckl and An- 
ne. (72) 

KIM AND BJ—The lessons are over, We thank you alot, 
When your bruises are healed How bout practlcin the 
Texas-two trot' The Owl end the Beak. (72) 

CARRIE E. Thanks for the much needed help, you really 
saved my life. Owing you a big one. Jeff T. (72) 

KAPPA SlG Bags, You guys are the best In the world, so let's 
Hit the Road for a trip! I'm dying for some action 
(youngblooda). The Bean (72) 

CLOVIAITE-J.D S was nice, Mickey Mouse waa thoughtful 
and the mistletoe waa fantaatic. Would like to do It again. 
Your pain in the neck. (72) 

CARI: HOW does It feel to be a year older but not a year 
wiser. Happy 20th. Al, Griff, & Everybody In the ad room. 
(72) 
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HOLIDAY GIFT BOOK SALE 
UP TO 80% ON FINE GIFT BOOKS 

SALE IS IN PROGRESS NOW 
Quantities Limited 

023857.      ITALIAN REGIONAL 
COOKING 

2SOS19. BABY ANIMALS. By J Burton Nearly 100 FuB Cobr 
Photos Beautiful vol filled with pholos of ill sorts of adorable ap 
pealing baby animals Big babies, imall babies, water babies, wild 
babies, domesticated bebles-theyre all here 8xl0vi S.M 

273381 THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE CAT. By A Sayer 
Nearly 400 Full Color Photos and lllus BeautffuBy lllus vol It 
chock ful of Info and photos of all breeds of cats and kittens 
Covers al aspects of keeping and understanding cats, mcl biology, 
evolution, psychology, behavior, heredity, more Detailed prac 
heal sections on cat care and breeding with extensive advice on 
veterinary problems, show Info . etc. With A-Z glossary of feline 
terms 8>/M11'/I 

Extra Vatsw Issxaort Only 110.91 

224038    THE  ENCYCLOPEDIA  OF THE  HORSE.  500 
Photos and lllus. 300 in Full Color. An equestrian "bible" with 
over 200 breeds fuly described and all illus . phsa detailed guide to 
buying and breeding horses: every aspect of horse care and 
management: al types of equestrian sports, role of the horse In 
history, more 

Extra Value Import Only 110 98 

249456. THE ORIGINAL WATER-COLOR PAINTINGS BY 
JOHN JAMES AUDUBON FOR THE BIRDS OF AMERICA. 
431 Exact Reproductions In Full Color from the Original Coke 
don Text by Marshall B Davidson Audubon's priceless original 
paintings have been reproduced In Full Color with photographic 
accuracy Over 1060 birds plut hundreds of flowers shrubs and 
trees, al suitable for framing Sumptuous paper and binding. 852 
Pages, weighs 12 lbsllxlSVt. 
Ong Pub in 2 Vols at 175 00 

N«s«. complete On* Vol. Ed. Only 1X9.95 

309777 THE ORIGIN OF SPECIES. By Charles Darwin. 
Nearly 100 lllus Superb new edition of the book that 
revolutionized the study of biology and permanently altered man's 
Idea of his earthly origins Distinguished as one of the most 
readable and acceseable works of the scientific imagination ever 
written, this edition Is exquisitely illus with the work of masterful 
19th century engravers Handsomely bound and stamped In 
simulated leather and gold Special Only 15 98 

K00287 THE NEW WEBSTER ENCYCLOPEDIC DIC- 
TIONARY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE. Includlne a 
Dictionary of Synonyms and 12 supplementary reference sec- 
tions Popular Quotations. Classical Mythology. Business Law & 
Finance. Names. The Story of America in 332 Pictures. 211 Flags 
In Color. Biographies of the Presidents with their pictures In color. 
Space Age Terms with 15 plates in color More than 1400 pages, 
large format H'/txll'/V 2'/« inches thick, weighs over 5 lbs 
Handsome leatherlike binding with simulated gold stamping and 
edges, head and footbands Pub at $39 95 Only 114 98 

279142. THE TOLKIEN COMPANION. By J E A Tyler Ex 
pbre the riches of "Middle Earth" with this complete reference 
guide—Invaluable for all those entranced by the best selling 
Tolkien Tnlogy A thorough compilation of facts, names, and dates 
occurring In that famous series, along with the elvish writing 
systems, detailed maps, and geneologlcal tables of the Inhabitants 
of "Middle Earth " 
Ong Pub at $12 95 New. complete ed  Only 14 98 

By Ada Boni 

^S^^-. 144 Pages of Full 
^    -ftTu~ CcZrPHotos 

iTm I   I UN 600 delicious and 
\j\l\l 1 authentic recipes 

tyffali W0W| Here is real Italian 
^pmjfjBjl     cooking    (he culi- 

■jrjpfl nary   treasures   of 
r> the countryside, 
j; seacoast, cities and 

tiny mountain trea- 
sures presented in a 
stunning, lavishly 
illus.   vol.   All   600 
recipes have been 
fully   tested   and 
adapted to Ameri 
can kitchens. Incl. 

Cannelloni Napoletana, Tortino Zucchine, Pasta 
Verde, Minestrone alia Genoese, Peperoni ala 
Bagna Caude, hundreds more. 

jU.B* 

Pub. at $19.95 Only $10.98 

All the Charm of This Children's Favorite In One Volume 
316870. PETER RABBITS 

GIANT TREASURY 
Ed. and with an Introduction by C. Wilkins 

Over 220 FuB Color lUus. 

Enchantingly illus. volume features eight of Beatrix Potter's classic 
children's stories: The Tale of Peter Rabbit, The Tailor of Glouces- 
ter, The Tale of Squirrel Nutkin, The Tale of Benjamin Bunny, 
The Tale of Two Bad Mice, The Tale of Mrs. Tiggy-Winkle, The 
Pie and the Patty-Pan, The Tale of Mr. Jeremy Fisher. 8>/2 x 11. 

Special Only $3.98 

274242. FRANK BABER'S MOTHER GOOSE. Selected by R. 
Spriggs. Full Color Paintings Throughout. One of the most complete 
collections of nursery rhymes ever published—loaded with beautiful, 
authentic 18th century illus. Incl. all the familiar rhymes plus lesser 
known classics. 8l/4xlO'/2. Pub. at $4.95. Only $2.98 

LARGE SELECTION OF CALENDARS, 
KLIBAN CAT ITEMS, AND MUCH MORE. 

256010 GREAT ARCHITECTURE OF THE WORLD. Nearly 
800 Photos and lllus . Over 440 In Full Color Magnificently illus 
history of the world's greatest buildings pictures and explains man's 
finest architectural achievements from Stonehenge to the 20th 
Century Over 320 specially created cutaway drawings (174 In FuB 
Cobr) depict buildings from Inside and out and from different 
angles This superlative vol. covers every ma|or style and incl the 
works of the world's foremost architects Pub at $29 95 

Oak, 114.98 

26725X THE COLLECTOR'S ENCYCLOPEDIA OF AN- 
TIQUES. Ed by P Phillips Over 2.000 Photos and lllus , Incl 
200 In Ful Cobr Complete guide, Indexed and cross referenced, 
covers al areas of American antiques and shows the Influence of 
British and European pieces. Arranged according to categories, 
this definitive work Incl. the care, repair and restoration of rugs, 
ceramics, musical pieces, needlework, paperweights, furniture, 
jeweky. botdes. pewter, silver, toys, plus appendix of museums 
and Index of sale rooms and their practices, more 8vfcx 11 
Pub at $25 00 Near, coeaplete ed. OrJy 114 98 

223651 GRAVS ANATOMY: The CUaatc Color Collet 
tor's Edltloa 780 Detailed Illus and Diagrams. Incl. 171 Color 
Plate*. This landmark 1901 edition of one of the greatest refer- 
ence works of all time la a must for physicians, students artists, 
and the medscaly curious. The 1248 page text Is teeming with 
fascinating Information. New Intro . quality printing, handsome 
binding, and a fantastic low price. OeJ» I7.98 

318504  THE IMPRESSIONISTS AND THEIR ART. By R 
Ash. 135 FuB Color Plates Handsomely produced book surveys 
the fuB magnificence of Impressionist art. from Monet's brlHiantfy 
colored view of Rouen Cathedral to Degas' ephemeral visions of 
the baflet and Manet's once-shocking nude In The Picnic. 
Describes the Impressionists struggle against poverty and the 
hostility of the official art establishment, as we I as their per- 
severance and eventual recognition as artistic visionaries. 9x12. 

Special Only 110 98 

VAN GOGH 

249537 VAN GOGH. By A Martini 59 Full Cobr Plates Sum 
ptuousry lllus vol explores the Me and works of this brlfllanl. un- 
conventional and passionate impressionist The carefuBy 
reproduced full cobr plates are indivxlually'explalned by concise 
interpretative notes 

29625X THE LOVE OF MOUNTAINS. By M Poole 100 FuB 
Cobr Pholos Breathtaking celebration of the world's mabr moun 
tain ranges, from the massive Himalayas to the gentle Ap 
palachians Describes and Illustrates their diverse wildlife and cobr 
ful vegetation, mounlain geology and man's Intrepxl expbrations 
Superb action pholos capture (he x>ys of skiing and moun 
laineering 9V«x 12'/» Special Only 16.98 

9:00-9:00 M-S 12-5 Sunday 
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Staff ohoto by Rob Clark Snowbound squirrel 
Watching students trudge through the snow-covered campus Tuesday, a 
squirrel sits in its perch and chews on one of the nuts he has stored up for 
the winter. The squirrel was located in a tree between Waters and 
Umberger Halls. 

Seminar probes realities, 
properties of Kansas cults 
Editor'i Not*: This Is the first In a four-part serlts on cults. 
The articles art based on presentations o'van as part of a 
two-day seminar in Manhattan on cults, their history, 
characteristics, and role in today's society. 

By KATIE DEBO 
Collegian Reporter 

Cults in Kansas—an idea that seems to be 
fanciful and remote to many, is a 
frightening reality, according to Rod 
Saunders, a campus minister with 
Ecumenical Christian Ministries at K-State. 

"It is almost unbelievable what's going on 
around us," Saunders said in a speech en- 
titled, "The Kansas Scene," part of a two- 
day workshop on cults. Saunders discussed 
mind control in Kansas in a group seminar 
on "Cults: Their Reality and Our Reponse." 

"The best mind control occurs when you 
don't realize it's happening. You can't feel 
mind control like you can't smell carbon 
monoxide," Saunders said. 

The way most cults succeed in mind 
control is to isolate the person, deprive him 
of food, sleep, bathroom privileges, threaten 
him (without presenting the cult as the 
threat), offer him no privacy, give constant 

repetition of beliefs and begin a love-fear 
relationship with the leader of the cult, 
Saunders said. 

"Few if any of us could withstand such a 
process and remain in control of our 
brains," he said. 

MANY PEOPLE compare the process of 
mind control to that of the army, Saunders 
said. However, there is a large difference, 
he said. 

A cult is a closed situation where no 
outside contacts can be made. In the army 
the person can leave the situation and think 
for himself, he said. 

Most people become involved in cults 
while searching for a "need." Once he is 
caught up in the movement, the person can 
no longer think for himself, Saunders said. 

"In five to eight years a person can be 
reduced to little more than a walking 
vegetable," he said. 

THE     CURE     for     mind    control, 
(See CULTS, p.2) 

Air Force will deploy airplanes 
to detect, monitor Soviet actions 

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Pentagon 
announced Tuesday that the Air Force is 
sending four of its advanced Airborne 
Warning and Control planes to West Ger- 
many, putting them in a position to use their 
sophisticated radar to monitor Soviet 
movements in the Polish crisis. 

The announcement confirmed earlier 
reports from sources in Brussels who said 
the AWACs aircraft were requested by Gen. 
Bernard Rogers, supreme allied com- 
mander for Europe. NATO defense 
ministers now meeting in Brussels approved 
that request, sources there said. 

The huge AWACs aircraft, each of which 
costs more than $128 million, are equipped 
with radar that can "see" more than 200 
miles. If flown close to the East German 
border, such planes could detect and 
monitor Soviet and East German military 
air activity and other moves. 

The announcement stressed that the 
AWACs aircraft, officially called "Sentry," 
will take part in a training exercise with 
elements of the Atlantic alliance's air 
defense system in Europe. 

Asked the extent to which the deployment 

of the AWACs planes from Iceland and 
Oklahoma are related to the crisis, officials 
said the deployments "are for- periodic 
training with NATO air defense units, but 
the AWACs can be used to monitor some 
Warsaw Pact movements." 

That was a close as the Pentagon came to 
acknowledging that the dispatch of the big 
planes was triggered by rising concern 
about the possibility of Soviet military in- 
tervention in Poland. 

The AWACs aircraft are converted Boeing 
707 jets jammed with some of the most 
advanced radar and other sensors. They are 
designed not only to watch for hostile enemy 
aircraft, but to control F-15 fighter planes 
and other jet aircraft in battle. AWACs 
planes are unarmed. 

The planes will be accompanied by some 
210 personnel, including maintenance and 
support specialists. 

The United States has stationed four 
AWACs planes in Saudi Arabia for the past 
several months to help the Saudis keep an 
eye on possible threats to their territory 
from across the Persian Gulf, where Iraq 
and Iran are locked in battle. 

Court charges alleged attacker; 
world mourns Lennon's death 

NEW YORK (AP) — A 25-year-old former mental patient and "devout Beatles fan" who 
authorities say came to New York expressly to kill John Lennon was arraigned on second- 
degree murder charges Tuesday in the slaying of the legendary singer-songwriter. 

Mark David Chapman entered no plea at his arraignment in Manhattan Criminal Court, 
but his court-appointed attorney said his client had twice attempted suicide and asked that 
he be given a psychiatric examination because of doubts he could understand the charges. 

The court agreed, ordered Chapman held without bail, and instructed that authorities at 
Bellevue Hospital take precautions against a suicide attempt. 

As Chapman was being arraigned, the music world mourned the death of the 40-year-old 
Lennon, and sales of his latest album, "Double Fantasy" soared in record stores across the 
country. Tributes poured in from around the world. 

PRESIDENT CARTER said Lennon "helped create the mood and music of our time." 
President-elect Ronald Reagan called the death "tragic" and said "we have to find an 
answer" to stop such violence. 

Lennon's widow, Yoke- Ono, said there would be no funeral, and asked instead that fans all 
over the world take part in a silent vigil "to pray for his soul." She said in a statement the 
exact time would be announced later. 

More than 100 people jammed the spectators' section of the heavily guarded courtroom 
and dozens of court workers were in the well of the court to watch as Chapman, dressed in a 
beige V-neck sweater, black slacks and a T-shirt, was arraigned. 

Assistant District Attorney Kim Hogref e said Chapman was carryir g $2,000 in cash when 
he was arrested without resisting moments after the slaying Monday night outside the 
luxury Dakota apartment building where Lennon lived with his wife and their 5-yearold son, 
Sean. 

HOGREFE CHARGED THAT Chapman, who most recently lived in Hawaii, had 
' 'borrowed to come to New York City to do what he had done.'' 

Chapman's court-appointed lawyer, Herbert Adelerberg, said his client had twice at- 
tempted suicide and had been placed in mental institutions following both attempts. 

"He's been a fan of John Lennon since he was 10 years old," Alderberg said outside court. 
Alderberg called the shooting "a motiveless crime" in court, but said outside court that 

his client had told him why he shot Lennon. The defense attorney refused to say what the 
alleged motive was. 

A police source who asked not to be identified said detectives remained uncertain about a 
possible motive for the killing. 

ACCORDING TO THE SOURCE, Chapman told detectives that he was unhappy with the 
way Lennon scribbled his autograph on a record album just seven hours before the killing. 

Police said they found an autographed copy of Lennon's new album during a morning 
search of Chapman's mid-Manhattan hotel room. 

According to police, Chapman waited in the shadows of the wrought iron gateway of the 
Dakota and shot the musician four times as he returned from a recording session Monday 
night. 

Chapman was a musician himself, according to people who knew him in Georgia, where 
he grew up, and in Hawaii, where he lived, worked and bought the gun police say killed 
Lennon. 

A former high school classmate from Decatur, Ga., Tommy Morris, said Chapman was 
"a real devout Beatles fan." 

Beatles co-founder, Paul McCartney, looking pale, told reporters at his Sussex farmhouse 
in southern England that "John was a great guy. He is going to be missed by the whole 
world." McCartney, who feuded with Lennon before and after the Beatles' breakup in 1970, 
said "I'll be paying my respects privately." 

ANOTHER FORMER BE ATLE. George Harrison, also was said to be deeply upset and to 
have cancelled a recording session. 

(See LENNON, p.2) 
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Lennon... 
(Continued from p.l) 

Ringo Starr, the former Beatles drum- 
mer, and his fiancee, actress Barbara Bach, 
slipped into the Dakota under heavy guard 
Tuesday to visit with Lennon's widow. 

Outside, on 72nd Street near Central Park, 
a crowd that fluctuated in size from 100 to 
500 sang Beatle songs, prayed, lit candles 
and demanded vengeance for Lennon's 
oWh 

In Lennon's native Liverpool, Lennon's 
death elicited dismay and anger. "It's 
bloody terrible, bloody terrible," said John 
Chambers, head of the local Beatles' Fan 
Club. 

Police said Chapman had visited the gate 
of the Dakota on Saturday and Sunday, 
asking the doorman and others about 
Lennon. 

Cults... 
(Continued from p.l) 

"deprogramming," consists of one com- 
ponent—logical thinking, Saunders said. 
The system was named and generated by 
Ted Patrick. 

"Deprogramming is not mind control of 
another fashion," Saunders said. 
"Deprogramming doesn't plant ideas, 
rather it lets the person make decisions on 
his own." 

The cults which Saunders said are present 
in Kansas are: The Divine Light Mission; 
Eckankar; Hare Krishna; The Way; The 
Unification Church; and possibly one other, 
BASIC (Brothers and Sisters in Christ). 

Most of these cults recruit through per- 
sonal contact, Saunders said. 

"Anyone in the helping professions needs 

to beware of the temptation of power," he 
said. "Leaders often foster an unhealthy 
form of dependences." 

According to Saunders, the groups known 
to operate in the Manhattan area that ap- 
pear to have cult-like properties include: 
Jews for Jesus, KSU Bible Study, the PTL 
Club, The Covenant, Women Aglow, and 
Girls Aglow. 

Saunders stressed that he was not saying 
there are no "legitimate groups." He said a 
person should check out everything about an 
organization before becoming associated 
with it. Authentic Christian groups will not 
be concerned with authority and control, he 
said. 

"It is the difference between serving the 
cult and serving God's people," Saunders 
said. 

Correction 
It was inaccurately reported in Tuesday's 

Collegian that the Manhattan Board of 
Zoning Appeals would meet at 7 p.m. 
Tuesday in the City Commission Room of 
City Hall. 

The board's meeting will take place at 7 
tonight in the same place. 

HMMM. 
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.LET ME SEE.' 
MAKES 15 

M6 PAVS 'TIL 
^CHRISTMAS' 
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Campus bulletin 
ANNOUCIMINTI 

COORDINATED   UNDIRORADUATI   PROOKAM   in 
dietetics will be accepting applications today. Application 
forms art available from Dr. Roach in Justin 107. 

SOCIETY OP ETHNIC MINORITY ENGINEERS must 
sign up in Seaton II by December 1» for the field trip to 
Phillips Petroleum Co. 

TODAY 
FAMILY ICON CLUi will meat at 3:30 p.m. In Justin 

M7 for the Christmas parly and a discussion of course and 
clrrlculum changes. 

MICROBIOLOGY CLUl will meet af 3:30 p.m. In 
Leasura 201. The meeting Is for members Interested In 
attending the National ASM meeting In Dallas. 

ARM EXEC will meet at 6 p.m. In the Derby Office. 

THE ORADUATI SCHOOL has scheduled the final oral 
defense of the doctoral dissertation of Dansou Kossoo at 2 
p.m. in Waters Conference room. Dissertation topic Is 
"Factors Affecting the Storage of Pearl Millet (Pen 
nlsetum amerlcanum (L.) Leeke) 

KSU RODIO CLUB will meet at 7:30 p.m. In Weber 230. 

KSU BUMP-A-THON DANCERS will meat at 6 p.m. In 
Mother's Worry. All persons interested In dancing to fight 
M.D., please attend. 

SPANISH TABLE will meet from noon to one In Union 
Stateroom 2. 

FENIX will meet from 11:30 p.m. to 1 p.m. in Union 
Stateroom 3. Lorene Dahm, SFA office, will speak on 
procedures to follow In applying for financial aid. 

AORONOMY DEPARTMENT will matt at 3:30 p.m. In 
ShellenbergerMl. 

THURSDAY 
KSU SPORT PARACHUTE CLUB will meet at! p.m. In 

Union 206. 

COLLEGIATE 4-H will meet at 7:30 p.m. In Union 207 for 
the Christmas party. 

WOMIN IN COMMUNICATIONS will meet at 7:30 p.m. 
at 350 North 15th for the Christmas party. 

INTSRVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP will meat 
at 7 p.m. at Grace Baptist Church for the Christmas 
worship services. 

KSU FRENCH CLUB will meet from 6 p.m. to7:30p.m. 
In Eisenhower 1 to go Christmas caroling with refresh 
ments served afterwards. Practice will be at 6 p.m. 

PR A AD CAMPAIONS SPRINO CLASS will meet at 7 
p.m. InKedileJIO 

CLOSID CLASS LIST 
020-527, 20V 275, 215-510, 215-511, 229-415, 241 515, 261 139, 

262 165, 262 171, 201-327, 202 400, 209-205, 209 555, 209 635, 
219 640, 290 260, 290-330, 290-350, 290 685, 310-D61, 325 443, 
325643, 510-412, 510-535, 510-537, 540-430, 540-533, 540 534, 
540 537, 540 560, 610 B60,610 731,750-770. 

SOPHOMORES 
Two more years and you graduate . . . Then 
what? How about a future job that will provide: 

—High level managerial experience 
—Excellent pay and benefits 
—Service to your country 
—Opportunity for advanced education 
—"PLUS" pays you $2,000 during your last two years 

of college 

Secure a great first-job through K-State's 2-year Air 
Force ROTC program. 

Now processing Sophomore applications for Managers, 
Technicians, Pilots, Engineers, Navigators and Ad- 
ministrators. All academic majors eligible. 

For more information, contact Colonel Barber at 
the Military Science Building, Room 108 or call 
532-6600. 

SORORITY BARTENDER NITE 
AT KITE'S! 

Featuring Kappa Delta Tonite 

Hikin' 
Shoemakers to America 

Rugged roughout 
Women's and Men's 

Boots. Sizes 5-13 

Reg. $75.00 

ItfahcuMfaiM boots 
Ruggedly designed with 

a waxed, full-grain 
leather upper and 

vibram lug sole and heel. 
Size 6-14 

Reg. $110.00 

SMOC   FIT   COMPANY 

311 Poyntz Downtown 

ESPECIALLY FOR CHRISTMAS 

J 
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Briefly By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Heavy combat claims 620 soldiers 
BEIRUT, Lebanon — Iran and Iraq, in some of the heaviest 

combat of the Persian Gulf war, on Tuesday claimed that fighting at 
the besieged Iranian oil refining city of Abadan killed a total of 620 
soldiers. 

Iran also said its war planes bombed and burned- the major oil 
loading terminals of Mina al-Bakr and Khor al-Amaya, which 
handled most of Iraq's pre-war exports of 3.2 million barrels a day 
through the gulf. 

Baghdad Radio said Iranian jetf ighters attacked the main supply 
route of the Iraqi invasion forces at Tameem, south of Baghdad. 
Iraq claimed five Iranian planes were shot down. 

The broadcast said Iranian planes struck Iraqi oil installations in 
Kirkuk, in the north, and at Shoaiba, near the southern tip of the 
disputed Shatt al-Arab waterway that divides the two countries and 
is Iraq's only sea outlet. 

The oil fields of Kirkuk feed the pipeline networks through Turkey 
and Syria that Iraq resumed using recently. 

Bell boost would cost state $1 million 
TOPEKA — The state's yearly telephone bill would increase by 

nearly $1 million if a proposed $62.2 million rate increase is ap- 
proved in full for Southwestern Bell Telephone Co., the Kansas 
director of telecommunications said Tuesday. 

Laurence Kunkel, who has held the state post for five years, said 
he estimated that Bell's higher rates would boost the overall 
telephone bill for Kansas government to $13.5 million a year. 

State government, Southwestern Bell's single largest customer in 
Kansas, currently spends about $12.5 million annually on telephone 
services—$3.8 million for intercity long distance and $8.7 million for 
local exchange service. 

Kunkel's remarks came before the Kansas Corporation Com- 
mission as it neared completion of a public hearing on Southwestern 
Bell's rate increase application. The hearing, now in its fourth 
week, began Nov. 17. 

Only three more witnesses are slated to testify, and the case is 
expected to be wrapped up early Wednesday, said R. C. "Pete" 
Loux, chairman of the three-member commission. 

Bell's proposal, if granted in full, would increase monthly rates 
$3.20 for basic residential telephone exchange and $8 for basic 
business service. In addition, local calls from pay telephones would 
double from 10 cents to 20 cents. 

Highway agency receives 'Fleece' 
WASHINGTON — The Federal Highway Administration was 

given Sen. William Proxmire's "Golden Fleece" award for 
December for spending more than $240,000 on a computerized 
system to direct people "who can't or won't read maps." 

"This complex system is no substitute for asking at the nearest 
gas station," Proxmire said. He gives a "Golden Fleece" award 
monthly for what he considers the biggest example of waste in 
federal spending. 

Carter Dove, a spokesman at the Federal Highway Ad- 
ministration, confirmed that the agency is experimenting with a 
telephone, call-in computer system that he said is designed to 
conserve energy and save lives. 

He said it will do more than provide directions, and will be 
capable of giving information about the time, travel restrictions 
and key bridge closings. 

The Wisconsin senator said the system was "paternalistic" and 
an example of "technological overkill at its worst." 

St. 'loseph' paper catches misspelling 
ST. JOSEPH, Mo. — Embarrassed editors of the St. Joseph 

Gazette say the newspaper has been misspelling its name on front 
pages for more than 77 years. 

An observant reader, Charles Bush, of St. Joseph, had been telling 
the newspaper for over a year that it was using an "I" instead of a 
"J" in the Old English type intended to spell "SI. Joseph Gazette" 
on the front page logo. 

When editors checked out his claims, they found he was right: The 
newspaper had been calling itself the "St. loseph Gazette" instead 
of the "St. Joseph Gazette." 

After looking through years of microfilm copies of early-day 
Gazettes, Fact Finder writer Paul Stewart traced the error to a logo 
change 77 years ago. Apparently a printer, setting the type for the 
new logo, mistook the capital "I" for the similar letter, "J." 

The error was corrected in Tuesday morning's editions of the 
newspaper. 

Weatfier 

Indoor Seating 

Dairi| 
Queen 

Let's all go to 

DAIRY QUEEN 8* ^ 

brazier 
1015 N. 3rd St. 11 p.m.. Ul midnight 

O^WM^r^o.Si^Sr-    Friday and Saturday 

Sparrow Music Presents 

Albums & Tapes 
By 

John Michael Talbot 
Phil Keaggy 
Keith Green 
Jamie Owens Collins 

Available at your Christian Gift Center 
ROSS 

EFERENCE   bookstore 
220 Poyntz 
Manhattan, Kansas 776-8071 

GOLD 
The gift of Love" 

when words alone just can't say enough, give the 
gift that says it all. 

—14KT GOLD JEWELRY— 
We sell only quality gold jewelry. 
Choose from our selection of chains, 
earrings, bracelets, and men's and 
women's rings. 

Mostly clear and warmer today, with the high in the upper 30s. 
The low tonight is expected to be in the lower 20s. 

Rose  Jewelers 
"Quality Jewelry 

At Affordable Prices" 

Osage East 
411N. 3rd 

Ph: 776-6793 
Mon.-Fri. 10 a .m.-7 p.m. 

Sat. 10-5 

J 



Opinions 
The FAA's record doesn't need outside 

In 1978,13 people died as a result of air transport accidents, or .01 
deaths per 100 million passenger miles. 

In 1979, because of the deaths in the Chicago DC-10 crash, 262 
fatalities were recorded—.12 deaths per 100 million passenger 
miles, the highest in the past five years—and all of a sudden 
Congress discovered the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) in 
their toybox of agencies. 

Suddenly, the agency credited with making the U.S. skies the 
safest in the world to fly in is being attacked by Congress, the 
National Academy of Sciences (NAS) and aviation authorities. It 
seems those in Congress consider themselves more qualified to 
speak on safety procedures than those in the FAA who established 
that wonderful safety record. 

Congress' and others' gripes were summerized as follows by 
Thomas Lombardo, associate editor of IEEE Spectrum in an article 
in the November edition: 
—The computer system used for air traffic control is outdated and 
should be replaced. 

In fact, the IBM 360s used at the FAA's 20 domestic en-route 
traffic centers are "based on architecture from the 1950s," ac- 
cording to one FAA official. Interruptions in computer systems 
more than one minute in duration for the first eight months of 1980 
averaged 0.69 per center per week—a decrease from 1.48 in 1977, but 
still unsatisfactory. It takes five to eight minutes for a controller to 
readjust eqipment to function on broadband, or the "raw" radar 
back-up used, and several near misses have been reported in the 
past two years during computer failures. 

If Congress and the NAS are so concerned about the lousy com- 
puter systems, where is the money for development of new systems 
and replacement? If the government wants the FAA to operate 
better computer systems, they're going to have to put up the money 
for it, and so far, that hasn't happened. 
—The FAA's charter—to promote and regulate civil aviation- 
contains a conflict of interest. 

The number of airline passengers has increased every year, and 
the number of general aviation aircraft has quadrupled since 1959. 
Making the airways safe via regulation will naturally encourage 
more travel by air. There is no conflict between promotion and 
regulation. 

Letters 

Aiding a racial regression 
V. 

—The FAA relies too heavily on the aviation industry for safe 
designs, quality assurance during production, and proper main- 
tenance during operation—this conclusion from studies by the NAS 
and the House Government Operations Subcommittee on Govern- 
ment Activities and Transportation. 

We've seen, with the DC-10 "incident" in Chicago, that this is 
true. But is the answer to turn the quality-control reins over to a 
bunch of politicians (non-scientists, remember) in Congress? 
—No internal system exists within the FAA for assigning priorities 
to safety problems, and when problems are identified, the FAA is 
slow to implement interim solutions, preferring to wxit for 
development of the "perfect" solution. 

The FAA says that for some problems, there are no interim 
solutions, like controlling the fire, poisonous gas, and smoke all at 
the same time in cabin fires, because the technology does not exist. 
The National Transportation Safety Board and two consumer 
groups have charged that the FAA has delayed vital research since 
the 1960s on child restraints on airliners. 

In 1978, two children died of head injuries when their seatbelts 
failed to hold them during a crash landing in Oregon. The FAA says 
it's concerned, but that these deaths are extremely rare. Again, is it 
better to let the FAA focus its energies on very real, widespread 
dangers, or is it better to let consumer groups and Congress change 
that focus because of two deaths to child restraints? 
—The FAA's top management is a "prisoner" of the political 
system. Its administrator is appointed by the president, and this 
creates a constantly changing management and priorities within 
the agency. 

The FAA joins the federal club—what agency is not a "prisoner" 
of the political system? As to steadying the flip-flops in priorities, 
the length of appointment can be extended from four to six years. 

The FAA, as Lombardo notes, has operated in the past much like 
the FBI—"as the unquestioned authority in its field." No federal 
agency, no matter how legitimate the argument may be, can expect 
to exist in the '80s as such. But bureaucrats should make a con- 
certed effort to stay out of highly technical, scientific fields which 
have little to do with their expertise—public relations. 

DAMIEN SEMANITZKY 
Asst. Opinions Editor 

MarkAtzenhoffer 

Editor, 
Via a friend, I read the November 21 issue 

of your paper. The column by Denise 
Harvey offended me because it dealt rather 
insensitively and naively with a sub- 
ject—race—to which I have given much 
consideration. The unchanneled, un- 
constructive anger she demonstrated only 
aids our society in the racial regression 
which she so seems to hate. 

Ms. Harvey wrote of the "courage from 
within" needed to overcome the limits 
society imposes. Yes, our is a bigoted, un- 
fair, tough society. The answer, however, is 
not to hide behind one's race and scream 
that "people hate me because of my color." 
She said she "hates to believe there is no 
hope (for racial justice)" and she hates to 
believe things will not change. Even if her 
hateful speculations are 200 percent true, 
such negative thinking only adds to the 
problem. When a person becomes so full of 
hate and bitterness and allows society to 
intimidate them with limits, the racial 
dilemma is only strengthened and per- 
petuated. 

My Japanese mother and my Black- 
Indian father taught me that an apple is still 

an apple whether its skin is red, yellow, or 
green. A lot of people (Ms. Harvey seems to 
be one of them) can't swaUow that. I'm the 
first to admit that we live in a society where 
racial harmony may never exist, but the 
only way to fashion any kind of peace at all 
is to be brave and wise and big enough to 
keep emitting positive energy. If people 
could treat one another like human beings 
instead of like honkies and niggers, this 
society would be one fraction of a millimeter 
closer to some semblance of harmony. But if 
people like your reporter insist on living in 
their respective ethnic modes and insist on 
taking out their hostility on others, then they 
are just as guilty and terrible as the people 
who engendered that hostility in the first 
place. 

I love the peel of the apple. I also savor the 
various colors. But I love the meat of it 
more. It is always a surprise, a new and 
complex meshing of molecules. It's the 
positive fiber. Get your teeth into it. Why, 
like Ms. Harvey, aid a racial regression? 

Velina Houston 
asst. to the president. 

International Creative Management 

Winter 
frustrations 
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This might just be the week that shouldn't 
be. 

I have often heard that Monday mornings 
are blah and it is hard to get one's mind and 
body in motion, but I think mine got over 
exerted. 

Monday was preceeded by a rather 
gloomy weekend. The rain and the fog and 
the cold were enough to make me want to 
stay inside and study or sleep, or both. 

It was hard to sleep Sunday night and as I 
made waves (tossed and turned) in my 
water bed, I could feel lots of cold air run- 
ning through gaps in my blankets. About 
5:30 a.m. I realized the heater wasn't 
working, so I ventured through the cold 
house, outside, downstairs and made an 
attempt to re-light the furnace. The pilot 
light ignited immediately, but that was as 
far as I got with it. I didn't see the reset 
button that would kick the thermostat and, 
in turn, light the fire. 

Frustrated, I returned to my heated bed to 
keep warm until I had to rise and shine for 
workat6:l5. 

At 6, KMKF radio came on the air with the 
national anthem, followed by the weather 
and their first song of the morning, Paul 
Simon's "Slip-sliding Away." 

AFTER TAKING a shower and dressing 
in 32 degrees, that slip-slidin is exactly what 
I did. I stepped out the door to warm-up my 
car and when I hit the first step I took a 
sliding roll down the other two. 

I mumbled a few profanities and quickly 
regained my composure and continued out 
to my car. 

There was trouble there also. Sunday 

After thawing and cleaning the ice off my 
car, I finally made it to work (I drive a 
school bus) two minutes before I was 
scheduled to leave. 

With my bus ready to go, I causiously 
headed out on my route. The roads, although 
icy, were tolerable. Most of my route is 
rural gravel roads, so I was doing all right 
with the weather conditions as they were. 

IT WAS on those country roads that I 
picked up trouble again. 

There are two roads I can take to get to 
my first stop. One is almost a cow path, but 
it brings me in front of the stop; the other I 
have to turn around in the driveway next 
door to the stop. 

I chose to take the second alternative, 
because the weather made the cow path 
nasty and I didn't want to mess with it. 

Well, I made it to my first stop without any 
problem and was making my turn-round 
when all of a sudden the drive-way got 
narrow. Needless to say I ended up axle 
deep in ditch. 

I made a mayday call and the company 
truck came out and pushed my bus out so I 
could continue on my route, now 40 minutes 
late. 

That wasn't the end of my troubles. I 
caught a flu bug, most likely in the 
shower—and then it snowed. 

By Tuesday, I thought I would have things 
together and then I forgot my Associated 
Press style book that I needed for a quiz and 
I had to run beck home and get it. 

Today, things can only get better. 
night I locked my car up tight. So tight, that 
the freezing rain froze all my locks. 
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Update 
Students win photography awards 

Bo Rader, senior in journalism and mass communication, and 
John Bock, a graduate in journalism and mass communications, 
received the Kansas-Missouri Associate Press Division B honors for 
their prize-winning photographs. 

The photographs appeared in the Collegian. 
Rader received first place in the feature division for a spring 1980 

shot of a man crawling through aluminum pipes. 
Bock, now working for the Arkansas City Traveler, received top 

honors in sports photography. 
Both photographers received a $25 cash award and certificate at 

the association meeting in Kansas City, Mo. last month. 
The Collegian is a Division B newspaper because it has a cir- 

culation of less than 50,000. 

Ag student of the month chosen 
Deryl Waldren, senior in agronomy, has been selected as K- 

State's Ag Student of the Month for December. 
Waldren was selected for the honor on the basis of an application 

including college and departmental activities, grade point average 
and University and off-campus activities. 

He is a member of the 1980-81 regional champions soils judging 
team, the Wheat State Agronomy Club and is an active member in 
Collegiate 4-H at campus, regional ahd national levels. 

Waldren has been selected for Alpha Zeta, a national agriculture 
honorary, and also is a member of Gamma Sigma Delta agriculture 
honorary. 

K-State gets $1.3 million grant for Konza 
A research award of $1.3 million to chart how native plants and 
animals on protected prairie respond to changes brought about by 
burning, grazing, flooding, drought, soil type and a host of other 
natural forces has been granted to K-State. 

The research will be funded by a five-year grant from the 
National Science Foundation, and will be conducted at the Konza 
Prairie Research Natural Area, a 13-square-mile preserve near 
Manhattan. 

During the research, teams of scientists will continually sample, 
weigh and measure every element of the prairie to detect subtle 
shifts in relationships of living and non-living things. 

The aim is to sharpen man's understanding of how all these 
elements interact to stabilize the prairie and enable it to thrive by 
adapting to changes both inside and outside itself. 

Agriculturalist editor chosen 
Carol Speer, senior in agricultural journalism, has been chosen 

spring semester editor of the Agriculturalist, a monthly magazine 
for students in agriculture. 

Speere served as associate editor this fall and has been a staff 
writer and business manager for one semester. 

Tom Karst, senior in agricultural journalism, was chosen 
associate editor. 

Karst served as assistant editor this fall. He has been a staff 
writer and contributing writer for one semester. 

The selections for t?e Agriculturalist positions are made by the 
College of Agriculture's Agriculture Publication Board. 

Two gifts given to KSU Foundation 
College of Engineering and Home Economics students will benefit 

from more than $53,000 in scholarship support from two recent gifts 
to the KSU Foundation. 

A 1917 graduate in home economics, Louisa Ziller, earmarked 
$33,000 from her estate to the college. Ziller died on May 11,1980 

She was head of the Department of Home Economics at Evanston 
High School in Evanston, 111. for more than 20 years. She later 
managed the cafeteria at Riverside-Brookfield High School in 
La Grange, 111. 

In the other gift, Harry Wege, 1925 graduate in electrical 
engineering, has made a unitrust agreement for $20,000 to benefit 
the College of Engineering. 

Wege received a Distinguished Service Award from K-State in 
1964 in recognition of his contribution to engineering. He is a retired 
vice president and general manager of missile and surface radar 
for RCA. He was responsible for the development of the Ballistic 
Early Warning System, the launch control and checkout equipment 
of the Atlas Intercontinental Ballistic Missile and a variety of radar 
systems used for tracking missiles and satellites of all types in 
connection with the U.S. government's defense and space 
programs. 

Under the terms of the unitrust, income from stock Wege tran- 
sferred to the foundation will be paid to him until the time of his 
death. The income will then go to the Harry R. and Helene Wege 
Scholarship Fund. Helene Wege died in 1974. 

The first scholarships from the Louisa M. Ziller Memorial Fund 
will be made in the fall of 1981. 

Attention all KSU students! 
Has your fiddle (violin, viola, cello, bass) been 

buried alive in its case or cover all this time? 
Give it a breath of fresh air by joining along with the 

KSU Symphony to play Handel's Messiah during the 
"Messiah Sing Along" in McCain Auditorium on Sunday, 
Dec. 14 at 3:00 p.m. There will be rehearsals Monday 
(12/18) at 7:30 in McCain 201. Also Tuesday and Thurs- 
day at 2:30 in McCain 201. 

No audition is necessary to play and you can choose your own section (Violin I, 
Violin II, Viola, Cello, Bass). 

Bells 
Big Bells 

Boot Cut 
Cords 

$15 99 

Straight Leg-$18°° 
50rs-*18°° 

Gal's Levi California Straights 

THE JEAN STATION 
Mon.-Thurs. 

10-8 
AGGIEVILLE 

Sun. 1-6 
Fri.&Sat. 

10-6 

<fiu$ Boskets/ 
applet, peours t ddUtJJJ 

Union, 
Vee. 

&. 

'pm 

peck, 
'bosket 
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Reagan exceeds allocated 
$2 million transition budget 

WASHINGTON (AP) - President-elect 
Ronald Reagan, riding into office on a 
budget-cutting pledge, is overspending his 
$2 million government transition budget by 
50 percent, aides said Tuesday. 

Verne Orr, who is in charge of the budget, 
said private donations would be sought to 
help make up the difference between the 
government-allocated amount and the $3 
million in expected spending, "which is 
about what we had planned all the time." 

Reagan aides noted that Congress had not 
increased the $2 million budgeted for 
President-elect Jimmy Carter's transition 
to the presidency four inflation-filled years 
ago. 

Asked whether the Reagan team was 
embarrassed by the budget overrun in light 
of the president-elect's reputation for fiscal 
conservatism, press spokesman James 
Brady said no. 

He lamented that $2 million "just doesn't 
buy what it used to," and he estimated that 
"12 million in 1976 dollars is worth $1,351,000 
today." 

Orr added that the incoming ad- 
ministration "didn't have the slightest in- 

Fire official 
overcriticizes 

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) - A Kansas 
City fire official who had sharply criticized 
fire prevention efforts at a large un- 
derground commercial development said 
Tuesday he had overstated his criticism. 

Veodist Luster, Jr., city fire prevention 
chief, said he toured the facility, Great 
Midwest Corp.'s Subterropolis, last week, 
and found fire prevention efforts were much 
better than he had thought. 

"After learning more about this 
development, the type of fire resistive 
construction used, automatic sprinklers, 
emergency procedures, smoke evacuation, 
electrical and water sources, I would con- 
clude that what they are doing is what we 
need," Luster said in a statement mailed out 
to the news media by Great Midwest as part 
of a news release. 

Luster blamed the misinformation on poor 
communications between the fire depart- 
ment and the company. 

The company accused the Kansas City 
Star of "jouralistic sensationalism" in its 
account last week of firefighters' fears 
about potential fire hazards at the 
development. But Luster said Tuesday that 
the newspaper's story accurately reported 
information he had provided. 

tention" of holding spending within the $2 
million budget. "We all anticipated that if $2 
million was the right figure last time, $3 
million would be about right this time." 

He offered few specifics on expenses but 
said high telephone and airplane travel 
expenses had contributed to the deficit. 

Meanwhile, Reagan planned to begin 
unveiling some of his Cabinet selections 
later this week amid reports that choices for 
two top posts remained unsettled. 

His Cabinet selections are bogged down 
over two controversial names, Gen. 
Alexander Haig Jr. for secretary of state 
and Citicorp Chairman Walter Wriston for 
secretary of the Treasury. 

Haig has come under fire from Senate 
Democrats who question the former NATO 
commander's role in the Watergate scandal 
when he was Richard Nixon's last chief of 
staff. Conservative Republicans have ex- 
pressed concern about Haig's ties to former 
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger. 

Conflict-of-interest questions arising from 
Wriston's $2.25 million in holdings in 
Citicorp have raised serious and unexpected 
obstacles to his selection as Treasury 
secretary. 

Citibank, a subsidiary of Citicorp, has 
interest in federal loan guarantees and the 
Iranian asset freeze, issues that are actively 
before the Treasury Department. 

...     •_>.. 
IT'S HERE. . . 

SPAGHETTI 
WED.! 

• Our Very Own Sauce 

• Salad Bar 

• Garlic Bread 

• Oats of Wine 

•   All  FOr  $3.95! <After5:30> 

PLUS. .   m WELL DRINKS 11:30-1 A.M.! 

A^    PRECHRISTMAS SALE 
^ Browning Boots I 

8040 Waterproof Vibrams 
7940 Waterproof 
3240 All Terrain Vibrams 
3440Featherlights 

^ /i 
Reg.  99.95 
Reg.  95 
Reg. 90.95 
Reg. 104.95 

Sale 59.95 
Sale 57.95 
Sale 55.95 
Sale 62.95 

Gun Cases & Holsters 10% OFF 
♦CLOSE OUT ON ALL FISHING SUPPLIES* 

1/2 price while stock lasts 

Open Till 8:00 every night 

Downtown Only 
while stock lasts—no rain checks 

ALL SALES FINAL 
one week only 

414 Poyntz 

Christmas Hours: 
Sundays 1-5 
Open til 8:30 Mon.-Fri. 

776-8531 

TVTHLETE'S 

WESTERN CLOTHIERS 

Hats by Resistol and Bailey 
Boots by Tony Lama, Wrangler, 
Mahan, Justin, Nocdna, Texas. 

Tack & Rodeo Equipment 

20% off 
by 

Comfy Miller, Tempco 

Shirts & Jeans 
for ladies, men A Children 

Square Dance Dresses 
Petticoats, Petti pants, Shoes 

Moccasins 
for the entire family 

"Where authentic styling combines 
with top quality." 

5 BIG EXTRA SAVINGS DAY SALE 
TODAY thru SUNDAY 

"ALL" 
Womens Sweaters Womens Slacks 

Womens Skirts Women.s Blouses Womens Blazers 
Jr. & Misses Jeans 

Take 
Additional 

"You could save up to 70% NOW" 

Christmas Hours 
Mon. thru Thurs. 

10-8 p.m. 
Fri. and Sat. 

10-6 p.m. 
Sunday 

12:30-5 p.m. 
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Court permits prosecutors 
to seek stiffer sentences 

WASHINGTON (AP) - Prosecutors may 
seek stiffer sentences for convicted 
criminals they believe got off too lightly, the 
Supreme Court ruled by a 5-4 vote Tuesday. 

The justices split 6-3 in separate ruling 
that police officers may not be sued on 
charges of violating someone's civil rights if 
the police tactics were condoned in a 
previous criminal trial. 

Both rulings disappointed civil liber- 
tarians, who had urged the court to reach 
opposite conclusions in each case. 

The sentencing decision allows federal 
prosecutors to seek a longer prison sentence 
for Eugene DiFrancesco, convicted for his 
role in a Rochester, N.Y., arson-for-hire 
ring. 

When prosecutors first sought to appeal 
what amounted to a one-year sentence for 
the conviction, the 2nd U.S. Circuit Court of 

would violate DiFrancesco's constitutional 
protection against "double jeopardy." 

The appeals court struck down a federal 
law that allowed prosecutors to appeal 
sentences in cases of "dangerous special 
offenders." 

But Tuesday's decision reinstated the law 
and discounted any constitutional problem. 
"The double jeopardy considerations that 
bar re-prosecution after an acquittal do not 
prohibit review of a sentence," Justice 
Harry Blackmun wrote for the court's 
majority. 

The court's decision allows federal 
prosecutors to make such appeals when 
some law specifically allows them to do so. 

Whether state prosecutors enjoy the same 
legal right will depend on individual state 
law, but Tuesday's ruling removes any 
constitutional hurdle from extending the 

Appeals ruled'that allowing such an appeal   privilege to state prosecutors as well. 

The President's Reception for 

KSU FfiLL GRADUATES 

mma? Sunday, Dec. 14th 

K-State Union Ballroom $ 

1:30-3 p.m. 

Bring Yo«. Family & Friends 

Refreshments Served 

Santa's favorite in gorgeous 100% wool 
sportswear from Jones New York. 

Open tomorrow until 8:30 
DOWNTOWN MANHATTAN 

Students, because we ap- 
preciate your business we'll 
give you 10% Off anything in 
the store. 

(excluding sale items) 

3039 ANDERSON 
open 

10 a.m.-8 p.m. 

414 POYNTZ 
open 

8:30-8 p.m. 

STUDIO POTTERS SALE 

SPONSORHD   MY   Till!   UI'M   POTTIiRS' (.UN.I) 

THURSDAY & FRIDAY, DEC. 11,12 
9am - 5pm 

K-STATE UNION COURTYARD 
EXHIBITORS 

John & Janet Holcomb 

Elizabeth Socolofsky 
Harold Moore 

Irene Levy 
Norm Lai ly 

Sue llu 
Clyde L.Canircll 

Enroll in the KODAK 
PHOTOGRAPHIC S€MINAR 

An Inspiring Course in Photography 

Presented by Eastman Kodak Company and 

Manhattan Camera 
Good photographs, the kind this Seminar will help you create, 

are what make the world of picture-taking so enjoyable. Expand 
your visual awareness and your knowledge of photography in this in- 
spiring presentation. 

January 19 and 20 
At K-State Union 

6:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m. 
Register early, and get ready for a stimulating photographic 

seminar that you'll remember for a long time. 
Purchase your ticket at 

manhattan' 
(Moinveivi 

228   POYNTZ        MANHATTAN     776-4240 
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Foreipji students enjoy Christmas 
with the help of American families 

ByCAROLSOBBA 
Collegian Reporter 

For many foreign students going home for 
the holidays is impossible because of cost 
and time. This year, however, many 
students will be "at home" with American 
families through programs of the Christmas 
International House (CIH) and Friendship 
International House (FIH). 

The International Student Center provides 
information and applications for the CIH 
and FIH programs, Allan Bret tell, foreign 
student adviser, said. 

"We've had some feedback from students 
that they've really enjoyed it," he said. "It 
can be a very lonely time for international 
students who stay here." 

The CIH program is designed to bring 
international students into a community to 
share the Christmas season celebrations 
and to share cross-cultural experiences and 
international relations, according to Sandra 
Woodcock, CIH registration coordinator. 

CIH PROGRAMS are coordinated 
nationally in Atlanta, Ga., and are spon- 
sored locally by churches, church 
organizations and community 
organizations, Woodcock said. 

The programs are designed primarily for 
students who are away from their home 
country for the first time, she said. Of the 
over 1,700 applicants for this Christmas 
season's program, approximately 1,200 
have been placed, and Woodcock said 13 of 
those are K-State students. 

Woodcock said 37 CIH programs are of- 
fered in 22 states, including Florida and 
California, the two most popular states 
because of their warm weather. K-Staters 
will be traveling to California, Florida, 
Georgia, New York, North Carolina and 
Texas, Woodcock said. This year's program 

begins Dec. 11 and runs through Jan. 2. 
Ali Hsu, graduate in animal sciences and 

industry, attended a CIH program in 
Clearwater, Fla., last Christmas and spent 
the holiday season with the MacNutt family. 
The MacNutt family, Hsu said, has five girls 
and she and Ven-Shing Wong, graduate in 
chemistry, became the sixth and seventh 
daughters at the MacNutt's that Christmas. 

Hsu said she keeps in touch with her 
former host family where she learned to 
make pancakes and Christmas cookies. 

A GROUP of 22 CIH students at Clear- 
water went to Disney World, Caledes: 
Island, the Sunken Garden, Tampon Springs 
and spent a lot of time on the beach, Hsu 
said. 

Hsu is going to Lompoc, Calif., for a CIH 
program this Christmas. 

"If I stayed on campus I would be lonely," 
Hsu said. "It's nice to know what's going on 
in the American family at Christmas and 
that we can join them." 

Hsu said her schedule this year includes 
visits to Disneyland, the J. Paul Getty 
museum and Hearst Castle. A New Year's 
Eve party, a skating party, a potluck dinner 
and deep sea fishing will also be a part of her 
vacation, she said. 

"This is a nice program. We can know 
more about America and they can know 
more about Taiwan," Hsu said. 

Nell Magee, FIH director, said ap- 
proximately 500 students have been placed, 
through FIH, for the holiday season and 
dozens and dozens of applications have been 
returned because the houses are filled. 

The FIH program, administered through 
the Southern Baptist's National Student 
Ministries, has 23 houses in 15 states, Magee 
said. The houses can be private homes, 
residence halls or Baptist Student Union 
centers, she said. 
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Mom, Dad feel guilt, 
anger about gay sons 
Edltor'i Nott: Thl* li the final article In • three part serle* 
on homosexuality and the result* of the Bay person'* 
decision to reveal his or her sexual Identity to family and 
friends. The names used are fIctltlotM. 

By DENISE HARVEY 
Collegian Reporter 

It was done. The words,"Mom, Dad, I am 
gay" had been said. Presentations differed, 
but in all instances the news was met by the 
same response—shock, anger and guilt. 

Andrew, a K-State theater student, con- 
fronted his parents face-to-face. The result 
was an immediate demand that he see a 
psychiatrist. 

"Some parents suggest therapy too 
quickly, often immediately upon finding out 
about the child's homosexuality. The child 
interprets this suggestion as a demand that 
his or her sexual preference be changed," 
according to Dr. Charles Silverstein, author 
of "A Family Matter, A Parents Guide to 
Homosexuality." "This is, in fact, what 
most parents want when they ask the child 
to see a psychiatrist...(however) most gays 
are perfectly happy with their life-style." 

In approaching their parents with their 
homosexuality, gays choose a variety of 
techniques. 

ANDRE, A K-STATE architecture 
student, wrote his parents a letter, following 
it with a phone call later in the week. 

"I wrote a letter to my parents. It was 
very intense. I followed it up with a phone 
call. They don't accept it," Andre said. 

"My goal was to finally tell my mom and 
dad and I have. I wanted to tell them about 
five or six months ago ... I'm glad I didn't, 
they would have rejected me and that would 
have set me back, "he said. 

Parents may react initially in anger or 
guilt to a childs' disclosure of their 
homosexuality, according to Silverstein. 
Anger results from a parental belief that 
homosexuality is a matter of choice, not 
design, he said. Guilt results from the belief 
that the parents are in some way respon- 
sible for their child's homosexuality, ac- 
cording to Silverstein. 

"Some parents need an unusual amount of 
time to come to terms with a childs 
homosexuality. If parents react negatively, 
it means the news has hurt them very 
deeply. In all probability, it has stirred 
emotion-laden areas in themselves," 
Silverstein said. 

ANDRE EXPERIENCED an added 
burden in revealing his homosexuality 
because, at the time, he was married. 
Andre's wife said she found the period to be 
a very confusing and emotional time in her 
life. 

"Before we were married I didn't even 
know what homosexuality was. At one time 
Andre mentioned an attraction to men ... I 
tried to adjust to it at first. I wanted to act 
like it wasn't tame," she said. 

"At first I was really angry. I felt that he 
kept it from me for all those years... until he 
actually came out and admitted, 'Yes, It's 
true.' I went through being angry, then 
through feelings of inadequacy, guilt trips, 
blaming myself. I was telling myself 'the 
problem exists because of me,'" she said. 

"I was trying to do anything and 
everything to find out about homosexuality, 
bisexuality. But it was really kind of 
hopeless. I felt so angry—it was confusing. 
He said he loved me, but he didn't want to be 
with me. I would have accepted it better if 
he would have just said he didn't love me 
and then left," she said. 
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"Andre went away for a week... this year. 
When he came back I thought it was all 
solved—that things were okay. A few 
months later Andre told me he had found a 
lover. He was leaving me for good. He tried 
to tell me that it wasn't because of this guy, 
but I didn't want to believe him," his former 
wife said. 

Finallly his wife realized that Andre's 
homosexuality was "really not a problem," 
and that life had to "go on." 

"It's just a fact of life. I am (still) capable 
of feeling for another person. For the first 
time in a while I'm really happy, and Andre 
seems happy," she said. "In a way I think it 
... made me a stronger person. No matter 
how bad things seem to be, it will work out." 

SAMUEL CHOSE to reveal his 
homosexuality to his brother long before he 
told his parents. He said the disclosure was 
difficult for him because of comments his 
brother had made earlier about 
homosexuals. 

"My brother used to talk about how he and 
his friends would like to go out and kill 
faggots. It was hard for my brother to ac- 
cept it (homosexuality). He reacted angrily 
... but now he's accepted it. We're very close 
now," Samuel said. 

Samuel's step-mother said she had 
suspected his homosexuality for "some 
time." 

"My husband did too. I sent off for 
material to learn about it. I don't un- 
derstand why a man should opt for a man 
instead of a woman," she said. "I want 
Samuel to know that he's loved and wanted. 
I don't want to lose him. I don't want my 
family torn apart by this. Samuel reaches 
out to me." 

FOR 25 YEARS Samuel's father has been 
in a profession that resulted in working 
contact with many homosexuals, but he said 
it is still hard for him to accept his son's 
homosexuality. 

"It's a blow to a heterosexual father to 
have a homosexual son. I don't know if it's to 
my ego or not. My first reaction was 
resentment. I can not imagine it (but) will 
accept it. I have to. Why should I throw him 
out of my life? I love the boy," Samuel's 
father said. 

"I don't want him to feel guilty. I don't 
want him to feel rejected. Some parents 
might say get the hell out of my life. I don't 
want to do that." 
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Carolers, llamas perform 
at zoo tonight, Thursday 

Carolers and llamas will highlight a living 
nativity scene presented at Sunset Zoo from 
6:30 to 8 tonight and Thursday night. 

Various local groups will be singing carols 
throughout the evening performance. 

This is the second year for the presen- 
tation, sponsored by the Sunset Zookepeers 
and Junior Zookepeers, Tom Demery, zoo 
director, said. 

All members of these groups are involved, 
either as actors in the scene or helping the 
public, he aid. 

Barbara McFadden, zookeeper, said she 
had the idea for the scene last Christmas 
season. She and Carolyn Valerius, Junior 
Zookeeper coordinator, organized this 
year's presentation. 

In addition to the nativity presentation, 
the public can visit the Children's Zoo. This 
is the only time during the winter months 
that the area will be open, Valerius said. 

To keep observers warm, there will be a 
bonfire, hot chocolate and doughnuts. 
Proceeds from their sale will go to the 
Junior Zookeepers, Demery said 

The Junior Zookeepers is a group of eight 
to 15-year-olds who volunteer their help to 
the Children's Zoo. A branch of the Friends 
of Sunset Zoo organization, it is a "career 
education opportunity," Demery said. 

Singing groups performing at the nativity 
scene tonight will be representatives from 
the K-State Men's Glee, a group from Phi 
Delta Theta fraternity and the "Keynote 
Trio." Wednesday night "Kim Johnson and 
Friends" and a group from Manhattan 
Christian College will perform. Thursday 
evening a group from KSU Bible Study led 
by Danny Whalter, a children's group from 
St. Luke's Lutheran Church and a group 
from Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity will be 
featured. 
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Kansas winter is upon us! Now's 
the time to get out the extra clothes 
for warmth. 

What better way to keep warm 
and look stylish than with an all- 
wool sweater from Borck Brothers. 
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. and probably have just the one 
for you. 

Shop Borck Brothers for sweaters 
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from 1 to 5 p.m. Sunday, throughout 
the Holiday season. 
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Elderly get back into the swing 
with the help of Green Thumb 

ByDEBLEASURE 
Collegian Reporter 

A green thumb is not required, but is 
desired, and an agricultural background is a 
must for the elderly employees of Green 
Thumb, Inc. 

Under present guidelines, a green thumb 
worker must be at least 55 years old, have a 
rural background or be a rural resident, be 
physically capable or working, and have an 
annual income below the current federal low 
income guidelines. 

Finally, the workers must be willing to do 
a variety of "odd jobs," and according to a 
local organization, green thumbers have 
proven to enthusiastically meet this 
requirement. 

In Manhattan, the University for Man 
(UFM) has used the services of four 
representatives from Green Thumb, Inc. 

"The Green Thumb program is designed 
to enable the elderly to move back into the 
job sector," Doug Walter, member of the 
UFM Appropriate Technology team, said. 
"The program provides either vocational or 
educational training to the elderly." 

WALTER SAID he learned of the Green 
Thumb program through the Kansas Job 
Service. 

"The Green Thumb offices, which in 
Kansas are headquartered in McPherson, 
submit names to the job service centers,'' he 
said. 

Green Thumb is sponsored nationally by 
the Employment and Training 
Administration of the Department of Labor 
with federal funds appropriated under the 
Older Americans Act, according to Walter. 

"The program went nationwide in 1965," 
he said. "There are currently 450 green 
thumb workers in Kansas alone, distributed 
over a 74 county area." 

Walter said the priority of the Green 
Thumb association is to attain energy- 
related positions for their people, with 
restrictions only on the amount of hours they 
may work. 

"The worker cannot work over 20 hours 
per week and not more than 1,300 hours 
annually," Walter said. 

THE GOAL of their employment is to 
encourage personal development, he said. 

For two of the UFM Green Thumb 
workers the program has been both en- 
couraging and satisfying. 

"The Green Thumb program makes you 
interested in doing things you thought you 
couldn't do anymore," Moses Bayton, a 63- 
year-old worker, said. 

Bayton, a cement worker for 35 years, had 
been unemployed due to a heart condition 
and high blood pressure. 

"I put in for social security benefits," 
Bayton said. "I also took some tests and put 
in a letter for rehabilitation." 

UFM attained Bayton's name from the 
Job Service Center and he was hired. 

"I originally did some janitorial work 
here," Bayton said. "As soon as we could 
start construction for the solar building, I 

took part in that. Whatever the staff did, I 
did." 

Bill Berry, UFM's newest Green Thumb 
worker, has been employed at UFM for two 
months. 

"I saw an ad in the paper about the 
program," Berry said. 

Berry was raised on a farm and presently 
keeps an acre of land. 

"I was hired to work in the greenhouse," 
Berry said. "The plants are really not ready 
to be tended, but when they are I will be 
strictly in the greenhouse." 
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Army newspaper warns Poland 
against intolerable union activity 

WARSAW, Poland (AP)-Poland's army 
newspaper said Tuesday the country would 
not tolerate trade union activity directed 
against the Communist state and the Polish 
news agency reported a case of possible 
industrial sabotage at a coal mine. 

U.S. officials in Washington said the 
Soviet Union had moved trucks toward the 
Polish border and tightened com- 
munications in preparation for possible 
intervention. In Brussels, NATO defense 
ministers asked the United States to send 
four sophisticated surveillence aircraft to 
Europe because of the Polish crisis, NATO 
sources said. 

Reports also reached Washington of a 
Soviet request to the Polish government for 
permission to move four divisions across the 
country into East Germany. And a top 
NATO military leader underlined Western 
concern about a possible armed intervention 
by saying the Soviet Union has the 
capability to move into Poland on a few 
hours' notice. 

Poland's private fanners said the 
government backed down on an agreement 
to allow them an independent union, adding 
their voice to labor and economic unrest 

that led to alarm in the Soviet-led Warsaw 
Pact and to fears in the West that the Soviets 
might intervene. 

The Soviet Union called Warsaw Pact 
members to a Moscow summit last Friday 
on the Polish crisis and the meeting ended 
with a statement of confidence that Poland 
would be able to surmount its troubles. 

But on Monday, Soviet and East German 
official news agencies carried reports of 
new labor troubles at a Polish factory and 
claimed "counterrevolutionary forces" 
were challenging Communist rule. 

The reports were denied by the Polish 
government and the labor unions. Similar 
allegations of "counterrevolutionary ac- 
tivity" appeared in the Eastern European 
press in advance of the Soviet-led invasion 
of Czechoslovakia in 1968 that crushed 
liberal reforms. 

The Soviet news agency Tass accused 
Washington of waging a "provocative, 
subversive campaign" against Poland 
aimed at "aggravating the situation." Tass 
apparently was referring to White House 
statements that Soviet forces appeared to 
have completed preparations for a possible 
intervention. 
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Carlin unveils disposal program 
for hazardous waste materials 

TOPEKA, (AP) - Gov. John Carlin un- 
veiled Tuesday a broad program he said 
could thrust Kansas into the forefront of the 
effort to better manage the disposal of 
hazardous waste materials. 

It included the call for a moratorium on 
licensing any new disposal sites for 
hazardous sites in the state until he can get 
the Legislature to make some changes in 
laws regulating waste management. 

Carlin told a news conference he wants the 
1961 session to give the state Department of 
Health and Environment more flexibility in 
who it lets open hazardous waste sites in 
Kansas. 

He wants that agency to have authority to 
refuse licenses to companies with poor 
records on handling wastes in other states, 
and he wants it to be able to turn down ap- 
plications if it determines the state doesn't 
need more hazardous waste sites. 

THE MORATORIUM and legal changes 
on licensing waste sites were among a reries 
of proposals Carlin outlined, which were 
based on recommendations presented to 
him by the state's Advisory Commission on 
Environment. 

The governor said he believes the 
proposals can put Kansas in the lead on a 
program of handling waste materials, a 
problem which he labeled, "one of the most 
important challenges facing our state and 
our nation in the 1980s." 

"I intend for us to be on top of it, to be 
ahead of the game," he declared. 

"Part of my responsibility as governor is 
to look ahead and to anticipate the future 
needs of our state, and part of my respon- 
sibility is to address the needs we now have. 

"The carrying out of both of these 
responsibilities is part and parcel of my 
program in this critically-important area. 
Foresight in government is too frequently a 
rare commodity. But when it comes to the 
longrange dangers to human health which 
could be posed if we are complacent about 
hazardous waste management, foresight 
must flood the market. 

"If we can move forward to implement 
the initiatives I have outlined today, then we 
will have taken great strides toward 
safeguarding the current and future health 
of every Kansan." 

CARLIN HAD ASKED the advisory body 
to study the state's waste disposal situation 
and laws affecting it, and to make recom- 
mendations to him regarding possible legal 
changes. 

Carlin put the panel to work after 
publicity over non-hazardous wastes being 
illegally dumped in Wyandotte County 
stirred controversy in the Kansas City area 
last summer and fall. 

The governor said he generally agrees 
with all the commission's suggestions, but 
some of them need more study—such as a 
proposal that the state consider becoming 
the owner of any future hazardous waste 
sites. 

He said he agreed with that concept 
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philosophically, but was not prepared now to 
ask the Legislature for any money to get 
state government into the ownership of 
waste dumps. 

THE STATE presently has only one dump 
operating which can legally accept com- 
mercially produced hazardous wastes. It is 
at Furley in Sedgwick County. 

Carlin said his proposal for a moratorium 
would not affect plans to expand the Furley 
facility. 

He also said Health and Environment 
currently has no applications pending by 
any other companies to open hazardous 
waste sites in Kansas. 

He said his proposed moratorium will not 
affect the ability of Kansas companies to 
dispose of wastes being generated now. All 
companies presently producing such wastes 
have places to dispose of them, either at 
Furley or outside Kansas, the governor said. 

CARLIN SAID the Kansas City con- 
troversy was not the reason he wanted a 
better program developed for handling 
waste materials in the state, but conceded it 
certainly was the catalyst for getting things 
moving. 

The governor's recommendations deal 
exclusively with handling of hazardous and 
toxic wastes, and not with nuclear wastes 
such as will be produced by the Wolf Creek 
power plant when it goes into operation in 
1984. Carlin said disposal of nuclear wastes 
is a federal responsibility. 

Among the other proposals in Carlin's 
plan are: 

—Creation of an interstate compact on 
disposal, destruction and reprocessing of 
hazardous wastes, on which Carlin said he 
would take the lead. It would require ap- 
proval of legislatures of all states joining, 
and of Congress. 

—Creation of a separate "hazardous 
waste section" in Health and Environment 
to better monitor waste disposal and water 
pollution control. He said this would involve 
adding personnel, but couldn't say how 
much it would cost, pending a determination 
of whether federal funds are available and 
whether present personnel can be shifted 
from other jobs. 

—Giving Health and Environment 
authority to prohibit ground burial of 
hazardous wastes when more suitable 
disposal is possible, and providing industry 
with information on alternative disposal 
methods. 

—Having Health and Environment 
regulations apply to companies which 
generate more than 100 kilograms of 
hazardous waste monthly, and inspecting 
them more frequently. The state now 
follows the federal guideline which sets the 
regulatory level at 1,000 kilograms produced 
a month. 

—Boosting the amount of the maximum 
fine assessed against violators of hazardous 
waste laws from the present $500 a day to 
$10,000 a day, and adding criminal penalties 
as well as fines. 
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Gown & 
Negligee 

Sets 

Now '35 
Reg.rro 

CANVAS 
Tote Bags 

1/2 OFF 
Now s3.50-$7.00 

WOOL BLEND 
SKIRTS 
Reg. $32-$40 

Now 
$20-<24-*30 

Solids, Plaids, Pleats, etc. 

ALL WINTER 
COORDINATES 

30-50% OFF 
Joyce-Alex Colman 

Prestige-Salem 

Billfolds 
• Coin Purse 
• Credit Cord 

Holders 
• Memo Pads 

HOLIDAY 
DRESSES 

20-50% OFF 
Kay Windsor 
Patty O'Neil 

JEWELRY 

20-75% OFF 
•Gold filled 
• Sterling 
• Beads 
• Pearls 

COATS 
30% OFF 

• Winter 
• All weather 

Quilted Nylon 
Jackets & Vests 

USE OUR LAYAWAY PLAN 

The strangest things happen 
when you wear polka dots 

Wednesday 

Forum Hall 7:00 p.m. 

Thursday 

Little Theatre 3:30p.m. 

Forum Hall 1:00p.m. 

$1.50 
A Film by 

International Film Series 

Including a Mel Brook* Short 
"The Critic" 

k state union 
upc kaleidoscope 

A R 

MARCE1XO DANON pnrnns 
UGOTOGNAZZI MICHElSERRAULT 

"LACAGEAUXFOLLES" 
Kn**fcMM 

Bind upon the play by JEAN PCHRET A Mm by EDOUARD MOLJNARO 
Screenplay and adaptation by 

FRANCIS VEBER. EDOUARD MOUNARO. MARCELLO DANON 
and JEAN FOIRET with CLAIRE MAURIER  REMI LAURENT 

BENNYLUKE CARMENSCARPTTTA LUBAMANERI 
and w«h (he pamctpmxx. of MICHEL GALABRU 

MuafcbyENNIOMORRJCONE A French katon co-production 
LES PRODUCTIONS ARTISTES ASSOCES  DA MA PRODUZIONE SPA 

Cee^lNeltdUHMM«IItapwMoi M"gmman* UtVJMAftMtS 
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House fire kills 
8 family members 
in Kansas City 

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) - A 32-year-old 
mother and seven children were lulled early 
Tuesday when a roaring blaze engulfed their 
modest two-story house in southeast Kansas 
City, authorities said. 

The only survivors were the woman's 
husband and a 13-year-old daughter, who 
leaped from second-floor windows to escape 
flames and intense heat. The victims' bodies 
were found in or near their beds, but one was 
found in a hallway and another near a front 
wall, with one arm on the window. 

'They never had a chance," said a 
policeman on the scene. "There wasn't 
anything in that house that wasn't burning." 

Police said the fire was spotted by an 18- 
year-old neighbor who had been walking 
home just before 1 a.m. The neighbor, 
Richard Dean, saw the house engulfed in 
flame and awoke another neighbor who 
called the fire department. 

DEAN WENT BACK to the burning house, 
he told police, and saw one of the survivors, 
38-year-old Robroy Law, silhouetted by 
flames in a second-floor window and 
screaming for help. Law and the other 
survivor, Diana Nelson, both Jumped, but 
Dean said he was unable to get into the 
house to help the others because a back door 
was locked. 

Flames were leaping 10 to 20 feet into the 
air by the time firemen arrived. "We 
couldn't get in. The flames were just too 
much," said one firefighter. 

Police and fire experts said the blaze 
began in a corner of the first-floor living, 
room, near a gas heater. 

Fire officials said the fire, lit by an 
unknown source, smoldered in an 
upholstered chair for perhaps 30 minutes 
before the heat cracked the window, 
allowing the fire to explode throughout the 
room. Police maintained that the heater was 
the combustion source. Both ruled out arson 
and electric causes. 

THE FIRE spread quickly, sending thick 
smoke into the five upstairs bedrooms of the 
concrete-and-frame structure. All the 
victims were killed by the smoke, officials 
said. There were no smoke detectors in the 
house, but if there had been, some of the 
victims might have survived, said Deputy 
Fire Chief Charles Fisher. 

The dead were identified as the mother, 
Patricia Law, 32; Damon Nelson, 13; 
Richard and Rechetta Nelson, both 11; 
David Nelson, 8; Harry Nelson, 7; Pamela 
Law, 16; and Christopher Law, 2. Police still 
were trying to sort out family relationships, 
but they believed the Nelson children were 
Law's by a previous marriage and Pamela 
was Law's from a previous marriage. 

Rechetta Nelson was hospitalized in poor 
but stable condition, suffering from shock, 
smoke inhalation, lacerations, concussion 
and shoulder injury. Law was being treated 
for smoke inhalation and shock. 

The death toll made it the worst fire in the 
city since a blaze at the Coates House Hotel 
killed 20 people on Jan. 28,1978. 

Food drive for pets 
sponsored by wives 
of K-State students 

Animals at Manhattan's animal shelter 
and Cat Referral Service will not starve, 
thanks to the benefits from the K-State 
Veterinary Medicine Students Auxiliary's 
pet food drive from now until December 26. 

The auxiliary, whose members are wives 
of veterinary students, organized the 
community service project in an effort to 
help supply food for the animals through the 
year, according to Kathy Wizner, whose 
husband is a junior in veterinay medicine. 

Last year the auxiliary's 55 members 
collected more than 1,100 pounds of dog and 
cat food, she said. This year the goal is 1,500 
pounds. 

Collection boxes have been placed at 
grocery stores in Manhattan and Wizner 
said any kind of dog or cat food is welcome. 

The collection last year met most of the 
shelter's food needs, and the community has 
been very receptive to the drive, she said. 

Buy 

Here 
are some 

answers to 
often asked questions. 

Question: 
Answer: 

How does the Union Bookstore determine how much your 
books are worth when you soil thorn bock? 

If the Bookstore has notification from the instructor that the 
books are to be re-adopted for use the next semester, and if the 
Bookstore does not already have a sufficient stock on hand, then 
you will be offered 60 per cent of the publisher's current list price. 

For example: if a book sells for $10 00 new and it meets the 
requirements noted above, the book would be bought from you for 
$600. 

If the Bookstore has not received notice that the book will be 
used again, or if it already has a sufficient stock on hand, the book 
would be worth the current wholesale price as indicated by one of 
the nation's largest jobbers of used textbooks. 

If you have any questions about the pric* oeing paid for a text- 
book, the buyer will be happy to answer any questions which you 
may have regarding the price paid. 

Question: 
Answer: 

Is 60 per cent the usual price paid 
for textbooks around the country? 

Definitely not. Most stores in the United States pay only 90 per cent for 
books being used again. The Union Bookstore Is one of the few stores 
which pays 60 per cent. And i emember, we pay cash. You don't have to take 
your money out In trade. 

Question: 
Answer: 

What about paperbacks? Dees I he 
60 per cent poWcy apply to them too? 

Yea. The Union Bookstore does not penalize you on paperbacks. If they 
are being used again, and if the bookstore needs them, you will receive 60 
per cent of the publisher's list price. 

Question: 
Answer: 

If the publisher's price baa gone up since I bought my books, 
will I receive the benefit of that price Increase? 

Yea. For instance, if you bought your book for $9 00 and the 
publisher's list price ia now $10.00, vou will get $6.00, not $5.40. 

Wfe will buy books: 
Wednesday, Dec. 10 
thru 
Friday, Dec. 12 

Saturday, Dec. 13 

Monday, Dec. 15 
thru 
Friday, Dec. 19 

|k-state union 

8:18 am 
to ^ 

445 p 
K>:15 

to 
4:48 

J bookstore 
25 years of service 1956-1981 owi 
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Romstad, Hughes bright spots In sloppy game 

K-State women outplay Cornhuskers, 75-63 
Unlike the men's basketball team, which 

got scorched Monday night by Arizona State 
84-61, K-State's women's team pulled out a 
tough 75-63 victory against the University of 
Nebraska Tuesday in Lincoln. 

It was a hard fought contest against a 
much improved, younger Cornhusker squad 
which refused to give up to the Wildcats. 

K-State coach Lynn Hickey was not happy 
with the performance of the highly touted 
Wildcats, saying that the 'Cats were not 
playing their game. 

"One of the main problems we had tonight 
was that we let them control the tempo of 
the game. They pressed us full court all 
night," Hickey said. 

The game started out close with Nebraska 
putting pressure on the Wildcats the whole 
way. Forward Shelly Hughes had 10 points 
and center Tammie Romstad had 14 at the 
half. 

The second half was similar to first, both 
team going after each other. Then with 5:11 
to go in the game the Wildcats put together a 
panzer blitz assalt on the hoop. Behind 58-59, 
K-State tossed in eight unanswered points 
and never gave up the lead. 

"We had to work on post up, feeding the 
ball to the people underneath," Hickey said. 

Romstad finished with the game high of 
22, hitting nine of 15 from the field and four 
free throws. Hughes was right behind the 
Wildcat center with 21 points. It was the first 
game of the season that starting guard, co- 
captain Taryn Bachis did not score in double 
figures. She had nine points, four in the last 
minutes of the game. Bachis had had her 
season high game of 24 points Saturday in te- 
state's victory over Creighton. 

Ami Beiriger, 5-5 junior guard, was the 
high scorer for Nebraska with 19. 

The K-State's rebounding performance 
was not impressive. The Wildcats were 
behind on the boards in the first half 13-15 

UNDIES WEST 

Everything to keep you warm 
from your top to your bottom 

We're located next to 
Phone Center in Westloop 

776-3632 

with no offensive rebounds. They finished 
the game pulling down 40 while the Huskers 
yanked down 38. 

Hickey was also unhappy with the slop- 
piness of the women's play. Both teams 
turned the ball over considerably; K-State 
22 times, NU 25. 

"It was a good learning experience. We 
had to work to get the win. Shelly had a 
really good game and Tammie Romstand 
was good underneath. Kim Price looked like 
her old self. It was her first good game of the 
season," Hickey said. 

The Wildcats shot .500 percent from the 

field, hit 13 of 18 for .72 percent from the line. 
Nebraska was .46 percent from the field, .30 
from the line. 

The women come out of the contest 8-0, 
ranked 13th nationally. NU is 4-3 on the 
season. K-State's next game is against 
Wichita State in Wichita. 

DECEMBER..1980 

GOODptA* 

Eliminate 
winter Tire Changeover 

ing 

HUrfY,^8°^   

pension and 
steering sy? 
terns • Mos< 
U.S. cars. including tront 

Many imports 
and tight 
trucks 

tj" For PicKWJ, Va^' 
SRLCampers, «¥• 

Saturday >s Saturday** 
your Last Day 

To Save 

tfi 

design „ tne road 

traction tires 

In Stock Howl 
Goodyear-S Ne^es 

««"? "Si,*-" 
PTASSEBN 
■   ONTV! 

isfSTIII 

THIS***' 

Just Say , 
Charge"    ■•.«• 

Goody"' 

( hciic|<- '■ 

««•»" GOOD,? fYEAR 
, D«a.H ton H.^aaflocyonj^^ •■■*« .TO...m«u.COMMUN.T,.. 

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORE 
4th & Humboldt-Manager, K. L (Kay) Homolka 

Mon.-M. 7:00 OJH.-6KK) pjn., Sot. 8 to 6 7764106 
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Sports briefs 
Baseball 

DALLAS (AP) — First baseman Lee 
May, who played out his option with the 
Baltimore Orioles, signed a one-year 
contract Tuesday with the American 
League champion Kansas City Royals. 

May, 37, is a 14-year veteran who has 
played with Cincinnati, Houston and 
Baltimore. 

This past season he hit .243 with seven 
home runs and 31 runs batted in in 78 
games with the Orioles. His career totals 
include a .266 average with 351 homers 
and 1,224 RBIs in 2,003 games. 

May is sixth among active players in 
runs batted in, logging 100 or more three 
times with a high of 109 in 1976 with 
Baltimore. He has driven in 90 or more 
runs in eight different seasons and hit 20 
or more home runs in 11. 

Transaction! 
DALLAS (AP) - The St. Louis Car- 

dinals, continuing their succession of 
moves, acquired premier relief pitcher 
Bruce Sutter from the Chicago Cubs at 
baseball's winter meetings Tuesday for 
third baseman Ken Reitz, outfielder Leon 
Durham and a player to be named. 

With the addition of Sutter, they are 
now expected to trade newly acquired 
Rollie Fingers to the Oakland A's for 
starter Matt Keough. 

Sutter, 27, the 1979 Cy Young Award 
winner when he led the National League 

with 37 saves, had a running contractual 
problem with the Cubs. 

Last season, Sutter appeared in 60 
games, pitched 102 innings and posted a 
5-8 record with 28 saves. He compiled an 
earned run average of 2.56. 

St. Louis gave up an excellent defen- 
sive player in Reitz, who hit a respec- 
table .270 during the 1980 season. 
Durham, in his first season in the 
National League in 1980, batted .271 and 
drove in 42 runs in 95 games. 

Pro Football 
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) - Steve 

Fuller's injured right knee probably will 
sideline him the final two games of the 
season and Bill Kenney, who engineered 
a 31-14 victory over Denver in his first 
professional start Sunday, is expected to 
quarterback Kansas City against the 
Pittsburgh Steelers this week. 

A spokesman for the Chiefs said Fuller 
likely will undergo orthoscopic surgery 
next week. 

Fuller, in his second year, has com- 
pleted 193 of 320 passes for 2,250 yards 
and 10 touchdowns. He first injured his 
knee Nov. 16 at San Diego against the 
Chargers, but continued playing until the 
decision was made to start Kenney. 

Kenney, in his first appearance in the 
NFL, completed 12 of 18 passes for 142 
yards and two touchdowns against the 
Broncos. 

Drum quits MU 
COLUMBIA, Mo. (AP)-Lex Drum, a 

backup forward-center, quit the University 
of Missouri basketball team Tuesday, 
reducing the squad to 10 players. 

Drum, a 6-10 sophomore from Poplar 
Bluff, was reported to be unhappy with his 
playing time and the quality of his per- 
formance. In five games with 14th-ranked 
Missouri, Drum played an average of six 
minutes per game and averaged 3.0 points 
and 1.2 rebounds per game. 

Drum returned to the team this fall after 
sitting out the 1979-80 season because of 
academic ineligibility imposed in a cheating 
incident and the second half of the previous 
season with a leg injury. He was the starting 
center for 12 games during his first season 
at Missouri and led the team during that 
period in scoring and rebounding until he 
injured his knee. 

Steve Stipanovich, a sophomore from St. 
Louis, took over the post as starting center 
last year and was the Big 8 Conference's 
second-team center. 

Drum's defection was another in a string 
of losses suffered by coach Norm Stewart. 
Earlier, forward Mark Dressier was lost for 
the year with a knee injury that required 
surgery, and freshman Richie Johnson quit 
and returned home to New Albany, Ind., 
before basketball practice started. Guard 
Steve Wallace, who was academically 
ineligible for the second half of last season, 
quit the team. 

Last year when Missouri, 25-6, won the Big 
8 championship and advanced to the 
semifinals of the NCAA Midwest Regional, 
Stewart had only nine players because of the 
loss of Wallace, Drum, Barry Laurie, who 
was declared academically ineligible in the 
same incident as Drum, and forward Curtis 
Berry, who was idled with a knee injury that 
required surgery. 

A FESTIVE 
FINALS 
FINISH 

For y°ur pl«»asur<> and «>njoympnt. 
AUNTIE MAE'S will be OPLN AT 
11:00 am during FINAL Wl I K 
Come down & enjoy »1 00 DRINKS 
and a DELI SANDWICH. BOWL OF 
SOUP FOR $2.00 until 6:30 Fea- 
turing PIERRF LA MOOSEA In ze 
kitchen. 
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IS STUDYING 
IMPOSSIBLE 

AT YOUR   PLACE? 
THEN COME TO OUR PLACE! 

We'll offer you a quiet guest room to study and rest in, and give you free coffee all night long. 

ONE PERSON—111.00 TWO PERSONS—*M.H 

Clip This ad and Bring to our front desk 

' UNIVERSITY RAMADA INN I7TI1 It ANDERSON 539-7531 

AMAD, 
> INN / 

3fr£& 
X lark Dors? 

COLDEST BEER 
AGGIEVILLE 

D. J. Nltely Open l p.m.-midnlght 

laidegr. 

Mnui 
Days 

Today's busy shoppers 
have no time to fuss. 
Hurry to Hardee's. 
Have dinner with us! 

* L 
fcb»«Q 

'JSbdak 

m' p> 

Special Feature 
Hardee's Regular Roast Bee£ 
Regular Fries, and 
Medium Soft Drink 

$149 Just 

3116 Anderson 
606 N. Manhattan 

Offer good through 
December 24, 1980, at 

participating Hardee's 
locations only. 

BEST EATIN'AU AROUND 
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Transfer pleases junior guard 

Bachis starts quickly after change 
By KIM HANZLICEK 

Collegian Reporter 
Her unusual name is the result of her 

mother's crush on a famous actor. Her 
basketball skill is the result of talent and 
practice. 

Taryn Bachis, the new starting guard for 
K-State's women's basketball team, carries 
the name of the daughter of the legendary 
actor Tyrone Powers. 

"My mother was a fan of actor Tyrone 
Powers, who has a daughter named Taryn," 
said Bachis, who became an early season 
bright spot for the hardwood women. 

The red-headed, freckle face guard is 
pleased with her decision of transferring 
from the University of New Mexico and it 
shows in her performance on the court. 

IN THE K-STATE Adidas Invitational 
Nov. 27-29, Bachis shot 68 percent form the 
field and was named to the all-Tournament 
team. She scored a season-high 19 points in 
the tournament championship game against 
Memphis State. 

"Taryn is good strong player, with lots of 
experience," K-State women's coach Lynn 
Hickey said. 

Bachis did not started playing basketball 
until  her senior year  in high school at 

Albuquerque, N.M. 
"I played softball since I was in the third 

grade. But in high school I decided I wanted 
to try a new sport so I chose basketball," 
Bachis said. 

Bachis played at the University of New 
Mexico for three years and earned the 
Kodak all-Region VII honors as a 
sophomore. 

"I wanted to come to K-State much earlier 
than I did but my parents and finanical 
reasons were the main reasons I didn't 
come," Bachis said. 

BACHIS WAS INFLUENCED by her high 
school basketball coach, Steve Silverberg (a 
former assistant basketball coach at K- 
State), to come to K-State. Silverberg has 
since returned to his home in Albuquerque 
to pursue a family business. 

"Silverberg talked about the K-State 
basketball program and it was through his 
influence that I came toK-State," she said. 

"Once I arrived in Manhattan last spring, 
school was already two days into the 
semester. As a result of my late arrival, I 
didn't play basketball until this season." 

"Since I didn't play for a semester I im- 
proved my academics but I have no idea if 
the layoff hurt my playing time." 

Staff photo by Craig Chandler 

Newest Wildcat...University of New Mexico transfer and 'Cat starting 
guard Taryn Bachis controls the tip during the recent Missouri game. 
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JOHN 
BIGGS 

LIVE 
AT MIDTOWN 

Thursday, Dec. 11th 
8-11 p.m. 

Join US FOR 
ASUPER EVENING 

DINNER RESERVATIONS 
ACCEPTED 

$1 COVERATTHE DOOR 
FOR MEMBERSHIP 

INFORMATION 
CALL 539-0536 

"I'm glad I made the switch in schools. I 
believe the schooling is better here at K- 
State. I'm definitely learning more in my 
classes that at UNM," Bachis said. 

HER ABSENCE from the court doesn't 
seem to have hurt Bachis. She is the second 
leading scorer on the team (17.4) after 
starting the first seven games, going into 
last night's game with Nebraska. 

"With Taryn's past at New Mexico, she 
had lots of experience and we chose our best 
guards for starters. When the pressure is on 
Taryn, she performs her best," Hickey said. 

Bachis, who is a junior academically but 
will have used up her eligibility at the end of 
this season, says she would like to pursue a 
career in coaching and may possibly try to 
play in the pros. 

Collegian 
classifieds 

MIDTOWN 
MANHATTAN 

CLASSIFIED RATES 
One day: 20 words or lass, $1.50, 5 cants 

par word over 20; Two days: 20 words or lass, 
$2.00, 8 cants par word over 20; Three days: 
20 words or lass, $2.25, 10 cants par word 
over 20; Four days: 20 words or loss, $2.75,13 
cants par word over 20; Five days: 20 words or 
lass, $3.00,15 cants par word over 20. 

Classifieds are payable in advance unless client has an 
established account with Student Publications. 

Deadline Is 10 a.m. day before publication. 10 a.m. Friday 
for Monday paper. 

Items found ON CAMPUS can be advertised FREE for a 
period not exceeding three days. They can be placed at Ked- 
zle 103 Of bycalllno 532-6555. 

Display Classified Rates 
One day: 13.00 per inch; Three days: $2.85 per Inch; Five 

days: $2.75 per Inch; Ten days: $2.60 per Inch. (Deadline is 5 
p.m. 2 days before publication.) 

Classified advertising Is available only to those who do not 
discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, national 
origin, sex or ancestry. 

 FOR SALE  
ADULT GAG gifts and novelties—birthday, anniversary, get 

well, or |ust for fun. Treasure Chest, Agglevllle. (1 tf) 

CHESS SETS, all price ranges. Great Christmas gifts. 
Treasure Chest. Agglevllle. (69-75) 

POCKET WATCHES, chains, Merschaum and other pipes, 
Jewelry, snuff bottles, Coke, beer Items, proof, mint sets. 
Treasure Chest. Agglevllle. (69-75) 

CERWIN Vega R-12 speakers, like new, 50 watts RMS 
maximum. Very loud and clean. Call 7769683, ask for Jeff. 
(69-73) 

USED PARTS for 1971 Audi 100LS and Toyota Corona. Call 
1-494-2388, St George. (69-75) 

1971 BUDDY trailer, dishwasher, air-conditioning, 
washer/dryer, fence, dogs, two bedroom, wood paneling 
throughout $5,500. Colonial Gardens. 539-5543 (6973) 

TWIN BED mattress, box springs, good condition; lounge 
chair, fair. Call Keith, 532-6404, 5:304:30 p.m. or leave 
message (72-75) 

BY OWNER: Nice two bedroom house with basement apart- 
ment, one block east of campus, $40,000.00. Call 537-1669 
(72-75) 

WHY PAY Rent? Why pay lor gas? Nice two-bedroom trailer 
for sale. Call 537-2519 for advantages of living In North 
Campus Courts. (72-75) 

1978 JEEP CJ-5. Golden Eagle, V4. 304, power steering, 
power brakes, 3-speed, brown soil top, Marantz In-dash 
AM/FM cassette. 537-9189. (72 75) 

DELUXE PRESS bench with 50 lb. bar plus barbell and 8 
discs (62 lbs.), all lor $1 IS. Call 539-4391 after 6:00 p.m. (72- 
74) 

1977 YAMAHA 400 RD excellent condition, must sell, best oi- 
ler, 776-9523. Alter 6:00 p.m. (70-74) 

SPEAKERS-PAIR, 10" woofer, 10" passive radiator, 2W 
tweeter, beautiful gloes black finish, foam grill fronts. Call 
532-6065. (70-74) 

GREAT BODY 1974 Monte Carlo, power steering, power 
brakes, AM/FM stereo cassette, radial tires. A classy car. 
Call 532-5903. (70-74) 

BIG BUCKS for a BB student season ticket. Name your price. 
Call Dave 539-1661 and leave your number. (70-75) 

SWIFT-SERIES 3500 SLR binocular microscope—lour ob- 
jectives, 10x; 20x; 40x; and oil emersion. Carrying case In- 
cluded Price $850.00. Call 1-402-826-2171 (70-75) 

"KANSANS GET Blown Away" t shirts are In again. Buy 
yours now lor $5.50at Justin 214. (71-75) 

MUST SELL: Kustom PA Head $360; DMI Mellotron $900; 
Mitchell Speakers $225 each. Call 539-2491 (71-75) 

WEIGHT BENCH and 177 lbs. ol weights, only used once, 
$80; Royel typewriter, $50; and Eplphone 12-strlng guitar, 
$200. Rick, 776*536. (71-73)       m 

SLEEPING BAG: Military Issue, Cover, $50, llrm. Call 
532-4824 (71-75) 

PIONEER CENTREX music system, belt-drive turntable, 
multi-play record changer, 8-track player/recorder, power- 
ful receiver Call 532-6088 alter 5:00 p.m. Ask lor Mark. (73- 
75) 

PIONEER CT-F2121 stereo casaette deck, Dolby, good con- 
dition. S100 or beat oiler. Call 532-3378. (73-75) 

TREAT YOUR feet—hiking boots, excellent condition, sizes, 
$35 00. Call today-537 1344 (73-75) 

ONE KSU basketball ticket, to best oiler Call 532-4843 alter 
600 pm -Good Reserved Seat-Ask lor Ray. (73) 

SIX STRING Ventura folk guitar and case Very line shape. 
(Plus some sheet music.) Buy a lasting Christmas present. 
This Instrument loves the chance to sound well, give It a 
try—buy! $80 or bast oiler. 776-7003, aak lor Brian (73-75) 

HOOO SCOOP U86-ZL/1 type. Call 532-3903 (73-74) 

SCHWINN BIKE—10 speed, yellow, in good shape. Must sell 
balore December 16th Ask lor Paige at 5324991. (73-75) 

 FOR RENT  
COSTUMES, MASKS, periodical clothing, accessories, all 

types make-up. Grass skirts, laia, bunny and mouse ears 
and more. Treasure Chest. Agglevllle (ill) 

TYPEWRITER RENTALS, electrics and manuals, day. week 
or month. Buzzells, 511 Leavenworth, across from post 
office Call 776-9469. (1tf) 

RENTAL TYPEWRITERS: Excellent selection. Including IBM 
Selectrlcs. Service most makes of typewriters. Hull 
Business Machines, (Aggieville), 1212 Moro, 539-7931.(i tf) 

SANTA SUITS, reserve now for Christmas. Treasure Chest, 
Aggieville. (69-75) 

AVAILABLE FROM January 1, two-bedroom, basement apart- 
ment, close to campus, (washer, dryer), $185. 5374775 
(7 00-900 am.) mornings, (6:154:15 p.m.) evenings or 
5374428. (69-73) 

FOUR BEDROOM. 1417 Nichols All appliances, carpeting, 
drapes. Call 537 1202 (69-75) 

CLEAN. ONE bedroom efficiency apartment. Partially fur 
nlshed (optional). $100 month plus V» utilities (pay own 
elec ) Near Aggieville. Available January 5th. Call 776- 
5080. (72-75) 

ONE BEDROOM and one efficiency apartment available 
January 1 Call Steve, 539-9794 or 537 7179. Agglevllle 
locations. (70-75) 

SMALL EFFICIENCY apartment. Walk to University. Would 
suit quiet student. $12S/mo. partial utilities. Call 5374891 
after 7:00 p.m. (73-75) 

ROOMS AND apartments—$70 rooms; share kitchen, share 
bathrooms, and plenty of parking. 1, 2, and 3 bedroom 
apartments; $200 to $270fmonth all bills paid. Call 
between 5:00 and 7:00 p.m. and alter 10:00 p.m. 537-4233 
400 N. 11th. (73-75) 

FURNISHED TWO-oedroom apartment $190.00 a month, 
utilities paid. Available December 12th. Call 7764006, 9:00 
a.m. to 7:00 p.m. daily. (73-75) 

THREE BEDROOM apartment for rent, partially furnished. 
Close to Agglevllle and campus. Call 539-7892 or 537-1210. 
(73-75) 

FURNISHED, CARPETED rooms. Very quiet with laundry, kit- 
chen and bathroom facilities available. Close to Agglevllle 
and campus. Call 539-7892 or 537-1210. (73-75) 

MOBILE HOME on one acre available now. Pets welcome. 
Five miles out. Call 532-5733 or 5394216. Ask lor John. (73- 
75) 

FURNISHED BASEMENT apartment, everything private, 
large bedroom. Can be divided lor two or used as studio. 
811 Laramle. Call 5394546. (73-75) 

 ROOMMATE WANTED  
MALE ROOMMATE wanted to share large four bedroom 

house with four vet students. Call after 5:00 p.m., 7764263 
(68-75) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted for second semester. Nice 
apartment, close to campus. Call 539-5098. (72-75) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted lor second semester. Nice big 
apartment. Own bedroom. Fairly close to campus. $88.33 
month plus share utilities with two others. Call 5394320 
(68-75) 

ROOMMATE FOR spring semester. Large two bedroom 
apartment, private bedroom. Prefer CNS or engineering 
major $90'mo. plus vj electricity. Other bills paid. Call 
5394427. (68-75) 

FEMALE—NICE apartment, fireplace, dishwasher, close to 
campus. Pay vj bills. Call 5374653. (6973) 

MALE ROOMMATE to share new three-bedroom house, 
spring semester. Cable, washer, dryer, nice area. Call 
776-1254, ask for Dan. (69-75) 

LIBERAL FEMALE wanted, close to campus, pets o.k , own 
bedroom. Call 5374247. (69-75) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE to share furnished apartment with two 
others for second semester. Very close to campus. 
5374184. (69-73) 

FEMALE TO share two-bedroom trallerhouse. $100 a month 
plus 172 utilities. Must have car. Call 7764445 alter 
8:30 p.m. (70-75) 

LIBERAL FEMALE roommate(s) wanted to share nice three 
bedroom house. Need transportation. $t40/mo. plus 
utilities. Call 5394760. (70-74) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted, $100 rent and 1/2 utilities. 
Call 776-5265. (70-74) 

ROOMMATE MALE or female needed to share house 
$90 monthly plus utilities. Call 539-9460 and ask for Krlsla 
or Beth. (71-75) 

FEMALE GRADUATE student roommate wanted, owh 
room—close to campus $95.0O/mo. Call 5394134 
evenings. (71-75) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted. $90 month, utilities Included. 
Nice house. Call 776-9480 afternoons. (71-74) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted. $100 per month, 1/2 utilities, 
own bedroom, 1V> blocks from campus. Call Llaa at 
5374347.(71-74) 

FURNISHED, SPACIOUS apartment close to campus, 
available January 1. Own room, fireplace, microwave oven, 
laundry, two roommates. Prefer male twenty years or older. 
$857mo. Call 5394206. (71 -75) 

MALE ROOMMATE wanted to share large three bedroom 
house lor second semester, $60 a month, low utilities. Call 
7764906 (71-75) 

FEMALE NON smoking upperclassman or graduate student 
roommate wanted to share nice three bedroom house with 
fireplace. Own room, $107.00/month plua utilities. Call 
776-7338 (71-75) 

NON-SMOKING female to share spacious apartment. Private 
bedroom, $83.00, low utilities, close to campus. Call 
7764692 (71-75) 

WORKING STUDENT seeking mature female room 
mate(sycompanion(s) (interested in Agrlc.) to help locate 
apartment or trailer to rent next semester. 5394488. (72-73) 

NEED TWO males to share two bedroom apartment, fur 
nlshed. Transportation to and from campus, utilities in- 
cluded, $1007rnonth Call 776-1907. (72-75) 

FEMALE TO share apartment, own bedroom, $80 rent plua V> 
utilities, nonamoker. Call 7765338. (72-75) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE to share nice two bedroom duplex 
apartment one block from campus, $112.50/month. Call 
537-2970. (72-75) 

MALE ROOMMATE needed to share trailer In Redbud 
Estates tor 2nd semester. Call Ron, 5394878 (72-75) 

FEMALE UPPERCLASSMAN or graduate student to share 
three bedroom house near campus. Carpeted, laundry 
facilities, $100 month plus V> utilities. Call 5394427. (72- 
75) 

MALE ROOMMATE to share two bedroom furnished apart 
ment. $112.50/month Includes all utilities. Call John at 776 
5940. (73-75) 

WANTED: ONE or two students to live with two Vet students 
In four-bedroom house. Own room with wood stove. West 
and close to campus (Tim) 5395720 evenings (73-75) 

(Continued on page 19) 
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FEMALE ROOMMATE to share nice apartment two blocks 
from campus, own room, $105/month. Can move In Im- 
mediately. Call 537-7198. (73-75) 

WANTED—MALE roommate to share apartment with two 
KSU students. $60.00 e month plus 1/3 electric bill Call 
5394958 (73-75) 

SPRING SEMESTER, regency apartments, 1/2 block east 
campus. $112.50 plus 1« electricity. Call Steve, 5:308:30 
p.m., 5370961.(73-75) 

FEMALE TO share house in exchange tor some rent, baby 
sitting, and 1/2 utilities Private room. Phone 537 2857. (73- 
75) 

 SUBLEASE  
THREE BEDROOM house one block from campus, two 

blocks from Agglevllle. Call 537-8386. (70-75) 

TWO BEDROOM, fully furnished apartment, v» Mock from 
campus Available January through August. Phone 537- 
4057, after 5:30 p.m. (73-75) 

■ HELP WANTED  
OVERSEAS JOBS—Summer/year round. Europe, 3. Amer., 

Australia, Asia. All Fields $500-$1200 monthly. Sight- 
seeing. Free Info. Write: IJC, Box 52-KS2. Corona Del Mar, 
CA 92825. (52-73) 

Help Wanted 
Secretary 

Full-time position available for ex- 
perienced person, capable of typ- 
ing 60 WPM, shorthand, transcrip- 
tion. 
Some bookkeeping experience 
helpful. 

Please apply at: 

Meadowlark Hills 
2121 Meadowlark Road 

Manhattan 
537-4610 

RN'S AND LPN's: Explore your nursing potential! We offer 
total nursing can, approved continuing education for 
reiicensure, competitive salary, shift differential and 
liberal fringe benefits. Full time, part time, and on-call 
openings. Call Lisa Kramer, Nurse Recruiter at 776-3300, 
ext. 114 or 229. Memorial Hospital, Manhattan, Kansas. 
EOE (72-75) 

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER: Part-time graduate or un- 
dergraduate student needed by the Midwest Race and Sex 
Desegregation Assistance Center to program new and 
help maintain existing computer systems. Applicants 
should have knowledge and have experience in some com- 
bination of the following: Conversational Computer 
Systems (CMS), Standard Statistical Packages (SAS. 
CULPRIT) and Computer Programming (PL1, COBOL). 
Salary range from $4.25 to $5.29 per hour. Submit an ap- 
plication latter, resume and references by December 15, 
1960 to: Charles I. Rankln, Director, Midwest Race and Sex 
Desegregation Assistance Center, Kansas State Univer- 
sity, 1627 Anderson Avenue, Manhattan, Kansas 66508 
(72-74) 

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER wanted-Need a Programmer 
with 6502 assembly language experience to atari im- 
mediately for 8-12 weeks of programming. Salary com- 
mensurate with experience. Call 532-8540. (69-75) 

CONSTRUCTION LABORER or experienced draftsman for 
local construction firm Part-time position, flexible hours 
between8:00em.-SflOp.m. Monday-Friday 53*3020after 
8:00 p.m. (72-73) 

RN OR LPN 
Part-time positions available on 7-3 
and 3-11 shifts. 
Excellent  wages  and   congenial 
working environment. 

Please contact: 
Nancy Barnaby 

Meadowlark Hills 
2121 Meadowlark Road 

537-4610 

AGGIE STATION is accepting applications for cocktail 
waitresses/waiters and bartenders (Must be 21.) Apply In 
person, 1115 Moro, during evening. (73-75) 

COUNSELORS WANTED: Western Colorado camp em 
pheeizlng outcamp and river program. Two years college 
and sincere Interest In working with children required. In- 
clude self-addressed, stamped (28«) envelope with Inquiry 
to Anderson Camps, Gypsum, CO 81637. (73-75) 

 SERVICES  
RESUME WRITING, layout, editing, typing or appraisal 

Resume Service, 411 N. 3rd, 537-7294. (1 If) 

WOMEN'S HEALTH Care Service. Confidential health care 
for women with unexpected pregnancies Abortion aer- 
vicea to 20 weeks aa an outpatient. Information and free 
pregnancy testing. (316) 684-5108 Wichita. (Itf) 

PREGNANT? BIRTHRIGHT can help. Free pregnancy test. 
Confidential. Call 537-9180 103 South 4th Street, Suite 16. 
(17M) 

PROFESSIONAL THESIS/dleeertatlon typist. 5 years' ex- 
perience; thesss/dlssertstlons for 15 universities. Cor- 
recting Selectric II, pica/elite Work guaranteed. 50-page 
minimum. I do damned good typing. Peggy, 913642-4478. 
(81-75) 

RESUMES $20; 1-2 pp., 5 coplea and envelopes. Tldwell & 
Associates, 219 S. Seth Chllds, 776-5213,537-4504. (68-75) 

VW MUFFLER sale. Regular $34.00, now only $26.00. File 
1967 to 1973 Bugs. Installation extra. J&L Bug Service, 
1-494-2388.(69-75) 

VW REPAIR at low prices for quality work. One day service 
on moat repairs. Call 1-494-2388. J4L Bug Service. Only 
seven minutes from Manhattan. (69-75) 

OAYPHONE, 5394692. Gay awareness, counseling and sup 
port services available, also calendar Information re- 
garding H.A.R.C. meetings and other scheduled activi- 
ties. Call Sunday through Thursday 600 p.m. to 2:00 a.m. 
(•9-73) 

BACHELOR PARTIES, slag parties—Rent video cassette 
player. Hooka up to your t.v. Call 778-1254, ask for Dan (69- 
75) 

PARTY D.J.. he walks, talks, and plays good music, 
reasonable prices. Call Rick, 778*536. (71-75) 

ATTENTION JARDINE tenants: Tired of bothering with 
tedious Job ot cleaning your apartment or parts of It before 
moving? Call 539-0360 after 6:00 p.m. for Inexpenalve, 
guaranteed cleaning service. (72-75) 

TERM PAPERS typed by former secretary. Csll 539-4540. (72- 
74) 

ANNOUNCEMENT 
DIVERSIFIED DISCO Systems Is back In business. For the 

best in mobile entertainment call 778-1254, ask for Dan. 
(69-75) 

IN NEED of a typist? Papers typed for a reasonable fee, 
rough drafts must be legible. If Intereeted, call 776-9579 
(72-73) 

PSSSSTI! DECEMBER Graduates bring your family and 
friends to your reception, Sunday, December 14th, Union 
Ballroom, 1:30-3:00 p.m Pass it onl (73-74) 

NASHVILLE REPLAY 
75th&Metcalf 

Your midwest connection for 
"renegade rock'n roll'n country music" 

K-STATE HOLIDAY 
PARTY NIGHT 
December 20th 

Show your college I.D. 
Get your First Beer Free 

Best LIVE Country 
Rock Bands 

Monday-Saturday 
Hours 1:00-Midnight 

(913) 722-9735 for Band info. 

Nashville Replay without 
the Wildcats is like 

Going without coming. 

SUPER GARAGE Sale: Furniture, clothes, tools, kitchen 
utensils. Saturday, December 13, 11 KM am. to 5:00 p.m. 
805 Bluemont. (73-75) 

SKYDIVE—WATCH tomorrow for Mark's Christmas 
messages (73) 

ATTENTION 
DUNGEON AND Dragons and Avalon Hill games end sup- 

plies. Available at Tom's Campus Comer, 716 North 
Manhattan, Agglevllle. 776-5461. (89-75) 

CHRISTMAS STOCKINGS available, $1 00 each. At Tom'a, 
716 North Manhattan In Agglevllle. (69-75) 

BIG BUCKS lor a BB student season ticket. Name your price. 
Cell Deve, 539-1661 end leave your number. (70-75) 

Peanuts" By CHARLES SCHULZ 

WHY P0ES SHE TAKE 
ME OK' THE BACK OF 
HER BICYCLE WHEN 
SHE 60E5 5H0PPIN6? 

IT'S NOT AS IF THIS 
IS A STATION WAGON, 

OR A PICKUP... 

It-10 

THERE'S NO ROOM TO 
CARRY ANYTHIN6... 

EXCEPT A FEW CHRISTMAS 
TREE ORNAMENTS... 

Crossword By EUGENE SHEFFER 

ACROSS 
1 Mona — 
5 Work unit 
8 Exclamation 

12 Cuckoos 
13 Extinct bird 
14 Stage 

direction 
15 Field event 
17 Exchange 
18 Belgian 

marble 
19 Chromatic 

and diatonic 
21 Gudrun's 

husband 
24 Medical org. 
25 Baking 

chamber 
28 American 

inventor 
30 Negative 

particle 
33 Yoko - 
34 Frighten 
35 Arid 
36 Unrefined 
37 Soft drink 
38 Hebrew 

instrument 
39 Tokyo, 

once 

41 Calendar — 
43 French caps 
46 River in 

France 
50 Equation 

phrase 
51 An intellect- 

ual (colloq.) 
54 Rave 
55 Arabian 

garment 
56 — fixe 
57 Annoys 

(slang) 
58 Witty saying 
59 Mountain 

passes 
Avg. solution 

DOWN 
1 Comedian 

Bert 
2 A genus of 

cetaceans 
3 Portent 
4 Military 

depth charge 
5 Large bird 
6 Gypsy 

gentleman 
7 Breaches 
8 Its capital 

is Shillong 
9 Region of 

Scotland 
10 Wings 
time: 26 min. 

IE 

12-10 

Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 

11 Weakens 
gradually 

16 Fast plane 
20 Instance 
22 Crazy (slang) 
23 "The Boor 
25 It equals 

a homer 
26 Caught — trap 
27 Scowling 
29 Dies- 
31 Spanish gold 
32 Son of Odin 
34 A tax 
38 A Semitic 

language 
40 Fender 

blemishes 
42 Sturdy tree 
43 Pigeon 
44 Jacob's twin 
45 Counterfeit 
47 Religious 

calendar 
48 Christmas 
49 Mothers of 

rams 
52 Nigerian 

Negro 
53 Narrow 

ship 
channel 

CRYPTOQUIP 12-10 

NJWNASPPBL     NJU     UIFNLUA     SI 

FPBLU      NJWBJ 

Yesterday's Cryptoquip - DESPOT DESPISED STRAIN AT 
TRAIN  DEPOT. 

Today's Cryptoquip clue: W equals M 

MARY KAY Coemetlce: 25% off on all merchandise. Putnam 
Hall 539-4611 Ask for Taml In 227 (71 75) 

REWARD: 140 tor the return of purple K-Stats sweet shirt 
lost In Aheam No questions asked Call 539-2815. (72-75) 

NEED FINANCIAL help tor second semester? Family has 
board and room for college girl In exchange for duties 
Write Box 6 C/o Collegian (72-75) 

VISIT HAPPY Tan, Manhattan's anawsr to Pslm Beech The 
only thing missing Is the golf course. Get a heelthy-looklng 
eummer tan Irom Happy fan. 1123 Laramle 778*080. (73) 

ATTENTION: 1980 New Student Leaders end Jon M : Let's 
get together and reminisce (In your eye Reed, quarters, 
financial aid, Tuttle, Wortd'e of Fun, the drive-In, Heymeker 
Hell, etc ) Msst at the Station around 1000 p.m. See Yal 
(73) 

WANTED—DEAD or Alive—Mary P. (534 West) For selling 
demon rum, corrupting young men, and running a silly pic- 
ture of her roommate In the paper Beware! Beneath that 
Innocent smile lurke e cruel heart Your Ex-Roomie. (73) 

 WANTED  
COLLECTIBLES, COINS, back Issue magazlnea, cornice, LP 

albums Check with ue before you throw It away. Treasure 
Chest, Agglevllle. (Itf) 

GOLD CLASS rings, gold (ewelry, diamonds Call 539-1081 or 
776-7837. (49-75) 

WANTED: SCRAP gold, men's cless rings, S50 to (200. 
Women's, $35 to $75. Other jewelry bought too. Top caah 
buyer. Steve'sColn Shop, 411 N. 3rd. (50-74) 

TWO/THREE students for three bedroom apartment. Very 
close to campus Available now or January tat. Ring E. 
Young 532-6727 or 539-5706. (70-74) 

FAMILY WANTS college girl to live In lor second eemester. 
Board and room In exchange for duties Write Box 72, 
Manhattan, KS 66502. (72-75) 

RIDE NEEDED to Tucson arse, one way, December 17th to 
19th. Will ahare driving expenses. Desperate' Call Eric 537- 
1143.(73-75) 

CARD OF THANKS 
PICASSO WOULD say "Mercl Beaucoup" and El Greco 

would say "graclaa." But all we can say Is "thanks" for a 
|ob well done, UPC Arts! (73) 

SOMETIMES IT seems like no one notices and couldn't care 
less, but do not mopsl We think you done fins, UPC 
Kaleidoscope! (73) 

LOST 
LOST: DARK blue down coat at King Hall—haa ski button 

and rabbit foot on zipper—$20 reward. Phone 532-3967 
(71-73) 

LOST: SILVER horssshos shaped key ring-4 keys and 
medallion with Inscription "Chris." Call 532-6401, Reward 
(72-74) 

MAN'S TAN |acket with navy corduroy trim. $15 reward If 
returned to Room 117, Weber Hall. (72-74) 

LADIES' WHITE-GOLD Hamilton watch with black face; In or 
around Kramer. Reward; 532 5289. (73-75) 

FOUND 
RING FOUND In R-2 room, Kedzle Hall. Call 532-6555 to Wen 

tlfy and claim or come to Kedzle Hall room 1103. (72-74) 

RING FOUND In R-2 room. Claim In Kedzle 103. (73-75) 

CALCULATOR ON table In third floor Willard hallway. Iden- 
tify and claim in Chemistry Office, Room 110. See Teena. 
(73-75) 

FOUND: BILLFOLD in basement restroom ot Ssaton Hall. 
Idsntlfy to claim. Phone 776-9303. (73-75) 

 PERSONAL  
TINY RABBITS: Soon the world will receive our knowledge 

Be loyal, be strong, lean not towards the unbeliever. Think 
rabbit, Thanksgiving, and Hiroshima. Stand tall when you 
shout, "DUMB" everyone's accusln' me." By the way 
does anyone know how's Steph. N M (73) 

TO LISA S.: The Theta of our dreama. For your 19th birthday 
we'd give you a Phi Delt If you weren't so boring. We love 
you. Blowing Betty and Hlckey Woman. (73) 

JILL C—Good luck on your Human Body test tonight. The 
semester Is almoat ovsrl You can do It. Catherine (73) 

PIZZA SUCKERS: We wants to thank you for your par- 
ticipation in the Practice Pizza Giveaway. Good luck next 
year when It's tor real. S.G.C.S. (73) 

R BENNETT, 0 Wlttum, Thanks for your "weltering" end 
"chaufferlng" abilities. Your services made dining at 
McDonald's superb. Gwen, Jo, Temmy, Bert. PS. It was 
funtastic! (73) 

MARK R.-Thanks tor the strip, too bad It waa so short 
Wished It could have been longer—Putnem Voyeurs. (73) 

HEY YOU Ramblers. Merry Chrlstmaa. Thanks for a greet 
semester Luff, the Stooges. (73) 

DAVID F. and John W.—Sorry I couldn't make It to the Christ 
mas party because of the bug. I wes looking forward to 
giving you a Christmas hugl Good luck with your finals and 
Merry Chrlatmas. Love (your Thete XI 'Lll Sis) Sherry. (73) 

DIANE LABRETT: School is elmost over for you now!! Yeal 
You've been a super roommate. I sure am gonna miss you. 
Good luck. Love ya, S.L. (73) 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
JERRY NEY 

ATTENTION BEAR Piglet: This Is an official warnlng-you 
only havs three reeling days till your blrthdayl A.P. 6 T.M. 
(73) 

TO MY pet rock Gary, Happy 2.5. My love for you lan't a gift to 
you—It's a gift to me. Thanks for the wonderful years I've 
had with you. I know there are more to come. Urn Batt Ku, 
Angle. (73) 

J.H.—I gueaa you figured out that my message waa meent 
for Friday. I'm glad you noticed It cause I meant It. S.A. (73) 

MMM-ROSES are Red, Violets are Blue, Life's been so 
sweet, Since the day I met you Happy 2nd! 1-4-3 JAM. (73) 

802 ROOMIE—I |ust wanted to ssy "thanks" for sharing all 
the good times we've had and to wish you luck on your 
finals! LJR. (73) 

DEBBIE S—Thanks so much for being my sister. Hope you 
have the beet 22nd birthday. It's your last one single. All 
my love, Sandy. (73) 

JAN O—Merry Chrlstmaa and good luck on Finale! Your 
Secret Ssnts. (73) 

KERRY—WE'VE gone from bam parties, Panama Red, un 
formals, Mslt Duck, flowers, Italian Gardens, If you're 
lucky, He's so shy,' Space Invadere, The Pit, Steph Baby, 
Oak Ridge Boys, seml-formals, Raoul's, apartmenta, Tonka 
trucks, Sloe Gin, wicker chairs, to I love you! Thanks for a 
great 5 weeks! Love, Brown Eyes. PS. I'll see you at New 
Year's and Merry Chrlstmss. (73) 
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John. 
Yea will be mlMtd aot 

only by children of the 
60*8. bat by all children. 
Yea taught aa peace 
when there was little. . . 

GIVE THE GIFT 
OF MUSIC 

TWO ALBUMS 
FOR $8.50 

linmy /.«M«n 
( rh-hrah- N* rtwir Just look for this sticker, 

on CBS Records 
and Tapes 

Charlie Daniels Bane 
SuMIr Tramp 

oMaKktayaM tuilUm 

$tO>YlrV 

1 "**" !£?.,.. 

JAMBJOPlDrs 
GREATEST HITS 

M.LYJQH 
TURNSTILES 

iSTEPHEN 
STILLS 
ILLEGAL 

STILLS 

Hin nvnt9t 

I'l H H III >M l» 
I IIHIKMIKI   I—SVM 

Weather Report 
Heavy Weather 

These are the albums 
you'll really want. 

At2/$8.50 
you can go get them. 
8-Tracks and Cassettes, Too! 

• BILLY JOEL 
• DAN FOGELBERG 
• CHEAP TRICK 

• THE CHARLIE DANIELS 
BAND 

• KENNY LOGGINS 
• TED NUGENT 

OVER 350 TITLES. 
"CBS" is a trademark of CBS Inc. 

CwtoUKfcq 
TADCST-TY 

—**a«J 
i<«ilMf**"W-. 

V,teia-e,>>»*ela»a».-eGe>»»>^-B 
-Wa.iM »*e*iwlo-*la. .a-awo- ' 

In mi nl-Ja—■ 

DLL 

RKriRMOKXIBKR 1 
ROMAN! K »\RJ«K>R 

ft£i 
Kiiw\l.(iKnin\ 

H-ithJtmMessiiM 
Sit tin In 

JEFF BECK GJUHJP 

vonaM l * t» Ha*ia| Mat* «■> ■» 
i Can 10aae«aca ?*■ te>e i »•*• •* *• 

hWH. 
CheaaJTrick MOaTTHB STOW* OUT 

,■=7. 
W-OirV.Haoiaakx >■»»*..(> 

JOURNEY 
NEXT 

,,.....■ »«fftifc~ 

AiimorForruNE 

Plus other selections by 
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'Urbanized'country 
riding hard atop charts 
B/OWSTOOHEY 

The 1950's was the beginning of rock-n-roll. 
Bill Haley and the Comets starred in "Black- 
board Jungle," featuring the song 'Rock 
Around the Clock'. The 50's also brought about 
Elvis Presley and 'Love Me Tender,' with 
dances like the Bunny-Hop. • 

With the 1960's came the surfing movies, 
beach parties and hot rods. Movies like 
"Clambake" and "Beach Party" with Elvis 
Presley, protrayed the California surfer and 
the beach bums in Hawaii. Songs like 'Surfih' 
Safari,' by The Beach Boys, and 'Little Old 
Lady From Pasadena' by Jan and Dean, 
accompanied dances like the twist, the swim 
and the pony. 

The beginning of each new decade also 
brought about the beginning of new fads and 
trends. Late in the 1970's, John Travolta and 
his "Saturday Night Fever" helped 
revolutionize discomania. Disco was already 
here but "Saturday Night Fever' generalized 
it for everyone. 

"Movies have a certain effect on peoples 
styles and lives, if it comes out in a movie and 
it's really hip you want to do it because 
everyone else is doing it. Movies have a way of 
doing that to people," Ed Klimek, music 
coordinator and program director of a 
Manhattan radio station, said. 

When "Saturday Night Fever" came out 
disco was already here, the movie helped it 
happen. The trend was reinforced, Klimek 
said. You need a reinforcement and the time 
has to be right. 

Disco began on the coasts, Klimek said, and 
worked its way into the middle of the country. 
It had more of an effect in Kansas than it did in 
New York. 

"Disco was already big on the east coast—it 
made us catch up more rapidly, it really 
helped us," Klimek said. 

Songs from the "Saturday Night Fever" 
soundtrack influenced the style of dance in the 
70's as well as going hand in hand with the new 
disco steps. 

'Stayin' Alive,' 'BoogieShoes,' 'Disco 
Inferno,' and 'Night Fever,' made the charts 
and were sent spinning in disco's across the 
country. 

"Saturday Night Fever" brought about 
many trends in fashion as well as new styles of 
dance. Some say that John Travolta became 
the new Elvis Presley. Everyone wanted to 
look and dance like him, but with the onset of 
the i980's John Travolta spun our heads the 
other way. He "urbanized" us with his next 
movie, "Urban Cowboy." Johnny Lee and 
Willie Nelson replaced the Bee Gees and K.C. 
and the Sunshine Band. Those in white suits 
and silk shirts put on cowboy hats, bluejeans 
and boots. Disco from the 70's rapidly was 
fading while "urban country music" came 
into its own. 

"Urban Cowboy" brought a lot of so-called 
urban country music to life and urban country 
is very big right now," Klimek said. 

A lot of radio stations have switched their 
formats to urban country, its a whole new 
fragment in rock, Klimek said. With a mix of 
rock sound and country sound, somewhere in 
the middle is the urban country sound. 

"When you listen to an urban country song, 

like Johnny Lee's 'Looking for Love,' which is 
not a real hard-line country song, yet its not a 
rock song, he's taken the elements of both 
country and rock and put that music 
together," he said. 

"A lot of country and western lyrics are 
slim, there's not a whole lot to them. The songs 
are shallow, they talk about drinking, driving 
and women. Urban country has added a little 
more popular lyrics to the songs, also the 
background music has been livened up to the 
rock side. Not a rock guitar by any means, but 
not a country guitar either," Klimek said. 

"There's a meeting ground between the 
two," he said. 

At KMKF, Willie Nelson's 'On the Road 
Again,' is a highly requested song. Way Ion 
Jennings's "Theme from the Dukes of 
Hazard," has been the number one country 
song on the charts, but it wasn't the number 
one rock song. This song didn't get the same 
response as Willie Nelson or Johnny Lee. It 
was a little bit too country. "We have to stick 
with the "urbanized" country songs," Klimek 
said. 

Some of the songs from the Urban Cowboy 
soundtrack have made the crossover from 
country to urban country such as Kenny 
Rogers', 'Love the World Away,' Charlie 
Daniels, Tallin' in Love for the Night' and 'All 
Night Long' by Joe Walsh. 

Boz Scaggs is a rock artist gone urban 
countrv with 'Look What You've Done to Me.' 

"It can work both ways," Klimek said. 
"Crossing over from rock to urban country or 
from country to urban country." he said. "The 
peak period for urban country has been since 
July or August." 

A country bar in Aggieville plays hard-line 
country songs and the urban cowboy chart 
hits. Other rock-n-roll and disco bars have 
added country songs, Klimek said. 

Klimek defined 'kickin' country songs as 
Jerry Reeds 'East Bound and Down' from the 
movie "Smokey and the Bandit." 

Their primary motive is to swing dance a 
couple of times a night," he said. They don't 
get requests for country vocalists such as 
Merle Haggard or Conway Twitty. Urban 

Country is popular now and that's what the 
people want to hear. 

According to a recent Billboard (a major 
music industry trade publication) article, 
"Country music will be the number one adult 
radio format of the 80's.'' 

In 1980 there are 1,534 full time country 
stations, an increase from 1979 and a 25 per- 
cent increase from 1978. 

Other movies and movie soundtracks which 
have contributed to the country music 
breakthrough are "The Electric Horseman," 
which starred Robert Redford and country 
artist Willie Nelson. 

Willie Nelson's own 'Honeysuckle Rose,' 
sound track with the hit 'On the Road Again,' 
certified gold ten days after it was released. 
Another movie, "Coal Miners Daughter," 
which featured Loretta Lynns rags-to-riches 
life story attracted 1.5 million people in New 
York alone. 

Music and movies go hand-in-hand in in- 
fluencing the buying habits of America. 
Cowboy hats and boots are selling in in- 
credible numbers. Ralph Lauren's country 
cologne and Willie Nelsons bluejeans and 
autographed sweaters are sold in stores 
throughout the country. 

As the past has shown, trends will change. 
Bill Haley and the Comets and rock-n-roll, 
with the Bunhy-hop soon made room for The 
Beach Boys and Jan and Dean, with dances 
like'the swim.' 

Chris Toohey is a senior in journalism and mass 
communications. 
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Country 
fySUSANSCHLKXAU 

Windmill. Pretzel. Window. Slide. 
With the mention of these nouns, some in- 

dividuals might visualize inantimate objects. 
But, to many country arid western music 
listeners, the terms represent various dance 
moves. 

Due to the nation-wide shift in music, more 
and more individuals are becoming familiar 
with country and western tunes and various 
swing dance steps. 

While numerous Kansans have witnessed a 
gradual change, others attribute the national 
shift to the recent John Travolta film. 

A few years ago, Travolta boogied to the 
staccato beat of disco in the film "Saturday 
Night Fever." Now, through the country 
twang of "Urban Cowboy," Travolta has 
spurred the nation With a new music craze. 

But riot all agree that the country craze was 
solely stimulated by Travolta. 

"John Travolta certainly didn't do it 
because there wasn't hardly any swing 
dancing in the whole movie," Linda Gross, 
sophomore in journalism and mass com- 
munications, and dance instructor at the 
Cowboy Palace, said. "That isn't what started 
swing dancing, but I think it's just this return 
to country western flavor." 

For most, the western flavor is commonly 
depicted through the shuffle of swing dancing. 

In 1977 Gross began giving her own swing 
dance lessons in Manhattan. In an attempt to 
receive more publicity, the following year she 
collaborated with Rockin' K. 

Due to the multiplied interest, other 
establishments have also offered the dance 
program. 

"We've never had any trouble filling the 
classes and usually there's a waiting list," 
Steve McKinzie, manager of Rockin' K, said. 

According to Rosmary Dukelow, University 
for Man (UFM) class coordinator, the swing 
dance courses were so popular that they had 
difficultly teaching the enrolled 260 en- 
thusiasts. 

"The six scheduled sessions were filled 
within the first hour of registration," Dukelow 
said. UFM held their three-week dance 
courses in October. 

Similar to the UFM course, Rockin' K and 
Cowboy Palace both currently offer five-week 
dance sessions. 

"I would say that about half of the people in 
my classes right now are not even the people 
that come in here on weekends,'' Paula 
Eshom, dance instructor at Rockin' K, said. 
"They're just the people that want to learri 
how to dance." 

In addition to assorted backgrounds and 
sociallevels, Eshom said that there is a 
variety in age. 

"You get everybody, from those kids who 
are just old enough to get into the bar to 60- 
year-olds," Gross said. 

"Especially during the summer, quite a few 
middle-aged and husband and wife couples 
were enrolled," Eshom said. "One lady was in 
her 70s." 

Yet, since Manhattan is a college town, 
Gross said that she currently has more college 
aged students taking the course. 

Whatever the age, through the course at- 
tendence the upsurge in country and western 
flavor is evident. 

"People are realizing that country and 
western is okay," Eshom said. 

"The thing about swing is that it is very 
versatile," Pat Dreese, UFM dance in- 
structor, said. 

"I think it's a real good dance for exercise," 
Gross said. "With swing dancing you can do a 
lot with the basics. You can get a lot of people 
out on the dance floor having fun, and looking 
fairly good. More so than you could with a lot 
of disco dances or a lot of the ballroom dances, 
which are more stylized." 

With different types of moves Eshom said 
that swing dancing blends together various 
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dance styles. 
"There are so many different forms to how 

you swing," she said. '1 mostly teach a cir- 
cular country swing, which you'll commonly 
see around here." 

The circular swing is a combination of spin 
and twirl-type steps. Some of these moves 
include the slide, window, windmill, pretzel, 
sweetheart and dream. 

Another style of swing dancing taught in the 
area is the Tuscon and Texas swing. 

"The style I teach is two sided," Gross said. 
"It's more of a blue grass swing." 

The Tuscon swing is a back and forth, side- 
to-side step pattern, with the Texas swing 
being a combination of the two-step pattern 
and general swing. Some of these moves in- 
clude the pretzel twist, two-step, four-step, 
dream clover-leaf and the cotten-eye-joe. 

The cotton-eye-joe has recently become 
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swing enhances western flavor 

very popular, Eshom said. The combination of 
skip steps, kicks and step-side-steps are done 
in a ring-like pattern to certain songs. 

While Eshom was teaching one of her 
classes the popular dance, an on-looking 
enthusiast shouted "bull shit." Eshom then 
explained, "If you do it (cotton-eye-joe) down 
at the bar you'll usually hear those two Words 
... so just join in if you feel like it." 

Like the variation in styles, individuals also 
differ. 

"Everybody dances different," Eshom said. 
"One time you might dance with someone that 
dances 90 miles per hour, and the next time 
you might dance with someone that goes only 
25." 

In addition to speed, geographic location 
can cause style variation. 

"There are a lot of little different variations 
from different parts of the country," Gross 
said. Nebraska natives have more wrist ac- 
tion, whereas those from the the south com- 
monly have more body movement. 

According to Gross, swing dancing 
originally came from the waltzes and the 
quadrilles. "They started putting a swing into 
the waltz, like a swing step, and no one liked 
it," she said. 

"Then when they started doing western 

square dancing, they started doing more 
swing," Gross said. "My theory is that they 
wanted something that couples could do and 
not four people." 

'Everybody dances different. 
One time yon might dance 
with someone that dances 
90 miles an hour, and the next 
time yon might dance with 
someone that goes only 25.' 

According to Eshom swing dancing is truly 
a "dance for couples." 

'It's a lot easier if you can dance with one 
person for a certain amount of time," Eshom 
said. "You just sort of learn a set pattern and 
that way it's easier to go dance with somebody 
else." 

Though many of the moves are in- 
terchangeable, Gross also said a consistant 
partner will help develop a routine. 

Staff pnoto by Cralg Chandler 

"The longer you dance with the same 
person, the smoother you will become," 
Eshom said. 

In addition to the swing dancing, the new 
western flavor has influenced attire. 

Instead of spiked heels and tight, shiny 
clothes, the new music trend has brought 
back denim and cowboy boots. Travolta's 
three-piece suit and gold medalian have also 
been replaced by engraved leather name belts 
and western hats. 

Like fashion, sound and steps, even the 
choice of entertainment has been influenced 
by the new western flavor. 

Rather than the Travolta look-alike contests 
of "disco-mania," a little bit of country can be 
obtained through the mechanical bull. 

The hard rubber bucking machine, entitled 
El Toro, is another of the spin-offs from the 
"Urban Cowboy" movie. This entertainment, 
which goes hand in hand with the new music 
trend, was introduced into various area 
establishments earlier in the semester. 

"It might just be the 'Urban Cowboy' 
syndrome, where everybody's going country. 
They want to be cowboys—to learn how to ride 
and how to dance," Gross concluded.  
Susan Schlickau is a senior in journalism and mass 
communications. 
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New faces in stereo 
By HAROLD RAMIREZ 

Cosmetics—the outward appearance of the 
various receivers, turntables, tapedecks and 
other paraphenalia—are playing ah ever 
increasing role in stereo components and 
there is a definite reason behind all the shiny 
knobs and flashing lights. 

"If you have a wall with ten different brands 
on it, what is going to sell? The packaging," 
said John Heritage, owner of a local stereo 
dealership. 

According to Heritage, the digital readouts 
and the multicolored lights of the components 
are "whistles and bells" or eye-catchers. With 
the vast amount of audio manufacturers 
flooding the market, the flashing lights and 
numerous buttons help to draw the people's 
attention to certain brands. But, the "Christ- 
mas tree effect" does not necessarily in- 
dicate the quality produced from a certain 
component, he said. 

For example, some very plain cassette 
decks have excellent quality sound 
reproduction because they emphasize the 
internal aspect, the circuitry, instead of 
cosmetics, Heritage said. 

An ideal combination of cosmetics and 
performance is what most patrons want, he 
said. Yet, it takes a bit of understanding in 
today's audio world. 

Whether it is a remote control system that is 
designed to change radio stations from across 
the room or merely a budget line special, 
stereo systems are going through a change. 

In the speaker department, a myriad of 
woofers, tweeters and midrange components 
housed in various types of exotic wood-grained 
cabinets still greet the prospective buyer. But, 
a set-up known as the satellite system, will 
become more popular in the eighties. 

This consists of two small speakers of the 
same size placed on each side of a room. 

Another speaker that houses just the bass 
speaker, or woofer in audio parlance, is placed 
elsewhere in the room. It doesn't make any 
difference where the woofer is situated, the 
overall effect with the satellite system is 
excellent, Heritage said. 

Of course, for those who want something 
overwhelming in sight and sound, the 
Beveridge Company has a speaker that will do 
admirably. Standing seven feet tall and two 
and a half feet wide these speakers are im- 
pressive indeed. 

If something other than the basic rec- 
tangular-shaped speaker is preferred, the 
RTR Corporation has a triangular-shaped 
object that will generate a pyramid of sound. 

Tall, short, square, round, 360-degree sound 
radiation or something to scare the neighbors, 
the speaker selection is almost endless. 

Wow and flutter is a reaction one might 
expect to receive from the opposite sex, but 
not from a turntable. This problem is caused 
by inaccuracies of the drive system in the 
turntable and is almost nonexistent in the 
precise platter rotation of the new record 
players currently being offered. 

For those who possess warped records, the 
horizontal-tracking tonearm (that long, thin 
tube with the needle) is a welcome com- 

modity. The advantage of this type of 
arrangement is it keeps the stylus (needle) 
parallel to the record grooves, eliminating 
tracing error and distortion. Now favorite 
vocalists actually sing instead of sounding as 
though they have the hiccups. 

Some new turntables also can be 
programmed to seek out specific tracks on an 
LP for memory playback and even have a 
light display that lets one know what track is 
playing, but for the price (about $1000) a 
person might prefer to trust his own memory. 

An unusual turntable this year plays records 
in a vertical position and even more unusual is 
a turntable that can perform upside down. 
Some consider these two turntables in- 
teresting conversation pieces. 

Although single-play turntables with 
various degrees of automatic operation are 
becoming more common, some models can 
play up to six records of the same size and 
speed with the record player shutting off after 
the last one. 
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In the cassette deck department, the biggest 
trend is toward metal tape and two inherent 
advantages over normal tape are better 
frequency response and the longevity of the 
taped material is prolonged. 

"If you record an album on metal tape, stick 
it away in your sock drawer and play it after 
four years, it will still sound the way you 
recorded it," Heritage said. "Standard tape 
will not do that. The sound quality will start to 
dropoff." 

Metal tapes do have disadvantages though, 
and one is price. A blank 90-minute tape can 
cost up to $12. 

Heritage recommends anyone considering 
buying a stereo component of any type to seek 
the advice of a knowledgeable audio con- 
sultant. 

But suppose there's no time to sit and listen 
to a concert on a programmable record player 
or marvel at the bassoons and clarinets 
coming from a six-foot high speaker. The 
portable stereo cassette players could be the 
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answer. 
A unit consists of an ultralightweight 

cassette player and headphone combination. 
Just slip the tape deck in a pocket, the phones 
over the ears, and—presto—the full, rich 
sound of that favorite group. The unit is 
designed to be used during all sorts of physical 
activity and some models have built-in con- 
denser microphones that allow listeners to 
carry on a conversation while enjoying the 
music. Headsets for two people who walk very 
close together are also available. Many 
manufacturers, such as Sony (Walkman) and 
Technidyne (Hip Pocket Stereo) offer the 
compact unit. 

Another new concept in portability for the 
eighties is the Bone Fone, a fifteen ounce AM- 
FM stereo multiplex radio that is worn over 
the shoulders like a huge horseshoe. The 
concept is the sound will resonate through a 
person's bones and to the sensitive bones of 
the inner ear. 

For the solar-minded individual, Panasonic 
has a slender AM radio that's powered by the 
sun. Just four hours in the rays will leave 
"Mr. Thin" all charged up for 35 hours of 
listening pleasure. 

For those who don't like the idea of having 
their ears covered by headphones or draping a 
radio over their shoulders, there's still hope. 
They can carry around a boom box. 

Boom boxes, or portable hi-fi's, are going to 
be a big trend in sound mobility for the next 
few years, according to several stereo 
dealers. Ranging in price from $80 to $420, 
these AM-FM stereo cassette recorders offer 

the comforts of stereo away from home. 
Some models even have short-wave reception. 
Just about the size of an attache case, one's 
favorite entertainer is just a handle away. 

And for car stereo buffs, Panasonic is in- 
troducing a novel concept in automotive radio, 
the aptly named CockpitRM-610, and model 
310. 

This is an overhead console of impressive 
effect, which resembles a James Bond type 
set-up. 

Technically, the standard components are a 
power amp, a preamp, a cassette player with 
Dolby and an FM tuner. For extra drama, 
there are 16 flash running LED (light emitted 
diode) dial frequency indicators on the tuner 
and ten LED output level indicators on the 
preamp to really give out an overhead light 
show. 

So, for an airplane atmosphere in the car, or 
just to impress friends, approximately $1000 
will get this elaborate console. Perhaps the 
economy model, the 310 is more in line with 
your budget. At about $600, some might 
consider it a real bargain. 

So, from the towering sounds coming from 
seven-foot high speakers to the mini- 
components that pack power into pint-sized 
packages, this first year of the eighties has 
produced a wide assortment of musical boxes 
at prices that could make your pocketbook 
sing the blues.  

Harold Ramirez is a senior in journalism and mass 
communications. 
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By VINCEWhEBJER 
Question: What do a doctor's office, a hotel 

lobby and Walmarthave in common? 
Answer: They all play that relating music 

you like so much. I believe they call it at- 
mosphere music or "mood" music. Some 
refer to it as elevator music. But whatever it's 
called, it's the same everywhere. And it has 
the strange capacity to first put you to sleep 
before it drives you completely insane. 

I'm not really sure how one defines it either. 
It's not the type of music you'd go search for in 
a record store. Perhaps the best way to define 
it is to decide what it's not. It's not disco. It's 
not country. Not classical. Not rock. Not funk. 
Not punk...The list seems long. 

My earliest memories of it are as a small 
boy sitting in the doctor's office. I was 
probably half lying in a chair, my face a light 
shade of green, as I asked my mother, "Mom, 
why do they have to play that music? " And 
she said something like: "It's supposed to be 
soothing, dear." 

So I guess I'll label this as The Tranquilizer 
Theory. Doctors plan on putting us all to sleep 
before they give us the bad news. Boy, what 
thoughtful guys they are! First they put you to 
sleep, then they wake you by jabbing a needle 
into your upper right buttock. What 
humanitarians! 

But, as I stated earlier, drowsiness is only 
the first stage. Have you ever stopped to 
consider how the employees of establishments 
that persist in playing this "mood" music feel 
about these so-called "soothing" tunes? Well, 
by God, I have. 

You see, one summer I had the misfortune 
to work at a place where mood music was as 
thick as the air itself—in a golf pro shop at a 
resort nevertheless. And the music never 
stopped.. .God, it never stopped! The tape it 
emitted from contained only about four songs, 
all of which were played continuously in the 
same order, over and over, every day I 
worked there. And I am absolutely positive 
that that same tape is still spinning today 
unless some assistant pro with nerves wound 
tighter than John Travolta's pants found it and 
put a glorious end to it. 

That was my fantasy as I worked—to find 

that tape and smash it into more pieces than 
HumptyDumpty. 

I recall that in the final stages of that 
wretched summer my fellow employees and I 
were drifting through the pro shop like 
something out of the Stepford Wives. There 
was one melody I shall never forget—a ver- 
sion of "Alley Cat" played solely on the 
xylophone—and whenever it came over the 
speakers my face would begin to twitch. One 
day I could stand it no longer and walked out 
of the shop. The assistant pro noticed my 
absence. 

"What are you doing out here?" he asked, 
standing in the doorway as I blankly watched 
a foursome of geriatrics putt out on the 
eighteenth green. 

My eyes remained glazed as I muttered, 
"The bells.. .Ah, the bells..:" 

Now, I harbor no ill feelings against music 
in general. But that is like saying that the last 
man driven out of his mind by Chinese Water 
Torture doesn't hold anything against the 
Pacific Ocean. 

But alas, I am not alone. I have one friend 
who worked in a furniture store and literally 
begged to run the vacuum cleaner in order to 
block out the music coming over the store 
speakers. How many other countless 
thousands are out there, waiting hopelessly 
for someone to turn off the damned music? 

And here's another question: Have you ever 
thought about all of the places mood music 
could be used, yet isn't? Here are three 
suggestions: 

1) For instance, we could substitute it in 
place of nuclear armaments and 
revolutionaize modern warfare. Or is it too 
cruel? I doubt it. Just imagine. We could 
infiltrate Soviet missile installations 
with the theme song from "The Sound of 
Music." if nuclear war ever became 
a possibility nobody in Russia would be in any 
shape to push any buttons. All's fair in love 
and war. 



(Maybe I should throw in a sidelight here on 
the subject of love. I'm sure you've all heard 
of "putting on a little soft music and turning 
the lights down low." Well let me tell you why 
they do that. They put that mUsic on in hopes 
that the one sitting next to them on the sofa 
will get bored to tears listening to it and turn to 
them for entertainment. I've heard Perry 
Como albums work best. I think the level of 

the lights speaks for itself.) 
2) It could be used in psychiatric therapy. 

Very simply, it would have a calming effect on 
mantes while at the same time acting as a 
pick-me-up for depressives. Of course, it 
would be a panacea for manic-depressives. 

3) Last and best, how would ft be to use this 
monotonous weapon against Wildcat football 

opponents? We could pump the music into the 
enemy's locker room before kick-off time and 
those whose nerves weren't worn thinner than 
a thread Would be in a comatose sleep. Try 
and visualize how easy the Oklahoma Sooners 
might be after a dose of "My Beautiful 
Balloon" followed by the ever rousing "Close 
to You." 

But seriously folks, I'm more in favor of 
doing away with this type of music altogether. 
I wonder if the physicians have ever con- 
sidered what effect Led Zeppelin would have 
on their patients. 
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.*} Students benefit 
fo III musical break 
By HAROLD RAMIREZ 

Jazz. Blues. Rock. Bluegrass. 
Tuesdays from noon to 1 p.m. in the K-State 

Union Catskeller, a variety of music can be 
heard being performed by one or more K-State 
students. 

The free music seems to help clear the mind 
from those difficult chemistry equations and 
those frustrating computer programs which 
fail to run on the tenth try. 

Known as the Nooner, this midday musical 
break first started six years ago as a once a 
semester occurrence. Now, it is a weekly 

event. 
"The purpose of the Nooner program is to 

provide students with a chance to share their 
talents, to get exposure and just have fun," Ed 
McPheeters, Nooner committee chairman, 
said. 

The Union Programming Council looks for 
students who have performed previously. 

"Virtually anybody that applies will per- 
form. That's what Nooners are for," he said. 

McPheeters, who has performed in six 
sessions, believes there is a lot of talent at K- 
State "and we probably don't even get half of 
it." 

But for those who do participate, the ex- 
posure can have benefits. 

"We have had a lot of people that started out 
doing Nooners go on to perform at clubs 
around town," Pat Hall, Nooner coordinator, 
said. "It's getting the fear out of them that 
helps." 

The noon hour also works to the performer's 
advantage since "nobody has been drinking 
and nobody is really getting rowdy," she said. 

Microphones and lights arranged by the 
Nooner committee lend a professional quality 
to the sessions. 

"It was an excellent set-up," Mary Wade, 
sophomore in social work, said. 

Wade, a recent Nooner performer, has sung 
professionally for six years. She is very 
selective in her choice of musical material and 
thinks about songs in terms of her own life to 
create a mood that carries into the crowd. 

"I do songs with a lot of meaning," she said. 
"When my Nooner was over, someone came 
up to me and told me a girl in the audience was 
crying." 

Different outlooks on life seem to affect the 
way listeners react to music and, in turn, the 
way a performer presents the selection. 

Tim Verschelden, senior in secondary 
education, did several Nooners with a folk- 
rock theme, but a new outlook in his personal 
life prompted him to turn more toward 
Christian music. 

Other performers do not get as involved 
with their selections, they just pick out a tune 
with good harmony or rhythm. 

Whatever the type of music, an original 
composition, a popular tune or an old-time 
favorite, the students at the Nooners are 
appreciative. 

"It's a welcome change of pace on campus," 
Larry Anderson, senior in business education, 
said. "I really enjoy them" 

Harold Ramirez is a senior in journalism and mass 
communications. 
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KSDB dream ¥• J I I lestrue 
By SALLY WIISON 
"We are going stereo.'' 
That's right, KSDB, the K-State student 

radio station, has achieved something this 
year that they have wanted for a long time—to 
acquire new stereo equipment. 
This dream was made possible by excess 

funds available from Student Senate. 
"Student Senate in their final allocations 

meeting last September voted to give KSDB 
$10,450, in addition to their regular yearly 
budget of $9,000," Lionel Grady, instructor in 
journalism and mass communications, said. 

Grady stressed that this was a special one 
time allocation to purchase some stereo 
broadcasting equipment. 

"This is a terrific thing and I am just ec- 
static about it," he said. "We do try to run a 
station to the needs of the student body and 
this allocation proves their support." 

The regular yearly allocation didn't pay for 
equipment, but went toward repairs, supplies, 
salaries, telephone costs, records, tapes and 
equipment maintenance, he said. 

KSDB is currently operating with equip- 
ment that is considered very old according to 
most broadcast stations, he said. 

The station plans to make good use of its old 
equipment though. 

"We plan to take the equipment which we 
use now and put it in studios for beginning 
radio production students," Karen Fuller 
senior in radio and television, and radio 
station manager, said 

This would mean KSDB would not have to 
get off the air everyday from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.," 
she said. "KSDB could potentially end up as a 

24-hour station." 
Grady added to this by saying that it may be 

fall of 1981 before the new equipment goes into 
effect. 

He also said he believed there was no 
demand for a 24-hour station at the present 
time, but the station may run till 3 a.m. in- 
stead of 1 a.m. 

"One of the best times for radio is between 9 
a.m. to 3 p.m. and I think we lose our audience 
by going off the air, people just switch to 
another station," he said. 

Another factor which is necessary for the 
station to broadcast in stereo is a larger 
volume watt transmitter. 

"We are in the process of raising power 
from 10 watts to 100 watts," he said. 

There are several parts involved in this 
process, filing an application with he Federal 
Communicatons Commission (FCC), ob- 
taining money from administrators (ap- 
proximately $20,000) and buying new equip- 
ment which takes time and several months to 
order. 

"As a 10 watt station we are only able to 
cover campus and parts of town," Fuller said. 
"But as a 100 watt station we could cover all of 
Manhattan and neighboring areas." 

However, according to Grady, the station 
has not yet heard from the FCC but expect to 
within a couple of weeks. 

Every year around spring a new station 
manager is selected by Grady. 

Fuller explained she was chosen but did not 
take the position of manager until this year. 

Alter starting in home economics Fuller 
decided to try a radio class and found that she 
really enjoyed it. 

Staff photo by Crolg Chandltr 

"Radio just gets in your blood," she said. 
"There is just something about radio—it's 
exciting." 

As manager, Fuller is supposed to design 
and schedule special shows. 

Every night of the week means something 
new for KSDB listeners. 

Monday is jazz, Tuesday is "good news" or 
Christian music, Wednesday is "oldies," 
Thursday is soul, Friday is regular 
programming and Sunday is called "fast 
forward," meaning rock and roll. 
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No bright future for concerts at K-State 

&/UANEDOCTOR 

K-State is missing something. That 
something happens to be concerts, especially 
big name performers. 

In past years K-State has hosted Billy Joel, 
Chicago, America and various other bands. 
But now the bands are gone and the walls of 
Ahearn Field House no longer rattle with 
musical notes. 

"It's not just K-State. Other colleges are 
experiencing the same thing (lack of con- 
certs)," said Margaret Cieslicki, program 
director of Union Program Council (UPC). 

The National Entertainment and Campus 
Activities Association (NECAA) recently met 
to discuss the future of concerts on college 
campuses. Representatives from Colorado, 
Nebraska, Missouri and Kansas attended the 
conference, along with the Chris Fritz 
representative from New West Presentation. 

The verdict of the meeting was that the 
major concert market on the college campus 
is not what it used to be. The availability of 
acts is low and the situation holds a dismal 
outlook. 

"Gross potential is involved. The band looks 
at how much more money they could make in 
percentages," Cieslicki said, "and if they can 
make more somewhere else, they'll go 
somewhere else." 

Because of this, concerts are getting more 
expensive. It may cost 25 to 30 thousand 
dollars for a "big name act" and 25 thousand 
more to open the doors of Ahearn Field House, 
explained Cieslicki. On several occasions in 
the past, UPC has suffered monetary loss 
when bringing the acts to K-State. 

"If you have 50 or 60 thousand dollars on the 
line, there is no space to hope to break even. It 
needs to be a sure thing," Cieslicki said. 

"The best results have been with artists 
with a track record such as Chicago, Doobie 
Brothers and America," she said. "We lost 
money on the Marshall Tucker Band and that 

surprised us. In the last six years, there has 
been only two sell-outs; Bob Hope and Red 
Skelton. Neither were rock concerts and that 
surprised us too." 

Last year, Doc Severinson's performance 
was cancelled due to lack of ticket sales. UPC 
could not have funded the appearance without 
the support of ticket sales, she added. 

K-State faces yet another problem. At 
present, no one is filling the full-time position 
that handles live entertainment. 

Cieslicki speculated that the position would 
not be filled any sooner than the summer of 
'81. Therefore, like the fall semester, the UPC 
office would not be sponsoring any major 
shows this spring. 

"I would anticipate that the position will be 
filled if the idea of concerts is a reality," said 
Walt Smith, Union director. 

UPCs plans include working with McCain 
Auditorium to bring "young," up-and-coming 
acts" to K-State. Whether people are willing to 
take a chance and see someone "without a 
track record" is a question both UPC and 
McCain director, Doreen Bauman, are trying 
to answer. 

"My principle need right now is to know 
what students want. We'll start with what they 
like and then see if they'll take risks with 
unknowns," Bauman said. 

UPC has plans for a major survey next 
spring to determine which acts the students 
would want to bring to campus. The survey 
will also discover which types of music they 
would enjoy the most. 

Bauman has a hopeful outlook on the 
possibility of performances for the '81 spring 
semester. 

"If I can find a vacant slot and a group that 
is touring through here, you bet we will indeed 
have a performance," Bauman said. 

Some students have volunteered to gather 
information and put together priority lists for 
Bauman to use when making plans to bring 
groups to McCain. 
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"I'm certainly welcoming student input. Not 
that it's a guarantee, but we can try," 
Bauman said. 

Most students do not want concerts to die 
out. 

"We've had a petition turned in with about 
400 signatures on it. We've had students 
concerned about the concerts come in and talk 
to us. We've even had students do persuasive 
speeches in their Oral Communications 
classes in defense of concerts," Cieslicki said. 

According to Cieslicki, UPC also does not 
want concerts to die out. 

"If a big one (concert act) comes along, 
well certainly try and get it if we can afford 
it," Smith said. "It's quite a production when 
we do anything at Ahearn." 

'Gross potential is involved. 
The band looks at how much 
more money they could make 
in percentages and if they 
can make more somewhere 
else, they'll go somewhere 
else.' 

Most big name acts in the past have per- 
formed in Ahearn but due to acoustics, 
McCain better facilitates the concerts. 
However, the seating in McCain is limited to 
1,800. Ahearn seats eight to eleven thousand. 

"Ahearn is bigger by a long shot but it is still 
a gym. The facility itself is there, but 
everything else is created. The sounds, the 
lights, even the dressing rooms. It will never 
be like McCain," Cieslicki said. 

Future plans for big name acts lean toward 
busy University weekends. 

"I think a direction we will look in will be 
Parents' Day, Homecoming and some of the 
major University weekends. We feel 
especially responsible to insulate those 
weekends," Smith said. 

University for Man (UFM) has been filling 
part of the empty spots the lack of major 
concerts has left at K-State through their Java 
Jive Coffeehouses. They sponsor local en- 
tertainers to perform, asking for small 
donations of approximately one dollar. The 
Coffeehouse committee was responsible for 
the Parents' Day entertainment on Saturday 
evening, Nov. 15, when "Kimberlite," a 
Manhattan group, performed in the Cat- 
skeller. 

"We had the place packed. The Catskeller is 
a great place for live entertainment. We used 
a local band and they worked out great. I think 
too many people close their eyes to local en- 
tertainment and that's too bad because they 
are the ones that give the community a chance 
to hear some really good music and will 
perform for an affordable price," said Lori 
Bergen, graduate student and member of the 
Coffeehouse committee. 

Diane Doctor is a junior in journalism and mass 
communications. 
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Local groups 
share talents 

fy$\LLY WILSON 

Music: it's an art. 
Various professional groups in the area take 

advantage of their musical talent but only 
three groups include just students. 

'Paradise,' is one of the area groups that 
performs funk or fusion, a combination of jazz 
and rock. 

As Kent Brooke, senior in marketing and 
promoter-manager of Paradise says, "Hey, 
'Paradise'what more do you want." 

"The name of our group stresses the good 
life," Brooke said. "We were all into the 
coastal scene in 1977." 

Besides depicting their name, to some 
Paradise may also describe the quality of 
their music. 

"Our music can best be described as music 
that has a lot of expression," Harrell Bosarge, 
senior in music education and drum player, 
said. 

The nine-piece horn band does have dreams 
of being in the top charts some day, according 
to its members. 

Bosarge smiled as he said, "We do have a 
dream to be successful but, it's something you 
can't grasp onto." 

"It's who you know in the music business 
and from there you go to promoters," he said. 

The group has backed up several big name 
performers appearing in Manhattan, such as 
RedSkelton, Bob Hope, Jerry Lewis, and 
numerous jazz artists. 

"Randy Detrick, our guitar player, helped 
on the Billy Jack movie sound track and I am 
currently on a scholarship for Ed 
Shaughnessy," Bosarge said. 

Paradise currently has a demonstration 
tape, which will be sent someday to different 
producers and major record companies. 

"Its a gamble but you have to try to get your 
product out," Brooke said. "Although we are 
students we run our group like a business." 

musically each others' ideas and talents," 
Bosarge said. "When we first started just a 
couple guys wrote songs and now it's the^ 
entire group." 

Most of the theory behind the songs comes 
from Detrick who earned his masters from K- 
State in music. Ideas for songs usually come 
from something that has happened to one of 
the guys in the group, Bosarge said. 

"Lyrics come from everyday life and 
peoples' lifestyles," Brooke said. "It's really 
funny because you can tell who puts each word 
into a new song." 

Commerical music also has an effect on the 
group. 

"Last year about this time we did hire a girl 
because that was the kind of commerical 
music selling," Bosarge said. 

Rlonda Knight, graduate student in regional 
and community planning, is a lead singer with 
Vince Parrette, senior in sociology. 

"We found Rlonda through a United Black 
Voices performance during Open House and 
asked her to perform for us," Bosarge said: 

The group considers Knight a real asset to 
their overall sound. 

When asked how the group came up with 
Paradise they said it was because it would be 
easier to recognize and associate with the 
group. 

"Well, first of all, we were all in school here 
and played in the jazz ensemble and we 
decided then that we wanted something more 
to do,'r Bosarge said. 

For those people in the mood for country, 
rock-n-roll and easy listening tune into 'Just 
Another Band.' 

To some this name may not sound familiar 
because the group originally started as 'Full 
Cresent.' 

Jane Adams, senior in dietetics and one of 
the lead singers, said the band started about 

'Our first job we played for money was at a topless nightclub 
in Lawrence. It was pretty shocking at 15.' 

As students now, though, the group mainly 
performs at fraternity and sorority parties, as 
well as some establishments in Aggieville. 
They have also played internationally at' 
conferences in Switzerland   and France. 

Paradise charges fee  depending on the 
circumstances of the 'gig' or performance. 

"The charge depends on where, how long 
and the time of year," Brooke said. "In town 
we charge $700 and for an out of town gig it 
depends on the economy and the type of gig. 

The group believes that people are paying 
for a good band, Brooke said. 

"We do practice twice every week except 
when we have a gig every weekend," Brooke 
said.' 'We also compose some of our own songs 
so people can listen to original music." 

"As far as composing, we combine 

four years ago. 
Since disco kind of bit the dust, Full Cresent 

changed their image from a disco type Donna 
Summers theme to country, Adams said. 

She explained that the group heard her 
perform at a nooner and asked her to try out 
for lead singer. 

Just Another Band is a six-man band which 
is obtaining a reputation. 

"We play for somebody and they keep 
asking us back," she said. 

Both groups said they considered wearing 
uniforms, but said they will wear what's 
specified in their contract. 

Girl performers have always been utilized 
in some bands. Adams says she is not the first 
girl to sing for Just Another Band. 

Adams said she gets ideas for songs by 

listening to the radio. 
"I tape the songs, write out the cords and do 

it by ear," she explained. "I've written about 
40 songs so far." 

Just Another Band can be heard frequently 
at local establishments. The group also per- 
forms for private parties, living group formals 
and wedding receptions. 

Adams says she thinks that music is 
therapy. 

"I like to keep people happy, so they can 
have a good time," she said. 

She did say, however, that performing on 
weekends has decreased her social life and it 
is tiring work. 

Like members of Paradise Adams plans to 
go into a studio in California and record. 

Some considered the third student singing 

'I like to keep people happy, 
so they can have a good 
time...' 

group, 'Glass Apple,' a success before they 
disbanded last year. 

Glass Apple was formed in a basement, 
when I was 15 years old, with a bunch of 
guys," Pat Culley, senior in management 
said. "It was a group with high aspirations 
and no money type of thing." 

According to Culley there have been 48 
different members since 1973, when the band 
first started. 

"At one time the band consisted of eight 
pieces with a girl and guy singer and the final 
group had seven people in it," he said. 

"Our first job we played for money was at a 
topless nightclub in Lawrence, it was pretty 
shocking at 15." 

Glass Apple played songs similar to the 
tunes of 'Blood, Sweat and Tears' and 
'Chicago.' 

Culley also said he believed people didn't 
really like to hear too much original music. 

"We tried to have a really big variety and 
out calling card was so that we could be as 
versatile as possible," Culley said. 

Sally Wilson is a senior in home economics and mass 
communications. 
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Christian music 
gaining popularity 

• 

By KRISTI WALTER 

It began with the hit 'Do Right' by Paul 
Davis and was closely followed by Bob 
Dylan's song'Gotta Serve Somebody.' But 
wait. There's more. Dan Peek hit the charts 
with 'All Things Are Possible' and Canadian 
singer Bruce Cockburn ran along side with his 
semi-Christian song 'Wondering Where the 
Lions Are.' Neil Diamond kept up with his 
song 'The Good Lord Loves You.' 

Today, contemporary Christian music 
floods the music market. Christian music has 
been around since the start of the church. But 
never before has it been the industry it is now. 

Bob Dylan's conversion to Christ has played 
an important part in the uprise of con- 
temporary Christian music. According to 
CONTEMPORARY CHRISTIAN MUSIC 
(CCM) magazine, Dylan has won more public 
attention for Christian rock than any other 
person of our time. 

Dylan's past in music accounts for his 
tremendous impact, CCM magazine said. 
Dylan has experimented with every musical 
form including folk, blues, ballads, country 
and now Christian. 

Through his musical expression of himself 
and his surroundings, Dylan has awarded 
himself the honor of being a legend in his 
own time, says CCM magazine. 

Long before Dylan's first Christian album, 
SLOW TRAIN COMING, was released the 
lyrics in his songs asked the listener to con- 
sider moral implications and living according 
to the will and spirit of God. But, at the same 
time, Dylan wrote songs that advocated sex, 
drugs and selfishness, CCM magazine said. 

Now he indicates through his music that he 
is a Christian and a member of the body of 
Christ. Dylan spent 20 years before the public 
without a personal relationship with Christ. 
Now his conversion has been for everyone to 
can 

He has been called the redemption of a man 
and his work through his new faith in Christ. 

"He has transformed (Biblical) doctrine 
into art, given sublime beauty to blunt truth, 
elevated conviction to the realms of poetry," 
said CCM magazine. 

"Dylan has had an impact. He made it 
known that he was saved. He kept singing. He 
had something to sing about. He didn't have to 
give up his talent because he became a 
Christian. He kept doing what he was good at 
doing and was still a success," said John 
Strifler, station manager of KMCC radio, a 
student operation of Manhattan Christian 
College (MCC). 

Dylan showed that people can make a 
transition from being a non Christian to a 
Christian and be successful. Dylan has set a 
pace that it won't destroy a person to proclaim 
faith in Christ, Strifler said. 

Unlike Dylan, Paul Davis doesn't have a 
testimony to show before the World. He says 
he's never been born again. 

"I know a lot of people say you have to be 
born again out that's not so lor me. I'm not a 
perfect Christian, you know. But I haven't had 
to straighten my life in any big way. I don't 
have any kind of great testimony," Davis said. 

To Davis a hit is a hit whether it is religious 
or not. If the song isn't sung with sincerity it 
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Davis was suprised when 'Do Right' hit the 
top of the charts on both the secular and 
Christian market. 

'"Do Right' was just a personal song really. 
I Wasn't trying to make a contemporary 
religious or spiritual hit song. There wasn't 
any plan in it at all. 'Do Right' is just a love 
song.. .about Jesus, about my little boy, about 
my wife, about the way the world is today," he 
said. 

Other musicians who at one time sang and 
wrote secular songs are now producing 
Christian albums. 

Dion DiMucci, a 20 year rock veteran who 
wrote 'The Wanderer,' 'Rurt Around Sue' and 
'Abraham, Martin and John,' just released a 
Christian album, INSIDE JOB. Since his 
recent conversion to Christianity, DiMucci 
considers some of his past songs "garbage." 

"They're negative. There's too much 
negativity out there. There's a funny word: 
disease. BUt I look at it like 'disease,' not at 
ease. And I feel like there's a lot of disease out 
there and a lot of that music just adds to it. 
It's like throwing up. It doesn't mean 
anything. It's people who are lost and 
glorifying themselves. And there's so much 
more to life. I feel like giving the glory to God. 

.And that's real...," DiMucci said. 
Musically, the new Christian songs show no 

difference from any other popular hit song. 
The difference is seen in the lyrics and 
Christian music is called 'positive pop.' 

"I don't think Dylan's new album is a lot 
different musically than some other albums. I 
don't think Paul Davis' 'Do Right' is different 
musically from other songs, and I don't think 
'All Things Are Possible' is musically different. 
But lyrically it's also different.     Lyrically, 
we like the phrase 'positive pop' because it's 
pop music, just like any other pop music but 
the lyrics are positive. Some are positive in a 
very direct sense about the Lord; some in a 
less direct sense are about I love you and I 
can't live without you," said Chris Christian, 
a Christian songwriter and producer with 

MCASongbird which is a Christian record 
label owned by MCARecords. 

Music has an impact oh people's actions, 
thoughts and lives. 

"Music is powerful. It has tremendous 
potential to move people," CCM magazine 
said. 

"Music is a part of life. The type of music 
has an affect on people's moods and attitudes. 
Mellow music relaxes. Fast music excites," 
Strifler said. 

"It comes down to the fact that our 
surroundings affect us. Our senses imput 
ideas into our life. Christian music carries 
across the right idea. The majority of today's 
music is very immoral, very disgusting. It 
puts the mind in the gutter. Christian music 
has a place because it has a message. That 
message is of Jesus, His life, His teachings 
and His peace," Strifler said. 

Colossians 3:16 is a Biblical passage that, 
according to CCM magazine, is a command to 
meditate oh positive things in music. 
"Let the word of Christ richly dwell within 
yOu, with all wisdom teaching and ad- 
monishing one another with psalms and 
hymns and spiritual songs, singing with 
thankfulness in your hearts to God." (New 
American Standard) 

Christian music is "music that in lyrics, 
rhythm and its overall presentation gives 
glory to Jesus Christ," Strifler said. 

But, according to Mark Heard, a Christian 
artist who records on the Solid Rock 
Productions Label in Hollywood, music can't 
glorify God. 

"...But people can. Glorifying God means 
that He really gets something out of What is 
being sung, regardless of what people think. 
It's the attitude of the singer or songwriter. It 
is important that Christian songwriters love 
God, but are free to write songs about 
anything they want to," Heard said. 

But with some of the lyrics, the singer's or 
songwriter's attitude and the religious content 
of the song has no bearing on the song's 
popularity. 

"We don't listen for that sort of thing 
(religious content),'' said Ed Klimek, music 
director for KMKF radio. "We don't say 'Oh, 
I'm going to throw that but because it has 
religious content.' We judge on the quality of 
the song. Does it have mass appeal? If I feel it 
is good for what we are trying to do, we'll play 
it. We judge each record on its own merit. We 
listen to see if the song fits our image." 

"We play what people want to hear," said 
Mark Nicholson, music director for KSDB 
radio. "We play religious songs. When Dylan's 
song ('Gotta Serve Somebody') came out we 
played the heck out of it. We listen for really 
catenable tunes." 

"It (Christian music) is a growing trend," 
Klimek said. "But it's nothing real super. It's 
not taking over." 

"There's a trend we see back to B.J. 
Thomas. Now there's tons of stuff coming out. 
Stations play what people want to hear. I think 
we'll hear more Christian music," Strifler 
said. 

Kristi Walter is a senior in journalism and mass 
communications. 
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Brezhnev denies 'Soviet threat/ calls for Persian Gulf peace 
NEW DELHI, India (AP) - Soviet 

President Leonid Brezhnev offered the 
United States and other countries Wed- 
nesday a five-point plan to guarantee peace 
in the turbulent Persian Gulf in place of the 
"Carter Doctrine" for U.S. defense of the 
oil-rich area. 

In a major policy speech concluding a 
state visit to India, Brezhnev rejected 
Western claims of a "Soviet threat" in the 
gulf and called on the United States, China, 
Japan and others to join Moscow in 
renouncing force, military bases and 
nuclear weapons from the area. 

Brezhnev told the Indian Parliament that, 
"In contrast to the imperialist doctrine with 
regard to the Persian Gulf countries, we 
propose a doctrine of peace and security." 

In Washington, State Department 
spokesman Jack Cannon said the issue of 
military withdrawal from the gulf would 
have to be addressed by the Reagan ad- 
ministration when it takes office Jan. 20. 

"To the extent that the Soviet president 
was talking about maintaining peace in the 
Persian Gulf, our interests would coincide. 
We are highly supportive of maintaining 
peace in the Persian Gulf and elsewhere," 
Cannon said. 

Last January, responding to Soviet in- 
tervention in Afghanistan, President Carter 
announced that the United States would 
erect a military shield around the Persian 
Gulf to safeguard oil supplies vital for the 
West. In what was called the "Carter 
Doctrine." the United States sent aircraft 

carriers and other naval units to waters 
near the gulf and declared the region off- 
limits to the Soviets. 

Brezhnev belittled as "pure invention" 
the idea of a Soviet threat to Middle East oil. 
He challenged the United States and other 
interested nations to undertake a series of 
"mutual obligations" to assure peace in the 
region and guarantee open sea lanes to the 
gulf. 

U.S. officials have said America and its 
allies would defend Middle East oil supply 
lines against any threat and that the United 
States would defend them alone if 
necessary. 

Brezhnev's sweeping proposal thus could 
be seen as a move to build sentiment for 
dismantling the U.S. military presence in 

the region. 
The wording of his 30-minute speech was 

vague, however, on whether the proposed 
guarantees would be limited to the Persian 
Gulf or take in nearby waters. It also was 
not clear if the proposal would apply to 
existing military installations as well as 
proposed ones. 

The only known base in the gulf itself is a 
U.S. facility on Bahrain Island. After the 
start of the Iran-Iraq war, both touching the 
gulf, the U.S. radar planes flew to Saudi 
Arabia, another gulf nation. 

Forty percent of the non-Communist 
world's crude oil passes in the Strait of 
Hormuz, connecting the Persian Gulf with 
the Gulf of Oman. 
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Common traits found in cults 
Miter's note: This Is the second In • three-part series on cults. The articles are based on presentations given as part of 
two-day seminar In Manhattan on cults, their history, characteristics, and rote In today's society. 

By JILL SHELLEY 
Collegian Reporter 

Cult groups have existed throughout Christian history and many of them display a few 
common characteristics, according to Carl Bangs, professor of historical theology at St. 
Paul School of Theology in Kansas City. 

Bangs spoke Monday morning on "A Theological perspective of Cults: Historical and 
Contemporary" a', a seminar on cults. The seminar, "Cults: Their Reality and Our 
Response" was sponsored by Ecumenical Christian Ministries, the Kansas East Conference 
of the United Methodist Church (UMC) Board of Church and Society, and the Emporia- 
Manhattan District Council on Ministries. 

Bangs spoke of a cult whose leader declared himself to be the Holy Sprit. Group members 
bad "many spirit-begotten children." The leader controlled 3,000 fighting men. The leader 
originally became known by speaking against the established church. 

ANOTHER CULT, formed around a central leader, left the comfort and "wickedness" of 
its city, and members chose to live in caves near the city. Members gave up "wealth, 
position, comfort and sex," Bangs said. 

Still another group centered on a woman whose followers believed her to be an em- 

New Polish union 
rejects charges 

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Poland's new Solidarity union Wednesday 

rejected charges by the Polish army and the 
Soviet bloc that the independent-minded 
labor movement was spreading chaos and 
anarchy in Poland and said the union was 
fighting for the "fate of our country." 

The Western allies, concerned about the 
possibility of a Soviet intervention, 
dispatched radar planes to Europe to 
monitor Soviet troop movements on 
Poland's borders. U.S. Secretary of Defense 
Harold Brown said in Brussels that Soviet 
forces have completed preparations for 
possible intervention in Poland if the 
Kremlin decides to do so. 

The United States and its allies are 
weighing "possible collective responses" to 
any Soviet intervention in Poland, including 
a cutback in East-West trade, credits and 
technology, administration officials said 
Wednesday. 

The measures contemplated are all non- 
military in nature. Privately, Carter ad- 
ministration officials have ruled out the use 
of force against the Soviets in retaliation for 
any action against Poland. 

But U.S. officials stressed Wednesday that 
the administration's overriding aim is to 
convince the Kremlin that the liberalization 
achieved by Polish workers under the 
country's Communist rule is not a threat to 
the Soviet Union. 

"One of the key and consistent points the 
administration has been making over recent 
weeks is that the United States is not 
fomenting or exploiting Poland's internal 
difficulties in any way at all," an ad- 
ministration official said. 

The Communist Party daily Trybuna 
Ludu blamed speculators for worsening 

(SeePOUSH.p.2) 

bodiment of Christ. Members were taught all nonbelievers were unclean and should be 
avoided. 

The first cult existed in the low countries (Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembourg) 
late in the 12th century. The second group was led by St. Anthony, and the members lived 
near Alexandria, Egypt. The third group was the Shakers. 

These groups illustrate some generalized characteristics of cults. 

THESE CHARACTERISTICS Bang listed included: a stand against mainstream or 
denominational churches, leadership by an authority figure who is often believed to be a 
member of the deity, a claim of being the "only true church," and emphasis on sexuality, 
isolation from the general culture, and "a curtain of absolute discontinuity" between 
members' former lives and their existence in the group. 

Bangs said he was concerned over the discontinuity and the severing of family tift. 
"That is the side that is demonic, in my opinion. It is the same spirit as 'if you are not one 

of us, you are opposed to God,'" Bangs said. 
This denial of Christianity by those not in a particular group is not a characteristic of 

mainstream churches, Bangs said. Bangs called himself "an ardent, enthusiastic believer 
in mainline denominations." 

(SeeCULTS.p.2) 

Poised in sculpture 
Staff photo by John Oreer 

Welding   into  Wednesday   evening,   Bruce   Ferry, 
sophomore in pre-design protessions, works on his 

art piece for Sculpture III class. He has until Friday 
to finish his project. 
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Polish... 
(Continued from p.l) 

shortages of butter, bread, milk, and other 
foods in shops. 

In a Moscow speech, Soviet Defense 
Minister Dmitri F. Ustinov called for 
"heightened vigilance" against what he 
called imperialist attempts "to damage the 
positions of the socialist coun- 
tries—specifically of socialist Poland—of 
developing countries and of the national 

liberation movement." 
Western and Czechoslovak sources in 

Prague reported Soviet troop movements 
toward Poland's southern border, but said 
such movements are not unusual. 

Administration sources in Washington 
said the United States and its allies are 
weighing "possible collective responses," 
such as cutbacks in trade, credit and 
technology to the East bloc if the Soviets 
intervene in Poland. 

Campus bulletin 
SOCIETY OP ITHNIC MINORITY INOINHRS mutt 

sign up In Staton II by D«ctmb«r 19 for th. field trip to 
Phillip* Pttroltum Co. 

TODAY 
KSU SPORT PARACHUTI CLUB will moot at I p.m. In 

Union 20*. 

COLLIOI ATI 4-H will moot at 7:30p.m. In Union »7for 
tho Christmas party. 

WOMEN IN COMMUNICATIONS will moot at 7:30 p.m. 
at 350 North 15th for tho Christmas party. 

INTIRVARSITY CHRISTIAN PILLOWSHIP will moot 
at 7 p.m. at Oraco Baptist Church for tho Christmas 
worship sarvlcot. 

KSU PRRNCH CLUB will moot from * p.m. to 7:30 p.m. 
In Elsenhower 1 to go Christmas caroling with refresh 
ments served afterwards. Practice will be at * p.m. 

PR A AD CAMPAIONS SPRINO CLASS will moot at 7 
p.m. In Kedile 310. 

ITCMUS BIBLI STUDY will meet at S p.m. In Union 312. 

SATURDAY 
HOMOPHILI   ALLIANCE   OP  RILSY  COUNTY  will 

hold Its Christmas Dance. Call Gayphono at 53* s*»2 for 
furthor Information. 

KSU SPORT PARACHUTI CLUB will moot at S p.m. In 
Union 206. This a crucial mooting to finalize plant for tho 
demonstration lump. 

SUNDAY 
PEOPLE'S GROCER Y CO-OP POTLUCK Will moot at 6 

p.m. In tho UFM basement at 1221 Thurtton. Thopotluck It 
for members, potential members and natural food* people. 

KSU BUMP-A-THON EXEC MEETING will be held at 
1:30 p.m. at Mother's Worry. 

CLOSED CLASS LIST 
020-527, 20* 275, 215 510, 215-511, 229 415, 241-515, 261-139, 

262-165, 362-171, 201 327. 282 400, 21? 285, 2t9 555, 219 635, 
2*9-640, 290260, 290 330, 290 350, 290 685, 310D61, 325-443, 
325-643, 510412, 510-535, 510-537, 540-430, 540-533, 540 534, 
540-537,540-560,610-840,610 731,750-778. 

CAMPUS CRUSADE POR CHRIST will meet at 7 p.m. in 
Justin 326 for leadership training. 

• TAU BETA PI 
fl, 

Notional Engineering Honorary 

T CONGRATULATIONS 
Now Members 

Robert Beims David Douglass Bradley Schultz 
David Black John Fienhage Stephen Scrivner 
Kerry Black Brian Guenther Michael Scully 
JeffBolen Thomas Hardenburger Pedro Serrano 
Jeffrey Bridgwater Frank Hwang Jeffrey Simmons 
Lynn Brockhof f Curtis Janssen Tim Sobering 
Lite Bu tier Beverly Johnson Kevin Staicup 
David Carr MikeKniffin PaulStrecker 
Dongil Chang MaryKonz Spencer Tholstrup 
Daryl Coleman CraigLandis Keith Trumpp 
Michael Colvin JohnPalma EricUnruh 
Diane Dalton Kyung-Kyoo Park 

Rachel Roth 
MarkZeorlin 

is ■■.?, ss s*r,e '-'■1      U O      O -J 

(Continued from p.l) 
MAINSTREAM DENOMINATIONS differ from cults in other ways, too. Bangs used 

comparisons to define points where cults differ from other religious groups. 
Ready availability of financial records is characteristic of mainstream denominations 

but not of cults. Bangs said he thinks group member control or knowledge of the use of the 
group's money is very important. 

Accurate reporting to the public on the power structuie within the group and on the beliefs 
of the groups are also factors to consider in evaluation of a religious group, Bangs said. 

'This is characteristically problematic with cults. The church of Jesus Christ has no 
secrets," Bangs said. He said the incomplete understanding of authority structures "is 
where I see a lot of people being victimized." 

"Cult leaders often come out of mainline churches. They often become cult leaders simply 
because they have followers. The mark of the breakpoint between a cult leader (and another 
religious leader) is when the leader begins to believe something is true because he himself 
said it," Bangs said. 

THE CHANGE OF leadership after the death of the original authority figure is another 
point to consider in analyzing a group, Bangs said. 

"There is always a transfer of authority from the central figure to a bureaucracy," he 
said. 'The group will move toward the center, maintain its primitive character (which few 
do) or become increasingly eccentric (out of the mainstream)." 

The Quakers and the Mennonites are good examples of cults that have been accepted back 
into the mainstream, Bangs said. 

Five cults that have not been assimilated into the mainstream denominations are the 
Mormons (including members of both the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints and 
the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints), the Seventh Day Adventists, 
Christian Science, the Unity School of Christianity and Jehovah's Witnesses, Bangs said. 

"These five were always mentioned in the list of cults 25 years ago. They are very 
separate (from each other) and all have some of the features of a cult," Bangs said. 

THE MORMON CHURCHES and Jehovah's Witnesses seem to be growing, he said. 
Bangs compared the five with a survey of cults he did in 1963. 
"I don't remember why that was a critical year. The only comfort I get out of it is that 

most of them are gone," Bangs said. "I can't remember a year in my life when someone 
didn't say it was a year of crisis." 

Cults are more likely to arise in times of crisis than during times of general well-being, 
Bangs said. However, he said he believes cults don't arise because of failures of the 
mainstream churches or of parents. 

"The denominations are there year after year. They aren't very exciting, but they are 
amazingly tolerant," Bangs said. 

Parents should not feel guilty when their children join cults, Bangs said. He said many 
groups aim their appeals at young people around 20 years old. People who join cults must 
take the ultimate responsibility for their actions, he said. 

"At some point, there is responsiblity for what we do. There is never 100 percent brain- 
wash," he said. 

PI JOHN 
BIGGS 

LIVE 
ATMIDTOWN 

Thursday, Dec. 11th 
8-11 p.m. 

Join US FOR 
A SUPER EVENING 

DINNER RESERVATIONS 
ACCEPTED 

$1 COVERATTHE DOOR 
FOR MEMBERSHIP 

INFORMATION 
CALL 539-0536 

MIDTOWN 
MANHATTAN 

f 
Our Students Con Do Anything 

In The Latest Hairstyles 

Come to Cram's Beauty College for that 

Special Party or Evening. 

Our prices are approximately 
Vi of Salon price. 

Crum's Beauty College 
512 Poyntz/Downtown/776-4794 

GOLD 
"The gift of Love" 

when words alone just can't say enough, give the 
gift that says it all. 

—14KT GOLD JEWELRY— 
We sell only quality gold jewelry. 
Choose from our selection of chains, 
earrings, bracelets, and men's and 
women's rings. 

Rose  Jewelers 
"Quality Jewelry 

At Affordable Prices" 

Osage East 
411N.3rd 

Ph: 776-6793 
Mon.-Fri. IS a.m.-7 p.m. 

Sat. 10-5 
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Briefly By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

KC police search for clues 
KANSAS CITY, Kan. — The trail of a killer grew cold Wednesday 
and police asked for assistance from the public as they ran short of 
clues to the kidnap-slaying of a woman service station attendant. 

The body of the victim, Mrs. Christy Neiderhauser, 22, was found 
Tuesday, crumpled in a corner of the women's restroom at Klamm 
Park, on the city's near west side. She had been shot once in the 
right temple with a small-caliber weapon. 

Neiderhauser, the only employee in the service station near the 
west side Indian Springs shopping center, had been abducted during 
the rush hour that same morning during an apparent robbery. Her 
coat and purse were left behind. She and $60 from the cash register 
were gone. 

There were no signs of resistance either at the station, or at the 
park, and none of sexual assault, he said. 

Wichita man held in officer slaying 
WICHITA — A 29-year-old Wichita man was bound over for trial 
Wednesday on charges stemming from the shotgun slaying of one 
police officer and the wounding of another last month. 

Sedgwick County Associate District Judge Elliott Fry ordered 
Ivory Haislip held for trial on first-degree murder and aggravated 
battery. 

Haislip is charged with killing Officer Paul Garofalo and woun- 
ding his partner, Officer Randy Mullikin, in an early morning at- 
tack on Nov. 8. 

After a day and a half of testimony at Haislip's preliminary 
hearing, Fry ruled Wednesday there was enough evidence to hold 
him for trial. 

He continued Haislip's $1 million bail and ordered him to appear 
Dec. 24 for formal arraignment. 

One prosecution witness at the preliminary hearing said she was 
talking to the two officers when the attack occurred. 

"I seen the man walk up to the car and shoot the officer," said 
Regina Franklin, 19, as she identified Haislip as the assailant. 

Mullikin said he heard two shots fired and then heard the pump 
action work twice on the 20-gauge shotgun and two clicks as the 
attacker apparently tried to continue firing. Mullikin said he never 
saw the person who fired the shots. 

Fort can't Bragg of leaping dogs yet 
FORT BRAGG, N.C. — Military police dogs won't be jumping out of 
airplanes at Fort Bragg, at least not for a while, says a post 
spokesman. 

Capt. Larry Gottardi, post public affairs officer, said Tuesday 
tests to train the military's first airborne canines have been delayed 
for safety reasons. 

The project started in August, when 40 dogs began jumping in 
tandem with their handlers from a 34-foot practice jump tower. 

Officials had said that if the tests were successful, they would 
experiment with dropping the dogs using their own separate 
parachutes. 

Geary County election declared invalid 
TOPEKA — Attorney General Robert Stephan Wednesday declared 
null and void the Nov. 4 special election in which Geary County 
voters approved a $230,000 bond issue for renovation of the county 
jail and remodeling of a courthouse annex. 

However, Stephan suggested that if the two projects could be 
scaled down a little, the Geary County commissioners could issue 
enough bonds without voter approval to go ahead with them. 

He noted that under Kansas law, boards of county commissioners 
can issue general obligation bonds for either project if the cost is not 
more than $100,000 apiece. 

The attorney general said having both projects combined in one 
bond election violated a state law which requires separate issues to 
be voted on separately. 

"The proposition submitted to the Geary County electors ... 
precluded said electors from having a fair opportunity to register 
an intelligent expression of their will:" Stephan said in an opinion 
requested by William Stahl, the Geary County counselor. 

"Because the jail renovation and courthouse annex remodeling 
are not so related to one another, such that the accomplishment of 
one would be more or less useless without the other, the question 
submitted on the ballot contained dual propositions, in con- 
travention of (the pertinent law) and well-established case law. 

"A proposition containing a dual purpose promotes confusion and 
uncertainty among the voters, so that it is impossible to accurately 
determine the intent of the voters. Thus, since the proposition was 
stated in equivocal terms, the election is invalid." 

WeatFer 

CHRISTIAN TV 
IS COMING TO MANHATTAN IN 1981 

A wide variety of Christian programming will be broadcast 24-hours 
daily on the UHF Band. We are seeking financial support for the 
$78,000 project. More than V4 of the needed amount has already been 
raised. We would like an opportunity to talk to your church, Fellow- 
ship, or prayer group. 

Stan Hoerman 
537-1940 

Please call: 
Gary Johnson 

539-7088 
Sponsored by 

Jerry Zovne 
539-3851 

FULL GOSPEL BUSINESS MEN'S FELLOWSHIP INTERNATIONAL 
MANHATTAN CHAPTER 

1000 N  MANHATTAN       MANHATTAN. KANSAS 6*502 

air C^xnerts 
1128 MORO 

AGGIEVILLE, MANHATTAN 

I   For all 
I FACULTY & 
| STAFF-$3.00 
| OFF WITH COUPON & ID. 
m EXPIRES JANUARY 31 

776-4455 

SREDKEN 

KSU 
HORTICULTURE 

CLUB 
is sponsoring a 

PECAN 
SALE 
5 lb. bag 

$8.25 
(cracked) 

UPPER GREENHOUSE 
8:00 to 3:30 

Clear to partly cloudy with a warming trend through Friday. High 
today in the low 60s. Low tonight in the 30s. 



Opinions  
A superfluous display of non-existent power 

Once again, the U.S. goverment is attempting to make the Soviet 
Union believe it has the power and credibility to back up its idle 
threats. 

The Pentagon announced Tuesday that it will be sending four of 
its advanced Airborne Warning and Control planes to West Ger- 
many to monitor Soviet responses to the Polish crisis. These planes 
have the radar capacity to monitor Soviet activities up to 200 miles 
away, and the Air Force contends that if they are flown close to the 
East German border, they will be able to detect Soviet and East 
German military air activities. 

Two points must be stressed. 
First, a hasty, intrusive, overt action such as this will only 

aggravate an already volatile situation. It is on the level of a high 
school-sponsored Labor Day parade. It will be perceived as a 
definitely meddlesome threat by the Soviet Union, and may touch 
off a military response from the Soviets that otherwise would not 
have been instigated. 

The United States, while it has traditionally been very free with 
its threats, is presently in no condition to carry them out, as is the 

Kimber Williams 

A delicate balance 

Amid mountains of wrapping papa1, 
empty scotch tape dispensers and naked 
cardboard tubes, I sat back to look at an 
afternoon's work. 

Nestled underneath my lighted Christmas 
shrub (it's too small to classify as a 
Christmas tree) were a dozen or so gut- 
tering packages. Spread out to the right of 
the presents, just as decorously I might add, 
was my final project for an advertising 
class, notes from economics, several loose 
pages from an American Literature book 
that had seen better days and about 12 
Christmas cards that I had honestly meant 
to mail sometime last week. 

A wave of fear slowly began to chill my 

heart. 
COULD I HAVE ... no-say it isn't so... 

did I actually? Yes, I DID wrap my 
economics notes for the week of Oct. 27 with 
Mother's new cookbook, "Artie Yak and 
other Family Favorites." 

Face it, as college students we simply 
have the short end of the deal when it comes 
to pre-Christmas panic, uh, I mean pre- 
Christmas preparation. 

It's more than trying to find the 
motivation to venture out on a yearly 
shopping pilgrimage to that mysterious 
mecca of JC Penney's. It's far more serious 
than crawling out of bed on sleepy Saturday 
mornings in order to "beat the crowd" and 

7H»5 COOlppfc fi«$r 
F47W- *&&MAC 
ATTACK ON RECORD. 

case in most cases. 
It is somewhat akin to yelling "I'll sue" without having retained a 

lawyer for the purpose. 
Second, this particular floorshow was designed as much for the 

American people as it was for the Soviets. It is no secret that 
satellites are already being used around the clock to monitor Soviet 
activities. Why then is it necessary to send four planes to do the 
same thing? 

One probable reason is that the United States is trying to 
somehow convince both the American people and the Soviets that 
we can squelch that ever-dreaded monster, Communism, and that 
we are in a position to take on the Soviets if they do something we 
don't like, presumably for the purpose of making the world "safe for 
Democracy." 

Neither the American people nor the Soviets are ignorant enough 
to accept this "we won't be pushed around" attitude. 

DAMIEN SEMANITZKY 
Asst. Opinions Editor 

be back in time to read seven chapters of 
Philosophy before next Monday's final. I 
speak of the element of time. 

How does I. Emma Wreck, average 
college student, manage to hold that 
delicate balance of finals week cramming 
and pre-Christmas prep? I am frankly 
baffled. 

IT REMAINS an untold mystery to me 
how anyone can address, stamp and lick 37 
Christmas card envelopes without somehow 
pulling a tongue muscle, yet going on on to 
present his final oratory for a Speech class. 
(Not to mention losing all capacity to taste 
anything that doesn't have the savoriness of 
mint-flavored glue.) 

As a species, college students are a pretty 
hardy variety. To put up with irregular 
sleeping and eating patterns, No-Doz 
overdoses and other mental stress, we hold 
up fairly well. 

During the grayness of November, we 
happily face our textbooks as psuedo- 
serious students. But when local retailers 
begin dressing those infamous "city 
sidewalks in holiday style," I have seen 
even the most durable student reduced to a 
quivering mass of paranoia. 

Tis the season to be jolly alright, but 'tis 
also the season to cast normal food, rest and 

logical buying habits to the wind. The only 
question is which will be the first to 
give—your nerves, your bank account or 
your GPA? 

THERE SEEMS to be some sort of evil 
race going on between faculty members to 
see who will win the coveted. "Marquis de 
Sade" award for cruel and unusual 
finals—and every instructor appears to be a 
hot contender for the prestigious title. 

Worst comes to worst. I am hit with the 
realization that I have 15 minutes to wind 
my way through a checkout line of SO people. 
Sitting back to wait, a glimmer catches my 
eye. Something about a silver star perched 
atop a rather sickly, very commercial tree 
reminds me of Christmases gone by. 

Could the business-like briskness brought 
about by school tension and anticipation of a 
wicked week be dissolving? My question is 
answered as I see the shining wonder of a 
child's face as he gazes, mystified, at a 
bedraggled Salvation Army Santa with a 
runny nose and salty underarm stains. 

That small child's intensity and hope were 
enough to temporarily dissolve the per- 
plexity and panic of the season for me. 

Somewhere out there is a very cold, very 
tired Salvation Army Santa whom I'd like to 
thank. 
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Letters 

ILS. reaction 'irrational' 
] 

Editor, 
The Poles are right. America is being 

irrational about whipping up so much 
hysteria over the Polish workers' strikes 
and the Russian armies. If we were really 
concerned about the situation, we wouldn't 
be yelling in Russia's ear about how 
dangerous the situation is and how they'll 
probably step in to reinstate order because 
things there have "gotten so far out of 
hand." In this way, we are actually 
provoking the Soviet Union to a certain 
degree, and only to the detriment of the 
exciting developments in Poland. Carter hs 
already explained what American reactions 
would be to a Soviet intervention, and aside 
from simply reporting the developments in 
the Polish workers' movement, nothing else 
need be said. The Soviet Union had its hands 
full working on its own economy and trying 
to end a war that has dragged on much 

longer than it wanted, and will therefore be 
hesitant and reluctant to start a new conflict 
in Poland, as long as western propaganda 
and provocation stay out of the picture. The 
delicate Polish workers' movement can only 
evolve as long as it is not crushed by the 
pressures from the either east or west. The 
media pressure from the west is to an extent 
an inexcusable added burden for the Polish 
state and Polish workers. We should be 
concerned about keeping the develop- 
ment—a Polish development, a Polish 
cause, and a Polish right—and stay out of it 
as long as possible. We need not gain more 
legitimacy for our western capitalism 
through manipulation and possible 
destruction of the Polish workers' 
movement. 

Mark Reatoner 
Junior, prelaw 

'Law' on homosexuality is clear 
Editor, 

RE: media coverage of gay life 
Let's suppose for a moment that you and I 

had a friond who, upon arriving in England, 
decided that he, despite the pleading of the 
townf oik, was going to drive on the right side 
of the street. You and I would both ex- 
perience a great deal of anxiety over the 
consequences sure to fall upon our friend. 
Our friend is a very independent sort of 
fellow, and he feels be has every right to 
drive wherever he wants, and feels that he 
has done no wrong in feeling this way. 
However, just because he thinks it is right to 
drive on the right side doesn't make it right, 
right? There is a higher law in that land that 
doesn't leave room for him to make a choice 
concerning this matter. So it is with the 
homosexual. God has clearly established a 

law for human sexual relations which leaves 
no room for a choice of this kind. He says 
clearly in I Corinthians 6:9,10 "Do not be 
deceived; neither fornicators or idolaters, 
nor adulterers, nor effeminate, nor 
homosexuals...shall inherit the kingdom of 
God." I do not advocate condemnation of 
those who have made this choice, but we 
shouldn't paint a pretty picture of something 
God has labeled as sin. I would encourage 
anyone who feels they have "homosexual 
tendencies" to implore the mercy of God, 
ask for His forgiveness, and trust Jesus 
Christ for the help to live a life free of moral 
impurity. 

BobGramly 
senior in horticulture 

Accused killer under watch 
NEW YORK (AP)-The man accused of 

murdering John Lennon was checked by 
attendants in his psychiatric observation 
cell every 15 minutes Wednesday, as the 
body of the ex-Beatle was released by the 
medical examiner and moved to a funeral 
home. 

While police sought to determine a motive 
for the shooting, a man who knew suspect 
Mark David Chapman in 1975 said Chapman 
had been very upset by a much-quoted 
remark in which Lennon said the Beatles 
were more popular than Jesus Christ. 

"I remember him saying, 'Who the hell 
are they to compare themselves to Jesus?"' 
said David Moore, who knew Chapman 
when both worked with Vietnamese 
refugees at Fort Chaffee, Ark. 

Moore also said Chapman had had a 
nervous breakdown in the late 1970s 
following the divorce of his parents. 

Chapman, the 25-year-old devout Beatle 
fan accused of pumping four bullets into 
Lennon late Monday, was causing "no 

behavorial problems," authorities said. 
Chapman was in a cell by himself at 

Bellevue Hospital's psychiatric division on 
orders of the judge who arraigned him 
Tuesday and ordered a "suicide watch" 
after Chapman's lawyer said his client had 
tried to kill himself twice in the past. 

ART 
RENTAL 

RETURNS 
lobby of 

forum hall 
k- state union 

DEC.  11 and 12 
10 am to 2pm 

Ik-state union 
Jupc arts 1001 SA 

WE'RE PAYING CASH FOR 
YOUR BOOKS NOW 

OH MY. . . 

IT'S 
BOTTOMS 
UP 

EVERY THURS.! 

3 Fers 
4 well highballs 9-10 P.M.) 

2 Fers 
(wellhighballs 10-11 P.M. >| 

PLUS IT'S BURGER BONANZA 
TONITE IN THE RESTAURANT! 

10% 
off any 

Non Textbook 
Items at 

SELL YOUR 
BOOKS 

AT VARNEVS 
AND 

GET YOUR 
YELLOW TOKEN 

Get your yellow token, which is good for 10% off any non textbook items, when you sell your books during 
dead week or final week. You decide what the token is worth by the amount you purchase. THE MORE 
YOU BUY THE MORE YOU SAVE! You can use the token whenever you want. Use it for Christmas pur- 
chases or use it next semester. 

BUY BACK SCHEDULE 
Dead Week Final Week 

9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. 8:30 a.m.-9:00 p.m. 

!STORF{ 
In AgglevUle 
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Safety book may help 
revive auto industry 

WASHINGTON (AP) - New quality 
comparisons of American car models, 
published by the government for con- 
sumers, may help hasten the recovery of the 
depressed U.S. automobile industry, 
Federal Trade Commission (FTC) chair- 
man Michael Pertschuk said Wednesday. 

Pertschuk praised the Transportation 
Department for publishing a book com- 
paring safety and performance information 
of various car models. 

The FTC chief said quality control by U.S. 
automakers is improving, but it normally 
would take years for customer perceptions 
to catch up with manufacturing techniques. 

"It will be virtually impossible for con- 
sumers on their own to obtain reliable, 
comparative information about the per- 
formance of different makes and models of 
cars. That's where the government can 
help," Pertschuk said in a speech to the 
International Automotive Ratings Sym- 
posium at Lancaster, Pa. 

A copy of the speech was released by the 
FTC in Washington. 

He said the book will enable consumers to 
find out about performance of current cars 

without a time lag for word-of-mouth 
reports and personal experience to lead to 
new perceptions. 

"Neither Detroit nor the country can 
afford to wait 10 years for American cars to 
regain their reputation," he said. 

The 68-page book tells consumers which 
cars have low maintenance costs, gives 
results of safety crash tests and specifies 
which cars get insurance breaks. It also 
contains tips on how to buy for fuel economy 
and lists safety defects and recalls. 

The publication lists as the car with best 
mileage the Volkswagen Rabbit Diesel with 
42 miles per gallon. Tied for the lowest, at 16 
miles per gallon, were the Mercury 
Marquis, Ford LTD, Buick Riviera and 
Chrysler Imperial. 

In a listing of maintenance costs, the Ford 
Escort and Volkswagen Rabbit Diesel 
ranked lowest with $115 needed in 
preventive maintenance during the first 
45,000 miles. The highest was the Peugeot 
SOS Diesel with $728. 

A free copy of the book may be obtained 
by writing to The Car Book, Pueblo, Colo. 
81009. 

Jiang Qing says Mao prompted actions 
PEKING (AP) - Jiang Qing, on trial for 

alleged crimes in China's Cultural 
Revolution, was given her longest exposure 
yet on Chinese television Wednesday. She 
told a rambling story on doing ideological 
work at the urging of her husband, the late 
Chairman Mao Tse-tung. 

Jiang also was shown interrupting two 
witnesses and arguing briefly with a female 
judge who told Jiang that her testimony was 
irrelevant. 

It was the first time the 67-year-old former 
Shanghai actress, once China's most 
powerful woman, was shown talking about 
Mao during the trial. Foreign reporters are 
barred in case state secrets are discussed. 

It was reported Jiang would defend 
herself by arguing she acted on instructions 
from Mao, who is highly revered here as the 
founder of Communist China when the 
Communists defeated the Nationalist 
Chinese in 1949. 

T4LENT 
FOR 

SINGERS • DANCERS • NOVELTY ACTS 

Worlds of Fun in Kansas City, one of America's most exciting themed 
amusement parks, is conducting a series of auditions for performers to appear in 
musical reviews and street theatre. 

You can earn over $4,200 performing six days per week, and weekends in the 
spring and fall. 

Many of our former cast members have used this 
experience as a stepping stone to performing careers 
in New York, Las Vegas, and Los Angeles. 

If you haven't seen a Worlds of Fun production, ask 
a friend who has . . . you'll be surprised! It's great 
fun, professional experience, and talk about ex- 
posure — more than 1,400,000 visitors are waiting 
to discover you! 

Auditions are conducted from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 
at the Training Table Restaurant at Arrowhead 
Stadium in Kansas City, Missouri on each of the 
following five days: January 11,18, 24, 25, and 
February 1. These are the only auditions this 
year. Don't miss your chance to appear at 

Wortdsof&un 
— the best stage experience in the Midwest. 

Registration is open from 9:30 a.m. until 1:00 p.m. at 
each audition. 

For more information, contact the Show Productions 
Department, Worlds of Fun, 4545 Worlds of Fun 
Avenue, Kansas City, Missouri 64161; (816) 459-9276. 
Sorry, no jobs are available for actors or strictly 
instrumental acts. 

Urban Cowboy Night 
with 

ASLEEP AT THE WHEEL 

Also Guests 
"Whiskey 
Drinkin'Music- 

Hint: This 
could be a 
perfect X-Mas 
Stocking Staffer! 

1979 Grammy Award 
Winner. Beat Country 
Instrumental 
Performance — 
Country Mualc 
Association. 

This 8-meraber group 
covers all bases, from 
Boogie to Jazz, to 
Full-Blown Country 
Swing. 

SATURDAY NITE DEC. 27 8-MIDNIGHT 
SAUNA BICENTENNIAL ARENA 

TICKETS $8.50 - Dance Floor   $7.00 UPPER LEVEL 
ON SALE NOW!! 

@ the Sound Shop, In Aggleville. 
Make reservations now for this 4-hour Country Swing 

Dance-Concert. An O.J. Talent Production. 
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Legislature to mull realignment, 
addition of state judicial district 

TOPEKA (AP)-A new judicial district, 
the state's 30th, would be created in south- 
central Kansas and three other districts in 
the northwest part of the state would be 
realigned if the Legislature adopts 
proposals of the Judicial Redistricting 
Advisory Committee. 

The new district being recommended 
would be made up of Cowley and 
Chautauqua Counties, said J. Richard Foth, 
chief judge of the Kansas Court of Appeals 
and chairman of the 11-member committee 
which studied reapportionment of the 
judicial districts. 

The recommendations of the committee 
will be completed at a meeting here Dec. 19, 
with one possible change in the final 
suggestions, Foth said. That change does 
not involve the proposed new district. 

The recommendations then will go to the 
1961 Legislature for its consideration. Rep. 
Joseph Hoagland, R-Overland Park, 
chairman of the House Judiciary Com- 
mittee, and Rep. Mike Hayden (R-Atwood) 
chairman of the House Ways and Means 
Committee, are among members of the 
judicial apportionment committee, and are 
expected to support the realignment. 

Purpose is to try to better equalize case 
loads among the judges in the various 
judicial districts and reduce travel time and 
costs involved in judges handling cases in 
the sprawling districts of northwest Kansas. 

Under the proposal, the new district would 
have the same number of judges as it now 
has, Foth said. Cowley County now has one 
district court judge in Arkansas City and 
three associate judges, two in Arkansas City 

and one in Winf ield. Chautauqua County has 
one district court magistrate, at Sedan. 

Cowley County now is part of the six- 
county 19th District, which also includes 
Sumner, Harper, Barber, Kingman and 
Pratt Counties. Chautauqua County now is 
part of the four-county 13th District, which 
also includes Butler, Greenwood and Elk 
Counties. 

The 13th and 19th Districts would not have 
any other counties added to them. 

The three districts recommended for 
realignment are the 15th, 17th and 23rd 
Districts. 

The 15th now is comprised of Sherman, 
Thomas, Sheridan, Graham and Rooks 
Counties. Under the proposal at it now 
stands, that district would keep Sherman, 
Thomas and Sheridan Counties, lose 
Graham and Rooks and have Cheyenne, 
Logan, Rawlins and Wallace Counties added 
to it — making it a more compact district in 
the extreme northwest corner of the state. 

The 17th District now is made up of 
Cheyenne, Rawlins, Decatur, Norton, 
Phillips, Smith and Osborne Counties. 
Under the plan, it would lose Cheyenne and 
Rawlins and gain Graham. 

The 23rd District now is composed of 
Wallace, Logan, Gove, Trego and Ellis 
Counties. It would give up Wallace and 
Logan Counties and gain Rooks. 

Since drafting that plan, Foth said, the 
committee received new figures on fiscal 
year 1980 case loads in the judicial districts. 

Those figures have suggested it might be 
better to put Rooks in the 17th District in- 
stead of the 23rd. 

►Arrows 
bcmCkjett 

-& 

The new traditional! 

Arrow Chevella 
Flannel Shirts 

Experience the pure comfort of 
chevella for all leisure activities, 
outdoors or Indoors. Tradition- 
ally masculine appearance up- 
dated to incorporate popular 
style details. Brush finish In a 
wide range of sensational pat- 
terns and colors. 
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AT 
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Telephone rate hearing closes; 
Bell seeks $62 million increase 

TOPEKA (AP)— Hearings on South- 
western Bell Telephone Company's proposal 
for a $62.2 million rate increase, the largest 
rate request in the state's history, concluded 
Wednesday. 

The case before the Kansas Corporation 
Commission closed after 16 days of 
testimony from dozens of witnesses and 
produced more than 4,000 pages of written 
transcript. 

KCC Chairman R. C. "Pete" Loux said 
lawyers in the case had until Jan. 2 to file 
final briefs in the case, and would have an 
additional week to make replies to those 
briefs before the case is officially taken 
under advisement by the commission. At the 
earliest, a decision could be issued by mid- 
February. 

However, still pending is final action by a 
Shawnee County District Court on a tem- 
porary restraining order that prevents 
public disclosure of certain financial 
documents of Bell. Any delay in the court 
proceeding would postpone when the 
commission closes the record on the case, 
and then issues its decision. 

THE COMMISSION can adopt, modify or 
reject Bell's proposal. But if granted in full, 
monthly rates would increase $3.20 for basic 
residential service and $8 for basic 
telephone service. In addition, local pay 
telephone calls would be doubled from 10 
cents to 20 cents. 

The KCC staff, however, has recom- 
mended that Bell's increase be trimmed to 
generate only $29.9 million in additional 
annual revenues. That would provide for no 
increases in basic residential or business 
rates. Instead the increase would be borne 
by customers which use complex business 
phone equipment and other so-called 
"vertical services." 

Last month, the district court granted Bell 
the order preventing disclosure. But it is 
now considering a jurisdiction question 
raised by the corporation commission last 
week in a hearing whether to continue the 
order. The KCC contends that the Kansas 

Court of Appeals properly has authority in 
the matter. 

THE BELL documents relate to a 
marketing and pricing plan for business 
telephone equipment, and the company says 
the information is proprietary and could be 
useful to its competitors if released publicly. 

The plan, called a "migration strategy," 
was developed by Bell's parent company, 
American Telephone and Telegraph, and 
has been a key concern with nearly all 
parties in the case. But Southwestern Bell 
officials have staunchly maintained from 
the first day of the case that the plan should 
not be an issue because it is not being used in 
Kansas. 

Intervenors in the case and the KCC staff 
believe otherwise. They say that South- 
western Bell is participating in the com- 
prehensive plan, which applies to the entire 
Bell System, in order to maintain their 
monopoly position in the telecom- 
munications industry before deregulation of 
business telephone equipment. 

THE MAIN thrust of the migration 
strategy is to get customers to switch from 
older Bell business equipment to new 
electronic systems before other companies 
can make the sales. 

With federal deregulation in 1962, business 
telephone systems will be cut from Bell's 
monopoly services. Any new branches set 
up to handle that area must operate in- 
dependently and not receive help from other 
Bell operations. 

The outcry about the migration strategy 
centers on its use of pricing to force current 
Bell customers to abandon older equipment 
and "migrate" to newer systems. 

Intervenors contend that the AT&T plan 
calls for Bell companies to increase prices 
of old equipment—although still 
usable—while setting attractive prices for 
newer equipment. 

This pricing strategy is to be incorporated 
by Bell companies in all pending and future 
rate cases, according to testimony given to 
the KCC by intervenor witnesses. 

ATTENTION 

APPLICATIONS 
ARE NOW 

BEING ACCEPTED 
FOR 

Collegian 
AD SALESMEN 

and 
EDITORIAL STAFF 
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE 

IN KEDZIE 103 

TODAY 
at 5:00 p.m. 

(Turn in Applications in Kedzie 103) 

Attention all KSU students! 
Has your fiddle (violin, viola, cello, bass) been 

buried alive in its case or cover all this time? 
Give it a breath of fresh air by joining along with the 

KSU Symphony to play Handel's Messiah during the 
"Messiah Sing Along" in McCain Auditorium on Sunday, 
Dec. 14 at 3:00 p.m. There will be rehearsals Monday 
(12/18) at 7:30 in McCain 201. Also Tuesday and Thurs- 
day at 2:30 in McCain 201. 

No audition is necessary to play and you can choose your own section (Violin I, 
Violin II, Viola, Cello, Bass). 

ADVENT COMMUNAL 
Penance Service with 
Individual Confession 

TONIGHT 
7 p.m. 

St. Isidore's University Parish 

711 Denison 

See this Authentic 100% Wool 
Harris Herringbone Tweed 

at Borck Brothers—Now $145. 
Every wardrobe should have an au'hentic 

Harris herringbone tweed sport coat ... and 
you can get yours now at Borck Brothers. 

Bargain priced at SMS, this classic coat is 
constructed of 100% wool and is styled in 
classic black-and-white. 

Complimenting the coat is a Jansten swea- 
ter-vest by Shetland and 100% wool worsted 
wool trousers by Sansabelt. 

Visit Borck Brothers for these and other ex- 
citing fashion  ideas. There is always free 

parking at Borck Brothers, Third and Hum- 
bold I. 

NEW HOLIDAY HOURS: 9:30 a.m. to 
8:30 p.m. weekdays; 1-5 p.m. Sunday. 

Humboldt 
at Third 
Ph. 537-8636    fine menswear 

toothers 
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Senate rejects anti-busing proposal; 
says new Congress should settle it 

WASHINGTON (AP)—A measure to prohibit the government from seeking court-ordered 
busing in school integration cases was rejected by the Senate on Wednesday with both 
supporters and opponents arguing that the issue should be decided by a new Congress and a 
new president. 

Acting by voice vote, the Senate stripped the anti-busing proposal from a stopgap spen- 
ding measure to which it had been attached as an amendment. A similar amendment at- 
tached to a bill already passed by Congress is on President Carter's desk. He is expected to 
veto it. 

Sen. Lowell Weicker (R-Conn.) moved to strike the busing rider from the stopgap spen- 
ding bill, saying, "Everybody knows we will have an opportunity in the future to resolve this 
issue once and for all. We are in a standoff and the matter is best left that way for the time 
being." 

SEN. JESSE HELMS, (R-N.C.), who sponsored anti-busing legislation in the Senate, said 
he would continue to fight busing but would not press the issue at this time. 

"Forty days from now we will have a new president and a new administration—a 
president who has been consistently on record in opposition to forced busing," Helms said. 
"There will be action on this question next year, and I think I can predict the outcome, 
certainly in the Senate." 

Sen. Strom Thurmond, R-S.C, who will be chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee 
when the Republicans assume control of the Senate next month, said, "Next year, people 
will get relief from busing for racial balance...as early as it can be obtained." 

The Senate vote is subject to further action by the House and a House-Senate conference 
committee. The House had approved a similar amendment on its version of the stopgap 
spending bill. 

CONGRESS ALREADY has passed another amendment to bar the Justice Department 
from asking courts to order busing. Carter announced late last week that he would reject 
that antibusing measure, attached to a $9.1 billion appropriations bill to supply money for 
the Justice Department and a number of other agencies. 

The amendment was also attached to the stopgap spending measure as insurance. The 
stopgap bill was aimed at supplying money for the Justice Department and other agencies if 
Carter vetoed the appropriation bill because of the busing rider. 

Speaker of the House Thomas O'Neill Jr. (D-Mass.) said congressional leaders had 
received "notice from the White House" that Carter would also veto the interim spending 
measure if it, too, contained the anti-busing amendment. 

The 97th Congress, which takes office in January, is expected to be more conservative and 
likely to approve similar legislation.  „ 

President-elect Ronald Reagan has said he supports the anti-busing language because 
busing has been a failure and is not popular with Americans, either black or white. 

Rep. Jenrette steps down 
to brake expulsion action 

Jenrette made the statement at the end of 
a long and sometimes emotional defense in 
which he denied that he ever took any bribe. 

"I'm confident that the judicial system 
will confirm that there is no conviction," 
Jenrette told the committee. "The gover- 
nment created and organized a crime that 
the jury decided I was involved in." 

Jenrette was defeated for reelection in the 
November balloting. 

The House, on the committee's recom- 
mendation, already has expelled Rep. 
Michael "Ozzie" Myers (D-Pa.) the first 
congressman convicted of bribery in the 
Abscam case. 

Jenrette was convicted by a federal jury 
Oct. 8 of taking part of a $50,000 bribe from 
an FBI agent who posed as a representative 
of two non-existent Arab sheiks. The un- 
dercover agents told Jenrette that the Arabs 
wanted Jenrette to introduce a special bill to 
allow their immigration into the United 
States. 

WASHINGTON (AP)—Rep. John 
Jenrette, his voice choking with emotion, 
announced Wednesday he is resigning from 
the House to halt expulsion proceedings 
against him resulting from his conviction 
for bribery and conspiracy in the Abscam 
investigation. 

The South Carolina Democrat told the 
House ethics committee he was submitting 
Ms resignation to Speaker Thomas P. 
O'Neill, effective Wednesday. 

"With the desire to spare this 
House...from further embarrassment, I'm 
submitting to the speaker my resignation," 
Jenrette said, pausing as his voice choked. 

"I do this with pain that none of you can 
ever know." 

Jenrette made the announcement at a 
House ethics committee hearing to consider 
a proposal that it recommend his expulsion 
from Congress because of his conviction for 
bribery and conspiracy in the FBI's Abscam 
investigation. 

The committee scheduled a meeting for 
Thursday morning to decide whether to drop 
its proceedings against Jenrette. 

"It's probably moot now that he's already 
resigned," said Rep. Floyd Spence of South 
Carolina, the committee's senior 
Republican. 

BURKE'S SHOES 

GIGANTIC 
Vi Day CLEARANCE SALE 

Open 11 a.m. to 8:30 p.m. 

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 11th 

Entire Stock of Mens & Womens Shoes 

REDUCED 10% 

■ 

Also Save 15% to 20% on selected Mens and Womens 

Dress Shoes and Boots Now thru Sunday 

jpw»w                                          WW*U   MANHATTAN                                            ^S?" 

^^S»   "Wdin you think of sho»t...thlnk of lurka's" 

Dancers wanted. . . 
YOU CAN DANCE 64 HOURS! 

THE 7TH ANNUAL 
K-STATE BUMP-A-THON 

Jan. 20,21 & 22 
Second week of spring semester 

at 

If interested call 539-0525 
before leaving on Christmas vacation. 

HELP FIGHT M.D. 
(Well help you find a dance partner 

If neededl) 
, 

Dear Jimmy: 

Today is six months 
"down the drain." 

Yipee, it's been fun! 

I ¥ You 

The strangest things happen 
when you wear polka dots 

Wednesday 
Forum Hall 7:00 p.m. 

Thursday 
Little Theatre 3:30 p.m. 

Forum Hall 7:00 p.m. 

$1.50 
* 

A Film by 
International Film Series 

Including a Mel Brooks Short 
"The Critic" 

fffj k state union 
W upc kaleidoscope 

R 
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"LA CAGE AUX FOLLES" 
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BENNYLUKE  CARMENSCARPfTTA  LUtSAMANERI 
and **h lh» participation o( MICHEL GA1ABRU 

Must by ENNIO MORRICONE  A French hakan co production 
LES PRODUCTIONS ARTISTES ASSOCeS  DA MA PRODUZIONE SPA 
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Zoning appeals board 
tables sorority request 

The Manhattan Board of Zoning Appeals 
at its Wednesday meeting, tabled a request 
for a variance of City zoning regulations 
concerning parking by the Kappa Kappa 
Gamma (KKG) sorority. 

The sorority requested that the minimum 
required front yard setback be reduced 
from 25 feet to five feet and also that the 
minimum required off-street parking be 
reduced from 10 spaces to eight spaces in 
order to allow more members to occupy the 
annex. 

This variance request was also tabled at 
the board's Oct. 8 meeting. 

The request was tabled then and last night 
because of its relationship to the proposed 
removal of the University overlay zoning in 
the same area. 

Removal of the overlay zoning might, or 
might not change parking zone regulations 
for the area. Citv Planner Dan Gibson told 

the board. 
Gibson did not elaborate on the statement. 
The overlay zoning topic is to come before 

the City Commission in its Dec. 16 meeting. 
Four house members are living in the 

annex, according to Virginia Reitz, 
representative for the sorority. 

In order to make the use of the annex 
financially sound, it needs to have at least 
eight members living there, Reitz said. 

Because zoning regulations require an 
increase in parking space with an oc- 
cupancy increase, only those four members 
will be allowed to live in the annex until 
additional parking is made available, she 
said. 

Reitz had suggested that the second 
request be dropped in order that a decision 
by the board might be rendered more 
quickly. 

Famous names troubling 
Pete Brady, Carol Burnett, Steve Martin, 

Debbie Reynolds, Dick Clark, Brian Keith 
and James Carter have something in 
common; they are all students at K-State. 

Having the same name as a famous 
person is sometimes embarrassing, Brian 
Keith, sophomore in animal science and 
industry, said. 

"In general, people ask if I'm related to or 
named after Carol Burnett," Carolyn 
Burnett, junior in interior design and retail 
floriculture, said. 

People often ask her, "How's your show 
going? or "How's Harvey (Korman)?" 
Burnett said. 

When she was in the fifth grade, KBMA- 
TV asked her to lend her name and picture 
to a name-recognition publicity campaign 
for their station and say, "Carol Burnett 
watches channel 41," she said. She refused 
because her name is really Carolyn, not 
Carol, she said. 

James Carter, freshman in general 
business administration, said he got the 
most kidding about his name in high school. 

"Everytime I meet someone, I usually get 
some Brady Bunch jokes," Pete Brady, 
senior in pre-med, said. 

Brady is in the middle of a family of six 

children, three boys and three girls, just like 
Peter Brady in the show, he said. 

"Are you a wild and crazy guy?" is 
usually one of the first questions people ask 
Steve Martin, freshman in mechanical 
engineering. 

"I think Steve Martin is a pretty good 
guy—I like his shows," he said. 

Debbie Reynolds, sophomore in ac- 
counting, thinks it's fun to have a 
recognizable name, she said. 

"It's a good conversation starter when 
I'm introduced to someone," she said. 
"People ask me about my Uncle Bert 
(Reynolds)." 

Dick Clark, senior in physical education, 
thinks sometimes his name works against 
him. 

"When I'm introduced to someone, they 
usually remember my name. Then if they 
see me three or four weeks later, they call 
me by my name, but I can't remember 
theirs. It's an advantage for them and a 
disadvantage for me," he said. 

All these students said occasionally they 
have to go through a hard time about their 
names from a variety of people. Such is the 
price of being famous. 

Kids to get $52 million settlement 
PENSACOLA, Fla. (AP) — Two young 

children whose eyes and lungs were burned 
and whose parents were killed by poisonous 
gas spewing from a derailed train have been 
awarded what will amount to $52.15 million 
in 30 years, their attorneys say. 

Daisy Thorshov, 8, and her brother. 
GamGee, 4, will get the money as part of a 
settlement signed in county court on 
Tuesday by the children's lawyers and the 
Louisville & Nashville railroad. 

Their attorney, Fred Levin of Pensacola, 
said the railroad will pay about $12 million 
for bonds and annuities to be put into a fund 
expected to generate the $52.15 million over 
the 30-year period. The $12 million is 
covered by the railroad's insurance, he said. 

The children's parents, Dr. Jon Thorshov, 
37, a pathologist, and his wife, Lloyda, 28, 

were the only two people killed Nov. 9,1977, 
when toxic anhydrous ammonia leaked 
from a derailed Louisville & Nashville 
tanker. Both children's eyes were burned by 
the chemicals, and Daisy suffered lung 
damage. 

The Thorshov house was near the site of 
the Florida Panhandle derailment, which 
injured 46 people and forced the evacuation 
of 1,500. 

The children, who now live with their 
grandparents in Rangely, Colo., will receive 
$1.5 million on Jan. 12 and will receive an- 
nual payments of between $500,000 and 
$900,000 from the railroad for 30 years. In 
the 30th year, they will get a $27 million 
lump sum, Levin said. 

^^^^^.^J 

THE BARBEQUE PLACE 
Dead Week, Final Week and HOLIDAY SPECIAL 

Beginning Dec. 11th thru Dec. 31st 
BBQItib Slabs ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••/ • 79 

Short ends .4.25 
Long ends.........................................................3.9S 

Come out and try our Delicious BBQ Ribs 
Call-in, eat-in, or carry out 2314 Woodward Ln. 

Open: Tue.-Fri.-4 p.m.-* p.m. < next to Westside MM., 
Sat.-3 p.m.-l« p.m. off Ft. Riley Blvd.) 
sun.-3p.m.^p.m. Phone 539-7383 

IS STUDYING 
IMPOSSIBLE 

AT YOUR   PLACE ? 
THEN COME TO OUR PLACE! 

We'll offer you a quiet guest room to study and rest in. and give you free coffee all night long. 

ONE PERSON—111.00 TWO PERSONS—114.00 

Offer good Dec. 12-18        ClipThisadand Bring to our front desk 

UNIVERSITY RAM ADA INN 17TH & ANDERSON 530-7531 

ftAMAM 
IV INN A 

fULN NEWSFLASH! 

KANSAS STATE (ULN) - Authorities at 
University Learning Network announced today 
the office hours during Finals Week have been 
changed to9-5(Mon-Fri),withDec.l9 being 
the last day of operation until resist rat rat ion . 
Appreciation was expressed to all those who 
made this semester such a success. 

HAPPY 
HOLIDAYS! 

532 6442 
OFFICE HOURS: 
Mon-Fri 0-0 
Sat  11-2 
Sun  4-0 

KSTATE 
SHIRTS, SHORTS, ETC. 

In 
AQQIEVILLE 

CHRISTMAS HOURS 
M T    8:304:30 

SUN    1-5 In Aggieville 

Get 2 pair of glasses 
for the price of one 

during opening. 

Grand Re-Opening 
Thursday, January 15th 
Under New Ownership 

b & I OPTICAL STUDIO 
1210 Moro» 537-1574 

Mon. - Fn. 9:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. 
Sat. 9:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m. 
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Ugandans show up in millions   & 
for first national vote since 1962 

KAMPALA, Uganda (AP)-Nearly five 
million Ugandans, eager for a new gover- 
nment after a decade of dictatorship and 
turmoil, started voting Wednesday in a 
chaotic climax to the first national elections 
in 18 years. 

Former President Milton Obote, ousted in 
1971 by dictator Idi Amin, was attempting a 
political comeback. His Uganda People's 
Congress was favored over the Roman 
Catholic-based Democratic Party of Paul 
Ssemogerere in an apparently close race. 

Voting was extended to a second day 
because of a heavy turnout and delays of 
many hours in equipping polling stations. 
Election officials announced that polls 
would be open again on Thursday and vote 
counting was to start after polls closed 
Thursday afternoon. 

Polling agents were instructed to stand 
guard over ballot boxes during the night to 
prevent tampering. 

The Democratic Party said it objected to 
the extension of voting because it gave 
Obote's party and its government backers a 
chance to "indulge in malpractices." 

The initial voting was generally good- 
humored and peaceful, despite a campaign 
marred by violence and charges of in- 
timidation and fraud, and despite a lack of 
ballot boxes, ballots and voter lists at 
hundreds of polling stations. 

Paulo Muwanga, leader of the six-month- 
old military government and an open Obote 
supporter, promised on televison Tuesday 
night that he will step down after the elec- 
tions. 

Stephan to back paraphernalia bill 
JUNCTION CITY (AP)—Attorney 

General Robert T. Stephan said Wednesday 
he plans to support a uniform drug 
paraphernalia bill in the 1981 session of the 
Kansas Legislature and hopes that it will be 
enacted. 

Stephan also voiced support for legislation 
that would not allow plea bargaining in 
criminal cases until the victim of the crime 
has been consulted. 

In an appearance before a Junction City 
civic club, Stephan also renewed a call for 
legislation that would provide for treating 16 
and 17 year old persons as adults rather than 
juveniles when they are accused of violent 
crimes. 

The attorney general said the drug 
paraphernalia bill he will support comes 

from the National Association of Attorneys 
General. He said it would prohibit minors 
from being in shops where drug 
paraphernalia is sold. "If you are going to 
promote the sale of drugs, you've got to start 
them when they are young," Stephan said. 

Stephan said he expects persons engaged 
in the drug paraphernalia business to wage 
a very strong fight against the proposed 
legislation. 

The attorney general said he does not 
think it is right for plea bargaining to be 
undertaken in criminal cases without the 
victim of the crime even being consulted. He 
said he does not think, however, that the 
victim should have veto power over plea 
bargaining. 

Tribal chief raps Stephan 
HORTON, Kan. (AP)-A Kansas tribal 

leader said Wednesday it was "assinine and 
racist" for state Attorney General Robert 
Stephan to refer to the use of the 
hallucinogenic drug peyote in Indian 
religious ceremonies as "mumbo-jumbo." 

Steve Cadue of Horton, the Kickapoo. 
tribal chairman, said the attorney general 
should be publicly censured for his remark. 

"I think the people of Kansas, and those of 
all races and all groups, should be alarmed 
by a public official making statements 
detrimental to the religious practices of 
native American people," Cadue said. 

Stephan had responded to a report that 
about 35 Kickapoo members of the Native 
American Church of North America in 
Kansas Inc., intended to conduct a 
ceremony using the drug, extracted from 
the peyote cactus. 

He was quoted by a Kansas City Times 
interviewer as saying, "I understand that it 
(the use of peyote) is part of their religious 
mumbo-jumbo. But it doesn't mean 
anything to me, and it's certainly a violation 
of the laws of this state." 

PEYOTE IS a controlled drug, like 
marijuana and LSD, under both state and 
federal statutes. Use of peyote off the 
federal Kickapoo Reservation in northeast 
Kansas would violate state law, Stephan 
said. 

"If we hear of it happening," the attorney 
general told the Times, "we're going to 
assist local authorities; or, of course, if we 
have to, we'll take steps of our own to en- 
force the law." 

Cadue said the Kickapoo Tribal Council 

' 'would do everything in its power to prevent 
any disruption of our people in their 
religious practices." 

The attorney general's office in Topeka 
stressed Wednesday that Stephan was being 
remindful that state law applies only if 
peyote is used off the Indian reservation. 

FEDERAL LAW recognizes the right of 
properly registered Indian worshipers to 
use peyote for ceremonial purposes, under 
the constitutional guarantee of religious 
freedom. 

"There are other native traditional 
religions and beliefs practiced on the 
Kickapoo Reservation," Cadue said. "It 
would be only a matter of time for other 
religious practices to be violated, if our 
religions are interrupted.'' 

In the articles of incorporation, the Brown 
County chapter of the Native American 
Church explains that peyote is required "as 
a sacrament, and said ceremonies shall be 
practiced by members under authority of 
the church." 
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Aggie Hair Port 
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So this is what it's 
like when you become aged? 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! 
LOVE. SANDY 

THE STING 
FORUM    HALL 

Sunday   Dec. 14 

2:00  pm    $1.50 

PALI NEWMAN   ROBERT REDEORD 
ROBERT Stt AW 
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hocus 

"Nobody stays and plays 

all the time, but when you 

are Just sick of studying, 

a couple of hours of 

death and destruction can 

really settle your nerves/' 

Breaks help in finals preparation 
By USA SOUTHWORTH 

Collegian Reporter 
ROGER AE8CHLIMAN 

Staff Writer 
For many students, preparing for finals 

during dead week means hours of studying 
including all-nighters, and indulging in ever- 
popular study breaks to help ease the ten- 
sion and pressure. 

"My favorite kind of study break is 
packing and getting ready to go home for 
Christmas," said Renee LaFever, senior in 
social work. She said she believes the most 
sensible thing to do for a study break is 
going to the church to pray for a miracle, 
but engages in what she calls more en- 
joyable breaks such as eating, watching 
television, exercising, dancing or making a 
Swannies run. 

"For a fun study break, our house has 

pillow fights with the Tau Kappa Epsilon's 
or we toilet paper someone (someone's 
house)," said Mona Rusk, senior in 
agriculture journalism. But if time is short, 
Rusk usually takes Country Kitchen coffee 
breaks, Swannies runs, or just washes her 
face, gets a coke and returns to the books. 

FOR AMY FOUNTAIN, junior in pre- 
design, the solution to relieving tension from 
studying is to go outside and scream until 
she feels better. This usually takes place 
during the early morning. 

Residents of Putnam hall will be having 
an all-hall scream at 10 p.m. each night of 
finals week. This is a method of getting all 
the tensions out, Jan Winter, director of 
Putnam hall, said. 

For many of the members of Phi Gamma 
Delta fraternity a study break could mean a 

game of Risk. Risk is a board game which 
involves strategy and luck of the dice in 
conquering and controlling the world (of the 
game). 

According to Ben Sexton, sophomore in 
history and Phi Gamma Delta member, 
playing Risk as a study break began last fall 
during dead week. 

"Last fall a couple of the guys who had 
just finished an all-nighter got the board out 
before their test and played a game. They 
left it set up and went to take their test. 
When they came back a whole new group of 
guys were playing. For the remainder of 
finals week the game was played. As one 
group would finish another group would 
start. 

"Nobody stays and plays all the time, but 
when you are just sick of studying, a couple 
hours of death and destruction can really 
settle your nerves. Risk requires mental 
effort, and when you play it clears your 
mind of homework and leaves you fresh to 
go study again. Believe it or not, I've never 
had a poor test score after taking over the 
world," Sexton said. 

THOUGH TAKING OVER the world can 
be fun, some people enjoy eating. Swanson's 
bakery is a popular place to go for late night 
study breaks, but according to Richard 
Swanson, known as Swannie, the individual 
orders late at night drop off considerably 
during finals. 

"The obvious reason for this is that 
students are studying rather than partying. 
I know for a fact that kids are not as hungry 
studying as they are when they are par- 
tying," Swanson said. 

Although the individual orders are down, 
the larger orders increase during finals 
week. 

"Larger orders pick up because many of 
the dorm floors order 30 or 40 donuts at a 
time for study breaks," Swanson said. 

"People ask me if I'm getting ready for a 
busy time during finals and I always tell 
them I'm getting ready to take it a lot 
easier," he said. 

SAMBO'S RESTAURANT is another 
popular place for students to do late night 
studying. 

"Some students stay all night and study in 
the back room. We leave a menu back there 
with some coffee and they help themselves 
to the coffee," said Kelly Smith, an em- 
ployee at Sambo's. 

"The managers don't mind that students 
are here studying. It's quiet here and there 
is plenty of coffee," Smith said. 

Fun study breaks are one way to relieve 
tension during finals but Dave Danskin, 
counselor of stress management in Holtz 
Hall, uses a series of breathing and stret- 
ching exercises to relieve the tension. 

"Students think they have to be all 
psyched to study well," Danskin said, but if 
the student is tense and can't relax, the 
concentration is not as good. 

"There are both physical and mental 
relaxation exercises that can be used to 
prevent tension. Research has suggested 

that the more relaxed a person is, be will 
concentrate better and retain more in- 
formation," Danskin said. 

PHYSICAL RELAXATION exercises 
should be used every hour as a preventive 
maintenance against tension, he said 

Slow head rolls, going in both directions, 
relieves tension in the neck and head area. 

"Take a deep breath, shrug your 
shoulders, roll them back and then drop 
your shoulders. This exercise prevents 
tension in the upper back and shoulder 
area," Danskin said. 

Physical relaxation is important to the 
circulation in your body, but mental 
relaxation is just as important to the mind, 
he said. 

"Ideal relaxation is one exercise I give to 
students. I ask them to close their eyes and 
take in a deep breath which is then let out 
slowly. With your eyes closed, take a 
moment to create, in your mind's eye, an 
ideal spot for relaxation. You can make it 
any place reil or imagine and furnish it any 
way you want. Wear the clothes you are 
most comfortable in. Enjoy, now, in your 
own mind, going there. You'll want to feel at 
ease and mellow as you lounge in your ideal 
place for relaxation, and just enjoy it for a 
minute," Danskin said. 

TENSE UP THE body, hold it for a minute 
and the let go, or take a deep breath and 
literally take time to sparkle, he said. This 
exercise breaks the intensity of studying. 

"Close your eyes and focus on the tip of 
your nose. This trains you to focus and 
concentrate on one thing at a time," Dan- 
skin said. 

Lance Reynoso, sophomore in pre- 
medicine, is a student who has found a 
unique exercise method for relieving study 
tensions. Earlier this semester, during a 
late-night study session, one of the men on 
his residence hall floor challenged Reynoso 
to stand on his head for a few minutes. As a 
former gymnast Reynoso accepted the 
challenge. 

"I was really bored, and really tired, but I 
had to stay up. So when he made the dare, 
for the lack of anything better to do I tried. I 
stood on my head for a minute or so, and 
then toppled over. When I stood up, I 
realized that I was wide awake, and that the 
adrenline was really going. 

"It tends to get the blood going in my 
system. When you get really tired, you need 
something to get the blood going again. 
Standing on my head works for me," 
Reynoso said. 

THOUGH STANDING ON his head wakes 
him back up, it is something he only does 
during late study sessions. 

"I never stand on my head before mid- 
night," he said. 

Paul Saint Amand, Academic Counselor 
for study skills in Holtz Hall, believes 
managing time is involved in every bit of 

(SeeBREAKS.p.13) 
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Breaks... 
(Continued from p. 12) 

stress   management   and   studying,   and 
probably works better than standing on your 
head. 

He suggests concentrating on small 
"chunks" of study material, and allowing 30 
minutes to focus on it before the actual 
studying begins. 

"Once students have been exposed to the 
relaxation exercises, training in focusing is 
introduced. Once you are in a quiet place 
and relaxed, try to visualize the text book 
cover in your mind and then open the text to 
the chapter which you will be studying, in 
your mind. This is an excellent tool for 
concentration and provides a method for 
learning how to get into the material," Saint 
Amandsaid. 

Students have reported that they feel 
more in control of situations and there is less 
anxiety in test taking after doing exercises 
or taking a study break, he said. 

Retreats available 
for tranquil study 

For students who need peace and quiet in 
order to study during finals week, the 
Manhattan community will be offering some 
special study areas. 

Daniel Scheetz, chaplain at St. Isidores 
Catholic Church, said the churchs' center is 
always open to students, including the 
lounge, library and basement areas. 

The University Presbyterian Church has a 
lounge area open in the day to anyone 
needing a study facility, the Rev. Graham, 
of the Presbyterian Church, said. 

In addition, the University Ramada Inn is 
providing a new program for students 
during finals week. Beginning Monday, Dec. 
IS and extending to Friday, Dec. 19, the 
business is offering guest rooms at a 
reduced price for faculty and students, 
according to Bill Richards, general 
manager of Ramada Inn. 

In order to receive the student discount, 
students and faculty members must bring in 
an advertisement run in the Collegian Dec. 
9-12, Richards said. 

'Messiah' to return 
McCain Auditorium filled with a thousand 

voices raised in song—this is the hope of Rod 
Walker, associate professor of music, for 
this years singing of "the Messiah" to be 
held Sunday. 

The singing of the Messiah has been a 
holiday tradition in past years, but has not 
been held at K-State for the last two years. 

According to Walker, in addition to the 
standard use of choruses and solo singers 
accompanied by an orchestra, the music 
department is inviting anyone interested in 
singing to bring their own scores to the 
presentation and join in. 

"I hope to someday fill the whole bloody 
hall," Walker said. 

Walker, who is expecting nearly 800 
people to attend the "sing along," suggests 
that those who wish to sing bring their own 
scores and try to arrive no later than 2:45 
p.m. Sunday. The program will begin at 3 
p.m. 

WONPER IF I SHOULP 
FLVTOPAKISTOPOMV 
CHRISTMAS 6H0PPIN6. 

ONLV 14 PAVS 
LEFT/ 

—Q  

"CRISIS IN SOCIALIST 
FEMINISM" 

Sponsored by the 
Women's Resource Center 

Speaker: Scott McNoll 
from Kansas University 

Thursday, Dec. 11 
12-1 p.m. 

Union State Room, No. 3 

WE'RE PAYING CASH FOR 
YOUR BOOKS NOW! 

SELL YOUR 
BOOKS 

AT VARNEY'S 
AND 

GET YOUR 
YELLOW TOKEN 

•Get your yellow token, which is good for 10% off any non textbook items, 
when you sell your books during dead week or final week. You decide 
what the token is worth by the amount you purchase. THE MORE YOU 
BUY THE MORE YOU SAVE! You can use the token whenever you 
want. Use it for Christmas purchases or use it next semester. 

•Bring all your books to Varney's and our buyers will value them in- 
dividually. You choose what you want to sell! WE BUY BOOKS EVERY 
DAY! However, you can usually get the most for your books by selling 
them to us at the end of the semester. 

•The price we pay for books is determined mainly by two factors—if the 
books will be used again at K-State and if we need the books for our 
stock. If we cannot buy your books for our stock, we will offer you the 
best price we can, based on the national market. 

•We're proud of the fact that our own people do the book buying. We don't 
have a company that has no connection with our store or K-State and is 
here today and gone tomorrow, conduct our buy back. At Varney's, the 
same people that help you everyday, all year, buy your books. 

•Remember, it's what you get for all your books that counts, and we think 
that the wholesaler we buy for pays the highest prices. 

•We know you're busy and in a hurry so we have five buyers to take care 
of you. We try to keep the time you spend in line to a minimum. We also 
buy until 9:00 at night during final week. 

r BUY BACK SCHEDULE \ 

Dead Week 

9:00 a.nt.-5:00 p.m. 

Final Week 

8:30 a.m.-9:00 p.m. 

in Aggieville 
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Title IX: A two-sided 
athletic funding issue 

ByMARKSAGESER 
Collegian Reporter 

Equality in education, but more 
specifically equality in sports, is the target 
the Department of Education is striving to 
hit with the enforcement of Title IX. 

Title IX was passed into national law in 
June 1972. In 1975 subsection D was added to 
include sports in the educational act. Title 
DC states: "No person in the United States 
shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from 
participating in, be denied benifits of, or be 
subject to discrimination under any 
educational program or activity receiving 
federal financial assistance." 

Sports 
The legal sanctions for noncompliance of 

Title IX allow the governmnet to delay or 
terminate financial awards, debar in- 
stitutions from eligibility for future awards 
or possibily stop all grants and loans to 
students attending that institution. 

RECENT    INVESTIGATIONS   by   the 
Department of Education have raised 
questions and arguments as to the validity 
and rights of Title IX. 

Government intrusion into college 
education and athletics has made many 
administrators wonder how far the federal 
government will go, according to Chuck 
Neinas, former Big 8 commissioner and now 
head of the College Football Association 
(CFA). 

"College presidents of whom I have been 
associated with both in the Big 8 and the 
CFA are concerned about the continued 
intrusion of the federal government into the 
area of higher education," Neinas said. 

"I do know that there are some who would 
be interested in a lawsuit testing the validity 
of Title IX, because they feel it presents a 
prime example of what they are trying to 
illustrate, which is federal government 
intrusion into higher education." 

On the other hand, Dorothy Thompson, 
director of public action for Affirmative 
Action at K-State, said if it wasn't for the 
government backing for Title DC, there 
wouldn't be much progress for women's 
sports on college campuses across the 
nation. 

PRESENTLY, there are 88 institutions 
across the country including K-State that 
are being investigated or will be in- 
vestigated for violations of sex 
discriminations under Title DC. 

A few colleges have or are presently 
fighting the Department of Education 
through federal courts concerning the right 
of the Department of Education to force 
compliance forms on their institution while 
they are presently not receiving any federal 
funds. 

Grove City College in Pennsylvania is one 
college that refused to sign compliance 
forms because they said that the college 
voluntarily practiced nondiscriminatory 
policies. 

They refused to sign the forms which 
would have opened the door to all kinds of 
government bureaucratic intervention. 
School president Charles Mackenzie said the 
department had no right to intervene since 
the school receives no federal funds. 

In court, the Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare (HEW) which is now 
the Department of Education argued that 
Grove City and other private colleges are 
indeed recipients of federal assistance and 
thereby subject to HEW jurisdiction. 

HEW ARGUED that when students at 
Grove City receive Basic Education 
Opportunity Grants (BEOG) or Guaranteed 
Student loans that it is a form of government 
assistance. The college said the grants and 
the loans were contracts between the 
students and the lending institution, not 
between the school and the government. 

The U.S. Federal District Court threw the 
case out saying that the college was not in 
any violation of discrimination, and was in 
their rights to not sign the form as a matter 
of principle. 

Most colleges and universities support or 

(See TITLE IX.p.15) 

The Little Apple: 
Manhattan, Kansas! 
Shout them where you live! 

Show them where you've been! 
Bright red apple with 

black letters on white pure 
cotton t-shirt. $8.00 each. 

Spiffv Gift. Sweet and Tasty. 

Check* payable to: The Art Works. 
Lonestar Hotel * 931 Moro. 
Manhattan. Kansas 66502. 
(913) 539-8917 

Name 

Address, 

Phone   . 

Adult ISml (Mvill ILg) IX I.|l 

Youth (Sml IM^.II lL«) 

(Please add   75 ea  for mailing or pick up yourself 

and save ) 

Woody's Has the Gifts for that Special Christmas- 
Wool Sweaters and Mufflers from Scotland 

Genuine Harris Tweed Sports Coats 
Wool Flannel Slacks from Corbin 
Fine Leather Gloves and Wallets 

100% Cotton Dress Shirts 
Silk and Wool Ties 

All Purchases are Gift-wrapped Free 

700 N. Manhattan in Aggieville 

STUDIO POTTERS SALE 

SPONSORHD   l*Y   Tllli   DIM   POTTERS' GUILD 

THURSDAY & FRIDAY, DEC. 11,12 
9am - 5pm 

K-STATE UNION COURTYARD 
EXHIBITORS 

John & Janet Holcomb 

Elizabeth Socolofsky 
I hiiold Moore 

Irene Levy 
Norm Lai ly 

Sue Hu 
Clyde L. Cant re 11 

WHERE AMERCA SHOPS FOR 

GIFTS OF 
VALUE 

DOWNTOWN 
MANHATTAN 

Great family gifts 
at a great price! 

Blender and jars 
14-speed blender with 1 
glass jar and 2 plastic 
jars. Almond or gold 
color. Sale end* Dec. 20th. 

4 slice toaster 
Like two toasters in one. 
Separate darkness con- 
trols in each half. Pastry 
too! 

Grill/waffler 
Makes 9x9-in. four-sec- 
tion waffles. Teflon® II 
coated interior. Almond 
or brown. 

Corn popper 
6-quart capacity corn 
popper features automa- 
tic stirring rod. Serve-in 
lid. 

Reg. $34.99 

24" 

Reg. $34.99 

24" 

Reg. $34.99 

26" 

Reg. $32.99 

24" 
Deep fryer 
Fries with only 6 cups of 
cooking oil Cast alum-    *•*.•».*• 
inum   with   non-stick     0/A99 
coating inside and out. 
Lift and drain scoop. 

24 
7-speed food processor 

3 stainless steel cutting 
discs including French 
cutting disc; mixing 
blade and 1 plastic mix- 
ing blade. Sale ends Dee. 
20th. 
$49.99. Single speed food processor 

Reg. $79.99 

59" 

39.99 
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Title IX... 
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seem to support equal opportunity for 
women in their athletic programs, but are 
finding trouble funding them equally at this 
time. 

"Funding is always the problem. The pie 
is only so big and when groups haven't had 
any pie in the past and are demanding it, 
then the crunch comes," Thompson said. 

"There is a misconception among many 
people that believe that major college 
athletics are opposed to women athletics 
and I have not found that to be true. The 
problem is one of funding. The federal 
funding at K-State is probably primarily in 
the area of agriculture, veterinary medicine 
and engineering, but because it is women's 
athletics, it's only natural that it's the 
athletic director's problem to find the 
funding," Neinas said. 

"Yet there has been no financial 
assistance forthcoming to aid the athletic 
directors in meeting this problem. So in a 
time when we are experiencing double digit 
inflation, athletic directors are asked to 
fund what is equivalent to a new athletic 
program. Then the federal government 
comes in and judges if you are putting 
enough money into the pot and not caring if 
you have any money there." 

ACCORDING TO THOMAS, funds may 
not be directly awarded to athletic depar- 
tments, but indirectly they affect the 
athletic department and are hard to trace. 

Another argument is that women athletics 
doesn't deserve equal funding in major 
revenue producing sports such as basket- 
ball, until they can prove there is a interest 
in their program and that their programs 
will bring back a return. 

Sheri Sklorman, project assistant for 
Sprint, which is a project of the Women 
Equity Action League Educational and 
Legal Defense Fund, doesn't agree with that 
philosophy. 

"The argument that men attract more 
money and pay for their programs through 
it, isn't entirely true. Fewer then 15 percent 
of the college and university football 
programs, which is the big money maker, 
make more money then they lose," Sklor- 
man said. 

She added that it's the responsibility of 
universities to promote women's sports as 
equally as the men's so they will receive 
support and have the chance to make 
money. 

According to Neinas, women athletes 
haven't wanted that support until recently. 

"Title IX is good because there has been 
an increased awareness of the need to 
develop opportunities to compete in 
athletics, but many people overlook the 
historical fact that the women themselves 
for many years did not want to have a highly 
competitive athletic system. That's 
frequently lost in the shuffle," Neinas said. 

The investigations will continue in in- 
stitutions across the country until May, 
according to the Department of Education. 
They are unsure how the new ad- 
ministration will place Title DC on its list of 
priorities or if it will be enforced at all. 

Thomas said he doesn't have high hopes 
for President-elect Ronald Reagan in the 
area of civil rights, but said he believes 
there has been too great a ferver built up 
around Title IX since 1972 for the law to be 
squelched. 

For information about 
Heart Memorial Gifts 

<t> 
Ask your Heart Association 

OPEN 
AT 

11:00 A.M. 
I OK 

LUNCH 
$1.00 DRINKS 

i .mill 6 30) t 

SOUP& 
SANDWICHES 

Featuring Pierre La 
Moosea In ze kitchen. 

Buy-: 

Here 
are some 

answersto 
often asked questions. 

Question: 
Answer: 

How does the Union Bookstore determine how much your 
books are worth when you sell them beck? 

If the Bookstore has notification from the instructor that the 
books are to be re-adopted for use the next semester, and if the 
Bookstore does not already have a sufficient stock on hand, then 
you will be offered 60 per cent of the publisher's current list price. 

For example: if a book sells for $10.00 new and it meets the 
requirements noted above, the book would be bought from you for 
$6.00. 

If the Bookstore has not received notice that the book will be 
used again, or if it already has a sufficient stock on hand, the book 
would be worth the current wholesale price as indicated by one of 
the nation's largest jobbers of used textbooks. 

If you have any questions about the pric» oeing paid for a text- 
book, the buyer will be happy to answer any questions which you 
may have regarding the price paid. 

Question! 
Answer: 

Is 60 per cent the usual price paid 
for textbooks around the country? 

Definitely not. Most stores in the United States pay only SO per cent for 
books being used again. The Union Bookstore Is one of the few stores 
which pays 80 per cent. And remember, we pay cash. You don't have to take 
your money out In trade. 

Question: What about paperbacks? Does the 
60 per cent pokey eppty to them too? 

j%   ^a. 69YaaTAY*e YM Jh* Unton Bookstore does not penalize you on paperbacks. If they 
#%J I JP% VV wJL *  are being used again, and If the bookstore needs them, you will receive 00 

per cent of the publisher's list price. 

Question • II the publisher's price has gone up since I bought my books, 
'  will I receive the benellt of that price Increase? 

JL   -mym *»«aa^*i. Yes. For instance, if you bought your book for $9.00 and the 
JOLUS VW VX •  publishers list price is now $10.00, vou will get $6.00. not $5.40 

We will tony books: 
Wednesday, Dec. 10 
thru 
Friday, Dec. 12 

Saturday, Dec. 13 

Monday,Dec. IS 
thru 
Friday, Dec. 19 

■ 

8:18 am 
to      I 

4e4& pm 
10:18 

SOB 
•• to 

4?48pm 
^ILL: LJJ 

bookstore 
25 years of service 1956-1981 
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Porter still depressed 
over leaving Royals 

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP)— Five days 
after agreeing to a rich five-year contract 
with the St. Louis Cardinals, catcher Darrell 
Porter said he is "still depressed" about 
leaving the Kansas City Royals. 

"I prayed about it," Porter said Wed- 
nesday. "I prayed that I would do the right 
thing." 

Porter said he is especially upset that he is 
being criticized for not giving Joe Burke, 
Royals general manager, a chance to make 
an offer. 

He maintained throughout the season that 
he did not want to declare free agency, that 
he wanted to remain with the Royals, the 
team he played for from 1977 through i960 
and reached All-Star status after a brilliant 
1979 season. 

The 28-year-old native of Oklahoma City 
left spring training last March to seek 
treatment at The Meadows, a drug and 
alcohol rehabilitation center in Arizona. 
Upon his return, he was overwhelmed by an 
outpouring of support from Royals.' fans. 

But he was on a honeymoon cruise in the 
Caribbean last Friday when his agent, 
Frank Knisley, contacted him by trans- 

Sports 
briefs 

COLLEGE BASKETBALL 
ST. LOUIS (AP) - Craig Tucker 

triggered an early second-half surge and 
Missouri later went nearly eight minutes 
without a field goal as Illinois upset the 
14th-ranked Tigers 84^2 Wednesday 
night. 

Tucker and Eddie Johnson led the 
mini, now 3-0, with 20 points apiece. 
Ricky Frazier scored 17 and Curtis Berry 
added 15 for Mizzou, now 4-2. 

Tucker hit a basket, then followed with 
a three-point play and Perry Range 
added another bucket in a 7-0 surge that 
gave Illinois a 54-41 lead 4% minutes into 
the second half. 

PRO BASKETBALL 
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) - Forward 

Scott Wedman and guard Otis Birdsong 
combined for 42 points Wednesday night 
to power the Kansas City Kings to a 112- 
100 National Basketball Association 
victory over the San Diego Clippers. 

Wedman led Kansas City with 22 points 
and Birdsong added 20. 

The Kings' victory overshadowed an 
outstanding performance by Clipper 
guard Freeman Williams, who pumped 
in a season-high 41 points. Freeman 
scored 31 of his game-high total in the 
first half. 

^PULSAR 
QUARTZ 

^v 

KC056S 
$59.50 

KD00IS 
$59.50 
d tone model 

KD002S $65 

Very fashionable. 
Very inexpensive. 

We've got the right combination of slim dress 
elegance near perfect quartz timekeeping 
accuracy, no-winding end terrific value in a 
vast selection of Pulsar Quartz dress watches 
Prices start at S49 50 and the features 
include sweep second hands, white or gold tone 
coses and matching bracelets, leather or 
lizard straps See the entire collection today 
Pulsar* Quartz. Always a beat beyond. 
In technology. In value. 

<zSsnd 

V :3»P0YHTZ     776-6161; J 

Atlantic telephone and told him St. Louis 
Manager Whitey Herzog was demanding an 
immediate yes or no answer. 

"I told Frank there was no way I could 
make that decision til Joe Burke had op- 
portunity to also have a chance," he 
recalled. 

"Frank called Burke and asked him if he 
could give me what the Cardinals were 
offering, or if he would come close to it. Joe 
said no, he wouldn't recommend that to 
(Royals owner) Ewing Kauffman at all. He 
said what he had in mind was a three-year 
contract. It was for so much less—for so 
considerably less—that there really was no 
decision. It was unbelievable." 

Exact figures are not available, but the 
Card contract is thought to amount to about 
$3.5 million for five years. 

"It would have cost me over a million 
dollars to stay with the Royals. I stopped 
being a fool when I left the Meadows." 

The prospect of being reunited with 
Herzog, his manager 1977-79, was another 
big factor in his decision, he said. 

"I'm happy to get the opportunity to play 
for Whitey again. He's the best manager I 
ever had, for me on a personal level. I never 
had a manager as good as Whitey. 

"But I'm still just depressed, that's all," 
be added. "When I get to thinking about 
leaving Kansas City, I get real depressed. 
But I didn't have a choice. The Royals didn't 
give me any choice. And that makes me feel 
a little better. 

"I love it here. Actually, I'm just changing 
jobs. I'll still be living here. This will still be 
my home. 

"If there was any other possible way I 
could have stayed, I would have. 

Porter is expected to sign the Cardinals 
contract in St. Louis Saturday. 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
SISTER SUE BAAHAA 

Send In Or 
Drop Off A Card 
With Your Nam*. 
Address, Phone 

and A List of 
Keller's Items 

Totaling $75.00 
ita 

v * -« \? 

REGISTER 
FOR A 

♦7500 

GIFT DRAWING 
AT 

KELLER'S AND 

Tla 
Drawm Wl 
BerManWtd.    1 

D«c17th      I 
une niaw rox /. 

Eacn Start / s 

*. 

i   rwvMiMiiy  >iv*c run wffwi 1218 MORO 
32SPoyntz 

SEND YOUR CARD IN TODAY   » 
* 

Buy 2 Pizzas of 
Equal Value and 
Receive the Second 
One at Half Price. 
■   Buy one Pizza, get the 
i second one of equal value 

at Vz Price. 

^am    aV^Li   ™ 

inafii 
E    X 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 537-9500 

Expires 3-1-81 

Buy one Pizza, get the i 

i second one of equal value 
! at Vi Price. 
i 
i 
i 
I Expires 3-1-81 

537-9500 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
IJI 

Buy one Pizza, get the 
second one of equal value 

at Vi Price. 

537-9500 
Expires 3-1-81 

Fast Free Delivery 

537-9500 
MENU 

Pizza 
Available ingredients: Anchovies, Cheese, 
Fresh Sausage, Green Olives, Green Peppers, 
Ground Beef, Ham, Hot Peppers, Mushrooms, 
Onions & Pepperoni. 

SMALL 12" LARGE 16' 
Cheese 
1 item 
2 items 
3 items 
4 items 
Add'l items 

$3.55 
4.20 
4.85 
5.50 
6.15 

.65 

Cheese 
1 item 
2 items 
3 items 
4 items 
Add'l items 

$5.70 
6.65 
7.70 
8.55 
9.50 

.95 

And then there's our DELUXE, which consists of 
these 5 ingredients: Onions, Grren Peppers, 
Mushrooms, Pepperoni, & Fresh Sausage. Pay 
only the price of 4 item pizzas for the 
DELUXE! 

Spaghetti 
Our delicious Italian Spaghetti 
comes to your home, piping hot! 

Single Double 
(Serves 1-2) (Serves 2 -4) 

1 Pail Pack 2 Pail Pack 
$3.25 $6.15 

All Spaghetti dinners include Garlic Bread. 

Soft Drinks 
Pepsi, Mountain Dew.   16 oz.   .45 
nrsi wiiruvitui i «MKKOUftUDKiUNUMMMM'MNMOfMC n'KCHASK.N Y 

We reserve the right to limit our delivery area. 

Triple 
(Serves 3 ■ 6) 
3 Pail Pack 

$9.05 
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Reagan to announce 
8 Cabinet spots today 

WASHINGTON (AP)-President-elect 
Ronald Reagan will announce Ms choices 
for at least eight Cabinet-level positions 
Thursday, including Merrill Lynch chair- 
man Donald Regan as treasury secretary, 
sources close to the transition said Wed- 
nesday. 

The sources said that Gen. Alexander 
Haig Jr., former White House chief of staff 
under Richard M. Nixon, had re-emerged as 
the leading candidate for secretary of state 
but that a decision on that post would 
probably not be announced on Thursday. 

Reagan returned Wednesday to the 
nation's capital and expressed irritation at 
suggestions that he has been slow to name 
his Cabinet. He told reporters, "We'll have 
something" by Thursday. 

As for a meeting with Haig, Reagan said, 
"He's not on the schedule for anything. I 
don't think there are any plans for that." 
Asked if Haig still was in contention for the 
post, Reagan said, "Sure." 

Several sources involved in shaping the 
new administration said Reagan was ex- 
pected Thursday to make these ap- 
pointments: 

Secretary of the Treasury: Regan, 
chairman of Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner 
and Smith, Inc., the nation's largest 
brokerage concern. 

Attorney General: William French Smith, 
Reagan's personal attorney. 

Secretary of Defense: former Nixon 
administration official Casper Weinberger. 

Director of the CIA: William Casey, 
former chairman of the Securities and 
Exchange  Commission  and  manager  of 

Reagan's presidential campaign. 
Secretary of Health and Human Services: 

Retiring Sen. Richard Schweiker of Pen- 
nsylvania. 

Director of the Office of Management and 
Budget: Rep. David Stockman of Michigan. 

Secretary of Commerce: Malcolm 
Baldrige, chairman of Scovill Inc., a Con- 
necticut-based manufacturer. 

Secretary of Transportation: Drew Lewis, 
a Pennsylvania businessman who is deputy 
chairman of the Republican National 
Committee. 

Sources said others to be named to the 
Cabinet include Ray Donovan, a New Jersey 
construction executive, as secretary of 
labor. ABC News said the secretary of 
agriculture would be Richard Ling, 
president of the American Meat Institute 
and an agriculture official in the Nixon 
administration. 

For the past several days, reporters have 
pelted Reagan with questions on the timing 
of his Cabinet announcements. The 
president-elect faced the same question 
when he boarded an Air Force jet in New 
York earlier Wednesday for the flight to 
Washington. 

"You all keep pressing me about these 
announcements," Reagan responded. 

"I don't know of anyone that's ever been 
announced this early," he said. 

Edwin Meese III, Reagan's closest ad- 
viser, had said after the election that the 
president-elect expected to announce his 
Cabinet by late November or early 
December. 

Student gets roadside birthday card 
A billboard at the intersection of Flush 

Road and Highway 24 is the latest in a string 
of gag gifts four friends presented to each 
other on their birthdays. 

"The whole thing is public humiliation," 
Todd Machin, freshman in art, said. "We 
started this when I was a senior in high 
school. Birthdays just started getting very 
extreme with us, and we started to gang up 
on each other doing embarrassing things.'' 

The artists responsible for the billboard 
include Machin, Darla Dreher, freshman in 
english, and Melissa Eichman, a sophomore 
at the University of Kansas. 

"With the billboard gift, I killed two birds 
with one stone. I had a Drawing III final 
project to do where we set up our own 
criteria and carried it through," Machin 
said. 

With the help of his three friends, Machin 
created a likeness of Mitch Holmes with 
spraypaints and stencils, and an ad which 
read, "Smoke the cigarettes Mitch 
smokes...Koolsl." 

"Mitch loved it," Machin said. "He went 
out to the site to see it eight times the day 
after.it was done." 

Machin said he also got a lot of com- 
pliments on it", especially from people from 
Wamego who drive by and recognize Mit- 
ch's face. 

"I haven't gotten my grade on it yet, but 
my teacher took some slides of it and 
presented it during class. Everyone seemed 
to think it was pretty unique, I guess," 
Machin added. 

As far as legal implications are con- 
cerned, it was all done illegally, Machin 
said. "We found this empty bulletin board 
that looked real noticeable, so we used it. We 
were kind of expecting them to come haul us 
off to jail for doing it but nobody said 
anything." 

According to Machin, it has become in- 
creasingly difficult to come up with new 
'gifts' each time that will top the previous 
one. 

"One year we toilet-papered Melissa's 
yard with 80 rolls of toilet paper," Machin 
said. "And for my birthday, they stole my 
car and replaced it with a look alike 
junker." 

Machin said one of his favorites was the 
year they painted Melissa's KU dormitory 
K-State purple. 

"The next day, Melissa's mother and 
grandmother were coming to visit her for 
the first time, so we had to paint over it", 
Machin said. 

Machin said the four hope to continue the 
tradition until they've all been humiliated at 
least once so they can call it even. 

Bask in the Sun right 
here in Manhattan * 
this Christmas! ^ 

Come to y / I 
HAPPY TAN TANNING SALON 

for a perfect tan. 
Call 776-8060 for on appointment 

today. 
1124 Loramie 

Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. 
Sot. 9:30 a.m.-noon 

SUll looking for 

"Something different" 

for Christmas gifts? 

FLINT HILLS MERCANTILE 
has what you need for an 

old-fashioned herbal holiday: 
• Potpourris 
• Sachet X-mas Ornaments 
• Pomander Kits 
• "Three King" Gift Sets 
• Silk k Raffia Spice Rope 

plus much more.. . 

Call 539-874S evenings, weekends 

«pf 
BRIGHTEN UP YOUR HOLIDAY 
WITH AMERICA'S RISING STAR 

Christmas is the time lor family gatherings and time to gather the family around Super- 
Station WTBS... lor the brightest movie entertainment. 

Christmas Eve: Bundle of Joy (12:00 p.m )»Tne Bolt of Saint Mary's (7:00 p.m.) 
starring Ingrid Bergman and Bing CrosbyChristmis In Connecticut (10:30 p.m.) starring Bar- 
bara Stanwyck. 

Christmas Day: The Balls of Saint Mory's (encore. 9:00 a.m.)«Chrlttmis In Connecticut 
(encore, 11:30 p.m.)»Tne Bishop's Wile (1:30 p.m.) starring Cary Grant and Loretta 
Young»l'll Bo Seeing You (3:45 p.m.) starring Ginger Rogers and Joseph Cotten-Slnca You 
Wont Away (7:00 p.m.) starring Claudette Colbert. 
SuperStation WTBS, America's Rising Star 

CABLE 
CHANNEL 

610 

y    INSTALL CABLE TV TODAY AND ENJOY 
* DECEMBER SERVICE FREE! 

PAY ONLY 40 INSTALLATION; SAVE UP TO '23.40. 

„umboWt   MANHATTAN CABLE T.V.    *»» 
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Prime rate hike Collegian 
spurs predictions classifieds 
of new recession 

NEW YORK (AP)-The spiraling cost of 
business loans returned to record heights 
Wednesday as banks nationwide raised 
prime-lending rates to 20 percent. 
Economists reacted with predictions of still 
higher rates and new warnings of recession. 

The increase, from a prevailing rate of 19 
percent set only last Friday, was initiated 
by Chase Manhattan Bank and matched by 
banks coast-to-coast, including New York's 
Citibank and San Francisco's Bank of 
America. 

The prime last hit the record 20 percent- 
level in April, when credit controls were in 
place, and the two combined to aggravate 
the nation's last recession. 

The prime is what banks charge on loans 
to their best risk corporate customers. 
Smaller businesses usually pay an even 
higher rate on loans. 

The latest increase followed a furious run- 
up in interest rates during the past several 
weeks. Higher rates in the money markets 
made it more expensive for banks to acquire 
funds for lending purposes. 

"Unless something dramatic happens 
immediately, we will see a 21 percent prime 
rate...within a week," predicted Thomas 
Thomson, chief economist at Crocker 
National Bank in San Francisco. 

He said many banks are paying more than 
20 percent on large deposits and must 
charge more to make a profit. Rates on 
deposits of more than $100,000 are not 
limited by federal regulations. 

David Jones, a financial economist at the 
Wall Street firm of Aubrey G. Lanston & Co., 
said he believes the prime will reach at least 
22 percent in a matter of weeks and cause 
another recession. 

"The die is cast," he said. "There are 
indications we'll see a declining economy as 
early as this month." 

Donald Maude, an economist with Merrill 
Lynch & Co., agreed. "I would have to think 
the high levels of interest rates are certainly 
going to be enough to throw the economy 
back into a recession in the first half of the 
new year," he said. 

President-elect Ronald Reagan, said in 
Washington that the prime rate increase to 
20 percent "is one of the things that has to be 
corrected.'' Asked how he would accomplish 
that, he said: "That's one of the things I'm 
going to find out in the next four years.'' 

Not all economists believe a recession is 
imminent. Henry Kaufman, a partner in the 
Wall Steet investment firm of Salomon 
Brothers, said Tuesday that he believes 
rates will remain high early next year but 
doubts the current sluggish economic 
recovery will be halted. 

And a Commerce Department survey 
released Wednesday said U.S. businesses 
plan to increase spending on plant and 
equipment by an inflation-adjusted 2.5 
percent during the first half of next year. 

Courtenay Slater, the department's chief 
economist, said the expected expansion is 
"relatively strong and indicates the 
economy is more robust than we thought." 
Those spending plans reflect business 
sentiment in October and November, when 
the prime was far below the 20 percent 
mark. The prime stood at 14.5 percent on 
November 1. 

ALWAYS hold 
matches till cold. 

CLASSIFIED RATES 
One day: 20 words or less, $1.50, 5 cents 

per word over 20; Two days: 20 words or less, 
$2.00, 8 cents per word over 20; Three days: 
20 words or less, S2.25, 10 cents per word 
over 20; Four days: 20 words or less, S2.75,13 
cents per word over 20; Five days: 20 words or 
less, $3.00,15 cents par word over 20. 

Ci»»si'ieds are payable in advance unlasa client ha* an 
established account with Student Publications 

Deadline la 10 a.m. day before publication. 10 a.m. Friday 
lor Monday paper. 

Item* found ON CAMPUS can be advertised FREE for a 
period not exceeding three day*. They can be placed at Ked- 
zle 103 or by calling 532 6555 

Die play Classified Rates 
One day: $3 00 per inch; Three days: $2.85 per inch; Five 

day*: $2.75 per Inch; Ten day*: $2 80 per Inch. (Deadline la 5 
p.m. 2 days before publication.) 

Classified advertising is available only to those who do not 
discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, national 
origin, sex or ancestry. 

FOR RENT 
COSTUMES, MASKS, periodical clothing, accessories, all 

types make-up. Grasa skirt*, lais. bunny and mouse ear* 
and more. Treasure Chest, Aggieville. (Itf) 

TYPEWRITER RENTALS, electric* and manual*, day, week 
or month. Buzzells, 511 Leavenworth, aero** from post 
oltlce Call 778-9488.(1 ll| 

RENTAL TYPEWRITERS: Excellent selection, Including IBM 
Selectric*. Service meet makes of typewriter*. Hull 
Business Machines, (Aggieville). 1212 Moro. 538-7831. (Itf) 

SANTA SUITS, reserve now for Chrittmaa. Treasure Cheat, 
Aggieville. (88-75) 

FOUR BEDROOM, 1417 Nichols All appliances, carpeting, 
drapes. Call 537-1202. (68-75) 

CLEAN, ONE bedroom efficiency apartment. Partially fur- 
nished (optional). $100 month plus '/> utilities (pay own 
elec.) Near Aggieville. Available January 5th. Call 
776-5080. (72-75) 

ONE BEDROOM and one efficiency apartment available 
January 1. Call Steve, 5388784 or 537-7178. Aggieville 
locatlona. (70-75) 

SMALL EFFICIENCY apartment. Walk to University. Would 
suit quiet student. $125/mo. partial utilities. Call 537-0881 
after 7:00 p.m. (73-75) 

ROOMS AND apartments—$70 rooms; share kitchen, share 
bathrooms, and plenty of parking 1, 2, and 3 bedroom 
apartment*; $200 to $270/month all bills paid. Call between 
5:00 and 7:00 p.m. and after 10:00 p.m. 537-4233. 400 N. 
11th. (73-75) 

FURNISHEO TWO bedroom apartment. $180.00 a month, 
utilities paid. Available December 12th. Call 7764006,900 
a.m. to 7:00 p.m. daily. (73-75) 

THREE BEDROOM apartment for rent, partially furnished. 
Close to Aggieville and campus. Call 539-7892 or 537-1210. 
(73-75) 

FURNISHED, CARPETED room*. Very quiet with laundry, kit- 
chen and bathroom facilities available. Close to Aggieville 
and campus Call 538-7882or 537-1210. (73-75) 

MOBILE HOME on one acre available now. Pets welcome. 
Five miles out. Call 532-5733 or 5380216. Ask for John. 
(73-75) 

FURNISHED BASEMENT apartment, everything private, 
large bedroom. Can be divided for two or used as studio. 
811 Laramle. Call 5384546. (73-75) 

2 BEDROOM apt. Close to campus, $250/month. Call 776- 
0737. Available Jan. 1. After finals call 378-3817 (813). (74- 
75) 

AVAILABLE JANUARY 1; 2 bedroom, 12x70 trailer, ap- 
pliance*, washer/dryer Included otherwise unfurnished 
Janet 776-1162 leave measage. (74-75) 

SUBLEASE FOR spring semester a one bedroom apartment. 
Good location, close to Aggieville end campus. Call 539- 
2074. (74-75) 

TO SUBLEASE 2 bedroom trailer, $150fmonth, furnished, 
water and trash paid. Call Janet at 538-3511, Room 423. If 
not there leave a measage (74-75) 

 FOR SALE  
ADULT GAG gifts and novelties—birthday, anniversary, get 

well, or fust tor fun. Treasure Chest. Aggieville. (Itf) 

CHESS SETS, all price range*. Great Christmas gifts 
Treasure Chest, Aggieville (68-75) 

POCKET WATCHES, chains, Merschaum and other pipes, 
jewelry, snuff bottles, Coke, beer Item*, proof, mint sets 
Treasure Chest, Aggieville. (69-75) 

USED PARTS for 1871 Audi 100LS and Toyota Corona. Call 
1-484-2388, St George. (8875) 

1871 BUDDY trailer, dishwasher, air-conditioning, 
washer/dryer, fence, dogs ok, two bedroom, wood 
paneling throughout. $5,500. Colonial Gardens. 539-5543. 
(74-75) 

TWIN BED mattress, box springs, good condition; lounge 
chair, fair Call Keith, 532-6404, 5:306:30 p.m. or leave 
message. (72-75) 

BY OWNER: Nice two bedroom house with basement apart- 
ment, one block east of campus, $40,000.00. Call 537 1688. 
(72-75) 

WHY PAY Rent? Why pay for gas? Nice two-bedroom trailer 
for tale. Call 537-2518 for advantage* of living In North 
Campus Courts. (72-75) 

1878 JEEP CJ-5, Golden Eagle, V 8, 304. power steering, 
power brakes. 3 speed, brown soft top, Marantz irvdash 
AM/FM cassette 537-8188. (72-75) 

DELUXE PRESS bench with 50 lb bar plus barbell and 
8 discs (62 lbs), all for $115. Call 538-4381 after 6:00p.m. 
(72-74) 

1877 YAMAHA 400 RD excellent condition, muat sell, best of- 
fer, 776-8523. After 6:00 p.m. (70-74) 

SPEAKERS—PAIR, 10" woofer, 10" passive radiator, 2V»" 
tweeter, beautiful gloss black finish, foam grill fronts. Call 
532-6055 (70-74) 

GREAT BODY. 1874 Monte Carlo, power steering, power 
brake*, AM/FM stereo cassette, radial tires. A classy car. 
Call 532-5803. (70-74) 

BIG BUCKS for a BB student season ticket. Name your price. 
Call Dave 538-1661 and leave your number. (70-75) 

SWIFT SERIES 3500 SLR binocular microscope—four ob- 
(ectlves, lOx; 20x; 40x; and oil emersion. Carrying case in- 
cluded. Price $850.00 Cell 1-402-826-2171. (70-75) 

'KANSANS GET Blown Away" t shirts are in again Buy 
your* now for$5.50at Justin 214. (71-75) 

MUST SELL: Kustom PA. Head $350; DMI Mellotron $800; 
Mitchell Speakers $225 each Call 539-2491. (71-75) 

WEIGHT BENCH and 177 lbs. of weights, only used once. 
$80; Royal typewriter, $50; Eplphone 12-string guitar, $200 
7764536, Rick. (74-75) 

SLEEPING BAG: Military Issue, Cover, $50, firm. Call 
532-4824. (71-75) 

PIONEER CENTREX muaic system, belt-drive turntable, 
multi-play record changer, 8-track player/recorder, power- 
ful receiver. Call 532-6088 after 5:00 p.m. Aak for Mark. 
(73-75) 

PIONEER CTF2121 stereo-cassette deck, Dolby, good con- 
dition. $100 or beat offer. Call 532-3378. (73-75) 

TREAT YOUR feet—hiking boots, excellent condition, size 6, 
$35.00. Call today—537-1344. (73-75) 

SIX STRING Ventura folk guitar and case. Very fine shape 
(Plus some sheet music.) Buy a lasting Christmas present. 
This instrument loves the chance to sound well, give It a 
try—buy I $80 or best offer. 776-7003, aak for Brian (73-75) 

HOOD SCOOP L/88-ZU1 type. Call 532-3903. (73-74) 

SCHWINN BIKE—10 speed, yellow, in good shape. Must sell 
before December 16th. Ask for Paige at 532-6981. (73-75) 

FOR SALE-1871 14x70'. 3 bedroom, unfurnished Cham- 
pion mobile home, fully akirted. Call 456-8411. (74-75) 

DOUBLE BED mattress, box springs (Sealey), good con- 
dition. ($60.00) or best offer. Call 7764667. (74-75) 

T4HIRTS FOR Christmas! Hand silk-screened. "Kansas 
Wheat Harvest i960" earth brown on wheat-gold shirt. "Ice 
Skating on the Creek Winter 8041" snow-white on royal- 
blue shirt. Adult XL. L, M, S $8.50 postpaid. Child M, S, XS 
(2-4) $5.50 postpaid Specify size and design. Pipe Creek 
Shirts. RR3, Minneapolis, KS 87467 (NewsLetter sent upon 
request) (74-75) 

FOLIAGE PLANT sal*. Horticulture reaearch greenhouse by 
Dickens Hall. Friday, December 12. 9:30 e.m. to 2:30 p.m. 
(74-75) 

ONE TWIN bed with mattress, box springs, brass headboard, 
bed frame; ell in excellent condition. Call 5374184. (74-75) 

1973 SILVER 2 dr. Olds Cutlass Best offer. 5374484 or 537- 
8874. (74-75) 

NEW SANSUI SC 3330 stereo cassette deck, Dolby, feather 
touch controls, digital peak level Indicators, memory func- 
tions, metal tape capability. Best offer. Call Pat 1-9224633 
after 6:00 p.m. (74-75) 

12x60 MOBILE home with living room extension, washer- 
dryer and all appliances, central air. built-in sun-deck and a 
storage shed. Excellent Investment. Call Steve at 776-4288. 
(74-75) 

MUST SELL 1974 Chevelle Mallbu. Best offer over $1,000. 
Call 7764544 after 5.00 p.m. or weekend. (74-75) 

FOR SALE: One BB season ticket, Sec. J, Row 4. Best offer. 
Call 5324331. (74-75) 

73 MAVERICK 302 with power steering, air conditioning, 
automatic transmission. Runs exceptionally well. $400.00, 
price negotiable. Call 537-1649. (74-75) 

 ROOMMATE WANTED  
MALE ROOMMATE wanted to share large four bedroom 

house with four vet students. Call after 5:00 p.m., 7760263. 
(68-75) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted for second semester. Nice 
apartment, close to campus. Call 538-5088. (72-75) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted for second semester Nice big 
apartment. Own bedroom. Fairly close to campus. $88.33 
month plus share utilities with two other*. Call 5394320. 
(68-75) 

ROOMMATE FOR spring semester. Large two bedroom 
apartment, private bedroom. Prefer CNS or engineering 
major. $80/mo. plus V* electricity. Other bills paid. Call 
5380427. (68-75) 

MALE ROOMMATE to share new three bedroom house, 
spring semester Cable, washer, dryer, nice area. Call 
776-1254, ask for Dan. (68-75) 

LIBERAL FEMALE wanted, close to campus, pats ok., own 
bedroom. Call 5374247. (69-75) 

FEMALE TO share two-bedroom trallerhouse. $100 a month 
plus 172 utilities. Must have car. Call 7760445 after 
8:30 p.m. (70-75) 

LIBERAL FEMALE roommate's) wanted to share nice three 
bedroom house. Need transportation. $140fmo. plus 
Utilities. Call 539-4769 (70-74) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted, $100 rent and 1/2 utilities 
Cell 776-5265. (70-74) 

ROOMMATE MALE or female needed to share house 
$80 monthly plus utilities. Call 538-9460 and ask for Knsta 
or Beth. (71-75) 

FEMALE GRADUATE student roommate wanted, own 
room—close to campua. $95.00/mo. Call 5394134 
evenlnga. (71-75) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted. $80 month, utilities included 
Nice house. Call 776-8480 afternoons. (71-74) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted. $100 per month, 1/2 utilities, 
own bedroom, 1V4 blocks from campus. Call Lisa at 
537-0347. (71-74) 

FURNISHED, SPACIOUS apartment close to campus, 
available January 1. Own room, fireplace, microwave oven, 
laundry, two roommate*. Prefer male twenty years or older 
$85/mo. Call 5380206. (71-75) 

MALE ROOMMATE wanted to share large three bedroom 
house for second semester, $60 a month, low utilities. Call 
7764806.(71-75) 

FEMALE NON smoking upperclassman or graduate student 
roommate wanted to share nice three bedroom house with 
fireplace. Own room, $107.00/month plus utilities. Call 
776-7338. (71-75) 

NON-SMOKING female to share spacious apartment. Private 
bedroom, $82.00, low utilities, close to cempus. Cell 
7760682. (71-75) 

NEED TWO males to share two bedroom apartment, fur- 
nished. Transportation to and from campus, utilities in- 
cluded, $100/month. Call 776-1807. (72-75) 

FEMALE TO share apartment, own bedroom, $80 rent plus vj 
utilities, nonsmoker. Cell 776-5338. (72 75) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE to share nice two bedroom duplex 
apartment one block from campus, $l12.50Vmonth. Call 
537-2870. (72 75) 

MALE ROOMMATE needed to share trailer In Redbud 
Estates for 2nd semester. Call Ron, 5384678. (72-75) 

FEMALE UPPERCLASSMAN or graduate student to share 
three bedroom house near cempus. Carpeted, laundry 
facilities, $100 month plus V, utilities. Call 5394427 
(72-75) 

MALE ROOMMATE to share two bedroom furnished apert- 
ment. $112.50/month Includes all utilities. Csll John at 
776-5840. (73-75) 

WANTED: ONE or two students to live with two Vet students 
in lour bedroom house. Own room with wood stove. Welt 
and close to campus. (Tim) 539-5720 evenings. (73-75) 

MALE ROOMMATE, University Terrece Apartment Phone 
539-3203. (74-75) 

EXTRA LARGE room, 2 blks. from campus & Aggie. Cell 539- 
6614. (74-75) 

WORKING GIRL needs non-smoking roommate to shsre 2 
bedroom complex apartment Walk to campus Call Penny, 
5324250,8 5 (74-75) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE to share nice apartment two blocks 
Irom campua, own room, $1057month. Can move In im- 
mediately. Call 537-7186. (73-75) 

WANTED—MALE roommate to share apartment with two 
KSU atudenta. $60.00 a month plus 1/3 electric bill Call 
5394856 (73-75) 

SPRING SEMESTER, regency apartments, 172 block east 
campus. $112.50 phis 1/2 electricity. Cell Steve, 5:304:30 
p.m., 5370861.(73-75) 

FEMALE TO share house In exchange for some rent, baby 
sitting, and 1/2 utilities. Private' room. Phone 537-2857 
(73-75) 

TWO CHRISTIAN females wanted to share spacious apart- 
ment close to cempus $67.50 plus V4 electricity. Call 537- 
4058. (74-75) 

FEMALE OR male wanted to share nice three bedroom 
house. All conveniences. Call Jean-Jacques or Russ after 6 
p.m., 5370696. (74-75) 

 SUBLEASE  
THREE BEDROOM house one block from campus, two 

blocks from Aggieville. Call 5374386. (70-75) 

TWO BEDROOM, fully furnished apartment, v> block from 
campus. Available January through August. Phone 537 
4057, efter 5:30 p.m (73-75) 

HELP WANTED 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMER wanted—Need a Programmer 

with 6502 aaeembly language experience to start im- 
mediately for 8-12 weeks of programming. Salary com- 
mensurate with experience. Call 5324540. (68-75) 

RN'S AND LPN's: Explore your nursing potential! We offer 
total nursing care, approved continuing education for 
rellcensure, competitive salary, shift differential and 
liberal fringe benefits. Full time, part time, and on-call 
openings. Call Lisa Kramer, Nurse Recruiter at 776-3300, 
ext. 114 or 228. Memorial Hospital. Manhattan, Kansas. 
EOE (72-75) 

RNORLPN 
Part-time positions available on 7-3 
and 3-11 shifts. 
Excellent   wages   and  congenial 
working environment. 

Please contact: 
Nancy Barnaby 

Meadowlark Hills 
2121 Meadowlark Road 

537-4610 

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER: Part-time graduate or un- 
dergraduate student needed by the Midwest Race and Sex 
Desegregation Assislenc* Center to program new and 
help maintain existing computer systems Applicants 
should have knowledge and have experience In some com- 
bination of the following: Conversational Computer 
Systems (CMS). Standard Statistical Packages (SAS, 
CULPRIT) and Computer Programming (PL1, COBOL). 
Salary range from $4.25 to $5.25 per hour. Submit an ap- 
plication letter, resume and references by December 15, 
1880 to: Charles I. Rankln, Director, Midwest Race and Sex 
Desegregation Assistance Center, Kansas State Univer- 
sity. 1627 Anderson Avenue, Manhattan, Kansas 86506 
(72-74) 

AGGIE STATION ia accepting applications for cocktail 
waitresses/waiters and bartenders. (Must be 21.) Apply In 
person, 1115 Moro, during evening. (73-75) 

COUNSELORS WANTED: Western Colorado camp em- 
phaalzing outcamp and river program. Two years college 
and sincere Interest In working with children required. In- 
clude self-addressed, stamped (28*) envelope with Inquiry 
to Anderson Camp*, Gypsum, CO 81837. (73-75) 

Help Wanted 
Secretary 

Full-time position available for ex- 
perienced person, capable of typ- 
ing 60 WPM, shorthand, transcrip- 
tion. 
Some bookkeeping experience 
helpful. 

Please apply at : 

Meadowlark Hills 
2121 Meadowlark Road 

Manhattan 
537-4610 

BOYS ADOLESCENT group residential facility is now ac- 
cepting applications for a live-In child care worker 
position. Applicants must be 21 and have academic work 
experience In field of Child Development, Youth Work and 
Psychology. Contact Manhattan Youth Care, Box 271 or 
call 5374812. EOE. (74 75) 

WANTED: STUDENT lor Final Week and 2nd semester. 7:30 
am. to 8:00 a.m. Be paid for 5 hours per week. Duties in- 
clude vacuuming, dusting, emptying wastebaskets. must 
be able to begin st 7:30a.m. Call 532-5590. (74-75) 

 SERVICES  
RESUME WRITING, layout, editing, typing or appraisal. 

Resume Service, 411 N. 3rd, 537-7284.(111) 

WOMEN'S HEALTH Care Service. Confidential health care 
for women with unexpected pregnancies. Abortion ser- 
vices to 20 weeks aa an outpatient. Information and free 
pregnancy testing. (316) 864-5108 Wichita. (1 tf) 

PREGNANT? BIRTHRIGHT can help Free pregnancy test. 
Confidential. Call 537-9180. 103 South 4th Street, Suite 16. 
(17tf) 

VW REPAIR at low prlcea for quality work. One day service 
on most repairs. Call 1-484-2388. J&L Bug Service Only 
seven minute* from Manhattan (68-75) 

BACHELOR PARTIES, stag parties—Rent video cassette 
player. Hooks up to your t.v. Call 776 1254. ask for Dan. (69 
75) 

PARTY D.J., he- walks, talka, and plays good music, 
reasonable prices. Call Rick, 7764536. (71 75) 

TERM PAPERS typed by former secretary Call 538-4548 (72 
74) 

ATTENTION JARDINE tenants: Tired of bothering with 
tedious |ob of cleaning your apartment or parts of it before 
moving? Call 5380360 after 6:00 p.m. for Inexpensive, 
guaranteed cleaning service. (72-75) 

(Continued on page 19) 
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PROFESSIONAL THESIS/dlSSertatlon typist. S yean' ex- 
penance; theses/dlssertetlons for IS unlvsrsltlss. Cor- 
rsctmg Seleclric II, pica/elite Work guaranteed 90-page 
minimum. I do damned good typing Peggy, 913-842-4470. 
(5175) 

RESUMES S20; 1-2 pp., 5 copies and envelopes. Tldwell A 
Associates, 219 S Seth Chllds. 778-9213.537-4904. (88-75) 

VW MUFFLER sale. Regular 13400, now only 82800. Fits 
1987 to 1973 Bugs. Installation extra JSL Bug Service, 
1-494-2388(89-75) 

 ATTENTION  
DUNGEON AND Dragons and Avalon Hill games and sup- 

plies. Available at Tom's Campus Comer, 716 North 
Manhattan, Agglevllle, 776-9481. (89-75) 

CHRISTMAS STOCKINGS available, 81.00 each. At Tom's, 
716 North Manhattan in Agglevllle (69-79) 

BIG BUCKS lor a BB student season ticket. Name your price. 
Call Dave, 939-1681 and leave your number. (70-79) 

MARY KAY Cosmetics: 29% oil on all merchandise. Putnam 
Hall 939-4611 Ask lor Taml In 227. (71-79) 

NASHVILLE REPLAY 
75th&Metcalf 

Your midwest connection for 
"renegade rock'n roll'n country music" 

K-STATE HOLIDAY 
PARTY NIGHT 
December 20th 

Show your college I.D. 
Get your First Beer Free 

Best LIVE Country 
Rock Bands 

Monday-Saturday 
Hours 1:00-Midnight 

(913) 722-9735 for Band info. 

Nashville Replay without 
the Wildcats is like 

Going without coming. 

GOING TO the beach for Christmas vacation? Don't be the 
only ghost, then—let Happy Tan scare your ghosty look 
away with a beautiful bronze tan. 1123 Laramle—In 
Agglevllle. Call 77&8060 today! (74) 

LOOKING FOR an Interesting addition to your party? Con- 
sider our new and delicious Meat and Cheese Trays. Hot 
Dlgglty Dog. 9394033. (74-79) 

REWARD: (40 lor the return of purple K State sweat shirt 
lost In Abeam. No questions asked. Call 939-2816. (72-79) 

NEED FINANCIAL help for second semester? Family has 
board and room for college girl in exchange for duties. 
Write Box 6 c/o Collegian. (72-79) 

"A TRADITION ended in 1973. Now it's back. The All- 
University Rills Match has returned January 31, 1981 is 
the date. Watch for more info next semester — KSU Rifle 
Club. (74-79) 

THETA PLEDGES—Thanks so much for the annual Date Din- 
ner; With wine, cheese and steak, we are definitely not 
thinner! The house looked 1st rate, Your entertainment 
was great. All of your hard work, we do appreciate! Merry 
Christmas. Love, the Actives. (74) 

TO THE Sweethearts of the Shield ft Diamond: We hope you 
have a merry Christmas ft a good vacation. Thanks for 
helping to make this semester s fun one. We love you all. 
The Men of PI Kappa Alpha. (74) 

LEW JENE You're the greatest staff ever!! Thanks for 
everything you've done for us. We all love you. IA West. (74) 

ANNOUNCEMENT 
DIVERSIFIED DISCO Systems Is back In business. For the 

best In mobile entertainment call 776-1294, ask for Dan 
(69-79) 

PSSSSTII DECEMBER Graduates bring your family and 
friends to your reception, Sunday, December 14th, Union 
Ballroom, 1:30-3 00pm Pass It on! (73-74) 

3-2-1SKYDIVE 
BRIAN ft ED Thursday evenings were decently excellent 
(or something like that). GREGG Beat me in Style and you 
can walk back (Just kidding). RUSS You're an accident 
that already happened, but I krv ya anyway. ALYS Make 
like Super-Glue and stick with it. TIM ft RON Quick, clone 
yourselves for an instant 4-way. JUSTIN ft PC Sorry you 
couldn't make It. JUDY, JUDY, JUDY Love your ham- 
burgers (its the bum!). DALE Don't tunnel out. AND to all 
the rest of you craxy people, Kent, Da ve. Da ve, John, John, 
Shelley, etc., etc., etc.. .. why the hell do you Jump out of 
perfectly good airplanes. SRD FLOOR KING No, I didn't 
forget you guys. Have a Merry Christmas and don't forget 
to take the stuff without the benzene in it! DALE If you'd 
stop coming in, I'd have got this done a lot faster! (that's 
what this was.) AND JIM, please don't shoot me down. 1432 
UNIVERSITY DR. Yea, now that I've left, you can talk 
about anything (including cats) at the dinner table. You're 
all incorrigible (look that one up! I And don't forget to turn 
off the faucets, shower, lights ft calculator, take out the 
trash, rake the lawn, and shovel the drive. Well, have fun 
everyone. Arizona, look out, here we come. Arrivaderci, 
America 

SUPER GARAGE Sale: Furniture, clothes, tools, kitchen 
utensils. Saturday, December 13, 11:00 a.m. to 500 p.m. 
809 Bluemont. (73-79) 

 NOTICE  
HAVE FARM, need husband. Applicants must be at leaat 6 

foot and have high tolerance for Big Macs and racquetball. 
(74) 

 WANTED  
COLLECTIBLES, COINS, back Issue magazines, comics, LP 

albums. Check with us before you throw It away. Treasure 
Chest, Agglevllle. (Itf) 

GOLD CLASS rings, gold jewelry, diamonds. Call 939-1081 or 
776-7837. (49-79) 

WANTED: SCRAP gold, men's class rings, 890 to $200. 
Women's, $39 to $79. Other jewelry bought too. Top caah 
buyer. Steve's Coin Shop, 411 N. 3rd. (90-74) 

TWO/THREE students for three bedroom apartment. Very 
close to campus. Available now or January let. Ring E. 
Young 932-8727 or 939-9708. (70-74) 

FAMILY WANTS college girl to live In tor second semester. 
Board and room In exchange for duties. Write Box 72, 
Manhattan, KS88602. (72-79) 

RIDE NEEDED to Tucson area, one way, December 17th to 
19th. Will sham driving expenses. Desperate! Call Eric 537 
1143.(73-79) 

SMALL. BLOND-HAIRED, blue-eyed,' fair-skinned Angel 
Baby. Must put up with crotchity but loveable bear and 
possessive girl Apply to: Tatty Bear, The Little Blond- 
Haired Girls Dirty Clothes Pile. (74) 

 LOST  
LOST: SILVER horseshoe shaped key ring—4 keys and 

medallion with Inscription "Chris." Call 932-6401, Reward. 
(72-74) 

MAN'S TAN lacket with navy corduroy trim. $16 reward If 
returned to Room 117, Weber Hall. (72-74) 

LADIES' WHITE-GOLD Hamilton watch with black face; In or 
around Kramer. Reward; 932-9289. (73-79) 

LOST—SILVER wedding band, special casting; around 
Union or Elsenhower. 9324869,937-7884. Reward (74-79) 

UMBRELLA—BLACK with curved handle. Left in Oenlson 
113, Monday. Call 937-8377. (74) 

BOYS' TURQUOISE 10-speed bike. White tape, ripped black 
seat, toe clips, black bag w/LA.W. patch. G. Laplerre, Type 
Tour de France, Superlux. Reward Call 9398673 (74-79) 

FOUND 
RING FOUND In R-2 room, Kedzie Hall. Call 532-6555 to Iden- 

tify and claim or come to Kedzie Hall room #103. (72-74) 

RING FOUND In R-2 room Claim In Kedzie 103. (73-76) 

CALCULATOR ON table in third floor Wlllard hallway. Idan 
tlfy and claim In Chemistry Office, Room 110. See Teana. 
(73-75) 

FOUND: BILLFOLD in basement restroom of Seaton Hall. 
Identify to claim. Phone 776-9393. (73-75) 

TWO LADIES' watches and two men's wstches in Farrell 
Library, December 1st. Can Identify and claim at Cir- 
culation Desk, Farrell Library between 8 00 a.m. and 5 00 
p.m. (74-79) 

SMALL CALCULATOR, also adapter for calculator, found In 
Farrell Library. Can identify and claim at Circulation Desk, 
Fan-ell Library between 8:00 a.m. and 9:00 p.m. (74-75) 

TWO LADIES' rings found In Fan-ell Library. Can Identify and 
claim at Circulation Desk, Farrell Library between 8 00 a.m. 
and 5:00 p.m. (74-75) 

CARD OF THANKS 
A BACKPACK, a canoe, a frisbee, a rope, a bike what do 

these things have In common? The ORC'sl Thanks, UPC 
Outdoor Recreation. (74) 

MR. BILL. Margaret and Marilyn: You've been terrific this 
year! Thanks for your support and all the hard work. UPC 
(74) 

PERSONAL 
SAM: TO the best roommate a person could ever aak for! 

However, try to avoid the "Tickle Pink Syndrome" at 4 a.m. 
Your loving roomie. Jewels. (74) 

ATTENTION FEMALES ol all ages, sizes and species!! 
December graduate desires female companion and or 
prospective wife to accompany him to the Nebraska 
wilderness. An excellent opportunity with fringe benefits 
for the right person. Any or all offera considered. Help this 
sex-starved man have a Merry Christmas Apply at Weber 
Library weekdays 9-9. Sponsored by The Deve Mackintosh 
Mate Selection Committee. (74) 

Peanuts By CHARLES SCHULZ 

UJELL, 60 AHEAD, ANP 
EAT..WMATAREY0U 

WAITING FOR? 

I UJA5 HOPING THERE 
WAS A SALAD BAR 

O <■» umwd f—w Sy-a»cl« loc _fi?K4*- 

Crossword 
ACROSS 

1 Deceptions 
5 Actor 

DeLuise 
8 Father of 

mankind 
12 Site of Taj 

Mahal 
13 Female sheep 
14 Bright star 

in Lyra 
15 Drudge 
16 Utter 
17 Makes a 

hole in one 
18 Hidden 
20 Take - 

(reprimand) 
22 Alcoholic 

drink 
23 Tablet 
24 Pale 
27 Prop 
32 Worm larva 
33 Piece out 
34 Born (Fr.) 
35 Flattered 
38 Sicilian 

volcano 
39 Craggy hill 
40 Son of 

Jacob 

By EUGENE SHEFFER 

42 Greek island     DOWN 
dweller 1 Buddhist 

45 White, priest 
insoluble 2 Composer 
powder 

49 Byron poem 
50 Wane 
52 Ladder 

crosspiece 
53 Ellipse 
54 Also 
55 Lowest 

female voice   8 Incarnation 
56 Hardy girl       9 In a state 
57 Type of bean     of decline 
58 Mexican 10 Matures 

laborer          11 Hide 
Avg. solution time: 23 min. 

B 

19 Greek letter 
21 Choose 
24 Clerical 

garment 
Stravinsky   25 Former 

3 Discoverer       French coin 
of Greenland 26 North 

4 Wages Carolina 
5 Calendar cape 

month          28 Musical 
6 Be in debt        instr. 
7 Encounter    29 British 

delinquent 
youth 

30 Japanese 
coin 

31 Ocean 
36 Amounts to 
37 Period 
38 Snare 
41 By 
42 Coagulate 
43 Rant 
44 Seines 
46 Regulation 
47 Toward the 

inside 
48 Ancient 

Greek 

CRYPTOQUIP 12-11 

SFTL   OLFTAPFL   OLFTAPFS    OFTAF 

Yesterday's Cryptoquip - ARMADILLOS ARE ENCASED 
competition  IN CLOSE ARMOR 

12-11   si Derisive Today's Cryptoquip clue :S equals D 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle.        shout 

LORI B (Airhead): There's never a dull moment witn you aa a 
roommate! It's been great! Love, Katny. (74) 

BIG BEND Caravan: My Mastercharge Is due and I am 
worried. Please help me out. Pay me In a hurry. N. (7479) 

CEIL: HAPPY 20th Birthday I Love, your Roomlea. (74) 

CASANOVA, GLAD to see you're getting older. Happy Bir- 
thday! We had a greet semester and hope for many more; 
You know! TWS. (74) 

MARY LIZ of Ford 3, do you remember these ... Amber 
Waves, the City Pool, Mother's Worry, cherry limeades snd 
Arts in the Park. Hope you have the best B-day ever. (One 
month early ) Love, Chipmunk Cheeks. (74) 

CB TO a very special guy who means an awful loll Thanks 
for listening on Sunday, the Vem's run/slide and snow 
"flake" fight on Monday. Have a fun break, but make sure 
you play It safe. Going to miss you lots; I think you better 
write. Friends always, LB. (74) 

TAMI SWEETIE, surprise and Happy belated birthday. I hope 
you really had a good time. Love Ya, Keith. (74) 

GERM, HAPPY 19th Birthday you big Loae! Thanks for 
making my first semester so fun. No, I don't feel guilty. 
Love, Joe. (74) 

VIRGINIA, THANKS for the great times. I hope there are 
many more. Heppy 19th and Merry Christmas. Love, Steve. 
(74) 

D. DEE and Eric: The Activities Carnival wouldn't have been 
the same without you. Thanks for the hard work! MR. (74) 

2A IS the best In West. Good luck on Finals ft have a very 
Merry Christmas' Love, Becky. (74) 

D. SCHAULIS—May His blessings be with you on finals and 
the Christmas holiday. Your friend, Delawishes. (74) 

MARK B.-Have a Happy Birthday on Dec. 18 I hope you're 
ready to really party then! PS. Thanks lor the trip to the 
Palace B&B'Gayla (74) 

LIEBCHEN: GOOD luck on finals Can't wait lor our 
psychology class next semester. (Fascinating!) Ich liebe 
dich, Batwoman. (74) 

GRUMPY—THE Pretty Prairie Rodeo, Royals games, West- 
port, 314 mile drives, dersilers, stepfamlly, sailing, "our 
spot," holidays snd summer apart, cracking up In church 
and all the real. The ring Is beautiful, what it stands for Is 
even better. Only 6 months to go! ILY—Brat. (74) 

DAN M.—Here's your very own personal personal. I'll expect 
your presence at Aggie Station Saturday. I'd prefer no strip 
show, lust a B-day klas. Julia. (74) 

DANA B. 723: Have a good day! Your Secret Santa Is wat- 
ching you I (74) 

L. GERHARDT: As you journey to the sunny land of Arizona, 
please don't forget us!! We'll miss you—best of luck with 
your transfer. Love, your dot; Kay. PS Merry Christmas! 
(74) 

7TH FLOOR Ford Corridor A: We wish you a Merry Christmas 
and a happy new year! Good luck on finals! Caria and 
Pollle. (74) 

TO THE Wed night tradition women ol 4th floor Goodnow: 
It's been a great year and we were In it... Thanks for the 
good times at the Rocker, they were almost as special as 
all ol you1 Love. PQ (74) 

TOM—TERRACE wont be the same without you and that's a 
fact. This spectacular semester coming up will find new 
wonders. Keep in touch and don't go blind first, Radar. (74) 

PADRO: AND you thought you wouldn't make It to the end of 
the semester. Good Luck on finals. R. (74) 

S. BUNNY—You've made this semester the best... By the 
way, you bet—H. Bear. (74) 

BOOZER a AMY—To make it through finals, I grant you a ton 
of sunflower seeds to keep you awake and a bloodhound 
to sniff out lost items. Good Luck—Roomie #3 (74) 

BRENT, IT has been great this semester with you around. 
Best of luck to you. I'll miss you s whole bunch. Love 
Forever. Angela. (74) 

BLUE EYES—Yea, this one's really for you! Merry Christ- 
mas! Love, Blue Eyes No. 2. (74) 

JOAN M ■ We're gonna miss you but lookin' forward to ... 
road trips, porkin-out, boozln'; Rick and drugs, em- 
barrassing welkins, scoping and most ol all being with 
you" Loveya.J.C &M (74) 

DU'S AND She DU's: We hope you have a Merry Christmas 
and a happy New Year. Randy, Juan. (74) 

HEY THERE, you Crusaders—Don't let school gel you down, 
just remember January Second, 'cause then we're Dallas 
bound. KDM. (74) 

JULIE M , from late night popcorn to our crary redecorating, 
you're the greatest roommate. Good Luck on your finals. 
Love, Jo. (74) 

SHOOTERS—THINK you're a pretty 0°oa" shot? Find out 
how good In the All-University Match, January 31, 1981. 
Watch for more Inlo next semster. —KSU Rifle Club. (74- 
79) 

NOVAK, NOVAK and Works: In appreciation for one crazy 
semester, thanks for donuts, Halloween terrors, poker, 
sing-slongs, donuts, steaks, wine, donuts, midnight street 
fights, Spot, marathon phone calls, donuts, kidnappings, 
B-ball tickets, donuts, a Christmas tree, orange balls, 
donuts, kisses, donuts and general harassment! Have a 
joyful holiday; Romans 1:11 ft 12. ST., WW. 4 the CO. (74) 

JILL PILL: Soon the KKK will be on the road again to Wichita 
The cucumber cult will miss you. Here's to Monday night 
drunks! Love, All your roommates. (74) 

CAROL—"OHHH, Rolling Over the River" was great, with 
the "Brass Rail" as our oar while we picked up "signs" as 
"Silly Sally" cruised "177." We loved the |okes and we'll 
always have our Nebraska I shirts as keepsakes from our 
Sigma NU tour guides. By the way—which way Is Kansas 
State?? Love, The "A-Chl-O" Road-Trippers: Jan, Kelly, 
Allison, Connie, and Sue. (74) 

GERTRUDE—I never told you how foxy you looked Saturday 
night—you were a knock-out (a real disco queen)! By the 
looks of your gray hair, I must have scared 10 years otf 
your Ufa with my wreckless driving. Where did you get 
those figure-flattering shorts? Gee, what some people will 
do for free drinks* It waa a night to remember—although 
Rick may never forgive you! Love, Connie. P.S. I'll always 
keep your identity my secret, "Sue"!! (74) 

CATHERINE-CONGRATULATIONS; It waa a long semester, 
but we made It. Good luck with finale. Love, Jill. (74) 

VICKI-THANK8 for a great semester! I'm gonna miss you. 
Take care. Love, Jill. (74) 

JERI AND Linda, from Topeka to K.C., Oak Ridge Boys con- 
certs, P-Q's, are we drunk or what?, barroom buddies. 
Tuesday night traditions. Kramer cuisine, and Gaa, Kane. 
... This Is college life and we're In It! Thanks for a super 
semester. I'll never forget. Luv ya. KerBer. (74) 

DAN A DARYL (our favorite pedres)-Hope you enjoyed the 
kidnapping, the laughs, and the good times 11 Merry Christ- 
mas to you both. Love. Chris ft Deb. (74) 

KD-HEY roomlel Has It really been a year and a half ?l Good 
luck on finals and Happy Holidays! T. (74) 

BIG MAC—Today you can start counting the gray halrsl 
We're gonna party hardy tonight so be readyl Happy Bird- 
dool Love ya. Sandy. (74) 

PIRANAHS-CONGRATULATIONS on an "awesome" 
seasonl You're all so dedicated And here's to those 
dlehards who celebrate et Kites, eat peanuts at three, and 
draw mustaches. Let's heve s BYOS soon. —Your Friendly 
Mermaid— P.S. Hey, Darrell, don't worry about your paper. 
(74) 
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A SPECIAL 
PLAIN POCKETSTM 
CHRISTMAS SALE. 

The big difference 
between us and them 

is the pocket. 
And the price. 

Sale 
10.99 
Denims, reg. 13.50 

Sale 
11.99 
Cords, reg. $15 

Plain Pockets™ jeans. The 
same great fit, fabric and 
tailoring as the big best 
seller. Choose flare or 
boot-cut styles for men's 
sizes. In all cotton denim 
or cotton/poly Denim Ex- 
tra* 

Sweaters 
9.99 

Warm up winter with style 
in these sweaters priced 
just for you. 
Crews and v-necks to prep 
up your skirts or ease 
over your pants. 

Open Monday- 
Friday 9 AM to 9 PM 

til Christmas 

JCPenney 
The Christmas Place 

Of course you can charge it 

>C Penney MM' ® 
4th & Houston St. 
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* semester. Publication will resume on Jan.12, » 
;     1981. i 
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Weinberger, Caspar, Regan accept 

Reagan fills 8 Cabinet-level jobs 
WASHINGTON (AP)—Ronald Reagan filled eight Cabinetlevel jobs Thursday, naming 

Wall Street financier Donald Regan as treasury secretary, confidant Caspar Weinberger 
as defense secretary and personal attorney William Smith as attorney general. 

All the nominees are white Republican men. Transition officials said they hoped to in- 
clude blacks and women among the remaining seven Cabinet-level posts. 

Reagan, who missed the formal announcement in a break with tradition, did not fill his 
incoming administration's top ranking Cabinet post, secretary of state. 

Retired Gen. Alexander Haig, Richard Nixon's last White House chief of staff, remained 
the leading choice for the State Department post, and was likely to be named by the 
weekend or early next week, according to sources in the president elect's transition team. 

OTHER CABINET-LEVEL selections announced Thursday were: 
Budget director, Rep. David Stockman (R-Mich.); CIA director, Reagan campaign chief 

William Casey; secretary of health and human services, Sen. Richard Schweiker (R-Pa.); 

The Associated Press analyzes Reagan's Cabinet selections, see p. 17 

secretary of commerce, Connecticut industrialist Malcolm Baldrige; and transportation 
secretary, deputy Republican Party chairman Drew Lewis. 

In a prepared statement released with the formal announcements, Reagan said: "From 
varying backgrounds, they bring a common dedication to be true to the hopes and dreams 
expressed by the American people on Nov. 4." 

In the Cabinet selections, Reagan turned to members of his own campaign inner circle 
and veterans of the Nixon administration. 

REGAN, chairman of Merrill Lynch & Co., the nation's largest brokerage house, 
reportedly was the last of the eight nominees to be chosen. Sources said Reagan settled on 
him Wednesday. 

As a national financial leader, Regan carries prestige to the treasury post, the ad- 
ministration's most important economic position. The president-elect has made the 
nation's economic problems his top priority and had been looking for a candidate who 
would be widely respected both on Capitol Hill and in the business community. 

One of Reagan's principal problems has been the treasury post. 
An early front-runner, former Treasury Secretary William Simon, withdrew, and 

another prospect, Citicorp. Chairman Walter Wriston, reportedly was dropped because of 
potential conflicts of interest stemming from his business interests. 

WEINBERGER, one of Reagan's most trusted advisers, served as budget director and 
secretary of health, education and welfare during the Nixon administration. Before that he 
had worked as then Gov. Reagan's finance director in California. 

Smith is chairman of the so called "kitchen cabinet" that helped Reagan narrow down 
the initial list of Cabinet possibilities. He is Reagan's personal lawyer and a longtime ad- 
viser and friend. 

Haig, former NATO commander, re-emerged as the leading candidate for the State 
Department after apparently suffering a decline in standing because of concern that his 
appointment would mire the early days of the Reagan administration in a rehash of the 
Watergate scandal. 

One transition source said an announcement on Haig's appointment had been expected 
Thursday, but was delayed because a review of his finances was not completed. Haig is 
president of United Technologies Inc., a major defense contractor based in Hartford, Conn. 

SENATE REPUBLICAN leader Howard Baker said he expects Reagan to nominate Haig 
within a few days, despite the controversy over the retired general's role in the final days of 
the Nixon administration. 

The eight nominees were introduced at a news conference by Reagan spokesman James 
Brady. 

Neither Reagan nor his chief counselor, Edwin Meese IIL appeared in person at the news 
conference. Brady said earlier Thursday that Reagan "feels it is their (Cabinet nominees') 
day and he doesn't want todo^ny thing to take away from their announcement" 

Presidents-elect, dating b_ck at least to John Kennedy, personally announced their 
Cabinet appointments. 

Smith was asked whether his close relationship with Reagan could put him in conflict 
with his role as the nation's chief law enforcement officer, as happened with Nixon and his 
attorney general, John Mitchell. 

HE REPLIED that he was not concerned. 
"I don't know of any case where knowing too much about a person is a disadvantage 

...The question is not what the relationship is; the question is the basic integrity of the 
people involved. With the two of us, you will not be disappointed." 

Answering questions, Regan promised an economic policy "which will deal with inflation 
several ways at once." While not disclosing any details, Regan said the policy would be 
developed by the time the new administration takes office. 

Besides secretary of state, other unfilled Cabinet posts are secretaries of labor, 
agriculture, interior, education, energy, and housing and urban development 

The budget and CIA directors are accorded the same status as the 13 department heads 
who formally comprise the Cabinet 

Potential changes in work-study 
to aid students, rescue program 

Yuletide cutting Staff photo by Scott Lltblor 

John Reynard and son Lucas age 4, depart from the Optimist Christmas 
tree lot at the corner ot 17th and Yuma with their Christmas tree 
Thursday. 

By DIANE DOCTOR 
Collegian Reporter 

With a money crunch firmly grasping the 
nation, even colleges feel the pinch and 
work-study eligibility may be more difficult 
for students to come by. 

On Oct. 28, Student Financial Assistance 
(SFA) stopped hiring work-study students 
until Aug. 16,1961. In conjunction with this 
limitation, there are to he no work-study 
employment notice forms posted on the job 
board at the Union. 

Now SFA is taking further steps to insure 
the College Work Study Program (CWSP) 
for the entire academic year, according to 
Mike Flores, SFA administrative assistant. 

There will be no extensions on students' 
budgets or budget increases that affect a 
student's existing work-study eligibility. 
The work-study eligibility as given to the 
student originally or revised prior to Oct. 28 
will be the final amount the student is 
eligible to receive. The work-study amount 
may be decreased upon receipt of other aids 
and awards. It will not increase, however, 
by the deletion of other aids or awards or by 
change in the student's financial situation. 

NO OVERTIME HOURS for work-study 
students will be allowed. There won't beany 
pay raises, with the exception of the Federal 
Pay Increase. Under the Federal Pay 
Increase, minumum wage will increase 
from $3.10 to $3.35, effective Jan. 1, 1981. 
This is the first year K-State will have to 
adhere to the raise. 

"This (minimum wage increase) came 
into affect the first of November and it is 
hurting us and every other school that uses 
CWSP," Flores said. "It may help work- 
study students in the short term, but it could 
hurt in the long term." 

The long term pain would result with the 
payroll budget running out of money more 
quickly. Secondly, there is a limit to how 
much money a work-study student can 
make each academic year, before his 
eligibility runs out. An increase in minimum 
wage may cause a student's eligibility to 
end. 

As the final part of the revision, Student 
Employment and SFA strongly encourages 
all departments to cut work-study students 
by 2-3 hours a week when possible. This will 
be on a voluntary basis for students unless 
the situation calls for extreme enforcement. 

PRIOR TO THIS revision, students were 
able to increase work-study amount if they 
documented additional education costs, and 
when student aid (loans or grants) was 
approved but not received and the student 
wished to cancel some or all of it. Now there 
is no possibility of an increase. 

"We have had some heart-wrenching 
circumstances this year, even the loss of a 
parent and haven't been able to increase 
any eligibility," Flores said. 

Part of the reason for the cutbacks in the 
program is the increase in student em- 
ployment on campus. Last year, 45 percent 
of students eligible for work-study were 
employed. This year the figure has risen to 
89.3 percent—431 students on the work-study 
payroll. 

AN INCREASED number of students 
choosing to use their work-study eligibility 
caused a financial pinch for SFA. 

"We simply had a rush on our work-study 
program," Flores said. "Last year we had 
to send 135,000 back to the government that 
we didn't use. This year we'll use it 
all—even with a $121,529 increase in fun- 
ding." 

K-State will remain at the 80-20 split (SFA 
pays 80 percent of student payroll and the 
departments pay 20 percent) for the 
duration of the academic year with the 15 
percent administrative allowance still in 
operation. 

"But if we see an increase in spending, the 
split will change (to 60-40)," Flores said. 

SFA had overestimated last November's 
payroll by $30,000. This created some 
concern at SFA that the large payroll would 
deplete the budget by February. Con- 
sequently, the 60-40 plan was placed under 
consideration, Flores said. 

FLORES ESTIMATES the $269,000 left in 
the budget after paying the Dec. 1 work- 
study paychecks should last until at least 
April. 

If there is a shortage in the budget this 
spring semester, and the payroll runs out, 
students will have to be switched to campus 
payroll. Flores estimates a 35 percent 
reduction of students employed on campus if 
this happens. 

"In one sense I'm happy we've been able 
to place so many of our work-study students 
but in another sense, it (the increase of 
work-study employment) has come back to 
haunt us," Flores said. 
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Briefly By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Red-suited man has last ho-ho-ho 
HAYS — The $5,000 check the nattily dressed stranger gave the 

Rev. Bill Bush for his First Southern Baptist Church seemed to good 
to be true. And it was. 

"You just don't find that many people wearing burgundy tuxedos 
in a motel cafeteria at 10 o'clock in the morning," Bush said of 
Tuesday's meeting with a man authorities have identified as Jef- 
frey Jacobs. 

Authorities say Jacobs is a 21-year-old parolee with four jail 
escapes on his record. He is currently wanted for stealing a car and 
credit cards from the man who befriended him when he was 
released from an Alabama prison a month ago. 

He was arrested Wednesday by Junction City police and is being 
held for Virginia authorities, where he faces grand larceny charges 
in the car theft. Ellis and Geary county officials said they are 
contemplating charges against Jacobs and are waiting to hear from 
police in California, where he allegedly used a stolen credit card to 
rent the car he drove to Kansas. 

Jacobs tried to paint a rosier picture when he met with the 
minister, Bush recalled Thursday. 

Jacobs identified himself as Edwin Ranck of Powhatan County, 
Va., and said he was vice president of a Louisiana oil company. 

Jacobs told Bush he had a close friend, a Baptist minister, who 
had died recently, and he wanted to give Bush's church a $5,000 gift 
in the minister's memory. 

"He said he and his childhood sweetheart were married five days 
ago and she died in the MGM Grand fire on their wedding night. Yet 
he didn't seem particularly upset about it, and I knew the fire was 
more than five days ago," Bush recalled. 

Son's arraignment surprises father 
KANSAS CITY — Walter Chism happened to be in the courthouse 

on another matter, and noticed the name of his son, Anthony T. 
Chism, docketed for arraignment on second-degree burglary 
charges. 

"It kind of surprised the hell out of me,"the elder Chism said, so 
he stuck around for the hearing last week in Jackson County Circuit 
Court. 

When Judge Forrest Hanna called up the case, the defendant 
identified himself as Anthony T. Chism, and gave the correct date of 
birth. 

Walter Chism then addressed the court. "Excuse me, Judge, but 
Anthony T. Chism is my son, and that isn't my son." 

Hanna, surprised, turned back to the defendant and asked, "Well, 
who are you?" 

This time the young man replied, "Dexter Johnson." 
Johnson, police found, had used at least seven aliases in recent 

years, and had three burglary convictions on his record. 
As a result of the courtroom disclosure, Johnson was bound over 

for trial on $10,000 bond. 

Farmer treats hogs to manure 
GAYLORD, Minn. — Minnesota hog farmer Marlyn Messner and 

his son Joe say they are saving money and improving the health of 
their herd by treating their animals to their own manure. 

Far from being unhealthy, properly-treated manure can make a 
safe, palatable and economical hog feed, the Messners said. 

Their confinement hog barn has a flush system that regularly 
washes waste out from under the animals. A large machine screens 
the manure-filled water, removing the solids from the wastes. 

Those manure solids are mixed with 100 pounds of soybean meal 
and pre-mix feed. The concoction becomes the repast for the swine 
herd. 

Students gather, release hostilities 
ST. LOUIS — About 2,000 Washington University students and 

faculty members gathered in a common square and primally 
screamed out their frustrations for half an hour. 

"We're tired, we're in finals and the world just doesn't look very 
good out there," explained student Jeff Katz during the Wednesday 
night gathering. 

"This is the kind of self-generated therapy that's been missing 
from campus life since the late '60s," Max %kenfuss, a Russian 
history professor said. "Involvement in their own examinations is 
to these students what the war was to the generation of the late 
•60s." 

The primal scream was organized by Tupper Kinder, a 
sophomore in arts and sciences at the university. "We have to do it 
to keep healthy," Kinder said. 

A student from India who identified himself only as Nij, said the 
scream was "terrific. I wish everyone could get their frustrations 
and their misunderstandings expelled in a way like this." 

WeatfieF 
During Christmas break the weather will be windy, wet, cool, 

cold, mild and warm, with snow, rain, sleet, hail, possible thun- 
derstorms and occassional drizzle. Enjoy it all. 

Attention all KSU students! 
Has your fiddle (violin, viola, cello, bass) been 

buried alive in its case or cover all this time? 

Give it a breath of fresh air by joining along with the 
KSU Symphony to play Handel's Messiah during the 
"Messiah Sing Along" in McCain Auditorium on Sunday, 
Dec. 14 at 3:00 p.m. 

No audition is necessary to play and you can choose your own section (Violin I, 
Violin II, Viola, CeUo, Bass). 

GOOD LUCK 
ON 

FINALS 
FROM SANTA AND ALL OF US AT... 

HOME OF THE WILDCATS! 
jcm .IPS. 

Stop in for a break between exams... tell us about your 
Holiday Plans. .. then have a Merry Merry Christmas! 

To Share A Christmas Greeting 
on 

Tuesday, December 16,1980 

at 11:00 p.m. 

Hie Celebration of Holy Communion 

at First Presbyterian Church 

8th & Leavenworth 

Each year prior to the end of the Semester, a service of 
Holy Communion is held at the Church providing an op- 
portunity for students to share in a Christmas celebra- 
tion prior to leaving School. The blue bus will stop be- 
tween Boyd and West Hall at 10:45 p.m. for the Church, 
returning to campus following the service. 



Opinions 

Thanks for 
the education 

This newspaper is part of an education. 
It's an education for those reporting students who 

write a bulk of the stories in the Collegian, and its an 
education for those staff members who edit these 
stories and work in other capacities. 

The Collegian is a laboraratory experience where 
fledgling journalists receive on-the-job training in 
preparation for their careers. 

As in any learning experience, mistakes, of course, 
are made. However, unlike in other classes, where 
mistakes affect only an individual, errors in the 
Collegian are sometimes made at another's expense. 
This is unfortunate, but the knowledge gained con- 
tributes to the refinement of crude journalistic skills. 

This paper, and this labororatory experience could 
not be successful without the cooperation of sources 
on campus and in the community. 

Those who are less than cooperative also con- 

tribute to the educational process by forcing naive 
aspiring journalists to face the realities of a 
frequently skeptical public. 

Most Collegian staff members take their jobs very 
seriously. This semester, some have indeed served 
above and beyond the call of duty in the interest of 
getting news to the public. 

A power outage and a computer breakdown forced 
staff members to work until dawn on two occasions. 
And several dedicated members sacrificed another 
night's sleep to produce the 1980 election special 
section. 

The effort has been admirable, and the results 
pleasing. Thank you staff. 

And, thank you members of the campus and 
community—for the education. 

CAROL HOLSTEAD 
Collegian Editor 

Raymond Quinton 

The *finaT 
connection 

I have been pondering the question of 
whether world events and final exams have 
any type of connection whatsoever. To 
illuminate my ponderance, I devised this 
comparison contrast of the matter. I've 
plotted out how past and present world 
events and finals interact during an average 
week before the tense inducing test period. 

MONDAY: I remember there's war in the 
Middle East. Ronald Reagan is loose in 
America. Jimmy Carter roams around 
somewhere between Camp David and 
Washington, D.C. The hostage debate still 
goes on. Poland cringes at the thought of 
war. Big daddy Russia takes care of its own 
and those it wants. 

WEDNESDAY: Finals get closer and 
closer. I try to hide from them but there 
doesn't seem to be a place. I grimace, then 
cringe again. 

THURSDAY: I remember that an ear- 
thquake killed 3,000 or so people and brought 
with it plague, pestilence and despair. More 
than 80 people are killed in a bizarre fire in 
beautiful downtown Las Vegas. Several 
innocent black children are murdered in 
Georgia. Eight people die in a house fire a 
little closer to home. John Lennon, our hero 
for peace and love is victimized by some 
lunatic with a gun. People keep dying 
everywhere. 

FRIDAY: I cringe six times, take large 
doses of lemon & spice flavored tea. Finals 
keep getting closer. I wish there was some 
way to avert them. I balance on the fringe of 
lunacy. 

SATURDAY: There are drugs 
everywhere. Someone is hauled in for ex- 
torting acres and acres of wildwood weed. 
People take uppers to keep them going, 
downers to intercept their flight pattern and 
drink coffee to counteract the two. Walter 
Cronkite brings more bad news. There are 
gruesome headlines on the daily paper 
about assassinations in foreign lands. 
Another politician bites the Abscam dust. 

SUNDAY MORNING: I study once, twice 
and then some. Finals keep coming on 
strong. K-State cringes at the thought of 
finals. This time, I get shivers up and down 
my spine. 

SUNDAY AFTERNOON: Religions, 
groupies and cults are still making their 
daily debut into the world. Neither one 
understands the other. People debate who is 
right—Christ, Buddha or Mohammed. 
There's so much to choose from in this 
spiritual smorgasbord. 

SUNDAY NIGHT: I play the piano to 
relax. I try a quick game of racquetball to 
counteract my anxieties. Still, finals keep 
advancing their forces. I can't stop them 
and running is quite unbecoming of me. I 
just want to hide. 

So here I am today, immortalized in a 
small mugshot at the top of this column and 
still have not figured out the specific course 
of interaction between finals and world 
events. I do know that there is some 
correlation though. 

THE CHAOS WHICH abounds in the world 
sometimes creates an intense convolution of 
emotions because it is something we just 
can't block out—like final exams. These two 
working together cause an overbearing 
feeling of helplessness because we realize 
that things, for the most part, will be what 
will be. 

Final exams threaten to extract our 
livelihood and world events tend to cause 
mild, if not intense cases of depression. 

My conclusion to the problem is simple 
and quite rudimentary. I can control the 
outcome of my exams but, as much as I 
would like to, I can't control Russia. This 
simple idea sure takes a big load off my 
mind. 

There's also something else I realize that 
keeps me going. 

Santa Claus is coming to town. 
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And so this 
is Christmas 

The lights shined in unrenovated down- 
town Manhattan before the turkey was even 
carved. The phenomenon takes place 
whether or not you want to come into con- 
tact with Santa and his little elves, or desire 
to buy decorations for that fine new Scotch 
Pine (prices beginning at $15), Christmas 
cards for all those other knotheads that send 
you cards, snow, Firestone's "new" family 
album, booze in boxes rather than cheap 
sacks, fruit baskets full of demolished citrus 
from the south, eggnog, and of course, 
stockings stuffed with new skivvies from 
Grandma. 

Yeah, you have to realize it's that time of 
year again. And so this is Christmas. 

The season isn't complete without a "wish 
list" for those hoping Santa's sleigh will 
break down right here in the Apple (the 
wormy one of course) and force him to 
distribute gifts throughout the community. 

So, in the Christmas list tradition, I 
thought of a few items which could be in- 
cluded: 

—For the man at the top, Duane Acker: A 
vice president for University decisions. This 
position involves forming a stance on all 
matters previously considered by com- 
mittees which worked on the specific 
problem for three months without deter- 
mining what the problem is. 
—For the people involved near the top of 
their own little world (athletics), the 
following: 
—For Dev Nelson: A sudden return to the 
mike for the purple and white. Oh, we need 
to hear another deep-dish dilly rimming 
rimming in. 
—For Jack Hartman: A lifetime contract at 
K-State. 
—For Jim Dickey: 30 points on our side of 
the scoreboard before every game and an 
occasional victory to keep people confused. 
—For Ellis Rainsberger: A new car lot 
which he can claim to be his own instead of 
those used junkies he's been selling since 

leaving his head coaching spot. 
—Speaking of drop-add (Rainsberger- 
Dickey), there must be a better way to do 
things down in the basement of Farrell, but 
like basketball ticket sales, it's doubtful if 
anyone will discover how. 
—For financial aid: A new one-page report 
with only two catchy points (instead of an 
infinite number) which will send students 
back to Day 1 of "Student Held Hostage—No 
Money." 
—For the new buildings on campus: A few 
windows to break the monotonous and 
unreasonable facsimile of traditional re- 
state stone. 
—For Anderson Lawn: A return to decent 
grass that used to grow there before it was 
completely overhauled in an effort to make 
this place a focal point of campus. 
—To the trees of K-State: An end to the 
abuse and misuse created by those stupid 
nameplates. 
—Speaking of abuse, to the sensible people 
on campus who have to put up with the 
unsensible "sensible recipes" for mixed 
drinks to serve at your next party: 
Unsensible drinks to really have fun. 
—To all the Bible organizations and cults in 
the news: Forgiveness from all non- 
believers. 
—To Leon Russell: Please don't cancel out 
onus. 
—To Cardwell 101: 101 pounds of manure 
straight from   K-State's north forty. May 
your evil ways continue to strike fear into 
every freshman's soul. 
—To all Trekkies: Your gift is here early. Be 
sure to wear pointed ears to assure you 
front-row seats tonight. 
—To Carol Holstead: Peace and quiet as you 
leave this crazy ball of confusion. 
—To Ben Mahaffey: A change of venue to 
another university grievance board with 
clear policies and regulations. 
—To the College of Agriculture:  Some 
reasonable     explanation     for     the 
dis( re (organization which has occured over 
the past year. 
—To the trailers south of Calvin: A new 
location off campus, out of state, out of the 
country, in Tijuana, I don't care, anywhere 
but on a major university campus. 
—To architecture students: Outlined maps 
of Seaton Hall to instruct your friends on 
how to find you in your studio. 
—To athletically-inclined students: Your 
right to be able to use Ahearn. 
—To the Union Bookstore: Finalization of 
those  employee  vacation   plans   to the 
Bahamas generated by the money gained 
from students on book sales and returns. 
—To the city of Manhattan: A donation from 
Granny—a  pair  of  skivvies  to protect 
Johnny Kaw from those scopers who tend to 
point out an artistic "flaw in Kaw" driving 
south on 11th Street. 
—And of course to that mecca of 
memories—Agonyville: A divorce from 
Manhattan's prevalent bar magnate and a 
return to competitive pricing. 
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Letters 

Minister clarifies quote 
Editor. 

Praise to the Collegian. 
The fact that the Collegian was the only 

local newspaper that cared enough to cover 
the entire seminar on cults is very 
praiseworthy. Your willingness to spend the 
time with student reporters in the midst of 
finals and study for finals is exceptional. 

However, I must correct one aspect ot 
your coverage. In Wednesday's story, 
"Seminar probes realities, properties of 
Kansas cults," it was reported, "According 
to Saunders, the groups known to operate in 
the Manhattan area that appear to have 
cult-like properties include..." and several 
groups are named. I did not say that these 
groups: Jews for Jesus, KSU Bible Study, 

the PTL Club, The Covenant, Women and 
Girls Aglow appeared to have cult-like 
properties. 

I said these groups are some of the ones 
that operate in Manhattan and other places 
in Kansas about which there have been 
inquiries or complaints through Citizens 
Freedom Foundation andor others, and that 
these groups seem to fit in a category of 
groups which have Christian messages but 
have problems with authoritarianism, 
power abuse, and control of members which 
can yield cult-like excesses. 

Rod Saunders 
campus minister, 

Ecumenical Christian Ministries 

A Charlie Brown tree 
Editor, 

Man, that Christmas tree in the Union is a 
sight to behold. It looks dead. When you look 
at it your eyes can't believe what they're 
seeing. The limbs are blown and the top is 
dragging. This poor pitiful tree looks lonely 
as a mole on your thigh. 

The tree reminds us of Charlie Brown's 
tree, except bigger. Nobody ever comes 
near it because it's so ugly. If everyone that 

goes through the Union would put on an 
ornament, this Christmas tree would look 50 
percent better. The other 50 percent is 
hopeless. 

Julia Talge 
freshman in plant pathology and 

Tom Paden 
junior in horticulture therapy 

'Cheap shots' expressed 
Editor, 

RE: Velina Houston's letter, "Aiding a 
racial regression," in Wednesday's 
Collegian. 

I found Velina Houston's letter in reaction 
to Denise Harvey's column, "Courage from 
within," very interesting. 

Ms. Houston's reasoning is amazing. She 
accuses Ms. Harvey of fostering racism by 
expressing a sense of bitterness and outrage 
at resurgent racism and blatant injustice. I 
can't help but think that the complacency 
criticized by Ms. Harvey, rather than her 
reaction against racism, is an aid to "racial 
regression." There is something very 
positive about a negative attitude toward an 
evil. 

Perhaps Ms. Houston would not accuse 
me of hiding behind my color or en- 
couraging racism if I were to express anger 

about the Greensboro acquittals since I'm 
white, as are the principals in the case. But 
then, since she shares her striking insight 
that substance is more important than 
surface, she surely would have to allow Ms. 
Harvey the same right. 

Ms. Houston took a number of cheap 
shots. I found no evidence of ethnic 
provincialism or of hostility to people rather 
than to ignorance and viciousness in Ms. 
Harvey's editorial. Ms. Houston apparently 
used a misinterpretation of a valid and 
moving emotional reaction as a forum to 
implicitly congratulate herself for her own 
enlightened attitude. I appreciate Ms. 
Houston's lack of prejudice, but perhaps she 
shouldn't be so quick to find it in others. 

Steve Stalter 
senior in pre-law 

Songs You Know By Heart. 

You demanded it! Here are the original 
studio recordings of all the great 
Heart singles, including "Magic Man," 
"Crazy On You" and "Barracuda." 

h^fh 'h^ 
You demanded it! The first live Heart 
album includes spectacular concert 
performances, never before available 
on record. Plus, as a bonus, the new 
Heart single, "Tell It Like It Is." 
A double album in everyway from Heart. 

On Epic Records 
and Tapes. 

tpc rsohocJemartiolCBSInc 

■1980CBSmc 

Available at your 
favorite Record Store 
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Ozburn fills last spot 
in ag reorganization 

Reorganization in the College of 
Agriculture is complete. 

Jim Ozbun, currently head of the 
Department of Horticulture Science and 
Landscape Architecture at the University of 
Minnesota, Duluth, was announced as the 
new associate dean of agriculture and 
director of research at frState Thursday. 

Ozbun will begin his duties March 1,1961 
and will replace Floyd Smith, current 
director of the Agriculture Experiment 
Station. 

Ozbun will coordinate research between 
on-campus departments and K-State's 
research stations located across Kansas, 
according to John Dunbar, future dean of 
the College of Agriculture and director of 
the agricultural experiment stations. 

OZBUN was the only individual in- 
terviewed by the search and screening 
commmittee at K-State. 

Charles Deyoe, department head of Grain 
Science at K-State and chairman of the 
search and screening committee, said there 
were 20 applicants for the position of 
associate dean and director of research. 

"... we (the search and screening com- 
mittee) selected Dr. (A.J.) Hiatt (depart- 
ment chairman of agronomy at the 
University of Kentucky) and Dr. Ozbun as 
the two final applicants for the position," 
Deyoe said. 

Later, Hiatt withdrew his nomination 
because he wished to remain at the 
University of Kentucky, Deyoe said. 

Deyoe said Ozbun "was the unanimous 
choice with the (search and screening) 
committee" and "I was very impressed 
with him and his credentials." 

Ozbun was notified of the committee's 
choice and accepted the position this week, 
Deyoe said. 

OZBUN graduated from North Dakota 
State University, Fargo, with a B.S. in soils 
science in 1955. Later, he received his M.S. 
from North Dakota State University, Fargo, 
in soils science in 1961 and received his 
Ph.D. in soils and plant physiology from the 
University of North Carolina, Raleigh. 

Ozbun began teaching in 1964 as professor 
of plant physiology at Cornell University, 
Ithica, New York. He became assistant 
director of research at Cornell University's 
Agricultural Experiment Station in 1967 and 
in 1974 was associate director of the 
Cooperative Extension Service. 

Ozbun left Cornell University in 1976 to 
become department head of Horticultural 
Sciences and Landscape Architecture at the 
University of Minnesota. 

"He's   an   experienced   administrator, 

SHRIMP 
PEEL FRM 
• All The Boiled 

Shrimp You Can 
Eat 

• Includes Salad Bar, 
Potato For *7.95 

DINNERS 5:30-10 PM   1115 MORO 

TGIF DRINK SPECIALS IN BAR! 

having served as head of the horticulture 
department at Minnesota and as assistant 
director of the Agricultural Experiment 
Station and associate director of the 
Cooperative Extension Service at Cornell 
University. He's had a record of excellent 
rapport with faculty and with agricultural 
leaders in both Minnesota and New York," 
Dunbar said. 

DUNBAR SAID he was pleased to have 
Ozbun join K-State's administrative staff in 
the College of Agriculture. 

"Dr. Ozbun was recommended highly by 
Cornell University officials and also by the 
University of Minnesota," Dunbar said. 

Ozbun said be will stress the importance 
of food production at K-State's research 
stations. 

"I am going to promote the importance of 
food production in Kansas because it is such 
a great agriculture state. I am also looking 
forward to coining to Kansas because of the 
opportunities and challenges that it will 
present to me," he said. 

Ozbun is one of three new associate deans 
in the College of Agriculture. Fred Sobering 
was recently appointed as associate dean 
and director of the Kansas Cooperative 
Extension Service, and David Mugler was 
named as associate dean and director of 
resident instruction. Sobering and Mugler 
will assume their new positions Jan. 1,1961. 

Today is last day to pre-enroll 
Today is the final day of ore-enrollment 

for the spring semester. Students wishing to 
pre-enroll are advised to see their instructor 
to complete the forms, and then turn them in 
at the basement of Farrell Library. 
Enrollment forms will be accepted until 4:20 
p.m., a spokesman of the registrars' office 
said. 

Students failing to schedule classes during 
pre-enrollment will have the opportunity to 
do so on the first day of spring registration, 
Jan. 12. Enrollment will last one day, from 
8:30 a.m. until 5 p.m. Late enrollment for 
the spring semester will begin Jan. 14 in the 
Union Courtyard. 

CANCER 
CAN BE BEAK 

American 
Cancer Society % 

THIS Sf»d UMTUM/nn AS A fl'lUC SIKVKI 

STATION 

SUNDAY 
RIB NITE! 
ALL RIBS YOU CAN 
IAT-»5.95 
SALAD BAR 
FRENCH FRIES 

Sunday Dinners 5:30-9 p.m. 
RECIPROCATING WITH 1WCLUBS! 

IT'S HOLIDAY TIME 
AT SWANSON'S 

Take home some holiday cheer 
from Swanson's 

Set a festive table with our 
traditional HOLIDAY TREATS 

CHRISTMAS TREE 
COFFEE CAKES 

Fruitflavors—a merry way 
to start the day. 

GERMAN STOLLEN 
An authentic German recipe 

CHRISTMAS TREE STOLLEN 
Almond butter rilling with candied fruit 

Family size or Super size 

JULEKAGE Our Scandinavian Christmas bread 
FRENCH YULE LOGS 

A colorful centerpiece that tastes as good as it looks 

COOKIES COOKIES COOKIES 
COOKIES 

Cranberry, Pumpkin, Banana Nut Bread 
Swanson's incomparable Butter & Brandy Fruitcake 

Divinity—Peanut Brittle—Almond Bark 

Order ahead for your pies, dinner rolls, & goodies 

SWANSON'S BAKERY, INC. 
776-4549      a holiday tradition   225 Poyntz 
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Hair strands make jewelry pieces 
By TERRY SCHROFF 

Collegian Reporter 
The yearly dilemma of selecting "just the 

right" Christmas gift can be a frustrating 
experience to many consumers. 

Now shoppers can stop biting their 
fingernails, pulling out hair and knashing 
their teeth. In fact, they can probably put 
some of those ripped-out strands of hair to 
good use, by giving the nostalgic gift of hair 
jewelry 

"During the 1850's and the 1860's was the 
most popular time hair jewelry was used," 
Margaret Ordonez, assistant professor in 
clothing, textiles and interior design, said. 

According to Ordonez, hair jewelry was 
quite common in the middle of the 19th 
century. Hair was often used to make watch 
fobs, bracelets and necklaces, she said. 

ANOTHER POPULAR use for hair was in 
the festive form of hair wreaths. Used as a 
family heirloom, each member of the family 
would sacrifice portions of their hair for the 
wreath, so the strands could be "patiently 
woven into tendrils and foliage," Ordonez 
said. 

According to Peter Welsh, currator of fine 
arts and clothing at the Kansas State 
Historical Society in Topeka, brown hair 
was the most available color to use in hair 
crafts. However if the family was large 
enough, it was possible to get several colors 
to use. 

"Auburn or red hair were the most 
desired colors because of the way thet 
contrast with the other hairs. After that, 
white, blond or platinum gray hair was 
favored," he said. 

Welsh said during the 19th century, it was 
a popular joke that those with red hair 
always had the shortest hair in the family, 
because they were frequently having their 
hair trimmed for craft projects. 

Welsh said that due to the delicate nature 
of some wreaths, they were often held 
together with an enameled wire in order to 
increase their strenth and flexibility. 

"Hair is a protein fiber like wool, and it is 
similar to wool in texture," Ordonez said. 

THIS FACTOR made hair a very durable 
material to work with, she said. During the 
19th century when hair was fashionably 
long, Ordonez said one strand of hair would 
be sufficient to braid into a bracelet. 

Also popular during this time frame, were 
brooches, lockets and cameos. While these 
items weren't made of hair, they often 
contained clippings of a relative or lover, 
she said. 

As another decoration, a lock of hair 
within a locket or brooch was placed under a 
glass dome. 

Welsh said in between 1850 and 1860, the 
trend of "mourning jewelry" was quite 
prevelant. As a sign of respect, very little 
jewelry was worn during the first stages of 
mourning following a death. As time 
passed, more jewelry was added, he said. 

Much of the mourning jewelry contained 
black stones and human hair in them—often 
the hair of the deceased loved one, ac- 
cording to Welsh. 

It was also common for hair wreaths to be 
made from the deceased—serving aa a 
memorial of them and passed on through 
family generations for years to follow, 
Ordonez said. 

The origins of hair jewelry is not clear, but 
it is noted predominantly as a craft used in 
the New England states and New York 
State. 

Welsh said the jewlry merely reflected a 
vogue trend among women in the eastern 
portion of the United States. 

(HoHoHo?) 

The Little Apple: 
Manhattan, Kansas! 
Show them where you live1. 

Show them where you'ue been! 
Bright red apple with 

black letters on white pure 
cotton t-shirt. $8.00 each. 

Spiffs Gift. Sweet and Tasty. 

Checks payable to: The Art Works. 
Lonestar Hotel •.'.• 931 Moro. 
Manhattan, Kansas 66502. 
(913) 539-8917 
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Phone     
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Youth (Sml 
(Flease add   75 ea   for mailing or pick up yourself 
and save ) 
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FROM THE COLLECTION OF BRUCE BRYANT 

SECOND FLOOR UNION SHOWCASE 
DECEMBER 8-19 
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OPEN 
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11:00 A.M. 

LUNCH 
$1.00 DRINKS 

.mill 6  30) 

SOUP& 
SANDWICHES 

Fealurlnq Pierre La 
Moosea In /•• kitchen 

_ $ Merry Christmas h 

Happy Holidays to each and everyone 
of the K.S.U. Community. 
May this holiday season 

be especially meaningful and enjoyable 
for you and those you love. 

May each one of us during 
this coming holiday season do 
some work of love and peace. 

From the People at 

Ecumenical Christian Ministries 
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Winter Brings Out 
The Best In Fashions 

From Borck Brothers. 
When winter comes we really get fashionable . . . Maybe it's 

because there are more clothes to wear . . . finely tailored suits from 
the best suitmakers around . . . outerwear by such names as 
Woolrich and Zero King ... a whole cupboard of tempting, warm 
all-wool sweaters by famous makers . . . slacks by Merrit and San- 
sabelt. . . 

We could go on and on . . . But why don't you come see for 
yourself the store full of Christmas bargains we have for your Christ- 
mas shopping. . . 

We're open extra hours for your shopping convenience—from 
10:30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m. weekdays and from 1 to 5 p.m. Sunday. 

There's always free parking at Borck Brothers, downtown . . . 

Humboldt 
at Third 
Ph. 537-8636 fine menswear 
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Invasions used to control socialists systems 
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

The three major Soviet military 
operations of the post-World War II year- 
s—the moves into Hungary, Czechoslovakia 
and Afghanistan—all were designed to snuff 
out powerful challenges to the Kremlin- 
sponsored socialist systems in those 
countries. 

In each case, as in the current crisis in 
Poland, the Soviets accused the United 
States and other outsiders of having helped 
inspire unrest, and in each case, the Red 
Army already had a foothold in the country 
involved. 

But the three interventions differed in 
important ways. 

In Hungary in 1956, Moscow's troops 
staged an nth-hour military push that 
crushed an armed anti-Soviet uprising on 
the brink of full victory. 

In Czechoslovakia 12 years later, Soviet- 
bloc forces reversed the evolution of a new 
style of socialism that had peacefully taken 
root. 

In Afghanistan, the Red Army has 
bolstered the fight against anti-communist 
guerrillas. 

Here is a look at the three previous in- 
terventions and their repercussions: 

HUNGARY 
In the early 1950s, Hungary fluctuated 

between liberalization and Stalinist rigidity. 
Peasants resisted farm collectivization and 
many other Hungarians opposed 
regimentation and strict police control. 

On Oct. 23, 1956, police opened fire on a 
student-led protest march in Budapest. By 
the next morning a full-scale uprising was 
under way. Much of the Hungarian army 
joined the insurgents. 

By the end of October, a coalition 
government headed by maverick Com- 
munist Imre Nagy had taken power. The 
20,000 or more Soviet troops stationed in 
Hungary withdrew. 

Nagy promised free elections and 
property rights for farmland. When he 
repudiated Hungary's membership in the 
Soviet military alliance, more than 100,000 
Soviet troops struck back across the border. 
By Nov. 9, they had put down the Hungarian 
resistance. At least 12,000 people were killed 
in three weeks of revolution. 

The Kremlin blamed the West for the 
Hungarian uprising. American government 
broadcasts had called openly for anti-Soviet 
revolts in East Europe, and U.S. labor 
unions sent money to Hungary's "Freedom 
Fighters," just as they have supplied funds 
for Poland's new union. But as the 
revolution was crushed, the West did little. 

The Soviets replaced the Nagy govern- 

ment with one led by Janos Kadar, who still 
heads the Hungarian Communist Party and 
has gradually liberalized his country's 
economic system, while remaining 
staunchly loyal to the Soviets. Nagy was 
executed. 

CZECHOSLOVAKIA 
In early 1968, Communist "reformists" 

led by Alexander Dubcek took over the 
leadership of Czechoslovakia, replacing the 
regime of Antonin Novotny because of 
economic difficulties and mounting public 
pressure for liberalization. The new 
government encouraged broader political 
discussion, and greater economic and 
cultural freedom. 

By mid-1968, the official Soviet news 
media were denouncing what they described 
as "counter-revolutionary" elements 
threatening the communist order in 
Czechoslovakia. The United States and West 
Germany were accused of being behind 
these elements. 

In late June, the Prague government 
enraged the Kremlin by allowing 
Czechoslovak intellectuals to circulate a 
manifesto condemning 20 years of com- 
munist rule. 

About this time, Warsaw Pact armies 
began maneuvers in and around 
Czechoslovakia. Soviet troops were notably 

slow to withdraw, something many took as a 
veiled threat against Prague. 

Dubcek seemed to placate Soviet leader 
Leonid Brezhnev in two summit meetings 

"that summer. But on Aug. 20-21, more than 
600,000 Soviet, East German, Polish, 
Hungarian and Bulgarian troops rolled into 
Czechoslovakia, meeting virtually no 
resistance. 

Although Dubcek was not removed as 
party leader until 1969, the massive in- 
timidation quickly stopped the movement 
away from Soviet-style socialism. 

AFGHANISTAN 
Soviet military intervention in 

Afghanistan was aimed at propping up the 
rule of a faction-riven leftist group, the 
People's Democratic Party (PDP), which 
seized power in April 1978 and was hard- 
pressed in a mountain war against guerrilla 
tribesmen. 

As of mid-December 1979, U.S. officials 
estimated that 1,000 Soviet military advisers 
were in Afghanistan. But beginning last 
Christmas Day, tens of thousands more 
Soviet troops poured south across the 
Afghan border. On Dec. 27, the Soviets 
engineered a coup against President 
Hafizullah Amin, who was slain, and 
replaced him with his PDP rival Babrak 
Karmal. 

In this 1980 Photography Contest 
Sponsored by Manhattan Camera 

Give us your best shot! 
We'll add it to this dis- 
play; and you may win a 
Nikon Em or one of 24 
$20 Gift Certificates. 

Every entrant will receive a membership in Manhattan Camera's Qold 
Card Club, receiving 10% reduction on all film and finishing for one year, 
and all entries will be on view at Manhattan Camera. 

Entry Categories 
(No Limit) 

Theme A Thorns B Thorns C 

Winter In Kansas Holidays Family Togothomess 

B/W Color B/W Color B/W Color 

A. Professional A. Pro A. Pro A. Pro. A. Pro. A. Pro. 

B. Amateur B.Am B.Am. B.Am B.Am. B.Am. 

a. under 16 a. a a. a. a. 

b. ovsrSS b. b. b. b. b. 

c. 15-05 c c. c. e. c. 

• Prints must bo 6" x 6" or 
8" x 10" and mounted, with Infor- 
mation ss to locals, typs of camera, 
addrsss snd nams of photographer 
(Including categories en- 
tered) • Entries must be taken to 
newspaper office or Manhattan 
Camsra by January 15, 1981, with 
wtnnsrs announced the last week 
of Jenusry. • Competition Is open 
to everyone except employees of 
Manhattan Camera, their advertis- 
ing agsney, sgents snd represents 
tlvss and their families. 

• Entries will be Judged on photo- 
graphic sxcellenco, on the original- 
ity in the choice and treatment of 
the subject snd on the quality of the 
print Itself. Judge* will be: Dan 
Ray, Manhattan Camera, Profes- 
sional Photographer Ernie Peck, 
Extension Media Specialist, Kan- 
sas State University, A John 
Schlageck, Kansas Farm Bureau. 

All future entrants may receive a special price on en- 
largements of slides or negatives at $1.99 each. 

manhattan^ 

228   POYNTZ        MANHATTAN     776-4240 
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Arts & entertainment 
Artist 'draws' attention to showing 

ByKYLEBRYSON 
Staff Writer 

Visitors to the K-State Union art gallery 
on Monday were treated to something more 
than a typical art show. 

Glenn Rupert, graduate student in art, is 
currently displaying his thesis project en- 
titled "Thesis Pieces," which will run 
through Dec. 19. 

However, on Monday Rupert went a step 
further in displaying his works and made 
himself a part of the show. 

Rupert, whose art focuses mainly on the 
human face, applied makeup, and made his 
face part of reproduction of one of Us 
painings by placing the cardboard canvas 
around his head. He then paraded around 
the art gallery from 10 a.m. until 5 p.m. to 
attract attention to his show. 

Apparently his scheme worked. 
"At least a thousand people have been 

through here. I think that's more than an art 
exhibit normally gets," Rupert said. 

According to Rupert, he wasn't trying to 
be part of his own display, but was there for 
a number of other reasons. 

"My immediate reason fo dressing up and 
standing here is to draw attention to the 
display, plus I get to see peoples' reactions 
to my work," he said. "This way, the display 
becomes more of a theater." 

RUPERT SAID the 35 drawings and et- 
chings in the display were general selections 
of his work over the past two years and, of 
the group, over half deal with the human 
face and human habits. 

The work which drew the most attention, 
according to Rupert, was his 12-part series 
entitled "Personal Hygiene." 

Rupert's subjects in the series, as well as 
his method of making the prints, are a little 
out of the ordinary, be said. 

The personal hygiene series depicts a man 
going through the early-morning ritual of 
cleaning his body in preparing to leave 
home for work or school, according to 
Rupert. 

Among the pieces comprising the series 
are pictures of a man cleaning his ear with a 
cotton swab, combing his hair and, in the 
picture drawing the most attention, picking 
his nose. 

According to Rupert, that particular piece 
received mixed reviews from people at- 
tending the show, ranging from laughter to 
uttered remarks of "Disgusting 1" 

But the series wasn't created to disgust 
viewers, Rupert said. 

"I tried to show something people think is 
repulsive in an attractive way," Rupert 
said. "Some people laugh, but everybody 
doesit." 

PATRONS who examined the pictures 
more closely may have recognized the 
model in the hygiene series as Rupert 
himself. Rupert used a unique method to 
reproduce his face for the series—he 
photocopied it. 

To make prints of his face, Rupert said he 
uses the photocopying machines at Parrell 
Library. 

"All I do is close my eyes, put my face 
down on the machine and push the button," 
Rupert said. "I get some strange looks from 
people sometimes." 

Rupert said he was leery of trying the 
method at first because he didn't know if the 
rays from the photocopy machine would 
harm his face, but so far he's been unaf- 
fected. 

"The only time something's happened was 
when I photocopied my face 40 times one 
night," Rupert said. "It felt like I was a little 
sunburned." 

Although he doesn't make 40 copies every 
time he uses the machine, Rupert said the 
method takes quite a bit of money. 

"It probably costs me $200 a semester Just 
to use the machines," he said. 

Although all his works are based on 
photocopy prints, Rupert said he integrates 
other methods with photocopying. 

"Some of my things are done by 
lithographs, etchings and pencil, but all of 
them are based on photocopies of my face," 
he said. 

RUPERT SAID he makes a lithograph by 
drawing the picture in grease on a stone. 
The surface of the stone is then treated with 
a liquid mixture of gum arable and nitric 
acid, which penetrates the rock where the 
surface isn't protected by grease. 

Ink is then spread over the face of the 
stone to make the print, Rupert said. 

Another method of making a print is by a 
process called etching, Rupert said. 

The process begins when the artist etches 
his work in a copper plate, he said. After the 
etching is complete, an acid-resistent 
ground is baked onto the face of the copper 
by putting the copper on a hot plate. Then 
ink is put in the grooves and the copper plate 
is ready to be printed, Rupert said. 

Although it is a simpler method of 
reproduction, Rupert said he also enjoys 

"I tried to show something people 
think is repulsive in an attractive 
way. Some people laugh, but 
everybody does it." 

drawing. 
"I like drawing with a pencil, which seems 

easier but less challenging," Rupert said. 

HOWEVER, Rupert is seeking challenge 
in his ambitions. 

After receiving his Bachelor of Arts 
degree this semester, he plans to transfer to 
the University of Wisconsin, Madison, to 

work on his Master of Fine Arts degree, 
which is equivalent to a doctorate degree, 
Rupert said. 

"After that, I'd like to do some 
professional work and some teaching," 
Rupert said. 

And, if the positive reaction to his current 
display can be considered an indicator, 
Rupert's future shows should be successful. 

Xeroxed expressions Staff photo by John Grvvr 

Glenn Rupert, graduate in art, dawned the multi-faced headpiece to   Rupert's thesis for a Master of Arts degree In prlntmaking. His work will 
draw attention to his art show,  "Thesis Pieces." The exhibition is    be shown in the Union Art Ga Mary through Dec. 19. 
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Basketball teams set 
for weekend contests 

Both K-State basketball teams will be in 
action this weekend. 

The men, out to revenge their first defeat 
of the season at the hands of 15th-ranked 
Arizona State, will take on the Wisconsin- 
Parkside Rangers at 7:35 p.m. Saturday in 
Ahearn Field House. 

Sports 
Wildcat Head Coach Jack Hartman was 

unhappy with the Wildcats performance 
Monday night in Tempe. 

"We didn't execute and we didn't compete 
against Arizona State. That's all there is to 
it. We're not going to beat anybody playing 
the way we did Monday," Hartman said. 

The Wildcats, shooting 58.3 percent in its 
First two games, shot a sorry 38 percent 
against the two Arizona teams. The 'Cats 
were beaten on the boards 73-68. 

For the first four games of the season 
guard Rolando Blackman leads the Wildcats 
in scoring with 17.5 points per game followed 
by   forward   Tyrone   Adams   with   13.0 

average. 
K-State played Wisconsin-Parkside for the 

first time last year, winning 90-77. The 'Cats 
were led by forward Tyrone Adams and 
guard Glenn Marshall with 16 points as 10 
different players broke into the scoring 
column for K-State. 

The Rangers, 20-9 a year ago, are 0-6 for 
the current season, the worst start in the 
schools history. 

K-State's women's team, 8-0, is out to 
improve its play after a sloppy victory 
Tuesday over Nebraska. They meet the 
Wichita State Shockers tonight in Wichita. 

Head Coach Lynn Hickey is concerned 
about playing Wichita State, although te- 
state's women have never lost in the series. 
The Shockers beat Stanford, a team which 
almost ousted nationally ranked UCLA. 

The Wildcats will be up against heighth in 
Wichita. The Shockers have four players on 
the roster over sue feet tall, including three 
of their leading scorers. 

The scoring leaders list for the women 
starts with center Tammie Romstad tossing 
in an average of 22 points per contest 
followed by guard Taryn Bachis with 16.4 
and forward Shelly Hughes with 13.8. 

John Dodderidge 

K-State sports 
in 2010 

The final sports column of the fall 
semester has finally arrived. It is now time 
for me to relate my 10-plus years of wat- 
ching sports at K-State and look into the 
future of athletics in Wildcat Country. 

When I came to K-State, I knew I was 
going to a school that wasn't noted for losing 
in basketball and winning in football. Little 
did I know that when it came time for me to 
leave, the situation wouldn't have changed. 

In fact, if I were to come back to the great 
Flint Hills in 30 years I'm almost sure the 
results would be the same, except for some 
different playing facilities and possibly 
some new sports. 

Press box 
For instance, I doubt the Ahearn barn will 

still be rocking in the year 2010. Instead, the 
Wildcat b-ballers will be playing their 
games in a 15-year old arena that the fans 
will be complaining about. 

After playing for three years in the 
CatDome—a renovated KSU Stadium—in 
the early 1990s, Lon Kruger will showcase 
his team in the Nick Pino Palace which will 
seat 1,200 fans. 

The football team will be discontinued 
after another fruitful season in the late 
1980s, highlighted by a last-second 3-0 win 
over South Dakota in the new Rec Complex. 

Taking the place of football at K-State will 
be soccer, but the fans will still call the 
game football. They will play their games at 
Ft. Riley because the CatDome will be used 
for the K-State hockey team. 

Hockey will start here in 1995 following a 
petition signed by 2,000 Canadian students 

requesting the sport. The game will grow 
fast at K-State and the rest of the Big 8 will 
have teams by the turn of the century. 

In K-State's first hockey game, they will 
play a team in Windsor (Ontario) and be 
embarrassed by 83 goals. But they'll draw 
bigger crowds than the football team and 
skate-ons, like Kerry Gasper, will be the fad 
after its first few years. 

Also, minor sports will come back to K- 
State after a former fan, who never missed a 
football or basketball game in the 1970s, will 
become a millionaire and contribute most of 
his savings to the athletic department. 

Swimming, gymnastics, wrestling and 
volleyball will become popular events that 
students will attend on a regular basis. 

Baseball will merely be a weekend event 
that fans will go to to drink away their 
sorrows from the school week. They will not 
give out any scholarships in baseball 
because all of the good players from high 
school will go to academies. 

The sports budgets will drop drastically in 
the next 30 years because of increased costs 
which will force K State's teams to stop 
traveling to out-of-town games. 

The biggest sports story at K-State in the 
next 30 years will be the invention of a new 
sport that is played without any rules or 
balls. The sport will become popular for 
about a year and then die out because 
everyone will win at it. 

Probably the biggest change will be that 
athletes on college scholarships at K-State 
will only attend classes that pertain to their 
sport. If they try to major in chemistry or 
business, they will have to quit their sport. 

Who knows what will happen at K-State 
relating to sports in the next 30 years. But it 
is interesting to IMAGINE what could 
possibly happen. 

You Can Miss Your Dinner 
or Your Favorite TV Show 

BUT DON'T MISS 
3-N-l 

3-N-l has toured world wide 

SATURDAY AT ALL FAITHS CHAPEL, 7:00 
DON'T MISS THEM! 

MANAGEMENT PERSONNEL 
WANTED 

With the addition of now location! In Northeast Ksneae, Louisiana and 
Taxaa wo am avidly looking for experienced roatauranl management 
paraonnol. 
Qodlalhar't Pizza la looking for pooplo with high personal atandarda 
that can Inauro Godfather-* constantly high product quality. Pooplo 
who havo tho toadorshtp ability and managorial lalani to moid a craw 
Into a productive unit. Pooplo with tho wllllngnosa to work hard and 
havo a aonso of raoponalbillty to our cuatomora. 
If you'vo got what It takoa, wo would llko to talk to you about ■ re- 
warding career with Qodfathor'a Pizza. Turn In your reaume and a per- 
sonal Interview will be arranged. 

GODFATHER'S PIZZA OFFERS: 
• Jio,sno-$15,000 alerting salary. 
• Promotions based on ability and merit, no seniority. 
• Major Medical, Life and Credit Union. 
• Incentive Programs. 
Join GODFATHER'S PIZZA, the largest, fastest growing franchise 
operation In the country. 

rGodfather's Pizza. 
Contact Bill Wamplor 

539-5303 
1120Laramle 

Manhattan, KS 
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F I 

k state union1 

upc feature films 

FORUM HN.L 
7O0 & 9--45 
D€C   12&13 

H50    m 
Sunday  Classic - "The   Sting" 

1006   GC 
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Roundball Koosters 
The name is new but the faces haven't 

changed as the "fab five" switch to 
basketball for their last picking maneuver 
of the year. 

They've changed their name to their 
consensus barnyard favorite. They all can 
relate—strut and cluck—but Managing 
Editor Mark Eddy isn't sure about getting 
up with the sun. Eddy isn't sure there is a 
sun and Sports Editor John Dodderidge 
believes it's an opitical illusion. 

The end of the football season found Jeff 
Myrick tying Eddy for the first spot in the 
Pigskin rankings. Dodderidge was next, a 
game in fr*«nt of Aunt. Sports TCrtltor ftregg 

Coonrod and the future editor of the 
Collegian, Kevin "Earl" Haskin finished on 
the bottom of the heap. 

The newly self-proclaimed Roosters of the 
K-State barnyard are out to choose the finish 
of the Big 8 basketball season. 

The team hated the most by a majority of 
K-State students, the University of Kansas 
Fly-by-Nights under Ted Owens, will be 
hurting this year as normal superior 
recruiting has produced only a 6-10, 240- 
pound whale named Victor Mitchell to play 
center. Ricky "Long Distance" Ross is gone 
leaving Darnell Valentine to run the show. 

Missouri, Stormin' Norman's team, was 

COONROD DODDERIDGE EDDY HASKIN MYRICK 

K-State Missouri Missouri K-State K-State 
Missouri K-State K-State Missouri Missouri 
Colorado Kansas Oklahoma State Colorado Colorado 
Kansas Colorado Nebraska Kansas Kansas 
Nebraska Oklahoma State Colorado Iowa State Nebraska 
Iowa State Iowa State Kansas Oklahoma State Oklahoma State 
Oklahoma State Nebraska Iowa State Nebraska Oklahoma 
Oklahoma Oklahoma Oklahoma Oklahoma Iowa State 

&■& 0. 
"ft* 

w* UarkHnra? 
COLDEST BEER 
IN AGGIEVILLE 
D.J. Nltely Open l p.m.-midnight 

probably one of the most overrated teams in 
the nation. Starting as high as 11 in some 
polls, they bottomed out against Arkansas, 
had trouble with Alaska and were killed by 
Illinois. 

The surprise team in the Big 8 might be 
running out of the Rockies, Colorado. The 
Buffaloes are returning four starters in- 
cluding one of the best guards in the league, 
junior Jo Jo "Starbuck" Hunter. 

Nebraska could be up there somewhere. 
All-Big 8 center Andre Smith and guard 
Jack Moore both return to give the 'Huskers 
something to do besides shucking corn in- 
doors this winter. 

The weak sisters of the league might be 
Oklahoma State which lost its big guns, 
second team all-Big 8 players guard Ed 
Odom and forward Don Youman. Iowa State 
lost its version of Frankenstein, Dean 
Uthoff, and Oklahoma graduated Terry 
Stotts, Al Beal and Aaron Curry. 

Why is This person 
an Avian Ecologist? 

1.) He cries at the sight of our feathered 
friends slaughtered on campus. 
2.) He was foolish enough to take orin- 
thology and ecology, in the same se- 
mester. 
3.) He's head of the committee to dis- 
band bird juggling. 

If these reasons apply to you, contact 
Rex A. Degner for further discussion. 

Merry Christmas Chi O's 
Love, The Seniors 

HOLIDAY SPECIAL 

15 % OFF SALE 
ON ALL OUR 14KT GOLD EARRINGS! 

«< »♦ Perfect gift for the woman who has everything. 
Affordable prices starting under $35.00 

Rose  Jewelers 
"Quality Jewelry at 
Affordable Prices" 

OSAGE EAST 
411N. 3rd 

Ph. 776-6793 
New Hours: 10 a.m.-7 p.m. Mon.-Fri. 

10 a.m.-5 p.m. Sat. 

Take advantage of our 
SALE! 

Discount lasts only 
until Sat., Dec. 13th 
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Sports 
briefs 

Transactions 
DALLAS (AP)-St. Louis Cardinals 

General Manager Whitey Herzog is 
reluctantly talking about trading catcher 
Ted Simmons, with an eight player deal 
with the Milwaukee Brewers a likely 
possibility. 

"We'll trade him," Herzog said after 
being informed by Simmons' agent, 
Larue Harcourt, that the catcher was 
unhappy with a plan that would have him 
at first base next season. 

"When they signed Darrell Porter, that 
sealed the envelope," Harcourt said. 
"They seemed a little surprised to see 
how I felt, but I want Teddy moved 
Teddy has asked to be traded." 

Harcourt said Simmons would feel 
uncomfortable at first base and did not 
want to subject himself to fan 
displeasure if he can't handle the position 
as well as Hernandez. 

"I don't want to trade Ted Simmons," 
Herzog said commenting that Simmons 
would have plenty of time to master first 

■base before playing in front of the home 
crowd. 

Herzog, who will double as the Car- 
dinals field manager next season, was 
originally talking to Milwaukee about 
exchanging newly-acquired reliever 
Rollie Fingers for pitcher Lary Sorenson. 
The deal has broadened to as many as 
eight players with Simmons and Fingers 
going to the Brewers for Sorenson and 
outfielder Sixto Lexcano. 

Pitcher Jerry Augustine, infielder Jim 
Gantner and a minor league player 
would also come to St. Louis in the 
package. 

Ski Report 
DENVER (AP)—Colorado Ski Country 

USA reports the following conditions at 
major Colorado ski areas Thursday, Dec. 
11. Areas not listed have not opened for 
the season. 

Aspen Highlands—18 depth; 0 new; 
packed powder. 

Buttermilk—17 depth; 0 new; packed 
powder. 

Snowmass—20 depth; 0 new; packed 
powder. 

Berthoud—20 inches, T new, packed 
powder, hard packed. 

Ski Broadmoor—8 depth; 0 new; 
packed powder. 

Ski Cooper—21 depth; 0 new; packed 
powder. 

Copper Mountain—20 depth; 0 new; 
packed powder. 

Crested Butte—22 depth; 0 new; 
packed powder. 

Eldora—23 depth; Onew; hard packed. 
Ski Idlewild-12'^ depth; 0 new; 

packed powder. 
Keystone—20 depth; 0 new; packed 

powder, hard packed. 
Loveland Basin—20 depth; 0 new, hard 

packed. 
Monarch—14 depth; 0 new; hard 

packed. 
Powderhorn—30 depth, 0 new, powder, 

packed powder. 
Vail—18 depth; T new; packed powder, 

ice, variable conditions. 
Winter Park—19 depth; T new; packed 

powder, hard packed. 
Wolf Creek 46 depth; 0 new; powder, 

packed powder. 

f    Joggers! 
Bausch&Lomb 
soft lenses won't 
slide dovmyoui 

There's nothing more annoying 
than having to push your glasses up 
every lew strides while you're taking 
your daily run 

Why not look Into Bausch & 
Lomb solt lenses? 

They're comlortable to wear be- 
cause they're solt and flexible 

They're easy to wear usually 
trom the tirst day 

They don't pop out easily when 
you don't want them to Not even 
when you're logging 

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL: 

DR. PAUL E. BULLOCK,PA. 
OPTOMETRIST 

7TMW 
404Humbotdt 

Soft NMM are now 
available lor Aattgmatlam 

WE'RE PAYING CASH FOR 
YOUR BOOKS NOW! 

SELL YOUR 
BOOKS 

AT VARNEY'S 
AND 

GET YOUR 
YELLOW TOKEN 

•Get your yellow token, which is good for 10% off any non textbook items, 
when you sell your books during dead week or final week. You decide 
what the token is worth by the amount you purchase. THE MORE YOU 
BUY THE MORE YOU SAVE! You can use the token whenever you 
want. Use it for Christmas purchases or use it next semester. 

•Bring all your books to Varney's and our buyers will value them in- 
dividually. You choose what you want to sell! WE BUY BOOKS EVERY 
DAY! However, you can usually get the most for your books by selling 
them to us at the end of the semester. 

•The price we pay for books is determined mainly by two factors—if the 
books will be used again at K-State and if we need the books for our 
stock. If we cannot buy your books for our stock, we will offer you the 
best price we can, based on the national market. 

•We're proud of the fact that our own people do the book buying. We don't 
have a company that has no connection with our store or K-State and is 
here today and gone tomorrow, conduct our buy back. At Varney's, the 
same people that help you everyday, all year, buy your books. 

• Remember, it's what you get for all your books that counts, and we think 
that the wholesaler we buy for pays the highest prices. 

•We know you're busy and in a hurry so we have five buyers to take care 
of you. We try to keep the time you spend in line to a minimum. We also 
buy until 9:00 at night during final week. 

r BUY BACK SCHEDULE a 
Dead Week 

9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. 

Final Week 

8:30 a.m.-9:00 p.m. 
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Enrollment increase at K-State 
concerns Manhattan residents 

BYJANETELMORE 
Collegian Reporter 

Members of the Older Manhattan Neigh- 
borhoods Assciation (OMNA) and residents 
of the area contained in the University 
Overlay south of K-State have expressed 
concern about the rapid increase of con- 
version because of an increase in enrollment 
at K-State this year, according to OMNA 
board member Gretchen Holden. 

This concern seems to concentrate on the 
increasing conversion of single family 
houses into rental property and annexes for 
fraternities and sororities, Holden said. 

MEMBERS of OMNA feel that the 
University should be encouraged to provide 
more housing for the upcoming rise in 
student population. From the spring 
semester of 1960 to the present, an increase 
of over 1,500 students occured, according to 
figures from the K-State Registrar's office. 

This increase of nine percent in such a 
short period of time has presented the 
University with a shortage of student 
housing. 

K-State presently provides housing for 
less than 30 percent of its students, ex- 
cluding greek system housing, Holden said. 

However, the greek system population has 
taken up some of this slack for the 
University, according to Barb Robel, 
director for greek affairs. 

ACCORDING TO INFORMATION from 
Robel, the greek system population has 
increased some 35 percent over the past 
semester. A breakdown of that figure shows 
an 18 percent increase in fraternity mem- 
bers and a 17 percent increase in sorority 
members. 

This increase has forced certain bouses to 
purchase annexes in order that they might 
house all of their members, Robel said. 

"We are trying to protect the greeks in 
that area," she said. 

However, it is also important to recognize 
the problems of the residents in that area, 
she said. 

I met you when you were 18, now you're 20. 
Don't you think this picture is funny? 
You looked so sweet and innocent then. But 
to me it looks like you've grown into a perfect 
"10". 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
GREG (D.B.) WRIGHT 

Love, 
Sally 

From the greek system's viewpoint, Robel 
said, the main concern is the problems 
presented by the parking situation. 
However, the residents main concern is the 
possibility of lowering property values in the 
immediate area. 

"If you take too many families out of a 
neighborhood, it tends to dip. It becomes 
harder to attract families," Holden said. 

"We're fighting hard to maintain a certain 
balance (between students and families)," 
she said. 

Holden said the University should be more 
responsible in providing for housing needs. 

"In general there is a bousing shortage," 
said Rick Leiker of the K-State Housing 
Department. 
THE CAPACITY for on-campus residencies 
has not changed in the past 10 years 
although enrollment here has increased 
from 12,716 in 1970 to nearly 20,000 in 1980. 

According to fall housing figures there are 
5,300 residents living on campus, but that 
doesn't include residents of Jardine 
Terrace, Lieker said. 

One of the solutions to the housing shor- 
tage for the greek system has been bouse 
annexes. 

Delta Delta Delta member Melissa 
Manning said her house had to raise the 
house bills of its members in order to cover 
the expense of their annex. 

Also, Manning said; in an effort to 
economize, her house has plans to move the 
annex-housed members from the annex into 
apartments. 

CITY PLANNER Joe Gerdom said the 
city has come up with several possible 
solutions to situation and will present them 
to the City Commission at its December 16 
meeting. 

Gerdom said the city will recommend a 
series of actions. One that would affect the 
present situation is for the University to 
expand the conditional use programming. 

This would mean that before any 
University organization can expand a 
structure, the residents of the area will be 
notified. 

MIKE HEGARTY 
HAPPY 21ST 

to my Christmas Baby! 
Love ya much— Caty 

Don't be the only GHOST 
on your Christmas vacation 

to the beach... 

Get a HAPPY TAN 
before you go! 

For a perfect tan, Call 
HAPPY TAN 

at 776-8060 today 
1124 laramie 

Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. 

Sat. 9:30 a.m.-noon 

• Ask about our group discounts 

Spring 
1981 

February 

5* Man With a Movie Camera 

12   Hair 

14**Harold & Maude  (mat.) 

19    Woyzeck 

23-25**The Tin Drum 

26   The Sailor Who Fell from 

April 

2    Five Easy Pieces 

5,7,   & 9    Women'8 Series 

5    Ramparts of Clay 

7    Best of the New York 
„    ..    ,    « r,        ,     **Special Showings 
Festtval of Women's        * 

Films 

May 

7* Pionio at Hanging Rook 

* International Films 

Grace With the Sea   9* Mairrage of Maria 

January March 

IS    Where the Buffalo Roam   4tS*The Harder They Come 

22* Choc 12   Performance 

29    Eraserhead 26* Angi Vera 

Braun 

16   Animal Farm 

23* Peppermint Soda 

30    Where'8 Poppa? 

LwJupc kaleidoscope 

The 6th Annual 
Photography Contest 

(Entry) Deadline 

March 4! 
1007 
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Muskie presents plan 
for NA TO response 

BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP) — U.S. Secretary of State Edmund Muskie presented a four- 
point plan Thursday for political and economic retaliation by NATO countries if the Soviet 
Union intervenes in Poland, Italian officials said. 

Muskie was not available for comment on his proposals to a NATO foreign ministers 
meeting trying to package a strong and unified responses that would avoid the splintered 
approach the Western alliance took after the Red Army moved into Afghanistan a year 
ago. 

But officials in the Italian delegation said the American program called for suspension of 
East-West negotiations, withdrawal of NATO-member ambassadors from Moscow and 
other East European capitals, cancellation of trade and credit deals between the West and 
the Soviet Union and halting cultural exchanges. 

Officials from the 15 North Atlantic Treaty Organization nations said that although 
specific retaliation plans would be discussed, it was unlikely that the foreign ministers 
would fix details before winding up the meeting Friday. 

Ministers said guidelines would be set and if the Soviet Union moved against Poland an 
emergency NATO session would be called to authorize specific steps. 

"The ministers made it clear that if there were an eventual Soviet intervention in Poland 
the consequences would be very grave on all levels—diplomatic, political, economic and 
defensive," said French Foreign Minister Jean Francois-Poncet. 

Italian Foreign Minister Emilio Colombo .told a news briefing that the measures would 
have to be unified to be effective, but said the ministers didn't want to spell out specific 
proposals. 

West German Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrich Genscher said the alliance wanted to send 
a signal to the Soviet Union that any intervention in Poland would result in a catalogue of 
responses from the West. 

The ministers said there was unanimity at the meeting that strong measures were 
necessary, and France's FrancoisPoncet—whose country has traditionally taken in- 
dependent stances within NATO—asserted he saw no "appreciable differences of 
viewpoints among the allies as to what should be done." 

NATO's main interest, he said, is to leave the Soviet Union with "no misunderstanding" 
about the gravity with which allied countries would view an intervention. 

Responses could include a walkout of NATO-bloc delegates from the Madrid security 
conference, and from disarmament talks in Geneva and Vienna. 

Diplomatic missions to the Soviet Union could be reduced, cultural exchanges stopped 
and trade sanctions imposed. 

Court writes leaders about audits 
TOPEKA (AP)-The chief justice of the 

Kansas Supreme Court has written top 
legislative leaders asking whether 
lawmakers intend to renege on an 
agreement regarding program audits of 
state courts. 

The action by Chief Justice Alfred G. 
Schroeder comes as the latest in a long- 
standing controversy between the courts 
and the Legislative Post Audit Committee 
over the way the judicial system ad- 
ministers state*funds and uses personnel in 
the 105 counties of Kansas. 

Schroeder's letter was sent last week to 
House Speaker Wendell Lady, R-Overland 
Park, Senate President Ross Doyen, R- 
Concordia, members of the committee and 
other leaders in both chambers of the 
Legislature. In addition, a copy went to Gov. 
John Carlin. •> 

CALLING IT a "puzzling" development, 
the letter focuses on a decision by the Post 
Audit Committee on Dec. 2 to pursue 
completion of a follow-up report of a Sept. 
1979 program audit on unification of state 
courts. 

Schroeder contends that action would 
violate an agreement worked out with the 
committee last January, in which it agreed 
to discontinue a followup of another so- 
called program or performance audit 
relating to the courts. 

That agreement allowed the Legislature 
to conduct less-involved finanical audits, 
which determine whether state money is 
spent properly, rather than full per- 
formance audits that detail the ef- 
fectiveness of management. It was based 
upon a possible constitutional problem of 
whether one branch of government may 
review another co-equal branch under the 
separation of powers doctrine. 

"It is clear...that the Legislative Post 
Audit  Committee  agreed   to discontinue 

follow-up of performance audits of the 
Judicial Branch and thereby terminate 
legislative interference with the Supreme 
Court's administrative duty to manage the 
operations of the Judicial Branch of 
Government mandated by the Kansas 
Constitution," Schroeder wrote. 

REP. MIKE HAYDEN (R-Atwood) and 
acting committee chairman, said Thursday 
he had received a copy of Schroeder's letter, 
but still intended to arrange for a follow-up 
of the unification audit. 

"I think it's basically a misun- 
derstanding," Hayden said, adding that he 
believed the agreement pertained only to a 
March 1979 audit relating to salaries of 
district court personnel. He also said that 
any past committee decisions would not be 
binding upon the next legislative session. 

"It's our process; we follow up on every 
audit," he said. "You have to follow up to 
make it worthwhile — to see if it's resulted 
in making government better." 

Hayden, as the committee agreed on Dec. 
2, said he still planned to meet with 
Schroeder to try to complete the follow-up 
report, which determines what steps have 
been taken to conform with audit recom- 
mendations to correct any problems. No 
meeting date has been scheduled. 

Howard Schwartz, judicial administrator, 
said the Supreme Court has taken steps to 
ease problems of case backlog and delay, 
which were matters citied in the audit, but 
the actions do not precisely follow the post 
auditor's recommendations. 

"The problem is the post auditor," Sch- 
wartz said. "Why don't they have someone 
outside of the Legislature; not someone who 
knows nothing about the courts. That's 
where our objections lie. We're looking for 
someone else to do those audits. We just 
want someone outside politics.'' 

air 
1128MORO 

AGGIEVILLE. MANHATTAN 

I For all 
I FACULTY* 
| STAFF-$3.00 
| OFF WITH COUPON & ID. 
a EXPIRES JANUARY 31 

776-4455 

»REDKEN 

COPY SHOP and NORMAN the D^f1®.®, 
Spread Christmas Cheer by 

LOWERING PRICES   (duringDecember) 
• Freecollating       Al / * •Posters 

y'/OMB'/ixll, white multiples)      . . 
• Free reductions     m ' + • Christmas cards 

•Diaio blue line      J     Thesis bond • Spiral bindings 

612 N. 12th (park across the street by Kite's) 537-9606 

K,ren^°:^!f"S.H,,"e NORMAN the D^©® Owners-Operators 

C'mon in for 
Breakfeast! 
Sat. & Sun. Only From 6 a.m. -10:30 a.m.—Kids 7 & under 99* 

All You Can Eat:        TJ|g le.Buek, Nin6tv*Nin6 

OWNS      DTO8kfo8t 
BISCUITS-GRAVY 

PANCAKES 
BACON SAUSAGE 

All You Pay: 

$1.99 
DUllvm* 

We don't just give you breakfast. 
We give you a break. 

M^S STOCKADE 
100 East Blliemont (Formerly Continental Inn) 

#1      .^fek • 

fllfill 
20th Century-Fox Presents 

A LOU ADLER-MICHAEL WHITE PRODUCTION 
THE ROCKY HORROR PICTURE SHOW 

Starnnq TIM CURRY • SUSAN SARANDON • BARRY BOSTW1CK 

Fri. & Sat. Late Show! 
.—■»—IOmr.1 

CampuA 
IN THE HEART OF AGGIEVILLE 

11:30 Only! 
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Faculty approves student input; 
ammendment disappoints Tosh 

Faculty Senate voted during its meeting 
Tuesday to allow one student member on the 
Academic Affairs Committee and one on the 
Faculty Affairs Committee as ex offido 
members without the power to vote. 

The amendment originally proposed to 
Faculty Senate from Student Senate in- 
cluded the student members to have voting 
power. Faculty Senate inserted an amen- 
dment stating student members may be on 
the two permanent standing committees, 
but as exoficio members without voting 
power. 

Randy Tosh, student body president, said 
he was opposed to the Faculty Senate 
amendment. 

"I was disappointed to have Faculty 
Senate change the amendment because 
there is some credibility lost when a person 
is on a committee and doesn't have the 
power to vote, Tosh said. 

"I think it's important that a student vote, 
to guarantee future interests from the 
students and student government, which we 
can't predict today, providing a vote for 
those students will certainly guarantee that 
they will want to sit on those committees 
and want to care. A vote adds a lot more 
creadance to the input you have in that 
group," Tosh said. 

"I would definitely oppose the amendment 
that would take the vote away from us," 
Tosh said. 

Mark Zimmerman, student senate 
chairman, also opposes the Faculty Senate 

amendment. 
Student imput is beneficial to both the 

students and the faculty, Mark Zim- 
merman, Student Senate chairman said. 

The student input would be involved in the 
committees discussion and therefore 
eliminate any self-interest by the student 
members having an ex officio position, a 
faculty senator said. 

In other business, Lloyd Harris, chairman 
of Faculty Affairs Committee, submitted a 
report to Faculty Senate concerning faculty 
salaries and fringe benefits. 

It was moved the report be adopted and 
Charles Hathaway, Faculty Senate 
president, arranged for the organization of a 
task force to make the values of the 
University to the state better known, and to 
promote the proper support, including a 
program to enhance faculty compensation. 

The report revealed that faculty salaries 
at K-State have decreased over 14 percent 
during the last decade, and that the salaries 
are below the national average of state 
universities and land grant colleges. 

Albert Adams, academic affairs chair- 
man, reported on the curriculum and course 
changes for the colleges of Arts and 
Sciences, Business Administration, and the 
College of Agriculture. 

All of the course and curriculum changes 
were approved with the exception of the 
"Management and Resources for Leisure" 
course in the College of Agriculture. 

Residents near dump sites 
have minor health ailments 

KANSAS CITY (AP) — Health officials 
say residents around several sites where 
industrial waste was dumped illegally have 
shown a variety of minor health ailments, 
but do not show signs of any major health 
problems. 

"Residents living near the dump sites did 
demonstrate an increased number of 
symptoms of a minor or irritating nature," 
said Dr. Darrell Newkirk, director of the 
Kansas City, Kansas-Wyandotte County 
Health Department. 

The furor over the dump sites erupted 
earlier this year when the Environmental 
Protection Agency said potentially- 
hazardous wastes were being dumped 
illegally at several Kansas City, Kan. sites. 
The federal agency spent $1.5 million to 
have the wastes hauled to a sanitary landfill 
in neighboring Johnson County. 

Residents around the sites where the 
illegal dumping took place have reported 
illnesses which they blamed on the wastes. 

The Kansas Department of Health and 
Environment, in a report Wednesday, said 
none of the 120 urine samples taken from 
residents near the dump sites show any 
above-normal levels of arsenic and lead. 
Arsenic and lead are believed to be the two 
major health threats from the waste, which 
was hauled from S-G Metals Industries Inc. 
by a private hauler. 

Newkirk said that, based on the findings, 
the investigators do not anticipate any long- 
term health affects. He refused to rule out 
the possibility that the waste could cause 
cancer or some other disease in the future. 

A questionnaire handled by the U.S. 
Center for Disease Control in Atlanta 
showed that 90 out of 154 residents surveyed 
who lived around the dumps experienced 
skin rashes, coughs and eye and throat 
irritations. 

Health officials said 21 residents outside 
the dump areas were also questioned and 
showed an "almost non-existent number" of 
the same health problems. Newkirk said 
this led to his conclusion that the other 
health complaints were due primarily to the 
dump material. 

OPEN 
AT 

11:00 A.M. 
FOR 

LUNCH 
$1.00 DRINKS 

(unltl6:30) 

SOUP& 
SANDWICHES 

Featuring Pierre La 
Moos.'.i In ze kitchen. 

Yes, you can get 
Professional Quality Cues 
Accessories and Service In Manhattan at— 

Ph. 776 6338 317Poyntz 

ALACE   Urfwieoilte 
704 N. Manhattan Ave. 

539-7654 

Necessities & Gifts 
The Palace now has Price's Candy 

Candy by the Yard—Exclusive and unique in Giving, 2 lbs., 14 oz. of the Best. 
Assorted Chocolates in a box three feet long—and a Yardstick. 
Shop the Palace for Your Candy, Cosmetics, and Electric gifts. 
OPEN Mon.-Thurs. 8:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m. Fri. & Sat. 8:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m. Sun. 1:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m. 

4? 
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Thanks to each and eveiy one of you 
UPC FEATURE FILMS 
Pete Manfredo 
Rich Arnold 
Paul Attwater 
Greg Cooper 
Eric Foster 
Julie Grinstead 
Mark Groves 
Ross Myers 
Joan Minneman 
Susan Petro 
James Seymour 
Paul Watkins 
Bart Wingert 

UPC KALEID4 
Diane DeFori 
Bruce Bow< 
Laurie 
Kathy Col 
Jim Dietzj 
Teresa Lai 
Gayle Loi 
Dan Mabi 
Jim Meliza 
Mike Mullet 
Hal Rager 
Tom Stiller 
Hayden Wand* 

EXECUTIVE 
Marlesa Roney 
D. Dee Anderson 
Eric LeSher 

UPC COFFEEHOUSE 
IcPheeters 

rew 

Ray Smith 

:•>.••:■ 
■•v.v j.v.v 

UPC difDOOR|^lEATlfp 
Curt Hsinmill    :S% 

Jim Armstrong 
Gail Garey m^0^^& 
NancyHardesty ^^^^^^^^j 
Marifti^tnmert   :|||f::;:$^ 
ca^-iSsie    iiiiiisiii 

UPC ARTS 
Linda Voider 
Susan Attig 
Sally Fitzpatrick 
Pat Honors 
Kathy Knadle 
Vicki Maddox 
Jody Nelson 
Ann Wylie 

UPC TRAVEL 
Dana LeSher 
Raul Alfaro 
Phil Howard 
Kathy Kraushaar 
Barbara Pihl 

Lathe Rusnak 
/alsh 

UP£;i&$i 
.je^ii$H 

& IDEAS 

M^tS^ifei;: 
Dennfcttftk* 
Kurt Wilbur 

Mr 
Karl 

Roger Avner Reproductions 
of Fine Art 

The Jerk 
Kentucky Fried Movie 
Being There 
Travel Fair 
Cruising 
Vernon Brejcha Hand Blown 

Glass 
Arts & Crafts Sale 
Countdown: 1984 
Fall River Rappelling Adventure 
Autumn Sonata 
Swept Away 
Catch 22 
Ben Moss Paintings 
Print Sales: Marson Graphics 

Original Graphic Art 
M'A'S'H 
The Groove Tube 
Kramer Vs. Kramer 
Big Bend Backpacking Trip 
Interiors 
Barbarella 
La Cage Aux Folles 
Bob Clore Sculpture 

•'^'•'.»v.'.-'■?-•i^'14-.j•■'«'.'■ •.*.■■'■!■!■ !■.*.*■*•*•'. v. *.■>:■!■ !■*■'■ '-'.V. 

Ea»#wi^i;:;i;:^v 

IillenDr«ji*^ 

Hal 
Let'l 

St 
Padre 
Julie 1 
Tom Pal 
A Funny' 

On The Way To The Forum 
Attack Of The Killer Tomatoes 
Let's Talk About.... The Press 

& The President 
Daytona Trip 
California Reich 
Eliot Pujol Metalwork Display 
Annual Recycle Your 

Records Sale 
1941 
All The President's Men 
Let's Talk About. . . 

Presidential Platforms 
Frisbee Clinic 
King of Hearts 
The Battle of Chile: Part III 

>!0iisliii^ 

StrwA*arene**VV^t;x::; 

Satyrican 
Amarcord jSjjr 

M(|^Strada   Jjjjjjjjr 
The Black StaHTon 
UPC/KMKF Fall Festival 
Linda Edwards Weaving 
12 Nooners 
Norma Rae 
American Gigolo 
Let's Talk About. . . Cancer 

' Hills Bike Trip 
; Tree of Wooden Clogs 

Tow Tasty Was My Little 
Frenchman 

rClassic Series: 
Modern Times 
Jules and Jim 
The Day The Earth Stood Still 
Seven Samurai 

Programmer 
Bruce Bryant's Collection 

of Antique Santas and 
Christmas Toys 

China Syndrome 
The Jungle Book 
The Champ 
Cults: Prison or Paradise 
Current River Canoe Trip 
The Ruling Class 
Who'll Stop The Rain 
Jim Munce Drawings & Prints 
Art Rentals 
Dracula 
The Seduction of Joe Tynan 
Fiddler On The Roof 

Applications for membership in the K-State Union Program Council (UPC) will be available 
next semester. Watch the Collegian for details, or call 532-6571 for information. 

. 

SB ^LfilV: union 
program council 
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Reagan choices emerge as mix 
of new, establishment figures 

WASHINGTON (AP)—After all the 
elaborate searching, the interviews and 
trial balloons, Ronald Reagan's Cabinet is 
emerging as a familiar mix of old 
associates, new allies and establishment 
figures. 

If some of the president-elect's most 
conservative supporters had hoped he would 
form an administration free of Eastern 
influence, they were disappointed. 

AP analysis 
The first eight Cabinet-level appointments 

announced Thursday had the look of the 
board of directors of a major corporation, 
most of them men with strong backgrounds 
in business, finance or the law. 

They also were all male, white and 
Republican. The youngest person named, 
Rep. David Stockman, 34, of Michigan, 
designated as director of the Office of 
Management and Budget, also is the most 
conservative. 

WHILE THERE are inevitable disap- 
pointments among some Reagan backers, 
with some certain to cry foul, there are no 
surprises, so far. 

Like his predecessors, Reagan turned to 
an establishment business figure to be his 
treasury secretary—Wall Street financier 
Donald Regan, chairman of the New York 
brokerage house of Merrill Lynch, Pierce, 
Fenner & Smith Inc. 

Reagan also followed tradition by turning 
to an old friend, William Smith, for attorney 
general, and a tough, experienced manager, 

Caspar Weinberger, to take charge of the 
Defense Department. 

Reformers can talk all they want about 
removing the Justice Department from 
politics, but no president wants someone he 
doesn't know well as attorney general. He is 
the official who advises the president on 
thousands of appointments, from judges to 
U.S. attorneys and marshals, and who 
makes sensitive decisions on whether the 
federal government will proceed with major 
civil and criminal cases. 

REAGAN ALSO put a man he knows well 
and trusts—William Casey, his I960 election 
campaign manager—in charge of his goal of 
rebuilding the Central Intelligence Agency. 

Reagan paid a couple of political debts by 
naming Sen. Richard Schweiker of Penn- 
sylvania to become secretary of health and 
human services and Drew Lewis to be his 
secretary of transportation. 

Schweiker, who decided not to seek 
another Senate term in 1980, stuck his 
political neck out in 1976, when he agreed to 
be Reagan's advance choice for the GOP 
vice presidential nomination. The move 
failed when Reagan fell short of defeating 
Gerald Ford for the GOP nomination. 

One reason Ford defeated Reagan was 
that Drew Lewis succeeded in keeping 
Pennsylvania convention delegates from 
following Schweiker into the Reagan camp. 
But in 1980, Lewis was a Reagan man. 

Malcolm Baldrige, the choice for com- 
merce secretary, began the 1980 campaign 
as head of George Bush's campaign for the 
GOP nomination in Connecticut. 

Fasten, 
funnier and wilder. 

...it'll knock you out! 

CUNT EASTWOOD in "ANY WHICH WAY YOU CAN' Starting SONDRA LOCKE 
GEOFFREY LEWIS ■ WILLIAM SMITH • HARRY GUARDING) and RUTH GORDON as Ma 

Executive ftoducer ROBERT DALEY • Muse Supervision SNUFF GARRETT 
Muse Conducted by STEVE DORFF   Written by STANFORD SHERMAN   FANAVISON* 

Produced bv FRIT? MANFS  Directed by BUDDY VAN HORN   Color by DELUXE* 
Distributed by WARNER BROS ©A WARNER COMMUNICATIONS COMFBNY 

PG''W"'* GWMNCf SUGGtSTID -SB- F I    "i  .   A. HUM     >N 
i »«x'5 ms*"v»i< 
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OPENING EVERYWHERE 
ON DECEMBER 17TH 

nJlN NEWSFLASH! 

KANSAS STATE (ULN) - Authorities at 
University Learning Network announced today 
the office hours during Finals Week have been 
changed to 9 -5 (Mon-Fri),with Dec.19 being 
the last day of operation until registratration . 
Appreciation was expressed to all those who 
made this semester such a success. 

HAPPY 
HOLIDAYS! 

532 6442 OFFICE HOURS 
Mon-Fri  0-9 
Sat 11-2 
Sun 4-8 

manhattan^ 
fflioqnveivi 
OLYMPUS 

Never before 
"SO MUCH SLR 

FOR SO LITTLE." 

OM-10 is the 35mm SLR compact 
with features you'd expect from much 
higher priced cameras. Or never 
expect from an SLR at any price! 

The OM-10 features fully 
automatic "off-the-film" direct light 
measurement (OTF), measuring 
the light that actually reaches the 
film surface during exposures from 
a full 2 seconds to 1/1000. 

During self-timer 
operation the 
OM-10 beeps and 
blinks with a super 

bright LED. 
The big. brilliant viewfinder has 

an LED that lights when your flash 
is fully charged and then blinks to 
confirm correct flash exposure. 

The OM-10 is part of a total OM 
System of over 300 lenses and acces- 
sories that let your camera expand as 
your photographic skills grow. 

It's so surprisingly low priced 
you'll be thrilled at 
being able to 
afford so much 
camera. 

OM-10 is the camera 
demonstrated on TV . 
by Cheryl Tiegs 

Our Gold Card Club entitles you 
to 10% off your film and photo 
finishing for one year. To join, 
just purchase your 35mm SLR 
from Manhattan Camera. 

CHECK 
OUR 

PRICE 

List '359.95 
Off   ♦80.00 

NOW $279.95 
228 POYNTZ Ph. 776-4240 
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Artery could pump redevelopment 
Four yean after the start of the planning 

for downtown redevelopment, the efforts of 
the city staff are continuing at a steady 
pace, according to Downtown Redevelop- 
ment Coordinator Gary Stith. 

However, the application to the Depart- 
ment of Housing and Urban Development 
for a Urban Development Action Grant 
(UDAG) won't be ready for its February 
deadline, Stith said. 

Stith said that the dty is waiting for a 
commitment from the State Highway 
Commission for at least partial assistance in 
funding. He added the commitment needs to 
come before May of 1961. 

"We need to assure the developer that 
there will be access (to the downtown). Once 
we get the southern arterial, (a planned 
street which will connect Ft. Riley 
Boulevard, Highway 24, Tuttle Creek 
Boulevard with K-177) we can assure this to 
him," he said. 

According to "Poyntz of Interest," a 
pamphlet prepared and distributed by the 
city, the arterial is the last major link in the 
traffic system within Manhattan. 

Development of the arterial the pamphlet 
said, is a high priority capital project for 
Manhattan. 

Construction on the arterial is expected to 
start in 1963, Stith said. 

The public doesn't realize how much goes 
into a project like this, because it is not used 

to seeing the planning developments on a 
daily basis, he said. 

"Projects like this take a lot of time," 
Stith said. 

If this project was planned for the west 
side of Manhattan, the public probably 
would not know about the project until it was 
in its final stages of planning, he claimed. 

"Because of public involvement, this 
project is much more visible," be said. 

At the last public meeting on downtown 
redevelopment, held in April, ap- 
proximately 500 people attended and asked 
about financing for the project. 

"We had a lot questions asked, par- 
ticulary about financing. We didn't have all 
the answers then, and we still don't now, but 
we are a lot further along than we were at 
the time," he said. 

Comments from the public have generally 
been favorable, he added. 

We've had just a few comments of op- 
position from various people, but not any 
organized opposition," Stith said. 

Stith added he didn't expect an organized 
opposition to emerge. 

Though a lawsuit recently filed by the 
Westside Homeowners Association is 
directed towards the city's treatment of 
public housing on the west side of 
Manhattan, it could affect downtown 
redevelopment, he said. 

"Public housing affects all the com- 

munity, UDAG and the community 
development funds,'' he said. 

Because HUD handles funding for public 
housing as well as handing out UDAG's, part 
of its regulations state that if Manhattan's 
self-imposed public housing plan isn't 
carried out, HUD would have justification to 
deny the UDAG application. 

Stith said he hadn't even thought about 
possible fundings for the redevelopment if 
the city looses the lawsuit. 

Stith said he has put in a 40-hour week for 
about a year on this project, and believes it 
will probably be a full-time job until its 
projected completion year of 1965. 

Brock way you're 

Beautiful! 

HAPPY 21st! 

H/\IK S* Q   Hair   £• 
by 

Rick & Friends 
(A Haircutting Salon) 

404Humboldt Phone 776-5222 
Manhattan, Kansas 66502 By Appointment Only 

New Stilt Mambar—Barbara Eldar 

Star Trek movie another episode 
of television series; rates poorly 
Editor's not*: Star Trek will be shown at 7 p.m. and «:45 
p.m. today and Saturday In Union Forum Hall. 

ByJIMMEUZA 
Review Editor 

Mystique is a label that can, at times, 
overshowdow the truth. It put undue 
pressure on the Beatles following their 
break up as a band. Likewise, that applied 
status to the Star Trek series has undercut 
the chance for a better movie. 

To understand the last statement, com- 
parisions of specific traits that the movie 
and the television series share should be 
examined. 

Collegian review 
The cast remains virtually the same 

which creates some slight problems. 
William Shatner as the indominatable 
James Kirk proves that his acting ability 
has doomed him in that role. 

Leonard Nimoy also suffers from being 
type cast as Spock and appears to be 
destined to live a life writing juvenile 
poetry, hiding behind pointed ears, or 
fascinating the easily amused with "In 
Search Of..." 

The benefit of the cast is the atmosphere 
that is provided. In the extended time limit, 
the pacing in less frantic. Still the rein- 
troduction scenes are rushed and designed 
for melodramatic effects. 

The story lines have usually been in- 
ventive in the past, but when there was 

Take A Break 
During 

Final Week! 
Come to Scrumpdilryishusland 

for all your 

Favorite 
Dairy Queen 

Treats! 
*i.»T'J   M.L   «o   r© rj*r  bA\*Y   OWtt*/* 

•ttSSff* bnzitr 
•Reg. U.S. Pal. OH.. Am. O.Q. Corp. 
©Copyright 1974. Am. D.Q. Corp. 

something to say it was occasionally 
overstated. The script in the movie has been 
constructed with more care. The final effect 
being similar to a "2001" without overt 
obscurity. 

SPENCER'S 
MEN'S WEAR 

BIG&TALL 
Holliday Square 

2917 S. Topeka Ave. 
Topcka, Kansas 

913-267-3104 

St. Isidore's 

Annual Christmas 
Midnight 

Mass for Students 

Sat., Dec. 13 

Everyone invited! 

Give Someone You Love A 
Backgammon Set For Christmas. 

Office World has backgammon sets—just in 
time for Christmas—and reasonably priced at 
$23.95 to $34.50. 

Shop Office World for this and other exciting 
gift ideas. 

There is always free parking at Office World, 
Third and Humboldt, downtown. 

office* 
wSrld Humboldt Square 

Ph. 776*864 
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Mental attitude, diet 
are critical factors 
in controlling stress 

Mental attitude, exercise, relaxation, 
proper nutrition, and long-term changes in 
personal outlooks on everyday situations 
are critical factors in learning how to deal 
with stress, according to Dave Danskin, 
counselor at the Holtz crisis center, and Dr. 
Burritt Lacy, psychiatrist at the mental 
health section of Lafene. 

"There isn't one right way to deal with 
stress," Danskin said. "Every person has 
different needs." 

Mind&bod^ 
Physical exercise is an effective way of 

relieving tension for persons who are ac- 
customed to being active, whereas quick 
relaxation exercises are better for the less 
physically-orientated student, Danskin said. 

"After a student sits for an hour, his blood 
has pooled in his legs and he will begin to 
feel sluggish. Every 45 minutes or so, he 
should do stretch exercises," Danskin said. 
"Relaxation and stretch exercises should be 
done before you get a headache." 

Side bends, shoulder rolls and short strolls 
are good ways to get the blood circulating 
again, he said. 

A major barrier to overcoming stress is a 
misconception that students have carried 
with them throughout their lives, Danskin 
said. 

"Ever since a student took his first quiz in 
elementary school he has associated being 
psyched-up with doing well on an exam. 
Research has shown that a student does 
better on an exam if he is relaxed instead of 
in a hyper state. 

"Physical and mental exercise will help 
students learn how to concentrate on studies 
and keep the anxiety-induced stress state 
down," he said. 

Besides working on handling stress at test 
time, students should practice dealing with 
stress situations throughout the year, Lacy 
said. 

"Many problems students have are there 
all the time, not just at exam periods," he 
said. 

Students need to work on attitude 
changes: learn why they are afraid of 
something, where their fear originates, and 
how their self-imposed standards of having 
to achieve perfection can lead to stress, 
Lacy said. 

"We have to remember that tests aren't 
the only source of stress in our lives," 
Danskin said. "We can have personal 
problems, colds or other winter miseries 
that also make us more susceptible to 
stress." 

For information about 
Heart Memorial Gifts 

Ask your Heart Association 

BEV        NANCY 

Goodbye, 

We wish you well! 

All your friends 
from 

Von Zile Hall 

Buy-: 

Here 
are some 

answers to 
often asked questions. 

Question: 
Answer: 

How does the Union Bookstore determine how much your 
books are worth when you sell them back? 

If the Bookstore has notification from the instructor that the 
books are to be re-adopted fer use the next semester, and if the 
Bookstore does not already have a sufficient stock on hand, then 
you will be offered 60 per cent of the publisher's current list price. 

For example: if a book sells for $10.00 new and It meets the 
requirements noted above, the book would be bought from you for 
$6 00 

If the Bookstore has not received notice that the book will be 
used again, or if it already has a sufficient stock on hand, the book 
would be worth the current wholesale price as indicated by one of 
the nation's largest jobbers of used textbooks. 

if you have any questions about the pric* Ming paid for a text- 
book, the buyer will be happy to answer any questions which you 
may have regarding the price paid. 

*[• 

Answer: 
» is 60 per cent the usual price paid 

for textbooks around the country? 

Definitely not. Most stores In the United States pay only 50 per cent for 
books being used again. The Union Bookstore is one of the few stores 
which pays 60 per cent. And remember, we pay cash. You don't have to take 
your money out In trade. 

Question: 
Answer: 

What about paperbacks? Does the 
SO per cent poMcy apply to them too? 

Yes. The Union Bookstore does not penalize you on paperbacks. If they 
are being used again, and if the bookstore needs them, you will receive 60 
per cent of the publisher's list price. 

Question: 
Answer: 

If the publisher's price has gone up since I bought my books, 
will I receive the benefit of that price increase? 

Yes. For instance, if you bought your book for $0.00 and the 
publisher's list price is now $10.00. vou will get $6 00, not $5.40. 

Wfe will buy books: 
Wednesday, Dec. 10 
thru 
Friday, Dec. 12 

Saturday, Dec. 13 

Monday,Dec. IS 
thru 
Friday, Dec. 19 

8-*18 am 
to 

4:45 pm 
10:15 am 
3:48 pm 
8:18 am 

to 
4:48 pm 

ariiL ilJ 
J bookstore 

25 years of service 1956-1981 0301 
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Gas prices could rise City settles discrimination suit 
WASHINGTON (AP)-Tbe direct and 

indirect effects of the Iran-Iraq war could 
increase U.S. gasoline prices by 40 to 45 
cents a gallon by summer, according to a 
congressional analysis made public 
Thursday. 

The analysis, prepared by the 
Congressional Research Service of the 
Library of Congress, blamed rising crude oil 
prices, tighter supplies, continued oil stock- 
piling and the recouping of company profits 
lost during this year's gasoline glut. 

The projection was based on Iran and Iraq 
ending their war by next spring and 
beginning to rebuild their oil empires. 

' 'A continuation of the war into spring 1981 
and beyond will likely render these figures 
invalid," the study warned. 

The war between Iran and Iraq pulled four 
million barrels of crude oil a day off the 
world market, but the study indicated other 
factor* were cushioning the impact of the 

war. 
Between 1.5 million and 2.5 million barrels 

a day have been going into stockpiles and 
thus are not critical to world supplies, the 
report said. 

In addition, Saudi Arabia's production is 
now 600,000 barrels a day greater than what 
it was before the war's outbreak, and other 
producers have increased their output as 
well. So the total shortfall from the war 
really is 400,000 to 1.4 million barrels a day, 
the analysis indicated. 

The world oil price was about $32.50 per 
barrel before the Iran-Iraq war, and the 
Organization of Petroleum Exporting 
Countries had been expected to boost the 
price $2 per barrel at the start of 1961, the 
report said. Sources said an "informed, 
best-guess reaction to the present situation" 
would indicate prices of $38 to $40 a barrel 
next year. 

WASHINGTON (AP)-For the first time 
ever, the Justice Department sued a city 
Thursday on charges that it discriminated 
against blacks in providing basic municipal 
services funded in part by federal revenue- 
sharing money. 

The city, Troup, Texas, settled the case in 
a consent decree filed along with the suit in 
U.S. District Court in Tyler, Texas. 

The Justice Department has previously 
filed suits to stop employment 
discrimination in public jobs in various 
cities, based on their receipt of federal 
revenue-sharing money. But it has never 

before used the anti-discrimination 
provisions of the 1972 revenue sharing act to 
bring its own suit attacking bias in providing 
basic services. Several years ago, it joined 
in a private suit brought on that basis 
against San Antonio, Texas, but the plain- 
tiff s lost the case at trial. 

The suit said Troup has not provided 
street paving and maintenance, storm 
drainage control, street lighting or fire 
hydrants to black areas on an equal basis 
with white areas. 

Troup has about 2,000 residents, of whom 
about 30 percent are black. 
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No word arrives on hostage deal 
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP)-Tehran Radio 

quoted a top Iranian official as saying 
Thursday that Iran has rejected a U.S. plan 
to settle the dispute over the late shah's 
fortune—the major obstacle to release of the 
52 American hostages. U.S. officials said 
they had received no word from the Iranians 
or Algerian intermediaries. 

Behzad Nabavi, head of the Iranian 
committee in charge of the hostage 
problem, said Iran "will definitely not ac- 
cept" an American proposal to allow U.S. 
courts to decide whether the late shah's 
wealth belongs to Iran or the shah's heirs, 
according to the radio. It quoted an in- 
terview by Iran's official Pars news agency. 

Secretary of State Edmund Muskie, 
questioned about the report by journalists at 
the NATO ministers meeting in Brussels, 
said there had been "no new developments" 
in the hostage situation. 

Muskie was asked if there had been any 
new signals from the Iranians since the 
latest U.S.-Iranian exchanges on the 
hostage issue. He replied there had been 
none. 

In Washington, other U.S. officials in- 
formed of the report said there would be no 
comment until there was a reply from Iran. 
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They said they did not know when Algerian 
intermediaries would relay the Iranian 
response to the State Department. 

Tehran Radio quoted Nabavi, who is an 
adviser to Iranian Prime Minister 
Mohammad Ali Rajai, as saying Iran had 
not yet concluded its answer to the latest 
U.S. proposals for meeting the four con- 
ditions for the hostages' freedom. 

He denied a report by Beirut's leftist 
newspaper As-Safir that Iran had accepted 
the plan conveyed through Algerian in- 
termediaries December 4, and would 
release the hostages on Christmas Day. 
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Cult tactics, procedures present legal questions 
■dlter'i Nate: This It ttM final article In * three-part aerlet 
on cult*. The series It based on presentations given at part 
of a two-day seminar In Manhattan on cult*, their history, 
characteristic* and role In today's society. 

ByBORADER 
Collegian Reporter 

America's state judicial systems are 
confronted by an issue they don't know how 
to handle: cults and the legal boundaries of 
their operations and tactics, according to 
John Stum bo, chancellor of the Kansas East 
Conference of the United Methodist Church. 

The question of how cults and the legal 
system apply to one another is a difficult 
question to answer, Stumbo said. He claims 
there is a need for greater legal control of 
cults operating within the country. However 
those controls are hard to define, since cults 
operate much in the same way a church 
does, he said. 

Since cult members practice belief in a 
supreme being, either a god or something 
else, under the provisions established in the 
U.S. Constitution, they have the right to 
worship however they wish, Stumbo said. 

Traditionally the issue of cults has been 
difficult for courts to deal with, he said. A 
problem emerges with the need for 
protecting the rights and responsibilities of 
all individuals—both cult members and the 
opposing party, he said. 

Stumbo said imposing cult regulation 
while allowing their operation under con- 
stitutional rights is a "very difficult line to 
walk." 

STUMBO SUGGESTED placing controls 
on people prone to joining cults, making 
indoctrinations into them increasingly 
difficult. 

He questioned whether cult indoctrination 
and retention techniques were constitutional 
for obtaining members. Although brain- 
washing techniques are not a new concept, 
Stumbo said the concern is whether cults 
under present operation have the right to 
use this method to gain and retain mem- 
bership. 

"The legal system in this country is not 
adept to handling claims of brainwashing or 
mind alterations," he said. "Its sort of 
treading on thin ground—of really not un- 
derstanding the problems of the legal issues 

involved." 
Freedom of choice is one of the most 

difficult legal issues involving cult par- 
ticipants, Stumbo said. 

"This freedom (allowing participants to 
believe what they will) is paramount and 
must always be protected," he said 

ACCORDING TO STUMBO, methods of 
cult recruitment are an important issue for 
the state courts. The distinction between 
voluntary belief and coercion affects the 
state's first intrest: regulation of cult 
operations, particularly when it endangers 
the life, safety and welfare of its members, 
he said. 

According to Stumbo, states have no 
regulations to determine the legality of 
stepping into a religious groups to prevent 
physical and emotional harm. 

Stumbo said society must establish 
regulations that permit cults and religious 
groups to exist but which do not go beyond 
individual right and privilege. 

One way for cult regulation is through a 
licensing program, he said. Religious 
groups and cults should be required by law 
to register for a permit to operate on college 
campuses across the nation. 

ANOTHER PROBLEM Stumbo said 
courts are concerned with is the methods of 
persuasion. 

This persuasion may results in rejection 
of all material goods and the breaking of 
family and personal ties on the part of cult 
participants, he said. 

"If we cut them off from their past and 
start them down a new road, how can we 
have an ordered society that will exist in 
perpetuity if we have no roots, no family 
tree; if we completely divorce ourselves of 
our past?" he said. "How do we protect John 
and Mary Doe's rights to tell their biological 
parents to get lost, but at the same time 
make certain that the way they arrived at 
the decision was legitimate?" 

Parents may snatch their child from what 
they believe to be his captors for 
deprogramming. 

DEPROGRAMMING CAN be more 
harmful to the participant than it can be 

Leaders say Poland is calm 
WARSAW, Poland (AP)—Poland's em- 

battled leadership attempted to reassure its 
Warsaw Pact allies Thursday that the 
country was calm and that the Communist 
Party could control any attempts by Polish 
workers to misuse their newly won in- 
dependence. 

But the controlled Soviet and East Ger- 
man press signalled they were still worried 
about events in Poland and NATO foreign 
ministers in Brussels planned a series of 
political and economic moves to retaliate 
against any Soviet intervention in Poland. 

Solidarity, Poland's largest independent 
union, was investigating detention of 10 
political dissidents but said the unions would 
not make any new wage demands until a 
general wage policy could be worked out. 

A leading Polish journalist, in a com- 
mentary prominently displayed in a War- 
saw paper, said Poland's problems with 
workers had been exaggerated and "for a 
long time there has not been a single 
strike." 

The Communist Party's paper, Trybuna 

Ludu, defended government agreements 
with Poland's workers and said the party 
was strong enough to "staunchly oppose" 
any attempts to misuse the rights given to 
the independent unions. 

Both commentaries seemed aimed at 
countering allegations made by Moscow and 
other East European capitals that "coun- 
terrevolutionaries" were active in the 
Solidarity union and trying to undermine 
Poland's communist government. 

Warsaw Pact countries have been alar- 
med by emergence of unions independent of 
Communist Party control for the first time 
in the Soviet bloc. The West, monitoring 
Soviet military movements on Poland's 
borders, insisted Moscow has completed 
military preparations for a possible in- 
tervention to halt a drive for independent 
unions and other liberal reforms. 

Trybuna Ludu depicted the agreement to 
allow independent unions that followed a 
nationwide wave of strikes, as a reasonable 
way to cope with a longstanding need for 
changes. 

helpful, Stumbo said, and suggested 
deprogrammers be regulated by the state. 
The training and licensing of deprogram- 
mers could eliminate street-corner 
deprogrammers, what Stumbo calls 
"butchers." 

"No matter what the legal issues of 
deprogramming (are), there is no excuse 
for them not to be trained at what they are 
doing," he said. 

The degree of personal willingness for cult 
participation will of the participant should 
be determined only by competent 
professionals in the legal and medical field, 
Stumbo said. 
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HPER to supervise 
gym's free rec time 

By SHARON BOHN 
Staff Writer 

The Department of Health, Physical 
Education and Recreation (HPER) has 
been designated the manager of the free 
recreation (rec) time at Ahearn Field House 
effective Jan. 1, 1981, according to Gene 
Cross, vice-president for University 
Facilities. 

Recreation Services (Rec Services) and 
HPER finalized an agreement yesterday 
concerning the management of the free rec 
time. 

However, HPER hasn't made a decision 
yet on what changes will be made and how 
they'll be implemented, Don Kirkendall, 
head of the department, said. 

"I have talked to Randy Tosh (student 
body president), Mark Zimmerman 
(Student Senate chairperson), and Deloss 
Dodds (athletic director) about the change. 
But at this time I simply don't know what 
changes will be made," Kirkendall said. 

"Changes will happen rather quickly but 
there won't be any changes made without 
consulting the student leaders," he said. 

According to Tosh, Dodds and Kirkendall 
talked to Zimmerman and him yesterday, 
requesting them to set up an appointment to 
talk about the proposals of program changes 
by the athletic department, HPER and the 
Department of Continuing Education. 

The departments want to expand their 
programs as much as possible without 
cutting into the student free rec time at the 
f ieldhouse, Tosh said. 

"I have a personal promise from Dodds 
and Kirkendall that they will help the 
students as much as possible," he said. 

A lot of compromises will occur at the 
meetings over Christmas break, he said, but 
no final decisions will be made on program 
changes. The final decisions will be made by 
the Facilities Use Committee. 

About a month ago, the Administrative 
Council made the decision that HPER would 
take over the administrative duties of the 
fieldhouse on or before July 1,1961. Because 
of yesterday's agreement, both the ad- 
ministrative change and the program 
change will occur earlier than planned. 

The free rec time will be divided between 

Donation accepted 
Keith Consani, 1976 K-State graduate and 

now a graduate student at Oklahoma State 
University, has endeavored since January 
1979 to contribute $75 for a new chemistry 
building to replace Willard Hall. 

K-State officials insisted that since a fund 
didn't exist for the new building, they 
couldn't accept the donation. Although they 
admitted the need for a more modern 
chemistry building, it was a low-budget 
priority on the Board of Regents list. 

After much bureaucratic red tape and a 
threat to burn the donation dollar by dollar 
on Willard Hall steps "with as much 
publicity as I can generate," Consani's gift 
was accepted. 

A mimeographed copy from the Kansas 
State University Endowment Foundation 
"gratefully acknowledges the gift made by 
Keith Consani in the amount of $75." 
Account number 20420 indicates the money 
is reserved for "account title—chemistry 
building." 
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Continuing Education, the athletic depar- 
tment and HPER. 

Kirkendall said several weeks ago that if 
Rec Services' programs were restricted to 
the Rec Complex and the natatorium, 
HPER would be able to offer additional 
services in academic programs. 

Continuing Education department 
members want additional time for the 
gymnastics room and time during weekends 
to offer programs for non-K-State students. 
The athletic department is requesting more 
workout time. 

As a result of the agreement between Rec 
Services and HPER, Rec Services will no 
longer manage the hours from 6 to7:30 a.m. 
Monday through Friday, the noon hour 
Monday through Friday, and 8 to 10 p.m. 
Sunday through Thursday. 

Earlier, Raydon Robel, Rec Services 
director, said the initial plan was for con- 
tinued use of Ahearn after the Rec Complex 
was completed. The Rec Complex was to 
take pressure off the fieldhouse and to 
program recreation in both areas. But now 
Rec Services will manage only the Rec 
Complex and the natatorium. 

Government to aid 
new synfuel projects 

WASHINGTON (AP)-The Energy 
Department announced Thursday as much 
as $270 million in government aid to 79 
synthetic fuel projects in 36 states and 
Puerto Rico. 

It was the second round of "synfuel" 
awards. Last July 9, the department 
selected 110 projects to receive some $200 
million in aid, as the first steps in the newly 
enacted $20 billion energy-saving program 
to develop substitutes for conventional oil 
and gas. 

The latest projects were selected from 
1,085 proposals submitted after the 
department invited applications on Aug. 1. 

Fifty-six of the projects were granted aid 
for feasibility studies to determine whether 
they are worth pursuing; the other 23 were 
selected for government cost-sharing of 
design, financing, issuance of permits, 
contracting and construction. 

The projects are aimed at eventual 
construction of plants that would use such 
materials as coal, oil shale, tar sands, 
lignite, peat, animal and plant materials, 
solid wastes and unconventional gas to 
produce fuels and chemical feedstocks. 

The program seeks to stimulate 
production of synthetic fuels equivalent to 
some 2 million barrels of oil a day by 1992. 
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Food shortages seen 
if research declines 

,■» 

WASHINGTON (AP) - The United States 
will face a "food crisis" in the next century 
without an infusion of dollars into 
agricultural research, an independent task 
force said Thursday. 

"Investments in research and develop- 
ment have not kept pace with the growing 
demand for animal products, with problems 
of dwindling natural resources or with 
consumer demands for nutrition and food 
safety," the Task Force for Animal 
Agriculture Research said. 

In a 355-page report, its more than 200 
scientists, producers and consumers 
outlined the research questions they say 
must be quickly addressed if food produc- 
tion, especially meat, is to be maintained at 
necessary levels in the decades to come. 

"It's not exactly a prediction of disaster," 
said David Burns of the American 
Association for the Advancement of Science, 
one of the task force's major sponsors. 

"What they're saying is as demand (for 
meat) increases and you have static or 
virtually static production, then you're 
talking about inadequate supply," said 
Burns, a member of the task force steering 
committee. "That doesn't mean starvation, 
famine and panic. But it would manfest 
itself in the marketplace, in higher prices 
for animal goods of all kinds." 

THE REPORT said animal products 
provide a third of the nation's energy, two- 
thirds of its protein, fat and phosphorus, 80 
percent of its calcium as well as substantial 
quantities of needed vitamins and minerals. 
But it also said the store of research in- 
formation on animal agriculture, on which 
production improvements are based, was 
developed during a period when energy was 
cheap and other natural resources in good 
supply. 

"It's obvious that we do not know how to 
go on producing more animal products while 
using less natural resources, especially 
energy," said task force member Hank 
Fitzhugh, and the report added, "The 
general public, whose human needs are in 
the forefront in setting our priorities,... does 
not have the slightest idea of how precarious 
our position is." 

The portion of the Agriculture.Depart- 
ment budget committed to research and 
development has plummeted 80 percent in 
the past 25 years, the report said, and this 
year federal spending on farm research will 
be only 2.2 percent of the total government 
research expenditures. 

"There's some basic research that's not 
being done at all," Burns said. "World 
(meat) production has to double in the next 
30 to 35 years just to keep pace. So 
production must expand and it will not 
expand unless the research base of science 
is adequately funded." 

With resources needed for agriculture 
production becoming more and more 
precious, the task force said, "new and 
imaginative techniques must be developed 
to to increase animal production per unit of 
land, water and energy." 

Based on their discussions during a week- 
long meeting last spring in Michigan, the 
task force members outlined "research 
imperatives" in 10 areas ranging from food 
safety to production, marketing and 
distribution. 
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Some of those research efforts would be 
directed toward more efficient use of 
abundant but low-quality plant fiber for 
livestock feed, eliminating foodvalue loss 
from animal disease, increasing animal 
production on fragile land that could be 
damaged by crop farming, reducing fat 
content of fresh and processed meats and 
milk products, developing early in- 
dentification and containment procedures 
for hazardous food products and improved 
breeding methods. 
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Judicial role in growth control 
to be architecture series focus 

Protection of prime agricultural lands 
from use by cities and the effects of judicial 
decisions on planning will be discussed at 
the fourth Department of Architecture's 
Saturday's Seminar Series: "Planning and 
development Codes In Growth 
Management;" according to John Kellers, 
associate professor of regional and com- 
munity planning, seminar leader. 

The seminar is scheduled to begin at 9:30 
a.m. Saturday in the Union Big 8 Room. 

"A critical area (in planning) is protec- 
tion of prime agricultural land. It seems to 
me that we lose very little really good 
agricultural land, but land that is used can 
never really be reclaimed and we can't go 
open up more somewhere else," Keller said. 

Control of growth may depend on Judicial 
interpretations of laws related to planning. 

"Everything depends on judicial in- 
terpretations. All planning programs are 
restrained by legal and consitutional 
provisions, such as equal protection, due 
process, anti-trust and rights of travel," 
Keller said. 

CLEP promotes 
student quiz-out 

In an effort to encourage more students to 
quiz out of some of their classes, a special 
twc-day examanation period has been set 
for Jan. 16 and 17. 

The College Level Examination Program 
(CLEP) is usually offered the third 
Saturday of each month, according to Ann 
Phelan, CLEP coordinator. 

The tests, which will begin at 7 p.m. Jan. 
16, and 8:30 a.m. on Jan. 17 in Cardwell Hall 
101, are "walk-in," Phelan said. Students 
don't have to register for the tests, nor will 
they need to enroll in the class or classes 
corresponding to the tests. 

The CLEP examinations are given in 
social science and natural science areas 
that offer three hours of elective credits 
outside a student's major. Exams 
correspond to particular courses and can be 
treated as prerequisites for subsequent 
classes. 

Some tests require a supplemental test 
which may include a departmental 
examination, such as the math department, 
which requires an examination where a 
student shows his work as well the CLEP 
exam which is multiple choice. 

Credit for the examination is given by the 
letter grades A, B, C, or a notation of 
"Credit", she said. The standards for ac- 
ceptance of grades is usually established by 
the departments offering the credit 

To Thea Garvin 
Ford Halls 

Assistant Director 
on the occasion of your 
departure we leave you 

these eternal words. 
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Love, Ford Hall HGB. 

The segregation of mobile homes is one 
area of planning that may be changed by 
judicial interpretation, he said. 

"For 30 years, we have been able to 
segregate mobile homes. But the time is 
coming when they will achieve almost equal 
status," Keller said. He said courts may 
determine that standards for mass- 
produced housing are sufficient to preclude 
most separate zoning. 

Mobile home parks often have been added 
to the fringe of a city without long-range 
thought being given to the overall pattern of 
growth. 

Growth management programs basically 
include time and phase growth, Keller said. 
Planners try to define the''urban form." 

Saturday's seminar will include growth 
management case studies from New York, 
Colorado and Oregon. 
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Defense of home 
issue for Iranian 

DENVER (AP) — In a case that stems 
from a wave of anti-Iranian feeling 13 
months ago, a jury is being asked to decide 
whether an Iranian student who shot and 
killed a teen-ager acted in desperate defense 
of his home or in reckless disregard for life. 

Public interest in the case remains high in 
Colorado where, as in much of the American 
West, the use of a gun to defend one's home 
long has been considered an intrinsic right. 

The shooting occurred Nov. 11,1979, at the 
height of anti-Iranian sentiment following 
the seizure of the U.S. Embassy in Tehran a 
week earlier. The case took more than a 
year to reach trial this week in Denver 
District Court because of a defense at- 
torney's scheduling conflicts. 

Afshin Shariati, 21, who is married to an 
American, is on trial for second-degree 
murder in the death of Paul Moritzky, 15, of 
Denver. 

Shariati also is being tried on two counts 
of first-degree assault and two counts of 
attempted murder in the wounding of 
Michael Lopez, 17, and Steve Roane, 18. 

The boys allegedly were among a group of 
teen-agers who police say armed them- 
selves with baseball bats and ax handles and 
left a high school party to seek revenge 
against Iranians for the embassy seizure. 

Lopez said in court that he and the two 
other teen-agers were looking for Iranians 
to "hassle." Prosecutors contend they went 
to an apartment building where they 
thought Iranians lived and spotted 
Shariati's name on a mailbox. 

In testimony this week, Lopez described 
how he, Roane and Moritsky positioned 
themselves on a balcony beside a window of 
Shariati's third-floor apartment and on the 
count of three smashed it with baseball bats 
and an ax handle. 

Asked by defense attorney Walter Gerash 
if he expected anyone to respond with a rifle, 
Lopez replied, "If I had, I never would have 
done it." 

Gerash contends Shariati thought he was 
being attacked with a bomb, ran from his 
apartment with a rifle and fired two shots in 
haste. He contends Shariati was shooting at 
what he believed was a getaway car in a 
parking lot and that an "unlucky shot" 
felled Mortizky and a second shot by chance 
wounded Lopez and Roane. 

Civic theater to hold 
auditions for spring 

Manhattan Civic Theater will be holding 
auditions this weekend to select a cast for 
next spring's performance of "Cat on a Hot 
Tin Roof,'' by Tennessee Williams. 

The auditions will be held in the theater 
basement of the Manhattan Civic 
Auditorium, from 3 to 5 p.m. Saturday, and 7 
to 9 p.m. Monday. 

The play will be directed by Edith 
Henricks and have a cast of four women and 
six men. The ages of the characters range 
from 25 to 65. 

Rehearsals for the show will begin on 
Monday, Jan. 29. The show will run March 
6th, 7th, 13th, 14th, 15th, 20th and 21st. 

If there are any further questions con- 
cerning the play, contact Edith Henricks at 
539-5463. 

IT'S A NOTE FROM 
SANTA! HE SAVS 
THERE ARE ONlV 13 
SHOPPING PAYS LEFT i 

'TIL CHRISTMAS.' 

Collegian 
classifieds 

CLEAN, ONE bedroom efficiency apartment. Partially fur 
rushed (optional). $100 month plus v. utilities (pay own 
elec) Near Aggieville Available January Sth. Call 
776-5080. (72 75) 

ONE BEDROOM and one etflciency apartment available 
January 1 Call Stave. 530-9794 or 537-7179. Aggieville 
locations. (70-75) 

SMALL EFFICIENCY apartment. Walk to University. Would 
suit quiet student $125/mo partial utilities. Call 537-0891 
alter 7:00 p.m. (73-75) 

ROOMS AND apartments—$70 rooms; share kitchen, share 
bathrooms, and plenty of parking. 1, 2, and 3 bedroom 
apartments; $200 to $270/month all bills paid. Call between 
5:00 and 7:00 p.m. and after 10:00 p.m. 537-4233. 400 N. 
11th. (73-75) 

FURNISHED TWO bedroom apartment. $190.00 a month, 
utilities paid. Available December 12th. Call 7784008,9:00 
a.m. to 7 00 p.m. dally (73-75) 

THREE BEDROOM apartment lor rent, partially furnished 
Close to Aggieville and campus Call 539-7892 or 537-1210. 
(73-75) 

FURNISHED, CARPETED rooms. Very quiet with laundry, kit- 
chen and bathroom facilities available. Close to Aggieville 
and campus. Call 539-7892 or 537-1210. (73-75) 

(Continued on pig* 26) 

Hal Got you this yearl 
Happy 20th Teresa Brown 

Beauties of Room B. 

CLASSIFIED RATES 
One day: 20 words or less, $1.50, 5 cents 

per word over 20; Two days: 20 words or less, 
$2.00, 8 cents per word over 20; Three days: 
20 words or less, $2.25, 10 cents per word 
over 20; Four days: 20 words or less, $2.75,13 
cents per word over 20; Five days: 20 words or 
less, $3.00,15 cents per word over 20. 

Classifieds are payable In advance unless client has an 
established account with Student Publications. 

Deadline is 10 a.m. day before publication. 10 a.m. Friday 
lor Monday paper. 

Items found ON CAMPUS can be advertised FREE for a 
period not exceeding three days. They can be placed at Ked- 
zie 103 or by calling 532-6555. 

Display Classified Ratea 
One day: $3.00 per Inch; Three days: $2.85 per Inch; Five 

days: $2.75 per Inch; Ten days: $2.80 per Inch. (Deadline Is 5 
p.m. 2 days before publication.) 

Classified advertising is available only to those who do not 
discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, national 
origin, sex or ancestry. 

 FOR RENT  
COSTUMES, MASKS, periodical clothing, accessories, all 

types make-up. Grass skirts, lais, bunny and mouse ears 
and more. Treasure Chest, Aggieville. (1tf) 

TYPEWRITER RENTALS, electrics and manuals, day, week 
or month Buzzells, 511 Leavenworth, across from post 
office. Call 778-9469.(1 tf) 

RENTAL TYPEWRITERS: Excellent selection. Including IBM 
Selectrlcs. Service most makes ol typewriter*. Hull 
Business Machines, (Aggieville), 1212 Moro, 539-7931. (1tf) 

SANTA SUITS, reserve now for Christmas. Treasure Chest, 
Aggieville. (69-75) 

FOUR BEDROOM, 1417 Nichols. All appliances, carpeting, 
drapes. Call 537-1202. (69-75) 

MOBILE HOME on one acre available now. Pets welcome. 
Ftve miles out. Call 532 5733 or 5390216. Ask for John. 
(73-75) 

FURNISHED BASEMENT apartment, everything private, 
large bedroom. Can be divided for two or used as studio. 
811 Laramle. Call 539*546. (73-75) 

2 BEDROOM apt. Close to campus. $2S0Vmonth. Call 776- 
0737. Available Jan. 1. Alter finals call 378-3917 (913). (74- 
75) 

AVAILABLE JANUARY 1; 2 bedroom, 12x70 trailer, ap- 
pliances, washer/dryer Included otherwise unfurnished 
Janet 776-1162 leave message. (74-75) 

4 

I 
Christmas Worship 

• Caroling 
• Candle lighting 

7:00 p.m., Sunday 
Student Center, 1021 Denlson 

Everyone Welcome! 
Sponsored by Lutheran Campus Ministry 

and Mark Olson Fellowship Group, 539 4451 

WHY IS THIS PERSON A UNITARIAN? 

For the religion that celebrates human 
values, visit the Unitarian Fellowship, 
709 Bluemont, Sunday at 11:00 a.m., 
Dec. 14, and hear Steve Roof and 
Sandy Nelson & Friends talk on "DNA 
and the Good Ship Beagle: Who's at the 
Tiller?" A lively discussion of science, 
morals, and genetic engineering. Nurs- 
ery. Refreshments. 

WALKING 

tall 
LADIES 

Junior & 
Misses 

SHOES 
9 thru 12 

All Widths 

Gage Shop- 
ping Center 
Huntoon & 

Gage 
Topeka, Ks. 

2730090 

IS STUDYING 
IMPOSSIBLE 

AT YOUR  PLACE? 
THEN COME TO OUR PLACE! 

We'll offer you a quiet guest room to study and rest in, and give you free coffee all night long. 

ONE PERSON—tll.M TWO PERSONS—f 14.M 

Offer good Dec. 12-18       Clip This ad and Bring to our front desk 

UNIVERSITY RAMADA INN 17TH 4 ANDERSON 539-7531 

-K 

Iffjjlk-state union 

-■ 
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SUBLEASE FOR spring aemeater • on* bedroom apartment. 
Good location, close to Aggleville and campua. Call 538- 
2074.(74-75) 

TO SUBLEASE 2 badroom trallar, $150fmonth, lurnlahad. 
water and ttuh paid. Call Janet at 539-3511, Room 423. It 
not there leave a maaaaga. (74-75) 

ROOM FOR rant. Two blocka aouth ot campua, 172a Fair- 
child. Private room In a large house Rant reasonable Call 
776-7138. (75) 

FOR RENT—Fumlahad baaament apartment Two blocks 
from campua. Call 53*8995 attar 5:30 p.m. (75) 

ONE BEDROOM apartment, furnished, near park and Univer- 
sity, utilities paid. $180 Call 77*0671. (75) 

TWO BEDROOM apartments, unfurnished, dishwasher, 
washer/dryer, no Data. Two badroom apartments, un- 
furnished, small pata allowed. Five bedroom house, un- 
furnished. 1V4 blocka (rom campua. no pata. Call 539-1862 
(75) 

ONE BEDROOM spacious apartment available January 1. 
$1867month, water bills paid. Call 7760745 or 1-913-361- 
8390 for further Information. (75) 

 ROOMMATE WANTED  
MALE ROOMMATE wanted to ahare large four bedroom 

house with four vat studenta. Call after 5:00 p.m., 7760283 
(66-75) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted for second semester Nice 
apartment, close to campua. Call 539-5096. (72-75) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted for second semester Nice big 
apartment Own bedroom. Fairly close to campua. $86.33 
month plua ahare utilities with two others. Call 5394320. 
(68-75) 

ROOMMATE FOR aprlng aemeater. Large two badroom 
apartment, private bedroom. Prefer CNS or engineering 
ma|or. S90/mo. plua Vi electricity. Other bills paid. Call 
5390427. (68-75) 

MALE ROOMMATE to ahare new three-bedroom house. 
aprlng aemeater. Cable, waaher, dryer, nice area. Call 
776-1254. aak for Dan (69-75) 

LIBERAL FEMALE wanted, cloae to campua. pata ok., own 
bedroom. Call 5370247 (6975) 

FEMALE TO ahare two-bedroom trallerhouee. $100 a month 
plua 1/2 utilities Muat have car. Call 7760445 after 
8:30 p.m. (70-75) 

ROOMMATE MALE or female needed to ahare house 
$90 monthly plus utilities. Call 5399460 and aak tor Krlata 
or Beth. (71-75) 

FEMALE GRADUATE student roommate wanted, own 
room—cloaa to campua $95.00/mo. Call 5398134 
evenlnga. (71-75) 

FURNISHED, SPACIOUS apartment close to campus, 
available January 1. Own room, fireplace, microwave oven, 
laundry, two roommates. Prefer male twenty years or older. 
$85/mo. Call 5390206 (71-75) 

MALE ROOMMATE wanted to ahare large three bedroom 
houae for second semester, $60 a month, low utilities. Call 
7760906. (71-75) 

FEMALE NON-amoklng upperclaasman or graduate atudent 
roommate wanted to share nice three bedroom houae with 
fireplace. Own room, $107 00/month plua utilities Call 
776-7338.(71-75) 

NONSMOKING female to ahare spacious apartment. Private 
badroom, $82.00, low utilities, close to campua. Call 
7760692.(71-75) 

NEED TWO males to share two bedroom apartment, fur- 
nished Transportation to and from campua, utilities In- 
cluded. $100rmonth. Call 776-1907. (72-75) 

FEMALE TO ahare apartment, own bedroom, $80 rent plua vi 
utilities, nonsmoker. Call 776-5338. (72-75) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE to ahare nice two bedroom duplex 
apartment one block from campua, $112.50/month. Call 
537-2970. (72-75) 

MALE ROOMMATE needed to ahare trallar In Redbud 
Estates for 2nd aemeater. Call Ron. 539-6678. (72-75) 

FEMALE UPPERCLASSMAN or graduate atudent to ahare 
three bedroom houae near campua. Carpeted, laundry 
facilities, $100 month plua Vi utilities Call 539-8427 
(72-75) 

MALE ROOMMATE to ahare two bedroom furnlehed apart- 
ment. $112.50/month includes all utilities Call John at 
776-5940.(73-75) 

WANTED: ONE or two studenta to live with two Vet atudenta 
In four-bedroom houae. Own room with wood stove West 
and cloaa to campua. (Tim) 539-5720 evenlnga. (73-75) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE to ahare nice apartment two blocka 
from campua, own room, $10S/month. Can move In Im- 
mediately. Call 537-7196. (73-75) 

WANTED—MALE roommate to ahare apartment with two 
KSU atudenta. $60 00 a month plua 1/3 electric Mil. Call 
539-8966. (73-75) 

SPRING SEMESTER, regency apartments, 1/2 block east 
campua $112.50 plua 1/2 electricity. Call Steve, 5:306:30 
p.m.. 5370981.(73-75) 

FEMALE TO ahare houae m exchange for some rent, baby 
sitting, and 1/2 utilities Private room. Phone 537 2657 
(73-75) 

TWO CHRISTIAN females wanted to ahare spacious apart 
ment cloaa to campua $67.50 plua 'A electricity Call 537 
4068.(74-75) 

FEMALE OR male wanted to ahare nice three bedroom 
houae. All conveniences Call Jean-Jacques or Ruaa after 6 
p.m . 5370696. (74-75) 

MALE ROOMMATE, University Terrace Apartment Phone 
536-3203. (74-75) 

EXTRA LARGE room, 2 blks from campua & Aggie Call 539 
6614.(74-75) 

WORKING GIRL needs nonsmoking roommate to ahare 2 
badroom complex apartment Walk to campua. Call Penny, 
532-6250. 8-5 (74-75) 

FEMALE WANTED to ahare houae, own room, $100/month 
plua 1/3 utllltlea. Cloaa to KSU Stadium Call 537-1438. (75) 

 FOR SALE  
ADULT GAG gifts and novelties—birthday, anniversary, gat 

wall, or |ust for fun. Treasure Cheat, Aggleville. (Itf) 

CHESS SETS, all price ranges Great Christmas gifts. 
Treasure Cheat. Aggleville. (69-75) 

POCKET WATCHES, chains, Merschaum and other pipes, 
jewelry, snuff bottles, Coke, beer Items, proof, mint aeta. 
Treasure Cheat, Aggleville. (69-75) 

USED PARTS for 1971 Audi 100LS and Toyota Corona. Call 
1-494-2388, St. George. (69-75) 

1971 BUDDY trailer, dlahwaaher. air conditioning, 
washer/dryer, fence, dogs ok , two bedroom, wood 
paneling throughout. $5,500. Colonial Gardena 539-5543 
(74-79) 

FOR SALE: One BB season ticket, Sec J, Row 4. Best offer 
Call 532-5331. (74-75) 

'73 MAVERICK. 302 with power steering, air conditioning, 
automatic transmission Runs exceptionally well. $400.00. 
price negotiable Call 537-1649. (74-75) 

TWIN BED mattreaa. box springs, good condition; lounge 
chair, fair. Call Keith. 532-6404, 5:306:30 p.m. or leave 
message (72-75) 

BY OWNER: Nice two bedroom houae with baaament apart 
ment. one block eaat of campua. $40,000.00. Call 537-1669 
(72-75) 

WHY PAY Rent? Why pay for gaa? Nice two-bedroom trallar 
for sale Call 537-2519 lor advantages of living in North 
Campua Courts (72-75) 

1978 JEEP CJ-5, Golden Eagle, V-8. 304, power steering. 
power brakes, 3-apeed, brown soft top. Marantz in-daah 
AM/FM caaaetta. 537-9189. (72 75) 

BIG BUCKS for a BB atudent season ticket. Name your price 
Call Dave 539-1661 and leave your number. (70-75) 

SWIFT-SERIES 3500 SLR binocular microscope—four ob- 
jectives, 10x; 20x; 40x; and oil emersion. Carrying case In- 
cluded Price $850.00. Call 1-402-826-2171. (70 75) 

"KANSANS GET Blown Away" t ahirta are In again. Buy 
yours now for $5.50 at Justin 214. (71 75) 

MUST SELL: Kuatom PA. Head $350; DMI Mallotron $900; 
Mitchell Speakers $225 each. Call 539-2491. (71-75) 

WEIGHT BENCH and 177 lbs. of weights, only used once. 
$80; Royal typewriter, $50; Eplphone 12 string guitar, $200. 
7760536, Rick. (74-75) 

SLEEPING BAG: Military laaue. Cover, $50, firm. Call 
532-4824. (71-75) 

PIONEER CENTREX music aystem, belt-drive turntable, 
multi-play record changer. 8-track player/recorder, power- 
ful receiver. Call 532-6068 after 500 p.m. Aak for Mark. 
(73-75) 

PIONEER CT-F2121 stereo caaaetta deck, Dolby, good con 
dltlon, $100 or best offer. Call 532-3378. (73-75) 

TREAT YOUR feet—hiking boots, excellent condition, size 6. 
$35.00. Call today-537-1344. (73-75) 

SIX STRING Ventura folk guitar and case. Vary fine shape. 
(Plus some sheet music ) Buy a lasting Christmas present 
Thia inatrument loves the chance to sound well, give it a 
try—buy I $80 or beat offer. 776-7003, ask for Brian (73-75) 

SCHWINN BIKE—10 speed yellow, in good shape Must sell 
before December 16th. Aak for Paige at 532-6991. (73-75) 

FOR SALE—1971 14'x70', 3 bedroom, unfurnlahed Cham- 
pion mobile home, fully skirted Call 456-9411. (74-75) 

DOUBLE BED mattress, box springs (Sealey), good con- 
dition ($60.00) or best offer. Call 776-8667. (74-75) 

T-SHIRTS FOR Christmas1 Hand silk-screened. "Kansas 
Wheat Harvest 1960" earth-brown on wheat gold shirt. "Ice 
Skating on the Creek Winter 80-81" snow-white on royal- 
blue ahlrt. Adult XL, L. M, S $6.50 postpaid. Child M, S, XS 
(2-4) $5.50 postpaid. Specify size and design. Pipe Creek 
Shirts. RR3, Minneapolis, KS 67467 (NewsLetter sent upon 
request) (74-75) 

FOLIAGE PLANT sale. Horticulture research greenhouse by 
Dickens Hall. Friday, December 12, 9:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. 
(74-75) 

ONE TWIN bed with mattress, box springs, brass headboard, 
bed frame; all In excellent condition. Call 537-8164. (74-75) 

1973 SILVER 2 dr. Olds Cutlass. Best olfer 537-8484 or 537- 
9674. (74-75) 

NEW SANSUI SC 3330 stereo cassette deck, Dolby, feather 
touch controls, digital peak level Indicators, memory func- 
tions. metal tape capability. Beat olfer. Call Pal 1-922-6633 
altar 6:00 p.m. (74-75) 

12x60 MOBILE home with living room extension, washer- 
dryer and all apptiancea, central air, built-in sun-deck and a 
storage shed. Excellent investment. Call Steve at 776-4288 
(74-75) 

MUST SELL 1974 Chevelle Mallbu. Beat offer over $1,000 
Call 776-3544 alter 5:00 p.m. or weekend. (74-75) 

X-Mas Special! 
Reg. Australian Shepherd 
Puppies. Red & Black tri- 
color. Good working par- 
ents. Good watch stock, kid 
dog. 

Ph. 776-0733 
Keep trying! 

LARGE SNAKE— Eleven foot Reticulated Python, cute, 
easily handled, needs larger cage—muat sail $350 or best 
offer. Call 532-4890. (75) 

OAK FURNITURE: roll-top desk, halltree, pressed back 
rocker, dresser, swivel office chair, chest ol drawers, 
chtlds rocker. Call 7760705. (75) 

1972 FORD LTD, 2 door. Interior excellent shape. Runs good. 
Call 776-7698, ask lor Stan. (75) 

1979 FIAT Strada S-speed, air. great gas mileage, 18.000 
miles. Still under warranty Call 7760415.(75) 

BASKETBALL TICKETS lor Wlsconsln-Parkskje, and U.S. In- 
ternational games. Call 537-1949 or 5390S2S. (75) 

CERWIN VEGA R 12 speakers. 50 wetta rms $250.00, ADC 
sound shaper 1 graphic equalizer, 5 band, $70.00. Call Jeff, 
7760683.(75) 

AIR0ALE TERRIER pupa. Gentle, intelligent, protective, af- 
fectionate family dogs AKC. 6 weeks. Females $125, 
males $150.537-1452. (75) 

SUBLEASE 
THREE BEDROOM houae one block from campua, two 

blocks from Aggleville Call 537-8386. (70-75) 

TWO BEDROOM, fully furnished apartment. Vi block from 
campua. Available January through August Phone 537- 
4057, after 5:30 p.m (73-75) 

 HELP WANTED  
COMPUTER PROGRAMMER wanted-Need a Programmer 

with 6502 assembly language experience to start Im- 
mediately for 8-12 weeks of programming. Salary com- 
mensurate with experience Call 532-6540 (6975) 

RN'S AND LPN'a: Explore your nursing potential1 We oiler 
total nursing care, approved continuing education for 
relicensure. competitive salary, shift differential and 
liberal fringe benefits. Full time, part time, and on call 
openings Call Lisa Kramer, Nurse Recruiter at 776-3300, 
axl. 114 or 229. Memorial Hoapital, Manhattan, Kansas 
EOE (72-75) 

BOYS ADOLESCENT group residential facility Is now ac- 
cepting applications lor a live-in child care worker 
position Applicants mult be 21 and have academic work 
experience In field ol Child Development, Youth Work and 
Psychology. Contact Manhattan Youth Care, Box 271 or 
call 537-8812. EOE. (74-75) 

WANTED: STUDENT lor Final Week and 2nd semester 
Engineering student to clean Exiine Student Lounge. Work 
1/2 hour each morning. 7:30 to 8:00 a.m. Be paid lor 5 houra 
par week. Duties Include vacuuming, dusting, emptying 
wastebaskets. muat be able to begin at 730 a.m. Call 532- 
5590 (74-75) 

RNORLPN 
Part-time positions available on 7-3 
and 3-11 shifts. 
Excellent  wages   and   congenial 
working environment. 

Please contact: 
Nancy Barnaby 

Meadowlark Hills 
2121 Meadowlark Road 

537-4610 

AGGIE STATION Is accepting applications lor cocktail 
waitresses/waiters and bartenders. (Must be 21.) Apply In 
person, 1115 Moro, during evening. (73-75) 

COUNSELORS WANTED: Western Colorado camp em- 
phasizing outcamp and river program. Two years college 
and sincere Interest In working with children required. In- 
clude self addressed, stamped (28*) envelope with Inquiry 
to Anderson Camps, Gypsum, CO. 81637. (73-75) 

Help Wanted 
Secretary 

Full-time position available for ex- 
perienced person, capable of typ- 
ing 60 WPM, shorthand, transcrip- 
tion. 
Some bookkeeping experience 
helpful. 

Please apply at: 

Meadowlark Hills 
2121 Meadowlark Road 

Manhattan 
537-4610 

STUDENT TO work 30-40 hours per week through Chrlatmas 
vacation. Work Involves mostly typing at a microcomputer 
and keypunching. II Interested, contact Kansas Careers, 
532-6540. (75) 

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR ol ULN. K.S.U.'s Student In- 
formation Canter. Requires 15-20 hours per week. Involves 
supervision ol 6 work study employees and 26 volunteers, 
and attention to all aspects of ULN's operation. Apply at 
205 Falrchlld before 5:00 p.m. Tuesday, Dec. 16. (775) 

 SERVICES  
RESUME WRITING, layout, editing, typing or appraisal 

Resume Service, 411 N. 3rd, 537-7294. (Itf) 

WOMEN'S HEALTH Care Service. Confidential health care 
for women with unexpected pregnancies Abortion set- 
vlcea to 20 weeks as an outpatient. Information and free 
pregnancy tasting. (316) 684-5108 Wichita. (Itf) 

PREGNANT? BIRTHRIGHT can help. Free pregnancy teat. 
Confidential. Call 537-9180.103 South 4th Street, Suite 16. 
(17M) 

PROFESSIONAL THESIS/dtasertatlon typist. 5 years' ex- 
perience; theses/dissertations for 15 universities. Cor- 
recting Selectric II, pica/elite. Work guaranteed. 50-page 
minimum. I do damned good typing. Peggy, 913-842-4476. 
(51-75) 

RESUMES $20; 1-2 pp.. 5 copies and envelopes Tidwell 6 
Associates, 219S. Seth Childs, 7760213,537-4504.(68-75) 

VW MUFFLER sale. Regular $34.00, now only $26.00. Flta 
1987 to 1973 Bugs Installation extra JSL Bug Service, 
1-494-2388. (6975) 

VW REPAIR at low prices lor quality work. One day service 
on moat repairs. Call 1-494-2388. J4.L Bug Service Only 
seven minutes from Manhattan. (69-75) 

BACHELOR PARTIES. Stag parties—Rent video cassette 
player. Hooks up to your t.v. Call 778-1254, aak for Dan. (69- 
75) 

PARTY D.J., he walks, talks, and plays good muaic, 
reasonable prices. Call Rick. 778*536. (71-75) 

ATTENTION JARDINE tenants: Tired ol bothering with 
tedious job of cleaning your apartment or parts ol it before 
moving? Call 5390360 alter 6:00 p.m. lor inexpensive, 
guaranteed cleaning service. (72-75) 

 ATTENTION  
DUNGEON AND Dragons and Avalon Hill games and sup 

piles. Available at Tom's Campus Comer, 716 North 
Manhattan, Aggleville, 7764461. (69-75) 

CHRISTMAS STOCKINGS available. $1.00 each. At Tom's. 
716 North Manhattan rn Aggleville. (69-75) 

BIG BUCKS for a BB atudent season ticket Name your price. 
Call Dave, 539-1661 and leave your number. (70-75) 

MARY KAY Cosmetics 25% off on all merchandise Putnam 
Hall Aak for Taml In 227. (71 75) 

REWARD: $40 for the return ot purple K State sweat shirt 
lost In Ahearn No questions asked. Call 5392615. (72-75) 

NEED FINANCIAL help tor second semester? Family has 
board and room for college girl in exchange lor duties 
Write Box 6 c/o Collegian. (72 75) 

"A TRADITION ended In 1973. Now It's back. The All- 
Unlverslty Rifle Match has returned. January 3t. 1981 Is 
the data. Watch for more info next aemeater. —KSU Ride 
Club. (74-75) 

FINALS COMING up? Take a study break In a warm, relaxing 
tropical atmosphere, and get a beautiful bronze tan. Happy 
Tan Tanning Salon—1124 Laramle—in Aggleville. Call 776- 
6060—and good luck on finals' (75) 

LOOKING FOR an interesting addition to your party? Con- 
aider our new and delicious Meat and Cheese Trays. Hot 
Diggity Dog. 5390033 (74-75) 

THIS SEMESTER has been one effective critical Incident! 
May air-your inputs be transformed Into outputs that will 
satisfy your system's demands Don't let the Big Birds ol 
this world gat you down. Go lor It! I (75) 

JOHNNY McB and Chnstoffer B—Juat a note from the girla 
who look you out lor a meal, on a faraway Isle: "Thank you 
so much, It was dinner with style'!" II Corinthians 9:10-15. 
(75) 

SOME PEOPLE get burned, some people get dumped, aome 
people get crapped on, but we've been delt'ed. Thanks. Tri- 
Delts. (75) 

ASSASSINS—GET ready for a campus-wide game and post 
party next semester Watch Collegian tor details—The 
Coroner. (75) 

AIRDALE TERRIER Puppiea. Call 537-1452 (75) 

ANNOUNCEMENT 
DIVERSIFIED DISCO Systems is back In business. For the 

bast In mobile entertainment call 776-1254, aak lor Dan. 
(69-75) 

SUPER GARAGE Sale: Furniture, clothes, tools, kitchen 
utensils. Saturday. December 13, 11:00 am to 500 p.m 
80S Bluemont (73-75) 

NASHVILLE REPLAY 
75th&Metcalf 

Your midwest connection for 
"renegade rock'n roll'n country music" 

K-STATE HOLIDAY 
PARTY NIGHT 
December 20th 

Show your college I.D. 
Get your First Beer Free 

Best LIVE Country 
Rock Bands 

Monday-Saturday 
Hours 1:00-Midnight 

(913) 722-9735 for Band info. 

Nashville Replay without 
the Wildcats is like 

Going without coming. 

REVIVAL-UNITED Pentecostal Church, 6th and Osage, 7:30 
nightly. Singing, praying for the sick, anointed preaching. 
Guest Speaker: Rev. Wayland Emerson Public is Invited. 
(75) 

"WHIP IT"—The Fall 1980 Semester is offically dedicated to 
the dart throwing wierdos In SC 201. A semester filled with 
75 page 'ntroductlons, solar hog houses, "good tunes," 
matching sweaters, Vietnam, fagshet, frat rata, second 
proposals, snowball massacres, the Mulch Factor, and 
Geography. Remember—"have lun with It" and never play 
rock-hammer-scissors with a stranger (75) 

CONGRATULATIONS TO Lynda Grace, winner of the Arts & 
Sciences "Design-a-Logo" contest1 (75) 

WANTED 
COLLECTIBLES, COINS, back Issue magazines, comics, LP 

albums. Check with us before you throw It away. Treasure 
Cheat, Aggleville. (Hf) 

GOLD CLASS rings, gold )ewelry, diamonds. Call 5391081 or 
776-7837(4975) 

FAMILY WANTS college girl to live In for second aemeater. 
Board and room In exchange lor duties. Write Box 72. 
Manhattan, KS 66502. (72-75) 

RIDE NEEDED to Tucson area, one way, December 17th to 
19th. Will share driving expenses Desperate! Call Eric 537- 
1143.(73-75) 

 LOST  
LADIES' WHITE-GOLD Hamilton watch with black face; In or 

around Kramer. Reward: 532-5289. (73-75) 

LOST—SILVER wedding band, special casting; around 
Union or Elsenhower. 5320865,537 7864. Reward. (74-75) 

BOYS' TURQUOISE 10-speed bike. White tape, ripped black 
aaat. toe clips, black bag w/L.A.W. patch. G. Lapierre, Type 
Tour de France, Superlux. Reward. Call 5390673. (74-75) 

 POUND  
CALCULATOR ON table In third floor Wlllard hallway. Iden- 

tify and claim In Chemistry Office, Room 110. Sea Teena. 
(73-75) 

FOUND: BILLFOLD In basement restroom ot Seaton Hall. 
identify to claim. Phone 776-9393. (73-75) 

TWO LADIES' watchee and two man's watches In Farrell 
Library, December 1st Can Identify and claim at Cir- 
culation Desk, Farrell Library between 800 a.m. and 500 
p.m. (74-75) 

SMALL CALCULATOR, also adapter lor calculator, found In 
Farrell Library. Can identify and claim at Circulation Deak, 
Farrell Library between 8 00 a.m. and 5 00 p.m. (74-75) 

TWO LADIES' rings found in Farrell Library. Can Identify and 
claim at Circulation Desk, Farrell Library between 800 a.m. 
and 5O0 p.m. (74-75) 

WOMAN'S RING in EH 15, Dec. 9. Identify and claim at EH 
208, History Dept (75-77) 

 CONGRATULATIONS  
VAN ZILE: Winner-Rude Hall ol the Yeer Award. J.S.. Direc- 

tor. Honorable Mention: MM (75) 

 WELCOME  
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN at Eighth and Leavenworth, (537- 

0618) celebrates In worship on Sunday morning at 8:45 and 
11 HO em. The Church School, with Young Adult Class at 
9:50 a.m. Pastors John Graham (5397884) and Steve Wash- 
bum (5394119). Ride the Blue Bus, stopping across from 
Goodnow at 10:35 am and between Boyd and West at 
10:40 a m for the 11 00 a.m. service (75) 

GRACE BAPTIST Church, 2901 Olckens, welcomes you to 
Worship Services at 8:30 and 1100 em. University Claaa 
meets at 945 am. Evening aervice 6:00 p.m. Horace 
Brelsford Ken Ediger 776-0424 Ride the bus—pick up 
schedule: Wast Hali-810 a.m., Ford Hali-812 a.m., 
Haymaker HallO:14 a.m., Moore Hall-8:16 a.m., Goodnow 
HallO:16 a.m., Marlatt HallO:20 a.m Return to campua 
10:45 a.m. (75) 

WORSHIP SERVICES 8:30 and 11 00 a.m. Church school 9:40 
am First Lutheran Church, 10th and Poynu. (75) 

MASSES AT Catholic Student Center, 711 Denlson, Sunday 
Maas 8:30 a.m., 10:00 am, 11:15 a.m., 12:30 p.m. and 5:00 
p.m. Saturday evening at 5:00 p.m. Daily 4:30 and 5:15 p.m. 
Maas. (75) 

WORSHIP ON campus at All Faiths Chapel, 10:45am Bible 
Study 9:30 a.m. Sunday. Ramada Inn, Lower Level Banquet 
Room. Evening Service 6:30 p.m. 1225 Bertrand. the Univer 
ally Christian Church. Harold McCracken. minister. (75) 

(Continued on page 27) 
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(Continued from page 26) 
WELCOME STUDENTS! First Christian Church, 115 N. 5th, 

Church School 9:45 a.m.; Worship 1100 a.m. Ministers. 
Ben Duerteldt, 5394685, Sue Daniels. 778-0025. For tran- 
sportation call 778479Q after 9:00 a.m. Sundays. (75) 

COLLEGE HEIGHTS Baptist Church, 2221 College Heights 
Road, Bible Study 9:30 a.m. and Worship 11:00 a.m. and 
7:00 p.m. Church Training 8:00 p.m Prayer Service Wed. 
Evening 6:45 p.m Phone 539-3598. (75) 

CHURCH OF the Nazarene. 1000 Fremont, Sunday School, 
10:00 a m.; Evening Service, 6:00 p.m.; Prayer Service. Wed- 
nesday. 7:00 p.m (75) 

WELCOME STUDENTS to the Manhattan Mennonlte 
Fellowship. We meet at 10:45 a.m. lor Sunday morning 
small group and 9:30 a.m. for worship at the Ecumenical 
Christian Ministries Building at 1021 Denlson (the white 
building with the two red doors). (75) 

ST. LUKE'S Lutheran Church Missouri Synod, Sunset and N 
Delaware welcomes students to services, 8:15 and 10:45 
a.m. Bible study 9:30 a.m. (75) 

WELCOME TO the Church ot Christ. 2510 Dickens, Sunday. 
9:30 a.m., Bible classes; 10 30 a.m., Worship and Com- 
munion; 5:00 p.m., Student Supper;600 p.m., evening wor- 
ship Harold Mitchell, minister 539*581 or 539-9212 (75) 

CLASSY—HELP me figure you out 
Tree Rodent) (75) 

please SS (Puzzled 

FIRST UNITED 
METHODIST CHURCH 

612 Poyntz 

Sunday Worship 
8:45 A.M. Holy Communion 
First Sunday of the month 

9:45 Church School 
University Class 

Temple—2nd floor 
Teacher: Dr. Ray Kurtz 

11 A.M. Worship 
Charles B. Bennett, Pastor 

TRY GOD lor inspiration and fellowship. Wssleyan Church, 
1223 Poyntz. Worship 8:00, and 11:00 a.m. Sunday School 
9:30 am Adult Sunday School Is being held at Roosevelt 
School. Shuttle bus will leave church at 9:20 and 9:30 a.m. 
Shuttle bus will return at 10:45 and 10:55 a.m. Evening ser- 
vice 7:00 p.m. (75) 

FRIENDS (QUAKER) Meeting, 1801 Anderson Avenue, (Bap- 
tist Campus Center), 10:00 a.m. Silent Meditation, 11:00 
a.m. Discussion. (75) 

PEACE LUTHERAN Church invites you to our 8:15 am and 
10:30 am Sunday services. Go 1/2 mile west of stadium on 
Klmball. We are friendly. (75) 

 PERSONAL  
MARO OR "The Box." You know who you are! I'd use your 

other nickname but what would Kevin say? Congrats on 
finishing your Internship. Here's to a Merry Christmas and 
yet another Christmas bet lost to the bran muffinsl "T." 
(75) 

MARY—HAPPY 22nd, even If you are a crazy romanticist 
who can't make brownies, you're a great friend Don. (75) 

VET—HAPPY Birthday one week early to a very special 
friend. Here's to great yesterdays and even better 
tomorrows. Finance. (75) 

JON FRANCIS—Have a very Merry Christmas and since I 
know you can't be good—Be Careful! K.175) 

LISA P. Last Saturday was one fine day! This whole semester 
has been fine. From bam parties to Greensburg to typing 
papers to a yellow rose you've been the greatest. Love, 
Mike. (75) 

REBEL JIM—The rebellion has struck again Thanks for 
being such a blessing to us all Love, The Rebellion. Mat- 
thew 5:9. (75) 

CR: I couldn't have asked for a better roommate! Even if you 
stay up all night! How will I get up next semester? Here's 
to moldy orange juice, dying plants and fish from above! 
Loveya—LK.(75) 

SKI: NO more classes—Yippee! No more late papers. Lucky 
boy uh huh Sure glad I'll have a space-out pal in K.C. Be 
careful on the slopes or you'll end up with me in the 
hospital (I'm having an apendectomy you know.) Merry 
Christmas and Happy Birthday to Jesus. You're so neat. 
You got a personal. B.J. (75) 

ELAINE D. Good luck on your last final and have a Merry 
Christmas. By the way, Happy Birthday Saturday. Love. 
The One From the Zoo (75)   . 

SON AND Seb—Thanks for an unforgettable, fun semester. 
I'm glad you guys are up here Good luck on finals. ILY, 
Ran (75) 

HEY ROOM 108, ILY! Next week at this time we'll be through 
with Reporting, Bactee, MPW, and Ed. Psych! Merry 
Christmas! Love, Renee. (75) 

TO THE 1980 Chicago delegates from KSU—Thanks again 
for a fantabulous. magnarvelous week "you guys." Good 
luck on finals and have a great Christmas! The delegate 
with the blue tag. (75) 

MARGIE—HAPPY 21st Birthday In the near future I want to 
make this one very special for you Love, Bruce. (Also 
Merry Christmas to Teresa. Margaret, & Karen) (75) 

LISA H. You may live In heaven but even praying won't save 
you from this weekend. Happy Birthday. Boyd 4 Partlers. 
(75) 

SWEETHEART-THANKS for the best semester I've ever 
had!! I'm so glad you waited. And thanks for Wednesday 
(afternoon and evening) I love you. Pooky. (75) 

TO MY faithful puppy: From swing dancing to heart bones, 
the best days ol my semester were the last 34! Thanks for 
being you Love, Chuck. (75) 

TIM, ONE more week and the semester will be over. Only to 
look forward to all-nighters In McCain writing papers, all- 
nighters In McCain writing papers, and more all-nighters in 
McCain writing papers. You're the sweetest guy to even 
think about helping me. Good luck on finals and let's have 
a great Christmas. Love Ya Bunches. Booze. (75) 

MATURE FRESHMAN: You're not so mature when you lie 
and deceive. D. (75) 

OLD MOM—Ok) Dad 'sez, "Get psyched for tomorrow night. 
Can't wait to visit Canada!" We're going to be total hell! 
Good luck on your finals. (I know you'll do great) ILYJKN. 
Dad. (75) 

TERESA—EVEN though It might be a bit early, Happy 20th 
Birthday. I hope your next fifth Is as great as the last! AX 
Love, Tammy. (75) 

JOE, TO a very special guy who means a lot to me. Hope you 
have a great Christmas and a very Happy Birthday. Always 
remember that everything will work out If we're willing to 
take a chance. Love, Sue. (75) 

WAFFLES—YOU are the greatest. Thanks for getting me 
through this semester and everything else. Have the 
merriest Christmas ever—Nettles. (75) 

SUSAN M.—Thanks for being such a great roomie! I'll miss 
you a lot next semester. Good luck on finals! OS. (75) 

MICHAEL R — Have a Happy Birthday on December 27th. I'm 
looking forward to partying slot with you during Christ- 
mas! Love ya. C.S. (75) 

FORD 3—Here's to the best floor of girls in Kenney Ford 
Hall! Thanks for all your support and friendship this 
semester. Let's get psyched for next semester! Love ya all, 
Mary Ann. (75) 

CLOVIA'S ROOM 25: Good luck on finals. I already miss the 
phantomly good times. Merry Christmas, C.M.F. (75) 

SHAWN-YOURE the best! Good luck on finala. Whatever 
you do I'll be proud ol you! Merry Christmas.—AX Love, 
Mom. (75) 

COACH WILSON—Second shot was really hot, we almost 
made It to the top. Thanks to you, we almost came 
through. Too bad we didn't win, but we will be back 
again—Love. Second Shot. (75) 

TO CHE—I Love You Lets Zip A Dee Doo Dahl—E.T. (75) 

TO THE Women of Boyd Hall: What a |oy it's been to be with 
you this semester. Thanks for all your love and sup- 
port—and for putting up with all my bad jokes. Best 
wishes for your finals. Have a blessed Merry Christmas! 
Love—Jo. (75) 

MCATEE: HEY, you wild woman, have a super birthday! Love, 
Barb. PS.(Sorry It's late!)(75) 

WES, WAS It really love at the first pull of a KBMA cable, or 
did you just want your coat back? Either way, I'm happy I 
found you. Thanks for all those special times. I'll miss you 
lots! Merry Christmas, Babe! Mary Ann. (75) 

GREEN EYES—I got your card but not your name, how about 
It?—Blue eyes. (75) 

TINY RABBITS: Wishing you all a very Merry Christmas with 
love, peace, and tranqullity for years ahead. See you when 
we murder Indiana, bring death to Arkansas and 
assassinate Louisville (75) 

TO: BECKY, Sandi, Meghan, Marl, Krlstl, Diane, Bernie, 
Mazhar ... Congratulations on a super season, to us 
you're *1! George, Wllmore, Cleaver, Bruce (D.). (75) 

LIPPY, I'LL never forget the past 3 months; Halloween, "our- 
spot" at Tuttle, Kansas City, Cheap Trick, cola, 
"simultaneous," waterbeds, Toyota!, nature hikes and late 

night raps I love you! You're the best! Fish Lips. (75) 

RAH RAH, Get psyched for Saturday night. But look out for 
the forest of Mistletoe There's magic in the air! Love, Hula 
Hips. (75) 

SUE-BEE (P.B.)-Happy Birthday on Tuesday. Wednesday it 
will be 384 days to 21. Carol-Marol. (75) 

SAE DAN J.: Good luck on your finals. Hope you have a Merry 
Christmas. Love, Mom. (75) 

SHERRI AND KayLynn—Just wanted to wish two great 
roomies, a Merry Christmas, and the best of luck on your 
finals. If we can make it through the flood of '80 we can 
make It through final week! Love, Anne. (75) 

HEY DEXTER Child—You Hubangy prep. For you, pledging 
fifth year is a must. Here on third prep is the word. Hope 
your 20th B day Is the best. It's what you deserve. Love, 
Shelbert & Giner. (75) 

PATTIW —To a super roomie! Thanks for all the great times. 
I'll miss you next semester. Love, Debbie. (75) 

MATT C—Is tomorrow really your birthday, or Is this another 
one of your schemes? Love, Your Associate. (75) 

TO THE excellent Mom (T.J.B.) who has made this semester 
extraordinarily special to her lucky Dot, Good Luck with 
Finals and remember the poem, it applies to almost 
everything (yes, even men!). Indubitably your Dot. (75) 

ROOM B—You really are the best! Good Luck with finals. 
Too bad the vast amount of "knowledge and experience" 
you have all acquired is of no use during finals. Bui maybe 
after! AX. Love. Your "Roomie." (75) 

REBECCA LYNN Road—Are you ready to go Christmas 
shopping? Tamarak. (75) 

LYNNE: THE end has arrived, and to say I'm going to miss 
you is the understatement of the year!! Although you'll be 
out of sight, you'll be forever In my mind and heart. Good 
Luck on Finals, and Merry Christmas from me to you. Love. 
Brent. (75) 

Peanuts" By CHARLES SCHULZ 

I HAVE A SUGGESTION, 
MA'AM.YOU KNOW WHAT 

UJOUIP MAKE A PERFECT 
6IFT TO YOUR CLASS? 

DON'T ASSIGN US A 
BOOK TO REAP DURING 
CHRISTMAS VACATION! 

EVEN MV SUGGESTIONS 
GET A"0 MINUS".' 

17 Erected 
19 Wipe out 
21 Healthy 
22 Parisian 

king 
24 Daughter 

of Loki 

Crossword" 
ACROSS        41 American 55 Favorite 9 Aside 

1"- Gantry"     Indian 57 Barbara and 10 Cleanse 
6 Haggard      43 Viper Anthony       11 Poker stakes 

novel 44 Nothing, in        DOWN 
9 Constellation    Modrid 1 High note 

12 Longest        45 Greek island 2 Actor 
French river    dweller Chaney 

13 Melody 47 One making a 3 Kind of 
14 Fasten conveyance        laborer 
15 Actress            (L.) 4 N.Y. canal 

Dickinson     49 Dwell 5 Singer Delia 26 Oriental 
16 He succeed- 52 Moon 6 Finnish boat 

edA.               vehicle              baths           28 Adhesive 
Johnson       53 White House 7 "Be             30 Gain as 

18 Be indignant    nickname silent!" profit 
20 Scottish       54 Russian tsar    8 Unit of 32 Plutonic 

Gaelic         55 Type of curve    energy rock 
21 Friar's title       Avg. solution time: 25 mln. 33 Roman 
23 Peri°d ILII lElgBhlrtlAAMAInlAlMl      bronze 
24 Abhors 
25 Charged 

atoms 
27 Turkish 

money of 
account 

29 Giants 
31 Malt 

vinegar 
35 Encounters 
37 German 

three 
38 Conform 

By EUGENE SHEFFER 
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34 Tear 
36 Small tower 
38 Fish 
39 Defies 
40 — apple 
42 Public 

warehouse 
45 Industrial 

fuel 
46 At rest 
48 Tilt 

N 

™   50 Lair 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle.   51 Bitter vetch 

CRYPTOQUIP 12-12 

AIS-UK-BIZ     UKOLS     OZISDAT0D 

BTEBIE     ALDDIELD 

Yesterday's Cryptoqnlp - DEAR PREACHER PREACHED 
PEACE. 

Today's Cryptoquip clue: Z equals R 

DOUG, HAPPY birthday to the one I love. Get over! Love, L. 
(75) 

SMUT, I wish for you the most on your Birthday, for you're 
the sweetest. Love, Sweat. (75) 

CLOWN—IT'S been one fantastic month! You're the 
greatest! Love ya, Seal. (75) 

MADAM PRESIDENT: Good luck on finals. Don't "pass" the 
potatoes. Love, Uncle Burt. (75) 

O.J SHAGNASTY and J Banotz, Thanks for Union Lab, It 
made our day. (Hope we spelled It right!) Wendy and Bren- 
da.(75) 

KMCK: WITHOUT u It just wouldn't have been the same. 
Thank Him for u dally—keep reaching and remember He's 
got It all In control. Jude t:24. Dee. (75) 

BETH, MERRY Christmas and Happy New Year, too; while 
we're apart I'll be blue but just remember how much I love 
you. Thumper the Wonder Rabbit. (75) 

JILL—THE past month has been great, especially last Friday 
night. You are very special. Love, Your Little Phikeli (75) 

SCOTT—ONE semester Is behind us now and we've had 
some wild and crazy times together—Remember the Kan- 
sas Concert. Swannie Runs and snowball fights. We built a 
special friendship—Thanks for being a friend—Good luck 
on Finals' Love, Susan. (75) 

K. THOMAS: You make my knees weak. Ho Ho Ho. I love you. 
(75) 

VAL—HOPE you have a Very Wonderful and Happy Birthday 
Honk Honk Honk-Honk Honk -P.M and A.G. (75) 

XI SISTERS, You're an okay bunch of gals, even If you do put 
spoons down the disposal! Thanks for the "uniforms" and 
have a Merry Christmas and a really Happy New Year. P.S. 
(Vicki. quit saying "Ooo-Laa"!) Fuzzie Love—Rick, Mark, 
and Al. (75) 

TO THE K-State Players, Speech Unlimited & Debate, and all 
the dedicated faculty and friends of the East Stadium: You 
all are the greatest. Have a Beautiful and Merry Christ- 
mas!! Happy Friday! Randy. (75) 

FEET, 8-BALL, Zorro, Mr. Curl and Cosmic: Best holiday 
wishes Live It up! Doc. (75) 

DALE B Yes, you!! Just to let you know we miss you: 
Manhattan's just not the same without you. Keep on 
keeping on, and take care  .   I Peter 5:10.11. D & K. (75) 

CAROL S—Thanks for all the good times! You've been a 
great roommate! Good luck at Hays! Merry Christ- 
mas!—Susan. (75) 

MARLATT 3B Gang—Good luck on your finals and have a 
Merry Christmas! Be careful New Year's Eve, we want to 
know you next semester! Susan and Darla. (75) 

MARCIA—THANKS for being such a special friend and 
roommate. It's been great! Krlstl. (75) 

LIISA E—This past semester has been terrific. I'm really 
looking forward to next semester. Good luck with finals. 
Terri. (75) 

COLLEGIAN AO Staff—Thanks for a fun semester. You guys 
were" great. Al. (75) 

JANICE, HOW did we ever survive; forgotten names, two first 
dates, parties where I wouldn't go, drive-in movie shows, 
bam parties at White's, drinking at Kites, acting like a cad, 
meeting Mom and Dad, missing telephone calls, shopping 
at the mall. I'm glad we did because; Wichita was so great, 
and I releamed how to skate, long talks at night, you 
always In sight, going through the seasons, which just 
stands to reason why I love you so. Merry X-mas. Marv. (75) 

JILL, I hear that Arizona is fine in the wintertime. I hope that l 
can make it. Surely we can find some way to keep warm 
Your sex partner. (75) 

MONDAY NIGHT Study: I hope you enjoyed the picture. It 
was very expensive! Signed 22. P.S. Have a Merry Christ- 
mas. (75) 

HEY NATE: You hunk of man you! Tonight's the night we 
take advantage. We'll miss you a lot. but don't be surprised 
if you see us over Spring Break Take care, The Pink 
Ladies. (75) 

HEIDI & LOUISE—Happy Birthday to my favorite neighbors 
(Next to the maid's closet!) Merry Christmas, too! Love. 
Kate. (75) 

KERRI 0 We've already wired Sue Ellen in Dallas telling her 
to move over cuz "Kerri's coming to town!" J.R.'s excited! 
Good Luck, we'll be thinking about you! Love—Tenley and 
Renee. (75) 

TRACY G — Had some good times studying; hope we can do 
It more often. Good luck on your finals. Sandy. (75) 

TO MY 3 Ex-Roomies: Thanks for the great 
times—engagements—past and present, midnight bir- 
thday parties. "T," yea—you gottem man, Lucy Runs, 
Nomans, western Kansas, Float Runs, dirty dishes, Mo's 
hangovers, Pat's non-drinking days, and Roo's cigarettes. 
Just think, without me you might have gotten out in 
time—Good Luck! M.R.E. (75) 

TO THE guy that wrote in my notebook and "wanted to get 
into some kinkey sex." No thanks, I have an everlasting 
headache—"Good Lookin."(75) 

CLASSY-ALIAS HGD, You're the best thing that's hap- 
pened to me for a long time. Thanks for the good times, 
and I hope we have many more. KC to LA. Squirrel? (75) 

FLETCH & STEPH. Here's to answering the phone, l.s.'s, 
eating pizzas, our G.P.A.'s, painting pools, making your 
beds, and being crowded, but having fun! This semester's 
been a blast. Thanks for putting up with me and my C & W 
music! Love ya, RDL. (75) 

CRAZY RUTHIE, It's quite a sad event to have you leave! We 
had some good times though—drinking ice tea. functions, 
the barn party, your mask, decorating houses & high 
schools & chipping paint on Johnny Kaw!! Don't forget to 
visit—Love, Rastls. (75) 

MARK, GOOD luck on your finals I'm with you all the way. 
Love, Janelle. (75) 

TO WHOM It May Concern—Thank you for putting up with 
"Little Joe"—Love, Joe's Mom. (75) 

NICK THE Maglclan-Hey, "AquaVet," you're 22 todayl Hap- 
py Birthday! You are very special to me and your friendship 
Is much appreciated. We've been through a lot together: 
trips to K.C.. Wichita, and Fort Rlley; horseback riding and 
Swenson's (you ice cream nummle!!); fish tanks; Baja; 
campouts and Vet picnics; magic shows; champagne; 
chocolate chip cookies; conventions; burglar alarms; fan- 
tasies; Mldtown Manhattan (with a fish cake); late night 
studies; water bed assemblies, the Emporium and It's 
missing ape; and all of the other exciting times we've 
shared. Thank you, and have a great time tonight! Love, 
Jocelyn(1yearll)(75) 

FIFTH FLOOR Moore—How much do I hate to leave for In- 
ternship! All I can do now Is lo accept It aa a transition that 
one has to go through In life. Eight months is not a long 
time when one's friends are with him, but I know that It la 
going to be the longest eight months I will ever experience 
In my life I will never forget any of you and the time that 
we'd spent together—camping out In freezing tem- 
perature, getting drunk at Tuttle, going to breakfast In 
robes, drinking water out of the germ' bottle. .. Thank 
you all for putting up with me, especially Lowell, Dudek, 
Brenda, Shari, Tom, Kim, Cathy, Pam, Terri, Dick, and most 
of all, A-Vake! I will miss you, Vake. I will miss you more 
than anything I can possibly put In words. I understand 
that everyone grows with his age, but I hope the friendship 
between my friends and me will always remain the same. 
Hopefully the water bottle will be here again when I come 
back. Ming. (75) 

AMY, KAREN, Marcy, Sharon, and Sue: Thanks for being 
what you are. Love you all a lot. SCLB. (75) 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY Greg O. from Mom and Dad. (75) 
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THE SOUND SHOP 
Wishes you all good luck on your finals and 

a great Holiday Season, with these 

HOLIDAY SPECIALS 
MAXELL TAPE 

C-90UD 
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Technics SA-101 
II wait AM-fM R«ceiv«r 

0.04 T.H.D. 

ListM80°° 
Only $154OO 

EVERYDAY 
PRICE 

LIST   Q89 
$5.90 2 

C-90UDXLIILSTs3 39 
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THE   *. 
NICE   % 

PRICE 

24' Headphone 
Extension Cord 

Now Only $2°* 
A Great Gift Idea 

Willie Nelson 
Jlml Hendrix 
Linda Ronstadt 
Pointer Sisters 
Joe Walsh 
Carry Simon 
Sal 

YAMAHA P-350 
Semi-Automatic Turntable 
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Hiaft Performooce Cortridkie 

Uft$190°° 
thru X-mas $] 54OO 

AC/DC 
ZZTop 
John Prlne 
J.IIAO.u 
Todd Rundgren 
Gordon Ughtfoot 
Van Morrison 
Foghat 
Jean-Luc Ponty 
James Taylor 

itofferaon 

fB Brothers 
Poco 
Jimmy Buffet, 
Elton jf 
Steely I 
Lynyrdj 
Doors 
Blue! 
Maynard Fa 
Ten Years After 

Improve the fidelity 
of your entire system 
with a B&0 MMC-10 

Phono Cartridge 

for only $5500 

T< 
Journey 
Black Sabbath 
Emerson, Lake, A Palmer 
John Klemmer 
The Who 
Rufus 
Nell Diamond 
Joan Baez 
Carole King 
Dan Fogelberg 
Judy Collins 
Devo 

■cker 
1 Strelsar 

lands 
1 Priest 

Dave Logglna 
Rick Derringer 
Ehrln Bishop 
Janla Joplln 
TheByrds 
Miles Davis 
Dave Mason 
Phoebe Snow 
Charlie Daniels 
Billy Joel 
Mike Oldfleld 
Eddie Money 
LeoSayer 
Warren Ze von 
Graham Nash 
George Carlln 
J. Gells Band 
Kenny Rankln 
Harry Chapln 
Devo 
Yes 
Rod Stewart 
Frank Zappa _ 

<JLu> MS-3 
** Micro Sonic 

Speakers 
$89°V 

Smal in size 
GtQontK n Sound 

Essex 200 
2 way-Boss Reflex 
bookshelf Speaker 

System 
Now Only $9300 pr. 

Acculab 320 
3-woy Acoustic Susp. 

Speaker System 

Mfg. List *300°° pr. 

Only $13500 pr. 

* 
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Stereo Dept. 
537-4708 

Selected Albums by these Artists and| 
more—brought to you by the folks at 

at THE SOUND SHOP 
-MERR^HRISTMA^ 

DISCWASHER DIV 
Record Cleaning System 

$9" List $16°° 

1204 MORO 
Aggieville 

YAMAHA YH-3 
-0RTH0DYNAMIC- 

HEADPH0NES 
"Absolute comfort, 
unbeBevaWe sound" 

Now Only $3500 

Records & Ticket inf < 
537-7555 v •M 

* 
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At (east 50 dead 

SanSalv: : • t erupts 
SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador 

(AP)—Heavy fighting broke out 
here and in other parts of this 
violence-torn Central American 
nation after leftist guerrillas 
launched what they said was their 
"final offensive" against the U.S.- 
backed government. 

Reports indicated the fighting 
left at least 50 people dead by 
Sunday. 

Despite guerrilla claims, 
government forces appeared in 
firm control of both the capital and 
Santa Ana. 

Santa Ana is the country's 
second largest city, and is located 
approximately 45 miles to the west. 

The government announced a 
nationwide dusk-to-dawn curfew 
effective Sunday night. 

An air force spokesman said a 
guerrilla attack on the military 
airfield at Ilopango just east of the 
capital had been repelled. Heavy 
fighting was reported at a National 
Guard post north of the capital and 
at the army barracks in Santa Ana. 

In Santa Ana, two Associated 
Press newsmen and a Salvadoran 
television crew were told by 
soldiers they would be killed if they 

were not out of town within 10 
minutes. The soldiers confiscated 
the AP film at gunpoint. 

Firefights continued Sunday in 
Mejicanos, a slum district of San 
Salvador. Guerrillas reportedly 
commandeered buses before being 
driven out by government troops. 

"The final offensive has begun. 
This is the end of the Christian 
Democratic Party," a woman said 
Saturday night in a communique 
from a San Salvador radio station 
guerrilla forces seized at nightfall. 

Christian Democrat Jose 
Napoleon Duarte is the president of 
the ruling civilian-military junta. 

Military sources said firefights 
were reported Saturday night in 
more than 14 locations across the 
city. 

The normally bustling city of 
Santa Ana was like a ghost town 
Sunday, with the wide, sun-baked 
streets nearly empty. Some 
residents peered nervously 
through their windows at soldiers 
with weapons at the ready, 
prowling the streets. 

Suspected leftists lay facedown 
in the dust, their thumbs tied 
behind   their   backs   as  green- 

uniformed   soldiers   stood   over 
them. 

During the Saturday night leftist 
broadcast, which lasted for three 
hours before suddenly going off the 
air, the woman guerrilla urged 
government troops to desert and 
join the ranks of the insurgents. 

The woman said the attacks 
were launched by the Farabundo 
Marti National Liberation Front. 

The Farabundo Marti National 
Liberation Front is a federation of 
five guerrilla groups seeking to 
replace the junta with Marxist 
rule. 

Guerrilla spokesmen recently 
vowed to topple the junta before 
the January 20 inauguration of U.S. 
president-elect Ronald Reagan. 
The leftists believe Reagan might 
be willing to provide the govern- 
ment with additional arms and aid 
to battle the insurgents. 

Leftists have promised "final 
offensives" here in the past, but 
the result has been hard to 
distinguish from day-to-day 
political violence. 

In the past 12 months, that 
violence has taken at least 9,000 
lives. 

Staff photo by Scott Debtor 

Iran drops $24 billion 
hostage release demand 

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Iran has dropped its demand that the United States deposit $24 

billion in Algerian banks before the 52 Americans being held hostage 
in Iran are released, a top Iranian negotiator was quoted as saying 
Sunday. 

But U.S. officials in Washington said they had not been notified by 
Iran that the demand had been dropped and they could not in- 
dependently confirm the statement. 

In the first indication from Iran that it would waive the deposit 
demand, negotiator Ahmad Azizi told the Iranian newspaper 
Enghelab Islami, "The Iranian government has accepted Algerian 
proposals asking the United States for international guarantees in- 
stead of placing a deposit with the Algerian bank." 

Sources close to the Algerian delegation in Tehran acting as in- 
termediary in the hostage talks said Sunday the Algerians believe a 
breakthrough is near. 

Azizi, when contacted later, would not specify the kind of guarantees 
his government would accept, but they presumably would be con- 
nected with Iranian claims on assets frozen in the United States and 
claims on the wealth of the late shah. 

Iran had demanded the $24 billion deposit to guarantee that its 
financial demands would eventually be met. 

Iran has also demanded withdrawal of all lawsuits against it and 
U.S. guarantees of non-interference in Iranian affairs. But the 
financial conditions appear to have presented the most formidable 
obstacles to a settlement of the 14-month-old U.S.-Iran crisis. 

The Carter administration rejected the $24 billion deposit demand as 
unrealistic and responded with a counter-proposal that reportedly 
provides for the repayment of several billion dollars in assets im- 
mediately after the hostages are freed. 

Enghelab Islami quoted Azizi as saying Iran would formally 
respond to the Algerian draft Monday or Tuesday. 

<8eeHlAN,p.2> 

Persian Gulf base 
threatens stability 

MANAMA, Bahrain (AP)—Arab 
officials on the Persian Gulf say 
building U.S. military bases to 
protect the vital oil routes to the 
West may pose greater threats to 
their stability than do a growing 
Soviet influence in the area or the 
Iran-Iraq war. 

Increasd U.S. presence just a 
decade after the end of British 
colonial rule in this area could 
create a political issue that one 
official described as "explosive." 

AP analysis 

Locked op K-State's Ed Nealy wrestles the 'Cats with 12 rebounds which put him 
for a loose ball with Eastern Illinois' Jim in seventh place on the K-State career 
Williams in Saturday's win. Nealy led    rebounding list. See related story, p. 7. 

Senior officials in Bahrain, an 
island state closely linked to Saudi 
Arabia only 18 miles away, said 
Persian Gulf nations are exploring 
a do-it-yourself security system for 
policing the narrow, 600-mile-long 
waterway that leads to the Arabian 
Sea and Indian Ocean. 

THE OFFICIALS, who declined 
to be identified, suggested in 
recent interviews that the West 
could help by assisting the Arab 
gulf states in coordinating military 
purchases, stockpiling spare parts 
and maintaining their new hard- 
ware. 

"I doubt you will ever see 
anything in writing, such as a 
pact," said one official, even 
though Saudi Arabia, Oman and 
Kuwait have all suggested various 
plans. 

One sign of the new self-defense 
approach was Kuwait's purchase 
earlier this month of eight fast- 
attack boats from West Germany. 
Another, officials here say, was the 
dispatch by the United States of 
four early-warning radar planes to 
Saudi Arabia after the outbreak of 
the war between Arab Iraq and 
non-Arab Iran in September. 

Former U.S. Secretary of State 
Henry Kissinger suggested on his 
recent Middle East tour that a 
permanent U.S. presence was 
needed in the Persian Gulf area. 

KISSINGER'S suggestion 
angered officials here, expecially 
since his remarks came at a news 
conference in Jerusalem, which is 
viewed by Arab states as an 
Islamic holy city under Israeli 
occupation. 

"There can be no serious 
agreement (on gulf security) 
without first solving the 
Arablsraeli problem," said one 
senior official. "Don't ask us to 
look to Kabul (capital of 
Afghanistan) and Soviet oc- 
cupation and not look at Jerusalem 
and Israeli occupation." 

The linkage is enforced by 
threats by extremist Palestinian 
groups to sabotage oil installations 
or attack oil tankers if Arab gulf 
states break ranks on the 
Palestinian question. 

Another fear expressed by gulf 
officials is that an introduction of 
U.S. troops would be seen as a 
return of foreign domination only a 
decade after Britain ended colonial 
rule over the sheikdoms. 

Gulf officials indicated they 
would welcome recovery of U.S. 
prestige and power during the 
administration of Ronald Reagan 
but suggest that drastic action may 
not be necessary to protect the 
gulf, through which pass 15 million 
barrels of oil daily to the in- 
dustralized nations of the West. 

One official here noted that the 
Iran-Iraq conflict had long ago 
become "localized" into a border 
war, and that initial fears that it 
would spread to threaten oil fields 
had not materialized. 
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On Saturday, Azizi told another Tehran 
newspaper, Kayhan, that Iran "in all 
likelihood" would accept the Algerian draft 
and that he thought the initiative would also 
be acceptable to the United States. 

Last week, an American official who 
asked not to be identified said Iran was 
prepared to revise its demand for the 
Algerian bank deposit, but Azizi's com- 
ments Sunday were the first indication from 
the Islamic Republic that the deposit con- 
dition was negotiable. 

After reviewing developments, American 
negotiators extended their stay in the 
Algerian capital. American officials said 
Deputy Secretary of State Warren 
Christopher and three other U.S. diplomats 
would remain in Algiers at least until 
Monday. 

Christopher reported that "serious 
problems still remain" in trying to agree on 
terms for a settlement and mat Iran had not 
yet taken a position on the American draft. 

"He is still not officially expressing op- 
timism," State Department spokesman 
John Trattner said Sunday in Washington. 

Christopher's team, which communicates 
with Iranian officials through the Algerian 
delegation in Tehran, has been trying to 
answer recent questions from Iran on the 
American position. 

The four Algerians who have been in 
Tehran since January 2 declined comment 
Sunday on bow the talks were going, but 
expectations were rising as they did Just 
before Christmas. 

Sunday was the 435th day of captivity for 
the American hostages. 

Political battle lines drawn early 
as Legislature sets to convene 

TOPEKA (AP)—Amid growing signs of a 
session-long confrontation over what's the 
best way to raise needed new revenue for 
schools and highways, the 1961 Kansas 
Legislature convenes at 2 p.m. Monday. 

First-day activities will be light, and it 
likely will be two or three weeks before the 
big tax debates actually begin in committee, 
and perhaps two months before any major 
tax bills reach the floor of the House or 
Senate for votes. 

Forty bills were prefiled, most of them by 
interim study committees. They will be 
formally introduced Monday. 

Gov. John Carlin delivers his legislative 
and budget messages to a joint session at 11 
a.m. Tuesday. 

First major committee activity comes 
Wednesday when the House Energy and 
Natural Resources Committee opens two 
weeks of hearings to review state hazardous 
waste management laws. 

BATTLE LINES formed quickly after 
Carlin unveiled last Wednesday his proposal 
for an eight percent severance tax on oil, 
natural gas and coal produced in Kansas to 
raise an estimated $200 million. 

He would spend the bulk of that new in- 
come on school finance, to reduce local 
property taxes without raising the sales tax 
as a legislative committee has proposed, 
and on rebuilding state roads, to negate 
need for a proposed gasoline tax increase. 

Committees have recommended raising 
the sales tax from three percent to five 
percent and the state gasoline tax from 
eight cents a gallon to 11 cents. 

First-blush reaction to Carlin's plan pitted 
Republican against Republican and 
Democrat against Democrat, indicating the 
success or failure of the governor's proposal 
will hinge on philosophy and not on political 
party partisanship. 

SENATE PRESIDENT Ross Doyen and 
House Speaker Wendell Lady, both veteran 
Republicans, came out on opposite sides of 
the issue in their initial comments. 

Senate Minority Leader Jack Steineger, 
who proposed a 15 percent severance tax a 
year   ago,   praised   Carlin's   plan   and 

promised to carry it in the Senate. Another 
prominent Senate Democrat, Frank Gaines 
of Augusta, a major oil producer, said it 
doesn't have a chance. 

Carlin will outline his proposal to the 
lawmakers in person on Tuesday. His 
budget is expected to surpass $2.5 billion, 
another record in these years of high in- 
flation. 

Monday's opening session will be largely 
ceremonial, including making official the 
election of officers nominated at party 
caucuses held here December 1. 

Doyen, Concordia Republican, will be 
elected to his second full four-year term as 
Senate president. 

LADY, Overland Park Republican, will be 
elected to his second two-year term as 
House speaker. Lady has announced this is 
his. last term as speaker. 

Doyen was nominated for Senate 
president by the GOP caucus last month 
without opposition. 

Lady repulsed the challenge of Rep. Bob 
Arbuthnot, Haddam Republican, for the 
GOP nomination for speaker. 

q   Hair    Q 
by 

Rick & Friends 
(A Haircuttmg Salon) 

404 Humboldt 

Manhattan, Kansas 66502 

Phone 776-5222 
By Appointment Only 

Sign up tables at 
registration 
Mon.&Tues. 

Union, Wed.-Fri. 
Training Jan. 17,18 

at the UFM Fireplace 

8:30°A.M. 532-6565 
WF   CARE  ENOUGH TO LISTEN 

Percy signs s 
WASHINGTON (AP)—Key Senate 

Republicans believe they have won their 
campaign to confirm Alexander Haig as 
secretary of state by Inauguration Day. 

But the controversy over access to his 
tape-recorded conversations with farmer 
President Richard Nixon may smoulder 
long after January 20. 

Many Democratic members of the Senate 
Foreign Relations Committee believe the 
tapes in the National Archives should be 
central to Haig's confirmation process for 
light they may throw on his involvement in 
the White House during the Watergate 
scandal. 

However the committee agreed 
unanimously on Saturday to vote on Haig's 

tit ma 
confirmation this week while leaving the 
hearings open to permit the quest for the 
tapes to continue. 

Chairman Charles Percy of the Senate 
Foreign Relations Committee signed a 
subpoena Sunday ordering the National 
Archives to produce the logs of 100 hours of 
taped conversations between Nixon and 
Haig. 

Attorneys for the archives said they could 
not comply until a clearance procedure had 
been completed. 

Percy issued the subpoena as part of a 
compromise that will permit the full Senate 
to vote by Jan. 20 on Haig's nomination to be 
Ronald Reagan's secretary of state. 

Plants- 
a-Plenty 

Prices Effective: Monday, Jan. 12 
thru Saturday, Jan. 17,1981 

6L- 
8"    HANGING    PLANTS. 
Choose from ivy, fern or 
airplane   potted    plants. 

3" PLANTS. Popular In- 
door plants you'll enjoy! 

SPECIAL PRICE ■   SPECIAL PRICE 
4"   PLANTS.   Variety     8"    PLANTS.    Favorite 
plantings  in  each   pot.     tropical  foilage  plants. 

1 97 
REG. 3.37 

8" PLANTERS. Contem- 
porary  style  &  colors. 

Miracle Grq 
HOUSEPLANT 
POTTING 

MIX 

«f*< ■ POTTING MX 
~kam smi MB AC L t GAO 

1 53 
REG. 2.77 

MIRACLE-GRO. All pur 
pose potting soil 8 at 

REG. 6.97 
12" PLASTIC PLANTERS. 
Looks    like    ceramic! 

3007 ANDERSON 
AVENUE 

DAILY 9 to 9 
SUNDAY 11 to 6 
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Tobacco chewer snuffs out title 

GREENCASTLE, Ind. — There's no question that Melissa E. 
Martin is up to snuff. 

The psychology major at DePauw University recently carted off a 
shiny spittoon trophy, a pouch of snuff and the title of reigning 
International Goddess of Chewing Tobacco during a recent tobacco 
chewing contest. 

Miss Martin won the honor in a pageant that required not only the 
customary poise, personality and beauty, but also a little chewing 
time. 

"It was more of a wet snuff, not the leaf tobacco, not a big chaw— 
that's where I draw the line," Miss Martin says of the stuff that 
helped her win the award over 11 other finalists. 

It was only her second chewing experience, she says. But 
somehow she battled the difficulties of remaining demure with a 
pinch of tobacco between cheek and gum, and a tiny dribble of brown 
juice on her chin. 

Ten years of whale sounds captured 
VANCOUVER, British Columbia — Take a Canadian whale, put 

him in a California aquarium and after 10 years he'll still talk with a 
British Columbia accent, a scientist says. 

John Ford of the University of British Columbia has dangled his 
underwater microphone among whales for five years and has about 
200 hours of recordings. 

Ford said that although whales make complex sounds and have 
big brains it's a mistake to assume they are incredibly intelligent. 
"Whales use the same sounds over and over again — whether they 
are rubbing a rock or feeding," he said. 

"I think the whales are communicating basic information — their 
pod, their emotional state, their hunting activity — things like that. 
But I don't think they 're reciting the works of Plato.'' 

Ford said he has tapes of two killer whales in California 
aquariums made by Seattle researcher Marilyn Dahlheim. He said 
the whales were caught at Pender Harbor near Vancouver in 1969 
and they are still making the same call sounds as wild whales in a 
British Columbia pod. 

Reagan unafraid of Iranian leaders 
LOS ANGELES — President-elect Ronald Reagan said Sunday 

that when he takes office, he will not feel compelled to build on the 
groundwork President Carter has laid in negotiations with Iran over 
the fate of its American hostages. 

Reagan added he is not afraid of the Iranians, and sees no reason 
why they should be afraid of him. 

Reagan made his remarks in an exchange with reporters at the 
Santa Monica, Calif., airport after stepping off a Marine Corps 
helicopter that had returned him from a visit to his ranch north of 
Santa Barbara. 

Asked whether he felt obliged to follow up on the work done by the 
Carter administration in the hostage talks, Reagan replied, "No." 

He said in a U.S. News & World Report interview made public 
Sunday that he felt he would begin dealings with the Iranians with a 
clean slate. 

Asked to explain that at the airport, he said, "I still hope and pray 
the president will succeed in what he has been trying to do. If not, 
then we have to start.'' 

Asked whether he thought the Iranian leadership may be afraid of 
him and whether this might be speeding up efforts to free the 52 
captives before Jan. 20, when he takes office, the president-elect 
responded: "I don't know why they should be. I'm not afraid of 
them." 

Inmates captured soon after escape 

LARNED — Three inmates escaped from the Pawnee County jail 
Saturday night but their freedom was short-lived. 

Sheriff Cliff Atterbury said the three escaped from the jail after 
overpowering a jailer. They were captured without resistance in a 
Larned home about three hours after their escape, the sheriff said. 

The three escapees were identified as Craig Moomau, 20, Joe 
Sanchez, 24, and Rudy Barron, 27, all of Larned. Moomau and 
Sanchez were being held on aggravated assault charges, and Barron 
was held on charges of second degree murder, rape and kidnapping, 
Atterbury said. 

The sheriff said 40 police and sheriff's officers were used in 
tracking the men down. He said they raided the house after 
receiving a tip that the fughitves were holed up there. 

WeatFiei 
One thing that could be worse than coming back to school would be 

having to walk to registration in a blizzard. For once, Kansas 
weather is cooperating. Sunny and much warmer today, with the 
high expected to be near 50. Fair tonight and Tuesday. Low tonight 
in the upper teens. 

Did you take your vitamins this morning?, 

I   marvhattan health foods 3MN.3H 

You're back Just in time 
to party with 

the Secrets 
WEDNESDAY NIGHT 

8:30 to 11:30, No Cover before 7:00 

Plus Janet Jameson 
Friday & Saturday Night, plus FREE TGIF 

WE'RE 
HATCHING 
SOMETHING 

BGH 

Attention 
Faculty 

Members! 
Do you need doss material 

duplicated-FAST?? 

Let us organize and distribute required readings and notes to 

your students with our unique 

PROFESSOR PUBLISHING PLAN. 
It just makes more sense than 
1. the reserve book room (where students can only hope to gain access to Important readings) 
2. or using messy hard to read mlmeos. 

How it works: 
• Leave your selected class materials with Kinko's. We'll make a master and return originals on the 

spot, or within the hour. 
• Then tell your students! 
• No charge to you or your department 
• Our usual 4e per copy charge to students 

OPEN 
7 

DAYS A WEEK 

Kinko's 
Kopies 

537-7340 
1126 La ramie in 

the Handi-Corner 

."On The Tip Of 
Texas 

MARCH 13-22 

Trip Includes: 
' Round Trip Motor Transportation 
'7 Nights Lodging 
'Fully Equipped Condominiums 
•Pre Party 
*lsland Party 
* Shuttle Up and Down the Island 
'Trip toMatamoros, Mexico 
' Tennis Tournament and Volleyball Tournament 

"Only 180 Spaces Available 

Information Meeting: January 27, 1981 8:00 P.M. 
K-State Union, Big 8 Room 

Sign Up: January 28, 1981 7:00 A.M-3:00 P.M. 
Conference Center, 2nd Floor Union 

COST: $180.00 

DSjjjsaj"^ 



Letters important 
to Collegian 

Much has been said about the First Amendment 
rights of the press in recent years as newspapers 
struggle to defend their constitutional rights in U.S. 
courts. 

However, little has been said about the First 
Amendment rights of the general public. The First 
Amendment applies to every U.S. citizen, not just 
members of the media, although members of the 
media may be more aware of their rights. 

Under the provisions of the amendment every 
American is guaranteed the right of freedom of 
speech—the right to voice their views, criticize or 
praise any subject. 

The Collegian offers the opportunity for students, 
faculty members and local residents to voice their 
opinions every weekday through letters to the editor. 
Yet seldom do enough people use this medium, 
because they fear public ridicule, reprimands from 
peers or bosses or a host of other reasons. 

Letters to the editor are vital for any newspaper 
and any community and serve several functions. 

The Collegian staff does not have the personnel or 
time to know everything that is happening on campus. 
Letters to the editor often are the basis for stories in 
the newspaper, tipping the staff off to potential 
problems on campus as well as giving the public a 
chance to blow off some steam in a healthy, often 
productive manner. 

In addition, letters to the editor inform the staff 
about areas of the campus and community that need 
more coverage in the newspaper and how the public 
views the newspaper. Students help support the paper 
through fees. They have the right and responsibility 
to criticize as well as praise campus coverage or the 
lack of it. 

Much information about a community can be ob- 
tained simply by reading the letters to the editor in 
the local newspaper—the political makeup of the 
community, its biases and its concerns. 

The public can be a vital part of the newspaper they 
support. This semester become a part of the 
newspaper. Exercise your First Amendment rights 
by writing to the Collegian. 

KEVIN IIASKIN 
Editor 

Board should 
release results 

Grievance procedures on the case of Ben Mahaffey 
have been completed. Mahaffey, associate professor 
of forestry, claimed unfair actions had been taken 
against him by two members of the Department of 
Forestry during the past 2V4 years. 

Last semester Mahaffey insisted his hearings with 
the Faculty Senate Grievance Board be open to the 
public. However, the final vote—made during 
semester break—was closed and no one is talking 
right now. 

It was unfair to close the voting session after 
opening previous meetings to the public, and it leaves 
readers wondering about the results after following 
the case. 

While it may be normal procedure to close such 
voting sessions to the public, it's difficult to justify not 
releasing the results. 

Eugene Friedmann, head of the Faculty Senate 
Grievance Board, said although the board is not 
opposed to making the results public, the board 
believes it should be Mahaffey's decision. 

Half coverage of a story can only result in half the 
story, half the truth being told. The board has a 
responsibility to either make final sessions open to the 
public or release the information. 

PAULSTONE 
Opinions Editor 

°WtC*WW»S 

-Damien Semanitzky- 

Slighting the sciences 

It is always frustrating to have to 
scale down a perfectly good story 
on gravitational lensing to a 5th 
grade level. Squeezing it into a 
five-inch space is enough to give 
the conscientious science writer 
ulcers. 

Journalists appear to have 
difficulty planning for time and 
space limitations particularly 
when reporting on the sciences. 

This fact, along with complexity 
of advancements being made in the 
sciences and the decline of the 
general public's knowledge of the 
sciences have all too often 
precipitated unwarranted 
hysteria. 

There are an infinite number of 
examples which can be considered 
classic: the trial and error which 
permeates the the still-unweaned 
nuclear power industry, the con- 
troversy surrounding the growth 
hormone DES, the general panic 
about possible carcinogens and the 
prevalence of cancer, and my 
favorite example, the recent ad- 
vances in the recombinant DNA 
technique. 

THE PROBLEM, simply 
enough, is this: the more complex 
a concept or research project, the 
more space it takes to simplify it 
for the general non-scientifically- 
oriented reader. The simplification 
of research developments is not too 
difficult a task for the journalist 
trained to update his own 
knowledge on advancements in the 
sciences. 

It is rare that a science writer 
will be given enough time or space 
when reporting on recent advances 
in high energy physics to go over 
the principles of particle ac- 
celeration. 

To date I have yet to see a well- 
publicized explanation of the fact 
that public panic, not careful 
examination and consideration by 
scientists has shaped the course of 
research and government research 
appropriations into a "cancer- 
prone" bias. 

WHEN, besides under the 
auspices of Scientific American or 
Science, have science reporters 
who are qualified been given a 
chance to dispell the ridiculous 
notions which have arisen with the 
advent of the upsurge of reports on 
recombinant DNA? Is it possible to 
assume that the general public 
even understands what a gene is? 

The greatest injustice to the 
science writer aside from space 
and time limitations still remains 
the ignorant, general assignment 
reporter, who has little choice (if 
he wishes to keep his job) but to do 
a shoddy job in reporting news 
involving science. 

How many times have scientific 
advancements been destroyed by 
the likes of well-meaning, poorly- 
versed, ignorant general assign- 
ment reporters? I'd say at least 200 
times per day on the network level 
alone. 

I HAVE little sympathy for the 

researcher who attempts to ex- 
plain his work to a group of 
reporters with the use of $500 
words, and I have little sympathy 
for the researcher who cannot, 
given enough time, bring his work 
down to a common level. 

The bottom line is still a 
dilemma. It is not possible, even 
for the well-versed science writer, 
to make a choice between the 
mechanics of meeting deadlines, 
space limitations, and the 
responsiblity of reporting im- 
portant news in the scientific 
community, and the ideal of 
thoroughly educating the public in 
one or two stories about the in- 
tricacies of a researcher's work so 
mass panic can be avoided. 

Somewhere in this dilemma, 
there exists a subtle statement 
about the growing gap between our 
scientific and technological ad- 
vancements and the public's un- 
willingness and inability to read 
beyond the headlines. The media 
can't and won't spoonfeed every 
tidbit of information. 

Between the $500 words from the 
researchers, the uneducated, 
uninterested reporter, the 
uneducated editor, the constraints 
of time and space on both the 
educated and uneducated reporter 
and editor, and the uneducated, 
emotional public, there has to be a 
way of injecting a few cubic cen- 
timeters of scientific education. 

I have yet to ascertain that 
solution—beyond perseverence. 
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Police hinder Atlanta inquiry 
ATLANTA (AP)-Law enforcement of- 

ficers hindered a coroner's inquiry by 
disturbing skeletal remains found last week 
in the investigation of the killings or 
disappearances of 16 black children, the 
Pulton County medical examiner said 
Sunday. 

Dr. Robert Stivers said be was con- 
sidering filing charges Monday against 
federal, state and local law enforcement 
officers because they moved the bones 
without permission from his office. 

"They disturbed it, and that's a violation 
of the law," he said in a telephone interview. 
"It slowed us down considerably." 

Stivers said when his investigator arrived 
on the scene where the two skeletons were 
found Friday, "there was an FBI agent and 
members of the state crime lab picking up 
bones, putting them in a sack. We didn't 
have a crime scene to look at." 

The offense is a misdemeanor that could 
carry a maximum penalty of one year in 
prison and a $1,000 fine. 

Atlanta Public Safety Commissioner Lee 
P. Brown declined to comment on Stivers' 
statements, saying, "I'll wait until he makes 
his allegations Monday and we'll address 
them accordingly." 

John Glover, special agent in charge of 
the Atlanta FBI office, also refused com- 
ment. 

The skeletons have not been identified, 
and officials have not determined the age or 
sex of the skeletons. 

Stivers said his office was working Sunday 
to compare the skeletons with the dental 
records of the five missing black children. 

He  said  identifying  such  remains  is 

Actor Boone, 63, 
dies from cancer 

ST. AUGUSTINE, Fla. (AP) - Actor 
Richard Boone, best known for his role as 
the hired gun Paladin in the "Have Gun, 
Will Travel" television series, is dead at 63. 

The craggy-faced veteran actor, who 
retired here to paint in 1972 and was the 
state of Florida's cultural ambassador, died 
Saturday night at his home. The apparent 
cause of death was cancer of the throat. 

A spokesman at Craig Funeral Home in 
St. Augustine said Boone's body was to be 
cremated and a private service held. 

Boone won three Peabody Awards, in- 
cluding one for his role as Dr. Styner in the 
"Medic" television series, which ran from 
1954 to 1956. He was nominated as best actor 
five times by the National Academy of 
Television Arts and Sciences. 

After attending Stanford University, the 
seventh-generation nephew of pioneer 
Daniel Boone worked as an oilfield 
roustabout in Southern California and took 
up painting full-time. 

Working under 20th Century-Fox, Boone 
made 10 films, including "The Robe" in 
1953. 
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"really hard to do. We don't know if it will be 
successful or not. We just hope so." 

The two skeletons were discovered Friday 
in a heavily wooded area of suburban East 
Point, where two of the 11 slain Atlanta 
children had been found in recent months. 

More bones, believed to be part of the two 
skeletons, were turned up when about 200 
policemen, police cadets and federal agents 
searched the 300-acre tract on Saturday. 

"We found a couple of bones, that from all 
indications, were from the same skeletal 
remains we found last night," Chief George 
Napper said Saturday. 

Eleven black children between the ages of 
7 and 15 have been found slain in the Atlanta 
area since July 1979. Five others remain 
missing. 

About 500 volunteers searched a south- 
west Atlanta neighborhood on Saturday for 
14-year-old Lubie "Chuck" Geter, a black 
youth who disappeared Jan. 3 from a nearby 
shopping center. 

The area searched by volunteers, who 
have held a series of weekend bunts for 
clues to the deaths and disappearances, was 
several miles from where the bones were 
discovered. Geter's was the most recent 
case included in the investigation by a 
special task force. 

Brown said it would be in "extremely poor 
taste and premature to speculate" whether 
the bodies found Friday were those of two of 
the five missing children. 
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Begin reign near collapse 
JERUSALEM (AP)—Israel's Finance 

Minister Yigael Hurvitz resigned Sunday in 
a dispute over a raise for Israel's teachers, 
bringing the government of Prime Minister 
Menachem Begin to the brink of collapse. 

Hurvitz said he and his two political 
partners will quit the coalition, leaving 
Begin's government with 58 seats at most in 
the 120-member Knesset (Parliament), and 
dependent for survival on a handful of free- 
floating splinter factions. 

Hie opposition Labor Party, strongly 
favored in opinion polls, warned that unless 
Begin resigned, it would present a bill to 
dissolve Parliament and have elections 100 
days hence. 

Begin called a special Cabinet meeting for 
Monday morning to decide whether to set 
early elections or try to go on governing 
without Hurvitz. 

Elections are already scheduled for 
November, but judging from the remarks of 
Cabinet ministers Sunday, Begin may ad- 
vance the voting date to early summer. 

Education Minister Zevulun Hammer 
said, "Tlie government would like to serve 

out its term, but it doesn't want to do so if it 
doesn't have appropriate parliamentary 
support." 

According to Justice Minister Moshe 
Nissim, "it can be assumed" that Begin is 
planning an election for around June. 

Hurvitz, 62, resigned after the Cabinet 
made concessions to Israel's 58,000 
teachers, who are demanding pay increases 
recommended last year by a government 
commission. 

He argued the wage hikes would cripple 
his efforts to curb public spending and 
reduce Israel's world-leading inflation rate 
of 131 percent in 1980. 

Government sources said the Cabinet 
approved a compromise that obliged the 
government to accept the teachers' 
demands in principle but postponed the 
actual payment of higher salaries. 

Hurvitz said he voted against the 
resolution because it was "too watery and 
wouldn't be understood by all the workers' 
sectors." His resignation takes effect 
Tuesday. 

Chrysler seeks aid for survival 
WASHINGTON (AP)-The survival of the 

Chrysler Corp., now so strapped for cash 
that it is paying some suppliers with cars, 
seems to turn on whether it can win new loan 
guarantees before supplier embargoes 
bring more assembly lines to a halt. 

One assembly plant making trucks in 
Warren, Mich., near Detroit, cannot start 
because it has no gasoline tanks, no straps to 
attach the tanks to bodies, no carpets and no 
radiators. The makers won't ship them 
because they have not been paid. 

The shortage of those items is not an 
immediate disaster. Chrysler dealers have 
plenty of trucks, and next week's closing to 
work down stocks had been announced 
before Christmas. Chrysler, which expects 
to report a loss of $1.7 billion for 1980, has 
paid about a dozen companies with cars, 
said a company source. 

Chrysler has admitted it is not paying 
most of its 20,000 suppliers. 

What probably will be the final lap of the 
company's race for survival begins Monday 
as the number three automaker's 
negotiations with the United Auto Workers 
union on a $600 million wage freeze shift to 
Washington. That will let Treasury 
Secretary G. William Miller, chairman of 
the Chrysler Loan Guarantee Board, keep 
an eye on them. 

The board found Chrysler's latest cost- 
cutting plan in support of its application for 
$400 million in guarantees inadequate, and 
is drawing up its own plan. Chrysler 
borrowed $800 million last year under the 
guarantees, leaving a total of $700 million 
available if the Board approves. 

Th suppliers are being asked for a five 
percent price cut through March and a 
freeze at previous levels from April through 
December. Also, 125 banks are being asked 
to convert $572 million in loans to preferred 
stock. Miller has been dealing with the 
banks and Chrysler will have to deal with 
the suppliers, Fraser said. 

Four days of talks at Chrysler's 
headquarters last week only cleared the 
ground for further discussion of concessions 
that the union, whose members must ratify 
a wage freeze or any other contract change, 
is demanding in return for acquiesence in a 
third round of giveways in 16 months. 

The comptroller of one supplier company, 
who insisted on not being identified in any 
way, told The Associated Press last week 
that Chrysler arbitrarily had withheld five 
percent from payment for one shipment 
"and we had no choice but to accept. Nobody 
wants to be the one to pull the plug on 
Chrysler because of the bad public relations 
involved." 
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Men take 10-2 record 
into conference race 

By ALLEN LEIKER 
Sporti Editor 

K-State finished the non-conference 
portion of its basketball schedule Saturday 
night with a 74-62 win over Eastern Illinois 
in Ahearn Field House. 

Now 10-2, the Wildcats open Big 8 con- 
ference play Wednesday night at Nebraska. 

K-State, as has been the case all season, 
was led by Ail-American candidate Rolando 

Sports 
Blackman. Scoring in double figures for the 
37th straight game, the 6-6 senior scored 21 
points, hitting nine of 13 shots, and pulled 
down seven rebounds while playing the 
entire game. 

Forward Ed Nealy added 16 points and 12 
rebounds, while guard Tim Jankovich and 
forward Randy Reed chipped in 11 and 10 
points, respectively. 

The Wildcats, however, weren't at their 
best and never could put away the stubborn 
Panthers, an NCAA Division II team from 
Charleston. They led by as many as 12 points 
on six occasions, but Eastern Illinois, with 
Ricky Robinson getting 16 of bis game-high 
22 points in the second half, always kept 
battling back. 

K-State played the game without injured 
forward Tyrone Adams, who sat out his 
second straight game and third this year 
with an aggravating knee injury. 

Adams, the team's second-leading scorer 
(10.9) and rebounder (5.1), underwent an 
exploratory examination Thursday which 
revealed irritation and trauma in the lower 
thigh bone on his right leg. He'll be sidelined 
for approximately two weeks. 

Last year Adams broke his right hand late 
in the season and K-State, on its way to the 
Big 8 title, stumbled, losing four of its final 
five conference games to finish in a tie for 
second with Nebraska. 

Coach Jack Hartman and his players 
think they will handle the loss of Adams 
differently this time around. 

"Everyone is a little more mature," 
Blackman said. "Last year it was a shock to 
us, a big psychological blow. We were 
rolling along and then, boom, that hap- 
pened. This year we're confident we can 
pick up the slack." 

The Eastern Illinois win was the Wildcats' 
seventh in eight tries over the holiday break. 
K-State picked up wins over Wisconsin- 
Parkside (72-58), U.S. International (7645), 
Arkansas (4746 in overtime), Fresno State 
(47-39), Louisville (64-47) and Oklahoma 
City (97-79). The Wildcats only loss came to 

Big8basketbair 
BIG 8 ALL 

Oklahoma State 1-0 11-2 
K-State 0-0 10-2 
Kansas 0-0 10-2 
Missouri 00 11-3 
Iowa State 0-0 7-4 
Nebraska 0-0 6-6 
Oklahoma 0-0 5-7 
Colorado 0-1 10-3 
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Indiana, a 5144 setback. 
The Indiana game was a matchup bet- 

ween Olympians Blackman and Isiah 
Thomas, the USA team's starting guards 
this past summer. Thomas' Hoosier team, 
shooting 62 percent from the field, won the 
defensive struggle. 

Hartman got his 200th career win at K- 
State against defending national champion 
Louisville, and the Wildcats got sweet 
revenge from a year ago when the Cardinals 
beat them twice—at the NCAA Midwest 
Regional on a last-second shot (71-69) and in 
Louisville (85-73). 

K-State's other impressive wins came 
against Arkansas, where Nealy hit a free 
throw with one second left in overtime to 
seal it, and Fresno State, where the Wildcats 
snapped the Bulldogs' 13-game winning 
streak, the longest in the nation at the time. 
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K-State women take third in Wichita tourney 
By MEGAN BARDSLEY 

Aaat. Sport. Editor 
After placing second for two consecutive 

yean in the Pizza Hut Invitational, the K- 
State's women's basketball team traveled to 
Wichita to play in the Shocker Holiday 
Classic hoping that this year they'd take the 
championship. But the Wildcats were to be 
denied again. 

After losing to Minnesota 71-70 in the semi- 
finals, K-State was forced to settle for third 
with a 93-70 victory over Wichita State. 

Had the Wildcats defeated Minnesota then 
they would have had a chance at a rematch 
with 12th ranked Stephen F. Austin, which 
the 16th ranked Wildcats beat over the 
holiday break 83-75. But K-State never got a 
chance to play them after losing the hear- 
tbreaker to Minnesota. 

"Friday night (against Minnesota) we 
should have won," coach Lynn Hickey said. 
"Minnesota did well in the second half but 
we couldn't even buy a bucket. Defensively 
we didn't do anything bad but offensively we 
couldn't hit anything." 

THE WILDCATS came out of the locker 
room and pumped in the first two points of 
the half to build their fifteen point half time 
lead to 17 but from then on the 'Cats fell to 
the Minnesota rally. Minnesota, with 2:53 
remaining, went ahead of K-State and held 
that lead until there were only 20 seconds 
left in the game. K-State took control of the 
lead but 10 seconds later lost it when Taryn 
Bachis fouled Minnesota's Debbie Hunter. 
Hunter bit both of her free-throws to give 
Minnesota it's one point margin of victory. 

The Wildcats, playing without their 
starting center Tammie Romstad, had a 
disappointing second half only hitting sue 
field goals the entire half. 

Romstad, who injured her knee in a game 
against UCLA played over the holidays, 
under went surgery to remove cartlidge in 
her right knee and is expected to be able to 
return to action in four to six weeks. Until 
that time Hickey is having to move her 
players around to fill the 6-2 center's 
position. 

"Tammie is tough and wants to play 
really bad and we need her but for now we 
are best to utilize the talents we have," 
Hickey said. "Basically we're not changing 
our play, we're just putting someone else in. 
With Tammie out we're using more people 
off the bench" 

The position has been primarily filled by 
6-2 junior Dee Weinreis, who along with her 
teammate Gayla Williams was named to the 
all-tournament team. Along with Weinreis, 
Jeanne Daniels, who had previously been 
sidelined because of knee problems, has 
seen some action at the center positon. 

Daniels wasn't the only player who played 
well in the game for third place against 
Wichita State, the whole Wildcat team did. 
The 'Cats came out at half time, building a 15 
point lead into a 23 point lead and easily 
defeated the Shockers 93-70. 

The Wildcats hit 43 percent from the field 
and had four players in double figures. 
Daniels and Williams had 20, Taryn Bachis 
had 19 and Shelly Hughes added 16. 

"(It) was an important victory for us," 
Hickey said. "We came off of a poor game 
and played a good ball game." 

In the first round of action of the Shocker 
Holiday Classic, the Wildcats won by 
holding off a second half rally by the Illini of 
Illinois and defeated them 67-52. K-State, 
coming out of the locker room at halftime 
boasting an eight point lead, battled an Illini 
rally which put Illinois on top, 41-40, with 12 
minutes left. 

The Pizza Hut Invitational wasn't the only 
tournament action the women's team 
played in during the holiday break. K-State 
traveled to Los Angeles to play in the UCLA 
Nike Tournament. The Wildcats, playing a 
tough tournament schedule, picked up their 
first two losses of the season. 

THE FIRST LOSS came in the first game 
of the tournament when the Wildcats lost to 
UCLA 83-70. UCLA had an impressive first 
half hitting 61 percent of their field goals 
while the Wildcats were 42 percent from the 
field for the whole game. 

The second loss for the 'Cats came in the 
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Mon.:   Roast Stuffed Cornish Gams Han 
with Mushroom Sauce $4.50 

Tues.: Baked Salmon Staak stuffed with 
Crabmeat $5.50 

Wed.:   Baked Shrimp with Crab Meat stuffing, 

Butter, and Lemon $5.50 

Thurs.: Combination Plate (Rib-Eye Steak, 
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Gregov's Restaurant 
2605 Stagg Hill Rd. 776-1234 

second round of action when they lost to 
Southern Carolina 8242. Williams was It- 
State's top scorer with 16 points and Shelly 
Hughes led the 'Cats with 10 rebounds. 

In the third round of action, the Wildcats 
defeated Pepperdine 84-80. The top scorer 
for K-State was junior forward Kim Price 
with 24 points, while Weinreis pulled down 14 
boards. 

Other action for the Wildcats during the 
Christmas holiday break included a game 
with Stephen F. Austin and one with the 
University of Nebraska-Omaha (UNO). K- 
State won both, handing Stephen F. Austin 
an 83-75 upset and defeating UNO 79-77. 

The Wildcats now 14-3 will travel to 
Lawrence this weekend to play in the Big 
Eight Championships. 

Enroll in the KODAK 
PHOIOGRAPHIC S€MINAR 

An Inspiring Course in Photography 

Presented by Eastman Kodak Company and 

Manhattan Camera 
Good photographs, the kind this Seminar will help you create, 

are what make the world of picture-taking so enjoyable. Expand 
your visual awareness and your knowledge of photography in this in- 
spiring presentation. 

January 19 and 20 
At K-State Union 

6:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m. 
Register early, and get ready for a stimulating photographic 

seminar that you'll remember for a long time. 
Purchase your ticket at 
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26   The Sailor Who Fell from 

April 

2    Five Easy Pieces 

5,7, & 9    Women'8 Series 

5 Ramparts of Clay 

7    Best of the New York 

Festival of Women's 

Grace With the Sea   9A Mairrage of Maria 

January March 

IS    Where the Buffalo Roam   4s5*The Harder They Come 

22* Chac 12   Performance 

29    Eraserhead 26* Angi Vera 

Broun 

16    Animal Farm 

25* Peppermint Soda 

30    Where's Poppa? 

May 

7" picnic at Hanging Rock 

* International Films 

**Special Showings 

The 6th Annual 
Photography Contest 

(Entry) Deadline 

March 4! 
t JA 

upc kaleidoscope 1007 

d 
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Plunkett directs Oakland to title; 
Philly runs past Dallas in NFC 

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
It will be the Oakland Raiders against the 

Philadelphia Eagles in Super Bowl XV in 
New Orleans Jan. 25. That was assured 
Sunday when the Raiders outscored the San 
Diego Chargers 34-27 in the American 
Football Conference championship game 
and the Eagles defeated the Dallas Cowboys 
20-7 in the National Football Conference 
championship game. 

It will be Oakland's third Super Bowl 
appearance while it will be Philly's first. 

Jim Plunkett passed for two touchdowns, 
one covering 65 yards to Raymond Chester 
on a deflection, and ran for another score in 
a wild first period that propelled the Raiders 
past San Diego. 

In Philadelphia, Wilbert Montgomery, 
reportedly hobbled by a sore knee, ran for 
194 yards and scored one touchdown as the 
Eagles advanced to the Super Bowl. 

MONTGOMERY, whose 42-yard touch- 
down run gave the Eagles a 7-0 lead just 2:11 
into the game, became the first player to 
gain 100 yards or more against Dallas in 29 
Cowboy playoff games. Montgomery wound 
up only two yards shy of the NFL playoff 
ground-gaining record of 196 yards set by 
Eagles' Steve Van Buren in 1949 against the 
Los Angeles Rams. 

Dallas tied the score in the second quarter 
on a three-yard run by Tony Dorsett, but the 
Eagles went ahead to stay with 7:42 left in 
the third quarter on Tony Franklin's 26-yard 
field goal. 

Philadelphia wrapped it up—and entered 
its first NFL championship game since 
beating the Green Bay Packers 20 years 
ago—on a nine-yard scoring burst by 
fullback Leroy Harris with 1:47 to go in the 
third quarter. 

Harris' touchdown was set up after 
Dorsett was stripped of the ball by rookie 
cornerback Roynell Young, with Eagles 
linebacker Jerry Robinson recovering the 
fumble and returning it 22 yards to the 
Dallas 38. The key turnover stopped a Dallas 
drive that seconds earlier had reached the 

Philadelphia 40 on a 28-yard pass reception 
by tight end Jay Saldi. 

Franklin added a 20-yard field goal with 
2:10 to play to complete the scoring. 

THE EAGLES, a slight underdog even 
though they had edged Dallas for the NFC 
East Division title, surprised the Cowboys 
by controlling the game on the ground. 
Dallas' weakness was supposed to be its 
cornerbacks, but instead the Eagles ex- 
ploited the Cowboys' rugged front line and 
its linebackers. 

Montgomery, who missed all or part of sue 
regular season games because of a hip 
pointer, a groin pull and a knee injury, 
reinsured his knee last week during a 
practice session at Tampa, Fla., where the 
Eagles spent four days preparing for 
Sunday's game. Coach Dick Vermeil took 
his team south to get away from the snow 
and frigid temperatures that enevloped 
Philadelphia. 

THE AFC CHAMPIONSHIP game was a 
good, old-fashioned shoot-out,  an aerial 

(See NFC.p.10) 

DELIVERY 
every day! 

IDs llcilkinC,dicing Mon     Sat    5-12 

Sun   4 ■ 12 

pm&ot} 

OPEN 
AT 

11:00 A.M. 

LUNCH 
Servlnq roast be*"!, ham K 

submarine iandwt< lirs. plus 
(nit new < hili and soup oi the il.u 

until 2 a.m. 

TONIGHT A.M.'s 
DART TOURNEY 

8ki the 
SUMMIT 
March 14-22, 
1981 

Ski the Summit for Your 
Ultimate Skiing Experience! 

Information Meeting: 
January 27,1981 

7:00 p.m. 
K-State Big 8 Room 

Sign Up Begins: 
January 28,1981 

7:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. 
Conference Center, 

2nd Floor Union 

Cost: 
$255 
$225 (with own equipment) 

ENOCH'S TAVERN   SAYS WELCOME BACK STUDENTS! 
And to help celebrate your return, we're having a 

week's worth of special prices. 

Monday—Two free ke9s *rom 7 P-m* 
'til they run out 

Tuesday-Thursday-35' fishbowis 
from 7 p.m.-10 p.m. 

TGI p_ Free popcorn and 35* fishbowls 

3 p.m.-lO p.m. 

Saturday— 

Hang your hat at Enoch's 

Come out and dance to 

"ROPEBURN" 
8:30-midnight 

Admission <2.00 

Happy hour 4-7 p.m. every day and 

10 a.m.-7 p.m. Saturdays 

All beer-50< 

Watch the Collegian for Specials throughout the semester-Enoch's 
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Sports briels 
COLLEGE BASKETBALL 

CHICAGO (AP)-Ronnie McAdoo, a 
junior forward at Old Dominion 
University, ielt he could measure up to 
the challenge—preventing Ail-American 
Mark Aguirre of DePaul from single- 
handedly destroying the Monarchs. 

He held Aguirre to one field goal in the 
first half, four-for-16 overall and only 15 
points while scoring 21 himself, in 
leading Old Dominion to a stunning 63-62 
upset Saturday night over previously 
undefeated and top-ranked DePaul. 

"I loved it—playing the best forward in 
the country," McAdoo, a younger cousin 
of National Basketball Association 
standout Bob McAdoo, said. 

"What we wanted to do is have me play 
behind him and put a hand in his back 
because I'm strong, and have one of our 
other forwards front him," added 
McAdoo. 

Old Dominion won the game when Billy 
Mann stole an inbounds pass by Terry 
Cummings under the Monarchs' basket 
and hit a layup with seven seconds to 
play. 

Aguirre said he felt the numbing loss 
might shake the Blue Demons out of the 
doldrums. If there had been a knock 
against Ray Meyer's DePaul team, now 
13-1, it had been a tendency to let up 
again unranked opponents. 

The DePaul upset was one of four in- 
volving ranked teams Saturday. 
Marquette edged No. 5 Notre Dame 54-52, 
Southern California surprised seventh- 
ranked UCLA 68-66 at Pauley Pavillion 
and Indiana upended 12th—ranked 
Illinois 78-61. 

WEIGHTLIFTING 
A K-State student set a world record in 

the Missouri Valley AAU Weightlifting 
Championships Saturday in Liberty, Mo. 

James Cash, junior in physical 
education, deadlifted 815 pounds to 
establish a record in the 220-pound 
weight class division. Cash broke the old 
mark by four pounds. 

Cash, who began lifting five years ago, 
has been training for the AAU com- 
petition since July. The total weight he 
lifted for the meet was 2,019 pounds (460 
pounds in the bench press, 744 in the 
squat lift and 815 in the deadlift com- 
petition), and aside from setting a world 
record he was given the title of Out- 
standing Lifter for the competition. 

Cash's next competition will be 
Nationals, which will be in early July in 
Corpus Christi, Texas. He said he plans 
to take a few months off before he 
resumes training for the national com- 
petition and added he should win the 
meet. 

"Last year I had to pull 810 pounds to 
win and I missed," Cash said. "This year 
I knew I'd have to set the world record, 
and once I did this I'd be assured to win 
(Nationals), that is if I stay healthy." 

COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
Jim Donnan, K-State's offensive back- 

field coach the last three years, has been 
named quarterback and receivers coach 
at Missouri. 

The 35-year-old Donnan replaces Mike 
Price, who left Missouri recently to 
become head coach at Weber State. 

Before coming to K-State, Donnan was 
an assistant at North Carolina State, 
Florida State and North Carolina He 
came to K-State when Jim Dickey was 
named head coach in 1978. 

A 1967 graduate of North Carolina 
State, Donnan quarterbacked the Wolf 
Pack for three years. An all-conference 
selection his senior season, he led NC 
State to its best record ever and a victory 
over Georgia in the Liberty Bowl. 

J4ibacni 
J4ut 

OPEN DAILY 
FOR LUNCH 
11:00 to 2:00 

I eatuVlng l)i-li< ions ( liar-broiled 

Burger*, Steaks & Sausages 

Open for dinner 
at 5:00 

NFC... 
(Continued from p.») 

display reminiscent of the old American 
Football League days. It was fitting, since it 
pitted two original AFL franchises against 
each other. 

Dan Fouts, San Diego's record-smashing 
passer, accounted for more passing yardage 
than Plunkett, completing 22 of 45 attempts 
for 336 yards and two touchdowns to Charlie 
Joiner. But the Raiders intercepted him 
twice and pounced on a costly fumble by the 
Chargers' Mike Thomas, which led to an 
Oakland score. 

Plunkett was far more precise than his 
more heralded rival. Along with the elec- 
trrifying bomb to Chester, he passed 21 
yards for a touchdown to running back 
Kenny King and sprinted five yards for a 
score when his receivers were covered 
during the Raiders' 21-point first period. 
Plunkett finished with 14 completions in 18 
attempts for 261 yards. 

The Oakland quarterback struck with 
lightning suddenness on the game's third 
play, barely two hours after a fierce thun- 
derstorm had swept through the stadium. 

Plunkett tried a simple five-yard pass to 
King, waiting at the 40-yard line. But the 
ball bounced off King's bands and into 
Chester's at midfield. The Oakland tight end 
wheeled and sprinted untouched for a touch- 
down with just 1:35 elapsed of f the clock 

,Aggie Hair Port       (SREDKENJ 

711N. 11th     Aggieville     776-7377 
mil mcYin illllllllllllll«^| 

Welcome Back 
KSU Students! 

Come to scrumpdillyishusland 
for all your favorite 
Dairy Queen Treats! 

Dairg 
(JllfMMI _    Dairy Queen Brazier 
bntim. 1015 North 3rd • Manhattan 

• Rag U S Ptf Off   Am DQ Cotp 
©Copyright 1974. Am D Q Corp 

SERVICE ^STORES 

12-Month* Tune-Up 
Save Gas All Year Long 

$49 $47 *49 
4-cyl. 6-cyl. 8-cyl. 

Electronic Ignition Systems. Additional parts and services extra if needed. 

* 12-Month Tune-up Sendee Agreement 
Goodyear will tune your car electronically and present you 
with a Free Engine Analysis certificate good for one year from 
the date of the tune-up. ANY TIME WITHIN ONE YEAR of 
your tune-up take your invoice and certificate back to the 
store that performed the tune-up, and Goodyear will provide, 
free of charge, up to three separate analyses. 

If any of these check-ups indicates the need for any ad- 
justments or part replacements that were part of the original 
tune-up, Goodyear will make the adjustment or replacement 
free of charge. 

ELECTRONIC IGNITION: Check 
charging and startinq systems • Install new 
rotor, new spark plugs • Set timing to 
recommended specs • Lubricate and adjust 
choke • Adjust carburetor. 
STANDARD IGNITION: Add $8.00 for 
required points, condenser and additional 
labor. 

Lube&Oil 
Change 

*7 Includes up lo five quarts 
major brand 10W30 oil. 
Oil filler extra if needed. 

INCLUDING Our 9 point maintenance check. 

Includes many import* and light truck*. 
Please call lor appointment. 

Transmission 
Service 

*35 
Additional parts and services 

extra if needed. 

• Drain and replace transmission fluid 
• Install new pan gasket • Replace trans 
mission filter, when equipped • Adjust 
linkage and bands, where applicable • 
Most U.S. cars, some imports 

Warranted 90 days or 3.000 miles, 
whichever comes first 

BUMPER-TO-BUMPER SERVICES FOR 
U.S. CARS, IMPORTS & LIGHT TRUCKS 

Drive It With 
Confidence 
Power Streak 78 

50 *28 
A7S-13 blackwall 

Plus $1.54 FET. and old tire. 

Blackwall 
Size PRICE Plus FET 

and old tire. 

B78-13 S31.20 $1.65 
E78-14 $36.35 $1.79 
F78-14 $38.20 $2.19 
G78-14 $39.45 $2.34 
H78-14 $41.30 $2.58 
G78-15 $40.65 $2.42 
H78-15 $42.55 $2.64 

AUTO SERVICE LIMITED WARRANTY 
All service warranted for at least 90 days or Store where the original work was performed. 
3.000 miles, whichever comes first — many and well Ax it free. If. however, you're more 
services, much longer. If warranty service is than 50 miles from the original store. 90 to any 
ever required. 90 to the Goodyear Service of Goodyears 1.300 Service Stores nationwide 

Just Say 
'Chatye It* 

Goodyear Revolving Charge Account 

Use any of these 5 other ways to buy: Our Own Customer 
Credit Plan • MasterCard • Visa • American Express 
Card ■ Carte Blanche 

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORE 
4th & Humboldt-Manager, K. L. (Kay) Homolka 

Mon.-Fri. 7:00 o.m.-6:00 p.m., Sot. 8 to 6 776-4806 
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Keanuts By CHARLES SCHULZ 

IN CASE OF ILLNESS 
OR ACCIDENT, NOTIFV: 
NAME  
STREET. .APT.. 

U)HAT'5 AN "APT/' 
MARCIE? PONT TELL ME.' 
I'LL BGT IT MEANS/ARE 
you THE KINP WHO'S 
APT TO 6ET SICK?" 

Crossword 
ACROSS 

1 Refreshing 
dessert 

4 Ninny 
7 Edge 

11 Domestic 
pigeon 

13 Poker 
player's 
take 

14 Volcano's 
output 

15 Baal, 
for one 

If Crude metal 
17 Author 

Seton 
18 Durable fiber 
20 Voting group 
22 Spanish 

hero 
24 Short sock 
28 They garnish 

sandwiches 
32 Roman 

official 
33 Bedouin, 

for one 
34 Peruke 
36 Capri, for 

one 
37 Optical 

maser 

By EUGENE SHEFFER 

39 Buccaneers 
41 Traps 
43 Drunken 

loafer 
44 Cross 
48 Goat 

antelope 
50 Inter - 
53 Spasmodic 

twitch 
55 Ibsen 

heroine 
56 Headland 
57 Eggs 
58 Fight for 

honor 
59 Afternoon 

parties 

60 Fold over 
61 Philippine 

peasant 
DOWN 

1 Wading bird 
2 Inferior 

Moslem 
judge 

3 Love god 
4GI's 

address 
5 Service tree 
6 Stone pillar 

(var.) 
7 Carbonado 
8 Sought office 
9 Japanese 

or English 

Avg. solution time: 27 min. 

1-12 
Answer to Saturday's puzzle. 

10 Meadow 
sound 

12 Used in jam 
If "Diamond -" 
21 United 
23 Natural 

phenomenon 
25 Catalogue 
26 She, in 

Paris 
27 Golf gadgets 
28 Chums 
29 Persia 
30 Spanish 

house 
31 Slight taste 
35 Tomcat 
38 Vintage 

automobile 
40 Toupee 

(slang) 
42 Yuccalike 

plant 
45 Prima donna 
47 Defeat utterly 
48 Region 
49 French 

composer 
50 Behave 
51 New Guinea 

port 
52 Wallaba tree 
54 Surpass     

CRYPTOQUIP 112 

TJNZ     NQJTUZN     NZTUNR     ETE 

NZJQR 

Saturday's Cryptoquip - ABLE TWINS TWISTED DOUBLE 
TIME IN OUR HOT MARATHON. 

Today's Cryptoquip clue: Z equals E 

«r 

•«*,v 

X 

This Is Itl 
Our Semi-Annual 

ONE 
CENT 
SALE 

Buy One Pair Of 
Sale Shoes At 
Regular Price... 

Starts 
Monday 

Doors open at 7:30 a.m. 
U>8:30 p.m. for your 

shopping convenience. 

Get a Second Pair Of Equal 
Value Or Less For Only 

ONE CENT 
MORE 

WOMENS MENS 

Bring A Friend...Relative...Or Buy Two Pair For Yourself! 

mi   nnwyn     illMUtlTlM 404 POWZ-MMHMTM 

•When you think of shoo*...thlnk of Burko's" 

Collegian 
classifieds 

CLASSIFIED RATES 
One day: 20 word* or lass, $1.50, 5 cants 

par word over 20; Two days: 20 words or loss, 
$2.00, 8 cents per word over 20; Three days: 
20 words or loss, $2.25, 10 cents per word 
over 20; Four days: 20 words or less, $2.75,13 
cents par word over 20; Five days: 20 words or 
less, $3.00,15 cents per word over 20. 

Classifieds are payabla In advance unless client haa an 
established account with Student Publications. 

Deadline is 10am. day before publication. 10 a.m. Friday 
lor Monday paper. 

Items found ON CAMPUS can be advertised FREE for a 
period not exceeding three days. They can be placed at Ked- 
zie 103 or by calling 532*555 

Display Ciaatlf led Rates 
One day: $3.00 per inch; Three days: $285 per inch; Five 

days: $2 75 per Inch; Ten days: $2.60 per Inch. (Deadline ia 5 
p.m. 2 days before publication.) 

Classified advertising Is available only to those who do not 
discriminate on the baats of race, color, religion, national 
ongln, sex or ancestry. 

FOR SALE 
ADULT GAG gifts and novelties—birthday, anniversary, get 

well, or |ust for fun. Treasure Chest, Aggleville. (1tf) 

SOFA AND chair: one rip In sofa Sofa and chair in good 
shape, $30 00 Call Bill, 539-7242 (76-78) 

FOR SALE—used apartment-size refrigerator. $40.00. Call 
7760671 (76-78) 

FOR RENT 
COSTUMES, MASKS, periodical clothing, accessories, all 

types make-up. Grass skirts, lais, bunny and mouse ears 
and more. Treasure Chest, Aggleville. (1 tf) 

TYPEWRITER RENTALS, electrics and manuals, day, week 
or month. Buzzells, 511 Leavenworth, across from post 
office Call 776-9469 (1tf) 

RENTAL TYPEWRITERS: Excellent selection, including IBM 
Selectrics. Service most makes of typewriters. Hull 
Business Machines, (Aggleville). 1212 Moro, 539-7931. (1tf) 

THREE BEDROOM house—unfurnished, includes stove, 
drapes, carpet, $375 plus utilities. 1724 Pierre. Phone 776- 
1037 before 8:00 a.m. or after 800 p.m. (7640) 

TWO BEDROOM apartment, few blocks from campus, 
utilities paid by owner, $200 per month. Available im- 
mediately. Call 539-7994, Monday thru Thursday; 1-494- 
8228 evenings and weekends. (76-60) 

SPACIOUS 1 Vi bedroom apartment. Available immediately. 
Call 776-5265. (76*0) 

ROOMMATE WANTED      ^Z 
TWO OR three roommates to share spacious house—close 

to campus. Male or female. Call 539-7289 (76-78) 

NON-SMOKING female needed to share four-bedroom 
house. Own room, 15 minute walk to campus, $ 115/month, 
utilities included. Call 776-7860. (76-78) 

HELP WANTED 

REGISTERED NURSES 

EXPLORE YOUR NURSING 
POTENTIAL! 

Full time, part-time 
and on-call openings. 

We offer total nursing care, approved 
continuing education for relicensure, 
competitive salary, shift differential 
and liberal fringe benefits. 

Call Lisa Kramer, Nurse Recruiter at 
776-3300, ext. 114 or 229, Memorial Hos- 
pital, Manhattan, Kansas. EOE 

SERVICES 
RESUME WRITING, layout, editing, typing or appraisal. 

Resume Service. 411 N 3rd, 537-7294. (1 tf) 

WOMEN'S HEALTH Care Service. Confidential health care 
for women with unexpected pregnancies Abortion ser- 
vices to 20 weeks as an outpatient Information and free 
pregnancy testing. (316) 684-5108 Wichita. (1 tf) 

PREGNANT? BIRTHRIGHT can help Free pregnancy test. 
Confidential. Call 537-9180.103 South 4th Street, Suite 16. 
(17tf) 

HORSES BOARDED, lessons given Indoor and outdoor 
arenas Powder Puff Downs Barry and Marty Elliott, St. 
George, Ks. Call 1494-2660. (76-85) 

FORMER SECRETARY will type term papers Call 5394549. 
(78-78) 

NOTICES 
PILOT NEEDS three passengers to share costs to KSU men's 

away basketball games. Hugh Irvin, 539-3128, 532-6311. 
(7880) 

ULN IS now open for the Spring 1981 semester. We're open 
from 900 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday and Tuesday during 
Registration Our regular hours resume Wednesday. Got a 
question? Lay it on us. ULN, 532-6440. (76-77) 

 ANNOUNCEMENT 
THE FONE, is looking for new volunteers. Sign-up at 

regiatration or in the Union. Training will be the weekend 
of the 17th, 18th. For more information call the Fone, 532- 
6565. (76*01 

 WANTED         
COLLECTIBLES. COINS, back issue magazines, comics, LP 

albums. Check with us before you throw it away. Treasure 
Chest, Aggleville. (Itf) 

 FOUND         
WOMAN'S RING in EH 15. Dec. 9. Identify and claim at EH 

208, History Dept. (75-77) 

 PERSONAL  
HAY 6B and Robert: We had good times last year but we're 

hoping for better next, sb let's go. Merrillum, Robo, and 
Bumto. (76) 
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SjreVe got lots of 
UsedB 

se from 

Our outstanding selection of used books is the result of 

Jast semesters   BOOK BUY-BACK   which was the 

best ever. 

THANK YOU FOR MAKING IT SO! 

back-to-school hours: 
Monday,   Jan. 12th thruThurs., Jan. 15th 8:00A.M.-8:00P.M. 
Friday,     Jan. 16th 8:00 A.M.-5:00 P.M. 
Saturday, Jan. 17th 10:00A.M.-4:00P.M. 

see us 
for all of your supplies 
Art, Architecture, Design, Biological Sciences and Engineering 

paperback academic classics 490 
"Filler paper Texas Instruments 

special'' Batter Pack 
150 sheet Ct. 

Regular price $1.59 
Sale price $1.09 

(Limited Quantities) 

Koh-I-Noor 
4 pen Slim pack set 

Manufacturing 
retail price $29.00 

our price $19.95 
(Limited Quantities) 

BPIA (fits50/50A, 51/51A, 52,56,58/58C, 59) 
Regular price $10.00 
Sale price $5.95 

(Limited Quantities) 

"Wirebound 
special'' 

KSU Imprint 70 sheet Ct. 
Regular price $1.19 
Sale price 781 

(Limited Quantities) 

Check out our large selection of back-packs. 
We have many styles and colors to 
choose from. 

Come in and see our new selections of shirts 
and jerseys with all kinds of new and ex- 
citing designs. 

^IfUL 
bookstore 
25 years of service 1956-1981 0301 ur» 
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Smoky rescue 
AAanhattan Fire Chief Bill 
Smith (right) and another 
firefighter assist a fireman 
away from a house at 3020 
Wayne drive AAonday af- 
ternoon after he was 
overcome by smoke while 
battling a fire. The fireman 
was not injured. 

Staff photo by Bo Rodtr 

Rural areas may lack proper fire protection 
By MICHELLE DUELL 

City Editor 
A fire call at noon Monday sent 

firefighters from the Manhattan Fire 
Department to the home of Patrick 
Kaminck, 3020 Wayne Drive. 

When the first Manhattan fire truck 
arrived at the scene, the blaze was already 
bad enough that a second truck was called, 
Manhattan Fire Chief Bill Smith said 

The two-story house was a total loss and 
Steve Doughty, a member of the fire 
department, was taken to The St. Mary 
Hospital where he was treated for smoke 
inhalation. 

Smith estimated structural damages at 
$70,000 to $80,000. 

Kaminck, presently in Germany, has not 
been contacted. Authorities said tenants of 
the home were Becky Nixdorf, her three 
children and Charles White. 

THE FIRE was the second in three weeks 
to gut a structure outside the city limits, but 
within Manhattan township. A Dec. 27 fire 
caused an estimated $14,500 damages to a 

trailer home, Smith said. 
The two fires may represent evidence of 

inadequate fire protection for areas 
surrounding Manhattan, Smith said. 

Part of the problem may be the lack of 
available fire equipment for rural fires and 
inadequate water supplies, he said. 

The Manhattan Fire Department made 78 
"runs" to rural fires last year, Smith said. 

RURAL FIRE PROTECTION is deficient 
in contrast to city areas, Smith said. The 
city cannot afford to send enough equipment 
or manpower to some rural fires, and the 
Riley County Fire Department does not 
have enough equipment to fight big rural 
fires. 

When the city fire department answers a 
rural fire, one truck containing 400 gallons 
of water is sent. If necessary, a chief officer 
sends another fire engine. 

"We normally don't relate to a rural fire 
with two trucks," Smith said. 

If the city sent several engines to a rural 
fire, it would run the risk of not having 
enough equipment to fight a city fire. 

For the fire Monday, the department first 
sent one truck and three men. An additional 
backup request was made and Smith sent a 
city sewer flush buck with 1,000 gallons of 
water. 

The sewer flush truck developed problems 
and Smith sent another engine with a 400- 
gallon capacity. 

THE FIRST ENGINE ran out of water 
before any other trucks arrived, Smith said, 
and added that it was not unusual. 

That' points out another problem in 
fighting rural fires. Rural areas do not have 
the proper water facilities for fire equip- 
ment. 

Water mains, like those used to supply 
water in the city, are not available in the 
country, Smith said. 

The 400 gallons of water on the buck don't 
last long when being pumped under the 
pressure necessary to put out a fire. When 
the truck is empty, it must either be sent to 
the nearest water hydrant for a refill, or 
water must be taken to the fire scene. 

The time taken for those refills is often 

crucial in fighting a structural fire. 

RURAL FIRES are also risky for other 
reasons, including the lack of a "no- 
burning" ordinance in the county. And 
though firemen are familiar with 
surrounding areas, extinguishing a rural 
fire cannot be pre-planned as can a city fire. 

Not only can fire-fighting techniques be 
pre-planned, but more personnel is 
available and equipment is more 
sophisticated. 

"It's guesswork in the country." The 
township has been informed of its needs, 
Smith said, and the rural community needs 
to "either supply us equipment built with 
those (residents) in mind or provide funds to 
purchase sufficient equipment." 

Smith believes apathy may be part of the 
problem of the rural residents, but he is 
optimistic. 

"I think this problem will be addressed in 
the near future," he said. "The situation will 
get better." 

Carter officials work on asset thaw in 'binding' hostage plan 
WASHINGTON (AP)-The 

Carter administration is working 
on a "legally binding" plan that 
calls for freeing the 52 American 
hostages at the same time Iran 
receives the first of three in- 
stallments of its frozen assets, 
informed sources said Monday. 

The agreement, which would call 

See related story, p. 2 
for an initial return to Iran of $2.5 
billion in assets from the U.S. 
Federal Reserve Bank, would have 
the effect of "binding" President 
Carter's successor to its terms in 
much the same way that one ad- 
ministration is bound by a treaty 
signed by another. 

But just as a later administration 
can abrogate a treaty, President- 
elect Ronald Reagan could 
overturn any agreement on the 
hostages, sources said. 

Administration officials said 
they consider that highly unlikely 
in light of the historical continuity 
of U.S. foreign policy. But Reagan 
has said he will not unconditionally 
accept any solution agreed to by 
the Carter administration. 

So far, Iran has not responded to 
the American plan, which was 
revised slightly and transmitted to 
Tehran by Algerian diplomats on 
Jan. 2. 

According to the sources, who 
spoke on condition their names not 
be disclosed, the United States has 
said it would unfreeze a total of $12 
billion in Iranian assets that Carter 
froze in retaliation for the seizure 
of the hostages and the U.S. 
Embassy on Nov. 4, 1979, by 
revolutionaries. 

After the initial $2.5 billion 
payment, a second transfer would 
involve about $4 billion in assets 

Iran had deposited in subsidiaries 
of American banks in London, 
Paris and elsewhere overseas, the 
sources said. A third category —• 
nearly $6 billion in assets in 
American banks — could take 
weeks to sort out because most are 
tied up in American claims against 
Iran. 

At the State Department, 
spokesman John H. Trattner said 
Reagan's advisers had been given 
access to "all of the substantive 
communications that have gone 
back and forth." 

Under the agreement, the 
hostages would be flown either to 
Wiesbaden, West Germany, or 
turned over to the Algerians for 
temporary custody in Algiers. 

An agreement, if it is reached, 
would take time to implement. 

Even if the assets in dispute are 
diverted to an international claims 

commission, as the Carter ad- 
ministration has suggested 
privately, the legal wrangling 
could take weeks to be resolved. 

Americans suing Iran could go 
into U.S. courts to try to stop the 
international panel, since they 
might not recover the full amounts 
they say they have lost. 

Officials here stressed, however, 
that no money will be turned over 
to Iran by the Carter ad- 
ministration until the hostages are 
released. 

These officials underscored that 
serious differences remain as the 
Carter administration goes 
through its final days. 

Inside 
GOOD MORNING, FELLOW REGISTRANTS 

PARKER BROTHERS, MOVE OVER. K-State Is about to 
challenge your near-monopoly of the board game market with Its 
own Enrollment Maze on p. 5. 

DON'T START YOUR SEMESTER to the strains of the flu bug. 
Read how to help prevent the 24-hour flu from getting you down on 
p. 11. 
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U.S. base in Puerto Rico loses 8 planes 

Leftists claim responsibility for bomb attacks 
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico (AP) - Left- 

wing terrorists seeking Puerto Rican in- 
dependence from the United States claimed 
responsibility for a string of pre-dawn bomb 
blasts Monday that destroyed at least eight 
warplanes at a U.S. Air National Guard 
base. 

No injuries were reported, but total 
damage was placed at $45 million by Lt. 
Gen. Orlando Llenza, adjutant general of 
the Puerto Rican National Guard. 

The home-made time bombs blew up eight 
A-7d Corsair II jet fighters, damaged two 
others and destroyed a deactivated F-104 
Starf ighter, a military spokesman said. 

The attack destroyed or put out of action 
half the Air National Guard unit's com- 

plement of 20 planes, which are used 
primarily for training on this U.S. com- 
monwealth island. Guard leaders said it 
illustrated serious problems of security at 
the Guard's Muniz Base, an enclave within 
San Juan's international airport. 

In Washington, a spokesman for the 
National Guard Bureau said, "In recent 
years, Guard units and civilian air fields 
have benefited from increased security 
precautions taken by the Federal Aviation 
Administration to combat air hijackings." 
But he said he did not know if such 
precautions had been taken at the San Juan 
facujty. 

A group known as the Puerto Rican 
Popular Army, which also uses the name 

Machete Wielders, asserted responsibility. 
It was one of three small leftist groups that 
shot up a Navy bus in Puerto Rico in 
December 1979, killing two sailors and 
wounding 10. No one has been charged with 
those murders. 

The Machete Wielders have claimed 
responsibility for three other terrorist at- 
tacks in the past two years. There is little 
evidence they have any significant popular 
support. 

According to guard officials, sometime 
between Saturday evening and 1:90 a.m. 
Monday, when explosions resounded in 
sequence from Muniz Base, terrorists were 
able to reach the planes undetected and 
plant an unknown number of time bombs. 

The explosives were placed in the air 
intakes, tailpipes and landing-gear wells of 
a dozen planes parked 25 to 100 feet apart on 
a concrete apron the size of a football field 
outside the base's main hangar, guard 
spokesmen said. 

Three bombs in two planes were removed 
before they exploded, they said. 

The terrorists also left two small 
machetes with their group's initials and one 
of their group's flag in the base's fuel depot, 
according to a guard spokesman. 

Several hours after the attack, an 
anonymous caller telephoned The 
Associated Press and said the Machete 
Wielders claimed responsibility. He did not 
elaborate, and it was not immediately clear 
what had prompted the attack. 

'Serious, substantive problems' 
block hostage release approval 

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Iran took legal steps Monday to open the 

way to resolving the hostage crisis, but a 
U.S. negotiating team reported "serious 
problems" in gaining Iranian approval of a 
Carter administration plan to exchange 
frozen Iranian assets for the 52 American 
captives. 

President Jimmy Carter, asked about 
prospects for a settlement, said: "It looks 
better but I can't predict success. We've 
made them (the Iranians) a reasonable 
proposition." 

The speaker of Iran's Parliament, 
Hashemi Rafsanjani, told a news con- 
ference in Tehran that "all roads" were 
open to settling the 14-month-old hostage 
issue and that he expected parliamentary 
approval of two emergency bills on ar- 
bitration of Iranian and American claims 
and nationalizing the wealth of the late shah 
of Iran. 

PRIME MINISTER Mohammad Ali 
Rajai's office announced that a claims 
committee had been established in Iran and 
told Iranian companies and individuals with 
claims against the United States or debts to 
the United States to submit substantiating 
documents within 30 days, according to the 
official news agency Pars. 

Rajai, according to Tehran Radio, said 
resolution of the hostage issue "is making 
progress," but neither Rajai nor Rafsanjani 
would predict whether Iran would approve 
the newest American proposals or when the 
hostages would be freed. 

An American negotiating team in Algeria, 
meanwhile, was exchanging messages with 
Tehran through Algerian intermediaries 
and reporting to Washington that "serious, 
substantive problems" still block 
agreement, U.S. officials said. 

DESPITE THE accelerated pace of the 
negotiations and indications that Iran had 
moderated its demands, the issue hinged on 
Iran's formal acceptance of new American 
proposals. 

The central issues are the amount of 
money Iran would get when the hostages are 
released and the complicated problem of 
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settling financial claims by individuals and. 
companies in both countries. 

A State Department spokesman in 
Washington said any agreement with Iran 
had to be based on guarantees that it will be 
carried out "There obviously has to be 
satisfaction on both sides that the other side 
will perform as agreed," said spokesman 
John Trattner. 

The Carter administration was working to 
meet a self-imposed deadline of Friday, four 
days before Carter leaves office. President- 
elect Ronald Reagan has said that if the 
issue is not solved by then he would feel free 
to start over on the hostage negotiations. 

Statements by one Iranian negotiator over 
the weekend suggested that Iran was willing 
to accept U.S. "guarantees" in place of the 
entire $24 billion Iran originally demanded. 

Reporters hurt in El Salvador 
SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador (AP)—A mine explosion wrecked a car on a road 

near here Monday, wounding two American journalists and another foreign reporter 
inside the car, witnesses said. 

The wounded were identified as John Hoagland on assignment for Newsweek 
magazine, Susan Meiselas, on assignment for Time magazine, and Ian Mates on 
assignment for the London-based television outfit UPI-TN. » 

Mates was taken to a hospital with heavy wounds in the head and serious loss of 
blood. A doctor at Rosales Hospital in the Salvadoran capital said he was in shock. 

Hoagland, who reported the attack, said he was hit by mine fragments in the right 
arm and left hand and also suffered minor head wounds and cuts. He also was treated 
in the emergency room at the Rosales. 

There was no immediate word on how serious Meiselas' injuries were. 
Hoagland said no guerrillas or army troops were in sight when the mine exploded 

under their car on a road about nine miles north of the capital. He said the mine ap- 
peared to be a directional explosion device with remote detonation. 

Hoagland said he walked about sue miles to a sugar mill, where people helped him 
get in touch with the Red Cross in the small town of Aguilares nearby. He said he was 
told the only ambulance there was busy momentarily. 
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Blood. It has always been better to give than to receive. 
Much has changed since the Red Cross blood pro- 
gram started in 1947. But one thing hasn't. Needing 
blood has always been a lot harder than giving it. 
Needing blood is often a matter of life and death. 
Giving blood is quite easy. It is a fast, simple, 
carefully done process. 

So, if there's a blood drive where you work, 
please give. If there isn't, call your local Red Cross 
chapter to find out where you can give. 

You'll be helping us celebrate our 100th birth- 
day by giving the best gift of all-life. 

Red Cross: Ready for a new century. 

A Public Sen/ice ol This Newspaper * The Advertising Council 
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Briefly By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Israel moves towards early election 
JERUSALEM — Prime Minister Menachem Begin's government 

moved Monday toward elections in June instead of November after 
it lost its parliamentary majority. 

"The tendency by most of the ministers was for early elections. 
This is also my position," Begin told reporters after a special 
Cabinet meeting. 

It was not clear whether Begin would also resign and turn his 
Cabinet into a caretaker government immune from opposition 
motions of no confidence. "We did not discuss that," Begin said. 

The newspaper Maariv said Begin's advisers had urged 
dissolution of parliament and advancing the November election of a 
new legislature to June. 

The resignation Sunday of Finance Minister Yigael Hurvitz, 
leader of a three-man political faction, left Begin's coalition with 58 
seats at most in the 120-member Knesset, the Israeli parliament. 
Begin's aides said he did not want to continue in a minority gover- 
nment dependent on the unpredictable support of independent 
splinter groups. 

Man makes reckless 'statement' 
GLEN COVE, N.Y. — A 32-year-old man allegedly drove his 

compact car into the gates of the Soviet Embassy residence in this 
Long Island Sound community. 

William Johnson, 32, told police he wanted to make a personal 
statement about world affairs when he crashed into the front of the 
former estate early Sunday. 

Later in the day, Johnson showed up at the gate, apologized to a 
guard and offered to pay for the damage, police said. 

Johnson was released with a summons to appear in Glen Cove City 
Court on Jan. 19, after turning himself in and being charged with 
criminal mischief and tresspass. 

10-year-old 'accidently' shoots babysitter 
FORT WAYNE, Ind. — A 15-year-old girl was shot and killed 

accidentally by a shotgun blast fired by the 10-year-old boy for whom 
she was babysitting, police said Monday. 

Delena Flores died Sunday night of a 410-gauge shotgun blast to 
the right temple. Officers said she had been staying with the boy on 
Sunday nights for some time. 

The girl's 15-year-old boyfriend, who was visiting her, was 
wounded slightly. Neither the boyfriend nor the 10-year-old were 
identified by officials. 

Dr. Roland C. Ahlbrand, Allen County coroner, said the babysitter 
and her friend were in a bedroom when the younger boy walked in 
and pointed the weapon at them while cocking it. Police said the gun 
belonged to the 10-year-old's parents. It was not known whether it 
already was loaded or he loaded it before entering the bedroom. 

Sherhl allegedly cut tickets for votes 
PITTSBURG — Former Crawford County Sheriff Jim Sellars, in 

an effort to favorably influence voters prior to last November's 
election, ordered deputies to limit the number Of tickets they wrote, 
the Pittsburg Morning Sun reported Monday. 

Three deputies disclosed the alleged policy in weekend interviews 
with the newspaper, saying they were unhappy because it prevented 
them from doing their job. 

Sellars, 34, who lost to Democrat John Chester by more than 4,000 
votes out of about 17,000 cast in the Nov. 4 election, denied he had 
established any such policy. 

However, figures released by the sheriff's department showed 
that during September and October of 1980, deputies wrote only 70 
tickets, compared to 359 during the same months in 1979. On the 
average, the department wrote 129 tickets a month in 1979 and 1980. 

The deputies declined to be identified because of fear of 
retribution, the Morning Sun said. 

However, one said Sellars talked with deputies about the policy 
during the campaign, and in some instances, even had deputies put 
their tickets on his desk in order to review to whom they were 
written. 

"I understand that you just weren't supposed to write any 
(tickets) at all, unless they were for the opposing team," the deputy 
told the newspaper. 

Another deputy said, "I think the figures would reflect pretty 
accurately what happened...they wanted to write (tickets to) people 
out of county or out of state. There were a lot of tickets that got 
dropped, I would suppose as election favors." 

Undersheriff Joe Cobb would neither confirm nor deny that such a 
policy existed. 

Weatfiei 
Although you don't have enough money to drink in one of this 

town's taverns after paying off the almighty tuition magnates, you 
still have an opportunity to enjoy the outdoors. Sunny and mild today 
with a high around 50. 
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€£>{y   Only Good Business 
IJf ^Vn? ' Actors, singers, and dancers are needed for the KSU Spring 

productions presented by the K-State Players and the Department 
of Speech and Music. All full and part time students are eligible to 
audition. 

Auditions—Jan. 14 and 15,7 p.m. 
McCain Auditorium 

Call Backs—Jan. 16,7 p.m., McCain Auditorium 
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Opinions 
Severance tax 

right for Kansas 
Another session of the Kansas Legislature opened 

in Topeka Monday as lawmakers from around the 
state gathered for the annual political tug-of-war. 

The hot item for this session appears to be how the 
state should raise funds for school aid and highway 
improvement. During the summer and fall 
months of 1980, interim legislative committees met 
and constructed a proposal to raise the state sales tax 
from three cents to five cents with food purchases 
exempted. This measure would be combined with an 
increase in the gasoline tax, from eight cents to 11 
cents. 

Last week, Gov. John Carlin unveiled his counter- 
proposal to raise the funds. Carlin wants to impose an 
eight percent severance tax on all oil, gas and coal 
produced in the state. 

Carlin's idea should be implemented. It would raise 
the money needed for school aid and highways 
without adding to the pinch already felt by many 
consumers. Although food would be exempt from the 
proposed increase in the sales tax, other necessities 
such as clothing would not be exempt and the state's 
economy can ill afford any decline in consumer 
spending. 

Carlin's proposal was immediately met with 
protest from the oil and gas industry. Their gripe is 
that Carlin is singling out one industry to carry the 
tax load and that this will discourage further energy 
production. 

Although an eight percent tax is substantial, it will 
not seriously burden the industry nor will it 
significantly alter the rate of production. The oil 
producers should be prepared to pay the tax since, in 
the long run, they will benefit from the improved 
roads. 

The severance tax also is more popular politically 
because legislators are usually held responsible at 
election time for any sales tax increases that were 
initiated during their term. 

Although legislators are currently avoiding making 
a commitment to either proposal, Carlin's plan is 
slowly gaining support from Republicans as well as 
Democrats. For once, the Legislature has the luxury 
of choosing a program that is politically safe and 
right for Kansas. 

KENT SINGER 
Asst. Opinions Editor 
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Real, incredible people 

I suppose it was all well intended 
at the beginning. But like the 
economy, the ever-present hostage 
crisis and the election of Ronald 
Reagan as president, the situation 
has gotten out of hand. 

I'm talking about the latest form 
of so called entertainment on 
television known as stunt shows to 
many people. 

During semester break I found 
myself with some free time. 
Unfortunately I turned on the 
television only to find that network 
executives are jockeying for the 
position of village idiot by 
producing shows which satisfy 
man's self-destructive desires 
while he makes a fool out of 
himself. 

The first show I tuned into was 
something called "That's 
Repulsive," or some silly name. At 
least it was repulsive to me as I 
watched Joe Shmuck from Iola, 
Ind. see how many live 
salamanders he could stuff into his 
mouth before gagging. Joe was not 
allowed to swallow any of the 
salamanders. He missed the world 
record by one salamander. I guess 
you can't argue about that not 
being entertainment. 

I TURNED THE channel and 
found a show called "Real 
People." That's right—real people, 
as opposed to fake or imaginary 
people, doing real, as opposed to 
imaginary stunts. 

On the show "Hari Kari" Mary 
displayed her genuine talents of 

saving money and doing a home 
permanent by holding a long knife 
which she poked into an electrical 
socket for a brief period. 

The shock almost blew up the 
television. But Mary finished her 
stunt, successfully I might add, 
and the show ended. 

Next it was "Masochist's 
Delight," and Delmar Waddle of 
the Duck County Geese Club in 
Fowl, Georgia was in the spotlight. 

Delmar's assignment, if he 
accepted the challenge, was to be 
tied up and placed in the trunk of 
an Edsel. Delmar accepted the 
assignment. 

BUT THAT was only the 
beginning of the task. After being 
placed in the trunk of that fiery red 
beauty, the car was set on fire and 
catapulted over an Olympic-sized 
pool. 

If the car missed the pool 
Delmar was to try and escape 
before burning to death. If it 
landed in the pool Delmar was to 
try and get out before drowning. 

I must admit, this one was a 
nailbiter. And I never did find out 
what happened to that good ol' 
country boy. The network had 
technical difficulties as poor 
Delmar was halfway over the pool. 

What the heck, he got paid $2,000 
for the stunt and fulfilled the 
viewing audience's desire to see 
someone commit suicide on 
nationwide televison. 

What brought on the flood of 
stunt television shows? Certainly a 

lack of imagination, greed and 
overall insensitivity to the needs of 
the public played a major part in 
their taking up such large chunks 
of programming time. 

BUT TELEVISION networks are 
rarely sensitive to the needs of the 
public when scheduling new shows 
each season. Instead they rely on 
what the public wants to 
view—perverted sex, physical 
abnormalities and people making 
fools out of themselves. 

But it's difficult to blame the 
networks entirely, since they are 
giving the public what it wants. But 
someone, somewhere down the line 
has to be responsible for what is 
traveling over the airwaves. 

More destructive to society than 
the shows themselves is what they 
produce—imitation. 

Throughout the United States 
children and teenagers are trying 
the stunts they see on television, 
without taking the necessary 
precautions, without supervision 
and without the knowledge of the 
stunt. 

Children see these amateur 
stuntmen on television as heroes. 
They idolize them until someone 
else comes along they can look up 
to. There's nothing unhealthy 
about limited idolization or 
imitation, unless it's the product of 
the current trend in television 
programming. What's incredible is 
that real people have welcomed 
these programs into their homes. 
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lines confuse some 

Students play registration game 

Staff photo by Rob Clark 

Waiting in line...Fifteen-month-old Paula Teichelman waits for her 
mother, Lana, junior in finance, to pay her registration fees. Teichelman 
was one of many K-State students who registered Monday in Ahearn 
Fieldhouse. 

Sky won't fall on Farrell Library now 

By ALICE SKY 
Staff Writer 

For some students, enrollment at K-State 
can be as suspense-filled as a board game. 

Roll the dice, flash the cracked I.D. card, 
grab the purple sheet, the yellow cards and 
the assignment activator. Stop in line for the 
BEOG check, snatch up a pass for free 
bowling at the Union, do not pass Go, do not 
collect $200. 

An estimated 18,500 students will register 
for the spring semester, Donald Foster, 
university registrar, said. That is an in- 
crease from the 17,961 students who 
registered in Spring 1980, but fewer than the 
19,547 students who registered in Fall 1980. 

Normally the spring semester has a six to 
seven percent enrollment decrease from the 
fall, Foster said. 

The registration process should take 
about 15 minutes, according to Foster, but 
for many the elapsed time is much more. 

Registration can be especially confusing 
for newcomers, Sandy Phillips, senior in 
speech pathology, said, and hinted that 
picking the proper door was all a part of the 
game. 

"It's organized if you know what door to 
come in," Phillips said. She said she thought 
that every semester students are required to 
go in a different door to make them follow a 
different maze. 

REGISTRATION isn't all bad according 
to Randy McCallum, senior in animal 
science and industry. He said it is handled 
well "for as many students as they put 
through in a short time." 

McCallum said he believes students learn 
the procedure through repetition, not 
because of the signs tacked up all over 
Ahearn Field House. 

Though registering and paying fees may 
not normally take long, many students are 
delayed because of unpaid fines or fee ad- 
justments. 

Students who have outstanding fees are 
given a pink card when they go to register, 
Foster said. Students must wade through 
the lines at the "Misuse Fees" table before 
they can pass Go. 

STUDENTS WITH FINES must go to the 
office where they owe the fine, pay it and 
take a receipt to the misuse fee desk, ac- 
cording to Theresa Kepple, junior in com- 

puter science. Kepple works with unpaid 
fees in the Office of Admissions. 

"Some people really get nasty. It's not 
your fault that they owe money," Kepple 
said. 

Other registration delays may be caused 
by incorrect information or charges on the 
student's cards. 

And although there's money for the asking 
at the loan and grant table, Drop-Add lines 
are in store for many students entitled to 
financial aid. Most problems result if a 
student is not enrolled in the correct number 
of hours to qualify for the aid. 

After standing the the correct lines, filling 
out the correct forms and darkening the 
correct circles, students file to the tables to 
pay fees. Tuition this year was $382 for in- 
state students and out-of-staters paid $922. 

STUDENTS WHOSE CHECKS are not 
immediately available, may obtain an 
emergency student loan. 

If a student will be able to repay the loan, 
he can get one, According to Kathy Deyoe, 
Basic Educational Opportunity Grant 
(BEOG) supervisor in the financial aid 
office. 

Despite some delays and the hordes of 
semi-confused people wandering through 
Ahearn, registration isn't bad according to 
Kevin Langston, sophomore in pre-design 
professions. Though Langston faced a long 
line, he came out of it with a philosophical 
view. 

"You just shouldn't have a name starting 
with L or M," he said. 

Chicken Little could have had a reason to 
think the sky was falling if maintenance 
men had not been on their toes recently at 
Farrell Library. 

During a routine maintenance check 
about two weeks ago, workers noticed that 
there apparently were problems with the 
slate panels between the library windows, 
according to Vincent Cool, assistant vice 
president for facilities planning. 

Slate   panels   between  the  southwest, 

Farrell to obtain 
new library dean 

Sally Voth is a Farrell librarian who won't 
whisper "Shush" when she takes over 
Friday as acting dean of libraries. She 
dislikes the stereotype of a typical librarian 
and says her interests lie in helping library 
patrons. 

"It (the librarian stereotype) conjures up 
the popular image of a little old lady with a 
bun on her head, someone not at all in- 
terested in serving the clientele," Voth said. 

Voth will be serving at the library in an 
interim capacity until a permanent dean of 
libraries is named by an U-member campus 
committee this summer. Voth will succeed 
the present dean G. Jay Rausch Thursday. 
Rausch resigned to enter private business. 

The library will continue to implement 
changes already in progress, Voth said, 
such as the reorganization of the circulation 
department. 

Bids for an automated circulation system 
are now being evaluated by a library 
committee. Voth estimates the system will 
cost $300,000; remodeling the circulation 
department at about $40,000 and yearly 
maintenance of the system at about $30,000. 

southeast and northeast corners of Farrell 
are now being secured, Cool said. Work 
began the middle of last week and is ex- 
pected to be completed by the end of this 
week. 

After the defect was noticed, the original 
contractors who built Farrell in 1969, 
Coonrod and Walz, were notified. The work 
is being done without expense to the 
University. 

"They thought the matter needed at- 

tention," Cool said. "They had a very 
positive attitude—a positive approach in 
doing corrective work.'' 

Three workers from Coonrod and Walz 
have blocked off portions of the sidewalks 
outside Farrell, making it a hard hat area, 
and are insuring the panels are "more 
firmly attached," Cool said. 

"If left unattended very long, it could have 
eventually been a problem," Cool said. 

Ski 
Breckenridge 

with 

International 
Tours 

A full Service travel agency 

March 14th-18th 
* * *5 days/4 nights * * $357* 

Price Includes: 
• Roundtrip  transportation   on Conti- 

nental Airlines 727 from Wichita 
• Roundtrip Charter bus transfers be- 

tween Denver and Breckenridge 
* Pour nights lodging at Beaver Run 
• Complete ski, boot and pole rentals 
* Dinner at the Stapleton Plaza Hotel 
* Complete trip escort 

Reservation deadline 
Jan. 30,1981 

For further information 
contact Maryanne 

at International Tours 
(913)-776-4756 

price subject to change 

ENOCH'S // "WELCOME BACK WEEK 
CONTINUES! 

Tonight-35* fishbowls from 7 to 10 

Wednesday and Thursday-more cheap beer 
7-10 p.m.-35< fishbowls! 

TGIF—Free popcorn and 35* fishbowls 3-10 p.m. 

Saturday-Dance to "Ropeburn" from 
8:30 'til midnite. Admission $2. 

SPORTSMANS LOUNGE 

4 mi. North on Turtle Croak Blvd. 

Don't forget our happy hour specials! 

All beer-every day 4-7 p.m. 
5V 

(except pitchers)-Saturday 10 a.m.-7 p.m. 
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YOU CAN SELECT ALL OF YOUR 
OFFICIAL BOOKS & SUPPLIES at 

VARNEY'S BOOKSTORE 
Art Supplies • Architecture and Engineering Supplies • 
Notebooks • Spirals • Pencils • Pens • Report Covers • 
Typing Paper • Study Lamps • Textbooks • KSU 
Sportswear • Calculators'• Paperbacks • Greeting 
Cards • Bulletin Boards 

•Re I 

(Course Essentials 

Lecture Reinforcement 

Illustrations I 

Powerful programmables 
... from Texas Instruments 

The T1-68C and TI-.">«) programmable calculators let 
you step up to a new level of efficiency — whatever 
your major. Write your own program* or use pre- 
written programs in optional, plug-in Solid State 
Software™ modules. 

TI-5HC. ,. ..... 
Up to 480 steps or (JO memories. Constant Memory 
feature. 250-page manual with step-by-step program- 
ming instruction*. Master Library Module. "Personal 
Programming" manual and workbook. Adapter' 
charger. Carrying case. 

Only $130.00 
Plus $10.00 Mfg. rebate 

Tl-59. 
Up to 900 steps or 100 memories. Magnetic card stor- 
age. 256-page manual with step-by-step programming 
instructions. Master Library Module. "Personal Pro- 
gramming" manual and workbook. Adapter charger. 
Carrying case. 

" Regular $300.00 

Varney's Special     $225.00 
Plus $25.00 Mfg. Rebate 

tome in and see the Tl line. We have Tl advanced 
slide rule and business/financial calculators, too. 

Slimline Business Analyst-! I 
financial calculator 
with statistics and 

new Constant memory" feature. 

• Five conveniently arranged financial keys—N, 
•/tl. PMT, PV and FV—help you analyze finan- 
cial situations quickly and accurately. 

• Built-in calculating power for time and money 
problems such as compound Interest, annuity 
payments, mortgage loans, investment yields 
and amortization schedules. 

• Mortgage loan functions make financial cal- 
culations easier with special keys to deter 
mine accumulated Interest, remaining balance 
and principal/interest split. 

Regular $50.00 

Varney's Special 

$45.00 
(thru January 31st) 

Plus $5.00 Mfg. Rebate 

Varney's regular hours are 9:00 a.m 
to 9:00 p.m. Mon. thru Sat. and 

12:00 to 5:00 p.m. Sunday, 
but for your convenience, Varney's 

will open at 8:30 a.m. until 

January 23rd 

SAVv 
On I 

Text! 
Varney's 

with ns< 

All Your I 

GUARA 
Varney's guarantees that th« 
for your class. If your schej 
the wrong class, you can bri 
for a full cash refund within* 
cash register receipt and t 
have your receipt for a refun 

*No refunds on Quiz-out man 

In Aggievil 

in Aggieville Since 19! 
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tbooks 
Study Framework 

i = 

Exam Review 
Future Reference 3 

tt* 25% 

SPECIALS 
SPIRAL NOTEBOOK 

70 Sheets-College Ruled-Regular 99* each 
Buy 4 for '3.12, Save 84* while supply lasts 

C 

Used 
>ooks 

is loaded 
id books 

Purchases 

LNTEED 
»book you buy is the right one 
lule changes or you enroll in 
ng the undamaged book back 
two weeks. All you need is the 
he merchandise. (You must 
d.) 

uals. 

tarsus 

10 Sheets Gol/cge Ruled 

DRAWING BOARD and COVERING 
23"x31" metal edged board Regular 46.50 

23"x31" Deluxe board covering Regular '8.56 
Buy Board and Covering together for '21.60 

SAVE$3.46 

Decorative Wall Calendars reduced up to 50% off 
choose from more than 30 styles 

16     Phone 539-0511 

HP-41C Progrmmmmblm Cmlculmtor Systmm 

HEWLETT 
PACKARD 

• Up to 319 storage registers 
(with optional memory modules). 

• 2.000 lines or program memory 
• Records blank mag-cards. 
• Loads program in any sequence. 
• Compatible with HP67/97 systems. 
• Prevents accidental erasure. 
• Prints upper and lower-case alpha character!. 
• High resolution plotting routines. 
• Optional wand inputs by reading programs 

in bar codes. 
.  Error messages displayed in alpha-numerics. 
• Names and labels programs and (unctions. 
• Prompts for data with words or sentences. 
• Labels variables and constants. 
• Continuous memory - even when turned off. 
• 10 conditional/55 internal flags. 
• 6 levels of subroutines.    • Specific loop control. 
• Indirect addressing.    •  Local and global branching. 
.  Functions may be changed to personalize keyboard. 
• RPN logic. 
• Vinyl case, overlays, module holder & batteries 

included. 
.5.7"L x3"Wx 1.3"H.   .7.4oz. 

HP-41C Calculator was $295°° reduced to $250°° 

Memory Module was $45°° reduced to $30°° 

Rechargeable Battery Pack was $40°° 
Reduced to $30°° 

Card Reader $215°° 

Wand $125°° 

Printer *385°° 

HP 34C Progrmmmmblm 
Scientific 

PROGRAMMABLE ADVANCED 
SCIENTIFIC WITH CONTINUOUS 
MEMORY 

• 370 programmabl e 
keystrokes. • Con- 
tinuous memory. 

« Solve and integrate 
keys. • Dynamic 
memory allocation 
automatically shifts 
available memory bet- 
ween storage registers and 
program lines. • 70 lines 
of program memory. • 21 
data storage registers. 

• 1, 2, or 3 keystrokes pro- 
gramming. • Editing keys to 
review programs and insert or delete. 

• Creates branches and sub-routines. • Indirect- 
ly address data and program locations. • 4 
flagsin 12 labels. • 2 user definable keys. • In- 
tegrate key finds lietinite integral of a function. 

• Searches/finds roots of equations. • Comes 
complete with handbook. Standard Applications. 
Book, Quick Reference Card, Recharger/AC 
adaptor, rechargeable battery pack, and soft 
carrying case. «5.6" x3"»1 2"..7.7 oz. 

HP-34C $150.00 

!.»■ 
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Judges obliged to disclose financial interests 
WASHINGTON (AP)-The Supreme 

Court on Monday refused to shield federal 
judges, including the high court's nine 
justices themselves, from a financial 
disclosure law. 

The justices, without comment, left intact 
rulings that all federal judges are among 
those top-ranking government officials who 
must comply with the Ethics in Government 
Act of 1978. 

Six federal judges in the South had argued 
that they and other judges should not have to 
publicly disclose in annual statements how 
much money they have and what they own. 

The arguments did not win a single 
Supreme Court vote, a surprising outcome 
in light of the fact that the judges' appeal 
had been pending before the justices for 

Court ruling includes all federal jurists 

nearly a year. 
Generating a flurry of paperwork at the 

end of a four-week recess, the court also 
took these actions: 
—Left intact a $350,000 libel award won by 
former San Francisco mayor Joseph Alioto 
for a 1989 article in Look magazine Unking 
him to the Mafia. 
—Refused to kill a lawsuit challenging 
clean-up operations at the Three Mile Island 
nuclear plant in Pennsylvania. The suit is 
aimed at preventing the plant's owners and 
operators from treating and eventually 
disposing of radioactive waste water. 

—Agreed to judge the validity of a law 
allowing only the U.S. Postal Service to put 
things in mail boxes at private homes. A 
federal judge in New York struck down the 
law as unconstitutional when it is applied to 
civic organizations. 
—Turned away an attempt by comedian 
Redd Foxx's wife to have the site of the 
couple's pending divorce trial moved from 
Las Vegas to Los Angeles. 
—Refused to reinstate a California youth's 
murder conviction in the shooting death of 
his stepfather, Los Angeles policeman 
Edward Bullis. The boy's confession was 

ruled invalid because police did not give him 
a chance to first consult with an adult ad- 
viser. 
—Over the objections of Illinois prosecutors, 
refused to reinstate the murder conviction 
of a Peoria teen-ager who confessed to a 
pair of stabbing murders. The boy's con- 
fession also was ruled invalid because police 
unlawfully questioned him. 
—Agreed to decide whether Truth In Len- 
ding Act protections cover individuals who 
incur credit card debts as business ex- 
penses. 
—Left intact a ruling in a Pennsylvania case 
that judges who are sued for their official 
acts sometimes can be forced to pay the 
other side's lawyer fees. 

Polish workers want explanation  Cariin to give 1981 budget 
WARSAW, Poland (AP)—Independent 

Polish workers demanded Monday that a 
deputy premier be sent to talks in a town 
where police broke up a workers' sit-in over 
the weekend. Eviction of the trade unionists 
from an administration building was the 
first known use of police force against 
protesters since labor unrest flared here last 
summer. 

The independent union Solidarity wants 
Deputy Premier Stanislaw Mach to begin 
talks in the southern Polish town of Nowy 
Sacz by Thursday, according to a union 
spokesman reached by telephone. The union 
also wants representatives of the Interior 
Ministry to explain the decision to evict the 
protesters, he said. 

A Solidarity delegation made the demand 
at a meeting with the town mayor. 

Police on Sunday removed some 46 
protesting workers from a building they had 
occupied since Friday. The official PAP 
news agency said the workers left 
peacefully and there was no violence. 
Warsaw Radio said the workers were 
"forcibly removed." Solidarity confirmed 
the action was peaceful. 

The sit-in began over a number of local 
demands and was the latest in a series of 
similar protests which have erupted in 
widely scattered parts of the country. 

Miecyslaw Jagielski, another of Poland's 

six deputy premiers, went to Moscow as the 
head of a delegation to a meeting of 
Comecon, the Soviet bloc economic com- 
munity. No details were available, but it 
was probable he would talk with Soviet 
officials about Poland's shaky economy and 
labor unrest. 

On Saturday, Solidarity, the nation's 
largest independent union, staged a 
nationwide oneday work stoppage to 
demand a five-day, 40-hour workweek in the 
first widespread protest action this year. 

On the eve of that protest the Soviet Union 
issued its harshest attack to date on the 
labor unrest here, blaming "coun- 
terrevolutionaries," an extremely severe 
charge in Soviet-bloc terminology and the 
same one used Saturday by Polish party 
leader Stanislaw Kania against private 
farmers seeking to form an independent 
union of their own. 

U.S. intelligence reports of Soviet and 
Eastern bloc troops at Poland's borders 
have added to Western fears that if the labor 
unrest here continues Moscow will intervene 
as it did in Czechoslovakia in 1968 during a 
period of liberalization. 

Solidarity, the first recognized in- 
dependent union in the Soviet bloc, was 
formed as a result of last summer's crip- 
pling strikes, which paralyzed the already 
hard-pressed economy. 

Low tar may not be safer 
WASHINGTON (AP)—The surgeon 

general advised American smokers Monday 
that although low tar and nicotine cigarettes 
may reduce the risk of lung cancer, they 
contain unknown quantities of additives 
whose health effects can't be assessed. 

Surgeon General Julius Richmond said he 
has tried without success to obtain from the 
tobacco industry information on which of 
about 300 additives are included in specific 
cigarettes. 

He said Congres may be asked to grant the 
agency authority to obtain such in- 
formation, which the industry regards as 
among its trade secrets—if the data is not 

made available voluntarily. Richmond said 
there is a possibility that some additives 
may cause tumors or cancer or be toxic. 

The Tobacco Institute, the organization 
representing the industry, described the 
report as "more moderate in tone than its 
predecessors." There was no immediate 
comment on the surgeon general's request 
for data on additives and flavorings. 

Richmond called for a testing and review 
program to identify and assess the sub- 
stances used in each cigarette brand, 
requiring the industry to delay adding other 
substances until those presently in use are 
evaluated. 

WE'RE 
HATCHING 
SOMETHING 

Attention 
Faculty 

Members! 
Do you need dots material 

duplicated-FAST?? 

Lot ut organize and Attribute required readings and notes to 

your students with our unique 

PROFESSOR PUBLISHING PLAN. 
It |usl makM mor* Mns« than 
1. the raaarve book room (whara etudanta can only hope to gain access to important readings) 
2. or using messy hard to read mimeos. 

How It works: 
• Leave your selected class materials with Kioto's. Well make a master aod return originals on the 

spot, or with In the hour. 
• Then tall your students! 
• No charge to you or your department 
• Our usual A* per copy charge to students 

OPEN 

7 
DAYS A WEEK 

Kinko's 
Kopies 

537-7340 
1126Laramieln 

the Handl-Corner 

TOPEKA (AP)—The Kansas Legislature 
opened its annual 90-day run Monday amid 
indications of strong discord brewing over 
whether the state needs to raise taxes, and if 
so, which ones. 

None of the three major tax proposals to 
be offered was among 45 bills accepted by 
the Senate and House on the opening day of 
the 1961 session, a day devoted to such 
perfunctory chores as swearing in mem- 
bers, ratifying officers nominated at party 
caucuses sue weeks ago and assigning seats. 

The two houses adopted a resolution 
formally inviting Democratic Gov. John 
Cariin to address a joint session at 11 a.m. 
Tuesday, at which time the governor will 
deliver his annual legislative and budget 
message. 

At that time, Cariin will outline to the 
lawmakers his proposal for imposing an 
eight percent severance tax on all oil, 
natural gas and coal produced in the state as 
a way of generating about $200 million in 
new revenue to help fund schools and high- 
ways. 

Other major tax proposals coming out of 
interim study committees involve in- 
creasing the state's three percent sales tax 
to five percent, with the new money going to 
support elementary and secondary 
education, and raising the state's eight-cent 
gasoline gallonage tax to 10 cents, with that 
new revenue going to rebuild roads. 

The Senate enjoyed a light moment when 
its chaplain, the Rev. Fred Hollomon of 
Lawrence, produced a shining goldcolored 
church offering plate and suggested the 
senators might want to pass it to help pay 
his $322 monthly salary if legal problems 
arise. 

Senate President Ross Doyen has already 
decided to pay Hollomon in spite of a federal 
court's ruling in Nebraska that chaplains 
cannot be paid out of public funds. ' 

OPEN 
AT 

11:00 A.M. 

LUNCH 
Serving roast beef, h.im K 

tubmailne sandwh hea. plus 
our neu < hill <MKI soup ol the da) 

until 2 a.m. 

TOMORROW 
H1GHROLLERS 

More Than 500,000 
Homeless and Sick 

They fled from violence 
and strife in Afghanistan to 
Pakistan. Most are women, 
children or elderly. 

All need food. Many are 
barefoot, have no warm 
clothes, no blankets. No 
medicines or medical care. 
None of life's necessities. 
CARE is there to deliver 
all possible aid. 

Send Your Help Now Through CARE 
HERE IS OUR HELP FOR    * 
AFGHAN REFUGEES * 

NAME      

ADDRESS 

CITY     

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO 

CARE. 
AFGHAN REFUGEE FUND 

.STATE ZIP 

3600 Broadway 
Kansas City, MO 64111 
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'It pays to practice what you teach' 

Business college 'sells' graduates 
NEW YORK (AP)-The question arose 

over the role of a school—whether it was 
wise to transfer funds from strictly 
academic endeavors to more mundane 
matters, such as "selling" its graduates. 

Dean William Meckling, graduate school 
of management, University of Rochester, 
was skeptical, but M. Alison McGrath, 
placement director, won him over, arguing 
that it pays to practice what you teach. 

And so a delegation of professors, ad- 
ministrative aides and students hired rooms 
at the Hilton Hotel and invited corporate 
recruiters to a reception, followed by in- 
terviews with this year's graduating class. 

With demand and supply in balance, "we 
had to be assertive," said McGrath, a recent 
college graduate. 

"What we did," she said, "was apply 
traditional marketing tactics to selling the 
business school to get a bigger share of the 
market." Meckling beamed. The $5,000 or 
so, he said, was well spent. 

Thirty students, all of whom paid their 
own room, board and travel expenses, were 
exposed to more corporate hirers than they 
could have seen in weeks on their own. 
Twenty-four companies that had not 
recruited on the Rochester campus came to 
look the students over. 

Richard Lill, 23, a triple major in cor- 
porate accounting, finance and economics, 
said it expanded his horizons. Previously, he 
said, he was content to stay in Rochester. 
After the interviews, his options greatly 
enlarged, he said.  "I might have been 

limiting myself." 
Christopher Snyder, vice president of 

Data Resources and head of its New York 
operations, was so pleased he said he would 
consider a financial contribution to the next 
Rochester venture. 

Data Resources, a consulting company, is 
young (average age under 30) and fast- 
growing. It recruits 50 masters in business 
administration yearly. 

Rochester's decision to go out and meet 
the market rather than wait for the market 
to come to it is praised as innovative and 
maybe even unique, but it is just good 
marketing practice, says McGrath. 

The school, she explains, knows it has 
something to offer, even if some timid 
recruiters   have   avoided   the   campus's 

winter ice. 
At first, said Meckling, the business 

school utilized the services of the univer- 
sity's placement office. He established a 
separate office for business students and 
hired McGrath to run it. 

Based on the resulting enthusiasm of the 
students and recruiters, there would be 
more such recruiting programs, Meckling 
said. 

Evans envisions computerized financial aid office 
By 1)1 ANNE DANNER 

SUff Writer 
K-State's financial aid department may 

be facing more than just a personnel change 
in its top position. 

Bob Evans, who was recently appointed 
director of financial aid, would like to 
convert the financial aid department to a 
computerized system. 

"I'd like to look into moving the financial 
aid office from a data processing office to a 
computer office to better handle student 
information," Evans said. He will fill the 
spot last held by Michael Novak, who 
resigned last summer. 

This switch would save time, Evans said, 
because students' files could appear on a 
terminal screen simply by pushing a button. 

Now, workers must search through paper 
files to locate information about a student. 

Evans is a 1973 graduate of Ottawa 
University and has been director of finan- 
cial aid for the past six years at Oglethorpe 
University, in Atlanta, Ga. He will begin his 
new position Feb. 23. 

The use of computer print-outs would also 
shorten the amount of time students must 
spend going through registration, Evans 
said. 

A computerized system was installed 
under his direction at Oglethorpe University 
last year. 

"As I understand it, there is a concern at 
K-State about the timeliness in delivering 
money to students," Evans said. 

The computer proposal deals with "taking 

a lot of information and organizing it bet- 
ter," he explained. 

Evans is also interested in improving the 
work-study program because "it is a main 
concern to students." 

"The focal point of the first sue months 
will be looking at how to better serve the 
students," Evans said. 

Evans currently serves the Georgia 
Association  of  Student Financial 
Administrators as president and for the past 
two years has been secretary of the 
Southern Association of Student Financial 
Aid Administrators. 

SELF SERVE 

GAS 
U.S. 

Post Office 
2706 

ANDERSON 

Ml Nl 
CONVENIf NCE 

1102 
LARAMIE 

MAKT 
GROCERY 

•^ That cocky grin is typical Tom. That's how he looked 
when I told him he'd made the varsity his first year at 
Annapolis. Then we learned Tom had 3 months to live. That 
was 5 years ago. V 

George Welsh—Head Coach, USNA Football 

It was hard to believe a boy like Tom Harper could 
be so desperately ill. Or that anyone could fight so hard 
to live. When he was under treatment and so weak he 
could hardly walk, Tom still came to practice. He'd marked 
out his own program for survival. To get back in shape 
and somehow speed the recovery he never lost hope 
would come. 

For Tom it wasn't too late. Something new called 
combination chemotherapy was just beginning to be used. 
There are almost 2 million Americans like Tom who've 
beaten cancer. 

But for many patients just as determined and 
hopeful, the treatments that could save them have not yet 
been found. That's why the American Cancer Society is 
asking for your support. Through research, rehabilitation 
and education, they're making your contributions count. 

American Cancer Society 5 e 

CANCER 
CAN BE BEAT 
Almost 2 million people are living proof your contributions count. 

This span' contributed by l hi- publisher as a public wrvice. 

EMERSON MUSIC SYSTEM 
AM/FM stereo receiver with 8-track player, automatic 
record changer and 2 speakers. Model No. 2100. 

THE GIFT OF MUSIC IS YOURS 

$6.49 
RECORD 

(#4) $6.49 

RECORD OR TAPE 

Manufacture Suggested List $8.98 

*9.99 RECORD OR TAPE 

Manufacture Suggested List $13.98 

DAILY 9 to 9       3007 ANDERSON AVE.        SUNDAY 11 to 6 

JOHN LENNON 
AYOKOONO 

InckMta* UuU Urn) MM Ov«f 
K«K«KIUWXM 

DouMa Fantasy 
RECORD 

(#5) $6.49 
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Nealy continues to lead Big 8 in rebounding 
Ed Nealy, K-State's burly 6-7 forward, 

continues to lead the Big 8 conference in 
rebounding, having collected 113 stray 
shots in 12 games, a 9.4 per game 
average. 

The junior from Bonner Springs, whom 
recruiters shyed away from three years 
ago because he supposedly was too slow 
to play major college basketball, has 
eight more rebounds than 6-9 Oklahoma 
center Les Pace, who, in 12 games, has 
105 caroms for an 8.8 average. 

Pace's teammate, Steve Bajema, 
follows with 103 rebounds for an 8.3 
average. Oklahoma State's Leroy 
Combs, with an 8.1 average, and Iowa 
State's Robert Estes, with an 8.1 
average, round out the top five. 

Nealy pulled down 12 rebounds 
Saturday night in K-State's 74-62 win over 
Eastern Illinois, moving him into seventh 
place on the Wildcats' career charts with 
615. He surpassed Ced Price (605) and 
Ernie Kusnyer (612). 

Barring an injury, Nealy should move 
into fifth on K-State career charts in the 
next couple of weeks. He needs only five 
rebounds to pass No. 6 Carl Gerlach (619) 
and 35 to pass No. 5 Steve Mitchell (649). 

When told he had passed Price and 
Kusnyer, Nealy was taken by surprise. 

"No, I wasn't aware of it," he said, 

some lucky bounces every now and 
then." 

K-State, which opens Big 8 conference 
play Wednesday night at Nebraska, has 
no other individual leaders in the seven 
categories listed (scoring, rebounding, 
assists, steals, blocked snots, field goal 
percentage and free throw percentage). 

Sports 

percentage (.546) to round out K-State 
names in the top ten. 

Other individual leaders are Oklahoma 
State's Matt Clark in scoring (19.5), 
Kansas' Darnell Valentine in assists (5.9) 
and steals (2.4), Colorado's Joe Cooper in 
blocked shots (2.6), KU's Victor Mitchell 
in field goal percentage (.617) and Iowa 
State's Lefty Moore in free throw per- 
centage (.969). 

TOP TEN SCORERS 

breaking into a smile. "Someone told me 
I was close, but I really didn't pay any 
attention." 

Nealy added he had never heard of 
Price, who played at K-State from 1958- 
61. 

Asked what his secret to success was, 
Nealy, who has 50 rebounds in the last 
four games, said, "I guess I just want the 
ball more. That, and I've been getting 

But Ail-American candidate Rolando 
Blackman appears in the top ten in six of 
the categories. The 6-6 senior guard is 
fifth in scoring (17.2), fourth in assists 
(4.0), eighth in steals (1.3), eighth in 
blocked shots (0.8), seventh in field goal 
percentage (.567) and seventh in free 
throw percentage (.800). 

Nealy is fifth in steals (1.7) and guard 
Tim Jankovich is tenth in field goal 

Clark 
Hunter 
Frazier 
Barnett 
Blackman 
Smith 
Guy 
Combs 
Harris 
Valentine 

OSU 
cu 
MU 
OU 
KSU 
NU 
KU 
OSU 
ISU 
KU 

Games 

13 
13 
14 
12 
12 
11 
12 
13 
10 
12 

Avg. 

19.5 
18.9 
18.4 
17.8 
17.2 
16.7 
16.3 
15.9 
15.1 
15.0 

- Allen Leiker 

Sports writers: 
A rare breed 

"Maybe ■portewriters are gullible, 
perhaps naive. We exist In a world of ex- 
citement and Sousa music and beautiful 
cheerleadlng girls who will surely wind up In 
tears whether their team won or lost. We 
often become good friends of the coaches 
and of their wives, and when a coach Is 
under heavy attack, we feel doubly sad- 
dened...But sportswrlters are also 
newspapermen, and they must be 
newspapermen first and sportswrlters 
second." 

Frank Boggs, in wake of Oklahoma 
scalping scandal. 1976 

That citation was the first thing I pinned 
on my bulletin board when I arrived at my 
new job as Collegian sports editor. I've tried 
to keep those words in the back of my mind 
ever since I became serious about this 
sportswriting thing. 

Just for the record, Frank Boggs is now a 
sports columnist for the Colorado Springs 
Sun. He worked in Oklahoma for a long 
time—having a lot to do with uncovering all 

Bleacher bum 
the wrongdoings the Sooners were trying to 
get away with—but eventually left when the 
pressure became too much to handle. We all 
know how seriously they take their football 
in Oklahoma. 

Sportswriting has survived because of the 
Frank Boggs of the profession. They're the 
truth-tellers, the guys who won't let in- 
timidation stand in the way of writing a 
good, objective piece on a controversial 
matter. 

SPORTSWRITERS HAVE ALWAYS 
gotten a bad rap, though, no matter how 
many times Billy Martin punches one of us 
or how many times Bart Starr bans one of us 
from the locker room. It's a few guys—the 
ones who think the athletic directors and 
coaches sign their checks—that spoil it for 
the rest of us. 

That's too bad. I mean, some of us can still 
write a fair, objective piece on a game 
where we know all the players and all the 
coaches, even after we finish drinking the 
host team's free soda. 

But I can't deny that cheerleading doesn't 
go on in press boxes across the country. I see 
it all the time, from the old-timers to the 
young pups. They're the 'we' boys of the 
profession, the ones you always hear saying, 
"boy, we sure got robbed on that one call." 
I've always wanted to ask them if they have 
a mouse in their pocket. 

I GUESS ALL sportswrlters make that 
all journalists—cheer to themselves. 
There's nothing wrong with that, either, as 
long as you keep it inside you and don't let it 
stand in the way of doing an objective job. I 
mean, when you've worked around people 
like Jim Dickey and DeLoss Dodds, two of 
the all-time nice guys in the sports world, for 
every day the last three years, how can you 

ajsji 
not hope they do well. 

But I can honestly say I've never cheered 
out loud in a press box. In fact, I get a 
chance to sit in the stands so seldom, I think 
I've forgot how to cheer. I found that out last 
fall at a World Series game in Kansas City. 
'Our Boys,' er, excuse me, the Royals, 
scored a couple of runs in the first inning 
and I didn't know what to do. Here were 
40,000 people cheering them on, and I just 
sat there sipping my Coors, feeling like a 
communist. 

I USED TO BE a fan, though. It's hard not 
to be when you're sandwiched between three 
older brothers and two younger brothers 
who all love sports. 

My favorite player was Lenny Dawson, 
who for so many years quarterbacked the 
Kansas City Chiefs. I always wore his 
number 16 on my jersey and I always had to 
play quarterback in our sandlot games. 

I'll never forget the time I met Lenny the 
Cool. It was at a Wild Willie's discount store 
in Topeka, the first time I ever met a pro 
star. I was awed, to say the least, by it all. So 
awed, in fact, that when he asked me if I 
spelled my name ALAN, I said yes. I was 
probably ten years old then, and I wasn't 
about to tell Lenny Dawson that my name 
was spelled A-L-L-E-N. 

I'VE GROWN UP quite a bit since then, 
and I'm no longer awed by meeting athletes 
or coaches. You can't be, because if they 
sense it even slightly, they'll eat you alive. It 
can be a jungle living in this sportswriting 
world. 

It's just a good thing a lot of these coaches 
and players realize you're just doing your 
job. There's always a few, though, that don't 
understand. Like former Ohio State coach 
Woody Hayes, for example. I don't know if 
I'd be alive right now if I had to ask 
him—and not Jim Dickey—week after week 
why his team wasn't able to score any 
points. 

It's a demanding job, believe me. You 
think it's fun having to ask Jack Hartman 
why he can't ever recruit a big man who can 
play the game? 

I'm not complaining, though. I've always 
known about political science and business 
and psychology. I got into this sportswriting 
thing on my own, for better or for worse. 

fULN IS NOW OPEN 
FOR BUSINESS! 

OPEN 9AM-5PM   MONDAY 
AND TUESDAY DURING 

REGISTRATION 

OUR REGULAR HOURS 
WILL RESUME WEDNESDAY 

532 6442 

Intramural sports to begin soon; 
team rosters due Friday afternoon 

Spring semester intramural sports will 
begin soon, and organizational meetings 
have been scheduled for students interested 
in participating. 

For basketball and water basketball 
participants, there will be a mandatory 
manager's meeting at 4 p.m. Thursday in 
Forum Hall. Team rosters are due by 5 p.m. 
Friday, with competition beginning next 
Tuesday. 

Team sign-up has begun at the Washburn 
Rec Complex, and students signing up for 
leagues should get out to the rec complex as 
soon as possible, Steve Martini, director of 
intramurals, said. Sign-up is done on a "first 
come—first serve basis." 

"The people who come in first will have 
their pick of the time slots they want to play 
in. We also will have a list of times available 
so managers can take them back to their 
teams and have the team pick the time they 
want to play," Martini said. 

Sign—up will be handled the same way it 
was during football season, with teams 
scheduling their own time slots for play. 
Teams signing up to play in the same time 
slot will be in the same league. 

Deadline for all doubles competition will 
be Friday at 5 p.m. These sports include 
indoor handbball, racquetball, table tennis 
and badmitton. Doubles play begins on Jan. 
26. Outdoor doubles competition will be 
played  during  the  second  half  of  the 

semester due to the completion of the rec 
complex. 

This year Martini said there will be a 
basketball court reservation system which 
starts Jan. 14 and runs until Jan. 19. Teams 
wishing to reserve a court can do so by going 
to the Washburn Rec Complex a day in 
advance and signing up to use a court for 
half an hour. Martini said reservations must 
be made in person. 

J4ibachi 
J4ut 

OPEN DAILY 
FOR LUNCH 
11:00 to 2:00 

Featuring Delicious Char-broiled 
Burgers. Steaks & Sausage*. 

Open for dinner 
at 5:00 

NOW 
OPEN 

• Godfather's Pizza • 

The Godfathers 
Combo. A pound of 
cheese holding down a saucy 
bed of beef, pepperoni, sausage, 
mushrooms, olives and onions . . . 
UNBELIEVABLE! 

1120Laramie   •  Manhattan 
Phone: 539-5303 
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Senate hearing torn between two interests 

Haig wants more U.S. might in Middle East 
WASHINGTON (AP)-Alexander Haig 

testified Monday that the United States 
must be prepared to act—alone if 
necessary—to protect the industrialized 
world's access to Middle East oil. 

The former NATO commander said an 
expanded U.S. military presence in the area 
is necessary because the NATO alliance 
cannot be counted on to expand its defense 
commitments to include the oil lifelines of 
the Persian Gulf. 

Haig commented on his third day of 
testimony before the Senate Foreign 
Relations Committee, whose attention is 
divided between his foreign policy views as 
a prospective secretary of state and efforts 
to gain access to 100 hours of taped White 
House conversations between Haig and 
former President Richard Nixon. 

Robert Warner, the archivist of the United 
States, told the committee he had asked 
Nixon to waive legal time limits so the 
subpoenaed material sought by the panel 
can be released at once. Warner said the law 
requires that he not release any tapes or 

supporting documents without giving the 
former president at least five days to 
respond. 

THE COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN, Sen. 
Charles Percy (R-Ill.) issued a subpoena 
Sunday night for the logs and indexes to the 
tape recordings made in the spring and 
summer of 1973. At the time, Haig was White 
House chief of staff and the Watergate 
scandal was engulfing Nixon's presidency. 

Sen. Paul Tsongas (D-Mass.) told Warner 
it was obvious that only one person stands in 
the way of immediate access to the sub- 
poenaed logs, "and that one person is 
Richard Nixon." Replied Warner, "You do 
hit at the heart of the matter." 

Percy said the issuance of the subpoena, a 
first step toward obtaining "relevant" 
tapes, was not intended to delay Haig's 
expected confirmation by the full Senate 
beyond Ronald Reagan's inauguration as 
president on Jan. 20. 

Sen. Richard Lugar (R-Ind.) said efforts 
by committee Democrats to obtain the tapes 

Manhattan not buqqed 
by flu symptoms yet 

Although parts of the country are 
reporting widespread outbreaks of in- 
fluenza, Manhattan does not seem to be 
affected—yet. 

"We're going to have some influenza 
around, but we don't know if it will be more 
than in other years," said Dr. Robert Tout, 
director of Lafene Student Health Center. 
"We always expect sporadic outbreaks of 
flu and flu-like symptoms around this time 
of the yea/." 

Spokemen for Manhattan hospitals 
reported some cases of the flu, but said it's 
not a problem. 

"We've had many cases, but it certainly is 
not in epidemic proportions," said Mabel 
Hinkin, infection control director at The St. 

Mary Hospital. 
The flu that is going around is charac- 

terized by cold-like symptoms, Tout said. 
These are upper respiratory problems, 
muscle aches and pains, tiredness and 
fever. 

It usually lasts about 24 hours, unless 
complications develop. Complications, such 
as severe respiratory problems, pneumonia 
and nausea are more likely to develop in the 
elderly or the young. 

Tout recommended that anyone with the 
flu should take aspirin, drink plenty of fluids 
and get as much rest as possible. 

The best ways to avoid contracting the flu 
are to stay away from crowds, get plenty of 
rest and maintain good health, Hinkin said. 

may result only in damaging Haig's ef- 
fectiveness. 

PERCY AGREED and told Haig, "We 
want no cloud to hang over your head.'' 

But Sen. John Glenn (D-Ohio) said he 
resented the implication that Democrats 
were somehow doing something wrong by 
insisting that the tapes be subpoenaed. 

Glenn said he will question Haig closely 
about his White House service during the 
Watergate years. 

"These were serious matters—people 
were being assassinated and governments 
toppled," Glenn said. "General Haig was 
right in the middle of that. I don't know 
whether he was following orders or making 
decisions himself. 

HAIG, a retired four-star general and 
former NATO commander, said in response 
to questions that he believes the threat to 
European allies no longer consists solely of 
a potential frontal attack in central Europe, 
but now includes a possible disruption in 
Mideast oil supplies. 

He said the United States should seek 
broader consultations with its allies on how 
best to meet this new threat. 

"But we would be deceiving ourselves if 
we were to believe that the alliance would, 
in the foreseeable future, expand its borders 
by consensus" to include the oil-producing 
regions of the Persian Gulf, Haig said. 

If agreement cannot be reached with the 
allies on how best to protect the flow of oil, 
he said, "then we as a nation must be 
prepared to move, even unilaterally, to 
ensure access to these vital interests." 

CONFIRMATION HEARINGS began 
Monday for Labor Secretary-designate 
Raymond Donovan and former South 
Carolina Gov. James Edwards, nominated 
for energy secretary. 

The Senate Labor and Human Resources 
Committee released documents indicating 
that a Teamsters Union local in New York 
placed a "ghost" worker on the payroll of 
Donovan's New Jersey construction com- 
pany three years ago 'as a price for labor 
peace.'" 

Peanuts" By CHARLES SCHULZ 
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HAVE WUateR HEARD THE 
EXPRESSION/TO MAKE 
A L0N6 STOW SHORT? 

Crossworcf By EUGENE SHEFFER 

ACROSS 
1 American 

cartoonist 
5 Chatter idly 
8 River valley 

12 Recorded 
proceedings 

13 Land of the 
free 

14 Lamb 
pseudonym 

15 Kind of pie 
17 Greek letters 
18 Fortify 
19 Pub order 
20 Polo, for one 
21 Gaming cube 
22 Encore! 

(in Paris) 
23 Liberates 
28 Deprives 

of office 
30 Fixed 

routine 
31 Public 

vehicle 
32 Indians 
33 Some 

children 
35 Etching 

needle 
38 Oscillate 
37 Anglo-Saxon 

letter 

38 Old Nick 
41 In favor of 
42 Jane or 

John 
45 Stage 

direction 
48 Thorough 
48 She, in 

Caen 
49 Circle 

segment 
50 Handle 
51 Equal 
52 Shea 

player 
53 Suppose 

DOWN 
1 Nothing, 

in Madrid 

2 Maple genus 
3 Check 
4 Faucet 
5 Craft and 

treachery 
6 The caama 
7 Exclamation 

of contempt 
8 Georgia and 

Alabama 
9 Choir 

section 
10 Ananias 

was one 
11 Sunrise 

direction 
18 Speaker's 

platform 
20 Drink slowly 

Avg. solution tune: 24 min. 

Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 

21 Fifty 
fathoms 

22 Egyptian 
god 

23 Brother 
24 Angler's 

need 
25 WWII zone 
28 Defective 

bomb 
27 Filthy place 
28 Moray 
29 Compass 

reading 
31 Entreat 
34 Treat hides 
35 Street sign 
37 Upright 
38 Ooze 
39 Wheel 

spindle 
40 Ceramic 

square 
41 Father, in 

France 
42 Unit of 

force 
43 Platinum 

wire loop 
44 Popular 

cheese 
48 Beaver's 

edifice 
47 Papa 

EMX'G 

G  P C Y F 

CRYPTOQUIP 

EMXPNI      CYF 

C Y I       P X G P 

1-13 

E N M G X 

Yesterday's Cryptoquip - MUTE TRUMPET TEMPTS 
AMATEURS. 

Today's Cryptoquip clue: I equals Y 

Collegian 
classifieds 

FOR SALE 
ADULT GAQ gifts and novelties—birthday, anniversary, gat 

wall, or |ust for fun. Treasure Chast, Aggievllle (Itf) 

SOFA AND chair: on* rip In iota Sofa and chair In good 
shape. 130.00 Call BUI, 539-7242 (76-781 

FOR SALE-usad apartmant-siza refrigerator. $40.00. Call 
77*0671. (78-78) 

MUST PART with old friend 1071 VW Super Beetle She has 
had excellent maintenance, starts entry time, has perfect 
tires, Is safety Inspected and lor $1300 she can be your 
Iriend, too. 5384434. (77-80) 

SEASONED HARDWOOD firewood, split and delivered. 
mostly red and white dm, (40/rlck, S75/cord. Call 537 2474 
nights. (77-81) 

1970 LIBERTY 12x55, new carpel and drapes, washer, fur- 
nished, cheap gat heat, storage shad, $4500. Call after 5:00 
p.m., 537-2858. (77-85) 

FOR RENT  
COSTUMES, MASKS, periodical clothing, accessories, all 

types make-up Grass skirts, lals, bunny and mouse ears 
and more. Treasure Cheat, Aggievllle. (Itf) 

TYPEWRITER RENTALS, electrics and manuals, day, week 
or month. Buzzells, 511 Laavanworlh, across from post 
office. Call 778-9469. (1tf) 

RENTAL TYPEWRITERS: Excellent selection. Including IBM 
Salectrlcs. Service most makes of typewriters. Hull 
Business Machines, (Aggievllle), 1212 Moro. 539-7931. (Itf) 

THREE BEDROOM house—unfurnished, Includes stove, 
drapes, carpet. $375 plus utilities. 1724 Pierre. Phone 
776-1037 before 8 00 a.m or after 8 00 p.m. (76-80) 

SPACIOUS 1v> bedroom apartment Available Immediately. 
Call 7705265 (76O0) 

ONE BEDROOM apartment, furnished, carpeted, no pets, all 
utilities paid, $150.1019 Houston, 539-2438. (77-78) 

 ROOMMATE WANTED  
TWO OR three roommates to share spacious house—close 

to campus. Male or female. Call 539-7289 (76-78) 

NON-SMOKING female heeded to share four-bedroom 
house. Own room, 15 minute walk to campus, $115/month, 
utilities included. Call 776-7860. (76 78) 

PREFER GRADUATE or upperclaasman. Private bedroom, 
close to campus, $112.50 per month through June 1. No 
utilities Furnished. Call 537-2474. (77-81) 

HELP WANTED 
CHAIR SIDE dental assistant—experience preferred. Would 

consider training mature individual with above average I.O. 
Contact 776-4729 Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday from 
730 a m 5 00 p.m.; Wednesday and Friday, 7:30 a m -12:00 
noon. (77-66) 

REGISTERED NURSES 

EXPLORE YOUR NURSING 
POTENTIAL! 

Full time, part-time 
and on-call openings. 

We offer total nursing care, approved 
continuing education for relicensure, 
competitive salary, shift differential 
and liberal fringe benefits. 

Call Lisa Kramer, Nurse Recruiter at 
776-3300, ext. 114 or 229, Memorial Hos- 
pital, Manhattan, Kansas. EOE 

RAMADA INN food service positions available; cocktail 
waitress, food waitress, bartender, and banquet set-ups. 
Apply in person, office 525, Ramada Inn. (77-78) 

 SERVICES  
RESUME WRITING, layout, editing, typing or appraisal. 

Resume Service, 411 N. 3rd, 537-7294. (1tf) 

WOMEN'S HEALTH Care Service. Confidential health care 
for women with unexpected pregnancies. Abortion ser- 
vices to 20 weeks as an outpatient, information and free 
pregnancy testing. (316) 664-5108 Wichita. (1 If) 

PREGNANT? BIRTHRIGHT can help. Free pregnancy test. 
Confidential Call 537-9160 103 South 4th Street, Suite 16. 
(17tf> 

HORSES BOARDED, lessons given. Indoor and outdoor 
arenas. Powder Puff Downs Barry and Marty Elliott, St. 
George, Ks. Call 1494-2660. (7665) 

FORMER SECRETARY will type term papers Call 5394549. 
(76-78) 

 NOTICES  
PILOT NEEDS three passengers to share costs to KSU men's 

away basketball games. Hugh Irvin, 5303128, 532-6311. 
(7660) 

ULN IS now open for the Spring 1981 semester We're open 
from 9:00 a.m. to 500 p.m. Monday and Tuesday during 
Registration. Our regular hours resume Wednesday. Got a 
question? Lay It on us. ULN, 537-6440. (76-77) 

 ANNOUNCEMENT  
THE FONE, Is looking for new volunteers. Sign-up at registra- 

tion or In the Union. Training will be the weekend of the 
17th, 18th. For more information call the Fone, 532-6565. 
(7660) 

SUPERBOWL SUNDAY, free 6-pack of your "favorite" with 
every 6-foot party sandwich. Order before January 23rd. 
Hot Dlgglty Dog, 539-8033. (77-64) 

___ WANTED  
COLLECTIBLES, COINS, back Issue magazines, comics, LP 

albums. Check with us before you throw It away. Treasure 
Chest, Aggievllle. (1tf) 

NEED EFFICIENCY close to campus, preferably West side, 
before February 1 until August 1. Non-smoker. Eric, 539 
2157, keep trying. References. (77-61) 

FOUND 
WOMAN'S  RING  in EH  15, Dec 

EH 206. History Dept. (75-77) 
9. Identify end claim at 
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jnreVe got lots of 
UsedB 

se from 

Our outstanding selection of used books is the result of 

Jast semester's   BOOK BUY-BACK  which was the 

best ever. 

THANK YOU FOR MAKING IT SO! 

back-to-school hours: 
Monday,   Jan. 12th thru Thurs., Jan. 15th 8:00 A.M.-8:00 P.M. 
Friday,     Jan. 16th 8:00 A.M.-5:00 P.M. 
Saturday, Jan. 17th 10:00 A.M.-4:00 P.M. 

see us 
for all of your supplies 
Art, Architecture, Design, Biological Sciences and Engineering 

paperback academic classics 490 
"Filler paper Texas Instruments    "Wirebound 

special" Batter Pack special'9 

KSU Imprint 70 sheet Ct. 
Regular price $1.19 
Sale price 781 

(Limited Quantities) 

150 sheet Ct. 
Regular price $1.59 
Sale price $1.09 

(Limited Quantities) 

BPIA (fits 50/50A, 51/51A, 52,56,58/58C, 59) 
Regular price $10.00 
Sale price $5.95 

(Limited Quantities) 

Koh-I-Noor 
4 pen Slim pack set 

Manufacturing 
retail price $29.00 

our price $19.95 
(Limited Quantities) 

Check out our large selection of back-packs. 
We have many styles and colors to 
choose from. 

Come in and see our new selections of shirts 
and jerseys with all kinds of new and ex- 
citing designs. 

i L*;I 
bookstore 
25 years of service 1956-1981 0301 
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Enrollment for the first 
two days of registration 

totalled 14,952-an 
increase of 1,042 over 
last semester 

Governor alters K-State budget 
By KEVIN HASKIN 

Editor 
Gov. John Carlin delivered his legislative message and 

budget report Tuesday which included recommendations of 
$114.19 million for K-State's main campus fiscal 1962 
operating budget. 

K-State has been appropriated $104.11 million in 
operating money for the current fiscal year. Carlin 
recommended an operating budget of $7.54 million for the 
College of Veterinary Medicine as opposed to $6.92 million 
appropriated for fiscal 1981. 

The Board of Regents had requested $119.97 million for 
the main campus and $7.71 million for the vet school. 

CARLIN ALSO recommended $4.97 million for capital 
improvements on the main campus, as opposed to a request 
of $7.55 million from the regents. 

Most of the capital improvement money, $3.73 million, 
would go for construction of the second phase of the 
engineering complex. 

According to Mike Johnson, assistant to the president, 
there were some disappointments for the University 
outlined in Carlin's message. 

The biggest setback was Carlin's plan to increase faculty 
salaries by only eight percent. In June, the Board of 
Regents approved a salary increase of 10 percent and a two 
percent increase in fringe benefits totover payments made 
into the faculty retirement program. 

Carlin cut the two percent allocation entirely and noted in 
his written report that, "Although merit salary increases 
are a higher priority this year, I recommend that the Board 
of Regents' proposal for an increase in the state's con- 
tribution rate for the faculty retirement program be studied 
by a 1981 interim legislative committee to determine the 
proposal's priority in future budgets." 

JOHNSON, WHO ACTS as the University's primary 
lobbyist in Topeka, said be was disappointed with the 
faculty salary increase percentage but remained optimistic 
that the Legislature might pass a larger pay hike. 

"We were very much in hope that faculty salaries would 
be recommended at the same level as what the Board of 
Regents used. But you must remember this isn't the final 
word. 

"I think he (Carlin) sees the necessity of strengthening 
the retirement program, but he was unsure of what level or 
what the total cost would be," Johnson said. 

"We can certainly justify the need for the faculty salary 
increases. When you start losing top faculty personnel to 
other industries, the situation becomes critical." 

Johnson stressed, however, that Carlin would not be 
receptive to too much tampering of his recommendations 
by the Legislature. 

"The governor was pretty strong in his message that he 
would veto any programs that go outside of his budget," 
Johnson said. 

CARLIN'S ATTEMPT to balance the state budget forced 
him to shave some of the regent's earlier recom- 
mendations. 

"The governor is going to try to balance the budget and 
the people in the state of Kansas want it balanced. He tried 
not to cut any programs but he certainly didn't add any," 
Johnson said. 

According to K-State President Duane Acker, increased 
faculty salaries will be pushed hard to the Legislature. 

"Faculty salaries remain a highest priority item and we 
will support the regent's full recommendation of a 10 
percent increase in salaries and two percent for fringe 
benefits." Acker also said he would push for additional 
faculty positions. 

ALTHOUGH CARLIN'S faculty salary recommendations 
did not match the regent's figures, Acker said he was "very 
pleased" with some of Carlin's plans. 

These include Carlin's recommendation of allocating 
$471,000 to the base budget for 26 additional positions in 
areas determined by the University to be the most needy. 

Carlin did recommend, however, that some of those 
positions be allocated to the International Trade Institute. 

According to Acker, this recommendation was made by 
Carlin in light of the enrollment increase at K-State and the 
need to create new positions to accomodate the increase. 

ACKER WAS ALSO happy with Carlin's recommendation 
for "some maintenance positions for maintaining and 
improving the maintainenance of our buildings and 
grounds." 

In his report, Carlin allowed for "an addition of $267,023 
for support of 17 building maintenance positions to correct 
severe deficiencies in the University's building main- 
tenance program and to provide for a reorganization of the 
facilities' service clearing operation from which the 17 
positions would be transferred.'' 

In other developments, Carlin requested only $120,000 be 
allocated for planning involving Nichols Gym. The regents 
requested $370,000. 

Carlin's recommendation will involve only preliminary 
planning for Nichols while the $370,000 regents' figure 
encompassed both preliminary and final building studies. 

"This would delay the project a year unless next year he 
recommends final planning and construction costs," 
Johnson said The entire Nichols project has been 
estimated to cost approximately $5.5 million. 

ONE OTHER FUNDING recommendation crucial to K- 
State was less in the governor's report than in the regents' 
request. 

Carlin recommended base budget increases of six per- 
cent for other operating expenditures exclusive of utilities, 
which was cut from the nine percent request. 

An encouraging recommendation noted by Johnson was 
Carlin's approval for allocating $600,000 for energy con- 
servation improvements as detailed by the Flack and Kurtz 
engineering firm's study conducted two years ago on 
campus. 

Most of the money, Carlin said, should go into the power 
plant. 

Registrar's office violates 
privacy rights of students 

Until next year 
While waiting for today's start of 
classes, Kyle Becker, sophomore in 
mechanical engineering, and a few of his 

Staff photo by Cert Andoraon 

friends volunteered to haul the Christ- 
mas tree from the Pittman building to 
the county landfill. 

By LAURIE SHANEYFELT 
Newt Editor 

A student walks into the Office of 
the Registrar and requests last 
semester's grade card. A busy 
secretary points to a file cabinet 
full of grades. Without showing any 
identification, he riffles through 
the file to find his grade card and in 
the process, has the opportunity to 
look at any other student's grades. 

The Family Educational Rights 
and Privacy Act, commonly 
referred to as the Buckley 
Amendment, forbids this handling 
of student's academic records. The 
basic purpose of the act is to 
protect student records from 
unauthorized inspection. 

"The Buckley Amendment 
protects the rights of students and 
of their educational records," 
Kathy Lungren, student attorney, 
said. "Your records are privileged 
information." 

Don Foster, university registrar, 
said his office usually does not 
allow student records to be open to 
the public. 

"That's not supposed to be 
happening," Foster said. "We 
don't routinely do it that way. Our 
policy is that the student shows an 
I.D. card and the personnel at the 
desk pulls the (grade) cards. 

"Based on how you described it 
(the incident of looking through the 
files), it's a matter of an employee 
who doesn't understand what the 
rules are," Foster continued. 

FOSTER SAID he doesn't plan to 
change office policy concerning 

copies of report cards kept in his 
office. 

"I don't think it's a matter of 
changing things, it's just enforcing 
what's there," Foster said. "Wedo 
try and stress the importance of 
the confidentiality of that 
material." 

Lungren agreed that the existing 
policy of confidentiality should be 
taken more seriously. 

"If they have a policy, they need 
to make sure it's enforced. The 
(Buckley) act is to make sure 
things don't get messed up," 
Lungren said. "I can see how 
mistakes can happen, but if the 
secretary is going to screw up you 
can't just blame her. You can, but 
you still have to do something 
about it." 

SHE SAID it would be advisable 
to implement precautions which 
could help enforce the existing 
policy. Possible solutions, Lungren 
said, might include locking the 
files or restricting the number of 
employees who have access to 
them. 

The office tries to serve the 
students, Foster said, and do what 
is in the best interest of the 
students involved. The law, strictly 
interpreted and enforced, 
sometimes results in more 
restrictions than necessary, he 
said. There are times when bis 
employees exercise their 
professional judgment, he said, 
even though their actions may 
break the law. 

(See PRIVACY, p.t) 
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(Continued from p. 1) 
"Technically, it's a violation, but doing it 

otherwise is poor service and it's not in the 
spirit in which we try to operate," Poster 
said. 

TOE BUCKLEY AMENDMENT applies 
to any educational institution which 
receives federal funding, Lungren said. 

The way records in the registrar's office 
were handled could have resulted in legal 
action, she said. 

"A lot more could have happened than 
did," she said. "If you did it and I could have 
gone over and done it, then who knows who 
else could have?" 

Lungren explained that several steps are 
taken when someone files a complaint 

against the University. The University is 
notified of the complaint, it's investigated 
by an office established by the Buckly 
Amendment, the University is given fin- 
dings and steps are suggested to to the 
University so it complies with regulations. 

IF THE UNIVERSITY does not comply in 
a reasonable amount of time, a bearing is 
scheduled and the findings are given to the 
secretary of education. If the secretary 
determines the University is in error, 
federal funding to the school is cut until the 
University rectifies the problem. 

"It works on the same basis as programs 
like Title IX," Lungren said. "They say/If 
you don't comply, we jerk your federal 
funds."' 

Kassebaum discusses economy 
By DIANNE DANNER 

8taff Writer 
The U.S. is not a nation alone, but rather 

an interdependent nation, according to Sen. 
Nancy Kassebaum (R-Kan.). 

Kassebaum spoke on how the economy 
and foreign policy are "intricately tied 
together" last night before a crowd of 350 
people at the Manhattan Chamber of 
Commerce dinner at the Houston Street 
Restaurant. 

Such problems today as the energy 
situation and the oil crisis, the world 
economy and the significant change in 
demographic patterns "have a tremendous 
impact on our foreign policy and on our 
economy, just as it does on every other 
nation," she said. 

"If we are truly going to find long range 
economic stability, it's going to mean we are 
going to have to increase our productivity," 
she said. 

Kassebaum, a member of the budget 
committee, finds it frustrating in trying to 
present "meaningful budget cuts, because 
what is a top priority to one, has no meaning 
to another. 

"As we think of the budget, we also must 
ask ourselves what we're willing to give up 
and have we built into the system an in- 
flationary bias that truly is at the heart of 
our economy at this point that perhaps will 
prevent us from making some of the 
dramatic changes that are necessary," she 
said. 

Such changes she mentioned were tax 
credits and depreciation allowances. These 

are factors in the total economic picture, she 
said. 

In looking at the budget, Kassebaum 
expressed the possibility of finding cuts in 
the defense system. 

"I am concerned that we feel we can 
spend billions of more dollars and assure 
ourselves of a strong defense system—it 
isn't that that's going to give us a strong 
defense system. 

"I think if we are really in earnest about 
the need to strengthen our defense system, 
we better ask ourselves if we have the 
manpower to operate the extremely 
technical systems we are devising," 
Kassebaum said. 

Campus 
bulletin 

TODAY 
■UMP A-THON dancara will maat at« p.m. at Mottw'i 

Worry with money they've colltctad. 

ARH meeting at 7 p.m. In Boyd Hall's Living Room. 

THURSDAY 
ATO LITTLR SIITRRS pledget will meet at 5-45 p.m. at 

the ATO House tor dinner followed by Initiation. Actlvei 
meet at» 15 p.m. 

LITTLR SISTRRS of Mintrva will moat at • p.m. at the 
SAE HOUM. 

CAMPUS CR USADR FOR CH RI ST meet Ing la scheduled 
tor 7 p.m. at 1U0 Elaine Drive. 

FRIDAY 
■UMP-A-THON dancer*' meeting will be at e p.m. at 

Mother'* Worry. Attendance It mandatory for all dancer*. 

This Spring Break 

Escape with UPC Travel to 
the sun, sand and surf in 
Daytona Beach, Florida. 

Trip Includes: 
Round Trip Transportation 
7 Nights Beachfront Lodging 
Pre-Party 
Party in Daytona 

QDDLD 
March 13-22, 

1981 

Information 
Meeting: 
January 27,1981 - 
7:00 p.m. 

Room 212, K-State Union 

Only $260 

•1*4' 

Sign Up: 
January 28,1981 
7:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. 
Conference Center, 
2nd floor 
K-State Union 

; 

Tryouts for 
Spring Productions: 
My Fair Lady 
Dulcy 
The Amen Corner 
Only Good Business 

Acton, singers, and dancers are needed for the KSU Spring 
productions presented by the K-State Players and the Department 
of Speech and Music. All full and part time students are eligible to 
audition. 

Auditions—Jan. 14 and 15,7 p.m. 
McCain Auditorium 

Call Backs—Jan. 16,7 p.m., McCain Auditorium 

NMi// 

•   " • m&%&. 

Welcome Back 
KSU 

ri 
Plnata Mexican Restaurant of Manhattan W 

Limit 1 Plnata 
Coupon per person 

Void after 
Jan. 24,1981      Net Valid with any 

oth« promotion 

"f k PINATABUCK 

$1.50 off 
Any Dinner 

(except kiddie dinner) 

1219Bluemont 

- V> HUMS* 

Enjoy our 
new Salad Bar! 

PiUata ® 

11 A.M. to li .30 P.M. Daily 1219 Bluemont Ave. 
A Full Service Mexican Restaurant! 
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Briefly By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Man earns cash from protected beans 
NEWPORT, Tenn. — A jury has ordered Stokely Van Camp Corp. 

to pay a man $2,500 after he found a prophylactic in a can of the 
company's pork and beans. 

The circuit court jury, in awarding damages Monday to Carl 
Gentry of Newport, concluded the company had breached its 
warranty. 

Gentry testified he became physically ill upon finding the condom 
when he opened an 8-ounce can of beans during a lunch break on 
Aug. 22,1979. 

Since then, he said, he has been the butt of jokes at the paper 
recycling plant where he works, and it has been difficult for him to 
eat at times without becoming ill. 

Toxic shock linked to absorbency 
MINNEAPOLIS—The risk of contracting toxic shock syndrome is 

significantly greater for women who use higher absorbency tampons 
during menstruation than for those using less absorbent tampons, a 
new study shows. 

Results of the study involving 240 women from Minnesota, 
Wisconsin and Iowa were released Tuesday by Dr. Michael 
Osterholm, director of the study and chief of acute disease 
epidemiology for the Minnesota Department of Health. 

Osterholm said the study is the first to show a clear relationship 
between tampon absorbency and toxic shock, Osterholm said. 

"The risk of contracting toxic shock syndrome is increased ap- 
proximately 17-fold for women using tampons of all absorbencies, 
(but) that risk increases to up to 30-fold for those using super- 
absorbent tampons," Osterholm said. 

However, he noted that no industry standard exists to rate ab- 
sorbency, so the most absorbent tampon of one brand may not be as 
absorbent as the super-absorbent tampon in another brand. 

"We're not yet in a position to tell anyone to use or not to use 
tampons or super-absorbent tampons. Women can assess the data 
and decide for themselves," he said. 

"Until we can come up with a final list of absorbencies, we will 
continue to note only that the risk is greater with tampons. We aren't 
saying which brands have the greatest risk. All brands have risk." 

Senate GOP votes for closed meetings 
TOPEKA — Senate Republicans voted Tuesday to return to closed 

party caucuses, after holding open meetings the past four years 
when Sen. Norman Gaar (R-Westwood) was majority leader. 

Both Senate President Ross Doyen (R-Concordia) and new 
Majority Leader Robert Talkington (R-Iola) said they supported 
closing the GOP Senate caucuses—making those meetings the only 
ones which will not be open to reporters. 

Republicans and Democrats in both houses have held open 
caucuses for at least four years. 

Senate Republicans opened their caucuses by a narrow vote of 
their then 21 members in the 1977 session—the first one when Gaar 
took leadership of the majority party in the upper legislative 
chamber. 

Sen. Wint Winter (R-Ottawa), who did not seek re-election in 1980 
and may run for GOP nomination for governor in 1982, led the suc- 
cessful move to open the Senate caucus. 

With Gaar stripped of his power and Winter gone, Senate 
Republicans voted overwhelmingly Tuesday to close their caucuses. 
It was a voice vote. Talkington didn't even ask for the no votes. 

"A Republican caucus is a political meeting, and consequently not 
subject to the Open Meetings Law," Talkington declared. "We want 
to be free to say what we please. 

Flu blamed for 2 deaths 
KANSAS CITY, Mo. — Two deaths in Kansas City have been at- 

tributed to the flu, city health officials said Tuesday. State officials 
said flu outbreaks are becoming more widespread. 

Luther Boyt, statistician and registrar for the city's vital statistics 
office, said a 2-year-old child and a 49-year-old man died at Kansas 
City hospitals late last month from flu or flu related problems. 

Boyt said the man's death was reported last week to the U.S. 
Center for Disease Control in Atlanta. He said the child's case was 
not reported because the direct cause of death was cardio- 
pulmonary arrest, although the problem developed because the 
child had influenza. 

John Shimmens, assistant director of the Missouri Division of 
Health, said four cases of the A-Bangkok influenza strain, which has 
developed in other states, have been confirmed in Missouri. Three of 
those cases were in Kansas City, and the patients survived. 

WeatFlei 

IT'S ... 
LATE NITE 
HAPPY HOUR 
EVERY 
WEDNESDAY! 

PLUS. . BIG 8 BASKETBALL GAME ON BIG TV (KU vt. ISU Tooite) 

SHOE SALE 
PRICES SLASHED! 

LADIES 
Connie 

Sebago \ 

Marquise 

Yoyos ■ 

Regular Price to '42 

NINAS-Regular Price to s68 

NOW Regular Prices to '58 

NOT ENTIRE STOCK 

Aggieville 

It should be nice weather today for walking over to Farrell and 
going through the Drop-add beating. High in the mid-40s. 

grofher^ 

HAVE WE GOT A 
WEEK FOR YOU! 

•Tonight* 
THE SECRETS 
8:30 to 11:30, No Cover before 7:00 

• Friday • 
JANET JAMESON 

8:30 to 11:30, No Cover before 7:00 

PLUS A FREE T.G.I.F. 

SATURDAY 
THE CLOCKS 
New wave returns to Manhattan! 

■■■■■■■ 



Opinions 
Convenience vs.        KentSnger 

confidentiality 
The issue is confidentiality. 
Allowing students to look through files to find their 

grade cards in the Office of the Registrar is a 
violation of grade confidentiality. 

The practice was discovered earlier this week by a 
Collegian staff member who wanted to see his 
records. 

Technically it is a violation of The Family 
Edcuational Rights and Privacy Act, better known as 
the Buckley Amendment, which is designed to protect 
student records from unauthorized inspection. 

It is also a violation of the trust each student places 
in the University. 

Although Don Foster, university registrar, agreed 
that it technically is a violation of the Buckley 
Amendment, he said, "doing it otherwise would be 
poor service, and it's not in the spirit in which we try 
to operate." 

Seeing the number of students who file in and out of 
the registrar's office each day, especially at the 
beginning of the semester, it's easy to sympathize 
with with a perhaps overloaded staff. 

In addition to compromising the law, the office 
risks losing federal funding by violating the amen- 
dment, although that's not likely to happen unless 
violations continue. 

Certainly it's much easier to allow a student to 
thumb through the file and find his own record- 
s—easier for the office and easier for the student. 

However, students' records are priviliged in- 
formation. While it is generous for personnel in the 
registrar's office to trust students enough not to look 
at another student's grades, it also is a bit naive. 

It took many years of hard work for students to get 
the protection now afforded their records. 

Convenience does not justify breaking the law. The 
registrar's office has a responsibility to make certain 
that no one, except the individual or someone 
authorized by him, has access to academic records. 

PAUL STONE 
Opinions Editor 

No comment 
A World War II veteran who wanted to impress his 

son is under investigation for impersonating a 
military officer after donning a brigadier general's 
uniform and offering patriotic opinions on U.S. 
military strength. 

The 64-year-old ex-Marine, William Noonan of 
Beach Haven Gardens, N.J., never made it past 
sergeant. He said he bought the uniform thinking he 
really was a general after completing a two-week 
course 23 years ago and contends he has been waiting 
since 1958 for a call back to service. His masquerade 
went unnoticed until Noonan addressed a Rotary club 
meeting last month. 

In full uniform, Noonan told the club that political 
controversies over defense spending have caused the 
United States to fall behind the Soviet Union in 
military strength. 

He is under investigation by the Naval 
Investigative Service and his appearance before the 
Rotary Club could cost him a fine of $1,000 and three 
years in jail if convicted of impersonating an officer, 
according to the Associated Press story. 

Noonan, who has apparently been carrying on the 
masquerade for several years, has talked to Marine 
senior officers and and has been invited to several 
military briefings in Washington. 

Letters policy 

Christmas potpourri 

I suppose by now there should be 
no suspense. Year after year, 
Christmas mornings at our house 
vary little. 

There are always the shirts and a 
sweater and this year my sister 
made me a neat clock out of 
Colorado cedar. And, of course, 
Grandmother always sends socks. 

But what I still get excited about 
is searching through my stocking 
for those nifty little tidbits that no 
person should live without. 

This Christmas was no ex- 
ception. Mom came through again 
with an imaginative selection of 
stocking stuffings. She really 
outdid herself. 

First out of the sock was an 
extremely tawdry spy novel. Mom 
knows that after a semester of 
intellectual enlightenment, there is 
nothing I enjoy more than reading 
a trashy book full of intrigue, 
suspense, sex and violence. The 
raunchier the better. 

Next was one of those little 
Russell Stover boxes that holds 

four pieces of candy. After years of 
picking at the covers to find the 
only piece I like, this year I gave up 
and ate every disgusting one of 
them. 

A stimulating crossword puzzle 
book was next. It's the kind that 
has three sections appropriately 
marked easy, medium and dif- 
ficult. The difficult section does 
require at least a ninth grade 
vocabulary. To go with the 
crossword puzzles was a delightful 
little pencil that curved around in a 
loop. It is probably one of a kind 
and certainly a tribute to modern 
engineering. Not only is it handy 
for the puzzles, I'm sure it will be 
the center of conversation at many 
parties. Mom thinks of everything. 

Underneath the Chap-Stick and a 
can of cashews were the items that 
highlighted my Christmas mor- 
ning. They were two wind-up toys. 
One was a tiny skateboarder 
complete with crash helmet and 
the other was a miniature Artoo- 
Deetoo. Sometimes I wish Mom 

wasn't so practical. 
Under the desk calendar from a 

local life insurance man was a 
long tube full of candy and a big 
Hershey's Chocolate Kiss. Mom 
knows I don't eat well at school and 
she tries to correct that when I'm 
home. 

I can always use another deck of 
cards, too. These were particularly 
nice with an outdoors scene on 
them. 

The last thing out of the sock was 
an elegant bottle of Brut af- 
tershave. It will go nicely with the 
other unopened bottles on my shelf. 

Maybe some year I'll tell Mom 
that there are many items I need 
and would actually use. Maybe I 
could make a list of these items 
and she could just check them off 
as she purchases them through the 
Christmas season. 

Or maybe I'll just keep quiet and 
hope that this is one tradition time 
won't destroy. 

tetters 
Severance tax wrong for state 

Tht Collegian welcomes letters to the editor pertaining to matter* of public Interest. All 
letters must be signed by the author and cannot exceed 300 words. The author's malor, 
classification or other Identification and a telephone number where the author can be 
reached during business hors must be Included. If more than one name Is Included with 
the letter, only the first name will be published with a notation Indicating the number of 
additional names. 

The Collegian reserves the right to edit letters for style and space reasons. Letters 
containing llbelous material will not be published. 

Editor 
Concerning the editorial, 

"Severance Tax Right for Kan- 
sas"—I disagree strongly that this 
is the right thing for Kansas. 

Gov. Carlin has proposed an 
eight percent severance tax on all 
oil, gas and coal produced in the 
state. This proposal has been 
gaining support throughout the 
Legislature because it would be a 
"popular" move. The move would 
be "popular" because it would not 
directly be voted to tax many of the 
items we as consumers buy every 
day. Initially this would come off 
looking very good to the voter at 
large, but would hurt the general 
public and the oil industry in 
Kansas. 

Many of the oil companies 
complain that the industry is being 
singled out to bear the brunt of the 
tax needed to help the state schools 
and roadways. This is a fair 
complaint. The majority of oil in 

this state comes from the small or 
individual owner and is processed 
by the independent industries. The 
opening of new wells and 
production is already down as a 
reult of the Windfall Profits Tax. 
The individual owner can be taxed 
as much as 20 percent of their 
earnings due to the tax. The large 
companies, the tax was aimed at, 
can afford the increase. The in- 
dividual owner and independent 
refineries cannot. And where 
would anyone get the idea that an 
eight percent tax increase would 
not seriously burden the oil in- 
dustry? An eight percent tax in- 
crease would hurt any industry. I 
seriously hope that no one is so 
naive to believe that the tax in- 
crease would not be passed along 
to consumers. 

I also do not believe that a 
program should be passed through 
the Legislature because it is the 
politically    popular    solution. 

Usually the politically popular 
solution is not the best for the 
people, but a cop-out by the 
lawmakers. It's time for get-tough 
solutions to problems which will 
involve a farsighted and steeled 
Legislature and an understanding 
and willing public. 

BillMuret 
725 Freemont 

USPS 291 020 
THE COLLEOIAN Is published by Student 
Publications, inc., Kansas State University, 
dally except Saturdays, Sundays, holidays and 
vacation periods. 

OFFICES are In the north wing of Kedzie Hall, 
phone 532 6556 

SECOND CLASS POSTAGE Is paid at 
Manhattan, Kansas 64502. 

SUBSCRIPTION RATES: $20, one calendar 
year; S10 per semester. Address change* 
should be sent to K State Collegian, Kedile 103, 
Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kan. 
66506. 
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Update 3 
Lindholm heads engineering technology 

John Lindholm, professor of engineering technology and 
mechanization, has been named head of the K-State Department of 
Engineering Technology. Lindholm assumed the role as acting head 
after the resignation of Kenneth Gowdy, former head, in September, 
1979. Lindholm has taught courses in machine design, kinematics, 
dynamics, vibrations and stress analysis, and is the author of 
research publications in these areas. 

Magazine receives added support 
Kansas Quarterly, a literary and general cultural arts magazine 

published in the College of Arts and Sciences, has received a second 
financial gift from Richard and Mary Seaton. The gift came through 
a donation to the K-State Foundation; a contribution in addition to an 
amount presented by them last year. The funds are intended to be 
used to support and enlarge both annual Seaton Awards to Kansas 
writers published regularly and to contribute to Kansas Quarterly's 
regular publication costs, if the income from the gift exceeds the 
amount given in the awards. 

Engineering college honored with art 
The K-State College of Engineering has been selected as the 

national winner among engineering colleges for outstanding com- 
mitment to professionalism. The National Society of Professional 
Engineers chose K-State for the honor, and the college will receive a 
$1,000 stipend to be used for the purchase of art work. The 
Engineering Student Art Loan Fund, Delafield, Wis., has also 
awarded the College $500 to initiate the collection. The art work is to 
be displayed in engineering student locations or made available to 
students on a loan basis. 

Engineers benefactors of Kodak grant 
K-State is once again the recipient of a Kodak Educational Grant, 

according to Jim Miller, associate director of the K-State Foun- 
dation. The $2,000 grant will provide for $500 in scholarships in 
chemical and mechanical engineering, with each scholarship being 
accompanied by an unrestricted $500 grant to the department. 

Four areas receive funding 
The Cities Service Foundation has made an $8,000 contributionto 

the K-State Foundation. The funds have been earmarked for four 
separate areas: $3,000 for the College of Engineering; $2,000 for the 
College of Business Administration; $2,000 for the Department of 
Geology; and $1,000 in unrestricted funds. 

Freshman wins 4-H scholarship 
Hayley Jo Matson, freshman in home economics and 10-year 4-H 

member in Washington County, has been named this year's winner 
of the J. Harold and La Verne Johnson 4-H Scholarship. Matson 
merited the $300 scholarship on the basis of her activities while a 
member of the Lucky Four 4-H Club. Her projects included foods, 
beef, clothing, public speaking, leadership, veterinary science, and 
acres for wildlife. 

Alumni donates funds for designers 
John Sulton, class of 1941, has established a fund for support of 

students in the Design Discovery Program of the College of 
Architecture and Design. The program is offered by the college each 
June for about two weeks. It allows participants to gain an un- 
derstanding of the challenges and rewards of architectural careers. 

Award aids publication purchases 
The Society of Manufacturing Engineers awarded $3,000 in grants 

to the Department of Industrial Engineering. The grants will be used 
to purchase technical publications and books. The purpose of the 
total $136,200 allocated to 26 universities, is to spur new develop- 
ments in manufacturing technology and productivitiy and to further 
manufacturing engineering as an educational discipline. 

Research associate to help Filipinos 
Ulysses Acasio, research associate in the Department of Grain 

Science and Industry, left last week for the Philipines on a V/z year 
assignment as a feed technology consultant at Central Luzon State 
University (CLSU), Munoz. The assignment is in conjunction with a 
processing center at CLSU. The food, feed and grain complex being 
developed there is one of the major components of a five-year in- 
tegrated agricultural production and marketing program in which 
K-State, the U.S. Agency for International Devlopment (AID) and 
the Philippine government are cooperating. This will be the third 
overseas assignment in recent years for Acasio who spent six 
months in Kenya on a project sponsored by the Foreign Agricultural 
Organization and six weeks in Pakistan on an AID assignment. 

IPIILHH 
INCOIPOHAIIO 

TI-KSONAI 
(.KOVVI II 
SEMINAR 

February 20 & 21 

1021 Denison Ave. 

Cost: Student $21 
Non-Student $24 

BI/POLAR Uses a phychological inventory process that leads you to a better un- 
derstanding of your strengths and potentials; better understanding of 
others and appreciation of their differences; more self confidence and 
more confidence in your relationships with others; insights into how to 
communicate more effectively with other people; and a practical plan of 
action for your own personal growth. These are big claims, but those who 
have had personal experience with BI/POLAR know those claims will be 
accomplished. 
Because you will receive a set of inventories to be filled out by yourself 
and 5 other people— 
YOU MUST DECIDE SOON!! 
Registration deadline is February 4. 
Call 539-4281 to register or for additional information. 

Sponsored by Ecumenical Christian Ministries 

SOPHOMORES 
(And others with 2-Years of College Remaining) 

DO YOU WANT TO FLY? 
K-State has received a few Pilot and Navigator alloca- 
tions—one of these could be yours. 

Application Deadline : 
Pilots—13 February 1981 
Navigators—20 February 1981 

If qualified and selected, you would: 
—Enter the 2-Year AFROTC program in the Fall of 1981. 
—Receive $2,000 during your last two years of college. 
—Receive 25 free flying hours in Senior year—Pilots only 

(unless already holding a private pilot's license). 
—Become an officer in the U.S. Air Force upon graduation. 
—Attend Air Force Pilot or Navigator training. 

For more information, contact Colonel Barber at the Mil- 
itary Science Building, Room 108 or call 532-6600. 

Our Students Can Do Anything 
In The Latest Hairstyles 

Come to Crum's Beauty College for that 

Special Party or Evening. 

Our prices are approximately 
Vi of Salon price. 

Crum 's Beauty College 
512 Poyntz/Downtown/776-4794 J 
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New Year's Resolution No. 1 

Move The Pork 
Ask us for ZOOM—Appetite suppressants 

manhattan health foods 
300 N. 3rd       776-6201 

• 

IMPRESSIONS HAIR CARE CENTER 

Walk and roll *«*«»*,*«<*«««» 
Lis McNeice, 2208 Browning Avenue, skates alongside her dog, Punkin, 
as the two took advantage ot the warm temperature Tuesday afternoon. 
McNeice is a sophomore at Manhattan High School. 

Fantastic 
Shoe 

Sale 
All Fall Shoes 

$2400 __ $28°°—$32°° 
Now 
at 

ILUAfiD m. Kf LLtMl 
MANHATTAN'S   STORf fOU WOM£N 

Open Thursday Night Till 8 30 p.m. 

328 POYNTZ 

INTRODUCING 
HEIDI CAMPBELL 
to Impressions staff. 
She knows the latest styles 

and specializes in professional 
hair care for MEN & WOMEN. 

50% 
OFF 

Heidi's now offering 50% OFF all 
cuts for K-State students. Minimum 
charge of 6.00. Bring in your ID and 
this coupon... 

Expire* February 28,1981 
*ti 1 rui 11 1 c 
LOWER LEVEL MALL 
OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 

537-1332 
• 411 POYNTZ 
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JOIN AGGIE STATION 

AND ENJOY 112 
RECIPROCAL CLUBS! 

AGGIE STATION'S 112 RECIPROCALS: 
MANHATTAN 

Bockers2 
Houston Street 
Kennedy's Claim 

BROOKVILLE 
Anchor Room 
Iron Horse Tribe 

CARBONDALE 
Don's Club 

CHANUTE 
The Landing 

COFFEYVILLE 
Caesar's Club 

COUNCIL GROVE 
Hays House 

DERBY 
Speak Easy 

DODGE CITY 
Cowtown 
Dodge House 
The Silver Spur 

EMPORIA 
Continental Club 
Mr.B.'s 

FRANKFORT 
T-CClub 

IFRONTENAC 
Idle Hour 

I GARDEN CITY 
Grain Bin 
Red Baron 
Widow McGee's 

I GREATBEND 
Coachman's Club 
Kennedy's Claim 

IHAYS 
Coachman's Inn 
Prairie Schooner 

Uptown 
Vagabond 

HARPER 
Copper Club 

HILL CITY 
Timbers 

HOLTON 
The Cellar 

HUTCHINSON 
Olde Dutch Mill Club 
Islander Club 

JOHNSON COUNTY 
KANSASCITY 

Alice's Backyard 
Governor's Mansion 
Gramada Penthouse 
LeJardin 
Longbranch Saloon 
Old Market Loft 
Red Fox 
Red Lobster 
Silver Spur 
Stanford & Sons 
Steak & Ale 
Stonewall Inn 
Sam Wilson's 
Torreon 
Wong's Pagoda 
Yesterday's 

JUNCTION CITY 
Torchlight Club 

KENSINGTON 
Golden Fountain 

LARNED 
Arkansas River Co. 
Grain Club 

LAWRENCE 
Carriage Lamp 

Eldridge House 
Russell's East 
Sgt. Preston's 

of the North 
LEAVENWORTH 

Planters 
LIBERAL 

Haymow 
LINDSBORG 

Brunswick 
OLATHE 

Cowboy Palace 
PHILLIPSBURG 

Club II 
PITTSBURG 

Matador Lounge 
SALINA 

Big John's 
Cavalier Club 
Fireside Inn 
The Provision Co. 
Tony's Restaurant 

SENECA 
Bob's Sirloin 
Prairie Lounge 
Windmill Inn 

STOCKTON 
Captain's Table 
Red Kitten Club 

SYLVAN GROVE 
Cowtown America 

TOPEKA 
Benz 
Caravan Club 
Cork Club 
Cork Club South 
Di Pasquales 
Gaslight Club 

Le Flambeau 
Old Way Station 
Mickey's Landing 
Quincy MaGoo's 
Rum Keg II 
Showcase 
71st Eagle Squadron 
Steak & Ale 
Tri-H 

WASHINGTON 
Longhorn 

WELLINGTON 
Freight Room 

WICHITA 
Angel's 
Angelo's 
Bell Pepper 
Chateau Briand 
Crown-Uptown 
El Chico 
Fanny's 
F.L.'sClub 
Gatsby's 
Hickory House 
Judge Riggs 
Looking Glass 
Old Way Station 
San Franciscan 
Scotch & Sirloin 
Smugglers 
Steak & Ale 
Stuffed Bull 
The Grape 
Troubadour 
Rhinelander 
Penthouse Club 

VASSAR 
Caboose Club 

I 

PLUS .. . DAILY RESTAURANT & 
BAR SPECIALS! 

Call 77K-OO30 for Your Membership or Stop by 1115 Moro 
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Carlin budget address 
emphasizes fuels tax 

TOPEKA (AP)-Gov. John Carlin 
challenged the Kansas Legislature Tuesday 
to join Urn in a strong philosophical com- 
mitment to keep state spending within in- 
come, and to have the courage to lay down 
the gauntlet to one of the state's giant lob- 
bying groups. 

Carlin outlined to a joint session of House 
and Senate his much publicized proposal to 
impose an eight percent severance tax on all 
oil, natural gas and coal produced in Kan- 
sas. It would raise nearly $200 million in new 
revenue for funding schools and highways. 

See related story, p. 15 

His proposal already has met stiff op- 
position from the state's oil and gas in- 
dustry, which for years has succeeded in 
blocking passage of such a tax. 

The governor said be offered the 
severance tax as the only way to get the 
money needed for reducing school property 
taxes and rebuilding roads without general 
tax increases. 

He adamantly reiterated his position that 
sales and gasoline tax increases, both 
proposed by legislative study committees, 
"are unacceptable" when mere is the 
"better way" of the severance tax. 

THE SEVERANCE TAX was the keystone 
of Carlin's proposals to the Legislature, 
which opened Monday, but he said it was not 
needed to balance the $2.78 billion fiscal 1962 
budget he submitted. 

His budget is balanced with or without the 
severance tax, or any other new revenue 
proposals, Carlin said. It will not draw on 
the state's reserve balance for funding, but 
will maintain that reserve at about 10 
percent of general fund expenditures, which 
total $1.35 billion. 

However, if the Legislature wants to give 
the people some property tax relief and 
rebuild highways, it must be courageous 
and help him enact the severance tax, the 
governor said. 

"The proposals...that I have put before 
you today are controversial," the 40-year- 
old Democratic governor told lawmakers. 

"I know, and quite freely admit, that these 
will be met with strong opposition. I am fully 
aware, moreover, that it is frequently safer 
to stay in tune with the conventional wisdom 
of the past rather than keep up with the 
swifter movements of current events and 

Regents' agenda 
available earlier 

Several changes in policy by the Kansas 
Board of Regents are viewed by the director 
of the Associated Students of Kansas (ASK) 
as compromises to proposals for having a 
student regent. 

The changes will allow for better 
preparation for student leaders before 
board meetings and participation for 
students on regents' task forces. 

"Although some of those compromises are 
good, they still don't accomplish the kind of 
things that would have been accomplished 
had a student regent been initiated," Bob 
Bingaman, ASK executive director, said. 

The board approved a proposal allowing 
student leaders to receive all agenda and 
other relevant information concerning 
agenda items directly and in advance of 
board meetings. This will give members 
more time to prepare for the meetings, 
according to Randy Tosh, K-State student 
body president. 

"In other words, we've been going 
unarmed," Tosh said. 

A second proposal approved by the board 
guarantees student participation on task 
forces and other regents' groups which are 
related to student activities. 

Members of the Student Advisory Com- 
mittee are non-voting members of regents' 
committees and ASK has been trying to 
change this by getting a student regent. 

"As I see it, we will not be pursuing the 
issue with the Legislature now because of 
the split opinion of student leaders," 
Bingaman said. 

KIDNEY FOUNOATION OF 

KANSAS I WESTERN MISSOURI 

current needs. 
"For some it is safer to be wrong than to 

be right before it has become fashionable. I 
disagree with that thinking, particularly 
when it comes to the fundamental respon- 
sibilities of our state. 

"I hope you will agree with me, that we 
must shun neither our responsibility to 
decide nor our ability to act. For to do so 
would indeed be the unsafe and irrespon- 
sible path to follow." 

CARLIN CALLED HIS budget a con- 
servative one which "maintains adequate 
state services with the necessary additional 
support to meet inflationary increases in the 
cost of services and goods." 

Carlin said his total budget recom- 
mendations represented a 3.8 percent In- 
crease over the revised estimated ex- 
penditures in the present fiscal year, and the 
general fund spending represents a 6.3 
percent increase. 

However, compared to what Carlin 
recommended to the 1960 session, the total 
budget is up 10.6 percent and the general 
fund spending being recommended is up 12.8 
percent. 

THE DIFFERENCE in the computations 
lies in the fact Carlin computed his per- 
centage of increases from what the 
Legislature appropriated last session, not 
what he recommended a year ago. 

He also recommended allowing school 
districts to raise their budgets by six per- 
cent next year, which the governor said 
would give them enough money to increase 
public school teachers' salaries by eight 
percent, matching the recommended in- 
crease for college faculty members. 

He is putting $7.8 million of new state 
money into school finance, but the 6 percent 
budgetary increase he recommended would 
mean a $50 million to $60 million increase in 
property taxes statewide—unless other new 
money is found. 
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This Is Itl 
Our Semi-Annual 

ONE 
CENT 
SALE 

jv 

.•■• ■ 

!9*9 Buy One Pair Of 
SZ9F       Sale Shoes At 

Regular Price... 
Get a Second Pair Of Equal 

Value Or Less For Only 

ONE CENT 
MORE ry 

WOMENS MENS 

Bring A Friend...Relative...Or Buy Two Pair For Yourself! 

mi OflVHTT    MlMilTTiM 404 POYIITZ   MANHATTAN 

*Wh»n you think of shoes...rh/nk of Burks-V 
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YOU CAN SELECT ALL OF YOUR 
OFFICIAL BOOKS & SUPPLIES at 

VARNEY'S BOOKSTORE 
Art Supplies • Architecture and Engineering Supplies • 
Notebooks • Spirals • Pencils • Pens • Report Covers • 
Typing Paper • Study Lamps • Textbooks • KSU 
Sportswear • Calculators • Paperbacks • Greeting 
Cards • Bulletin Boards 

Powerful programmables 
... from Texas Instruments 

The TI-58C and TI-59 programmable calculator let 
you step up to a new level of efficiency — whatever 
your major. Write your own projjrams or use pre- 
written prop-ams in optional, plug-in Solid State 
Software™ modules. 

TI-58C. 
Up to 480 steps or 60 memories. Constant Memory1 ■ 
feature. 256-page manual with step-by-step program- 
ming instructions. Master Library Module. "Personal 
Programming" manual and workbook. Adapter/ 
charger. Carrying case. 

Only $130.00 
Plus $10.00 Mfg. rebate 

TI-59. 
Up to 960 steps or 100 memories. Magnetic card stor- 
age. 256-page manual with step4>y-step programming 
instructions. Master Library Module. "Personal Pro- 
gramming" manual and workbook. Adapter/charger. 
Carrying case. 

Regular $300.00 

Varney's Special    $225.00 
Plus $25.00 Mfg. Rebate 

Come in and see the TI line. We have Tl advanced 
slide rule and business/financial calculators, too. 

Slimline Business Analyst -11 
financial calculator 
with statistics and 

new Constant memory" feature. 

• Five conveniently arranged financial Keys—N, 
•/•I, PMT, PV and FV—help you analyze finan- 
cial situations quickly and accurately. 

• Built-in calculating power for time and money 
problema such aa compound Interest, annuity 
payments, mortgage loans, Investment yields 
and amortization schedules. 

• Mortgage loan (unctions make financial cal- 
culations easier with special keys to deter- 
mine accumulated Interest, remaining balance 
and principal/interest split. 

Regular $50.00 

Varney's Special 

$45.00 
(thru January 3lst) 

Plus $5.00 Mfg. Rebate 

Varney's regular hours are 9:00 a.m. 
to 9:00 p.m. Mon. thru Sat. and 

12:00 to 5:00 p.m. Sunday, 
but for your convenience, Varney's 

will open at 8:30 a.m. until 

January 23rd 

JVtcx 
(Course Essentials 8 
Lecture Reinforcement! | 

Illustrations m 

SAVE 
On I 

Textt 
Varney's , 

with use 

All Your I 

GUARA » 

Varney's guarantees that the 
for your class. If your sched 
the wrong class, you can brii 
for a full cash refund within* 
cash register receipt and tl 
have your receipt for a refunc 

*No refunds on Quiz-out mam 

sn 
In Aggievil; 

in Aggieville Since 191 
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on 
iir 
tbooks 

•25% 
sed 
ooks 

is loaded 
;d books 

Purchases 

SPECIALS 
SPIRAL NOTEBOOK 

70 Sheets-College Ruled-Regular 99* each 
Buy 4 for '3.12, Save 84* while supply lasts 

A^isa? 

:: 10 Sheets       Cofcje KuM 

1 
NTEED 

DRAWING BOARD and COVERING 
23"x31" metal edged board Regular '16.50 

23"x31" Deluxe board covering Regular '8.56 
Buy Board and Covering together for '21.60 

SAVE*3.46 

Decorative Wall Calendars reduced up to 50% off 
choose from more than 30 styles 

book you buy is the right one 
(ule changes or you enroll in 
ig the undamaged book back 
two weeks. All you need is the 
le merchandise. (You must 
!.) 

Phone 539-0511 

HP-41C Progrmmmmblm Cmlculmtor Mymtmnt 

HEWLETT 
PACKARD 

• Up to 319 storage registers 
(with optional memory modules). 

> 2.000 lines or program memory. 
• Records blank mag-cards. 
i   Loads program in any sequence. 
i Compatible with HP67/97 systems. 
i  Prevents accidental erasure. 
i  Prints upper and lower-case alpha characters. 
i  High resolution plotting routines. 
i  Optional wand inputs by reading programs 

in bar codes. 
i   Error messages displayed in alpha-numerics. 
i  Names and labels programs and functions. 
' Prompts for data with words or sentences. 
• Labels variables and constants. 
> Continuous memory - even when turned off. 
i   10 conditional/55 internal flags. 
■ 6 levels of subroutines.    • Specific loop control. 
> Indirect addressing . Local and global branching. 
' Functions may be changed to personalize keyboard, 
i  RPN logic. / 
i  Vinyl case, overlays, module holder & batteries 

included. 
• 5.7"L x3"Wx 1.3"H.   .7.4oz. 

HP-41C Calculator was $295°° reduced to $250°° 

Memory Module was $45°° reduced to $30°° 

Rechargeable Battery Pack was $40°° 
Reduced to $30°° 

Card Reader $215°° 

Wand $125°° 

Printer $385°° 

HP-34C Progrmmmmblm 
Scientific 

PROGRAMMABLE ADVANCED 
SCIENTIFIC WITH CONTINUOUS 
MEMORY 

• 370 programmabl e 
keystrokes. • Con- 
tinuous memory. 

• Solve and integrate 
keys. • Dynamic 
memory allocation 
automatically shifts 
available memory bet- 
ween storage registers and 
program lines. • 70 lines 
of program memory. « 21 
data storage registers. 

• 1, 2, or 3 keystrokes pro- 
gramming, « Editing keys to 
review programs and insert or delete. 

• Creates branches and sub-routines. • Indirect- 
ly address data and program locations. • 4 
fiagsin 12 labels. « 2 user definable keys. « In- 
tegrate key finds definite integral of a function. 

• Searches/finds roots of equations. • Comes 
complete with handbook, Standard Applications. 
Book, Quick Reference Card, Recharger/AC 
adaptor, rechargeable battery pack, and soft 

a a a i 
a a • a 
a a a a 

carrying case. 5.6" x 3" x i 7.7 oz. 

HP-34C $150.00 

! 
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Block voices support for fund 
to back export of farm products 

WASHINGTON (AP)- Agriculture 
Secretary-designate John Block said 
Tuesday he supports creation of a gover- 
nment loan fund to finance export of 
American farm products. 

Through spokesman John Ochs, Block 
said be is "looking toward the creation of 
one in the federal government if it's set up 
properly." 

Block, who has been agriculture director 
in Illinois, has supported creation of a so- 
called revolving export loan fund prior to 
being considered as bead of the Agriculture 
Department under Republican Ronald 
Reagan. But he had not discussed the 
proposal since his name was mentioned for 
agriculure secretary following the 
November election. 

He did not elaborate on the details of such 
a fund, Ochs said, and is presently studying 
its financial ramifications for the federal 
government. 

The proposed revolving fund for the 
Commodity Credit Corp. would augment the 
federal payment guarantees the CCC now 
issues to promote export sales of American 
farm products. It would strengthen the 
nation's economy by creating jobs in an 
expanded export industry while reducing 
inflation and the trade deficit, Skelton says. 

He admits, however, that a major ob- 
stacle will be winning approval of the $2 
billion to get the credit fund started at a time 
when the incoming Republican ad- 
ministration and many of his own colleagues 
are calling for federal spending cuts. 

"But in the long run it's going to make us 
money," he said. "A move to a revolving 
fund would in a period of just over two years 
make this program totally self-financing." 

Skelton submitted essentially the same 
bill a year ago but failed to even get a public 
hearing on it. 

'AJWWM- 
SHOE FIT COMFWNY 

THIS WEEK ONLY 

ENTIRE STOCK 
Has Been Reduced 

Men's, Ladies', 

Child Shoes 
and Boots 

STOREWIDE 

20% Off on all vests 
ladies'and men's 

20% Off on all sweaters 
ladies'and men's 

Raichle hiking boots 
reg. $89.50   NOW $67.50 

Ladies' and man's ski panta 
reg $4700  NOW $39.95 

Waatloop Shopping Cantor 
ph.: 776-3632 

Values to *7S 

Rack Specials 

10* and Up 

Backtrack 
Heavy 
Hikers 

3990    5990 

Open ti 8:30 

Thursdays SMOf   FIT  COMPANY 

311 Poyntz Downtown 

VISA- 



Haig labels Watergate 'stupid'; 
explodes during Senate hearing 

KANSAS STATE COLLEGIAN, W»d., January 14,1M1 11 

WASHINGTON (AP)-Alexander Haig 
called the Watergate scandal "illegal and 
stupid" Tuesday, and denied he was in- 
volved in any way as a trusted aide to 
President Richard Nixon. 

Haig, who is President-elect Ronald 
Reagan's nominee to be secretary of state, 
portrayed himself instead as a White House 
chief of staff who fought to keep Nixon from 
becoming enmeshed in criminal acts in the 
final months of his presidency. 

On the fourth day of his confirmation 
hearings before the Senate Foreign 
Relations Committee, the retired four-star 
general and former NATO commander 
exploded in anger under persistent 
questioning from Sen. Paul Sarbanes, D- 
Md., who sought Haig's "value judgments" 
about the right and wrongs of Watergate. 

"I never went along with or supported 
anything I believed to be illegal," said Haig, 
who testified under oath at his own request. 

"Suggestions came up from time to time," 
Haig said. "And on every occasion I fought 
it, rejected it or prevented it. 

"I have not ever indulged in something 
that is wrong or illegal.... Others did. That's 
clear. The record is clear. We saw the 
volumes of it. ... Do you expect me to en- 
dorse wha t was done? No way..." 

Haig acknowledged that "mistakes were 
made," but said he wasn't at the White 
House when the break-in at the Democratic 
National Committee took place in June 1972 
or when senior White House officials tried to 
cover up evidence. 

"Mistakes were made," he said. "No one 
is discounting the fact that they were made. 
I didn't make them. I wasn't there when 
they were made. I happened to inherit the 
situation and the consequences of those 
mistakes." 

Later in the day, Sen. Barry Goldwater, 
R-Ariz., urged the committee to approve 
Haig for Senate confirmation and Sen. 
Lowell Weicker, R-Conn., asked rejection of 
Haig's nomination. 

Goldwater said the country owes Haig a 
debt of gratitude. "If Nixon had stood for 
impeachment, I doubt if this country would 
have lived through the eight months that 
would have taken," Goldwater said. 

"Haig saw his duty and tried to get Nixon 
to quit before he ruined the country. I take 
my hat off to this man." 

Weicker said that "in the absence of their 
superior's adherence to the law, honorable 
men either speak up or get out." 

He said Haig did not do that, "and I 
therefore assume him to have either lacked 
integrity, disdained the Constitution or 
unquestioningly followed orders." 

Sen. Paul Tsongas, D-Mass., said he and 
other senators were "pleading" for a 
promise from Haig that "these kinds of 
stains on America will not happen again." 

Sarbanes asked Haig repeatedly whether 
he considered Watergate wrong. Other 
senators joined in asking that question, and 
finally Haig replied, "It was both illegal and 
stupid. And I think if President Nixon were 
here, he would say it was stupid." 

Fighting continues in El Salvador 
SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador 

(AP)—Sporadic fighting between leftist 
guerrillas and army troops was reported in 
El Salvador Tuesday, but government 
sources claimed the intensity of the 
guerrilla attacks diminished by half. A 
South African photographer died of land- 
mine wounds. 

More than 500 persons were reported 
killed in four days of fighting since leftist 
forces launched a so-called "all-out of- 
fensive" to overthrow the ruling civilian- 
military junta. 

"The final offensive of the extremists was 
a failure. They failed in every place they 
tried," junta President Jose Napoleon 
Duarte said in television interview. 

A government source said the leftist 
"attacks have been reduced in intensity by 
about half. They have nothing more left to 
do." 

Ian Mates, 25, a South African 
cameraman wounded by a land-mine ex- 

■ COUPON ■■■■■■■ 

plosion the day before, died in a hospital 
Tuesday morning. Doctors had performed a 
two-hour brain operation to remove mine- 
fragments. 

Mates and two American photographers 
were in an automobile about nine miles from 
the capital when the mine blew up their car. 

19X1 KSL Bump-a-thon 
DANCERS 

meetings to be held at 

I 
6:00 Wednesday < optional) 
6:00Friday (mandatory) 

Money must be 
turned in by Friday 

Vi (half) SUBMARINE 
Buy 1 full submarine-get Vi FREE! 

Choose between our SUPER SUB 
BELLY BUSTER 

—With Coupon- 
Good thru 

Wed.-Jan. 14 
Thurs.-Jan. 15 

o 
u 
p 
o 
N 
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I 
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Welcome   tJjuoK to  ^MamAcdbin 

mom   C/mUh I Jp^aemu 

329 POYNTZ     7764861 

Back to school? 

Back to Swannie's 

Open at 10 p.m. 

SEMI-ANNUAL CLEARANCE 
continues 

West Ltd. 
SPECIAL REDUCTIONS 

Kingsridge Trios    Values to 290" 
(with Ultra Suede Vest)     NOW Only *] 79*° 

Kingsridge Duos    Values to 235" 

(with Ultra Suede Trim)   NOW Only    $] 49*° 

• 

:oo DAKS 2 pc. Suits     Values to 285' 
Now only *159*> 

Alterations Extra 

Down Vests Va,oe$ t0 65°° 
Now only *39*> 

Down Coats Values ,016000 

 Now only *syo to *W* 
Sweaters 30% OFF 
Dress Shirts 30% OFF 
Leathers 30% OFF 
Slacks 20% & 30% OFF 

All Remaining Robes & Pajamas Vi off 
cWegtcLld. 

327 Poyntz 
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K-State not hurt badly 

Students steal computer time 
ByDEBRAGRABER 

Staff Writer 
For some students, it's a game—an at- 

tempt to beat the academic system. For 
others, it may be a last-ditch effort to sur- 
vive scholastically. 

Whatever the reason, computer abuse by 
students has become a source of irritation 
and money loss at some universities. 
Enterprising computer students find 
academic shortcuts, from the theft of 
computer time to breaking into computer 
flies to juggling grades or change student 
records. 

"There have always been students who 
try to beat the system," Tom Gallagher, 
director of Computing Facilities, said. 

"It seems we have more trouble in fall 
than in spring. People are coming in new 
then. Generally, we have one or two who try 
it in (the) fall," he said. 

JUGGLING GRADES or changing 
records does not seem to be much of a 
problem at K-State, but there are students 
who steal time from the computer. 

At K-State, as at many public universities, 
the state allocates money to the school, 
which distributes it to computer facilities to 
pay for blocks of computer time. Students in 
classes requiring computer use are given an 
account containing a specified amount of 
money, Gallagher said. 

Computing Facilities charges for com- 
puter use. Each time a student uses the 
computer, he pays for the service from the 
allocation. The computer keeps track of 
money left in the account. After the account 
reaches zero, the student isn't able to get 
back into his file, Gallagher said. 

Computing Facilities offers students the 
use of two systems, Batch, which uses 
punched computer cards, and time-sharing, 
in which students use typewriter terminals. 

"The student has an account number and 
his private key (a second number) 
associated with that account number," he 
said. They can also make up an individual 
password. 

"The way people steal computer time is 
get the account number and the password, if 
they have one," Gallagher said. 

PROBLEMS OCCUR when students, 
either for fun or because they are running 
out of allotted time, decide they want to use 
someone else's time. 

"The really easy way is to go to the 
remote computing labs and look through the 
bins for discarded job cards," said Anker 
Lerret, systems programmer at the Com- 

puting Center. "Careless people are leaving 
them there all the time." 

The cards have the account number and a 
systems security number printed on them. 
If a student does not use a password for his 
account, knowledge of the two numbers is 
all that's needed for access, Lerret said. 

"Or if you happen to be standing around 
when somebody is logging on to the com- 
puter, you can just look over his shoulder," 
he said. 

Officials agree that getting into the 
system isn't really a challenge and said they 
don't plan to make it one. 

GALLAGHER BELIEVES the more 
difficult the computer security, the more a 
student may be challenged to break it. 

"We have not made it a challenge...We 
freely admit we're not trying to keep them 
out," he said. "If they get into the system, 
they don't get to wear any hero badges. So 
what if they 'crack' the computer system? 

"Last semester, one fellow was very 
entrepreneurial. He had gotten all sorts of 
account numbers. By the end of the 
semester, he had stolen about $100 worth of 
computer time." 

It's fairly easy to detect such abuses, 
Gallagher said, because a detailed com- 
puter printout is sent to instructors each 
month. Students can check their use of time 
against what the computer recorded. 

If a student complains that his time is 
being stolen, programmers watch the 
printout closely, Gallagher said. Each time 
a student gets into a file, the computer 
records the number, the program being run 
and the location of the terminal. Eventually, 
he said, the frequent violator is caught. 

"We've not been as successful as I'd like 
to be," Gallagher said. "I'd like for 
professors to tell students, "This is for real.' 
Professors treat it rather lightly." 

ALTHOUGH SOME STUDENTS have 
been caught stealing computer time at re- 
state, none of them have been prosecuted, 
Gallagher said. 

"We've found that sitting down and 
talking to them works best," he said. 

K-State officials also suspect that students 
who've finished an assignment may give 
unused time to their friends. Because of 
these and other undetected abuses, officials 
said they find it hard to put a dollar value on 
the thefts. 

"We really just don't know how much 
money we lose a semester," said Mike 
Miller, associate director of the computer 
center. "We think it's probably fairly small. 

Welcome 
Back KSU 
Students 

*20 OFF 
Chrome-plated 
weight bench 

600-lb. capacity bench 
(user plus weights) has 
l'/i-in. chrome-plated 
steel frame. Five-position 
incline, padded bench top. 
Single leg lift is padded 
for comfort. 

•20 OFF 
1771b. weight *et 

Black and silver color set 
has 72-in. barbell, two 18- 
in. dumbell bars. 16 discs. 

Reg. $59.99 

99 39 

A lot of it has to go undetected. I don't think 
we're any better off than Iowa State or KU." 

Paul Wolfe, coordinator of Academic 
Computing at the University of Kansas, said 
computer time thefts last semester at KU 
amounted to $31.85. 

"I think the thefts vary considerably 
depending on the year and the general 
feeling on campus," he said. "Most of the 
time those who take the time to understand 
the system are very intelligent people. So if 
we suspect something, we have a counseling 
session. We have hired people we've 
counseled with, if they indicated they're 
sorry." 

(SeeCOMPUTER, p. 13) 

SELF SERVE 

GASOLINE 
a 

GASOHOL 

U.S. 
POST OFFICE 

KEYS MADE 
2706 

ANDERSON 

MINI 
CONVENIf NCE 

1102 
LARAMIE 

MART 

SALE 
LEYI'S 

501 s Shrink-to-frts-Mo00 

Straight Legs-Mr10 

Gals Calif. Straights-*26" 

Levi fleece-lined jackets      Reg. '55* NOW $2900 

D.C. cord painter pants       Reg. '19°° NOW '12* 

Sweaters and flannels—BUY one get 
2nd one Vi PRICE 

Mon.-Thurs. 
10-8 

THE JEAN STATION 
AGGIEVILLE 

Fri.&Sat. 
10-6 
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THE KANSAS CITY STAR 
Stye UniutajS dittj Si.mc<f 

NEWSPAPER has a Special Student 

Discount for SPRING "1981" 

K.S.U. Wildcat Students 
Mail this coupon to: 

KX. STAR 
1717 McGee 
Kansas City, Mo. 

On Campus Call: 
Jim Shroer 

537-2318 

Off Campus CaM: 

Darrell Brown 
539-4152 

———————————i 
THE KANSAS CITY STAR AND TIMES 

Student Miscount 
*14 SPRING 1981 

SEMESTER RATE 

l agree lo subscribe lo The Kansas City Star 
and Times tor the lull semester al the special 
rate ol IK 42 and I will pay the amount upon 
billing by tne carrier or agent This price in 
eludes consideration for nondelivery when 
classes are suspended tor holidays, tall or 
winter breaks and other periods when service 
is not requested The otter becomes eltective 
the day ol registration and expires the last day 
ol finals 

42 
• MORNING 
• EVENING 
• SUNDAY 

DATE:  

NAME:  

This otter is made and limited to 
full time students ol this univer 
sity or college It is made only to 
areas where delivery is made by a 
carrier or agent ol The Star 

ADDRESS: ZIP 

PHONE:  

STUDENT I.D.i   _ 

UNIVERSITY: 

SIGNED: 

APT: 

- ** 
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Computer.. 
(Continued from p. 12) 

OFFICIALS at Emporia State University 
and Pitlsburg State University said they 
haven't had any trouble with time thefts, 
although one official added, "I'm sure 
they're trying. That's the nature of students. 
No one's breached our security yet." 

All university officials said they had no 
reported incidents of students changing 
grades or other records by computer. 

K-State officials said the problem does not 
exist here because student transcripts and 
financial information is stored in a com- 
puter at the administrative Data Processing 
Center, separate from the computer used by 

students for class-related activites. 
"We feel confident no one has even tried to 

get into our computer system," said Melvin 
Kepple, director of the Data Processing 
Center. 

The center uses a "closed shop" system. 
Under this system, administrative offices 
send most documents to the center for 
processing and only data processing em- 
ployees have contact with the computer and 
computer codes, Kepple said. 

He said a few terminals are being added to 
certain administrative offices but only 
limited information can be obtained and 
none of it without proper clearance. 

n   Hair    rf 
by 

Rick & Friends 
(A Haircutting Salon) 

Phone 776-5222 

By Appointment Only 
404 Humboldt 

Manhattan, Kansas 66502 
New Staff Member— Barbara Elder 

Record cold grips East Coast 
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

The "strange" Siberian cold wave 
punishing the East stunned Florida 
yesterday with a record killer freeze from 
Tallahassee to Miami that hung icicles on 
orange trees and glazed vegetables in their 
fields. 

Florida Power & Light Co. was forced to 
impose rotating 20-minute blackouts on 
cities along the entire peninsula as the 
coldest weather since the turn of the century 
put a strain on generating plants in many 
areas. 

Records for the coldest day ever in 
January fell across the Southeast—7 
degrees in Wilmington, N.C., 8 degrees in 
Tallahassee, Fla., 14 in Savannah, 
Ga.—while many cities of the Northeast 

More rigid policy 
orders 2.0 GPA 

A change in the grade point average 
(GPA) requirement for graduation was 
unanimously approved Tuesday by Faculty 
Senate. 

The change will make it necessary for 
students to earn a GPA of at least 2.0 on all 
courses taken for resident-graded credit at 
K-State. 

Previously, a 2.0 average was required 
only for courses taken for resident-graded 
credit and applied toward a degree. The 
change will be effective fall semester 1963. 

"This is something that students heartily 
support to try to improve the standing of a 
degree from K-State," Mark Zimmerman, 
Student Senate chairman, said. 

To ease the transition to the new 
requirement, Senate also approved a 
proposal which would allow students in a 
small range below the 2.0 level to stay off 
academic probation. 

Current policy stated students with fewer 
than 60 resident hours completed are placed 
on probation if their GPA drops more than 
half a point below a 2.0 overall or semester 
average. 

Effective fall semester 1982, students will 
be put on probation if their GPA drops three- 
tenths of a point below a 2.0 if they have 
completed fewer than 19 hours, two-tenths of 
a point below a 2.0 if they have completed 
between 20 and 39 hours, and one-tenth of a 
point below a 2.0 if they have completed 40 to 
60 hours. No change was made in the current 
probation policy for students that have 
completed more than 60 hours of resident 
credit. 

Scott Alan Gray 
Isn'theacutie!? 

Happy 24th Big Boy 

logged new lows below zero. 
The cold wave that has fishing boats 

frozen to their docks in New England and 
fuel barges ice-bound in Chesapeake Bay 
may have wiped out 20 percent of Florida's 
bountiful orange crop, the equivalent of 49 
million gallons of concentrated orange 
juice, officials said. 

Temperatures ranged from 20 to 26 
degrees in most of the citrus belt of Central 
Florida. 

In the nation's winter vegetable garden 
near Homestead, south of Miami, heavy 
losses also were reported. 

Jack Hales, lead forecaster for the 
weather service's Severe Storms Forecast 
Center in Kansas City, Mo., said there was 
no early relief in sight. 

There's a new deli in Aggie. 
Find it and ask for your Free 

Drink with any sandwich up 
to the Colorado game. 

offer expires 1/17/81 

HELP US FIGHT FOR YOUR LIFE 

Have Your 
Blood Pressure 

Checked 
American Heart Association t 

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE 

Januani 
learance 

FALL SPORTSWEAR 

20% 
to 

50% OFF 
Sizes 3-15, 6-18 

Large groups of 

coordinates & separates 

FALL DRESSES 

33%% 

*>  50% OFF 
(Biggest group yet) 

Sizes3-15,6-18 

v./ 
WINTER CO A TS 

(entire stock) 
sizes 3-15,6-18 

Wools Long & Shorts 

30% OFF 

Leathers % Rabbits 
25% OFF 

Pop/ins—Ski — Stadium Coats 
25% OFF 

H WARD (M 
I   rtANHATMN'S ST€fR€ 

WINTER ROBES, 

GOWNS, PJ's 

25% OFF 

\ 

Winter 
Scarfs 
Hats 

Gloves 
% OFF 

HANDBAGS    V* OFF 

328 POYNTZ 

Keller's 
Own Charge 
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REC REPORT 
ACTIVITIES January     1981 CALENDAR 
SUNDAY MONDAY 

For Rtcrtttlon 
Inforaatlon Cal li 

Handbal 1/RactuttDall 
Rtttrvationa & 
Chtck-Out       532-6951 

Rtc  Chtck       532-6000 

R*c Strvlctl 
Off let 532-6980 

TUESDAY 

4 
RC  - 2P«I - 9wn 

P -  lpm - 4PW 

7P« - 9«« 

11 
RC - 12noon - 10cm 

P -  Inn -  4KB 
7ma - 9na 

RC -  10a* - 9M 

P -  11I30M - lM 
7I30M -  9I30P« 

12 REGISTRATION 

• lt« 

CODE1; 

RtC Co 

POOll 

Atroblet 

Atui Fitnttt 

RC 

P 

A 

AF 

6 
RC - 10M - turn 

P - IIIMM - le 

WEDNESDAY 

lntftura.1 Dttdllnt 
January 161 

Batkttbal I 
Indoor dbl.  HandbalI 
Indoor dbl. Racauttball 
Doublet Tiblt Ttmlt 
Doubltt Badminton 
Wattr BatkttbalI 

THURSDAY 

Intramural  Batkttbal I  Court 
Rttarvatlont may bt madt  In 
tht Rtc Strvlctt  off let  on 
January 14-19. 

RC - 10M - 9M 

P - 11I30M - 1M 

7I30M - 9I30M 

13 REGISTRATION 

RC - 8M - ia«ldnl«ht 

f - U:30M - 1M 

7I30M - 9:30om 

RC - 3M - 12midni(nt 

P - 11:30M - IMI 

7I30P«I - 91 30M 

14 CLASSES  BEGIN 

RC - 6M - 12mldnuht 

P - 6M - 7I30M 

UI30M - 3i30em 
7I30MI - 10M 

New Year's Day 

ALL FACILITIES CLOSED 

8 
RC - 10M - 9M 

P - IIIJOM - 1M 

7I30M - 9i30pm 

FRIDAY 

ALL FACILITIES CLOSED 

9 
RC - 10am - 9pm 

P - 11.30M - 1M 

1 5     ,M MANAeERS  MEETING 
1 **    4I00PH - Forua Hall 

RC - 6M - 12mldnUDt 

P - 6M - 7I30M 

11I30M - 12I30M 

7i30om - loan 

16 
RC - 6M - 12mldni»ht 

P - oM - 7I30M 

UI30M - 3I30M 

7I30M - 10pm 

SATURDAY 

RC - 12noon - 7» 

P - CLOSED 

10 
RC - 12noon -  7» 

P - CLOSED 

17 
RC - 9am - 10M 

P - In - 5M 

7M - 10M 

INTRAMURAL DEADLINE 

18 
RC - 12noon - 12 aldnlfht 

P - 1M - 5M 

7M - 10M 

19 
RC  - 6M  - 12«ldnuht 

20 
RC 

21 
6am - 12midni«ht 

P - 6M - 7I30M 

lli30an - 3I30M 

7I30M - 10M 

A - 6I45M - 7I30M 

6I30M - 7I30M 

AF - 11I30M - 12I30M 

7I30M  -  8:30om 

P  -  6M  -   7I30M 

11 I 30M - 12I30M 
7I30M - 10M 

A - 6i30om - 7I30M 

AF - 11I30M - 12i30om 
7I30M - 8I30M 

RC -        6an - I2mldnl«ht 

P - 6M - 7130am 
11.30M - 3I30M 

A - 6i45m - 7I30M 

22 
RC 

23 24 
6M - 12mldnUht 

P - 6M - 7.30M 

11.30M -   12.30om 
7I30M - 10M 

A - 6.309n - 7.30M 

AF  -   11.30M -   12.30pm 
7.30M - 8i30«n 

RC - 6m - 11M 

P - 6M - 7I30M 

11I30M - 3I30M 

7.30M - 10M 

A - 6.45m - 7i30m 

RC - 9am - 10M 

P - 1M - 5M 

7M - 10pm 

25 26 27 28 29 30 31 
RC  -  12noon -  12midnUht 

P - lorn -  5m 

7M - 10M 

RC - 6M - 12midnl«ht 

P - 6M - 7.30M 

UI30M - 3I30M 

7130pm - 10M 

A - 6i45aa - 7.30m 
6I30M - 7.30M 

AF - 11.30m - 12I30M 
7.30M - 8.30M 

RC - 6M - 12midn»*"hT 

P - 6M - 7.30m 
11.30M - 12.30m 
7.30pm - lOom 

A  -  6.30pm  -  7I30M 

AF - Ui30m - 12I30M 
7i30pm - 8.30M 

RC - 6M - 12midni*ht 

P - 6m - 7i30m 
11.30m - 3i30pm 

A - 6.45m - 7i30m 

RC - 6m - 12mldnUht 

P - 6m - 7.30m 
11.30m - 12I30M 

7i30pm - lOom 

A - 6.30om - 7I30M 

AF - 11I30M - 12i30Pm 
7I30M - 8I30M 

RC - 6m - 11M 

P - 6m - 7.30m 
lli30m - 3t30m 

71 30M - 10M 

6I45M - 7.30m 

RC - 9M - 10M 

P - In - 5pm 
7M - lOom 

IMPORTANT INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL INFORMATION 
BASKETBALL COURT RESERVATIONS 

BEGINNING JANUARY 14 THROUGH JANUARY 1». ISM: 
1. Only INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL teams may reserve courts. 
2. Reservations must be made in the Recreational Services office, Student Recreation 

Complex, to be valid. No phone calls please. 
3. Courts will be reserved on January 14,15,16,17,18, and 19, during open hours. 
4. Only one-half court can be reserved. 
5. Reservations are for one-half hour only. 
6. Cannot reserve courts for two days in a row. 
7. Courts can be reserved only 24 hours in advance or on the same day. 
8. No full court playing. 

Deadline—Friday. Jan. 1«, 

5:00p.m. 
BBaU 
W B'B&ll 

Doubles—   Handball—Indoor 
R-Ball-Indoor 
Table Tennis 
Badminton 

Mgrs. Meeting—Thurs., Jan. 15, 
4:90p.m. 

B-BaD 
WB-Ball 
Forum Hall 
Attendance Mandatory by team representative 

Officials—Basketball Officials needed 
Pay $3.35 per game minimum 

Meetings—attend both 
Sun., Jan. 18,7:00 p.m., Rec. Complex 
Men., Jan. l»,5:00p.m., Rec. Complex 

See Bob or Steve-Rec. Complex   532-S9W 

IMPORTANT PHONE NUMBERS 
Handball/Kacquetball Reservations  
Rec. Services Office  
Rec. Check  

532-6951 
532-6980 
532-6000 

REC COMPLEX HOURS 
Regular Hours Begin Jan. 14 

M-F 6a.m.-12 Midnight 
Sat. 9a.m.-10p.m. 

Sun. 12 noon-Midnight 
(See above calendar) 

' 

DESIGNATED USE TIMES 
Due to the expected large number of intramural basketball teams, designated use 

times will be limited to before 4 p.m. Plan to fit some of these into your schedule: 
1-2 Courts of VOLLEYBALL lla.m.-lp.m. M-F 
1-3 Courts of BADMINTON lla.m.-lp.m. T-Th 
1-2 GOLF DRIVING Areas lla.m.-lp.m. M-W-F 
1-2 Courts of TENNIS 6a.m.-lp.m. M-F 

(The above schedule begins on January 20.) 
Don't forget the running track, weight room, basketball, dance and combative area, 

and racquetball courts are available daily   J 

GROUP LED FITNESS PROGRAMS 
Rhythmic Aerobics (at Rec Complex) : 

6.45a.m.-7:30a.m. M-W-F (new) 
6:30p.m.-7:30p.m. M-T-Th 

Aqua Fitness (a t Pools): 
ll:30a.m.-12:30p.m. M-T-Th 
7:30p.m.- 8:30p.m. M-T-Th 

This semester will also feature some COUNTRY/WESTERN AEROBICS. We look for- 
ward to seeing you take part in these programs. 

[__^ *. 
LOCKER RENTAL 

Why carry your clothes, racquets, etc., each time you come to the complex? Rent a 
locker with towel service for $7.00 for the semester. The convenience is worth it alone. 
Come to the Recreational Services Office, Monday-Friday from 8 a.m.-5 p.m. to pay for a 
locker.  

Rec Report Sponsored 
By: 

5PRQ 
SHOPPE 

Bollard's 
in AKKirvillr 

IN 
AGGIEVILLE 

6" J    B     THE 
^WTHLETE'8 
€ WAY 

inVUIagrPUu 

Believers in the Importance of Recreation and Fitness 
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GOP leaders call budget 'tight'; 
predict shortage of funds in '83 

TOPEKA (AP)-Leaders of the 
Republican legislative majority accused 
Democratic Gov. John Carlin Tuesday of 
deception in his budget recommendations to 
the 1961 session. 

Senate President Ross Doyen (R- 
Concordia) and Senate Majority Leader Bob 
Talking ton (R-Iola) told a news conference 
Carlin has proposed such a tight budget for 
the fiscal year beginning July 1 that it will 
be very hard to have another balanced 
budget for fiscal year 1963, unless there are 
substantial program cuts. 

They noted Carlin is using some $13 
million of federal revenue sharing to fund 
ongoing programs in his fiscal 1962 budget 
proposals—which money may not actually 
be available because incoming President 
Ronald Reagan is expected to propose en- 
ding federal revenue sharing. 

THEY ALSO NOTED Carlin is recom- 
mending some $20 million in supplemental 
appropriations for the present fiscal year, 
which are likely to become permanently 
built into the budget with no easy way to 
fund them in the future. 

"You can't have a balanced budget if you 
haven't set anything aside for these con- 
tingencies," Doyen told reporters. "He has 
even depleted the homestead property tax 
relief fund reserve. 

"I think he should have been honest and 
told everyone we were going to have to fund 
it in 1963. I don't think his budget was put 
together well for the future." 

Bill Hoch, Carlin's press secretary, 
defended the governor's decisions on how to 
fund everything for fiscal 1962, and said 
Carlin can make adjustments when he 
prepares the 1963 budget so it also is 
balanced between income and outgo. 

"This budget is balanced and the money is 
all there to fund it," Hoch said. "There will 
need to be some reworking for next year, but 
that goes on every year." 

CARLIN'S PROPOSED budget would 
appropriate from federal revenue sharing 
funds $11.8 million for the homestead 
program—under which persons 55 and 
older, the handicapped and low-income 
families with children under 18 receive state 
tax credits or refunds on part of the property 
taxes they pay. 

It also proposes to take $1.2 million from 
those funds for programs for the aging. 

If Reagan and Congress end revenue 
sharing, that money will have to come from 
the state general fund in fiscal 1963, or those 
programs will have to be trimmed, Doyen 
and Talkington said. 

Similarly, supplemental funding—most of 
it to be sought for welfare programs—will 
become built into the budget and there will 
be a shortfall of revenue In 1963 to pay for it, 
they added. 

DESPITE THESE problems, Doyen said 
he doesn't consider it impossible to achieve 
balanced budgets in the next two fiscal 
years. 

"I wouldn't say we can't balance it," he 
said. "But I think it's going to be very dif- 

Ski 
Breckenridge 

with 

International 
Tours 

A full Service travel agency 

March 14th-18th 
* * *5days/4 nights* *$357* 

Price Include*: 
• Koundtnp transportation on Conti- 

nental A IT lines 727 from Wichita 
* Roundtrip Charter but transfer* be- 

tween Denver and Breckenridge 
* Four nights lodging al Beaver Run 
• Complete ski. boot and pole rentals 
• Dinner at the Stapleton Plata Hotel 
* Complete trip escort 

Reservation deadline 
Jan. 30,1981 

For further information 
contact Maryanne 

at International Tours 
(913M76-4756 

price subject to change 

ficult in the future, as tight as he is screwing 
it down. I want a balanced budget, and I'll 
do all I can to help achieve one." 

Speaker Wendell Lady and House 
Majority Leader Robert Frey also held a 
news conference to comment on Carlin's 
budget proposals. 

They seemed to like them more than 
Doyen and Talkington, if for no other reason 
than they reflect what Lady said 
Republicans have been trying to do for the 
last two years. 

"It appears to me that some of our 
messages are getting through," Lady said. 
"He (Carlin) recommends a balanced 
budget but he hasn't been concerned with 
balanced budgets the last two years, when 
we were. 

"He talks about zero growth in the 
number of state employees, and we've been 
talking about that for the last two years in 
terms of a hiring freeze. 

"He talks about a new conservatism, what 
we've been concerned about for two years, 
because we were listening to the people. 

"I'll give him credit that he has started 
listening to the people with the election less 
than two years away." 

Lady said Carlin's budget recom- 
mendations are such that "we can live with 
them." 

But he said state employees and 
university faculty won't be happy because of 
the modest salary increases he recom- 
mended. 

Welcome You! 
FIRST LUTHERAN 

lMh*PoynU 
Pastor Milton J.Olson 
Paster Thomas F. Schaeffer 
Church Phone: 537-8532.8533 
WORSHIP: 8:3f and 11 a.m. Sunday 
YOUNG ADULT FORUM  It  BIBLE 
STUPV: 9:40a.m. Sunday 

PEACE LUTHERAN 
2500 Kimball Avenue 

Pastor David E. Nelson 
Church Phone: 539-7371 
WORSHIP: 8:15 and 10:30a.m. Sunday 
EVENING PRAYER ON FEAST AND 
COMMEMORATIVE DAYS 
ADULT STUDY GROUP: t: 15 a.m. 

CAMPUS MINISTRY 
ECM Center, 1021 Denison 

Don Fallon. Campos Pastor 
Office Phone: 530-4451 
WORSHIP: DANFORTH CHAPEL (on 
campus): 11 a.m. Sunday 

LUTHERAN STUDENT MOVEMENT 
(LSM) FELLOWSHIP: 5 p.m. Sunday. 
1021 Denison 

913-539-7621 
613 N. Manhattan Ave. 

Manhattan, Kansas 66502 

nair 
studio 

MYRA 
Stylist 

ERIN 
Stylist 

KIM 
Stylist 

LEA 
Stylist 

PAULA 
Stylist 

>HNA 
Stylist 

ALICE 
Stylist 

JACQUIE 
Stylist 

Professional service... 
Professional knowledge... KATHY 

Professional results... sty,l8t 

in a relaxed, friendly atmosphere. 

Our stylists are trained by nationally known hair designers in work- 
shops twice a year to provide the best in advanced education impor- 
tant to us and to you. 

As manager of Crimpers Hair Design Studio, I 
would like to invite you to experience the benefits 
of our advanced education, individualized atten- 
tion and enthusiasm. 

Brenda 

PAM. KATHY, MAXINE 
Receptionists 

BRENDA 
Manager/Stylist 

REDKEN 
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'I e're looking for 8 
leaders 

Volunteers Wanted: Individuals interested in coordinating 
recreation, educational, social, and cultural programs for the benefit 
of the Kansas State University Community 

Qualifications Needed: Opportunities: 

/ 

Interest 
Time & Energy 
Ability to work with people 
Willingness to Learn 
Leadership Skills 

Selecting programs 
Organizing committee events 
Selecting and Coordinating a volunteer 
student Committee 
Working with professional speakers, ar- 
tists, and agencies 
Developing and implementing publicity 
campaigns 
Seeing ideas turn to realities 

UPC ARTS 

• select, organize, publicize events in the K-State Union GaHery and 
Showcase 

• coordinate Art Rentals 
• select and coordinate print sales 
• organize the Arts & Crafts Sale 
• select and coordinate all other committee events 

Prefmns: 
Baiery shows: 
Bob Clore Sculpture, Jim Munce Drawings and Prints, Women's Caucus 
for Arts 
Showcase Exhibits: 
Yoshi Ikeda Ceramic Sculpture, Linda Edward's Weaving, Bruce Bryant's 
Antique Santas and Christmas Toys 
Marson Graphics Original Graphic Art Sale 
Arts & Crafts Sale 
Art Rentals 

UPC COFFEEHOUSE 
RtspenslblitJts 
• select, organize, publicize events in the K-State Union Catskeller 
• coordinate the NOONERS series 
• organize the annual Recycle Your Records Sale 
• select and coordinate all other committee events 

Programs: 
Leon Russell and New Grass Revival All-University Talent Show 
the NOONER program Recycle Your Records Sale 
the Dillards John Biggs 

UPC FEATURE FILMS 
Re$ponsibHmes: 
• select, organize, publicize popular film series in the K-State union 

Forum Hall and Little Theatre 
• coordinate all special film series 
• organize all film-related events 
• select and coordinate all other committee events 

Programs: 
Urban Cowboy 
M#A*S*H 

Kramer vs. Kramer 
Fiddler on the Roof 

UPC OUTDOOR RECREATION 
RespwislMMIoi: 
• select, organize, and publicize cooperative wilderness adventures 
• coordinate all other committee events 

Programs: 
Flint Hills Bike Trip 
Frisbee Clinic 
Fall River Raooelling Adventure 

Big Bend Backpacking Trip 
Current River Canoe Trip 

UPC PRESIDENT 
ROS#OMMNM: 

• preside over weekly council meetings 
• represent UPC as a member of the Union Governing Board (UGB) 
• plan and coordinate aH-UPC events 
• organize the Activities Carnival 
• coordinate the UPC membership campaigns 
• plan the annual awards banquet «_,,„« 
• work closely with staff advlsera In planning training workshops for UPC 

leadership _^« 
• select, plan, and coordinate all other events necessary for smooth func- 

tioning of the Union Progcam Council 

UPC TRAVEL 
Rt»pwiH.«Wi: 
• select, organize, and publicize winter and spring trips 
• coordinate the Travel Fair 
• organize ad other committee events 

Program: 
Aspen Travel Fair 
Daytona Beach Jamaica 
Padre Island VaH 

UPC ISSUES AND IDEAS 
ResponslbWws: t 
• develop, organize and publicize events highlighting current events 
• coordinate the Lets Talk About series 
• select and coordinate all other committee events 

Programs: 
COUNTDOWN: 1984 
Let's Talk About Student Rights 
Let's Talk About Cancer: Could It Happen To Me? 
Stress Awareness Week 
Dick Gregory 

UPC KALEIDOSCOPE 
RosponsiblHies: 
• select, organize, publicize weekly films in the K-State Union Forum Hall 

and Little Theatre 
• coordinate the selection of the international Series 
• plan and organize the Photography Contest 
• select and coordinate all special film series 
• organize all other committee events 

Programs: 
King of Hearts 
How Tasty Was My Little Frenchman 
LaCageAuxFoiles 
Black Stallion 

Applications are now available for the 1981-1982 Union Program Council 
Leadership positions. (NOTE: General membership applications will be avail- 
able February 24, 1981.) If you have questions or would like more informa- 
tion about the committee chairperson positions, come to the Activities 
Center, 3rd floor of the K-State Union, IfilSL  '__ 
or call  532-6571. flfflnl program council 

■■ 25 year* of trvk* 1956-1981 

J 
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Our outstanding selection of used books is the result of 

Jast semesters  BOOK BUY-BACK   which was the 

best ever. 
THANK YOU FOR MAKING IT SO! 

back-to-school hours: 
Monday,   Jan. 12th thru Thurs., Jan. 15th 8:00A.M.-8:00P.M. 
Friday,     Jan. 16th 8:00 A.M.-5.00 P.M. 
Saturday, Jan. 17th 10:00A.M.-4:00P.M. 

see us 
for all of your supplies 
Art, Architecture, Design, Biological Sciences and Engineering 

paperback academic classics 490 
1 'Filler paper Texas Instruments    "Wirebound 

special" Batter Pack special" 
150 sheet Ct. 

Regular price $1.59 
Sale price $1.09 

(Limited Quantities) 

Koh-I-Noor 
4 pen Slim pack set 

Manufacturing 
retail price $29.00 

our price $19.95 
(Limited Quantities) 

BPIA (fits 50/50A, 51/51A, 52,56,58/58C, 59) 
Regular price $10.00 
Sale price $5.95 

(Limited Quantities) 

KSU Imprint 70 sheet Ct. 
Regular price $1.19 
Sale price 78tf 

(Limited Quantities) 

It-state 

Check out our large selection of back-packs. 
We have many styles and colors to 
choose from. 

Come in and see our new selections of shirts 
and jerseys with all kinds of new and ex- 
citing designs. 

UM 
bookstore 
25 years of service 1956-1981 0301 
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Texas singer sails past Sinatra; 
records 7 Grammy nominations 

LOS ANGELES (AP) - Christopher 
Cross, a chubby, mellow-rocking Texan 
whose debut album has been on record 
charts for almost a year, was the clear-cut 
winner in the Grammy nominations 
Tuesday with mentions in seven categories 
including record, album and song of the 
year. 

The previously unknown Cross wrote, 
engineered and—with some backup help 
from such stars as Don Henley of the 
Eagles, Michael McDonald of the Doobie 
Brothers, J.D. Souther and Nicolette Lar- 
son—sang his "Christopher Cross" album, 
which included such hit singles as "Sailing" 
and "Ride Like The Wind." 

"Sailing" earned him the song and record 
of the year nominations and a nomination 
for best arrangement accompanying a 
vocalist. The album was listed in the album 
of the year, best male pop vocal and best 
engineered recording categories. 

Cross himself was nominated as best new 
artist. An eighth nomination, producer of 
the year, went to his producer, Michael 
Omartian. 

Frank Sinatra, an eight-time Grammy 
winner who has been singing hit songs since 
before Cross was born, also fared well in the 
National Academy of Recording Arts and 
Sciences nominations for the 23rd annual 
Grammy awards. 

His album "Trilogy: Past, Present and 
Future" was nominated for album of the 
year and best album, while the showy 
"Theme from New York, New York" earned 
record of the year, song of the year, best 
male pop vocal and best arrangement ac- 
companying vocalist nominations. 

Sinatra's last Grammys were in 1966 for 
"Stranger in the Night." 

Rounding out the leaders in the list of 
major category nominees was Barbra 
Streisand, who benefitted from the Bee Gee 
touch in her hugely successful album 
"Guilty." 

The album—produced by Bee Gee Barry 
Gibb and Bee Gee producers Albhy Galuten 
and Karl Richardson—was nominated for 

Price hike seen 
if farmers unite 

TOPEKA, Kan. (AP)—Farmers can use 
the grain reserve program to increase 
wheat prices to $5 a bushel by June if they 
work together, the president of the National 
Wheat Growers Association said Tuesday. 

"We can move the market from its 
present doldrums of $4 a bushel to the $5 
range," said Jack Felgenhauer, who was in 
Topeka to address the Kansas Association of 
Wheat Growers convention. 

He said the price could be boosted by 
isolating grain in the farmer-held federal 
grain reserve program. He said if farmers 
doubled the present reserve to 700 million 
bushels it would leave only 200 million 
bushels of "free" wheat available in the 
marketplace. 

The reserve, which gives farmers an 
interest-free loan of $3.30 per bushel, is not 
used as effectively by farmers as it could be, 
he said. A new benefit of the reserve, 
waiving the llVi percent interest on the 
three year loan, makes the reserve par- 
ticularly appealing now, Felgenhauer said. 

A Soviet invasion of Poland could hamper 
the success of such strategy, Felgenhauer 
said. 

The Russian grain embargo would help 
prices only temporarily since the Soviets 
have already purchased their grain limit for 
1961, he said. 

album of the year, the single "Woman in 
Love," written by Barry and Robin Gibb, 
received song of the year, record of the year 
and best female pop vocal nominations and 
Miss Streisand's duet with Barry Gibb, 
"Guilty," also was nominated for best pop 
vocal performance by a duo or group. 

The winners, to be determined by 
balloting among 5,000 Academy members 
nationwide, will be announced at a Feb. 25 
awards show to be telecast nationally on 
CBS from New York's Radio City Music 
Hall. 

OPEN 
AT 

11:00 A.M. 

LUNCH 
Nirvini) rortsl Urvt. ham K 

submarine sandwiches i«l<■ ■• 
our new chill anil soup of lhe dat 

until 2 a.m. 

TONIGHT 
HIGHROLLERS 

mEDKEN 

THE HAIR SHACK 
is happy to announce 

Jeannie Brubaker, former Crimper stylist, 
with 14 years experience of professional 
hair care for men and women, has joined 
our staff. Jeannie welcomes all previous 
clients and new clients to come and visit 
her at The Hair Shack. 

Old Town Mall 523 S. 17th 
New Telephone No. 776-1014 

Open Monday-Saturday 
Evenings By Appointment 

•:%:• news? ENOCH'S TAVERN 
...it's not Aggie! 

"WELCOME BACK WEEK" CONTINUES! 

Enoch's is celebrating your return with beer specials! 

Tonite & Tomorrow Nite-^bowis are just 35* MO p.m. 

JQ|F Free popcorn and 35* fishbowls-3 to 10 p.m. 

Saturday-1™ entertainment by "ROPEBURN" 
Come on out and dance from 8:30 'til midnite 

ENOCH'S 
SPORTSMANS LOUNGE 

...and don't forget our regular happy hours, 

50/ beer every day 47 p.m. and Saturdays 10 a.m.-7. 

WINTER FASHIONS 
CLOSE OUT 

OUR GREATEST SALE EVENT OF THE WINTER 

Large Group of 

Blouses 

*10.-*l 5. 

Large Group of 

Sweaters 

*6.-$10. 

Large Group of 

Shirts 

*6.-*10. 
Large Group of 

Pants & Jeans 
$12.-*20. 

Wool Blends & Velveteen 

Jr. Blazers 

*41 .-$45. 

Large Group of 

Skirts 

M1.-M9. 
"Mens" 

Knits-Sweaters-Shirts 
Levis-Kennington-Ca mpus 

McGregor 

NOW SAVE 
UP TO 50% 

Thursday 10-8 p.m. Sunday 12:30-5 p.m. 

MSHION WORLD 

Weekdays 10-6 p.m. 
Village Plaza 

3015 Anderson Ave. 



Overturned convictions sought 
in July killing of Wichita banker 
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TOPEKA, Kan. (AP)-The Kansas 
Supreme Court was asked Tuesday to 
overturn the convictions of 20-year-old 
Timothy Newfield in the 1979 kidnapping 
and killing of Pea body banker Grant Avery. 

Roger Unruh, an attorney for Newfield, 
argued that a lower court had erred in 
allowing a confession by Newfield to be used 
in his trial. 

Newfield was convicted Jan. 25, I960 of the 
shotgun slaying of the 24-year-old Avery, a 
vice president at his father's bank in 
Peabody, which is north of Wichita. Avery 
was kidnapped from his home July 29,1979, 
and found dead the next day on a county 
road north of the small south-central Kansas 
community from two shotgun blasts to his 
head. 

Newfield was sentenced to life in prison 
for aggravated kidnapping, 15 years to life 
for second-decree murder, 15 years to life 

for robbery and five to 20 years for 
aggravated burglary. He is in a Hutchinson 
correctional facility, and the sentences are 
to run consecutively. 

Stephan M. Joseph, a special prosecutor 
for the state, told the court that the use of 
Newfield's confession was immaterial and 
any possible error in its use was "har- 
mless," because other evidence in the trial 
overwhelmingly pointed to his conviction. 

"The defendant testified on his own behalf 
and admitted all the facts contained in his 
confession. If the defendant takes the stand 
and admits all the facts ... it is harmless 
beyond a reasonable doubt," Joseph said of 
the confession made to law enforcement 
agents. 

The court took the case under advisement 
and a decision should be handed down 
several weeks. 

in 

Players hold auditions 
Auditions for K-State Players' spring 

productions will be at 7 tonight and Thur- 
sday in McCain Auditorium. 

Four plays, including "My Fair Lady," 
are scheduled for the spring season. 
Charlotte MacFarland, instructor of speech, 
will stage the play and Jerry Langenkamp, 
associate professor of music, will direct it. 
The production will be April 9-11 in McCain. 
There are 18 roles open for men, 15 for 
women. Several roles are also available for 
non-singing characters. 

The other three productions will be 
presented in the Purple Masque Theatre. 
"Dulcy," a comedy about the roaring '20s, 
will be directed by John Rahe, graduate in 
speech, and presented Feb. 26-28. Parts are 
available for eight men and three women. 

The Ebony Theatre Company will present 
"The Amen Corner," a drama about 
religous hypocrisy in a black church, April 
2-4. Vicki Felder, graduate in speech, will 
direct. Parts will be cast for five men and 

nine women. 
The final Masque showing will be "Only 

Good Business," directed by Joel 
Climenhaga, associate professor of speech. 
Three men and seven women are needed for 
this comedy about a theater owner who 
refuses to show porno flicks. The show Will 
runApril30-May2. 

Auditions are open to all full and part-time 
K-State students. Call backs for all Player's 
productions will be 7 p.m. Friday in McCain. 

Copies of all scripts may be checked out of 
East Stadium, room 115. 

For information about 
Heart Memorial Gifts 

Ask your Heart Association 

NORMAN the XEROX <ft0O says: 

Thank You K-State! 
Due to our increased volume we've been able 
to revise our price list. No minimums, greater 

variety of paper. 

4' copies 
Copy Shop, 612 N. 12th 

Nancy House—Karen Zovne 537-9606 

DO YOU BUY YOUR SHAMPOO 
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR 

TOILET PAPER? 

■.-.•.•.v.; 
KSSSH 

REDKEN 
We use and recommend 

Redken products 

at 

<S) 
;** 

210Humboldt   776-5651 
Come in for your free hair 

analyzation and prescription. on and prescription. 

mmmmmmmmm 

WELCOME BACK 
KSU STUDENTS 

•tmn Mi GO TO p*i*V OUT 

I),Ml if Come to scrumpdillyishusland 
for your favorite 

ft* 

Dairy Queen treats 
Dairy Queen Brazier 

•"•»U.S.P»,0.t.AmD.oCw|) 

(c) Copyright 1976. Am. DO Corp. 1015 N. 3rd 

The Tip Of 
lexas 

MARCH 13-22 

Trip Includes: 
* Round Trip Motor Transportation 
* 7 Nights Lodging 
* Fully Equipped Condominiums 
•Pre Party 
* Island Party 
* Shuttle Up and Down the Island 
"Trip toMatamoros, Mexico 
* Tennis Tournament and Volleyball Tournament 

* only 130 spaces available 

Information Meeting: January 27,1981 8:00 P.M. 
K-State Union, Big 8 Room 

p: January 28,1981 7:00 A.M.-3:00 P.M. 
Conference Center, 2nd Floor Union 

COST: $180.00 
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Worship/Relating 
Experience 

Sundays 11:00a.m. 
1021 Dension 

An alternative participation worship 
centered in a faith intentional commu- 
nity within which we submit to each 
other our images of the self in Christ 
for concerned correction. 

BREAKFAST 
and 

MEDITATION 
Wednesdays 7:00 a.m. 

1021 DenisonAve. 
JOIN US at Mid-Week 

for 
Food and Thought 

• *•* 

SUNDAY SUPPERS 
5:30 p.m. 

PROGRAMS LEADERS 
6:45 p.m. 

JlH. ia Maki Your Own Phil Rarick. 
TicaNbjhta Caller 
Squin Dine* 

25 "WirWRkMt 
WlniMrt" (Mm) 

Davk) Lodge 

Fab. 1 Ecanamlcs ind 
Hit Individual 

Ted Haggan 

1 KSU Cimpui 
MlnUtrtoi 

Panel 

15 Hoiptci Of Sr. Mary "■#' Hermann 

Or George Bascom 

22 TIMOccuN To be 
Announced 

Mir. 1 Enirgy Slmulilor Engineering 

OlMW Oept 

• ThoRMNtyof To Be 

Bfkig Hmdl- Announced 

capatditKSU 

22 Movhl: 0k) las 
tad Bartln 

29 Ran Raliaans it 

KSU 

Michael Payne 

Apr. 5 Calibration ol 
WhatWiHava 

David Lodge 

12 Pmovir/ Steve & Jan 

Communion Galitzer 
Rod Saunders 

26 TIM Etoctronlc 
Church 

Rod Saunders 

May 3 Latin Amirlci To Be 

Tadiy Announced 

What in "heaven's" nameisECM? 

ECM is the abbreviation for Ecumenical Christian Ministries—the campus 
ministry sponsored by United Methodist, United Presbyterian, USA, Presbyterian, US, 
United Church of Christ, and Church of the Brethren churches. Participation is open to 
anyone. 

Our purpose is to develop campus ministry that meets the needs of students and 
others of the campus in terms of fellowship, friends, community, personal growth, and 
growth in the faith journey. We hope to enable loving service to, with, and for 
others—to be "a ministry to serve." We seek to enable, encourage and foster leader- 
ship and creative abilities of students and others of the campus community so that 
they may accomplish ministry. We endeavor To encourage more humane, concerned, 
and just actions from and within the higher education process. - 

ECM believes in a questioning model of campus ministry. We believe there are 
fundamental human and faith questions with which we will always struggle. We 
believe that an important dimension of the faith journey is enabling each person to 
learn how best to ask, search, respond, and cope with faith questions and answers. 
Therefore our interactions seek to accomplish the following: 

1. Journey together, search together, grow together, and learn from each other. 

2. Be open to allow persons to participate, and make their own decisions, not 
have the decisions of ECM or anyone else forced on them. 

3. Not be dogmatic; we seek credo not creed. 

4. Admit not knowing all the answers, even though we have strong.beliefs and 
opinions on some. 

5. Encourage and give support to persons to be who they are and accept respon- 
sibility for that within a caring community. 

ECM offers you: A warm, friendly gathering. A chance to share interesting, 
meaningful, enjoyable programs. 

Professional Staff 

A concerned, caring attitude: striving to build a caring community 

Counseling 

A chance to help others: A chance to share your commitment 

Prayer Chapel 

Openness to your ideas, suggestions, participation, and leadership 

Games 

Library of historical and current theological books, and relevant periodicals 

Audio-visual Equipment 

Meeting rooms, a kitchen, and quiet space for study. 

Make Your Own 
Taco Night 
and Square 

Dance 
Jan. 18,5:30 p.m. 

Home-Prepared 
Suppers at 
5:30 p.m. 

50c or Wear 
an ECM Button 

•■WMhPcHiKMl." 
B.A  TuWrtiO 

Ttw $Wy. My Stwy 

KMSniKMa.*.M. 
•>w», H«t*«y Cn, 
A.B. Straus.«. St 

rjniiti it■ Mir nm 

MM) FIHftHtt 

Pmm**tmm ' 
^r  * ,ajaaaaa^p aajaai^aaav 

«   "lit H* tan*, 
Rod saomm. 
Camutam 

OOMPH Mfarrtn   .    Rw 
MojyflW toned, tpMarttiiMMiit wtthsomsorea 
WMs.BWittWBkert mdettalkwt pnttovm 

¥   ¥   ¥   ¥ 

BIBLICAL REFLECTIONS 
Wednesdays 9:00 p.m. 

Room 239 Marlatt 

A form of Bible study that is partici- 
patory—where your ideas, concerns, 
discussions are of primary concern. 
This Bible study will enable you to 
learn how to study the Bible, how to 
understand the Bible, how to become 
aware of the Bible's meaning for you, 
and how your ideas, thoughts, and 
questions can be a part of the process. 

• ••* 

SKI TRIP 
Winter Park 

SPRING BREAK 
March 16-20 

$216.00 
DEPOSIT: $48.10 

DUE BY FEB. 1,1981 

**** 

"Reach Out and 
Touch Someone" 

A Retreat: 

RETREAT: Some time away at CAMP CHIPPEWA, 
near Ottawa, Ks., Apr. 3-5. Cost $15 a 
person. 

REFLECT: Discuss and better understand the 
issues concerning Interpersonal Rela- 
tionships. 

RELAX: Walk among beautiful natural sur- 
roundings: enjoy the warmth of a 
fireplace. 

RENEW: Some time to renew your sense of per- 
sonal worth, priorities, and goals in re- 
lationships. Return with fresh spirit 
and energy. 

539-4281 
United Methodist 

United Church of Christ 

Sponsored by Ecumenical Christian Ministries 

The Campus Ministry of 

United Presbyterian, USA 

Deadline: March 31 

Call 539-4281 

Presbyterian, US 
Church of the Brethren 1021 Denison 
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DELIVERY 
every day! 

IDh HcilkiiiC Kiiclrnb Mon     Sal     5   12 

Rolando Blackman 

K-State's Blackman 
seeks conference title 

By GREGGCOONROD 
Staff Writer 

Instead of going to the big city, he came 
from one. Instead of leaving a small town to 
search for fame, he went to one and found 
success. 

Four years ago, Rolando Blackman, Just 
out of William Grady High School in 
Brooklyn, N.Y., came to Manhattan, and 
Big 8 basketball has never been the same. 
Blackman has done it all, almost. 

The rundown of Blackman's ac- 
complishments started in 1978 when he was 
chosen for the second-team All-Big 8. In 1979 
and 1980 he was chosen for the first-team 
All-Big 8 and Big 8 defensive player of the 
year. 

HE CONTINUED TO rack up honors last 
year by being named the most valuable 
player in the Big 8 postseason tournament, 
the Big 8 player of the year and third-team 
Ail-American. The season was capped with 
a berth on the 1980 Olympic team, where the 
6-6 senior started at guard. 

But all this is not enough for one of the 
nation's premier players who is projected to 
disappear in the early rounds of the pro 
draft. Blackman wants the Big 8 title. 

As the Big 8 basketball season opens, a 
glance back at the past seasons reveals that 
the title has eluded K-State throughout 
Blackman's collegiate career. K-State won 

(See BLACKMAN.p.26) 

p^po^ ^ff^ announces its January 

^PRkX NEW 
SHOPPE    OWNERSHIP 

SALE 
WED.-SAT. 

in aggieville— 1206 Moro 
•Tennis and Racquetball Specialists" 

Q. Where has Ray the former owner gone? 
A. To bigger and better things and we have his blessings. 

Q. Can you still get a good deal at the Pro Shoppe? 
A. Most definitely. (Let us shoot you a deal.) 

Q. Will the Pro Shoppe still specialize in tennis and racquetball? 
A. You bet! 

Q. What kind of SALE is it? 
A. Follow the arrow  ♦  

40% OFF 
HEAD running wear 

20% OFF 
selected shoes 

Adidas, Fr«d, Perry, Tretorn 

30% OFF 
Selected Tennis Wear 

(mens and womens) 

10% OFF 
StOrewide  except sale items 

Hours 11-6 Phone 537-9162 

LIVE! LIVE! LIVE! 
The 20th Anniversary 

Celebration of America's Greatest 
Rock 'N' Roll Band 

THE BEACH BOYS 

Only 
Kansas 

Appearance 

*« «** t» 
N»tt 

Sfc 
Surt»n' 
Sat**1 

MON., FEB. 16,7 p.m. 
SALINA BICENTENNIAL CENTER 

TICKETS: $11.00 - $9.00 

Tickets available at: 
Salina Hall Box Office, House of Sight & Sound, Musicland, Nelson's, Del's TV & Tape 
in Salina; Trapp Pharmacy in Abilene; The Record Rack in Great Bend; The Sound 
Shop in Manhattan; Poor John's in McPherson; Tom's Music in Concordia; I.T.T. Of- 
fice in Ft. Riley; Hayes Record Shop in Hutchinson; Jean Junction in Junction City; 
The Brass Ear in Hays. 

W^ Catch a Snowf lake 

SAVE 25%-50% 
on selected winter shoes & fabrics 

Choose from 50 or more snowf lakes 

each worth 25%-50% off 

your total purchase of winter fabrics 

and shoes. 

Sale starts Thursday, January 15 

and ends Wednesday, January 28. 

(Choose your tnowflake 

only after your purchase has been totaled.) 

CALLAWAY'S 
FOOTWEAR & FABRICS 

Westloop Shopping Center     776-9868 

BERNINA 9:30-5.30 M.T.W.F.S. 
9:30 8:30 Thurs. 
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While some stereo shops have gone out of business and others are struggling 
THE SOUND SHOP is having its best year ever. Why? Simple-we have an ex- 
cellent reputation, carry the best lines of equipment available, offer one of the 
widest selections in the state, and when we have a sale-WE HAVE A SALE-a 
real sale. And right now we have reduced over $120,000 worth of quality audio 

NOW THR 

Super 
Mfg. sale 

RECEIVERS value price 

Yamaha CR-2040 (120W) 1 only 860.00 770.00 
Yamaha CR-1040 (80W) 2only 660.00 594.00 
Yamaha CR-840 (60W) 2 only 495.00 445.00 
Yamaha CR-640 (40W) 3 only 395.00 357.00 
Yamaha CR-440 (30W) 2 only 320.00 290.00 
Yamaha CR-240 (20W) 2 only 250.00 224.00 
Yamaha CR-220 (17W) 1 only 235.00 199.00 
Mitsubishi DA-R20 (60W) 1 only 560.00 499.00 
Mitsubishi DA-R10 (45W) 2 only 390.00 349.00 
Kenwood KR-6050 (60W) 499.00 397.00 
Kenwood KR-4010(40W) 330.00 262.00 
Kenwood KR-3010(30W) 280.00 222.00 
Technics SA-800(125W) 800.00 540.00 
Technics SA-300 (35W) 300.00 214.00 
NAD 70201 only 330.00 299.00 
Hitachi SR-604 360.00 269.00 

INTEGRATED AMPS 
Yamaha A-550 (1 only) 250.00 225.00 
Kenwood KA-405 299.00 249.00 
NAD 3020 (2 only) 199.00 174.00 

EQUALIZERS 
Audio Control C101 550.00 499.00 
Audio Control C22 250.00 209.00 
Audio Control 520 120.00 107.00 

PREAMPS 
Toshiba SY-335 120.00 99.00 
Mitsubishi DA-C20(1 only) 510.00 460.00 

SPEAKERS (per pair) 
Yamaha NS-590 (1 pr. only) 
Yamaha NS-344 (2 pr. only) 
Yamaha NS-244 (2 pr. only) 
Yamaha NS-10M (3 pr. only) 
Yamaha NS-4 (3 pr. only) 
Mitsubishi MS-20 
Infinity QB 
Infinity QE 
Ace u lab 440 
Ace u lab 320 
JBL4311 
JBLL50 
JBLL19 
B&O S75 (1 pr. only) 
B&O S45 (1 pr. only) 
Essex 200 
DCM Time Windows (2 pr. only) 
DCMQED(2pr.only) 
Dahlquist DQ10 
ESS Lab II 
Bolivar 125H 

CASSETTES J 
Aiwa L40 
Aiwa M200 
Aiwa M250 
Aiwa R500 
Aiwa L450 
Aiwa L300 

Trade-ins Accepted - Visa / 

5374708 1204 M 
J 
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U JAN. 
gear from 10 to 60%. These are demos, one of kind and used equipment as well 
as lots of new stock! All demos and new equipment carry full factory warranty. 
So stay with a winner and get your audio equipment from the pros, at prices that 
are just plain unbeatable (but hurry—quantities are limited on some items and 
at these prices they won't last for long). 

Mfg. 
value 

Super 
Ml* 
price 

700.00 599.00 
520.00 469.00 
400.00 349.00 
310.00 275.00 
220.00 189.00 
550.00 449.00 
370.00 319.00 
238.00 194.00 
500.00 189.00 
350.00 150.00 
820.00 689.00 
650.00 499.00 
350.00 284.00 
680.00 598.00 
395.00 349.00 
199.00 98.00 
720.00 668.00 
525.00 478.00 
Used 650.00 

360.00 289.00 
240.00 150.00 

490.00 365.00 
260.00 176.00 
219.00 184.00 
450.00 405.00 
299.00 269.00 
250.00 222.00 

Master Charge 
  

— Lay a way I 

Toshiba PC-X10 
Yamaha K-850 (2 only) 
Yamaha K-350 (2 only) 
B&O 8000 (1 only) 
B&01900(1 only) 
Pioneer CTF-800 
Nakamichi480(2on!y) 

TURNTABLES 
Yamaha P-750 
Yamaha P-550 
Yamaha P-350 
B&O 4004 (1 only) 
B&O 3404 (1 only) 
B&01700 (2 only) 
Mitsubishi LT-5V(1 only) 
NAD 5040 
Kenwood KD-4100 
Toshiba SRA-270 
Technics SL-235 
Optonica RP-7205 

TUNERS 
Yamaha T-550 (2 only) 
Mitsubishi DA-F20 
Kenwood KT-313 
Technics ST-8011 
NAD 4020 

POWER AMPS 
Toshiba SC-335 
Mitsubishi DA-A7DC (2 only) 

Mfg. 
valut 

Super 
Ml* 
price 

169.95 129.00 
360.00 324.00 
240.00 216.00 
995.00 895.00 
550.00 499.00 
450.00 315.00 
495.00 449.00 

(includes $50.00 cartridge) 

310.00 259.00 
280.00 229.00 
190.00 139.00 
850.00 729.00 
495.00 445.00 
345.00 299.00 
500.00 439.00 
262.00 199.00 
299.00 229.00 
169.00 99.00 
230.00 159.00 
200.00 129.00 

190.00 168.00 
430.00 384.00 
179.00 149.00 
170.00 129.00 
199.00 174.00 

180.00 149.00 
330.00 289.00 

AGGIEVILLE 

- 
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-Allen Leiker 

This man sees 
tight Big 8 race 

The 74th edition of Big 8 basketball began 
Saturday in Stillwater, Okla. Let's hope it 
gets better with time. 

Don't worry, it's bound to. In fact, this 
should be one of the most exciting races in 
years. Colorado is much better man it 
showed Saturday in an 84-67 loss to upstart 
Oklahoma State. 

Why, you ask, is this year's race going to 
be so good. Well, for starters, Big 8 teams 
are 08-28 (.711 percentage) this season 
against non-conference opponents. They 
haven't lost to outside foes in 1961, going 17- 
0. 

Oklahoma State is the surprise team thus 
far, going 11-2 with six straight wins. That's 
one more win than the Cowboys managed all 
of last year when they finished 10-17. 

They're not the only improved team, 
though. Kansas, finally playing up to its 
potential, is off to its best start in years, 
going 10-2 in the early going. The Jayhawks 
are finally one big, happy family again. 

K-STATE, AT 10-2, and Missouri, at 11-3, 
are playing up to everyone's expectations. 
Colorado has won seven of its last eight 
games and is 10-3. Iowa State is 7-4 and 
Nebraska is 6-6. Only Oklahoma, at 5-7, has 
a losing record. 

So it promises to be a close race to the 
finish. Not close enough, however, that I 
won't take a stab at picking the order of 
finish. 

No. 1. K-State. It's hard to go against the 
Wildcats. They have the best coach in the 
league—Jack Hartman—and the best 
player—Rolando Blackman. K-State has 
been playing well lately, winning its last five 
games. Hartman has brought out the killer 
in Ed Nealy, who has 50 rebounds in his last 
four games, including 20 against defending 

K-State, Huskers 
open league play 

A couple of graduates from the Henry 
Iba school of defense are matched 
against each other and if history repeats 
itself, you can expect a low-scoring 
game. 

That seems to be the indication as K- 
State, 10-2, meets Nebraska, 6-6, tonight 
in the Bob Devaney Sports Center in 
Lincoln, Neb. The Big 8 conference 
opener for both teams tips off at 7:35. 

Wildcat coach Jack Hartman played at 
Oklahoma State under the defensive- 
minded Iba from 1946-49 and Cornhusker 
coach Moe Iba, the son of the legendary 
Iba, played there from 1959-62. 

Both have followed in the fine tradition 
of their coach, establishing tough 
defenses to go with patient, methodical 
offenses. 

K-State currently leads the conference 
in defense, yielding 55.7 points a game 
(third in the nation), while Nebraska is 
second with a 58.2 average (12th in the 
nation). 

The two teams are at the bottom of the 
list in offense, K-State seventh (66.0 
points a game) and Nebraska eighth 
(64.2). 

The Cornhuskers got off to a slow start 
this year, but have bounced back to win 
four of their last six games. 

Nebraska is led by 6-7 senior center 
Andre Smith, a unanimous all- 
conference selection last year. Smith, 
after getting off to a slow start because of 
a knee injury, is averaging 16.7 points 
and 7.3 rebounds a game. 

But he's not a one man show, as 
Wildcat fans can attest to. Pesty Jack 
Moore, a 5-9 sparkplug guard who is 
averaging 12 points a game, scored 18,17 
and 21 points last year in three games 
against the Wildcats. He directed a near- 
flawness game plan in the Huskers 70-59 
win in Lincoln. 

K-State took the other two meetings, 
66-64 (two overtimes) in Manhattan and 
60-59 in the semifinals of the postseason 
tournament in Kansas City. 

national champion Louisville. Tim 
Jankovich and Fred Barton have platooned 
at point guard and are getting the Job done 
as of late. The only question mark is at 
center, where Les Craft has failed to assert 
himself. 

NO. 2. MISSOURI. The Tigers, after a 
rocky start, are beginning to play like 
everyone thought they would. They're 
starting to overcome their early-season 
problems—finding a replacement for 
graduated point guard Larry Drew, over- 
coming the loss of super-sub Mark Dressier, 
who is out all year after having knee 
surgery, finding a replacement for 6-11 sub 
Lex Drum and finding some depth after 6-9 
freshman Richie Johnson got homesick and 
left school. The Tigers have come up with 
that depth, starting nine different players 
during the season. Ricky Prazier, who 
moved to guard from forward this year, is 
the best of the Tigers, averaging 18.9 points 
a game. 

No. 3. Kansas. Don't get upset, K-State 
fans. The Jayhawks look like they're for 
real. Darnell Valentine and Tony Guy work 
together as well as any guards in the league. 
And KU has a big man in 6-9 junior college 
transfer Victor Mitchell. 

NO. 4. OKLAHOMA STATE. Surprise, 
surprise. Who would have thought the 
Cowboys would be 11-2 at this point in the 
season. But they are, mainly because of the 
return of Matt Clark, who missed all of last 
season with a knee injury. 

The rest of them. Colorado, with JoJo 
Hunter, should finish fifth. Nebraska isn't as 
good as last year, mainly because Tim West 
went back to his farm in Missouri, and 
should take sixth. Iowa State and Oklahoma 
will battle for cellar rights. 

J4ibacni 
J4ut 

OPEN DAILY 
FOR LUNCH 
11:00 to 2:00 

Featurlnq Delirious Char-broiled 
Burgers. Steaks & Sausages. 

Open for dinner 
at 5:00 

Start the semester out right 

Wednesday at 

MEL'S 
3:00 to 8:00 

60* Fishbowis 
'2.00 Pitchers 

\ 

Try oar sandwiches, Soup & Chi 

They re oeeoious & Nutritious 

111 South 3rd Downtown FJSHDOWL 

I, 

JANUARY 
CLEARANCE 

up to 

Vi OFF 
Fall and Winter Merchandise 
• Sweaters 

• Blazers 

• Skirts 

Mon.-Sot. 
9:30-5:30 

Thurs. till 8:30 

Coats 
Dresses 
Blouses 

Slacks 

Leathers 

Sleepwear 

..     °~   -u- 

Qfl  D 
ladies 

-.. y .. - 

JAN. 15 

jjjtle Tjicatrc   3:30 pm 

£orum j-|al 1   7:00 pm 

*|50 

•ItUL 

1225 M0R0 

Aggieville 

I ..M 
upc kaleidoscope 

BILL MURRAY 

as 

Dr. Hunter S. 
Thompson 

"I hate to 
advocate 
weird chemicals, 
alcohol, violence or 
Insanity to anyone 
but theyVe always 
worked for me" 

j 
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Beavers ranked 
first in AP poll 

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Ralph Miller admits that being No. 1 is 

something you have to work toward. He 
should know: it's taken him 30 years to 
get there. 

Miller's undefeated Oregon State team 
edged Virginia for the No. 1 position in 
The Associated Press college basketball 
poll Tuesday as DePaul, which held the 
top spot for the past six weeks, tumbled 
to No. 4 after a shocking loss to 
unheralded Old Dominion last Saturday. 

"This is the first time any one of my 
teams in 30 years has had the No. 1 
ranking," Miller said in a telephone 
interview. "You work for it. It's 
something that anyone who works in 
basketball works toward." 

Oregon State, 12-0 and ranked second 
last week, collected 39 of 61 first-place 
votes and 1,197 points of a possible 1,220 
in the balloting by a nationwide panel of 
sports writers and broadcasters. 
Virginia, ll-O and No. 3 last week, was 28 
points back after collecting 20 first-place 
votes. 

"All of our state is enjoying it (being 
No. D," said Miller, who is in his 11th 
year as head coach of the Beavers. "The 
state has a population of two million, and 
they've all been looking forward to it." 

Miller hopes his players aren't blinded 
byNo.l. 

"I don't know what the difference 
between No. 1 and No. 2 will be," Miller 
said, "but I hope it won't be serious. We 
have gained lots of experience, and the 
ranking should be no problem if we don't 
change our attitude." 

Preseason favorite Kentucky jumped 
from fourth to third with 1,041 points. The 
Wildcats, 10-1, defeated Auburn and 
edged Tennessee 48-47 last week. 

DePaul collected the final two first- 
place votes despite the 63-82 loss to Old 
Dominion and received 1,002 points—12 
more than undefeated Wake Forest, 12-0. 

Louisiana State, 12-1, climbed from 
ninth to sixth this week, while Notre 
Dame, UCLA, Michigan and Maryland 
rounded out the Top 10. 

The Irish, a 54-52 loser to Marquette 
last week, slipped from No. 5 to seventh 
with 690 points—15 more than UCLA, 
which was stunned by Southern Cal 68-66 
and dropped one notch to No. 8. 
Michigan, knocked from the undefeated 
ranks by Purdue last week, edged 
Maryland for the No. 9 slot The 
Wolverines got 597 points, while the 
Terps, who were beaten by North 
Carolina, 75-66, received 583 points. 

Tennessee jumped three positions in 
the poll and headed the Second 10. 
Arizona State was 12th, followed by South 
Alabama, Iowa, Brigham Young, Utah, 
North Carolina, Illinois, Clemson and 
Minnesota. 
[ Last week, the Second 10 was Iowa, 
Illinois, Tennessee, Arizona State, South 
Alabama, North Carolina, Brigham 
Young, Utah, Minnesota and Clemson. 

Women placed under NCAA rule 
MIAMI BEACH, Fla. (AP) - The 

National Collegiate Athletic Association 
(NCAA) assimilated women's athletics in a 
historic move Tuesday, bringing females 
into its governing structure and voting to 
have women's championships. 

Tuesday morning, after a long and heated 
debate, a package of proposals termed 
"governance" was adopted that will place 
women in the upper levels of NCAA 
management. 

But the most bizzare event came later, 
when Division I delegates voted to sponsor 
women's championships after first 
defeating the proposal by a one-vote 
margin. 

Ironically, the motion to reconsider was 
made by Bob Steidel, faculty representative 
from Cal-Berkeley, who first voted against 
it and apparently was seeking to ensure its 
defeat. 

The Association of Intercollegiate 
Athletics for Women (AIAW) had bitterly 
opposed the NCAA's entry into what it 

considered its private domain. 
Donna Lopiano of the University of Texas 

and the AIAW president, attempted to shrug 
off the crushing setback. 

"The suggestion that women will have a 
choice as to whether they want to be with 
AIAW or NCAA is ridiculous," she said. 
"There will be no choice for many, I'm 
afraid." 

The drama began unfolding as a move led 
by Lopiano to reorder the agenda was 
defeated. The governance proposals, which 
immediately will place about 215 women in 
key committees such as the NCAA Council, 
Executive Committee and Infraction 
Committee, was passed by a vote of 369-169 
when first taken. 

Wichita Eagle 
Start your Subscription 

NOW 

Ask for Semester 
Rotes 

Phone 539-1871 

$ki the 
SUMMIT 
March 14-21, 
1981 

Ski the Summit for Your 
Ultimate Skiing Experience! 

Information Meeting: 
January 27,1981 

7:00 p.m. 
K-State Big 8 Room 

Sign Up Begins: 
January 28,1981 

7:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. 
Conference Center, 

2nd Floor Union 

Cost: 
$255 
$225 (with own equipment) 

KKltll 

January Clearance Sale 
yjes —open nites til 8—closed Sundays 

•Velour Sweaters Reg. to $30 Now $6.99 
• Winter Skirts Reg. to $40 Now $15, $20 & $25 
•Corduroy Jean Panto Reg. $20 Now $15 
• all winter Coordinated Sportswear Reg. $30-$95 Now 30-50% off 
• Blazers—velveteen or corduroy Reg. $60 Now $35 
• Holiday Dresses sizes 5-13 & 6-18 famous brands 30 to 60% off 

New Shipments: Spring Dresses; Denim Coordinates for Ladies; "Happy Legs" 
Pants & Blazers—"Graff" Sportswear "Donkenny" 

Beauty 
Salon 

with Ear piercing $6.95   JJJ 
studs 

Haircuts $6.00 Shampoo & Set $6.00 
Sale on Permanent* 

I7f7f]k-state union 
l^=Zlupc feature films 

Rl'^*,T"»eT«» «» 
•-"■saifSBS" 

JANUARY   16&17 
FORUM     HALL 

$1.50 
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Blackman... 
(Coo United from p.21) 

its last title in 1977. 
"We've always come close but have never 

quite made it," Blackman said. 

BLACKMAN'S FIRST SEASON as a 
Wildcat, 1977-78, found the K-State team 
composed of some of the best talent of the 
decade. The Big 8's all-time leading scorer, 
Mike Evans, headed the team, followed 
closely by the controversial Band-Aid 
wearer, Curtis Redding. Blackman played 
forward with 6-7 junior Steve Soldner at the 
pivot. 

But the talent fissled. The 'Cats were 
fourth in the conference with a 7-7 Big 8 
record, and ended up second in the post 
season tournament. 

The next season Evans and Redding were 
gone. Blackman and Soldner picked up the 
slack, Tyrone Adams and Ed Nealy filled in 
solidly as forwards but K-State finished as 
bridesmaids again, this time to Oklahoma. 

Last season's rehash found the Wildcats 
winning the post season tournament but 
with the loss of Tyrone Adams, the team's 
second-leading scorer, midway through the 
season, the 'Cats could only pull out a tie for 
second in the conference with a 8-6 record. 
No Big 8 title. 

BLACKMAN BELIEVES this year's team 
will bring the conference trophy back home 
to the land of Purple Pride. 

"This team has a good attitude, a winning 
attitude, and is probably a better team than 
we have had in the four years I've been 
here," Blackman said. 

Many coaches and sports writers agree 
with Blackman that this year's K-State 
team is good, maybe the best in the con- 
ference. The Wildcats have a great amount 
of depth with front-line members Les Craft, 
John Marx, Adams, Nealy and Randy Reed. 
Tim Jankovich, Fred Barton, Ed Galvo and 
Blackman give the 'Cats quality at guard. 

Even in a personal interview Blackman 
never fails to sight the hard work of his 
teammates, re-emphasizing that basketball 
is a team game and not five guys playing 
one-on-one. Blackman can't win the con- 
ference title but the K-State Wildcats can. 

But Blackman is too cool, too calm and too 
collected to let on how bad he himself really 
wants the Big 8 title. Only on the court does 
he show his intensity, the intensity of a 
winner. 

aGfvie 
® 

■»CM* 

WORLD'S 

LARGEST 

BOOTMAKER 

Reg. to '59* 

NOW $39" 
Bold boots with the 
quality of leather and 
stitching you'd expect. 
Rugged enough for the 
country. Stylish enough 
for the city. Your style 
of boot at your kind 
of price. 

VANDERBILTS 
Downtown Wamego 

456-9100 
Ossa•*«ry aight till p.m. 

lyiMMUip.a 

JANUARY...1981 

GOODfYEAR 
TIEMPO RADIAti 

w."iMi..xjMiiimmm. 

3 DAYS 
ONLY! 

Sale Ends Saturday 
Night 

Eliminate Winter Tire Changeover! 
SAVE The Extra Coat of Snow Ttrea No 

money tied up in tires used only 3 
or 4 months a year. 

A*> /•. W f M » Time- No More Waiting In Line 
J^fcZ-JA \f _f"* Forget about snow tire changeover! 
^■w   * w  *—*   With Tiempo radials. you're ready 

for winter whenever it arrives. 

Tiempo Sale Ends Saturday Night! 

SAVE 
SAVE 

The Coat of Spring & Fall Change- 
over Save expense in the fall, 
another expense again each spring 
— just changing tires. 

Gas Every Mile You Drive Tires of 
radial construction roll easier — so 
Tiempo radials save you gas 
compared with non-radial tires. all 

P155/80R13 
blackwall 
plus $1.54 FET. 
No trade needed. 

RAIN CHECK - If we sell out of your size we will issue you a 
rain check, assuring future delivery at the advertised price. 

Size Also 
Fits 

PRICE Plus FET. 
No trade 
itMrfad. 

P165/80R14 blackwall BR78-14 $51.00 $1.81 

P195/75R14 blackwall ER78-14 $63.00 $2.29 

P185/80R13 whitewall 185/13 $58.00 $2.00 

P185/75R14 whitewall DR78-14 $62.00 $2.11 

P205/75R14 whitewall FR78-14 $70.00 $2.40 

P225/75R14 whitewall HR78-14 $75.00 $2.69 

P195/75R15 whitewall FR78-15 $67.00 $2.37 

P215/75R15 whitewall GR78-15 $74.00 $2.69 

P235/75R15 whitewall LR78-15 $81.00 $3.02 

PROLONG TIRE LIFE. BOOST MPG 

Front-End Alignment 

*18 
Pans and additional 
services extra 
if needed. 

Chevettes extra. 

• Inspect all four tires. Set caster, 
camber, and toe to proper align- 
ment • Inspect suspension and 
steering systems • Most U.S. cars, 
including front wheel drive. Many 
imports. 

MAINTAIN STOPPING DISTANCE 

Brake Service—Your Choice 

*so Additional parts 
and services 
extra if needed. 

2 WHEEL FRONT DISC: 
Install new front brake pads 
and grease seals ■ Resurface 
front rotors • Repack front 
wheel bearings'- Inspect ..„ 
calipers and hydraulic sys- 
tem ■ Add fluid and road 
test car. (Does not include 
rear wheels). 

4 WHEEL DRUM: Install 
new brake lining, all 4 wheels 
• New front grease seals 
■ Resurface drums ■ Repack 
front bearings ■ Inspect hy- 
draulic system • Add fluid 
and road test car. • Most 
U.S. cars, some Datsun. 
Toyota. VW. 

SAVE On Traction 
For Pickups, 
VansfRVs 

Here's Deep Lug 
Traction For Mud, 
Snout and Sand! 
$5550 

G7S-15 
blackwall. 
Tubeless. Load 
Range C. plus 
$3.31 FET No 
trade needed. 

12 50 
8.75-16.5 
blackwall. 
Tubeless. Load 
Range D. plus 
$4.10 FET No 
trade needed. 

Tracker XG 
• Aggressive, go-anywhere 
tread design 
■ Extra grip, on or off the road 
■ Rides quieter than many 
other traction tires 

Thursday; Friday, & 
Saturday Only! 

Just Say 'Charge it' 

mjmz\---m 

Goodyear 
Revolving 
Charge Account 

Use any of these 5 other ways to buy: 
Our Own Customer Credit Plan 
• MasterCard • Visa • American 
Express Card ■ Carte Blanche 

GOODfYEAR 
SEE YOUR INDEPENDENT DEALER FOR HIS PRICE AND CREDIT TERMS. PRICES AND CREDIT TERMS AS SHOWN AT GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES IN ALL COMMUNITIES 

SERVED BY THIS NEWSPAPER. SERVICES NOT AVAILABLE AT STARRED LOCATIONS 

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORE 
4th & Humboldt-Manager, K. L. (Kay) Homolka 

Mon.-fri 7:00 ojn.-6:00 pjn., St. 8 to 6 7764806 
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Size no problem 
for KC's rookie 
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) — Too small 

to play forward; too big and slow to play 
guard: That's what some doubters 
thought about Charles "Hawkeye" 
Whitney, the Kansas City Kings' first- 
round draft choice last year. 

Whitney, a 6-5 rookie swingman from 
North Carolina State, is getting more and 
more playing time at both positions. 

"I like being used at guard and for- 
ward. I heard that stuff about being in- 
between in college, too small to play 
forward and too big for guard," Whitney 
said in an interview. 

"They said the same thing about 
Adrian Dantley and you know what he's 
doing," Whitney said of the Utah forward 
who leads the National Basketball 
Association in scoring this season. 

"My natural position is anywhere on 
the floor," said Whitney, who is the 
Kings' top-scoring reserve with a 7.6 per- 
game average. He also has 104 rebounds 
and 63 assists. 

"They utilized me the same way in 
school, forward and guard, but it takes 
more adjusting in the NBA. Most of the 
guys inside are bigger than they were in 
college — but not a lot bigger — and the 
guards are quicker ... You have to ad- 
just," he said. ' 

The rookie is now averaging 16 minutes 
of play per game. 

"You want to see him out there more," 
said Frank Hamblen, the Kings' 
assistant coach. "Hawkeye's a tough kid, 
he makes things happen." 

Collegian 
classifieds 

Classified advertising is available only to those who do not 
dlierlminate on the basis of race, color, religion, national 
origin, sex or ancestry. 

 FOR SALE  
ADULT GAG gifts and novelties—birthday, anniversary, get 

well, or |ust for fun. Treasure Chest, Aggievllle. (1 tf) 

SOFA AND chair: one rip in sofa. Sofa and chair in good 
shape, $30 00. Call Bill. 539-7243. (70-78) 

MUST PART with old friend. 1871 VW Super Beetle She has 
had excellent maintenance, starts every time, has perfect 
tires. Is safety Inspected and for $1300 she can be your 
friend, too. 5394434 (77-80) 

SEASONED HARDWOOD firewood, split and delivered, 
mostly red and white elm, *40/rlck. $75/cord. Call 537-2474 
nights (77-81) 

1970 LIBERTY 12x55. new carpet and drapes, washer, fur- 
nished, cheap gas heat, storage shed. $4500 Call after 5:00 
p.m., 537-2886. (77-85) 

BY OWNER: Nice two bedroom house with basement apart- 
ment, one block east of campus $40,000. Call 537 1889. (76- 
80) 

PIONEER TX5500 Tuner, excellent condition $100 or best of- 
fer. For Information call 776*171.(78*0) 

MUST SELL Pioneer stereo equipment 15 w/ch. Receiver 
$150 and semi-automatic turntable $75. or best offer. 
Phone 7764224 after 5:30 p.m. (78*2) 

10 x 45 MOBILE home on campus. Furnished, two-bedroom, 
$4,000. Call 1 -316-357 7882. (78*2) 

FOR RENT 

DON'T LET 

DRIVE DRUNK. 
For frte information, write to: 
DRUNK DRIVER. Box 2345 
Rockvillr. Maryland 20852 

COSTUMES, MASKS, periodical clothing, accessories, all 
types make-up. Grass skirts, lais. bunny and mouse ears 
and more. Treasure Chest, Aggievllle. (Itf) 

TYPEWRITER RENTALS, electrics and manuals, day, week 
or month. BuzzeHs. 511 Leavenworth, across from post 
office Call 776-9468 (1 It) 

RENT A PIANO 
35.00 a Month 

Don Jorgenson's Piano and Organ 
Little Apple Music 

413Poyntz 
539-1926 

RENTAL TYPEWRITERS: Excellent selection, including IBM 
Setectrlcs. Service most makes of typewriters. Hull 
Business Machines, (Aggievllle), 1212 Moro, 539-7931 (1 tf) 

THREE BEDROOM house—unfurnished, includes stove, 
drapes, carpet, $375 plus utilities. 1724 Pierre. Phone 
776-1037 before 8.00a.m. or after 8:00 p.m. (76*0) 

SPACIOUS 1 v> bedroom apartment. Available Immediately. 
Call 776*265. (76*0) 

ONE BEDROOM apartment, furnished, carpeted, ho pets, all 
utilities paid. $150.1018 Houston, 538-2438. (77-78) 

FURNISHED, CARPETEO rooms at 400 N. 11th, $65 up, kit- 
chen and laundry, free parking, bills paid. Call 537-4233. 
(78-107) 

CALL CELESTE 
For 

Wildcat Inn Apts. 
Summer, Fall 
Spring, 1981-82 

We are now 
issuing firm 

contracts in all 
Wildcat Inns for 

Summer and Fall 
1981 and Spring— 

1982. Now is the 
time to get 

guaranteed 
apartment 

assignments 
539-5001 for information. 

FURNISHED, CARPETED one bedroom apartment at 400 N. 
11th, $180 and bills paid Call 537-4233. (78*7) 

DAS RENTAL Center has compact refrigerators for rent, 
monthly or semester rates. Cell 537-2250. (78*0) 

 ROOMMATE WANTED  
TWO OR three roommates to share spacious house—close 

to campus Male or female. Call 538-7288. (76-78) 

NON-SMOKING female needed to share four-bedroom 
house. Own room, 15 minute walk to campus, $115/month, 
utilities included. Call 776-7660. (76-76) 

PREFER GRADUATE or upperclassman. Private bedroom, 
close to campus, $112.50 per month through June 1. No 
utilities. Furnished. Call 537-2474. (77*1) 

THREE FEMALES to Share tour bedroom house. Own room, 
$ 105/month and 1/4 utilities. Call 537-1202. (78*0) 

FEMALES TO share furnished house at 1005 Vattier, private 
bedrooms, laundry, $50 up Call 538*401. (78-107) 

ROOMMATE WANTED: Female, own bedroom. $100 month 
plus utilities. Must have transportation. Call 537-1438 (78- 
60) 

 HELP WANTED  
CHAIR SIDE dental assistant—experience preferred. Would 

consider training mature Individual with above average 1.0. 
Contact 776-4728 Monday, Tuesday, and Thursdsy from 
7 30 a m 5:00 p.m.; Wednesday and Friday. 7 30 a m 12 00 
noon. (77*6) 

RAMADA INN food service positions available; cocktail 
waitress, food waitress, bartender, and banquet set-ups 
Apply In person, office 525, Ramada Inn. (77-78) 

Peanuts By CHARLES SCHULZ 

YOUNEEPTORNPOUT 
WWEN YOUR PEAK WORK 

PERI0PS ARE... 

ATlMEAUPITUiOULP 
HELP WTO DETERMINE 
HOU) EACH PORTION OF 
YOUR OfiH IS SPENT... w 

Crossworcf By EUGENE SHEFFER 

ACROSS 
1 Greek letters 
S Mr. Landon 
8 Fictional dog 

12 Tibetan 
monk 

13 Miss 
Farrow 

14 Cozy 
15 Accumulate 

rapidly 
17 Gondolier's 

implement 
18 State 

positively 
19 Fretted 
21 Twosome 
22 Sense 

organs 
23 Letter 
28 Make an 

effort 
28 Customary 
31 Camera part 
33 Strong 

impulse 
35 Birthplace 

of G.B.S. 
36 Minimum 

level 
38 Network 
40 Children's 

game 

41 Legal 
instrument 

43 Spanish 
matron 
(abbr.) 

45 Unkeeled 
47 Hair piece 
51 Necrology 

59 Paper 
measure 

DOWN 
1 Lohengrin's 

bride 
2 Treats hides 
3 Minor 

prophet 
52 Slate-colored 4 Used a violin 

junco 
54 Open lesion 
55 Son of Odin 
58 Sicilian 

resort 
57 Takes to 

court 
58 Roman 

bronze 

If 
20 
23 
24 

25 

27 

29 ineptly 
5 Erotic 
8 "Diamond -"30 
7 Dishonest 
8 Calumniate 
9 Protective 

garment 
10 Bulrush 
11 Elderly 

32 

34 

37 

Avg. solution time: 28 min. 

Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 

Dry, of wine 
Greek letter 
Sprite 
Salt, in 
Paris 
Automobile 
accessory 
Evergreen 
tree 
Brazilian 
macaw 
Support 
Term in 
logic 
Wise old 
counselors 
Musical 
direction 
(abbr.) 
Forehead 
oCCQ 

integument 
French 
composer 
Antarctic 
sea 
"—ben 
Adhem" 
Conifer 
Girl's name 
Dutch city 
American 
humorist 

CRYPTOQUIP 114 

UILY     AKZJ     CQCUMJS     CQSZJSJZ 

IQS     AKLJ     MYLRQYRJ 

Yesterday's Cryptoquip - POE'S POETRY AND PROSE 
STAND ANY   TEST. 

Today's Cryptoquip clue: M equals L 

SITTER IN my home Monday Friday, during day. Mornings or 
afternoons, preferably alt day. Must have own tran- 
sportation. Please call 537*388. (78*0) 

REGISTERED NURSES 
EXPLORE YOUR NURSING 

POTENTIAL! 

Full time, part-time 
and on-call openings. 

We offer total nursing care, approved 
continuing education for relicensure, 
competitive salary, shift differential 
and liberal fringe benefits. 

Call Lisa Kramer, Nurse Recruiter at 
776-3300, ext. 114 or 229, Memorial Hos- 
pital, Manhattan, Kansas. EOE 

EVEN EINSTEIN had to start somewhere* Math Lab tutor 
volunteers are needed 1-2 hours weekly to staff 
Educational Support Services project for Spring Semester. 
Orientation 7 00 p.m., Monday, January 18. at 422 Farrell 
Library. More information from Or. Kenneth Lewallen, 532- 
6438 (78*0) 

 SERVICES  
RESUME WRITING, layout, editing, typing or appraisal 

Resume Service. 411N. 3rd. 537-7294. (Itf) 

WOMEN'S HEALTH Care Service. Confidential health care 
for women with unexpected pregnancies Abortion ser- 
vices to 20 weeks as an outpatient. Information and free 
pregnancy testing. (316)684-5106 Wichita, (ill) 

PREGNANT? BIRTHRIGHT can help. Free pregnancy test. 
Confidential. Cell 537 8180 103 South 4th Street, Suite 16. 
(17tf) 

TRYING TO ASSEMBLE 
THE PERFECT STEREO SYSTEM? 

Call Art for professional turntable service. Autho- 
rized ORTOFON DEALER, moving coil and low 
mass cartridges in stock. 

TECH AUDIO SERVICES 776-7494 

HORSES BOAROEO, lessons given. Indoor and outdoor 
arenas Powder Puff Downs Barry and Marty Elliott, St. 
George, Ks. Call 1-484-2660 (76*5) 

FORMER SECRETARY wil 
(76-78) 

type term papers. Call 538-4549 

EXPERIENCED TYPIST, reasonable rates, IBM correcting 
selectnc. Convenient location to campus. Call 537-1668 
(78*0) 

 NOTICES  
PILOT NEEDS three passengers to share costs to KSU men's 

away basketball games. Hugh Irvln, 538-3128, 532*311. 
(76*0) 

Cash for Cans 
J.C. Distributing Inc. 

Is Paying 25*/Lb. 
For All Aluminum 

Beverage Cans 

Every 1st, 2nd, 4th 
Wednesday of the month. 
Food-4-Less Parking Lot 

' 401E. Poyntz 
2:30-4:30 p.m. 

Every Friday, 1:00-4:00 p.m. 
Saturdays, 8:00-11:30 a.m. 

530E. 8th 
Junction City 

PEOPLE'S GROCERY has a wide variety of herbs and spices, 
herb teas and black teas, organic whole grain products, 
shampoos, sprouting seeds, cold-pressed oils, nuts, dried 
fruit, silk see sponges and much more. Members and non- 
members welcome Open Tuesday, Thursday 10:00 am 
8:00p.m.Wednesday,Friday,Saturday 10:00am 6:00p.m. 
People's Grocery, 811 Colorado. (78*0) 

 ANNOUNCEMENT  
THE FONE, la looking for new volunteers. Sign-up at 

registration or In the Union. Training will be the weekend 
of the 17th, 18th. For more Information call the Fone, 532- 
6565 (76*0) 

SUPERBOWL SUNDAY, free 6-pack of your "favorite'' with 
every 6-foot party sandwich. Order before January 23rd. 
Hot Diggity Dog, 538*033. (77*4) 

 WANTED ■ 
COLLECTIBLES, COINS, back Issue magazines, comics, LP 

albums. Check with us before you throw It away. Treasure 
Chest. Aggievllle. (Itf) 

NEED EFFICIENCY close to campus, preferably West side, 
before February 1 until August 1. Non-smoker. Eric, 538- 
2157, keep trying. References. (77*1) 

 ATTENTION  
ATTENTION: ALL students who took Oceanography at 10:30 

on MWF last semester please call 537-1707. (76*0) • 

 PERSONAL  
SANDRA, JODY and Rita-Find anything In Howard John- 

son's closet? Been past Westport lately? We should have 
Kidnaped Mr Bones. Let's do It next time. R.L. and Buns. 
(78) 

TODLEY-NOW that you're 22, don't you think you've 
outgrown those leenie-boppers at the Y? Get ready for 
some real women1 Happy Birthday ... Love, the Apt 8 Sex 
Symbols (2LTKM) (78) 
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Friday, February 6 
McCain Auditorium 7:30 p.m. 
All Scats Reserved $6.50~$6.00-$5.50 

Tickets on sale McCain Auditorium box office 
January 19 8 a.m.- 6 pjn. 
January 20 - February 6     10:50 a.m.- 6pm 
Limit 20 tickets per customer 

k-state union 
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Decision to come in '2 or 3 days' 

Iran approves hostage bill 
<;;, v 

'.       '   f'J  ■■ 
t .  ' 

/ ■  ■ 

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
The Iranian Parliament passed 

an emergency bill Wednesday 
designed to remove one obstacle to 
release of the 52 American 
hostages, and the chief Iranian 
negotiator said "we are going to 
release the hostages in the coming 
two or three days or try them." 

With the Carter administration's 
deadline for agreement only two 
days away, the Iranian Parliament 
approved a measure to authorize 
third country arbitration of con- 
flicting US-Iranian financial 
claims. The action to set up neutral 
arbitration was seen as an Iranian 
move to open the way for an accord 
to exchange the hostages for frozen 
Iranian assets. 

BUT DESPITE the govern- 
ment's urging, Parliament delayed 
until Sunday consideration of 
another measure to formally 
"nationalize" the wealth of the late 
shah and the royal family. 

Behzad   Nabavi,   Iran's   chief 

negotiator in the 14-month hostage 
crisis, told Parliament members 
their failure to act would delay 
return of the shah's wealth to Iran. 
But he gave no indication that 
approval of that bill was necessary 
before an agreement with the 
United States could be reached. 

Nabavi forecast a decision in two 
or three days on release of the 
hostages, but said that without an 
agreement there might be n>.„ 
demands in Iran for trials of some 
hostages on spy charges. 

A SPOKESMAN for the Majlis 
(Parliament) told The Associated 
Press in Beirut in a telephone 
interview that the government 
"will decide on the future of the 
American hostages" Thursday or 
Friday. 

President Carter leaves office on 
Jan. 20, and if there is no 
agreement President-elect Ronald 
Reagan will inherit the hostage 
crisis. 

A    U.S.    negotiating    team 

remained in Algiers, working 
through Algerian intermediaries in 
an attempt to get Iranian 
agreement to American terms for 
unfreezing about $9.5 billion in 
Iranian assets and placing them in 
an escrow account. 

In Washington there were ex- 
pectations that an Iranian reply 
would be received soon, but State 
Department spokesman John 
Trattner said some "fundamental 
questions" remain unresolved. 

A senior Carter administration 
official, who asked not to be 
identified, said the Iranian 
Parliament's action "doesn't tell 
us what their final position would 
be. What we expect is that, in a day 
or so, sooner rather than later, 
they will come to us with a reply." 

The official said: "Let's hope it 
is something close to what we can 
accept, and we'll get a deal." He 
said the bill on arbitration enacted 
by the Parliament removed an 
obstacle the Iranians had placed in 
the path of an agreement. 

.* . 

■ ■     ^* 

Chrysler may get $400 million more; 
loan hinges on 'severe' concessions 

**&***" 

Staff photo by Cort And»r»on 

Benched 
Carol Miller, sophomore at Manhattan Christian College, 
and Scott Handley, senior in music education, take ad- 
vantage of the mild winter weather in City Park. 

WASHINGTON (AP)-The 
Chrysler Loan Guarantee Board 
granted conditional approval 
Wednesday night to the tottering 
automaker's application for 
another $400 million in government 
loan guarantees. 

The board's approval was 
conditioned on ratification by 
members of the United Auto 
Workers (UAW) of wage con- 
cessions totaling $622 million, and 
by presentation by Chrysler of 
agreements to convert about $500 
million in outstanding loans and to 
pay off another $500 million at 30 

Field house available for student use; 
changes not made to avoid confusion 

By DAVE COOK 
Collegian Reporter 

Ahearn Field House will remain available to 
students almost on the same basis of last fall despite 
some talk that hours would be cut back. 

Since a decision was made in December to 
designate the Department of Health, Physical 
Education and Recreation (HPER) as the manager 
of free time at the fieldhouse effective Jan. 1, the 
opportunity for expansion of programs and the 
possibility of reduced student access to the building 
has concerned many. 

However, student free time at the fieldhouse will 
remain virtually unchanged this semester, Don 
Kirkendall, head of HPER, said. 

"Essentially what is happening is that ourselves 
(HPER) and the athletic department are saying 
'forget it, we won't enlarge our programs for the rest 
of this year to avoid confusion,'" Kirkendall said. 

"Students, faculty and staff will continue to have 
access, as they have had this last semester—from 8 to 
10p.m. Sunday through Thursday." 

The only exceptions to this policy will be use of the 
weight training and gymnastics rooms according to 
Kirkendall. 

"The gymnastics room will still be open to students 
by special request, when proper supervision can be 
guaranteed," he said. 

"We in the department became quite concerned 
when the room was open for free play," Kirkendall 
said. "It was like having the pool open without 
lifeguards. The gymnastics room will never be open 
for free play. That is definitely over." 

"We plan to have the weight room set aside nightly 
for faculty, staff and alumni," Kirkendall said. 

"We have weight training classes offered here in 
the department to students and facilities are also 
available at the Rec Complex." 

According to Randy Tosh, student body president, 
the biggest problem facing HPER was the lack of 
supervision over student free time in the fieldhouse. 

"I am not against HPER and their management of 
Ahearn as long as it does not cut severely into the 
access that students need into that facility," Tosh 
said. 

"The day that the departments over there decide 
that for one reason or another students should not 
have access to portions of that building, then I think 
that's selfish and narrow-minded in terms of the best 
interest of the students and the University and that's 
when changes need to be made, he said. 

"So far, I think those departments have been un- 
derstanding and cooperative in determining times 
when students can get into those buildings," Tosh 
said. 

cents on the dollar in in- 
stallment—effectively canceling 
about $350 million in debts. 

Other conditions call for 
Chrysler to commit itself to "all 
possible steps" to a merger or 
other means of raising new 
capital; to present approval from 
its suppliers of $36 million ad- 
ditional concessions and to 
promise to try to get an equal 
amount in 1961; and for the UAW to 
agree to take the company's shaky 
finances into consideration in 
future contracts. 

THE BOARDS DECISION came 
after the three-member panel 
summoned the heads of the 
company and its major union to 
their meeting. 

Chrysler submitted its revised 
application earlier in the day after 
tentative approval by a 13-member 
UAW bargaining committee on a 
new package of concessions to the 
company. Details of the agreement 
were not known. 

UAW President Douglas Fraser 
said nothing as he entered the 
conference room where the loan 
board was meeting, and Chrysler 
Chairman Lee Iacocca said only, 
"See you on the way out." 

Earlier, Fraser characterized 
the concessions as "quite severe." 

"You can't be happy in this kind 
of situation," Fraser said. "You 
can't call it a victory when you 
gave up so much, made so many 
concessions." 

"Obviously our goal is to do the 
minimal necessary to satisfy the 
secretary," Don Stillman, a UAW 
spokesman, said. 

STILLMAN'S USE of the word 
"minimal" echoed the term used 
Tuesday by Treasury Secretary G. 
William Miller, chairman of the 
loan guarantee board, to 
characterize the assistance 
Chrysler wanted from the union. 

Miller has said the board needed 
to make a preliminary decision at 
its Wednesday meeting, with the 
decision to become final Friday. 

Miller said there would not 
otherwise be enough time for 
Treasury Secretary-designate 
Donald Regan to familiarize 
himself with the issues. Chrysler 
officials had said that without the 
loan guarantees, they will run out 
of cash before the end of the month. 

A key part of the company's 
survival plan was the savings to be 
yielded by the proposed wage 
freeze for Chrysler workers. That 
freeze has been described by the 
union as a pay cut, because 
workers would not receive already- 
earned cost-of-living increases. 

MILLER STRONGLY HINTED 
on Tuesday that the union might 
have to give up even more if 
Chrysler were to win the board's 
approval. 

Chrysler is close to running out 
of cash drained away by losses of 
about $1.7 billion in I960 and $1.1 
billion in 1979. 

Nobody in authority is saying 
what will happen if Chrysler, 
which received $800 million in loan 
guarantees last year, is turned 
down by the board. But most 
analysts expect the company 
would seek protection from 
creditors under the federal 
bankruptcy law. 

Inside 
TESTING        FOR 

PROSPECTIVE    TEACHERS 
may be in the offing under a 
ruling by the Board of Regents 
on competency tests. See p. 11 

K STATE   LOST  A TOUOH 
BASKETBALL   GAME   last 
night as   the   Nebraska  Cor- 
nhuskers beat the Wildcats 59 
49. See p. 15 
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Polish workers fuel labor troubles; 
strike to support independent union 

WARSAW, Poland (AP)—Demands for an independent farmers' union and workfree 
Saturdays fueled Poland's labor unrest Wednesday as workers struck near the Soviet 
border and draped Warsaw buses with placards and Polish flags. 

Communist Party Chief Stanislaw Kania and Premier Jozef Pinkowski met in Warsaw 
with the Soviet commander of East Bloc military forces, the official Polish news agency 
PAP reported. 

In Rzeszow, in the southeast corner of Poland about 40 miles from the Soviet frontier, 
employees laid down their tools in a two-hour warning strike to support private farmers' 
demands for a union independent of Communist Party control. 

A Solidarity spokesman said the job action went peacefully with no interference by police. 
Asked whether further action was planned, he said, "I cannot discuss it. We shall inform 
you." 

Solidarity, which claims some 10 million members, threatened new strikes over the work- 
week issue. 

"Employees cannot be deprived of part of their pay (for Saturday absence)," the union 
said. "In case of reprisals, we shall answer with a strike." 

Solidarity contends the government agreed to a five-day, 40-hour work week in settling 
last summer's strikes, which gave rise to the first independent labor organizations in the 
Soviet Bloc. 

The government acknowledges it agreed to the new schedule, but says it should be im- 
plemented over a five-year period so as not to further damage the already-ravaged 
economy. 

Last year, Polish workers had only one free Saturday a month. 
Last Saturday, the union called on its members to stay home from work to press for the 

shortened work week. Solidarity claimed over 60 percent of the nation's workers heeded the 
call, but the party Politburo said only 2.9 million were absent while nearly eight million 
reported to their jobs. 

The Rzeszow stoppage was the latest incident in a confrontation over demands by many of 
Poland's 3.5 million private farmers for their own union, popularly called "Rural 
Solidarity." 

The private farmers, who account for three-fourths of Poland's agriculture, have 
threatened to withhold their produce from state buyers if their union is not approved. 

In Warsaw, Solidarity members bedecked city buses and trolleys with red and white 
Polish flags and posters warning against reprisals for those who skipped work last Satur- 
day. 

Zbigniew Knap, a member of the transport workers presidium, said the Administration 
Ministry had warned city transit workers that those who failed to report would be subject to 
"all consequences." 

Campus bulletin 
ANNOUNCIM1NTI 

ALL  FCD  ITUDINTi   who  Will  be doing  their field 
placement In Wichita In (all l*il. visit the Advising Center 
by January 1». 

"AOINO: NEW DIMENSIONS In the IMOt" will be 
presented by Or. David 01 Iver at 13:30 p.m. at Union 206 

TODAY 
ATO LITTLE SI ST BUS pledges will moat at 5:15 p.m. at 

the ATO House for dinner followed by Initiation. Actives 
matt at 6:15 p.m. 

LITTLE SISTERS of Minerva will meet at I p.m. at the 
SAE House. 

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST moating Is scheduled 
for 7 p.m. at 1130 Elaine Drive 

SISTERS OF ma Sphinx will moat at 9 p.m. at the Delta 
Sigma Phi House 

ICTHUS BIBLE study mooting will bo at • p.m. at Union 
212. 

AUDITIONS for Ebony Theatre Productions "The Amen 
Corner" will be 7 p.m. at McCain 204. 

AUDITIONS for "My Fair Lady," "Dulcy," and 
"Playwrights Workshop" will bo 7 p.m. at McCain 
Auditorium. 

KSU SPORT Parachuta Club mooting will be I p.m. at 
Union 20*. 

CHIMES will moat at 7 p.m. at Union 20S. 

COLLIOI ATI FFA will moot at e:» p.m. at Union 213. 

OFF CAMPUS Student Association will moot at3:30p.m. 
at Union 206. 

AGRICULTURE Education Club and Collegiate FFA 
mooting will bo 7:30 p.m. at Union 213. 

INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN will moot at 7 p.m. at 
Union 212. 

FRIDAY 
•UMP-A-TNON dancers' mooting will bo * p.m. at 

Mother's Worry. Dancers must bring all collected money 
to this mooting. Attendance Is mandatory. 

CALLBACKS for "My Fair Lady." "Dulcy," "Tho Amen 
Corner," and "Playwrights Workshop" will bo 7 p.m. at 
McCain Auditorium. 

DON'T LET 

For free information, write to: 
DRUNK DRIVER. Box 2345 
Rockvillc. Maryland 20852 

WE DELIVER   . 

When you get 
hungry for thick, 
rich, mouth-watering pizza, 

1     all you have to do is call. We'll 
i     bring it to you hot. ' 

! Call Now: 539-0303; 539-5304 , 

• Godfather's Pizza • 
i . ' 

1118 Laramie ' 

GET THAT OLD FASHIONED 
ICE CREAM TASTE 

AT 

THE KREEM KUP 
22 DELICIOUS FLAVORS 

LOCATED ONE MILE SOUTH OF CAMPUS 
NEXT TO THE OLD TOWN MALL 

OPEN WEEK DAYS ANDSATVRDAY»:3aa.m.-ia:e»p.ni.   SUNDAY ll:Ma.n.-l«:W*.i 

SHOPPE 
in aggieville—1206 Moro 

'Tennis and Racquetball Specialists" 

NEW OWNERSHIP 

SALE 
* 

Continues until Saturday 

40% OFF 
HEAD running wear 

30% OFF 
Selected Tennis Wear 

(mens and womens) 

20% OFF 
selected shoes 

Adidas, Fred, Perry, Tretorn 

10% OFF 
Storewide except sale items 

Hours 11-6 Phone 537-9162 

JOIN AGGIE STATION 

AND ENJOY 112 
RECIPROCAL CLUBS! 

AGGIE STATION'S 112 RECIPROCALS: 
MANHATTAN Uptown Eldridge House Le Flambeau 

Bockers 2 Vagabond Russell's East Old Way Station 
Houston Street HARPER Sgt. Preston's Mickey's Landing 
Kennedy's Claim Copper Club of the North Quincy MaGoo's 

BROOKVILLE HILL CITY LEAVENWORTH Rum Keg II 
Anchor Room Timbers Planters Showcase 
Iron Horse Tribe HOLTON LIBERAL 71st Eagle Squadron 

CARBONDALE The Cellar Haymow Steak & Ale 
Don's Club HUTCHINSON LINDSBORG Tri-H 

CHANUTE Olde Dutch Mill Club Brunswick WASHINGTON 
The Landing Islander Club OLATHE Longhorn 

COFFEYVILLE JOHNSON COUNTY Cowboy Palace 
PHILLIPSBURG 

WELLINGTON 
Caesar's Club KANSASCITY Freight Room 

COUNCIL GROVE Alice's Backyard Club II WICHITA 
Hays House Governor's Mansion PITTSBURG Angel's 

DERBY Gramada Penthouse Matador Lounge Angelo's 
Speak Easy LeJardin SALINA Bell Pepper 

DODGE CITY Longbranch Saloon Big John's Chateau Briand 
Cowtown Old Market Loft Cavalier Club Crown-Uptown 
Dodge House Red Fox Fireside Inn El Chico 
The Silver Spur Red Lobster The Provision Co. Fanny's 

EMPORIA Silver Spur Tony's Restaurant F.L.'sClub 
Continental Club Stanford & Sons SENECA Gatsby's 
Mr H  s Steak & Ale Bob's Sirloin Hickory House 

FRANKFORT Stonewall Inn Prairie Lounge Judge Rigg's 
Looking Glass T-CClub Sam Wilson's Windmill Inn 

FRONTENAC Torreon STOCKTON Old Way Station 
Idle Hour Wong's Pagoda Captain's Table 

Red Kitten Club 
San Franciscan 

GARDEN CITY Yesterday's Scotch & Sirloin 
Grain Bin JUNCTION CITY SYLVAN GROVE Smugglers 
Red Baron Torchlight Club Cowtown America Steak & Ale 
Widow McGee's KENSINGTON TOPEKA Stuffed Bull 

GREATBEND Golden Fountain Benz The Grape 
Coachman's Club LARNED Caravan Club Troubadour 
Kennedy's Claim Arkansas River Co. Cork Club Rhinelander 

HAYS Grain Club Cork Club South Penthouse Club 
Coachman's Inn LAWRENCE Di Pasquales 

Gaslight Club 
VASSAR 

Prairie Schooner Carriage Lamp Caboose Club 

PLUS ... DAILY RESTAURANT & 
BAR SPECIALS! 

Call 77S-MM for Your Membership or Stop by 1115 Moro 
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Briefly By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

U.S. resumes aid to El Salvador 
WASHINGTON — The State Department, declaring that leftist 

guerrilla forces pose a military threat to the El Salvadoran gover- 
nment, announced Wednesday a resumption of U.S. military aid to 
that country. 

In a written statement, the department said the decision also was 
based on progress made in the investigation by Salvadoran 
authorities into the Dec. 2 killings of three American nuns and a U.S. 
lay worker. 

The $5 million military aid program was suspended Dec. 5 
following reports that Salvadoran security forces may have been 
responsible for the deaths of the four women. Economic assistance 
was suspended on the same day but was resumed Dec. 17. 

The announcement said the United States will proceed im- 
mediately with the sale of some $2.3 million in non-lethal equipment 
to El Salvador and the loan of two Huey transport helicopters. A 
training program for Salvadoran servicemen also will be resumed. 

Alluding to the existing military situation, the statement said a 
major offensive was conducted by leftist guerrillas over the past 
weekend in which they "demonstrated that they are better armed 
and constitute a military threat." 

An estimated 500 persons have been killed in fighting over the past 
four days, according to reports from El Salvador. 

■ 

Reagan prepares for presidency 
WASHINGTON — President-elect Ronald Reagan arrived in this 

frigid capital Wednesday night to prepare to take over the reins of 
government and said he is looking forward to "actually getting in 
and wrestling with the problems that have to be faced." 

Reagan, bundled in a black overcoat and white scarf, and bis wife 
Nancy, who wore a full-length fur coat, landed in 28-degree weather 
after a trip from sunny California aboard the president's airplane. 

"Are you nervous?" a reporter shouted as Reagan spoke with 
reporters after landing at Andrews Air Force Base. "No," replied 
Reagan. About 50 or 60 persons watched his arrival. 

Reagan expressed his thanks to President Carter for loaning him 
the presidential aircraft. 

Edwin Meese, who will be counselor to the president, said that in 
the next few days, Reagan will meet with members of bis Cabinet to 
review "fully blown" policy options prepared by the transition staff 
"so decisions can be made on executive action" that can be im- 
plemented on Jan. 21, the day after the inauguration. 

West may become arid, extra dry 
COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo. — Water shortages will overtake the 

energy crisis as the country's No. 1 resource problem in the 21st 
century, an official of the U.S. Department of the Interior predicted 
Wednesday. 

Residents of Western states will find themselves with too little 
water for all uses including farming, said Keith Higginson, com- 
missioner of the department's water and power resources service. 

Higginson made the remarks at a meeting of the Four States 
Irrigation Council. The council represents Kansas, Colorado, 
Wyoming and Nebraska. 

. It is unlikely that the government will fund enough water projects 
to meet the nation's needs, Higginson said, because the American 
public and Congress don't understand how severe the problem has 
become. 

"There is no longer the need to settle the West, and publicly ac- 
ceptable locations for construction of storage and diversion works 
are becoming scarce," he said. 

Water projects must continue to be built to meet the needs of a 
growing Western population and the country's demands for more 
farm products, he said. 

Lack of water may shrivel Big Apple 
NEW YORK — New York City has enough drinking water to last 

about 100 days if no moisture is added to its reservoirs, state en- 
vironmental officials said Wednesday. 

A spokesman for the state Department of Environmental 
Protection said the city's water supply this week reached its lowest 
level in 15 years—32.7 percent of capacity. 

A meeting of the Delaware River Basin Commission was 
scheduled for Thursday in Trenton, N.J., when the commission is 
expected to declare a drought emergency. The department 
spokesman said the city probably would soon follow suit. 

The department also announced it has launched a campaign 
urging New Yorkers to conserve water. Officials are posting 
placards in buses and subways reading, "Keep New York Wet. Save 
Water." 

Weather 
Sorry, folks! We're still working on getting a supply of fine 

weather maps to give away. Increasing cloudiness and cooler with a 
highinthemid-30s. 

There's a new deli in Aggie. 
Find it and ask for your Free 

Drink with any sandwich up 
to the Colorado game. 
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Let w organize and distribute required readings and notes to 
your students with our unique 

PROFESSOR PUBLISHING PLAN. 
It Just makes more sense than 
1. the reserve book room (where students can only hope to gain access to important readings) 
2. or using messy hard to read mimeos. 

How it works: 

• Leave your selected class materials with Kinko's. We'll make a master and return originals on the 
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• No charge to you or your department 
• Our usual 4< per copy charge to students 
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Opinions 
Teacher testing 

needed 
Due to a recent decision by the Kansas Board of 

Regents, college graduates majoring in education 
may be required to take competency tests before 
entering the teaching profession—a step in the right 
direction to insure Johnny doesn't leave high school 
unable to read, write or spell. 

Movement toward the goal of statewide com- 
petency was started last year by the Wichita School 
Board. 

Based on reports from other states, the need for 
competency testing is real. Unfortunately the reports 
are not isolated incidents, rather a continuing stream 
of disturbing reports turning up in almost every state. 

Competency testing would help eliminate academic 
problems in schools. 

If teachers were hired at least partially on the basis 
of competency testing, it would insure that the most 
qualified individuals would be teaching. It also would 
provide standards for teachers from other parts of the 
country who come to Kansas. 

Down the road, competency testing could alter 
degree requirements in colleges. One of the saddest 
comments on high school education comes from In- 
state—requiring students to take Composition I and 
II—which should be taught and developed in junior 
high and high school. 

With competency testing, perhaps the need for such 
requirements at the university level would be 
replaced by more capable educators in the public 
schools. 

While competency testing would solve some of the 
problems which plague high schools, it could also 
create new problems, especially in the area of hiring. 

Potential teachers with mediocre competency test 
scores, but with a high motivation for the profession 
could be left out in the cold if too much emphasis is 
placed on the test scores. In addition, it's unsure how 
the testing requirement would affect minority hiring 
quotas. 

Regents are currently working with the concept of 
competency testing, but say it may be three years 
before such testing is implemented statewide. 

The need is clearly evident. Regents should work 
towards a tighter deadline for implementing com- 
petency testing. 

PAULSTONE 
Opinions Editor 

Double standard 
Republicans in the Kansas Senate collectively 

thumbed their noses at Kansas voters and at least the 
intent of a Kansas law Tuesday with a decision to 
close party caucuses. 

The Kansas open meetings law declares that "In 
recognition of the fact that a representative gover- 
nment is dependent upon an informed electorate, it is 
declared to be the policy of this state that meetings 
for the conduct of governmental affairs and the 
transaction of governmental business be open to the 
public^" 

In other words, let the public know what's going on. 
Senate Majority Leader Robert Talking ton (R-Iola) 

said that the caucus is a political meeting and 
therefore not subject to the open meetings law. 

He is right because the law provides for exceptions 
under House and Senate rules. 

What he ignores is that with a 24-16 majority in the 
Senate, the Republicans have enough clout to decide 
legislation in those caucuses. 

The open meetings law defines meetings as "any 
prearranged gathering or assembly by a majority of 
a quorum of the membership of a body or agency 
subject to this fact for the purpose of discussing the 
business or affairs of the body or agency." 

The double standard should be eliminated by 
making the governing bodies subject to the laws they 
pass for others to follow. 

BRUCE BUCHANAN 
Copy Editor 

- Dale Alison 

Send junk mail, please 

I hate to burden the rest of the 
world (the Collegian audience at 
the very least) with my problems. 
Chronic complainers, you see, 
have always ranked high on my list 
of unpleasant people. 

Those people who bitch, bitch, 
bitch—who needs them? No, I 
prefer to keep my emotions bottled 
inside and release them at the 
proper (and private) moments. 

Still, given this platform, I can 
hardly resist. I do have one small 
bone to pick and, darn it, I don't 
mind picking it in public. 

It involves the Publishers 
Clearing House Giveaway and I 
am billy sorry if I'm offending 
anyone in attacking this venerable 
American institution, but I'm kind 
of miffed. 

You understand I am supposed to 
win the sweepstakes' grand prize 
this year. I had a vision. And as a 
firm believer in visions, I have put 
aside my procrastinating ten- 
dencies and have mentally spent 
my rightful earnings. I even 
splurged a bit and included a 
couple sportshirts with those funny 
little alligators over the pocket 
among the notions in my want list. 

NOW,     HOWEVER,     I     am 
seriously beginning to wonder 
whether or not I have wasted a 
vision on this silly contest. 

After graciously accepting this 
vision I waited patiently for the 
television commercials to 
broadcast the start of the 
sweepstakes contest. When they 
did, I dutifully checked my 
mailbox daily for the gaudy, brown 
oversized envelope which 
represented my meal ticket to 
financial happiness. Some days I 
checked the mailbox more than 
once. There were even two days 
when I camped out beneath it 
waiting for the postman to bring a 
special delivery. 

I'm still waiting. 
Hey prize people, I believe you. I 

can't win unless I enter. When are 
you going to let me enter? 

You know, its not like I'm a 
freeloader. I subscribe to my fair 
share of magazines—sue, to be 
exact. And I pay my dues with all 
the requisite junk mail that ac- 
companies each of the sub- 
scriptions. 

IT'S NOT LIKE I'm greedy, 
either. I waited my turn for the 

vision. Not once before have I ever 
entered one of these sweepstakes. 
And I'm prepared to wait for 
another calling before I enter 
another. 

I'm not really certain why the 
gaudy, brown oversized envelope 
hasn't found its way into my 
mailbox. 

Come to think of it, I'm not even 
certain the Publishers Clearing 
House was even the sweepstaker. 
What is the Publishers Clearing 
House anyway? Maybe it was 
Readers' Digest. There is even a 
possibility it was Humpty Dumpty 
Monthly, though its been several 
weeks since I've picked up a copy. 

Now that I think about it, I'm not 
real positive I even had the vision. 
I mean I wouldn't swear in a court 
of law about it. Shoot, I'm not so 
certain I still have a strong belief 
in visions. They probably don't 
even exist. I wasted all that 
valuable procrastinating time over 
a contest I most likely don't stand a 
ghost of a chance of winning. 

Stupid contests. 
Still, Publishers Gearing House, 

if you did happen to forget, my 
address is... 
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Germs reduce cancer risk 
BOSTON (AP)-Children brought up in a 

sheltered, upper-class environment are 
more likely than their scruffier friends to 
develop a form of cancer called Hodgkin's 
disease when they grow up, a study con- 
cludes. 

Doctors theorize that this kind of cancer is 
caused by some common virus, and children 
infected early in life escape with a simple 
infection. In an adult, the germ is more apt 
to result in Hodgkin's disease, the doctors 
say. 

Living with a big family in a congested 
apartment where germs spread quickly is, 
in this case, more healthy, the study shows. 

Hodgkin's disease, which attacks the 
lymph nodes and other organs, will strike 
7,100 people in the United States this year, 
the American Cancer Society estimates. 

The latest study was done at the Harvard 
School of Public Health by Dr. Nancy 
Gutennohn  and Dr.  Philip Cole.  It was 

published in Thursday's issue of the New 
England Journal of Medicine. 

"Persons at relatively high risk for the 
disease during young adulthood are those 
who as children belonged to small families, 
lived in single-family homes, had relatively 
few neighborhood playmates and had 
relatively well-educated parents," the 
researchers wrote. 

And, they found, "Persons at relatively 
low risk are those who belonged to large 
families, were of late birth order, lived in 
multiple-family dwellings and had many 
neighborhood playmates." 

Overall, the odds of having Hodgkin's 
disease by age 39 are one in 800. 

The doctors say they are not sure what 
causes the form of cancer. But they said the 
evidence suggests it may be a virus, 
possibly the Epstein-Barr virus, which also 
causes mononucleosis. 

'Red Squad' spies subversives; 
includes new budget director 

LANSING, Mich. (AP)—To their surprise, 
pride or disgust, thousands of people in 
Michigan are learning that for years a state 
police "Red Squad" spied on them and listed 
their names as potential subversives. 

Among them: David Stockman, the 
conservative Republican congressman 
chosen to head the Office of Management 
and Budget in the Reagan administration. 
Tabs were kept on Stockman during his 
student days at Michigan State University, 
when he was affiliated with a church group 
trying to increase public awareness of the 
Vietnam War. 

Under a court order, state police have 
been trying since November to notify 32,000 
people that their names are pasted on files 
amassed by the force's Special 
Investigation Unit, the Red Squad. 

THURSDAY IS the deadline for sub- 
mitting a request to see a file, but officials 
say it may be months before the microfilm 
records can be put on paper for distribution. 

"It was an enormous waste of public 
money," said Howard Simon, director of the 
Michigan chapter of the American Civil 
Liberties Union. The ACLU was among 
organizations on which files were kept, and 
it aided lawsuits filed to abolish the unit. 

Created in 1950 by a Legislature caught up 
in the nation's Cold War fears, the Red 
Squad operated until challenged by lawsuits 
in 1974. 

The squad was declared unconstitutional 
in 1976 by a judge who ordered it to invite 
people named in the files to view their 
records. It then took four years for troopers 
to prepare the files for release by removing 
secondary names contained in individual 
fUes. 

VARIOUS LAWSUITS have revealed that 
in its heyday, the Red Squad routinely 
supplied information on job applicants to 
state agencies—and on occasion to utilities 
and other private employers. 

The Red Squad lists include the names of 
public officials, labor organizers, members 
of socialist and communist groups, 
feminists, students, journalists and activists 
in the civil rights, gay rights and antiwar 
movements. 

"Once people begin to open those 
files...and see that 10 or IS years ago, they 
may have been denied a job, or housing or 
educational opportunities, then there may 
be a number of stories that can only be 
characterized as tragic," Simon said. 

State Police Lt. Norman Smith, who is 
supervising release of the files, 
acknowledged the state may face some 
lawsuits after the files are released, but he 
added that the Red Squad was within the law 
at the time of its activity. 

STATE POLICE said they have had 
problems finding many of the people named 
because addresses are outdated. The police 
published forms in several newspapers in 
late November inviting queries from people 
who believe they may be in the files but have 
not been so notified. 

Records released through a lawsuit filed 
by Zolton Ferency—a lawyer and professor 
who founded the state Human Rights 
Party—revealed that the Red Squad noted 
license numbers from cars parked near 
meetings of groups the squad considered 
subversive and put the vehicle owners on 
file, even though they were not at the 
meetings. 

Ferency, who said he knows of people who 
were listed because they attended meetings 
at which he spoke, added that a state trooper 
had told him years ago that there was a file 
on him. 

THE LAWYER said he has not been 
notified officially of such a file—although his 
wife, whom he described as "relatively 
inactive in politics," has been. 

"Clearly there's some kind of subterfuge 
going on here," said Larry Hochman of the 
Wayne County Office of Human Relations. 
"There's no question in my mind the state 
police have files on other people...they're 
simply not revealing." 

Hochman, who won the right to see his file 
through the suit filed by Ferency, said, "Too 
many people are making light of what the 
state police did...as though the surveillance 
of bona fide left-wing groups would be OK 
but people who just attended things should 
not have been. 

"It bothers me, the kind of remarks that 
some people have been making that it's a 
mark of honor to have been on there," be 
said. "That may be correct, but it takes 
away from the obnoxiousness of it all." 

Hochman, who ran on the 1968 New 
Politics Party presidential ticket in 
Michigan with former Black Panther 
Eldridge Cleaver, said the Red Squad began 
a file on him in 1952 when he was a college 
student. 

He said the file noted such things as his 
presence at a concert by folksinger Pete 
Seeger and at a music festival honoring 
Paul Robeson. 

State police told a legislator in 1974 that 
the Red Squad budget was more than 
$770,000 for its last year of operation. 

"Money that could have gone to tracking 
down people engaged in real crime was 
diverted to this kind of hysteria," said the 
ACLU's Simon. 
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HINT: SYSTEM B COSTS$200.00 LESS! 
It only takes a second to realize that System B is exactly the same as System A. So 

how can B cost $200 less? 
The answer is quite simple. System A was bought at an audio store, while System 

B was bought from me. 

WHO AM I? 
I'm a student who just like you enjoys music and appreciates a good hifi system. 

More importantly, though, I've managed to make some good connections for that 
equipment at wholesale prices. I presently have access to over $2 million worth of in- 
ventory. Not no-name junk and off brand merchandise, but over 40 brands of the best 
audio, video and car stereo available. For example, Advent, JVC, Kenwood, Toshiba, 
Bose, and Infinity. 

I'M OFFERING THE BEST VALUES AVAILABLE. 
I'm selling top quality equipment. All of it is brand new, factory sealed, with all 

the manufacturer's guarantees and warranties, but without the high retail price. 
Warranties are good anywhere in the country, so you're covered after graduation. 

SOUND GOOD? 
If you've been considering any hifi gear (either now or in the future) give me a 

call and we'll get together. After all, System B sounds just as good as System A, and 
no doubt you can find something else to spend your $200 on. 

CALL LARRY 7764537 

i 
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Finney claims Merchants owes 
Kansas $4,770 interest money 

TOPEKA (AP)-State Treasurer Joan 
Finney said Wednesday she still hopes to 
arrange a meeting with the president of 
Merchants National Bank of Topeka in an 
effort to settle a dispute over an alleged 
tardy notification by the bank of a large 
deposit of state funds. 

Finney contends the delay in receiving 
notice that a IS million installment of 
federal revenue sharing funds had been 
received last October by the Topeka bank 
cost the state $4,770 in interest money. 

She has demanded in two letters that the 
bank credit the $4,770 to the state's account. 

The bank has refused. Its president, 
Oliver Hughes, has challenged Finney's 
claim that Merchants owes the money to the 
state. 

He said in a letter to Finney that the bank 
is "quite disturbed" by her implications that 
Merchants' officials deliberately withheld 
notification of receipt of the money. 

The Associated Press obtained copies of 
letters exchanged between Finney and 
Hughes in November and December. 

FINNEY SAID she has had trouble get- 
ting Hughes to meet with her to discuss the 
problem. 

She said three meetings scheduled bet- 
ween the two, including one Tuesday, have 
been cancelled because Hughes did not show 
up. 

At issue is whether Merchants was wrong 
to wait two days last October before ad- 
vising the treasurer's office it had received 
the $5,087,041 federal revenue sharing 
payment. 

Finney said Merchants received notice on 
October 6 that the $5 million had been 
credited to it. However, the treasurer's 
office was not notified until late in the day on 
October 8, so the state had no chance to 
invest the funds until the next day. 

"Using the average repurchase 
agreement rate for three days of 11.254 
percent, the state's loss of interest 
amounted to $4,770.80," She told Hughes in a 
letter dated November 3. 

"I am hereby requesting that Merchants 
National Bank remit immediately $4,770.80, 
the amount of interest lost..." 

HOWEVER, RESPONDING to that letter, 
Hughes wrote Finney on November 18: 

"First, the Oct. 6, i960, date was the 
posting date only.  The funds were not 
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available to the bank, nor due and available 
to the state, until Oct. 7. This is standard 
procedure with our bank and others. 

"Second, as you know, this was an elec- 
tronic transfer through the automated 
clearing house, the rules of which require 
only that notice be sent to customers within 
30 days. 

"We have never given the treasurer's 
office special telephone notice in the past, 
and this has never seemed to cause a 
problem.... 

"Third, it is our understanding that the 
state treasurer's and the Pooled Money 
Investment Board's staff are prenotified by 
the federal government that such deposits 
are coming. They, of course, always arrive 
at about the same date each quarter." 

Hughes also complained in his letter that 
Merchants has been losing money servicing 
the state's active account. 

"This situation clearly demonstrates the 
need for active account banks to make 
timely and exact notification to this office of 
such transfers. This is particularly true 
when such large accounts are involved. 

"Obviously, past transfer dates of these 
funds by the federal government are useful 
for planning purposes but cannot be relied 
upon for exact investment purposes by this 
office. 

"I am constrained to the view that the loss 
of income from these funds is the direct 
result of Merchants' failure to notify this 
office of the transfer." 

STOREWIDE SALE 
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Staff photo by Rob Clark 

Slate saver 
Robert Stanley of Coonrod and Walz construction company, Wichita, 
works on the roof above the west entry of Farrell Library. Stanley is 
repairing 200-pound blocks of slate that have worked loose on the side of 
the building. The repairs are being done at no cost to the University. 
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Waste hearings begin; 
r complaints aired t • t 

TOPEKA (AP) — Two residents of the 
area around Kansas' only licensed disposal 
site for hazardous wastes, near Wichita, told 
a legislative committee Wednesday the 
people who live there must endure the smell 
of "chemical stench" and fear damage to 
their health. 

"Area residents have complained 
repeatedly during the past four years of 
noxious odors emanating from this site—not 
just annoying odors but chemical stench of 
such intensity to literally drive farmers 
from their fields," said Bruce Bodecker of 
rural Benton. 

He said residents must keep their homes 
closed all year and endure fumes which 
make their eyes water and throats burn. 

"We're the Guinea pigs. We're the ones 
who have to live with it It's in my 
backyard," said Gordon Schultz, 
Whitewater businessman. 

Bodecker and Schultz were among first- 
day witnesses as the House and Senate 
Energy and Natural Resources Committees 
began several days of hearings into the 
problems of waste management in Kansas. 
The panel wants to determine if state laws 
on the subject are adequate. 

BESIDES GETTING an earful of com- 
plaints from residents of the area around the 
Furley hazardous waste dump operated by 
National Industrial Environmental Services 
Inc. (NIES), the committee also learned: 

The federal Environmental Protection 
Agency's regional office in Kansas City has 
recommended fining NIES $19,000 for 
alleged violations of regulations discovered 
during an inspection last October. Those 
violations include improper storage of junk 
containing the chemical PCB. 

NIES has been uncooperative with the 
Kansas attorney general's office, which 
investigated the problems at the Furley site. 
Attorney General Robert Stephan told the 
committee the state should take over 
operation of the dump. 

Bodecker and Schultz both urged closing 
of the Furley site. Until it is, they urged 
making fines for violations "in the 
thousands and The Kansas City regional 
director of the federal millions rather than 
in the hundreds," as well as compensating 

Inauguration 
seals create 
bewilderment 

PAOLA (AP) — A Kansas engraving 
company which carved three embossing 
dies for use on invitations and tickets to the 
Reagan inauguration has found itself part of 
a mystery apparently created by the 
inaugural committee. 

Just about everyone involved sees the 
presidential inaugural committee's hand in 
the goings on. But committee spokesmen 
won't confirm ordering the inaugural 
material. And printers making the tickets 
and invitations won't say who their clients 
are. 

The Paola firm, Claud Davis Engraving 
Co., says the dies were ordered by Raff 
Embossing Co. of Washington, which in turn 
was working under contract to a printing 
company. The dies were to be used to apply 
gold seals to 250 inaugural invitations, 1,500 
tickets and 10,000 programs. 

Claud Davis, owner of the engraving 
company, said he was told by Raff that 
strict secrecy was to be observed in making 
the seals until they had been shipped by the 
company to embossing plants in Washington 
and Minneapolis. 

A Secret Service special agent in 
Washington, Jim Boyle, said his agency had 
advised the inaugural committee of laws 
pertaining to restrictions on the use of of- 
ficial seals. The Secret Service's offer to 
help the committee with security was 
declined, Boyle said. 

A guard was posted at the Washington 
embossing company to make sure that only 
the proper number of each item was 
produced from the dies, Davis said, but the 
Secret Service said it wasn't an agent from 
their office. 

John Roberts, a spokesman for the 
inaugural committee, said invitations 
already have been mailed and disavowed 
knowledge of the engraving job. 

the residents of the area for the trouble they 
have suffered. 

They also asked that the state block a 
planned expansion of the Furley site by 
NIES. 

SCHULTZ CALLED the Furley site "a 
cancer in our midst," while admitting there 
are no documented cases of cancer being 
caused by the alleged PCB contamination. 

Kathleen Q. Camin, Kansas City regional 
EPA administrator revealed to the com- 
mittee that EPA has recommended the 
$19,000 fine be assessed against NIES. 

Cliff McDaniel, NIES manager, declined 
comment on the EPA allegations, pending a 
review of the EPA letter, received Tuesday. 

Camin said EPA cited NIES for three 
alleged violations, including improper 
storage of a junk electrical transformer 
containing PCB. 

Other violations involved alleged im- 
proper marking of a transformer and two 
capacitors, and failure to maintain 
adequate records on the receipt, storage and 
disposal of PCBs. 

THE NEXT STEP is for the company to 
respond to the allegations and go through an 
appeal procedure which could result in 
reduction of the fine. 

Camin told the legislative committee a 
follow-up inspection in December, two 
months after the inspection which produced 
information on which the citations were 
based, showed "substantial improvements 
in those areas," although NIES still was not 
keeping adequate records. 

McDaniel said after his appearance 
before the committee that the waste items 
containing the PCBs were received at the 
Furley site prior to April 1978, when the 
federal government changed regulations 
concerning handling of such wastes and 
Furley no longer was qualified to receive 
them. 

He said the items containing the PCBs 
have largely been moved from the Furley 
site to another disposal site in Alabama 
licensed to receive them. He estimated that 
at least 75 percent of the original volume of 
PCB items have been removed from the 
Furley site. 
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cold front hovers; 
Florida citrus industry suffering 

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Canadian cold zapped Florida again 

Wednesday, and Massachusetts appealed 
for more fuel to keep warm while 
weathermen warned that a cold wave in the 
East is not going away anytime soon. 

At least 44 deaths in 14 states — not 
counting traffic fatalities — have been 
blamed on the frigid weather that swept 
down from the arctic regions at Christ- 
mastime. 

Record low temperatures in Florida this 
week are sure to push up the supermarket 
price of orange juice and vegetables, of- 
ficials said as they toted up the damage 
from a third frigid night in a row in the 
Sunshine State. Some Florida cities 
reported it had never been colder in 
January. 

Massachusetts Gov. Edward J. King, who 
earlier urged residents of the Boston area to 
turn down their thermostats to at least 63 
degrees or risk the closings of schools and 
factories, said Wednesday he would ask 
President Carter to allocate more natural 
gas to the state. 

While the weather moderated slightly in 
parts of the Northeast, the mercury was still 
far below zero in many areas and the 
National Weather Service said abnormal 
cold is likely to linger for at least another 
month. By contrast, temperatures are 
expected to remain above normal west of 
the Continental Divide and in the north and 
central Great Plains. 

About 800,000 acres of the Florida citrus 
belt were stung by the freezing weather this 
week, ruining about one-fifth of what had 
been billed as a bumper orange crop. 

Florida cities reporting new records for 

the date included Daytona Beach, 19 
degrees; Orlando, 20; Tampa, 29, and Fort 
Myers, 31. 

While officials said the consumer price of 
orange juice was bound to go up, they 
wouldn't speculate how much. 

Prices at the vegetable bin also are ex- 
pected to rise because of widespread 
losses—estimates range up to 60 percent—in 
the vast winter truckf arming areas. 

The multibillion-dollar Florida citrus 
industry, which produces 95 percent of the 
nation's orange juice, estimates it will lose 
the equivalent of 49 million gallons of con- 
centrate. 

In Massachusetts, the governor declared 
a statewide energy emergency Tuesday 
because of a natural gas shortage and urged 
residential customers of the state's largest 
gas company, Boston Gas Co., to keep 
thermostats at 63 degrees during the day 
and lower at night. 

Customers of Philadelphia Gas Works 
also have been asked to roll back ther- 
mostats 5 to 20 degrees because of potential 
shortages. 

Nearly one of every five subways and 
buses in New York City was disabled 
Tuesday by mechanical troubles from frigid 
temperatures. 

The entire fleet of cutters from the U.S. 
Coast Guard Search and Rescue Center has 
been dispatched to chop up ice in harbors 
from Maine to Rhode Island. Breaking a 
channel to Nantucket and clearing the way 
for fuel barges are the highest priorities, 
officials said. 

Food was airlifted Wednesday to the 6,500 
residents of Nantucket who got their last 
food shipments by ferry on Monday. 

Carter promises support 
for President-elect Reagan 

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Carter 
bid farewell to the nation Wednesday night 
with a solemn warning that the danger of 
nuclear annihilation is growing and the 
selfish desires of special interests are 
assuming strong influence over American 
political life. 

In his last scheduled speech as president, 
Carter said he "can't predict yet what will 
happen" to the American hostages whose 
Iranian captivity dominated the last 14 
months of his administration. In a quiet 
voice, he said that during his last days in 
office he would work and pray for their safe 
release. 

Carter's speech was delivered from the 
Oval Office. Seated before the desk he is 
giving up there next Tuesday, he described 
democracy as "an unfinished creation," and 
offered his updated interpretation of the 
most oft-quoted passage from the 
Declaration of Independence: 

"For this generation," Carter said, "lifeis 

nuclear survival; liberty is human rights; 
the pursuit of happiness is a planet whose 
resources are devoted to the physical and 
spiritual nourishment of its inhabitants." 

Without rekindling the debate that 
marked his campaign against Ronald 
Reagan, Carter said the American people 
must never shrink from the struggle for 
human rights, to protect the environment 
and to control nuclear weapons—all areas 
where he generally differs from Reagan. 

Carter departed from the text of his 
speech only once—at the end of his 20- 
minute nationally broadcast address—to 
speak of the hostages, who had been con- 
spicuously absent from his remarks. He 
shed no new light on the negotiations that 
continue abroad. 

In the waning days of his term, Carter 
said, "I will continue as I have during the 
past 14 months to work hard and to pray for 
the lives and the well being of the American 
hostages held in Iran." 

LUTHERAN WORSHIP 
Danforth Chapel 

on Campus 

11:00 a.m.-Sunday 
CONTEMPORARY-INFORMAL-COMMUNION 

STUDENT CONGREGATION 

LUTHERAN STUDENT MOVEMENT 
FELLOWSHIP GROUP 
5:00 p.m.-Sunday 

STUDENT CENTER-1021 DENIS0N 
SOCIAL-BIBLE STUDY-CURRENT ISSUES 

FRIENDSHIP-SUPPORT GROUP 
EVERYONE WELCOME! 

Sponsored by: Lutheran Campus Ministry 
1021 Denison 
Don Fallon, campus pastor 5394451 

MASTER AND DOCTOR 
OF PHILOSOPHY DEGREES 
IN NUCLEAR ENGINEERING 

Financial aid is available for 
Engineering and Science Ma- 
jors for graduate study in Nu- 
clear Engineering, Fusion, and 
Health Physics. Graduate Re- 
search and Teaching Assistant- 
ship stipends range from $6,800 
to $12,000 per year, plus out-of- 
state tuition waiver. Fellow- 
ships for outstanding appli- 
cants are also available. For in- 
formation write: Director, 
School of Nuclear Engineering, 
201 Emerson Building, Georgia 
Institute of Technology, At- 
lanta, Georgia 30332. 
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jAreVe got lots of 
UsedB 

se from 

Our outstanding selection of used books is the result of 

Jast semesters   BOOK BUY-BACK   which was the 

best ever. 

THANK YOU FOR MAKING IT SO! 

back-to-school hours: 
Monday,   Jan. 12th thruThurs., Jan. 15th 8:00 A.M.-8.00P.M. 
Friday,     Jan. 16th 8:00 A.M.-5:00 P.M. 
Saturday, Jan. 17th 10:00A.M.-4:00P.M. 

see us 
for all of your supplies 
Art, Architecture, Design, Biological Sciences and Engineering 

paperback academic classics 490 
"Filler paper Texas Instruments    "Wirebound 

special" Batter Pack special" 
BPIA (fits 50/50A, 51/51A, 52,56,58/58C, 59)    KSU Imprint 70 sheet Ct. 

Regular price $10.00 Regular price $1.19 
Sale price $5.95 Sale price 78tf 

lited 

150 sheet Ct. 
Regular price $1.59 
Sale price $1.09 

(Limited Quantities) (Limited Quantities) (Limited Quantities) 

Koh-I-Noor 
4 pen Slim pack set 

Manufacturing 
retail price $29.00 

our price $19.95 
(Limited Quantities) 

Check out our large selection of back-packs. 
We have many styles and colors to 
choose from. 

Come in and see our new selections of shirts 
and jerseys with all kinds of new and ex- 
citing designs. 

I.JAI 
bookstore 
25 years of service 1956-1981 Q301 1*"»«***^ 
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Competency tests may improve teacher quality 
By KIMBER WILLIAMS 

Managing Editor 
Susan, a freshman in college, was never a 

strong student in mathematics. Somehow 
she was able to squeeze by with passing 
grades. However on the college level she is 
hurting scholastically from a poor 
background in basic math skills. 

Susan's poor skills may have several 
causes. Recent studies have shown that 
some teachers and education majors across 
the nation are also weak in basic skills. This 
fact has caused the Kansas Board of 
Regents to take preventive measures to 
tighten teaching requirements. 

Competency testing for teachers is a new 
nationwide trend for many learning in- 
stitutions and an old practice for some 
professions. Currently career workers 
ranging from doctors and lawyers to 
hairdressers and plumbers are required to 
pass tests proving competency and mastery 
of their fields. 

Now, through a recent decision handed 
down by the regents, college graduates 
majoring in education may be required to 
take yet one more test in their academic 
careers before they are certified to teach—a 
test to insure their competency of basic 

and facts, specifically a prediction of 
teacher shortages within the next decade. 

"I recognized in the past that teacher 
shortages have pressured personnel to fill 
those positions with the best teachers that 
are available," Kamen said. "The only way 
to solve this is to set standards ... objective 
standards, such as test scores and basic 
skills. What we have to do is work so we 
don't lower those standards." 

"Teachers could come from any place in 
the United States if they met certain class 
requirements and they could teach here," 
Kamen said. "When you get outside Kansas, 
some colleges are just not turning out the 
product we want." 

IN HIS REPORT to the Wichita School 
Board, Kamen said he used information 
from studies done in other colleges across 
the country and described the results as 
"rather distressing." 

"In North Carolina, for instance, 
education students from the first two years 
of college were tested (with a basic skills 
exam on an eighth grade level). Ninety-nine 
percent of the students couldn't be placed," 
he said. 

Kamen said he also cited a test from the 

Focus 
writing, reading, mathematics and speech 
skills, said Richard Ishler, Dean of the 
College of Education and Psychology at 
Emporia State University. 

The decision called for work to begin on 
the development of skills and competency 
testing on a state level for education majors 
and for continued involvement with colleges 
of education to maintain basic skills levels. 

According to Ishler, the regent's decision 
was in reaction to a request made by the 
Wichita Public School system a year ago. 
The Wichita School Board had supported a 
policy to "have those applying to teach in 
Wichita public schools to pass a test in 
English and mathematics skills," Ishler 
said. 

Next, some Wichita school board mem- 
bers worked to have the competency test 
issued on a statewide basis, he said, turning 
a local request into a statewide issue. 

"The state departments will now get into 
the testing of graduates," Ishler said. 

ACCORDING TO Don Youngland, 
coordinator of pupil services for the Wichita 
school district, the questioning of teacher 
competency began more than a year ago 
with a request from Wichita School Board 
member Sheldon Kamen. 

Youngland said the major motivation for 
skills testing stemmed from a research 
paper Kamen had presented to the board. 

"He (Kamen) quoted a news release from 
Dallas that this sort of test had been used on 
current teachers there who were shown to 
have poor comprehension of some basic 
skills. It was a controversial topic and a 
pretty rough set of weeks," Youngland said. 

HOWEVER, KAMEN suggested his 
reasoning was based on a number of studies 

Dallas-Houston area involving 15 teachers 
who volunteered to take a skills com- 
pentency test. 

"Something like eight out of the 15 
couldn't pass an eighth grade test in com- 
petency," Kamen said. 

THE WICHITA School Board approved 
the adoption of a three-phase plan which 
authorized: 

—commercially available competency 
tests to be considered on a local level for 
incoming teachers. 

—work to develop an in-state test. 
—encouragement to develop testing of 

teacher applicants at the training in- 
stitutions or at the state level. 

"The deans of Kansas schools met with 
Dr. McFarland of the Board of Regents and 
were very supportive of what was passed," 
Ishler said. "They informed the deans of 
Education to work with the State Depart- 
ment of Education. It is rather unclear what 
will come from it exactly.'' 

According to Youngland, work is now 
underway to examine and produce a 
statewide competency skills test. He is 
currently working with 18 people, three 
representatives from each of the six Kansas 
universities, to organize the test, he said. 

"The entire project may take a few 
years," Youngland said. "The experiment is 
designed to be worked on some junior and 
seniors at the college level. That in- 
formation will be brought back and 
reviewed." 

BEHIND THESE INITIAL steps, there 
are still several questions to be faced, ac- 
cording to Michael Holen, associate dean of 
the K-State College of Education. 

"One problem is a diversity of opinion on 

this subject," Holen said. "No one feels the 
same way. Currently, there is no great 
belief the requirement will solve all the 
problems. No one feels this." 

MARY HARRIS, acting head of the 
department of curriculum and instruction, 
agrees basic skills tests may not provide a 
complete answer to competency problems. 

"They have never been able to measure 
teaching competency effectively. Looking at 
basic skills is one small area. A number of 
steps could be taken, however, to strengthen 
educators...higher salaries for instance," 
she said. "Just saying you have to be better 
may be discouraging competent people 
from the field." 

Holen said the responsibility to train 
students to teach effectively in the 
classroom clearly rests with the univer- 
sities. 

"If we didn't (fully prepare students) 
we'd feel pretty nervous about graduating 
them," he said. 

According to Holen, the majority of 
graduates from the K-State College of 
Education already have skills that will be 
required in the competency tests. 

"It is our responsibility to turn out skilled 
students. The levels of testing for com- 
petency are what we would expect from high 
school graduates," he said. 

"Through our admissions to the teacher 
education program we eliminate some 
students," Harris said. "The College of 
Education is in the process of considering 
strengthening these requirements. 

"Strong academic performance is not 
always related to effective teaching. There 
should be other considerations," Harris 
said. 

Harris said the competency test may 
serve to alert a student that he is a "high 
risk" in skills areas. 

"From then on, it is the student's 
responsibility and commitment to 
remediate and, if necessary, change his 
field," she said. 

EMPORIA STATE is also considering a 
few changes in requirements for education 
majors, in addition to maintaining current 
standards, Ishler said. 

"In most state universities," Ishler said, 
"in order for the student to graduate in 
education, a higher grade point average is 
required than any other program. We 
require a 2.2 overall GPA. There has been 
some talk in the university of raising this to 
a 2.5." 

Ishler said the college currently requires 
students to pass a basic skills competency 
test before entering the teacher education 
curriculum at the beginning of their junior 
year, so state tests will not be a unfamiliar 
concept. 

"We're not too concerned," Ishler said. 
"We are not admitting them (into the 
education program) until they have these 
skills to begin with." 

Ishler said be believes the movement for a 
statewide competency test is a positive 
stride toward insuring uniformity. 

"There are 22 or 23 teacher training in- 
stitutions in the state currently," Ishler 
said. "If we left it up to the institutions we 
would get 22 levels of competence. I per- 
sonally feel each training institution should 

be held accountable for minimum basic skill 
levels of their graduating students." 

ALTHOUGH A DIPLOMA should be an 
adequate indication of competence, some 
teachers have difficulties in areas such as 
math and English skills, Ishler said. 

"It's proper and just to require students to 
be competent," Ishler said. "We shouldn't 
just pick on teacher education, though. All 
graduating students should have these 
skills." 

THE POINT IN a student's education 
where the test should be given is another 
controversial area of competency testing, 
according to Harris. 

"Most teachers think it would be 
regrettable to test students at the end of 
their training," Harris said. "This should 
come at the beginning of a student's 
education. People should be tested at the 
entry level." 

Several Manhattan elementary teachers 
agree with Harris. 

One local teacher, who asked not to be 
identified, has served within the Manhattan 
school district for 14 years. 

ft" 
It's proper and just 

to be competent. 

We shouldn't just pick 

on teacher education, 

though. All graduating 
students should have 

these skills. 
.11 

"When someone gets in that is not 
adequately trained, we all suffer," she said. 
"There are some people who have the at- 
titude of 'if I can't be anything else, there's 
always education.' It's too bad. 

"However, I think it would be terrible for 
a student to go through four years of school 
and then on one goof...ugh," she continued. 
"It (competency tests) should be given after 
at least two years of college. If a person 
truly believes they should be a teacher, 
steps should be taken to make up any 
deficiency." 

ACCORDING TO Holen, the ad- 
ministration of competency testing will 
have little affect on the curriculum of 
education majors at K-State. 

"The changes probably won't be in 
curriculum, more of a 'recycling' back into 
the basics," Holen said. "The College of 
Education doesn't teach basic skill work. 
That is the responsibility of other depart- 
ments. We teach teachers to teach these 
skills." 

Staff Illustration by Mlka Millar 
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Intersession program successful 
despite shortened holiday break 

By STARR LEE 
Collegian Reporter 

Despite the intense cramming of an entire 
semester's work into two weeks, in- 
tersession classes this year drew almost 650 
students in 39 different courses. 

Although there is talk every year of en- 
ding the program, it will not be canceled and 
recently began to "break even" financially, 
according to Buzz Muir, community 
programs and intersession coordinator. 

"Intersession is looked upon as a service 
to students who want something to do—take 
an innovative course or pick up an hour," 
Muir said. 

Students were in class for nine con- 
secutive days learning about topics such as 
calligraphy, first aid, sales communication 
and human anatomy. 

As a result of this year's shortened 
Christmas break, intersession was offered 
nine consecutive days without any weekend 
time-off. 

"It was a real strain because of the lost 
days," Lyman Baker, instructor of English, 
said. "There was also less time for grading, 
so I cut down the number of assignments." 

Student reactions to Baker's intersession 

class varied. Comments on course 
evaluations included "too much work for too 
little credit," "course too concentrated," or 
"work just right for nine-day course." 

Intersession classes are chosen early in 
the semester when Continuing Education 
sends forms asking teachers for class 
suggestions. Continuing Education coor- 
dinates the classes, pays faculty and some 
class expenses, such as film rental. 

Teachers earn $280 a credit hour, and 
students pay $20 per undergraduate hour. 

Classes are offered where students may 
travel as they learn. Almost 20 students 
spent two weeks in Mexico and South 
America visiting research stations for three 
hours credit in Comparative Agriculture. 

"Students got an insight into problems 
they would never get out of a book," said 
Steve Thien, associate professor of 
agronomy and trip sponsor. 

While some intersession classes may be 
difficult, the variety and interest remains. 

"Intersession is worth going through, but 
students should be prepared," Laurie 
Schoneman, Junior in horticulture, said. "It 
might be more work than you want to put 
into it." 

Board tables request 
for front-yard space 

For the third time since October, the 
Manhattan Board of Zoning Appeals 
Wednesday tabled Kappa Kappa Gamma's 
request for permission to reduce the 
required minimum space in the front yard of 
their sorority house. 

The request was tabled because recom- 
mendations in the request were still being 
reviewed by the Urban Area Planning 
Board, and changes affecting the request 
could still be made. 

If granted, the request would permit the 
installation of six parking spaces needed for 
the sorority's annex, which houses eight 
women. 

To fulfill legal requirements the sorority 
wants to add six parking spaces to two 
which already exist to accommodate the 
eight women living in the annex. 

According to a memorandum by Dan 
Gibson, city planner, the request was tabled 
twice previously by the board to allow the 
City Commission time to respond to studies 
and recommendations resulting from 
discussions between the various parties 
involved in a rezoning request. The 
recommendations include removing the 
University Overlay District from the 1800 
block of Fairchild, which includes the 
Kappa Kappa Gamma annex. 

The annex is in an "R-2," "two-family 
residential district." Regulations in the "R- 
2" zone would limit women living in the 
annex to four, because parking regulations 
require one parking space for each in- 

dividual in houses containing more than four 
unrelated occupants. For houses containing 
families or four persons, two spaces are 
required. 

However, should the University Overlay 
be removed as part of recommendations 
presented to the Urban Area Planning 
Board, the annex would be in a restricted 
area. 

The Kappa Kappa Gamma House itself 
would not be affected, because it will remain 
in the University Overlay District. 
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Oasis 
1128 Moro 
539-8727 

THE  SMITHSONIAN 

TALL GRASS PRAIRIE 

EXHIBIT 

JAN. 12     23 

k-state      union 
art   gallery M001 

QUILTS 
BY 

annie    vrana 
JAN. 12   JAN.23 

second fl. showcase k-state union 

JANUARY   16&17 
FORUM     HALL 

6:30   &  9:30   _ 

$1.50 
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New report reveals 
corporate landholding 

TOPEKA (AP) — Nearly six percent of ail 
Kansas farmland, or roughly 2.75 million 
acres, is under corporate control, according 
to a new legislative study. 

However, the figures, which represent the 
first compilation of corporate land holdings 
in five years, provide little ammunition for 
those who argue that the family farm is 
disappearing as large companies invade 
agriculture. 

Some 1,864 corporations have an interest 
in Kansas agricultural land, according to 
the study which is based on 1979 annual 
corporate reports filed with the Secretary of 
State. Their holdings represent 5.63 percent 
of the state's 47.5 million acres of farmland. 

The report draws no conclusions as to 
whether corporate involvement in fanning 
is growing in Kansas. It merely presents 
raw data detailing — as accurately as 
possible under state corporate reporting 
laws — the extent of land holdings by 
companies, said Raney Gilliland, author of 
the study and a research assistant in the 
Legislative Research Department. 

YET THE STUDY will likely stir debate 
by lawmakers in the 1961 Legislature, who 
begin Thursday to review the issue of cor- 
porate farming and the effectiveness of 
state laws governing that activity. 

The Senate Agriculture and Small 
Business Committee is scheduled to be 
briefed on the report as a start for its 
hearings which ultimately could lead to a 
revision in current laws. Attempts failed in 
the last session to overhaul some of those 
C JQ f 11 t|M 

"I don't think the report, itself, is all that 
alarming. But the report does point out 
some of the shortcomings in the laws," said 
Sen. Fred Kerr, R-Pratt, a farmer and 
stockman who is chairman of the 
agriculture committee. 

NOT SINCE 1975 has there been a suc- 
cessful attempt to document the extent of 
corporate farming in Kansas. And that 
study was based on information from 1973 
before the state's corporate reporting laws 

'Buffalo' aims 
for viewer's 
jugular vein 
■dltor'l nott: "Whin tht •utt.io RMm" Will b. Ihown 

In ttw Onion unit Tiw.tr. at 1: N f»*«y §nd at 7 toniaM In 
Forum Hall. 

By JIM MELIZA 
Collegian Reviewer 

Of all the energetic, young journalists of 
the 1960s, Hunter Thompson stands alone. 

•tot that he is the only one left, it's just that 
is on a different level than the average 

ewsman. 
Thompson rose (or sank) to his position 

ugh his off-the-wall reporting of the 
turbulent '60s and early '70s. Thompson's 
writing style is reputed to be the result of his 
self-admitted use of drugs. The legendary 
drug intake tends to give his writing the 
appearance of twisted logic, when in fact he 
may come closer to the dark heart of 
America than most other writers. 

Collegian review 
The saga of Hunter Thompson has finally 

been brought to the screen in the guise of Art 
Lison's production of "Where the Buffalo 
Roam." Unfortunately, claims that 
Thompson's writings have been brought to 
life in the movie appear to be fallacious. It 
may be more accurate to say stillborn. 
"Where the Buffalo Roam" often displays 
as much grace as a sloth. Instead of 
producing a direct chronicle of Thompson's 
writings, the scenes have been taken out of 
context and fictionalized. 

The movie is loosely based around the 
exploits of Thompson's attorney, Karl 
Lazlo. Lazlo, nicknamed "Buffalo," pops in 
and out of scenes with schemes of liberation 
from the restrictions of society. These 
schemes range from land swindles to drug 
abuse to the overthrow of the government. 

Though the level of activity never reaches 
the manic proportions Thompson's writings 
indicate, the aura of the "gonzo" lifestyle 
(drug abuse, con artistry and destruction) is 
preserved. Still, the satire of the movie often 
goes straight for the jugular vein, or as the 
movie would have it, it's like a hard bite to 
sensitive parts of the anatomy. 

were revised. 
In the earlier study, 1,024 firms reported 

control of 1.25 million acres or about 2.5 
percent of total Kansas farmland. 

It is acknowleged by researchers, 
however, that both studies may have missed 
some corporate landholdings, counted 
others more than once or included some 
land not in use for agricultural purposes. 

Loopholes in laws regarding information 
needed in annual corporate reports make it 
nearly impossible to get an accurate ac- 
counting of who controls Kansas farmland, 
Kerr said. 

Equally difficult is determining which 
firms are in violation of current laws which 
restrict the amount of land a company can 
control to 5,000 acres, the number of 
stockholders in a company to no more than 
10, the types of crops that can be grown and 
require all incorporators to be Kansas 
residents. 

The law was designed to protect the 
sanctity of the family farm, but some 
lawmakers say violations are numerous and 
the law's restrictions are outdated and 
unrealistic. Kerr, for example, says many 
family farms are being incorporated and 
often exceed the 5,000-acre limit. 

LAWMAKERS ARE ALSO watching the 
courts. The first legal test of the Kansas 
corporate farming law will come next 
month when oral arguments will be made in 
a Shawnee County District Court in a 
lawsuit filed by the attorney general's office 
in July against one of the world's biggest 
chemical companies, E.I. du Pont de 
Nemours and Co. 

The Delaware corporation operates a 
cellophane plant east of Topeka and leases 
about 400 acres of land around the area to 
nearby farmers, which use it for corn and 
wheat. However, the company has more 
than 200,000 stockholders, far more than 
Kansas law permits. 

"There could be more than 300 cor- 
porations in violation of the law," says 
Wayne Hundley, deputy attorney general 
who is handling the case. 

J4ibachi 
Jruf 

OPEN DAILY 
FOR LUNCH 
11:00 to 2:00 

I eaturlng DHic lout ( har-broiled 
Burgers. Steaks R Sausages 

Open for dinner 
at 5:00 

NORMAN the XEROX <ftQQ says: 

Thank You K-State! 
Due to our increased volume we've been able 
to revise our price list. No minim urns, greater 

variety of paper. 

4' copies 
Copy Shop, 612 N. 12th 

Nancy House—Karen Zovne 537-9606 

Let Happy Tan 
help you keep 
the winter tan 
you worked so 

hard to get. 
Call 

776-8060 

or stop by 1123 Laramie 

Handi Corner 
Shopping Center 

in Aggieville 
Hours 9-7 Mon.-Fri.   9:30-12Sat. 

ENOCH S is glad you're back! 
CDADTC1IAUC    I f\l lkir*e ™ SPORTSMANS LOUNGE 

And to help you celebrate, 

our "Welcome Back Week" continues. 

Tonite— 35' fishbowls from 7 p.m.-10 p.m. 

TGIF— More cheap beer! Fishbowls are 
just 35* from 3 p.m. 'til 10 p.m. Plus-free popcorn! 

Saturday—Happy hour all day 'til 7 p.m.! All beer 

is just 50'. Plus live entertainment by 

"R0PEBURN" from 8:30 'til midnite. 

Watch for our specials 

all semester in the Collegian A tavern apart from the rest 
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HOME SYSTEMS / RECEIVERS 
TAPE DECKS & TURNTABLES 

Sanyo 44 CH system with AM/FM stereo receiver, built-in 
cassette recorder, speakers and BSR record changer 
This 4-piece system sounds great1 

LISTS $279.95 CHOPPED TO SI If.II 

Sanyo JXT-6430 AM/FM stereo with cassette recorder 
and magnetic record changer and speakers A Nelson's 
"Best Buy.'' 

LISTS $319 95 CHOPPED TO 1241.11 

Sinye JXT-M40 AM/FM stereo with cassette recorder 
with Dolby NR. record changer and speakers  Sanyo's 
"Top-ot-the-line." 

LISTS $409 95 CHOPPEO TO 1351.11 

JVC RS-5 50 watt receiver. BIC 802 fully automatic belt- 
drive turntable Aedle-TochMca 10P0 magnetic cartridge, 
and Fl«h#f FS-220 60 watt speakers 

LISTS $679 80    CHOPPED TO S3N.II 
APPROX   $15 PER MONTH 

TKhNict SU-M1I 50 watt LED power amplifier, with 
matching ST-8011 LEO tuner. JVC LA-11 semi-automatic 
belt-drive turntable Audle-Technlca 10PO cartridge and 
Altec-Laming  Design  5  50   watt  2-way System 

LISTS$759 75 . CHOPPEO TO $441.11 
APPROX  $16 PER MONTH 

Pioneer KH-858 44 watt receiver with built-in Dolby NR 
cassette deck BIC 60Z tuily-automatic belt-drive turn- 
table with strobe speed control Audle-Technlca 101*0 dia- 
mond magnetic cartridge, and Pioneer CL-70 high perfor- 
mance 3 way speakers. 

LISTS $919 80 CHOPPED TO $4M.M 
APPROX   $11 PER MONTH 

JVC RS-7 too wan receiver. BIC I0Z fully automatic belt- 
drive turntable, with built-in digital pitch computer and 
speed readout Aedle-Techrrtca 11E PO Elliptical magnetic 
cartridge, and a pair of highly accurate Altec-Liming 
Design 10 Speaker Systems 

LISTS $939.80    CHOPPED TO 1541.11 
APPROX   $» PER MONTH 

RECEIVERS 
JVC RS-S with 50 watts A Nelson's Best Buy. 

LISTS $219.95 CHOPPED TO SI41.11 
Technics SU-8011 50 watts A Nelson's 'Best Buy 

LISTS $349.95        CHOPPED TO S1H.il 

JVC RS-7 100 watts, with dual tuning meters. 

LISTS $299 95                CHOPPED TO SI H.M 

JVC RS-5S 40 watts with digital display and station pre- 
sets A steal' at $180 OFF) 

LISTS $399 95             CHOPPED TO S24l.ll 

Technics SA-818 220 watts with digital display and LED 
power meters Demo's only 

LISTS $849 95  CHOPPED TO $441.11 
Technics SA-303 / 80 watts total. LED power meters and 
more  Demo's only 

LISTS $289 95 CHOPPED TO SI 11.11 
Technics SA-404 / 100 watts total. LED power meters, 
walnut cabinet  Demo's only 

LISTS $349.95 CH0PPEDT0l2M.il 
Technics SA-505 / 126 watts total. LED power meters 
and more Demo's only. 

LISTS $419 95 CHOPPED TO S23l.ll 
TAPEDECKS 

Sinyo RO-8020 8 track recorder One of the best 
starter decks around1 

LISTS $119 95 CHOPPED TO $41.11 
Sinyo RD-5025 Digitron display cassette deck with Dolby 
NR, metal tape capability and music search function A 
Best Buy ' 

LISTS $21995 CHOPPED TO S1II.II 
Teac A-S10 II cassette deck with full solenoid operation, 
fiourescent bar metering, metal tape capability and Dolby 
NR 
LISTS $449.95 CH0PPEDT0S24l.il 

STUDENTS       holiday VACATIONERS       ANYBODY who missed if       here's your LAST CHANCE at our PRICE CHOPPING ex- 
travaganza! Nobody but Nelson s gives you a second chance1 

Teac A-2000R / full solenoid control deck 
Demo's only 

LISTS $799.95 CHOPPEO TO S3M.II 
Sew TC-K22 cassette with Dolby NR and metal tape 
capability. A Nelson's  Best Buy ' 

LISTS $249 95 .   . CHOPPED TO S1II.II 
TURNTABLES 

BIC 60 Z fully automatic belt-drive changer with strobe 

LISTS $179.95 CHOPPEDTOSM.il 
BIC SO Z This Nelson's Best Buy' is a fully automatic 
belt-drive turntable with digital speed computer readout 
And much more' 

LISTSS23995 CHOPPED TO SI 18.M 
JVC OL-AS semi-automatic. OR Sony PS-X4S fully 
automatic both are direct drive with Quartz speed con- 
trol   YOUR CHOICE! 

LISTSS21995 CHOPPED TO SI 78.M 

Sony PS-X85 fully automatic. 2-motor direct drive with 
Quartz speed control. Last year, it was $5001 

LISTS $299 95 CHOPPEO TO S24I.M 

Sony PS-X6S An innovative turntable with horizontal 
biotracer 

LISTS $399.95        CHOPPED TO S32l.ll 

Sony PS-X75 The ultimate in turntables you've got to 
see this one to believe it! 

LISTS $499.95 CHOPPED TO S44S.M 

HOME SPEAKERS 

Fisher FS-220 An 8" 3-way with 30 watts.      it's a 
Nelson's Best Buy ' 

LISTS $119.95 CHOPPED TO MS.IIea. 

Altec Design 5 An 8" 3-way that handles 50 watts. Almost 
mdestructable! 

LISTS $129 95 CHOPPED TO 179.11 M. 

Altec Design 10 A 2-way. 50 watt speaker that's highly 
accurate in sound reproduction. 

LISTS $169.95 CHOPPED TO SI M.Mea. 
Fisher FS-240 A 12" 70 watt 3-way speaker. 

LISTS $219 95 CHOPPED TO Sllf.Mea. 

JBL 502 VX A 2-way with 80 watts     and It's a Best 
Buy.' too! 

LISTS $159 95 CHOPPEO TO SI2t.Mea. 

Altec Design 20 The specs 2-10" woofers. 3"mkJ-range 
and tweeter and 120 watts   Almost INDESTRUCTABLEI 

LISTS $219 95       CHOPPED TO SI39.11 ea. 

Fisher $T-740 12". 3-way design for up to 75 watts. 

LISTS $289 95 CHOPPED TO SI 7I.Mea. 

JBL 702VX A 3-way speaker rated at 200 watts 

LISTS$249 95 CHOPPED TO SI79.11 ea. 
Fisher $T-750 A 12" 4-way rated at 100 watts 

LISTS $399 95 CHOPPED TO $229.11 ea. 
JBL 90ZVX 12". 3-way design for up to 200 watts 

LISTS $299 95 CHOPPED TO $229.11 ea 
Fisher ST-760 Huge 15" 3-way rated at 130 watts  A 
Nelson's  Best Buy ' 

LISTS $409 95 CHOPPEO TO $241.11 ea. 
Fisher $T-780 A 15" 4-way with 165 watts Another Best 
Buy,' 

LISTS $489.95 CHOPPED TO $329.11 ea. 

TELEVISIONS' VIDEO CASSETTE 
RECORDERS 

Sony SL-5400-Beta Video Cassette Recorder 

LISTS $1250.00 CHOPPED TO $495.00 

12" BLACK & WHITE      the Sanyo 21T68 
LISTSto$12995 CHOPPED TO $79.M 
19" COLOR      the Sanyo 91C51 
LISTS at $499 95 CHOPPED TO $349.M 

PROJECTION TV CHOPPEO TO OUR COST! 

Sanyo VCT-9100A-Bete Video Cuietle Recorder 
LISTS $995 00 CHOPPED TO $495.M 

PORTABLES / HEADPHONES 
RADIOS / FURNITURE 

Your choice of the Sanyo RP-6260 or Panasonic RF-597 

LISTS $56.95 AM/FM/AC/DC CHOPPED TO $21.11 
Your choice of the Panasonic RQ-2107, or RO-Z7S5 por- 
table Cassette Recorders. 

LISTS to $99.95  CHOPPED TO $29.11 
Your choice of the Deluxe Sanyo M-5000 4 Panasonic 
R0-2727 Cassette Recorders 

LISTS to $149.95    CHOPPEDTOSM.il 
Sanyo Deiuie M-8500 / deluxe high power AM/FM 
Cassette 

LISTSS59 95 CHOPPED TO $39.11 
Sanyo M-N02, AM/FM Stereo Cassette Recorder 

LISTS to $119 95 CHOPPEDTOSM.il 

JVC RCM-SO the ''best we stock'' deluxe AM/FM/Stereo 
Cassette Rocorder. 

LISTS $499.95      CHOPPED TO $299.II 
Mura SP-500 Headphones. While they last! 

LISTS to $19.95         CH0PPEDT0l9.il 
Your choice of either the Mura HV-230 ultra-lightweight 
open air design w/volume control or Koss K-145 
pneumalite design w/volume control While both models 
last! 

LISTS to $54.95 CHOPPED TO $29.11 
AKG K-140 lightweight design 

LISTS $69 95 CHOPPED TO $39.M 
AKG K-240 "The Top-of-the-Line" 

LISTS $99.95 CHOPPED TO $59.11 
Sanyo RM-5300 AM/FM clock radio or RM-55O0. 

LISTS $49 95       CHOPPEO TO 119.11 
Your choice of Deluxe Sony ICF-CB640 or Panasonic 
RE-S2I9 Table Radios 

LISTS $54.95 CHOPPED TO $29.M 
Bearcat 211/6 band, 18 channel programmable police 
scanner. „ -. 
LISTS $349.95       CHOPPED TO S22t.ll 
Your choice ot the Renerphene 2000 or Triumph 
Hoadhugger AM/FM/Headphone Radio. 

CHOPPEO TO S24.M 
Technics SH-610A walnut rack with three adjustable 
shelves and smoked glass door. 

LISTS $129.95 CHOPPED TO Ml.SS 
Cede-A-Phono or Phone Mite answerers 
CHOPPED TO       MI.M 

Remote models start at     S17I.M 

IN-DASH/ UNDERDASH 
CAR STEREO 

Sanyo FT-C2 mini-chassis cassette for imports and GM 
x-body cars 

LISTS $89 88 CHOPPED TO MI.M 
Clarion PE-676B small-chassis cassette to lit most any car 
or truck SAVE 50% 

LISTS$189 95 CHOPPED TO S94.M 

Sanyo FT-874 8 track with pushbutton station selection, 
separate bass and treble, locking fast lorward and more! 
Great for full sized cars. 

LISTS $159 95 CHOPPED TO $99.11 

Sanyo FT-CB mini-chassis cassette with fast forward, re- 
wind AND auto-reverse For imports and GM X-bodies 
Our lowest price AUTO-REVERSE 

LISTS $129.95  CHOPPED TO $M.M 

II you've got a SMALL CAR but you're into Pioneer, 
check the unique new KP-1500 designed to fit your car or 
truck      and __ 
CHOPPEO TO S1M.II 

Looking for auto-reverse, locking fast lorward and re- 
wind, automatic music search in a chassis that'll tit Into 
what you're driving? See the NEW Sanyo FT-7. 
LISTS $149.95 CHOPPED T0$1 H.M 
CHEVY CITATION OWNERS! The Sanyo FTC-8 slips right 
into your dash.  . and offers automatic music search, 
auto-reverse, separate bass ajid treble and more! 
LISTS $159.95 CHOPPED TO S1M.M 
IMPORT and GM X-body owners looking for an in-dash 
cassette with digital display the Sanyo FT-C10 mini- 
chassis is tor you! 

LISTS $199.95 CHOPPED TO $149.11 

The Sanyo FT-482 has automatic music-search, locking 
fast forward/rewind, separate bass & treble and more . 
ALL In a chassis to tit most cars and trucks. 
LISTSS179.95      CHOPPED TO S149.M 

Drive an import or GM X-body. and want a cassette with 
pushbutton tuning, locking last forward & rewind, 
automatic music search with four speaker capability? The 
Sanyo FT-C14 is your best buy1 

LISTS $199.95        CHOPPEO TO $14I.M 
American car and truck owners, here's DIGITAL display 
of time and stations, locking fast lorward & rewind, auto- 
reverse and four speaker capability in the Sanyo FT-545 
BEST BUY! 
LISTS $199.95 CHOPPED TO $111.11 
Impressed with the Sanyo FT-8457 Look at the FT-8B0III 
It includes preset station selection and REMOTE SEEK & 
SCAN control 
LISTS $369.95 CHOPPED TO $1I4.M 

Can't lind a DELUXE car stereo to fit your small car? Look 
at the NEW Sanyo FT-C18 with Dolby, auto-reverse, 
loudness. separate bass & treble controls and metal tape 
capability..   and look at our introductory price1 

LISTS $219.95 CHOPPED TO $119.11 
The Sanyo FT-1004 adds FM STEREO to the FT-10021 
CHOPPEO TO    MI.M 

A Pioneer Cassette You Can Afford! The KP-280 has lock- 
ing fast-torward & rewind PLUS FM STEREO! 
LISTS $149.95 CHOPPEO TO $74.11 

CAR SPEAKERS. 
POWER BOOSTERS/ EQUALIZERS 

Magnodyno KS-3 or KS-4W OEM In-dash speakers built to 
replace your old speakers .. your choice! 

LISTS $9.95 ea CHOPPED TO S.MC ea. 
— 4X10"- 

Panatenlc EAB-B14 20 watt Coaxial kit. 
$79.95 CHOPPEO TO MI.M pr. 
Sanyo SP-412 35 watt Trlaxial kit 
$99 95    CHOPPED TO $7I.Mpr. 

- 8 X 9" - 
Panasonic EAB-772 / 20 watt Soundpump. 
$69.95        CHOPPED TO $34.Mpr. 
Pioneer TS-694 20 watt Coaxial kit 
$85 95 CHOPPED TO $42.Mpr. 
Sanyo SP-778 30 watt Trlaxial kit 
$109.95    CHOPPED TO I7I.MPT. 

DOOR MOUNT 
Sanyo SP-700 5 watt 6'/?" kit 
$16 95  CHOPPEDTOM.M 
Sanyo SP-709 10 wan 4" kit 
$25.95 CHOPPED TO S1I.M 
Panasonic EAB-915 20 watt 4 " kit 
$3995 .        CHOPPED TO M4.M 

SURFACE MOUNT 
Pioneer TS-5 8 watt Convertable 
$29 95 CHOPPED TO M4.M 
Sanyo SP-758 30 watt coax-convertable 
$64 95        CHOPPEO TOMI.M 
Sanyo SP-760 30 watt triax-convertable 
$89 95    CHOPPEDTOMI.M 

BOOSTERS / EQUALIZERS 
Tincrodi TE-80 gives you 60 watts, a /band graphic 
equalizer and built-in LED power meters! 
LISTS$149 95 CHOPPEDTOMI.M 
Concept PB-6000 gives you 60 watts ot CLEAN POWER 
and has separate bass and treble controls 
LISTS $69.95 CHOPPEO TO MI.M 
Mikutlc MEB-832 power booster with 60 watts PLUS 
5-band graphic equalizer. 
LISTS$99 95 CHOPPEDTOMI.M 

Our Entire Record Selection is 
Now on Sale 

All $5.98 list LP's on Sale for $4.40, or Two for $8.50 

1123 WESTLOOP 
SHOPPING CENTER 

539-4636 

master charge VISA" 

Limited to In otore otock 
eome Iteme may not be displayed 

In all •torts. 

TEAM ELECTRONICS 



Big 8 season starts 
with loss for Wildcats 

By ALLEN LEIKER 
Sporti Editor 

LINCOLN, Neb.— K-State battled back 
twice here Wednesday night against 
Nebraska and seemed in good position late 
in the second half to pick up a big road win. 

But Just as fast as the Wildcats caught up, 
they fell behind again. 

"We'd work up to a point where we'd 
catch up, and then we couldn't hold the 
lead," guard Rolando Blackman said. "We 
didn't build on it. That hurt us." 

It certainly did hurt K-State. Nebraska, 
hitting 10 of 12 free throws down the stretch, 
took a 59-49 Big 8 Conference win before 
11,935 fans at the Bob Devaney Sports 
Center. 

Sports 
The Wildcats dug a hole for themselves 

early. After getting the game's first two 
points, K-State went 7:25 without scoring. 
By the time Blackman hit a free throw at the 
12:15 mark, Nebraska had a 15-3 lead. 

BUT K-STATE, with guard Jankovich 
hitting from the outside, fought back and 
caught Nebraska late in the half. 

The Wildcats even took the lead, 24-23, on 
two charities by Randy Reed with 1:48 left in 
the half. 

Nebraska regained the lead, 27-26, when 
Jack Moore stole the ball from Fred Barton 
and scored a layup with one second left in 
the half. 

"We had our poise and started playing our 
game," Blackman said, about the first half 
comeback. 

K-State got off to a shaky start in the 
second half, hitting four of its first 11 shots, 
but again the Wildcats regained their 
composure and caught Nebraska. 

Trailing 39-34 with 12:16 left, the Wildcats 
cut the lead to one in the next three minutes 
and passed Nebraska, 43-41, on a three-point 
play by Reed with 7:03 left to play. 

THEN CAME A COUPLE of plays both K- 
State coach Jack Hartman and Nebraska 
coach Moe Iba called keys in the game. 

The first came on the Cornhuskers next 
trip downcourt. Andre Smith, who lead all 
scorers with 20 points, missed a shot and K- 
State seemed to have the rebound. But Reed 
and John Marx, fighting for the ball, lost it, 
and Smith put it back in the hole to tie the 
game. 

Big 8 basketball 
BIG 8 ALL 

Missouri 1-0 12-3 
Oklahoma State 1-0 11-2 
Kansas 1-0 11-2 
Nebraska 1-0 7-6 
K-State 9-1 10-3 
Colorado 0-1 10-3 
Iowa State 0-1 7-5 
Oklahoma 0-1 5-8 

For information about 
Heart Memorial Gifts 

<$> 
Ask your Heart Association 

Reed came right back to put K-State on 
top.Then Nebraska's Ray Collins came 
down, missed a shot and watched while Ed 
Nealy lost a rebound to Smith, who scored 
again. 

"Those kind of things happen," Hartman 
said. 

"We are fortunate we got those loose 
balls," Iba said. 

From that point, K-State fdl apart 
completely. The Wildcats didn't score in the 
next 5:15, committing three turnovers and 
missing four shots on the next seven 
possessions. 

AND THEN THE WILDCATS were forced 
to foul, which is a mistake because 
Nebraska is hitting 75.6 percent from the 
line this year. 

The Cornhuskers hit 10 of 12 freethroows 
in the final 3:05 to account for their final 10 
points, and the Wildcats were losers here for 
the fourth straight year. 

"It didn't bother me so much that we 
lost," Hartman said, "but the way we lost. 
After we showed poise and maturity to get 
back in it, we didn't show it at the end when 
the game was on the line. We didn't attack." 

Blackman lead K-State with 15 points, 
scoring in double figures for the 38th 
straight game. Reed and Jankovich added 
12. 

Now 0-1 in the conference and 10-3 overall, 
the Wildcats travel to Colorado Saturday for 
an afternoon game. 

K-State (41) 
Nealy 4 <M> 8, Reed 4 4-6 12, Craft 0 04) 0, 

Jankovich 6 0012, Blackman 5 5-615, Reid 0 
0-00, Barton 00-00, Galvao 00-00, Marx 10-0 
2, Sal ter 0 0-00. Totals 20 9-12 49. 

Nebraska (59) 
Collins 2 2-2 6, Walton 7 3-4 17, Smith 7 6-11 

20, Naderer 0 2-2 2, Moore 5 4-514, Shoecraft 
0 0-0 0, Downing 0 0-0 0, Renfro 00-00. Totals 
2117-2459. 

Half time score—Nebraska 27, K-State 26. 
Fouled Out—Reed. Total Fouls— K-State 20, 
Nebraska 15. A—11,935. 

Wichita Eagle 
Start your Subscription 

NOW 

Ask for Semester 
Rates 

Phone 539-1871 
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ICTHUS T0NITE 
Tonight at 8 p.m. in room 212 of the Union the 

Icthus Bible Study will be meeting and you are in- 
vited! 

Icthus is an interdenomination study which 
bases its study and teaching on the Bible, the 
Word of God. 

Friday, February 6 l ^ 
McCain Auditorium 7:30 p.m. 
All Scats Reserved $6.50-$6.00~$5.50 

Tickets on sale McCain Auditorium box office 
January 19 8 a.m.- 6 pin. 
January 20 - February 6     10:30 am.- 6pm 
Limit 20 tickets per customer 

igaafc. n cooperation with Effl^SU 

&*f\ 

^C" -w 

v> 

Two-For-One 
plus 1C 

Eyeglass Sale! 

Buy one pair of glasses at our regular low 
price, get a second pair of equal or less value 
for 1 c. If you do not want two pair of glasses, 
bring a friend and split the cost of two pair. 

This ad it good through January 31st. 

b & I OPTICAL STUDIO 
1210 Moro   •   537-1574 
Mon. - Fn. 9:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. 

Sat. 9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. 

• - 
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■ ACTIVITIES January     1981 CALENDAK 

SUNDAY 

4 
RC ■ Zwn ■ ▼•m 

P -  lM  -  4M 
7pm   -   <9im 

11 
RC - 12noon - low 

P •   lM   • 4M 
7am - 9PH 

18 
RC - 12neon - 12 mldnUht 

P - laa - Sm 
lorn -  10pm 

25 
RC -  12noon -  12»idni*ht 

P - 1PM - SRM 

7P«I - 10M 

MONDAY 

For Rtcraatlon 
Information Cilli 

Handball/Raciutttiall 
Reaarvatlona 4 
Chtck-Out      532-6951 

RIC Chtck       532-6000 

R«c  Strvlcea 
OflKt         532-6960 

RC - loan -  9P» 

P - lli30aa - Urn 
7I30P«  - 9I30P™ 

12 REGISTRATION 

costs 

R«c Co 

Pools 

A* roblet 

Aaua Fltn««« 

TUESDAY 

9l«I RC 

P 

A 

AF 

6 
RC - 10a» - 9»B 

P - lliSOm - IRB 

13 REGISTRATION 

RC - San - 12»ldru«M 

P - 11:30*. - IMI 
7i30om - 9i30om 

19 
RC -        6»m  -  lfcilOnUht 

P - 6an - 7130m 
lli30an - 3I30MI 
7I30#I» - lOem 

A - 6i45a» - 7i30ax 
6I30M* - 7i30«n 

AF - lli30am - ttiSOom 
7i30om  - Bi30om 

26 
RC - 6*» -  12nudni*ht 

P - 6a* - 7i30an 
lll30a» - 3I30IM 

7I30PHI - lOon 

A - 6l45aja - 7i30an 
6I30MI - 7i30on 

AF - 11i30a* - 12i30n» 
7i30ooi - 8i30om 

RC  -  8K. -  12*udnl<ht 

P -  11i30am - lpn 
7I30P» - 9I30PH 

20 
RC - 6an  -  12mldnUht 

P - 6am - 7i30am 
lllSOam - 12i»w« 

7i30on - lOon 

A -  6i30w» - 7.30om 

AF - lli30m - 12i30om 
71 Man - 8t30om 

27 
RC  -   6a»  -   12mldni«hi 

P - to - 7i30a» 
lli30am - 12I30M 

7I30MI - IOPB 

A - 6|30M - 7i30om 

AF - lliMan - 12i30on 
7i30*n - 8I30PB 

WEDNESDAY 

Jntr—uril Dtidllrn 
inuiry 16i 

Bukftbttl 
Indoor dbl. Handbill 
Indoor dbl. Rac«u«tball 
Doubltt Ttblt  Ttmu 
Doublfl  Badminton 
Wittr Baikttball 

THURSDAY 

Intramural  Basketball  Court 
Rtttrvatlons mar bt madt  In 
tht Rtc Strvlcca  offlca on 
January 14-19. 

RC  - loan - 9M 

P - lliSOam - Ion 
7i30om - 9i30em 

14 CLASSES BEGIN 

RC - 6am - 12nidni«ht 

P - 6am - 7i30am 
lli30am - 3i30w> 
7i30pm - IOM 

21 
RC  -        6an  - 12mldnlfht 

P - 6am - 7130am 
lli30am - 3i30on 

A - 6i45an - 7i30am 

28 
RC  -  6am - 12mldnUht 

P -  6am - 7i30am 
lllSOam - 3i30om 

A - 6i45aa - 7i30am 

1 
New Year's Day 

ALL FACILITIES CLOSED 

8 
RC - 10am - 9on 

P - lliJOam - 1M 
7i30om -  9i30om 

15 IN MANAGERS MEETING 
4i00pm - Forua Hall 

FRIDAY 

ALL FACILITIES  CLOSED 

9 
RC - 10am - 9om 

P - 1.1130am - 1M 

16 
RC   - 6am -  12mldnUht 

P - 6an - 7i30aa 
lllSOam - 12i30pm 
7i30*Jl - lOon 

22 
RC -        6am - 12mldnl*ht 

P - 6am - 7i»am 
UiJOam - 12i30«n 

7.30Pf> - 10«m 

A - 6i30on - 7I30M 

AF - Ui30am - 12i30pm 
7i30a« - 8i30»m 

29 
RC  - 6am -  12aldnUht 

P - 6a* - 7i30a« 
lli30am - 12t30om 

7I30M* - lOom 

A - 6i30om - 7i30«* 

AF - lli30*m - 12l30*« 
7I30»<* - 8i30om 

RC  - 6a» - 12»Udnl*ht 

P -  oam -  7.30am 
lli30am - 3i30n> 
7i30em -  loom 

INTRAMURAL DEADLINE 

23 
RC - 6am - Horn 

P - 6am - 7i30am 
lllSOam - 3I30BO 
7i30om  -   lOom 

A - 6i45a* - 7i30a* 

30 
RC - 6a* - Horn 

P - 6a* - 7i30am 
lllSOam - 3i30om 
7i30n* - lOom 

A - 6l45aa - 7i30am 

SATURDAY 

RC  -  12noon - 7» 

P - CLOSED 

10 
RC  - 12noon - 7B 

P - CLOSED 

17 
RC  -  9am  -  lOom 

P - In* - 5pm 
7om - 10PM 

24 
RC - 9am - lOom 

P - lorn - 5pm 
7pm - 10pm 

31 
RC - 9am - lOom 

P - 1pm - 5*m 
7P« - lOom 

r — r IMPORTANT INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL INFORMATION 
BASKETBALL COURT RESERVATIONS 

BEGINNING JANUARY 14 THROUGH JANUARY It, I960: 
1. Only INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL teams may reserve courts. 
2. Reservations must be made in the Recreational Services office, Student Recreation 

Complex, to be valid. No phone calls please. 
3. Courts will be reserved on January 14,15,1«, 17,18, and 19, during open hours. 
4. Only one-half court can be reserved. 
5. Reservations are for one-half hour only. 
6. Cannot reserve courts for two days in a row. 
7. Courts can be reserved only 24 hours in advance or on the same day 
8. No full court playing. 

Deadline—Friday, Jan. 16. 

5:00 p.m. 
B-Ball 
W.B-Ball 

Doubles—    Handball—Indoor 
R-BaU-Indoor 
Table Tennis 
Badminton 

Mgrs. Meeting—Thurs.. Jan. 15, 
4:00p.m. 

B-Ball 
W.B-Ball 
Forum Hall 
Attendance Mandatory by team representative 

Officials—Basketball Officials needed 
Pay S3.35 per game minimum 

Meetings—attend both 
Sun., Jan. 18,7:00 p.m., Rec. Complex 
Mon., Jan. 1», 5:00 p.m., Rec. Complex 

See Bob or Steve-Rec. Complex   53M980 

REC COMPLEX HOURS 
Regular Hours Begin Jan. 14 

M-F 6a.m.-12 Midnight 
Sat. 9a.m.-10p.m. 

Sun. 12 noon-Midnight 
(See above calendar) 

DESIGNATED USE TIMES 
Due to the expected large number of intramural basketball teams, designated use | 

times will be limited to before 4 p.m. Plan to fit some of these into your schedule: 
1-2 Courts of VOLLEYBALL 
1-3 Courts of BADMINTON 
1-2 GOLF DRIVING Areas 
1-2 Courts of TENNIS 

(The above schedule begins on January 20.) 
Don't forget the running track, weight room, basketball, dance and combative area, 

and racquetball courts are available daily.         

lla.m.-lp.m. M-F 
11 a.m.-1 p.m. T-Th 

lla.m.-lp.m. M-W-F 
6a.m. 1pm   M-F 

GROUP LED FITNESS PROGRAMS 
Rhythmic Aerobics (at Rec Complex): 

6:45a.m.-7:30a.m. M-W-F (new) 
6:30p.m.-7:30p.m. M-T-Th 

Aqua Fitness (at Pools): 
ll:30a.m.-12:30p.m. M-T-Th 

Thissemester wi% also feature some COUNTRY/WESTERN AEROBICS. We look for- 
ward to seeing you take part in these programs.     

IMPORTANT PHONE NUMBERS 
Handball/Racquetball Reservations  
Rec. Services < tffice  
Rec check <  

532-6951 
532-6980 
532-6000 

[LOCKER RENTAL 
Why carry your clothes, racquets, etc., each time you come to the complex? Rent a 

locker with towel service for $7.00 for the semester. The convenience is worth it alone. 
Come to the Recreational Services Office, Monday-Friday from 8 a.m.-5 p.m. to pay for a 
locker 

Rec Report Sponsored 
By: 

, 

mt£k 
SHOPPE 

Bollard's 
in AKli'viltr 

IN 
AGGIEVILLE 

^WTHL 
WAY 

u> Village Plata 

Believers in the Importance of Recreation and Fitness 
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SOPHOMORES 
(And others with 2- Years of College Remaining) 

DO YOU WANT TO FLY? 
K-State has received a few Pilot and Navigator alloca- 
tions—one of these could be yours. 

Application Deadline: 
Pilots—13 February 1981 
Navigators—20 February 1981 

If qualified and selected, you would: 
—Enter the 2-Year AFROTC program in the Fall of 1981. 
—Receive $2,000 during your last two years of college. 
—Receive 25 free flying hours in Senior year—Pilots only 

(unless already holding a private pilot's license). 
—Become an officer in the U.S. Air Force upon graduation. 
—Attend Air Force Pilot or Navigator training. 

For more information, contact Colonel Barber at the Mil- 
itary Science Building, Room 108 or call 532-6600. 

Staff photo by Crslo Chandler 

Working the break...Betsy Sloan puts pressure on Jill Bleier during a 
fast-break drill. The 'Cats finished their final practice Tuesday before 
traveling to Lawrence for the Big 8 Tournament starting today. 

'Cats travel to KU to re-claim 
Big 8 tournament championship 

By MEGAN BARD8LEY 
Asst. Sports Editor 

The women's Big 8 tournament is known 
for its stiff competition and this year's 
tournament should be no different with 
three league teams having made ap- 
pearances in the top 20 this year. 

Kansas, K-State and Colorado are ranked 
with CU being the surprise team of the 
season after it made an appearance in last 
week's top 20. 

The tournament, beginning tonight and 
ending with the finals on Saturday, has the 
fifth-ranked host team KU, seeded 1st, with 
15th-ranked K-State sitting in the No. 2 
positon. 

K-State claimed the championship title 
e first two years of the tournament, which 

began in 1976, and since then the Wildcats 
haven't   been   in   the   finals.   KU   has I ha 

dominated the tournament, winning two 
titles in a row including a victory last year 
over Missouri. 

In the first round of action, KU, led by star 
center Lynette Woodard, will battle the 
tough Colorado team. K-State will face the 
Cornhuskers of Nebraska in a 4 p.m. game 
at Allen Field House. 

K-State has won two of the past three 
tournament meetings between the Wildcats 
and the Cornhuskers. K-State, which 
defeated the 'Huskers Dec. 9, will have to 
play this time without injured center 
Tammie Romstad, who scored 22 points in 
that contest. 

Winning the tournament doesn't deter- 
mine which team will go to the playoffs, but 
the Wildcats, 14-3, are hoping to place first 
because of the prestige associated with it. 

(See'CATS, p.18) 

The following organizations have been 
registered with the University Activities Board 

since the first list came out In the Oct. 29 Collegian 

1980-81 REGISTERED CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS 
(additional list) 

(from the U.A.B. files In the S.G.S. Office) 
(532-6541 -K-State Union) 

ORGANIZATION CONTACT PERSON TELEPHONE 
Alpha Chi Sigma    Paul Reddy, Prea  639-7439 
AlphaPhlAlpha    Marvin Moore, Prea.  539-8487 
Amataur Radio Club     BUI Bamea, Pree  778-1426 
Am. Aaaoc. of Textllee Chemiala 

S Cowrtata    Qall Qoodyesr, Prea  5394134 
Biology Graduate Student Organization    Patricia Bmek, Prea  5324362 
Chrletian Science Organization    Spencer Mattera, Prea  778-7823 
Oalta Sigma Theta    Anita Cobbina, Prea  536-1362 
Filipino StudentaAaaoclation    Elpidlo Agbialt, Prea  537-2593 
Iranian Moalem Organization    Ahmad Sharrllan, Prea  7765565 
Iranian Students Aaaoc. at Manhattan    Shohreh Shajle, Prea  776-9942 
MarkatlngChib    Byron Bates, Prea.   537-1782 
Moslem Student Society    Esmall Mokhtar-Jozanl, Prea  7760718 
Nursing Students Association of Kansss. 
Pap Coordinating Council  
Pal Chi  
Sigma Lambda Chi  
Steel Ring  
United Black Voices  

Psm Marvin, Prea  539-2372 
Lisa Mays, Prss  532-3137 
Cindy Ellerman, Prea  5396009 
Jim Calvart, Prea  539-4386 
Mark Jones, Prea.  7760943 
Sherri Chapell, Pros  537-0244 

ORGANIZATIONAL NAME CHANGE 
Mosllm Student Society to Iranian Muslim Student Society 

PRESIDENTIAL CHANGES 
Recreational Club—new president: Dave Winter— 539-7169 
Alpha Phi Omega—new president: Pat Qlenson—539-2534 

Enroll in the KODAK 
PHOTOGRAPHIC S6MINAR 

An Inspiring Course in Photography 

Presented by Eastman Kodak Company and 

Manhattan Camera 
Good photographs, the kind this Seminar will help you create, 

are what make the world of picture-taking so enjoyable. Expand 
your visual awareness and your knowledge of photography in this in- 
spiring presentation. 

January 19 and 20 
At K-State Union 

6:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m. 
Register early, and get ready for a stimulating photographic 

seminar that you'll remember for a long time. 
Purchase your ticket at 

manhattan 

228   POYNTZ       MANHATTAN    776-4240 

... 

J 
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Sports briefs 
Baseball 

SAN FRANCISCO (AP)-The San 
Francisco Giants hired Frank Robinson 
as manager Wednesday, giving the 
former star outfielder his second crack 
at guiding the fortunes of a major league 
baseball team. 

Giants owner Bob Lurie announced at a 
news conference that Robinson had 
agreed to a multi-year contract with the 
National League team. Details of the 
pact were not revealed. 

"I hope and I fed that I can justify the 
faith the Giants organization has shown 
in me," said Robinson. "I'm coming in 
here with my eyes open. I feel like I can 
bring leadership to this ballclub. I feel 
like I can inspire the players to play to 
their potential." 

Lurie, whose team was fifth in the NL 
West last season, said of Robinson, "He 
knows how to manage, he knows how to 
win, he knows how to communicate. I 
believe he will have the ability to earn the 
respect of the players and fans in a very 
short time." 

Robinson, 45, was major league 
baseball's first black manager. He 
guided the Cleveland Indians for 1V4 
years before being fired in 1977. He was a 
coach for Baltimore the last two seasons. 

A sure bet for the Hall of Fame, 
Robinson left an impressive record in a 
21-year big league playing career which 
started in 1956 with the Cincinnati Reds 
and ended in 1976 as player-manager for 
the Indians. Eleven times he was named 
to the All-Star game, and his 586 home 
runs place him fourth on the all-time list. 

He is the only player ever to be named 
Most Valuable Player in both the 
National and American leagues, winning 
the award with the Reds in 1961 and the 
Baltimore Orioles in 1966. 

The Giants' managing job became 
vacant when Lurie fired Dave Bristol, 
the manager since late in the 1979 season, 
at baseball's winter meetings last month. 

Other candidates for the post included 
Dick Howser, Bob Lemon, Del Crandall 
and Gene Mauch. Howser took his name 
out of the running Monday. 

Robinson managed Baltimore's Class 
AAA farm team in Rochester, N.Y., for 
part of the 1978 season before joining the 
Orioles as a coach. 

The only other black manager in the 
major leagues is Maury Wills of the 
Seattle Mariners. Larry Doby, who 
managed the Chicago White Sox for part 
of 1978, was the only other black to 
manage in the majors. 

Pro Football 
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP)-Joe 

Spencer, offensive line coach for the 
Kansas City Chiefs for the past six years, 
announced his resignation Wednesday. 

Spencer notified Coach Marv Levy of 
the resignation at Mobile, Ala. where 
Chiefs' coaches are observing workouts 
for the Senior Bowl. 

Spencer did not indicate his future 
plans. 

A native of Oklahoma City, Spencer 
has coached 14 years in the National 
Football League, with the Houston 
Oilers, New York Jets and St. Louis 
Cardinals. 

College Basketball 
LAWRENCE, Kan. (AP)-Darnell 

Valentine poured in 20 points and David 
Magley added 17 as the Kansas 
Jayhawks rolled over Iowa State 70-58 
Wednesday night in the Big Eight Con- 
ference basketball opener for both 
teams. 

Iowa State kept close thoughout the 
first half, which ended in a 28-28 
deadlock. The Cyclones grabbed a 31-30 
lead early in the second half, but the 
Jayhawks reeled off eight unanswered 
points to grab the lead for good. 

The only Jayhawk besides Valentine 
and Magley to score in double figures 
was Tony Guy, who had 15. 

The Cyclones were led by Ron 
Salenschek with 15. Lefty Moore and 
Robert Estes both added 12, and Ron 
Harris chipped in 11. 

The Jayhawks, improved their overall 
record to 11-2, while the Cyclones 
dropped to 7-5. 

Sale 21.75 to $45 
Reg. $29 to $60 Hit the trail. Our hikers combine 
rugged good looks with the stamina and comfort 
that stays with you when the going gets tough. 

Styles for men and women. 

JCPenney 
4th and Houston St. 
Open Thursday and Friday Night til 9:00. 

Of course you can charge it 

® 

'Cats... 
(Continued from p.17) 

Hickey said KU'S strength is its inside 
game, but added the Wildcats aren't looking 
ahead to play the Jayhawks. 

Hickey remembers the Minnesota game 
and how the 'Cats led at halftime by 15 
points and then hit a cold spell and lost, 71- 
70. 

"We're trying to play one game at a time. 
We learned that in our game against Min- 
nesota, we need to play each game half by 
half and minute by minute." 

If the women win their first game, they 
will face the winner of Iowa State-Missouri 
at 6 p.m. Friday. If they lose, they will play 
at 1 p.m. Friday. The championship game 
will be at 8 p.m. Saturday. 

Ski 
Breckenridge 

with 

International 
Tours 

.A full Service travel agency 

March 14th-18th 
***5 days/4 nights** $357* 

Price Include*: 
• Roundtrip transportation on Conti- 

nental Airlines 727 from Wichita 
• Roundtrip Charter bus transfers be- 

tween Denver and Breckenridge 
• Four nights lodging at Beaver Run 
• Complete ski. boot and pole rentals 
• Dinner at the StapletonPlaia Hotel 
• Complete trip escort 

Reservation deadline 
Jan. 30,1981 

For further information 
contact Maryanne 

at International Tours 
(913)-776-4756 

price subject to change 

SA VE ON SON A TA TOWELS 
This full terry 100% combed cotton towel en- 
semble offers the latest in fashion colors to 
complement your bath: Champagne. Sand- 
stone, Cerulean Blue. Amber. Sable. 

Reg. Sale 
Bath Towel     6.00 4.50 
Hand Towel    5.25 3.50 
Washcloth       2.00 1.50 

FIELDCREST'S SWISS 
FLORAL STRIPE TOWELS 

A subtle wallpaper print in blue and suede, this 
bath towel ensemble is over printed on a 
sheared woven stripe to give it the special look 
of an exquisite woven fabric. Reg. Sale 

Bath Towel     7.50 5.50 
Hand Towel    5.00 3.00 
Washcloth      2.00 1.75 

328 POYNTZ MANHATTAN* 5T0R€ *©«. WOMEN 
Open Thursday Night Till 8 30 p.m. 

SAVE ON COLORFUL 
SONATA RUGS 

Mix and match your solid towels in oval 
fringed rugs 100% Dacron polyester with 
Fieldcrest's unique skid resistant new 
Diamondback" backing. Also available in lids 
and tank sets. Colors: Cognac, Sable, Pink, 
Amber, Jonquil, Creme de Menthe, Cham- 
pagne, Sandstone, Cerulean Blue. 

Reg. 
7.75 
4.00 

1200 
Keller's 

Own 
Charge 

21x36 Oval 
Lid Cover 
Tank Set 

Sale 
5.79 
2.99 
8.99 

VISA 
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Graduate assistants 
seek help to ease 
financial problems 

Changes in student grievance procedures 
were discussed last night at the Graduate 
Student Council (GSC) meeting. Planning 
upcoming elections and requesting more 
money for graduate assistants were also on 
the agenda. 

Mike Arambel, GSC president, announced 
that the Graduate Council granted voting 
power to the two graduate students who Join 
six faculty members to hear grievances. 
Previously, they sat in on discussions, but 
could not vote. 

Arambel announced he would investigate 
the question of compensation for graduate 
assistants. 

"We at K-State feel that we're not getting 
enough money," Arambel said, noting that 
some GSC members will urge Legislators to 
consider additional University funding to 
help ease financial problems of graduate 
students. 

Collegian 
classifieds 

CLASSIFIED RATES 
One day: 20 words or less, $1.50, 5 cents 

per word over 20; Two days: 20 words or less, 
$2.00, 8 cents per word over 20; Three days: 
20 words or less, $2.25, 10 cents per word 
over 20; Four days: 20 words or less, $2.75,13 
cents per word over 20; Five days: 20 words or 
less, $3.00,15 cents per word over 20. 

Classifieds are payable In advance unless client has an 
established account with Student Publications 

Deadline la 10 a.m. day before publication. 10 a.m. Friday 
lor Monday paper. 

DlepleyCiesslfled Hates 
One day: $3.00 per Inch; Three days: $2.85 per Inch; Five 

daya: $275 per Inch; Ten day*: $2.60 per inch. (Deadline ia 5 
p.m. 2 daya before publication.) 

Classified advertising is available only to those who do not 
discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, national 
origin, sex or ancestry. 

 FOR SALE  
ADULT GAG gifts and novelties—birthday, anniversary, get 

well, or |u st lor tun. Treasure Chest, Agglevllle. (1 tl) 

MUST PART with ok) friend 1971 VW Super Beetle. She has 
had excellent maintenance, starts every time, has perfect 
tires, is safety Inspected and for $1300 she can be your 
friend, too. 539-9434 (7740) 

SEASONED HARDWOOD firewood, split and delivered, 
mostly red and white elm, $40rrick, $75/cord. Call 537-2474 
nights (77-81) 

1970 LIBERTY 12x55. new carpet and drapes, wesher, fur- 
nished, cheap gas heat, storage shed. $4500. Call after 
5:00 p.m. 537-2858. (77*5) 

BY OWNER: Nice two bedroom house with basement apart- 
ment, one block east of campus $40,000 Call 537 1669 
(78*0) 

PIONEER TX5500 Tuner, excellent condition. $ 100 or best of 
fer. For information call 7760171. (78*0) 

MUST SELL Pioneer stereo equipment 15 w/ch Receiver 
$150 and semi-automatic turntable $75, or best offer. 
Phone 7764224 after 5:30 p.m. (78-82) 

10 x 45 MOBILE home on campus. Furnished, two-bedroom, 
$4,000. Call 1-316-357 7662 (78*2) 

HEAD SKIS—Kllley 195s. Marker Elastomat bindings 
Relker boots, size9. 776-3655.(79-81) 

QUARTER HORSE. Gentle grade bay gelding. Rides western 
or English. 776-3655. (79*1) 

FOR SALE: 1 pr. Vasque Gretchen II hiking boots, women's 
size 9. Call 7764931 after 5:00 (79*2) 

FISH TANK—10 gallons with all accessories Fish, too! Call 
5326889 1-485-2703after4O0pm.<79*O) 

FOLD OUT couch and chair, $15 each or both for $25. Used 
lumber for shelves. Make offer. 539-9434 (79*0) 

1980 FORD 150 XLT 4x4. 15,000 miles, AM-FM stereo, AC, 
digital clock, automatic transmission, extra sharp interior. 
Sharp looking pick-up. 776-7595. (79*3) 

TWO TWIN beds; three small cheats; two desks with chairs; 
one kitchen set. Call 776*448. (79*3) 

PIONEER KP 5000 Supertuner underdash. very good con- 
dition, $100. Call Karl, 7764294. (79*0) 

 FOR RENT  
COSTUMES, MASKS, periodical clothing, accessories, all 

types make-up. Grass skirls, lals, bunny and mouse ears 
and more. Treasure Chest, Agglevllle. (1tf) 

TYPEWRITER RENTALS, electrics and manuals, day, week 
or month. Buzzells, 511 Leavenworth, across from post 
office Call 776-9469 (1 If) 

RENTAL TYPEWRITERS: Excellent selection, including IBM 
Seleclrics    Service   moat   makes  ol  typewriters.   Hull 
Business Machines, (Aggievllle). 1212 Moro, 539-7931. (ItfI 

RENT A PIANO 
35.00 a Month 

Don Jorgenson's Piano and Organ 
Little Apple Music 

413Poyntz 
 539-1926  
THREE BEDROOM house-unfurnished, includes stove, 

drapes, carpet, $375 plus utilities. 1724 Pierre. Phone 
7761037 before 8:00a.m. or after 8:00 p.m. (76*0) 

SPACIOUS 1V1 bedroom apartment. Available Immediately 
Call 776*265. (76*0) 

FURNISHED, CARPETED rooms at 400 N. 11th, $65 up, kit 
chen and laundry, free parking, bills paid. Call 5374233. 
(78-107) 

FURNISHED, CARPETED one bedroom apartment at 400 N. 
11th, $180and bills paid. Call 5374233. (78-97) 

D & S RENTAL Center has compact refrigerators for rent, 
monthly or semester rates. Call 537-2250. (78*0) 

LARGE TWO bedroom duplex apartment, with garage and 
basement, $175.00 plus utilities and deposit 5374637 af- 
ter 5:00p.m.(79*1) 

CALL CELESTE 
For 

Wildcat Inn Apts. 
Summer, Fall 
Spring, 1981-82 

We are now 
issuing firm 

contracts in all 
Wildcat Inns for 

Summer and Fall 
1981 and Spring— 

1982. Now is the 
time to get 
guaranteed 
apartment 

assignments 
539-5001 for information. 

VERY NICE apartment, one bedroom apartment one block 
away from campus. $18500, Vi $92.50-V> on utilities. 
Come and see it. Call after 500 p.m., 539-3227 (79*3) 

ONE BEDROOM basement apartment, one-half block 
Agglevllle, furnished or unfurnished. Call 537-2344, 
evenings 539-1498 (79*5) 

 ROOMMATE WANTED  
PREFER GRADUATE or upperclassman. Private bedroom, 

close to campus, $112.50 per month through June 1. No 
utilities. Furnished. Call 537-2474.(77*1)   . 

THREE FEMALES to share four-bedroom house. Own room, 
$105/month and 1/4 utilities. Call 537-1202. (78*0) 

FEMALES TO share furnished house at 1005 Vattler, private 
bedrooms, laundry, $50 up Call 539*401 (78-107) 

ROOMMATE WANTED: Female, own bedroom, $100 month 
plus utilities. Must have transportation Call 537-1438. 
(78*0) 

ROOMMATE WANTED—share basement apartment, 825 
Bluemont Own room, $97.50. all bills paid. Call 7764295. 
ask lor Scott. (79*3) 

LARGE APARTMENT, fireplace, dishwasher, own bedroom, 
$160 month plus utilities. Call Bill, 539-1093. (79*8) 

FEMALE TO share two-bedroom trailer. Prefer non-smoking 
agriculture major. Available immediately. Call 5390270. 
(79*3) 

MALE ROOMMATE to share nice apartment with two others 
... very close to campus. $81 00/month plus vi utilities. 
Call 776*925.(79*1) 

Peanuts By CHARLES SCHULZ 

HERE'S THE WORLD 
FAM0U5lAWYtR LEAVING 

TME COURTHOUSE 

© issi UMIM linn Synacm. mc 

THEJl/PGECALLEDMEA 
Ml6MEN06,AB0U)VeR 
ANPASNAFFLER.' 

I 6UESS THAT'S UHtf 
HCM 60 TO LAW SCHOOL 

..50 YOU KMOU) WHAT 
YOU'RE BEING CALLEPi 
 & 

lUI / t/*»£/* (J ll<*t 

I-IS' J2#"C* 

Qossworcf By EUGENE SHEFFER 

ACROSS 
1 Jewish 

month 
5 Post 
9 Hebrew 

letter 
12 Arrive 
13 Verdi opera 
H Eggs 
IS It forms 

Lake Mead 
17 At present 
18 Mistakes 
19 Buenos — 
21 Musical 

note 
22 Zest 
24 Heroic act 
27 Insect 
28 Elliptical 
31 Russian 
32 House wing 
33 Frigid 
34 Wing- 

shaped 
31 Cunning 
37 Tardy 
38 Stale or trite 
40 Italian river 

41"- la 
vista" 

43 Crowns 
47-Khan 
48 Salt River 

dam 
51 Nothing 
52 Singer: 

Paul- 
53 Actress 

Adams 
54 Female 

deer 
55 Harken 
56 TV series 

DOWN 
1 Long for 
2 Portal 
3 God of love 
4 Turn against 
5 Defaces 
6 Succor 
7 Cretan 

mountain 
8 Tibetan monks 
9 Capital of 

Liberia 
10 Bacchanals' 

cry 
11 Bird craws 

Avg. solution time: 23 min. 

ES 
L-.Ej 
F LiO:0|R 
■L#A/.R. I 1= 
RAT I TIE 
OB I T 
s O;R|E 
S.UE;S 

1-15 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 

If Period 
20 Japanese 

statesman 
22 Ravine 
23 Unsightly 
24 Friar's 

title 
25 Lamprey 
26 Water 
27 Overcome 
29 Drama unit 
30 Lixivium 
35 Routine 
37 Bread units 
39 Actress 

Bernhardt 
40 Dessert 
41 Card holding 
42 Exchange 

premium 
43 Despot 
44 Redecorate 
45 Other, in 

Latin 
40 Short 

distance 
49 United 
50 Turkish 

weight 

CRYPTOQUIP 115 

NRC  DQKVB  DCPVPRO  VKDV  NR 

QKVB  DBCPVPRO 

Yesterday's   Cryptoquip   -   BONA   FIDE   MUMBLER 
MURDERED  OUR  FINE  LANGUAGE. 

Today's Cryptoquip clue: O equals T 

FEMALE WANTED to share two-btdroom trailer house, 
$100fmonth plus v> utilities. Call 7760445. (79*3) 

MALE ROOMMATE: to share three bedroom house, pay vi 
bills. Call after 5:00 p.m., 805 Kearney, 7764313. (79*3) 

MALE OR female—two bedroom apartment. Rent $95 to 
$100.00 month, 931 Humboldt. Cable TV, tele., utilities In- 
cluded (need stat). 537-4211. (79*0) 

FEMALE, OWN bedroom, three blocks from campus, $90 
plus Vi utilities. Call 539*678 (79*0) 

 HELP WANTED  
CHAIR SIOE dental assistant-experience preferred Would 

consider training mature Individuel with above average I.O. 
Contact 7764729 Monday, Tueeday, and Thursday from 
7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.; Wednesday and Friday, 7:30 a.m.- 
12fl0 noon. (77*6) 

SITTER IN my home Monday-Friday, during day. Mornings or 
afternoons, preferably all day. Muat have own trans- 
portation Please call 537*398. (78*0) 

EVEN EINSTEIN had to start somewhere! Math Lab tutor 
volunteers ant needed 1-2 hours weekly to stall Educa- 
tional Support Services project for Spring Semester Orien- 
tation 700 p.m., Monday, January 19, at 422 Farrell Library. 
More information from Dr. Kenneth Lewallen, 532*439. 
(78*0) 

PART-TIME WORK: 10 weeks at $45/week for 6-10 hours per 
weak. Typing mandatory, marketing background helpful. 
Call 776-1325,500-7:00 p.m. (79*3) 

REGISTERED NURSES 
EXPLORE YOUR NURSING 

POTENTIAL! 

Full time, part-time 
and on-call openings. 

We offer total nursing care, approved 
continuing education for relicensure, 
competitive salary, shift differential 
and liberal fringe benefits. 

Call Lisa Kramer, Nurse Recruiter at 
776-3300, ext. 114 or 229, Memorial Hos- 
pital, Manhattan, Kansas. EOE 

DOMINO'S PIZZA is taking applications for drivers and 
telephone personnel. Applicants must be 18 and have their 
own car with insurance. Apply after 4 00 p.m. at Domino's 
Pizza, 517 N. 12th, 539*561. (79*1) 

PART-TIME HELP needed by university couple for cleaning 
house and other chorea. Two to lour hours a week, $4/hour 
to atari, Tuesdays or Thursdays. Call 776*584. (79*1) 

J. RK3GS West, Inc. Is now accepting applications for part- 
time help. Muat be available evenings and weekends 
Come by 317 Poyntz to fill out an application. (79*1) 

BOOKKEEPER/SECRETARY—twenty hours a week. Call 
537*812 EOE. (79*0) 

TYPIST, PART-TIME student Typing experience preferred. 
Approximately 20 houre per week. Apply In person. 124 
Seaton Hall (79*1) 

 SERVICES  
RESUME WRITING, layout, editing, typing or appraisal. 

Resume Service, 411 N. 3rd, 537-7294. (1 tf) 

WOMEN'S HEALTH Care Service Confidential health care 
for women with unexpected pregnancies. Abortion ser- 
vices to 20 weeks as an outpatient, information and free 
pregnancy testing. (316) 684-5108 Wichita (1tf) 

PREGNANT? BIRTHRIGHT can help. Free pregnancy test 
Confidential. Call 537-9180.103 South 4th Street, Suite 16 
(17tf) 

HORSES BOARDED, lessons given. Indoor and outdoor 
arenas. Powder Puff Downs. Barry and Marty Elliott, St. 
George, Ks. Call 1494-2660. (76*5) 

EXPERIENCED TYPIST, reasonable rates, IBM correcting 
selectric Convenient location to campus. Call 537-1669. 
(78*0) 

 NOTICES  
PILOT NEEDS three passengers to share costs to KSU men's 

away basketball games. Hugh Irvln, 539-3128, 532*311. 
(76*0) 

PEOPLE'S GROCERY haa a wide variety of herbs and spices, 
herb teas and black teaa, organic whole greln products. 
shampoos, sprouting seeds, cold-pressed oils, nuts, dried 
fruit, silk sea sponges and much more. Members and non- 
members welcome. Open Tuesday, Thursday 1000 a.m.. 
8:00 p.m. Wednesday, Friday, Saturday 10:00 a.m 6:00p.m. 
People's Grocery, 811 Colorado. (78*0) 

 ANNOUNCEMENT  
THE FONE, Is looking for new volunteers. Sign-up at 

registration or in the Union. Training will be the weekend 
of the 17th, 18th. For more Information call the Fone, 
532*565 (76*0) 

SUPERBOWL SUNDAY, free 6pack ol your "lavorite" with 
every 6-foot party sandwich. Order before January 23rd. 
Hot Digglty Dog, 539*033 (77*4) 

LITTLE SISTERS of Minerva—Get payched tor the back to 
school function tonight at 8O0p.m. (79) 

        WANTED  
COLLECTIBLES, COINS, back Issue msgazlnes, comics, LP 

albums. Check with us before you throw It away. Treasure 
Chest. Aggievllle. (1tf) 

NEED EFFICIENCY close to campus, preferably West aide, 
before February 1 until August 1. Non-smoker Eric. 
539-2157, keep trying. References. (77*1) 

EXEFCISER BENCH. Call after 5:00 p.m. or anytime weeken- 
ds, 776 7992 (79*0) 

 FOUND  
ONE COAT found In Agglevllle Monday night. Call 7761671 

to Identify. (79*1) 

 ATTENTION  
ATTENTION: ALL atudenta who took Oceanography at 10:30 

on MWF last semester please call 537-1707. (78*0) 

 PERSONAL  
BEV K : Happy 21at. Don't celebrate too muchl Love Mom, 

Dad and Deb. (79) 

B.K. HAI Just because I'm In K.C. doesn't mean I can't wish 
you a Happy Birthday. Manhattan will never be the same 
now that you're 211 If you ever get a free weekend come on 
up, I've got some posters I need to put upl Beware Always, 
Bonnie and I. (79) 

B.K: IT waa neat to meet you here last year, at thla locality! 
Thanks for your heepin, helpin of your hospitality) Happy 
BOay: Bonnie and la Dark Friend. (79) 
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STARTS TODAY/ENDS JAN. 21st 

WELCOME 
BACK 

STEREO 
SALE 

1826 N. TUTTLE CREEK BLVD. Across from VISTA 

SPEAKERS 
Buy one speaker at 

Regular Price get one 

FREE 
4 

BSR Power Handlers 
Mod No. 82 8" 2 way Reg. '89.95 ea./NOW 2 for 1 
Mod No. 103 10" 3 way Reg. 129.95 ea./NOW 2 for 1 
Mod No. 123 12" 3 way Reg. 149.95 ea./NOW 2 for 1 

Ultralinear-Buy 1 get 1 FREE 
Mod No. 82 8" 2 way Reg. '129.95 ea./NOW 2 for 1 

Mod No. 1260 12" 3 way Reg. 139.95 ea./NOW 2 for 1 
Mod No. 1280 12" 4 way Reg. 199.95 ea./NOW 2 for 1 
Mod No. 428 (1 only, Used) 12" 4 way Reg. 399.95 ea. 

NOW $300 pr. 

A Tradition of Excellence with 
Sound as clear as light 

LS8 Tempest $131.50 ea. 

PS5A 10" 2 way 155.50 ea. 
PS8A 8" 2 way 124.50 ea. 

ADS 
Mod No. L-10 Reg. '200 pr. 
Mod No. 420 Reg. 119 ea. 

Mod No. 520 Reg. 139 ea. 

Mod No. 620 Reg. 189 ea. 
Mod No. 710 Reg. 300 ea. 
Mod No. 810 Reg. 329 ea. 

NOW $129 pr. 

NOW80oa. 

NOW 100 ea. 
NOW 124M ea. 
NOW 169" ea. 
NOW 19V5 ea. 

DEMOS & CLOSE OUTS 

Cerwin Vega U321 12" 3 way Spkr. 
Reg. W NOW M6500 

Cerwin Vega V123 10" 3 way Spkr. 
Reg. '270" NOW $135°° 

Harmon Kardon ST80 
Tangental Tracking Table (1 only) 

Reg. '499" NOW ^SO" 

Harmon Kardon 1500 Cassette Deck 
Reg. '249" NOW *159" 

Toshiba: List '249" NOW *161°° ea. 
SA445 45 watt or ST445 Digital Tuner 

Signal Processing 
Equipment 

Sound Craftsman SE450 Equalizer 
Reg.'250 NOW $189" (1 Only) 

Audio Control C-22 10 band Graphic Equalizer 

Reg. '250 NOW *199" 

Audio Control Model 520 5 band 2 channel 
Reg. '159" NOW MOV* 

801 OMMISOMIC in ACER 

Hear What You've been missing 
It does to your stereo what stereo does to mono 

Reg.'219" NOW $174" 

ROTEL 7 band Graphic Equalizer 
Reg. '190 NOW *114" 

RECEIVERS 

NIKKO AUDIO 
NR519 20 watt Reg. '249" NOW *174" 
NR719 35 watt Reg. 329" NOW 249* 
NR819 45 watt Reg. 399" NOW 279" 
NR1019 70 watt Reg. 449" NOW 359" 

AKAI 
AA-R-20 26 watt Reg. '259" NOW *204" 
AA-R-30 38 watt Reg. 329" NOW 245" 
AA-R-40 50 watt Reg. 399" NOW 320" 

TURNTABLES 
Akai AP-B20 *84"       Akai AP-B10C *84" 
Belt Drive, Semi-Auto. Belt Drive, w/cartridge 

Toshiba SRA100 Belt Drive, Semi-Auto 
 *W»  

Dual Turntables-Up to 50% OFF 

CARTRIDGES 
Audio Technica 

Nagatronics 
Accutex 
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Carter offers $739.3 billion budget 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Four 

years after promising to end his 
term with a balanced federal 
budget, President Carter sent 
Congress a $739.3 billion spending 
plan Thursday that proposes major 
increases for defense and energy 
programs and envisions a deficit of 
$27.5 billion. 

In signing his proposal, Carter 
said he believes that Congress 
"will act affirmatively on the basic 
premises of this document." 

He added, "I realize that after a 
chance for examination, both the 
Congress and the new president's 
administration might make some 
changes in this proposal. In my 

judgment, they will be relatively 
minor in nature because this is a 
sound proposal that will withstand 
the scrutiny o* pon«r«««in««i 
deliberations." 

Carter's farewell budget for 
fiscal 1982 reflects his defeat in 
what became a consuming effort to 
slow inflation and personal 
disappointment in his inability to 
include money for programs he 
often said were closest to his heart. 

The Carter budget, which is 
expected to be altered almost 
immediately by his successor, 
Ronald Reagan, projects a $27.5 
billion deficit for fiscal 1982, which 
begins October 1 and a revised 

Minimum wage raise 
may affect work-study 

By RHONDA SHIDELER 
Collegian Reporter 

A change in the implementation 
of the federal minimum wage 
could reduce the number of hours 
for some students under the work- 
study program. 

Although state schools are 
exempt from the minimum wage, a 
mandate from the Department of 
Education forced any institution 
which made use of federal work- 
study funds to pay the minimum 
wage within six months of its 
implemetation by the Labor 
Department. 

The minimum wage has 
traditionally been increased on 
Jan. 1 making it effective at In- 
state on July l. 

This year, though, that grace 
period was not granted. 

On Jan. 1. the minimum wage 
went up from $3.10 an hour to 
$3.35—six months ahead of 
schedule at K-State. 

"This will probably reduce the 
number of hours for some students 
on work-study," said Dan Beatty, 
vice president for business affairs. 

Actual cuts will depend on the 
individual departments and how 
close they are to the maximum 
expenditure for work-study. 

Along with the increased 
minimum wage was a provision 
that schools could either carry 
over 10 percent of their work-study 
payroll from the previous year or 
draw up to 10 percent of the an- 
tipicated payroll for the next year. 

This provision may prevent too 
great a disruption at K-State. 

"We are encouraging employers 
to reduce hours so that we can 
avoid  layoffs,  but  in order  to 

prevent any hardships, we may 
draw some money from next 
year," said James Upham, acting 
director of the financial aid office. 

The estimated work-study 
budget for next year is $600,000, so 
the University has the potential to 
spend an additional $60,000 to meet 
the minimum wage, Upham said. 

From Jan. 1, 1980 to June 30, 
work-study pay was below the $3.10 
an hour minimum wage. On July 1, 
with funds provided by the 1980 
Legislature, the work-study 
program began paying $3.10 an 
hour. 

Part of the problem is that while 
the minimum wage was increased 
on Jan. 1, the state's fiscal year 
runs from July 1 to June 30. 

Gov. John Carlin has recom- 
mended an increase for student 
employee wages of $91,814, or 8.1 
percent, but it would not affect 
wages for this spring. Also, the 
money is being requested for 
student wages in general, not just 
work-study. 

The federal government pays 80 
percent of work-study wages, 
leaving 20 percent to be paid out of 
individual department funds. 

Although it appears there will be 
enough money to finish out the 
school year, a shortage of funds 
would result in a reduction of hours 
or early termination for students 
on work-study during the May pay 
period, according to Mike Flores, 
administrative assistant in Student 
Financial Assistance. The May pay 
period runs from April 16 to May 
16. 

As an added protection against 

Inside 
ARE YOU TIRED OF PIGEON 

LICE? Well, the birds they come from 
(pigeons, of course) are fewer in 
number this winter at K-State. Read 
why on p. 5. 

THE K-STATE WOMEN WILD- 
CATS won their game against 
Nebraska in the first round of the Big 8 
tournament. See p. 12 

$55.2 billion deficit for 1981-far 
more than the $16 billion his ad- 
visers originally expected. 

*"• baagrt proposal estimated 
total government outlays at $76.6 
billion more than in the current 
year. 

It doesn't call for across- 
the-board personal tax cuts this 
year. 

Charles Schultze, chairman of 
the Council of Economic Advisers, 
and Treasury Secretary William 
Miller said such tax cuts would 
increase the deficit and worsen 
inflation. 

Reagan, who assumes office next 
Tuesday, is expected to quickly 
come up with a 1982 budget plan of 

his own that would cut Carter's 
spending proposals and propose a 
dramatic individual and business 
income tax reduction to take effect 
sometime this year. His advisers 
are considering spending cuts of up 
U> $40 billion, though the final 
Reagan recommendation is likely 
to be smaller. 

While Carter's budget calls for a 
12 percent spending increase, total 
spending, when adjusted for in- 
flation, increases only about one 
percent. 

The outgoing president's major 
proposals include: 
—$180 billion in defense spending 
in 1982, a $22.4 billion increase over 

1981. 
—A 37 percent increase in energy 
expenditures in 1982, a total of $12 
billion. Much of that would be used 
to fill the nation's emergency 
petroleum reserves to prepare for 
the possibility of a shortage in the 
event of an oil cutoff from the 
Middle East. 
—Approval of a 10-cent per gallon 
increase in federal gasoline taxes, 
from four cents to 14 cents. 

—A 22 percent increase in salaries 
for top federal officials, including 
Congress and the Cabinet. The 
raise would boost Cabinet salaries 
to $84,000 and congressional pay to 
about $74,000. 

Iran issues new message; 
agreement deadline today 

WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
Carter administration received a' 
new Iranian n.essage Thursday on 
terms for filing the 52 American 
hostages. U.S. officials said they 
could not predict that it would lead 
to an agreement although "it 
warrants close and intensive 
study." 

Behzad Nabavi, Iran's top 
negotiator, said today is the last 
practical day to work out terms 
between the two nations. Should 
there be no action toward this by 
the end of office hours today, the 
circumstances would radically be 
changed from Iran's standpoint, 
Nabavi said. 

Nabavi said his government 
"has no wish to begin from scratch 
what it has accomplished" with the 
outgoing Carter administration. 

The broadcast seemed to coin- 
cide    with    the    Carter    ad- 

ministration's earlier admonition 
to Iran that Friday is practically 
the last opportunity to unblock 
billions of dollars of frozen Iranian 
assets and transfer them to an 
account controlled by a third 
country, probably Algeria. 

The hostages would be freed 
under the U.S. proposal 
simultaneously with delivery of the 
first installment to Iran. 

Iran's message, channeled 
through Algerian intermediaries, 
was described by the State 
Department as substantive. Its 
contents were not made public. 

Jack Cannon, a spokesman, said 
"it warrants close and intensive 
study, which is now being un- 
dertaken both by the American 
delegation in Algiers and officials 
in Washington." 

"Until we have an opportunity to 
evaluate the Iranian response, we 

cannot predict whether it will 
enable the parties to resolve their 
remaining differences." 

Significantly, Cannon's 
statement referred to the Iranian 
response as substantive. This 
means it goes beyond technical 
details to deal with the merit of the 
terms. 

Before the Iranian message 
arrived, John Trattner, the State 
Department spokesman, reported 
"positive movement" toward an 
agreement and appeared to soften 
the informal deadline. 

Trattner said Deputy Secretary 
of State Warren Christopher, who 
remained in Algiers, "is making 
progress in clearing away the 
underbrush of technical details 
that surround agreements that are 
as complicated as these." 

(See WAGE. p.2) 

Splicing jumble 
Gary Haffener, cable splicer for South- 
western Bell, gets a helping hand from 
his partner while working on an elec- 
tronic    switching    device    for    the 

SUM photo by John Grtor 

University Centrex system. Due to cold 
weather, work was done within a tent by 
Ackert Hall. 
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layoffs,   a  hiring  freeze  on work-study 
students was put into effect on Oct. 28, I960, 
and will not resume until Aug. 16. 

While work-study programs will probably 
undergo some hour cuts, student employees 
not under work-study may be a bit luckier. 

"In places like the residence halls, there'll 
be enough money to pay the minimum wage 
with cutbacks," Beatty said. 

The K-State Union anticipated the wage 
hike and allotted for the increase in their 
budget, Jack Sills, Union director, said. 
Therefore, "there will not be an increase or 
decrease in the number of students 
presently employed," he said. 

The increased minimum wage does not 
just affect work-study, but some Manhattan 
businessmen indicated that students em- 
ployed in town will probably not have to 
worry about a cut in hours and can expect a 
bigger paycheck. 

Steve Kuhn, manager of Mr. K's in 
Aggieville, said there would be no decrease 
in their number of employees. 

"We will look for other coat efficient ways 
of running the building to make up for the 
increase," Kuhn said. 

Several Aggieville bars will make up the 
difference by raising beer prices, con- 
serving on utilities and cutting back on 
advertising. 

Other businesses, such as Keller's Too, 
will not cut back on workers or worker's 
hours because a standard number of em- 
ployees are needed to run the business, 
according to Tanna Faulkner, manager. 

She said clothing prices would not be 
increased to make up   for the wage hike 

Campus 
bulletin 

ANNOUNCRMINTS 
ALL   FCD  1TUDINT!  who  will  ba doing  thtlr  tltld 

placamant In Wichita In fall 1911, visit tht Advising Ctnttr 
by January It. 

"AOINO:   NEW   DIMENSIONS   In  th.   1910a" Will  b* 
praaanfad by Dr. David Ollvar at 12:30 p.m. Monday at 
Union 204. 

LAST DAY to pick up applications tar ma Collaga of 
Vatorlnary Madlclna Is Tuaaday 

CLIP TSSTS will ba glvan 7 p.m. today and 1:30 p.m. 
Saturday at Cardwtll 103. 

TODAY 
BUMP-A-THON  dancars'   moating will  ba a p.m. at 

Mother's Worry. Dancars must bring all collected money 
to this moating. Attendance la mandatory. 

CALLBACKS tar "My Fair Lady," "Duley," "Tha Amon 
Corner," and "Playwright* Workshop" will be 7 p.m. at 
McCain Auditorium. 

INTSRVARSITY Christian Fellowship will moat at 7 
p.m. at Union 212. 

SATURDAY 
JUDICIAL COUNCIL moating will ba » a.m. at tha SGA 

Office. 

SUNDAY 
BLUR KEY will moat at 4 p.m. In the back room at 

Valentino's Plua. 

COLLEOE REPUBLICAN Executive Committee Will 
moat at 3 p.m. at Valentino's Plua. 

LAMBDA CHI Alpha Crescents meeting at 7:30 p.m. tar 
wine and cheese party at Lambda Chi House. Formal dress 
requested. 

K-LAI R R S will moat at 7 p.m. at Union Main Ballroom. 

MONDAY 
DB LT A PSI Kappa will moat at t p.m. at Union 203. 

KSU RODRO CLUB officers' meeting will be 7 p.m. at 
Weber 230 Regular meeting follows at 7:30 p.m. 

RXRCUTIVR  meeting of Little Sisters Of the Star and 
Lamp will begin at 7:30 p.m. at PI Kappa Phi House. 
Members will meet at» p.m 

Wi r<*t.ere vm 
Brother's 8th 

ANNIVERSARY & 
INAUGURATION 

BALL 

TUESDAY 
NIGHT 

Oat with the 
old & in with 

the old*? 

because inflation "is high enough as it is." 
Keller's Too will compensate for the wage 
increase in other areas, such as advertising. 

Mike Hauser, executive vice president of 
the Manhattan Chamber of Commerce, 
predicts that the minimum wage will 
probably continue under the Reagan ad- 
ministration. 

"I would guess that he won't make any 
major changes, but will slow the increases," 
Hauser said. 

The main disadvantages of the minimum 
wage, according to Hauser, are increases in 
inflation and the traditional problems it 
causes for young people because it 
"jeopardizes job opportunities." 

Reagan has also called for a lowered 
minimum wage for teenagers to cut down 
unemployment in that age group. 

Hauser said minimum wage increases 
have a "domino effect" because as the 
minimum wage increases, not only those 
who receive it get a pay increase, but those 
earning close to the minimum normally 
receive a raise, too, Hauser said. 

"The whole salary scale has to be bumped 
up proportionally," Hauser said. 

In Manhattan, small businesses will be 
hardest hit by the minimum wage increase, 
he said, because they have been badly hurt 
by high interest rates and inflation. 

"The mandatory increase will fuel the 
problems he (small business operators) has 
already," Hauser said. 

M5KS 

GUEST D.J 

WELCOME BACK 
TOA 

MR. K's WEEKEND! 

Q   Hair   rf 
by 

Rlek & Friends 
(A Haircutting Salon) 

404Humboldt Phone 776-5222 
Manhattan, Kansas 66502 By Appointment omv 

Naw Staff Mamoar- Barbara EWar . 

NORMAN the XEROX <ff00 says: 

Thank You K-State! 
Due to our increased volume we've been able 
to revise our price list. No minimums, greater 

variety of paper. 

4C copies 
Copy Shop, 612 N. 12th 

Nancy House—Karen Zovne 537-9606 

Happy Tan lets you 
enjoy a happy sum- 
mer tan all winter 
long. Our warm re- 
laxing tropical atmo- 
sphere can make you 
forget all about the 
"winter blahs." 

CaU 
776-8060 

or stop by 1123 Laramie 
Handi Corner 

Shopping Center 
in Aggieville 

Hours 9-7 Mon.-Fri.   9:30-12Sat. 

17 full size Brunswick Pool Tables 
Video and Electronic Games 
Ice Cold Busch and Coors 
on Tap 
Daily Luncheon Special 
Scheduled Tournaments 

ivedt 
Join the fun and see 
the latest in Video 
Games and Pinball 
this Saturday. 

Happy Hour" 
Every Friday 

4-7 »!» Pitchers 

776-6338 
OPEN: 

Daly 10-12 
Sunday 12-12 

317 Poyntz Ave. 
Downtown 

i 
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Briefly; By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Dinner with a swampy aftertaste 
BERKELEY, Calif. — What culinary delight has a taste like 

chicken and "a swampy aftertaste?" 
French-fried alligator tail. Of course. 
Thirty people paid $25 each Wednesday to munch this delicacy, 

prepared by chef Steve Armbruster of New Orleans. There was also 
alligator in red onion and parsley sauce, and alligator adobo, in red 
peppers and garlic. 

"It tastes like chicken with a swampy aftertaste. And it needs 
more garlic," said Lloyd Harris, one of the diners at Berkeley's 
Poulet restaurant, where chicken pate is a more common fare. 

"Anything deep fried is bound to taste good," said one man. "You 
could deep fry wood chips and I'd eat it." 

Armbruster said a friend caught the critter last September by 
dangling a blackbird from a rope and waiting for a nibble. The 
toothy creature has been in cold storage since then. 

September is the only time alligator can be legally hunted. The 
animal was taken off the endangered species list two years ago. 

Council limits future massage parlors 
PROSSER, Wash. — The Prosser City Council has slapped a 5 p.m. 

to 8 a.m. curfew on massage parlors—even though there aren't any 
here. 

City Attorney Dwight Halstead said the council enacted the curfew 
Tuesday in an effort to keep massage parlors—often fronts for 
prostitution—out of the south-central Washington town. 

"I'd rather it be before the fact," he said. 
Exempted from the curfew are doctors, chiropractors, other 

therapists, and individuals "giving massage in their homes to 
members of the immediate family," Halstead added. 

The ordinance passed unanimously. 
Halstead said it would be legally difficult to pass such a curfew 

once a massage parlor had already opened in Prosser. Halstead said 
Seattle was the only other Washington city he knew of with a similar 
ordinance. 

King admirers gather to honor leader 
Tens of thousands of admirers of Martin Luther King Jr. 

celebrated the slain civil rights leader's birthday Thursday, mar- 
ching for brotherhood in snowy Washington, and going forward as 
"apostles for peace" in Atlanta. 

Many of the gatherings criticized Congress's failure to declare 
Jan. 15 a national holiday, which would be the first such honor for a 
black man, and a petition brought to Washington from Memphis, 
Tenn., listed 62,000 names in favor of the holiday. A score of states 
and major cities now mark the birthday as a local holiday. 

In the nation's capital, marchers from 30 cities walked down 
Pennsylvania Avenue from the Capitol to the Washington 
Monument, carrying signs that read: "Let's Make This a Day of 
Celebration—Happy Birthday to Martin Luther King" and "I Have a 
Dream—March for Peace," a reference to King's memorable 
speech in Washington. 

An estimated 15,000 people gathered on the Mall at a rally 
organized by pop singer Stevie Wonder to further King's goal of 
"unity and peace and brotherhood." 

About 3,000 people joined a procession to King's crypt in Atlanta, 
singing spirituals of the civil rights movement and a song calling for 
a national holiday to honor King, who was assassinated in 1968. 

No bus rides for naughty students 
TOPEKA — A school district under certain situations may 

discipline a child for misbehavior on a school bus by refusing to 
provide regular bus service, the attorney general ruled Thursday. 

In such cases, however, the school district must continue to 
provide some alternative transportation method as prescribed by 
statute. One of those includes reimbursing a child's parents for 
transporting the child to and from school. 

"In addition, if the behavior of a child is such as to be en- 
compassed" in state law concerning suspension or expulsion from 
school "the district can resort to such actions as a means of 
discipling the child," Attorney General Robert Stephan said in a 
legal opinion. 

The opinion was requested by David Kester, director of the Kansas 
Department of Education's legal services section. He had asked 
"whether school districts have the authority to 'kick-off or tem- 
porarily or permanently suspend misbehaving students from bus 
transportation to and from school." 

Weatfier 
It's Friday, I'm off work, and now the warm weather has escaped 

and it's time to shiver and shake. High in the mid-20s today with a 
possibility of warmer temparatures over the weekend. 

AfcW 
A&W Family Restaurant 

3rd & Fremont 

Buy One 

Deluxe Burger 
with all the trimmings 

and get ONE 

FREE 

ftVcs 
Tots 

Expires Jan. 19,1981 
Limit one coupon per person 

SHRIMP 
PEEL FRI.! 
• All The Boiled 

Shrimp You Con 
Eat 

• Includes Salad Bar, 
Potato For $7.95 

DINNERS 5:30-10 PM    111SMORO 

TGIF DRINK SPECIALS IN BAR! 

r~ 

SUNDAY 
RIB NITE! 

• ALL RIBS YOU CAN 
EAT-»5.95 

•SALAD BAR 
• FRENCH FRIES 
•BREAD 

Sunday Dinners 5:30-9 p.m. 

RECIPROCATING WITH U2CLUBS! 

-ij^=: 

RENT. 
A  MASTERpiECE 

fROM 
UpC ART RENTAls 

2   DAY  CLEAR AW AY: 

JANUARY 19 AND 20 
10 am - 2 pm 

FAMOUS   ARTISTS: 
RENOIR. SEURAT, 
VAN GOGH.  LAUTREC 
....&  MORE!! 

FIRST floor* 
CONCOURSE 

k-STATE UNiON 

]k state union 
upc arts 1001SA 



Opinions 
Nichols should not 

be abandoned 
Once again the dying ember of controversy concerning the fate of 

Nichols Gym has been rekindled, this time by Gov. John Carlin in his 
budget proposals to the Kansas Legislature. 

Carlin requested that only $120,000 be allocated for preliminary 
planning instead of the $370,000 requested by the Board of Regents 
which would include final building studies. If Carlin's recom- 
mendation is adopted, it would likely delay the project another year. 

Since the torching of Nichols in 1968, there have been countless 
petition drives, calls and trips to Topeka, renovation feasibility 
studies, and even an occasional rally to garner support. 

Despite all the hollering, though, progress toward actual 
renovation has been minimal. Last May, Nichols was denied funding 
in the final conference committee report on capital improvements, 
and cries of "wait 'till next year" were heard. 

It is now "next year," and the Nichols problem that laid dormant 
in the fall semester has now been resurrected in the form of another 
financial setback and another delay. 

Perhaps some day construction equipment will actually start to 
sprout up around the structure instigating its rebirth. Until that 
time, however, administrators and student body leaders must 
continue to remind the Legislature of their commitment to Nichols 
so that the K-State landmark will not remain an empty, useless shell. 

KENT SINGER 
Asst. Opinions Editor 

Ag reorganization 
worth remembering 

Reorganization of the top agricultural positions on campus is 
completed, and the new cast members assumed their leadership 
roles January 1. But the air of controversy which stayed with the 
reorganization process through 1980 still has an unpleasant odor. 

The concept of reorganization, which provides a central figure for 
agricultural administrators to report to, was received warmly by 
Kansas' top agricultural leaders. The controversy centers around 
the manner in which people were used by the University ad- 
ministration to rid itself of certain agricultural administrators. 

Despite its warm reception, ag reorganization is nothing more 
than the creation of new positions by rewriting job descriptions. 

The man responsible, K-State President Duane Acker, received 
little of the blame. Although Acker instigated the process, his role in 
the matter was overshadowed by his scapegoat, Roger Mitchell, 
former vice president of agriculture. 

Mitchell and others who were demoted in the process were 
publicly humiliated. Instead of fighting for their jobs, they remained 
silent—a great mistake on their part. 

The University and the community must never forget the 
questionable tactics used to improve the agricultural program 
here—and the man responsible. 

PAULSTONE 
Opinions Editor 

A step closer 
to continuity 

After five days of tense hearings, Alexander Haig, 
Reagan's nominee for secretary of state, Thursday 
received overwhelming approval by the Senate 
Foreign Relations Committee. 

Haig, who served as chief of staff under President 
Nixon during Nixon's final days in the White House, 
answered tough questions on Watergate, military 
strength and readiness, and asked a few of his own. 

His most impressive views came when he discussed 
the role of the secretary of state. Haig said that as 
secretary of state he would be the man in charge—not 
the national security advisor. 

This was a major problem during the Nixon and 
Carter administrations as foreign countries tried to 
determine who was in charge of foreign policy. 

Under Haig this problem would not exist. Haig is a 
take-charge administrator who would not stand for a 
national security advisor overstepping his territory. 

The Senate should approve Haig's cabinet position 
as soon as possible after Reagan's nomination. 

PAULSTONE 
Opinions Editor 

-Alice Sky 
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Parting is 
such sweet sorrow 

Life. 
It has been analyzed by scien- 

tists seeking it's source, pondered 
by philosophers seeking it's true 
meaning, and packed in boxes by 
college students seeking peace at 
home. 

The peace that I sought was also 
the source of my great depression. 
Though my parents attributed my 
mood to "post-Christmas 
depression," it would more ap- 
propriately described as "severe 
packrat"—with complications 
stemming from an aversion to 
trash cans. 

I find that many college students 
are compelled to box their lives 
and store them in attics while they 
are at college, supposedly getting 
an education. Parents don't realize 
how important it is to come home 
and find a favorite stuffed animal 
or a picture just where the student 
left it. 

Because of this I have found that 
my entire life can be packed away 
in three large boxes, a filing 
cabinet and one dilapidated orange 
crate. 

EACH TIME I go home, which is 
only twice each year, I am com- 
pelled  to organize.  I  organize, 

throw away and then organize 
some more. I have been called a 
"packrat," but I prefer to think 
that I am a conscientious journalist 
who is saving vital information for 
future reference. 

This excuse does not go over well 
with my mother who would prefer 
less conscience and less junk. 

Honestly, who knows when I 
might need to refer back to my 
seventh grade geography report on 
the habits of people in Argentina? 
When asked whether I should keep 
this report for prosperity, my 
mother rolled her eyes and 
retreated from the room. 

This Christmas I made the 
supreme sacrifice: the report went 
out. It had company though—my 
eigth-grade report on India, 
Christmas cards that I received 
two years ago, a second place 
ribbon in a third grade hobo con- 
test and many of the letters that I 
have received and saved since I 
was old enough to write. It was 
painful to part with these 
memories, but I survived. 

WHEN ALL was said and done, 
(said by mom and done by me), I 
felt that I had achieved a great 
task: I had neatly packed my life 

into three large boxes, a filing 
cabinet and a dilapidated orange 
crate. 

Then it hit me. This collection 
was all I had to show for 20 years of 
my life. Of course these are only 
material possessions, but I have 
more junk (vital information) here 
in Manhattan than I had put In 
those boxes. 

Here at school I have a collection 
of books, letters, a drawer full of 
things that I never need but won't 
throw out because I might need 
them some time and a file of 
newspapers and magazine clip- 
pings that my father has sent me to 
enhance my education. 

To prove to my parents that I am 
a mature adult and capable of 
casting off "useless" memories, I 
decided to be a part of a popular 
American pastime: I'm going to 
have a garage sale. I might as well 
let my memories sit in someone 
else's attic for a while. 

It had been by intention that ray 
parents would be overjoyed to hear 
that I finally intend to rid myself of 
all of the things that I have 
collected. Instead, they want to go 
through what I'm selling to make 
sure I'm not throwing anything 
important away. 

Kansas 
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K-State fights pigeons 
for control of rooftops 

KANSAS STATE COLLEGIAN, Fri., January 16,1981 

By MARCIA V ANDERLIP 
Staff Writer 

While wandering around campus in a 
maze of drop-add frustration* and financial 
aid cancellations, a distraught student can 
look upward and rejoice about one thing. 
Pigeons aren't dumping their droppings on 
campus as much this winter. 

The prolific fowl seem to be under control, 
according to campus officials. However, the 
University hasn't always been free of pigeon 
left-overs. 

Tommy Lee, chief custodian, has noticed 
that the pigeon problem is "not quite as bad 
as it has been in the past." 

Although Lee said be receives few com- 
plaints about the birds, some people are 
irritated with the pigeons. Students, local 
residents and merchants have complained 
about the unsightly bird droppings. Students 
in Farrell library have complained about 
the birds'incessant chatter. 

John Rheaume, training director of 
Schendel Pest Control, whose company held 
he pest control contract with K-State for the 

past 10 years, remembers when Fairchild 
Hall was so infested with pigeons that 
pigeon lice would crawl through the win- 
dows and cling to students. 

SOME EXTERMINATORS are careful to 
use the word "control" when they talk about 
birds. Kill a cockroach and no one cares. 
There is no society for the prevention of 
cockroaches. 

Marge   Muenzenberger,   local   chapter 
president of the National Audubon Society, 
advocates humane control of the creatures 
"or we '11 be up to our eyebrows in pigeons." 

The federal government agrees. Pigeons 
are not a protected species. 

Pigeons are "nasty little devils," said 

Rheaume. They carry spores or parasites 
which, when transmitted to humans, can 
cause histoplasmosis, a respiratory 
disorder. 

Other diseases contracted through pigeon 
droppings include salmonelosis and crit- 
tococcosis. Salmonelosis produces diarrhea 
in humans who eat food laced with pigeon 
feces. Crittococcosis is a fungus which 
causes meningitis in humans. 

Pigeons, most often seen roosting on 
roofs, eaves or near windows, are also a 
threat to buildings. The acid in their 
droppings can deteriorate roof-tops. 

Exterminators differ in their explanations 
for the reduction of the pigeon population. 
Some believe that because the winter has 
been mild, pigeons, who like warm places, 
have not had trouble finding food or cozy 
spots to nest. 

OTHERS CLAIM the persistence of ex- 
terminators has resulted in a smaller bird 
population. Avter Sachdeva, owner of 
American Pest Management Inc., now has 
the pest control contract with the Univer- 
sity. He receives between $140 and $150 a 
month for handling the pigeon problems in 
seven campus buildings. 

Sachdeva uses a chemical, Avitrol, to 
control birds without completely 
eliminating the population. The pesticide, 
purchased in corn kernels, costs about $77 a 
pound. Birds which nibble the treated corn 
in small doses recuperate within an hour, 
but gluttonous pigeons aren't as lucky. They 
are the 10 percent of the flock that dies, 
Sechdeva said. 

He stressed that the object is to control the 
population, not annihilate it. After all, he 
said, "Pigeons are a gift of nature." 

NOTICE! 
Now far a limited time, qualifit< 

applicants may receive a $l,f•• 
Enlistment leniis or $4,000 toward 
collect for Joining and serving In 
your local Army Reserve unit. 

See your Army Reserve Recruiter 
for details. 

SFC Timothy Duncan 
776-8551 

Join the people who've joined the Army. 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 

CUMENICAL 

HRISTIAN 

INISTRIES 

Why Not Eat a 
Home-Cooked Meal 

With Us on 
Sunday Night? 

Followed by 
Make Your Own Taco Night 

and Square Dance 
Leader 

Phil Rarick, caller 
Sunday, Jan. 18,5:30 

i 

50* (or wear an ECM button) 

Anyone Welcome. Come As You Are 
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^s Reduced Again 

25-40% off 

CSCOT'S LTD.3 

Choose from our tasty collection of: 

J.G.Hook 

Sir for Her 

Gloria Vanderbilt 

John Henry 

Basking Ridge 

Liz Claiborne 

John Meyer 

Arthur Chapnick 

Regatta 

Gordon of Philadelphia 

Evan PScone 
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JANUARY   16£17 
FORUM     HALL 

$1.50 
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Council raises money 
for public work of art 

With donations of $25,492 from the citizens 
of Manhattan and $25,000 from the Union 
National Bank and Trust Co., the possibility 
of a public work of art for Manhattan took 
another step towards becoming a reality. 

The Manhattan Arts Council started the 
fund drive Jan. 3 for construction of a public 
artwork for a cultural plaza to coincide with 
the proposed downtown mall. 

The drive ended Wednesday evening when 
donations to the council exceeded the $25,000 
goal, and Union National Bank contributed 
$25,000. 

An application is now being made to the 
National Endowment of the Arts for an 
additional matching amount of $50,000. A 
decision on this grant is not expected until 
the end of June. 

In a study done earlier this year by the 
city, it was estimated that at least $100,000 
would  be  needed  for  construction  of  a 

quality piece of artwork. 
"We wanted to develop a cultural plaza 

space, a place the community would be 
proud of and use," said Rosanne Uhlarik, 
executive director of the Manhattan Arts 
Council. 

"We didn't want the city of Manhattan to 
foot the bill, so we went about it this way," 
she said. 

The art work will be located in a plaza 
area which is presently at Third and Poyntz. 
The cultural plaza will be outside of the 
proposed downtown mall. 

The artist for the project is Athena Tacha, 
a leading national artist noted for her 
functional artworks involving the en- 
vironment. 

Tacha was chosen by five local residents 
and three out-of-town art experts selected 
by Manhattan Mayor Ed Horn. 

Scott accepts judge's decision; 
girls enroll in integrated school 

ALEXANDRIA, La. (AP)—A federal 
judge refused Thursday to find a state Judge 
in contempt for rulings that defied a 
desegregation order, and the state judge 
said he would obey orders to enroll three 
white girls in an integrated school. 

U.S. District Judge Nauman Scott said he 
would allow the three girls to attend all- 
white Buckeye High School until the end of 
the semester next week if they attend Jones 
Street Junior High School after that, should 
they stay in public school. 

Scott ordered the three bused to the 
Alexandria school last summer and their 
parents' efforts to keep them in the Buckeye 
school led to a confrontation between Scott 
and state Judge Richard Lee. 

Scott announced the compromise after 
more than two hours of private meetings 
with lawyers in his office. Both the Justice 
Department and Lee agreed to Scott's 
decision. Lawyers said the girls' parents 
and guardians would also be asked to agree. 

The settlement gives the girls credit for a 
half-year's schoolwork and requires that no 
one violate Scott's desegration orders. The 
girls, their parents and guardians left court 
without commenting. 

Lee said in court he was dismissing the 
case from his jurisdiction. 

"Regardless of what has been done by 
myself and the parents and the guardians, 
these three children are bigger than me, 
they're bigger than you," he told Scott. 
"They will obey your order and enroll, but 
do not deprive them of a half-year of their 
lives. We will enroll them." 

Scott said, "I don't want to win any bat- 
tles. And I don't want anyone else to win any 
battles. I just want to win the war and the 
war is survival of the school system." 

The federal judge added: "I want to make 
it absolutely clear that this court is supreme 
in this area. It is not a matter of vanity, not a 
matter of opinion, it is a matter of law, and 
that's been said repeatedly by the Supreme 

Cfe53333X53 

Court, which all of us judges are sworn to 
uphold. 

"The law is that busing is a viable tool to 
use in segregation suits," Scott said. 

Earlier, Lee openly defied Scott's busing 
order by seeing that the three girls were 
enrolled at Buckeye—not once but five 
times. 

Scott had forbidden law enforcement 
officers to carry out the state judge's orders, 
so Lee had escorted the girls to school 
himself. In court Thursday, Lee said he now 
understands Scott's order applied to himself 
as well as the officers. 

Contempt charges were leveled against 
Lee and the parents and guardians the three 
girls. 

BIRTHDAY! 
BIG FELLA 

SHOPPE 
in aggieville—1206 Moro 

'Tennis and Racquetball Specialists" 

NEW OWNERSHIP 

SRLE 
Hurry! Sale ends Sat, Jan. 16 

40% OFF 
HEAD running wear 

30% OFF 
Selected Tennis Wear 

(mens and womens) 

20% OFF 
selected shoes 

Adidas, Fred, Perry, Tretorn 

10% OFF 
StOrewide except sale items 

Hours 11-6 Phone 537-9162 

/ a 

WIN A JUKEBOX FILLED WITH 
GREAT TUNES IN KMKF'S 

Tell Manhattan's KF Your All-Time 
Favorite Tunes. 

Participate on KF or Fill Out an 
Entry Blank at Sponsor Locations. 

Play the Jukebox 
Free at the Rec 

Complex 
KWIKF101M 

CELEBRATE YOUR FIRST WEEKEND BACK 

«      ^ IN MANHATTAN AT 

Hang your bat at Enoch's 
Four miles north 

on Tuttle Creek Blvd. 

SPORTSMANS LOUNGE 

FRIDAY—60 i'ffin'from 310 P-m- 
FREE popcorn & 35' fishbowls 

SATURDAY- 
• LIVE ENTERTAINMENT 

Come on out and dance to 
"ROPEBURN" 

8:30 'til midnight. *2 admission 

And don't forget our daily happy hour Specials! 

All beer is 50' every day 4-7 p.m. and Saturdays 10 a.m.-7 p.m. 
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Rausch prepared to sell books 
after 12 years of loaning them 

The excitement of the Job was gone—the 
time had come to try something new and 
different. 

G. Jay Rausch completed an eight-year 
tenure as dean of Farrell Library on 
Thursday. He will be moving to Madison, 
Wis. to go into private business as a used- 
book dealer. 

"I've been here eight years and before 
that I headed another library at Drake 
University for four years," Rausch said. 
"Anybody after a certain time gets stale. 
The excitement goes out of it I'm just ready 
for a change. I want to get out of ad- 
ministration and work for myself." 

A lack of adequate funding for the library 
was another factor Rausch cited as making 
the job of running Farrell a problem. 

"The problems are primarily just a lack 
of financial support. This is an underfunded 
university. It makes it a rat race trying to do 
a good job. We've had constant problems 
with not having enough materials. We've 
had problems of not having enough staff," 
Rausch said. 

He was quick to point out that the 
University has offered its support to the 
library, but has not been able to counter the 
way in which the funding procedure for 
Farrell was established in years past. 

"Most of the problems are historical. You 
get a 6, 7 or 8 percent increase, but it's very 
difficult to get a specific increase in a 

Scaffold mishap 
injures worker 
on campus site 

Jim Brazzel, an iron worker on the new 
office and classroom building, sustained 
minor injuries Thursday afternoon in a 
scaffolding accident. Brazzel was treated 
and released at St. Mary Hospital. 

According to Dean Schleif, Brazzel's co- 
worker, the pair were working about 14 feet 
from the ground, when the limestone slab 
they were attempting to attach to the side of 
the building fell. 

The slab hit the building and then struck 
the scaffold on which they were working, 
Schleif said. Neither man fell from the 
scaffold. 

Schleif said the slabs weigh between 600 
and 800 pounds apiece. 

"We've set almost 3,000 of those things 
(limestone slabs) so far, and this is the first 
one we've ever had trouble with," Schleif 
said. 

KSU RODEO CLUB 
Meeting Monday, January 19 

7:30 p.m. Webber 230 
Officers Meeting—7 p.m. 

Refreshments afterwards 

G. Jay Rausch 

specific area, for a specific purpose. 
Everyone gets the same," Rausch said. 

However, the overriding reason for 
Rausch leaving his post at Farrell was 
personal. He has been carrying on a long- 
distance marriage and said he has grown 
weary of that situation. 

"I've been in a commuter marriage for 
two years. My wife is at the University of 
Wisconsin at Madison. She's director of the 
Office of Affirmative Action there," he said. 

Rausch and his wife looked into the job 
market in Manhattan, trying to find a her 
job comparable to the one she now holds in 
Wisconsin. The search was unsuccessful, 
according to Rausch, and he decided to 
return to Madison to be with her. 

KIONIY FOUNDATION Of 
KANSAS • WESTERN MISSOURI 

HAPPY BELATED 
B-DAY 

SHELLEY 

Still as innocent 
as ever? 

Love Jeri, Susan, Sandy 

r M\M2JM1J   m    •    •   With the purchase 
of any calculator while they last! 

DAILY9to9 3007 ANDERSON AVE. SUNDAY 11 to 6 
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Haig a step closer 
to Senate confirmation 

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate 
Foreign Relations Committee voted 15-2 
Thursday to recommend Senate con- 
firmation of Alexander Haig to be secretary 
of state, despite questions raised by some 
senators about his role in the Watergate 
scandal. 

Haig, one of the more controversial of 
President-elect Ronald Reagan's Cabinet 
choices, is virtually certain to be confirmed 
by the full Senate next Wednesday, the day 
after Reagan is inaugurated. 

The two committee members who voted 
against Haig's nomination were Sens. Paul 
Sarbanes (D-Md.) and Paul Tsongas CD- 
Mass). 

Tsongas praised the former White House 
chief of staff and NATO commander for 
being "capable, intelligent, tough, 
pragmatic with a sense of history and a 
knack of retaining his options," and 
predicted he would "absolutely dominate 
this administration." 

But Tsongas said be opposed Haig's 
confirmation because of the risks involved, 
"the risks inherent in having all those 

enormous skills not properly focused by a 
dominant sense of moral purpose. The risk 
of expediency, despoiling the otherwise solid 
performance." 

At other confirmation hearings Thursday: 
—The Senate Labor and Human Resources 
Committee postponed a scheduled vote on 
New Jersey construction executive 
Raymond Donovan to be labor secretary 
and asked FBI Director William Webster to 
began an investigation of unspecified "new 
developments" in Donovan's case. 
—William French Smith of Los Angeles, 
personal lawyer and friend of Reagan, 
pledged "vigorous protection of the con- 
stitutional and statutory rights of all our 
citizens" as the Senate Judiciary Com- 
mittee began hearings on his nomination to 
be attorney general. 
—The Senate Labor and Human Resources 
Committee quickly approved the 
nomination of Terrel Bell, former U.S. 
commissioner of education, to be secretary 
of education. Bell said he would committed 
to carrying out Reagan's pledge to strip the 
Education Department of Cabinet status. 

By ruling of the Attorney General of the Student Governing 
Association, the following shall be enacted concerning the TRAF- 
FIC APPEALS BOARD: 

WHEREAS many recent changes in KSU Campus "TRAFFIC 
AND PARKING REGULATIONS" are now effective, and 

WHEREAS an oral hearing is not granted by the SGA Constitution 
for Traffic Appeals Board hearings, and 

WHEREAS approximately 250-500 appeals are being applied for 
each month 

BE IT ENACTED THAT: 

Section 1. All appeals will not have the opportunity for an ORAL 
appeal by Traffic Appeals Board. 

Section 2. The new appeal forms shall now include the following 
statement: 
"This appeal form, and the contents within, will be the 
sole basis for Traffic Appeals Board's decision on your 
appeal. Witnesses and evidence (including diagrams) 
must be stated on this form." 

Section 3. Pending cases at this date shall be informed of the new 
ruling and allowed time to respond if an oral case would 
make a difference in the decision of the Traffic Appeals 
Board. 

All appeals made to Traffic Appeals Board, effective January 1, 
1981, must be fully written out in their entirety and submitted to 
the Security and Traffic Office. 

Any questions concerning the above statement should be directed 
to the Attorney General in the S.G.S. Office, ground floor, K-State 
Union (532-6541). 

WAL-MART Welcome back K.S.U. Students? 

Special coupon discounts tins weekend at Wal-Mart to help you get 
the Spring Semester off oQ^kSght foot. 
  jday 9 a.m.-9 p.m. 

Coupons good Friday thr 

warn 
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Students visit LA, tour acting industry 
By ROGER AESCHLIMAN 
Arts and Entertainment Editor 

For most K-State students semester break 
included at least some traveling. 

While much of it probably involved 
returning home for the holidays, some was 
for other reasons—business, pleasure and 
education. 

For Kevin Kneisley, junior in speech 
education, and IS other students, a week- 
long trip to Los Angeles included all of the 
latter three. 

One business benefit of the trip may come 
about this spring. 

Kneisley said that after a discussion with 
Eddy Foy, director of the NBC talent 
division, Foy agreed to set up a four-day 
talent audition this spring on the K-State 
campus. 

"I'm glad they are coming out. No one has 
ever been here before. This trip has 
provided people with connections they can 
really use," he said. 

THROUGH ARRANGEMENTS made 

Contestant gets to 'come on down' 
with the help of Gordon Jump, who plays 
Mr. Carlson on the situation comedy " WRK- 
P in Cincinatti," the group was able to get 
cut-rate plane fare and hotel rooms. A talk 
with personnel at the Association of Motion 
Picture and TV Producers gleaned com- 
plimentary tickets to the production studios 
of Warner Bros. Inc. for the group. 

Kneisley organized the trip last fall after 
Jump, a K-State graduate, visited campus. 
Jump suggested the group make a trip to 
Los Angeles and look around. 

THE HIGH POINT, of the trip came when 
two students were selected to appear on two 
television shows. 

Randy Clegg, junior in speech, was chosen 
to do a skit for the "Tim Conway Show," and 
Tawnya Ford, senior in journalism and 
mass communications, was picked for 
contestant's row on "The Price is Right." 

"I was the very first person called," Ford 

said. "I turned to the guy next to me and 
asked him, 'Was that my name?' The first 
thing up for bid was a refrigerator, and I 
remember thinking, 'I have no idea how 
much it cost.' So I just picked a number. I 
blew it," she said. 

Bob Barker, the show host, seemed 
critical of the audience, Ford said. 

' 'He seemed to just go through the motions 
of being a host. He didn't really seem to 
enjoy his work," she said. 

Ford said she enjoyed the trip and thought 
it allowed her better insight into her field of 
study. 

"I wish other students had the same op- 
portunity." 

Kneisley said he was surprised with the 
way "The Price is Right" was produced. 

"Johnny Olsen came out dancing to 
'Saturday Night Fever,' and he told a lot of 
rude jokes. Some of the group were upset he 
was so rude," he said. 

KNEISLEY SAID he was also disap- 
pointed with the staging of the show and that 
Barker wasn't as nice as he appears on the 
air. 

"He was a little rude. I know that they 
have to be nice when they are live, but he 
had a different persona lity than on the show. 
And he seemed a little snotty. 

"Everything was so staged. They had 
people up on the stage directing applause. 
When it was time for the showcase, they 
came right out and asked for ooh's and 
ahh's. If you listen you can hear a group of 
16 in there oohing and ahhing—we were kind 
of rude ourselves," he said. 

The K-State students had to go to the show 
four hours early for interviews. The entire 
audience was intereviewed by the producer, 
and then the nine contestants were selected. 
Ford's "The Price is Right" will air Wed- 
nesday, Feb. 4. Clegg is to appear on "The 
Tim Conway Show" Saturday, Jan. 31. 

ArtsS 
entertainment 
Suspense thriller shines 
ByJIMMELIZA 
Collegian Reviewer 

There is an immediate problem that 
arises when one sees movie posters for 
Stanley Kubrick's "The Shining." 
Unusually eerie graphics surround quotes 
dubbing it, "the first epic horror film." 

Collegian review 
The problem is audience perception of 

what an epic horror film should be. In 
earlier years, good scare shows consisted of 
absurd creatures or legends. As movies 
evolved, so did the absurdity of the mon- 
sters. The result was only a handful of good 
horror flicks, attributable to such directors 
as Alfred Hitchcock and Roman Polanski. 

The 70s have given birth to a new school of 
horror films that often use excessive gore 
rather than drama and suspense to shock 
the viewer. 

"The Shining," however, takes a breath of 
fresh air and shies away from recent trends. 
Adapted from Stephen King's best-selling 
novel, Kubrick deals with a terror that is 

common, but frequently bypassed by movie 
makers—violence within the family. 

Danny Torre nee, the gifted son of a young 
couple, senses a danger that may befall bis 
parents if they accept jobs as caretakers of 
a mountain resort for winter. His psychic 
ability to foresee the future shows him 
visions filled with bloody terror. 

We can see the deterioration of the father, 
Jack Torrence (Jack Nicholson) as he 
slowly realizes his writings are failures. 
What we don't see or know is how long it will 
be before his bottled anger explodes, 
fulfilling his son's fears. 

The film is not without its problems. 
Kubrick's film style is technically stunning, 
but the script is filled with ambiguities 
questioning the nature of the family's 
problems—are they supernatural or 
psychological? The script also leads to some 
acting problems in the early part of the film. 

Granted, "TheShining,"isnottbebestof 
Kubrick's films but like his preceding film, 
"Barry Lyndon," it will probably gain 
respect as time goes on. 

'Live' Eagles soar; 
Blondie lays an egg 

ByPETEECKHOFF 
Collegian Reviewer 

Before the semester there was an 
overabundance of new music and albums 
on the market. You probably noticed. 
Music makes a great gift, and they were 
out to milk the free-spending shopper. 
Greatest hits packages are always 

Collegian review 
popular items and the Eagles, Heart, and 
Boz Scaggs didn't let us down. 

The Eagles "Live" double set is well 
done not only in product, but in 
production and overall sound. So many 
times with live albums we get either an 
album of crowd noise and no music or 
music that is butchered from the original 
studio versions. The Eagles have just the 
right mix of music, crowd participation 
and song variation to produce a fine LP 
with good, crisp, innovative sound. 

Heart took the safe route with their 
double record set. They gave us one LP of 
straight studio music and one of live 
versions. All of their hits are here, and 
special note should be made of the Wilson 
sisters' rendition of Led Zeppelin's 
"Rock and Roll." 

"Box' Hits" album is a studio only 

effort with all of his songs. I refrain from 
the term' 'Hits'' because some were not 
major smashes (ie 'You can have me 
anytime'). The new single "Miss Sun" is 
very disappointing and is too long. The 
song not only drags, but turns into a solo 
feature for Lisa Delbello, rather than the 
singing of Scaggs. 

Other albums that are worth taking 
note of are Alan Parson's "Turn of the 
Friendly Card," Rod Stewart's "Foolish 
Behavior," and The Police release, 
"Zendatta Mondatta." All three are 
crisp, smooth, well-polished music, with 
their own definite styles. 

Blondie's "AutoAmerican" has got to 
be the worst LP I've heard in years. If 
anyone else had put out the song "The 
Tide is High' it most probably would have 
bombed. But because the Blondie name 
was attached it will most certainly hit 
No. 1. The album is disappointing in idea 
and flow and is a collection of boring 
songs. 'AutoAmerican' is definitely this 
years nominee for the "Let's play frisbee 
with my album award." 

Next week we will take a look at Steely 
Dan's "Gauch" and a new group called 
Feverboy. 

Dual try St«M pnofo by John Giw 

Joann Long, freshman in speech, and Miles Phillips, 
sophomore   in   psychology,   read    parts   during 

auditions for "My Fair Lady," Thursday night, 
McCain Auditorium. The play is to open April 9. 

in 

String students 
play on Sunday 

Fourth through eighth grade student 
musicians will be joining K-State professors 
Saturday and Sunday for the seventh annual 
String Fling. 

The String Fling will be presented at 1:30 
p.m. Sunday in McCain Auditorium. It is 
sponsored by the K-State Department of 
Music and the Manhattan Youth Symphony. 

Paul Roby, former K-State professor of 
music, and his wife, Linda, instituted the 
program. It is currently being organized by 
Warren Walker, professor of music. 

The String Fling brings students together 
from throughout Kansas, Missouri and 
Nebraska and allows them the opportunity 
to perform in a professional atmosphere. 

"The music is brand new to them. They 
learn it during rehearsals. We try to make it 
tough, but not too tough," Walker said. 

The students will rehearse Saturday for 
six hours and Sunday for three hours prior to 
the concert. 

Four different orchestras are scheduled to 
appear in the concert. The beginning or- 
chestra consists of 100 fourth-grade students 
and will be directed by Steve Easterday, 
band and orchestra director at Burlington 
High School. Two intermediate orchestras 
of 110 students each will be conducted by 
Walter Temme, assistant orchestra director 
at K-State, and Larry Harris, orchestra 
director at Topeka High School. 

The advanced group will be conducted by 
Richard Sieber, director of the University of 
Arkansas symphony orchestra, and will 
consist of approximately 200 seventh- and 
eighth-grade students. 
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FAA report confirms 
Whittaker's criticisms 

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) - The Carter 
administration, for political reasons, waited 
until its last days to release a report con- 
firming there are serious deficiencies in the 
nation's air traffic control hardware, Rep. 
Bob Whittaker charged Thursday. 

The Kansas Republican, Congress' 
leading critic of the Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA), said the FAA report 
released Tuesday merely confirmed the 
charges of serious safety problems he has 
been making for more than a year. 

"My suspicion is that with Just days left in 
this administration, when the new Congress 
and the new president are beginning to have 
to deal with these problems, they'll be able 
to go back and say, 'We told you that before 
we left office'," Whittaker said at a news 
conference. 

The comments came after a day of touring 
the FAA control center in 0lathe, and the 
agency's National Communications Center 
in Kansas City. He described conversations 
with air traffic controllers and other of- 
ficials at the facilities as "quite candid" and 
said he found no serious deficiencies at the 
Olathe control center, which serves the 
Kansas City area. 

The FAA report detailed a need for more 
than $16 billion to buy modern equipment 
and to make airport improvements over the 
next decade. If the money isn't spent, the 
report warned, safety for airline passengers 
will deteriorate seriously. 

The report projected that without the 
infusion of new money 4,243 people would die 
in accidents that otherwise could have been 
prevented, and airlines would lose some $44 
billion in flight delay costs. 

"I find this absolutely astounding," 
Whittaker said. "In this document is what I 
have basically tried to express for IS 
months." 

The southeast Kansas lawmaker called 
the report "a bombshell," a shocking tur- 
naround from the FAA's earlier positions. 

"They've been saying there was no need 
to even contemplate altering...the system 
until the late 1980s," he said. "But this in- 

dicates they have changed their mind." 
Whittaker said although his most serious 

criticism remains with the aviation agency, 
the Carter administration apparently chose 
to ignore FAA problems. 

Although the congressman acknowledged 
he couldn't prove it, he charged that instead 
of using a $6 billion airport trust fund to 
make badly needed improvements, the 
White House instead used the money in an 
accounting Juggling act intended to make 
budget deficits appear smaller. 

(■8REDKENJ ,Aggie Hair Port 

711N. 11th     Aggieville     776-7377 

Get the Best 
Available Price on 

Stereo Components. 
CALL LARRY 776-0537 

MIDTOWN 
MANHATTAN 

Midtown Presents 

Magic and Meatballs 
Todoy from 4-7 

2 For 1 on ALL DRINKS 

■ $5 

/Magic of Nicholas de Saint Erne 

wh 

have your Pizza delivered 

tonight! 

you'll Grab a 
Bigger Slice of Life 

We reserve the right to limit 
our delivery area 

Fast Free Delivery 

537-9500 
$000   QpF  two ingredient 

Any Large 
PIZZA 

Expires 3-1-61 One Coupon per Pizza _ 

Drivers carry less than $10.00 

STUDENT 
HEALTH 
CARE 
PLAN 

Blue Cross and Blue Shield Health 
Care Plan application cards may be ob- 
tained at either the Student Governing Of- 
fice or at the Manhattan Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield Plan office, 2310 Anderson, 
Number 402A. 

Applications will be accepted until 
February 12,1981. 

An equal opportunity employer 

I 

Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
of Kansas 

® Registered Mark Blue Cross Association 

®' Registered Mark Blue Shield Association 
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Free inspection of area homes 
designed to decrease local fires 

The Manhattan Fire Department is of- 
fering Manhattan residents a free home 
inspection service to detect possible fire 
hazards. However, the five-year-old 
program has received little response from 
the public, according to Glen Wilkinson, 
assistant chief of the Manhattan Fire 
Department. 

"Through the Home Survey, we will point 
out anything that is a life hazard or a hazard 
to your home," Wilkinson said. "It is a free 
service, with no obligation on your part, 
making your home a little safer." 

Wilkinson said the program was 
developed for two reasons: to reduce the 
number of fires and to enhance relations 
between the department and the public. 

Wilkinson mentioned a few tips to make 
every home safer; among them, a warning 
system and fire extinguisher. 

"By having safeguards, chances of losing 
a life are a lot less," Wilkinson said. "It 
won't stop fires, but we have found that 
smoke detectors do save lives." 

A city code enacted during the beginning 
of i960 now requires a smoke detector in 
every new home, Wilkinson said. It is 
recommended that every home have one, 
but it is almost impossible to enforce the 
code and check every home, he said. 

There are two types of smoke detectors: 
electrical and battery. They are inexpensive 
and easy to install, and can be purchased at 
any hardware or discount store. Wilkinson 
cautioned consumers to make certain the 
detectors meet standards approved by the 
government. 

Fire extinguishers are also an important 

Construction closes 
Thurston to relieve 
drainage problems 

Thurston Street from Eighth Street to 
Manhattan Avenue is closed for the 
rebuilding of existing sewer lines. 

Estimated cost of the project is $429,000, 
according to Jerry Petty, city engineer. 

Since Walters Construction Co. began 
working in October, several blocks 
(beginning on Fourth Street and to the west) 
have been closed. 

Some of the closed sections should be open 
by the end of the week, Petty said, and 
construction should be finished by April. 

The project, which is 60 percent complete, 
is taking more time than expected. Com- 
plications, such as an old storm sewer not 
outlined on any city map and an old dump 
site have slowed construction, Petty said. 

safeguard. Many fires start in the kitchen, 
and damage could have been minimized had 
an extinguisher been nearby, he said. 

During the inspection, the crew will show 
where the best places for detectors are, and 
will show the individual the best escape 
route to use in case of a fire, Wilkinson said. 

A crew from the department inspects the 
house for fire hazards, and suggestions on 
how to correct any hazardous conditions are 
made. 

The results of the inspection remain 
private, Wilkinson said. The written 
suggestions are left at the home, and no 
records are taken back to the fire depart- 
ment. 

Because the department does not have 
jurisdiction to force homes owners to 
comply with the same precautions as 
businesses, it is up to the individual to take 
action, Wilkinson said. 

Time taken for the inspection depends on 
how extensively the resident wants his home 
investigated. 

"We look for things like overloaded 
sockets and extension cords that are con- 
nected poorly," Wilkinson said. 

Most people are unaware of the fire 
hazards in their home, he said. By making 
them aware of common hazards such as 
electrical overloads, stored gasoline in 
unsafe containers, trash build-ups, ashes 
from wood-burning stoves and dirty, greasy 
rags, the fire department hopes to cut down 
on fires. 

"People don't realize there is a fire 
department until there is a fire," he said. 
"Of course, our number one concern is life 
safety." 

FINE ART 

STRECKER 
GALLERY 

330 A. POYNTZ 

Kansas State University hosts the 

American College Theatre Festival 
Region V South 

(Plays are selected as representative of 
regional theatre activity.) 

ALL PERFORMANCES BEGIN AT 8A) 
McCAIN AUDITORIUM 

All seats general admission $3.00 
Box office open 10:30 to 6 for advance tickets 

532-6425 

WEDNESDAY, JAN. 28 "THE GREAT WAR" 
An original play by Frank Higgins, 

produced by Park College, Parkville, Mo. 
■kAvantla Piece, Mexican 

THURSDAY, JAN. 29  THE HOUSE ACROSS THE STREET' 
An original student play by Darrah Cloud, produced by University of Iowa. 

■k A vant la Piece Italian 

FRIDAY, JAN. 30 "THE LEARNED LADIES" 
Mo/iere's classic comedy, 

produced by University of Missouri, Kansas City. 
■kAvant la Piece, German 

SATURDAY. JAN. 31 PROMETHEUS BOUND" 
A punk rock interpretation of Aeschylus'famous Greek tragedy, 

produced by University of Northern Iowa (for mature audience only) 
+Avantla Piece, Creole 

* A vant Is Piece preshow dinners available 
to the general public, prepared by KSUnion Food Service. 

'5 50 advance tickets only. McCain box Office. 

SPECIALS THIS WEEK 
AT 

OtegW& 
Sun.:      Beef Stroganoff with Home made Noodles   $3.95 

Rib-Eye Steak   $4.95 

Mon.:      German Sauerbraten with Gingersnap Gravy, Potato Pancakes, 

and Red Cabbage   $3.95 

TueS.I    Baked Salmon with Crabmeat Stuffing   $5.50 

Wed.:    Baked Rainbow Trout with crabmeat stuffing $4.95 

Thurs.: Barbecued Beef Ribs   $4.50 

All Above Served with Salad, Fresh Vegetables, and Potatoes 

All Served in both the Public Dining Room and the Private Club 

Gregov's Restaurant 
2605 Stagg Hill Rd. 776-1234 

•;- I 
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Williams's layup lifts 'Cat women 
to 74-72 victory over Nebraska 

Nebraska almost had the chance to 
gloat about defeating K-SUte twice in a 
row in two nigbta. But the Cornhusker 
women couldn't pull off what the men did 
Wednesday night. 

Gayla Williams aaved the day for the 
Wildcats with a driving layup with seven 
seconds left to lift them to a 74-72 win last 
night in first-round action of the women's 
Big 8 Tournament. 

The Wildcats, down 72-69 with 52 
seconds left, had a chance to bring the 
game back to within one when center Dee 
Weinreis was fouled by NU's Molly 
Shanahan. But Weinreis only made one of 
two shots and leaving the 'Cats trailing 
by two. 

Then K-State's Taryn Bachis grabbed 
down Weinreis' missed free throw and 
was fouled. Bachis connected on both 
ends of her free throws and tied the 
game, 72-72. 

The Cornhuskers got the ball back, but 
threw it out of bounds, giving K-State a 
chance to win it with ten seconds left. 
From there, Williams became the hero. 

NU got a desperation shot off with one 
second left but it fell short and the 
Wildcats moved into tonight's semifinals. 

"We had experience on our side," K- 
State coach Lynn Hickey said. "Shelly 
Hughes played well at both ends of the 
court and Taryn (Bachis) and Gayla 
(Williams) pulled the game out." 

Bachis was the leading scorer for the 
Wildcats with 18 points. She also bad six 
rebounds. 

K-State had three other players in 
double figures. Hughes pumped in 16 
points, Kim Price 13 and Weinreis 11 to 
aid the Wildcat cause. 

K-State had control of the game at one 
time, leading 64-56 with 6:38 left, but 
watched NU score six straight points. 
From then on the contest was close. 

"We couldn't slow down," Hickey said. 
"We should have been able to when we 
got the lead and start to control the 
game, but we couldn't. The important 
thing is we pulled it out" 

The Cornhuskers outshot K-State 56 
percent (36 of 64) to 53 percent (31 of 58). 
They also outrebounded the Wildcats, 38- 
30, but were doomed in at the free throw 
line, where they managed to hit only two 
of ten. K-State hit 10 of 15 from the line. 

With its victory, K-State will advance 
to the semifinals to face Missouri. MU 
advanced by easily beating the Iowa 
State Cyclones, 82-49. 

"Our game tomorrow should be easier 
for us," Hickey said. "I think we got the 
heebie-geebies out of the way.'' 

The K-State-MU game will begin at 6 
p.m. in Allen Fieldhouse. 

Men seek first league win 
against improved Colorado 

There's still a lot of basketball left to be 
played—13 games to be exact—but K-State's 
Big 8 game at Colorado Saturday looms aa a 
crucial one. 

The Wildcats already have one league loss 
(59-49 Wednesday night to Nebraska), and 
another one Saturday would probably put 
them two games behind the early leader. 

Colorado, 10-3 overall, is in the same boat 
as K-State. The Buffaloes lost to Oklahoma 
State 84-67 last Saturday in its league 
opener. 

That game was not an indication of how 
well Colorado has been playing lately. It has 
won seven of its last eight games, and is 8-0 
this year at home. 

"I've said all year that Colorado probably 
has as good of talent as anybody in the 
league," K-State coach Jack Hartman said. 
"They are big, strong, deep and ex- 
perienced. They'll definitely present some 
problems for us in matchups." 

The 1:10 p.m. tipoff, NBCTBS's game of 
the week, in year-old Events Center will pit 
two of the best players in the conference—K- 
State's Rolando Blackman and Colorado's 
Jo Jo Hunter—against each other. 

Hunter, a second-team All-Big 8 selection 
a year ago, is at the top of the league with an 
18.9 scoring average. Blackman's 17.0 
average ranks near the top, too. 

6-10 Joe Cooper, a transfer from Tulsa, 
backs up Hunter with an 11.4 average. He 
also is averaging 7.9 rebounds a game. 
Other scoring help comes from Jacques Tuz 
(7.9), Vince Kelley (7.8) and Brian Johnson 
(7.4). 

With Tyrone Adams, a 10.9 scorer, still out 
with a knee injury, Blackman is the only K- 
State player hitting in double figures. Ed 
Nealyisat9.9. 

If the Wildcats are going to challenge for 
the title this year, they're going to have to 
get better play at the center position. They 
got only two points at that spot against 
Nebraska. 

Hartman has continued to go with 6-10 Les 
Craft despite his lackluster performance 
most of the year. Craft didn't score and had 
one rebound Wednesday, and is averaging a 
paltry 4.1 points and 3.0 rebounds in 13 
games. 

The fifth issue 
is Out! 

Do your have your 
Subscription to 

something 
about the 

WOMEN 
subscribe 

NOW! 
Pick up a copy in 
the WRC, SGS Of- 
fice, K-State Union 

something about the WOMEN 

TGIF 
Get an early start on the 

weekend. Meet your friends 
starting at 1 p.m. for the coldest 

beerinAggie_ville. 

KSDB 

PRESENTS 
KSDB 

The TOP 100 SONGS OF 1980 
This evening 

3 p.m. to 11 p.m. 

RADIO 88 is FM for Kansas State 

Wichita Eagle 
Start your Subscription 

NOW 

Ask for Semester 
Rates 

Phone 539-1871 

Great Savings 
Music 10% OFF 
Bibles 10% OFF 

Books 25% OFF 
Gifts 25% OFF 
Jewelry 25% OFF 

ROSS Fri'' Jan"16th thru Tues*' Jan* 20th 

EFERENCE   bookstore 
220  Poyntz 
Manhattan, Kansas      776-8071 
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Track team journeys 
to KU this weekend 

ByGREGGCOONROD 
Staff Writer 

Men's and women's basketball, which 
opened before Christmas, has been in the 
forefront of campus sports events. However, 
Sunday, another K-State sport, men's track, 
begins its season. 

Sprinkled with a mixture of rookies and 
veterans, the men's team will take on cross- 
state rival Kansas in an indoor dual at 
Lawrence. 

"We're ready for a dual meet with 
anybody except KU," track coach Mike 
Ross said. "KU will be one of the top three 
teams in the nation this year. Also, they 
have already run in two meets." 

Ross said he is looking forward to the 
meet to see how his team will do outside of a 
practice situation. He doesn't expect 
miracles against the highly-touted 
Jayhawks, saying he is more interested in 
seeing how much improvement his team 
makes before the Big 8 conference cham- 
pionships later this spring. 

ROSS, BEGINNING HIS fifth year as 
head coach, thinks KU, along with Iowa 
State, will be the teams to beat this year, 
with his Wildcats a possible darkborse. 

Ray Bradley, Vince Parrette and the mile 
relay team will be the strongest links in 
what looks to be a much improved and 
healthier K-State team. 

Bradley and Parrette have been the 
team's big names in past years. At 6-7, 300 
pounds, Bradley has tossed the shot put and 
the discuss with the best in the conference. 

Parrette, a do-it-all performer his first 
two years here, will be confined to his 
jumping ability for the second straight year 
as Ross will not risk injuring him in the 
sprints. 

The mile relay team has a couple new 
faces on it and could be record-breaking 
quality, according to Ross. 

RETURNING FROM LAST year are Bill 
Tanner, who last year was stopped by a 
muscle separation in his foot, and Willie 
Major, the former Wyandotte High School 
standout who returns after lower back 
problems sidelined him a year ago. 

Rounding out the relay team are Steve 
Wright, a junior college transfer who was 
invited to the Olympic trials, and Mike 
Bradley, a juco three-sport star who won the 
600-yard run in the K-State intrasquad meet. 

The field events will again be the 
strongest part of the team. The addition of 
freshmen Doug Lytle, Veryl Switzer Jr. and 
Don McKinnis should make the Wildcats 
even stronger on the field. 

Lytle, a Shawnee Mission Northwest 
graduate, was second in the Golden West 
Invitational last year, clearing 16-9 in the 
pole vault. 

SWITZER, THE SON of K-State's 
associate dean of student affairs, was 
second in the long jump at the Golden West 
Invitational with a leap of 24-7. He also has 
triple jumped 43-3 and holds the Kansas high 
school record in the hurdles. 

McKinnis, from Lyons, was third among 
state high schoolers last year with a javelin 
toss of 235-0. 

High jumper Steve Cotton returns after 
placing third last year in the Big 8 meet with 

Happy Birthday 
John (Mais) 

From Bunkie, Steve, 
Mary and Mom 

a leap of 6-9. He has a shot at the K-State 
record of 7-1. 

Ross is confident about his field talent. It's 
on the track where he's worried. 

"Scoring on the track was tough for us last 
year with so many people hurt and so many 
red-shirted," he said. "We got fourth in the 
Big 8 meet last year mostly because of our 
field events. I think we only had three kids 
place on the track." 

Brian Howie will be running the high 
hurdles and the two speedsters—Wright and 
Major—will be running the 300. The quarter- 
milers and 600 men will be either Tanner, 
Bradley, Darryl Bonds from Center High in 
Kansas City, Mo., Jerry Bevan (a Garden 
City juco transfer) or Lawrance Adighige 
from Nigeria. 

DON'T LET 

For fr« information, wrile to: 
DRUNK DRIVER, Box 2345 
Rockvillc, Maryland 208S2 

WALKING 

tall 
LADIES 

Junior & 
Misses 

SHOES 
9 thru 12 

All Widths 

Gage Shop- 
ping Center 
Huntoon & 

Gage 
Topeka, Ke. 

2730090 

Rita Walsh 
You've come a long way from your early 

days of dancing your way to fame and for- 
tune. 

From Tap Shoes to 
Cowboy Boots! 

Happy 22nd Birthday!! 
CeUa 

WORSHIP 
On Campus 

11:00 a.m. Sunday 
Danforth Chapel 

♦Students Create Contemporary Forms 
♦Interdenominational—International 
•Holy Communion—Friendship 
• This service is an All-University in- 

terdenominational worship to provide a 
caring, responding Christian community on 
campus. We would especially invite in- 
ternational and minority students to share 
in this community so as to deepen in- 
terracial and intercultural understanding 
and healing. 

Sponsored by: Lutheran Campus Ministry   1021 Denison 
Don Fallon, Campus Pastor 539-4451 

VEST WEST- 

SALE 
Raichle hiking boots 

reg. $89.50 NOW $67.50 

Ladies' and men's ski pants 
reg. 147.00 NOW $39.95 

20% OFF on all vests 

20% OFF on all sweaters 

Sal* lasts until Sat., Jan. 24th 

Westloop Shopping Center 
ph.: 776-3632 

Enroll in the KODAK 
PHOTOGRAPHIC S€MINAR 

An Inspiring Course in Photography 

Presented by Eastman Kodak Company and 

Manhattan Camera 
Good photographs, the kind this Seminar will help you create, 

are what make the world of picture-taking so enjoyable. Expand 
your visual awareness and your knowledge of photography in this in- 
spiring presentation. 

January 19 and 20 
At K-State Union 

6:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m. 
Register early, and get ready for a stimulating photographic 

seminar that you'll remember for a long time. 
Purchase your ticket at 

manhattam 
ffiicfln\€ivi 

228   POYNTZ       MANHATTAN    776-4240 

i 
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Collegian 
classifieds 

CLASSIFIED RATES 

On* day: 20 words or lots, $1.50, S cants 
per word ovor 20; Two days: 20 words or loss, 
$2.00, 8 cants par word ovsr 20; Thraa days: 
20 words or loss, $2^5, 10 cants par word 
ovsr 20; Four days: 20 words or loss, $2.75,13 
csnts por word ovsr 20; Flva days: 20 words or 
•sss, $3.00,15 can ts par word ovor 20. 

Classifieds art payabla In advanca unless chant hat an 
established account with Studant Publications 

Deadline It 10 am. day before publication. 10 a.m. Friday 
for Monday paper. 

Items round ON CAMPUS can ba advertised FREE lor a 
period not exceeding thraa days Thay can ba placed at Ked 
zie 103 or by calling 532-6555 

D*eple» Classified Rales 
Onei day $3.00 par Inch; Thraa days $2.85 par Inch; Flva 

dayt: $2.75 par Inch; Tan dayt; $2.80 par Inch. (Oaadllns it 5 
p.m. 2 dayt before publication.) 

Classified advertising It available only to those who do not 
discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, national 
origin, sax or ancestry 

FOR SALE 
ADULT GAG glftt and noveltkta-blrthday, annivertary, get 

wall, or |ust for fun. Treasure Chett, Agglevil le (1 tf) 

MUST PART with old Irlend. 1971 VW Super Beetle. She hat 
had excellent maintenance, starts every time, has perfect 
tlrea, Is safety Inspected and for $1300 the can be your 
Mend. too. 53S9434. (77-80) 

SEASONED HARDWOOD firewood, split and delivered 
mostly red and white elm, »40Vrlck. $75/cord Call 537-2474 
nlghtt. (77-81) 

1970 LIBERTY 12x56, new carpet and drapea, washer, fur- 
nlthed, cheap gat heat, storage shed, $4500. Call after 
5:00 p.m., 537-2858. (77-85) 

BY OWNER: Nice two bedroom house with basement apart- 
ment, one block east of campus $40,000. Call 537 1669 
(7BS0) 

PIONEER TX5S00 Tuner, excellent condition. $100 or beat of- 
fer. For Information call 776-0171 (78-80) 

MUST SELL Pioneer stereo equipment 15 w/ch. Receiver 
$150 and semiautomatic turntable $75, or beet offer 
Phone 7764224 after 5:30 p.m. (7W2) 

10 x 45 MOBILE home on campus. Furnished, two-bedroom 
$4,000. Call 1-316-357-7662 (7842) 

HEAD SKIS-Kllley 195t. Marker Elaatomat bindings. 
Reiker boots, size 9 7763655 (79-81) 

QUARTER HORSE. Gentle grade bay gelding. Rides western 
or English 776 3655 (7M1) 

FOR SALE: 1 pr. Vesgue Gretchen II hiking boots, women's 
tljfl 9 Call 776-4931 after 5:00. (7M2) 

FISH TANK—10 gallons with all accessories. Fish, too! Call 
532-6889 1-485-2703after4 00p.m (7M0) 

1980 FORD 150 XLT 4x4, 15,000 miles, AM-FM stereo. AC, 
digital clock, automatic transmission, extra sharp interior 
Sharp looking pickup 776-7595. (79-83) 

TWO TWIN beds; three small chests; two desks with chairs; 
one kitchen set. Cell 7764448 (7983) 

PIONEER KP 5000 Supertuner underdash, very good con- 
dition. $100. Call Karl, 7766294. (7960) 

DRAWING TABLE, large, fully adjustable. Best offer of $60 or 
more. For appointment to see, call 776-4998. (80) 

JEEPS, CARS, Trucks available through government agen- 
cies, many sell for under $200.00. Call 602-941-8014, Ext. 
3153 for your directory on how to purchase. (80) 

OLDER DELMONICO TV, stereo. AM-FM console Best offer. 
Call 5370145alter 5 00 p.m. (8043) 

MOBILE HOME-197314x70Great Lakes, raised living room, 
Intercom, wood stove, dishwasher, freezer, 9xJ0 metal 
shed. Gall Hendricks 1-494-2754,1-456-2445. (8044) 

Tl 58/C programmable calculator and all Included materials 
Used for one semester Like new $100.00. Call 539-3835 
(8044) 

KODAK 16mm sound projector, very good condition. Best of- 
fer over $100.00.77S4336 evenings (8044) 

1977 LES Paul Standard, wine colored, with case, $500.00 or 
best ofler. Call 77*4336 evenings (8044) 

BASKETBALL TICKET, reserved student season. North and, 
close to KSU band. Call Al, 5394460 (8044) 

1973 MAVERICK, 6 cyl., 3 tpeed, clean inside and out. 
Recently replaced motor, Iron! suspension and other 
major parts Call 5374412 Friday p.m. or Saturday a.m. (80) 

AUSTRALIAN SHEPHARD pups; top quality. Call 776-1966, 
776-1978. (8044) 

YARD SALE: Saturday, January 17, 900 a.m.-I.DO p.m. Sofa, 
antique rocker, barber chair, two televisions, women's and 
children's clothes, kitchen Items. One week later II bad 
weather. 706-710 Lee Street. (80) 

 FOR RENT  
COSTUMES. MASKS, periodical clothing, accessories, all 

types make-up. Grass skirts, lais, bunny and mouse ears 
and more. Treasure Chest, Agglevllle. (Ill) 

TYPEWRITER RENTALS, electrics and manuals, day, weak 
or month. Buzzellt. 511 Leavenworth, across from pott 
office Call 776-9469 (HI) 

CALL CELESTE 
For 

Wildcat Inn Apts. 
Summer, Fall 
Spring, 1981-82 

We are now 
issuing firm 

contracts in all 
Wildcat Inns for 

Summer and Fall 
1981 and Spring— 

1982. Now is the 
time to get 

guaranteed 
apartment 

assignments 
539-5001 for information. 

NICE FURNISHED two bedroom apartment for summer "81' 
Call for more information, 776-3773. (8044) 

An You Interested in Studying Relationships 

in Odor to Help Others Help Themselves? 

If so, you may be a candidate for 

PEER SEX EDUCATION 
Applications may be obtained from 
the Counseling Center, Holtz Hall 

For more information drop in or call 
Elaine, 532-6927, Holtz Hall 

Sexuality Education & Counseling Services 
SGA Funded 

The Kansas City Star and Times is offering a special rate to 
K-State students. To take advantage of this low rate, just 
clip the coupon and mail a check for $14.42 to: 

Connie Brown 
P.O. Box 644 
Manhattan, Kansas 66502 

or call 539-4152 

(Continued on p. 16) 

THE KANSAS CITY STAR AND TIMES 

Student m§count 
SPRING 1981 

SEMESTER RATE 

a 
<r- 

r 

I agree to subscribe to The Kansas City 
Star and Tbnaa for the full semester at 

14 
TAX INCLUDED 

DATE:. 

• MORNING 
a EVENING 
a SUNDAY 

s special rats of $14.42. This pries 
Includes consideration for non-delivery 
whan classaa ara suspandad for 
holidays, fall or winter breaks and other 
periods whan service is not requested. 
Tha offer becomes effective the day of 
registration and expires tha last day of 
finals. Delivery to begin upon receipt of 
payment. 

This offer is made and limited 
to full lime students of this 
university or college. II is 
made only to areas where de 
livery is made by a carrier or 
agent  of  The Star. 

NAME: 

ADDRESS: 

PHONE: 

HP 

JU»T: 
STUDENT 1.0. # 

UNIVERSITY:   _ 

SIGNED: 

Da 

* 

Happy 21 
Emerson 

"The Gang" 

KSU COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES PROGRAM 
Division of Continuing Education 

Canoeing 
Crew 
SCUBA 
Aerobic Dancing 
Aerobic Dancing 
Western Horsemanship I 
Western Horsemanship II 
English Horsemanship I 
English Horsemanship II 
TaeKwon Do Karate 

Traps hooting 

CLASSES FOR UNDERGRADUATE CREDIT 
$35     M.orTu,orW-4:00-«:30p.m.      begins March23 
$30     Tu-3:30-5:30p.m. 
$70    Sat-9:00a.m.-Noon 
$48     Tu-Th-11.30a.m.-12:30p.m. 
$48     M-W-5:30-6:30p.m. 
$90     M-W-2:00-3:00p.m. 
$90     M-W-l:00-2:00p.m. 
$90     Tu-Th-2:00-3:00p.m. 
$90     Tu-Th-l:00-2:00p.m. 
$30     7:30-9:30p.m.Tu 

6:30-8:30 p.m. Fri 
Tu-7:00-9:15p.m. 

begins January 20 
begins January 24 
begins January 15 
begins January 14 
begins March 23 
begins March 23 
begins March 24 
begins March 24 

$70 
begins January 16 
1st class meets 
Jan. 20, instruction 
begins March24 

NON CREDIT CLASSES FOR CHILDREN AND ADULTS 
Aquatics - swimming Dance - ballet 

water safety pointe 
springboard diving pre-ballet 
synchronized swimming modern 

jazz 
Gymnastics tap 

partnering/repertory 
Court Sports - tennis aerobic dancing 

racquetball 
Martial Arts- jujitsu   

FOR DETAILED INFORMATION: 532-5566 Registration Office 
Division of Continuing Education 
317 Umberger Hall 

532-5854 (afternoonsonly) 
Community Activities Program Office 

        305 Umberger Hall 

Friday, February 6 
McCain Auditorium 7:30 p.m. 
AH Seats Reserved $6.50-$6.00 -$5.50 

Tickets on sale McCain Auditorium box office 
January 19 8 a.m.- 6 p.m. 
January 20 - February 6      10:30 am.- 6pm 
Limit 20 tickets per customer 

k-trta^iaraton 
ypc coff>»sihousH 

n cooperation wi »™S§g£m 

ti 



(Continued from p. 14) 
RENTAL TYPEWRITERS: Excellent selection, Including IBM 

Seleotrlcs. Service most makes of typewriters Mull 
Business Mechlnes, (Agglevllle). 1212 Moro, 539-7931. (1 tf) 

THREE BEDROOM house- unfurnished. Includes stove, 
drapes, carpel, |37S plus utilities. 1724 Pierre Phone 
776-1037 before 800s m. or alter 8 00 p.m. (76*)) 

FURNISHED. CARPETED rooms at 400 N 11th, S6S up, kit- 
chen and laundry, free parking, bills paid. Call 537-4233 
(78-107) 

FURNISHED, CARPETED one bedroom apartment at 400 N 
11th, $160 and bills paid. Call 537-4233. (78-97) 

DAS RENTAL Center has compact refrlgeretora lor rent, 
monthly or semester rates. Call 537-2250 (7840) 

LARGE TWO bedroom duplex apartment, with garage and 
basement, $175 00 plus utilities end deposit 537-4637 af- 

•   ter5O0p.m.(7941) 

VERY NICE apartment, one bedroom apartment one block 
away from campus. $186 00, $92 50—Vi on utilities. Come 
and see It. Call after 5:00 p.m., 539-3227 (7943) 

ONE BEDROOM basement apartment, one-half block 
Agglevllle, furnished or unfurnished Call 537-2344, 
evenings 539-1496 (79-65) 

KANSAS 8TATE COLLEGIAN, Fri., January 16,1881 IS 

MALE NEEDED to share three bedroom apartment four 
blocks from campus, f 125/month phis 1/2 utilities. Prefer 
non-smoker. Call 537-0136. (80-84) 

MALE, NICE duplex, two blocks from campus, only $77/mon- 
th plus utilities. Fully furnished, dlshwesher, two 
bathrooms. Nice! Call 7767201 (80-84) 

FEMALE TO share house at 1108 Bluemont. Furnished, own 
bedroom $80.00 per month plus 1/4 utilities. Call 539-2534 
Keep trying. (8044) 

MALE OR female wented to share nice duplex apartment 
with two male students. Nice location Call 776-0495 after 
500pm (80-84) 

MALE OR female non-smoker superb atmosphere and very 
quiet for the studious student. $10000 e month, ell bills 
paid Call 8 00a m 500 p.m Don, 5324246 (80) 

 SUBLEASE  
THREE BEDROOM apartment furnished, fully carpeted 

Close to Aggie end campus, $375.00 s month. All utilities 
paid. Call 537-0347 (8041) 

HELP WANTED 

RENT A PIANO 
35.00 a Month 

Don Jorgenson's Piano and Organ 
Little Apple Music 

413 Poyntz 
539-1926 

ROOMY TWO bedroom apartment. Available Immedletely. 
Call 532-5360 or 776-5265 (8045) 

 ROOMMATE WANTED  
PREFER GRADUATE or upperclassman Private bedroom, 

close to campus, $112.50 per month through June 1. No 
utilities. Furnished. Call 537-2474. (77-61) 

THRE< FEMALES to sham lour bedroom house. Own room, 
Sl0*month end 1/4 utilities. Call 537-1202. (78-80) 

FEMALES TO share furnished house at 1005 Vattler, private 
bedrooms, laundry, $50 up. Call 5394401 (78-107) 

ROOMMATE WANTED: Female, own bedroom. $100 month 
plus utilities. Must have transportation Call 537-1436. 
(7840) 

ROOMMATE WANTED-share basement apartment, 825 
Bluemont. Own room, $97.50, all bills paid. Call 776-4295, 
ask for Scott. (7943) 

LARGE APARTMENT, fireplace, dishwasher, own bedroom, 
$160 month plus utilities. Cell Bill, 539-1093. (7948) 

FEMALE, OWN bedroom, three blocks from campus, $90 
plus Vi utilities. Call 539-9578. (7940) 

FEMALE TO share two-bedroom trailer. Prefer non-smoking 
agriculture ma|or. Available Immediately. Call 5394270. 
(7943) 

MALE ROOMMATE to share nice apartment with two others 
... very close to campus. $81 00/month plus VJ utilities. 
Call 7764925. (7941) 

FEMALE WANTED to share two-bedroom trailer house, 
$100/month plus vi utilities. Call 7764445. (7943) 

MALE ROOMMATE: to share three bedroom house, pay Vi 
bills. Call after 5:00 p.m., 805 Kearney, 7764313. (7943) 

MALE OR female—two bedroom apartment. Rent $95 to 
$100.00 month, 931 HumbokJt. Cable TV, tele., utilities In 
eluded (need stst). 537-4211. (7940) 

CHAIR SIDE dental assistant—experience preferred. Would 
consider training mature Individual with above average I.O. 
Contact 776-4729 Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday from 
7:30 am 5:00 p.m.; Wednesday and Friday, 7:30 am 
1200 noon. (7746) 

SITTER IN my home Monday-Friday, during day. Mornings or 
afternoons, preferably all day. Must have own trans- 
portation. Please call 5374398. (7840) 

EVEN EINSTEIN had to Start somewhere! Math Lab tutor 
volunteers are needed 1-2 hours weekly to staff Educa- 
tional Support Services project for Spring Semester. Orien- 
tation 7:00 p.m., Monday, January 19, at 422 Farrell Library. 
More Information from Dr. Kenneth Lewallan, 5324439. 
(7840) 

PART-TIME WORK: 10 weeks at S45/week for 610 hours per 
week. Typing mandatory, marketing background helpful. 
Call 776-1325,5:00-7:00 p.m. (7943) 

REGISTERED NURSES 

EXPLORE YOUR NURSING 
POTENTIAL! 

Full time, part-time 
and on-call openings. 

We offer total nursing care, approved 
continuing education for relicensure, 
competitive salary, shift differential 
and liberal fringe benefits. 

Call Lisa Kramer, Nurse Recruiter at 
776-3300, ext. 114 or 229, Memorial Hos- 
pital, Manhattan, Kansas. EOE 

PART-TIME HELP needed by university couple for cleaning 
house and other chores. Two to four hours a week, $4/nour 
to start. Tuesdays or Thursdays. Call 7764584. (7941) 

J RIQOS West, Inc. Is now scceptlng applications for part- 
time help. Must be available evenings and weekends. 
Come by 317 Poyntz to fill out an application. (7941) 

TYPIST, PART-TIME student. Typing sxperlence preferred. 
Approximately 20 hours per week. Apply In person, 124 
Seaton Hall. (7941) 

DOMINO'S PIZZA is taking applications lor drivers and 
telephone personnel Applicants muat be 18 and have their 
own car with Insurance. Apply after 4:00 p.m. at Domino's 
Pizza. 517 N. 12th, 5394961 (7941) 

GOOD SUMMER Jobs. Cheley Colorado Camps, Estes Park, 
Colorado, haa camp counseling and other slsff openings. 
Seeking college sophomores and older for teaching and 
counseling positions. From mid-June to mid-August. $575 
plus room and board and travel allowance. Personal in- 
terviews on campus soon. Sincere interest in young 
people required. Write: Cheley Colorado Camps, Dept. C, 
P.O. Box 6525, Denver. CO 80206. (SO) 

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER: Part-time graduate or un- 
dergraduate student needed by the Midwest Rece and Sex 
Desegregation Assistance Center to program new and 
help maintain existing computer systems. Applicants 
should have knowledge and experience In some com- 
bination of the following: Conversational Computer 
Systems (CMS), Standard Statistical Packages (SAS, 
CULPRIT) and Computer Programming (PLI, COBOL) 
Salary range from $4.25 to $5.25 per hour. Submit ap- 
plication letter, brief resume and reference by Friday, 
January 23, 1981 to: Charles I. Rankln, Director, Midwest 
Race and Sex Desegregation Assistance Center, Kansas 
State University, 1627 Anderson Avenue, Manhattan, Kan- 
sas 66508. (8041) 

AGGIE STATION is accepting applications for cocktail 
waiters/waitresses Must be 21. Apply 1115 Moro, 
evenings. (8045) 

 SERVICES  
RESUME WRITING, layout, editing, typing or appraisal 

Resume Service, 411 N. 3rd, 537-7294. (111) 

WOMEN'S HEALTH Care Service. Conftdentia1 health care 
for women with unexpected pregnancies Abortion ser- 
vices to 20 weeks as an outpatient. Information and free 
pregnancy testing.(318)684-5106 Wichlte. (ill) 

TRYING TO ASSEMBLE 
THE PERFECT STEREO SYSTEM? 

Call Art for professional turntable service. Autho- 
rized ORTOFON DEALER, moving coil and low 
mass cartridges in stock. 

TECH AUDIO SERVICES 776-7494 

PREGNANT? BIRTHRIGHT can help. Free pregnancy test. 
Confidential Call 537 9180 103 South 4th Street, Suite 16. 
(17tf) 

HORSES BOARDED, lessons given. Indoor and outdoor 
arenas. Powder Puff Downs. Barry and Marty Elliott, St. 
George, Ks. Call 1-494-2660. (7645) 

EXPERIENCED TYPIST, reasonable rates, IBM correcting 
selectric. Convenient location to campus Call 537-1669 
(7840) 

 NOTICES  
PILOT N EEDS three passengers to share costs to KSU men's 

away basketball games. Hugh Irvln, 539-3128, 5324311. 
(7640) 

PEOPLE'S GROCERY has a wide variety of herbs and spices, 
herb teas and black teaa, organic whole grain products, 
shampoos, sprouting seeds, cold-pressed oils, nuts, dried 
fruit, silk sea sponges and much more. Members end non- 
members welcome. Open Tuesday, Thursday 10O0 am 
800p.m. Wednesday, Friday, Saturday 10-00 a.m 4:00 p.m 
People's Grocery. 811 Colorado. (7840) 

 ANNOUNCEMENT  
THE FONE, is looking for new volunteers. Sign-up at 

registration or in the Union. Training will be the weekend 
of the 17th, 18th. For more Information call the Fone, 
5324565.(7640) 

Peanuts" By CHARLES SCHULZ 

uJELL,I 6UE55 I'LL) 
GO TO BEP.. 

BEFORE I 60, WOULD  i 
YOU MINP A BRI6F 
WORP OF CRITICISM? 

If5 HARP FOR A CRITICAL 
PERSON TO 60 TO SLEEP 
IFSUEISNTALLOUIEPA 
BRIEF UJ0RP Of CRITICISM 

Crossworcf 
ACROSS 

1 Owns 
4 Short 

argument 
8 Middle 

East strip 
12 Salutation 
13 Legatee 
14 English poet 
15 "-Hands" 
17 Loan 
18 He saw the 

light 
19 Haggard 

novel 
21 Eye 

affliction 
22" ..and 

a — every 
purpose" 

28 Pubs 
29 Corded 

fabric 
30 Accom- 

plished 
31 Actor 

Alda 
32 Seed 

capsule 
33 Last of the 

Stuarts 
34 Old salt 
35 Church 

bench 

By EUG6NE SHEFFER 

38 Serving 
utensils 

37 Kitchen 
gadgets 

39 Receptacle 
48 "G.I. -" 
41 Visigoth 

king 
45 He invented 

the sewing 
machine 

48 Globe 
division 

58 Heroic poem 
51 Final word 
52 Weight unit 
53 Desire 
54 Discover 
55 Emmet 

DOWN 
1 Detest 
2 Eager 
3 Partly 
4 Sprouts 
5 Another 

name for 
44 Down 

8 Goal 
7 Agreed to 

meet 
8 Hebrew 

automaton 
9 Reverential 

fear 
10 Form of 

Buddhism 
11 Conjunction 
18 Ruhr city 

Avg. solution time: 25 min. 

Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 

20 Followed 
by 
"hurrah" 

23 Poetess 
Millay 

24 Petite 
25 Poems 
28 U.S. 

suffragist 
27 Russian 

mountain 
range 

28 Minor-league 
team 

29 File 
32 Spanish 

coins 
33Desi or 

Lucie 
35 For 
38 Aptitude 
38 Expel 
39 Carved 

stone 
42 Roster 
43 Privy to 
44 Coin 
45 Chop 
48 WWII 

agency 
47 Take first 

prize 
49 Mischief 

maker 

CRYPTOQUD? 

YEEO      YHOM      YHOA 

Y  A  H  M  S 

Y H M S 

1-16 

H S 

Yesterday's Cryptoquip - ONE PLUSH PEASANT SUPS ON 
LUSH PHEASANT. 

Today's Cryptoquip clue: E equals O 

SUPERBOWL SUNDAY, free frpack of your -favorite'' with 
every 6-foot party sandwich Order before January 23rd. 
Hot Dlgglty Dog, 5304033. (7744) 

 WANTED  
COLLECTIBLES, COINS, back issue magazines, comics, LP 

albums Check with us before you throw It awey. Treasure 
Chest, Agglevllle. (iff) 

NEED EFFICIENCY close to campus, preferably West side, 
before February 1 until August 1. Non-smoker Eric, 
530-2157, keep trying. References (7741) 

EXERCISER BENCH. Call alter 5:00 pm or anytime weeken- 
ds, 776-7992 (7940) 

CARPOOL FROM Topeka Tuesday and Thursday, Classes 
8:00 a.m-400 p.m. Call 1-2354598. Ask for Jim. (8044) 

LOST 
LOST—SMALL brown purse in Hardee'e on January 13. 

Please return to 1517 McCain Lane. No questions ssked. 
Reward $30 Phone 539-7806. (8041) 

LOST GOLD aofa cushion between Topeka and Manhattan 
on i 70 Reward, call 532-5360 (8044) 

LOST MONDAY: Ladies narrow, tan, suede belt. Has a gold 
buckle with a brown stone. Reward offered. Please call 
776-9155 before 10:00a m or between 6 00-9:00 pm (8043) 

FOUND 
ONE COAT found In Agglevllle Mondey night. Call 776-1671 

to Identify. (7941) 

TWO ENGLISH books found In East Stadium January 14th 
Call 776-3287 (8042) 

ATTENTION 
ATTENTION: ALL students who took Oceanography at 10:30 

on M WF last aemester please call 537-1707. (7840) 

SHOOTERS: THE All University Rifle Match sign up dates are 
Tuesdey, 20 January and Thursday, 22 January at 7.00 p.m 
In MS 11. The Metch date Is Saturday, 31 January. Get your 
teem together and come on down. (8042) 

WOULD LIKE to join cerpool from Abilene-Chapman area. 
Call 263-1169. (8041) 

UNIVERSITY STUDENT Bible Study Fellowship every Mon- 
day evening at pastors home, 8:30 p.m. Sponsored by First 
Presbyterian Church. Call 5374518 or 539-7884 for direc- 
tions. (8041) 

WE JUST love bugs and rabbits at J&L Bug Service. VW 
repair with quality parts at reasonable prices. 1-494-2388. 
St. George, only 7 miles east. (8044) 

PERSONAL 
BABYCAKES. SORRY this Is late, but happy 19th anyway! All 

My Love. Eddie. (80) 

RITA W Did you think I forgot? No way! Just a day behind, 
as usual. Happy 22nd Birthday11 We've been through a 
heck of a lot together over the pest 16 years. Remember... 
camp Daisy, crushes on Mac, the orgy pit, our "pig pen", 
chocolate chip cookies a bag at a time, green beans 
(cold?), tuna, having "some fun" in Breckenridge, George 
Carlin. Beach Boys, kisses in Jim Stafford's trailer, Kenny 
Rogers, M*A*S*H, 10:00 crashes, strawberry daiquiri par- 
ties. New Year's Eve at the Cowboy ... I could go on 
forever. You're a very special friend. What will I do when 
you're off in the Big "D" (is It Dallas or Denver)? Oh well, 
long distance Is the next best thing to being there, right? 
Happy 22nd Birthday! I Cella (80) 

CELEBRATE LA, Come Onll Wes, You can get over now! 
Yeah Nowl Go for lt> By the way, Where's the bar? Tawnya, 
Come On Down! You Fierce Diva. Sit Down. La or Tits!I 
Don't do anything until Kevin gets beck. Be in the lobby by 
4:30 a.m We'll leave at 10:00 p.m. Vicki-Blll be there at 
3:30 a.m. Hey Big Guy! I Where are we going tonight? Thia 
trip was a hoot!1 Where's Kevin???? Reunion trip—Spring 
Break. Thanks Vicki, Bill. D and T, Tom, Linda, Carol, Wen- 
dy, Ann, Gayle. Glenn, Debbie, Wes, Patty. Happy Friday 
From The H.S. Coach and The Drunk. (80) 

DAWN DE West, tu es comme une etoiie brlllant dans la 
noire null. Ta beaute est egale seul par ta personnalite. 
Pouvons-nous rejoindre encore? Mike, DSP. (80) 

COSSMAN: HERE'S to our older and more experienced 
roommate. Meybe you can teach us a few things now. Hap- 
py Birthday. Love, Barb & Deb. (80) 

WELCOME 
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN at Eighth and Leavenworth, (537- 

0518) celebrates In worship on Sunday morning at 8:45and 
11:00 a.m. The Church School, with Young Adult Class et 
9 50 a.m. Pastors John Graham (539-7884) and Steve Wash- 
bum (539-4119). Ride the Blue Bus, stopping across from 
Goodnow at 10:35 am. and between Boyd and West at 
10:40a.m. for the 11:00 a.m. service. (80) 

GRACE BAPTIST Church, 2901 Dickens, welcomes you to 
Worship Services et 8:30 and 11-00 a.m. University Claas 
meets at 9:45 a.m Evening service 8 00 p.m. Horace 
Brelaford. Ken Ediger 7764424. Ride the bus-pick up 
schedule: West Hall4:10 a.m., Ford Hall4:12 a.m., 
Haymaker Hell4:14 a.m., Moore Hall4:f6 a.m., Goodnow 
Hall4:16 a.m . Marlatt Hall4:20 e.m. Return to campus- 
10:45 am (80) 

WELCOME STUDENTS! First Christian Church, 115 N. 5th, 
Church School 945 a.m.; Worship 11 00 a.m. Mlnlatera: 
Ben Duerteldi, 5394685, Sue Daniels, 7764025. For tran- 
sportation call 7764790 after 9:00 a.m. Sundays. (80) 

COLLEGE HEIGHTS Baptist Church, 2221 College Heights 
Road, Bible Study 9:30 a.m. and Worship 1100 a.m. and 
7-00 p.m. Church Training 600 p.m. Prayer Service Wed. 
Evening 6:45 p.m. Phone 539-3596 (80) 

CHURCH OF the Nazarene, 1000 Fremont, Sunday School, 
1000 a.m , Evening Service, 6:00 p.m.; Prayer Service, Wed- 
nesday, 700 p.m. (80) 

WELCOME STUDENTS to the Manhattan Mennonlte 
Fellowship We meet et 10:45 a.m for Sunday morning 
email group and 9:30 a.m. for worship at the Ecumenical 
Christian Ministries Building at 1021 Denlaon (the white 
building with the two red doors). (80) 

ST. LUKE'S Lutheran Church Missouri Synod, Suneet and N. 
Delaware welcomes students to service*, 8:15 and 10:45 
am. Bible atudy 9:30 a.m. (80) 

WELCOME TO the Church of Christ, 2510 Dickens, Sunday, 
9:30 a.m., Bible classes; 10:30 a.m . Worship and Com- 
munion; 500 p.m.. Student Supper; 6.O0 p.m., evening wor- 
ship. Harold Mitchell, minister. 5394581 or 539-9212. (80) 

WORSHIP SERVICES 8:30 and 1100 a.m. Church school 9:40 
a.m. First Lutheran Church, 10th end Poyntz (80) 

MASSES AT Catholic Student Center, 711 Denison. Sunday 
Mass 8:30 a.m., 1000a.m., 11:15am, 12:30 p.m. and 5:00 
p.m. Saturday evening et 5O0 p.m. Dally 4:30 and 5:15 p.m. 
Mass. (80) 

PEACE LUTHERAN Church Invites you to our 8:15 a.m. and 
10 30 a.m. Sunday services. Go 1/2 mile weet of stadium on 
Klmball. We ere friendly. (80) 

WORSHIP ON campus at AH-Faitha Chapel, 10:45 a.m. Bible 
Study 9:30 a.m. Sunday, Ramada Inn, Lower Level Banquet 
Room. Evening Service 6:30 p.m. 1225 Bertrand, the Univer- 
sity Christian Church, Harold McCracken, minister. (80) 

TRY GOO for inspiration and fellowship Wealeyan Church, 
1223 Poyntz. Worship BOO and 1100 a.m. Sunday School 
9:30a.m. Evening service 700p.m. (80) 

ST. PAUL'S Eplscopsl Church, 6th and Poyntz, welcome* 
you to church services Sunday, 800 and 1100a.m. RWee 
to church, call 7764427. (80) 

• 
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jjre've got lots of 
UsedB 

se from 

Our outstanding selection of used books is the result of 

Jast semester's   BOOK BUY-BACK   which was the 

best ever. 

THANK YOU FOR MAKING IT SO! 

back-to-school hours: 
Monday,   Jan. 12th thru Thurs., Jan. 15th 8:00 A.M.-8:00 P.M. 
Friday,     Jan. 16th 8:00 A.M.-5.00 P.M. 
Saturday, Jan. 17th 10:00A.M.-4:00P.M. 

see us 
for all of your supplies 
Art, Architecture, Design, Biological Sciences and Engineering 

paperback academic classics 490 
"Filler paper Texas Instruments 

special" Batter Pack 
150 sheet Ct. 

Regular price $1.59 
Sale price $1.09 

(Limited Quantities) 

Koh-I-Noor 
4 pen Slim pack set 

Manufacturing 
retail price $29.00 

our price $19.95 
(Limited Quantities) 

BPIA (fits 50/50A, 51/51A, 52,56,58/58C, 59) 
Regular price $10.00 
Sale price $5.95 

(Limited Quantities) 

"Wirebound 
special" 

KSU Imprint 70 sheet Ct. 
Regular price $1.19 
Sale price 78* 

(Limited Quantities) 

Check out our large selection of back-packs. 
We have many styles and colors to 
choose from. 

• Come in and see our new selections of shirts 
and jerseys with all kinds of new and ex- 
citing designs. 

k-state union m 
bookstore m 
25 years of service 1956-1981 0801 L--.--J 
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Christopher signs hostage agreement 
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

The United States and Iran signed an 
agreement today for the release of the 52 
American hostages, and two Algerian 
jetliners flew to Tehran to pick the 
Americans up. 

U.S. officials hoped the freed Americans 
would be flown to Algiers and on to West 
Germany today, their 443rd day in captivity. 
President Carter and other officials in 
Washington prepared to fly to Germany to 
greet them. 

See Carter statement, p. 8 

One Tehran newspaper reported that the 
departure of the hostages might be delayed 
several days while doctors examined them. 
But Iranian troops and revolutionary guards 
sealed off the terminals at the Tehran 
airport, and a Tehran television station said 
it had sent camera crews to the airport and 
the U.S. Embassy at the request of the 
Iranian government. 

This was taken to mean that the 
Americans were leaving today. 

Sources in Tehran said there were no 
demonstrations in the Iranian capital today, 
in contrast to the outpouring of thousands 

reviling the United States which for months 
followed the seizure of the U.S. Embassy 
and its staff by Islamic militants on Nov. 4, 
1979. 

Deputy Secretary of State Warren 
Christopher, the chief American negotiator 
in the long crisis, signed the agreement for 
the United States at the Algerian Foreign 
Ministry. A small group of reporters wat- 
ched as he signed three documents totaling 
about 20 pages. 

The White House announced that the 
Iranian government signed the agreement 
in Tehran before Christopher signed in 
Algiers. 

"This is a very happy day," said 
Christopher, then expressed to Foreign 
Minister Mohamed BenyaUa "the abiding 
appreciation of the American people" to 
Algeria for serving as intermediary in the 
long negotiations. 

"You and your colleagues in Tehran have 
performed this heavy responsibility with 
great impartiality, discretion and high 
skill," said Christopher. "The American 
people will always remember this con- 
tribution to humanitarian matters by the 
Algerian people and their leaders." 

"At last I can smile," Christopher told 
reporters. 

The breakthrough came after 14^ months 
of diplomatic appeals, secret contacts, 
economic pressure and other actions, in- 
cluding a rescue attempt by U.S. com- 
mandos that collapsed in tragic failure. 

The 52 Americans—50 men and two 
women—are the remaining hostages from 
among 98 seized by the young Moslem 
revolutionaries who overran the U.S. 
Embassy in Tehran nine months after the 
Islamic revolution in Iran. 

The hostages include diplomats, Marine 
guards, communications specialists, 
teachers and a businessman. They range in 
age from 20 to 64. About 20 are servicemen. 

There were to be taken to the U.S. military 
hospital in Wiesbaden, West Germany, for a 
week or more of "decompression," medical 
examinations, consultations with 
psychiatrists and reorientation to accustom 
to them to freedom after their long ordeal. 
That was the procedure followed with 14 
other hostages released previously by the 
Iranians. 

The State Department asked the hostages' 
families not to go to Wiesbaden because 
their presence might work against the 
readjustment process. 

Some of the families exclaimed with joy 
on being wakened with the news. Others 

were cautious, having seen their hopes 
dashed again and again during the long 
months of waiting. 

Two Algerian Boeing 727 jetliners flew 
from Algiers to Tehran today to bring the 
Americans out, and the Algerian delegation 
that acted as intermediaries in the Iranian 
capital packed their bags and prepared to 
leave with them. 

En route to Tehran, the Algerian planes 
refueled in Ankara, Turkey, and airport 
officials there said they took on enough fuel 
to fly from Iran direct to Wiesbaden. But the 
general impression in Algiers was that the 
Americans would be brought there first, and 
a U.S. military plane would take them on to 
West Germany. 

The final breakthrough in the long 
negotiations was announced Sunday by 
Iran's chief hostage negotiator, Behzad 
Nabavi, who told Tehran Radio that the 
United States and Iran had reached 
agreement on all terms of a settlement. 

A Carter administration official in 
Washington said the signing of the 
agreement was delayed until today because 
all the documents had to be translated into 
three languages, English, French for the 
Algerians and Farsi, the language of Iran. 

Iranians discuss matters Sunday 

Students express relief over negotiations 
By DENISE HARVEY 

Collegian Reporter 
Iranian students at K-State 

expressed varying degrees of 
optimism and relief Sunday in 
response to the announcement that 
the end of the 442-day captivity of 
62 Americans held in Iran is near. 

Although an official an- 
nouncement of agreement had not 
been made late last night, Iran's 
top negotiator was quoted on 
Tehran radio as saying terms had 
been made. An official in the 
Carter administration also said the 
agreement  was  awaiting   "final 

review, approval and initializing" 
in Tehran. 

Some of the students, speaking 
as if the hostage crisis was already 
over, expressed feelings of 
pleasure to the release and offered 
hopes for an eventual nor- 
malization of relations between the 
United States and Iran. 

"I'm glad that it's been taken 
care of. I hope that by a nor- 
malization of the relationship 
between the two countries, the 
Iranian students will be able to go 
home next summer and then come 
back for a continuation of their 

education," Majid Ahmadi, 
graduate student in architecture, 
said. 

Ahmadi expressed his desire to 
see an end to the unfriendliness 
experienced by some of the Iranian 
students at K-State and in other 
parts of the country. 

"While this went on, Iranian 
students, as well as those who 
resided here, faced an unfriendly 
response from the Americans. I 
would hope that this unfriendly 
approach would be wiped out," 
Ahmadi said. 

SKEPTICISM about the hostage 

agreement was expressed by one 
Iranian student, who believes the 
exact terms may never be made 
public. 

"The United States government 
has made more concessions than 
what they are telling the people. I 
would like to know the details. I'm 
pleased that the hostage situation 
is solved," Nadir Dadkhah, 
graduate student in biochemistry, 
said. 

The money being transferred to 
the Iranians was not the main point 
of contention and could have been 
resolved at an earlier stage if the 

443 days ago... 
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
A mob of Iranian students 

overran U.S. Marine guards in a 
three-hour struggle Sunday and 
invaded the American Embassy 
in Tehran, seizing dozens of 
staff members as hostages, 
Tehran Radio reported. They 
demanded that the United 
States send the exiled shah back 
to Iran for trial, the radio said. 

No serious injuries were 
reported. Tehran Radio said as 
many as 100 hostages were 
being held, but an Iranian 
Foreign Ministry spokesman 
said he believed it was fewer 
than 45—about 35 Americans 
and seven or eight Iranians. 

The spokesman, who asked 
not to be identified, said an 
estimated 200 or 300 students 
were involved. 

The Tehran Radio broad- 
casts, monitored in London, 
said   the   embassy's   Marine 

guards hurled tear-gas con- 
nisters but were unable to hold 
back the waves of students. 
None of the broadcasts men- 
tioned weapons other than tear 
gas. 

SOME    UNCONFIRMED 
reports said the hostages were 
blindfolded and handcuffed, but 
the Foreign Ministry 
spokesman denied this, saying 
the embassy takeover was "a 
very peaceful exercise. They 
are dealing with them very 
nicely." 

Asked whether the students 
were armed, he said only he had 
heard no reports they were. 

The spokesman, who was 
contacted by telephone from 
New York, said a Scandinavian 
ambassador in Tehran would 
act as a mediator "to try to 
convince the students to get out 
of the compound." he said an 

Iranian Moslem religious 
leader also was reportedly 
trying to talk the invaders into 
leaving. 

The spokesman said he was 
unsure of the identities of the 
two mediators. 

The State Department said in 
Washington the Iranian 
government had "given 
assurances that our people 
being held are safe and well." 

JUST HOURS after the 
embassy invansion seven 
demonstrators chained 
themselves inside the Statue of 
Liberty in New York harbor to 
protest the ousted Shah 
Mohammed Reza Pahlavi's 
presence in New York, where he 
is hospitalized for cancer 
treatment. After 3Mt hours 
authorities cut the chains and 
took them into custody. 

The Tehran broadcasts, some 
not clearly received, said the 

students were motivated by a 
"message" from the leader of 
Iran's Islamic revolution, the 
Ayatollah RuhoUah Khomeini. 

The Moslem clergyman on 
Sunday once again denounced 
the United States for allowing 
the deposed shah into the 
country. 

Pahlavi, living in Mexico, 
went to New York last month on 
a special medical visa and 
underwent gallbladder surgery 
and testing. Doctors recom- 
mended he stay in the United 
States for six months to a year 
for drug treatment of his 
cancer. 

The State Department said 
the charge d'affaires at the 
Tehran Embassy, Bruce 
Laingen, contacted Iranian 
Foreign Minister Ibrahim 
Yazdi after the takeover. No 
U.S. ambassador currently is 
assigned to Tehran. 

issue had not been used in such a 
political manner, according to 
Mostafa Aghorlikhani, senior in 
mechanical engineering. 

"I think it (the settlement) 
should have been done earlier. It 
wasn't in the Iranian interest to 
keep the hostages. They didn't take 
the hostages just for the money. 
They wanted to let the whole world 
know what was going on in our 
country. But it was just taking too 
long," Aghorlikhani said. 

CALLING THE AGREEMENT a 
"victory for the Iranian people," 
Aghorlikhani said the release of 
the hostages had nothing to do with 
the prospect of the Iranian 
government having to deal with the 
incoming Reagan administration. 

"If the Iranian government 
would not feel any victory over the 
hostages they would not release 
them. I suppose they feel victory. 
It's not because Reagan is in of- 
fice," Aghorlikhani said. "The 
hostage situation is making a 
conflict among the Iranian 
government. For the hostages, I'm 
glad they are released." 

Aghorlikhani said he ex- 
perienced problems with 
anonymous phone calls at the 
outset of the hostage situation. 

"At the beginning, I got a lot of 
calls at night, like at 3 in the 
morning. They were threatening. 
One told me that 'For the first 
hostage that gets hurt in Iran, you 
will be killed by me,*" 
Aghorlikhani said. 

A SPOKESMAN for the Iranian 
Students Association (ISA) ex- 
pressed relief and satisfaction at 

(See STUDENTS, p. 2) 
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Students..^ 
(Continued from p. l) 

the resolution of the hostage situation saying 
the entire episode was merely used to rally 
the Iranian people. 

"The Iranian Students Association believe 
that the hostage situation was created by the 
Iranian government as a device to hold the 
Iranian people together, because they were 
losing the support of the people due to their 
backward policies. They needed a tool to 
rally the people around. The hostages were 
played as the device for this purpose," the 
spokesman said. 

THE POLICIES of the Ayatollah RuhoJlah 
Khomeini government were cited as another 
reason for an ending to the hostage 
situation, according to the ISA spokesman. 

"We don't believe in the Khomeini policy. 
They haven't accomplished anything since 
they came into power. They imposed cen- 
sorship, they banned freedom of speech, 
under the name of Islam. Anyone who was 
opposing the regime was labled as an East- 
West imperialist agent. They were pursuing 
the same policy the shah was pursuing," the 
spokesman said. 

Campus bulletin 

FRIENDSHIP TUTORING PROGRAM 
A Voluntary Community Organization 

Volunteers are needed to tutor students in the Manhattan Public 
School grades 1-12. If you can give two hours a week on a one-to-one 
relationship with a young person, we need you. Orientation will be 
Thursday January 22 at 7:00 p.m. in room 149 Justin Hall. 

Room Coordinators are needed to organize, supervise, and facilitate 
the activities of groups of tutors and their students. If interested call 
Tom Whitsitt, 776-6566. 

— 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 
ALL  PCD STUDENTS who will be doing their field 

placement In Wichita in fell 19*1, visit the Advising Center 
by today 

"AOINO: NEW DIMENSIONS In the IHOs" will be 
presented by Dr. David Oliver at 12 30 p.m. Monday at 
Union 204. 

LAST DAY to pick up applications for the College of 
veterinary Medicine is Tuesday. 

APPLICATIONS for University Learning Network 
volunteers are available in Falrchild 205 until Friday. 

MORTARBOARD applications may be picked up at the 
Activities Center. All eppllcations due Friday. 

APPLICATIONS for Ag Student Council officer positions 
are available In Waters 117. 

STUDENT government election filing forms are 
available at the SGA Office. Filing deadline Is 5 p.m. Jan. 
». 

APPLICATIONS are available for chairman positions of 
all Union Programming Committees et the Activities 
Center. Deadline is 5 p.m. Jan. 29. 

TODAY 
DILTAPSI Kappa will meet at 6 p.m. at Union 203. 

KSU RODEO CLUE officers' meeting will be 7 p.m. at 
Weber 230. Regular meeting follows at 7.30p.m. 

EXECUTIVE meeting of Little Sisters of the Star and 
Lamp will begin at 7:30 p.m. at Pi Kappa Phi House. 
Members will meet at ♦ p.m. 

CAMPUS HIOM LIP! will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Union 
207. 

OREEK WEEK House Representatives meeting will be 9 
p.m. at Chi Omega House. 

ALPHA »TA will meet at 7 p.m. at the Union Big 8 
room. 

ALPHA PHI Omega will meet at 7 p.m. at Union 213. 

HOME ECONOMICS Council meeting will begin at 6:30 
p.m. at Justin 251. 

EXECUTIVE meeting of Daughters of Diana will meet 
at 7:30 p.m. at Tau Kappa Epsllon House. Members meet 
at 1:30 p.m. 

LITTLE SIOMAS will meet et 6 30 p.m. at Sigma Chi 
House. 

ECUMENICAL Christian Ministries will meet et 9 p.m. 
atMarlatt239. 

AMERICAN Society of Interior Designers meeting will 
be 7:30p.m  at Union 209 

A ANO O Graduate Club will meet at noon at Union 
Stateroom3. 

KSU DAIRY Club will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Call 140. 

PHI CHI Theta meeting will begin at 7 p.m. at Union 205. 

PIZZA 
Ji DELIVERY 

every day! 

IDs HdlkinC Kiidnib Mon      Sat    5 -12 

KSDBtonigfJT 
Tonight, FM at will present the Jazz Show from 4 through 

10. 

Get the Best 
Available Price on 

Stereo Components. 
CALL LARRY 776-0537 

KIDNEY FOUNDATION OF 
KANSAS • WESTERN MISSOURI 

JOIN AGGIE STATION 

AND ENJOY 112 
RECIPROCAL CLUBS! 

AGGIE STATION'S 112 RECIPROCALS: 

Friday, I^bruary 6 
McCain Auditorium 7:30 p.m. 
All Scats Reserved $6.50~$6.00-$5.50 

Tickets on sale McCain Auditorium box office 
Today 8 a.m.- 6 pan. 
January 20 - February 6     10:30 a.m.- 6pm 
Limit 20 tickets per customer 

MANHATTAN 
Bockers 2 
Houston Street 
Kennedy's Claim 

BROOKVILLE 
Anchor Room 
Iron Horse Tribe 

CARBONDALE 
Don's Club 

CHANUTE 
The Landing 

COFFEYVILLE 
Caesar's Club 

COUNCIL GROVE 
Hays House 

DERBY 
Speak Easy 

DODGE CITY 
Cowtown 
Dodge House 
The Silver Spur 

EMPORIA 
Continental Club 
Mr.B.'s 

FRANKFORT 
T-CClub 

FRONTENAC 
Idle Hour 

GARDEN CITY 
Grain Bin 
Red Baron 
Widow McGee's 

GREATBEND 
Coachman's Club 
Kennedy's Claim 

HAYS 
Coachman's Inn 
Prairie Schooner 

Uptown 
Vagabond 

HARPER 
Copper Club 

HILL CITY 
Timbers 

HOLTON 
The Cellar 

HUTCHINSON 
Okie Dutch Mill Club 
Islander Club 

JOHNSON COUNTY 
KANSAS CITY 

Alice's Backyard 
Governor's Mansion 
Gramada Penthouse 
LeJardin 
Longbranch Saloon 
Old Market Loft 
Red Fox 
Red Lobster 
Silver Spur 
Stanford & Sons 
Steak & Ale 
Stonewall Inn 
Sam Wilson's 
Torreon 
Wong's Pagoda 
Yesterday's 

JUNCTION CITY 
Torchlight Club 

KENSINGTON 
Golden Fountain 

LARNED 
Arkansas River Co. 
Grain Club 

LAWRENCE 
Carriage Lamp 

Eldridge House Le Flambeau 
Russell's East Old Way Station 
Sgt. Preston's Mickey's Landing 

of the North Quincy MaGoo's 
LEAVENWORTH Rum Keg II 

Planters Showcase 
LIBERAL 71st Eagle Squadron 

Haymow Steak & Ale 
LINDSBORG Tri-H 

Brunswick WASHINGTON 
OLATHE Longhorn 

Cowboy Palace WELLINGTON 
PHILI.IPSBURG Freight Room 

Club II WICHITA 
PITTSBURG Angel's 

Matador Lounge Angelo's 
SALINA Bell Pepper 

Big John's Chateau Briand 
Cavalier Club Crown-Uptown 
Fireside Inn El Chico 
The Provision Co. Fanny's 
Tony's Restaurant F.L.'sClub 

SENECA Gatsby's 
Bob's Sirloin Hickory House 
Prairie Lounge Judge Riga's 

Looking Glass Windmill Inn 
STOCKTON Old Way Station 

Captain's Table San Franciscan 
Red Kitten Club Scotch & Sirloin 

SYLVAN GROVE Smugglers 
Cowtown America Steak & Ale 

TOPEKA Stuffed Bull 
Benz The Grape 
Caravan Club Troubadour 
Cork Club Rhinelander 
Cork Club South Penthouse Club 
DiPasquales 
Gaslight Club 

VASSAR 
Caboose Club 

UDC COff««hOMI re)»faotns) in cooperation wii "(OEXS&n 

PLUS .. . DAILY RESTAURANT & 
BAR SPECIALS! 

Call 77S-M3* for Yotir Membership or Stop by 1115 Moro 
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West divides wealth among many 
HOLLYWOOD — Mae West left her $1 million estate to relatives, 

friends, charities and her fan club. But there's no mention in her will 
of Paul Novak, her companion and bodyguard for 26 years. 

A petition accompanying the will estimates the value of Miss 
West's personal property at $700,000, with an annual gross income of 
$50,000, and the value of her real estate at $300,000. 

Filed for probate Friday in Santa Monica Superior Court, the will 
gives Miss West's sister, Mildred Katherine West of Sepulveda, the 
actress' automobile, jewelry and other personal effects, plus $25,000 
and a trust fund with an income of at least $3,000 per month, which is 
to be divided upon Mildred West's death among relatives and 
charities, including the Salvation Army. 

Miss West left $15,000 to a nephew, John Frank West of Sepulveda, 
and $10,000 each to her private secretary, Lawrence Liebman, and a 
friend, Chester Ribonsky. Several other friends are to receive 
smaller amounts. Miss West also left $3,500 to the Mae West Fan 
Club of Ontario, Canada. 

There was no immediate explanation of why Novak wasn't 
mentioned in the will. 

Brown announces future plans 
LOS ANGELES — Gov. Edmund G. Brown Jr. feels that running 

for the U.S. Senate is a "higher priority" than seeking a third term 
as governor, the Los Angeles Times said in its Sunday editions. 

Brown, who failed to win the Democratic presidential nomination 
in 1976 and 1980, said Saturday a run for the Senate in 1982 would 
foreclose trying for the presidency again in 1984. 

Brown's current gubernatorial term ends in 1982. 

Kansas City faces music again 
KANSAS CITY, Mo. — The Kansas City Philharmonic is planning 

a concert for Thursday, just five days after a 15-week labor dispute 
between musicians and the Kansas City Philharmonic Association 
was settled. 

Both sides agreed late Saturday to a compromise worked out by a 
mediation panel appointed Mayor Richard Berkely. The agreement 
spells out the length of the playing season and provides musicians 
$340 a week in the first year, $360 in the second and $400 in the third. 

Association President Bill Cheek said the agreement will require 
raising $3.3 million in new contributions in three years. 

Claims rise as temperatures drop 
HARTFORD, Conn. — The recent cold spell that froze water pipes 

and stopped many automobiles in the East had an equally chilling 
effect on many major insurance companies based in the Hartford 
area. 

Aetna Life and Casualty, Allstate Insurance, Travelers Insurance 
and The Hartford Insurance Group all report that the number of 
claims from homeowner and automobile policy holders jumped 
dramatically last month, and all blame the recent sub-normal 
temperatures. 

Weather-related claims in Connecticut, New Jersey, New York 
jand Pennsylvania resulted in a $30 million loss to insurance com- 
ipanies in a five-day period alone last month, the Insurance Group 
'reported. 

Arabs resume war relief contracts 
NICOSIA, Cyprus — Saudi Arabia will renew temporary crude oil 

supply contracts with countries whose fuel supplies have been af- 
fected by the Iran-Iraq war, excluding Japan, for the first quarter of 
1981, the Middle East Economic Survey reported Sunday. 

In a report quoting unidentified "reliable sources," the weekly 
newsletter said Japan, previously the largest recipient at 140,000 
barrels a day, was excluded because of reports of irregularities in oil 
pricing to customers. 

The war relief contracts, involving a total of about 600,000 barrels 
daily, were concluded for the last quarter of 1980 with countries 
facing shortages because of the war which erupted Sept. 22. 

Interview: 'I don't do them anymore' 
NASHUA, N.H.— President Carter's son, Chip, kept a low profile 

during a weekend trip to New Hampshire for Gov. Hugh Gallen's 
inaugural ball. 

Asked by a reporter for an interview, the president's son replied, 
"I don't do them anymore." 

Weatner l 
"Who gets that weather map today, weather wizard?" "Today's 

winner is Seth.Ut.Oh. Hey, how'd this guy's name get in here? Oh, 
well, let's send him one anyway. Maybe he'll figure out how to use 
it." Today's high in the upper 40s with a possibility of light snow 
tonight. 

At your Christian Gift Center 

WORD MUSIC 
10% OFF 

ROSS 
EFERENCE 

««« « Tuesday, Jan. 20th is the 
220 Poyntz        last day of this Sale 
Manhattan 

DID YOU SCORE LAST NIGHT? 
You may still have lost the game. 

If you haven't been taking precautions 
to avoid a sexually transmitted dis- 
ease or a pregnancy you can't handle 
right now, you may lose the game. For 
information and/or counseling on any 
aspect of sexuality & relationships 
call, 532-6927 or drop in Holtz Hall and 
ask for Elaine. 

Sexuality Education 
and 

Counseling Services 
OPEN TO MEN & WOMEN 

.   No fee for services 
Strictly confidential 

ATTENTION: 
Applications are now being accepted 
for positions on the Editorial and Ad 
Staff of the Greek Publication, now 

called the "K-State Greek". 

Any Journalism or non-Journalism major interested 
in the position of Sorority and Fraternity Editor, 
Advertising Staff, Greek Relations Editor, Proof- 

Reader or Photographer is encouraged to fill out 
an application available in the Greek Affairs office, 

Holtz Hall 110. Deadline for applications is 
Friday, Jan. 23rd 

if, 



Opinions 
Protecting 

student interests 
The decision by the Department of Health, Physical 

Education and Recreation not to alter the number of 
hours Ahearn Field House is open to students 
warrants cheers from the student body. 

While the decision was made quietly, it did end a 
controversy which began last fall when the 
Recreation Complex was near completion. 

After seeing that the Recreation Complex would 
open up some additional space, several departments 
on campus requested use of Ahearn for their own 
groups, arguing that students could use the 
Recreation Complex. 

However, one of the reasons the new complex was 
built was to alleviate some of the burden placed on 
Ahearn—a burden that caused intramural basketball 
to continue after midnight in previous years. 

The primary concern of the University should be 
the needs of the students, recreational as well as 
academic. The recent decision by HPER is a step in 
the right direction in seeing those needs are met. 

PAULSTONE 
Opinions Editor 

Letters 

Collegian efforts 
spur bureaucracy 

Editor 
As a student employee in the 

Office of the Registrar, maybe I'm 
biased in responding to the 
Collegian's Wednesday article 
about privacy rights violations in 
that office. However, as a jour- 
nalist in radio and television, I 
must point out at least one error in 
the story. 

The article says that the 
Collegian staff member was not 
asked to show identification when 
requesting last semester's grade 
card. This is not true. A check with 
the secretary at the Registrar's 
Office shows that the Collegian 
staff member was asked to show 
identification. 

But the real error in the story 
was that it could have gone a long 
way toward educating students on 
the real violators of the Buckley 
Amendment—their parents. All of 
the workers in the Registrar's 
office have spent countless hours 
protecting students' educational 
records from parents who disguise 
their voices over the phone or forge 
signatures to try to get a copy of 
their children's transcripts. 
Thanks to the efforts of the 
Registrar's Office, there is vir- 

tually no chance of a student's 
records being sent to unauthorized 
people. 

Now, because the Collegian 
decided that a much smaller 
problem was worth front-page 
space, students who don't get their 
grades by mail will have to pay a 
dollar to get their transcript in 
order to see their grades. In the 
Collegian's zest to uncover 
scandal, it has managed to add 
another layer of bureaucracy to 
the Registrar's Office, while 
failing to notice that the office does 
many other things to ensure that 
students' grades are more 
protected than social security 
numbers, driver's licenses or birth 
certificates. 

Brian O'Neill 
senior in Journalism 

and mass communications 

Editor'i not*: The reporter who covered 
Wednesday's story was asked to show iden 
tlf Icatlon tor a COPY of her grades but was not 
asked to show Iden tlf icatlon to look through the 
til* to SEE her grades In a separate Incident 
referred to in Paul Stone's editorial, "Con- 
venience vs. Confidentiality." the Staff 
member who first discovered this violation of 
the Family Educational Rights and Privacy 
Act was not asked to show Identification to look 
at his grades either. 
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Putting the 

peaces together 

Ranking right up there with the 
Research Modernization Act—a 
drive by some ignorant individuals 
to curtail experimentation on 
animals (presumably a 
mathematical model can 
metabolize an untested drug as 
well as a rat)—is another slow- 
witted drive: 

The creation of a National 
Academy of Peace and Conflict 
Resolution. 

The initial cost to the American 
taxpayer for this pseudo-United 
Nations is predicted to be 
somewhere in the $256 million 
range—that's just the cost to set 
the program in motion, remember. 

Sen. Spark Matsunga (D- 
Hawaii), who said he believes the 
act would be the most important 
legislation of the century, is ex- 
pected to introduce the enabling 
bill into Congress soon after a 
report by a congressional com- 
mission—the U.S. Commission on 
Proposals for the National 
Academy of Peace and Conflict 
Resolution—set up in 1978 to study 
the idea, is on President Reagan's 
desk. 

THE ONE nice thing about 
Ronald Reag-jn, (let's hope), is 
that he isn't quite as gullible to 
absurd demands from the liberal 
left. But the idea for a National 
Peace Academy—more useless 
government sitting idly around 
using' up more money—has 
powerful supporters in Congress, 
and the topic deserves a worried 
glance or two. 

In fact, supporters of the idea 
claim that it would be easier to sell 
the idea to the public if the 
academy were to be established 
under Reagan's administration 
because an approval under the 
Carter administration would have 
been seen as another Carter 
"bleeding-heart" weakness. 

More than 140 bills have been 
introduced into Congress since 1935 
in attempts to establish some sort 
of peace department. Congress 
uses the same criterion for making 
some decisions as has been 
adopted at K-State—when one gets 

tired of listening to a given 
proposal, the smart thing to do is 
throw it back into committee for 
more study and go home and eat 
dinner. Congress threw it to the 
commission in 1978. 

UNFORTUNATELY, that im- 
mediately gave the idea a certain 
amount of legitimacy. Even though 
Congress may still be snickering, 
the American public has been led 
to believe that they consider the 
idea to be a sober one. 

The real scare is the fact that 
Sen. Mark Hatfield (R-Ore.), a 
long-time supporter of the idea, is 
slated to chair the powerful Senate 
Appropriations Committee. 

There is a distinct difference 
between the study and teaching of 
"international conflict 
resolution"—mediation in 
negotiations—and the establish- 
ment of a glorified think-tank 
under the auspices of the gover- 
nment. 

Psychologist Herbert Kelman 
has become noted for his devotion 
and expertise in conflict resolution 
and mediation especially in the 
Middle East and because 
President Carter has sought his 
expertise. The kind of work he 
does—keeping the communication 
lines open between negotiating 
parties and bringing out points of 
agreement, disagreement or new 
ways of looking at the old con- 
flict—makes a certain amount of 
sense. 

AFTER ALL, if all other 
justifications fail, it is possible to 
argue that those in Washington 
need consultants to advise them on 
which fork goes on the left, never 
mind how to deal with the Camp 
David peace accord. 

It is acknowledged that tempers 
often get hot during international 
negotiations. There is nothing 
wrong with specializing as a 
consultant to the government in 
this vein. But how many tried and 
true experts does the government 
need to intone the proverbial "let's 
discuss this like gentlemen?" 

The idea of a National Peace 

Academy is a product of, among 
other things, the "cause"-oriented 
outlook—the political and social 
radicalism associated with 
organizations such as the National 
Organization for Women. 

If we are willing to take the 
"science"—as it is grossly 
misnamed—of keeping people cool 
while they're sitting in the same 
room, give it millions of our tax 
dollars and a new, national name, 

' why not create a National Mud- 
slinging Academy? 

A bunch of rhetoricians can 
assemble in their governmental 
think tank and, on a regular basis, 
blast Iran and the Soviet Union. 

A NATIONAL Sex Academy 
would bring new meaning to the 
phrase "international relations." I 
bet the experts in that organization 
would bring more peace in con- 
ference rooms around the world 
than a hundred peace academies. 

Anyone for a National Hate 
Academy? They intervene when 
the conference rooms get too cosy. 
We've already got a National 
Superfluous Communist Gossip 
and Propaganda Academy—the 
CIA. 

The point is that programs in 
conflict resolution already exist in 
reasonable numbers around the 
country, and the United States 
already has several university 
centers like the University of 
Michigan and Kent State 
University. 

According to a recent report in 
the APA Monitor, approximately 
200 people around the country are 
currently involved in international 
peace research—hardly enough to 
require the formation of a national 
organization to keep the resear- 
chers on track. 

There's nothing wrong with 
advising the government if your 
specialty happens to be in- 
ternational conflict resolution. But 
approving a "peace" department 
would be making a bureaucratic, 
messy mountain out of what should 
be an extremely small, private, 
isolated mole-hill. 

,.. mm WITH US NOW To THOSe THRILLING WS OF KBTBRyBAR, 



Warm wash 
Start photo by Scott Williams 

Jeff Lawrence, sophomore in German and physical education, takes 
advantage of the mild January weather to wash his car Sunday af- 
ternoon. 

Fee cards needed 
to vote in elections 

As spring cleaning begins, and 
students find it eminent to weed out 
unnecessary junk, remember to hang 
onto those fee cards. 

In order to vote in the February 11 
student elections, a student must present 
his fee card and K-State I.D. 

If a fee card gets lost in the shuffle of a 
new semester, a new one can be obtained 
at the Cashier's office in Anderson 213 for 
$1. 

Clara's Dog Grooming 

3rd and Osage 776-1422 

—CHEAPEST rates in town 

Perform a 
death-defying 

act. 
Give Heart Fund. 
American Heart Association  t 

Bausch& Lomb 
Lens Care Products 

for all of your 
soft lens needs. 

Also Available 
BAUSCH & LOMB   Sterile 

Disinfecting Solution 

$25.00 

Complete Care Kit 
with Heat Unit and Case 

Available at: 

Fashion Eyes Optical 
4IOPoyntz 

776-«255 Manhattan 
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EVERYTHING YOUR 
COLLEGE RING SHOULD BE. 

AT A PRKE FAR LESS THAN GOLD. 
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Bff "\ 
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On Special Promotion Days 

Ask About Jostens Trade- In 

Date:   JANUARY   19 -?3 Tim*    QAM-4PM 

Place. QUTSIDF Supply Pepr K-Statfi 1 Ininn ROOKSIDRF 

JOSIWS 
k-state union 
bookstore 
25 years of service 1956-1981 
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Begin regime falters; 
orders new elections 

JERUSALEM (AP) - Prime Minister 
Menachem Begin's government, battered 
by economic and foreign policy problems 
and the loss of its ruling majority, an- 
nounced Sunday it will dissolve Israel's 
Parliament and call elections for July 7, 
four months ahead of schedule. 

The opposition Labor Party immediately 
proposed elections for May 12 and accused 
the government of stalling. 

Begin's term expires November 17. 
Begin said after a Cabinet meeting that 

his Likud Party would introduce the 
necessary legislation Monday to dissolve 
Israel's Parliament, the Knesset. He said he 
hoped the bill could be passed by Wed- 
nesday. 

After the adoption of a dissolution bill, the 
government continues to function with full 
powers until a new government is formed, 
which could take several months after the 
elections. 

Israel law stipulates a minimum 100-day 
period between announcement of elections 
and voting day, but it can be longer. Elec- 
tion day is set by the dissolution bill itself. 

Cabinet secretary Aryeh Naor said the 
dissolution bill would be presented Tuesday 
for the first of three readings. The bill then 
goes to committee where the Likud and 

Labor Party may negotiate a compromise 
election date. 

Naor said the bill may not complete the 
legislative process until next week. 

"We examined all kinds of dates and we 
reached the conclusion that July 7 was the 
most convenient (election date)," Begin 
said. 

The Labor Party, the largest opposition 
bloc, said it was ready to negotiate a 
compromise date in late May or June. 

"We believe such a long campaign is 
wasteful," said party spokesman Israel 
Peleg. "What the Likud failed to do until 
now it is not going to do in the next five 
months." 

Moshe Shahal, Chairman of the Labor 
Party's parliamentary faction, accused the 
government of setting a date during the 
summer holidays to take advantage of the 
fact that many voters will be abroad. 

Public opinion polls favor Labor in the 
elections, but Begin supporters discount the 
results because of the polls also reflect a 
large undecided vote. 

The Likud faces an uphill battle with voter 
disaffection over a world record 132.9 
percent annual inflation rate and unem- 
ployment topping five percent, about two 
percent above normal. 

U.S. to swap assets for hostages 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Carter ad- 

ministration officials said Sunday the 
proposed agreement for return of the 52 
American hostages came down to a 
straightforward deal—the freeing of the 
captives for return of Iranian assets. 

"The basic exchange is we're getting back 
what they took from us and giving back to 
them what we took from them, as a result," 
said State Department spokesman John 
Trattner. 

Dollars for people, or as Vice President 
Walter Mondale put it, "We are returning to 
the status quo." 

Mondale said the precise amount of frozen 
Iranian assets was one of the remaining 
"quibbles" that delayed a final agreement, 
but he stressed that "we are not paying a 
dime of American money for the return of 
these hostages." 

Following the Nov. 4, 1979 seizure of 
American hostages by Iranian militants in 
Tehran, President Carter froze Iran's assets 
held in U.S. banks. He did so for two 
reasons: retaliation for the hostage in- 
cident, and protection of U.S. commercial 
interests after Iran said it might not pay its 
debts. 

IN AN INTERVIEW on ABC-TV's "Issues 
and Answers," Mondale said the frozen 
Iranian assets totaled about $8 billion 
although previous estimates had put the 
figure at $9.5 billion. 

"What we did when we froze these assets 
was to say we're going to hold Iranian 
assets—their gold, their dollars in American 
banks and American-owned banks overseas 
until our hostages are returned," Mondale 
said. 

"In other words, the Iranians are not 
receiving anything that is ours. We are 
returning to the status quo.'' 

Besides the amount of the assets, Mondale 
said the other remaining "quibble" was 
over "court jurisdiction" on outstanding 
claims against Iranian wealth held by 
American banks. 

ALTHOUGH U.S. OFFICIALS declined to 
discuss other details of the proposed 
agreement Sunday, representatives of 12 
major American banks have reportedly 
agreed to drop lawsuits seeking repayment 
of money they contend Iran owes them. 

The New York Times and Washington 
Post reported Sunday that the proposed 
hostage deal called for Iran to repay a 
portion of its debts to the banks immediately 
with the rest to be settled later. 

"I think its safe to say that the banks are 
not going to get into a position where they 
are going to feel disadvantaged," Trattner 
said. 

Administration officials also said Carter 
was deeply involved in the details of the 
negotiations as he tried to settle the 14% 
month hostage crisis before he left office on 
Tuesday. 

"The president has been working literally 
night and day on the details of this 
agreement, taking the key decisions, 
emersing   himself   in   enormously   com- 

plicated issues—legal and financial in ad- 
dition to the human and political," national 
security adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski said 
on CBS-TV's "Face the Nation." 

The Washington Post reported Sunday 
that the U.S. would unfreeze more than $4 
billion in Iranian deposits now held in 
European branches of American banks and 
transfer that money to an undisclosed third 
country's central bank. 

Quoting unnamed American sources, the 
Post said the $4 billion would go to Iran after 
release of the hostages sometime before 
Tuesday, when President-elect Ronald 
Reagan takes office. 

OPEN 

11:00 A.M. 
FOR 

LUNCH 
Serving roast beef, ham K 

sulini.i! in.' s.inilu l< h.-s   phis 

out n«-u i hill and simp <>f the il.u 

until 2 a.m. 

TONIGHT AMS 
DART TOURNEY 

START YOUR NEW YEAR 
With a visit to one of these professional salons! 

Men s anil Women s Hair Slvles 

Impressions 
THE HAIR SHACK 

Heidi and Debbie 

Location: 411 Poyntz 

Chris. Linda. Jeanie. Kjroko 

Location: 523 S. 17th 
Old Town Mali 

Call:   776-1014 
Hoant M-F 9-*/Th9-8/Sat. 8-5 

Call:    537-1332    Both Salons owned and    <WJ? C D|/P 1\1 
: MS 8-6 
ThM operated by Kyoko Lyons 

SUMMIT si 
Ski the SUMMIT for your 
ultimate skiing experience. MARCH  14-21 

the Pathfinder 
headquarters 

for your outdoor 
pleasure ji 

the Pathfinder 

Cross Country Skis 
Bicycles   •   Bookpacks 

Parkas & Vests   •   Tents 
Outdoor clothing   •   Boots 

Sleeping Bags, etc. 

1111   Moro Aggievillr   Manhattan 539-5639 

Open Mon.-Frf.    10-6 • Thurs. til 8 • Sat. til 5 



K-State professors develop 
new water purification system 

KANSAS STATE COLLEQIAN, Mon., January 19.1981 

By JILL SHELLEY 
Staff Writer 

Although chlorine has been linked to 
cancer and iodine has been proven a better 
disinfectant for water, chlorination is likely 
to remain the main water purification 
process in the United States, according to 
Jack Lambert, professor of chemistry. 

Lambert and Louis Pina, professor of 
biology, are the developers of a tri-ioctide 
resin water disinfectant system, an alter- 
native to chlorination. The system was 
developed in 1968. 

"Chlorine is so entrenched and useful, we 
agree there should be no sudden change. 
There is a very tiny risk of cancer from 
chlorinated hydrocarbons (by-products of 
chlorination) but I'll be happy to keep on 
drinking water that has been chlorinated," 
Fina said, although iodine is less corrosive 
and less volatile than chlorine. 

THE DEATH RATE from consumption of 
chlorinated water is minimal when com- 
pared with the 20 to 30 percent death rate 
from cholera, dysentery, and typhoid, Fina 
said. These diseases are always present in 
the population and are spread by water 
contamination, he said. 

The tri-iodide disinfecting system can be 
used where conventional systems are not 
easily used, such as in remote areas and at 
the scenes of natural disasters. 

U.S. military branches and their special 
services have approved the tri-iodide resin 
system for use. The systems are planned for 
use immediately following earthquakes, 
floods, and other disasters that disrupt 
conventional water systems. 

The tri-iodide resin system has also been 
approved by the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration (NASA) for use in the 
space shuttle program. 

"The reason they (NASA) can't use 
chlorine is that it is even more volatile in the 
two-thirds atmosphere of the space craft 
(than on earth). Also, there is virtually no 
undesirable taste, as there can be when 
iodine tablets are added to water," Lambert 
said. 

ALL PATENTS for the tri-iodide resin 
system, including 25 foreign patents, are 
owned by the KSU Research Foundation. 

The tri-iodide resin system is marketed 
exclusively by Water Technologies Cor- 
poration of Ann Arbor, Mich., under the 
trade names of Triodide and Pentacide. The 
Walbro Water Purifier sold by the company 
is the only portable disinfecting system 
approved to use the word "purifier" in their 
trade name by the Environmental 
Protection Agency. 

The systems are licensed for use by hikers 
and travelers and are marketed with EPA 
and Food and Drug Administration ap- 
proval. Many U.S. government agencies, 

K-State Union 
gains offices, 
cafeteria doors 

The sounds of scratching saws and 
pounding hammers have accompanied 
many students' frantic rush through the 
Union as construction for new ad- 
ministration office space continues. 

Part of the third floor is being converted to 
offices for the Union payroll and personnel 
section. It will also house the associate 
director's office. 

Construction costs are estimated to be 
$20,000and will be paid from Union funds. 

Plans call for three business offices and a 
conference room. The conference room will 
be available at night for student use. 

Construction will be completed within the 
next month, according to Walt Smith, Union 
director. Smith said the new offices are 
needed to reduce over-crowding. 

"We've contemplated this for the past 
four years, and we are just now getting 
around to having it done," Smith said. 

In addition to office construction, the 
Stateroom and the art gaHery will be getting 
a new look through the purchase of doors for 
both rooms, at an estimated cost of $8,400. 

Glass doors have been purchased for the 
art gallery. The present Stateroom doors 
will be replaced with a large sliding glass 
door. 

Smith said work on the doors will be done 
in the evenings so it will not interfere with 
regular cafeteria business. 

including the State Department, advise 
their people to use the purifier when they 
travel, Fina said. 

"When traveling (abroad), about one of 
three people will become ill. So far, none of 
the people we know who have used the 
system have become ill," Lambert said. 

A LARGE-SCALE system using the tri- 
iodide resin beads is planned for a sports 
complex being built in New Laredo, Mexico. 
The governments of Egypt, India and Japan 
are also interested in large systems, ac- 
cording to Lambert and Fina. 

A representative of Water Technologies 
Corp. said the company believes these 
countries are less concerned with the 
unknown long-term effects of residual iodine 
than with the immediate need for disin- 
fected water. 

An extensive literature search failed to 
find any studies connecting long-term use of 
iodine disinfectants with cancer, Fina said. 
Continuous use of water with iodine 
residuals for periods, up to three weeks is not 
hazardous, according to a report by the U.S. 
Agency for International Development. 

IODINE RESIDUALS from the resin 
system are minimal, Lambert said. Only the 
iodine needed to kill the organisms is 
released from the resin beads. Bacteria, 
viruses and other organisms are killed when 
the water containing them goes through the 
disinfecting column. 

"If bacteria bit 30 to 38 resin beads on the 
way through, they're dead," Lambert said. 

Water filters through the beads just before 
use. Each bead is about the size of the point 
of a sharpened pencil. 

A couple of ounces of the resin beads will 
disinfect up to 10,000 gallons of water, Fina 
said. The smallest commercially available 
unit is recommended for use up to 100 
gallons and costs approximately $25. The 
high cost of iodine is a major factor in 
preventing more wide-spread use in the 
United States, the scientists said. 

J4ibacni 
J4u I 

OPEN DAILY 
FOR LUNCH 
11:00 to 2:00 

Featuring Dell* ions ( har-broiled 
Burgers, Si»-rtk%& Sausage* 

Open for dinner 
at 5:00 

THE KANSAS CITY STAR 
%\\t ftattda* Qlitrj (HimciS 

NEWSPAPER has a Spec/a/ Student 
Discount for SPRING "1981" 

K.S.U. Wildcat Students 
Moil this coupon to: 

KX. STAR 
1717 McGoo 
Konsos City, Mo. 

On Campos CoH:     M,M 

Jim Shroer 
537-2318 

Off Campus Col: 
Dan-ell Brown 

_539-4152B 

THE KANSAS CITY STAR AND TIMES 

Student (Discount 
$14 SPRING 1981 

SEMESTER RATE 

I *gr*« to subscribe to Th« Kansas City Star 
and Times tor tha full semester at tha special 
rata ot $14 42 and I will pay the amount upon 
billing by Iba earner or agent This price in- 
cludes consideration lor nondelivery when 
claaaes are suspended tor holidays, tall or 
winter break* and other periods when service 
is not requested The otter becomes eltective 
the day ol registration and expires the last day 
Ol finals 

42 
• MORNING 
• EVENING 
• SUNDAY 

DATE:     

NAME:  , 

This otter is made and limited to 
tull time students o' this univer- 
sity or college It is made only to 
areas where delivery is made by a 
carrier or agent ol The Star 

ADDRESS:    

PHONE:  

STUDENT ID #   

UNIVERSITY 

SIGNED:  

ZIP 

APT: 

1 
we're looking for leaders 

t 

Volunteers Wanted: Individuals interested in coordinating rec- 
reation, educational, social, and cultural programs for the benefit of 
the Kansas State University Community 

Applications are now available for the 1981-1982 Union Program 
Council Leadership positions. (NOTE: General membership appli- 
cations will be available February 24, 1981.) If you have questions 
or would like more information about the following committee chair- 
person positions, come to the Activities Center, 3rd floor of the 
K-State Union, or call 532-6571. JJ p 

UPC PRESIDENT 
Responsibilities: 
• preside over weekly council meetings 
• represent UPC as a member ot the U mon Governing Board (UGB) 
• plan and coordinate all-UPC events 
• organize the Activities Carnival 
• coordinate the UPC membership campaigns 
• plan the annual awards banquet 
• work closely with staff advisers in planning training workshops for UPC leadership 
• select, plan, and coordinate all other events necessary for smooth functioning of 

the Union Program Council 

UPC ISSUES AND IDEAS 
Responsibilities: 
• develop, organizeand publicize events highlighting 

current events 
• coordinate the Let's Talk About series 
• select and coordinate all other committee events 

Programs: 
COUNTDOWN: 1984 
Let's Talk About Student Rights 
Let's Talk About Cancer: Could It Happen To Me? 
Stress Awareness Week   
__^_^^^_____       01006      
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Carter releases terms 
of hostage agreement 

WASHINGTON (AP) - Here is the text of 
President Carter's announcement of the 
agreement reached between the United 
States and Iran on the hostage crisis. 

Carter: I know you have been up all night 
with me and I appreciate it very much. 

We have now reached an agreement with 
Iran which will result, I believe, in the 
freedom of our American hostages. The last 
documents have now been signed in Algiers 
following the signing of the documents in 
Iran which will result in this agreement. 

We still have a few documents to sign 
before the money is actually transferred 
and the hostages are released. 

The essence of the agreement is that 
following the release of our hostages, then 
we will unfreeze and transfer to the Iranians 
a major part of the assets which were frozen 
by me when the Iranians seized our em- 
bassy compound and took our hostages. 

We have also reached complete 
agreement on the arbitration procedures 
hofwpon nun>p)ves and Iran with the help of 

"Not too long ago 
I was speechless. 

Now I'm teaching Ben 
how to talk." 

IXmjld Slrvmon        Bfnijmin Evans 

Cancer of the 
larynx is one of the 
most treatable 
cancers. If 
discovered in time, 9 
out of 10 patients are 
curable. Of these, 
two-thirds learn to 
speak again, thanks 
to a rehabilitation 
program of the 
ACS. Early- 
detection and 
prompt treatment 
can save your life 
and your voice. 

American Cancer Sodety 
iOOQOOOfwopie fighting uncn. 

IIISSPM i idNTOMmn >■• iriniK -mvii 1 

5' BEER BUST 
MONDAYS! 

• 5' BEERS WITH 
LUNCH OR DINNER 

• 5< 2ND BEERS IN 
BAR   <»PM.-Ctoslng 

111$ MORO-AGGIEVILLE 
JOIN AGGIE STATION TODAY! 

the Algerians which will resolve the claims 
that exist between residents of our nation 
and Iran and vice versa. 

I particularly want to express my public 
thanks, as I have already done privately, to 
the Algerians, to their president (Chadli 
Bendjedid), their Foreign Minister 
(Mohamed) Benyahia and to the three-man 
negotiating teams who have done such a 
superb job, and fair and equitable ar- 
bitration between ourselves and officials of 
Iran. 

We don't yet know exactly how fast this 
procedure will go. We are prepared to move 
as rapidly as possible. All the preparations 
have been completed pending the final 
documents being signed. 

I will have more to say to you when our 
American hostages are actually free. 

In the meantime (press secretary) Jody 
Powell will stay in close touch with 
developments, working with secretary of 
state, secretary of treasury, my legal 
counsel Lloyd Cutler. I am talking 
frequently to (Deputy Secretary of State) 
Warren Christopher in Algiers and Jody 
Powell will keep you informed about 
developments. 

Thank you very much. 
Question: How do you feel, Mr. President, 

about having pulled this off before you leave 
office? 

I'll wait until the hostages are released 
and then I'll have another statement to 
make. 

:V.TT 

SOPHOMORES 
(And others with 2-Years of College Remaining) 

DO YOU WANT TO FLY? 
K-State has received a few Pilot and Navigator alloca- 
tions—one of these could be yours. 

Application Deadline: 
Pilots—13 February 1981 
Navigators—20 February 1981 

If qualified and selected, you would: 
—Enter the 2-Year AFROTC program in the Fall of 1981. 
—Receive $2,000 during your last two years of college. 
—Receive 25 free flying hours in Senior year—Pilots only 

(unless already holding a private pilot's license). 
—Become an officer in the U.S. Air Force upon graduation. 
—Attend Air Force Pilot or Navigator training. 

For more information, contact Colonel Barber at the Mil- 
itary Science Building, Room 108 or call 532-6600. 

K&% 

Welcome Back 
KSU 

50 Plnata Mexican Restaurant of Manhattan 150 

Limit 1 Plnata 
Coupon per perr 

Void after 
Jan. 24,1981 Not Valid with any 

other promotion 

$1.50 off 
Any Dinner 

(except kiddie dinner) 

1219 Bluemont 

1 PINATA BUCK 
190] 

Enjoy our 
new Salad Bar! 

Piftata © 

V. 

MEXICAN MSTATOANT 
11 A.M. to 11:30 P.M. Daily 1219 Bluemont Ave. 

A Full Service Mexican Restaurant! 



Hostage families wait 
for absolute certainty 

KANSAS STATE COLLEGIAN, Mon., January 19,1961 

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Disappointed so often in the past, relatives 

of some of the U.S. hostages tried in vain to 
hold back their elation Sunday at new in- 
dications their loved ones might soon be free 
after 442 days as captives in Iran. 

"I feel like a scenic railroad, going up and 
down," said John Smith of Rising Sun, Ind., 
stepfather of hostage Don A. Sharer. "We 
try not to get up, because these crazy people 
can do anything at the last minute. But we 
can't help it. We're up." 

Some relatives said they were waiting for 
word from the State Department, while 
others said they would not believe the ordeal 
was over until the hostages were actually 
aboard a plane out of Iran. 

Louisa Kennedy, wife of hostage 
Moorhead Kennedy, told reporters at the 
State Department that President Carter 
telephoned her Sunday afternoon. She said 
Kathleen Keough, wife of William Keough 
and president of the Family Liaison Action 
Group, also spoke to the president. 

Mrs. Kennedy said Carter explained that 
announcement of an agreement was being 
held up by the problems of translation. She 
said each small change in the translations 
had to be initialed by each side. 

Asked to describe Carter's mood, Mrs. 
Kennedy said, "We're all practicing caution 
in our thoughts. There's always something 
that can go wrong." 

As the long day dragged on, many 
reported they were sticking close to 
television and radio sets to keep up with the 
latest news. Vivian Homeyer, sister of 
hostage Kathryn Koob, remained hopeful as 
she waited for word that the agreement was 
final. 

"I have a feeling that right now we're in 
the home stretch," said Mrs. Homeyer in 
Wellsburg, Iowa. "And unless Iran does 
something, I feel we'll be at the wire soon." 

But Mrs. Homeyer said she won't actually 
believe it's all over "until I see Katie and 
talk to her." 

"It's getting very hard to listen to that 
little voice of caution that tells me not to get 
my hopes up," said Dorothea Morefield, 
wife of hostage Richard Morefield, chief 
U.S. consul in Tehran. 

But Mary Needham, of Bellevue, Neb., 
mother of hostage Air Force Capt. Paul 
Needham, said the announcement by 
Nabavi "doesn't mean anything. When they 
are on a plane on their way home, we'll 
know." 

Dad learns from daughter 
PIERRE, S.D. (AP) — Three-term state 

Rep. Debra Anderson is busy showing the 
legislative ropes to a freshman 
lawmaker—her father. 

"I guess it's a real change of roles to feel 
like my father's mentor," Debra, 31, a Sioux 
Falls Republican, said. 

"It's certainly the first time in my life that 
my daughter has had seniority over me," 
state Rep. Dean Anderson, S3, a Republican 
from Bryant, said." 

Anderson sparked his daughter's interest 
in politics when she was growing up. Then, 
after he lost a primary race in 1972 for the 
House seat he now holds, Anderson said he 
"planted the seed in her mind. I said, 'Why 
don't you run for representative?'" 

Last year, father and daughter switched 
roles, with Debra encouraging her father to 
run. Anderson and his daughter said they 
agree on most political issues. 

Both say they now get plenty of teasing. 
"I'm kind of known as Debby's father, and 

that's what some people call me," Anderson 
said. 

"I get kidded about how I really have to 
watch out when I'm socializing, because 
now my father's watching over me," said 
Debra, who is unmarried. 

There have been some odd moments, too. 
"In caucus, we were together and I kept 

thinking, 'What's my father doing here?' 
Debra said. "It was strange at first." 

The two see each other often at social 
events for legislators. Both father and 
daughter want to steer clear of too much 
togetherness. 

"I asked not be be on any committees with 
her, because I just felt it would be more fair 
to me and her,'' Anderson said. 

In his election race, Anderson said he 
"didn't use our relationship as a campaign 
thing at all, we thought it could hurt." 

Politics is a tradition in the family. 
Anderson's father, Oscar Anderson, was a 
state senator in the mid-1960s. 

RENT. 
A MASTERpiECE 

fROM 
UpC  ART RENTAlS 

2 DAY  CLEAR AW AY: 

JANUARY 19 AND 20 
10 am - 2 pm 

FAMOUS   ARTISTS: 
RENOIR. SEURAT, 
VAN  GOGH.   LAUTREC 
...v&  MORE!! 

FIRST flooR 
CONCOURSE 

k-STATE UNION 

I. 
IMH: CAN BE BEAT 

Almost 2 million people are living proof your contributions count. 

American Cancer Society vkmBnmiHiuimtti***™*. 

k state union 
Jupc arts 1001 SA 

GENE arid RICHARD 
WILDER ""    PRYOR 

Together Again in... 

STIR CRAZY 

R 

( Oil MHI\ I'll  II  KIS Prrvnts 
\ HANNAH IVEINSUIN PRODI C RON 

GENE WILDER   RICHARD PRYOR 
in STIR CRAZY 

Musi! by rOMSCOTl •Executive Pmdufri MEIVIILE TUCKER 
Produced by HANNAH WEINSTEIN • Written by BRUCE |AY FRIEDMAN 

Dirc<u-dbyM()NF\ POIFIER M.T.ICTID        O 

DAILf AT 
7:15-9:15 

Campus 
HEART OF AQQIEVILLE 
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monday 
madness 

Only 
$5.35 
Only S5.35 for a small 12" 
2-item pizza and 
2 cups of Pepsi (tax included). 
Good Mondays only. 
Fast. Free Delivery 
517 N. 12th St. 
Phone: 539-0561 
Expires: 6/15/81 

T Fast, Free 
Delivery 

Call us. 

539-0561 
517 N. 12th St 

1 >     6 

• •      OH 
Q Q. 

11574/6311 

Hours: 
4:30-1:00 Sun.-Thurs. 
4:30-2:00 Fri. & Sat. 

Receive two free cups of 
Pepsi with any size pizza 
No coupon necessary- 
Juat ask I 

All Pizzas Include Our 
Special Blend of Sauce 
and Cheese 

Our Superb 
Cheeae Pizza 
12" cheese $4.35 
16" cheese $6.25 

Additional Items 
Pepperoni 
Mushrooms 
Ham 
Onions 
Anchovies 
Green Peppers 
Black Olives 
Sausage 
Ground Beef 
Jalapenos 
Double Cheese 
Extra Thick Crust 
12" small$.85 
16" large $1.25 

Our drivers carry less 
than $10.00. 
Limned delivery area. 
Domino'e Pizia Inc.. 1980 
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K-State freshman dies 
in weekend accident Monday night is 

A K-State student was killed and three 
persons were injured late Saturday when 
the car in which they were riding went out of 
control near the Mormon church at 2812 
Marlatt Avenue. 

Rebecca Titus, 18, freshman in journalism 
and mass communications, was pronounced 
dead on arrival at St. Mary Hospital, Riley 
County Police Capt. Nick Edvy said. 
According to a hospital supervisor, head 
injuries were the cause of death. 

Rebecca is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Ralph Titus. He is assistant manager of 
extension radio and television at K-State. 

Rebecca was a passenger in the vehicle, 
driven by Robert Whitney. Whitney and two 
other passengers, Joseph Staten, 19, and 
William Radenburg, 19, "suffered very 
minor scratches," Edvy said, and didn't 
require hospitalization. 

Whitney was driving east on Marlatt 
Avenue when the car went out of control, 
drove off the right side of the road and 
overturned once, Edvy said. 

He said Rebecca apparently was thrown 
through the windshield as the vehicle slid on 
its top. 

The accident is being investigated by the 
Riley County Police Department. 

Edvy said Whitney told him the accident 
occurred when "a deer stepped in front of 
the car and he tried to avoid it." 

Donations to two memorials have been 
requested in lieu of flowers. One memorial 
will contribute to White Horizons, a 
program assisting biology student research 
at Manhattan High School and the other will 
help fund the collection of animal books at 

Senate committees 
plan Monday votes 
on 7 cabinet posts 

WASHINGTON (AP)-The new 
Congress—far more conservative and 
Republican than its predecessor—is setting 
the stage for Ronald Reagan's inauguration 
this week with expected quick action on the 
bulk of his Cabinet. 

Votes on seven prospective Reagan 
nominees were planned Monday before 
various Senate committees: Caspar 
Weinberger for defense secretary; John 
Block for agriculture; Drew Lewis, tran- 
sportation; Malcolm Baldridge, commerce; 
Donald Regan, treasury; Richard Sch- 
weiker, health and human services; and 
David Stockman for budget director. 

Easy approval was expected in each in- 
stance, setting up confirmation votes before 
the full Senate on Tuesday—only hours after 
Reagan is sworn in as the nation's 40th 
president. 

Action on four other, somewhat more 
controversial, Reagan choices—Alexander 
Haig as secretary of state, Raymond 
Donovan as labor secretary, James Watt as 
interior secretary and James Edwards as 
energy secretary—was expected later in the 
week. 

One of the new president's first actions on 
Tuesday will be formal submission of his 
Cabinet nominations. He will sign the 
necessary papers in a ceremony in the 
Capitol following the inauguration. 

Since committees will have completed 
their work on the nominations in advance, 
final Senate action can begin when the 
Senate convenes about 3 p.m. on 
IriugurationDay. 

Both House and Senate also were 
scheduled to meet on Monday, but little 
business was planned until after the 
inauguration. 

House Democrats and Republicans will be 
caucusing during the beginning of the week 
to fill vacancies on committees—decisions 
subject to full House action on Thursday. 

Then both the Senate, under GOP control 
for the first time in 25 years, and the House, 
where Republicans gained 33 seats in the 
November elections to put them within 51 
seats of the majority-party Democrats, will 
mostly mark time to await the new 
president's legislative proposals. 

Rebecca Titus 

Theodore Roosevelt Elementary School. She 
had been involved in the science programs 
at both schools. 

At the time of her death, Rebecca had 
been working on a series of eight learning 
films designed for pre-school children 
dealing with music and the arts which are 
being produced by the extension service. 
The films are to be distributed by a number 
of national music organizations. 

Funeral services will be 3 p.m. Tuesday at 
All Faiths Chapel. Cowan-Edwards- 
Yorgensen Funeral Home is handling the 
arrangements. 

& Open Skating:u 

Sun.-Tues., Thurs. 7:30-9:30p.m, 
Fri.-Sat. 7:30-11:00p.m. 
afternoons—Sat. 1-4:30 

Sun. 2-4:30 

We encourage students to 
skate Thurs. or Sat. nights 

Adm.—$2.50 weeknights 
and afternoons 

$3.00 Sun. nights 
(adults only) 

$3.50 Fri.-Sat. nights 

400 Tuttle Creek Blvd. 
behind the Country Kitchen 

ph. 776-6175  

KIDNEY KJUNOATION Of 

KANSAS A WESTERN MISSOURI 

jaQhetti 
ight! 

Mondays only! 
Order a single serving 
reg. $3.25, Monday price... 
$1.62. Order a double 
serving reg. $6.14, 
Monday price... $3.07. 
Order a triple serving 
reg. $9.05, Monday price... 
$4.52. 
All spaghetti dinners include 
garlic bread. Meatballs 
extra charge. 
Not good with other 

discounts or coupons 
Sun.-Thur.4p.m.-la.m. 
Fri.&Sat.4p.m.-2a.m. 

FREE DELIVERY 
537-9500 

Two-For-One 
plus 1C 

Eyeglass Sale! 

Buy one pair of glasses at our regular low 
price, get a second pair of equal or less value 
for 1 c. If you do not want two pair of glasses, 
bring a friend and split the cost of two pair. 

This ad Is good through January 31st. 

b & I OPTICAL STUDIO 
1210 Moro   •   537-1574 
Mon. - Fri 9:30 am - 5:30 p.m. 

Sat. 9:00 am -1:00 p.m. 
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Another inmate dies 
in Missouri jail fire 

ST. CLAIR, Mo. (AP) - A second inmate 
of the St. Clair City Jail died Sunday of 
smoke inhalation he suffered in an early 
Saturday fire at the unattended facility. 

A hospital spokesman said Arnold 
Gumpenberger, 21, of Bourbon, Mo., died at 
10:19 a.m. at St. Francis Mercy Hospital in 
Washington. He had been in critical con- 
dition since the fire. 

Dr. George Gantner, medical examiner 
for St. Louis County, said an autopsy showed 
the cause of death was smoke and carbon 
monoxide inhalation. He discounted the 
possibility that the smouldering mattress 
gave off cyanide-laden smoke. 

"Cyanide is very quick-working, but he 
didn't die right away so we don't think it was 
present," Gantner said. "We won't know 
about it until we test for it, but I don't 
believe that mattress material usually 
produces cyanide." 

Gumpenberger, who was arrested Friday 
night on charges of being drunk and 
disorderly, was in the jail with five other 
male prisoners when a female inmate set 
fire to her foam-rubber mattress about 4 
a.m., authorities said. 

The woman, Amelia West, was 
pronounced dead at the hospital shortly 
after she apparently attempted to gain her 
release by starting the fire in her cell. 

Her husband Kenneth, who was in another 
cell, was reported in serious condition 
Sunday. The Wests, both in their 20s with no 
permanent address, were arrested Friday 
on charges of vagrancy. 

State Fire Marshall Bill Frawley said 

Rent-a-masterpiece; 
UPC rentals begin 
The Union Program Council Arts 

Committee is sponsoring a two-day art 
rental for K-State students, faculty and 
staff. 

Approximately 120 items are available 
for rent today and Tuesday between 10 
a.m. and 2 p.m. on the 1st floor main 
concourse of the K-State Union. Rentals 
will be for the spring semester, and 
pieces will be rented for $1-13. 

Original student and area artists' et- 
chings and lithographs are available, as 
well as reproductions of well-known 
paintings by masters including Vincent 
van Gogh, Pablo Picasso and Pierre 
Renoir. 

Happy 21st 

Kelly Jones! 

Love, 
Kappa Delts 

Mrs. West apparently started the fire 
believing someone would take her out of the 
cell. He said the woman had informed other 
prisoners of the plan. 

An FBI agent said an investigation would 
be launched into the deaths. The agent, John 
J. Heidtke, said the investigation would be 
conducted under the federal 
Institutionalized Persons Act of i960. 
Possibly at issue is whether civil rights 
violations occured when prisoners at the jail 
were left unattended, Heidtke said. 

No guards were on duty at the two-story, 
brick building at the time of the fire, 
Frawley said. The jail is not required by 
state law to have a guard on duty, he added. 

The St. Clair Volunteer Fire Department, 
located next door to the jail, answered an 
alarm at the jail about 4:10a.m. 

Four other inmates remained hospitalized 
with smoke inhalation. They are Harvey 
Dietrich, 19; James Braddy, 20; Jesse 
Purcell, 25, and Barry Costello, 17. All were 
reported in satisfactory condition Sunday. 

Two police officers were injured in the 
fire. One of them, Oran Weidman, 60, was in 
serious condition Sunday. 

KSU RODEO CLUB 
Meeting Monday, January 19 

7:30 p.m. Webber 230 
Officers Meeting—7 p.m. 

Refreshments afterwards 

Save Gas All Year Long 
12-MonttfTune-Up 

*42 *47 *49 
4-cyl. 6-cyi. 8-cyl. 

Electronic Ignition Systems. Additional parts and services extra if needed. 

* 12-Month Tune-up Service Agreement 
Goodyear will tune your car electronically and present you 
with a Free Engine Analysis certificate good for one year from 
the date of the tune-up. ANY TIME WITHIN ONE YEAR of 
your tune-up take your invoice and certificate back to the 
store that performed the tune-up. and Goodyear will provide, 
free of charge, up to three separate analyses. 

If any of these check-ups indicates the need for any 
adjustments or part replacements that were part of the original 
tune-up, Goodyear will make the adjustment or replacement 
free of charge. 

ELECTRONIC IGNITION: Check charg 
ing and starting systems • Install new rotor, 
new spark plugs • Set timing to recom- 
mended specs • Lubricate and adjust choke 
• Adjust carburetor. 

STANDARD IGNITION: Add $8.00 for 
required points, condenser and additional 
labor. 

Lube&Oil 
Change 

*7 Includes up to five quarts 
major brand 10W30 oil. 

Oil filter extra if needed. 

INCLUDING Our 9 point maintenance check. 

Includes many imports and light trucks. 
Please call (or appointment. 

Brake 
Service 

YOUR 
CHOICE *80 

Addition.il parts and services extra if needed. 

2-WHEEL FRONT DISC: Install new 
front brake pads and grease seals • Re 
surface front rotors • Repack front wheel 
bearings • Inspect calipers and hydraulic 
system. • Add fluid (does not include 
rear wheels.) 

OR 
4-WHEEL DRUM: Install new brake 
lining all 4 wheels • New fror.i grease 
seals • Resurface drums • Repack front 
bearings • 'Inspect hydraulic system • 
Add fluid Warranted 12 months or 12.000 
miles, whichever comes first. 

BUMPER-TO-BUMPER SERVICES FOR 
U.S. CARS, IMPORTS & LIGHT TRUCKS 

Drive It With 
Confidence 
Power Streak 78 

*28 
A78 13 blackball. 

Plus$l 54 FKT. and old tire. 

50 
Blackball 

Size 
PRICE Plus FET 

and old tire. 

B78-13 $31.20 $1.65 
E78-14 $36.35 $1.79 
F78-14 $38.20 $2.19 
G78-14 $39.45 $2.34 
H78-14 $41.30 $2.58 
G78-15 $40.65 $2.42 
H78-15 $42.55 $2.64 

AUTO SERVICE LIMITED WARRANTY 
All service warranted for at least 90 days or 
.'1.000 miles*, whichever comes first — many 
services, much longer. If warranty service is 
ever required, go to the Goodyear Service 

Store where the original work was performed, 
and we'll fix it free. If. however, you're more 
than 50 miles from the original store, go to any 
of Goodyears 1.300 Service Stores nationwide. 

Just Say 
'Charge It* «*■: 

Goodyear Revolving Charge Account 

Use any of ili.se 5 olher ways to buy: Our Own Customer 
Credit Plan • MasterCard ■ Visa • American Kxpress 
Card ■ Carte Blanche 

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORE 
4th & Humboldt-Manager, K. L. (Kay) Homolka 

Mon.-Fri. 7:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m., Sot. 8 to 6 7764806 



NOW accounts attract interest; 
professor issues local finding 
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By GLADYS JACKSON 
Collegian Reporter 

A new form of checking accounts, 
designed to set back more money for the 
consumer, have been formed and are 
currently being offered by all Manhattan 
banks. 

Through Negotiable Order of Withdrawal 
(NOW) accounts, banks, credit unions and 
savings and loans offer consumers the 
option to earn interest on money in their 
checking accounts. 

However, this new option is not for 
everyone, said Richard Morse, head of the 
Department of Family Economics. It 
depends on the balance of the account and 
how active a person keeps their account. 

"For example," said Morse, "for students 
who put money into their checking accounts 
and take it right back out, it would not be too 
beneficial." 

Morse, who has recently completed ex- 
tensive research on NOW accounts, is 
preparing to publish a report on the net costs 
of holding NOW accounts with various 
balances, service charges and activities. It 
will include information about banks, 
savings and loans and credit unions in 
Manhattan that offer NOW accounts. 

MORSE'S RESEARCH results have been 
used as references in articles in Newsweek. 
His purpose for doing the research was to 
teach people more about checking and 
savings accounts. 

"It's important that the consumer verify 
the amount of interest that is due them," he 
said. 

Morse believes that although a person 
must pay fees such as service charges, the 

new accounts are advantageous to some 
consumers. 

"Generally, they (NOW accounts) are 
beneficial because you will be getting in- 
terest that you didn't have before," he said. 

The Depository Institutions Deregulatory 
and Monetary Control Act passed by 
Congress in 1980, permitted the creation of 
NOW accounts. Morse said this was an 
attempt to deregulate federal agencies. 
They were allowed to begin offering this new 
form of checking on Jan. 1. 

THE LEGISLATION permits financial 
institutions, if they wish, to pay interest On 
checking accounts at a limited rate of W* 
percent. The way the rate is to be calculated 
wasn't prescribed in the act, Morse said. 

Some savings and loans, banks and credit 
unions figure the daily rate at 1360 of 5V4 
percent, while others figure the daily rate at 
1365 of 5'/4 percent. This means if a person 
keeps the same amount of money in their 
account for 360 days they'll get 15.47, while 
others would earn $5.39 for 365 days, Morse 
said. 

Although all of Manhattan's financial 
institutions pay the same amount of in- 
terest, their service charges differ. 

On NOW accounts, Citizens State Bank 
and Trust Company charges a $2 monthly 
service amount, and 20 cents for each 
transaction. Kansas State Bank charges 94 
monthly, and 20 cents for each transaction. 
Forbes Credit Union has no service charge. 
Capitol Federal Savings and Loans 
Association charges $2 per month on $200 to 
$300 average daily balance; $5 per month on 
an average daily balance of lees than $200. 

10-day embargo imposed 
on Florida fruit sales 

By      THE      ASSOCIATED      PRESS 
Artie air masses maintained a chilling 

grip around much of the East on Sunday, 
keeping early afternoon temperatures 
below freezing in the northeast and forcing 
Florida orange farmers to take further 
measures to save crops. 

The lowered temperatures in the eastern 
part of the nation gave way to damaging 
nighttime frost and resulted in freeze 
warnings for areas in northern and central 
Florida, where citrus growers tried to 
protect cold-battered crops with giant wind 
machines and grove heaters. A 10-day 
embargo of fresh fruit sales and shipments 
began Sunday as frigid temperatures once 
again threatened crops. 

The embargo, designed to protect the 
reputation of Florida's fruit by controlling 
the quality of shipments, applied to only 25 
percent of the state's oranges and 10 percent 
of the grapefruits. The remainder is 
processed into juice. 

Meanwhile national weather has been 
varied. Winter weather continued across the 
southern plains and Rockies while it was 
sunny and mild over the Western states and 
the central northern Plains. 

Today's national forcast calls for rain 
along the northern coast, with scattered 
showers from Northern California to the 
north Rockies. Rain is also predicted along 

the western Gulf Coast region and with 
scattered snow showers over southwest 
Texas. 

The Florida Peninsula will bask in 60- 
degree weather Monday, with similar 
forecasts for western Oregon through 
Central California to southeastern Arizona. 
Temperatures will be in the 70s over 
Southern California and southwestern 
Arizona. Highs across the rest of the nation 
will be in the 40s and 50s. 

College Republican Meeting 
7:00 p.m. Union Rm. 213 

To discuss upcoming events also, to elect 
a new Public Relations/Communications officer. 

Afterwards everyone is encouraged to attend the 

Local Inaugural Ball 
to be held at Houston Street Rest. & Pub 

Time is from 8 until 11:00 p.m. 
Cost is $5 per person 

Dance floor & food furnished 

Tickets available at the Door or at 
Ramey Bros. Lumber 307 N. 3rd 

By ruling of the Attorney General of the Student Governing 
Association, the following shall be enacted concerning the TRAF- 
FIC APPEALS BOARD: 

WHEREAS many recent changes in KSU Campus "TRAFFIC 
AND PARKING REGULATIONS" are now effective, and 

WHEREAS an oral hearing is not granted by the SGA Constitution 
for Traffic Appeals Board hearings, and 

WHEREAS approximately 250-500 appeals are being applied for 
each month 

BE IT ENACTED THAT: 

Section 1. All appeals will not have the opportunity for an ORAL 
appeal by Traffic Appeals Board. 

Section 2. The new appeal forms shall now include the following 
statement: 
"This appeal form, and the contents within, will be the 
sole basis for Traffic Appeals Board's decision on your 
appeal. Witnesses and evidence (including diagrams) 
must be stated on this form." 

Section 3. Pending cases at this date shall be informed of the new 
ruling and allowed time to respond if an oral case would 
make a difference in the decision of the Traffic Appeals 
Board. 

All appeals made to Traffic Appeals Board, effective January 1, 
1981, must be fully written out in their entirety and submitted to 
the Security and Traffic Office. 

Any questions concerning the above statement should be directed 
to the Attorney General in the S.G.S. Office, ground floor, K-State 
Union (532-6541). 

BIBLICAL 
REFLECTIONS 

Mondays 9:00 p.m. 
Room    239    Marlatt 

A form of Bible study that is par- 
ticipatory—where your ideas, con- 
cerns, discussions are of primary 
concern. This Bible Study will en- 
able you to learn how to study the 
Bible, how to understand the Bible, 
how to become aware of the Bible's 
meaning for you, and how your 
ideas, thoughts, and questions can 
be a part of the process. 

STUDENTS PROFESSOR PUBLISHING 
ONLY AT KINKO'S 

ELL      -S /a  , 
PROFESSORSJ 

OPEN 
7 DAYS A WEEK 

Your professor can eliminate reserve room plans, 
borrowing books and other inefficient means of attaining 
study materials. 

Kinko's Professor Publishing makes notes, articles, 
diagrams and other outside reading selections easily avail- 
able to you the student. 

Course materials are duplicated and filed under your in- 
structors name and the cost is our usual 4* per copy. 

So tell your professor, it will save you time and $$$! 

Kinko's Kopies 
537-7340 

1126 Loromie 
in the Hanoi Comer 
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Federal officials fail 
to seize drug wealth 

WASHINGTON (AP) - Narcotics baron 
Nicky Barnes went to prison but yielded a 
mere pittance of bis heroin fortune to the 
government: Ditto the Black Tuna gang. 

Yet in those cases and scores of others, the 
government had the legal right to claim 
wealth accumulated in the lucrative drug 
smuggling market. 

The government has had that authority 
for more than 10 years, but has used it 
rarely and with modest success. 

Justice Department officials and 
congressional critics offer several reasons 
for the failure: 
—Narcotics agents, more attuned to the 
buy-and-bust approach, have been taught 
little about the financial investigations 
necessary to trace and claim cash, property 
and other assets acquired with drug money. 
—Prosecutors, more intent upon winning 
criminal convictions of drug traffickers, 
have neglected the necessary procedural 
steps to seize assets. 
-Judges, in the interest of protecting 
defendants' rights, have refused to freeze 
assets the government has attempted to 
seize. 
—Smugglers, ever more sophisticated in 
international finance, have developed 
ingenious methods of spiriting their fortunes 
beyond the reach of U.S. authorities. 

JUSTICE DEPARTMENT and Drug 
Enforcement Administration (DEA) of- 
ficials say they are fixing some of the flaws 
in the seizure operation. Congressional 
critics, however, remain skeptical. 

They are expected to present the Reagan 
administration with recommendations for 
strengthening enforcement of the seizure 
laws. 

The General Accounting Office, the 
congressional watchdog agency, is due to 
complete a report this month detailing those 
recommendations. 

Among the proposals will be a call for the 
DEA to recruit agents with training and 
experience in financial investigations. 

The Black Tuna case, cited by Justice and 
the DEA as one of their biggest and best 
narcotics investigations, illustrates the 
difficulties of seizing assets. 

THE SENSATIONAL Florida trial last 
year ended with convictions and long prison 
sentences for Robert Meinster and Robert 
William Platshorn, described by the 
government as ringleaders of an in- 
ternational marijuana smuggling operation 
which used the code name Black Tuna. 

Prosecutors said the gang smuggled $300 
million worth of marijuana into the U.S. in 
one 16-month period and operated for five 
years. 

Narcotics agents traced some property 
allegedly bought with marijuana profits, 
and prosecutors included a forfeiture 
demand in the grand jury indictment 
against Meinster and Platshorn. 

Specifically, the government laid claim to 

SHANNON 
FERGUSON 

Hope Your B-Day 
was Happy 

Julie and Janie 

three luxurious homes, a houseboat, three 
yachts and three planes. 

One house was sold shortly before the 
indictment was returned, apparently 
because Black Tuna leaders sensed the 
government was on their trail, according to 
recent testimony before the Senate criminal 
justice subcommittee. 

GOVERNMENT AGENTS said the 
yachts, houseboat and planes disappeared 
without a trace about the same time. 

The other two Black Tuna houses were 
sold for a total exceeding $725,000, but the 
courts allowed defense attorneys to claim 
most of that for their fees. 

Of $2.5 million in assets claimed, the 
government ended up with only $16,000. 

"The defendants were able to liquidate 
substantial assets before there was any 
attachment by the court," said Don Meyer, 
southeastern regional DEA director. "We 
came out of that with almost nothing." 

As for other Black Tuna assets, 
prosecutor Dana Biehl told the Senate panel, 
"I think most of their money was where it 
was transferred out of the country." 

"Ninety percent of the time, once the 
money leaves the United States and goes 
into the Cayman Islands or the Bahamas, 
we can't get to it," said Charles Olender, 
chief of the DEA's financial investigative 
section. "And it's very easy to get on a 
fishing trip to the Bahamas and deposit a 
garbage bag full of money down there." 

AUTHORITIES SAY traffickers also 
favor Swiss and South American banks 
along with those in the Caribbean. 

In the 1977 case of Leroy "Nicky" Barnes, 
the government estimated that Barnes' 
Harlem narcotics operation produced a 
gross weekly turnover of $100,000. 

Barnes listed $250,000 a year in 
miscellaneous income on his tax returns. 

But prosecutors, determined to send to 
prison a man they considered one of the 
country's most successful and most flagrant 
heroin traffickers, chose to forgo a for- 
feiture demand in order to bring the 
criminal charge more quickly. 

The government seized only the $132,000 in 
Barnes' car at the time of his arrest and 
$305,000 claimed by tax agents in a related 
case. 

WANTED 
Students Interested in a Judicial Experience on the 

Traffic Appeals Board 
A Chairperson 

& 
3 Student Members 

This judicial board reviews cases of appeals to 
traffic & parking violations. This is an 

excellent opportunity to get involved in your 
Student Governing Association. 

No past experience in the judicial system necessary, 
although those with judicial experiences will have 

\ preference. 

For more information contact the S.G.A. Attorney General 
through the S.G.S. Office on the ground floor of the 

K-State Union (532-6541). 
Applications are available in the S.G.S. Office. 

Deadline for application is Thursday, January 22. 

USnyMPrsWiTY 

COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES PROGRAM 
Division of Continuing Education 

CLASSES FOR UNDERGRADUATE CREDIT 
Canoeing $35 
Crew $30 
SCUBA $70 
Aerobic Dancing $48 
Aerobic Dancing $48 
Western Horsemanship I $90 
Western Horsemanship II $90 
English Horsemanship I $90 
English Horsemanship II $90 
Tae K won Do Kara te $30 

M, orTu, or W- 4:00-6:30p.m. 
Tu-3:30-5:30p.m 
Sat-9:00a.m.-Noon 
Tu-Th - 11:30a.m.-12:30p.m. 
M-W-5:304:30 p.m. 
M-W-2:00-3:00 p.m. 
M-W - 1:00-2:00p.m. 
Tu-Th-2:00-3:00 p.m. 
Tu-Th -1:00-2:00 p.m. 
7:304:30 p.m. Tu 
«:30-8:30p.m.Fri 
Tu- 7:00-9:15 p.m. 

begins March 23 
begins January 20 
begins January 24 
begins January 15 
begins January 14 
begins March 23 
begins March 23 
begins March 24 
begins March 24 

begins January 16 
Trapshooting $70     Tu - 7:00-9:15 p.m. 1st class meets 

Jan. 20, instruction 
begins March 24 

NON CREDIT CLASSES FOR CHILDREN AND ADULTS 
Aquatics - swimming Dance - ballet 

water safety pointe 
springboard diving pre-ballet 
synchronized swimming modern 

jazz 
Gymnastics Up 

partnering/repertory 
Court Sports - tennis aerobic dancing 

racquetball 
             Martial Arts - ju jitsu 
FOR DETAILED INFORMATION: 532-5566 Registration Office 

Division of Continuing Education 
317 Umberger Hall 

532-5854 (afternoons only) 
Community Activities Program Office 

 305 Umberger Hall 

>*. 

^~"***■*. ' 

5 ■ 8 PM ON 
TUESDAY NIGHTS 

BUY ONE 

^iym 

■•sSHp 

GET ONE FREE 
VISTAS OWN HOMEMADE CHILI. .. made from fresh 
ground beef and served hot and delicious 
with crispy crackers! 

ALL THIS MONTH 
SAVE $1.15 

RESmURAHTS 
Qraat Food • Great Sorvico • Vista and you! 

1911 TUttle Creek Blvd. 
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Student's vacation to Las Vegas 
ends as start in show business 

By KAREN BAUCUS 
Collegian Reporter 

A K-State student's trip to Las Vegas, 
Nev. during Christmas break began as a 
simple visit to her older sister's home. 

The trip ended in an audition, six show 
case performances and an oral agreement 
with her new manager that this local talent 
would return to Las Vegas and continue to 
sing. 

When Sally Shutler, senior in theater, got 
to Las Vegas, she called Linda Murphy, a 
friend who was a former music major at K- 
State. Murphy now lives in Las Vegas and 
plays the cello for Paul Anka. 

"I met her (Murphy) on the strip and she 
took me to the Sahara Hotel to meet Joe 
Battaliga (a talent agent)," Shutler said. 
"He asked me to visit him the next day and 
sing." 

With "no expectations" and "no music" of 
her own, Shutler auditioned. Battaliga then 
asked her to sing at a show that night and at 
showcases the next week. 

SHOWCASES ARE bars and clubs where 
talent agents assess the talents of featured 
entertainers. 

"I sang at two showcases at the Maxim 
Hotel, the Sahara Hotel, and the Bingo 
Palace when I was visiting," Shutler said. 
"When you sing at a showcase, you usually 
do three tunes." 

The audience is considerate and receptive 
even if a performer doesn't do well, Shutler 
said. When a performer does well, the 
audience asks for a fourth song. 

"I was asked to sing a fourth song at my 
last showcase," she said. "It made me feel 
good." 

Shutler said Battaliga, her new manager, 
helps find agents who book specific jobs for 
her. 

"We have an agreement that he gets 10 
percent of my earnings from each job," she 
said. "We've kept the contract simple and 
verbal—he's not good to me if he can't help 
me find a job, and I'm not good for him if I 
can't get one." 

Jobs obtained through agents can extend 
any length of time and can pay any amount 
"depending on what you do," Shutler said. 

"I have friends who are booked in Las 
Vegas who make around $350 a week, and I 
know of an Elvis Presley impersonator on a 
Canadian tour who is making $650 a week 
with all expenses paid," she said. 

A job can last from two weeks in a club, to 
three to nine months on a cruise, she said. 

BESIDES 8HOWCASES, Shutler hopes to 
extend her talent to other areas. She's been 
asked to audition for "A Chorus Line" and to 
audition as a back-up singer for Paul Anka 
and Barry Manilow. 

"I've been asked to read a part for a small 
yogurt commercial and to try out for a back- 
up choir that's to be used in a radio com- 
mercial for an Italian restaurant," she said. 

Shutler has been asked to attend a drama 
class in Las Vegas where people are invited 
to watch the students. 

Shutler also has acting experience. She 
was involved in drama in high school, at- 
tended the Missouri Repertory Theatre for 
three months last summer, and was in K- 
State's production of "The Robber 
Bridegroom" last semester. 

AT THIS POINT, Shutler said she's 
"game to try anything:" commercials, 
singing, or acting. 

"I like Las Vegas.. .the people I've met are 
incredible," she said. "I met Jess Harmon, 
George Benson's uncle, who heard me sing. 
He gave good comments. I also met Vic 
Damon who works with Flip Wilson and 
Murry Langston, the Unknown Comic." 

Shutler said she will probably become a 
resident of Nevada. If she decides to finish 
her education, she said she plans to attend 
school in Nevada. 

She began the semester at K-State, but left 
January 15 to go to Las Vegas. With suitcase 
in hand, and "100 percent" backing from her 
parents, Shutler headed for the "city that 
never sleeps" with "bright, flashing lights 
and country bars"—the city where she plans 
to begin a new career. 

OPEN 
24HRS. 

EVERYDAY 

2706 ANDERSON 

3rd & BLUEM0NT 

11th & LARAMIE 

MINI 
COKVINIINCI 

MART 

ATTENTION SHOOTERS 
The KSU Rifle Club is Sponsoring 

THE ALL-UNIVERSITY RIFLE MATCH 
Sign-Up: Tuesday 20 January 7:00 p.m. MSI 1 

Thursday 22 January 7:00 p.m. MS11 

• Match Date: Saturday 31 January 9:00 a.m. MS 
• 7 divisions to enter 
• Awards given to top 3 teams in each division 
• 3 students per team 
• All equipment furnished 
• Prone position only 
• Only $7.50 per team 
• For more information: 

Bill Adams 539-8390, Paul Neal 532-4808, 
or Dan Ashmore 532-6754 

4*~-0^-        ._ 

'—*» 
-*   ~-' ~~   A 

Tuesday, January 20 

Up to 60% off 
FALL and WINTER MERCHANDISE 

Including 
Dresses 15 and up 
Slacks $7 and up 
Blazers $30 and up 

Coats V* price 
Belts %l and up 

Leathers W price 

Charles of the Ritz Specials 'fj 

^ m 

1225 Moro 
Aggieville laoies 

Closed 3-6 p.m. 

to prepare for sale 

i 
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Atlanta cracks down on porn; 
compromise closes adult stores 

ATLANTA (AP) - Almost all of Atlanta's 
adult bookstores and movie theaters have 
agreed to close in return for dismissal of 
charges against their employees, and a 
prosecutor hailed the bargain as proof that 
"law enforcement now has the upper hand" 
against pornography. 

"If you need a dirty book, you'll have to 
leave Atlanta to get it," said Glenn Zell, an 
attorney for the stores. 

Zell said owners of at least 16 adult 
bookstores agreed Friday to close their 
doors on condition that anti-pornography 
crusader Fulton County Solicitor General 
Hinson McAuliffe dismiss all charges 
pending against their employees. 

Assistant Solicitor General Leonard 
Rhodes said that would leave one adult 
bookstore, three adult theaters and one 
peep-show still operating in Atlanta. 

On Friday afternoon, employees at some 
of the bookstores and theaters were already 
packing their belongings. Cutrate sales 
were being advertised at many. 

"We're tired of fighting. We're getting out 
of here," one bookstore employee said. 

Zell blamed "inflation" for the bookstore 
clients' decision to move out of Fulton 
County   rather  than  continue  rh«*  battle 

against McAuliffe. He said "hassles with the 
police, fees for lawyers," and higher rents 
had made "the marginal profits for por- 
nography unbelievably low." 

Under the agreement, the state will 
withhold prosecution for six months. If there 
is no attempt to resume operations at the 
end of that period, McAuliffe will seek to 
dismiss about 40 cases against people 
working in the businesses. 

For McAuliffe, the agreement culminated 
a long campaign against pornography, 
which had already reduced the number of 
bookstores and theaters from a high of 44 
about four years ago. 

At first, deputies cited employees of the 
businesses for selling pornography, per- 
suading the courts to impose steadily higher 
fines, most of which were paid by the 
owners. 

Then, police began making cases against 
customers for such offenses as solicitation, 
sodomy and indecent exposure. 

Repeated prosecutions of customers 
allowed authorities to build up records 
against the facilities as public nuisances, 
and they then began arguing in court that 
they should be closed. 

Washington fires up for Reagan 
WASHINGTON (AP) — With gospel 

hymns and opera, bluegrass and black-tie 
ballet, the capital is whooping it up for the 
inauguration of Ronald Reagan—a 
celebration made all the sweeter by 
brightening prospects for the hostages' 
release. 

Reagan, who will become president at 
noon on Tuesday, contributed to the cautious 
euphoria Sunday on his way to church by 
remarking that if Iran gives up the 
hostages, "I'll sign anything." 

The president-elect and his wife, choosing 
carefully which of the dozens of inaugural 
events to attend, worshipped at the National 
Presbyterian Church, attended a luncheon 
and planned to make an appearance at three 
black-tie Kennedy Center inaugural con- 
certs—opera, ballet and classical music—in 
the evening. 

Even if they wanted to, Reagan and his 
wife could not attend all of the inaugural 
functions, public and private. 

Television crews were rehearsing 
Tuesday's big show: at the Capitol, where 
Reagan will take the oath of office, down the 
Pennsylvania Avenue parade route, and in 
front of the White House where Reagan will 
review bands, marchers and riders. 

City officials talked in terms of 100,000 out- 
of-town visitors for the hoopla surrounding 
the inauguration of the nation's 40th 
president. One special group: 206 of the 
nation's   272   living   holders   of   the 

SUPPORT THE 

KSU 
BUMP-A-THON 
January 20, 21, 22 

This space contributed by 

Collegian Staff 

HAPPY B-DAY 

JEFF, 

Love Susan 

Congressional Medal of Honor accepted 
invitations to festivities. 

Washington has become a veritable fair, 
with something for everybody. 

At the Corcoran Gallery of Art, a rare 470- 
year-old Leonard da Vinci manuscript; at 
various Smithsonian Institution buildings, 
gospel music, jazz, Mexican music, Cajun 
and Appalachian music and dance, special 
exhibitions. An art gallery had an exhibit of 
Reagan movie posters. 

Fred Waring and his Pennsylvanians, a 
fixture in American entertainment for more 
than a half-century, gave a concert; there 
was a soprano recital, bluegrass, solo jazz, 
and chamber music. 

There was a reception for governors, 
another for Reagan Cabinet designees and 
the diplomatic community, and yet another 
by the National Republican Congressional 
Committee. 

According to their schedule, the Reagans 
did not plan to attend any of these. 

VICTIMS OF DOMESTIC 
VIOLENCE AND RAPE 

NEED YOUR HELP. 
VOLUNTEER TODAY. 

Training Jan. 24 & 26 
Call: 539-2785 

or 539-3736 
for more information 

Regional Crisis Center 

Good news for Valentino's lovers! 
Starting today, Valentino's offers an all-you-can- 

eat Pizza and Pasta Buffet for lunch— 
plus our same sumptuous salad bar. You'll serve yourself all our 
delicious pizza, baked lasagna and salad you want. Now for the 
great Valentino's for lunch lovers! 

Only $3.35 

15% OFF ALL 
XEROX mc 

January 19 thru January 30 
• come see our large selections of papers 

parchment and bond with matching envel- 
opes, watercolor. vellum,adhesive drafting 
film,and many more! 

• 81/2x11 white and color paper-no extra charge 

• bring your own 
paper in-10% off 
at all times 

sorting/collating/ 
cutting/folding - 

sxtra charge 

k-state union 
copy center 
25years of service 1956-1981 woo 

JOHN MORRELL DIDN'T 
BECOME A TRAINEE AFTER COLLEGE. 

HE BECAME A MANAGER. 
"As Executive Officer of the 

Army's Defense Language Institute at 
Monterey. California, I'm responsible 
for the housing, reeding and well* 
being of 500 students And that s no 
small task I manage an annual food 
budget of over a million and a half 
dollars. And I m accountable for five 
million dollars worth of property 

"On top of managing money, 
I also supervise a staff of 24 people 
And each one has unique problems 
that I have to handle on a daily basis 
You better believe the leadership 
and management training I received 
in Army ROTC is paying off" 

There are other good reasons 
for taking ROTC. too Like scholar- 
ship opportunities And financial 
assistance   up to $1,000 a year for 

your last two years of ROTC. 
If you want a job after college 

that offers real challenge and real 
responsibility, do what John MotTell 
did Take Army ROTC 

And begin your future as an 
officer 

For more infomation contact: 

Professor of Military Science 
Kansas State University 
Manhattan,  KS *>fi506 
Phone  (913)   532-6754 

1st I I  Mm M.Trill U.l-.l IMIMIH«MII.I|.T .11 
ihi-1 'mvcrsm M l"«> •""I» mflntvi 'i Arrm 
Rt!T< ARMY ROTC. 

BE ALL YOU CAN 

- 
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KU, Woodard stifle 'Cats' title bid 
By MEGAN BARDSLEY 

A»«t. Sports Editor 
It was the initial battle between the two 

arch-rival Kansas schools, with the 
women's Big 8 title at stake. The winner, 
both coaches predicted, would be the team 
which controlled the boards and set the 
tempo of the game. 

That prediction came true before a crowd 
of 3,750 in Allen Fieldhouse Saturday night, 
as the fifth-ranked Kansas Jayhawks 
romped past I5th-ranked K-State, 8540, to 
claim their third title in six years. 

The Jayhawks, led by star Lynette 
Woodard, outrebounded the 'Cats, 49-38, and 
outshot them 49.2 percent (35 of 71) to 38.8 
percent (28 of 78). 

The game was closer than what the score 
showed, at least in the first half. The 
Wildcats were only behind, 35-27, at in- 
termission. 

The 'Cats came out in the second half to 
pull within six, but that's the closest they 
ever got. KU started its infamous running 
game with more than 16 minutes left and 
built its lead to 20 points. 

IT LOOKED AS THOUGH the Wildcats 

were going to start a come-from-behind 
rally when they rallied to close the gap to 16, 
but KU got a break with 8:44 left when 
Wildcat guard Gayla Williams fouled out. 
She joined teammate Dee Weinreis, who 
fouled out with 10 minutes left, on the bench. 

"Fouls killed us," coach Lynn Hickey 
said. "It was hard with everyone on the 
bench. The key was rebounds. We got one 
shot and they got three or four." 

second half. Other players in double figures 
were Weinreis, who was held scoreless in 
the second half, with 12 and Taryn Bachis 
with 11. 

Hughes, who after 17 games had a 12.9 per 
game scoring average, was held to only two 
points. The 6-1 junior college transfer from 
North Dakota hit only one of 10 shots. 

"They put pressure on Shelly," Hickey 
said. "She's not an outside shooter and they 

Sports 
The strength of KU's rebounding was 

Woodard, who had 17 and was the star of the 
Jayhawk team. The 66 senior was 
responsible for 36 of the Jayhawks' 85 points 
and was named the tournament's most 
valuable player. 

K-State's Williams was named to the all- 
tournament team. Weinreis and Shelly 
Hughes were named to the second team. 

THE WILDCATS' TOP scorer was Kim 
Price, who scored 12 of ber 14 points in the 

were blocking her shots. She got to where 
she was just turning around, not looking and 
then shooting." 

The Wildcats earned their chance to play 
in the finals by handing Missouri an 85-77 
loss. This was the third year K-State met 
MU in the semifinals and this was the first 
year the 'Cats prevailed. 

THE SEMIFINALS proved to be more 
exciting than the finals, with the halftime 
score knotted at 34. MU led by two with 

seven seconds left in the half, then K-State's 
Price launched a shot when the buzzer 
sounded. The desperation shot fell through 
the hoop to tie the game as each team went 
into the lockerroom. 

MU scored the first two points of the 
second half, but the Wildcats tied the game 
and went ahead, 38-36. MU tied the score 
again, but that was the final time the Tigers 
would tie the Wildcats. 

MU made one final comeback, pulling to 
within five with 10:38 left, but the 'Cats 
toughened up and never looked back as they 
beat the Tigers. 

The leading scorer for K-State against the 
Tigers was Weinreis with 22. Hughes 
followed with 19, Price had 17 and Williams 
14. Hughes led the Wildcats with nine 
rebounds. 

MU was led by Daina Supstiks, who had 31 
points and was voted to the all-tournament 
team. 

In other tournament action, MU beat 
Oklahoma 6846 to claim third place. In the 
battle for fifth place, Colorado defeated 
Iowa State, 72-64. Seventh place went to 
Nebraska, who fought off Oklahoma, 87-84. 

. 

Staff photo* by Cort Andarton 

Hard loss...Wildcat forward Shelly Hughes cries Into a towel during the    Gayla Williams and the rest of the K-State team had trouble stopping 
trophy presentation after the 'Cats loss to the Jayhawks Saturday night.     KU's Lynette Woodard. 

Blackman's heroics save 'Cats in overtime 
By ALLEN LEIKER 

Sports Editor 
K-State won a game Saturday af- 

ternoon it seemed destined to lose. 
The Wildcats were down by six points 

with just over three minutes to play and 
star Rolando Blackman was having a 
sub-par game to that point. It appeared 
Colorado was going to snap an eight- 
game losing streak against K-State. 

But it didn't happen. K-State 
regrouped, Blackman—showing a flare 
for the dramatic—took the game into his 
own hands and the Wildcats claimed a 63- 
62 Big 8 conference win in overtime 
before an Events Center crowd of 6,536. 

"That was enough to give you in- 
digestion," K-State coach Jack Hartman 
said of the wacky finish, which evened 
the Wildcats' conference record at 1-1. 
Colorado drops to 0-2. 

The come-from-behind win would have 
made good medicine for Hartman had he 
incurred stomach problems. It looked 
like his team wasn't going to get it for 
him, though. 

COLORADO LED 52-48 after Joe 
Cooper hit a short jumper along the 
baseline with 3:23 to play, and it ap- 
peared K-State was minutes away from 
being two games back of the early 
conference leader. 

But then Blackman took over. The 64 
Ail-American candidate, who had hit 
only two of seven free throws in the first 
half and was coming up short on most of 
his field goal attempts, hit sue straight 
free throws in the final 3:03 of regulation 
to send the game into overtime. 

A bit of good luck on K-State's part 
enabled the game to go an extra five 
minutes. Colorado's JoJo Hunter had a 
chance to win it at the end of regulation, 
but his desperation shot from the top of 
the circle fell short at the buzzer. 

COLORADO HAD THE ball after 
calling timeout with 10 seconds left. 
Blackman, guarding Hunter, knocked 
the ball loose, and there were three K- 
State players around the Buffs' star by 
the time he got the shot off. 

Hunter, one of the top players in the 
league, also had a chance to be a hero at 
the end of overtime. But with his team 
trailing 63-62, he missed an open 15-footer 
against a K-State zone with a couple of 
seconds left. 

Actually, the Buffs were the lucky ones 
this time. K-State—on three Ed Nealy 
free throws, a Nealy tip and a short 
jumper by Blackman—jumped out to a 
59-52 lead 2:30 into the overtime. 

But the Buffs, who suffered their first 
home loss of the season, battled back and 
pulled within one on Jay Humphries 
jumper from the corner with 16 ticks left. 

COLORADO COACH Bill Blair used 
the 6-3 Humphries and 6-2 Joe 
Washington on Blackman most of the 
way. 

"We worked on denying him the ball, 
but then he started posting me up and I'm 
not used to that," Humphries said. "He 
has the name, so you can't play real 
tough defense on him. I know a couple of 
times they called fouls when he wasn't 

fouled." 
Blackman finished with a game-high 21 

points, hitting five of 13 field goals and 11 
of 16 free throws. Nealy added 15 points 
and 13 rebounds and Randy Reed also 
scored 15. 

Perhaps the difference in the game 
was at the line, where K-State hit 23 of 34 
free throws to Colorado's eight of 15. The 
Buffs also missed the front end of two 
one-and-ones in the final 2:05 of 
regulation that would have all but put 
away the Wildcats. 

Big 8 basketball 
BIG 8 ALL 

Kansas 24 12-2 
Oklahoma State 2-0 12-2 
Missouri 2-0 13-4 
K-State 1-1 11-3 
Nebraska 1-1 7-7 
Colorado 0-2 10-4 
Iowa State 0-2 7-6 
Oklahoma 0-2 5-9 
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Ross pleased despite 
loss in track opener 

K-State, as expected, was beaten by 
Kansas Sunday in its indoor track opener, 
but the loss did little to put a damper on 
coach Mike Ross' evening. 

"I had predicted it would be about 80-50 
(in KU's favor)," Ross said after the 
Wildcats, picking up six first places, left 
Lawrence 73-58 losers to what is considered 
one of the strongest KU teams in years. "I 
would have felt good with that. They showed 
me more than I expected. I'm encouraged." 

The highlights of the evening from K- 
State's standpoint came in the shot put and 
the pole vault, where Ray Bradley and 
freshman Doug Lytle both qualified for the 
NCAA Indoor Championships. 

Shot putter Bradley, who finished first 
Saturday in the Oklahoma Track Classic 
with a heave of 61-8, picked up his second 
win of the weekend Sunday with a 61-0 effort, 
easily topping the 59-5 NCAA qualifying 
mark. He beat highly-touted KU freshman 
Clint Johnson, who finished second with a 
toss of 56-11'*. 

Lytle, a Shawnee Mission Northwest 
product, sailed a career-best 16-9 in the pole 
vault, topping the NCAA qualifying mark of 
16-8. He beat KU's George Buckingham, 
who went 16-0. 

Another one of the Wildcats' top recruits, 
freshman Veryl Switzer Jr., also performed 
admirably in his first college competition. 
Switzer went 24-2>/fe to finish second in the 

long jump. KU's Mark Hanson won with a 
jump of 24-5. 

The Wildcats picked up the most points in 
the two-mile run, where Dan Schleicher 
(9:06.6, first), John Holliday (9:12.0, 
second) and Rick McKean (9:14.3, third) 
swept the first three places. 

Vince Parrette, the Big 8 indoor and 
outdoor champion last year in the triple 
jump, won his specialty with a 51-8 jump, 
defeating rival Sanya Owolabi, who sailed 
49-5'.i. Parrette went to Oklahoma Saturday 
with Bradley and won the triple jump, going 
51-6. 

Junior college transfer Steve Wright 
picked up a win in the 300-yard dash with a 
30.93 clocking, and K-State picked up its 
final first in the mile relay, where Mike 
Bradley, Willie Major, Darryl Bonds and 
Wright ran a 3:22.5. 

Bradley, a Coffeyville Junior College 
transfer, was involved in the meet's most 
exciting race—the 600-yard run. But he was 
nipped at the tape by KU's Mark Rau, who 
finished with a time of 1:12.49. Bradley ran 
1:12.50. 

K-State's Sammy Rotich earned second 
place in both the mile and 1,000-yard run. 
The Wildcats also got second place finishes 
from Steve Cotton in the high jump (6-10), 
Randy Fulton in the high hurdles (8.36) and 
Kevin Karst in the 880-yard run (1:58.7). 

Sports briers 
Basketball 

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - Freshman 
Lancaster Gordon scored 19 points and 
keyed one of two Louisville streaks which 
carried the defending NCAA champion 
Cardinals to a 71-49 victory over Missouri 
Sunday afternoon in a nationally- 
televised college basketball game. 

After a slow initial 10 minutes of the 
game in which both teams went through 
a four-minute stretch without a field 
goal, Louisville scored eight unanswered 
points, with Gordon getting six of them, 
to take a 12-point lead. 

The lead varied between 15 and seven 
points until 6:23 left in the game when 
Louisville went on another streak, out- 
scoring the visiting Tigers 14-0 to put the 
game away. 

Louisville, winning its fourth con- 
secutive game to raise its record to 6-7, 
outscored Missouri 18-4 over the final 
6:23 and held Missouri scoreless for five 
minutes. 

Missouri, falling to 13-4, was led by 6-11 
sophomore Steve Stipanovich with 14 
points and Curtis Berry with 12. 

CHICAGO (AP) - Forward Mark 
Aguirre shattered DePaul's all-time 
scoring record of 1,896 points with a 25- 
point performance Sunday to lead the 
fourth-ranked Blue Demons to a 90-75 
victory over Wagner. 

Aguirre, a 6-7 junior, surpassed the 
mark of former DePaul center Dave 
Corzine, who amassed his points from 
1974-78. Aguirre, who set the mark when 
he converted a slam dunk with 11:17 
remaining, now has 1,902 points in less 
than three years. 

College Football 
K-State lost its second assistant coach 

in a week Friday when defensive line 
coach George Walstad announced his 

resignation to assume a similiar position 
at the University of Wyoming. 

Last week quarterback and running 
back coach Jim Donnan accepted a 
similiar job with Missouri. 

Walstad, 40, had spent six years at K- 
State, three on the staff of Ellis Rain- 
sberger and three on the staff of Jim 
Dickey. 

Tennis 
NEW YORK (AP) - The master 

craftsman from Sweden, Bjorn Borg, 
thrashed Czechoslovakia's Ivan Lendl 6- 
4,6-2,6-2 Sunday to add the $400,000 Volvo 
Masters tennis tournament to his long list 
of major victories. 

Borg's victory avenged two straight 
losses to Lendl, one of which came when 
the Swede had to retire in the final at 
Toronto last year because of an injury. 
Borg has now beaten the young Czech 
four times in row and for his second 
consecutive year has claimed the 
Masters crown. 

KANSAS CITY, MO. (AP) - Second- 
seeded Andrea Jaeger continued her hex 
over No. 1 Martina Navratilova with a 3- 
6, 6-3, 7-5 victory Sunday to win the 
$150,000 Avon Tennis Championships of 
Kansas City. 

BACK TO SCHOOL SALE 

20% OFF 
on Russell Sweat-tops 

and pants 
We a lso sew on letters 

CAMPUS CORNER 
In Aggieville 776-5461 

&& o, 

rtu lark Hers? 
r**tf 
COLDEST BEER 

AGGIEVILLE 
D. J. Nttely Open l p.m -midnight 

PHI CHI THETA 
General Meeting 

Monday, January 19 
at 

7:00 p.m. 
in 

Union 205 
Our speaker will be Arnie Hendrickson from Proctor & Gamble. 
Please bring your class schedules for Spring semester. 

f- 

The Social Event 
of the Season 

Party Pic Reorder Week 
at 

in Aggieville 
Jan. 20, 21, 22 & 24 

Tues.-Thurs. 11:30-5   Sat. 11:30-2:30 

Reorder 4x6 party pictures from all Spring & Fall 1980 
K-State parties! 

2 prints per event minimum/$2.00 per print 
S0C mailing with each order 

BRING A FRIEND! 

FACULTY! 
LOOK NO FURTHER- 

IMAGES Copy Shop will keep 
your materials on file for 

your students and make copies for 
40 per page!! 

Free yourself from the forms, fines, 
and frustrations of lost materials, 

extra paperwork, and articles on reserve. 

612 N. 12th (parking by Kite's) 

Karen Zovne—Nancy Hause, and NORMAN the ty&®$/ 
<>utiers.fiiierators ___  ____ owners-opera tors 

9:15a.m. to6:30p.m. 537-9606 

I tidies and (ientlenien, 
the next President 

of the I nited States... 

STARRING 

BEDTIME 
FORUM HALL 
JAN 19,20,21 

BONZO 

7? OOpm 
so e 
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Collegian 
classifieds 

Display Clattifwd Haiti 
One day $300 per inch; Three days $285 per inch; Five 

days $2 75 per inch; Ten days: $2 60 per inch (Deadline is 5 
pm 2 days before publication ) 

Classified advertising is available only to those who do not 
discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, national 
origin, sex or ancestry 

FOR SALE 
ADULT GAG gifts and novelties—birthday, anniversary, get 

well, or just for fun Treasure Chest, Aggieville (t to 

SEASONED HARDWOOD firewood, split and delivered, 
mostly red and white elm, $40rrick. $75A:ord Call 537-2474 
nights (77-81) 

1970 LIBERTY 12x55. new carpet and drapes, washer, fur- 
nished, cheap gas heat, storage shed, $4500 Call after 
500pm. 537 2858 (77-85) 

MUST SELL Pioneer stereo equipment 15 w/ch Receiver 
$150 and semi-automatic turntable $75. or best offer. 
Phone 776-4224after 5:30 p.m. (78-82) 

10 x 45 MOBILE home on campus. Furnished, two bedroom. 
$4,000 Call 1 318-357 7662 (78-82) 

HEAD SKIS—Killey 195's Marker Elastomat bindings 
Reiker boots, size9 776-3655 (7981) 

QUARTER HORSE Gentle grade bay gelding Rides western 
or English 776-3655. (79-81) 

FOR SALE: 1 pr. Vasque Gretchen II hiking boots, women's 
size 9 Call 77fj-4931 after 5:00 (79-82) 

1980 FORD 150 XLT 4x4, 15,000 miles, AM-FM stereo, AC, 
digital clock, automatic transmission, extra sharp interior. 
Sharp looking pick-up. 776-7595 (7943) 

TWO TWIN beds: three small chests; two desks with chairs; 
one kitchen set. Call 776-8448 (7983) 

OLDER DELMONICO TV, stereo, AM-FM console. Best offer. 
Call 537-0145 after 5:00 p.m. (8043) 

MOBILE HOME—1973 14x70 Great Lakes, raised living room, 
intercom, wood stove, dishwasher, freezer, 9x10 metal 
shed Gall Hendricks 1-494-2754,1-456-2445. (80-84) 

Tl 58/C programmable calculator and all included materials. 
Used for one semester Like new $100.00 Call 539-3835 
(8044) 

KODAK 16mm sound protector, very good condition. Best of- 
fer over$100.00. 7764336evenings. (8044) 

1977 LES Paul Standard, wine colored, with case. $500 00 or 
best offer Call 7764336 evenings. (8044) 

BASKETBALL TICKET, reserved student season North end. 
close to KSU band. Call Al, 539-9460 (8044) 

WANT TO sell books from last semester. Have Chem, 
Sociology. Speech, and others. Cheap! Call 776-6119 
evenings. (8143) 

125 W/CH Optonica SA 5901 receiver for sale. 0.02 THD. 
Quality and features comparable to Yamaha CR 2040 One 
year old New list $800. taking $435 or best reasonable of- 
fer. 776-7918 (8145) 

FIREWOOD FOR Sale: seasoned mixed woods $55'cord, $30 
large pickup load. Split, delivered and stacked. 14564212. 
(81 100) 

AUSTRALIAN SHEPHARD pups: top quality Call 776-1955, 
776-1978(8044) 

FOR RENT 
COSTUMES. MASKS, periodical clothing, accessories. aH 

types make-up Grass skirts, lals. bunny and mouse ears 
and more. Treasure Chest, Aggieville (itf) 

TYPEWRITER RENTALS, electrics and manuals, day, week 
or month. Buzzells. 511 Leavenworth. across from post 
office Call 776-9469 (Itf) 

RENTAL TYPEWRITERS: Excellent selection, including IBM 
Selectrics. Service most makes of typewriters. Hull 
Business Machines. (Aggieville). 1212 Moro. 539 7931 (itf) 

FURNISHED. CARPETED rooms at 400 N 11th, $65 up. kit 
chen and laundry, free parking, bills paid. Call 5374233 
(78-107) 

RENT A PIANO 
35.00 a Month 

Don Jorgenson's Piano and Organ 
Little Apple Music 

413 Poyntz 
■ 539-1926  

FURNISHED. CARPETED one oeoroom apartment at 400 N 
11th, $180and bills paid Call 5374233 (78-97) 

D & S RENTAL Center has compact refrigerators for rent, 
monthly or semester rates Call 537-2250 (8143) 

LARGE TWO bedroom duplex apartment, with garage and 
basement. $17500 plus utilities and deposit. 5374637 af- 
ter 5:00 p m (7941) 

CALL CELESTE 
For 

Wildcat Inn Apts. 
Summer, Fall 
Spring, 1981-82 

We are now 
issuing firm 

contracts in all 
Wildcat Inns for 

Summer and Fall 
1981 and Spring— 
1982. Now is the 

time to get 
guaranteed 
apartment 

assignments 
539-5001 for information. 

FURNISHED, CARPETED rooms close to Aggieville and cam- 
pus Kitchen and laundry facilities available. Very quiet. 
Call 539-7892,537 1210 or 7764088 (8145) 

 ROOMMATE WANTED  
PREFER GRADUATE or upperclassman Private bedroom, 

close to campus. $112.50 per month through June I, No 
utilities Furnished. Call 537-2474. (7741) 

FEMALES TO share furnished house at 1005 Vattier. private 
bedrooms, laundry. $50 up Call 5394401 (78-107) 

ROOMMATE WANTED- share basement apartment, 825 
Bluemont Own room. $97 50, all bills paid Call 776-4295. 
ask for Scott (7943) 

LARGE APARTMENT, fireplace, dishwasher, own bedroom, 
$160 month plus utilities. Call Bill. 539-1093. (7948) 

FEMALE TO share two-bedroom trailer Prefer non-smoking 
agriculture maior Available immediately. Call 539-0270 
(7943) 

MALE ROOMMATE to share nice apartment with two others 
. very close to campus $81 00/month plus v> utilities 

Call 7764925 (7941) 

FEMALE WANTED to share two-bedroom trailer house. 
$100/month plus Vi utilities Call 776-0445.(7943) 

MALE ROOMMATE to share three bedroom house, pay Vj 
bills Call after 5 00 pm  805 Kearney 776 4313 (7943) 

MALE NEEDED to share three bedroom apartment four 
blocks from campus. $125/month plus 1/2 utilities. Prefer 
non-smoker Call 537-0138 (8044) 

MALE, NICE duplex, two blocks from campus, only $77'mon 
th plus utilities Fully furnished, dishwasher, two 
bathrooms Nice! Call 776-7201 (8044) 

FEMALE TO share house at 1108 Bluemont Furnished, own 
bedroom $80.00 per month plus 1/4 utilities Call 539-2534. 
Keep trying. (8044) 

MALE OR female wanted to share nice duplex apartment 
with two male students. Nice location. Call 7764495 after 

. 5:00 pm (8044) 

ONE OR two male roommates wanted to share four bedroom 
house. $105 00 a month, utilities included 1524Humboldt. 
776-3726 (8142) 

VICE NICE apartment, one bedroom apartment one block 
from campus. $185.00. 1/2 $92.50—1/2 on utilities Female 
wanted. Call after 5:00 p.m.. 539-3227 (8143) 

FEMALES TO share furnished house at 1122 Vattier. private 
bedroom. $8500 Call 5394401. (81-100) 

ST GEORGE—Vet students want to share large farmhouse 
on 3 acres with 2 or 3 others. $7000 plus utilities 1494- 
2812(8143) 

SUBLEASE 

NICE FURNISHED two bedroom apartment for summer "81" 
Call for more Information, 776-3773 (8044) 

ROOMY TWO bedroom apartment   Available immediately 
Call 532-5360 or 776-5265 (8045) 

THREE BEDROOM apartment furnished, fully carpeted 
Close to Aggie and campus. $37500 a month. All utilities 
paid. Call 537-0347 (8041) 

 HELP WANTED  
CHAIR SIDE dental assistant—experience preferred Would 

consider training mature individual with above average I.Q. 
Contact 7764729 Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday from 
7:30 a m 5 00 p.m.; Wednesday and Friday. 7:30 am 
12:00 noon. (7746) 

PART-TIME WORK 10 weeks at $45/week for 6-10 hours per 
week Typing mandatory, marketing background helpful. 
Call 776-1325,5:00-7:00 p.m. (7943) 

CAMP STAFF wanted for Camp Lincoln/Camp Lake Hubert a 
Minnesota resident summer camp. A strong committment 
to working with children required along wlfh skills in ac- 
tivities Sign up for interviews on campus January 30th at 
the Placement Center (81 -90) 

Peanuts By CHARLES SCHULZ 

WHICH PA6E7TORW? 
NO, MA'AM... WHERE? 
M0U)?UH0?HUH? 

bssword By EUGENE SHEFFER 

ACROSS 
1 Medieval 

lyric poem 
5 Fortify 
8 Possesses 

12 Unruly 
tumult 

13 White or 
Black 

14 —dieu; 
a kneeling 
stand 

15 "I smell -" 
16 After-dinner 

drinks 
18 Windowed 

balcony 
20 French 

seaport 
21 Standard 
23 One of the 

"little 
Women" 

24 A Spanish 
leather 

28 Sluggish 
31 Solemn 

wonder 
32 He aided 

Solomon 
34 Greek letter 
35 A flat, cir- 

cular plate 

37 Durable 
fabric 

39 Sesame 
41 Taunt 
42 Diamonds 
45 German 

chancellor 
49 Daughter of 

King I .ear 
51 French river 
52 Russian city 
53 "- the 

King's 
Men" 

54 Level to the 
ground 

55 Ancient 
maritime 
city 

56 Social work 
group 

57 Took to court 
DOWN 

1 "—, a 
bone..." 

2 Spend it in 
Florence 

3 Husband of 
Ruth 

4 listen to 
5 An acid; 

vitamin C 
6 Vintage car 
7 Playwright 

Connelly 
8 Thinks 
9 Range 

herdsman 
Avg. solution time: 27 min. 

[SPATpAZA 
HIE'I'RBOWEN 

kV.»-iE ISLD 
SHjE 

I ME TO 
D I D 
NNE 

BA!V'S 

ALARTqC 
ME ZONE 

AWE'NBT'O'N 
IANJ 

1-19 
Answer to Saturday's puzzle. 

10 Blue or 
White 

11 Soap-frame 
bar 

17 Aswan, 
for one 

19 Exclama- 
tion (Ir.) 

22 French poet 
24 Bounder 
25 WWII org. 
26 Renovator 

of paintings 
27 An arctic 

cetacean 
29 Indian 
30 Route 
33 Roman 1,502 
36 Ignite 
38 Speaks 
40 Confederate 

general 
42 A tax 
43 British 

conservative 
44 Thick slice 
46 Hawaiian 

feast 
47 Scottish 

Gaelic 
48 Marsh grass 
50 It is found 

in the Seine 

CRYPTOQUIP 119 

DYUVVUKOQ     YKUODRP     DRPIJ 

QRPKYJ       QWI       IKYQW 

Saturdays Cryptoquip - PUFFERS AND PUFFINS ARE 
FOUND NEAR ATUVNTIC COASTLINE. 

Today's Cryptoquip clue: O equals N 

DOMINO'S PIZZA is taking applications for drivers and 
telephone personnel. Applicants must be 18 and have their 
own car with insurance. Apply after 4 00 p.m. at Domino's 
Pizza. 517 N. 12th. 5394961. (7941) 

PART-TIME HELP needed by university couple for cleaning 
house and other chores. Two to tour hours a week, $4/hour 
to start, Tuesdays or Thursdays Call 7764564. (7941) 

J. RlGGS West, inc. is now accepting applications for part- 
time help Must be available evenings and weekends. 
Come by 317 Poyntz to fill out an application. (7941) 

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER: Part-time graduate or un 
dergraduate student needed by the Midwest Race and Sex 
Desegregation Assistance Center to program new and 
help maintain existing computer systems. Applicants 
should have knowledge and experience in some com- 
bination of the following: Conversational Computer 
Systems (CMS), Standard Statistical Packages (SAS. 
CULPRIT) and Computer Programming (PLI. COBOL). 
Salary range from $4.25 to 15 25 per hour Submit ap- 
plication letter, brief resume and reference by Friday, 
January 23, 1981 to: Charles 1. Rankm. Director, Midwest 
Race and Sex Desegregation Assistance Center, Kansas 
State University, 1627 Anderson Avenue, Manhattan, Kan- 
sas 66506 (8041) 

AGGIE STATION Is accepting applications for cocktail 
waiters/waitresses Must be 21. Apply 1115 Moro, 
evenings. (8045) 

THE FRIENDSHIP Tutoring Program needs a volunteer to 
drive a van one night a week Class B license required. Call 
TomWhltsitt, 7764566 (8142) 

 SERVICES  
RESUME WRITING, layout, editing, typing or appraisal 

Resume Service, 411 N 3rd. 537-7294. (Itf) 

WOMEN'S HEALTH Care Service Confidential health care 
for women with unexpected pregnancies Abortion ser- 
vices to 20 weeks as an outpatient. Information and free 
pregnancy testing. (316) 684-5108 Wichita (1 tf) 

PREGNANT? BIRTHRIGHT can help Free pregnancy test 
Confidential Call 537-9180 103 South 4th Street, Suite 16 
(17tf) 

HORSES BOARDED, lessons given Indoor and outdoor 
arenas Powder Puff Downs. Barry and Marty Elliott. St 
George. Ks Call 1-494-2660 (76-85) 

VW OWNERS! Special this month—1968 through 1975 bugs: 
window cranks only $3.50, left door mirror only $9.50, hub- 
caps $6.75 J&L Bug Service. 1 494 2388 (81-90) 

NOTICES 
STUDENT DISCOUNT rates on flying lessons if you enroll 

before January 24th. Solo for under $375.00 Call Jeff at 
539-2520 (8145) 

ANNOUNCEMENT 
SUPERBOWL SUNDAY, free 6-pack of your "favorite" with 

every 6-foot party sandwich. Order before January 23rd. 
Hot Diggity Dog, 5394033 (7744) 

HAVING A party? Call KSDB-FM for a D.J. and a complete 
sound system. 5324960. (8143) 

COMING. "KONZA Country"—Swing Dance Classes. Of- 
fering classes in beginning and advanced Swing. Also Two 
Step, Waltz, Polka, Schottishe 10 Step, and Cotton Eye 
Joe. Linda Gross-Instructor. Cowboy Palace. Watch the 
Collegian lor more information. (8142) 

 WANTED  
COLLECTIBLES. COINS, back issue magazines, comics, LP 

albums Check with us before you throw It away Treasure 
Chest. Aggieville (Itf) 

NEED EFFICIENCY close to campus, preferably West side, 
before February 1 until August 1. Non-smoker Eric, 
539-2157, keep trying References (7741) 

CARPOOL FROM Topeka Tuesday and Thursday. Classes 
8:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. Call 1-2354598. Ask for Jim (8044) 

DRUMS—FAIR prtce ready for a good 'name' kit, 
with/without cymbals Ken Fox. 537-0618.(8142) 

NEED RIDE to Bruce Springsteen in exchange for ticket or 
gas. Call Steve. 5394184 (8145) 

LOST 
LOST—SMALL brown purse in Hardee's on January 13. 

Please return to 1517 McCain Lane No questions asked 
Reward $30 Phone 539-7606 (8041) 

LOST GOLD sofa cushion between Topeka and Manhattan 
on I 70 Reward, call 532-5360 (8044) 

LOST MONDAY: Ladles narrow, tan. suede belt Has a gold 
buckle with a brown stone Reward offered. Please call 
776-9155 before 10:00am or between 6:00-9:00 p.m. (8043) 

LOST DECEMBER 15, a pair of black and gray "Saranac" ski 
gloves If found call Al at 537 7517 A reward is offered for 
their return. Lost along Claflin Ave. or in parking lot behind 
Cardwell.(8145) 

FOUND 
ONE COAT found In Aggieville Monday night Call 776-1671 

to identify. (7941) 

TWO ENGLISH books found in East Stadium January 14th. 
Call 776-3287 (8042) 

ATTENTION 
SHOOTERS: THE All University Rifle Match sign up dates are 

Tuesday. 20 January and Thursday, 22 January at 7:00 p.m. 
in MS 11. The Match date Is Saturday, 31 January. Get your 
team together and come on down (8042) 

WOULD LIKE to join carpool from Abilene Chapman area. 
Call 263 1169. (8041) 

UNIVERSITY STUDENT Bible Study Fellowship every Mon 
day evening at pastors home, 8:30 pm Sponsored by First 
Presbyterian Church Call 537-0618 or 539-7884 for direc- 
tions. (8041) 

WE JUST love bugs and rabbits at J&L Bug Service. VW 
repair with quality parts at reasonable prices 1-494-2388. 
St George, only 7 miles east. (8044) 

HAVING A party? Call KSDB-FM for a D.J. and a complete 
sound system 5374980 (8143) 

SPECIAL THANKS to the guy who helped me when my VW 
broke down Wednesday I really appreciated your effort 
Tracy. (81) 

 PERSONAL  
HEY MY sweet detour—The day Is here. Can you believe 

we've made it through our second year! Let's make the 
best of it by wining and dining at the CO Like I've said so 
many times before, you're something else And this time 
its good Oh, by the way, thanks for the roadtrlp to Lincoln 
and the yellow roses. I Love You. Boobas. (81) 

DON, "MY Goodness Gracious Me!" Enjoyed the vacation, 
families, and having "kissed for two years." Looking for- 
ward to more great times. (81) 

I HAVE taken you out of K C, Tribune and Kites, all sober or 
otherwise. You're 21 now, look out world! (81) 

M & N—Your beautiful roses made our first day bearable 
Thanks-The Pups, A * S. (81) 

LESLIE t Kim—Welcome to our Tri-Delt home. We're glad to 
have you here. P.S.Happy 21st, Leslie. (81) 
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What's HAPPENING At 
ST. ISIDORE'S This SEMESTER 

Sunday Mass Schedule 
Saturday 5:00 p.m. 
Sunday 8:30 a.m., 10:00 a.m., 11:15 a.m. 

12:30 p.m., 5:00 p.m. 

Daily Mass Schedule 
4:30 p.m., 5:15 p.m. 

Daily Confession 
4:00 p.m. 

Jan. 19-7:00 
Jan. 21 - 8:00 

8:30 
Jan. 22 - 8:30 
Jan. 26 - 7:30 

Feb. 1 - 7:00 - 
Feb. 2 - 7:00 - 

Feb. 3 - 7:00 - 

8:30- 

Feb. 6-7- 

Genesis II - Audio Film program resumes. 
Divorced Single/Widowed Catholics meet, (bi-monthly) 
Discussion Group - Social Issues (on-going Wed. nights) 
Introduction to Life in Spirit Seminar 
LIFE IN SPIRIT SEMINAR BEGINS (7 SESSIONS) 
"For those people interested in a deeper walk with the Lord" 

Jan. 27 - 7:00 - ECUMENISM-DIALOGUE IN FAITH (on-going series. Tues. at 
7 p.m.) 
"Manhattan ministers sharing their Faith with us." 

Jan. 29 -1:00 - TRUST • AUDIO VISUAL PROGRAM (6 SESSION SERIES) 
"The Trust program consists of 6 • 2 hr. sessions. 2 color films along with 14 audio cassette segments 
for study and a facilitator's manual. The program is completely self-contained and self-explanatory. 
The program's film features Fr. Vincent Dwyer, a Trappist monk & chairman of the Center for Human 
Development at the University of Notre Dame. 

Newman Club meets 
GUILT - AUDIO VISUAL PROGRAM (6 SESSION SERIES) 

"A positive, constructive analysis and approach. This program continues the spiritual journey started in 
Genesis 2. It explores, in a positive and constructive way, the Issue of guilt and Integrates it into the process 
of reconciliation. It treats guilt as a core issue that can inhibit or enhance individual spiritual growth. 

NEW FAITH INQUIRY CLASS BEGINS (11 -1 HR. SESSIONS) 
"A special journey of Faith for those interested in joining or 
learning more about Catholic Beliefs." 
Bible Studies - Fr. Dan—The Letters of St. Paul (on-going series) 

Fr. Daryl—St. Matthew Gospel (on-going series) 
ROMANS    8   AUDIO    VISUAL    RETREAT - MILFORD    LAKE 
RETREAT HOUSE 

"Using Paul as a model of conversion Romans 8 explores the conversion process and makes it relevant to the 
life and times of each participant. The program asks participants to examine in the tradition of Paul, their 
unique relationships with God... where they are in the process of conversion and spiritual growth. 

Feb. 11 - 7:00 - Family Religious Ed - "Death & Dying" 
Feb. 13,14,15 - Search Retreat 
Feb. 15 - 7:00 - Newman meets 
Feb. 20,21,22-Kansas   Catholic   Students'   Association   Convention - Rock 

Springs 
Feb. 25 - 7:00 - Family Religious Ed - Questions About the Church 
Feb. 27-28 - LITURGY   WORK   SHOP-AN   OPPORTUNITY  TO   COME  TO  A 

GREATER UNDERSTANDING AND APPRECIATION OF LITURGY. 
March 1 - 7:00 - Newman meets 
March 4 - ASH WEDNESDAY - Beginning of Lent 
March 6,7 - Engaged Encounter - An approved Marriage Preparation Program 
March 25 - 7:00 - Family Religious Ed - Sacraments 
April 5 - 7:00 - Newman meets 
April 10-11 - Engaged Encounter - An approved Marriage Preparation Program 
April 15 - Seder Meal (Passover Celebration) 
April 19 - 7:00 - Newman meets 
April 22 - Family Religious Ed - Family Prayer 
May 1-2 - TOBIT weekend - Engaged Encounter for interfaith couples (New) 
May 3 - 7:00 - Newman meets 
May 6 - 7:00 - Family Religious Ed - Final meeting. 

Staff members: 
Father Daniel Scheetz - Chaplain 
Father Daryl Olmstead • Associate Chaplain 
Sister Betty Suther - Campus Minister 
Julie Kirn and Annette O'Connor - Peer Ministers 

For Further Information Call 539-7496. 

CLIP AND SAVE 

! 

a 

CLIP AND SAVE 
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Dispute waged over frozen assets 
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Despite an announced agreement on their release, 52 
American hostages remained in Iran early Tuesday, and 
Iran's chief negotiator said his government would set a 
deadline for U.S. banks to transfer frozen Iranian assets to 
the Bank of England. 

"If this is not done, harsher decisions will definitely be 
made," Executive Affairs Minister Behzad Nabavi said in a 
recorded interview broadcast by Tehran Radio early 
Tuesday. 

The White House said early Tuesday that negotiations 
were continuing. Nabavi said he had asked the Algerian 
delegation in Tehran for a meeting and would communicate 
the deadline to it. 

The broadcast gave no indication of the deadline. But 
White House press secretary Jody Powell warned Iran that 
the incoming Reagan administration would be bound by the 
hostage agreement only if the captive Americans were 
released before Ronald Reagan took office at noon. 

IRAN'S OFFICIAL Pars news agency quoted Nabavi 
Monday as saying U.S. banks submitted an 11-page ap- 
pendix on future Iranian financial claims "to make it 
binding on Iran to drop any further claims beyond the 
approximately 18 billion which are to be escrowed" in the 

British central bank. 
"Even with the utmost optimism, this could only be 

viewed as an underhanded maneuver for delaying the final 
solution of the problem, especially after the U.S. president 
had issued an order for releasing Iran's assets in the U.S. 
banks," Nabavi said. He blamed the U.S. banks "for 
needlessly dragging out the issue." 

A White House official and two U.S. bankers said they did 
not know what Iran was talking about. In New York, 
Citibank spokesman John Maloney said the 11-page ap- 
pendix was part of the agreement among Iran, Algeria and 
the United States signed early Monday. 

"The banks were not party to it and had no part in its 
drafting," said Maloney. "It is an agreement among the 
governments, and we believe the administration will clarify 
that it is in no way intended to force Iran to drop any 
rightful claims," he said. 

ONE IRANIAN official in Tehran said the problem was 
minor and the hostages could be released "any moment," 
ending their 14^-month ordeal. 

Tehran airport officials said Tuesday that the hostages 
would remain in Tehran at least until late Tuesday mor- 
ning. "They will leave probably about 10 o'clock," said one 
official, reached by telephone from New York. That would 

be 1:30 a. m. EST Tuesday. 
He said the crews of two Algerian Boeing 727s had 

returned to their hotels for the night and the hostages were 
not at the airport. He said a third plane, a smaller Gulf- 
stream, also was part of the Algerian group of aircraft, but 
he did not know who would be flying on which plane. 

A group of visiting Algerian doctors and nurses who 
examined the hostages completed their work, Pars said. A 
source at their hotel reported the medical group had 
checked out. 

^> 
ACCORDING TO Pars, Nabavi said the Iranian gover- 

nment "severly condemned this subterfuge by the U.S. 
banks and wishes to open the minds of the peoples of the 
world, and especially the minds of the American public to 
this fact." 

He said that under the terms of the agreement reached 
earlier, the American banks had to transfer Iran's assets to 
the Bank of England before the hostages could be released. 

But at midnight Tehran time (3:30 p.m. EST) "no news 
had been received of this transfer," Nabavi said. 

The chief Iranian negotiator said the Algerian iter- 
mediaries "are now negotiating with U.S. government 
representatives in Algiers, and the Algerian government 
fully supported Iran's stand on this issue." 

SGA elections committee 
penalizes Scanlan campaign 

Penalties for cheating 
'severe' on students 

A violation of campaign posting 
regulations and the penalty for the 
violation was discussed at a 
meeting of the elections committee 
of the Student Governing 
Association (SGA) Monday night. 

Three posters supporting Angela 
Scanlan for student body president 
were apparently found in the Union 
Sunday night, a violation of 
campaign posting regulations. 
Scanlan, junior in agricultural 
journalism, held a campaign rally 
in the Flint Hills room of the Union 
Sunday night. 

The elections committee decided 
Scanlan would have to wait one day 
later than normal to put up posters 
as a penalty for the violation. 

Campaign regulations specify 
"posting of campaign materials 
other  than banners  may begin 

seven calender days prior to and 
including the day of the general 
election at 7 a.m." The election for 
student body president will be 
Wednesday, Feb. 11. 

Patty Cooper, member of the 
elections committee, said she 
found and removed three posters 
Sunday evening that read, 
"Scanlan, President." 

Scanlan told Cooper she did not 
know the posters were put up, but 
committee members said they 
believed the rules are self- 
explanatory and Scanlan should 
have been aware of them. 

"We didn't realize at the time 
that we were in violation," Scanlan 
said. 

She said she doesn't believe that 
the penalty will "create any 
problems that I can see." 

Mark Skinner, spokesman for 
Scanlan, said the Randy Tosh 
campaign had done the same thing 
during last year's election and the 
campaign posting rules were so 
vague that no action was taken 
against Tosh. Tosh was later 
elected student body president. 

Skinner said no single person 
could be blamed for the posters, 
but he believes that a member of 
the Scanlan campaign put them up. 

"It was done with no intention of 
breaking the regulations," Skinner 
said, "and the posters were used in 
a sense of notifying a rally." 

SGA campaign regulations are 
divided into four sections with 
regulations governing campaign 
materials, location for posting, 
time limits and violations. 

By STEVE CULVER 
Collegian Reporter 

He hadn't studied much for his 
exam (rumor had it that in- 
troductory courses were fairly 
easy, anyway), but after staring at 
difficult questions until his head 
began to ache, he naturally 
sneaked a peek at the computer 
card next to him—just to get a hint, 
you know. Unfortunately, cheating 
can be a costly mistake for 
students who are caught. 

Last semester, a student was 
expelled from the University, 
according to Hermann Donnert, 
professor of nuclear engineering 
and chairman of the 
Undergraduate Grievance Com- 
mittee. 

Donnert said he could not release 
the student's name because it was 

Staff pfwto by Crilg Chandltr 

Taking aim 
bead on a racquetball as it bounces off the back wall 

Pat Harrison, senior in construction science, draws a   during a game at the Rec Complex. 

protected by the Family 
Educational Rights and Privacy 
Act (the Buckley Amendment). 

The student violated section 
three (honesty in all scholastic 
work) and section six (respecting 
the rights of fellow students) of the 
K-State honor and conduct code. 

"He stole a lab report from 
another student, altered the name, 
putting his own name on and 
turned it in," Donnert said. 

The committee, consisting of 
Donnert, two faculty members and 
two students, voted unanimously to 
expel the student. In most cases, 
the student is suspended for a time 
specified by the committee 
(usually a year, Donnert said) and 
a notation is made on the student's 
transcript acknowledging he was 
caught cheating. 

In this case, the committee 
believed the violations were severe 
because he "put another student at 
a disadvantage," Donnert said, 
adding that "the circumstances of 
this case were too aggravating" to 
only suspend the student. 

Donnert said this case could 
serve as a precedent depending on 
how severe an individual case is. 
Each case will be decided on its 
own merits, he said. 

ALTHOUGH THE consequences 
may be severe, some students risk 
them. One student, who asked not 
to be identified, explained how he 
paid his way through a computer 
science class. 

"It was either flunk the class or 
buy the programs," he said. "So I 
paid $40 for two programs. Taking 
an F in the class and the realization 
that I would have to take the class 
over again led me to cheating my 
way through it." 

ALTHOUGH HE BELIEVES few 
students cheat, E.J. Laughlin, 
professor of accounting, said 
cheaters cause problems for 
honest students. 

"I find that a very small per- 
centage of our students do it 
(cheat) intentionally," Laughlin 
said. "But with a very small 

(See PENALTIES, p.2) 
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Penalties.... 
(Continued from p. 1) 

percentage, you must take precautions to 
protect the rights of the honest students. 

"My precautions are designed primarily 
to assure the honest students that they are 
not put at a disadvantage," he said. 

Although some believe the percentage of 
cheating may be low at K-State, the 
cheating trend at other universities has 
reached epidemic proportions. The October 
20, i960 issue of U.S. News and World 
Report said 34 percent of the students at 
Princeton University have cheated at least 
once in their undergraduate studies. 

The article said a survey of men at the 
University of Nebraska found that 60 per- 
cent would cheat "if under severe pressure 

Campus 
bulletin 

ANNOUNCIMINTS 
LAST DAY to pick up application* for tha Collaga of 

Vatarlnary Madlclna I* today. 

APPLICATIONS for Unlvartlty Laarnlng Network 
volunteers are avillable in Falrchlld 205 until Friday. 

ALL JUNIORS with a 3.3 GPA may pick up Mortar 
Board application* at tha Activities Center. All ap 
plications due Friday. 

APPLICATIONS for Ag Student Council officer positions 
are available In Waters 117. 

STUOINT OOVIRNMBNT election form* ar* available 
at the SGA Office. Filing deadline 1*5 p.m. Jan. 2S. 

APPLICATIONS are available for chairman position* of 
all Union Program Council committee* at tha Activities 
Center. Deadline I* 3 p.m. Jan. 2*. 

K STATE Mother's Worry Bump-A Thon will be today, 
Wednesday and Thursday at Mother's Worry. 

PLIOHT SIRVICI STATION will sponsor a program 
Including the films: "Path to Safety," "Cold Front," 'Air 
Mass Theory," and "Flying Float*" at 7:30 p.m. Wed- 
nesday in Union Big ( Room. 

TNI ORAOUATI SCHOOL ha* scheduled the final oral 
detent* of the doctoral dl»»artatlon of David Schmidt at 7 
p.m. Wedne»day In Union 205. DI»»ertatlon topic: Compiler 
Generation from Lambda Calculus Definition* of 
Programming Language*. 

THE ORAOUATI SCHOOL hat scheduled the final oral 
defense of the doctoral dissertation of Ronald Spies at 3 
p.m. Wednetday In Shellenberger 204. DI»*ertatlon topic: 
Effect of Sugar on Starch Gelatlnliatlon and Replacement 
of Sucrose In Layer Cakes with High Maltose Com Syrup. 

TODAY 
KSU BIBLI STUDY will meet at 7 p.m. at the Inter- 

national Student Center. 

MEDICAL TECHNICIANS Will meat at 5:30 p.m. at 1122 
Kearney, Apt. » for a potluck supper. Plea** bring on* 
covered dish. 

LITTLI AME RICAN ROYAL will meat at o p.m. In Call 
140. 

BLOCK AND BRIDLI meeting will be at 7:30 p.m. In 
Weber 107. 

K ST ATE SPORTS CAR CLUB meeting will begin at 7:30 
p.m. in Union 203. 

CM i ME $ wi ii meet at»: 30 p.m. In Kedzle 21*. 

STUDENT DIETETICS ASSOCIATION will meat at I 
p.m. at Mr. K'». 

PHI UPSILON OMICRON Executive* will m**t at 7 p.m. 
at Clovlo 4-H House. 

HORTICULTURI CLUB meeting will be 7 p.m. In 
Water* 137. 

AO MICH CLUB meeting win be 7 p.m. In Seaton 23*. 

EDUCATION COUNCIL meeting at 3:30 p.m. In Card 
well 120. 

BSU meeting will be 7 p.m. in Union 2M. 

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION Will meet at 
4:30p.m. In Dantorth Chapel. 

OOLDINHIARTS will meet at 10 p.m. at Sigma Phi 
Epsllon. 

SHI DUS will meet at 9:30 p.m. at the Delta Up*non 
House. 

ARH HONORARY will meet at 1:30 p.m. in the ARH 
Derby Office. 

LITTLI SISTERS of the Pearl* and Ruble* meeting will 
be?p.m atFarmhout*. 

PIP COORDINATING Council will meet at I p.m. at 
Union 20». 

KACURH will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the ARH Office. 

ARH Executive meeting will begin at 6 p.m. at Slew* 
•partment. 

LAMBDA CHI Alpha Cretcent* Executive* will meat at 
6:30 p.m. at the Lambda Chi Houte. General meeting 
follow* at 7 p.m. 

SPURS meeting will be 6 p.m. at Valentino'* Plua. 

WEDNESDAY 
■CUMINICAL CHRISTIAN MINISTRIES Will meet at7 

a.m. at the ECM Center. 

KSPBtonitfT 
TONIGHT, KSDB will present contemporary Chrlrtlen 

music from * through 10. 

Get the Best 
Available Price on 

Stereo Components. 
CALL LARRY 7760537 

to do well." 
The pressure to perform well 

academically in order to get into graduate 
school or the highly competitive job market 
could have helped cause this epidemic, 
according to the article. 

CHEATING MAY BE prevalent in large 
classes such as general psychology, ac- 
cording to Charles Thompson, professor of 
psychology. 

"I think, unfortunately, in those classes 
cheating goes on more than in other 
classes," Thompson said. "I know of cases 
where people have taken tests for others and 
have gotten caught. When that happens, the 
penalties are rather severe." 

The University of Maryland implemented 
a program to crack down on cheaters in 
large classes according to an article in the 
May 26, 1980 issue of Newsweek. During 
three separate psychology tests, security 
guards were brought in and closed off the 
room. Several dozen students were not able 
to produce the correct identification and 
many of them admitted to being involved in 
cheating. 

At K-State, Thompson believes that 
smaller classes and the use of essay exams 
would help prevent cheating. 

"I don't want to turn my classes into 
concentration camps," Thompson said. 
"(But) it is difficult to tell who is cheating on 
multiple choice tests." 

Foreign officials respond to pact 
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Agreement on the hostage crisis that held 
the world's attention for 14V4 months 
brought words of praise, joy, and even 
contempt Monday from governments and 
newspapers around the world. 

Italian Premier Arnaldo Forlani said the 
agreement gives "profound satisfaction" to 
all the countries that condemned the seizure 
of the diplomats as a violation of the prin- 
ciples of international conduct, he said. 

Japan and European Common Market 
nations, which imposed economic sanctions 
on Iran to help the U.S. press for the 
hostages' release, were expected to lift them 
quickly. Japan, bard-hit by an Iranian oil 
cutoff last April, announced it would lift its 
anti-Iran sanctions in two or three days. 

The official news agency of Iraq said Iran 
"hastened to end the hostage game" to 
avoid a tough approach to the affair by 
incoming President Ronald Reagan. 

Washington came under attack from the 
Soviet Union, which said the Americans had 
been forced into negotiations with Iran after 
failing to win the hostages' release by use of 
what it called "blackmail and pressure" 
and "a provocative commando invasion"— 
last April's rescue attempt. 

In Ottawa, Prime Minister Pierre Elliott 
Trudeau said Canada would "move toward 
normalization of relations with Iran as soon 
as possible" after the hostages are 
evacuated. Iranian-Canadian relations 
came to a standstill last January after 
Canada   sucessfully   smuggled  six  U.S. 

diplomats out of Tehran where they had 
been hiding in the Canadian Embassy. 

Iraqi President Saddam Hussein in- 
dicated he feared freeing of the hostages 
might bring resumption of U.S. arms sales 
to Iran, helping that country in its war with 
Iraq, according to a Kuwaiti newspaper. 

Ski 
Breckenridge 

with 

International 
Tours 

A full Service travel agency 

March 14th-18th 
* * *5days/4 nights* *$357* 

Price Includes: 
• Roundtrip  transportation  on Conti- 

nental Airlines 777 from Wichita 
* Roundtrip Charter bus transfers be- 

tween Denver and Breckenridge 
* Four nights lodging at Beaver Run 
• Complete ski. boot and pole rentals 
• Dinner at the Stapleton Plaza Hotel 
* Complete trip escort 

Reservation deadline 
Jan. 30,1981 

For further information 
contact Maryanne 

at International Tours 
(913)-776-4756 

price subject to change 

FACULTY! 
LOOK NO FURTHER- 

IMAGES Copy Shop will keep 
your materials on file for 

your students and make copies for 
4# per page!! 

Free yourself from the forms, fines, 
and frustrations of lost materials, 

extra paperwork, and articles on reserve. 

612 N. 12th (parking by Kite's) 

Karen Zovne—Nancy Hause, and NORMAN the %Q$f 
owners-operators ~-nn A«AI> 

9:15 a.m. toS:30 p.m. 537-9606 

2 FOR 1 STEINS TODAY 
From 9:30 A.M. until 6:00 P.M. 

1.75 PITCHERS TONIGHT 
From 6:00 P.M. to 8:00 P.M. 

2.00 PITCHERS TONIGHT 
8:00 P.M. to 10:00 P.M. 

FREE BAND PASSES, BEER COUPONS 
& POPCORN, PLUS CRAZY CONTESTSl 

Unlea. you're an early riaer. BROTHERS haa already atarted our 8th ANNIVERSARY & INAUGURATION BALL. 
Wall open our doora at 9:30 thla morning and atart by giving you 2 FOR 1 STEINS and continue thru late tonight with 
•ome GREAT LOW PRICES on Coore and Buach tap beer. In honor of Ron and the 40th INAUGURATION, there will be 
3 color televiaions available. If you care to watch the feetJvitiea. Aa alwaya youll have a chance to WIN FREE BEER 
COUPONS and BAND PASSES. Thoae paaaea would aure come In handy when the GLORY BOYS, a 7-plece rhythm and 
bluea band make, ita debut at Brothera TOMORROW NIGHT. If you would like to donate to tha KSU BUMP-ATHON 
there will be a Jar available and Brother', will match everything you drop In. So come on down and Join ua aa we 
celebrate our 8th ANNIVERSARY and aay GOOD BYE PEANUTS. AND HELLO HOLLYWOOD. 

*** 
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Briefly By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Deaf/i of pet poodle brings on shooting 
DETROIT — A 61-year-old motorist who was shot after running 

over a pet poodle was in critical condition Monday at Detroit 
Receiving Hospital, police said. 

Arthur Dennard was shot once in the chest by Reginald Green, 23, 
police said. The shooting occurred Sunday after Dennard's car 
struck and killed a white poodle that darted into a street, police said. 

Police said Green pulled a gun when Dennard left his car to ap- 
proach the dog, which belonged to Green's mother. The two men 
scuffled before Dennard was shot, investigators said. 

Toast triggers sensitive smoke alarm 
SALEM, Ore. — Firefighters who rushed to the state Capitol twice 

during the weekend want something done about an overly sensitive 
fire alarm. 

Both times the alarm was triggered by toasting bread. 
A department spokesman said Sunday that a new alarm was so 

sensitive that it was set off when someone toasted bread in a lounge, 
first at 7:24 p.m. on Saturday and then at 11:22 a.m. Sunday. 

A pipe smoker walking past the same lounge triggered the alarm 
10 days ago, officials said. 

The distributor of the alarm was being called to reduce its sen- 
sitivity, officials said. 

Town has no need for cheesy mail 
HOBART, Okla. — There was something rotten in Hobart on 

Monday and it turned out to be the mail. 
Postmen were sheepish as they delivered the mail because the 

entire dispatch to this southwestern Oklahoma town of 5,000 smelled 
like a bad batch of limburger. 

The problem arose when a bag of a foul-smelling liquid called 
"Bee-Go," addressed to the Hobart Feed Store, broke open and 
spilled over the rest of the morning dispatch traveling by truck from 
Clinton. 

Postman Bob Livermore, a former beekeeper, said the liquid is 
used to drive bees from their hives and the scent lasts several days. 

Radio station KTJS news director Paul Shields said the entire post 
office reeked. He called the smell in the lobby "strong enough to 
knock you down." 

Livermore said the stuff is not harmful to humans, but Shields 
claimed it destroyed several records addressed to the radio station. 

Carson roasts Reagan at gala 
WASHINGTON — President-elect Ronald Reagan was roasted on 

nationwide television Monday night as 17,000 admirers listened to 
the jokes and celebrated the eve of his inauguration at an en- 
tertainment extravaganza. 

Reagan was the butt of numerous barbs by Tonight Show host 
Johnny Carson, who was host of the gala at the Capital Centre in 
suburban Maryland. 

"Mr. Reagan, if your movies drew crowds like this you wouldn t 
have had to get into politics," joked Carson as the thousands of 
Republicans in the arena and the president-elect broke into laughter. 

The crowd groaned when Carson said that Reagan's wife Nancy 
planned to redecorate the White House all in antiques by using 
furniture from "when Ron was a kid." 

Of the vice president-elect, George Bush, Carson said he "gave up 
public life to become vice president" and would spend his term 
holding an airline ticket "waiting for a foreign leader to die." 

Carson said that starting Tuesday all the nation's problems will 
fall on Reagan's shoulders, and the entertainer offered his own 
advice: "If we ran the government like a business, we'd burn the 
place Thursday and collect the insurance." 

Police identify body in Lawrence 
LAWRENCE — A body found on the University of Kansas campus 

last week has been identified as that of a 30-year-old Kansas City, 
Kan., woman on parole from the state women's prison at Lansing. 

Mike Thomas, director of the KU campus police department, said 
the body was that of Connie Jo Foster. Police had been looking for 
her for a parole violation at the time her body was found Wednesday, 
Thomas said. 

The woman's mostly skeletal remains were found in a remote, 
wooded area of the campus by a retired KU employee who had been 
searching the area with a metal detector. Officials don't know how 
she died or how long she had been dead. 

Thomas said the Kansas Bureau of Investigation was continuing 
its investigation, and the possibility of homicide had not been ruled 
out. 

WeatFier 
Hold it. Let me get out my map here. Who bought these things, 

anyway. Oh, you got a box of 'em free? Oh yeah, I forgot, you can be 
a winner too. High today in the 40s. 

,ttOn The Tip Of 
Texas 

MARCH 13-22 

Trip Includes:. 
' Round Trip Motor Transportation 
'7 Nights Lodging 
* Fully Equipped Condominiums 
"Pre Party 
•Island Party 
' Shuttle Up and Down the Island 
'Trip to Matamoros, Mexico 
'Tennis Tournament and Volleyball Tournament 

* only 130 spaces available 

Information Meeting: January 27,19818:00 P.M. 
K-State Union. Big 8 Room 

Sign Up: January 28.1981 7:00 A. M-3:00 P.M. 
Conference Center, 2nd Floor Union 

COST: $180.00 

7THANNUAL 

KSU BUMP-A-THON 
Sponsored by: 
Acacia 
A.'pha Chi Omega 
Chi Omega 
Ford Hall 

AT 
Gamma Phi Beta 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
ThetaXl 
WcatHaO 

>^lfctk 

3£ £ ILLE 

today, tomorrow and Than. 

See the excitement. . . 

Tuesday events 
* Dancm btfln 7 a.m. 
* Bay yoordtattwiit &«»•■« awl T-«hlru at llateoboofli 
* S«pctteimiromp«ittoMp.»i.<w«b«lo») 
* "f M» * i" LIVE T—. »!»»■»■ 

i 
. . .and hilarious competition 

WIN3FREEKEGS 
SUPER TEAMS COMPETITION 

Today, tomorrow k Than, at 4:00 
(If your group is interested, get 6 people—3 guys & 3 gals— 

And be at Mother's today at 4:00. Entry Fee $20.00) 

WEDNESDAY NITE AUCTION 
featuring lighted beer signs and clocks immediately following KSU-OSU game 

*••*»• 
Join us for the joy... ... and the emotion . . . 

I 
of the Nation's Longest dance marathon! 

Remember—your bump-a-thon burton saves you money at the door. 

I(aitaaa^tafe garde 
KMKFTOl 

'Radio Yoke of the Bump-a-thon" 

tOIOWMtloop Manhattan. Kan»a» 88502 

913 537-4400 

"Drop point for donations" 



Opinions 
Joyous occasion 

The nightmare in Iran is coming to a grinding halt 
for the 52 Americans held hostage there since 
November 1979. 

Over the weekend, Carter administration officials 
worked frantically with international bankers, 
lawyers and Algerian mediators to set up financial 
arrangements that would ensure the release of the 
hostages. That release appears imminent. 

Carter, in the waning hours of his lackluster 
presidency, may see his policy of patient negotiation 
with the volatile Iranian government come to a 
merciful conclusion. 

Carter's policy endured constant attack from 
Americans who felt embarassed and humililiated at 
the hands of a revolutionary government. But that 
course of action was the most rational. In the aborted 
rescue attempt, the United States found that it cannot 
always depend on its military might to resolve con- 
frontations. 

The incoming Reagan administration should take 
time away from the festivities of Inauguration Day to 
reflect on the events that led to the Iranian situation. 
The new administration could learn a painless lesson 
courtesy of former President Nixon and Henry 
Kissinger. The United States cannot arbitrarily in- 
terfere with the internal politics of another country, 
despite the abundance of fossile fuels or mineral 
wealth. This is particularly true when attempts are 
made to manipulate countries whose political and 
religious makeup is vastly different from our own. 
Most Americans could not understand what these 
Iranians were trying to accomplish and as a result, 
the world of Islam surpassed communism as the most 
hated and misunderstood in the United States. 

The hostages' return will be a joyous occasion for 
them and their families. A return to a normal life, 
however, may not be easy for many of them. They 
have lost more than a year of their lives that should 
have been spent with careers, plans, and families. 

KENT SINGER 
Asst. Opinions Editor 

Smooth transition 
The changing of the palace guard traditionally is a 

time for grand celebrations, and this year will be no 
exception. 

Despite all the inaugural parties, ceremonies and 
services, the presidency changes hands rather quietly 
in the United States. 

Even during the Watergate crisis when former 
President Nixon was threatened with impeachment, 
the reigns of power passed from one man to another 
with relative ease. 

Even if Americans don't agree with new president's 
policies and goals for the next four years, they should 
put aside their differences for today and celebrate. It 
is a triumph that the United States is one of the few 
countries in the world where the transition of power is 
conducted smoothly. 

PAUL STONE 
Opinions Editor 

Support dancers 
Much energy and money is spent in Aggieville each 

night on alcohol and food. 
Today, however, students and area residents have 

an opportunity to channel their energies and finances 
into a worthwhile project—the annual muscular 
dystrophy drive. 

Beginning this morning 50 K-State students began 
dancing in the 1981 bump-a-thon, a 64-hour dance 
marathon to raise money for muscular dystrophy. 

In addition, students representing seven 
organizations have been going door-to-door collecting 
money for muscular dystrophy. 

Last year the bump-a-thon raised $21,000 for the 
cause. Let's make sure that amount is exceeded this 
year. Support the efforts in Manhattan to help cure 
muscular dystrophy. 

PAULSTONE 
Opinions Editor 

-Kevin Haskirv 

Oh, what a night 

THE IRAN CRISIS 
DAY 1—NEWSROOM HELD 

HOSTAGE 

This was the consensus of how 
four staff members felt early 
Monday morning awaiting 
something to come across the Mojo 
on what we expected to be the big 
release. 

Besides laying out the front page 
four times (twice changing the 
layout after we had taken the page 
down to our reasonable but usually 
irate printers) and calling AP in 
Kansas City at least 10 times 
wondering when those press lords 
would send something on the 
hostages, other events occured to 
make "The Wait" seemingly en- 
dless. 

Things started to look pretty 
bleak until a bulletin came across 
on Warren Christopher's 
statement that an agreement had 
been reached and more details 
were on the way. TIME—3:01 a.m. 

Now since our printing deadline 
has been set at 1 a.m or so this is 
what we've been told by the grave- 
yard shift working the ink and 
plates downstairs, we were what 
you would call a little late. 

NORMALLY,  UNDER THESE 
circumstances, the printers would 
be in the newsroom hollering about 
cutting off some part of the 
anatomy you would just as soon 
hang on to for awhile. At least 
while it still operates decently. 

You may take this in Jest but as 
the Collegian night staff knows 
most of those guys down there 
actually do carry some pretty 
sharp blades and are usually 
willing to show you how well they 
cut something. 

Anyway, we got the page laid out 

again and ready to put to bed, when 
the managing editor comes racing 
downstairs to tell us that the Mojo 
is coming across with Carter's 
statement in 10 minutes. 
TIME—3:50. 

BACK UP THE STAIRS. Two of 
us took our accustomed seats 
watching a video display terminal 
(VDT or %$fc computer in 
newsroom lingo) directly transmit 
what was coming across the wire. 
Two of us also sat ourselves next to 
the Mojo. This isn't the most 
comfortable place around because 
the way the machine rattles and 
shakes can really cause a person to 
feel like he's just come out of a 
blender as someone's favorite 
mixed drink. 

During this whole late-night 
rendevous with AP, we were 
constantly bombarded with sports. 
I don't mind reading about what's 
happening in the fantasy world but 
when a story that has captured the 
attention of a whole nation is 
supposed to be coming across, I 
can't say I really care about what 
Bruce Lietzke did in bed for the 
past week to get him prepared for 
the Bob Hope Desert Classic. And 
then they throw in a story full of 
boring quotes from Oakland's not- 
so-colorful head coach Tom Floras 
and all the boring folks that have 
known this man since he grew up. I 
began to realize even the AP finds 
it tough to figure what "important 
news" really is. 

"Enough with the sports," we all 
started screaming. But we were 
denied again by AP, as the Mojo 
began cranking out the Big 8 
basketball round-up, the great play 
of Bjorn Borg, and how Tom 
Jaworski is going to lead the 
Eagles into Sunday's Party Bowl. 

BUT HOW ABOUT 52 Americans 

who have been stuck in some 
loonybin of turmoil for the past 442 
days?—whoops, 443 days, I forgot 
the day changed almost four hours 
ago. Does AP really care? 

Finally, a hostage story. The bell 
on the Mojo dings. What's this? It 
isn't Carter. Thirty minutes after 
AP said they would send Carter's 
announcement, the story we really 
wanted was here. An agreement 
has been settled. THE HOSTAGES 
ARE COMING HOME. 
TIME—4:20. 

Further stories came across, 
including Carter's message which 
naturally didn't carry anything 
about how the election of Ronald 
Reagan was probably most 
responsible for bringing these 
people home. 

For the fourth time, page l is 
layed out and a new hostage story 
is placed on page 8. The paper is 
finally put to sleep as the printers 
wield their knives demanding a 
case of beer on the spot. After 
deliberation, we settle for buying 
them their just reward at a time to 
be discussed later. Sorry guys, no 
liquor stores open at this hour. 
TIME—5:06 

AND SO ENDED our own 
hostage situation. Was it worth it? 
I think so. Readers, especially on a 
college campus containing Iranian 
students, are concerned with what 
the latest developments are and 
deserve to know them. 

It was not easy on the staff 
members who stayed up all night 
to the sound of the Mojo. But then 
again it was not easy on 52 
Americans who have been the 
center of attention in this country 
for 14" i months, yet have seldom 
been seen or heard from since Nov. 
4,1979. 
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'Now we can smile' 
as families celebrate 

BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
News of the coming emancipation of the 52 

American hostages Monday brought 
barroom cheers and grateful prayers, 
spontaneous celebrations and determined 
vows of "Never again." 

"Now we can smile," read a banner that 
went up at a hotel near a U.S. Air Force 
hospital in Wiesbaden, West Germany, 
while back home they snipped down the 
frayed yellow ribbons that had served to 
remind of the plight of the captives in Iran. 

Church bells rang, Ugh school bands 
struck up patriotic music and in a cemetery 
in Hermitage, Pa., they raised a final flag, 
No. 443, one for each day since the storming 
of the U.S. embassy in Tehran. 

Dorothea Morefield of San Diego, wife of 
hostage Richard Morefield, spoke of the 
relief after 14 months of hopes dangled and 
then dashed. 

"AH of a sudden I don't have a headache," 
she said. "All of a sudden, I'm not afraid." 

At the Studio West disco in San Francisco, 
the announcement by President Carter of an 
agreement was greeted by "cheering, 
screaming and yelling," according to the 
manager, who said his name was B.J. "It's 
like reaching New Year's." 

In small-town America, it was a day of 
tribute to God and country. 

Flags were unfurled along the streets of 
Milledgeville, Ga. Church bells pealed. 
Mayor James Baugh and local ministers 
held a ceremony at City Hall with music by 
the Georgia Military College band. 

Robert Holloway of Jonesville, N.Y., near 
Albany, set out with a pair of scissors to cut 
down all the yellow ribbons he had tied to 
trees and lampposts throughout the area. 
Mayor Louis Herman of the village of 
Monticello in the Catskill Mountains said he 
would ask the town board for permission to 
do the same thing. 

"Welcome Home Hostages!" said a dozen 
billboards featuring the Stars and Stripes 
that appeared in Nashville, Tenn. 

A night-time fireworks display was 
scheduled in Tucson, Ariz., and Baltimore 
Mayor William Schaefer asked churches, 
motorists and fire stations to ring bells, 
honk horns and blow sirens as soon as the 
hostages were out of Iran. 

In St. Petersburg, Fla., the Pinellas 
County Tourist Development Council said it 
was planning to offer all 52 hostages free 
vacations in Florida. 

"They will soon be home," said Secretary 
of State Edmund Muskie, "But, our 
celebration of their release is muted by the 
suffering that has been endured so 
bravely." 

New Mexico's newest congressman, 
Republican Joe Skeen, was among those 
voicing the view that the United States 
should hang tough next time. 

"Among those of us in Congress, there's a 
determination that this is never going to 
happen to another American again," Skeen 
said. "We're just not going to be held 
hostage again." 

Committees clear cabinet choices; 
Senate prepares for floor approval 

WASHINGTON (AP) — Senate com- 
mittees approved eight more of President- 
elect Ronald Reagan's Cabinet choices 
Monday, including Defense Secretary- 
designate Caspar Weinberger, and prepared 
for the first confirmation votes in the full 
Senate on Inauguration Day. 

The Armed Services Committee 
unanimously endorsed Reagan's choice of 
Weinberger to take charge of the Pentagon 
and also approved Frank Carlucci as deputy 
defense chief. 

These other Reagan choices won 
unanimous approval from the committees 
which reviewed them: 

—Treasury Secretary-designate Donald 
Regan. 

—Commerce Secretary-designate 
Malcolm Baldrige. 

—Transportation Secretary-designate 
Drew Lewis. 

—Agriculture Secretary-designate John 
Block. 

—Human Services Secretary-designate 
Richard Schweiker. 

—William Brock, chosen to become 
special trade representative. 

—Budget Director-designate David Stock- 
man. 

Banking committee members reportedly 
were ready to approve New York City at- 
torney Samuel Pierce as secretary of 
housing and urban development, delaying a 
formal vote only because the FBI has not yet 
delivered its confidential background report 
on Pierce to Chairman Jake Gam (R-Utah). 

The action Monday prepared the way for 
the full Senate to receive Reagan's formal 
nominations shortly after his inauguration 
Tuesday. 

The nomination of Alexander Haig as 
secretary of state was approved by the 
Senate Foreign Relations Committee last 
week. Also approved last week were the 
nominations of William French Smith as 
attorney general, by the Senate Judiciary 
Committee, and William Casey as director 
of central intelligence, by the Senate 
Intelligence Committee. 

Senate Majority Leader Howard Baker 
(R-Tenn.) has scheduled confirmation 
voting to begin during the Tuesday af- 
ternoon session. 

But it was uncertain how many could be 
cleared on Inauguration Day because Sen. 
William Proxmire (D-Wis.) has said he will 
insist upon a rollcall vote on each nominee 
rather that agreeing to much speedier voice 
voting. Proxmire said he is doing so because 
he believes the Senate's advise-and-consent 
responsibility requires it. 

Only one of Reagan's Cabinet choices, 
Ray Donovan to head the Labor Depart- 
ment, faces serious questions from a Senate 

Committee. 
In another vote Monday, the Senate 

Commerce Committee approved the choice 
of Darrell Trent to be deputy transportation 
secretary. 
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Announcing the 
1981 Deflation! 
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HIGHBALLS 

4-10 P.M. EVERY 
Monday thru 

Thursday 

At Midtown i 

A OFF-CAMPUS STUDENTS 
<sO>      TAKE NOTICE 

JANUARY 21st 
The upcoming Valentines party, student elections, and council 
elections will be discussed. 7:15 p.m., Rm. 207 Union. 

FEBRUARY 3rd 
We will finalize the Valentines party and prepare for council 
elections. Open forum for Student Senate candidates. The 
meeting will be held in Kedzie (rm. to be announced) at 7:30. 

FEBRUARY 13th 
Friday party! Attend meetings and watch Collegian for further 
information. 

Any off-campus student who 
wants info, on council positions 

or student senate, call Rob 537-8686 

I tidies mid (icntleiiicn, 
the next President 

of the I nited Stntes... 

EDT1ME FOR BONZO 
FORUM HALL 
JAN 19,20.21 

7; OO pm 
50 <t 

<£#r 

Starting tonight, 
Enoch's is offering 
25' fishbowls for 
a half an hour. 

Some time during the night, (we can't tell you exactly when) 
we'll drop fishbowl prices even lower to just a quarter! 

Come on out for our new happy half hour! 

ENOCH'S TAVERN 
4 mi. North on Turtle Croak Blvd. 

...and watch the Collegian 
for Specials throughout the semester. 
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Computer system alters procedures 

Changes to affect pre-enrollment 
By ALICE SKY 

Staff Writer 
In years to come, the procedure of 

tracking down an adviser, picking up a 
Drop-add form and standing in line in the 
basement of Farrell Library to resolve 
schedule conflicts will be considered old- 
fashioned. It will be something done in the 
"olden days" before the University con- 
templated computerized pre-enrollment. 

In the spring of 1982, a student wishing to 
Drop-add will report to a computer operator 
in the basement of Farrell Library. The 
operator will alter students' schedules on a 
computer terminal, according to Doug 
Hurley, associate registrar. 

Changes in Drop-add and pre-enrollment 
procedures will be two visible effects of the 
new Student Information System (SIS) that 
is projected to be in use next fall. 

During the summer of 1978 the council for 
academic affairs, and John Chalmers, then 
vice president for academic affairs, decided 
to pursue development of the new in- 
formation system, Hurley said. 

"The time was right to begin development 
of the new system," he said. The present 
system "is not responsive to the en- 
vironment    under   which   we   want    to 

operate," or to the continuing changes at the 
University, such as academic policy 
changes, he said. 

APPROXIMATELY 1150,000 in new 
hardware and software has been added to 
the Data Processing Center to accomodate 
the new system that will handle student 
information at enrollment time, Hurley 
said. It will keep records on fees paid, fees 
owed, K-State alumni and donations to the 
University. 

Though the mechanics of the system are 
"yet to be finalized, Hurley said, students 
should see the changes when pre-enrolling 
for spring 1982 classes. 

Students will be expected to work out a 
conflict-free schedule of classes with their 
advisers, choosing the course and section 
they wish to enroll in, including all labs, 
lectures and tests that correspond to the 
class section, Hurley said. 

AT PRESENT, students choose the course 
number they desire and leave the rest to the 
computer. 

"This will minimize guessing on the part 
of the computer," Hurley said. 

The computer's inability to anticipate 

Many opt for A-Pass-Fail; 
decide good outweighs bad 

By GERI GREENE 
Collegian Reporter 

Unless you're careful, you may be sur- 
prised when you get your grades at the end 
of the semester. Some students think they 
are taking a class with the A-Pass-Fail 
option when they are actually receiving a 
letter grade. 

If a student opts to take a class A-Pass- 
Fail, and the class is not offered with this 
option, the computer automatically kicks 
out the request. The student is not informed 
of this until he receives his grades at the end 
of the term. 

The classes offered with the A-Pass-Fail 
option are indicated in the line schedule. 

"You can take any free elective A-Pass- 
Fail if it is offered that way and any general 
distribution requirement if it is a 300 level or 
above," Donald Foster, director of records, 
said. 

THE A-PASS-FAIL system was approved 
by Faculty Senate in 1979 as an alternative 
to Credit-No Credit. Their goal was to in- 
stitute a program that would promote 
higher education, let students experiment 
with classes outside of their major, increase 
student motivation and better evaluate the 
knowledge gained by students. 

"There has been a declining use of A- 
Pass-Fail," Foster said. "There was a big 
decline at the time the policy was instituted 
since the courses are more restrictive." 

No statistics are kept on the number of 
students who choose to take classes A-Pass- 
Fail. 

Bumpers to begin 
annual dance grind 
at Mother's Worry 

The seventh annual Kansas State Bump-a- 
Thon is scheduled to begin today at 7 a.m. 
Mother's Worry is the site for the 64-hour 
marathon, which ends Thursday night at 11. 

The bump-a-thon, sponsored by eight 
living groups, is held each year to raise 
money for muscular dystrophy. The goal for 
this year's bump-a-thon is to exceed last 
year's amount of $21,000. 

Several special events are planned to keep 
21 couples dancing continuously throughout 
the marathon with 10 minute breaks allowed 
every hour. 

The super-team competition is one such 
event. Each team has six members who 
compete in games throughout the festivities. 
The competition runs from 4 to 6 all three 
nights and prizes are awarded for ac- 
cumulated points. 

Paradise, a local jazz band, begins 
playing Thursday night at 8:30 and an 
auction is set for Wednesday. Items to be 
auctioned include articles donated by beer 
distributors, autographed K-State sports 
items and merchandise donated by local 
retailers. 

"A-Pass-Fail is a disadvantage for 
students wanting to go to professional 
schools," warned Foster. "A lot of 
professional schools assume a pass is a 'C 
and average the 'C in with your other 
grades. That can definitely lower your 
overall GP A." 

AS WITH THE Credit-No Credit option, 
some students are attracted to A-Pass-Fail 
because they can do poorly in a class and a 
"pass" is recorded instead of a letter grade. 
The "pass" is not averaged into the grade 
point average. 

Students wishing to take a class A-Pass- 
Fail should be certain that they meet their 
curriculum and graduation requirements. 
Only 16 of the total number of hours required 
for a bachelor's degree may be taken on an 
A-Pass-Fail basis. 

Students must sign up in their dean's 
office between February 2nd and 13th to 
take a class A-Pass-Fail this semester. 

"Students sign up in the dean's office to 
take a class A-Pass-Fail and the registrar's 
office converts a student's grade to A-Pass- 
Fail" Foster said. "The teacher never 
knows the student is enrolled in the option 
unless a student tells him." 
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student preferences causes conflicts for 
students making it necessary for many to go 
through Drop-add. 

"A good share of those Drop-adds are 
caused by the way we assign students," 
Donald Foster, university registrar, said. 

"One of the outcomes that we fervently 
hope for is the reduction of the number of 
students who go through Drop-add," Hurley 
said, although he noted that it will never 
completely be eliminated because some 
students change their minds after 
enrollment. 

Other changes to be made under the new 
system include the appearance of grade 
transcripts (they will have the same in- 
formation in a slightly altered appearance) 
and a "more-readable" class schedule, 
Hurley said. It is hoped the system will 
make fewer schedule changes necessary. 

Join 
the 

Great 
Root 
Bear for 

"Bite a 
dog this 
Tuesday 

490" 
Every TuBsday your neigh- 

borhood A&W restaurant 
celebrates Coney Day, by 
featuring our star of the 

menu. Coney, for an unbe- 
lievable «•*. You SAVE 36*. 

(Reg. 85cl Have your Coney 
|ust as he is or smothered 
in Rich Chili Sauce. 

'There's no better dog in tin 
world than Coney.' 

MW 
3rd and Fremont 

Where our food's as good 
as our Root Beer. 

WANTED 
Students Interested in a Judicial Experience on the 

Traffic Appeals Board 
A Chairperson 

& 
3 Student Members 

This judicial board reviews cases of appeals to 
traffic & parking violations. This is an 

excellent opportunity to get involved in your 
Student Governing Association. 

No past experience in the judicial system necessary, 
although those with judicial experiences will have 

preference. 

For more information contact the S.G.A. Attorney General 
through the S.G.S. Office on the ground floor of the 

K-State Union (532-6541). 
Applications are available in the S.G.S. Office. 

Deadline for application is Thursday, January 22. 

DOUBLE YOUR GRADUATION OPTIONS 
ENROLL NOW FOR THE 
WILDCAT ADVENTURE 

MOUNTAINEERING 

**»^. 

RIFLERY ORIENTEERING 

LINE SCHEDULE 

Line* Course* Course Name Day Time 
1931 249-100 Mountaineering Mon. 0230 
1932 249-100 Mountaineering Tues. 0330 
1933 249-100 Mountaineering Mon. 0330 
1934 249-100 Mountaineering Thurs. 0830 
1937 249-102 Basic Riflery Mon. 0830 
1938 249-102 Basic Riflery Tues. 0930 
1939 249-102 Basic Riflery Wed. 0230 
1940 249-102 Basic Riflery Tues. 0830 
1941 249-102 Basic Riflery Wed. 0930 
1944 249-103 Orienteering Mon. 0830 
1945 249-103 Orienteering Tues. 0230 
1946 249-103 Orienteering Thurs. 1030 
1949 249-200 Leadership & Ldrs Mon. 0930 
1950 249-200 Leadership & Ldrs Tues. 0130 

FOR ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION CONTACT: 

CPT Leon Newbanks 
Room 104, 

Military Science Bldg. 
Phone—532-6754 

532-6755 

(ffi) Army ROTC. 
Learn what it takes to lead. 

Military Science Dept KSU. Manhattan. KS 
MSM ■ ■■* * 

s 

I 
m 

Name: 

Circle one: 

Circle one: 

Phone Number: 

Local Address: 

Freshman   Sophomore 
Junior   Senior 

Mountaineering   Riflery 
Orienteering 

KS 
Cky Zip 
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TV station asks court to overrule search order 
DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) - The Iowa 

Supreme Court was asked Monday to 
declare a Judge acted illegally in the con- 
troversial Dubuque newsroom search 
warrant case. 

Lawyers for Dubuque County Associate 
District Judge Alan Pearson did not argue 
merits of the case and instead urged the 
court to make no ruling on the issue for the 
time being. 

Assistant Attorney General Richard 
Cleland said television station KDUB will be 
appealing Pearson's order soon and that 
there is no reason to take up the station's 
special request. 

It would not be "judicially economical," 
Cleland said, for the Supreme Court to rule 
on this issue only to consider the case again 
when the station makes its formal appeal. 

Justice K. David Harris, presiding over a 
panel including Justices Mark McCormick 
and Robert Allbee, said he would have a 
decision within a day or so. 

After the oral arguments, KDUB's lawyer 
Dennis Naughton had no comment on 
whether the court should consider the case 
now or during the formal appeal. It was 
speculated the station made its writ of 
certiorari at this point in the case in order to 
cover all legal bases. 

The case involves a search warrant 
granted by Judge Pearson to Dubuque 
County authorities, who used the document 
last November to sieze video tapes of a 
public disturbance filmed by the station. It 
is believed the case is unique. 

Naughton said that if police are allowed to 
use search warrants to get confidential 
material from reporters, it would make it 
difficult for reporters to do their Jobs. 

Because of the special role the press has to 
inform the public, Naughton said reporters 
should be "made a little less subject to in- 
trusions" than are other citizens. 

He also said the issue of privileged in- 
formation is not exclusively a media matter, 

Bill would move state patrol funds 
TOPEKA (AP) - A bill to give a $16 

million a year boost to highway, road and 
street programs in this state was introduced 
Monday in the Kansas House. 

Reps. "Bob" Arbuthnot, R-Haddam, and 
BUI Fuller, R- Miltonvale, submitted the 
measure which would finance the operations 
of the Kansas Highway Patrol out of the 
state general fund rather than the state 
highway fund. 

Arbuthnot said the current estimate is 
that it would make an additional $16 million 
available for road programs. He said the bill 
provides that 65 percent would go to the 
Department of Transportation for use on 
state highways, and 35 percent to counties 
and cities for use on local roads and streets. 

The percentages going to the state and to 
local units would remain unchanged if the 
cost of patrol operations increases and the 
transfer from the general fund gets larger. 

Other action iniated by members of the 
House Monday included: 

A bill introduced by Rep. Anita Niles, R- 
Lebo, would require a seller of residential 

property to furnish an energy usage report 
on that property. 

The Governmental Organization Com- 
mittee introduced a bill that would extend 
the life of the state "Sunset Law" to July 1, 
1990. Unless action is taken by the 
legislature, the law will expire July 1,1962. 
The law provides that authority for state 
agencies to exist shall expire at prescribed 
times unless the legislture takes positive 
action to extend the operation of those 
agencies. 

Social Security, railroad retirement and 
self-employment taxes would be a deduction 
in computing state income taxes under a bill 
introduced by Rep. Homer Jarchow, D- 
Wichita. 

A bill by Rep. Keith Farrar, R-Hugoton, 
would make it possible for convicted felons 
who have not been involved in an offense 
within five years and who have had the 
records of their convictions expunged, to be 
admitted to the state law enforcement 
training program. 

Senate hears bills in short ^Vl 

TOPEKA (AP) — The Kansas Senate 
Monday convened only long enough to 
receive new bills and adopt a House-passed 
resolution urging Congress to declare 
Martin Luther King's birthday, January 15, 
a national holiday. 

The Senate had approved its own version 
of the King resolution last Friday and sent it 
to the House, which has not acted on it but is 
expected to pass it. 

Six new bills were introduced in the 
Senate, including one by Sen. Mike John- 
ston, D-Parsons, to forbid any medical 
facility or physician from interfering with a 
person's right to use dimethyl sulfoxide, 
more popularly known as DMSO, in Kansas. 

DMSO is a controversial chemical some 
people believe is helpful in reducing pain, 
and some even claim cures physical 
ailments. The nation's medical community 

K-State students to wear 
black armbands 
in Reagan protest 

As Ronald Reagan dons formal wear for 
the swearing-in ceremony today, some K- 
State students will be pulling on black ar- 
mbands to protest his inauguration as 
president. 

"Obviously he's anti-ERA," Pat 
Tetreault, graduate in psychology, said. 
"We thought we'd do this to let people know 
we're a little upset about it." 

She said the students wearing armbands 
object to "Reagan's anti-social policies." 

The armbands have the biological sign for 
woman painted on them in yellow. An equal 
sign is placed in the center of the design. 

Tetreault said about 25 men and women 
would be wearing the armbands "on the left 
arm, close to our hearts." 

has not endorsed its use, however, and has 
expressed skepticism about claims by its 
supporters. 

Also introduced was a bill representing 
yet another attempt by the Legislature to 
diffuse criticism by the state's farmers on 
the way Kansas assesses farm machinery. 

The bill, sponsored by Sen. Charlie Angell, 
R-Plains, would diminish the importance of 
the farm machinery guide published an- 
nually by the state director of property 
valuation and allow county appraisers more 
leeway in setting valuations on used farm 
equipment. 

Kansas farmers have complained in 
recent years that their used equipment is 
assessed too high, forcing them to pay what 
they claim is inflated personal property 
taxes. 

Support The 
KSU BUMP-A-THON 
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and said that lawyers, doctors, members of 
the clergy and other persons with privileged 
information could also be compromised if 
they were subject to similar searches. 

He urged the court to come up with 
guidelines in search cases and to provide 
remedies for officials to sieze documents for 
no valid reason. 

VICTIMS OF DOMESTIC 
VIOLENCE AND RAPE 

NEED YOUR HELP. 
VOLUNTEER TODAY. 

Training Jan. 24 & 26 
Call: 539-2785 

or 539-3736 
for more Information 

Regional Crisis Center 

v*5 0s 80» 
BAPTIST CAMPUS 

% 
Baptist Campus Center 

1801 Anderson 
«fc 

♦Worship 

♦World Hunger Society 

•The Shorter Works of Tillich 

♦Theology of Movies 

Tuesdays, 7:00 p. m. 

Tuesdays, ll :3©a.m.-l:00p.m. 
(Begins Feb. 3) 

Thursdays, 11:30 a.m.-l :00 p.m. 
(BeginsFeb.lt) 

Saturday, 6:30 p.m. 
(Begins Feb. 21) 

Dave Stewart, Campus Minister 
539-3051 

Friday, l^bruary 6 
McCain Auditorium 7:30 p.m. 
All Scats Reserved $6.50~$6.00-$5.50 

Tickets on sale McCain Auditorium box office 
Today 10:30 a.m. -6:00 p.m. 
January 21 -February 6 
Limit 20 tickets per customer 
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Committee approves 
top legislative items 

TOPEKA (AP) — Bills to implement two 
of the top items in the legislative program of 
the House Republican leadership were 
approved Monday for introduction by the 
Ways and Means Committee of the Kansas 
House. 

One of the bills would impose a state 
spending lid and the other would put a freeze 
on the hiring of state employees. 

Chairman Mike Hayden (R-Atwood) said 
the spendng lid proposal has been altered 
some from the plan vetoed last session by 
Democratic Gov. John Carlin. Hayden said 
this was done "in order to address some of 
his (Carlin's) concerns." 

Hayden said bill has a compromise 
proposal for a minimum ending state 
general fund balance of nine percent. 

The bill would prohibit the adding of state 
employees or the reclassification of em- 
ployees without specific authorization from 
the governor. 

f 

Frozen fans 
StaH photo by Scott Williams 

In order to obtain the better tickets, avid  Leon 
Russell tans till the entry way to the McCain box 

ottice early Monday morning so they could be the 
tirst in line when the box office opened. 

Drs. Price & Young 
Optometrists 

Extended Wear 
Soft Contact Lenses 

F.D.A. Approved 

1119WestloopPI. 
5371118 

Kansas City flu rash 
may last 3-4 weeks 

i\OOM<K!! 
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) — The Kansas 

City area is in the midst of a flu epidemic 
that might take three to four weeks to 
subside, city health officials said Monday. 

Dr. Richard Biery, city Health Depart- 
ment director, and city epidemiologist 
Gerald Hoff made the statement Monday, 
based on the absentee rates at schools and 
businesses and reports from local doctors. 

"Within the past three weeks, the flu rate 
reported by selected physicians, clinics and 
hospitals in the area has jumped threefold," 
Biery said. "When the flu Jumps that much, 
we know it's in epidemic proportions. 

"The epidemic may last three to four 
weeks, then it will come down to levels well 
below the peak," he said. "We're in the 
peak, or middle, of the epidemic right now." 

Fifteen doctors surveyed by the city 
Health Department reported Monday that 
they had treated 120 persons with flu-like 
symptoms last week, opposed to only 35 in 
the same period last year. 

In December, two deaths in Missouri were 
attributed to the flu, which has appeared 
sporadically throughout the state. 

The national Center for Disease Control in 
Atlanta has listed Missouri as one of 17 
states that have reported regional outbreaks 

of influenza. 
Eight samples of influenza virus have 

been identified in the state's laboratory in 
Jefferson City as A-Bangkok, a strain that 
originated in Thailand in 1979 and is 
characterized by fever, aching muscles and 
sometimes, a sore throat. 

In eastern Jackson County, the Grain 
Valley High School and Elementary School 
were closed Monday and were expected to 
be closed Tuesday due to a 30 percent ab- 
senteeism rate last Thursday and Friday. 
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OPEN 

11:00 A.M. 
FOR 

LUNCH 
Serving roast beef, ham A 

•ubmarlne aandwh net plut 
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until 2 a.m. 

TOMORROW 
HIGH ROLLERS 

STUDENTS    ENTERTAINING   STUDENTS 

>—THIS WEEK!  

Dave Brown 

Jeff Heiber 
Jason Lopez 

performing Folk & Rock tunas 

12-1 p.m. Today 

in the K-Stote Union Catskeller 

x 

•In the Near Future. 

A Spec* fwformanee by LEON RUSSELL with New 0ms Ratal 

Fi%, Fab. 6, 730 pJi. at McCain Auditorium. 

Debts on Sale Now 'til Feb. 6tfi at McCain Box Office. 
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
WARD BROWN 



Oliver favors greater awareness, 
more insight into aging problems 

By PATTY SLOAN 
Collegian Reporter 

Society's awareness of the worth and 
value of older persons is David Oliver's hope 
for the future of the elderly. 

Oliver gave a series of three speeches on 
"Aging: New Directions in the 1960s," at the 
Center for Aging's seminar this month. 
Oliver is presently working at the St. Paul 
Theological Seminar of Kansas City, Mo. 

The history of aging in our country is 
divided into three time periods, Oliver said. 
The first of these periods is from 1790 to the 
Civil War. 

David Oliver 

"It was the best time to be an old person in 
our society," Oliver said. 

During this time older persons were 
highly respected, Oliver said, as well as 
being healthy and productive. 

The second time period in the history of 
aging was from the Civil War to 1934. 

"It was the worst time to be elderly," 
Oliver said. "It can be referred to as the 
'dark ages of aging'." 

However in the 1870s, doctors, recently 
having discovered that germs caused 
disease, also became respected and ad- 
mired. 

"Since the doctors could now prescribe 
and cure people, they no longer went to older 
persons for advice," Oliver said. 

OLDER PERSONS were no longer con- 
sidered model examples of behavior and 
soon they questioned their own worth. 

Changes in the work force also con- 
tributed to the elderly's problems. No longer 
was wisdom, knowledge and experience 
considered important in the Job market, but 
energy, strength and stamina was 
demanded. 

"In 1945, only 42 percent were still em- 
ployed over the age of 65," said Oliver. 

Employers today believe older persons 
are not valuable assets in the work force, 
Oliver said. 

Another factor contributing to the 
degredation of the elderly was the rising 

Redevelopment 
discussion slated 
for commission 

The city commission will consider an 
approval of amendments to the 
Memorandum of Agreement with Forest 
City Rental Properties Corporation at 7 
tonight at City Hall. The amendments would 
establish preliminary commitments and 
guidelines for downtown redevelopment. 

If the amendments are approved, the 
corporation may sign a contract with 
Manhattan to begin redevelopment. 

The first reading and discussion of an 
ordinance prohibiting underground fuel 
storage tanks in the Industrial Park will also 
be considered. This action is necessary to 
protect the city's water supply from 
pollution caused by leaks from such 
facilities. 

The commissioners will consider 
authorizing the mayor and city clerk to 
execute an amendment to the Annual 
Contributions Contract applying for subsidy 
for operating the city's housing units. This 
item was tabled Jan. 6 until additional in- 
formation could be obtained. 

youth cult. Attitudes of older persons about 
aging began to change drastically, Oliver 
said, and they began doubting their self 
worth. 

THE LAST time period in the history of 
aging in our country is from 1935 to the 
present, Oliver said. To the elderly, the 
major beneficial piece of legislation is the 
Older Americans Act of 1965 which provides 
money for nutrition, transportation and 
services for the elderly. 

With future hopes, Oliver said he believes 
concerns of older persons have shifted to the 
younger generation. K-Slate is among some 
17,000 universities and colleges that 
currently have aging programs in their 
school curriculum. 

ONE AREA of trauma for older persons is 
the loss of friendships and relationships, 
Oliver said. 

"The older you get, you lose close friends 
and confidants," said Oliver. "Public 
services can't touch on this but the church 
can." 

"There are three fears of older persons," 
said Oliver. "They fear of abandonment and 
rejection, the fear of loss of independence 
and the fear of personal safety. But the 
number one fear is the first one, the fear of 
abandonment and rejection." 

Nursing homes are usually the place 
where families send their elderly ones. 
Family members are not usually helpful in 
the adjustment for the elderly, Oliver said. 
The adult child has a difficult time an- 
ticipating the grief that occurs when an 
elderly person enters a nursing home. 

"It takes time, patience and loving care to 
get to know older people," said Oliver. "It is 
a tough job to love others and mean it." 
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HOUSTON STREET'S BEACH & BEER 
"Manhattan's Tuesday Tradition" 

A full half-pound of Hot Spiced Shrimp or 
Steamed Crab with melted butter and tasty sauce. 
Better yet, get a combination of each. The meal in- 
cludes boiled vegetables, and salad and bread bar. 

Complete your meal with a tall glass of draft beer for 
only 5*! 

Houston Street Restaurant & Pub—"A Private Club" 

RENT. 
A  MASTERpiECE 

f ROM 
UDC ART RENTAls 

2  DAY  CLEAR AW AY: 

JANUARY 19 AND 20 
10am- 2pm 

FAMOUS   ARTISTS: 
RENOIR. SEURAT. 
VAN GOGH. LAUTREC 
...tt  MORE!! 

flRST floOR 
CONCOURSE 

k-STATE UNJON 

Ik-state union 
Jupcarts 1001 SA 

f      1 1 f 
looking for leaders 

T"J\ 

Volunteers Wanted: Individuals interested in coordinating rec- 
reation, educational, social, and cultural programs for the benefit of 
the Kansas State University Community 
Applications are now available for the 1981-1982 Union Program 
Council Leadership positions. (NOTE: General membership appli- 
cations will be available February 24, 1981.) If you have questions 
or would like more information about the following committee chair- 
person positions, come to the Activities C.enter, 3rd floor of the 
K-State Union, or call 532-6571. gfl jKgSJ?K£eii 

UPC ARTS 
RosponsmHitios: 

select, organize, publicize events in the K-State Union Gallery 
and Showcase 

• coordinate Art Rentals 
• select and coordinate print sales 
• organize the Arts & Crafts Sale 
• select and coordinate all other committee events 
Programs: 
Gaftory shews: 
Bob Clore Sculpture. Jim Munce Drawings and Prints 
Showcase Exhibits: 
Yoshi Ikeda Ceramic Sculpture. Linda Edward's Weaving 

Marsoo Graphics Origins! Graphic Art Sab) 
Arts & Crafts Sato 

UPC COFFEEHOUSE 
Responsibilities: 
• select, organize, publicize events in the K-State Union Catskeller 
• coordinate the NOONERS series 
• organize the annual Recycle Your Records Sale 
• select and coordinate all other committee events 

Programs: 
Leon Russell and New Grass Revival        All-University Talent Show 
the NOONER program Recycle Your Records Sale 
the Dillards John Biggs 10  5 
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Loan for Chrysler near, 
'survival' package finalized 

WASHINGTON (AP) - The government 
gave all-but-final approval Monday for $400 
million in federal loan guarantees aimed at 
keeping the financially ailing Chrysler Corp. 
alive. 

The Chrysler survival plan, including big 
financial concessions by the company's 
creditors and workers, could help the 
nation's hard-pressed No. S automaker 
become "a progressive and profitable 
company in the future," Treasury Secretary 
G. William Miller said in anwnun^ng ap- 
proval. 

The three-man Chrysler Loan Guarantee 
Board, with Treasury Secretary-designate 
Donald Regan replacing Miller, is expected 
to give final approval to the plan after a 15- 
day waiting period. 

During those IS days, signed agreements 
must be submitted by the company, the 
creditors to whom it owes more than $i 
billion and representatives of the thousands 
of auto plant workers it employs. 

If any of those groups rejects the plan, the 
deal is off and Chrysler's future-by its top 
officials' own admission—is shaky indeed. 

Legislators propose hazard wages 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Legislation was 

proposed on Monday to provide special 
hazard pay for Air Force personnel working 
with the aging Titan II missile system. 

Kansas Reps. Dan Glickman, a 
Democrat, and Bob Whittaker, a 
Republican, proposed the pay plan with the 
support of two studies of the Titan system 
that called for hazardous duty pay for crews 
serving the liquid-fuel missile. Glickman 

Reagans prepare 
for inauguration 

WASHINGTON (AP) - The nation's 
capital was dressed up and primed Monday 
to celebrate two history-making events: the 
end of the hostage drama and the beginning 
of Ronald Reagan's term as president of the 
United States. 

For the 39th president, Jimmy Carter, the 
heralded hostage agreement regarding the 
52 countrymen brought suspense, ex- 
citement and some uplift to his last hours in 
office. 

An unforeseen delay in that operation also 
brought Carter his first Job after he gives up 
the reins of government Tuesday: Reagan 
will send him to Wiesbaden, West Germany, 
as the official representative of the United 
States to greet the freed captives. 

Carter had hoped to make that trip as 
president but the delay made that un- 
tenable. There would not be time to make 
the trip and still be at the Capitol at noon 
Tuesday to watch his successor's 
swearingin. 

For Reagan, the incoming 40th president, 
the dramatic conclusion to the 14-month 
national humiliation meant a secondary role 
at a time when the spotlight should be his. 
He didn't seem to mind. 

"All of us are encouraged but still have 
our fingers crossed,'' he said. 

Would he go himself? 
"I don't think that would be appropriate," 

Reagan said. 
It was announced that the new president 

will ask some of the Carter administration 
officials involved in the hostage negotiations 
to stay on the Job to help bridge the two 
administrations. 

The Reagans will begin their day Tuesday 
at services in St. John's Episcopal Chur- 
ch—nicknamed the Church of the 
Presidents—across Lafayette Square from 
the White House. 

Then, by custom, the Reagans—and Vice 
President-elect and Mrs. George Bush—will 
come to the White House Tuesday morning 
to have coffee with the Carters and the 
Walter Mondales in the Blue Room. Carter 
and Reagan will ride together, along with 
House Speaker Thomas O'Neill and Sen. 
Mark Hatfield (R-Ore.) to the Capitol. 

Reagan spent most of Monday in con- 
ferences—first on national security, then on 
the economy and finally, with his 
prospective Cabinet. 

As the more than 100,000 visitors to 
Washington continued their celebrations of 
Reagan's ascendancy, the presidentelect's 
only public function was a star-studded 
televised evening gala at Capital Centre. 

The Reagans will fly by helicopter to the 
arena, about 15 miles from downtown for the 
show directed by Frank Sinatra, with 
Johnny Carson as host. 

Reagan will play a more central role 
when, at Tuesday noon, on the Capitol steps 
with the marble monuments of American 
government as a grand vista before him, 
Reagan recites the 35-word oath by which he 
takes office. 

Reagan, a conservative Republican, at 09 
will be the oldest man ever to become 
president, the first divorced man and the 
first actor. 

had unsuccessfully proposed the pay change 
last year. 

The moat recent report, prompted by the 
fatal explosion of one of the missiles in 
Arkansas last fall, said the system was 
basically safe but that action was needed to 
limit "potential hazards." 

Congressmen have questioned the need 
for the missiles, located in Kansas, 
Arkansas and Arizona, because of 
allegations of a rising incidence of poten- 
tially dangerous fuel leaks. 

Glickman's proposal, which would cost 
about $200,000 a year, would give the 
secretary of the Air Force the authority to 
determine what Job classifications would be 
eligible for monthly hazardous duty pay of 
$110 for officers and $55 for enlisted men. He 
said hazardous duty pay is now limited by 
law to paratroopers and some submariners. 

Glickman said that it costs the Air Force 
about $10,000 to train personnel to handle the 
Titan II missiles but the retention rate for 
those jobs is among the lowest in the Air 
Force. 

dress west 

SAU 
Raichle hiking boots 

reg. $89.50 NOW $67.50 

Ladies' and men's ski pants 
reg. $47.00 NOW $39.95 

20% OFF on all vests 

20% OFF on all sweaters 

Sale lasts until Sat., Jan. 24th 

Westloop Shopping Center 
ph.: 776-3632 
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SUMMIT 81 
Ski the SUMMIT for your 
ultimate skiing experience. MARCH  14-21 

((Colossal 
Koh-I-Noor Trade-in Sale 
Just bring in that dead old technical pen any brand 

any condition and get 
$1.00 off on 

any new 
Koh-I-Noor 

Rapidograph JJ 

0(Mnm Up¥®Qflir Asft 
There's nothing more frustrating than reaching for your favorite technical 
pen and finding it in a state of rigor mortis. 

Technical pens die from a number of reasons—dried-up arteries, neglect, 
and more dramatically* outright mayhem. The results are the same, a pen 
that ceases to be a part of the creative team. 

That's what "Clean Up Your Act Day" is all about. We've joined up with the 
Koh-I-Noor Technicai Pen People to declare "Open Season" on any de- 
ceased pen. It doesn't matter who originally made your technical pen! 

In short, any pen you bring into Union Bookstore on "Clean Up Your Act 
Day" will be attended to personally. 

If an ultrasonic cleaner doesn't solve the problem, we'll offer you a new 
Koh-I-Noor pen of comparable value with a $1.00 discount off the regular 
list price and your old pen as a trade-in. 
So, come on in and get help before it's too late. Your technical pen will be 
forever grateful 

Free Ultasonic Pen Cleaning 

SPONSORED BY: 
Koh-I-Noor Rapidograph, Inc. with 
Mr. Don Blazek, Representative 

and 
the K-State Union Bookstore 

Register for Free Gifts 

DATE: Jan. 20,1981 
9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. 
LOCATION: 
K-State Union Bookstore 
Drafting Supplies Dept. 

V 
bookstore 
25 years of service 1956-1981 
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-Megan Bardsley 

NCAA passes 
ball to women 

Recently, the National Collegiate Athletic 
Association (NCAA) held its national 
convention in Miami and made a landmark 
decision concerning women's athletics. 

The decision: The NCAA passed a 
proposal which could lead to the disap- 
pearance of the Association of Inter- 
collegiate Athletics for Women (AIAW). 

At least that's the image portrayed by 
women alarmists attending the convention. 

Actually, there were two proposals passed 
at the convention. One, called the "gover- 
nance bill," gives women one-third of the 
seats on all NCAA committees. Men will 
automatically get one-third of the seats and 
the remaining one-third will be filled by 
those most qualified. 

The other proposal provides for the NCAA 
to sponsor women's Division I cham- 
pionships, something they haven't done in 
the past. 

THE REAL ACTION at the convention 
seemed to be based on doing the best thing 
for women. 

The decisions seem to pose no immediate 
problem because university athletic 
departments are still left with the decision 

Walker has fun 
in Hula Bowl sun 

ByCARICAVASSA 
Collegian Reporter 

It wasn't the palm trees, the sand or 
the sun that drew James Walker to 
Hawaii. 

A football game held an even stronger 
attraction for the K-State defensive end 
as he flew to the island of Oahu the first 
week of January to play in the Jan. 10 
Hula Bowl. 

Played in Waikiki, the game invited 
college football players from the East to 
test their skills against those of the West, 
Walker's team. 

"I was with the best players in the 
country," Walker said. "I got to meet a 
lot of players from other schools." 

The 66 players practiced for a week in 
Hawaii before the game. The two teams 
traded off practicing in the Hula Bowl 
stadium and a high school stadium. 
Practices usually lasted an hour and a 
half every day, though the defense 
practiced a little less than the offense. 

"The defense had to do less because it's 
easier to develop," Walker said. "The 
offense has a lot to do with timing and 
development. We (the defense) weren't 
allowed to deviate too much. This game 
was one where you try to maintain 
control and not hurt anyone." 

AFTER PRACTICES THE players had 
a chance to sit on the beaches and relax, 
Walker said. 

"It was really nice to relax among the 
palm trees while it was 90 degrees," 
Walker said. "I even picked up a tan—I 
got a litUe darker, that is. 

"Something I really liked was the taste 

to choose which major association's rules 
they want to play by. They also choose 
which association's championship they want 
to play in. It all seems simple enough. 

But the effects of the bills passed, ac- 
cording to the women opposing them, were 
more complicated than they had been 
portrayed. The alarmists were afraid 
women's athletics would be doomed because 
they would lose importance behind men's 
sports in the male-dominated NCAA. 

The defiant women complained that 
women's athletics would fall into the grips of 
male-domination. They wouldn't be able to 
develop on their own rules like they were 
doing in the AIAW. 

THEIR COMPLAINT WAS that men 
shouldn't be meddling in a woman's terrain. 
This issue is a hotly debated political issue 
and encompasses the question of ERA. As 
many people know, this makes some 
women's blood boil and involves many 
issues outside the realm of sports. So we 
won't discuss the traditional liberation 
battle which undoubtedly was fought out 
between some men and women at the 
convention. 

One complaint some women at the con- 
vention lodged was they had spent years of 
hard work and devotion to formulate and 
nurture the AIAW, and didn't want to see it 
fold. 

But I question whether the decisions made 
at the convention were as drastic as some of 
the opposing, pessimistic women portrayed 
them to be. There seems to be an 
emotionally-based appeal made by the 
women, an appeal I am personally tired of 
hearing. I'm not a women's libber. Don't get 
me wrong now, I'm for equal rights and I 
believe in Title DC. But the decisions made 
by those at the NCAA convention will not 
only help the equality movement, but will 
raise the public's awareness level about 
women's athletics. 

THE NCAA IS a nationally known 
association and receives a lot of attention, so 
if the women agree to play in NCAA- 
financed tournaments, they'll receive the 
recognition the men receive. There will be 
better broadcast coverage of the events, 
with each school receiving profits from the 
televised games. 

Another benefit of getting away from the 
AIAW is the leagues may be restructured so 
the general public can identify and un- 
derstand them. Current national divisions 
set up by the AIAW involve 10 regions 
consisting of all 50 states and three 
divisions. Sound confusing? 

If the switch as made from AIAW to NCAA 
rules, I would welcome the women swit- 
ching over and playing in a conference 
similar to the Big 8. Not only would the 
confusion between the two sets of rules be 
done away with, the women would compete 
in a league most basketball fans are 
familiar with. Kansas and Nebraska are 
now the only two teams the Wildcat women 
play in the Big 8. 

^:? 
Running down..James Walker (55) closes In on the Arkansas State 
quarterback during the season's second home game. 

of the pineapples. You can't believe the 
difference between those and the ones 
you buy in the stores here." 

Professional football scouts from every 
NFL team were also there for the game, 
Walker said. 

"I talked to a few scouts, but they 

didn't really bother to talk to us too 
much," Walker added. "They saw how 
we performed on and off the field. They 
can get an idea of the quality of a player 
by watching him off the field, too. They 

(See WALKER, p.12) 

ALSO UNDER NCAA rules, women would 
be allowed more freedom in their recruiting 
practices—a definite benefit. Current AIAW 
recruiting rules deny a coach from talking 
to a prospective player unless that player 
has gone to the individual campus, on her 
own funds, to look at the sports program. 
Universities can't "wine and dine" a player 
like they can under men's rules. 

The problems from this are evident. If a 
star athlete's parents have a low income, 
she will probably not be able to afford 
traveling around and looking at campuses. 
The athlete with the wealthier family will be 
able to choose where she wants to go. 

Also, a coach can go out of state to watch a 
girl play, but she can't talk to her in person. 
She must go back to her hotel room and call 
the athlete—there can't be any personal 
meetings. The coach also isn't allowed to 
speak to the girl's parents in person. 

THIS RULE IMPOSES a financial burden 
on both the University sending the coach 
and the athlete who has to foot her own 
traveling bill. But these problems could be 
alleviated if the women converted to NCAA 
rules. 

By accepting the recent decisions adopted 
at the NCAA convention, universities could 
improve their women's athletic programs. 
Those women who opposed the bill should 
accept it, then try their best to get involved 
on committees within the NCAA. These 
women are intelligent and are respected in 
the sports world. By doing this, they can 
redistribute their efforts toward getting 
better representation for women in the 
NCAA. 

The women have their "foot in the door" 
of the leading sports association in the 
country. Let them take advantage of the 
opening. 

Intramural ball 
to begin tonight 

It's time for students to pace the roundball 
courts again as basketball and water 
basketball intramural competition begin 
today at 4 p.m. 

There are 410 teams playing basketball 
this year, Steve Martini, director of in- 
tramurals, said. The teams will be divided 
into two independent divisions, one 
fraternity, one resident hall, one co-rec and 
one women's division. 

Each division will be broken down into 
leajues. The independent division has the 
largest number of leagues with 22. 

The leagues are made up of six teams. The 
top teams of each league will play in the 
play-offs, which begin in five weeks. 

There are two divisions of play, men's 
recreational and men's 6-0 and under, which 
are played solely for enjoyment. Records 
are not kept, there are no playoffs, and the 
teams play seven games compared to five 
for divisional teams. 

Last year's overall champion was the Pro 
Shoppe. It defeated the winner of the other 
independent division, AVMA. The women's 
divisional championship went to Double 
Jeopardy, with the co-rec title going to the 
Boozers. 

Basketball will be played at the Washburn 
Recreation complex on the four courts in the 
large gym. Ahearn Field House will no 
longer be used as an intramural facility. 

Competition begins at 4 p.m. Monday thru 
Thursday. On Fridays play begins at 5 p.m. 
Games will begin at 10 a.m. on Saturdays, 
and at noon on Sundays. 

Cowboys' Clark invades town with top gun 
Oklahoma State still boasts the top scorer 

in the Big 8 conference in Matt Clark.      * 
Clark, the 6-3 sophomore guard who sat 

out all of last season with a knee injury, 
currently is averaging 19.9 points in 14 
games. He's tied for third in scoring in 
conference games only with a 21.5 average. 

The surprising Cowboys, who have 
jumped out to a 12-2 overall record and 2-0 
conference mark, invade Manhattan and 
Ahearn Field House Wednesday for a league 
game with K-State. 

Clark is behind Missouri's Ricky Frazier 
(23.0) and Oklahoma's Chuck Barnett (22.0) 
in conference games scoring. Colorado's 
JoJo Hunter also is at 21.5, while Nebraska's 
Andre Smith rounds out the top five with a 

20.0 average. 
K-State Ail-American candidate Rolando 

Blackman ranks seventh in conference 
games scoring with an 18.0 average. 

Blackman is fifth in overall scoring, 
hitting at a 17.3 clip. Frazier is second at 
18.9, Hunter third at 18.6 and Barnett fourth 
at 18.4. 

The Wildcats' Ed Nealy continues to lead 
the conference in overall rebounding with a 
9.5 average in 14 games. Nealy is third in 
conference games only at 10.0, behind 
Missouri's Steve Stipanovich (14.5) and 
Oklahoma's SteveBajema (10.5). 

Nebraska's Smith, who riddled K-State 
last week for 20 points, leads the league in 
overall field goal accuracy, connecting on 

.591 percent of his shots (91 of 154). He holds 
a narrow edge over Oklahoma State's Leroy 
Combs, who is at .590 (79 of 134). 

Lefty Moore of Iowa State has hit 31 of 33 
free throws (.939 percent) in 13 games to 
lead in that department. He leads another 
Moore, Jack of Nebraska, who has hit 68 of 
74 free throws for .919 percent. 

KU's Darnell Valentine, who will become 
the only four-time all-conference player in 
league history if he makes the team this 
year, still leads in overall assists (5.9 
average) and steals (2.5 average). 
Colorado's Joe Cooper leads in the final 
category, blocked shots, with a 2.5 average. 

Blackman is ninth in field goal percentage 
(.546), fifth in assists (3.8), eighth in steals 

(1.4) and eighth in blocked shots (0.7). Nealy 
is seventh in steals (1.6) and Tim Jankovich 
is eighth in field goal percentage (.557) to 
round out K-State entries in the overall top 
10. 
TOP 10  SCORERS Avg- 

Clark, OSU 
Frazier, MU 
Hunter, CU 
Barnett, OU 
Blackman, K-State 
Smith, NU 
Guy.KU 
Combs, OSU 
Valentine, KU 
Harris, ISU 

19.9 
18.9 
18.6 
18.4 
17J 
17.2 
16.5 
15.6 
15.3 
14.7 
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Orleans cranked up 
for Super Bowl week 

NEW ORLEANS (AP) - Next Sunday, 
the hottest item in town will be a ticket to 
Super Bowl XV. Monday, though, it was a 
hotel room reservation. 

New Orleans, the Crescent City, is gearing 
up for its fifth Super Bowl and the second in 
the mammoth Louisiana Superdome. One 
week and $40 million from now, it will regain 
its character as a dignified, old-fashioned 
city of charm. 

It's that now—but in a day or two, the 
calm will be shattered. The hotel lobbies, 
now nearly empty, will be filled with ban- 
ner-waving, helmet-wearing, button- 
bearing fans upholding the honor of the City 
of Brotherly Love and the Bay Area. 

Restaurants, where you can now get a 
table on almost a moment's notice, will 
dissuade potential patrons with two-and 
three-hour waits for gumbo, Creole and 
shrimp roumelade. 

SOME SIGNS OF Super Bowl fever 
already have afflicted the local en- 
trepreneurs. You can buy a plain white T- 
shirt for a couple of dollars in a department 
store—but if you want a Philadelphia or 
Oakland insignia on it, it costs $7.50. 

The Eagles, making their first ap- 
pearance in a Super Bowl, and the Raiders, 
in their third, arrived Monday to begin the 
annual ritual of workouts, blackboard 
sessions and meetings with the media. 

The 75,500-seat Superdome, which looks 

like a grounded flying saucer, squats barely 
a football field-length away from the 
towering Hyatt Regency, the headquarters 
for this annual extravaganza. 

By game time, there will be an estimated 
1,300 sports writers and broadcasters on 
hand, feeding the printed and spoken word 
across this country, to dozens of other 
nations and to such esoteric sites as offshore 
industrial sites and drilling rigs. 

BY GAMETIME, all 22,000 hotel rooms in 
this city will be occupied by nearly 70,000 
guests. And thousands more, running head- 
long into one "no vacancy" sign after 
another from downtown New Orleans to 
Baton Rouge, will be scrambling for places 
to stay. 

"A hotel-room key in this town is like 
gold," said Bob Sprenger of the Kansas City 
Chiefs, one of eight NFL team public 
relations directors coordinating operations 
along with 10 league officials. "The only 
thing hotter than a key is a ticket to the 
game. And what may be an even hotter item 
than that is a ticket to the pregame party." 

That annual gathering, an intimate 
$200,000 bash for about 5,000 people, has 
been held throughout the years at such 
diverse locations as Miami International 
Airport, Hialeah Race Track and the Queen 
Mary, and this year will be held at The 
Rivergate, New Orleans' convention center. 

Sports brief? 
Football 

K-State coach Jim Dickey filled a void 
on Us football staff Monday with the 
hiring of Jerry Boyce. 

The 40-year-old Boyce, head football 
coach and athletic director at Cowley 
County in Arkansas City the last three 
years, will begin his duties immediately. 

"We were a little surprised but totally 
happy for coach Boyce to be Joining our 
staff," said Dickey, who added that 
Boyce will work with the offense. 

In three seasons of revamping the 
sagging grid program at Cowley County, 
Boyce's teams compiled a 21-10 mark. 
Plus, Boyce guided Cowley County to the 
Coca Coca Bowl after capturing a share 
of the Kansas Jayhawk conference title 
in 1979, then directed the Tigers to the 
Rodeo Bowl this past November. 

Boyce received a B.S. degree in 
education from Central Missouri State in 
1961 and his M.S. from there in 1966. 

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) - Kansas 
City Chiefs coach Marv Levy Monday 
announced that Frank Gansz, 41, has 
Joined the National Football League 
team's coaching staff. 

Gansz, a 1960 graduate of the U.S. 
Naval Academy, will Join the Chiefs Feb. 
1 as kicking teams coach. 

Levy also announced Monday new 
responsibilities for two current coaches. 
Don Lawrence, who currently coached 
Chiefs' kickers, will now coach the club's 
defensive linemen, and former defensive 
line coach Walt Corey moves to the 
defensive backfield to replace Dick 
Roach, who resigned last week. 

Men's Basketball 
Oregon State and Virginia maintained 

the top two positions, respectively, in the 

Associated Press college basketball poll 
Monday. DePaul and Wake Forest both 
inched closer to first place and finished in 
a tie for third. 

Oregon State, 13-0 after weekend ac- 
tion, collected 40 first-place votes and 
1,217 points of a possible 1,240 in the 
balloting by a nationwide panel of 
sportswriters and broadcasters. 

Virginia, which extended its winning 
streak to 19 games Monday night with a 
74-59 win over Clemson, the longest in the 
nation, was tabbed on 19 first-place votes 
and garnered 1,186 points. 

DePaul and Wake Forest share the No. 
3 ranking with 1,066 votes. The Blue 
Demons got two first-place votes, while 
Wake Forest gathered the final No. 1 
vote. 

No Big 8 teams were ranked in this 
week's poll. 

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) — Kansas 
City Kings rookie forward Hawkeye 
Whitney will miss the rest of the National 
Basketball Association season despite 
successful surgery Monday afternoon for 
torn ligaments and cartilage in his right 
knee. 

To replace Whitney on the roster, the 
Kings have signed free agent Frankie 
Sanders to a 10-day contract. 

Women's Basketball 
K-State dropped a notch Monday in this 

week's   Top   20   collegiate   women's 
basketball poll. 

The 16-4 Wildcats, who finished second 
to Kansas last week in the Big 8 cham- 
pionships, collected 242 votes for 16th 
place. Last week K-State was ranked 
15th. 

Louisiana Tech is No. 1 this week, 
followed by Old Dominion, Rutgers, Long 
Beach State and Kansas. 

Adams returns; 
status uncertain 

K-State's Tyrone Adams returned to 
practice Monday for the first time since a 
knee injury forced him out of the lineup two 
weeks ago. 

Adams, who has missed the last four 
games, may be able to play Wednesday 
night in the Wildcats' game against 
Oklahoma State. 

"He had it examined today (Monday),"K- 
State coach Jack Hartman said, "and the 
doctor said to do as much as he could on it. 
He seemed to move along on it pretty well." 

Adams will have the knee injury, which 
was determined as irritation and trauma in 
the lower thigh bone of his right leg, 
examined again today. 

J4ibacni 
J4ut 

OPEN FOR LUNCH 
Monday-Saturday 

11:00 to 2:00 

Dinner at 5:00 
Featuring Delicious Char-broiled 

Biiniers. Ste,iks& Sausages 

OPEN SUNDAYS 
4:00 to 9:00 

Walker.... 
(Continued from p.ll) 

want a player with a good personality 
and a good attitude, and it might be the 
deciding factor when choosing between 
players." 

ALTHOUGH WALKER COMPLETED 
his football career at K-State last fall, he 
said he probably has another year of 

school before earning his degree. He'll 
work toward that this spring, along with 
continuing to work out with the weights. 

Walker will find out in April which NFL 
team drafts the rights to him. 

"I'm pretty sure I'll get drafted, 
especially over most players who don't 
get the national recognition from playing 
in a major bowl game," Walker said. 

ATTENTION SHOOTERS 
The KSU Rifle Club is Sponsoring 

THE ALL-UNIVERSITY RIFLE MATCH 
Sign-Up: Tuesday 20January 7:00p.m. MSll 

Thursday 22 January 7:00 p.m. MSll 

• Match Date: Saturday 31 January 9:00 a.m. MS 
• 7 divisions to enter 
• Awards given to top 3 teams in each division 
• 3 students per team 
• All equipment furnished 
• Prone position only 
• Only $7.50 per team 
• For more information: 

Bill Adams 539-8390, Paul Neal 532-4808, 
or Dan Ashmore 532-6754 

RJIN SPECIAL 
OFFER! 

For a limited time only, you can pick up an ap- 
plication to become a volunteer with ULN. Be the first 
one on your block to know what's going on in Manhat- 
tan or on campus, and at the same time help others. 
This is such a tempting offer that you only have until 
Fri., Jan. 23 to take advantage. 
So hurry into Fairchild 205 or 
call us for more information 
today. 

532 6442 OFFICE HOURS: 
Mon-Fri  9-» 
Sat 11-2 
Sun 4-8 

&*■ 

HERE'S YOUR 
CHANCE FOR 
FAME AND 
FORTUNE! 

Run for a position on Student Gov't.! 
Elections will be Feb. 11 

Filing forms may be picked up in the 
SGS office, ground floor of KSU Union. 

Deadline is January 28 at 5:00. 

These positions are open: 

Student Body President 
Student Senate 
Agriculture—7 
Architecture & Design—4 
Arts & Sciences—13 
Business Administration—7~ 
Edu cation—2 
Engineering—7 

Graduate School—4 
Home Economics—4 
Veterinary Medicine—1 
Board of Student Publications—4 

Any full-time K-State student is eligible to run 
in the college in which he is enrolled. 
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Trial involves big money 
for Kansas oil producers 

WICHITA (AP) — Millions of dollars in fines and penalties are at stake for about 40 oil 
companies involved in a lawsuit that advanced to a federal court trial Monday, in an action 
challenging U.S. Department of Energy regulations governing injection wells in 15 states. 

About 24 lawyers jammed into the front of U.S. District Judge Frank Theta* courtroom to 
participate in the trial. The judge consolidated numerous separate cases on the same issues 
on May 26,1977. 

Joseph Kennedy, who represents the oil companies, delivered an opening statement 
claiming DOE officials exceeded their statutory authority when they issued a rule excluding 
water injection wells from the calculations of stripper well production. 

THEis RULED in January 1978 that the then-Federal Energy Administration failed to 
follow the Administrative Procedures Act when it implemented the injection well exemp- 
tion and he struck it down. 

But the U. S. Court of Emergency Appeals, a panel formed in Washington, D.C., to hear 
energy cases, reversed Theis' opinion in November 1978 and sent the case back to Wichita 
for trial. 

Marginal oil wells are sometimes removed from production and used to inject water into 
underground oil-bearing rock formations in hopes of creating pressure that will produce 
better flows at other nearby wells. 

The oil companies in the case want to be able to count the injection wells as producing oil 
wells when calculating average daily production. 

"Old oil" wells that produce 10 barrels or leu a day are considered stripper wells and 
qualify for higher decontrolled crude prices. When water injection wells are removed from 
the calucations, many wells wouldn't be eligible for stripper prices and would instead be 
covered by the ceiling price for "old oil." 

KENNEDY SAID besides exceeding its statutory authority, the DOE acted in an ar- 
bitrary and capricious manner by eliminating a practice that had been accepted industry- 
wide for 40 years. 

He said injection wells still are counted as producers by state regulators in Texas, 
Oklahoma, Louisiana and New Mexico. 

"The man who wrote this regulation didn't even know what an injection well is," Kennedy 
said. 

The states where wells involved in the litigation are located are Kansas, Texas, 
Oklahoma, Kentucky, Illinois, Arkansas, Louisiana, Montana, New Mexico, California, 
Colorado, Michigan, Nebraska, Utah, and Wyoming. 

Producers in Kansas were the first to become involved in the litigation and have a great 
deal at stake since Kansas has proportionately more stripper wells than any other state in 
the U.S. 

MANY OF the companies involved in the lawsuit have been fined or ordered to pay back 
hundreds of thousands of dollars in alleged overcharges because they calculated stripper 
production using water injection wells in the producing well total. 

Independent oil men who tried to determine whether injection wells could be counted in 
production averages got conflicting answers from federal agencies, Kennedy said. 

The use of injection wells in stripper calculations isn't a dodge to avoid federal regulation, 
but instead it is a bona fide production practice, he said. 

"The agency made an error in 1973 and 1974 and they have been desperately trying to 
justify it ever since," Kennedy said. 

The plaintiffs began presenting witnesses Monday afternoon, with most of the initial 
testimony dealing with the geological mechanisms by which oil is formed and trapped 
underground. 

Federal government lawyers said Monday they would reserve their opening statement 
until the plaintiffs have completed their case. 

Kansas dump sale 
may negate license 

TOPEKA (AP) - The Kansas Depart- 
ment of Health and Environment la 
reviewing the recent sale of the state's only 
licensed hazardous waste dump to an 
Illinois firm to determine whether the 
transaction may have invalidated a permit 
authorizing its operation. 

Health and Environment Secretary 
Joseph Harkins disclosed Monday that his 
agency's attorney is investigating the 
matter, and should make a determination 
later this week on the legal effects of the 
sale. 

"I'm not declaring this to be the case," 
Harkins said of a possible invalidation of 
the license. "It may not be much of an issue 
at all, but we're just checking it out our- 
selves." 

National Industrial Environmental 
Services Inc., which operates the waste 
disposal site near Furley, signed an 
agreement last month to transfer all stock In 
the company to Waste Management Inc., of 
Oakbrook, 111. 

"What we have to decide is whether a 
change in the ownership of the company 
means a change in the ownership of the 
site," said Harkins. "It may well turn out 
that in the eyes of the law that NTES is still 
there and owns the site." 

The Furley dump, which has been in 
operation since 1977, is an 80-acre operation 
about 14 miles northeast of Wichita in 
Sedgwick County. 

The legal question to be addressed con- 
cerns the effect of a stock transfer on 
requirements in the state permit that Health 
and Environment be notified at least 30 days 
in advance of an impending sale of the 
operation. The stock tranfer agreement was 
signed December 15, but the state wasn't 
notified until last week. 

"They feel they lived up to the intent of the 
permit," Harkins said. "And they've made 
business transactions they thought were 
appropriate. What we're doing is reviewing 
to see if we agree." 

/^fcsf ESS 

SOPHOMORES 
(And others with 2-Years of College Remaining) 

What will you do after you graduate?—How would you 
like to secure that future job now—one that will provide: 

—Excellent pay. 
—High level management experience. 
—Liberal benefits. 
—Opportunity for advanced education. 
—"PLUS" pay you $2,000 during your last two years 

of college. 

College men and women in all academic majors are 
eligible. Jobs are available in management, administra- 
tion, engineering, sciences, technology, and others. 

These excellent opportunities are available through 
K-State's advanced Air Force ROTC Program. Ap- 
plications are now being processed. Qualified and se- 
lected students will enter the 2-Year AFROTC Program 
next Fall. 

Find out why the Air Force is such a great way of 
life. For more information, contact Colonel Bar- 
ber at the Military Science Building, Room 108 or 
call 532-6600. 

By ruling of the Attorney General of the Student Governing 
Association, the following shall be enacted concerning the TRAF- 
FIC APPEALS BOARD: 

WHEREAS many recent changes in KSU Campus "TRAFFIC 
AND PARKING REGULATIONS" are now effective, and 

WHEREAS an oral hearing is not granted by the SGA Constitution 
for Traffic Appeals Board hearings, and 

WHEREAS approximately 250-500 appeals are being applied for 
each month 

BE IT ENACTED THAT: 

Section 1. All appeals will not have the opportunity for an ORAL 
appeal by Traffic Appeals Board. 

Section 2. The new appeal forms shall now include the following 
statement: 
"This appeal form, and the contents within, will be the 
sole basis for Traffic Appeals Board's decision on your 
appeal. Witnesses and evidence (including diagrams) 
must be stated on this form." 

Section 3. Pending cases at this date shall be informed of the new 
ruling and allowed time to respond if an oral case would 
make a difference in the decision of the Traffic Appeals 
Board. 

All appeals made to Traffic Appeals Board, effective January 1, 
1981, must be fully written out in their entirety and submitted to 
the Security and Traffic Office. 

Any questions concerning the above statement should be directed 
to the Attorney General in the S.G.S. Office, ground floor, K-State 
Union (532-6541). 
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No frills produce low bills 
as generic popularity rises 

By DIANNE DANNER 
Staff Writer 

Along with the recent popularity of name- 
brand, designer products, consumers have 
also expressed an interest in plainly 
packaged, brandless products with an 
identity all their own. 

Generic (no-brand) products are most 
easily recognized by their plain black and 
white labels and packaging. Generics are 
found primarily in major grocery stores in a 
wide variety of products and, according to 
some area merchants, have gained strong 
acceptance among Manhattan residents. 

The idea to sell generic products 
originated in Germany, Tom Canaday, 
manager of Food 4 Less, said. Generic items 
are mainly surplus goods from major food 
processing companies who sell their 
products for less under the no-brand label. 

Generic foods and national brands are not 
required by law to provide nutritional 
labeling. Generic labeling tells what the 
item is, the quantity and the ingredients. If 
irregular pieces or cuts are used, this is also 
labeled. 

MORE PEOPLE are buying generic 
items because, "generics are good products 
and their prices offer considerable 
savings," Canaday said. 

"You can save anywhere from 6 to 14 
cents on most products. If you shopped 
generic products you could probably save 
overall 20 percent over national brands," 
Canaday said. "Predominantly the only 
reason why people buy them (generic 
products) is because they're less expensive. 
If you're happy with the quality of generic 
products, then it is quite a savings to the 
consumer," Canaday said. 

Soap products and paper products often 
outsell national products, Canaday said, 
offering an example of the savings found 
among detergents. 

"A 50 ounce box of Cascade dishwashing 
detergent sells for $2.15 at Food 4 less, while 
the 50 ounce generic brand sells for $1.20," 
he said. 

BESIDES BEING LESS expensive, 
generic products are also nutritional. 

"There is nothing wrong nutritionally with 
generic foods," said Jean Caul, professor of 
foods and nutrition. "Generic foods must be 
wholesome and safe as FDA (Food and 
Drug Administration) regulations specify." 

The major difference between generic 
food products and national brand products is 
irregularity of size and shape. Canned fruit, 
for example, may not be uniform in shape 
and may often be broken or contain 
irregular pieces, which tends to lower 
quality of the product. 

"The consumer gets conditioned to 
regular, uniform standards. Generic foods 
aren't always in prime shape," Caul said. 
"Brand names may be more even, but what 
difference does it make? " 

ANOTHER DIFFERENCE found in 
generic products is the inconsistency behind 

generic packaging, Canaday said. 
"The packing of generic products will 

vary week to week. One week Del Monte 
may package, while the next time it could be 
LibbyV'hesaid. 

Virgil Smith, manager of Dillon's grocery 
store, said another difference is that some 
generic paper products may be "a little 
more coarser than national brands." 

Many college students are buying generic 
items such as snack foods and generic beer, 
he said. 

Generic cigarettes are now available and 
have become the second largest selling 
cigarette at Dillon's, behind the top national 
brand, Marlboro, according to Smith. 

THE U8E OF GENERIC products has 
grown considerably in the last few years, 
because consumers are no longer as 
skeptical and unfamiliar about generics, 
Smith said. 

Dillon's started selling generic products 
about two years ago with 20 different items. 
Today, this selection has increased to 150 
items. 

The big generic sellers at Dillon's include 
canned fruit and vegetables, noodles and 
paper products, Smith said. 

People aren't the only ones eating 
nameless products. Generic pet food is also 
available. The 25 pound bag of generic dog 
food is the number one selling generic 
product at Food 4 Less, Canaday said. 

One drawback of generic products is 
availability. 

"We don't always have them (generics) in 
stock, because it depends on the availability 
of certain products from the distributor," 
Smith said. 

Collegian 
classifieds 

CLASSIFIED RATES 
One day: 20 words or less, $1.50, 5 cents 

per word over 20; Two days: 20 words or less, 
$2.00, 8 cents per word over 20; Three days: 
20 words or less, $2.25, 10 cents per word 
over 20; Four days: 20 words or less, $2.75,13 
cents per word over 20; Five days: 20 words or 
less, $3.00,15 cents per word over 20. 

Classifieds are payable in advance unless client has an 
established account with Student Publication*. 

Deadline Is 10 a.m. day before publication. 10 a.m. Friday 
lor Monday paper. 

Items found ON CAMPUS can be advertised FREE for a 
period not exceeding three days. They can be placed at Ked- 
zle 103 or by calling 5324555 

Dliplay Classified Rates 
One day: $3.00 per Inch; Three days: $2.85 per Inch; Five 

days: $2.75 per Inch; Ten days: $2 60 per Inch. (Deadline I* 5 
p.m. 2 days before publication.) 

Classified advertising Is available only to those who do not 
discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, national 
origin, sex or ancestry. 

 FOR SALE  
ADULT GAG gifts and novelties—birthday, anniversary, get 

well, or just for fun. Treasure Chest, Aggieviiie. (itf| 

ATTENTION: 
Applications are now being accepted 

for positions on the Editorial and Ad 
Staff of the Greek Publication, now 

called the "K-State Greek". 

Any Journalism or non-Journalism major interested 
in the position of Sorority and Fraternity Editor, 
Advertising Staff, Greek Relations Editor, Proof- 

Reader or Photographer is encouraged to fill out 
an application available in the Greek Affairs office, 

Holtz Hall 110. Deadline for applications is 
Friday, Jan. 23rd 

1970 LIBERTY J2x55, new carpet and drapes, waaher, fur- 
nished. cheap gas heat, storage shed, $4500. Call after 
5:00 p.m., 5372858. (77*5) 

MUST SELL Pioneer stereo equipment 15 w'ch. Receiver 
$150 and semiautomatic turntable $75, or best oiler. 
Phone 778-4224alter5:30 p.m (7842) 

10 « 45 MOBILE home on campus. Furnished, two bedroom. 
$4,000. Call 1-316-357-7862. (7862) 

FOR SALE: 1 pr. Vesque Gretchen II hiking boots, woman's 
size 9. Call 7764931 after 5 00 (7942) 

I960 FORO 150 XLT 4x4, 15.000 miles. AM FM stereo, AC, 
digital clock, automatic transmission, extra sharp Interior. 
Sharp looking pickup. 776-7595. (79*3) 

(Continued on p. 15) 

BACK TO SCHOOL SALE 

20% OFF 
on Russell Sweat-tops 

and pants 
We also sew on letters 

CAMPUS CORNER 
In Aggieviiie 776-5461 

an Arts & Science 
T-Shirt 

only   $4.00 
on sale—Union 1st floor 

Wednesday & Thursday 
SPONSORED BY ARTS ft SCIENCE COUNCIL 

WARM WEATHER'S COMING! 
Want to learn the importance of nutrition and exercise in weight con- 
trol? The proper choices to help you lose excess pounds? 

Weight control classes at Lafene Student Health Center are starting 
this week. Wednesday, January 21 at 9:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m., and 
Thursday, January 22 at 8:30 a.m. Meetings will be held in Rm. 19. 

MOONLIGHT 
MADNESS 

T0NITE 

1225 M0R0 
Aggieviiie 

6-10 p.m. 

LlDlfS ^ ,i 

Closed 3-6 p.m. 
to prepare for Sale 

EVERYTHING YOUR 
COLLEGE RING SHOULD BE, 

ATA PRKEFAR LESS THAN GOLD. 

"\ 

NOW :■-»?*• i 

On Special Promotion Days 

Ask About Josten's Trade- In 

Date.   .JANUARY  19-?1 Tima    9 AM - 4 PM 

Place: QUTSIDF  Si irmly Bunt   K-fitate I In.™ RnOKg-rnqp 

JOSTEN'S 

union ariiA; 
bookstore 
25 years of service 1956-1981 
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(Continued from p. 14) 
TWO TWIN beds, three small chests, two desks with chairs: 

one kitchen aat. Call 776*448. (79*3) 

OLDER OELMONICO TV, atarao. AM-FM console Bast offar. 
Call 5370145alter 5:00pm (80*3) 

MOBILE HOME—197314x70 Great Lakes, raised living room, 
intercom, wood stove, dishwasher, freezer, 9x10 metal 
shad Gail Hendncks 1494-2754, 1 456 2445 (8044) 

Tl 58/C programmable calculator and all Included materials 
Uaad lor one semester Like naw 110000 Call 539-3836 
(8M4) 

KODAK 18mm tound protector, vary good condition Best oi- 
ler over $100.00 7784338 avanlnga (80*4) 

1977 LES Paul Standard, win* colored, with case, $500 00 or 
beat offer Call 7784338 avanlnga. (80*4) 

BASKETBALL TICKET, reserved student season North and. 
close to KSU band. Call Al, 539*480 (80*4) 

AUSTRALIAN SHEPHERD pupa; top quality Call 778-1955. 
778-1978.(80*4) 

WANT TO sail books from last semester. Have Cham, 
Sociology, Speech, and others Cheap! Call 776*119 
avanlnga. (81*3) 

125 WfCH Optomca SA 5901 receiver for sale 0.02 THD. 
Quality and features comparable to Yamaha CR 2040 Ona 
year ok). Naw Hat $800, taking $435 or bast reasonable of- 
fer. 776-7918 (81*5) 

FIREWOOD FOR Sale: seasoned mixed woods $55/cord. $30 
large pickup load. Split, delivered and stacked 1456*212. 
(81-100) 

MODEL 880 H Kodak Carousel 35MM slide projector with 
manual and automatic timer operation—largest Kodak 
makes: sells naw for $300.00, will take $185.00. Daytime 
537*211. avanlnga: 537-1842. (82*4) 

BY OWNER: Nice two bedroom house with basement apart 
ment, ona block eaat of campus, $40,000. Call 537 1669 
(82*6) 

1977 FORD 150 4x4 4 spd White apokee. Wrangler tires. 
good gaa mileage. $4,000 Call 539*956 (82*4) 

HANDMADE PLEDGES' paddles for sale. Competitive 
prices, many designs, many woods Call 537-1239 or write 
R8J, 1430 Falrchlld, #6. (82*4) 

 FOR RENT  
COSTUMES, MASKS, periodical clothing, accessories, all 

types make-up Grass skirts, lala, bunny and mousa ears 
and more. Treasure Cheat, Agglevllle. (Iff) 

TYPEWRITER RENTALS, electrics and manuals, day, week 
or month. Buzzells, 511 Leavenworth, across from post 
office. Call 778*469.(1 If) 

RENTAL TYPEWRITERS: Excellent selection, Including IBM 
Seiecincs Service moat make* of typewriters. Hull 
Business Machlnaa, (Agglevllle), 1212 Moro, 530-7931. (1 tf) 

RENT A PIANO 
35.00 a Month 

Don Jorgenson's Piano and Organ 
Little Apple Music 

413Poyntz 
 539-1926  
FURNISHED, CARPETED rooms at 400 N. 11th, $85 up, kit- 

Chan and laundry, free parking, bills paid. Call 5374233. 
(78-107) 

FURNISHED, CARPETED one bedroom apartment at 400 N. 
11th, $180and bllla paid. Call 5374233. (78-97) 

D * S RENTAL Canter has compact refrigerators for rent, 
monthly or semester rataa. Call 537-2250. (81*3) 

NICE FURNISHED two bedroom apartment for summer "81". 
Call for more Information, 778-3773 (80-84) 

CALL CELESTE 
For 

Wildcat Inn Apts. 
Summer, Fall 
Spring, 1981-82 

We are now 
issuing firm 

contracts in all 
Wildcat Inns for 

Summer and Fall 
1981 and Spring— 

1982. Now is the 
time to get 
guaranteed 
apartment 

assignments 
539-5001 for information. 

ROOMY TWO bedroom apartment. Available Immediately 
Call 532-5380 or 776*265 (80*5) 

FURNISHED. CARPETEO rooms close to Agglevllle and cam 
pua. Kitchen and laundry facilities available Very quiet. 
Call 539-7892,537-1210 or 776*088 (81*5) 

 ROOMMATE WANTED  
FEMALES TO ahare furnished house at 1005 Vattler, private 

bedrooms, laundry,$50up Call 539*401.(78-107) 

ROOMMATE WANTED-ahare basement apartment. 825 
Bluemont. Own room, $97 50, all bills paid. Call 7764295, 
ask for Scott. (79*3) 

LARGE APARTMENT, fireplace, dishwasher, own bedroom, 
$160 month plus utilities. Call Bill, 539-1093. (79*8) 

FEMALE TO ahare two-bedroom trailer. Prefer nonamokrng 
agriculture malor. Available immediately Call 539*270. 
(79*3) 

ST. GEORGE—Vet students want to ahare large farmhouse 
on 3 acres with 2 or 3 others. $70.00 plus utilities. 1-494- 
2812.(81*3) 

PRIVATE BEDROOM and bathroom, luxurious trailer, Red 
bud Estates Call Dan, 539*878. (82*8) 

TWO MALE roommates wanted to ahare nicest four bedroom 
house In Manhattan. $75 par month plua utilities. Fur- 
nlehed or unfurnished January rent free. (4 blocks' from 
campus.) Call 7764995, keep trying. (82*6) 

FREE RENT In exchange for light housework and some 
reading. Close to campus, Immediately available. Call 537- 
1521.(82*3) 

FEMALE WANTED to ahare two-bedroom trailer house, 
S 100/monm plus Vi utilities Call 778*445. (79*3) 

MALE ROOMMATE to ahare three bedroom house, pay Vi 
bllla. Call after 5:00 p.m., 805 Kearney, 7764313. (79*3) 

MALE NEEDED to ahare three bedroom apartment four 
blocks from campus, $l25/month plus 1/2 utllitiea. Prefer 
non-smoker. Call 537*138.(80*4) 

MALE. NICE duplex, two blocks from campus, only $77/ 
month plua utilities Fully furnished, dishwasher, two 
bathrooms Nice! Call 776-7201.(80*4) 

FEMALE TO ahare house at 1108 Bluemont Furnished, own 
bedroom. $80.00 per month plus 1/4 utilities. Call 539-2534. 
Keep trying. (80*4) 

MALE OR female wanted to share nice duplex apartment 
with two male students Nice location. Call 776*495 after 
5.00pm (80*4) 

ONE OR two male roommates wanted to ahare four bedroom 
house $105.00 a month, utilities included. 1524 Humboldt, 
776*726. (81*2) 

VICE NICE apartment, one bedroom apartment one block 
from campua, $18500,1/2 $92.50—1/2 on utllitiea Female 
wanted Call after SAO p.m., 539-3227 (81*3) 

FEMALES TO ahare furnished house at 1122 Vattler, private 
bedroom, $85.00 Call 539*401.(61-100)  

 HELP WANTED  
CHAIR SIDE dental assistant—experience preferred Would 

consider training mature individual with above average I.O 
Contact 7764729 Monday. Tuesday, and Thursday from 
7:30 a.m.-SflO p.m.; Wedneaday and Friday, 7:30 a.m.- 
12:00 noon. (77*6) 

PART-TIME WORK: 10 weeks at $45/week for 6-10 hours per 
weak. Typing mandatory, marketing background helpful. 
Call 776-1325.5:00-7:00 p.m. (79*3) 

AGGIE STATION fa accepting applications for cocktail 
waltersfwaltreeeee. Must be 21. Apply 1115 Moro, 
evenings. (80*5) 

THE FRIENDSHIP Tutoring Program needs a volunteer to 
drive a van ona night a week. Class B license required. Call 
Tom Whltsltt. 776*566. (81 *2) 

CAMP STAFF wanted for Camp Lincoln/Camp Lake Hubert a 
Minnesota resident summer camp. A strong committment 
to working with children required along with skills in ac- 
tivities. Sign up for Interviews on campus January 30th at 
the Placement Center (81-90) 

TEMPORARY CATALOGUING Position: Cataloguer Is 
needed Immediately for a three month period. Primarily for 
original cataloguing in all subject areas. Works under the 
supervision of the head of Cataloguing In an Academic 
Library of ovaf 850,000 volumes Requirements include 
MLS knowledge of AACR and LC classification and 
cataloguing proceduree. OCLC experience and knowledge 
of one or more foreign languages preferred. Salary 
$1,000.00 per month. Applications should be mailed by 
February 3, 1981 to: Meredith Litchfieid. Assistant Direc- 
tor, Kansas State University Library, Manhattan, Kansas 
66508. KSU Is an EOE. (82*4) 

DIETARY AID, 4.00 p.m. to 7.00 p.m. Apply In person to 
Virginia Modeam at Maadowlark Hills, 2121 Meadowlark 
Road. EOE. (82*4) 

AHEARN COMPLEX fa now hiring special events crew 
laborers to work through March. $3.35/hr. 10-30 hrrwk. Ap- 
plications available In Ahearn Complex office located in- 
side the Natatorlum. (82*5) 

 SERVICES  
RESUME WRITING, layout, editing, typing or appraisal 

Resume Service, 411 N. 3rd. 537-7294. (1tf) 

DICKENS DISCO is now available to handle any parties at 
good prices Call Rick, 776*536 (82*6) 

Peanuts By CHARLES SCHULZ 

(l THINK'600PANP 
i EVIL" ARE VERV HARP J 
V  TO PERNE... 

FOR INSTANCE, WHEN I'M 
WALKING POU-NlrrESTREEX 
I ALLOWS TWTDAV0IP ' 
5TEPPIN6 ON A 306... 

M* 

.TSMTCSCJ 

Crossword By EUGENE SHEFFER 

ACROSS 
.Dull 
5 Oscillate 
8 Facts 

12 Wander 
13 Constellation 
14 Surround- 

ed by 
15 Employer 
16 Style of 

type 
18 Mutilated 

a text 
20 Levees 
21 Dawn 

goddess 
22 New Guinea 

port 
23 The core 
26 Some are 

precious 
30 Money of 

account 
31 Sense organ 
32 Corded 

fabric 
33 Babylon's 

are famous 
36 Spaghetti 

or macaroni 
38 Miscellany 
39 Chess pieces 
40 Hersey's 

bell town 

43 Certain re- 
pair shops 

47 Rinsing 
the throat 

49 Lavish 
excess 
affection 

50 Coin of 
Moroco, 

51 Operated 
52 Black 
53 Auk genus 
54 One — time 
55 Aromatic 

herb 
DOWN 

1 Narcotic 
preparation 

2 Artist 
Bonheur 

3 Affirm 
4 Hamitic 

dialect 
5 Salary 
6 Arum plant 
7 Pikelike fish 
8 Missionary 

to the lepers 
9 Malay 

nervous 
seizure 

10 Prong 
11 Appends 
17 Jewish 

month 
19 Fate 

Avg. solution time: 24 min. 

lAR'MBQiWiNS 
PRIE 
tUALS NNE 

LOW m 
t Ml -, STONESiH 

C'O'R'DtL I A_ 
Ofe'EliAlLlR 

jfeiEiE TV'R:E 

Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 

22 Malay 
gibbon 

23 A swine 
24 Women's 

lib wants it 
25 Swiss river 
26 Hydrogen 
27 Bitter vetch 
28 Asian 

festival 
29 Belgian 

health resort 
31 Alfonso's 

queen 
34 Hang 

loosely 
35 Chemical 

ending 
36 Through 
37 Garland 

(poetic) 
39 — cum laude 
40 Site of the 

Taj Mahal 
41 The Irish 

lower house 
42 Inland sea 
43 Picnic pest 
44 Large desert 
45 Harrow's 

rival 
46 Dispatched 
48 Levin or 

Gershwin 

CRYPTOQUIP 120 

TJHRLKRYDXJH   TJHNDLZTDN   DXHM 

TSZLTS    XH    EKIKE    IYEEKM 

Yesterday's Cryptoqulp - BRILLIANT RAINBOW BOWED 
TOWARD THE EARTH. 

Today's Cryptoqulp clue: Y equals A 

WOMEN'S HEALTH Cant Service. Confidential health can 
for woman with unexpected pregnancies Abortion ear- 
vices to 20 weeks aa an outpatient Information and free 
pregnancy tasting. (316)684-5108 Wichita. (Iff) 

PREGNANT' BIRTHRIGHT can help Free pregnancy test. 
Confidential. Call 537-9180 103 South 4th Street, Suite 16. 
("tf) 

HORSES BOARDED, lessons given. Indoor and outdoor 
arenas Powder Puff Downs Barry and Marty Elliott. St. 
George, Ka. Call 1494-2880. (78*5) 

VW OWNERSI Special thla month—1968 through 1975 buga: 
window cranks only $3.50, left door mirror only $9 50, hub- 
cape S6.7S. J*L Bug Service, 1-494-2388. (81*0) 

EXPERIENCED TYPIST, reasonable rataa, IBM Correcting 
Selectrlc Convenient location to campua. Call 537-1669. 
(82*4)  

TRYING TO ASSEMBLE 
THE PERFECT STEREO SYSTEM? 

Call Art for professional turntable service. Autho- 
rized ORTOFON DEALER, moving coil and low 
mass cartridges in stock. 

TECH AUDIO SERVICES 776-7494 

HORSES BOARDED, colts started and lessons given. Indoor 
and outdoor arenas, Powder Puff Downs. St. George, Ka. 
Call 1-494 2660 (82 101) 

LICENSED CHILD care: similar to nursery school Opens 
A.M. only. References end very reasonable 537-7884. (82- 
88) 

 NOTICES  
STUDENT DISCOUNT rates on flying lessons If you enroll 

before January 24th. Solo for under 8375.00. Call Jeff at 
539-2520.(81*5) 

ATTENTION 
SHOOTERS: THE All Unlverslly Rifle Match sign up dates ant 

Tuesday, 20 January and Thursday, 22 January at 7:00 p.m. 
in MS 11 The Match date is Saturday, 31 January. Get your 
team together and come on down. (80*2) 

WE JUST love buga and rabbits at J&L Bug Service VW 
repair with quality parts at reasonable prices 1-494-2388, 
St. George, only 7 mllea aaat. (80*4) 

HAVING A party? Call KSDB-FM for a D.J. and a complete 
sound system. 537*980. (81*3) 

AKL LITTLE Sisters—Come at 8:30 p.m. to house for short 
meeting, Tuesday, January 20—after that, who knows? 
JAC(82) 

ULN IS looking for volunteers to anawer telephones Call 
532*442 If even the slightest bit interested. Applications 
available In Falrchlld 205 until Friday. January 23. (82*5) 

ALPHA CHIS-Thanka for joining us for the party. Lat'a do it 
again sometime.—The men of PI Kappa Phi. (82) 

ANNOUNCEMENT 
SUPERBOWL SUNDAY, free 6-pack of your "favorite" with 

every 6-foot party sandwich Order before January 23rd. 
Hot Okjglty Dog, 539*033. (77*4) 

HAVING A party? Call KSDB-FM for a D.J and a complete 
sound system. 532*980. (61*3) 

COMING: "KONZA Country"—Swing Dance Classes Of- 
fering classes In beginning and advanced Swing. Also Two 
Step, Waltz, Polka, Schottlahe 10 Step, and Cotton Eye 
Joe. Linda Qroaa-lnatructor. Cowboy Palace. Welch the 
Collegian for more Information. (81*2) 

DONT MISS It! Party Picture Reorder Week, eponeored by 
University Photography and Mr. Ka In Agglevllle. Tuesday 
Thursday 11 30 a m 500 p.m. and Saturday 11 30 am -2:30 
p.m. Prints 82.00 each, minimum two par event, 50c 
mailing fee. All parties, Spring and Fall 1980. (82) 

WANTED 
COLLECTIBLES. COINS, back Issue magazines, comics, LP 

albums. Check with us before you throw It away. Treasure 
Chest, Agglevllle. (1tf) 

CARPOOL FROM Topeka Tuesday and Thursday, Classes 
8:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. Call 1-235*598. Ask for Jim. (80*4) 

DRUMS—FAIR price ready for a good name- kit, 
with/without cymbals Kan Fox, 537*818. (81*2) 

NEED RIDE to Bruce Springsteen In exchange for ticket or 
gaa. Call Steve, 539*184. (81*5) 

USED TEXAS Instruments, Business Analysis! II. Call 539- 
6055 (82*5) 

RIDER TO New York wanted. Leave and of January Call 537- 
7901.(82*5) 

BOOKS: WEED Management, Wildlife and America. Biology 
of Plants, psychology book (black), a Sand Country 
almanac. Erosion and Sediment Pollution Control. 539- 
8211, Rm 916 (82*6) 

DESPERATELY NEED to buy one general admission basket 
ball ticket for OSU game January 21 Call 776-7406 after 
5:00 p.m. (82*3) 

WANTED TO buy: 2* tickata to the K-State-KU game Wed- 
neaday, January 28. Will pay $25 each. Call 537*979 after 
5:00 p.m. (82*6) 

LOST 
LOST GOLD sofs cushion between Topeka and Manhattan 

on I-70. Reward, call 532-5360. (80*4) 

LOST MONDAY: Ladies narrow, tan, suede belt. Haa a gold 
buckle with a brown stone. Reward offered. Pleaaa call 
776-9155 before IfrOO a.m. or between 6:00 9.00 p.m. (80*3) 

LOST DECEMBER 15, a pair of black and gray "Saranac" ski 
gloves. If found call Al at 537-7517. A reward is offered for 
their return. Loat along Claflln Ave. or In parking lot behind 
Cardwell.(81*5) 

FOUND 
TWO ENGLISH books found In East Stsdlum January 14th. 

Call 778*287. (80*2) 

CENTER HUB for R/R hubcap oft blue Monte Carlo w/black 
top, next to Ackert on 17th Street Call 537*362 to claim 
(82*4) 

PERSONAL 
DAVEY: WHO woutd've imagined one little awing dance 

could last five months'' Happy Anniversary! ILYI Notes 
(82) 

TO THE owner of the 1979 maroon Formula with a "Kappa" 
license plate. Maybe we have something elae In common 
besides cant? The other Formula. (82) 

J.A.S., LETS keep the good times rolling. Camelot. (82) 

R. LYTLE—My favorite Phi Kappa Theta. I missed you so 
much while you were gone, but I love you much, much 
more. I hope you had a nice time skiing. I love you, Linda. 
(82) 

STU, MAINTENANTII a eu cinq mole. J'eapere noua pouvona 
plua part heureuses memolres. Je t'alme. Amy. (82) 

JOHN—WANT to celebrate your birthday tonight? I'll expect 
you over for supper this evening. Happy 23rd. Deb. (82) 
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Stock Market Game teaches; 
entertains students of all ages 

By SCOTT WILLIAMS 
CoUegiao Reporter 

Imagine being given $100,000. One catch is 
that it must be inveated on the New York 
Stock Exchange. Another catch is that the 
money is only fictitious, in the form of a 
computer simulation learning tool, the Stock 
Market Game. 

The game originated at the William 
Laurier University, in Waterloo, Canada, 
and was further refined at Buffalo State 
College, New York. It was introduced to 
Kansas by Ron Rosenblatt, director of the 
K-State Center for Economic Education. 
Kansas is the second of 16 states to par- 
ticipate in the game. 

Rosenblatt said the game was one way to 
educate many people about economics at a 
low coat. About 2,000 students around the 
state participated in last fall's session. 

"It allows the students to simulate in- 
vesting $100,000 during the course of the 
semester, and (they) may invest it any way 
they want on common stock on the New 
York Stock Exchange," Rosenblatt said. "It 
works on a daily basis on actual closing 
prices." 

PLAYERS FILL out special self-punch 
computer cards and mail them to the 
Economic Education center daily. 

Brokerage fees and transaction costs are 
deducted from each player's account, and a 
portfolio of their overall progress is printed 
by the computer each week. The game is 
played for 10 weeks. 

Players consist of an average of four 
members to a team, mostly high school 
students, although there are some junior 
high, and a few grade school players. Some 
K-Staters, both students and faculty, are 
past players of the game. 

ROSENBLATT IS overwhelmed by the 
response of the game in Kansas. 

"Teachers have been really enthusiastic 
about it," Rosenblatt said, "because they've 
found a way to motivate kids to learn about 
how our economic system really works, and 
that investment is the basic building block of 
our system. 

Senate committee 
reviews proposed 
death penalty bill 

TOPEKA (AP) — A bill to reinstate the 
death penalty was unveiled Monday in a 
Kansas Senate committee, but a decision 
whether to introduce it into the upper 
chamber was put off until later in the week. 

The Senate Federal and State Affairs 
Committee reviewed the proposal, which is 
similar to a capital punishment bill vetoed 
last year by Gov. John Carlin. Although no 
action was taken, debate centered on 
whether the committee should introduce the 
measure. 

As drafted, the bill calls for a death 
penalty or mandatory life sentence as a 
choice for a jury after murder convictions in 
three categories—premeditated murder, 
murder in commission of a kidnapping, and 
murder in commission of rape or sodomy. 

Also included in the measure is a 
provision for automatic review by the 
Kansas Supreme Court of any death sen- 
tence. 

Method of execution will depend upon 
constitutional tests. But the committee's 
draft called for death by injection as the 
first choice. If the courts strike that down, 
death by hanging would be used. Elec- 
trocution was listed in the draft as a final 
alternative. 

Because of Carlin's vetoes of death 
penalty bills in the past two sessions, Sen. 
James Francicso, D Wichita, said he 
believed the committee was wasting time by 
considering the issue, and should instead 
address matters such as a proposed 
severance tax or classification of property. 

The Senate has narrowly approved death 
penalty bills during the past two years, and 
such a measure is expected to meet less 
resistence this session because changes in 
the makeup of the upper chamber. 
However, the main obstacle to enactment is 
whether the 1961 Legislature can muster a 
two-thirds majority to override a veto by 
Carlin. 

"It's a neat way to begin to involve 
students in understanding how the economic 
system works, plus it's a game— a 
challenge," he said. "They may get lucky 
and make a lot of money, they may be 
unlucky and lose a lot of money, that's really 
kind of irrelevant. The only reason we do it 
is to get people excited about economics." 

A GROUP of students from the Wichita 
Junior Achievement (WJA) just completed 
the game, winning second place in the fall 
session. The group of high school students, 
with assistance from a local brokerage firm 
invested in a wide variety of stock, and 
almost doubled their money in the 10-week 
period. 

"I think the students did learn a great 
deal, said Nelda Wing, project business 
major of WJA. "I think it's beginning to 
bring the relevancy of what's going on in the 
world into something that affects a business. 
They get an understanding that world 
events, psychology, and a lot of different 
influences affect the market." 

After the spring session winners have 
been determined, there will be a banquet 
honoring the top three winning groups of 
both fall and spring sessions. 

Registration for the spring session is due 
on Feb. 6. Any individual or group wishing to 
enter the game can get more information 
from Rosenblatt at the Center for Economic 
Education. 
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Cheering crowd welcomes hostages to freedom 
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Fifty-two freed American 
hostages arrived in West Germany 
early Wednesday, ending a 444-day 
ordeal as hostages in Iran and a 12- 
hour flight from Tehran via Athens 
and Algiers. 

At a stopover at Algier'a wind- 
swept airport, Algerian officials, 
acting as intermediaries, formally 
turned the former captives over to 
U.S. authorities in a brief and 
joyous ceremony. 

The Americans, one flashing a 
"V-for-victory" sign and another 
shouting "God bless America," 
then flew aboard two U.S. medical 
evacuation planes to West Ger- 
many for a period of rest and 
"decompression" at a U.S. Air 
Force hospital. 

The Medevac DC-9s touched 
down at the Rhein-Main Air Base 
near Frankfurt at 11:45 a.m. CST 
Tuesday. Their next trip will be to 
the United States. 

The hostages had flown out of 
Tehran aboard an Algerian 
airliner 25 minutes after Ronald 
Reagan succeeded Jimmy Carter 
as president at noon Tuesday in 
inauguration ceremonies in 
Washington. And as they were led 
to the plane, one at a time, a group 
of Iran's revolutionary guards 
crowded around, waving their fists 
and chanting, "Death to 
America!" 

Ali Abdelaziz, an Algerian 
protocol officer who was on the 
flight from Tehran, said when the 
hostages were safely aboard the 

plane "they let their joy explode. 
They began to shout, to sing." 

A cheer rose from hundreds of 
U.S. military peronnel and 
civilians gathered at the Rhine- 
Main base as the freed hostages 
left the DC-9s. 

A delegation led by former 
Secretary of State Cyrus Vance, 
who headed the State Department 
when the U.S. Embassy and 
hostages were seized on Feb. 4, 
1979, and Ambassador Walter 
Sotessel formed a receiving line to 
greet the 52. 

The hostages then boarded buses 
for the 20-mile trip to the Air Force 
hospital at Wiesbaden. 

More cheers went up from people 
packing the terrace and two 
balconies   of   the   three-story 

hospital as the two buses, escorted 
by more than a dozen German 
police cruisers and U.S. military 
cars, entered the driveway. The 
grinning ex-hostages formed a 
single line to make their way 
through the crowd and entered the 
hospital. 

Carter, unable to win the 
hostage's freedom in the closing 
hours of "his watch" because of 
last-minute delays, was scheduled 
to fly to Wiesbaden later today as 
President Reagan's envoy. 

"USA, USA, USA" cheered the 
throng at the West German air 
base, with many people waving 
small American flags. The former 
prisoners were served a turkey 
dinner on the 1,250-mile flight from 
Algiers to Frankfurt. 

They had left Tehran at 11:25 
p.m. CST Tuesday and after a 
refueling stop in Athens, Greece, 
their Algerian Boeing 727 landed in 
Algiers about 7Vfc hours later. A 
second Boeing 727 that carried the 
Americans' luggage and a smaller 
jet with the Algerian diplomats 
who had served as go-betweens in 
the long and often frustrating 
negotiations completed the three- 
plane mission. 

In 95 hectic minutes televised 
back to the U.S., the freed captives 
disembarked from the Algerian 
craft and were greeted with hugs 
and tears, closing the final chapter 
in a hostage-holding episode 
without precedent in modern 
diplomatic history. 

(See FREEDOM, p. 2) 
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Reagan cast in new role; 
government drama begins 
WASHINGTON (AP) — 

Ronald Reagan became 
President of the United States 
on Tuesday, promising "an era 
of national renewal" at home 
and restraint but never 
surrender abroad. His 
inauguration blended the 
passage of power with a 
passage to freedom for 52 
American hostages. 

"They are now free of Iran," 
said Reagan, little more than 
two hours after his 
inauguration. 

As Jimmy Carter yielded the 
presidency, Iran yielded at last 
the captives it had held for 444 
days. And so the celebration for 
Reagan, the parade, pageantry, 
music, cannon salutes, became 
a celebration of their freedom, 
too. 

At the hour of inauguration, 
the promise of freedom had not 
become the fact of freedom, and 
Reagan did not mention the 
hostages in the 20-minute ad- 
dress he directed to "this breed 
called Americans," coun- 
trymen he described as the 
heroes of the land. 

But the liberation of the 
captive Americans was the 
focus of his last briefings by 
Carter, and his first hours as the 
40th president. 

And so the announcement the 
nation awaited came in his toast 
to congressional leaders at a 
traditional Capitol luncheon. 

"And now to conclude the 
toast, with thanks to almighty 
God, I have been given a tag 
line, the get-off line that 
everyone wants for the end of a 

toast or a speech or anything 
else. 

"Some 30 minutes ago, the 
planes bearing our prisoners 
left Iranian airspace and they 
are now free of Iran. So we can 
all drink to this one—to all of us 
together, doing what we all 
know we can do, to make this 
country what it should be, what 
it can be, what it always has 
been." 

It was the announcement 
Carter had waited so long to 
make himself, but it came too 
late for him. So President 
Reagan made it, while citizen 
Carter flew home to Georgia. 

Back in Plains, Carter made 
his own announcement to 
townspeople   turned   out   to 

(See REAGAN, p.2) 

While President Ronald Reagan appears 
on the television screen in the 
background, John Brooks Jr., 
Manhattan, talks with friends during an 
inauguration celebration at Houston 
Street   Restaurant  and   Pub.   Reagan 

Staff photo by Crolg Chandlor 

appeared on the close-circuit broadcast 
as the inaugural balls were transmitted 
to 56 cities around the country. 
Manhattan was the only city in Kansas to 
receive the broadcast. 

Students seek vote 
on senate committees 

By DEANNA HUTCHISON 
Collegian Reporter 

Although an amendment to the 
Faculty Senate constitution would 
have given a student represen- 
tative voting power on two Faculty 
Senate committees failed last 
semester, efforts to gain approval 
for it continue. 

The amendment would place one 
voting student member on both the 
academic affairs and faculty af- 
fairs committees of Faculty 
Senate. 

Mark Zimmerman, Student 
Senate chairman, headed the drive 
in December to gain the amend- 
ment's passage. 

Although students already are 
nonvoting members on the com- 
mittees, Zimmerman said he 
believes a voting member would be 
more aware of Faculty Senate 
issues. 

Heinz Bulmahn, president-elect 
of Faculty Senate, disagrees 
because the student vote would 
weaken faculty input, he said. 

"It's primarily a matter of that 
the faculty must be of one voice on 
faculty matters and that the 
students must be of one voice on 
student matters," Bulmahn said. 

"I believe that this makes us 
each more effective," he said. "We 
must give specific signs to the 
administration. With students 
voicing their ideas through the 
Faculty Senate, our opinions are 
diluted. The students have Student 
Senate through which they can 
voice their ideas." 

THE AMENDMENT, which 
must be approved by two-thirds of 
the faculty, will be introduced at 
the general faculty meeting, 
Zimmerman said. 

"It is possible to bring up the 
issue at the general faculty 
meeting which would occur, I 
believe, at the beginning of next 
fall," Zimmerman said. 

In the past, students were 
allowed to vote on some com- 
mittees of the Faculty Senate. A 
review of the committees and 
membership by the Faculty 
Committee on Committees and 
Structure last year ended the 
student vote. 

"At some point, I don't know 
when, some chairs of standing 
committees allowed students to 
vote," Bulmahn said. "It became 
apparent during our study that 

students shouldn't be allowed to 
vote." 

ZIMMERMAN SAID he believes 
student votes and input could be 
valuable to faculty members' 
discussions and should not be 
ignored. 

"One thing which was brought up 
in the Senate is that there are 
faculty members on Student 
Senate committees," Zimmerman 
said. "They have proven to be very 
valuable resources. I think it could 
definitely work the other way 
around as well. 

"We must get all the information 
available to be able to lobby ef- 
fectively through ASK (Associated 
Students of Kansas) and SLN 
(Student Legislative Network)," 
Zimmerman said. 

Zimmerman said faculty 
decisions influence students, and a 
voting student member should be a 
part of the faculty committees to 
represent the students' views. 

"Many of the issues that Faculty 
Senate deals with have a direct 
effect on students," Zimmerman 
said. "I feel strongly that student 
input is important and valuable." 

ALTHOUGH BULMAHN agrees 
that student input is "crucial," he 
said giving the students voting 
power on the committees would be 
giving them a disproportionate 
amount of power. 

"They ought to have the right to 
sit in, but not to vote," Bulmahn 
said. "Students presently have 
three votes of the 70 or 80 on the full 
Faculty Senate, and allowing them 
a vote on each committee would 
give them a great deal more in- 
fluence than due them as com- 
pared to their actual represen- 
tation. It doesn't seem appropriate 
to allow students so great a 
representation." 

Inside 
RELATED 

HOSTAGE STORIES 

DURING    THEIR    EARLY 
DAYS   OF   CAPTIVITY,   the 
hostages were forced to 
comply with many threats 
from the Iranian militants. See 
p. 6. 

MORE HOSTAGE STORIES 
on pages 8, 9 and 15. 
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Reagan..* 
(Continued from p. 1) 

welcome him home: "Just a few moments 
ago on Air Force One ... I received word 
officially for the first time that the aircraft 
carrying the 52 American hostages had 
cleared Iranian airspace on the first leg of 
the journey home and that every one of the 
52 hostages was alive and well and free." 

He added, "We've kept faith with our 
priniciples and our people and as a result 
we've reached this day of joy and 
thanksgiving." 

At the stroke of noon, presidential power 
passed from James Earl Carter Jr. of 
Georgia to Ronald Wilson Reagan of 
California, 69, oldest man ever to take of- 
fice, former movie actor, former governor 
of California, conservative Republican. 

Confronting economic ills he called a 
crisis, Reagan said "govert is not the 
solution to oirr problem: government is the 

Correcbon 
It was incorrectly reported in Tuesday's 

Collegian article, "Many opt for A-Pass- 
Fail; decide good outweighs bad," that 16 
hours could be taken on the A-Pass-Fail 
basis. According to the current K-State 
catalogue, one-sixth of the total hours 
required for a bachelor's degree may be 
taken on an A-Pass-Fail basis. 

problem. 
"With all the creative energy at our 

command, let us begin an era of national 
renewal," Reagan said in his inaugural 
address. "Let us renew our determination, 
our courage and our strength. Let us renew 
our faith and our hope. We have every right 
to dream heroic dreams." 

Carter, the 39th president, was but a 
spectator at the Capitol as Reagan raised 
his right hand, put his left on a Bible that 
belonged to his mother Nellie, and swore the 
simple oath by which every president vows 
to preserve, protect and defend the Con- 
stitution. 

Chief Justice Warren Burger intoned the 
oath Reagan repeated: 

"I do solemnly swear that I will faithfully 
execute the office of President of the United 
States, and will, to the best of my ability, 
preserve, protect and defend the Con- 
stitution of the United States.'' 

"So help me God," he added. 
Reagan began the oath at four minutes to 

noon, his wife Nancy at his side. A 21-gun 
salute sounded over the Capitol, echoed 
along the Mall beyond. Carter joined the 
applause, the trademark smile on his lips. 

"We must act today in order to preserve 
tomorrow," Reagan said. "And let there be 
no misunderstanding—we are going to act 
beginning today." 

Campus bulletin 
ANNOUNCBMINTI 

APPLICATIONS   for   University   Learning   Network 
volunteers »rt available In Falrchlld 205until Friday. 

EDUCATION COUNCIL application art available at 
Holtonlll   Deadline 114:30p.m. Fab 6. 

ALL JUNIORS with a 3.3 GPA may pick up Mortar 
Board application* at me Activities Cantor. All ap 
plication* duo Friday. 

APPLICATIONS for Ag Student Council officer position* 
ara available In Water* 117. 

STUDENT OOVI*NME NT election forms are available 
at the SGA Office. Filing deadline I* S p.m. Jan. 2t. 

APPLICATIONS are available for chairman position* of 
all Union Program Council committee* at the Activities 
Cantor. Deadline I* Sp.m. Jan. 2t. 

K-STATB-Another'* Worry Bump-AThon will bo today 
and Thur*day at Mother'* Worry. 

FLIGHT SERVICE STATION will sponsor a program 
Including the film*: "Path to Safety," "Cold Front," "Air 
Mass Theory," and "Flying Float*" at 7:30 p.m. today In 
Union Big S Room. 

THB OR ADUATE SCHOOL ha* scheduled the final oral 
defense of the doctoral dluertatlon of David Schmidt at 7 
p.m. today in Union 205. Dissertation topic: Compiler 
Generation from Lambda Calculus Definitions of 
Programming Language*. 

THB GRADUATE SCHOOL ha* scheduled the final oral 
defense of the doctoral dissertation of Ronald Spies at 3 
p.m. today In Shellenberger 204. Dissertation topic: Effect 
of Sugar on Starch Gelatlnlzatlon and Replacement of 
Sucrose In Layer Cake* with High Maltose Corn Syrup. 

TODAY 
ECUMENICAL CHRISTIAN MINISTRIES will meet 

at 7 a.m. at the ECM Center. 

OPF-CAMPUS STUDBNT Association mooting will be 
7 IS p.m. at Union 207. 

PLYINO CLUB will meet at 6:30 p.m. at Union Big S 
Room. 

KSU AMATBUR RADIO Club mooting will be 6 p.m. at 
Seaton I64K 

Ski 
Breckenridge 

with 

International 
Tours 

A full Service travel agency 

March 14th-18th 
* * *5days/4 nights* #$357* 

THURSDAY 
RHO MATES will meat at 7 p.m. at the Alpha Gamma 

Rho House 

'C AC IA OIRLS moating will be • p.m. at Union 204. 

BUS COUNCIL will moat at 4 p.m. at Union 203. 

BCUMBNICAL CHRISTIAN MINISTRIES will moot at 
noon at Union Stateroom 2. 

BXBCUTIVB OFFICERS of the Little Sisters of the Gold 
Rose will moot ate p.m. at Beta Sigma Ptl House. General 
meeting follow* at 6:30 p.m. 

KSDBtonigfjF 
TONIGHT,  KSDB will present "Rock Oldies" from 6 

through 10. 

Clara's Dog Grooming j 

3rd and Osage 776-1422 

-CHEAPEST rates in town J 

Price Include*: 
e Roundtrip transportation  on Conti- 

nental Airlines 727 from Wichita 
* Roundtrip Charter bus transfer* be- 

tween Denver and Breckenridge 
* Four nighU lodging at Beaver Run 
* Complete *ki. boot and pole rentals 
* Dinner at the Stapleton Plaza Hotel 
* Complete trip escort 

Reservation deadline 
Jan. 30,1981 

For further information 
contact Maryanne 

at International Tours 
(913)-776-4756 

price subject to change 

Here's the kind ol boo! that adds 
style lo any life style, and a lot 
more comfort Great boots that 
are the result of over half a cen- 
tury of handcrattsmanship 

Stack No. (Mi 
Reg.|iz«JS 

Sale $79.99 
GET YOUR TONY LAMA'S ON AT 

VANDERBILTS 
Downtown Wamego 

456-9100 
OpeaeveryaJgalUISp.nl. 

Saaasy* aeea toS p.oi. 

your auinonzed Tony Lama Dealer 

Freedom, 
(Continued from p. 1) 

Kathryn Koob and Elizabeth Ann Swift, 
the only women hostages, diplaned first, 
each wearing in their hair yellow rib- 
bons—the symbol from a popular song, "Tie 
a Yellow Ribbon 'Round the Old Oak Tree," 
which came to symbolize America's wait for 
the captives held 444 days. 

Next came Bruce Laingen, the charge 
d'affaires who had been the top diplomat at 
the U.S. Embassy in Tehran when it was 
seized Nov. 4, 1979. The other hostages 
followed in quick succession, waving and 
smiling. 

Deputy Secretary of State Warren 
Christopher, who headed the U.S. team that 
negotiated the final release agreement, and 
U.S. Ambassador to Algieria Ulrich Haynes, 
greeted the hostages as they left the Boeing 
727 of the Algerian airline. 

The group moved into the airport's VIP 
lounge, where Algerian Foreign Minister 
Mohamed Benyahia, smiling and relaxed 
despite several sleepness nights over last- 
minute negotiations, said: 

"It is...my duty at this moment to deliver 
your fellow citizens to you, Mr. Christopher, 
who officially represents the American 
government here." 

There was a round of applause from the 
freed hostages and Algerian and U.S. of- 
ficials. 

"I have the great honor and privilege in 
affirming that you are back home and safely 
in our hands," Christopher responded. 

"This event answers our prayers and we 
are more than delighted to accept the 
responsibility of seeing to it that you return 
to your homes and families." 

Christopher thanked the Algerian 
government for its role as intermediary, 
saying "Today's events would not be taking 
place without the role of your government.'' 

KIDNEY FOUNDATION Of 

KANSAS • WEITENN MIMOUMI 

SEE THE BEST 

SALE 
Raichle hiking boots 

reg. $89.50 NOW $67.50 
Ladies' and men's ski pants 
reg. $47.00 NOW $39.95 

20% OFF on all vests 

20% OFF on all sweaters 

Sale lasts until Sat, Jan. 24th 

Westloop Shopping Center 
Ph.:776-3632 

OPEN 

11:00 A.M. 
FOR 

LUNCH 
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submarine sandwiches, plus 
our new i hill and soup of the day 

until 2 a.m. 
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& 
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Briefly By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Boy snubs White House job offer 
NEWFANE, N.Y. — The official letter from Washington, D.C., 

said Ricky Remmele was under consideration for a position in the 
new Reagan administration. The announcement came as quite a 
surprise since Ricky is only 9. 

"I can't figure out where they got his name, except through some 
mix-up," said Dick Remmele, the boy's father. "It clearly wasn't 
meant for me because I don't go by 'Ricky.'" 

The letter, signed by E. Pendleton James, director of presidential 
personnel, said: "Although we cannot predict when we might be in 
touch, please be assured that you will be seriously considered as we 
seek the most qualified team to serve President-elect Reagan after 
he takes offices in January." 

Ricky's mother, Sally Remmele, said her son wrote to Reagan 
after the November election as part of a class project, 
congratulating him on his victory. She said he got a form letter from 
Reagan later, "acknowledging what Ricky had written and saying 
he likes to hear from young people and that he'd work hard as 
president." 

Asked if he would take a job offered by the president, Ricky shook 
his head and said, "No." 

Asked why not, he shrugged his shoulders. 
"I just don't want to go," he said. 

Beer thieves go on the wagon 
BELLEVILLE, Ind. — State Trooper Kurt Douglas says the 

thieves who drove off with a trailer they thought was packed with 
2,000 cases of beer are having a dry party. 

The trailer was full of beer bottles, all right—but they all were 
empty. 

"Whoever took the trailer probably thought they were going to 
have one heck of party, but that certainly isn't going to be the case," 
Douglas said. "I don't know if there's much of a market for emp- 
ties." 

initial approval given to gong bongs for minors 
SALINA — An ordinance restricting the sale of drug parapher- 

nalia was given unanimous preliminary approval by the Salina City 
Commission Monday. The city attorney was directed to check a 
proposed amendment before a final vote is taken next week. 

The ordinance would prohibit the sale of drug paraphernalia ex- 
cept in establishments that are posted as off limits to minors. 

A lawyer representing a Salina business where drug-related items 
are sold asked city commissioners to add penalties against minors 
who attempt illegally to buy drug paraphernalia. He said it is not fair 
to penalize only the merchants when minors try to use false iden- 
tification. 

Commissioner Karen Graves disagreed, saying merchants know 
there are risks involved in doing business. She said merchants who 
want to avoid such risks could stop selling drug paraphernalia 
altogether. 

Reagan imposes federal hiring freeze 
WASHINGTON — Ronald Reagan, in his first official act as the 

nation's 40th president, today imposed a federal hiring freeze that 
his aides contend has "more teeth" than one issued by former 
President Jimmy Carter. 

He signed the paper less than an hour after he was sworn in, 
saying that in addition to its symbolic value, "the freeze will 
eventually lead to a sizable reduction in the federal work force." 

The president said he would permit only rare exemptions to his 
order when necessary "to maintain vital services." 

The freeze, promised by Reagan during the campaign, was one of 
four executive orders ready for Reagan's signature during his first 
week in office. The others would abolish the Council of Wage and 
Price Stability, suspend for review all pending federal regulations 
and order Cabinet officers to initiate programs to discover waste 
and fraud. 

New president 'inspires' Landon 
TOPEK A — President Ronald Reagan's acceptance of the nation's 

leadership Tuesday was called "inspiring" by Alf Landon, former 
Kansas governor and 1936 Republican nominee for president. 

Landon sent the new President a telegram following his inaugural 
ceremony which read: * 

"Your inspiring acceptance of the leadership of our great and 
beloved country for the next four years is encouraging to all 
Americans. With deepest gratitude, Alf M. Landon." 

WeatfieF 
The weather does not seem to coincide with the liberal contention 

that gloomy days are in store. Instead we'll have sunny skies to go 
along with the release of the hostages. High today near 50 with mild 
weather expected to continue on Thursday. 

MON.rd 

DID YOU TAKE YOUR VITAMINS THIS MORNING? 

manhattan health foods 
77M*" 

THE HAIR SHACK 
We welcome you to stop by Friday, Jan. 23 and Saturday, Jan. 24 
for our OPEN HOUSE. Join us for refreshments and while you are 
here register for one of our free haircuts. You need not be present 
to win. 

Chris—stylist 
Linda—stylist 
Jeanie—stylist 
Kyoko—owner/stylist 

523 S. 17th 
Old Town Mall 

776-1014 

^REDKEN' 
M-FM 
Th.9-8 
Sal. 9-5 

GLORY 
BOYS 
A 7 PIECE RHYTHM ft BLUES BAND 

i 

TONIGHT 
ONLY $1.00 COVER 

SUM PICKINS FRIDAY 
WILLOW WIND SATURDAY 

FACULTY! 
LOOK NO FURTHER- 

IMAGES Copy Shop will keep 
your materials on file for 

your students and make copies for 
4tf per page!! 

Free yourself from the forms, fines, 
and frustrations of lost materials, 

extra paperwork, and articles on reserve. 

612 N. 12th (parking by Kite's) 

Karen Zovne-Nancy Hause, and NORMAN the %&§/ 
owners-ooerators .»- «.«»>. 

9:15a.m. to 6:30p.m. 537-9606 

IT'S... 
LATE NITE 
HAPPY HOUR 
EVERY 
WEDNESDAY! 

PLUS. ..BIG 8 BASKETBALL GAME ON BIG TV (KU vs. ML'TONITE) 



Opinions 
No information, 
no prevention 

The Center for Disease Control in Atlanta is not 
doing its job. 

Last year one of the largest outbreaks of legion- 
naires' disease occurred in Burlington, Vt. killing 17 
persons and affecting 62 others. 

Legionnaires' disease bacteria was discovered in 
the air conditioning cooling tower at the University of 
Vermont College of Medicine. 

At the time this was considered a major 
breakthrough because it pinpointed the source of the 
bacteria. 

Officials at the Disease Control Center said there is 
over a SO percent chance, legionnaires' disease 
bacteria is growing in every air conditioning cooling 
tower in the United States. Yet they aren't concerned. 

The center has taken no steps to notify universities 
or other public institutions regarding the 
vulnerability of the cooling towers to act as tran- 
smitters of the disease. 

The Kansas State Department of Health is equally 
unconcerned about the disease, except for 
acknowledging the Disease Control Center's statistics 
are valid. 

Although Disease Control Center officials are still 
trying to determine how the legionnaires' disease 
bacteria escaped from the cooling tower in 
Burlington, this is no excuse for not warning the 
public. 

In Burlington, spread of the bacteria from the tower 
to the public was controlled by constant chlorination, 
a method which proved effective. 

The Center for Disease Control guidelines 
recommend chlorination of towers suspected as a 
source of the bacteria for 10 days, followed by regular 
maintenance and treatment with an ammonia 
compound to reduce normal algae growth. 

But institutions will not know whether the bacteria 
exists in their cooling towers unless proper testing is 
performed and proper information concerning the 
spread of the disease is disseminated—the respon- 
sibility of the Center for Disease Control. 

However, since the center does not believe a threat 
to the public exists, and the State Department of 
Health is equally unconcerned, individual in- 
stitutions, including K-State, must take control of the 
situation. 

At all costs, the University should conduct the 
proper tests to insure K-State's cooling tower is free 
of the bacteria. 

PAULSTONE 
Opinions Editor 

- Bruce Buchanan 
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It am % that easy, gang 

Now that Ronald Reagan is of- 
ficially president, there are many 
among the great American "silent 
majority" who have high hopes for 
the nation. 

They envision overnight 
solutions to problems which have 
been creeping into our lives for 
years. 

Members of the middle class are 
ready for an end to government 
waste and inefficiency, govern- 
ment give-away programs which 
encourage people not to work, and 
a return to the high productivity of 
past decades. 

An early December conversation 
in Dodge City may sum up that 
feeling. 

Two men were in a gas station. 
One was trying to get the station 
owner to purchase some fish. 

"I can't afford any this week," 
the prospective buyer said "My 
money just doesn't go as far as it 
used to." 

"Well, I'll be back after January 
and things will be different," the 
vendor said. "Ronald Reagan will 
be in office and you'll be able to 
buy some fish then." 

"Yeah, that sounds good. You 
know, he's going to really change 
things. If he gets rid of this dam- 
med inflation, even an old gas 
station owner like me is going to be 
able to buy lobster. Why don't you 
bring some for me then." 

It ain't that easy. 

WE HEARD a lot of rhetoric last 
year about restoring the American 
Dream. Republicans and 
Democrats alike talked about the 
entangled nightmare of inflation 
and taxes we are suffering. 

And Ronald Reagan came along 

as the savior of the business 
community and the average 
working man and woman. He 
promised a balanced budget, an 
extreme tax cut and a 
strengthened national defense. 

Few would argue the worth of 
those goals on an individual basis. 
Collectively, though, they don't 
have a chance to succeed. 

Jimmy Carter entered office as a 
fresh wind on the White House 
lawn. He was the man who was 
going to balance the budget at least 
by the final year of his four-year 
term and he was going to do it 
regardless of what the entrenched 
feudal chiefs on Capitol Hill 
thought. 

So Carter proceeded to try to go 
around the Hill and his fresh wind 
was quickly buried under a cold 
front. He was stymied in many of 
his attempts to solve the nation's 
problems and bis final years in 
office were marked by huge budget 
deficits. 

Carter never seemed to realize 
that the president isn't the only 
elected power in Washington. 

FOR THE FIRST TIME in years, 
the Republican Party controls the 
Senate. Gains in the House have 
prompted GOP faithfuls to boast 
that with all the Republicans and 
some conservative Democrats, the 
lower chamber can also turn into a 
reasonable body. 

Reagan has been promised a 
"honeymoon" for the first months 
of his term and a great aura of 
cooperation has been emanating 
from Washington. 

In a few months, though, the 
shiny veneer will be marred. 
Reagan will find that his programs 

are not agreeable to all members 
of Congress and not everyone has 
the same ideas about the direction 
of the federal government. 

Although he has done a good Job 
so far of stroking the fragile Hill 
egos, Reagan will lock horns with 
legislative leaders at some point. 

Even a solid majority in 
Congress for the party with control 
of the White House has ensured 
realization of the ideals of that 
party. 

The Democrats have had solid 
control of Congress for years, but 
they have not been able to pass all 
campaign promises. 

There are many reasons for that. 
There was always a vocal, solid 
core of conservatives who would 
vote against anything proposed 
from the wrong side of the aisle. 
Another problem has been that 
there has been no agreement 
among all the Democrats as to 
what is "right." 

REAGAN WILL HAVE the same 
trouble with the new Congress. The 
Democrats, who still have the 
majority in the House, will be vocal 
and self-righteous and members of 
the Republican delegation on the 
Hill will have more than one idea 
as to how to proceed. 

But that, doesn't mean the 
problems won't be solved or should 
be solved faster. 

It has taken many years for our 
ills to grow out of control and we all 
need to realize that it must take 
years for the cure. 

A nation of 200 million can't be 
bandied about like a racquetball. 

The transition must be gradual 
to give the masses time to adjust 
and prevent massive waves from 
rocking our economic foundations. 

Letters 

Power game no longer affordable 
Editor, 

The United States has declared 
that it will send aid to El Salvador 
to help the government there fight 
communist revolutionaries. As 
seen by our government, the new 
activities there pose a serious 
military threat. 

It seems deeply disturbing that 
as the hostage situation in Iran is 
drawing to a close, we may ac- 
tually be precipitating another 
problem of the same profound 
consequences in yet another small 
country. 

The guerillas clearly stated in a 
communique issued shortly after 
the push for a change in govern- 
ment there that the push evolved 
out of the fear that the new ad- 
ministration would give El 
Salvador's military Juanta the aid 
desired to stop self-determination 
of government. This fear has 
unfortunately become a reality. 

The assertion that Americans 
are not accepted well by the 
general public in Latin America is 
not shocking at all, and easily 
understood. While we're busy 
telling ourselves bow important 
and all it is to do such things in 
order to save the country from 
"the, chains of communist op- 
pression," we are economically 
and   politically   raping   those 

countries that have few if any 
paths of recourse. We are still 
playing the cold war "game" that 
has traditionally been played at the 
expense of others. 

The hostage issue is one case 
where the tables, legal or illegal, 
have been turned, and we do not 
like it one bit. So why don't we stop 
such childish behavior? We could 
be doing more for our image by 
trying to solve complicated issues 
through reasoning or logic long 
before they become such dramatic 
flare-ups. 

The shah may be dead, but we 
are still doing what we have 
always done in the field of in- 
ternational relations. Our next 
secretary of state, Alexander Haig, 
stated on television he would never 
normalize relations with Cuba 
because   of   its   role   as   an 

aggressive, communist state. It 
seems that Haig has forgotten that 
we forced Cuba down the path she 
took through open and secret at- 
tacks on the small country in its 
developing stages, the same thing 
we may now be doing to El 
Salvador. 

I firmly believe we could acquire 
more strength, respect, and in- 
fluence if we proved to others that 
we are the Americans we believe 
ourselves to be. 

. The power game is an old game, 
and in this new age of terrorism, 
atomic weapons and developing 
sense of independence in other 
countries, a game we can no longer 
afford to play. 

MarkReasoaer 
Junior in prelaw 
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Update 
Rolph attends student conference 

The College of Arts and Sciences was recently represented at the 
Student Conference of United States Affairs by Cynthia Rolph, 
senior in geography. The four-day conference, held at the United 
States Military Academy, West Point, was attended by about 200 
students and 50 officials from 120 universities and colleges 
throughout the United States and Canada. The 32nd annual con- 
ference focused on discussions and speeches on "A Global Strategy 
of the 1980s." 

Judges take honors at stock show 
K-State student judgers won intercollegiate livestock and wool 

judging contests at the National Western Stock Show in Denver last 
Saturday. As a team, K-State won first in breeding cattle, first in 
total beef cattle judging, second in sheep and market beef, third in 
swine, and fourth in horses. 

Kent Stewart, junior in animal science and industry, led the junior 
judges to the title, as all five members of the K-State team ranked 
among the top 15 individuals. Joe Rickabaugh, sophomore in 
agricultural education, placed second individually in judging horses 
and third in total beef cattle. Earl Fink, junior in animal science and 
industry, placed eighth, Jeff Bryant, junior in agricultural 
education, placed 11th individually and Doug Smart, senior in 
animal science industry, finished 15th. 

Stewart placed first in swine judging and tied with Bryant for fifth 
place in judging sheep. 

In wool judging, Lyle Leppke, special student, placed third, and 
Michael Sagartz, freshman in animal science and industry, placed 
fifth. 

Science association awards professors 
The American Association for the Advancement of Science 

(AAAS) elected four K-State faculty members as fellows last week. 
Roger Fedde, professor of veterinary medicine; Donald Kropf, 

professor of animal science; Jane Westfall, professor of veterinary 
medicine and Fred Wilson, associate professor of biology, were 
among those elected. 

The disciplinary sections of the association nominate members 
and they are then elected by the AAAS council. A fellow is "a 
member whose efforts on behalf of the advancement of science or its 
applications are scientifically or socially distinguished." 

Dean leaves for Hawaiian job 
Elnora Huyck, associate dean of the College of Home Economics, 

plans to leave Manhattan on Thursday for Honolulu. She will return 
in May, after serving as the acting head of home economics at the 
University of Hawaii, for the spring semester. 

While there, she will be working to combine three separate 
departments into a single department that could eventually become 
a college of home economics. Huyck has been a K-State faculty 
member since 1977, when she was named head of the family and 
child development department. She has been the associate dean 
since 1978. 

Communication experts honored 
Communication specialists at K-State received individual awards 

at a contest in Omaha, Jan. 11-13. The eight awards went to K-State 
at a district meeting of the Council for the Advancement and Support 
of Education. 

The winning entries were in competition with entries from com- 
munity colleges and universities in the eight-state Mid-America 
region. 

The winners included Tom Carlin, editor of K-Stater, the Office of 
Information, Bern Ketchum, who shot photographs for the K-Stater 
and Ron Frank. 

K-State research may aid diabetics 
Someday a diabetic may be able to lessen his insulin requirement 

because of research on dietary fiber being done at K-State. 
The research purpose is to determine if dietary fiber can alter the 

requirement of insulin, said Robert Reeves, associate professor of 
foods and nutrition. 

The research involves five insulin-dependent adult diabetics who 
must eat high fiber content food for six weeks. After this period, they 
are hospitalized for 17 hours, then put on an artifical pancreas to see 
if a change in blood sugar appears. 

This program is funded by the Kansas Affiliate of the American 
Diabetes Association, Reeves said. Reeves is working in 
collaboration with Dr. Richard Guthrie, University of Kansas School 
of Medicine, Wichita. 
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1ST. OFF ALL 
XEROXING 

January 19 thru January 30 
• come see our large selections of papers 

parchment and bond with matching envel- 
opes, watercolor. vellum,adhesive drafting 
film,and many more! 

• 81/2x11 white and color paper-no extra charge 

• bring your own It ^sorting/collating/ 
paper in -10% off /^^Jfe^   cutting/folding - 
at all times ^frnffi Wllmh  no extra charge 

k-state union 
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25years of service 1956-1981 woo 
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Hostages brutalized by captors 
during first days of takeover 

NEW YORK (AP) — Iranian militant! 
played "Russian roulette" with two of the 
female American hostages, tied others to a 
table and waved guns "in our faces" during 
the first days of the seizure of the U.S. 
Embassy in Iran, a former hostage told 
NBC News Tuesday night. 

But Lloyd Rollins, in a live interview with 
the network, said the scare tactics stopped 
within days after the Nov. 4,1979, takeover 
of the embassy in Tehran "when they got to 
know us." 

"The guns disappeared, the weapons 
disappeared, and they tried to reassure us 
that we weren't going to be hurt," Rollins 
said. 

Rollins was one of 13 blacks and women 
released by the Iranians within the first few 
weeks after the takeover, leaving behind 52 
other Americans. His comments were 
broadcast just minutes after the 52 were 
seen on a live broadcast leaving a jet at an 
Algerian airport as they ended 444 days of 
captivity. 

Rollins had refused to comment on the 
early days of the seizure until his 52 former 
colleagues were released. The only reports 
of brutality to the hostages had been a Nov. 
7, 1979, statement by an unidentified U.S. 
official who said there was no evidence that 
the hostages had been "beaten, stabbed or 
shot" but that they had been "pushed 
around, abused, intimidated and mishan- 
dled." 

Rollins confirmed that report. 
"During the first part of the captivity our 

hands were tied very tightly, and on the 
second day of captivity a number of 
hostages and myself were tied around the 
ambassador's dining room table," Rollins 
said. 

Rollins said there was "Russian roulette" 
played with two of the female secretaries in 
efforts to "get information from us." 

"They put a bullet in the chamber, spun 
the chamber, and they clicked the trigger 
off on a couple of the girls," Rollins said. 

Aid helps households 
meet high fuel costs 

By MICHELLE DUELL 
City Editor 

Students seeking a new form of financial 
assistance could have another service to 
turn to. 

To help persons pay heating costs this 
winter a Low Income Energy Assistance 
Program (LIEAP) was put into action 
through the Kansas Social and 
Rehabilitation Services (KSRS) Dec. 1,1980. 
After the Energy Assistance Act of 1980 
authorized the program, Kansas was 
allocated $15 million from the federal 
government in LIEAP funds for fiscal year 
1981. 

Those eligible are "just households that 
meet income guidelines," Joan Cloutier, 
area LIEAP supervisor, said, indicating 
that some students are eligible. 

LIEAP helps people with low incomes by 
providing supplementary benefits for 
meeting increasing fuel costs, Cloutier said. 

LIEAP is the first program of this kind, 
Cloutier said, and there are still families 
that need to be reached. She said perhaps 
more persons need to be aware of the 
program. 

According to the LIEAP guidelines, 
before assistance can be granted, eligible 
households must meet three requirements: 

1. For households with two or more per- 
sons, income must be less than or equal to 
the Bureau of Labor statistics lower living 
standard. 

2. Single person households must have 
incomes no greater than 125 percent of the 
federal government's poverty income 
guidelines. 

3. Eligibility is determined from a gross 
estimate of the last three months of the 
household's earned and unearned income 
(including assistance payments) received 
by all adult members. 

Exempted income includes any loans 
made to a person which he must repay and 
any grants paid to undergraduate students 
for educational purposes issued under any 
program administered by the U.S. Com- 
missioner of Education including BEOG, 
SEOG.andNDSL. 

The amount of payment a person can 
receive from LIEAP is determined by five 
criteria: the heating degree region where 
the residence is located, the type of fuel used 
by   the  household  and  cost,   the   total 
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household income, the number of rooms in 
the dwelling and whether the residence is an 
apartment or a house, according to the 
guidelines. 

LIEAP funds are available through April 
only. 

An eligible applicant would receive funds 
for three months from the date he applied, 
providing he or she applied during 
December or January, Cloutier said. For 
example, a person who applies in January 
will be granted a supplemental benefits 
from February through April. 

However, an eligible person who applies 
in February will receive funds for two 
months—from March through April. 

Application for LIEAP benefits can be 
made in Manhattan at the local KSRS 
outreach agencies which include the Flint 
Hills North Central Council on Aging, the 
Douglas Community Center and the Federal 
Home Administration Office. 

Announcing the 

1981 Deflation! 
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PERSONAL 
GROWTH 
SEMINAR 

February 20 & 21 

1021 Denison Ave. 

Cost: Student $21 
Non-Students *27 

BI/POLAR Uses a phychological inventory process that leads you to a better un- 
derstanding of your strengths and potentials; better understanding of 
others and appreciation of their differences; more self confidence and 
more confidence in your relationships with others; insights into how to 
communicate more effectively with other people; and a practical plan of 
action for your own personal growth. These are big claims, but those who 
have had personal experience with BI/POLAR know those claims will be 
accomplished. 
Because you will receive a set of inventories to be filled out by yourself 
and 5 other people— 
YOU MUST DECIDE SOON!! 
Registration deadline is February 4. 
Call 539-4281 to register or for additional information. 

Sponsored by Ecumenical Christian Ministries 

= 

ATTENTION: 
Applications are now being accepted 
for positions on the Editorial and Ad 
Staff of the Greek Publication, now 

called the "K-State Greek". 

Any Journalism or non-Journalism major interested 
in the position of Sorority and Fraternity Editor, 

Advertising Staff, Greek Relations Editor, Proof- 

Reader or Photographer is encouraged to fill out 
an application available in the Greek Affairs office, 

Holtz Hall 110. Deadline for applications is 
Friday, Jan. 23rd 

STUDENTS PROFESSOR PUBLISHING 
ONLY AT KINKO'S 

TELL      -S 
YOUR       A 

* PROFESSORS?/ 
Your professor can eliminate reserve room plans, 

borrowing books and other inefficient means of attaining 
study materials. 

Kinko's Professor Publishing makes notes, articles, 
diagrams and other outside reading selections easily avail- 
able to you the student. 

Course materials are duplicated and filed under your In- 
structors name and the coat is our usual 4$ per copy. 

So tell your professor, it will save you time and $$$! 

OPEN 
7 DAYS A WEEK Kinko's Kopies 

537-7340 
1126 Laramie 

in the Hondi Corner 

mJt* 
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BASKETBALL & BEER 
WED. NITESi 

KU Games Excluded 

The more points K-State scores, the 
lower the pitcher price! 

Under 50 pts...*2.60 PITCHERS 
50-59 pti .2.45 PITCHERS 
6049 pts 2.30 PITCHERS 
70-79 pts 2.15 PITCHERS 
8049 pts 2.00 PITCHERS 
90-99 pts 1.85 PITCHERS 

Over 100 FREE BEER 

30 MIN. AFTER GAME! 

Hostage prayers 
Sttff ohoto by Bo RaOtr 

Pastor John Graham, First Prebyterian Church of Manhattan, pauses 
for a moment of reflection Tuesday afternoon as area ministers held a 
prayer vigil on the steps of the Riley County Courthouse for the 
American hostages being held in Iran. Though the hostages had already 
been released a public prayer was offered for their well being. 

Friday, February 6 
McCain Auditorium 7:30 p.m. 
All Seats Reserved $6.50-$6.00 -$5.50 

Ticket, on Sale McCain Auditorium box 

office Today through Feb. 6 

Ticket, on Sale Starting Thuraday through 

Feb. 5th at the following ticket outlet.: Oun Record. .ndTepe.-A9.ie.i1i. 
Conde Mu.lc and Electronic., lac., - Downtown 

Ft. RU*y Recreational Service. -1 TT o*lc« 

upc coWeehoue. in cooperation wi *omx9&n 

MKTYOURFWCMOSAT.. 

KITES 
HOME OF THE WILDCATS! 

REMEMBER: 30» PRE-GAME HOT DOGS! 

RICHARD 
WILDER ~~    PRYOR 

Together Again in... 

STIR CRAZY 

FO I "■■««•«■•        «» 
■C   uem ii atnii KCWU'« 
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COLUMBIA PICTURES Presents 

A HANNAH WElNSIEIN PRODUCTION 

GENE WILDER  RICHARD PRYOR 
STIR CRAZY 

MUSK by TOM SCOTT • Executive Producer MEIVIUE TUCKER 
Produced by HANNAH WEINSTEIN • Written by BRUCE |AY FRIEDMAN 

Directed by SIDNEY POITIER 

OnenMlw—di'irtiaj— Mil.*mIt-*m*ri»n | © 
DAILY AT 
7:15-9:15 

Campus 
HEART OF AQOIEVILLE    J 
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Complicated asset arrangement 
promptly disperses $7.97 billion 

WASHINGTON (AP) - Former Treasury 
Secretary G. William Miller said Tuesday 
that the financial transaction that finally 
won the release of the 52 American hostages 
from Iran was "perhaps the largest transfer 
of funds of private interests ever ac- 
complished." 

The final total of Iranian assets frozen 
during the hostage crisis was slightly more 
than $11.2 billion, of which only $2.87 billion 
went free and clear Tuesday to Iran under 
the complex financial arrangement, U.S. 
officials said. 

The total was midway between the U.S. 
estimate that $8 billion had been frozen and 
Iranian claims that the amount was about 
$14 billion. 

Of the total, some $7.97 billion was 
dispersed immediately. Iran recovered 
$2.87 billion, while $5.1 billion was used to 
settle Iranian debts. The remainder, largely 
deposits in U.S. banks, will be dispersed 
later. 

IT WAS ALL part of an enormously 
complex financial agreement for returning 
Iranian assets frozen by former President 
Jimmy Carter in exchange for freedom for 
the American hostages. 

As part of the final, intensive negotiations, 
the Bank of England, which was the 
financial intermediary, and the New York 
Federal Reserve Bank were kept open for 48 
consecutive hours. Officials of both in- 
stitutions and the Treasury Department 
were in constant touch over telephone lines 
that were kept open. 

"It was an extraordinary procedure; 
nothing like it had ever been tried before," 
said one official. 

One requirement before Iran would 
release the hostages was that the United 
States had to deposit at least $7,955 billion in 
an escrow account in Algeria's name in the 
Bank of England. 

In New York, a Federal Reserve official 
said Tuesday that it was told by the 
Treasury about 4 a.m. to begin collecting 
funds from the U.S. banks in readiness for 

the movement to England. It was put into a 
U.S. account in the Bank of England. 

THE COLLECTION from the U.S. banks 
was completed by 6:30 a.m. and sent to the 
U.S. account at the Bank of England, said H. 
David Willey, a Federal Reserve vice 
president. At 6:43a.m., the Bank of England 
was told by Telex to transfer the money to 
the Iranian escrow account. The process 
began two minutes later and took 45 
minutes. 

In Washington, Miller said that the total in 
the escrow account was actually $7,977 
billion, including $5.5 billion from Iranian 
deposits in foreign branches of U.S. banks, 
$1.4 billion from Iranian cash and securities 
at the Federal Reserve Bank of New York 
and $940 million for the value of 1.6 million 
ounces of Iranian gold. 

The deposits included $800 million Iran 
earned in interest on its deposits. The in- 
terest rate used to figure the interest was 
nearly 17 percent, a figure that some banks 
felt was too high, even though it was 
negotiated directly between the banks and 
Iran. 

O.C.S.A. 
MEETING 

<§> 

7:15 Rm. 207 Union 

Call Rob 537-8686 

for information on 

Student Senate and 

Council positions 

Just this one time 
one day only 
Thursday, Jan. 22nd all day 

* 

0> so* BAPTIST CAMPUS 
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Baptist Campus Center 
1801 Anderson 
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•Worship 

•World Hunger Society 

♦The Shorter Works of Tillich 

•Theology of Movies 

Tuesdays, 7:00 p.m. 

Tuesdays, 11:30 a.m.-l :00 p.m. 
(Begins Feb. 3) 

Thursdays, 11:30 a.m.-l :00 p.m. 
(Begins Feb. 19) 

Saturday, 6:30 p.m. 
(Begins Feb. 21) 

Dave Stewart, Campus Minister 
539-3051 

Creative Crafts 
107 S. 4th 

WINTER CLASSES STARTING NOW: 
-TOLE -NEEDLEPOINT 
-MACRAME       -CARVING 

-WEAVING 
-COUNTED CROSS STITCH 

^ew Classes     -^^-     Ne* Q^ 

VALENTINE FOLDED STAR 
'1050 includes class and materials 

Tues., Feb. 3 10 a.m—Sat., Feb. 7 10 a.m. 

Valentine Counted Cross-Stitch Class 

Tues., Feb. 3 1:30 p.m. 

'750 includes class 
and materials 

Creative 
Crafts 

107 S. 4th 
Ph. 776-5713 

A BONUS 

on all Fall & Winter Sale Merchandise 

that's right Storewide 
Savings up to 7Q% QFF 

Shoes not included 
at Keller's Too 

Thursday, Jan. 22nd all day 
At 
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MANHATTAN'S  STCTfcf fOfc WOMtH 

328POYNTZ 

HOURS 
Mon. Sat 
9 30 5 30 

Thurs. til 8.3d 
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Own Charge 
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Freedom for hostages 
celebrated nationally 

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Church bells pealed joyously from mighty 

cathedrals and tiny churches, sirens wailed 
and lowered flags were hoisted back to the 
tops of the staffs Tuesday as the word 
spread across a frustrated nation that the 52 
American hostages were free at last. 

People watching the inauguration of 
Ronald Reagan as president broke into 
cheers and uncorked champagne when the 
news came that the freedom flights had 
finally left Tehran after 444 exasperating 
days. 

"We can all drink to this one," Reagan 
said, while Jimmy Carter, the former 
president, told reports upon his arrival back 
in his home state of Georgia, "I couldn't be 
happier." 

Officials at the state and local levels 
organized celebrations and observances in 
Florida, Idaho, Maryland, California, 
Tennessee, Ohio, Michigan and elsewhere. 

Streets were festooned with fresh yellow 
ribbons to replace those that had faded 
during the long ordeal. 

Many people simply offered prayers of 
thanksgiving. 

The jubilant parents of hostage Gary Lee 
stripped the hostage bracelets off their 
wrists and tossed them on a coffee table at 
their home in Pasadena, Calif. 

"They're in the air!" exclaimed the Rev. 
Earl Lee, pastor of the First Church of the 

Nazarene. 
"He's not a hostage!" added his wife, 

Hazel. 
Civil Defense sirens in Albuquerque, 

N.M., wailed for 444 seconds, while fire 
engines screamed in such diverse places as 
Baltimore and Laurel, Mont., San Francisco 
and Bay City, Mich. 

The carillon of the Cathedral of St. John 
the Divine in New York City pealed for an 
hour while other church bells rang in Cor- 
tland, N.Y., and numerous other towns and 
cities. 

In Olyphant, Pa., Harry Metrinko, father 
of hostage Michael Metrinko, called Mayor 
John Chichilla and said, "They're in the air. 

"Great," the mayor replied. "We're going 
to make some noise for you." 

Horn blasts and whistles quickly sounded 
throughout the town and neighbors who had 
been waiting at the house since dawn began 
signing "God Bless America." 

Hoisted on the shoulders of state officials, 
Massachusetts House Speaker Thomas 
McGee, raised the flag at the Statehouse to 
the top of its staff for the first time since the 
storming of the U.S. Embassy in Iran. 

"I haven't been so happy at a flag-raising 
since Iwo," said McGee, a Marine veteran 
who was on hand for the historic planting of 
an American flag on the island of Iwo Jima 
during World War II. 

Carter receives little public gratitude 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Jimmy Carter 

left office a free man. By his own unceasing 
efforts, the burden that weighted down his 
final year in the White House was lifted and 
the outgoing president could anticipate a 
measure of the public gratitude he so often 
was denied. 

Yet, it was sadly characteristic of the long 
national ordeal of the American hostage 
crisis that its resolution included one more 
petty cruelty. 

Carter yearned to tell the nation before he 
left office that the hostages were free. 

Analysts 

The diplomatic and economic pressures, 
the threat of military action, the political 
changes in the U.S. and Iran, the repeated 
frustrations—all the efforts over so many 
months finally seemed to be bearing fruit 
and offering Carter that last-minute con- 
solation prize. 

But it was not to be. The clock ran out. Ope 
last unexplained delay kept the 52 
Americans on the ground at Tehran Airport 
until 33 minutes after Ronald Reagan had 
been sworn in as Carter's successor. 

Whether the delay was a deliberate move 
by the Iranians to hold up release of the 
hostages until Carter was out of office may 
never be known. 

But Carter will survive the disap- 
pointment and he will have the satisfaction 
of flying to Wiesbaden, West Germany, to 
welcome the hostages to freedom. He will 

undertake that mission not as president, but 
as the personal representative of President 
Reagan. 

For Carter, resolution of the hostage 
crisis, even if the timing fell short of his last 
hope in office, sends him into private life 
with a good start at gaining the public af- 
fection Americans traditionally lavish on 
former presidents. 

Americans are kind to their former 
leaders, even those they reject. 

Sometimes the process is slow. But even 
Richard M. Nixon seems to be emerging 
from the cloud under which he left office. 
Gerald R. Ford held the affection of 
Americans even while they rejected his bid 
for election to a four-year term in the White 
House. 

Carter left office at 56, a relatively young 
man for a former president. In the days 
after his landslide defeat by Reagan, Carter 
disavowed any interest in regaining the 
presidency. 

But Carter is a strong-willed, ambitious 
man who feels he was misjudged by .the 
American people, that he suffered because 
he was willing to take on tough problems 
and that he was victimized by events beyond 
his control, such as the takeover of the 
American Embassy in Tehran on Nov. 4, 
1979. 

Now, he will have a chance to examine his 
term in office, to write his own version of 
that period, and to watch his successor try to 
deal with the domestic and international 
crises that bombard the presidency. 

WARM WEATHER'S COMING! 
Want to learn the importance of nutrition and exercise in weight con- 
trol? The proper choices to help you lose excess pounds? 

Weight control classes at Lafene Student Health Center are starting 
this week. Wednesday, January 21 at 9:3C a.m. and 3:30 p.m., and 
Thursday, January 22 at 8:30 a.m. Meetings will be held in Rm. 19. 

Our Students Can Do Anything 

In The Latest Hairstyles REDKENT 

Come to Cram's Beauty College for that 
Special Party or Evening. 

Our prices are approximately Vi of Salon price. 

Crum's Beauty 
College 

512 Poyntz/Downtown/7764794 
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Water rights 
continues in California 

SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) - The 
traditional struggle between federal and 
state governmenta over control of Western 
water returns to the U.S. Supreme Court 
today with environmentalists—for a 
change—pulling for the federal side. 

The case involves control of two key water 
projects in California, and 16 states have 
joined California to challenge a 1979 federal 
appeals court ruling that an 1899 law 
requires the state to get federal permits for 
the projects from the Army Corps of 
Engineers. 

The ruling, if upheld, would make the 
corps "a kind of super water agency" in the 
West, said California Deputy Attorney 
General Roderick Walston. 

On the other side are environmental 
groups like the Sierra Club and Friends of 
the Earth who say such water projects 
promote uncontrolled growth and hurt the 
environment. 

THOSE GROUPS want the federal 
government, including the courts, to serve 
as a last line of defense against state 
decisions on water projects and water 
distribution, so crucial in the economy of the 
arid West. 

The two California projects in limbo are 
an existing pumping plant, which the state 
wants to expand, on the Sacramento-San 
Joaquin Delta and the Peripheral Canal, a 
proposed 43-mile ditch around the delta that 
would greatly increase northsouth water 
flow. 

The delta, stretching east from the San 
Francisco and San Pablo bays to inland 
shipping channels leading to Sacramento 
and Stockton, is the hub of the State Water 
Project. The project pumps water from the 
delta to the main southbound aqueduct, and 
to water contractors south and east of San 
Francisco. 

THE SUPREME COURT is scheduled to 
hear oral arguments Wednesday, with a 
ruling expected later this year. State of- 
ficials say they are worried about what 
conditions or allocation requirements the 
Corps of Engineers might impose if the 
court upholds the permit requirements. 

The corps "could determine that Los 
Angeles should get more water as against 
the Central Valley, or just the opposite," 
said Walston, the state's lawyer in the ap- 
peal. However, it is not clear that the corps 
would have that authority, or would choose 
to exercise it. 

The possibility of federal control has 
prompted Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Kan- 
sas, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New 
Mexico, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, 
South Dakota, Texas, Utah, Washington and 
Wyoming to submit a written argument 
supporting California. 

THE SUPREME COURT addressed a 
similar issue in 1978, ruling that federal 
water projects could be made to comply 
with state law, if the law didn't conflict with 
the intent of Congress. 

In the case prompting that suit, Califor- 
nia—then backed by the en- 
vironmentalists—has delayed filling a 
federally built reservoir behind the New 
Melones Dam on the Stanislaus River in the 
Sierra Nevada. 

But alliances are reversed in the current 
suit, which involves state rather than 
federal water projects. 

"We would much rather keep the decision 
in the state rather than in Washington," said 
Clifford Schultz, lawyer for the Kern County 
Water Agency, one of several water sup- 
pliers entering the case on the state's side. 

Schultz said the 1899 Rivers and Harbors 
Act is "an old navigation statute that the 
Sierra Club is trying to turn into a federal 
environmental protection statute." 

THE SCOPE of the 82-year-old law, which 
requires federal permits for projects that 
alter navigable waterways, has become the 
central issue of the current case. 

The state claims the law applies only to 
projects that have a "substantial effect on 
navigation," Walston said. He 
acknowledged the pumping plant and the 
canal could affect delta navigation in the 
future by lowering water levels, but said the 
effect would be minimal. 

Robert Thum, a San Francisco lawyer for 
the Sierra Club, said the 1899 law probably 
was intended to stop people from building 
bridges or dams that would impede ship- 
ping, but has taken on new meaning. 

"There is a series of cases saying the 
Rivers and Harbors Act can be used by the 
Corps of Engineers to protect en- 
vironmental interests," he said. "History 
has caught up with the Rivers and Harbors 
Act." 

THE ARGUMENT is that as soon as a 
project threatens or has any harmful effect 
on navigable waters, the entire project 
comes under federal authority. 

Environmental groups contend the 
pumping plant has hurt delta water quality, 
disrupted fish migration and contributed to 
deteriorating water quality in San Fran- 
cisco Bay. They make many of the same 
arguments against the $600 million 
Peripheral Canal. 

The case now before the Supreme Court 
began in 1971, when environmental groups 
sued the federal government under the 
River and Harbors Act. The suit sought to 
force the government to require permits for 
the Peripheral Canal and the pumping 
plant, on grounds that the act gives the 
government authority over any project that 
affects the quality of navigable waters, not 
just their capacity to carry shipping. 

California argued the law covered only 
navigability, but in November 1979, the 9th 
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals sided with the 
environmentalists. 

The court said the law required the state 
to obtain a permit from the Army Corps of 
Engineers to operate or expand the delta 
pumping plant. It also left undisturbed a 
lower court ruling blocking construction of 
the Peripheral Canal without a permit. 
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OPEN FOR LUNCH 
Monday-Saturday 

11:00 to 2:00 

Dinner at 5:00 
Featuring Delirious Char-broiled 

Burgers, steaks & Sausages. 

OPEN SUNDAYS 
4:00 to 9:00 

WHAT'S BETTER THAN TWO IN A BUSCH? 

The high energy sound of a DME DJ and the 
great taste of Busch beer. Either one on hand is 
great, together they're dynamite. Reserve a 
DME sound system and receive a $35 value of 
Busch beer free. Don't wish for what might have 
been* 

Make your party connection 
with DME-Busch and grab 
hold of the good times. 

BUSCH For more information 
contact Dan Schirer. 
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THE KANSAS CITY STAR 
£!)c Unwind (Hits &imc$ 

NEWSPAPER has a Special Student 
Discount for SPRING "1981" 

K.S.U. Wildcat Students 
Mail this coupon to: 

K.C. STAR 
1717 McGee 
Kansas City, Mo. 

64108 
On Campus Call: 

Jim Shroer 
537-2318 

Off Campus Call: 

Dorrell Brown 
-22-152 

THE KANSAS CITY STAR AND TIMES 

Student (discount 
$14 SPRING 1981 

SEMESTER RATE 

I egree lo subscribe to The Kansas City Star 
and Timas tor lha lull samaatar at the special 
rate ol I w 42 and I will pay (he amount upon 
billing by the carrier or agent This price in 
eludes consideration lor nondelivery when 
classes are suspended lor holidays, tall or 
winter breaks and other periods when service 
is not requested The otter becomes effective 
the day ol registration and expires the last day 
of finals 

42 
• MORNING 
• EVENING 
• SUNDAY 

DATE: 

This offer is made and limned to 
lull time students ol this univer 
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areas where delivery is made by a 
carrier or agent of The Star 
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PHONE: APT: 
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UNIVERSITY: 

SIGNED:                    - 
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Curriculum and instruction head 
named by College of Education 

COUPON 

A promotion from within has taken place 
in the College of Education. 

Mary Harris, a K-State faculty member 
since 1974, has been appointed bead of the 
Department of Curriculum and Instruction. 
Although officially appointed on Jan. 14, she 
has been serving as acting head since 
August when she replaced Robert Underbill. 

Harris said she expects her job to be 
especially challenging as Americans are 
starting to place high emphasis on teaching 
quality standards. 

"I think the College of Education is at an 
exciting time," Harris said "We are 
currently facing a teacher shortage while 
the public is calling for better quality and 
excellence in education.'' 

Harris sees future changes in the 
department in response to these challenges 
"but I don't feel personally responsible for 
these changes," she said. 

Although current debates among some 
educators has indicated a need for com- 
petency testing for teachers, Harris said 
such requirements inefficiently Judge 
teachers. 

"The most important qualities a teacher 
needs can't be measured through testing," 
Harris said. 

Dedication and the ability to com- 
municate with people are two important 
qualities of a successful teacher, Harris 
said, noting that both factors are difficult to 
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Mary Harris 
measure through tests. 

Competency testing implies the question 
of incompetent teachers. Professional and 
competent teachers are finding it difficult to 
deal with that question, Harris said. 

"Having to Jump over hurdles always 
makes a person's life more difficult and 
especially more difficult when you know 
you're competent," she said. 

Black legislator raps auditor's 
recommendation for commission 

ATTENTION STUDENT BORROWERS! 
THE FOLLOWING CUT-OFF DATES HAVE BEEN SET 

TO APPLY FOR GUARANTEED STUDENT LOANS 
February 15,1981—Last day to apply for loans for the 

1980-81 academic year. 
Applications for Summer, 1981 will be accepted bet- 

ween March 1,1981 and May 1,1981. 
♦♦Applications for the 1981-82 academic year will be ac- 
cepted beginning March 15,1981. 

THESE CUT-OFF DATES HAVE BEEN SET 
BY STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE 

** 

** 

TOPEKA (AP) — A black legislator took 
exception Tuesday to a state auditor's 
report recommending that the Kansas 
Commission on Civil Rights be stripped of 
its autonomy and be made a part of the state 
Department of Human Resources. 

"I'm concerned that you would recom- 
mend the commission be transferred to the 
Department of Human Resources," said 
Rep. Clarence Love (D-Kansas City). "I 
personally have always supported an 
autonomous agency that is not caught up in 
the tangle of bureaucracy." 

Love said he could accept having the civil 
rights commission, which investigates 
complaints of racial, sex and age 
discrimination, as an arm of the state at- 
torney general's office, but would oppose 
making it an adjunct of the Human 
Resources Department. 

Love commented as the House Govern- 
ment Organization Committee began 
several days of review of a Division of Post 
Audit's report on operation of the Civil 
Rights Commission. 

The review is part of the committee's 
work in deciding whether the state's sunset 
law has worked and should be extended. The 
panel has introduced a bill to continue the 
sunset program, under which state agencies 
are scrutinized and continued in existence 
only by an act of the Legislature, until 1990. 

Donna Mikols, a state auditor, told the 
committee the commission is needed and 
should be continued, but that its operations 
leave much to be desired. 

She said a major recommendation by the 
Legislature's Post Audit Division is that the 

commission's public hearing process be 
eliminated, because it is time-consuming 
and cumbersome. 

Spokesmen for the civil rights commission 
will appear Wednesday to comment on the 
report. 
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25 years of service 1956-1981 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
TIM O'SHEA! 

rrsNEW... 

LASAGNA 
WED.! 

• Mama Mia's Recipe 

• Salad Bar & Bread 

• Glass of Wine 

•  AH fOr $3.95 <aft«r$:»> 

PLUS. . .9* WELL DRINKS 
11:3*1A.M.! 

Caddyshack 
A Jon Peters Production 

"CADDYSHACK" 
CHEVY CHASE-RODNEY DANGERFIELDTED KNIGHT 

MICHAEL OKEEFE   BILL MURRAY, on 
Ong.rul Songs by KENNY LOGGINS- Music Composed by JOHNNY MANDEL 

Written by BRIAN DOYLE MURRAY & HAROLD RAMIS 4 DOUGLAS KENNEY • Executive- Producer |ON PETERS 
Produced by DOUGLAS KE NNE Y • Directed by HAROLD RAMIS 
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Bank to pay State lost interest 
on $5 million at board's request 

EVERYTHING YOUR 
COLLEGE RING 

ATA PMC! FAR LESS THAN GOLD. 
TOPEKA (AP) — The three-member 

Pooled Money Investment Board voted 
unanimously Tuesday to ask Merchants 
National Bank of Topeka to credit the state's 
active account, which the bank services, 
with $3,180.53 in interest income. 

Oliver Hughes, the bank president who 
attended the board's meeting, said the 
amount would be credited to the state's 
account although the bank had no legal 
obligation to pay it. 

The amount represents two days' worth of 
interest income on a $5 million deposit of 
federal funds into the state account last 
October. 

State Treasurer Joan Finney bad alleged 
the bank's tardiness in advising her office 
that the money, a quarterly payment of 
federal revenue sharing funds, had been 
received at the bank caused the state to lose 
three days' worth of interest, or $4,770. 

HOWEVER, the board agreed Wednesday 
with Hughes and other bank officials that 
the state actually lost only two days of in- 
terest, or $3,180. 

The bank was notified October 6 that the 
money was coming, but it actually was not 
received in the bank until October 7. So,. 
October 7 was the first day the state could 
have invested it. 

The treasurer's office did not learn the 
money had reached the bank until late on 
October 8 and could not invest it until 
October 9. Thus, the board asked Merchants 
to credit the state active account with the 
interest income which could have been 
earned on October 7 and 8. 

All three board members voted in support 
of Finney's motion asking Merchants for the 
$3,180. Other members are Patrick Hurley, 
state secretary of administration, and 
Charles Marling, Topeka businessman who 
is the public member of the board. 

BESIDES AGREEING to credit the $3,180 
to the state account, Merchants officials 
also agreed to notify the treasurer's office in 
the future on the day it receives large 
deposits into the state account. 

Finney claimed the bank had a standing 
order to give the state such notification. 

But bank officials said in the past the staff 
of the Pooled Money Investment Board 
usually made telephone inquiry when a 
large deposit of revenue sharing funds was 
expected. They said these calls had con- 
ditioned bank employees to wait for the 

K-State's skyline 
grows; buildings 
near completion 

Some University personnel currently 
working in overcrowded conditions should 
get a break in the coming months. 

Construction continues on two new 
structures, the general classroom and office 
building and Throckmorton Hall, which will 
house plant sciences. According to Vince 
Cool, director of faculties planning, both 
should be ready for complete use by this fall. 

The general classroom and office building 
is located on the south side of Dickens Hall. 
Construction began in mid-September 1978 
and the building will be ready for occupation 
by March, Cool said. The building has not 
been given an official name yet. 

The general classroom and office building 
will house the College of Education and the 
Department of Psychology. It will have 
numerous classrooms, two art labs and two 
architecture labs, Cool said. 

The new plant sciences building, north of 
Ackert Hall, was named after Russell 
Throckmorton, former dean of agriculture. 

Throckmorton Hall will house the entire 
Department of Plant Pathology and some of 
the Department of Agronomy. It will also 
contain horticulture classrooms and 
greenhouse facilities. Construction began in 
mid-April 1979 and the building is expected 
to be ready for use by summer. 

More plans for campus construction are 
also scheduled. The University is now taking 
bids for the remodeling of Burt Hall which 
will eventually house the Department of 
Biochemistry. 

Bidding is scheduled to begin in April for 
Engineering Phase II to be included in 
Durland Hall and also for a third-floor ad- 
dition to Shellenberger Hall designed to ease 
space problems for the Department of Grain 
Science and Industry. 

state to ask before making a courtesy call to 
inform the state that the money had arrived. 

The bank's position, said Edward Hart, 
executive vice president, was this was an 
isolated instance of a failure to promptly 
notify the treasurer's office or staff of the 
Pooled Money Investment Board. 

"We regret as much as anyone the 
misunderstanding on this account," Hughes 
told the board. 

HUGHES SAID the bank took a loss on 
management of the state active account 
during October, and said this should be 
considered in discussing the lost interest 
matter. 

Including the $3,180, Merchants lost $4,704 
on the state account that month, he said. 

"If we treated all our accounts the same 
and had no larger balances than the state 
had the last six months, we'd have some 
difficulties," Hughes said. 

Addressing Finney, Hughes said, "We 
regret this very much, and I can't un- 
derstand how you can isolate this from the 
activities of the active account." 

Finney said whether Merchants makes or 
loses money on the account had no bearing 
on the lost interest issue. 

"The central issue is who does the money 
belong to," Finney said. "The bank did 
receive the inersst on it.hand I believe it 
belongs in the state account. 

"It doesn't belong to you, Mr. Hughes, it 
belongs to the people of Kansas." 
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other promotion 
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MEXICAN RESTAURANT 
11 A.M. to 11:30 P.M. Daily 1219 Bluemont Ave. 

A Full Service Mexican Restaurant! 



Senator asks for public reply 
on controversial DMSO drug 

KANSAS STATE COLLEGIAN, Wad., January 21,1t81 13 

TOPEKA (AP) - Sen. Mike Johnston (D- 
Parsons) said today he sees no reason to 
keep people from using the somewhat 
controversial chemical DMSO. 

DMSO is the abbreviation for the 
laboratory-produced chemical dimethyl 
sulf oxide. 

At the very least, he said, there ought to be 
public discussion of the issue in Kansas, to 
decide if this state should allow its 
unrestricted use. 

"The controversy surrounding it is almost 
like the Laetrile thing, but I believe this is 
significantly different," said Johnston, who 
introduced a bill Monday to remove 
restrictions on the use of DMSO. 

Laetrile is the highly controversial apricot 
pit extract which some claim helps arrest or 
cure cancer. It has been widely condemned 
as a hoax by the medical profession and is 
illegal in most states, although Kansas has 
legalized its manufacture and use in this 
state. 

JOHNSTON'S MEASURE, if enacted, 
would insulate physicians and other health 
care providers from potential lawsuits or 
disciplinary action for prescribing it before 
it is approved by the federal government 
and endorsed by the American Medical 
Association. 

His bill also would prohibit hospitals and 
other medical facilities from banning its use 
on their premises. 

"It's been widely publicized that it has 
certain pain-relieving characteristics, and 
so far nobody has discovered any harmful 

Parking lot closes 
The small, south parking lot for student 

and faculty use at the Veterinary 
Medicine Complex will be closed on 
Thursday for repairs. 

effects except that it causes bad breath," 
Johnston said in an interview. 

"I think it's worth a public discussion to 
determine the benefit ratio, absent any 
evidence that it is, indeed, harmful." 

IT NOW IS widely used in Florida and 
Oregon, two states which have removed 
restrictions on its use. 

Supporters claim it has great pain- 
relieving qualities and the only known ill 
effect is a bad breath which has been 
compared to garlic breath. Athletes have 
confirmed its use to alleviate injury pain 
and those who suffer from arthritis 
reportedly are using it increasingly. 

However, the federal Pood and Drug 
Administration has approved DMSO only 
for the treatment of one liver ailment, not as 
a general pain reliever, and the medical 
community generally has been skeptical, if 
not antagonistic, toward the claims made 
for the chemical. 

Johnston said he decided to introduce the 
bill because of his experience with a now- 
deceased constituent in southeast Kansas. 

THE MAN, who Johnston did not identify, 
suffered from rheumatoid arthritis and was 
confined to a wheelchair, the Parsons 
senator said. 

"He asked me to investigate it, and I did," 
Johnston said. 

The constituent died about two months 
ago. 

"To the best of my knowledge, FDA has 
not circulated information attacking it, as 
they did on Laetrile," Johnston said. 

His bill would protect doctors, nurses and 
others, as well as medical facilities, from 
any legal liability or disciplinary action for 
prescribing or dispensing DMSO, and would 
prevent anyone from blocking its use. 
Patients who want it would sign a waiver of 
claims. 

City bans parking along 12th Street 
An ordinance adopted Tuesday night by 

the Manhattan City Commission will ban 
parking on the east side of 12th Street bet- 
ween Bertrand and Ratone streets. 

The ordinance resulted from an informal 
request signed by residents of the 12th Street 
area complaining about student parking 
along the street. 

At earlier meetings some of these 
residents said students had parked vehicles 
across the entrances to their driveways. 

Also approved by the commission was an 
ordinance establishing a 15-minute loading 
zone for Hull Business Machines at 715 N. 
12th. At the Jan. 6 meeting Roy Hull, the 
owner, had requested this loading zone so 
customers would't have to haul typewriters 
and other office equipment long distances to 
and from his business. 

Two changes in Manhattan zoning laws 
were passed by the commission. 

Under a recommendation from the 
planning board and staff an amendment to 
the zoning ordinance was adopted. The 
change will add automobile accessory 
stores and appliance sales and-or service 
and repair as permitted uses in the C-5 
Service Commercial Zoning District. 

Another change will  add government 

—Attention 
Living Groups- 

Get involved in the 
KSU Bump-AThon: 

You can earn points toward be- 
coming a sponsoring group by: 
1) Having a dancer 
2) Participating in Superteams 
3) Participating in contest 
4) Cash donations made in your 

groups name. 

If you would like to be- 
come involved, contact 
Fred Lechnerat 

Mother's Worry 

buildings as a permitted use in the C-l 
restricted business zoning district. 

The commission also adopted a motion to 
consider the first reading of an ordinance 
prohibiting underground fuel storage tanks 
in the Industrial Park area. 

Drs. Price & Young 
Optometrists 

Extended Wear 
Soft Contact Lenses 

F.D.A. Approved 

1119 West loop PI. 
537-1118 

FULL MEAL DEAL 
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French Fries 
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5 oz. Sundae 
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WIN A JUKEBOX FILLED WITH 
GREAT TUNES IN KMKF'S * 

Tell Manhattan's KF Your All-Time 
Favorite Tunes. 

Participate on KF or Fill Out an 
Entry Blank at Sponsor Locations. 

Play the Jukebox 
Free at the Rec 

Complex 
KMKF101) 
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we're looking for leaders 
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Volunteers Wanted: Individuals interested in coordinating rec- 
reation, educational, social, and cultural programs for the benefit of 
the Kansas State University Community 
Applications are now available for the 1981-1982 Union Program 
Council Leadership positions. (NOTE: General membership appli- 
cations will be available February 24, 1981.) If you have questions 
or would like more information about the following committee chair- 
person positions, come to the Activities Center, 3rd floor of the 
K-State Union, or call 532-6571. 

UPC FEATURE FILMS 
Biipmieun: 

UPC TRAVEL 
Responsibilities: 

select, organize, publicize popular film series in the K-State Union Forum Hall and • select, organize, and publicize winter and spring trips 
Little Theatre 

• coordinate all special film series 

• organize a film-related events 

• select and coordinate all other committee events 

Programs: 
Urban Cowboy Kramer vs. Kramer 
M*A*S*H Fiddler on the Roof 
The Shining Being There 

• coordinate the Travel Fair 
• organize all other committee events 

Programs: 
Aspen 
Daytona Beach 
Padre Island 

Travel Fair 
Jamaica 
Vail 

SB program council 
IOQS. 
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Senate recommends final action 
on proposed K-State land deal 

TOPEKA (AP) - The Kansas Senate, in a 
flurry of activity Tuesday, recommended 
two bills for final action, including a 
measure to give K-State 180,000 to buy a 
tract of land in Greeley County. 

The second bill recommended for ap- 
proval was an 18.31 million appropriations 
bill to fund operations of the Legislature for 
the fiscal year that begins July 1. The bill 
includes 84.74 million for the Legislature 
itself, and 3.57 million for legislative support 
groups. Final action and passage could 
come as early as Wednesday. 

In addition, about 45 bills and resolutions 
were introduced into the upper chamber, 
including a measure requested by Attorney 
General  Robert Stephan to impose life 

prison sentences without chance of parole 
for those convicted of Class A felonies, 
which Include first-degree murder and 
aggravated kidnapping. 

The land bill would allow the K-State to 
buy the property where its Tribune 
Experiment Station is located. The facility, 
in extreme western Kansas, is used for 
agricultural research projects. 

For the past 20 years the school has leased 
the land, but its owner now wants to sell to 
allow him to make other investments, said 
Sen. Merrill Werts (R-Junction City), one of 
the prime sponsors of the legislation. 

All of the new bills now will be referred to 
standing committees for further con- 
sideration. 

Elevated skill level sought 
for nursing home workers 

TOPEKA (AP) - Joseph Harkins, 
secretary of the state Department of Health 
and Environment, told a legislative com- 
mittee Tuesday that his agency is moving to 
upgrade the training and skills of those who 
work in Kansas adult care homes. 

Harkins told the House Public Health and 
Welfare Committee, he was hopeful the 
additional training requirements the state 
has imposed will mean higher caliber 
personnel will work at the nursing homes, 
will be better paid and will have attractive 
career opportunities to stay in that kind of 
work. 

Among the requirements the Health and 
Environment Department has initiated is 
one that uncertified aides complete 90 hours 
of training within one year before they go to 
work and 40 hours after they go to work. 

"We've already trained more people than 
there are jobs available," Harkins said in 
reviewing the nursing home personnel 
situation in the state with the committee. 

He said about 3,000 people are now 
completing the 90-hour courses annually. 

Harkins said the goal, as better trained 
personnel work at the adult care homes, is to 
have their salaries increased so more of 
them will remain in their jobs—and they will 
aspire to even more skilled jobs such as 
nursing positions. 

He said the goal is not to elevate the level 
of skills and training of the nursing home 
employees to that of hospital personnel. 
Rather, he said, it is to improve the nursing 
home employees' skill levels higher than 
they traditionally have been and com- 
pensate them accordingly so they won't 
leave for better paying jobs. 

Harkins said the quality of nursing home 
care in Kansas is good considering the fact 
the state doesn't pay all that much for the 
welfare clients who live in them. 

He said the quality of care should improve 
with the new training requirements at a 
faster rate than the cost of care goes up. 

Railroad car continues to bum; 
danger of explosion still serious 

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) — Officials 
watched nervously Tuesday as a railroad 
tank car containing a volatile chemical 
continued to burn. One fire official said the 
situation was "as dangerous now as it ever 
has been" since two freight trains collided 
west of Union Station Sunday night. 

Acting Fire Chief Ed Wilson said railroad 
salvage workers would attempt to open a 
hatch cover on an overturned tank car when 
a fire under the ruptured car burned out, 
possibly later Tuesday. 

He said the move would be dangerous 
because of the possibility that fumes had 
built up in the car and might explode when 
the cover was removed. Firemen continued 
to pour water on the tanker to keep it cool 
and keep fumes from escaping. 

One police official said the fire was bur- 
ning stronger than ever and the tank was 
becoming discolored, which could indicate 
growing stress. 

Interstate 35, which passes near the ac- 
cident scene on the edge of the downtown 
district, remained closed to traffic for a 
second day. State highway officials found no 
structural damage when they inspected the 
1-35 bridge near the scene Tuesday and said 
the span could be re-opened when any 
danger of an explosion was past. 

One nearby elementary school remained 
closed for a second day and some residents 
of the area remained away, although most 
who were evacuated Monday returned to 
their homes later in the day. 

Get the Best 
Available Price on 

Stereo Components. 
CALL LARRY7760537 

WANTED 
Students Interested in a Judicial Experience on the 

Traffic Appeals Board 
A Chairperson 

& 
3 Student Members 

This judicial board reviews cases of appeals to 
traffic & parking violations. This is an 

excellent opportunity to get involved in your 
Student Governing Association. 

No past experience in the judicial system necessary, 
although those with judicial experiences will have 

preference. 

For more information contact the S.G.A. Attorney General 
through the S.G.S. Office on the ground floor of the 

K-State Union (532-6541). 
Applications are available in the S.G.S. Office. 

Deadline for application is Thursday, January 22. 
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Sun    4 • 12 

TOPEKA CAPITAL JOURNAL 
SPECIAL STUDENT SUBSCRIPTION OFFER 

SATURDAY and SUNDAY FREE 

Start your subscription for the new semester and receive each 
Saturday and Sunday FREE for the first month. You pay only 
$3.00 for your first month subscription. Each month thereafter 
your $5.30 subscription price will give you the best national, 
state, and local news available in any Kansas news media. 

FOR HOME DELIVERY SERVICE 
Contact: JEROME BERRY 776-1552 

You Could Be A Winner 
Run for 

Student Body President 
Student Senate 

Board of Student Publications 
To be eligible for Student Senate or Student Body President: 

Any member of the Kansas State University S.G.A. who is recognized as a full- 
time student for fee purposes or who is a graduate student enrolled in six (6) or 
more graduate hours is eligible to become a Student Senator or Student Body 
President, except where that person will graduate during the spring or summer 
of the term of of f ice to which elected. 

To be eligible for the Board of Student Publications: 
Any undergraduate member of the Kansas State University S.G.A. who is 
recognized as a full-time student for fee purposes by his/her respective college 
or school is eligible to be a candidate for the Board of Student Publications, ex- 
cept where that person is a senior and graduating the semester of or the sum- 
mer following the election. 

Filing Deadline 
Wednesday, Jan. 28 

APPLICATIONS ARE DUE IN RM. 117, 
HOLTZ HALL BY 5 P.M. WED., JAN. 28. 

Appkathns available 
ground floor, Union 
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Professor uses rat tissue 
for bone growth research 

Undernourished children could develop 
normal bone structure because of research 
on a bone growth stimulator being done at 
K-State. 

The research, done with the use of rat 
tissue, is being conducted by Robert Reeves, 
associate professor of foods and nutrition, to 
determine if nutrition has an effect on a 
growth stimulator, somatomedin. 

"It (somatomedin) is related to how much 
protein and amino acid is in the diet," 
Reeves said. "If there is a deficiency in 
these, then a deficiency will occur in 
somatomedin." 

The rat tissue is used to find what 
nutrients help or hinder the production of 
somatomedin. Rat tissue is used because it's 
' 'easier to work with animal tissue for cost,'' 
Reeves said. "It is a lot easier to study their 
tissue also." 

The study is currently in its second year, 
Reeves said. 

The first year dealt with the effects of 
dietary protein and amino deficiency. This 
year's work is being done on Vitamin A and 

D deficiency and Reeves plans to look at the 
effect of dietary deficiency in magnesium 
and zinc, next year. 

Joycelyn Elders, a pediatric en- 
docrimologist at the University of Arkansas 
for Medical Science is collaborating with 
Reeves on the experiment. A full-time 
research associate and a graduate student 
are also assisting Reeves at K-State. 

The three-year study was granted 
$125,000, Reeves said, or approximately 
$40,000 a year. 

Funds are used to buy the rats, pay for 
expenses (such as postage and the rat's 
diet) and compensate researchers, Reeves 
said. 

The tissue research is done at K-State then 
mailed to Elders for the lab work. Any 
errors in this project can be costly, Reeves 
said. $1500 was recently lost when a frozen 
sample deteriorated because it was 
delivered a day late. The money was lost 
because of the cost of feeding the rats and 
the mailing expense. 

Kansas senators call for policy 
to protect U.S. citizens abroad 

WASHINGTON (AP) — With the 52 
American hostages finally freed Tuesday, 
Kansas' two Republican senators called on 
President Ronald Reagan to quickly outline 
a policy that will deter "criminals" from 
endangering Americans in foreign coun- 
tries. 

"High on the agenda of the Reagan ad- 
mininstration, I would think, would be a 
clear policy announcement that the United 
States would not in the future negotiate with 
terrorists and kidnappers, whether they be 
individual criminals or nation's with 
criminal intent," said senior Sen. Bob Dole. 

Dole said the United States must have the 
power to deter embassy takeovers like the 
one that occurred 445 days ago in Tehran. 
But when sheer power is not enough, "the 
safety of our people will only be assured if 
criminals know that there will be no ran- 
som, nothing to be gained by taking 
hostages." 

Although offering no specific guidelines 
Reagan should initiate, Sen. Nancy 
Kassebaum, a member of the Senate 
Foreign Relations Committee, said there 
must be some immediate action "that will 
be a message to our allies and adversaries 

of resolve on our part...a policy that will 
discourage terrorism." 

3rd District GOP -Rep. Larry Winn, a 
member of the House Foreign Affairs 
Committee, cautioned against "any harsh, 
get-even statements before we see what the 
new administration's policy is going to be 
and before Congress has a chance to discuss 
what our future policy should be. 

Although he predicted attempts to 
overthrow the current Iranian government 
in the coining months, Winn said he wants a 
policy "that will let countries like Iran and 
other terrorist groups know we don't intend 
to let this happen again." 

Winn said the policy ultimately developed 
should make it clear "that our country will 
not sit by idly and let our diplomats be taken 
hostage without some form of retaliation, 
either economic or military." 

Kassebaum said that among the lessons 
learned over the past 14% months are the 
need for better analysis of intelligence in- 
formation so the government can con- 
fidently project reactions to events and the 
necessity for the government to follow 
through when it takes a position. 

News of hostages, Reagan 
sends stock market down 

NEW YORK (AP) —Stock prices tumbled 
Tuesday after Ronald Reagan was sworn in 
as the nation's 40th president and the 
American hostages were flown to freedom 
after 444 days of captivity in Iran. 

The Dow Jones average of 30 industrial 
stocks, up .85 at noon when Reagan took 
office, fell rapidly after that and closed 
down 20.31 at 950.68. 

Declines outnumbered advances by a 3-1 
margin among New York Stock Exchange 
issues. 

The market was slightly up in early 
trading, but it began falling as the hostages 
were flown out of Iran, and the drop in- 
tensified in late afternoon. 

The drop affected most segments of the 
market, including banks and oil companies. 
The NYSE's composite average was down 
1.49 to 75.61 and the American Stock 
Exchange market value index lost 2.75 to 
345.28. 

The inauguration decline was far from 
unprecedented. It has been 20 years since 
the market rose on a day a new president 
took office. The Dow Jones industrial 
average rose 1.98 to 634.37 on Jan. 20,1961, 
when John F. Kennedy took the oath. 

Four years ago, when Jimmy Carter 
began his term, the Dow average fell 9.64 to 
959.03, but it recovered and the market rose 
during his term. 

The Dow average stood at 967.09 at noon 
on Jan. 20, 1977, and rose 0.49 percent to 
971.84 by noon Tuesday. 

Other averages showed much more im- 
pressive gains. The NYSE composite 
average, at 56.35 four years earlier, rose 37.1 
percent to 77.25 by noon Tuesday, and the 
Amex index, at 111.94 when Carter took 
office, was up 212.5 percent to 349.78 when 

his successor was sworn in. 
In Tuesday's market action, oil issues 

were generally lower with Occidental 
Petroleum down 2.25 to 31.15, Mobil off 3.0 to 
78.5, Gulf losing 2.0 to 40.25 and Texaco down 
1.5 to 44. 

Among banks, which lost large Iranian 
deposits as part of the hostage settlement, 
Chase Manhattan was down 1% to 44%, J.P. 
Morgan slipped 1% to 51% and Citicorp lost 
% to 22% after reporting lower earnings. 

BUD, 
Happy Belated 

Birthday 

Love, Mom 

mERLE noRmfin 
Your beautiful new fall face. . . free. 
You. In our new Fall Shade Collection, "City Shadows" by Merle Norman. Discover 
this very special Fall Look on your own special face. The latest fashion statement. 
Rich City Shades. Eye, lip, cheek and face colors ... for lots of beautiful new makeup 
ideas. City style. Learn how. 
Your Merle Norman Beauty Advisor will teach you. . . free. 
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Reed earns new chance to play 
after handling transfer problems 

By ALLEN LEIKER 
Sporti Editor 

There were many adjustments for 
Randy Reed to make when he trotted 
onto the K-State campus last year on a 
basketball scholarship. 

First of all, there was the social 
change. Reed grew up in St. Louis. 

"It was a step down," he said of 
Manhattan, adding he does like the town 
now that he's gotten to know it. 

Secondly, there was the school aspect. 
Reed went to Forest Park Community 
College (Mo.), and Junior colleges 
usually don't stand up to major 
universities' academic standards. 

"I had some grade problems at first," 
Reed said, adding he's since taken care 
of them. 

And third, there was the matter of 
playing basketball for Jack Hartman. 
That, too, took time to adapt to. 

"He's more disciplined than most 
coaches I had in the past," Reed said. 
"You really have to concentrate and 
think to play for him." 

THERE'S MORE TO playing for 
Hartman than that, though. 

"You have to be an all-around good 
citizen to play for him," Reed said. "Both 
on and off the court." 

Reed, a 6-7, 215-pounder, eventually 
conquered his off-the-court problems, 
allowing his mind to focus entirely on 
basketball. 

But there was now another problem. 
By this time, he had worked himself out 
of the starting lineup. 

Then, it got even worse. Reed virtually 
worked himself out of any playing time. 
Against Arkansas Dec. 27, he played 
exactly one minute, the lowlight of his 
basketball career. 

That brought about another problem. 
"By that time, I had lost all of my 

confidence," Reed said. "That Arkansas 
game really got to my pride. I thought I'd 
never make it on this level." 

TOTALLY CONFUSED AND un- 
certain about his future with K-State, 
Reed went and had a talk with Hartman. 
And soon after, the sun started shining 
again. 

"He told me to keep fighting, that he 
still thought I could help this team out," 
Reed said. "That really helped, just to 
hear him say that." 

But that wasn't enough. Reed sat down 
and had a talk with himself. 

"I made up my mind I was going to 
show him (Hartman) I could play here," 
Reed said. "I started doing everything he 
asked of me. I knew there was no reason 
why I shouldn't be playing, that there 
must be something wrong. 

"It just took me awhile to figure it 
out," Reed added. "I'm just thankful 
coach Hartman gave me a second 
chance." 

Given a reprieve, Reed has responded. 
Since returning to the starting lineup four 
games ago, he has scored 16,10,12 and 15 
pouits. In 13 games, he has a 7.6 scoring 
average. 

And he has his confidence back. 
"I'm playing well right now," Reed 

said. "I think starting makes me feel 
much more comfortable than coming off 
the bench. It makes me feel like he 
(Hartman) thinks I'm one of his five 
best" 

For Hart man's part, he never doubted 
Reed's ability. It was just a matter of 
gradually easing him into his role. 

"He was having some of his worst 
games at the beginning of the year when 
he was starting," Hartman said. "We 
just wanted to take some of the pressure 
off him." 

Big 8 surprise team 
to battle'Cats tonight 

By ALLEN LEIKER 
Sports Editor 

Oklahoma State's fast start out of the gate 
this year has surprised quite a few folks. K- 
State coach Jack Hartman isn't one of the 
them, however. 

"They're for real," Hartman said. "They 
haven't enjoyed much success in the past, 
but this is a different year, a different 
team." 

There's no denying that. The Cowboys, 
who invade Ahearn Field House tonight at 
7:30 for a Big 8 conference game, have 
jumped out to a 12-2 start this season, in- 
cluding a 2-0 conference mark. That's 
already two more wins than O-State had all 
of last year when it went 10-17. 

It's easy to find the main difference in this 
year's team. The return of Matt Clark, who 
missed all of last season with a knee injury, 
has made the Cowboys a team to be 
reckoned with. The 6-3 guard currently 
leads the Big 8 in scoring with a 19.9 
average. 

BUT HE'S NOT the only reason O-State 
has made big strides. 6-8 center Leroy 
Combs and 6-5 forward Ricky Jacobs, both 
of whom were academic casualties last 
spring, have showed marked improvement. 

Combs is averaging 15.6 points and 7.9 
rebounds, while Jacobs is scoring at an 11.4 
clip. 

(See 'CATS, p. 18) 
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Line* Course # Course Name Day Time 
1931 249-100 Mountaineering Mon. 0230 
1932 249-100 Mountaineering Tues. 0330 
1933 249-100 Mountaineering Mon. 0330 
1934 249-100 Mountaineering Thurs. 0830 
1937 249-102 Basic Riflery Mon. 0830 
1938 249-102 Basic Riflery Tues. 0930 
1939 249-102 Basic Riflery Wed. 0230 
1940 249-102 Basic Riflery Tues. 0830 
1941 249-102 Basic Riflery Wed. 0930 
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1949 249-200 Leadership & Ldrs Mon. 0930 
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-David Hacker- 

Making Kansas 
a sports power 

The NCAA batted its eyelashes in Miami 
the other day and opened its locker rooms to 
women. The move was overdue, and will 
bring one set of rules for all intercollegiate 
athletics, which is as it should be. 

At the same time, in bringing women 
under its wing, the NCAA exacerbated the 
problem of athletic finances; more women, 
less money (for men). 

I have a solution. But before I lay it on 
you, let's go back in time. 

Twenty-five years ago, when I worked for 
a living instead of teaching, I wrote a 
column for the Arkansas Gazette sports 
section. One Sunday I wrote an imaginary 
scenario that said within 25 years major 
boxing matches would be studio contests. A 
ring would be set up in a small space, a few 
fans let in for the noise, TV cameras turned 
on—and then millions would watch at home. 

THEY LAUGHED when I sat down at that 
typewriter. 

Pretty accurate, huh? 
How about this scenario: 
Someday the University of Kansas will 

swallow K-State, Wichita State, Emporia, 
Pittsburg and Fort Hays. There will be one 
University of Kansas with campuses at 
Lawrence, Manhattan, Pittsburg, Emporia, 
Fort Hays and Wichita. 

Now for the bad news. 
Athletics will be restructured so that: 
The Jayhawks will be the state's only 

major college football team. 
K-State will have the state's only big-time 

basketball team. 
Emporia will be Kansas's offering to 

college baseball. 
Tennis will be Wichita State's exclusive 

kingdom. 
Pittsburg State will get sof tball. 
All the volleyball will be played at Fort 

Hays State. 
Swimmers will go to Emporia, golfers to 

Wichita State, gymnasts to Fort Hays and 
soccer players will convene in Manhattan at 
K-State. KU will get back. 

ALL OF THIS will happen because there 
isn't enough money to support these sports 
and women too at each school. Instead of 
dropping the sports, or having teams that 
are dreary year-after-year, are also-rans or 
can't runs, let's specialize and consolidate, 
like rural school districts did years ago. The 
present state of athletics is like the age of 
one-room schoolhouses. 

This is the only solution to making Kansas 
schools competitive nationally, which is 
what alumni want (even if professors don't). 

It was our own President Duane Acker 
who three years ago said that the football 
team was K-State's front door. This Is the 
most-splintered front door in college foot- 
ball. K-State has the worst record of any 
major college football team for the past 25 
years, so I'm told. Why not fashion K-State's 
front door out of its strength, not its greatest 
weakness? Build an arena that seats 25,000 
or 30,000 and bring in the UCLAs, Indianas 
and Kentuckys by the basketsfull. 

INSTEAD OF KU having the second worst 
football team in the nation, let it rebuild and 
use all of the state's football money to buy 
the best Alabama, Texas and Pennsylvania 
players it can. Let the Jayhawks also set the 
mile-run records, as they once did. 

K-State's Wildcat Stadium could be the 
scene of the national college soccer 
championships, the Wembley of British- 
style football. 

Already, Wichita State has a nationally- 
ranked men's tennis team-^among the top 
20. Let's put all of Kansas's tennis money 
into the air capital of the world, and let the 
Shockers rule college tennis, men's and 
women's. 

Don't bother me with the details of the 
college athletic structure, things like 
leagues and conferences. 

It's money, friends, money. 
Either you have it, or you don't. 
You can't be all things to all people. 
Why should Kansas suffer three lousy 

football teams when, for the same price, it 
can buy one GREAT team. 

Why should Kansas have one flower girl at 
every national basketball championship 
when, for the same bucks, its Wildcats could 
win it all? 

Let's bring back the Wes Santees, Jim 
Ryuns, Glenn Cunninghams. 

The age of glory hasn't escaped us. The 
hope of getting it back is to specialize, like 
an assembly line, the only way to get the 
maximum mileage out of declining dollars. 

Is that an alumni voice I hear out there? 

terns© oa.. 
an Arts & Science 

T-Shirt 

only  $4.00 
on sale—Union 1st floor 

Wednesday & Thursday 
SPONSORED BY ARTS 4 SCIENCE COUNCIL 

DON'T LET 

For free information, write to: 
DRUNK DRIVER, Box 2345 
Rockvillc. Maryland 20852 

BACK TO SCHOOL SALE 

20% OFF 
on Russell Sweat-tops 

and pants 
We also sew on letters 

CAMPUS CORNER 
In Aggieville 77S-54SI 

SOPHOMORES 
(And others with 2-Years of College Remaining) 

What will you do after you graduate?—How would you 
like to secure that future job now—one that will provide: 

—Excellent pay. 
—High level management experience. 
—Liberal benefits. 
—Opportunity for advanced education. 
—"PLUS" pay you $2,000 during your last two years 

of college. 

College men and women in all academic majors are 
eligible. Jobs are available in management, administra- 
tion, engineering, sciences, technology, and others. 

These excellent opportunities are available through 
K-State's advanced Air Force ROTC Program. Ap- 
plications are now being processed. Qualified and se- 
lected students will enter the 2-Year AFROTC Program 
next Fall. 

Find out why the Air Force is such a great way of 
life. For more information, contact Colonel Bar- 
ber at the Military Science Building. Room 108 or 
call 532-6600. 

- 

atlLL I.AI 
upc kaleidoscope 
25 years of service 1956-1981 

Chac 
Written. ProeWod end Directed by 
Rolando KJeln 
Pablo Cenclse Balam. tk« Ttefeal Indian 
vUUftra of Tene>apa   State of Chiapas. 
MMta* 
(HaslmenColor) One of the mosl unusual films 
of recent yean Choc a s mystical quasi an 
odyaeey which resembles the firm of Alexander 
Jodorowsky Clow (n spirit so the work* of 
Carlo* Casfeneda. Choc a etegaK m as rich 
imagery Comple* in form. Choc a ostensibly 
a March lot a Mayan holy man. a damer who 
can placate the god* to bong ram to a drought 
parched village Bui like Greek myths, it it 
aboul more ihan 0 narreove emofnpasaes. 
for It a a takr aboul farth befcef. endurance 
and preaevererxe 

In Mayan Indian mythology. Chac rs the God 
of Ram who ewsts in four aspect* He ndes a 
whew hone along Ihe four path* of heaven 
(Ushmgboks of Irgritnmg from rm terrible sword 
while from his mouth proceeds deafening 
thunder Beanng gourds overflowing with lite 
giving water ihe Chac* travel ihe Heavens 

spreading ram upon the dusty com fields t*lnv. 
Based on these ancient Mayan legends and 

the current belief sand traditions of the desc* nd 
ants of the ancirnt tnbes. Choc was filmed 
entirely on location using native Mayans for thr 
entiie cast In a very real sense Chor is rheir 
film Tor not only are they ihe principals m the 
dramatic tale they rewrote much of the dia 
logue. declaring it badly wnrtt n and wanting to 
express it in their own words The film received 
a standing ovation at its conclusion at ihe 
Festival of the Americas and a now m theatrical 
release in the United Stales Destined lo be 
come a classic m the world of cinema we are 
pleased so present rt lor your campus screening 
9S mmutes A Cientrfllm Aurora SA Picture 
Released theaincaBy through Libra Ferns A 
Twumen Eacluwe 
Rated G. MPAA 
Awarda: Bear Feature Best Director Faival 0/ 
rheAmenco* St Thomas US VI 1975 
Special Jury Pme Bronx* MedoHron Hemaf Jm 
77 Son Antonio 1977 Shown by mutation or 
FILMLX Neu< York Connet Rotterdam Mos 
ma- Barcelona Bilbao PefthlniernoifonofFi/rii 
Fesiiwoii 

Jan 22 
Thursday 

Little Theatre 3:30 p.m. 
Forum Hall 7:00 p.m. 

$1.50 

International Film Serlr 
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B-ball frenzy Staff pnoto by Scott Williams 

Mike Vitztum (left), a member of Sigma Nu fraternity, battles for 
possession of the ball against Reed Garrett, a member of Delta Upsilon, 
in the first intramural basketball game of the year. 

'Cats... 
(Continued from p. 19) 

Plus, guard Eddie Hannon is at the top of 
the league in assists and Randy Wright has 
developed into a top-notch sixth man, 
making second-year coach Paul Hansen's 
job much more enjoyable this year. 

The Cowboys like to get up and down the 
court, as can be attested by their 85.2 team 
scoring average, tops in the league. 

"They have speed, they're quick and 
they're talented at every position," Hart- 
man said. "They're deep, too. They're 
running about 10 kids in and out." 

K-STATE, n-3 overall and l-l in league 
play, will counter the Cowboy attack with 
the Big 8's top defensive unit. The Wildcats 
are yielding only 56.4 points a game, and 
have limited opponents to 50 points or less 
five times. 

Last year K-State took both meetings with 
Oklahoma State, 60-59 in Stillwater and 82-72 
in Manhattan. Rolando Blackman batted 
away an Ed Odom shot in the final seconds 
to preserve the first win, and the 6-6 guard 
scored 28 points in the second win. 

That game in Stillwater was one of eight 
the Cowboys lost by six points or less. They 
were in most games up to the finish, losing 
by more than 12 points only twice. 

Hartman said he'll start the same lineup 
against the 'Pokes that he used last 
Saturday against Colorado. That means Ed 
Nealy and Blackman will be at the forward 
positions, Randy Reed at center and Ed 
Galvao and Tim Jankovich will be the 
guards. 

THERE'S A CHANCE K-State will have 
the services of forward Tyrone Adams 
Wednesday. Adams, the team's second- 
leading scorer (10.9) and second-leading 
rebounder (5.1) before he was forced out of 
action two weeks ago with an aggravating 
knee injury, began practicing again Mon- 
day. He wasn't expected to return until next 
week. 

"It felt so good he was getting grouchy," 
said Hartman of Adams, who had the knee 

examined Monday and Tuesday. "He said 
he wasn't getting to play enough." 

K-State leads the series with O-State 53-12. 
The Wildcats have won the last four contests 
and the last nine times in Manhattan. 

In other Big 8 action tonight, Oklahoma (5- 
9 and 0-2) meets Iowa State (7-6 and 0-2), 
Missouri (13-4 and 2-0) travels to Kansas 
(12-2 and 2-0) and Colorado (10-4 and 0-2) is 
at Nebraska (7-7 and 1-1). 

Collegian 
classifieds 

Give 
Heart 
Fund. 

CLASSIFIED RATES 
One day: 20 words or less, $1.50, 5 cents 

per word over 20; Two days: 20 words or less, 
$2.00, 8 cents per word over 20; Three days: 
20 words or less,' $2.25, 10 cents per word 
over 20; Four days: 20 words or less, $2.75,13 
cents per word over 20; Five days: 20 words or 
less, $3.00,15 cents per word over 20. 

Classifieds are payable In advance unless client has an 
established account with Student Publications. 

Deadline Is 10a.m. day before publication. 10 am Friday 
for Monday paper 

Items found ON CAMPUS can be advertised FREE for a 
period not exceeding three days. They can be placed at Ked 
zle 103 or by calling 532*555 

Display Classified Rales 
One day: $300 per Inch; Three days: $2.85 per Inch; Five 

days: $2.75 par Inch; Ten days: $2.60 per inch (Deadline is S 
p.m. 2 days before publication.) 

Classified advertising Is available only to those who do not 
discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, national 
origin, sex or ancestry. 

 FOR SALE  
ADULT GAG gifts snd novelties—birthday, anniversary, get 

well, or |ust for fun. Treasure Chest, Aggievllle (1tf) 

1970 LIBERTY 12x55, new carpet and drapes, washer, fur- 
nished, cheap gas heat, storage shed. $4500 Call alter 
500 p.m.. 537 2858 (77-85) 

1960 FORD 150 XLT 4x4, 15,000 miles, AM-FM slereo. AC, 
digital clock, automatic transmission, extra sharp Interior 
Sharp looking pick-up. 776-7595. (7943) 

TWO TWIN beds, three small chests; two desks with chairs; 
one kitchen set Call 776-8448 (7943) 

OLDER 0ELMONICO TV, stereo, AM-FM console Best offer 
. Call537-0145after5:00pm (80-83) 

MOBILE HOME—1973 14x70 Great Lakes, raised living room, 
Intercom, wood stove, dishwasher, freezer, 9x10 metal 
shed. Gall Hendrlcks 1-494-2754,1-456-2445 180-84) 

Tl 58IC programmable calculator and all included materials 
Used tor one semester Like new $100.00 Call 539-3835 
(8044) 

WANT TO sell books from last semester. Have Chem. 
Sociology. Speech, and others Cheap! Call 7764119 
evenings. (81-83) 

Typewriter Stock 
Reduction Sale 

on all New Electric Portables 
prior to moving to our 

new location at 

715 N.12th 
inAggieville 

Hull Business Machines 
tel. 539-7931 

Sale will be at 

1212 MORO 

KODAK 16mm sound projector, very good condition. Best of- 
fer over $100.00. 776-4336 evenings (8044) 

1977 LES Paul Standard, wine colored, with case, $500.00 or 
best offer. Call 776-4336 evenings (8044) 

BASKETBALL TICKET, reserved student season North end, 
close to KSU band. Call Al, 539-9460. (8044) 

AUSTRALIAN SHEPHERD pups; top quality Call 776-1995. 
776-1978(8044) 

NICE FURNISHED two bedroom apartment for summer "81". 
Call for more Information, 776-3773. (8044) 

ROOMY TWO bedroom apartment. Available Immediately. 
Call 532-5360 or 776-5285. (8045) 

(Continued on page 19) 

• Casino Royale • 

James Bond... 
Shoots 56 Men; 

Rides in a UFO; 

Makes love to 43 Women; 

& Sends Indians on the Warpath! 

MOUSE— 
You've sail got those sexy legs. Hap- 

py late 22nd. 
Love, 

Your Roomies 

SKI TRIP 
WINTER PARK 
SPRING BREAK 

SKI 5 WEEKDAYS 
March 16-20 
$216.00 

LIMITED 16 PERSONS DEPOSIT '48.10 
DUE BY FEB. 1 

PHONE: 539-4281 
SPONSORED BY: ECUMENICAL CHRISTIAN MINISTRIES 

By ruling of the Attorney General of the Student Governing 
Association, the following shall be enacted concerning the TRAF- 
FIC APPEALS BOARD: 

All appeals made to Traffic Appeals Board, effective January 1, 
1981, must be fully written out in their entirety and submitted to 
the Security and Traffic Office. No oral appeals will be granted. 

Any questions concerning the above statement should be directed 
to the Attorney General in the S.G.S. Office, ground floor, K-State 
Union (532-6541). 

UlN SPECIAL 
OFFER! 

For a limited time only, you can pick up an ap- 
plication to become a volunteer with ULN. Be the first 
one on your block to know what's going on in Manhat- 
tan or on campus, and at the same time help others. 
This is such a tempting offer that you only have "until 
Fri., Jan. 23 to take advantage. 
So hurry into Fairchild 205 or 
call us for more information 
today. 

532 6442 OFFICE HOURS: 
Mon-Fri   9-9 
Sat  11-2 
Sun 4-8 



(Continued from pg. 18) 
12S W/CH Optonlca SA 5901 receiver for Ml* 0.02 THD. 

Quality and tenure j comparable to Yamaha CR-2040 On* 
year old New list $800. taking $435 or bast reasonable of 
far. 776-7918 (8145) 

FIREWOOD FOR Sal* seasoned mixed woods $55/cord, $30 
large pickup load Split, delivered and stacked. 1-458-8212. 
(81-100) 

MODEL 850 H Kodak Carousel 35MM slid* protector with 
manual and automatic timer operation—largest Kodak 
makes sells new lor $300 00. will take $185 00. Daytime 
537-9211, evenings: 537 1842 (82-84) 

BY OWNER: Nice two bedroom house with basement apart 
ment, one block east ot campus, $40,000 Call 537-1669. 
(82-85) 

1977 FOR0 150 4x4 4 spd While spokes, Wrangler tires, 
good gas mileage, $4,000. Call 539-8956 (82-84) 

HANDMADE PLEDGES' paddles tor sale Competitive 
prices, many designs, many woods Call 537-1239 or write 
R6J, 1430 Fairchild. M (82-84) 

BOSE 301 speakers, good condition, $175 pair. Call 532-3544, 
ask for Art (83-84) 

1968 BUICK "Special" Station Wagon Runs good! Power 
steering, air conditioning, heater and snow tires Included, 
$500.00 or best offer 537-1601. (8344) 

1974 DASHER (V.W.), 4 cyl, automatic transmission, AM/FM 
stereo, new valves, new snow tires. Call 53*8187 after 5:00 
p.m. and all weekend. (8345) 

MOBILE HOME, 14x60 Town & Country, custom made. Ex- 
cellent condition. Two bedroom, 1V4 bath, central air, 
waaher and dryer, microwave, redwood deck, partially fur- 
nished, $6,800 Call 7763792, 537-9323 after 5:00 p.m. (63 
65) 

1969 GIBSON SO. Qrover tuning machines, wang bar 
$240.00. 5394)358 evenings. (8346) 

BICYCLE, 3-speed, 21" frame, 26" wheels, rack, generator 
light, horn. $30.00 firm Call Marilyn, 532-8630 from 8:00 
a.m. to 5:00p.m. (8347) 

EPtPHONE ACOUSTIC guitar (FT-130). 1120 or best offer. 
Call 532-4831 and ask for Joe. (8345) 
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 FOR RENT  
COSTUMES, MASKS, periodical clothing, accessories, all 

types make-up. Grass skirts, lals, bunny and mouse ear* 
and more. Treasure Chest, Agglevllle (1 tf) 

TYPEWRITER RENTALS, electrics and manual*, day, week 
or month. Buzzells, 511 Leavenworth, across from post 
office. Call 7764469.(1(0 

RENTAL TYPEWRITERS: Excellent selection, Including IBM 
Selectrics. Service most make* of typewriter*. Hull 
Business Machines, (Agglevllle), 1212 More, 539-7931. (Iff) 

FURNISHED, CARPETED room* at 400 N. 11th, $66 up, kit- 
Chen and laundry, free parking, bills paid. Call 537-4233. 
(76-107) 

FURNISHED, CARPETED one bedroom apartment at 400 N. 
11th, $160 and bill* paid. Call 6374233. (7847) 

D 6 S RENTAL Center ha* compact refrigerators for rent, 
monthly or semester rat**. Call 537-2250. (8143) 

RENT A PIANO 
35.00 a Month 

Don Jorgenson's Piano and Organ 
Little Apple Music 

4l3Poyntz 
 539-1926  

FURNISHED, CARPETED room* close to Agglevllle and cam 
pus Kitchen and laundry facilities available Very quiet. 
Call 539-7692,537-1210 or 7764068. (8145) 

CALL CELESTE 
For 

Wildcat Inn Apts. 
Summer, Fall 
Spring, 1981-82 

We are now 
issuing firm 

contracts in all 
Wildcat Inns for 

Summer and Fall 
1981 and Spring— 
1982. Now is the 

time to get 
guaranteed 
apartment 

assignments 
539-5001 for information. 

FURNISHED EFFICIENCY apartment available, Agglevllle 
location. Call Sieve, 539-9794 or 537-7179. (8347) 

 ROOMMATE WANTED  
FEMALES TO ahare furnished house at 1006 Vaftler, private 

bedroom*, laundry, $50 up. Call 5394401. (78-107) 

ROOMMATE VYANTED-shsre basement apartment, 825 
Bluemont. Own room, $97 50. all bills paid Call 7744295, 
aak for Scott. (7943) 

LARGE APARTMENT, fireplace, dishwasher, own bedroom, 
$160 month plus utilities. Call Bill, 539-1093. (7948) 

FEMALE TO share two-bedroom trailer. Prefer nonsmoking 
agriculture major. Available Immediately. Call 5394270 
(7943) 

FEMALE WANTED to share twobedroom trailer house, 
$100/month plus V» utilities. Call 7764445. (7943) 

MALE ROOMMATE: to share three bedroom house, pay v> 
bills. Call after 540p.m., 805 Kearney. 7764313. (7943) 

MALE NEEDED to share three bedroom apartment four 
blocks from campus, $12S/month plu* 1/2 utilities. Prefer 
non-smoker Call 5374138. (8044) 

MALE, NICE duplex, two blocks from campus, only $77/ 
month plu* utilities. Fully furnished, dishwasher, two 
bathrooms. Nlcel Call 776-7201. (6044) 

FEMALE TO share house at 1108 Bluemont Furnished, own 
bedroom. $80.00 per month plus 1/4 utilities. Call 538-2534. 
Keep trying. (8044) 

MALE OR female wanted to share nice duplex apartment 
with two male students. Nice location. Call 7764495 after 
540 p.m (8044) 

VERY NICE apartment, one bedroom apartment one block 
from campus, $185.00.1/2 $92.50-1/2 on utilities Female 
wanted. Call after 540 p.m., 5394227. (8143) 

FEMALES TO share furnished house at 1122 Vattler, private 
bedroom, $45.00. Call 5394401. (81-100) 

ST. GEORGE-Vet students want to share large farmhouse 
on 3 acres with 2 or 3 others $70.00 plus utilities. 1-494 
2812(8143) 

PRIVATE BEDROOM and bathroom, luxurious trailer, Red- 
bud Estates Call Oan, 5394676. (8246) 

TWO MALE roommates wanted to share mcesi four bedroom 
house In Manhattan $75 per month plus utilities Fur 
nished or unfurnished. January rent free. (4 blocks from 
campus.) Call 7764995, keep trying. (8246) 

FREE RENT in exchange lor light housework and some read- 
ing. Close to campus, immediately available. Call 537-1521. 
(8243) 

UPPERCLASSMAN WANTED to share three bedroom, 
modem furnished house. Two fireplaces, laundry, dish- 
washer, garden, A/C, superb atmosphere $l40/month, vi 
utilities, till August 1. Call after 640 p m . Kirk, 5374696 
(8347) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to share nice three bedroom 
house with two others. $120/month plus 16 utilities. Call 
53»4 769 (8347) 

NON-SMOKING female to share four-bedroom house, own 
room, $H5/month, utilities paid. Fifteen minute walk to 
campus 778-7860 (8345) 

FEMALE GRAD student or faculty/staff member to share two 
bedroom house In Westloop area with a KSU faculty mem- 
ber. $125/mo. plus Vi utilities. Call 776-1386 after 5:00 p.m. 
Keep trying. (8345) 

GRA0UATE OR mature student wanted to share grand old 
home near campus, $120 plus share of bills. 776-1162. (83- 
85) 

MALE ROOMMATE to live In Wildcat Inn Apartments, 50 feet 
from campus. Prefer Ag student $67 plus V> utilities. After 
5.40 p.m., 7764157 (6345) 

 NOTICES  
STUDENT DISCOUNT rates on flying lessons if you *nroll 

before January 24th. Solo for under $375.00. Call Jeff at 
539-2520(8145) 

ATTENTION 
WE JUST love bug* and rabbits at J4L Bug Service. VW 

repair with quality parts at reasonable prices. 1-494-2388, 
St. George, only 7 miles east (8044) 

HAVING A party? Call KSDB-FM for a D.J. and a complete 
sound system 5374960. (8143) 

ULN IS looking for volunteers to answer telephones. Call 
5324442 If even the slightest bit Interested. Applications 
available in Fairchild 205 until Friday. January 23. (8245) 

HELP WANTED 
PART-TIME WORK: 10 weeks at $4S/week for 6-10 hour* per 

week. Typing mandatory, marketing background helpful. 
Can 776-1325,544740 p.m. (7943) 

AGGIE STATION I* accepting applications for cocktail 
waiters/waitresses Must be 21. Apply 1115 Moro. 
evening*. (8045) 

CAMP STAFF wanted for Camp Lincoln/Camp Lake Hubert a 
Mlnneaot* resident summer camp. A strong committment 
to working with children required along with skills In ac- 
tivities. Sign up for Interviews on campus January 30th at 
the Placement Center. (8140) 

TEMPORARY CATALOGUING Position: Cataloguer Is 
needed Immediately for a three month period. Primarily for 
original cataloguing in all tub|ect areas. Works under the 
supervision of the head of Cataloguing In an Academic 
Library of over 850,000 volumes. Requirements include 
MLS knowledge of AACR and LC classification and 
cataloguing procedure*. OCLC experience and knowledge 
of one or more foreign languages preferred. Salary 
$1,000.00 per month. Applications should be mailed by 
February 3, 1981 to: Meredith Litchfield, Assistant Direc- 
tor, Kansas State University Library, Manhattan, Kansas 
66506. KSU is an EOE. (8244) 

Peanuts By CHARLES SCHULZ 

%LJM, 
XkoL AJJOUJUL Xi>kv 

AHEARN COMPLEX is now hiring special event* crew 
laborer* to work through March. $3.35mr. 10-30 hrtwk. Ap- 
plications available In Aheam Complex office located in- 
side the Natatorlum. (8245) 

DIETARY AID, 440 p.m. to 740 p.m. Apply In person to 
Virginia Modeem at Meaddwlark Hill*, 2121 Meadowlark 
Road. EOE. (8244) 

PICKUP TRUCK owner needed to assist woman with three 
place* of furniture In Kansas City. Will compensate 776- 
1162.(8344) 

SERVICES 
RESUME WRITING, layout, editing, typing or appraisal. 

Re*ume Service, 411 N. 3rd, 537-7294. (Itf) 

WOMEN'S HEALTH Care Service. Confidential health care 
for women with unexpected pregnancies. Abortion Mr- 
vice* to 20 weeks a* an outpatient Information and free 
pregnancy testing (316)684-5108 Wichita. (1tf| 

RESUMES $20; 1-2 pp., 5 copies and envelope*. Tldwell i 
Associates, 219 S. Seth Child*, 776-5213.537-4504. (8311) 

PREGNANT? BIRTHRIGHT can help. Free pregnancy test. 
Confidential. Call 537-9180.103 South 4th Street, Suite 18. 
OTtf) 

HORSES BOARDED, lessons given. Indoor and outdoor 
arenas Powder Puff Downs. Barry and Marty Elliott, St. 
George, Ks. Call 1-494-2660. (7645) 

VW OWNERS! Special this month-1966 through 1975 bugs: 
window cranks only $3.54, left door mirror only $9.50. hub- 
cap* $6.75. J6.L Bug Service, 1-494-2388.(8140) 

EXPERIENCED TYPIST, reasonable rates, IBM Correcting 
Selectrlc Convenient location to campus Call 537-1669. 
(8244) 

DICKENS DISCO I* now available to handle any parties at 
good price*. Call Rick, 7764536. (8246) 

HORSES BOARDED, colt* started and lesson* given. Indoor 
and outdoor arenas, Powdar r jff Downs. St. George, Ks. 
Call 1-494-2660. (82-101) 

LICENSED CHILD care: similar to nursery echool. Open* 
A.M. only  Referencee and very reasonable  537-7884 (82- 
66) 

 ANNOUNCEMENT  
SUPERBOWL SUNDAY, free 6-pack of your "favorite" with 

every 6-foot party sandwich. Order before January 23rd. 
Hot Dlgglty Dog, 5394033. (7744) 

HAVING A party? Call KSDB-FM for a D.J. and a complete 
sound system 5324960. (8143) 

DIVERSIFIED DISCO Systems, the bast In Mobil Music. Ser- 
ving K-State »lnc* 1977. Book your spring party now. Call 
776-1254.(8347) 

BACHELOR PARTY, stsg party, any kind of party—rent a 
video cassette player. Call 776-1254. (8347) 

WANTED: THREE grader/consultants for CS 200. Must be 
proficient In either PL/I or FORTRAN programming 
languages (or both). Must also have basic clerical skills. 
Contact Russ Taylor, Fairchild Hall, Dm. 302,5324355. (83 
85) 

 WANTED  
COLLECTIBLES, COINS, back Issue magazines, comics, LP 

album*. Check with u* before you throw It away. Treasure 
Chest. Agglevllle. (1tf) 

CARPOOL FROM Topeka Tuesday and Thursday, Classes 
8:00 a.m,4:00 p.m. Call 1-2364598. Ask for Jim. (8044) 

NEED RIDE to Bruce Springsteen In exchange for ticket or 
gas Call Stave, 5394184. (8145) 

USED TEXAS Instruments, Business Analysis! II. Call 
5394055. (8245) 

RIDER TO New York wanted. Leave end of January. Call 
537-7901 (82-85) 

BOOKS: WEED Management, Wildlife and America. Biology 
of Plants, psychology book (black), a Sand Country al- 
manac. Erosion and Sediment Pollution Control. 5394211, 
Rm. 918. (8246) 

DESPERATELY NEED to buy on* general admission basket 
ball ticket for OSU game January 21. Call 776-7405 after 
540 pm. (8243) 

WANTED TO buy: 24 ticket* to the K-State-KU game Wed- 
nesday, January 28. Will pay $25 each. Call 5374979 after 
540 p.m. (8246) 

RODEO GIRLS—I need a Martha Josey Barrel Racing Saddle 
with Breast Collar. Square Skirts preferred. Must be in ex- 
cellent condition. Call 539-7727. (8345) 

NEED TWO reserved ticket* to KU game. Call 532 5440 or 
leave me*sag* at 532-5150. (8345) 

WANTED. K-STATE basketball tickets lor February 7, 14, or 
21. Call 7764297 after 540 p.m., ask for Mike. (8345) 

Crossworrf ty EUGENE SHEFFER 

ACROSS 
1 Matterhorn 
4 Brown kiwi 
7 Persian poet 
8 Business 

transactions 
10 Sheeplike 
11 Fly or gnat 
13 Handy 

gadget 
16 French 

island 
17 Portents 
18 Slender 

finial 
19 Network 
20 Amongst 
21 Private 

room 
23 Peered 

curiously 
25 Armadillo 
28 Actor: 

Will- 
27 Pilot's 

record 

28 Kind of 41 Weight of 
energy India 

30 Size of coal DOWN 
33 Headline 1 PriesUy 

material vestment 
36 Handles 2 I,ean 
37 Social appoint- 3 Squeezed 

ments 4 French 
38 Mr. Kefauver historian 
39 At an end 5 Hop kilns 
40 Spread grass 6 Guinness 

Avg. solution time: 28 min. 

BE 

O.R.A 
"Ag , 

ANA 
.NOBGARA'G'E'S 

A'RG'L I N'GiD'OT'E 
i A'LBRA'NBE'B'O'N 

AL'LEMA'T.AtMMJ I IN'T 
1-21 

Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 

7 Elliptical 
8 Funeral 

song 
9 Plan 

10 Kimono 
sash 

12 Lukewarm 
14 Urban 

community 
15 Free 
19 Robot drama 
20 Melody 
21 Polo or golf 
22 Hindu poet 
23 Wampum 
24 Altar screen 
25 Mr. Landon 
26 Tumbler 
28 Condition 
29 Chose 
30 Graves or 

Lorre 
31 Pitcher 
32 Donkey 
34 Cozy shelter 
35 Wheel hub 

LOST 

CRYPTOQUIP 1-21 

RTAKN    RDWFATK    AJNVJSAL    FVDD 

L A S W T 

Yesterday's Cryptoquip - CONGREGATION CONSTRUCTS 
TINY CHURCH IN LEVEL VALLEY. 

Today's Cryptoquip clue: V equals A 

LOST GOLD sofa cushion between Topeka and Manhattan 
on 1-70. Reward, call 532-5360. (6044) 

LOST MONDAY: Ladles narrow, tan, suede belt. Has a gold 
buckle with a brown stone. Reward offered. Please call 
776-9155 before 1040 a.m. or between 6:00-940 p.m. (8043) 

LOST DECEMBER 15, a pair ot black and gray "Saranac" ski 
glove*. If found call Al at 5377517. A reward it offered for 
their return. Lost along Clatlin Ave. or In perking lot behind 
Cardwell. (8145) 

MALE CAT, white longhair with tan markings on head and 
back, blue eyes, wearing flea collar, near 810 Kearney. 
Reward $50. Call 537-2942 (8346) 

 FOUND  
CENTER HUB for R/R hubcap off blue Monte Carlo w/black 

top, next to Ackert on 17th Street Call 5374362 to claim 
(8244) 

FOUND. CHANGE purse on Moro Street. Identify and pay for 
this ad. Call 1-485-2713. (8345) 

HAT FOUND In Union Movie Theater, Saturday night. Call 
537-1196, aak for Mike Z. (8345) 

BROWN/WHITE female dog, January 17, 1981. Anderson 
Avenue. Call and Identify, 537-7489. (8344) 

 PERSONAL  
CHERYL MCDANIEL—Do you remember when we sold Kool- 

aid together? Hope life always treats you kind and simple. 
Your childhood friend, Kelly. (83) 

KEVIN, SQUAT, Mange, Lamont and the Reet: On 5, 1, 3, 5. 
Bush Stop*, Bump lump*, pigging out, tree bashing, 
graahlng, snoring, massages, cold showera, and courage! 
Juat don't follow Kevin anywhere. Thank you, Qopl Cheers 
and Yell*! (83) 

NSDB-LOVE on the Rock*? Not herel Wishful thinking 
maybe. Reality Is nice but this dream world Is fantastic. Oh 
SHAULLLIINSOBIK63) 

LOST: ONE slightly short male with black halrsprayed hair 
and moustache Last *een In vicinity of Seaton 262. An 
swar* to the name Bob, loser, sleaze, Fryebaby and other 
degenerative adjectives If found pleasa return to 
studio—he haa a protect due. (83) 

MOM MAC—Happy 22ndl "Late celebrate!" Love, M.P. (83) 
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COME SEE US! 
IF YOU ARE "INTO" PHOTOGRAPHY OR WANT TO BE COME SEE US AT 
WOLFE'S CAMERA SHOP. WOLFE'S IS THE LARGEST CAMERA STORE IN 
THE CENTRAL UNITED STATES. YOU WILL FIND LARGE SELECTIONS OF 
CAMERAS AND PHOTO SUPPLIES AT REASONABLE PRICES. WOLFE'S 
SELLS CAMERAS AND EQUIPMENT NATIONWIDE. WE EVEN HAVE SEVERAL 
CUSTOMERS IN ROCHESTER, NEW YORK (THE HOME OFFICE OF KODAK). 
COME SEE US YOU WILL BE IMPRESSED. OUR SALES PUFFERY WILL NOT BE 
NECESSARY ONCE YOU SEE OUR BIG STORE IN THE CENTER OF DOWN- 
TOWN TOPEKA. TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR LOW CAMERA PRICES NOW. 

PENTAX ME 
SUPER 

with f 1.7 lens 

*279 99 

PENTAX MV 
with f 2 lens 

$1W 

Take pictures like a Pro. Easy operation just set, focus 
and shoot. Accurate GPD meter sets shutter speed, elec- 
tro touch full manual override. Big bright viewfinder 
quick magic needle loading system. 

The simple facts of Pentax MV, aperture priority automa- 
tion, easy stop light exposure readout, accepts over 40 
Pentax bayonet mount SMC lenses, unequaled magic 
needle loading system, accurate SPD meterng system. 

MINOLTA SRT SC 
with f 2 lens 

Easy to use match needle light meter system, shutter 
speeds to 1/1000 second, shutter speed information in 
viewfinder. Interchangeable lenses, Minolta quality con- 
struction throughout. 

SALE 
CANON AE1 "i* H J lens 
Shutter priority automatic, just pick a shutter speed and 
the camera automatically gives you the correct lens 
opening, full manual operation also, optional automatic 
electronic flash and film winder too. 

$169 99 

SALE $279 99 

WE'VE LISTED ONLY 5 OF OVER 
54 SLR CAMERA MODELS IN 
STOCK. FILTERS IN ALL SIZES 
AND COLOR, OVER 30 DIFFER- 
ENT ELECTRONIC FLASH UNITS 
AND LENSES IN EVERY FOCAL 
LENGTH TO FIT EVERY CAMERA 
IN STOCK. 

OLYMPUS OM10 
with f 1.8 lens 

Lightweight, fully automatic Olympus quality, easy to 
use. Off the film automatic exposure, extra bright 
viewfinder with split image for fast easy focusing. So lit- 
tle money has never bought so much SLR. 

$249 99 

WATSON BULK FILM LOADER 
99 

Save money by loading bulk film your- 
self. Easy to use design, can be used in 
normal room light. We stock a good se- 
lection of both black & white and color 
film in bulk. 

*13 

COME SEE US COUPON 
SAVE *5.00 

OUR   REG.    $5.99   WIDE   NECK 
STRAP IN CHOICE OF TAPESTRY 
COLORS.   nN| y QQ,   WITH 

UIHT n C0UP0N 
Limit one per customer 
Expire* 1/31/81 

MasterCard 

STORE HOURS 
Thursday 8:30 to 8:30 

Other Weekdays 8:30 to 5:30 
Closed Sunday 

camera shop, inc. 
635 Kansas Avenue • Phone 235-1386 

Topeka, Kansas 
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125 W/CH Oplonlca SA-5901 receiver for Ml*. 0.02 THO 
Quality and features comparable to Yamaha CR 2040 Ona 
year old. New Hat $800. taking $435 Of beat reasonable of 
tar. 776-7918 (81-85) 

FIREWOOD FOR Sale: seasoned mixed woods $55/cord, $30 
large pickup load Split, delivered and stacked 1-458-8212 
(81-100) 

MODEL 850 H Kodak Carousel 35MM slide projector with 
manual and automatic timer operation—largest Kodak 
makes: sells new (or $30000, will take $18500. Daytime: 
537-9211, evenings: 537 1842 (82-84) 

BY OWNER: Nice two bedroom house with basement apart 
ment, one block east ot campus, $40,000. Call 537-1669 
(82-85) 

1977 FORD 150 4x4 4 spd White spokes, Wrangler tires, 
good gas mileage. $4,000 Call 5394956 (82-84) 

HANDMADE PLEDGES paddles lor sale. Competitive 
prices, many designs, many woods Call 537-1239 or write 
RAJ, 1430 Falrchlld, #8. (82-84) 

BOSE 301 speakers, good condition, $175 pair. Call 532-3544. 
ask lor An (8384) 

1966 BUICK "Special" Station Wagon Runs good! Power 
eteerlng, air conditioning, heater and snow tires Included, 
$500 00 or best offer. 537-1601. (8344) 

1974 DASHER (V.W.), 4 cyl, automatic transmission, AMfFM 
stereo, new valves, new snow tires. Call 5396187 after 5 00 
p.m. and all weekend. (8345) 

MOBILE HOME, 14x60 Town & Country, custom made. Ex- 
cellent condition. Two bedroom, 1V4 bath, central air, 
waahar and dryer, microwave, redwood deck, partially fur 
nlahed, $6,800. Call 776-3792, 537-9323 alter 5:00 p.m. (83- 
65) 

1969 GIBSON SO. Qrover tuning machines, wang bar. 
$240.00.5394356 evenings. (8346) 

BICYCLE, 3-speed, 21" frame, 26" wheels, rack, generator 
light, horn. $30.00 firm Call Marilyn, 5324630 from 800 
a.m. to 940p.m. (8347) 

EPIPHONE ACOUSTIC guitar (FT-130). $120 or beat offer. 
Call 532-4831 and ask for Joe. (8345) 

 FORWENT  
COSTUMES, MASKS, periodical doming, accessories, all 

type* make-up. Grass skirts, lais, bunny and mouse ears 
and more. Treasure Cheat, Agglevllle (1 If) 

TYPEWRITER RENTALS, electrics and manuals, day. week 
or month. Bunells, 511 Leevenworth, across from post 
off Ice. Call 7764469. (1 tf) 

RENTAL TYPEWRITERS: Excellent selection, Including IBM 
Selectrtcs. Service moat makes of typewriters. Hull 
Business Machines, (Agglevllle). 1212 Moro, 539-7931 (1tf) 

FURNISHED, CARPETED rooms at 400 N. 11th, $65 up. kit- 
chen and laundry, free parking, bins paid. Call 537-4233. 
(76-107) 

FURNISHED, CARPETED one bedroom apartment at 400 N. 
11 th, $180 and bills paid. Call 537-4233. (7847) 

D 6 S RENTAL Center has compact refrigerator* for rent, 
monthly or semester rate*. Call 537-2250. (8143) 

RENT A PIANO 
35.00 a Month 

Don Jorgenson's Piano and Organ 
Little Apple Music 

413Poyntz 
 539-1926  

FURNISHED, CARPETED room* close to Agglevllle and cam- 
pus Kitchen and laundry facilities available. Very quiet. 
Call 539-7892,537-1210 or 7764068. (8145) 

CALL CELESTE 
For 

Wildcat Inn Apts. 
Summer, Fall 
Spring, 1981-82 

We are now 
issuing firm 

contracts in all 
Wildcat Inns for 

Summer and Fall 
1981 and Spring— 
1982. Now is the 

time to get 
guaranteed 
apartment 

assignments 
539-5001 for information. 

FURNISHED EFFICIENCY apartment available, Agglevllle 
location Call Steve, 539-9794 or 537-7179. (8347) 

 ROOMMATE WANTED  
FEMALES TO share furnished house at 1006 Valuer, private 

bedrooms, laundry. $50 up. Call 5394401. (76-107) 

ROOMMATE WANTED-share basement apartment, 825 
Bluemont. Own room, $97.50, all bills paid. Call 7764295. 
ask for Scott. (7943) 

LARGE APARTMENT, fireplace, dishwasher, own bedroom, 
$160 month plus utilities. Call BUI, 539-1093. (7946) 

FEMALE TO share two-bedroom trailer. Prefer nonsmoking 
agriculture major. Available Immediately. Call 5394270 
(7943) 

FEMALE WANTED to share twooedroom trailer house, 
$100/month plus Vi utilities. Call 7764445. (7943) 

MALE ROOMMATE: to share three bedroom house, pay Vi 
bills. Call after 500 p.m., 805 Kearney, 7764313. (7943) 

MALE NEEDED to share three bedroom apartment four 
blocks from campus, $128Anonth plus 172 utilities Prefer 
non-smoker. Call 5374138. (8044) 

MALE, NICE duplex, two block* from campus, only $77/ 
month plua utilities Fully furnished, dishwasher, two 
bathrooms. Nice! Call 776-7201. (8044) 

FEMALE TO share house at 1108 Bluemont. Furnished, own 
bedroom. $80.00 per month plus 1/4 utilities. Call 539-2534. 
Keep trying. (8044) 

MALE OR female wanted to (hare nice duplex apartment 
with two male students Nice location. Call 7764495 after 
540 p.m. (8044) 

VERY NICE apartment, one bedroom apartment one block 
from campua, $185.00,1/2 $92.50-1/2 on utilities Female 
wanted. Call after 5:00 p.m., 5394227. (8143) 

FEMALES TO share furnished house at 1122 Vattler, private 
bedroom, $85.00 Call 5394401. (81-100) 

ST. GEORGE—Vet atudenta want to share large farmhouse 
on 3 acres with 2 or 3 others. $70.00 plus utilities. 1-494- 
2812 (8143) 

PRIVATE BEDROOM and bathroom, luxurious trailer, Red- 
bud Estatea. Call Dan. 5394676 (8246) 

TWO MALE room males wanted to share nicest lour bedroom 
house In Manhattan. $75 per month plus utilities Fur 
nlahed or unfurnished. January rent free. (4 blocks from 
campus.) Call 7764995, keep trying. (8246) 

FREE RENT in exchange for light housework and some read- 
ing. Close to campus, Immediately available. Call 537-1521. 
(8243) 

UPPERCLASSMAN WANTED to share three bedroom, 
modem furnished house. Two fireplaces, laundry, dish- 
washer, garden, A/C, superb atmosphere $l40/month, V> 
utilities, till August 1. Call after 640 p.m.. Kirk. 5374696 
(8347) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to share nice three bedroom 
house with two other* $120/month plus Vi utilities. Call 
5394769 (8347) 

NON-SMOKING female to share four-bedroom house, own 
room, $ll5/month, utilities paid. Fifteen minute walk to 
campua 776-7860 (8345) 

FEMALE GRAD student or faculty/staff member to share two 
bedroom houae in Westloop area with a KSU faculty mem- 
ber. $12S/mo plus V> utilities. Call 776-1386 after 540 p.m. 
Keep trying. (8345) 

GRADUATE OR mature student wanted to share grand old 
home near campus, $120 plus share of bills. 776-1162. (83- 
85) 

MALE ROOMMATE to live in Wildcat Inn Apartments. 50 feet 
from campus. Prefer Ag student. $67 plus v> utilities. After 
5.40 p.m., 7764157 (8345) 

 NOTICES  
STUDENT DISCOUNT rates on flying lessons II you enroll 

before January 24th Solo for under $37500. Call Jaff at 
5342520.(8145) 

 ATTENTION  
WE JUST love bugs and rabbits at J8.L Bug Service. VW 

repair with quality parts at reasonable prices. 1-494-2388, 
St. George, only 7 miles east. (8044) 

HAVING A party? Call KSDB-FM for a O.J. and a complete 
sound system 5374960. (8143) 

ULN IS looking for volunteers to answer telephone*. Call 
5324442 If even the slightest bit Interested. Applications 
available in Fairchlld 205until Friday, January 23.(8249) 

HELP WANTED 
PART-TIME WORK: 10 weeks at $45/week for 610 hours per 

week. Typing mandatory, marketing background helpful. 
Can 776-1325,940-740 p.m. (7943) 

AGGIE STATION Is accepting applications for cocktail 
waiters/waitresses Must be 21. Apply 1115 Moro, 
evenings. (8045) 

CAMP STAFF wanted for Camp Lincoln/Camp Lake Hubert a 
Minnesota reaideni summer camp. A strong committment 
to working with children required along with skills In ec 
ilvltles. Sign up for interviews on campua January 30th at 
the Placement Center. (8140) 

TEMPORARY CATALOGUING Position: Cataloguer Is 
needed Immediately for a three month period. Primarily for 
original cataloguing In all sublect areas Works under the 
supervision of the head of Cataloguing In an Academic 
Library of over 850,000 volumes. Requirements Include 
MLS knowledge of AACR and LC claaalflcatlon and 
cataloguing procedures. OCLC experience and knowledge 
of one or more foreign languages preferred. Salary 
$1,000.00 per month. Applications should be mailed by 
February 3, 1981 to: Meredith Lltchfleld, Assistant Direc- 
tor, Kansas Stale University Library, Manhattan, Kansas 
66506. KSU Is an EOE. (8244) 

Peanuts By CHARLES SCHULZ 

Ajb Jr&4s 

(ffj) 
**M*m 

AHEARN COMPLEX I* now hiring special event* crew 
laborer* to work through March. $3.39mr. 1040 hr/wk. Ap- 
plication* available In Aheam Complex office located in- 
side the Natatorlum. (8249) 

DIETARY AID, 440 p.m. to 740 p.m. Apply In person to 
Virginia Modeam at MeaddWIark Hills, 2121 Meadowlark 
Road. EOE. (8244) 

PICKUP TRUCK owner needed to assist woman with three 
pieces of furniture In Kansas City. Will compensate. 776- 
1162.(8344) 

SERVICES" 
RESUME WRITING, layout, editing, typing or appraisal. 

Resume Service, 411N. 3rd. 937-7294. (1 tf) 

WOMEN'S HEALTH Care Service. Confidential health care 
for women with unexpected pregnancies Abortion Mr- 
vices to 20 weeks as an outpatient. Information and free 
pregnancy testing (316) 684 5106 Wichita (1 tf) 

RESUMES $20. 1-2 pp.. 9 copies and envelopes. Tidweli 6 
Associates, 219 S. Seth Child s, 7769213.937-4904. (83tf) 

PREGNANT? BIRTHRIGHT can help. Free pregnancy test. 
Confidential. Call 5374180.103 South 4th Street, Suite 18. 
(17tf) 

HORSES BOARDED, lessons given. Indoor and outdoor 
arenas Powder Pull Downs. Barry and Marty Elliott, St. 
George, Ks. Call 1-494-2660. (7645) 

VW OWNERS! Special this month-1968 through 1975 bugs: 
window cranks only $3.50, led door mirror only $9.50, hub- 
cap* $6 75 J&L Bug Service, 1-494-2388. (8140) 

EXPERIENCED TYPIST, reasonable rates, IBM Correcting 
Selecinc Convenient location to campua. Call 537-1669. 
(8244) 

DICKENS DISCO la now available to handle any parties at 
good prices. Call Rick, 7764536. (8246) 

HORSES BOARDED, colts stared, and lessons given. Indoor 
and outdoor arenas, Powder r jff Downs St. George, Ka. 
Call 1-494-2660 (82-101) 

LICENSED CHILD care: similar to nursery school Opena 
AM only. References and vary reasonable. 537-7884. (82- 
86) 

 ANNOUNCEMENT  
SUPERBOWL SUNDAY, free 6-pack of your "favorite" with 

every 6-fooi party sandwich. Order before January 23rd. 
Hot Dtgglty Dog, 9394033. (7744) 

HAVING A party? Call KSDB-FM for a D.J. and a complete 
sound ayatem. 9324980. (8143) 

DIVERSIFIED DISCO Systems, the beet In Mobil Music Ser- 
ving K-State alnce 1977. Book your spring party now. Call 
778-1294.(8347) 

BACHELOR PARTY, stag party, any kind of party—rent a 
video cassette player Call 776-1294. (8347) 

WANTED: THREE grader/consultants for CS 200. Muat be 
proficient in either PUI or FORTRAN programming 
languages (or both). Muat also have basic clerical skills. 
Contact Russ Taylor, Falrchlld Hall, Rm. 302, 9324399 (83 
89) 

 WANTED  
COLLECTIBLES, COINS, back Issue magazine*, comics. LP 

albums Check with us before you throw It away. Treasure 
Chest, Agglevllle. (Itf) 

CARPOOL FROM Topeka Tuesday and Thursday, Classes 
840 a.m-440 p.m. Call 1-2394998. Aak for Jim. (8044) 

NEED RIDE to Bruce Springsteen in exchange for ticket or 
gas Call Steve, 9394184. (8149) 

USED TEXAS Instruments, Bualneas Analysis! II. Call 
9394099.(6249) 

RIDER TO New York wanted Leave end of January Call 
937-7901.(8249) 

BOOKS: WEED Management, Wildlife and America, Biology 
of Plants, paychology book (black), a Sand Country al- 
manac, Eroalon and Sediment Pollution Control. 9394211, 
Rm. 916. (8246) 

DESPERATELY NEEO to buy one general admission basket 
ball ticket for OSU game January 21. Call 776-7409 after 
940 p.m. (8243) 

WANTED TO buy: 24 tickets to the K-State-KU game Wed- 
nesday, January 28. Will pay $29 each. Call 9374979 after 
940 p.m. (8246) 

RODEO GIRLS—I need a Martha Josey Barrel Racing Saddle 
with Breaat Collar. Square Skirts preferred. Must be In ex- 
cellent condition. Cell 9347727. (8349) 

NEEO TWO reserved tickets to KU game. Call 932-9440 or 
leave message at 932-9190. (8349) 

WANTED: K4TATE basketball tickets (or February 7, 14, or 
21. Call 7764297 after 540 p.m., ask for Mike. (8345) 

Crossword" Ety EUGENE SHEFFER 

ACROSS 
1 Matterhorn 
4 Brown kiwi 
7 Persian poet 
8 Business 

transactions 
10 Sheeplike 
11 Fly or gnat 
13 Handy 

gadget 
16 French 

island 
17 Portents 
18 Slender 

finial 
19 Network 
20 Amongst 
21 Private 

room 
23 Peered 

curiously 
25 Armadillo 
26 Actor: 

Will — 
27 Pilot's 

record   • 

28 Kind of 
energy 

30 Size of coal 
33 Headline 

material 
36 Handles 
37 Social appoint- 

ments 
38 Mr. Kefauver 
39 At an end 
40 Spread grass 

41 Weight of 
India 

DOWN 
1 Priestly 

vestment 
2 Lean 
3 Squeezed 
4 French 

historian 
5 Hop kilns 
6 Guinness 

Avg. solution time: 28 rain. 
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Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 

7 Elliptical 
8 Funeral 

song 
9 Plan 

10 Kimono 
sash 

12 Lukewarm 
14 Urban 

community 
15 Free 
19 Robot drama 
20 Melody 
21 Polo or golf 
22 Hindu poet 
23 Wampum 
24 Altar screen 
25 Mr. Landon 
26 Tumbler 
28 Condition 
29 Chose 
30 Graves or 

Lorre 
31 Pitcher 
32 Donkey 
34 Cozy shelter 
35 Wheel hub 
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L A S W T 

Yesterday's Cryptoquip - CONGREGATION CONSTRUCTS 
TINY CHURCH IN LEVEL VALLEY. 

Today's Cryptoquip clue: V equals A 

 LOST  
LOST GOLD sofs cushion between Topeka and Manhattan 

on 1-70. Reward, call 532-5360 (8044) 

LOST MONDAY: Ladies narrow, tan, suede belt Has a gold 
buckle with a brown stone. Reward offered. Please call 
776-9155 before 10:00 am or between 6:00440 p.m (8043) 

LOST DECEMBER 15. s pair of black and gray "Saranac" ski 
glove*. If found call Al at 537-7517. A reward la offered for 
their return. Lost along Claf lin Ave. or In parking lot behind 
Cardwell. (8149) 

MALE CAT, white longhair with tan markings on head and 
back, blue eyes, wearing flea collar, near 810 Kearney. 
Reward $50 Call 537 2942. (8346) 

 FOUND  
CENTER HUB for R/R hubcap off blue Monte Carlo w/black 

lop. next to Ackert on 17th Street. Call 5374362 to claim. 
(8244) 

FOUNO, CHANGE purse on Moro Street Identify and pay for 
thla ad. Call 1-485-2713. (8345) 

HAT FOUND In Union Movie Theater, Saturday night. Call 
537-1198, aak for M Ike Z. (8345) 

BROWN/WHITE female dog, January 17, 1981, Anderaon 
Avenue. Call and Identify, 537-7489 (8344) 

PERSONAL 
CHERYL MCDANIEL—Do you remember when we sold Kool- 

• id together? Hope Hie alwaya treats you kind and simple 
Your childhood friend, Kelly. (83) 

KEVIN, SQUAT, Mange, Lamont and the Reel: On 5,1, 3, S. 
Buah Stopa, Bump lumps, pigging out, tree bashing, 
grashlng, snoring, massages, cold showers, and courage! 
Juat don't lollow Kevin anywhere. Thank you, Gopl Cheer* 
and Yells! (83) 

NSDB-LOVE on the Rocks? Not herel Wishful thinking 
maybe. Reality la nice but thl* dream world ia fantaatic. Oh 
SHAU LLLII NSOBII (63) 

LOST: ONE slightly short male with black halrsprayed hair 
and moustache Last seen In vicinity of Soeton 262. An- 
swers to the name Bob, loser, sleaze, Frye-baby and other 
degenerative adjectives If found pleaae return to 
studio—he has a project due. (83) 

MOMMAC-Happy22nd! "Letscelebretel"Love,M.P.(83) 
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Ransom not 
part of deal, 
officials claim 

WASHINGTON (AP) - Did the 
United States pay ransom to Iran 
for release of the 52 Americans? 
Apparently not, but U.S. taxpayers 
will probably end up with some out- 
of-pocket expense. 

Ransom is money of one party 
demanded in return for a kidnap 
victim or hostage held by another 
party, and many Americans feel 
the Carter administration paid 
dearly—in pride as well as 
money—to free the former 
hostages. 

New York Mayor Edward Koch, 
for one, responded with an ex- 
plosive, "Baloney!" when a 
reporter asked whether he agreed 
with other officials that the 
agreement was not ransom. 

"In effect, we have paid a 
penalty to terrorists, a penalty to 
kidnappers," Koch said Tuesday. 

Former Vice President Walter 
Mondale has defended the hostage 
agreement, saying the U.S. was not 
paying "a dime of American 
money," and Republican Charles 
Percy, chairman of the Senate 
Foreign Relations Committee, said 
"not one cent of ransom" was 
involved. 

To date, that is correct. The 
money paid to Iran, $2.9 billion, 
was from Iranian funds on deposit 
in the U.S. and in U.S. banks 
abroad at the time former 
President Jimmy Carter froze 
Iranian assets in November 1979. It 
did include $800 million in interest, 
but interest would have ac- 
cumulated anyway. 

Another $6.1 billion in frozen 
funds was used to pay off bank 
loans made to Iran and to settle 
future claims. And $3 billion or so 
may be delivered to Iran later, but 
that is also to be Iranian money. 

The potential liability for the 
taxpayer falls in three areas: 
—Compensation to the hostages for 
the harm done them. 
—Compensation    for    loss    and 
damage to U.S. property in Iran. 
—Compensation for claims from 
unfulfilled   contracts   and   other 
debts owed American business. 

Here in question-and-answer 
form is an attempt to answer these 
and other questions about the 
agreement. 

Q—What about compensation for 
the 52 hostages? How will that be 
handled? 

A—The agreement lets Iran off 
the hook, even though Iran is to 
blame for their anguish and abuse, 
the loss of freedom and the 14V4 
months lost from their normal 
lives. 

Instead, the agreement provides 
for establishing a presidential 
commission to decide any com- 
pensation. It could easily amount 
to several million dollars—and 
taxpayers would pay it. 

Q—How about damage to the 
U.S. Embassy and other U.S 
property in Iran? 

A—Iran is absolved of respon- 
sibility, despite there being ample 
precedent for compensation by 
host countries when damage is 
done to property of other nations. 

Q—Doesn't the agreement cover 
lawsuits against Iran? 

A—It does. It will take such suits 
out of U.S. courts and have them 

(See RANSOM, p.2> 

Fire burns Willard Hall equipment 
A Wednesday morning fire in 

Willard 221, caused by a malfun- 
ction in a research project, 
resulted in about $10,000 damage to 
chemical equipment, according to 
Campus Fire Chief Frank Duncan. 
No injuries were reported. 

The fire was discovered about 
1:20 a.m. by a security officer 
making his rounds, according to 
Art Stone, director of security and 
traffic. 

Firemen found a heavy ac- 
cumulation of smoke which ex- 
tended from third floor Willard 
through a vent hood into the attic, 
Duncan said. 

The fire was confined to a lab 
workbench and vent hood, Duncan 
said. 

The fire began when combustible 
chemicals from an experiment 
began burning after the ex- 
periment malfunctioned, Duncan 
said, and the flames spread to 
other chemicals. 

Fire officials worked until about 
4 a.m. cleaning the spilled 
chemicals and broken glass, 
Duncan said. 

Carter meets ex-hostages 
WIESBADEN, West Germany (AP) — Jimmy Carter held an 

emotional meeting with the 52 Americans held hostage by Iran for 14V& 
months and then denounced the Iranian government's "despicable act of 
savagery." He added, "Our Americans in Iran were mistreated much 
worse than previously revealed." 

The former president's description of acts of "barbarism" leading to 
"abominable circumstances" for the freed captives followed reports 
from hostages' families and the State Department that the Americans 
suffered physical and psychological abuse during their 444 days in cap- 
tivity. 

The State Department issued a statement here saying, "On the basis of 
what we have learned so far, we have further evidence of serious 
mistreatment in a number of cases during the period of their captivity." 
It did not elaborate. 

Carter, who turned over the presidency to Ronald Reagan on Tuesday, 
was denied the chance of announcing the hostages' freedom while still in 
office, but as Reagan's special envoy he said he was able to "express the 
thanks of a grateful nation to the brave hostages." 

CARTER SAID AFTERWARDS they "were mistreated much worse 
than has been previsouly revealed. The acts of barbarism which were 
perpetrated on our people by Iran can never be condoned. 

"Criminal acts ought to be condemned by all law loving, decent people 
of the world. It's been an abominable circumstances that will never be 
forgotten." 

Some former hostages gathered on a balcony outside their hospital 
rooms, waving and clapping as Carter's limousine drove up. Several of 
them, including Marine guards, wore only light T-shirts and blue pajama 
bottoms in the sub-freezing night air. The Marines appeared to have new 
haircuts. 

A CARTER AIDE said the private, 80-minute meeting was "emotional 
to the point of awkwardness"-so moving that a photographer was asked 
to stop taking pictures. Carter spokesman Jody Powell said that as the 
former president shook hands with each freed captive, "tears were 
welling in everybody's eyes, the hostages' and Carter's." 

Former Secretary of State Edmund Muskie said Carter and his party 
received "a very warm, very friendly reception." 

As Carter left the hospital after an hour and 20 minutes, he embraced 
Bruce Laingen, the charge d'affaires and senior diplomat in the U.S. 
Embassy when it was seized. 

In his statement at the Frankfurt airport after meeting the former 
hostages, Carter said the takeover of the U.S. Embassy on Nov. 4,1979 
and the holding of the hostages until their release on Tuesday "was a 
criminal act that should be condemned by all law-loving people of the 
world." 

He described his meeting with them as "the most moving and 
gratifying act" in his life. 

OTHER AMERICAN dignataries who made the pre-dawn flight to 
Germany included former Vice President Walter Mondale, former 
Secretaries of State Cyrus Vance and Edmund Muskie, former Treasury 
Secretary G. William Miller and Carter aides'. .amilton Jordan and Jody 
Powell. 

It was Carter's first day as a private citizen and he arrived in Frankfurt 
aboard the former Air Force One, looking worn from the final hectic days 
of negotiations to free the hostages, the ceremonies transferring power to 

Reagan and the long flight. 
Carter, dressed in a light gray coat, waved at a crowd of several 

hundred, some of them bearing signs reading: "We Still Love You 
Jimmy." His plane touched down at 1:30 p.m. CST.and he was greeted by 
West German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt. A few minutes later he left in 
a motorcade for the hospital, 20 miles from the airport. 

THE FORMER HOSTAGES, dramatically released Tuesday in Tehran 
and flown to a U.S. military hospital, relaxed by "taking showers and 
telling stories," as one hostage put it. 

They were released under terms of an agreement to exchange frozen 
Iranian assets for their freedom. The new State Department spokesman 
said Wednesday that the Reagan administration would not commit itself 
to fulfilling the agreement's terms until there was a chance to examine it 
in detail. 

Most of the former captives rushed to telephone loved ones in America, 
some of whom had no word on their fate during their days of captivity 
they endured. 

The family of Malcolm Kalp of Brockton, Mass., said he reported he 
was beaten and placed in solitary confinement for more than five months 
after he tried to escape. His family had not heard from him since the U.S. 
Embassy in Tehran was seized by young Moslem militants on Nov. 4, 
1979. 

U.S. Marine Sgt. Johnny McKeel Jr. told his family in Balch Springs, 
Texas, that his Iranian interrogators told him his mother had died and he 
did not learn she was alive until he arrived in West Germany. 

THE FAMILIES reported that most of the freed Americans said they 
were "doing fine" and there were happy family reunions via long- 
distance telephone. Barbara Timm, in Oak Creek, Wis., said she had a 
"very private, very beautiful" talk with her son, Kevin Hermening. 

Duane Gillette talked with his parents in Columbia, Pa. and a family 
spokesman said, "his treatment was at times disgusting." Spokesman 
Andrew Appel said, "I think President Reagan was polite when he ter- 
med the Iranians barbarians." 

U.S. Marine Sgt. Paul Lewis, 23, of Homer, 111., who spoke of taking 
showers and telling stories, told an interviewer in West Germany, "I feel 
better than I've felt in a long, long time and I'm ready to go home." 

In Tehran, the speaker of Iran's Parliament praised the militants who 
seized the hostages, Tehran radio reported, and said their action "was a 
turning point in the history of Iran's Islamic revolution." 

Inside 
CANCER RESEARCH is taking on many different phases at K- 

State wjth work being conducted In the Division of Biology. See 
Thursday Focus on p. 10. 

SECURITY AND TRAFFIC IS RELOCATING (again) to make 
room for a new chilling plant which will assist the presently 
overworked University cooling system. See p. 6. 

THE WILDCATS DROP their Big 8 home opener to an Improved 
Oklahoma State team. See p. 15. 
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Ransom..^ 
(Continued from p. 1) 

decided by an international arbitration 
commiaaion. But the Justice Department 
expects court challenges to the agreement 
and isn't sure it will be upheld. 

At least 300 lawsuits have been filed in 
U.S. courts against Iranian assets and an 
additional 3,000 claims are on file with the 
Treasury Department. Officials say the 
lawsuits amount to more than $3 billion but 
won't be more precise because they say 
many may be exaggerated. 

Q—Isn't money set aside in the agreement 
to deal with these claims? 

A—Yes. The Iranians have agreed to set 
up a fund of at least $500 million to settle 
claims in the U.S. Another $1.4 billion has 
been set aside to handle claims against 
assets on deposit in U.S. banks abroad. 

Q-Will that be enough? 
A—That's the rub. The complaints surely 

amount to more than what is being set aside. 
Q—If the claims are valid and there is 

insufficient Iranian money to pay them off, 
who pays? 

A—This isn't clear, but presumably it 
would be Iran. However, it would be easy to 
imagine a scenario under which Iran 
refuses to pay and the U.S. becomes 
responsible. 

Q-What if U.S. businesses don't like the 
rulings of the international arbitrators? Can 
they go back to the U.S. courts? 

A—Decisions of the arbitration com- 
mission, which will be baaed in The 
Netherlands, are supposed to be binding. In 
other words, there would be no recourse to 
U.S. courts. 

Q—Is it legal to deny Americans recourse 
to their own courts? 

A—Former Attorney General Benjamin 
Civiletti contends the president has the 
authority to do this under the International 
Emergency Economic Powers Act, which 

was used to Justify freezing the Iranian 
assets. He also cited the so-called doctrine of 
sovereign immunity, which is supposed to 
prevent lawsuits filed by nationals of one 
country in their courts against the gover- 
nment of another. 

Q—What did the Iranians gain from the 
agreement? 

A—Besides their money, they got com- 
mitments from the U.S. to lift the trade 
embargo and to unfreeze $500 million in 
military equipment the Iranians have in this 
country. 

Q-What did they lose? 
A—According to former Secretary of 

State Edmund Muskie, they lost potential 
trade and international respect. But he said 
the aim of the agreement was to try to 
return relations to conditions that existed 
before Nov. 4,1979. 

Panel to hear facts 
of hostage situation 

WASHINGTON (AP) - Chairman 
Clement Zablocki of the House Foreign 
Affairs Committee said Wednesday the 
panel plans hearings next month on the Iran 
hostages crisis and how similar problems 
involving U.S. diplomatic personnel can be 
prevented. 

Zablocki (D-Wis.) said the committee's 
fact-finding effort is tentatively scheduled in 
the latter half of February. 

"We wouldn't want to characterize it aa an 
investigation," he said. 

The chairman said the hearings will be 
held "to get facts and information on the 
situation in Tehran, how it could have been 
avoided—to see how we could prevent a 
recurrence in the future." 

Campus bulletin ID 
ANNOUNCBMBNTI 

ALL JUNIORI with a 3.3 GPA may pick up Mortar 
Board application* at tti* Actlvltlat Cantar. All ap- 
plication* dua Friday. 

APPLICATIONS tor Ag Studant Council off Icar poaltlona 
art available In Watar* 117. 

ITUORNT OOVBRNMBNT *laction forma ar* available 
at m* SOA Off lea. Filing daadllna I* S p.m. Wadnaaday. 

APPLICATIONS »r» available for chairman poaltlona of 
all Union Program Council committee* at the Activities 
Center  DeadlineIs5pm  Jan. ». 

KIT ATS Mother'I Worry Bump AThon will be today at 
Mother'* Worry. 

SLUB KBY Senior Honorary membership application* 
ar* aval lable In Anderson 104. Oaadllna I* Friday, Jan. 30. 

KSU MARCHINO BAND member* to meet today. 
Member* mutt pick up datallt In the band off lea. 

UNIVERSITY POR MAN I* seeking volunteer* to help 
with UFM RegHtratlon for spring claim Call Kit*at 532 
Sett Raglitratlon I* Fab. *, 10,11. 

PANHRLLBNIC COUNCIL will meet today through 
Monday, Fab. tat Hoiti Hall 110. Topic It spring ruin. 

INTBRNATIONAL STUDRNT CBNTBR needs votun- 
t**r tutor* for their conversational English program. If 
Interested, call JM a***. 

MICROBIOLOOY CLUB will attend the National ASM 
matting* at Dalla* March 1-4. 

TODAY 
*MO MATH will meet at 1 p.m. at the Alpha Gamma 

RhoHouaa. 

XACIA OIRLS matting will ba I p.m. at Union 304. 

SUI COUNCIL will meet at 4 p.m. at Union 305. 

BCUMBNICAL CHRISTIAN MINIITRIRS will meet at 
noon at Union Stateroom 2. 

BXBCUTIVB OPPICBRI OP THB LITTLB SISTBRS 
OF THB OOLO ROSB will meet at • p.m. at Seta Sigma 
Psl House. General meeting follow* at 4 30 p.m. 

COLL 101 ATI 4-H meeting will b* 7:30 p.m. at Union 
30*. 

K-ITATS OBRMAN CLUB will matt at 7 p.m. at the 
International Studant Cantar. 

TAU BBTA PI off Icar* will meet at 7 p.m. at Union 303. 

AB STUDiNT COUNCIL executive officer* will meet at 
5:30 p.m. at Watar* Reading Room. General meeting will 
boat a p.m. 

ARH ADVISORS, Spring Fling and Softball Marathon 
chairmen will meet at 4 45 p.m. at Derby Gold Room. 

PRP BAND for woman'* basketball game* will meet at 
6:30p.m. at McCain Auditorium Band Room. 

SIOMA NU LITTLB SISTBRS meeting will be 4:30 p.m. 
at the Sigma Nu House. Attendance It mandatory. 

ANOBL PLIOHT will meet at 4:30 p.m. at the Military 
Science Building. Attendance mandatory. Uniform* or nice 
attire required. 

BLUB KBY will meet at 5 p. m. at Anderson 104. 

COLLIOI ATI 4-H will meet at 7:30p.m. at Union 20*. 

KSDBtonigfiF 
TON lOMT, FM M will present soul music from 4 through 

10. 

.Mibacni 
Mut 

OPEN FOR LUNCH 
Monday-Saturday 

11:00 to 2:00 
Dinner at 5:00 

Featuring Delicious Chn-r-hroiled 

Burgers. Steaks & Sausages. 

OPEN SUNDAYS 
4:00 to 9:00 

BURGER 
BONANZA 

THURSDAYS! 
• V4 PRICE 

SECOND 
HAMBURGERS 

Order 1 hamburger at regular price, 
get 2nd hamburger of equal value 
far Vt price Thursdays for dinner, 
after S:M p.m. 

PLUS ITS 3+2 FERSTONITE! 

2FOR1 ™URS 

WELL HIGH-BALLS 
5:00-11:00 

\v> ̂SOSt' 

RESTAURANT & PUB 
' ^ 

V *m 

"A Private Club" 

423 Houston St 

PtaHyelhefftrtai' 

SALE 
on storew.de cutouts, *498, 

Tapes, Acces. 

Open 10-9        Sunday 1-5 

OASIS at 1128 Moro, Aggieville, 539-8727 

January Jean SALE 
this 

Thursday-Friday- Saturday 

Calvin Klein 

*31 
5 Pocket Western 

90 
Reg. '42" 

3 Days Only 

The Most Famous Jean In America 

ALL OTHER JEANS 

20% OFF S* 
includes 

Wrangler Jones New York 
Long Time Friend Brittania 

Downtown Manhattan 
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Briefly By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Mayor rejects 'Date Festival' offer 
NEW YORK — Mayor Edward I. Koch rejected an invitation 

Wednesday to compete in a camel race with the mayor of Indio, 
Calif., a community that calls itself "Date Capital of the World." 

Indio Mayor Phil Reed offered to wager Koch a bushel of Indio 
dates against a bushel of apples from the Big Apple. Reed said he got 
the idea for a race when he saw pictures of Koch atop a camel during 
a recent Middle East tour. 

Koch declined to compete during the Feb. 13-21 Date Festival, 
saying camels have a "vile disposition." 

He also quipped that camel futures skyrocketed when it was hinted 
he might build a camel walk in Manhattan. The futures plummeted 
when he rejected the idea, he said. 

"If I were to accept, camel futures would immediately go right 
back up again and poor schnooks would be tempted to 'walk a mile 
for a camel,'" Koch said in a letter to Reed. 

Next four years could be 'humorous' 
TEMPE, Ariz. — Syndicated columnnist Art Buchwald says his 

morale soared while watching Ronald Reagan's inauguration — but 
only because he is a satirist. 

"There will be some marvelous stuff for someone who has to make 
his living making fun of people," he told students at Arizona State 
University. "I saw those stands packed with marvelous people who 
are going to support me for the next four years." 

Buchwald was on campus Tuesday to informally advise members 
of the Western Humor and Irony Membership on a conference the 
group has scheduled for April Fool's Day 1962. He cautioned they 
may be treading on dangerous ground. 

"Humor conferences can be deadly," he said. "People are ex- 
pecting something that maybe you can't deliver. You might call it 
'The Conference to Save the World' and then turn it into the humor 
conference. Most of them are funny anyway." 

Fire hazard causes sleepless nights 
PORTLAND, Ore. — Dozens of transients are spending their 

nights sleeping on the sidewalk outside a one-room mission called 
Baloney Joe's because city fire officials say it's too dangerous for 100 
people to rest inside. 

"There are people in this city walking the streets at night just to 
keep warm because they have no place to go," said mission manager 
Michael Stoops. "We almost had a riot before we decided to let men 
sleep on the sidewalk." 

This week, Stoops began giving transients blankets to sleep out- 
side at night. He contends the city is restricting admissions to the 
one-room mission to keep hobos out of Portland. 

Don Mayer, a spokesman for the Portland Fire Bureau, said a fire 
hazard is at issue. The mission has only one exit, and city codes 
allow for a maximum of 49 people inside, he said. 

Of the men sleeping on the street, Mayer said, "That might be a 
police problem or a health problem, but it's not a fire problem." 

Packaged skull found in rural dump 
KANSAS CITY, Kan. — A youngster found a human skull hidden 

inside a paper bag in a paper box Tuesday while rummaging through 
a dumping ground in suburban Edwardsville, police said Wed- 
nesday. 

Edwardsville Police Chief Dennis Robertson described the site as 
an "isolated farm area where people have been dumping illegally." 

Police said the box was sitting atop the dump. Robertson said he 
did not know if it had been left there recently. 

Robertson said the skull appeared to be that of an adult. 
An investigation was continuing. 

long wait to hear from brother ended 
LAWRENCE, Kan. — Evie Safford says she waited 444 days and a 

long eight hours to hear from her brother, 
The woman, sister of hostage Col. Charles W. Scott of Stone 

Mountain, Ga., was elated Tuesday when she learned Scott and the 
other 51 hostages had left Tehran. 

"Whoopee, what else can you say," she told reporters. "It's just 
great to know they're out of there, all of them." 

Tuesday night, when the hostages landed in Algiers, she had her 
first visible sign that Scott was all right. 

Then came the waiting for his arrival in Germany and a chance to 
get to a telephone. Finally, about 3:30 a.m., the call came that she'd 
stayed up for. 

He sounded "very happy and in good health" she said of con- 
versation. 

WeatFier 
The weather should be mild again today in an effort to match K- 

State's style of play last night and contrast the Kennedy's marraige. 
High today near 50. 

FACULTY! 
LOOK NO FURTHER- 

IMAGES Copy Shop will keep 
your materials on file for 

your students and make copies for 
4tf per page!! 

Free yourself from the forms, fines, 
and frustrations of lost materials, 

extra paperwork, and articles on reserve. 

612 N. 12th (parking by Kite's) 

Karen Zovne—Nancy Hause, and NORMAN the ^b^§/ 
owners-operators 

9:15 a.m. to6:30 p.m. 537-9606 

tfjTlk-state union m upc feature films 
25 years of service 1956-1981 

RATED 
PG 

peter  S«»"» 

"SUNDAY  CLASSIC" 

January 25 

Forum  Hall 

$122 

2:OOpm 

THOSE , 
/MOl/IE^ 

gr^eQ MM 

COUNTRY ROCK 
WEEKEND 

Friday Night 

SLIM PICKINS 
Also playing a FREE JIFF 

SATURDAY 

WILLOW WIND 
STOP BY BROTHER'S FOR 

K-STATE, O-STATE BASKETBALL 



Opinions 
Give candidates 

careful look 
Campaign buttons, stickers, posters, and t-shirts 

will soon start to pop up around campus, signaling the 
start of another round of Student Body President and 
Student Senate elections. 

The weeks preceding election day will again be 
filled with living-group forums, Union Courtyard 
debates, and strangled campus trees. 

And again, students will form alliances with and 
allegiances to candidates with whom they are only 
vaguely acquainted. 

Supporting a candidate in this or any other election 
is admirable and essential to any democratic system. 
But support should only be given after inspecting a 
candidate's goals, ambitions, and ideas, and deciding 
that they are compatible with your own. 

Support is sometimes offered only because it is the 
popular thing to do. After all, there'll be rallies, press 
coverage, and a fantastic victory party. 

The bandwagon effect is present even in campus 
elections.It's important, however, to take the 
initiative to find out what a particular candidate will 
actually do to improve K-State. 

KENT SINGER 
Asst. Opinions Editor 

Letters 

Image distorted 
Editor 

Because of the nature of the 
Islamic Revelation of Iran, which 
is against any kind of repression 
and colonization and is truly for the 
people, it has hardly been given its 
true image around the world. 

The Zionist controlled American 
media, which is actually the voice 
and protector of the U.S. gover- 
nment's interest to many other 
governments of the world, and 
even some so called Iranians, is 
trying to give the world a bad 
image of the revolution. Naturally, 
there are governments and groups 
of people who for different reasons, 
do not see the Islamic revolution of 
Iran to be in their best interest. 
Some have already lost all of their 
interests and opportunities, such 
as the U.S. government. And some 
others did not gain the op- 
portunities and interests they had 
planned in their imaginations. 
They are upset, such as as some of 
the outcrying "for the people" 
groups—one of them being the so 
called Iranian Student Association. 

ISA is a small leftist group 
scared to even claim that it 
believes in communism, and in no 
way  represents  or reflects the 

Iranians voice, or their Islamic 
revolution. Their lies that the 
hostages were taken because the 
government of the Islamic 
Republic was losing support 
among people and that they 
wanted to hold the people together, 
and that Khomeini's policies are 
backward and he has not ac- 
complished anything are just 
nonsense. 

After all, who are they to judge? 
A bunch of young leftists. The fact 
of the matter is that the truth will 
speak for itself as it has always. In 
no time the whole world will see for 
itself the accomplishments of the 
Islamic revolution of Iran. 

Let our enemies from the im- 
perialists to the Zionists and 
communists and their means, 
medias and servants, voice 
together in condemning the 
Islamic revolution. But we believe 
strongly that the victory is with the 
followers of God. This is a promise 
from him to mankind. And we 
wished to be gracious to those who 
were being depressed in the land, 
to make them leaders (in faith) 
and make them heirs. 

Admad Mirzamani 
sophomore in agronomy 

Iran still wary 
Editor 

In the Collegian of Monday, Jan. 
19, 1961 an article was printed 
quoting a spokesman of the Iranian 
Student Association as having said 
that he, "expressed relief and 
satisfaction at the resolution of the 
hostage situation." 

We feel this statement is not true 
and is misinterpreted. We believe 
that the full detail of the agreement 
between the United States and Iran 
should be made public so that the 
people are fully aware of the whole 
issue. Diplomatic language and 
many ambiguous statements 
which have been used by both sides 
make it hard to see what they 
really agree on. 

Besides this, from our past ex- 
perience we have learned not to 
judge politicians based on what 
they say, rather on what they 
actually  do.  For  example,  the 

United States recently promised 
not to interfere in the internal 
affairs of Iran. It must be 
remembered though that in the 
past the United States has always 
maintained that it would not in- 
fluence any country's internal 
affairs. 

But the CIA's role in the 1953 
coup in Iran and the more recent 
coup in Chile show clearly the wide 
gap between promises and prac- 
tices in U.S. foreign policy. We 
believe the U.S. government does 
not miss any chance to intervene in 
Iran no matter how hard it 
promises. Thus, continuation of the 
revolution in Iran requires more 
and more caution instead of relief. 

All IS members of the 
Iranian Student Association 

- Dale Alison 

Parts and collars 
key to success 

Ever since Jimmy Carter was 
defeated last November all kinds 
of political analysts have surfaced 
to puff out their chests and pon- 
tificate as to why he was defeated. 
One writer says the loss was 
inevitable because of the shirt 
collar the former president wore. 

In the current issue of Harper's, 
Tom Wolfe postulates: the higher 
the president's collar, the deeper 
his troubles. 

"Today," he writes, "Ronald 
Reagan, a happy and victorious 
man, wears a very low collar of a 
type known as Times-Mirror 
Square, showing the complete set 
of Adam's apple and wattles. 

"Jimmy Carter started out the 
same way. For his first TV speech 
in the White House he wore a low- 
necked shirt and a cardigan 
sweater. Late in 1979, his advisers 
began to insist that he try to look 
more 'presidential.' They put him 
into his first pin-collar shirt for his 
acceptance speech at the 
Democratic National Convention. 
By the last week of the campaign 
his teeth were getting caught in his 
neckband during speeches." 

THE HARPER'S columnist 
defends his theory by pointing to 
the Lyndon Johnson look, before 
and after the 1964 election. Before 
he confronted Barry Goldwater, 
Johnson   looked  relaxed  in his 

western shirts. But as Vietnam 
wore on his advisers "put him in 
tab collars that grew higher and 
higher until by 1968 his head looked 
like a blob of Crest toothpaste 
popping out of its plastic neck." 

Wolfe's argument is further 
fortified with his Jerry Ford 
example—a nice touch. 

He concludes with "So, if by 1964 
Ronald Reagan looks like this 
(picture of a stuffy Ronnie) seek 
shelter." 

Wolfe is a seasoned political 
observer but even old pros are 
prone to misinterpretation. His 
column has some original insight; 
but the fact he published it after- 
the-fact makes me seriously doubt 
its validity. It is easy to pick a 
shred of evidence, exploit it and 
shape it however you want. 
Fragments of history are added 
only to make it appear official. 
Don't be fooled, it is only sugar 
coating. 

BESIDES, except for those cute 
rounded ones, I can safely say I 
have never passed judgment on a 
stranger by the shirt collar that 
surrounded his neck. 

Fashion can be a mighty fickle 
thing, you know. 

I can sympathize with Wolfe, he 
wants to come up with political 
insight that is distictively his own. 
I suppose therefore I am entitled to 

my own. This is it: I contend 
Carter failed (subsequently sup- 
ported by the election) because he 
changed the part in his hair. With 
no warning it went from the right 
side of his head to the left side in 
mid-presidency. 

Have you ever tried flopping 
your part? Hey, it can't be done. 

The president was forced to hole 
up during the most crucial stages 
of his administration waiting for 
his hair to be properly framed. 
Sheltered from the public pulse he 
was forced to rely on the 
questionable advise from his close 
advisers and promptly put the 
country in one hell of a mess. 

Soon, people began questioning 
his sanity. (Afterall, most stable 
people have some idea of which 
way to comb their hair in the 
morning.) The president 
responded by dispatching his wife 
across the country with the 
message "The president is not 
crazy." 

The country and the world was 
not comforted. 

No, the president got exactly 
what he deserved, voter's take 
their hair seriously. The fact 
Carter began employing the use of 
a collar pin is only coincidental. 

My advise to the new president is 
to stick with the greased pom- 
padour and (just to be safe) 
maintain a loose collar. 
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Greek reaming questions delay 
decision, changes until March 

KANSAS STATE COLLEGIAN, Thurt., January 22,1981 

By RHONDA SHIDELER 
Collegian Reporter 

Until March no definite changes will be 
made by the Manhattan City Commission to 
initiate the rezoning process affecting Greek 
houses in the Fairchild residence area. 

"Whether or not it (the rezoning) will be 
adopted remains to be seen," Ted Haggart, 
Manhattan planning board chairman, said. 

The changes would require removal of the 
University overlay from Fairchild Avenue 
south, with an additional area of Laramie 
Street being affected. 

A special committee comprised of 
residents from both sides and city planners 
came up with nine recommendations, but 
not all were fully agreed upon, according to 
Joe Gerdom, city senior planner. 

According to Gerdom, the current overlay 
permits the Greek houses to have 
designated areas for additional land uses. 
The lifting of its overlay in the R-2 (a zone 
consisting of single family units), would 
require a conditional use permit granted by 
the board of zoning appeals before the Greek 
houses could expand or make changes, he 
said. 

The purpose for this recommendation is so 
that the public would be informed of 
changes of Greek properties. 

Other recommendations for city im- 
plementation include amending the zoning 
ordinance to better accommodate and 
define the development of University 
related residential uses and parking and to 
establish time limits for on-street parking. 

Among the recommendations for the 
University, is to redesign the West Stadium 
parking lot for Greek overflow parking, and 
to encourage expansion of Greek housing 
into structures not originally built as single- 
family residences, or which have already 
been converted. 

A recommendation for a joint im- 
plementation involves the upgrading of 
crosswalks and lighting in and between the 
West Stadium parking lot and the Fairchild 
Terrace area. 

According to Barb Robel, Greek affairs 
adviser, one additional proposal the 
University wants is for the city to in- 
vestigate the possibility of additional use of 
cemetary land, located at 321 Sunset, for 
parking and as a potential building site for 
Greek houses. 

She said it would be an excellent building 
location because it is close to the Universtiy 
and other organized living units. 

These rcommendations will be presented 
to the planning board in February, which in 
turn will make recommendations the city 
cmmission in March. 

According to Dennis Wike, junior in civil 
engineering and Lambda Chi Alpha 
fraternity resident, lifting of the overlay 
would not solve the problems in the area 
because it would hinder both safety and 
comfort improvements, due to the man- 
datory approval. 

Wike also expressed his opinion about the 
proposal for parking in West Stadium. 

"The proposal is idealistic, but I don't 
know if it's going to work," Wikesaid. 

"The fallacy of the people in the neigh- 
borhood is to think they can't have cars 
parked in front of their houses," he said. 

Melissa Manning, sophomore in general 
and a resident of Delta Delta Delta sorority, 
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said she would not want to park in West 
Stadium because of poor lighting in the 
area, but if the area was lit, "it would help." 

Some residents of the Fairchild area also 
expressed their ideas about the proposals. 

Fairchild resident Rosie Pettle supports 
the proposals. 

"I think it's fair to both sides," she said. 
She added the Greeks are not able to 

expand under the existing zoning laws, but 
under the new plan with West Stadium 
parking, the Greeks can get approval to 
expand. 

According to Pettle, the main concern of 
the residents is to maintain the residential 
nature of the neighborhood so it will be 
attractive to live in. 

Carolee Stark, another resident of the 
Fairchild area, also expressed her opinion 
in favor of lifting the overlay in the area. 

"We would like to have a say in the 
changes (of Greek housing)," Stark said. 

She also said that parking was not the 
main concern, because the problem will 
always be there. The concern is the tem- 
porary annexes, and what will become of 
them in the future should the sororities and 
fraternities vacate them. 

According to Stark, the main thing many 
residents want to impress upon the 
sororities and fraternities is that they are 
not anti-Greek, because they consider the 
Greek housing to be "one of the attractions 
of the neighborhood.'' 

"The sororities and fraternities are very 
good neighbors and I have no complaints," 
she said. 

Dianne Dees, graduate student in 
psychology, and another resident of the 
Fairchild area, said she has nothing against 
the students in the neighborhood, but 
sometimes they "forget the need for 
quietness and privacy of the residents." 

According to Dees, parking is not a main 
concern to her. 

"I don't have a big thing about parking. I 
accepted the parking when I moved into the 
neighborhood because it was a given thing." 
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Security and Traffic to relocate; 
new home will be East Stadium 

By STARR LEE 
Collegian Reporter 

Security and Traffic offices will be moved 
soon to a new home in East Stadium to make 
room for construction of a $2.5 million 
central chilling plant. 

Also slated for a move is the vehicle 
maintenance shop for University Facilities. 

Security and Traffic and the vehicle 
maintenance shop are on North 17th Street 
in World War I barracks that were set up as 
temporary buildings at K-State in 1918. 

They will be torn down and the central 
chilling plant will be built on the site. 

Security and Traffic has only been in its 
present location for about two years. It was 
moved to its present offices from Anderson 
Hall. 

Work started Monday on the renovation of 
the south end of East Stadium. The project 
will cost an estimated $31,900 of special 
maintenance funds. 

"We anticipate the move sometime in 
March," said Art Stone, director of Security 
and Traffic. "One of the good things about 
the (new) location is that it is closer to a 
major entrance of the campus," Stone said. 
"It will be easier to find by visitors and 
more accessible. No more saying, 'Look for 
the smokestack, we're in that area.'" 

Although the floor space will be about the 

same as in the present location, they'll have 
more rooms, Stone said. 

"You won't have to walk through the 
squad room to a corner to get to 
Investigations anymore. They'll have their 
own office," Stone said. "Traffic will have 
more room to operate in—to keep their flies 
more up-to-date and accessible." 

The vehicle maintenance shop will ten- 
tatively be moving to the Military Science 
garage which now houses temporary 
classrooms for architecture drawing 
classes, said Helen Cooper, management 
analyst for University Facilities. 

The architecture classes are scheduled to 
moved into the new classroom building 
when it is finished, Cooper said. 

Security and Traffic's new office space 
was previously a storage area for athletic 
department equipment. The equipment has 
been put into temporary locations and 
arrangements will be made this spring for 
it, Cooper said. 

Most of the parking lot by the end of East 
Stadium, Lot 86, will become Security and 
Traffic parking. The Traffic Policy Com- 
mittee recommended to Gene Cross, vice- 
president of University Facilities that in 
exchange for those 18 student parking spots, 
23 visitor spots in Lot 26, by Danforth 
Chapel, be changed into student parking. 

New chilling towers to be built 
By STARR LEE 

Collegian Reporter 
A $2.5 million central chilling plant to 

replace aging chillers currently in use on 
campus will be under construction soon. 

Bids for the chilling plant will be taken in 
March and Vince Cool, director of facilities 
planning, said plans for the plant are to be 
completed by 1983. 

The plant will be on 17th Street where the 
Security and Traffic offices and vehicle 
maintenance garage for University 
Facilities are now located. 

They will be torn down and the central 
chilling plant will be built on the site with 
federal revenue sharing money. Con- 
struction funds were appropriated by the 
state Legislature in 1980, Cool said. 

THE CHILLING PLANT will supplement 
and improve the capacity of the present 
chillers near Seaton Hall to centrally air 
condition buildings on campus, Cool said. 
Presently, Kedzie, Durland, Cardwell, 
Ackert, Marlatt, and Goodnow Halls, 
Farrell Library, the Union, the attic of 
Eisenhower Hall and the environmental 
engineering lab are on the main chilling 
system. 

The Derby complex, plant science and the 
new general classroom and office building 
have their own individual chilling systems. 
The rest of the buildings on campus, mainly 
older ones such as Anderson, Waters, 
Willard and Calvin, use about 2,000 window 
air conditioners during the warm months. 

The three chillers now in use were built in 
1957, 1960 and 1962. The average life of 
chillers are about 20 to 30 years, Cool said. 
Last summer, one of the chillers had to have 
a motor replaced and another had some new 
pumps installed. 

ANOTHER REASON for building a new 
chilling plant is energy efficiency. 

"The cost up front is greater, but it is 
more energy efficient," said Gene Cross, 
vice president for University Facilities. 

"Theoretically we can double the present 
system's capacity. But right now there are 
more buildings than the system can han- 
dle," Cross said. "The additional capacity 
will help overcome this problem and im- 
prove the system, to better utilize the 
energy." 

"It's more expensive to operate 100 little 
air conditioners than one unit that's 100 
times the size," said Paul Miller, head of the 
Department of Mechanical Engineering. 
"Whatever the power source, it is more 
efficient." 

AIR CONDITIONING is important to the 
University, Cross said, because "you can 
utilize buildings heavier in the summer and 
do more things in research because you can 
control the environment. It also raises a 
person's capability and productivity." 

The present chillers have a total rated 
capacity of 1,723 tons of cooling. The new 
cooling plant will have two 900-ton chillers, 

with space to accommodate additional 
chillers when they become necessary, Cool 
said. 

After the new chilling plant is in 
operation, service to buildings already on 
the system will be improved, Cool said. 
Then other buildings will be connected to the 
plant. 
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Coalition will encourage interes 
on human rights in Manhattan 

KANSAS STATE COLLEGIAN, Thura., January 22,1981 

By KAREN BAUCUS 
Collegian Reporter 

Coalition for Human Rights, organized to 
provide educational benefits and to keep 
human rights a foremost concern at K-State, 
is the result of a small group's reaction to 
the appearance of Ian Smith at K-State last 
fall. 

Upon learning that Smith, former prime 
minister of Rhodesia, was scheduled to 
speak at K-State last semester, "some 
teachers, students, and I" distributed in- 
formative hand-outs on Smith's involvement 
in Rhodesia, Emily Thomas, a member of 
the coalition, said. 

"We were concerned that others wouldn't 
understand or know about Smith's 
background. This would have prevented 
them from judging him accurately," 
Thomas said. 

Hulan Jack, another member of the 
coalition, added that "even with honesty 
coming from Smith, people wouldn't have 
recognized the tyranny of his own words" 
without having some idea of what he'd done 
in Rhodesia. 

Because of the high emotion surrounding 
Smith's appearance at K-State, "we felt the 
need to ha ve an organization on campus that 
could give educational programs on the 
issue of rights for people,'' Thomas said. 

Jack, assistant professor of physics, said 
human rights is declining as a national 
concern and as a result, there is little known 
about them. He agreed that education on 
campus is crucial. 

"As we move into a community of nations 
that are co-equal, regardless of size," 
human rights become more important, he 
said. 

The coalition isn't set up to prevent cer- 
tain persons from speaking, but will center 

on employing positive speakers and films to 
better the education of people, Thomas said. 

In conjunction with other campus groups, 
the coalition is planning some events this 
semester which will complement the 
University for Man's "Lou Douglas Series" 
at K-State, Thomas said. 

There are also "experts on this campus" 
who do professional work with human rights 
and in specific geographic areas, Jack said. 

The coalition can be useful in bringing 
together and "identifying talent of cam- 
pus," he said. 

There will be a coalition meeting Saturday 
at University for Man's building on the 
corner of Thurston and Manhattan, Thomas 
said. 

"We're an open group which is formed but 
is still looking for people to participate. 
Some students are already involved," 
Thomas said. 

Woman alleges sex, 

wrongs by firemen 
OLATHE (AP) — A woman who has 

accused Kansas City firefighters of sexual 
misconduct and drug and alcohol use while 
on duty has made similar allegations about 
firemen in Ola the. 

City officials said Cheryl Hefner met 
Wednesday with public safety officials to 
discuss allegations of sexual misconduct by 
Ola the firefighters between 1976 and 1978. 

Lee Brodbeck, Olathe city manager, said 
Hefner indicated she wanted to talk to of- 
ficials of several other Johnson County 
cities about similar activities in their fire 
departments. 

Former hostages divulge 
accounts of mistreatment 

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Stories of beatings and other physical and 
mental abuse by their Iranian captors 
surfaced Wednesday as the 52 emancipated 
American hostages telephoned their 
relatives to assure them they are "doing 
fine." 

The reports prompted U.S. officials to 
accuse the Iranian militants of "serious 
mistreatment" of some of the Americans 
during the 444 days they were held hostage. 

State Department spokesman Jack 
Cannon said in Wiesbaden, West Germany, 
where the ex-hostages are undergoing 
medical examinations, that evidence of the 
mistreatment was gleaned from earlier 
conversations with the victims. 

Cannon said officials have "evidence of 
serious mistreatment in a number of cases 
during the period of their captivity." 

In phone calls to their relatives back home 
Wednesday morning, many of the ex- 
captives didn't talk about what had hap- 
pened, some suggesting there would be 
more to tell later. 

Some did. 
A Massachusetts man said he was beaten 

and placed in solitary confinement for a 
total of five months for repeated attempts to 
escape. 

A young Marine sergeant from Texas, 
who had a tooth knocked out by an Iranian 
guard, said he was told by an interrogater 
trying to extract information from him that 
his mother had died. He didn't learn that she 
was alive until he arrived with the other 
freed hostages early Wednesday at a U.S. 
military hospital in Wiesbaden. 

A colonel from Illinois said he spent a 
month in a "dungeon" and that the Iranians 
ransacked his house in Tehran and took all 
his possessions. 

"Most of them lost everything," ex- 
hostage Richard Morefield, consul general 
at the U.S. Embassy in Tehran, told his wife 
in San Diego. "I walked out with my wed- 
ding ring, and I had to fight for that." 

Morefield's wife, Dorothea, said the 
Iranians "played unbelievably, cruel 
games." 

Elizabeth Montagne, who was among the 
13 blacks and women released within a 
couple of weeks after the initial storming of 
the embassy, said in an interview Tuesday 
that the hostages suffered mostly "mental 
abuse." 

Montagne, who wouldn't talk about her 
ordeal until the other captives were free, 
said the Iranian militants forced her to play 
Russian roulette in an effort to obtain in- 
formation. 

Richard Queen, who was released after 
250 days because of illness, said in television 
interviews Tuesday and Wednesday that he 
and other hostages were held for nearly five 
months in a windowless warehouse 
basement they called "The Mushroom Inn," 
where they were forbidden to talk and were 

. allowed just 20 minutes of fresh air a week. 
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House tax committee passes bill; 
will end 'unfair' automobile tax 

TOPEKA (AP) - A bill designed to end 
"unfair, double taxation" for some 
automobile owners was approved swiftly 
Wednesday by the Assessment and Taxation 
Committee of the Kansas House. 

The measure now goes to the full mem- 
bership of the House. Assessment and 
Taxation Chairman James Braden (R- 
Wakefield) said he hopes it will win passage 
quickly and then receive speedy con- 
sideration in the Senate. 

The bill would change a law which this 
year set up a new method for automobile 
owners to pay personal property taxes on 
their vehicles. Braden said the intent of the 
law was that vehicle owners in 1961 would 
pay their personal property taxes at the 
normal time for them to reregister their 
vehicles. In succeeding years, persons 
registering a vehicle for the first time ahead 
of their normal reregistration dates would 
pay a prorated tax to the time of 
reregistration. A full year's tax then would 
be due upon reregistration. 

BUT BRADEN SAID the Kansas 
Department of Revenue had interpreted the 
law to require prorata payment of taxes for 
a person registering a vehicle for the first 
time in 1961 ahead of normal reregistration, 

and then payment of a full year's tax upon 
reregistration. 

Braden said this was not the intent of 
legislation. He said the interpretation 
created an inequity between the person 
buying and registering a vehicle late last 
year and one who buys and registers an 
automobile in 1981. 

Braden took a person whose last name 
starts with the letter T for example. He said 
if that person bought a 1960 car last month, 
he would not have to pay personal property 
taxes on that vehicle until next November. A 
full year's tax would be due at that time. 

But he said another person with a T name, 
who bought an identical 1980 car in January 
this year would be required under the 
Department of Revenue interpretation to 
pay the prorata tax until next November 
and then pay a full year's tax at that time. 

"This results in unfair, double taxation," 
said Braden. 

He said quick passage of the bill would 
hold to a minimum the number of persons 
required to pay the prorata tax. The 
measure would require county treasurers to 
refund any prorata taxes paid prior to the 
effective date of the bill. 

BEFORE ACTING on the bill, the com- 

mittee heard support from county officials 
and their spokesmen. 

Also supporting this particular measure 
was Kansas Motor Car Dealers 
Association's lobbyist, Jack Quinlan. But he 
spoke out against the the original 
legislation. 

"We believe this method of taxation to the 
owners of motor vehicles is another im- 
pediment to commerce in the state of 
Kansas and specifically the sale of motor 
vehicles by our dealers," said Quinlan. 

"The requirement that owners pay taxes 
on the motor vehicles at the time of 
registration of such vehicle, in most cases, 
would be extremely burdensome to the 
owners." 

Supporters of the original legislation said 
it would end a situation where some 
automobile owners escaped payment of 
property taxes and would simplify the jobs 
of county tax officials. Quinlan said he 
thinks to date the effect has been to the 
contrary. 

DOE oil regulations 
challenged in court 

WICHITA (AP) - Department of the 
Interior regulations allow petroleum 
companies to list water injection wells as 
producing oil wells, an agency supervisor 
testified Wednesday. 

John Duletsky, an Interior Department 
field supervisor, appeared as a witness in a 
U.S. District Court trial involving 40 oil 
companies. 

The plaintiff companies are challenging 
Department of Energy regulations that 
exclude water injection wells from 
calculations of oil field production averages. 

More than $1 billion is at stake because the 
inclusion of injection wells in the 
calculations often brings the daily output 
averages down enough to qualify the crude 
oil produceb for sale at higher stripper well 
prices. 

Water injection wells are used to pump 
water into oilbearing rock formations in 
fields where production has fallen off. The 
water creates pressure that forces the 
remaining oil to recovery wells. 

Extra funding sought 
by 4 campus groups 

Black Student Union (BSU) will go before 
Student Senate Thursday with an additional 
budget request for the spring semester. 

BSU is making the request to help finance 
spring programs including Black Heritage 
Week. The union has declared that the 
current budget is insufficient for funding its 
activities. 

"This is a special allocation. We (senate) 
have improved relations with BSU and I 
think they deserve the chance. (The) 
financial committee has recommended the 
budget be passed," David Lehman, 
agricultural senator, said. 

Lehman has been working with Michael 
Payne, president of BSU, on the budget 
request of $1,494.06. The Finance Committee 
has recommended a budget increase of 
$626.00. BSU's current balance is $288.95. 
The budget will be presented in first 
readings and Senafe will vote in the 
following meeting. 

There will be three other requests for 
funding in Thursday's meeting amounting to 
$1,122.60. 

Student Governing Association (SGA) will 
be requesting $207.00 to fill a secretarial 
position in its office. SGA has requested this 
amount to fund the entire cost of the position 
because of a cutback in work-study hiring. 

University Learning Network (ULN) will 
request funding to fill two positions in order 
to maintain a current level for this year, 
according to Mark Zimmerman, student 
senate chairperson. 

"They (ULN) are requesting a total of 
$365.00. The money left in their budget is not 
enough because they have to pay 100 percent 
of the salaries (also because of the cutback 
in work-study hiring)," Zimmerman said. 

The third request will come from 
University For Man (UFM) in the sum of 
$550.00 to cover telephone costs. In the past, 
the Division of Continuing Education has 
funded the cost but the funding was revoked 
last August because of a tight budget. 

Student body president Randy Tosh has 
reintroduced a bill allowing the president 
line item veto power. The bill failed last 
semester and Tosh's new request will be 
pursued at tonight's meeting. 

Line item veto power would give the 
student body president the ability to 
disapprove individual items without killing 
the entire bill under consideration. 

Although some action is already in 
process by the elections committee, senate 
will vote on a bill to support the committee's 
research into expenditure and donations. 
This will allow the committee to keep record 
of all campaign spending during student 
senate elections. 

The communications committee will be 
sponsoring a bill that would establish an 
SGA photographer. The bill failed in a 
meeting last semester, but Lehman is 
confident it will be passed in tonight's 
meeting. 

"This time I've done my homework. I 
know the expense involved and I'm sure it 
will pass," Lehman said. 

A bill will be read to establish funding a 
study of the Career and Placement 
Facilities. Plans to move the placement 
center to Holton Hall need to be in- 
vestigated, according to Bruce Laughlin, 
director of the placement center. Holton will 
be available after its offices are moved to 
the new general classroom and office 
building later this spring. 

* Casino Royale * 

James Bond... 
Shoots 56 Men; 

Rides in a UFO; 

Makes love to 43 Women; 

& Sends Indians on the Warpath! 

B & B Distributing Inc. 

is pleased to announce 
the appointment of the 

Miller Representatives for 
Kansas State University 

539-2381 

EricUSfcw 

539-9712 

For a really great time, call your Miller Campus Representatives. 
Find out what important services, equipment, and ideas 

can help make your event a very successful one. 
When you've got the time we've got... 

give 

KIDNEY FOUNDATION OF 

KANSAS 1 WCITERN MISSOURI 

Two-For-One 
plus 10 

Eyeglass Sale! 

Buy one pair of glasses at our regular low 
price, get a second pair of equal or less value 
for 1c. If you do not want two pair of glasses, 
bring a friend and split the cost of two pair. 

This ad is good through January 31st. 

b & I OPTICAL STUDIO 
1210 Moro    •    537-1574 
Mon. - Fri. 9:30 am - 5:30 p.m. 

Sat 9:00 a.m. -1:00 p.m. 
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First day for Reagan 
breaks with tradition 

WASHINGTON (AP) - Ronald Reagan 
got his wake-up call at 8:10 a.m. Wed- 
nesday, had a leisurely breakfast with his 
wife in their new home and got to the office 
shortly before 10 o'clock for his first day of 
the job as president of the United States. 

He'd had a big time the night before, 
making the rounds of one formal dinner and 
nine inaugural balls, but he arrived home at 
the White House at 12:25 a.m.—40 minutes 
ahead of schedule, and aides said be went 
right to bed. He woke up only 10 minutes 
later than usual. 

Reagan's habits are in marked contrast to 
his predecessor, Jimmy Carter, who arose 
before dawn daily, often at 5 a.m., and made 
appointments for 7:15or 7:80. 

In another break with the recent past, 
Reagan received no morning briefing from 
his national security adviser. His counselor, 
Edwin Meese, said the CIA briefing paper 
was simply sent in to Reagan in the family 
quarters after he awoke. 

After a breakfast that included freshly 
squeezed orange juice, cold cereal, skim 
milk and decaffeinated coffee, Reagan 
stopped in the White House East Room to 
attend the swearing-in of his staff before 
going to the Oval Office. 

Then he directed his staff to disregard the 
politics in which most of them have been 
immersed before they came to his ad- 
ministration. 

"I have had reason to learn from everyone 
here  their great capacity for personal 

loyalty where I'm concerned," the president 
said. "I'm deeply grateful for that. But we 
have a new kind of loyalty now. Our loyalty 
must be only to this nation and the people we 
represent." 

Next, in the Oval Office, be sat down with 
three aides and went on a firing binge. 

With Helene von Damm, his longtime 
personal secretary who no carries the title 
special assistant to the president; David 
Fischer, his personal aide; and press 
secretary James Brady sitting around him, 
Reagan withdrew all pending nominations 
sent to the Senate by Carter and asked for 
the resignations of all. political appointees 
and independent agency watchdogs intalled 
by the previous administration. 

Then he walked next door to his convene 
his first Cabinet meeting. On the long oval 
table in the Cabinet Room was a Waterford 
crystal. jar filled with jelly beans, the 
president's favorite candy. 

At 1:22 p.m. EST Carter called Reagan 
from the presidential jet en route to 
Wiesbade, West Germany, to say he was 
about to land and asked if there was any 
message he could convey to the 52 
Americans who had spent 444 days in 
Iranian captivity. 

"Yes," Brady quoted the president as 
saying, "Express my joy and pleasure at the 
release of our Americans. Speaking for all of 
the nation, we are looking forward to seeing 
them on their return." 

Reduced Again! 
25-507.   Off 

Entire Winter Stock 

Skirts and Blouses 11.99 24.99 
values to $40. 

•a**.*..**, ** 

HAPPY 20th 

BO-EES 
LOVE, THE GIRLS 

John* Jim 

Dresses 

values to $60. 

Sweaters 

vojues to $40. 

Pants and Jeons 

values to $40. 

Skirts 

values to $55. 

Accessories up to Vs of P. 

14.99-29.99 

9.99-24.99 

14.99-24.99 

14.99-19.99 

Mon.-Sat. 10-6 
Thursday 10-8:30 

1130 Moro 
In Aggieville 

s K\£     Alaiihsiftan Auto Sound 
I^AS    „A PHONE 913/776-8911 PHONE 913/776-8911 

318 THURSTON • MANHATTAN, KANSAS 66502 
We're hard to find, But our prices are hard to beat! 

Introductory Specials on Marantz 

fe 

MARANTZ CAR 300 
Reg. 

$249.95 

AM/FM Stereo Cassette 

The perfect choice for the budget- 
minded. Features Include 5 Station 
Pre-Sets, Cassette Auto Eject, LED 
FM Stereo Indicator, Locking Fast 
Forward/Rewind, FM Muting, Balance 
and Tone Control. 

NOW 
$199.95 

SAVE 
$50.00 

MARANTZ CAR 301 
Rag. 

$295.00 

AM/FM Stereo Tuner/ 
Prearnp with Dolby Cassette 
Features Include 5 Station Pre-Sets, 
Atmospheric Interference Rejection 
(A.I.R.), Cassette Auto Eject, Bass and 
Treble Controls, Loudness Com- 
pensated Volume Control, LED FM 
Stereo Indicator and Front-to-Rear 
Pre-Out Fader. 

NOW 
$225.00 

SAVE 
$70.00 

MARANTZ CAR 302 
Reg. 

$350.00 

AM/FM Stereo 
Dolby Cassette 

Features Include 5 Station Pre-Sets, 
Atmospheric Interference Rejection 
(A.I.R.), Auto Eject, Bass and Treble 
Controls, Loudness Compensated 
Volume Control, Front-to-Rear Loud- 
speaker Fader, FM Impulse Noise 
Blanker and Pre-Outs for additional 
high power booster amp. 

NOW 
$280.00 

SAVE 
$70.00 

MARANTZ SA 2040 
Power AMP 100 Watt 
Reg. $160.00 

NOW $120.00 

MARANTZ SA 250 
Equalizer Power AMP 7 band with Fader 
Reg. $170.00 

Save 
$40.00 NOW $140.00 Save 

$30.00 

MARANTZ 2020 
Power AMP 50 Watt 
Reg. $85.00 

NOW $70.00 Save 
$15.00 

January Clearance Specials 
AM/FM CASSETTE SPEAKERS 

Reg. Sal* Reg. Sato 
Pioneer KP 8000 $219.95 $149.85 Mobile Fidelity 3 way $ 89.95 $49.95 
Sanyo C-10 (Demo only) 189.95 139.95 Pioneer TS-696 (6x9) 129.95 88.00 
Majestic MCR-700 119.95 79.95 Pioneer TS-X6 119.95 89.95 
Majestic MCR-7215 (30 watt) 219.95 149.95 Kricket Domeaxial 119.95 69.95 
Grundlg QCM-46O0 249.95 169.95 Kricket Dual Cone (6x9 or 5'/.) 59.95 39.95 
Cralg T-610 149.95 99.95 Roadster Tlax 6x9 (Demos) 89.95 39.95 
Cratg T-607 219.95 159.95 Roadstar Trtox 5% (Demos) 89.95 34.95 
Fujitsu Ten DP 7871 si 219.95 119.95 Ultimate Quadrax (6x9) 119.95 69.95 
Fujitsu Ten GP 7881 si 349.95 119.95 Ultimate Trtox (5V«) 89.95 59.95 
Sanyo FT 645 (Digital) 219.95 149.95 
Sanyo FT 482 (AMSS) 199.95 149.95 

Power Boosters 
and Equalizers 

Murume 25 watt Booster 
Reg. $39.95 SALE $19.95 

Jet Sound JS-50 EQ 
Reg. $79.95 SALE $49.98 

Jet Sound JS-70 EQ 
Reg. $99.95 SALE $64.95 
Sound Research PB-6001 
(Bass & Treble Control) 

Reg. $49.95 SALE $29.95 
Roadstar RS-69 90 watt EQ 
Reg. $169.95 SALE $89.95 

Linear 90A 
Reg. $249.95 SALE $149.95 

Odds and Ends 

Cobra AM/FM Cassette 
40 CH. CB (1 only) 

Reg. $299.95   SALE $129.95 

All Tape Ca 9 Carry 
1/2 pri< 

ing Cases 
ce 

Maxell UDXL II C-90 
$3.49 

TDK SAC-90 

$3.49 
Mobile Scanner Antennas 

$5.00 e'a. 

if 

i 
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Seeking cures for cancers demand div 
By D AMIEN SEMANITZK Y 

Managing Editor 
Hodgkin'i disease, a cancer which may be 

caused by an inability to fight a virus known 
as Epstein-Barr at an early age, is con- 
sidered to play a relatively small part in the 
overall cancer death-rate in the United 
States. 

The chances of contracting the disease by 
age 39 are one in 800. The American Cancer 
Society estimates that 7100 will contract 
Hodgkin's disease this year. 

It is not known precisely what causes the 
disease. Researchers theorize that the 
explanation may incorporate a viral, 
genetic, environmental, immunological or 
an (as of yet) undiscovered basis or bases. 

Hodgkin's disease, in this respect, is 
exemplary of all cancers. 

the division, approximately $2.5 million of 
which is from the National Institutes of 
Health (NIH), the principle biomedical 
research arm of the government. He said it 
was impossible to break the $5.5 million 
figure down into cancer and non-cancer 
research. 

Some of this diversity in investigation can 
be seen in the work of three of the division's 
researchers: David Rintoul, assistant 
professor of biology, George Former, 
assistant professor of biology, and Donald 
Roufa, associate professor of biology. 

David Rintoul 

"We need more basic 'Why do you want to 
do It? Because I want to know' research. 

Focus 
A point stressed heavily to the public by 

those involved in cancer and cancer-related 
research both at K-State and at other 
universities is that cancer is many diseases 
with potentially many different causes. 

THESE CAUSES may have a common 
cellular thread, but many involved in 
research are skeptical. Because the causes 
of cancer remain unknown, the approach to 
the problem has remained a broad, multi- 
faceted one, with special emphasis on basic 
research at the cellular and molecular 
levels. 

The human organism contains more than 
100 different types of cells, each with the 
propensity for a distinct malfunction. 
Because of the complexity and diversity of 
the cancers, "People are really impatient 
with scientists," said Terry Johnson, head 
of the Division of Biology and researcher in 
the areas of virology and oncology. 

Deaths from cancer account for ap- 
proximately one-fifth of all deaths in the 
United States—the second leading cause of 
death next to heart disease. Of these deaths 
by cancer, over 60 percent are attributable 
to a few common forms of the disease. 

THERE ARE OVER 100 varieties of the 
disease. Cancers are divided into three main 
groups: the carcinomas, which arise in the 
epithelia or the cells covering the surface of 
the body and the lining of various glands; 
the sarcomas, which arise in areas such as 
those of fibrous tissue and blood vessels; 
and the leukemias and lymphomas, which 
arise in the blood-forming cells of the bone 
marrow and lymph nodes. 

Cancer of the lung, the large intestine, and 
the breast are, in order of frequency, the 
leading killers among the cancers. 

Cancer has two main properties, ac- 
cording to Johnson. 

First, the property of "autonomy" 
releases cells from their normal growth 
inhibition. Cancer cells are "anti-social," 
and grow where normal differentiated cells 
would not. Growth is not without some 
regulation, but is it very loosely controlled, 
Johnson said. 

SECOND, the main threat from any 
cancer is the property of "metastasis," or 
the ability of cancerous cells to migrate and 
recolonize in another part of the body. 
Ordinarily, Johnson said, if cells were taken 
from one part of the body, for instance, the 
skin, and replanted in the lung, they would 
not survive. 

Another principle involved in metastasis 
is that certain cancers metastasize almost 
entirely in one other organ of the body. For 
instance, cells involved in cancer of the lung 
metastasize almost entirely in the brain, 
and are supressed in any other area of the 
body. 

The ultimate questions, Johnson said, are 
what properties of normal cells keep them 
from metastasizing, and what changes 
occur to the cell when it becomes cancerous. 

These basic questions surrounding the 
properties of normal and cancerous cells 
are investigated from many different 
biological and chemical angles, many of 
which are being investigated by over 100 
reseachers. They are involved in cancer and 
cancer-related research at the Center for 
Basic Cancer Research, K-State's Division 
of Biology. Many of them have both private 
and federal grants to support their work. 

JOHNSON SAID over $5.5 million is tied 
up in research being conducted by those in 

You've got to know why something works 
before you can cure It. A lot of this research 
is essentially tinkering—throwing In a drug 
here, or radiation there." 

Rintoul joined the K-State faculty in 
November, and works in the areas of 
cellular and molecular biology. 

He has a grant from the Mid-America 
Cancer Center and grants pending review in 
the NIH and the National Science Foun- 
dation (NSF). 

Rintoul is working with the components, 
principly lipids and proteins, on and in the 
cell membrane. The membrane, be said, is 
the cell's only direct contact with other 
cells, and "It's very likely that that sort of 
communication is very important in growth 
control. 

"I'm interested in trying to understand 
how that membrane works, how it keeps the 
cell intact from the environment and how it 
mediates communication with the en- 
vironment," he said. 

BEFORE COMING TO K-STATE, Rintoul 
conducted research as a doctoral fellow at 
Washington University of St. Louis, and said 
his laboratory at K-State won't officially 
open until two weeks from now. One of his 
projects in St. Louis was the study of 
cholesterol—a major component of mam- 
malian cells. 

"Cholesterol is a strange molecule," 
Rintoul said. "It does a lot of different 
things. It does so many things that it's 
difficult to determine exactly what it does. 
Lots of studies have been done using x-ray 
diffraction and other spectroscopy." 

Rintoul   uses  a   technique  known  as 

"florescent polarization." 
Light, he said, has electronic vectors that 

disperse randomly. Polarization channels 
them into one direction. As that beam is 
directed into a sample into which florscent 
fatty adds have been introduced, the 
wavelength excites the florescence and the 
sample then gives off light, the polarization 
of which is measured. 

IF THE MOLECULES of the material 
being measured are static as in a gel, the 
polarization of the emitted light will match 
the polarization of the light being beamed 
into the sample. If the material is moving 
slowly, the emitted light will be partially 
polarized. 

"Essentially you measure how fast things 
(molecules) are moving." 

By this method, it is possible to examine 
the effects of cholesterol, its absence, 
temperature, hormones and nutrients and 
how they affect the motion of the con- 
stituents in the membrane. 

Rintoul said he will be working with 
glycolipids—sugar components of the cell 
membrane which act as receptors for such 
structures as interferon, viruses, hormones 
and bacteria. "Glycolipids are known to be 
responsible for a lot of things the cell does 
normally," he said. "It is often thought that 
the surface receptors are the main com- 
ponent in growth control and may have 
effects in metastasis." 

RINTOUL WILL BE concerned, at fir- 
st, with establishing an already-established 
"choleratoxin" model system. The 
techniques for working with glycolipids 
have only developed in the past 10 years, 

"There's just no substitute for 
knowledge," he said. "Twenty years ago 
they were looking at the genetics of e. coll 
and people were saying, 'why the bell do you 
want to look at a bug that lives in your in- 
testines?' Now we make interferon. 

"We need more basic 'Why do you want to 
do it? Because I want to know' research. 
You've got to know why something works 
before you can cure it. A lot of this research 
is essentially tinkering—throwing in a drug 
here, or radiation there." 

Rintoul said there have been many 
problems in communication between 
researchers, the public and Congress. 
Budgeting for the NIH is "tight," he said, 
and new research grants are hard to get, 
even with the prevailing emphasis on fun- 
ding for cancer research and the National 
Cancer Institute, one of the largest NIH 
institutes. 

THE ANNUAL NIH budget of $2.5 billion 
"is going to buy you half of a Trident sub- 
marine. 

"Putting money where the people want it 
began with Richard Nixon's campaign 
against cancer," he said. "It's not like 
putting a man on the moon." The idea that 
pouring money into cancer research will 
yield a cure is "absurd," he said. "I think 
the public was duped by that sort of attitude. 
The technology isn't there and the 
knowledge isn't there. 

"They (the public) believe that if these 
people (Congress) say we can cure cancer, 
then obviously we can. 

"Cancer is genuinely frightening to many 
people, as it should be, because it's 
unknown." But, he said, "It doesn't seem 

if 
A lot of this research is essentially tinkering- 

throwing in a drug here or radiation there 
39 

Rintoul said, and work with glycolipids is 
difficult because they are difficult to purify. 

Most of the work with glycolipid receptor 
complexes has been done with choleratoxin 
because it can be purified relatively easily 
and data from the work can be extended to 
other "biologically-relevant substances," 
Rintoul said. 

"Nobody knows what they (glycolipids) 
do in the physical sense—how they act as 
receptors," he said. "But we've got to get 
our hands wet in the model system. You 
have to know lots of things about model 
systems before you can get to the nitty- 
gritty clinical studies." 

RINTOUL EMPHASIZED the importance 
of basic research relative to cancer. 

reasonable to rant and rave at the health 
establishment that we haven't made 
progress. We have made great progress." 

George Fbrtner 
"The problem will come If we ever have to 

justify all this (basic research) to the public, 
because It's very complicated. It's easy for 
me to say, 'I'm working to cure cancer,' and 
they would be satisfied. It's not that easy.V 

Former is working in the areas of im- 
munology and oncology, "essentially trying 
to get insight into how a tumor reacts with 
the host," be said. 

Former has a $176,000 grant in its second 

Donald   Roufa,   associate   professor   of   biology, 
examines some of the materials used in his research, 

which involves the technique of recombinant DNA. 
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erse approaches 
year from the National Cancer Insitute. 

Fortner said his research involves 
analyzing what the human organism does to 
overcome the unchecked growth of can- 
cerous cells. He uses ultra-violet light, 
which has extremely carcinogenic 
properties, to induce tumors on the backs of 
mice. 

The tumors are removed from the mice, 
grown in culture, then replanted in the mice. 
Some tumors continue to grow, but others 
grow for a time and then are killed. They are 
named "regression tumors." 

Most cancers have antigens on the surface 
of the cell. Antigens are substances that 
when introduced into the tissues or blood, 
induce the formation of antibodies or react 
with them. 

IN THE CASE of regression tumors, the 
host subdues the cancer. Fortner said it is 
theorized that cancerous cells arise con- 
stantly throughout a person's life, but most 
are checked by the immune system and 
eliminated. This process is called "immune 
surveillance." 

Normal immune response is tightly 
regulated, Fortner said. When an antigen is 
introduced, the immune response is in a 
bell-shaped curve. "Helper" cells regulate 
the upswing in activity in the immune 
system. The system then instigates a 
mechanism whereby the immune response 
is terminated. This is controlled by 
"supressor" cells. 

The second time a substance is introduced 
into the body which triggers an immune 
response, the immune system responds 
faster, and the peak the response reaches is 
higher and longer. This is termed "secon- 
dary response," Fortner said. 

FORTNER SAID some antigens em- 
phasize the supressor side of the immune 
reaction—that is to say, the antigens 
"favor" the supression of the immune 
response. He said it is possible to inject a 
drug into experimental animals which 
would inhibit the supressor side. This would 
show that a tumor, which would normally 
have continued to grow because the immune 
system was not functioning at peak levels, 
would then be rejected. 

One consideration pertinent to the concept 
of immune surveillance is the discovery sue 
years ago of so-called "natural killer" (NK) 
cells—cells that have the ability to destroy 
tumor cells and cells infected with viruses. 

Data obtained using nude mice, previous 
to the discovery, had researchers puzzled. A 
product of the thymus gland, T lym- 
phocytes, when "primed" with a particular 
tumor antigen, were thought to be 
responsible for killing tumor cells. The data 
had raised questions about the concept of 
immune surveillance. 

THE DISCOVERY of NK cells gave new 
credibility to the theory of immune sur- 
veillance, according to an article in the 
November 7 edition of Science, and the fact 
that NK cells shed a certain amount of light 
on the actions of interferon, a purported 
cancer cure, may "have implications for the 
design of experimental cancer therapies," 
according to the article. 

Fortner is considering one question raised 
by the fact that the body exhibits some 
immune ability to fight cancerous cells: Is it 

possible to make antibodies to cancerous 
cells? 

"If we look at the immune system and 
what it reacts against, we might be able to 
manipulate the immune system," he said. 
This might be in a both positive and negative 
sense—to supress cancerous cells and 
supress the immune response for purposes 
such as organ transplants. 
Immunosupressants—drugs which supress 
the immune response in transplant 
patients—have not been very successful. 

ANOTHER QUESTION which has been 
widely discussed for the past sue years in the 
scientific community is the possibility of a 
cancer vaccine. At one time, according to 
Johnson, there was a great deal of hope for 
the possibility, though that hope has 
dwindled. 

Fortner said he sees some practical 
problems with a cancer vaccine. 

"To have an effective vaccine, you have to 
have an antigen that is common to many 
tumors," he said. "From a practical stance, 
think about how long it would take to get it 
on the market and use it. And we're talking 
about a disease somewhat of aging (can- 
cer)." 

The incidence of cancer rises sharply with 
age. For example, death due to cancer of the 
large intestine increases a thousandfold 

between the ages of 20 and 80, with most of 
the increase occuring after 60, according to 
an article published in the November 1975 
edition of Science Magazine. 

"Also, we've got to know that the antigen 
won't enhance the tumor." Fortner said it is 
possible to vaccinate animals: "We can 
protect them from their tumors." But 
transf ering that knowledge to human beings 
presents significant problems at this point, 
he said. 

FORTNER SAID he believes that the area 
where serendipity is most likely to occur in 
research on the cancers is in the area of 
immunology. 

"I could always give you my bias and say 
that immunology is the way to go. On the 
other hand, I think it's possible that there 
will be drugs developed that will be a magic 
bullet 

"There's a lot of hope as far as I'm con- 
cerned in chemical treatment." 

The public should be told about the ad- 
vances :n cancer treatment because the 
statistics are "nothing short of 
phenomenal," Fortner said. "The problem 
will come if we ever have to justify all this 
(basic research) to the public, because it's 
very complicated. It's easy for me to say, 
'I'm working to cure cancer,' and they 
would be satisfied. 

"It's not that easy." 

Donald Roufa 
"I think it will be possible to explain 

cancers as biochemical defects or ab- 
normalities." 

Roufa works in the areas of genetics and 
molecular biology. His research also in- 
corporates the technique of recombinant 
DNA, or the technique of introducing a 
portion of one organism's deoxyribonucleic 
acid—the nucleic acid of chromosomes 
which carries the genetic code—into the 
genome of another organism. The 
restructured DNA is replicated as the cell 
divides. 

Roufa said his work is directed toward 
understanding what mechanisms regulate 
normal cell growth, specifically the 
mechanisms which replicate genes at 
exactly the right time and in the right 
sequence. 

He uses Chinese hamster cell mutants, 
which have useful properties for use in 
tissue culture. 

Specifically, Roufa's research is geared to 
examine the effects of protein alterations in 
the mechanisms which regulate ribosomes, 
which are cy toplasmic organelles composed 
of ribosomal ribonucleic acid (RNA) and 
protein on which polypeptide synthesis from 
messenger RNA (another type of RNA) 
occurs. 

POLYPEPTIDES are long chains of 
amino acids which form proteins. 

Recombinant DNA techniques are used to 
purify genes in the hamster cells, Roufa 
said. 

Mark Marchionni, post-doctorate research associate, counts cells with a 
device called a "Coulter Counter." 

The process is to purify messenger RNA, 
the template upon which polypeptides are 
synthesized, from cell extracts. The 
messenger RNA is taken through "reverse 
transciptase:" changing messenger RNA to 
DNA. 

Then a portion of the DNA of a bacteria is 
broken into sections by the use of "reduction 
endonucleases," enzymes which cut the 
DNA sequence in specific places, and a 
piece of DNA from another organism is 
inserted into the break. 

The new DNA sequence of the bacteria is 
then grown in a bacteria known as e. coli. 

"We can't understand it (cancer) until we 
understand what regulates normal 
division," Roufa said. 

AMONG THE information Roufa's work 
has gleaned is that specific genes within a 
cell are programmed to replicate at precise 
times; in particular tumor cells which arose 
in a virus known as SV40, commonly used 
for research, there are viral DNA sequences 
which have become part of the host's cell; 
and in cells transformed by cancerous 
elements, the DNA always replicates early. 

Roufa said that whether cancers in 
general have genetic bases was difficult to 
determine. "In certain cases there might be 
a predisposition for formation of certain 
cancers." 

For instance, Roufa said, a cancer known 
as "retinablastoma" can be transmitted 
genetically, but "it's not clear what's being 
transmitted." The question is whether it is 
an actual genetic component being tran- 
smitted or one of the viruses known to give 
rise to cancer in people that have been af- 
fected early in their lives. 

"In terms of cancer at the outset, we only 
know on a symptomatic level. We don't 
know what it is on a molecular level." 

AGE IS another component in the relation 
between genetic factors and cancer, Roufa 
said. It is similar to the theory that some 
genetic birth defects are caused not by an 
inherent, lethal gene transmitted by the 
parents, but simply be a "mis-division" in 
meiosis or mitosis. The older an individual 
is, the more cell divisions haveoccured, and 
the higher the probability is that a mistake 
may be made in one of those divisions. 

Also, many cancers actually occur when 
the individual is young, as is the theory for 
Hodgkin's disease, and evidence of the 
cancer is not visible until much later in their 
life, Roufa said. 

Roufa said he believes the ultimate bases 
for some cancers will lie in the area of 
biochemistry. 

"I think it will be possible to explain 
cancers as biochemical defects or ab- 
normalities," he said. 

1^1    *i       ?     1   r\ 
were looking for leaders 

Volunteers Wanted: Individuals interested in coordinating rec- 
reation, educational, social, and cultural programs for the benefit of 
the Kansas State University Community 
Applications are now available for the 1981-1982 Union Program 
Council Leadership positions. (NOTE: General membership appli- 
cations will be available February 24, 1981.) If you have questions 
or would like more information about the following committee chair- 
person positions, come to the Activities Center, 3rd floor of the 
KState Union, or call 532-6571. 

UPC KALEIDOSCOPE 
Responsibilities: 
• select, organize, publicize weekly films in the 

K-State Union Forum Hall and Little Theatre 

• coordinate the selection o( the International Series 

• plan and organize the Photography Contest 

• select and coordinate all special film series 

• organize all other committee events 
Programs: 
King ot Hearts 

How Tasty Was My Little Frenchman      Black Stallion 
La Cage Aux Folies 

UPC OUTDOOR RECREATION 
Responsibilities: 
• select, organize, and publicize cooperative wilderness adventures 
• coordinate all other committee events 

Programs: 

Flint Hills Bike Trip 

Frisbee Clinic 

Fall Rrver Rappelling Adventure 

Big Bend Backpacking Trip 

Current River Canoe Trip 

ffl program CO!io& 
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International institute designed 
to boost marketing awareness 

By KAREN FRANKLIN 
Collegian Reporter 

International marketing awareness M it 
applies to business and education in the 
United States it being developed at K-State 
through the International Trade Institute 
(HI). 

The program is still in its initial, 
developing stages, according to Ray 
Coleman, professor of marketing and 
director of ITI at K-State. 

Currently, only five people are involved in 
the program but more people are expected 
to take part in the program as it continues to 
develop, Coleman said. 

In 1976, the International Trade Council 
(ITC), met and decided they wanted to 
make K-State a leading international trade 
education center, Coleman said. 

The primary function of the ITC is to serve 
as an advisory board and major financial 
benefactor toITI. 

FUNDING FOR ITI was granted by the 
Kansas Legislature in I960, Coleman said. 
The institute is designed to make ad- 
vancements in the areas of international 
research, education and service for business 
and agriculture students, he said. 

"I believe this is one of the best in- 
vestments within budgetary constraints the 
state of Kansas can make because of its 
return on investment, Coleman said. 

"There are better opportunities for 
students. It's helping business and market 
opportunities and it's helping to create more 
Jobs in a short period of time, be said. 

Coleman said ITI is interested in research 
positions and professionals in each func- 
tional area of international business, 
marketing, finance, accounting and 
economics. A problem for ITI could involve 
whether the institute will be granted such 
positions. 

GOV. JOHN CARLIN requested 26 ad- 
ditional faculty positions be established at 
K-State this year to be used in areas most 
affected by increased enrollment in the 
colleges of arts and sciences, business and 
engineering. 

Carlin recommended some of those 26 
positions go to ITI, but this does not 
necessarily mean the request will be 
granted,   according   to   Mike   Johnson, 

Movie offers close, 
disjointed study 
of Mayan Indian life 
■MtoraMttt "Ch«c"wlllb«ihown»t3.30mn«fttfnoon 

In ft* union Llttlt Thotttr, and at 7 tonight In Forum Hall. 

ByJIMMEUZA 
Collegian Reviewer 

"Chac" is an enigma. It looks into an area 
of life of which Joe American is ignorant, 
the Mayan Indian culture. 

This culture has created Chac, the rain 
god. Bearing many of the same qualities as 
die greek god Zeus, Chac allows the water 
that overflows his drinking gourd to fall on 
the crops below. 

Collegian review 
The movie concerns the trials of a tribe of 

Mayans during a drought. In their sub- 
sequent search for water they seek out a 
water-witch who lives in the mountains. 

He agrees to help them, but the magic- 
man's motives are shrouded in mystery, 
and his mystic ways breed suspicions that 
he may be a fraud or in league with evil 
spirits. 

The authenticity of "Chac" is in part due 
to the beautifully photographed and edited 
on-location filming, and in part to the cast of 
native Mayan villagers who helped in 
production. 

There are minor problems with flow. 
Momentary cut-aways and still-shots may 
confuse the casual viewer. Ocasionally 
there are laspes in translation which are not 
important to the narrative, but could prove 
to be unnerving. 

Put your 
money where 

your Heart o American 
Heart 
Association 

assistant to the president. 
If such positions are established, the staff 

will probably be used for basic research 
positions in finance, marketing and ac- 
counting, Coleman said. 

"These will be essential for the quality of 
program that the students in business and 
agriculture interests deserve," he said. 

Last year, the Legislature approved a 
$49,000 budget for ITI and this year ITI 
requested an additional $115,000 for further 
development. The Kansas Board of Regents 
turned down its request because of the 
regents insistence that faculty salary in- 
creases be a top priority item, Coleman 
said. 

IN THE SUMMER of 1979, ITI initiated a 
student work-exchange program where 
three students from K-State worked in 
Bordeaux, France. Four students from 
Bordeax came to the Kansas City area 
where Jobs were provided at various 
business firms. Last year two students from 
Bordeaux while one K-Stater travelled to 
France. The institute hopes to increase the 
number of K-Staters working in Bordeaux to 
four, this summer, Coleman said. 

K-State and the ITC will sponsor the 7th 
annual ITI conference, March 24 and 25. 
Business leaders will exchange cultural 
awareness and international marketing 
opportunities with representatives from five 
Southeast Asian nations. 

The two-day conference will include 
speakers from Indonesia the Philippines, 
Singapore, Thailand and Malaysia. 

GARY THULL, A RESEARCH assistant 
in the College of Business Administration, is 
currently working on an international trade 
expansion program. This is a system 
designed to aid U.S. firms in developing 
international markets. 

The use of international training 
programs will assist potential exporters in 
the business field understand the functions 
of international markets. 

"I will be oriented in identifying those 
acitivites which must be accomplished in 
order to penetrate specific international 
markets, Thull said. 

"Through the use of a marketing in- 
formation system, we will be able to provide 
the information needed to analyze such 
markets," he said. 

Drs. Price & Young 
Optometrists 

Extended Wear 
Soft Contact Lenses 

F.D.A. Approved 

1119 West loop PI. 
537-1118 
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Classes offered In beginning and advanced Swing, Two 
Step, Waltz, Polka, 10 Step, Schottlsche and Cotton Eye Joe. 
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Tired of the sane old 
Pit? 

THEfcS ft GOOD CHfitCL  YOU  HlWfTNT TRIED 

Tired o? over-priced drinks madt with 
cheap Itopor? Tired of unfriendI3 
bartendeVs and  stand 1 nfl-r 00 rn-only 
Crowds? Tired of Disco? 

Try jostClti*ce for. 
•House HfMors ihai ant pOUJJW brands 

• fill boost well drinksH7* 
• Friend In people 
•Varieto music 

atmosphere and much mort • Cor M 
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upc kaleidoscop- 
25 years of service 1956-1981 

an 
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animated short 

Chac 
Wrtttan, Produced and Directed by 
Rolando KJeln 
PaWo Canche Balam. the Tieltsl Indian 
villagers of Tenejapa. State of Chiapas. 
Mexico. 
(EaUmanColor) One o( the most unusual lilrm 
of recent years Choc n a myUical quasi, an 
odyway which nnambles ih» Mms of Alaundvi 
Jcidorowihy Ckner in iptr* lo thr works of 
Carkn Cattantda. Choc a rltgaic m its nch 
imageny Complex in (omy Choc t% ostensibly 
a search for a Mayan holy man. a diviner who 
can placate the gods lo bring ram to a drought 
parched village But like Greek myths, tl is 
about more than as nenaave encompasses, 
lor H n a tale about laith btkel. endurance 
and preaewerance 

In Mayan Indian mythology Chat is the God 
of Ra«n whu exists in lour aspect'* He rides A 

white hone along the lour paths ol heaven 
flathing bolts ol lightning Irom ha h-nible swo-d 
while from his mouth proceeds deafening 
thunder Rearing gouids <xvrflcauit>j wah lilt- 
giving watei the Chacs travel I IK- Haavrn^ 

spreading ratn upon the dus^■ com lie Ids i *M K* 

Rased on these ancient Mauan legend^ and 
the cunvnt belieK and traditK*ns of the dw i nd 
ants ol the ancient tnbes Choc was blrm-cl 
entinHv on k-ralion using native Mauansl<rf tU- 
entirf tasi In a very real svns,' Choc i* tlM-rr 
him f 1* n*.t onrvare they the nnncttMls m tin- 
dramatic tale they rewrote mw h ol the dia 
k*gue. declaring it badlv written ,md waiitinu to 
express it in their own words Trw Mm leteived 
a standing ovation at MlconcluMOfl at the 
Festival ol the Americas and is now in thranx a! 
release in the United States IVsiim-ii to he 
come a classic in the world of cinema we are 
pleaded to present it lor vour cam|>us s» rrelllflg 
% mmules A tVntililm Aurora SA IVlurr 
Released ihealncaBv througli I -Sra I ikm A 
Twunian f m liisrve ** 
Rated G. MtMA 
Awards: lirulvatun- ttnflarerfrM KfMlvllaf 
fheAniencos $1 7hon«is USVI }•'?, 
SpeciolJon /VueftronwMeooWKKiHenn/ ifm 
77 Son Arirnoio V>77 fffiniin fit intilsWlilli III 
fII MIS Nn< hw* C^rnnn ftiMmfam M.^ 
rrn, Riinvkmu IWI*HI fmhhimmtmaMr*, 
fntovk 

Jan 22 
Thursday 

Little Theatre 3:30 p.m. 
Forum Hall 7:00p.m. 

$1.50 

International Film Scries 



Manhattan Public Library expands 
to accommodate 100,000 new books 
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"Please bear with us during con- 
struction," the sign reads. "When it's 
finished it will provide more room for people 
and books." 

The sign in the Manhattan Public Library, 
Juliette and Poyntz, apologizes for the in- 
convenience to patrons and employees 
during remodeling and reorganization. 

The $450,000 project contracted with 
Hunter and Lundberg of Manhattan is an 
expansion of the library, which opened 
March 1960. Construction began last 
November and is expected to be completed 
by the second week of June. 

Because the library's book collection had 
grown from 55,175 volumes to 148,760 during 
the past 10 years, more space was needed, 
according to Margaret Gates, library ad- 
ministrator. 

To accomodate 100,000 new books, a 
second deck will be added in the north end of 
the library. 

"We need room now, but also for the 

future," Gates said. The expansion could 
serve the library's needs for the next 20 
years, she said. 

The public auditorium will be integrated 
into a mezzanine and a reading room area. 
Space on the main floor which has been been 
gained from moving books onto the new 
deck will accommodate additional recor- 
dings, art prints, periodicals and seating, 
Gates said. 

Plans to enclose the southeast deck on the 
second floor for processing and extension 
departments will leave space for a new 
auditorium seating 80 persons and the blind 
and physically handicapped division. 

By moving the blind and handicapped 
division from the basement, it should be 
more visible to the public, said Lois Hartley, 
coordinator for Talking Book Services in 
Riley County. 

In the basement, a staff meeting lounge 
room will replace the vacated blind and 
physically handicapped area. 

Alternatives discussed 
for city redevelopment 

By MICHELLE DUELL 
City Editor 

In an effort to form ideas on how to meet 
commercial, residental and industrial needs 
for an area south of downtown Manhattan, 
the public was invited to meet Tuesday at 
the Wareham Hotel with The Design Group, 
a local architectural firm. 

Several persons who attended the meeting 
were business and property owners con- 
cerned about the project. 

The city scheduled the meeting after 
recently initiating a contract with The 
Design Group to work with the Community 
Development Department on this project 
and it wanted to hear public opinions and 
suggestions before iniating plans for 
redevelopment in this area. 

Two architects representing The Design 
Group, Ron Reid and Ken Ebert, discussed 
their findings and presented a description of 
existing conditions in the area. 

The area under discussion includes 12 
blocks located south of Pierre Street to El 
Paso Street, and east of Fifth Street to the 
Union Pacific railyard. The mall and other 
downtown redevelopment areas were not 
discussed. 

Possibly, businesses moved by the 
downtown shopping mall will relocate 
within the 12-block area. Also, the area is in 
a "key location" of the whole downtown 
redevelopment plan—the entrance to 
Manhattan. 

"It's almost a gateway to the town," Reid 
said. 

The city owns some of the land and wants 
to sell it to private owners for reinvestment 
purposes and renovation. The land was 
purchased to eliminate structures in need of 
repair. 

According to Gary Stith, downtown 
redevelopment coordinator, a new traffic- 
way—the southern arterial—will make the 
area visible to those driving by. 

The area will be easy for anyone to get to 
because of the central location and ease of 
visibility offered by the arterial, Stith said. 

No plans have been started on the project, 
which encompasses 12 blocks primarily 
consisting of vacant lots, residences, in- 
dustries, warehouses and body shops. Also 
in the area are two housing projects for the 
elderly. 

The city would like to find a way to 
combine the possibilities the area offers, 
Stith said. 

Some issues to be considered include a 
transition between bordering residential 
areas and the target area, whether 
businesses already in the area can expand 
and whether existing zones might be 
changed to fit needs created by the 
redevelopment. Because the streets in that 
area are narrow, parking could be difficult 

to accommodate. 
The Design Group is conducting a day- 

long work session to discuss and develop 
strategies for redeveloping this area in the 
Gold Room at the Wareham Hotel today. 

Those interested are invited to participate 
any time during the session. If necessary, 
the session will continue on Friday. 

DON'T LET 

lor frrr information, wnlr lo: 
DRUNK DRIVER. Bo« 2345 
Rockvillr. Maryland 20852 

* 

J? \0» BAPTIST CAMPUS 
% 

Baptist Campus Center 
1801 Anderson 

*fc r+ 
•Worship 

•World Hunger Society 

•The Shorter Works of Tillich 

•Theology of Movies 

Tuesdays, 7:O0p.m. 

Tuesdays, llr30 a.m.-l :00 p.m. 
(Begins Feb. 3) 

Thursdays, 11:30 a.m.-l :00 p.m. 
(Begins Feb. 19) 

Saturday, 6:30p.m. 
(Begins Feb. 21) 

Dave Stewart, Campus Minister 
539-3051 

Borck Brothers 
January Clearance 

•» 

SELECTED FALL SUITS 
Values to NOW 
$135.00 $ 79.00 
$160.00 $ 99.00 
$185.00 $129.00 
$210.00 $149.00 
$225.00 $159.00 

SPORT COATS 
Values to NOW 
$ 65.00 $ 49.00 
$110.00 $ 89.00 
$125.00 $ 99.00 
$145.00 $109.00 
$210.00 $159.00 

FHlwgMiiliK Mltrl EidaM 

on o/        Winter Outerwear 
OU /O    Oil-   (Waaktch-ZartKlaal 

Liitfut OuknuHr Inckifad 

ono/        Long Sleeve Sport Shirts 
****   '°    OH "  iWaatrtck-Arraar-Jiatzt*) 

30% off-ALL SWEATERS 

Humboldt 
at Third 

Ph. 537-8636 fine menswear 
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Former Nazi to lose citizenship Haig gets Senate nod 
WASHINGTON (AP) - A former Nazi 

death camp guard who hat lived in this 
country for 31 yean must be stripped of his 
U.S. citizenship, the Supreme Court ruled 
Wednesday. 

By a 7-2 vote, the Justices said 73-year-old 
Feodor Fedorenko "illegally procured" bis 
U.S. citizenship in 1970 because he lied to 
immigration officials when entering the 
country in 1949. 

The federal government now can strip 
Fedorenko of his citizenship and move to 
deport him. 

The court's decision made clear that even 
if government prosecutors did not think it 
necessary to take away Fedorenko's 
citizenship, the Immigration and 
Nationality Act demands it. 

The ruling appears to give the govern- 
ment discretion in deciding whether to 
deport Fedorenko. The Carter ad- 
ministration had sought it fervently. 

Fedorenko's case now will return to a 
federal judge in Fort Lauderdale, Fla., for a 
final denaturalization order—the stripping 
of citizenship. Then Fedorenko likely will be 
the subject of an Immigraton and 
Naturalization Service deportation hearing. 

A longtime factory worker in Waterbury, 

Assistant to Acker 
tenders resignation; 
returns to teaching 

Barry Flinchbaugh, assistant to K-State 
President Duane Acker, resigned his ad- 
ministrative duties Wednesday to return to 
teaching and extension work at K-State. 

Flinchbaugh, who said he made the 
decision early last fall, expects to resume 
full-time duties as associate professor of 
agricultural economics and extension public 
policy specialist next week. 

"These past four years have been an 
enlightening administrative ap- 
prenticeship...but the time has come for a 
new challenge and new experiences," 
Flinchbaugh said. 

"I taught a class last semester. I did that, 

Barry Flinchbaugh 

frankly, to see if I could get back into the 
groove as a classroom instructor." 

In extension, Flinchbaugh will be working 
with public policy programs. 

"My professional interests include 
agricultural policy and state and local 
government finance," Flinchbaugh said. 
"The current year will be a fascinating year 
to renew those professional interests...." 

Flinchbaugh came to K-State 10 years ago 
and has been working with Acker for four 
years. 

"We deeply appreciate the hard work that 
Flinchbaugh has done for K-State," Acker 
said. "He's given knowledge and leadership 
to the University, as a public policy 
specialist." 

Flinchbaugh said his duties will be in- 
ternally dispersed to other people. 

Bob Bruce, director of the Office of 
Information will assume additional 
responsibilities dealing with university 
relations. Michael Johnson, assistant to the 
president, will assist with legislative work 
and liaison with state agencies and other 
external affairs, Janet Woodward, also an 
assistant to the president, will be deal 
largely with internal matters. 

Flinchbaugh has taught on a part-time 
basis during his years in the administration 
and served as chairman of the Landon 
Lecture series. 

Conn., Fedorenko retired to Miami Beach, 
Fla., in 1976. 

He now is living in the Waterbury area 
with friends, according to his lawyer, Brian 
Gildea of New Haven, Conn. 

Born in the Ukraine, Fedorenko was 
drafted into the Russian army in 1941. 
Months later, he was captured by the 
Germans. 

While being held prisoner, Fedorenko was 
selected for training as a prison guard. He 
served as a guard in 1942 and 1943 at the 
infamous Treblinka death camp in Poland, 
where some 800,000 people were ex- 
terminated. 

In other decisions Wednesday, the court: 
—Ruled unanimously that police can stop 
vehicles when "the totality of the cir- 
cumstances" suggests the occupants may 
be involved in a crime. The decision upheld 
convictions for transporting illegal aliens, 
brought about when police stopped a 
camper whose early-morning movements 
on an Arizona road seemed to match a 
known pattern of alien-smuggling 
—Upheld a Minnesota law which banned the 
retail sale of milk in non-returnable plastic 
containers. 
—Ruled unanimously that federal anti-fraud 
law applies to the posting of securities as 
loan collateral, as well as to their outright 
sale. 
—Reinstated a California murder conviction 
in a prison gang slaying because an appeals 
court failed to spell out the reasons for a 
ruling on a photographic identification. The 
appeals court could still overturn the con- 
viction after reconsidering the case. 

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate 
overwhelmingly confirmed Alexander Haig 
as President Reagan's secretary of state 
Wednesday amid praise for his tough 
foreign-policy stance and reservations 
about his role in Watergate. 

Haig's nomination was approved 934. 
Senate Democratic Leader Robert Byrd 

joined the vote against Haig, saying there 
were "unanswered questions...regarding 
the abuse of power." 

"And that, in the final analysis, was what 
Watergate and the wiretaps were all about," 
Byrd said. 

But Sen. Barry Goldwater (R-Ariz.) said 
that under Haig, "this world, whether they 
like it or not, is going to start treating 
America as the power it should be." 

Goldwater also said Haig's role during 
Watergate, as former President Richard 
Nixon's chief of staff, was to get Nixon to 
resign, thus sparing the country im- 
peachment proceedings. 

"Those who associate Alexander Haig 
with Watergate are talking through an 
empty hat, and I might even go lower," he 
said. 

The Senate confirmed Caspar Weinberger 
as Reagan's secretary of defense 97-2 on 
Tuesday. After confirming Haig, the 
chamber began Wednesday considering the 

Clara's Dog Grooming 

3rd and Osage 776-1422 

—CHEAPEST rates in town 

nomination of Richard Schweiker, formerly 
a Republican senator from Pennsylvania, as 
secretary of health and human services. 

Sen. Lowell Weicker (R-Conn.) said the 
Senate should reject Haig because "this 
man has failed so many tests of character in 
the past." When faced with moral choices as 
a Nixon aide, "Mr. Haig has consistently 
chosen the lowest road," he said. 

Byrd's opposition to Haig split 
Democratic leaders. 

Senate Democratic Whip Alan Cranston 
had said at the end of confirmation hearings 
last week that he still had reservations but 
believed Haig might be "a truly great 
secretary of state." 

SKI WEST 

LUTHERAN WORSHIP 
Danforth Chapel 

on Campus 

11:00 a.m.-Sunday 
CONTEMPORARY-INFORMAL-COMMUNION 

STUDENT CONGREGATION 

LUTHERAN STUDENT MOVEMENT 
FELLOWSHIP GROUP 
5:00 p.m.-Sunday 

STUDENT CENTER-1021 DENIS0N 
SOCIAL-BIBLE STUDY-CURRENT ISSUES 

FRIENDSHIP-SUPPORT GROUP 
EVERYONE WELCOME! 

Sponsored by: Lutheran Campus Ministry 
1021 Denison 
Don Fallon, campus pastor 539-4451 

Raichle hiking boots 
reg. $89.50 NOW $67.50 

Ladies' and men's ski pants 
reg. $47.00 NOW $39.95 

20% OFF on all vests 

20% OFF on all sweaters 

Sale lasts until Sat., Jan. 24th 

Westloop Shopping Center 
ph.: 776-3632 

HAL DAVIS MAKES MORE 
DECISIONS IN ONE HOUR THAN MOST RECENT 

COLLEGE GRADS MAKE ALL DAY. 
"I'm a cavalry platoon leader, 

in charge of 43 men,' says Hal. "I'm 
responsible for their education, their 
training, their well-being. So you can 
bet I'm making rapid-fire decisions 
all day. Decisions that have an impact 
on peoples lives." 

Army ROTC is a great way 
to prepare for being an Army officer. 
ROTC helps you develop discipline 
of mind and spirit. As well as your 
ability to make decisions under 
pressure. 

Taking Army ROTC pays off 
in other ways. Like financial assistance 
—up to $1,000 a year for your last 
two years of ROTC. You could also 
win an ROTC scholarship, as Hal 
did. Each-scholarship covers tuition, 
Kx)ks, and more. 

If you'd like to step out of col- 
lege and into a job with responsibility, 
do what Hal Davis did. Step into 
Army ROTC now. 

And begin your future as an 
officer. 

For more information 
contact: 
Professor of 

Military Science 
Kansas State University 
Manhattan, KS 66506 
Phone: (913) 532-6754 

2nd Li Hal Davit wa» an industrial management 
ma|or at the University of Tenneiacc .mil a 
inemlx-t of Army ROTC ARMY ROTC. 

BEALLYOUCANBE. 
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CANCER CAN BE BEAT 
' 

Almost 2 million people are living proof your contributions count. 

American Cancer Society ^■'P**™^***^^ 

PHIL ENLOE 
Internationally Known 

Gospel Singer 

An Unforgettable Experience 

FREE ADMISSION 

Jan. 25th, 7 p.m. 

Juliette & Vattier 

FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD 

to<M 
6-12 OZ. 

CANS 

BEER 

PRICE GOOD THRU SATURDAY 
2706 Anderson 

Staff ptieto by Cralg Chandler 

Oklahoma State's Randy Wright (12) drives between K-State's Fred 
Barton (20) and Tim Jankovich before passing to another Cowboy. 
Wright came off the bench in the first half to score 11 points in the 'Pokes 
90-83 win. 

11th «.—.«. 3rd 

and *      a*f*      •* alld 

Laramie ♦ Wg  ♦ Bluemont 

MINI    ;.    MART 
CONVENIENCE      I GROCERY 

'Pokes run past 
K-State, 9043 

By ALLEN LEIKER 
Sports Editor 

Jack Hartman didn't want to get in a 
running game with Oklahoma State, die Big 
8's best offensive team, last night. 

But K-State did. And the Wildcats lost at 
it, absorbing a 90-83 setback in their con- 
ference home opener. 

"We don't want to commit ourselves to 
totally walking the ball upcourt," Hartman 
said, "but when we get to the offensive end, 
we need to get high percentage shots, get 
control of the game. We never had control of 
it tonight. 

"We didn't play very smart. We were too 
impatient on offense. The trend was set 
early when we started putting our shots up 
too early. We didn't make them play any 
defense. We got into their rhythm." 

And that eventually doomed K-State and 
allowed Oklahoma State to snap a four- 
game losing streak against the Wildcats and 
a nine-game losing streak in Ahearn Field 
House. 

K-State's biggest lead was five, 32-27 with 
6:57 left in the first half, and the Wildcats led 

(See'POKES, p. 18) 

1 I 

Announcing the 

1981 Deflation! 

•1.00 WELL 
HIGHBALLS 
4-10 p.m. Every 

Monday 
thru Thursday 

At Midtown 

i 

• ^»fHWtlfBW!iP*» 

Red 
Selected 

Chairs 
Selected 

35% off 
Suggested retail price 

Tag 
Sale 

Prices effective 
thru Jan. 31 

Executive Desks    35% Off 
72" x 36" All-Steel 
60- x 30- All-Steel 

Suggested retail price 

All ATTACHE Cases 25% Off 

office® 
Humboldt Square 
Ph 776 6864 W rid 
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Big 8 basketbal. 
Kuui 13, Missouri 55 

LAWRENCE (AP) — Darnell Valentine 
scored five of his 15 points, including three 
pressure-packed free throws, in the climax 
of a seesaw second half as Kansas outlasted 
Missouri, 63-55 Wednesday night in a Big 8 
basketball game. 

Valentine started his streak with the 
Jayhawks holding a tenuous 54-51 lead over 
the Tigers at the two-minute mark. He went 
to the free-throw line and hit both ends of a 
one-and-one, then was fouled again and sank 
another charity shot to make it 57-51. 

Valentine ended his scoring with a driving 
layup with one minute left to give the 
'Hawks a 59-51 lead. 

Tony Guy led KU with a game-high 16 
points, and David Magley added 12. 

Ricky Frazier led the Tigers with 13 
points, center Steve Stipanovich had 12, Jon 
Sundvold chipped in 12 and Curtis Berry 
tossed in 11. 

Colorado 62, Nebraska 59 
LINCOLN, NEB. (AP) - JoJo Hunter 

poured in 29 points and Colorado set a league 
record by shooting 75.7 percent from the 
field as the Buffaloes outplayed Nebraska 
62-59 in Big 8 conference action Wednesday 
night. 

'Pokes... 
(Continued from p. 15) 

only once in the second half. 
That was 46-45 with 17:56left. From there, 

the Cowpokes, led by Leroy Combs, Matt 
Clark and Eddie Hannon, took command. 
They scored eight straight points in the next 
minute, and five minutes later the lead was 
at 10,64-54. 

It stayed that way until K-State made a 
run at the 'Pokes late in the game, getting 
within four, 77-73, on two Fred Barton free 
throws with 4:02 left. 

Oklahoma State came back on its next 
possession and missed three shots, and 
11,220 Wildcat fans were smelling victory as 
K-State headed upcourt with a two-on-one 
situation. 

But those cheers quickly faded when Tim 
Jankovich missed a wide-open 10-footer. 

That, for all practical purposes, was the 
game. O-State came back with two quick 
buckets and was on its way to its third 
straight conference win and 13th win in 15 
games. 

Jankovich's miss was costly, but perhaps 
the key in the game came in the first half. 
That's when O-State's second and third 
leading scorers, Combs and Ricky Jacobs, 
went to the bench with three fouls apiece. 

Jacobs exited at 17:44 and Combs at 12:29, 
but K-State could do nothing about it. The 
'Pokes went into intermission with a 43-40 
lead. 

"Our bench saved us those last 10 
minutes," O-State coach Paul Hansen said. 

It hasn't hurt, either, that the Pokes have 
a healthy Matt Clark. The 6-3 guard scored 
10 of his team-high 18 points in the second 
half. Combs and Hannon each scored 12 in 
the second half, and finished with 16 and 12 
points, respectively. 

Randy Reed led K-State with a career- 
high 26 points, while playing just 25 minutes. 
Rolando Blackman added 19 and Tyrone 
Adams a season-high 15. 

Adams returned to the lineup after 
missing the last four games with a knee 
injury. He hit six of nine shots and had eight 
rebounds in 22 minutes of action. 

"That's probably more than we planned 
on playing him," Hartman said. "But he's 
practiced fully the last two days." 

Hartman was forced to use Adams more 
than he wanted because Ed Nealy was 
suffering from the flu. Hartman didn't know 
about it until gametime, though. 

"It was obvious after the first couple of 
times downcourt he was having some kind of 
problem," Hartman said. "He couldn't get 
his breath, so we could only play him in 
spells." 

OKLAHOMA STATE (M) — Jacobs 4 0-0 
8, Crenshaw 61-213, Combs 7 2-316, Hannon 
3 6-712, Clark 7 4-418, Nutt 2 0-0 4, Wright 3 5- 
811, Livingstone 10-0 2, Perm 3 <H> 6. Totals: 
3618-24. 

K-STATE (83) — Blackman 8 3-419, Nealy 
2 2-3 6, Reed 8 10-11 26, Jankovich 5 2-2 12, 
Adams 6 3-4 15, Barton 134 5. Totals: 30 23- 
30. 

Colorado was perfect from the free-throw 
line, hitting all 12 charity tosses. The Buf- 
faloes also hit 25 of 33 shots in the contest to 
break the mark established by Oklahoma 
State in 1962 of 71.8 percent. 

Although falling behind by nine points 
early in the first half, the 'Buffs relied on 
Hunter's sharp shooting to battle back and 
lead 24-19 with nearly six minutes left in the 
first half. 

The Cornhuskers battled back and went 
ahead, 31-30, before they headed for the 
locker room at halftime. But Colorado 
fought back in the second half to win. 

Hunter hit 18 points for the 'Buffs, while 
the 'Huskers were led by Kenny Walton with 
16. 

Iowa State 88, Oklahoma 67 
AMES, IOWA (AP) - Iowa State, sparked 

by Ron Harris and Lefty Moore, roared to a 
20-0 lead in the first five-and-a-half minutes 
of the game and went on to defeat Oklahoma 
88-67 in a Big 8 game Wednesday night. 

Harris, a freshman, scored 25 points and 
Moore added a career-high 21 as the 
Cyclones won their first conference game. 

Iowa State ran its fast break to perfection 
in building its early lead. Robert Estes, who 
finished with 18 points, led the Cyclone at- 
tack with six points during that spree. 

Oklahoma was led by Chuck Barnett, who 
scored 20 points. Larry Hendrix added 16. 

BIG 8 ALL 
Kansas 34 13-2 
Oklahoma State 3-0 13-2 
Missouri 2-1 13-5 
K-State 1-2 11-4 
Colorado 1-2 11-4 
Iowa State 1-2 8-6 
Nebraska 1-2 7-8 
Oklahoma 0-3 5-10 

BACK TO SCHOOL SALE 

20% OFF 
on Russell Sweat-tops 

and pants 
We also sew on letters 

CAMPUS CORNER 
In Aggieville 776-5461 

By ruling of the Attorney General of the Student Governing 
Association, the following shall be enacted concerning the TRAF- 
FIC APPEALS BOARD: 

All appeals made to Traffic Appeals Board, effective January 1,, 
1981, must be fully written out in their entirety and submitted to 
the Security and Traffic Office. No oral appeals will be granted. 

Any questions concerning the above statement should be directed 
to the Attorney General in the S.G.S. Office, ground floor, K-State 
Union (532-6541). 

■ 
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NOTHING ELSE FEELS LIKE NAVY FLYING. 

The sharp whineof jet engines 
covers the flight deck. 

Throttles are at full power, 
and you're waiting for the 
signal to launch. 

Now: The catapult fires. 
G forces slam you back into 
your seat. Suddenly, you're 
flying low and fast over the 
night sea. 

Nothing else feels like Navy 
flying. Nothing. And as a 
pilot or flight officer you can 
be part of it. 

The Navy puts you in full 
control of a multi-million- 
dollar super-sophisticated 

combination of jet aircraft 
and electronic wizardry. 

In return, the Navy 
demands something of you: 
Leadership. As officers, right 
from the start, members of 
the Navy aviation team get 
decision-making authority, 
leadership responsibility, and 
management experience. 
Other careers can give you 
responsibility. ButNavygi ves 
it to you sooner. 

Make your first leadership 
decision now. Send in the 
coupon. Nothing else feels like 
Navy flying. 

:78b  I NAVY OPPORTUNITY 
INFORMATION CENTER 
P.O. BOX 5000. Clifton, NJ 117012 

Yes. I'm interested in becoming 
part of the Navy aviation team. 
Please vend me more information. (0A) 

■n 1 \si MUM LAST 

\clill. • 

fit} Sum /.„. 
Vw< Tt'iilll?!!' I nn.ivin 

ffirniluuluin Dull'  0<»i.nir I't'int . 
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NAVY OFFICERS GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST. 
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- Gregg Coonrod 

Intramurals 
deserve better 

With the intramural basketball season 
upon us, it is time to comment on a slight 
screw up by the University that will again 
put intramural basketball in competition 
with the curious need most students have for 
sleep. 

Let's quickly review the problem that 
intramural basketball had in the past before 
getting into to the current foul ups. 

Intramural basketball at K-State has been 
an extremely popular sport, with the 
number of teams climbing as high as 500 in 
years past. Teams have risen out of every 
living group on campus: fraternities, 
sororities, residence halls and off campus. 
Independent, co-rec and three-on-three 
teams continue to crawl out of the hard- 
wood. 

IN PREVIOUS YEARS the only available 
indoor courts were those in Ahearn Field 
House and gym. Games would start in the 
late afternoon and run until midnight or 
later, depending on the confusion of the 
scheduling. 

Press Box 
During my less-than-illustrious in- 

tramural basketball career, I have played 
no less than four midnight games, never 
arriving home and under the covers before 
1:30a.m. 

Now at that time the conditions were 
somewhat bearable. There were only three 
courts in the Ahearn gym, but the main 
court and the court directly south of it were 
used occasionally. 

With the large numbers of people who 
played, the games had to trickle on into the 
wee small hours of every school morning. 
Only occasionally, maybe once during the 
season, would a team be required to down 
No-Doze before playing. 

But the physical conditions have changed. 
CURRENTLY, with the construction of 

the recreation complex, there are 11 useable 
indoor basketball courts on this campus. Six 
are in the rec complex and five are in 
Ahearn. 

Of those 11 courts, only four will be used 
for intramural basketball this semester. 

This is not a case of nearsightedness, it is 
pure blindness. 

The basic rundown of the court 
distribution finds four of the courts in the rec 
complex being used for the intramural 
games. The remaining two will be left open 
for anybody to play pickup games, practices 
and so on. 

Generally this would not be a bad idea if it 
hadn't been that Ahearn's courts will also be 
open only for free play, with no scheduled 
intramural games allowed there. 

This all boils down to games still con- 
tinuing until midnight because only four 
courts will be used. 

INTRAMURAL GAMES are scheduled as 
follows: Monday-Thursday 4 p.m. to mid- 
night, Friday 4 p.m. to 7 p.m., Saturday 10 
a.m. to 4 p.m. and Sunday noon to midnight, 
according to Steve Martini, assistant 
director of Recreational Services. The 
courts at the Ahearn Complex will be open 
every day from 8-10 p.m. according to Dr. 
Anthony Wilcox, assistant professor of 
Health, Physical Education and Recreation 
(HPER). 

The cause of the problem, which is cer- 
tainly rates as one of the eight dumb won- 
ders of the world, is a lack of com- 
munication. 

When I talked to both HPER and the rec 
complex officals, neither side knew how or 
for what the other was using their basketball 
courts. 

It's time for a little coordination guys. 
According to Wilcox, when the rec com- 

plex was built, control of the Ahearn gym 
was turned over to HPER which has no 
involvment in the intramural programs. 
HPER is obligated to the open gym policy 
and so Wilcox said he believes there is little 
chance of intramural activity on those 
courts. 

CONSIDERING ALL the facts the obvious 
and easiest solution, from this intramural 
basketball player's view, would be for the 
intramural officals to use all six of the rec 
complex courts for intramurals, thus 
avoiding the midnight madness, while still 
having the courts in Ahearn open to the 
public. 

It was thought that the construction of the 
rec complex would answer the athletic 
demands of the students, which includes 
intramurals. But the use of only four courts 
in the new complex is no improvement over 
last year's situation, especially as the 
number of teams increases each year. 

The problem is not with any group or 
individual, it is with all of them not working 
together. 

So until "they" get it figured out, see you 
at midnight, basketball fans. 

Support Hie 
KSUBUMP-A-THON 

January 20,21,22 

ATTENTION 
Party Animals: 

Don't, miss our party 
Friday night. Warm up for 
the Super Bowl at 1006. 
Alan, Doyle, Tom, King, 
Rod & Reel. 

t>cwtmaMzch 

'(U/_ 
Escape to the Beach 
this Spring Break! 

Information Meeting 
January 27,1961 
7:00 p.m. 
Room 212 
K-State Union 

Sign-Up 
January 28,19*1 
7:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. 
Activities Center 
K-State Union 

/Jt&rida 

BARRY'S DRUG CENTER 
CONTACT LENSES HEADQUARTERS 

7(j7|k-state union 
^Jupc feature films 

25 years of service 1956-1981 

THE SNOBS AGAINST THE SLOBS. 

Caddyshack 
A |on Peters Production 

"CADDYSHACK" 
CHEVY CHASE-RODNEY DANGERFIELD TED KNIGHT 

MICHAEL O'KEEFE,  BILL MURRAY, OH 
Original Songs by KENNY LOGONS- MUSK Composed by |OHNNY MANDEL 

Wntien by BRIAN DOYLE-MURRAY 4 HAROLD RAWS ft DOUGLAS KENNEY • Executive Producer JON PETERS 
Produced by DOUGLAS KENNEY-Directed by HAROLD RAMIS 

FORUM  HALL 
JAN. 23 & 24 
7:00 S 9:30 At 

ONLY: $1.50    THOSE,, 
/MO/IE^ SUNDAY   MATINEE: 

CASINO    ROYALE 
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Lafene computer Collegian 
gives K-Staters    dassifieds 
free check-ups    — 

A new self-check blood pressure computer 
was open for use at Lafene Student Health 
Center on Tuesday. 

The device was funded through the 
Conrad and Dortha Eriksen Fund. 

Conrad Eriksen is a retired professor who 
"wanted to donate funds to a worthy cause 
at the University for the benefit of 
students," according to Roger Birnbaum, 
Lafene hospital administrator. Conrad also 
has made contributions to other depart- 
ments and the community, Birnbaum said. 

The Vita-Stat Blood Pressure self-check 
computer is located in the lobby of Lafene 
and is available for use by any student, 
faculty member or staff member at K-State 
free of charge during regular business 
hours. 

The machine is similar to those found in 
shopping centers and airports, but is not 
coin-operated. 

Students should find the machine useful 
because it is convenient and easy to use, Dr. 
Robert Tout, director of Lafene, said 

Although the readings are accurate to 
within three millimeters of mercury, it is 
only a machine, Tout said, and high 
readings should not cause a person to panic. 
Repeatedly high readings over a period of 
time are the only indicators of real 
problems, he said. 

Leaders talk over 
K-State development 

By KIM WOLFE 
Collegian Reporter 

The ways K-State can be improved are 
discussed daily in classes, meetings, 
newspapers and over colas in the Union. 

It was the official topic of discussion, 
however, at a retreat on University goals 
attended by representatives of all levels 
within the University, according to Bob 
Bruce, director of information and coor- 
dinator of the retreat. 

Eighty-four people participated in the 
University-sponsored and funded event held 
Jan. 8 and 9 at Rock Springs Ranch, south of 
Junction City. 

"We wanted to bring together campus 
leaders representing the various facets of 
activity at K-State," Bruce said. 

President Duane Acker, Student Body 
President Randy Tosh, and the deans of all 
eight colleges within the University were 
included, along with members of faculty, 
staff and administration. Students 
representing various interest groups on 
campus were also invited. 

Two 2-hour discussions were held during 
the retreat. One concerned program-wide 
goals for instruction, research, student 
development, and extension and continuing 
education. The second work session in- 
volved goals for international programs and 
campus development and administration. 

The participants were divided into small 
groups, each of which was led by one of the 
deans. 

Transcripts of the discussions have been 
compiled to be used to help set and achieve 
goals, Bruce said. 

"The comments that were most frequent 
concerned the University's need to attract 
and retain high quality faculty," he said. 

A list of proposed goals that served as a 
basis for discussions, suggested increasing 
rewards for effectiveness, and for winning 
grants and contracts, as well as increasing 
salaries. 

Doug Dodds, Student Senate vice chair- 
man and retreat participant, agreed that 
financial support would be necessary in 
order to achieve these goals. 

"It may not make a difference right away, 
but attracting top faculty is going to help us 
in the long run," he said 

The need to strengthen the budget for 
Farrell Library is important, Dodds said. 

Proposed goals to improve Farrell in- 
cluded better links with other libraries and 
improved microfiche capability at Farrell. 

Increasing the staffs of Student Financial 
Aid Office and the Career Planning and 
Placement Service were other proposals of 
the planning committee. 

The retreat was considered a success by 
the participants, Bruce said. 

"I think everyone was pretty well pleased 
with the results of the retreat," he said. 

Dodds agreed, and said the contributions 
were well received and the students' point of 
view was well represented. 

CLASSIFIED RATES 
One day: 20 words or less, $1.50, 5 cents 

per word over 20; Two days: 20 words or less, 
$2.00, 8 cents per word over 20; Three days: 
20 words or lass, $2.25, 10 cants per word 
over 20; Four days: 20 words or less, $2.75,13 
cants par word over 20; Five days: 20 words or 
less, $3.00,15 cants per word over 20. 

Classified* ara payable In advance unless client ha* an 
established account with Student Publication*. 

Deadline I* 10 a.m. day before publication. 10 a.m. Friday 
for Monday ( 

FOR SALE 
ADULT GAG gift* and novelties—birthday, anniversary, get 

well, or just for fun. Treasure Chest, Aggieville (1 If) 

1070 LIBERTY 12»55, new carpet and drapes, washer, fur- 
nished, cheap gas heat, storage shed, $4500 Call after 
5:00 p.m., 537 2858 (77-85) 

MOBILE HOME-197314x70 Great Lakes, raised living room, 
Intercom, wood stove, dishwasher, freezer, 9x10 metal 
Shed. Gall Hendncks 1-494-2754,1-456-2445. (8044) 

Tl 58/C programmable calculator and all Included materials. 
Used for one semester. Like new $100.00. Call 530-3835 
(80*4) 

KODAK 16mm sound projector, very good condition. Best of 
fer over $100.00. 776-4336 evenings (80-64) 

Typewriter Stock 
Reduction Sale 

on all New Electric Portables 
prior to moving to our 

new location at 

715N. 12th 
in Aggieville 

Hull Business Machines 
tel. 539-7931 

Sale will be at 

1212 MORO 

125 W/CH Optonlca SA-5901 receiver lor sale. 0.02 THD. 
Quality and features comparable to Yamaha CR 2040 One 
year old. New list $800, taking $435 or best reasonable of- 
fer. 776-7918. (81-85) 

FIREWOOD FOR Sale: seasoned mixed woods S55/cord. $30 
large pickup load Split, delivered and stacked 1-4564212. 
(81-100) 

MODEL 850 H Kodak Carousel 35MM slide protector with 
manual and automatic timer operation—largest Kodak 
makes: sells new for $30000, will lake $185.00 Daytime: 
537 9211, evening*: 537 1842. (82-84) 

Here's the kind ol boot thai adds 
style to any hie style and a lot 
more comfort Great boots thai 
are the result of over hall a cen- 
•ury of handcraftsmanship 

Slock No. U« I 
Ke|(.|l2».K 

Sale $79.99 
GET YOUR TONY LAMA'S ON AT 

VANDERBILTS 
Downtown Wamego 

456-9100 
Open every algal III S p.m. 

SaadaysnoenteSp.nl. 

your authorized Tony Lama Dealer 

BY OWNER: Nice two bedroom house with basement apart 
merit, one block east of campus, $40,000. Call 537-1669 
(82-85) 

1977 FORD 150 4x4 4 spd While spokes, Wrangler tlrea, 
good gaa mileage, $4,000 Call 5394956 (82-84) 

HANDMADE PLEDGES' paddles for sale. Competitive 
prices, many designs, many woods. Call 537-1230 or write 
R»J, 1430 Fairchlld. #6. (82-84) 

BOSE 301 speakers, good condition, $175 pair. Call 532-3544, 
ask for Art. (8384) 

1068 BUICK "Special" Station Wagon. Runs good! Power 
steering, air conditioning, heater and snow tires Included, 
$500 00 or best offer 537-1601 (8344) 

1074 DASHER (V.W.). 4 cyl., automatic transmission, AM/FM 
stereo, new valves, new snow tires. Call 5304187 after 
5:00 p.m. and all weekend. (8345) 

CRACKED PECANS 
51b. bag at $4.75 

KSU Horticulture Club 
Rm. 41a Waters Hall 
—One Day ONLY— 

Friday, Jan. 23,11 a.m.-5:30p.m. 

1077 LES Paul Standard, wine colored, with case. $500.00 or 
best offer. Call 776-4336 evenings. (8044) 

BASKETBALL TICKET, reserved student season North end, 
close to KSU band. Call Al, 530-0460. (8044) 

AUSTRALIAN SHEPHERD pups; top quality. Call 776-1055, 
776-1078. (8044) 

(Continued on page 19) 

SOPHOMORES 
(And others with 2-Years of College Remaining) 

What will you do after you graduate?—How would you 
like to secure that future job now—one that will provide: 

—Excellent pay. 
—High level management experience. 
—Liberal benefits. 
—Opportunity for advanced education. 
—"PLUS" pay you $2,000 during your last two years 

of college. 

College men and women in all academic majors are 
eligible. Jobs are available in management, administra- 
tion, engineering, sciences, technology, and others. . 

These excellent opportunities are available through 
K-State's advanced Air Force ROTC Program. Ap- 
plications are now being processed. Qualified and se- 
lected students will enter the 2-Year AFROTC Program 
next Fall. 

Find out why the Air Force is such a great way of 
life. For more information, contact Colonel Bar- 
ber at the Military Science Building, Room 108 or 
call 532-6600. 

have your Pizza delivered 

tonight! 

you'll Grab a 
Bigger Slice of Life 

) 

Fast, Free Delivery J 

537-9500! 
52                  $000   OFF  two ingredient 

L       Any Large        | I 
■   Pfr«    X   R^H   ■    m 

1127 MORO 
PIZZA            J 

Expires 3-1-81             One Coupon per Pizza . 

We reserve the right to limit 
our delivery area 

Drivers carry less than $10.00 
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(Continued from pg. 18) 
MOBILE HOME, 14x60 Town ft Country, cuilom mad*. Ex- 

cellent condition Two bedroom, IV* bam, central air, 
washer and dryar, mlcrowava, radwood dock, partially fur- 
nlthad, 16,800 Call 776-37*2. 537 9323 altar 5.O0 p.m. 
(B3-65) 

1969 GIBSON SO. Qrovar tuning machinal, wang bar. 
$240 00 539-9356 evanlngt (8346) 

BICYCLE, 3-spaad. 21" frame. 26" whaala, rack, ganarator 
light, horn. 130.00 firm. Call Marilyn, 532*630 from 
8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (8347) 

EPIPHONE ACOUSTIC guitar (FT-130). $120 or ben offer. 
Call 532-4831 and ask for Joa. (8345) 

ONE NON reserved basketball ticket for KU and MU. Baat of- 
far. Call Mike at 532-3938 (8448) 

1978 FORD Bronco 4-spe*d, regular gas, $4300. Call 5374724 
after 6:00 pm (8445) 

AKC COCKER Spaniel puppies. For mora Information, call 
7764197 after 5:00 p.m. (8448) 

IBM. EXECUTIVE elactrtc typewriter, older First $70 lakes 
221 North 5th Street, basement. (84) 

INFINITY 3000P high efficiency speakers, Phillips AF829 
electronically controlled turntable with ortolon low mass 
cartridge. Phillips AF364 40 watt amplifier. All new with full 
warranties Call Larry, 7764537 (8448) 

197S VEQA ataton wagon with radio and air conditioning, 
$1150.00. Call 5394425 (8448) 

1970 PLYMOUTH Fury 318 V8, fair condition, runt good. 
Good transportation Call 539-7491, ask for Mark. (8445) 

 FOR RENT  
NICE FURNISHED two bedroom apartment for summer "81". 

Call for mora Information, 776-3773. (8044) 

CALL CELESTE 
For 

Wildcat Inn Apts. 
Summer, Fall 
Spring, 1981-82 

We are now 
issuing firm 

contracts in all 
Wildcat Inns for 

Summer and Fall 
1981 and Spring— 
1982. Now is the 

time to get 
guaranteed 
apartment 

assignments 
539-5001 for information. 

ROOMY TWO bedroom apartment  Available Immediately 
Call 532-5360 or 776-5266. (8045) 

FURNISHED, CARPETED rooms at 400 N. 11th, (66 up, kit 
chan and laundry, free parking, bill* paid Call 537-4233. 
(78-107) 

FURNISHED, CARPETED one bedroom apartment at 400 N. 
11th, $180 and bills paid Call 537-4233. (7847) 

RENT A PIANO 
35.00 a Month 

Don Jorgenson's Piano and Organ 
Little Apple Music 

413 Poyntz 
 539-1926  

COSTUMES, MASKS, periodical clothing, accessories, all 
types makeup Grass skirts, lais. bunny and mouse ears 
and more. Treasure Chest, Agglevllle. (HI) 

TYPEWRITER RENTALS, electrics and manuals, day, week 
or month. Buzzeils, 511 Laavenworth, across from pott 
office Call 776-9469 (1tf) 

RENTAL TYPEWRITERS: Excellent selection, Including IBM 
Selectrlcs Service moat makes of typewriters Hull 
Bualnasa Machines. (Aggleville), 1212 Moro, 539-7931 (t tf) 

FURNISHED. CARPETED rooms close to Aggleville and cam- 
put. Kitchen and laundry facilities available. Vary quiet 
Call 539-7892.537 1210 or 7784068 (8145) 

FURNISHED EFFICIENCY apartment available. Aggleville 
location. Call Steve. 5394794 or 537-7179. (8347) 

FARM HOUSE. 10 miles from Manhattan Recently 
remodeled, kids, yaa, Indoor patt, no. Deposit, references. 
Consider families only Call 1-456-9605 (8448) 

BASEMENT APAeKMENT, one bedroom, close to campus. 
Furnished, $125.00. Call 776-1966. (8448) 

ONE BEDROOM apartment, central air, furnished. Close to 
campus. $230.00 month. Call 778-7497 (8448) 

 ROOMMATE WANTED  
FEMALES TO share furnished house at 1005 Vattler. private 

bedrooms, laundry, $50 up. Call 5394401. (78-107) 

LARGE APARTMENT, fireplace, dishwasher, own bedroom. 
$180month plus utilities. Call BUI, 539-1093. (7948) 

MALE NEEDED to share three bedroom apartment four 
blocks from campus, $129/month plus 1/2 utilities. Prefer 
non-smoker Call 5374138. (8044) 

MALE, NICE duplex, two blocks from campus, only $77/ 
month plus utilities. Fully furnished, dishwasher, two 
bathrooms. Nlcel Call 778-7201.(8044) 

FEMALE TO share house at 1108 Bluemont. Furnished, own 
bedroom. $80.00 par month plus 1/4 utilities. Call 539-2534. 
Keep trying.(8044) 

MALE OR female wanted to share nice duplex apartment 
with two mala students. Nice location. Call 7764495 after 
5:00 p.m. (8044) 

FEMALES TO share furnished house at 1122 Vattler, private 
bedroom, $85.00. Call 5394401. (81-100) 

PRIVATE BEDROOM and bathroom, luxurious trailer, Red 
bud Estate*. Call Dan, 5394678. (8248) 

TWO MALE roommates wanted to share nicest four bedroom 
house In Manhattan. $75 par month plus utilities. Fur 
nished or unfurnished January rant free. (4 block* from 
campus.) Call 776-4995, kaap trying. (8246) 

UPPERCLASSMAN WANTED to share three bedroom, 
modem furnished house. Two fireplaces, laundry, dish- 
washer, garden, A/C, superb atmosphere $140/month, Vi 
utilities, till August 1. Call after 6:00 p.m., Kirk, 537-0696. 
(8347) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to share nice three bedroom 
house with two others. $120/month plus Vi utilities Call 
539-4769 (8347) 

NON-SMOKING female to share four-bedroom house, own 
room. $ll5/month, utilities paid. Fifteen minute walk to 
campus. 776-7860. (8345) 

FEMALE ORAD student or faculty/staff member to share two 
bedroom house in Westloop area with a KSU faculty mem- 
bar. $125rmo. plus vi utilities. Call 776 1386 attar 5:00 p.m. 
Kaap trying (8345) 

GRADUATE OR mature student wanted to share, grand old 
home near campus. $120 plus share of bills 776-1182. 
(8345) 

MALE ROOMMATE to live In Wildcat Inn Apartments, 50 feet 
from campus. Prefer Ag student. $67 plus vi utilities. Attar 
5:00 p.m.. 776-3157. (S348) 

LIBERAL WOMAN needed to cook and clean In exchange for 
room and board. Will need car If student. Call 537-1117 af- 
ter 7*0 p.m. (8448) 

ONE MALE roommate wanted—to share a large basement, 
$5840 Including utilities, furnished, Bluemont Ave Nlcel 
Inexpensive! Call 539-3263. (64-851 

HOUSE TO share with two people, living room and kitchen, 
private bedroom. You pay only $98.00 Call 5394578 bet 
ween5:00 and 7:00 p m (8445) 

 HELP WANTED  
AGGIE STATION la accepting applications for cocktail 

wsitersfwaltresses. Mutt be 21. Apply 1115 Moro. 
evenings. (8045) 

CAMP STAFF wanted for Camp Lincoln/Camp Lake Hubert a 
Minnesota resident summer camp. A strong committment 
to working with children required along with skills In ac- 
tivities Sign up for Interviews on campus January 30th at 
the Placement Center. (81-90) 

Graphic Artists 
WANTED 

Perceptive Communications, a local com- 
mercial Art Studio is looking for Full or 
Part-time Artists. Phone 539-2684 

TODAY 3-4 P.M. 

TEMPORARY CATALOGUING Position Cataloguer Is 
needed Immediately for a three month period. Primarily for 
original cataloguing In all subject areas Works under the 
supervision of the head of Cataloguing In an Academic 
Library of over 850,000 volumes. Requirements Include 
MLS knowledge of AACR and LC classification and 
cataloguing procedures. OCLC experience and knowledge 
of one or more foreign languages preferred. Salary 
$1,000.00 per month. Applications should be mailed by 
February 3, 1981 to: Meredith Litchfleid. Assistant Direc- 
tor. Kansas State University Library, Manhattan, Kansas 
66506. KSU Is an EOE (8244) 

AHEARN COMPLEX Is now hiring special events crew 
laborers to work through March. $3.35mr. 10-30 hr/wk. Ap- 
plications available In Ahearn Complex office located In- 
side the Natatorium (8245) 

DIETARY AID. 4:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. Apply In person to 
Virginia Modeam at Meadowlark Hills, 2121 Meedowlark 
Road EOE (8244) 

PICKUP TRUCK owner needed to assist woman with three 
pieces of furniture m Kansas City Will compensate. 
776-1162(8344) 

PART-TIME, day-time babysitter/housekeeper, my house. 
Needs own transportation. Perfect opportunity for atudant 
wife. Call 537-7838 Thursday and Friday evenings. (8445) 

 SERVICES  
RESUME WRITING,  layout, editing,  typing  or appraisal. 

Resume Service, 411 N. 3rd. 537-7294. (Ttf) 

Peanuts By CHARLES SCHULZ 

Crossword 
ACROSS 

1 Sets in 
opposition 

5 Malt 
beverage 

8 Pointed 
projection 

12-fixe 
13 Celtic sea 

god 
14 Russian 

river 
15 Ancient 

Asian 
country 

16 Rower 
17 — Telamon 
18 Wanting 
20 Regarding 
22 Tapestry 

stitch 
26 Chic 
29 Actress 

Farrow 
30 Labor org. 
31 Italian lake 
32 Resinous 

substance 
33 Opening 
34 Mouths 
35 Snare 
36 Assistants 

37 Under- 
garments 

40 Bridge 
position 

41 Arrested 
45 Astringent 
47 Lofty 

mountain 
49 French river 
50 Learning 
51 Alcoholic drink 
52 Observe 
53 Superior 
54 Urge 
55 Fastener 

DOWN 
1 Dock 

2 Laze 
3 Dodgers or 

Expos 
4 Division of 

professional 
sport 

5 Cather's 
"- Lady" 

6 Meadow 
7 Irregular 
8 Greek 

philosopher 
9 Was glad 

10 "- Clear 
Day" 

11 Grow 
19 Place 

Avg. solution time: 23 min. 

1-22 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 

21 Resort 
23 Insect stage 
24 Mets or 

Royals 
25 Infants 
26 Anglo-Saxon 

poet 
27 English 

saint and 
statesman 

28 They play 
without pay 

32 Pertaining 
to milk 

33 Signs 
35 Twice 
36 Consumed 
38 Domes- 

ticates 
39 Colorado 

cultural 
center 

42 David's 
royal 
residence 

43 "Como - 
usted?" 

44 Profound 
45 Clerical 

vestment 
46 Card-game 
48 Lixivium 

CRYPTOQUIP 122 

TWHVUNYCE    TXEWIWCKH      XIFCA 

NAAXZ    QHQNUUZ    VUNYWE    FQFXK 

Yesterday's Cryptoqulp - FRESH FLOWERS ENHANCED 
WALL DECOR. 

Today's Cryptoquip clue: C equals E 

WOMEN'S HEALTH Care Service. Confidential health care 
for women with unexpected pregnancies Abortion ser- 
vices to 20 weeks as an outpatient. Information and free 
pregnancy tearing. (316)6844108 Wichita. (1 tf) 

RESUMES $20: 1-2 pp.. 5 copies and envelopee. Tldwell * 
Associates, 219 S. Sett! Chllds, 7744213,537-4604. (83tf) 

PREGNANT? BIRTHRIGHT can help. Free pregnancy test. 
Confidential Call 5374180 103 South 4th Street, Suite 18. 
(17M) 

HORSES BOARDED, lessons given. Indoor and outdoor 
arenas. Powder Puff Downs. Barry and Marty Elliott, St. 
George. Ka. Call 1-494-2660. (7645) 

VW OWNERSl Special this month—1968 through 197S bugs: 
window cranks only $3.50, left door mirror only $9 50, hub- 
caps $6.75. J»L Bug Service. 1-494-2388. (8140) 

EXPERIENCED TYPIST, reasonable rates, IBM Correcting 
Selectric. Convenient location to campus. Call 537-1680. 
(•244) 

TRYING TO ASSEMBLE 
THE PERFECT STEREO SYSTEM? 

Call Art for professional turntable service. Autho- 
rized ORTOFON DEALER, moving coil and low 
mass cartridges in stock. 

TECH AUDIO SERVICES 776-7494 

DICKENS DISCO is now available to handle any parties at 
good prices. Call Rick, 7764538 (8246) 

HORSES BOARDED, colts started and lessons given. Indoor 
and outdoor arenas, Powder Puff Downs. St. George, Ka. 
Call 1-494-2660 (82101) 

LICENSED CHILD care: similar to nursery school Opens 
A.M. only. References and very reasonable. 537-7884. 
(8246) 

WILL DO typing. 5394064. (8448) 

 NOTICES  
STUDENT DISCOUNT rates on flying lessons If you enroll 

before January 24th. Solo for under $375.00 Call Jaff at 
539-2520.(8145) 

PILOT NEEDS three passengers to share coats to KSU 
basketball games. ISU $43.00, MU $39.00 each Hugh irvin, 
5394128.5324311.(8443) 

 ATTENTION  
WE JUST love bugs and rabbits at J4.L Bug Service. VW 

repair with quality parts at reasonable prices. 1-494-2368. 
St. George, only 7 miles east. (8044) 

ULN IS looking for volunteers to answer telephones Call 
5324442 If even the slightest bit Interested. Applications 
available In Falrchlld 205 until Friday, January 23. (8245) 

 ANNOUNCEMENT  
SUPERBOWL SUNOAY, free 6-pack of your "favorite" with 

every 6-foot party sandwich. Order before January 23rd. 
Hot Dlgglty Dog, 5394033. (7744) 

DIVERSIFIED DISCO Systems, the best in Mobil Music. Ser- 
ving K-State since 1977. Book your spring party now. Call 
776-1254.(8347) 

BACHELOR PARTY, stag party, any kind of party—rent a 
video cassette player. Call 776-1254. (8347) 

WANTED: THREE grader/consultants for CS 200. Must be 
proficient In either PL/I or FORTRAN programming 
languages (or both). Must also have basic clerical skills. 
Contact Russ Taylor, Falrchlld Hall, Rm. 302, 5324355. 
(S34S) 

IT'S JUST what you've been waiting for! Party Picture Reor- 
der Week, sponsored by University Photography and Mr. 
K's In Aggleville. Tuesday-Thursday 11:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m. 
and Saturday 11:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m. Prints $2.00 each, 
minimum two per event, 50* mailing fee. All parties, Spring 
and Fall 1960. Bring a Friend! (8445) 

 WANTED  
COLLECTIBLES, COINS, back Issue magazines, comics. LP 

albums. Check with us before you throw it away. Treasure 
Chest. Agglevllle. (Itf) 

CARPOOL FROM Topeka Tuesday and Thursday, Classes 
8.O0a.m.-4:00 p.m. Call 1-2354598. Ask for Jim. (8044) 

USED TEXAS Instruments, Business Analyslst II. Call 
5394055.(8245) 

RIDER TO New York wanted. Leave end of January. Call 
537-7901.(8245) 

BOOKS: WEED Management. Wildlife and America. Biology 
of Plants, psychology book (black), a Sand Country al- 
manac, Erosion and Sediment Pollution Control 5384211, 
Rm. 916. (8248) 

RODEO GIRLS—I need a Martha Joeay Banal Racing Saddle 
with Breast Collar. Square Skirts preferred. Must be In ex- 
cellent condition. Call 539-7727. (8345) 

NEED TWO reserved tickets to KU game Call 5324440 or 
leave message at 5324150. (8345) 

WANTED: K-STATE basketball tickets for February 7, 14, or 
21. Call 7764297 after 5:00 p.m., ask for Mike (8345) 

 LOST  
LOST GOLD sofa cushion between Topeka and Manhattan 

on 1-70. Reward, call 532-5360. (8044) 

LOST DECEMBER 15. a pair of black and gray "Saranac" ski 
gloves. If found cell Al at 537-7517. A reward is offered for 
their return. Loat along Oaf lln Ave. or in parking lot behind 
Cardwell. (8145) 

MALE CAT, white longhair with tan markings on head and 
back, blue eyes, wearing flea collar, near 810 Kearney. 
Reward $50. Call 537-2942. (8346) 

PAIR OF brown leather gloves outside of Union Forum Hall 
Monday evening. Call 5394769 after 5:30 p.m. No 
questions asked. Reward. (8446) 

 FOUND  
CENTER HUB for R/R hubcap off blue Monte Carlo w/black 

top, next to Ackert on 17th Street. Call 5374362 to claim. 
(8244) 

FOUND. CHANGE purse on Moro Street. Identify and pay for 
this ad. Call 1 -488-2713. (8345) 

HAT FOUND In Union Movie Theater, Saturday night. Call 
537-1196, ask for Mike Z. (8345) 

BROWN/WHITE female dog, January 17, 1961, Anderson 
Avenue. Call and Identify, 537-7489. (8344) 

 PERSONAL  
GOOD LUCK. Maureen, this weekend In K.C. I am with you all 

the way, babe. Be aura to wink at the judges. Love, Mark. 
(84) 

VZ 316, Sorry lhat our joke jeopardized our friendship. Still 
friends? 332. (84) 

ASTRO: I love you! Have a great dayl Thinking of youl Love, 
Buffy. (84) 

SANDY BABY: Have a Happy Birthday! Don't party too much. 
Love Ya, Deb and Bobby. (84) 
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THE SOUND SHOP 
Is Having A 

NOW thru JAN. 24th 

While some stereo shops have gone out of business and others are struggling THE SOUND 
SHOP is having its best year ever. Why? Simple—we have an excellent reputation, carry the 
best lines of equipment available, offer one of the widest selections in the state, and when 
we have a sale—WE HAVE A SALE— a real sale. And right now we have reduced over 
$120,000 worth of quality audio gear from 10 to 60%. These are demos, one of kind and used 
equipment as well as lots of new stock! All demos and new equipment carry full factory 
warranty. So stay with a winner and get your audio equipment from the pros, at prices that 
are just plain unbeatable (but hurry—quantities are limited on some items and at these 
prices they won't last for long). 

RECEIVERS 
Yamaha CR-2040 (120W) 

1only 
Yamaha CR-1040 (eow) 

2 only 

Yam SOLD I-840 (60W) 2 onlj 
Yamaha CR-640 (40W) a or 
Yamaha CR-440 <30W) 2 onT 
Yamaha CR-240 (20W) 2 only 
Yam SOLD t-220 (17W) i only 
Mitsubishi DA-R20(60W) 

1only 
MitsiSOLD)A-R10(45W) 

2 only 

Kenwood KR-6050 (60W) 
Kenwood KR-4010 (40W) 
KemSOLD R-3010(30W) 
Technics SA-800 (125W) 
Technics SA-300 @5W) 
NAD 7020 1 only 
Hitachi SR-604 

INTEGRATED AMPS 
Yamaha A-550 (1 only) 
Kenwood KA-405 
NAD: SOLD mly) 

EQUALIZERS 
AudicSOLDjlC101 
Audio Control C22 
Audio Control 520 

SUPER 
Mfg.      sale 
value     price 

860.00   770.00 

).00   594.00 

2! 
235.00 
560.00 

499.00 
330.00 
280.00 
800.00 
300.00 
330.00 
360.00 

199. 
499.00 

390.00 349.00 

397.00 
262.00 
222.00 
540.00 
214.00 
299.00 
269.00 

250.00 225.00 
299.00 249.00 
199.00 174.00 

550.00 499.00 
250.00 209.00 
120.00 107.00 

TRADE-INS 
ACCEPTED 

PRE-AMPS 
Toshiba SY-335 
Mitsubishi DA-C20 (1 only) 

SPEAKERS (per pair) 
famaha NS-590 (1 pr. only) 

NS-344 (2 pr. only) 
NS^W (2 pr. only) 
N9MM <3pr.onry 

Yama^l N^Jj3 pr. only) 
Mitsubis 
Infi SOLD 
Infinity QE 
Acculab440 
Acculab 320 
JBL4311 
JBLL50 
JBLL19 
B&OS75(1pr.only) 
B&O SOLD >r. only) 
Essex 200 
DCM Time Windows 

(2 pr. only) 

DCMQED(2pr.only) 
Dahlquist DQ10 
ESS Lab II 
Bolivar 125H 

CASSETTES 
Aiwa L40 
AivtSOLD) 
Aiwa M250 
Aiwa R500 
Aiwa L450 
AivSOLD 

Super 
Mfg.      sale 
value     price 

120.00 
510.00 

99.00 
460.00 

700.00 599.00 
520.00 469.00 
400.00 349.00 

.310.00 275.00 
).00 189.00 
.00 

170.00 
fo&OO 
500.( 
350.00" 
820.00 689.( 
650.00 499.00 
350.00 284.00 
680.00 598.00 
395.00 349.00 
199.00     98.00 
720.00 668.00 

525.00 478.00 
Used 650.00 

360.00 289.00 
240.00 150.00 

490.00 
260.00 
219.00 
450.00 
299.00 
250.00 

365.00 
176.00 
184.00 
405.00 
269.00 
222.00 

To:SOLDC-X10 
Yamaha K-850 (2 only) 
Yamaha K-350 (2 only) 
B&SOLD (lonly) 
B&01900(1 only) 
Pioneer CTF-800 
Na SOLD (1480(2 only) 

TURNTABLES 
Yamaha P-750 
Yamaha P-550 
Yamaha P-350 
B&O 4004 (1 only) 
B&O 3404 (1 only) 
B&O 1700 (2 only) 

ISOLD LT-5V(lonly) 

ilba 
inlo< 

Opti SOI 

TUNERS 
Yamaha T-550 (2 only) 
Mits SOLD DA-F20 
Kenwood KT-313 
TectSOLDT-8011 
NAD 4020 

POWER AMPS 
Toshiba SC-335 
Mitsubishi DA-A7DC 

(2 only) 

Mfg. 
value 

169.95 
360.00 
240.00 
995.00 
550.00 
450.00 
495.00 

Super 
sale 
price 

129.00 
324.00 
216.00 
895.00 
499.00 
315.00 
449.00 

(Includes $50.00 cartridge) 

310.00 
280.00 
190.00 
850.00 
495.00 
345.00 
500.00 
262.00 
299.00 
169.00 
230.00 
200.00 

259.00 
229.00 
139.00 
729.00 
445.00 
299.00 
439.00 
199.00 
229.00 
99.00 

159.00 
129.00 

190.00 168.00 
430.00 384.00 
179.00 149.00 
170.00 129.00 
199.00 174.00 

180.00 
330.00 

149.00 
289.00 

SHORT TERM 

LAYAWAY 

1204 Moro THE SOUND SHOP Aggieville 

537-4708 
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Iran denies brutality charges 

ill support builds to reject hostage pact 
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

While President Reagan was 
said to be "outraged" about new 
reports from the freed American 
hostages of brutality while they 
were held captive, support for 
turning down the release 
agreement with Iran was openly 
building Thursday on Capitol Hill. 

A spokesman said the ad- 
ministration was "very irate, very 
angry" and that it "certainly will 
not make it any easier" to carry 
out the agreement. 

Lawmakers of both parties 
proposed to tell Reagan he would 
have congressional support if he 
decides not to carry out the 
agreement that resulted in release 
of the 52 hostages. 

Senate Republican Leader 
Howard Baker Jr. said he wants to 
wait until "the wound heals a lit- 
tle" before a decision on whether to 
honor the agreement. 

Sen. Dennis DeConcini (D-Ariz.) 
and Rep. Paul Findley (R-Dl.) 
introduced resolutions pledging 
support to Reagan amid 
congressional outcry over new 
disclosures that the hostages were 
abused during their 444 days in 

captivity. 

DECONCINI'S     RESOLUTION 
would put the Senate on record as 
supporting any decision Reagan 
"may make in refusing to carry 
out the agreement." 

DeConcini urged Reagan in a 
letter to announce that the United 
States "is not legally bound by the 
agreement negotiated" by former 
President Jimmy Carter. 

"It is an established matter of 
criminal law that agreements 
made under the duress of black- 
mail have no legal validity," 
DeConcini said. "Rewarding 
terrorists and blackmailers is a 
dangerous precedent.'' 

Findley's resolution would ex- 
press "the sense of the Congress 
that the president would be 
justified in renouncing all or part 
of the agreement if he finds it is in 
the interests of the United States to 
do so." 

Findley said the treatment of the 
hostages puts "into question the 
integrity and sanctity of the 
agreement between our govern- 
ment and Iran." 

Baker said the Senate Foreign 

Relations Committee "will inquire 
fully into the brutal treatment" of 
the returning Americans. 

FORMER PRESIDENT Jimmy 
Carter, though visibly angered by 
Iranian mistreatment of the 
American hostages, said it would 
be a serious mistake for Reagan to 
cancel all or part of the U.S. 
agreement with Iran. 

Returning to Plains, Ga. from an 
emotional, 80-minute meeting with 
the freed captives at Wiesbaden, 
West Germany, Carter said the 
settlement is "very favorable" to 
the U.S., not only for release of the 
hostages but for its financial 
terms. 

"Also, our nation's word of honor 
is at stake," he told reporters. 
"This treaty is in the best interests 
of the United States and I signed it 
on behalf of our country, and I 
think it would be a serious thing for 
us to violate it." 

He said the only grounds for 
canceling the agreement would be 
if Iran fails to act in good faith. 

Carter said it was "perfectly 
legitimate and necessary" for 
Reagan and his senior advisers to 

IMP ■tlKBW/Mfi 
Ufc IM YOU! THE Alfli 

CHI 5 

Tired toes 
As the 64-hour Bump-A-Thon wears on, 
Jeff Wilbur, senior in electrical 
engineering, and Lynda Heckelmann, 
senior in biochemistry, massage each 
other's feet during a hourly ten minute 

Staff photo by Cralg Chandler 

break. The two were part of 19 couples 
who danced in the muscular dystrophy 
benefit that ended Thursday night. See 
related story, p.7. 

examine the agreement closely 
and to act "if they should find any 
defect in it." 

MEANWHILE, IRAN denied 
that the 52 Americans hostages 
were abused by their Iranian 
captors and said the U.S. gover- 
nment was using the allegations as 
a pretext for breaking the 
agreement that ended the crisis. 

Bahzad Nabavi, Iran's chief 
government spokesman who 
handled hostage negotiations, 
called the freed Americans 
"comfort-seeking diplomats" who 
were "ungrateful" and did "not 
understand the meaning of kind- 

ness." 
Nabavi, in an interview with the 

official Iranian news agency Pars, 
called the brutality allegations 
"baseless." He said "Carter and 
his new successors would like to 
breach" the agreement that 
provided for the transfer of billions 
of dollars of frozen Iranian assets 
to Iran in exchange for the 
hostages' release. 

"If the United States of America 
does so, then it means that U.S. 
government, despite all its Com- 
mitments, does not respect its 
internal and international laws as 
well," Nabavi said in the interview 
that was carried by Tehran radio. 

Senate takes action 
on payroll supplement 

Reports from Steve Linenberger, 
K-State director of Associated 
Students of Kansas (ASK), and 
Randy Tosh, student body 
president, plus first readings on 
several bills were the business of 
Student Senate at its meeting last 
night. 

Tosh discussed the Kansas 
Board of Regents Student Advisory 
Committee's (SAC) recom- 
mendation of a student agent for 
the regents. He also read a letter 
addressed to the regents by the 
SAC expressing its concern with 
"an unhealthy precedent" of 
partial funding for construction of 
academic facilities by the 1980 
Kansas Legislature. 

The Legislature approved 
partial funding of building con- 
struction at K-State and the 
University of Kansas and told the 
institutions to come up with the 
rest, Tosh said. 

SENATE APPROVED a bill that 
would provide supplemental 
allocations of $207 to the Student 
Government Association (SGA) 
and $365 to University Learning 
Network (ULN) student payrolls. 

Because of a pinch in work-study 
funds, vacancies in SGA's and 
ULN's work-study positions can 
only be filled with regular student 
payroll. 

Susan Fletcher, senior in 
business, was approved as Tosh's 
administrative assistant. She fills 
a vacancy on Tosh's cabinet 
created when Steve Hentges 
resigned upon graduation in 
December. 

A bill to establish an SGA 
photographer was passed with a 30- 
9 vote with one abstention. The 
estimated cost of the position was 
$10 per semester for supplies. Tosh 
said he questioned the reasoning 
for the bill. 

"Are we doing this because on 
one or two occasions we didn't get 
a picture printed (in the 
Collegian) ?" Tosh asked. 

MICHAEL PAYNE, president of 
Black Student Union (BSU) 
presented a supplemental request 
to BSU's controversial 1960-81 
allocation. A number of questions 
were asked by senators about 
particular items in the request. 
Payne presented a well-prepared 
account for each item. 

"He (Payne) has just done an 
excellent job on this budget. He's 
the best thing that's come into BSU 
in the past couple of years," Mark 
Zimmerman, Student Senate 
chairman, said. 

Also covered in first readings 
was a Senate resolution to support 
election committee research into 
campaign expenditures and 
donations. This will be included in 
the election committee's activity 
report if it passes. 

Also included in first readings 
was a supplemental funding 
request by University For Man 
(UFM) for telephone costs in- 
curred this semester. Funding 
originally came from continuing 
education and was revoked last 
month because of its tight budget. 

Tosh withdrew a bill that would 
give the student body president 
line item veto power for tentative 
and final allocations bills. The bill 
was presented once before and 
failed. Tosh said he would 
resubmit it as a Senate by-laws 
revision. 

Linenberger reported that ASK 
is supporting a self-help law for 
people living in apartments. The 
law would allow tenants to procure 
help without being obligated 
financially when landlords do not 
act in a reasonable amount of time. 

Inside 
A REVIEW OF THE FOSTER HOME SYSTEM in Kansas will 

be coordinated by a temporary assistant instructor at K-State. See 
p. 13. 

MAKING PURE MOTION. That's the dance philosophy of 
Richard Halsma, a professional soloist from San Francisco. Read 
about him on p. 12. 
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Land acquisition awaits 
approval of Kansas House 

In order to continue research in dry-land 
farming methods, K-State is awaiting final 
approval from the House of Representatives 
for the purchase of the Tribune Experiment 
Station, an 80-acre tract of land in eastern 
Greeley County, for $80,000. 

Even if it is approved by the House, Gov. 
John Carlin may veto the bill because it is 
not listed in the 1981 budget, according to 
Mike Hayden (R-Atwood), head of the 
House Ways and Means Committee. 

The station was established in 1914 for 
developing dry-land farming methods in 
extreme western Kansas, said Floyd Smith, 
professor of agronomy and director of the 
Kansas Water Resources Institute. 

After its development as a dry-land 
station, an irrigation research project was 
begun in the area. 

"For about 45 years it continued just as a 
dry-land station," Smith said. "Twenty 
years ago, the Kansas Legislature ap- 
propriated money to commence an 
irrigation research project. 

"This project was established in eastern 
Greeley County where there was an un- 

derground water supply. The Legislature 
appropriated a meager $15,000. That barely 
enabled us to hire one person to do the 
research," he said. 

The University has rented the 80-acre 
tract from the Harry Ross family for the 
past 20 years. The land became involved in 
an estate settlement making it necessary for 
the University to either purchase the land or 
face the loss of the Tribune station, ac- 
cording to Smith. 

"Kansas State has quite a few irrigation 
facilities established on this land. It was 
necessary to buy this land," Smith said. 
"The research on this land involves the 
application of irrigation water to such crops 
as corn, grain sorghum, wheat and 
sometimes specialty crops." 

The research station is located in an area 
of Kansas where underground water 
resources are critical, according to Smith. 

"It's very important to the ground water 
management district. Eighty acres at $1,000 
per acre is not an excessive amount for land 
that has underground water," Smith said. 

Campus bulletin 
ANNOUNCIMBNTS 

APPLICATIONS     PO*     UNIVIMITY    LIARNINO 
NITWORK voluntMrt «r« available In Falrchild 305 until 
Friday. 

EDUCATION COUNCIL APPLICATIONS 
at Holton 111. D*«dllnt l»4:Mp.m. Fab.*. 

• liable 

ALL JUNIORS with a 3.3 GPA may pick up Mortar 
Board applications at tha Activities Canter. All *p 
pi Ications due today. 

APPLICATION! POR AO STUDENT COUNCIL officer 
positions are available In Waters 117. 

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ELECTION PORMS are 
available at the SCA Office. Filing deadline Is 5 p.m. 
Wednesday. 

APPLICATIONS T» available for chairman positions of 
all Union Program Council committees at tha Activities 
Center. Deadline Is 5 p.m. Jan. 2V. 

SLUR KEY SRNIOR HONORARY MEMBRESMIP 
applications are available In Anderson 104. Deadline is 
Friday. Jan. 30. 

UNIVERSITY POR MAN is seeking volunteers to help 
with UFM Registration for spring classes. Call Kate at 532 
S86« Registration is Feb. 9,10. II. 

APPLICATIONS POR SORORITY SPRINO RUSH are 
available in Holtz Hall 110. Deadline Is Monday. Feb. 9. 

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CRNTRR needs VOlun 
tear tutors lor its conversational English program. If In. 
terested, call 532 6448. 

MICROBIOLOGY CLUB will attend the National ASM 
meetings at Dallas March 16. 

TODAY 
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP will meet 

at 7 p.m at Union 212. 

PEP COORDINATING COUNCIL will meet at II 30 p m 
at Union Stateroom 2. 

DAUGHTERS OF DIANA will meet at 5 p.m. at Tau 
Kappa Epsilon House. 

SATURDAY 
KAN DANCE CLUB meeting will be 2 p.m. at Forum 

Hall. 

UPM OUTING CLUS will meet at l .30 p.m. at tha south 
doors of the Union 

SUNDAY 
ECUMENICAL CHRISTIAN MINISTRIES will meet at 

11 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. at tha ECM Center. 

AATCC PROGRESSIVE dinner will begin at 6 p.m. at 
1011 Vattler. 

KSU PEO GROUP meeting will be 6 p.m. at 2037 
Somerset Square. 

MORTAR BOARD will meet at a.30p.m. at Union 213 

LITTLR SISTERS OP MINERVA will meet at 4:15 p.m. 
at Sigma Alpha Epsilon. 
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TGIF 
DRINKING 

TEAMS! 

KSU-OUGAME 
ON OUR TV TOMORROW 

STARTING 2:38! 

MONDAY 
A AND O ORADUATR CLUS will meet at noon at Farrall 

Library Education Room. 

ARH   SPRINO   FLINO   will   have  an   Informational 
meeting at 7:30 p.m. at tha Darby ARH office. 

PTD STUDENT CHAPTER will meat at 7:30 p.m. at 
Waters 244. 

CAMPUS MIOH LIFE meeting will be7:30p.m. at Union 
207. 

KSDBtonigfiF 
SUNDAY, KSDB presents "Fast Forward" from 7 to 10 

p.m. 

Rook's Recreation 
Happy Hour 

4-6 p.m. 

Pitchers -M00, Glasses -25* 

FREE Popcorn 
All You Can Eat! 

Pocket Billards and Snooker 
Hours: 10:30a.m. to 12:00p.m. 

216 N. 3rd 

SUNDAY 
RIB NITE! 

' AIL RIBS YOU CAN 
IAY-»5.95 

> SALAD BAR 
' FRENCH FRIES 
•BREAD 

Sunday Dinners 5:30-8:3*p.m. 

RECIPROCATING WITH 112 CLUBS! 

15% OFF ALL 
XEROXING 

January 19 thru January 30 
• come see our large selections of papers 

parchment and bond with matching envel- 
opes.watercolor, vellum,adhesive drafting 
film,and many more! 

• 81/2x11 white and color paper-no extra charge 

9 bring your own 
paper in-10% off 
at all times 

e sorting/collating/ 
cutting /folding - 

xtra charge 

k-state union 
copy center 
25years of service 1956-1981 woo. 

(Tflik-state union 
V-^Jupc feature films 

25 years of service 1956-1981 
m 

Caddyshack 
A Jon Peters Production 

"CADDYSHACK" 
CHEVY CHASE-RODNEY DANGERFIELDTED KNIGHT 

MICHAEL OKEEFE.  BILL MURRAY, an 
Original Sonp by KENNY LOGGINS- MUSK Composed by JOHNNY MANDE L 

Wniien by BRIAN DOYLE MURRAY & HAROLD RAMIS& DOUGLAS KENNEY • Executive Producer JON PETERS 

Produced by DOUGLAS KENNEY-Dirccted by HAROLD RAMIS 

Rl   WttT. 1jP_.| no-cacr | Mworwtt >~LMI wawnco*"«""'"1 ti>OXQ?tPC<W*SMNMM 
OiWOHWBtTWUCWW au«CHn«IIMD TMu WADNCB BMOS O »«•"■» Com»«««c«l«x>i Company 

FORUM   HALL 
JAN. 23 & 24 
7:00 S 9:30 At 

ONLY: si.so    THOSE ^ 
SUNDAY   MATINEE: /\M~)l/\P& 
[CASINO   ROYALE   rrv~/v '"£. 
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Briefly By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Yankee pride gave hostages strength 
Americans learned more on Thursday of the horror their fellow 

citizens endured over 141
2 months in Iran. But along with the ugly 

tales of abuse, evidence emerged that many coped on the strength of 
their stubborn Yankee pride. 

Ex-captive Richard Morefield, former U.S. consul general in 
Tehran said the Iranians tried to strip the 52 Americans of their 
dignity and identity but failed. 

"We beat them because ... each of us came to the conclusion that 
we were going to cope and we were going to come out with our brains 
unscrambled and in the best possible health," the 51-year-old 
Morefield of San Diego told CBS-TV in a broadcast inteview. 

Former hostage Don Hohman of West Sacramento, Calif., said he 
was thrown into solitary confinement every time he fasted—and he 
did so "when I was mad about something." Mostly, he said, he 
survived on sardines and vegetables. 

"Once the guards were so mad at me they took away all of my 
family pictures. I never did get them back," said Hohman, who 
spent the last eight months in a jail outside Tehran. 

"I guess I bugged them by not cooperating with anything they 
wanted me to do. I always tried hard to mess up their minds." 

Hostage 'reunion' may be at West Point 
WEST POINT, N.Y. — The 52 Americans held in Iran for 444 days 

may be reunited with their families at the U.S. Military Academy at 
West Point, officials confirmed Thursday. 

Major Tim Carnahan said officials at the military academy had 
been able to confirm through the State Department that West Point 
was one of several sites under consideration for the reunion between 
the former hostages and their families. 

The State Department declined comment on West Point as a 
possible reunion site. Department officials have said only that the 
former captives will be sequestered with their families for a day or 
two after returning to the United States. 

After that, officials say, there will be an "open ceremony" at 
Andrews Air Force Base outside Washington, D.C., to publicly 
welcome them back. 

Reagan cuts government spending 
WASHINGTON — President Ronald Reagan, saying he is 

redeeming his pledge to force government to "live within its 
means," issued orders today to slash government travel by 15 
percent, cut outside consultations by 5 percent and stop buying office 
furniture. 

Reagan, in a memorandum to department and agency chiefs, said 
he was taking the actions because "coping with runaway deficits in 
the current and pending budgets is one of the most urgent tasks 
before us." 

And he told his Cabinet members to "set an example by avoiding 
unnecessary expenditures in setting up their personal offices." 
Appointees, Reagan directed, "are not to redecorate their offices." 

A fact sheet distributed by the White House said the travel 
reduction this fiscal year is directed at trips "that are not essential 
to the performance of agency missions." 

The 5 percent outside consultation reduction also applies to 
management and professional services and special contract studies 
and analyses. The furniture moratorium also applies to office 
machines, data processing equipment and other equipment "that is 
not needed for the national defense or to carry out other essential 
activities." 

Theft ruins years of science work 
PHOENIX, Ariz. — Three men who allegedly stole and probably 

ate 14 fish from a hatchery wiped out 10 years of scientific efforts to 
restock an endangered species of fresh-water salmon, a federal 
official said Thursday. 

Bob Wright, special agent with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
said 14 of the 27 adult Ptychocheilus lucius in captivity were stolen 
the night of Nov. 26 from the National Fish Hatchery at Willow 
Beach in northwestern Arizona. 

Making it even worse, 12 females were taken, leaving only two 
alive. And, said Wright, "that's not enough for a genetically 
divergent pool from which to develop a hardy population." 

Steven Runyon, 25; Jeffrey Brown, 20, and Russell Christie, 23, all 
from Las Vegas, Nev., have been indicted by a federal grand jury in 
connection with the incident. 

They are charged with theft of government property, interstate 
transportation of stolen property, and possession of an endangered 
species. Possible penalties range up to a $20,000 fine, a year in 
prison, or both, for each stolen fish. 

Weatner ] 
How about this weather? It is sure is enjoyable but who knows if 

anyone is going to be able to eat next year without some moisture 
soon. High today and Saturday near 60. 
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Mon.-Wed. 
11:00 a.m.-11:00 p.m. 

Thurs.-Scit. 
11:00 ajn.-l :00 a.m. 

Sun.-3:00 a.m.-10:00 p.m. 

1116 Moro 

Thursday—Open Evenings—after 3:00 
2 for price of 1 f 

WHY IS THIS PERSON A UNITARIAN? 

For the religion that celebrates 
human values, visit the Unitar- 
ian Fellowship, 709 Bluemont, 
Sunday at 11:00 a.m., Jan. 25 
and hear County Attorney Rob 
Socolofsky and Pat Caffey talk 
about the new rule of law in Ri- 
ley County. Nursery. Refresh- 
ments. 

ATTENTION: 
All those cordially invited to the first annual BP party, remember: BYOB and 

BYOR. 
—Your Gracious Hostesses 

OPEN 10:M A.M. TO 11 P.M. 
TIL MIDNIGHT FRI. * SAT. 

©^ 
ax" 

•Lei's ALL GO TO DAifcV QU6CN* 
For a Peanut Butter 

Chocolate Chip 
Blizzard! 

flfc.    Sm. .90 Med. 1.05-Lg. 1.30 
II.MIl) 

JlH'I'M 

1015 N. 3rd N»» 
• IU| U S. P* C4I . Am D Q Cotp 
©Copy*** 1974 Am D Q C«p 

FACULTY! 
LOOK NO FURTHER- 

IMAGES Copy Shop will keep 
your materials on file for 

your students and make copies for 
4# per page!! 

Free yourself from the forms, fines, 
and frustrations of lost materials, 

extra paperwork, and articles on reserve. 

612 N. 12th (parking by Kite's) 

Karen Zovne—Nancy Hause, and NORMAN the %<&§/ 
owntrs-ooerators roi netu; 

9:15a.m. to6:30p.m. 537-9606 



Opinions 
Constitution 

unfair 
The Faculty Senate constitution, which does not 

allow student voting members on faculty committees 
is not in the best interest of the student body and is a 
double standard. 

Since last fall, Student Senate members have 
worked toward changing the Faculty Senate con- 
stitution, but their efforts have been futile. 

In the past, students have been allowed to vote on 
some Faculty Senate committees, but strictly en- 
forced, it is unconstitutional. 

Heinz Bulmahn, president-elect of Faculty Senate 
has said, "It's primarily a matter of that the faculty 
must be of one voice on faculty matters and that 
students must be of one voice on student matters." 

There lies the double standard. 
Dent Wilcoxon represents the faculty as a voting 

member of Student Senate's Finance Committee, yet 
faculty members are against student voting on 
faculty committees. 

Faculty Senate has two standing committees; the 
Faculty Affairs Committee and the Academic Affairs 
Committee. Of the two, students should at least have 
voting rights on the Academic Affairs Committee 
since it affects them directly. 

There are two solutions to the current problem. 
Student legislative leaders can continue to push for 

voting representation on faculty committees, possibly 
striking a comprimise, or Student Senate can pass an 
amendment eliminating a faculty vote on the Finance 
Committee. 

The student must show its support of the Student 
Senate efforts to insure this double standard is 
eliminated. 

PAULSTONE 
Opinions Editor 

Waste disposal 
must be buried 

The most important issue facing the 1981 
Legislature is not the returning controversy over the 
death penalty or Gov. John Carlin's prized severance 
tax. Rather it is the subject of hazardous waste 
disposal. 

While the death penalty and the severance tax are 
certainly important issues, neither have the long- 
term effects of hazardous waste disposal legislation 
or the possible economic impact of such legislation. 

The Legislature must attack this problem in 1981 
and resolve the controversy. Too little information is 
available on hazardous waste disposal to take 
chances with its implementation—especially when it 
could affect human life or threaten crops if done 
improperly or in the wrong areas. 

Too much agricultural land is being lost by 
everyday use and abuse without waste disposal ad- 
ding to the problem. Human life is already subject to 
too many diseases without waste disposal adding still 
another hazard. 

The Legislature must establish definitive 
guidelines to protect Kansans and their property into 
the next century. 

PAULSTONE 
Opinions Editor 
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Group groupie 

Has anyone ever beard of the 
Benevolent Society for Destitute 
Arthropods? Probably not. Well it 
just so happens to be one of the 
many exclusive societies dedicated 
to aiding and abiding a group of 
needy individuals. 

I developed my particular 
sensitivity towards these groups 
while perusing a list of associations 
and societies in the 1973 World 
Almanac. My own ignorance of the 
many groups alarmed me so in- 
tensely I decided, for my own 
edification and yours, to take it 
upon myself to promote those 
organizations which have been 
undermined for centuries. 

I hope that after reading this you 
will have a better understanding of 
things, time, and space and their 
particular significance to 
everything. 

First we have the Aaron Burr 
Association who's members 
readily uphold the long standing 
tradition of calling each other 
pansies, dueling amongst them- 
selves, eventually shooting each 
other and later that day dying in 
musty apartments somewhere in 
New York. 

Then there's the American 
Arbitration Association who meet 
once a year at a location picked 
arbitrarily. At this local they 
dispute whether to base their lives 
on whims and notions or to think 
about it once-and-a-while. At the 
end of each meeting they 
unanimously come to a conclusion 
that's extremely arbitrary. 

organization that's soon to take 
wing and flight in our society. It is 
composed of a flock of Nazi 
Mallards dedicated to promoting a 
master entre .and eventually a 
dictatorial duck society. 

Than we have the Friends of 
Earth, who take great pride in 
being the only people to ever get 
intimate with crabgrass, go roller 
skating with single buxom con- 
tinents, and drink beer with major 
midlatitude cyclonic disturbances. 
They stress the purely organic 
relationship between humans and 
topsoU. 

It doesn't end there either mind 
you. 

The Fund for Animals is a cause 
I really relate to. Monies donated 
to this group are used to purchase 
sports cars for foreign fauna, make 
human hair coats for naked 
animals in artic regions, and buy 
cigarettes for domestic household 
animals in impoverished coun- 
tries. 

Doesn't it make your heart bleed 
all over to know there is still a kilo 
of compassion left in the world. It 
does for me. It can get a little 
messy too. 

The list continues. We have the 
Society for Watching Things Turn. 
In case you're wondering what 
they watch, I'll tell you. It has 
something to do with steering 
wheels, seasons, and sex-change 
operations. Need I say any more. 

I also have beard reference 
made about the Life after Death 

Society who's members are 
required to die, come back to life, 
and tell the other members if there 
are really hot discoteques down 
below? If so, is it easy to pick up 
chicks? 

This leads me to a group called 
the Goose Island Bird and Girl 
Watching Society. It is composed 
of several depraved derelicts who 
can't get dates so they turn to 
beastiality. 

Technology also has its groupies 
dedicated to the betterment of our 
environment. This brings to mind 
the Citizens League Against the 
Sonic Boom. This particular group 
has negotiated with foreign lands 
to purchase super-sonic Lut- 
waffers to massacre commercial 
and military jets that illegally 
break the sound barrier. 

To wind up this educational 
expose on societies in our society, 
I'll quickly list a few of the 
remaining groups for you. 

We have the Grass Smokers 
Joint Society, Friendly Sons of 
Sam, Mediocre Children 
Association, Society for the 
Advancement of Ill-repute, Con- 
fused Association of Unnaturalist, 
Fetish Clubs of America, Crabs 
Anonymous, Tax Evaders Society, 
and Colonial Dames of America to 
name a few. 

So now I, at this time, will end 
here so I can attend the first 
meeting of an organization I 
recently joined called Nut Har- 
borers of America. 

Letters 
Parking clarification needed 

Editor, 
Traffic and Security (certainly 

not Security and Traffic) has done 
it again. First it was hiring 
students to police students. Now 
they're taking advantage of a 
severe parking shortage at the rec 
complex. While parked at the edge 
of the parking lot next to the out- 
door handball courts (the closest 
place I could find) I was fortunate 
enough to receive a ticket for 
parking on (stealth) grass. Not 
only was there no grass (just tire- 

I 

rutted dirt), but no parking spaces 
within two or three stones throws 
of the complex. I've since found 
that I was not the only soul to get 
stuck by Traf fice and Security that 
same night last week. We, the 
students, have payed, are paying, 
and will be paying for quite some 
time for the use of this magnificent 
new structure built on one of the 
most inconvenient sites at K-State. 

Let all students beware that 
Traffic and Security is on the 
prowl. Taking advantage of this 

abominable situation, which is 
totally beyond the students' con- 
trol, is outrageous. 

At the very least some 
clarification on parking policies 
around the rec complex is 
desperately needed. And, perhaps 
a re-evaluation of those policies is 
also needed to consider the 
students for a change. 

Mike Sanderson 
senior In mechanical engineering 
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Letters 

Iran—was it worth it? 
Editor. 

Our people our now free and on their way 
home. And it can be said that our nation can 
breath a sigh of relief. But before we 
celebrate the release and freedom of our 
people, we must first realize what has 
happened. 

Fourteen months ago an American em- 
bassy was violently taken over by a group of 
Iranian "students." (Or should we say 
terrorists?) These terrorists had placed one 
demand for the release of our innocent 
people. This demand was the return of the 
shah to that country so that he could face 
trial. This turned out to be an unreasonable 
demand for two reasons; the shah was unfit 
to travel and he would soon be dead. 

When the shah died our people should 
have been released for these savages no 
longer had a reason to keep our people. But 
low and behold our embassy personnel 
suddenly became spys and CIA agents. And 
the next thing that we knew they were going 
to face trial and execution. 

After the election of our new president the 
Iranian government was suddently eager to 
resolve the hostage issue. They made an 

offer of 124 billion for the release of the 
hostages. Again, this price was absurd and 
totally unreasonable. As the final days of the 
Carter administration dwindled down, the 
Iranians finally broke down and a 
reasonable settlement was reached. 

The United States would unfreeze the 
Iranian assets and send the military 
equipment that the shah purchased over 17 
months ago. Let it be said that the United 
States did not pay one penny more than what 
already belonged to Iran. 

Let the record show two points; because of 
this crisis our nation has banded together as 
a single nation for the first time since 
Watergate tore it apart and two, people who 
tried to verbally disgrace our nation to the 
eyes of the world were responsible for 
bringing it together again. 

In closing, I have but one question to ask. 
Was it all worth the trouble to put these 
innocent people through 444 days of hell for 
what Iran got in return—which was 
nothing? 

Robert Smith 
sophomore in political science 

Library hosts, not hassles 
Editor, 

Hearsay has it that last week the library 
took a verbal beating from students 
disgruntled by the inconveniences of 
enrollment procedures. We offer the 
following disclaimer and word of en- 
couragement. 

During enrollment, pre-enrollment, and 
drop-add periods, the library acts as host to 
the Office of Admissions and Records, 
lending its large basement area for these 
space-consuming activities. The library 
itself   is   in   no   way   connected   with 

Foreign policy 

enrollment. The library is not responsible 
for the waits, hassles and uncertainties 
which are part of the enrollment at- 
mosphere. 

Library services begin on the ground 
floor. We're the helpful people who tell you 
bow to get to the basement after you've 
missed the stairs. 

Paula Elliot 
and 32 other friendly librarians 

pitiful 
Editor. 

What have we learned from the debacle in 
Iran? According to the commentators, we 
have learned never again to support a 
corrupt government which lacks the support 
of the people. Yet, even as the Iranian crisis 
winds down, we are pledging support to a 
ruthless, oppressive regime in El Salvador. 
During the past year, we have often felt 
outraged that a small country like Iran 
could control a world power. Yet we condone 
the outrages in El Salvador because the 
Cubans are fighting them. What a pitiful 
way to determine foreign policy—and how 
pitiful to admit that we have learned ab- 
solutely nothing from the disaster in Iran. 

Our support of the government of El 
Salvador will lead to our humiliation. 

„ Anker Lerret 
computing center systems programmer 

ALL NEW 
THS ASS3B 55A3S B35AySS3 

Men's and Women's Hairstyling 

CAY. SHARON. MIKE. JULIE 

To celebrate our new location, we would like for you to come by and 
get acquainted. When you visit AGGIE HAIR SHAPERS, register for 
one of the many FREE BLOW DRYERS & CURLING IRONS to be 
given away FEBRUARY 3, NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. 

CALL 776-3600 
1201 LARAMIE IN AGGIEVILLE 

TUM. thurSat. REDKEN 

v*5 0> ** 

BAPTIST CAMPOS 
% 

Baptist Campus Center 
1801 Anderson 

*fc »A 

•Worship 

•World Hunger Society 

•The Shorter Works of Tillich 

•Theology of Movies 

Tuesdays, 7 :M p.m. 

Tuesdays, 11:30 a.m.-l:00 p.m. 
(Begins Feb. 3) 

Thursdays, 11:30 a.m.-l :00p.m. 
(BeginsFeb.lt) 

Saturday, 8:30 p.m. 
(Begins Feb. 21) 

Dave Stewart, Campus Minister 
539-3051 

Kansas State University hosts the 

American College Theatre Festival 
Region V South 

(Plays are selected as representative of 
regional theatre activity.) 

ALL PERTORNIANCES BEGIN AT 8:00 
McCAIN AUDITORIUM 

All seats general admission $3.00 
Box office open 10:30 to 6 for advance tickets 

532-6425 

WEDNESDAY. JAN. 28 "THE GREAT WAR" 
An original play by Frank Hlggins, 

produced by Park College, Parkvllle, Mo. 
kAvant la Piece, Mexican 

THURSDAY, JAN. 29 "THE HOUSE ACROSS THE STREET 
An original student play by Darrah Cloud, produced by University of Iowa. 

■kAvantla Piece Italian 

FRIDAY, JAN. 30 "THE LEARNED LADIES" 
Moliere's classic comedy, 

produced by University of Missouri, Kansas City. 
•kAvantla Piece, German 

SATURDAY. JAN. 31 PROMETHEUS BOUND" 
A punk rock interpretation of Aeschylus'famous Greek tragedy, 

produced by University of Northern Iowa (for mature audience only) 
k Avantla Piece, Creole 

* A vant la Piece ■ pre show dinners available 
to the general public, prepared by KSUnion Food Service. 

'5.50advance tickets only, McCain box Office. 

January Jean SALE 
this 

Thursday-Friday- Saturday 

Cdvin Klein 
*31 
5 Pocket Western 

90 
Reg. $42°° 

3 Days Only 

The Most Famous Jean In America 

ALL OTHER JEANS 

20% OFF S. 
includes 

Wrangler Jones New York 
Long Time Friend Brittania 

Downtown Manhattan 
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Governor questions tax figures 
TOPEKA (AP) - Gov. John Carlin 

Thursday disputed figures being distributed 
by two Kansas utilities about the effect on 
residential consumers of his proposed 8 
percent severance tax on oil, gas and coal to 
raise $200 million in new revenue for schools 
and highways. 

The governor said Kansas Power and 
Light Co. (KPL) of Topeka and Kansas Gas 
and Electric Co. (KG4E) of Wichita had 
both given reporters inflated figures on how 
much of the proposed severance tax on 
natural gas they distribute could be passed 
on to their residential customers. 

Foes of Carlin *s severance tax proposal 
have used the argument that it would in- 
crease energy costs to Kansas residents in 
their efforts to enlist opposition to the plan. 

Carlin said none of the severance tax on 
oil could be passed on to consumers, 
because of the way foreign oil dictates the 
price of crude oil, and that impact of the tax 
on natural gas customers in the state would 

be minimal. 
KPL has said $3.1 million of the tax could 

be passed on to natural gas customers, and 
KG&E had said $3.5 million could be passed 
on to its customers. 

Carlin said the actual amount computed 
by his staff and the Corporation Commission 
was $842,000 in the case of KPL and $1.09 
million in the case of KG&E—or less than 
one-third what the utilities were claiming. 

Little of the gas distributed in eastern 
Kansas by Gas Service Co. would be af- 
fected, because Gas Service gets most of its 
gas in Oklahoma and elsewhere. Kansans 
pay about $10 million a year in Oklahoma 
severance taxes on the natural gas shipped 
from that state, Carlin's figures show. 

KPL and KG&E serve gas customers 
mostly in the central third of the state. Gas 
Service is the largest distributor of natural 
gas in the state, serving most of the eastern 
third of the state. 

Carlin told his weekly news conference the 

* * • 
Carlin vows to veto death penalty 

TOPEKA (AP) - Gov. John Carlin 
reiterated as flatly as possible Thursday 
that he will veto a new death penalty bill 
being started in the Kansas Senate—and any 
other measure which comes to him to 
reimpose capital punishment in Kansas. 

He has vetoed such bills each of the past 
two sessions. The Senate Federal and State 
Affairs Committee Thursday endorsed for 
introduction a bill nearly identical to the one 
Carlin killed a year ago. 

Asked if he would veto every death 
penalty bill which gets to him, Carlin an- 
swered with a firm, "Yes," adding, "My 
position from experience is clear." He said 
he thought the Legislature might send him 
another death penalty  bill  this session 

because there are new members who want a 
chance to vote on it, and those promoting the 
bill want to see how many votes they can get 
for it in order to know if they have any 
chance of overriding a veto. 

It takes 27 of the 40 Senate votes and 84 of 
the 125 House votes to override. 

Carlin also said he takes a dim view of 
proposals by the Post Audit Division to put 
the Kansas Commission on Civil Rights 
(KCCR) under control of the Department of 
Human Resources and to eliminate the 
KCCR's public hearing process. 

"I can't see any advantage to any move 
that would dilute the authority of that 
agency," Carlin said. "I think it's important 
that it maintain it's individual identity." 

Study! 

Study! 

Study! 

Fake a book break 

. at Swanee 's 

Tired of fhe same old 
Pit? 

THEteS A GOOD CH*«CL   YOU  MrWNT TRIED 

Tired of over-priced drinks modt with 
cheap liapor? Tired of unfriendly 
barfendeVs and  Stondino-room -on/tj 
Crouds? Tired of Disco r 

Tru jastCl**06 f°f: 

•House lifvors That ant f)££2MQ ownd$ 

• fill boost well dfmksH7* 
• friend/*) people 

•Variety r»usic 
• COZKJ   a-rmosphertf and much mort 

1&c%m memberships 
Available. 

mr rnefto  . in 46CJ£VIU.C 

. 

impact of the severance tax on natural gas 
to Kansas consumers of Kansas produced 
gas would be about $6 a year per customer 
per year in the case of KPL and about $4 a 
year in the case of KG&E customers. 

"The real point is the comparison between 
what consumers might pay extra on their 
gas bills in a year's time and the savings 
they will realize in tax relief," Carlin said. 

Drs. Price & Young 
Optometrists 

Extended Wear 
Soft Contact Lenses 

F.D.A. Approved 

1119 West loop PI. 
537-1118 

k state union 
upc feature films 
25 years of service 1956-1981 

peter Sell". 

I. An*'-** 

RATED 

PG 

"SUNDAY  CLASSIC" 

January 25 A\ 

2:OOpm Xllfc 
F° "        THOSE 
$122 /MOI/IE^ 
manhattani 
ffiMnveivi 

228   POYNTZ       MANHATTAN    776-4240 

SEMI-ANNUAL CLEARANCE SALE 
CANON 

M Body. 1 Only-List *654 SALE '400 
AV1 with 50mm fl.8.1 Only  Lit *394 SALE '230 

LENS 
200mm f4-List '277.25 SALE ♦149* 
28mmf2.8-List»2Q5J» SALE •11000 

3570mm Zoom M-Lkf •mOO SALE '189** 
Brand Name 80700 Zoom with Macro for CANON ♦169* 

NIKON 
EM. with 50mm fl.8 E and Motor Drive »299" 

LENS 
List 

135mmf2.8 338 
28mmf2.8E    135 
35mmf2.5E    120 
100mm f2.8E    133 

SALE 
210°° 
89" 

89" 
(Quantity Limited To Items In Stock) 

MISCELLANEOUS 
50% off 

While They Last 
Discontinued Slant 

20% off 
All Camera Bags 

In Stock 

(Valid UntilJan. 31. 1981) 

KODAK Color Enlargements 

SHOW 
THEM 
WHO 
BIG 
IN YOUR 
LIFE 
• KODAK Color Enlargements-there's no other 

gift like it 
• Display them in your home or office 
• Order various sizes lor eye-catching 

groupings 

COLON 
PROCESSING MNoJ 



New Tumor Biology Laboratory 
proposed for research center 

Students planning to do research into the 
cancers or cancer-related fields can look 
forward to an expansion of the Center for 
Basic Cancer Research, K-State Division of 
Biology. 

The division, which is the only Center for 
Basic Cancer Research in the state, is 
proposing the establishment of a Tumor 
Biology Laboratory to compliment and 
expand current research emphasis. 

According to the proposals for the 
laboratory, its purpose would be to focus on 
the study of the cellular and molecular 
components and actions of anti-cancer 
drugs that "show promise" in Phase I 
clinical trials, according to a report 
published by the division. 

Some drug companies routinely test all 
drugs for possible anti-cancer properties. 
When one shows a possibility of having some 
anti-cancer potential, the drug is submitted 
for a Phase I clinical trial. Phase I clinical 
trials are usually regulated by the National 
Cancer Institute, and the studies go through 
a peer review before they are implemented, 
according to George Fortner, associate 
professor of biology. 

PHASE I clinical trials are restricted, 
localized studies on individuals usually 
involving an anti-cancer drug which has 
shown promise in biochemical studies on 
animals and in the laboratory, and some 
form of placebo-control. 

If an anti-cancer drug shows promise in a 
Phase I trial, it is further tested in a Phase 
II trial involving a larger number of patients 
in a larger area. 

According to Terry Johnson, head of the 
division, the laboratory would function 
solely as a primary research facility, and 
not as a general service center. Information 
gleaned on the molecular and cellular 
properties of an anti-cancer drug would help 
physicians administering chemotherapeutic 
drugs to predict side-affects, and organic 
chemists to develop better, less toxic 
compounds. 

ANTI-CANCER DRUGS, according to 
Johnson, have been produced from many 
diverse substances, including natural food 
products. The main problem with 
chemotherapeutic drugs has been toxicity. 
"The lab is to take a look at the mode of 
action and toxicity. 

"The name of the game is selective 
toxicity," Johnson said. "Penicillin is 
selectively toxic to bacteria. It inhibits the 
function of the cell wall. You have cell 
membranes." If it were not selectively 
toxic, it would destroy the cells of the in- 
dividual as well as the bacteria. 

"We need the focus" of the lab, Johnson 
said, adding that the division already has 
the researchers needed to staff the 
laboratory. 

Johnson said the projected cost of the lab 
is "hard to say," but the round figure to get 
the lab functioning is around $100,000 to 
$200,000, and the projected total cost is in the 
$2 million range. 

Johnson said he "hopes to raise tens of 
thousands of dollars" from the private 
sector, and he estimated the laboratory 
could be functioning by next summer or fall. 

Dancers bump for those who can't 
Things that went bump in the night 

weren't scary for 19 couples who danced in 
the KSU bump-a-thon. 

The 64-hour bump-a-thon, held at Mother's 
Worry in Aggieville, began Tuesday mor- 
ning at 7 and ended at 11 last night. 

The money raised by the dancers will go to 
the Jerry Lewis Labor Day Telethon and the 
couple who raised the most money in 
pledges will be able to attend the telethon in 
September, Denise Manke, sophomore in 
interior design and one of the dancers, said. 

The dancers were allowed to take a 10- 
minute rest break each hour. Persons from 
the living groups who sponsored the bump-a- 
thon assisted the dancers during the breaks 
with physical support, such as back rubs, 
and with verbal encouragement. 

"When the 10 minutes are up, that's it," 
Manke said. "I think the worst time was 
from 2 to 6 Thursday morning. But the 
support from the people has been great. The 
support is really appreciated in the late 
night and early morning hours." 

Many of the dancers said their teachers 
had been understanding about missed 
classes because they were helping a good 
cause. 

In preparation for the bump-a-thon, the 
dancers discussed that, for 64 hours, they 
would be experiencing the pain that children 
with muscular dystrophy live with. 

"It is a giving—but getting—experience," 
said Margie Daniels, junior in accounting, 
who is dancing for her second year. "I get 
the satisfaction of knowing that I can do a 
little to help." 

John McDermott, senior in horticulture 
therapy, has participated in telethons, but 
said this was the most intensive because of 
its length. 

"I think it's great," McDermott said. "It 
is a lot of fun, and the children appreciate 
what we are doing for them." 

Several activities were planned 
throughout the bump-a-thon. The dancers 
formed teams and competed in games for 
points towards winning three kegs of beer. 

The bumpers had several visitors, besides 
those looking on and encouraging. Edward 
Home, mayor of Manhattan, signed a 
proclamation for the bump-a-thon and the 
Kansas muscular dystrophy poster child 
went to meet the dancers. Jerry Lewis sent 
a thank-you letter to the dancers for their 
support. 

Local businesses held an auction on 
Wednesday night to help raise money, and 
provided meals for the dancers. 

This   .   ortkli? 
Which maktt you look most attractive' 
Glasses won't add anything to your looks and It's likely that 

they'd detract Irom your appearance 
But Bausch & lomo soft lenses let you look natural 
In tact, unless you tell them, most people won't even know 

you're wearing them 
They're comfortable Because they're sort and llenble 
They're easy to wear Irom the lirst day 
And they're designed so they won t pop out easily when you 

don't want them to 
Stop this week and get tuH details without charge 

Dr. PiulE.Bultock.P.A. 
it 

77MM1 
MMHeneeHt 

Solt lene ere now 
available) for Astigmatism 

Levi's Levis Levi's 

The Jean Station has Levi California Straights plus 

all the other great styles for Juniors and Missy's. 

THE JEAN STATION 
Mon.-Thurs. 

10-8 
AGGIEVILLE Fri. & Sat. 

10-6 
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FREE Oil Filter with on 

Oil Change and Lube Job 

Good Until 1/24/81 

(includes all cars & light trucks) 

(COOP) 
2nd & Pierre     ^>^^ 776-9467 

i 

/ -FISH SPECIALS- 
Giant David 
Neon Tetras 
Green Swords 
Oto Cats 

2-11.00 
2-11.00 
2-11.00 
2-fl.OO 

ty^3> 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 

FREE GOLD FISH    j 
i 
i 

..I 

With Coupon 
1 per customer 

Natural Gravel 10* per pound 

All Hanging Baskets 25% off 

Large Selection of Ceramic Pots Vi price 
We Also Have 

•Gerbils 
•Hamsters 
•Mice 
•Rats 

•Parakeets 
•Zebra Fishes 
•Peach Face Birds 
•Guinea Pigs 

Good For Jan. 23-25 

\ 
GREEN THUMB 

\ 
1105 Waters 

Mon.-Sat. H-.V.:H' 
Across from 

ALCO" 
539-4751 

Sun. Noon-5:30 

/ 

# 
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Rambunctious Raider 
fined on Bowl weekend 

NEW ORLEANS (AP) - The Oakland 
Raiders are being their boisterous selves as 
the Super Bowl approaches, while the 
Philadelphia Eagles, true to Coach Dick 
Vermeil's doctrine, are toeing the line. 

The Raiders, so often referred to as a band 
of misfits, are doing just fine on the practice 
field, Coach Tom Flores said Thursday. So 
well that he had to call a halt to part of 

Sports 
Wednesday's drills because things were 
getting a bit out of hand. 

And before the. sun rose Thursday, 
defensive end John Matuszak was repor- 
tedly $1,000 poorer, the fine levied for his 
after-hours prowling around New Orleans' 
famed French Quarter. 

"We had a real spirited practice," Flores 
said during Thursday's news conference 
before the disclosure of the Matuszak in- 
cident. "In fact, maybe it was too spirited. 
We may have to tone things down, give some 
of the guys tranquilizers to hold them down 
until Sunday." 

Flores said that during a pass-protection 
drill, in which quarterbacks wear bright red 
jerseys and are clearly labeled untouchable, 
Plunkett and rookie Marc Wilson were 
getting bumped by the Raiders' defenders. 
"Time to go on to the next drill," he told his 

chargers, calling an immediate halt to that 
phase of practice. 

It was only the latest incident of high- 
spiritedness among the Raiders. 

"Last week we had a fight between a 
receiver and a defensive back—and we 
didn't even have a game coming up," he 
said. Then he softened it a bit. 

"Let's say they got into an altercation. We 
don't call them fights. It was just a little 
misunderstanding," Flores said with a 
smile, clearly indicating that it was more 
than just a shouting match between the two 
unidentified players. 

Vermeil assessed the Eagles' Wednesday 
practice as one with "good concentration, 
good intensity, good tempo. But it wasn't 
like Oakland's. It wasn't up to their pitch." 

A practice like Oakland's "is usually a 
good sign," Vermeil admitted. "I've seen a 
lot of fights on our football field in the past. 
But I don't think the difference between our 
practices is an indication of anything in 
particular." 

Matuszak, an eight-year veteran with a 
well-known penchant for carousing, 
reportedly was sampling the nightlife of 
Bourbon Street as the hour hand slid past 3 
a.m. 

Bourbon Street became a cauldron of 
bodies, with lines forming outside 
Preservation Hall, the famed seat of 
Dixieland jazz, and outside dozens of other 
landmark nightspots and restaurants. 

K-State women get second chance 
against Minnesota Golden Gophers 

K-State will have another shot at beating 
Minnesota Saturday when the women travel 
to Minneapolis to play the Golden Gophers. 

The first game between the schools, at the 
Pizza Hut Invitational in Wichita, was a 
close one. The Gophers put on a second half 
surge which cut a 17 point Wildcat lead to 
nothing and went on to win, 71-70, with two 
seconds left. 

But the loss is not what Wildcat coach 
Lynn Hickey is focusing on. 

"Our main concern is not so much 
anything special that they do, it is to get our 
game together," Hickey said. "They're 
definitely a team to contend with, especially 
on their own floor." 

To prepare for the game, Hickey has 
added a new defense and is having her 
Wildcats work on a new offensive set. 

"We're strong on defense," she said. "We 
need to concentrate a bit more on offense 

now so we can even it up with the defense." 
Minnesota's strength lies in senior center 

Linda Roberts and 6-0 forward Mary 
Manderfeld. Roberts has been averaging 
12.1 points per game and has a 9.3 reboun- 
ding average. Manderfeld's average is 10.5 
points and 7.9 rebounds. 

The Wildcats will be led by Shelly Hughes 
who is leading the 'Cats with a 12.8 shooting 
average, is pulling down 9.5 rebounds per 
game. 

The game, begining at 8 p.m., will be held 
in the Twin Cities' Williams Arena. 

Get the Best 
Available Price on 

Stereo Components. 
CALL LARRY 7760537 

SOPHOMORES 
(And others with 2-Years of College Remaining) 

DO YOU WANT TO FLY? 
K-State has received a few Pilot and Navigator alloca- 
tions—one of these could be yours. 

Application Deadline: 
Pilots—13 February 1981 
Navigators—20 February 1981 

If qualified and selected, you would: 
—Enter the 2-Year AFROTC program in the Fall of 1981. 
—Receive $2,000 during your last two years of college. 
—Receive 25 free flying hours in Senior year—Pilots only 

(unless already holding a private pilot's license). 
—Become an officer in the U.S. Air Force upon graduation. 
—Attend Air Force Pilot or Navigator training. 

For more information, contact Colonel Barber at the Mil- 
itary Science Building, Room 108 or call 532-6600. 

HOUSTON STREET RESTAURANT & PUB 
//< Saturday Night Oyster Bar 

Every Saturday Night, its 

FREE oysters on the half-shell 

with every dining room entree. 

^SJS&v 
A Private Club 

It 

Great Dance Music ^5fli?H^P^ 

RESTAURANT & PUB 

SPECIALS 
at 

%*SfS£ wX> 
Sun.: Beef   Stroganoff   with   Home-made   Noodles 

$3.95 
Broiled Red Snapper with Butter and Lemon 

$3.95 

Mon.: Baked Filet off Sole with Crabmeat Stuffing 
$4.50 

Tues.: Poached Salmon with Hollandaise Sauce and 
Parslied Potatoes $4.95 

Wed.: Roast Brisket off Beef with Mushroom Sauce 
$3.95 

Thurs.: Barbecued Spare Ribs $3.95 
All Above Served with Salad, Fresh Vegetables, and Potatoes 

All Served in both the Public Dining Room and the Private Club 

Gregov's Restaurant 
2605 Stagg Hill Rd. 776-1234 

SUMMIT si 
Ski the SUMMIT for your 
ultimate skiing experience. MARCH  14-21 
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'Cats try to snap losing streak 
against troubled Sooner squad 

By ALLEN LEIKER 
Sports Editor 

K-State, already two games behind 
league leaders Kansas and Oklahoma 
State, will try to get back on the winning 
track Saturday afternoon against 
Oklahoma. 

The Big 8 conference TV game of the 
week tips off at 2:40 p.m. in OU's Lloyd 
Noble Center. 

The Wildcats suffered a 90-83 loss to 
Oklahoma State Wednesday night, 
putting their league record at 1-2 and 
overall record at 11-4. KU and O-State 
are at the top of the standings with 3-0 
records. 

Oklahoma finds itself alone in the 
cellar with an 0-3 record. However, the 
Sooners, 5-10 overall, took KU down to 
the wire last week before losing, and that 
concerns K-State coach Jack Hartman. 

"We can't afford to take them or 
anybody lightly, particularly on the 
road," Hartman said. "I'm sure KU will 
tell you that they can be tough. They have 
some fine shooters and they can get you 
in a hole in a hurry." 

Pre-season injuries and mid-year 
scholastic difficulties have reworked the 
Sooners' lineup, but first-year coach 
Billy Tubbs is still receiving double- 
figure scoring from sophomore Chuck 
Barnett (18 points a game) and senior 

SteveBajema (13 points). 
K-State welcomed back Tyrone Adams 

against O-State. The 6-6 junior forward, 
who missed four straight games prior to 
Wednesday with a knee injury, scored a 
season-high 15 points and pulled down 
eight rebounds in 22 minutes of action. 

Hartman didn't plan on using him that 
much, but was forced to because forward 
Ed Nealy was suffering from the flu. 
Hartman wasn't aware of it until the 
game began. 

"A kid will try to cover up something 
like that and hope it just goes away," 
Hartman said. "But it was obvious after 
the first couple of trips downcourt that he 
was having some kind of problem. He 
couldn't get his breath." 

If Nealy is recovered by Saturday, look 
for Hartman to start him and Adams are 
forward, Randy Reed, who scored a 
career-high 26 points against O-State 
while mysteriously playing only 25 
minutes, at center, and Rolando Black- 
man and Tim Jankovich at guard. 

Adams will probably replace Ed 
Galvao, who has started the last three 
games at guard but has been con- 
tributing little to the starting lineup. 

K-State leads the series with Oklahoma 
72-70, but the Wildcats have lost the last 
six meetings. 

Men's track team travels 
to prestigious TFA meet 

The K-State men's track team will be 
travelling to Kansas City to compete in the 
Track and Field Association's TFA-USA 
indoor meet Friday and Saturday in 
Municipal Auditorium. 

The meet will have two categories for 
college teams and an invitational for in- 
dividuals of world class talent in both the 
collegian ranks and individuals not 
associated with a university. The in- 
vitational portion of the meet has been 
designed to give the meet more prestige. 

K-State's mile relay team composed of 
Mike Bradley, Steve Wright, Willie Major 
and Darryl Bonds will be entered in the 
invitational catergory along with shotputter 
Ray Bradley and triple jumper Vince 
Parrette. The rest of the Wildcat team will 
compete in the university section. 

Although K-State was defeated in their 
opening dual against perennial powerhouse 
Kansas, head coach Mike Ross was pleased 

with the team's performance. 
"Doug Lytle in the pole vault, Veryl 

Switzer in the long jump, Steve Wright in the 
sprints, Mike Bradley in sprints, Sammy 
Rotich in the middle distances and Ray 
Bradley in the shot... they all looked good 
last weekend," Ross said. "I'm curious to 
see how they cone back this week". 

Allerheiligen quits 
K-State strength and conditioning 

coach Bill Allerheiligen resigned his 
position Thursday and accepted a 
similiar job at Notre Dame. 

Allerheiligen, the third Wildcat coach 
to resign in the last two weeks, will begin 
his duties at Notre Dame Monday. 

"It was an opportunity I couldn't pass 
up," Allerheiligen said. 

HAPPY 20th BIRTHDAY 

PAULA J. 

Love, 

Kelly & Karen 

HOUSTON STREET RESTAURANT & PUB 
H0UST0H STREET'S 

FRIDAY HIGHT ONLY 

PRIME RIB SPECIAL 
$7.95 

<4K 

RESTAURANT & PUB 

*V2 pound of prime rib—carved for 
your selection of rare, medium 
rare, medium, medium well, or 
well done. 

'"Twice baked potato 
♦Corn cob or vegetable 
♦Plus a trip to SALAD HEAVEN, 
Houston Street's now famous 
Salad and Bread Bar. 

GREAT DANCE MUSIC 

WORSHIP 
On Campus 

11:00 a.m. Sunday 
Danforth Chapel 

♦Students Create Contemporary Forms 
♦Interdenominational—International 
♦Holy Communion—Friendship 
• This service is an All-University in- 

terdenominational worship to provide a 
caring, responding Christian community on 
campus. We would especially invite in- 
ternational and minority students to share 
in this community so as to deepen in- 
terracial and intercultural understanding 
and healing. 

Sponsored by: Lutheran Campus Ministry   1021 Denison 
Don Fallon, Campus Pastor 539-4451 

Congratulations 
tothe 

Newly-initiated members of 

Angel Flight: 
Julie Arti 

Minette Duncan 
Chris Lamoreaux 

Joel Marshall 
MarciaUtt 
Millie Wolff 

From Arnold Air Society 
and Angel Flight 

: 

10% off 
SALE 

on storewide cutouts, 949S, 
Tapes, Acces. 

Open 10-9        Sunday 1-5 

OASIS at 1128 Moro, Aggieville, 539-8727 
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THE BARBECUE PLACE 
Manhattan's only Smokehouse 

Barbecue Ribs, Slobs—long & short ends 

Barbecue Sandwiches—Ham & Beef 

Barbecue combination & variety plates 

Open: 
4-9 p.m. Tues.-Fri. 
3-10 p.m. Sat. 
3-8 p.m. Sun. 
Closed Mondays 

2314 Woodward 
Eat in, Call in, Carry out 

539-7383 

This ad good for one free drink 
with order this weekend 

Staff pfwto by Cralg Chandler 

Getting ready...Rochelle Rand, left, and Dana Schaulis run with the rest 
of the K-State women's track team down Juliette Avenue during practice 
Tuesday. The women's team has a dual meet today against Wichita State 
University. 

Wildcats to open track season 
at Ahearn against Wichita State 

The K-State women's track team opens its 
indoor season today with a dual meet 
against Wichita State at Ahearn Field 
House. 

Field events begin at 1:30 p.m., with 
running events scheduled to begin at 3. 

"This year's team is awfully young," said 
coach Barry Anderson, who begins his ninth 
year at the Wildcat helm. 

Only four seniors return this year. 10 
freshmen and 14 sophomores compose over 
half of the team. 

Anderson said he is anxious about the 
meet because it will give him a chance to 
view his team outside of practice com- 
petition. 

"With a young team, there could be some 
difficulties," Anderson said. "It will be a 
good opportunity to see what they can do. 
Wichita State is a good team, but we have 
good depth. They will be a good team to go 
against early." 

The team may lack experience, but it is 
prepared physically for the meet, Anderson 
said. He said this is the healthiest team he 
has ever had, due to a new training 
program. 

The program is geared toward the needs 

of the team instead of athletes in general, 
Anderson said. Track runners have dif- 
ferent types of injuries than athletes in other 
sports and the new program is more suited 
for the injuries, he added. 

Some of the women competing today are 
Janel LeValley, Wanda Trent, Lorraine 
Dick, Peggie Hopkins, Beets Kolarik, 
Lawrette Rhea, Kari Jones, and Cathy 
Saxon. 

Anderson said he is looking for a balanced 
effort against the Shockers. 

"The meet is important in the sense of 
finding out exactly what the team can do as 
a whole," he said. "It should show where the 
team's weak and strong points are." 

SASSY 
IS 

BACK 
GUEST DJ. 

WHAT A PERFECT 
MR. K'S 

WEEKEND! 

HELP WANTED! 
Fone Coordinator 

Description: The Coordinator of the Fone will be responsible for the running and 
maintenance of the Fone as a student social service. He/she should have a working 
knowledge of the responsibilities and duties of the Fone. These responsibilities and 
duties shall consist of: Financial management; Outreach activities; Resources and 
referrals; Inreach activities; Reports to all funding sources, community agencies, 
professionals and SGA; Board of Directors and Fone's Executive Committee. A more 
detailed job description is available upon request at the SGA office. 

Fone Assistant Coordinator 
Description: The Assistant Coordinator of the Fone will be responsible for assisting 
the Coordinator in the running and maintenance of the Fone as a student social ser- 
vice. He/she should have a working knowledge of the responsibilities and duties of the 
Fone. These responsibilities and duties shall consist of assisting the Coordinator in the 
following: Financial management; Outreach activities; Resources and referrals; 
Inreach activities; Reports; Board of Directors and Fone's Executive Committee; 
and Coordination of drug-related counseling and activities. A more detailed job 
description is available upon request at the SGA office. 

Applications and more information are available at the 
SGA office. Applications are due by 5 P.M., January 29. 

(SSA) SGS is an equal opportunity employer. 

F€B.14&15 
PRIC€ $18 

SP€ND fl W€€K€ND IN C6NTRRL MISSOURI 
6XPLORING 3 PRIMITIV6 CRV€S. 

6V€RVON€ UU6LCOM6. 

♦ Information Meeting: 
Tues. Feb. 3 

7:oopm Rm 205 
K-State   Union 

JA looe 

* Sign-up Begins: 
Wed. Feb. 4 

Union 3rd Floor 



Stats from past games 
predict Bow! winner 

B> T.J.ELLIS 
Collegian Reporter 

This Sunday's Super Bowl seems a bit odd. 
First, you can't help but notice the time 

change (5 p.m. Manhattan time). Second, 
the Pittsburgh Steelers and the Dallas 
Cowboys won't be playing. Dallas has 
played in five Super Bowl games, and 
Pittsburgh has played in four. 

And finally, for the first time in 10 years, 
there will be no starting quarterback 
wearing the number 12. Jim Plunkett wears 
number 16 and Ron Jaworski wears number 
7. 

With those three intangibles out ot the 
way, here are a few statistics from the 14 
previous Super Bowls that might give you 
pre-game predictors a clue what to watch 
for on Super Sunday. 

Since the NFL-AFL merger before the 
1970 season, the team with the better record 
has never lost a Super Bowl. The Dolphin- 
Viking game in 1974 and the Cowboy-Bronco 
contest in 1978 have been the only Super 
Bowl games where both teams had similar 
win-loss records before playing in the gala 
event. 

THERE'S LITTLE difference in 
Philadelphia's and Oakland's record, but if 
tradition holds up the Eagles with their 12-4 
record have an edge over the Raiders 11-5 
mark. 

Another bit of trivia is the team which has 
scored first has won 12 times. The only team 
which failed to follow this was the Cowboys, 
who lost in 1971 and 1976. 

And for all the Jimmy the Greeks out 
there, the Raiders and the Eagles have been 
known to strike early, often and from almost 
anywhere on the field. 

The Dallas Cowboys can attest to that; 
they're still looking for Wilbert Mon- 
tgomery. And San Diego was shocked after 
the Raiders scored on a 79-yard deflected 
pass for a touchdown with the game only 
1:35 old. 

BOTH THE RAIDERS and the Eagles 
scored first in the championship games, and 
both teams won. 

Here's something else to look forward to 
at halftime. In 11 of the past Super Bowls, 
the team leading at the half has gone on to 
win. Only the Cowboys (in the 1971 and 1976 
games) and the Rams (in 1960) have lost 
after taking a halftime lead. 

Now for second half predictions, the facts 
show both Philadelphia and Oakland usually 
take control in the fourth quarter. 

Turnovers have a big bearing on the 
outcome. Only two teams have survived 
having more turnovers than their op- 
ponents, the Baltimore Colts in 1971 and the 
Steelers in 1980. 

IN THIS YEAR'S event, both teams have 
been known to turn the ball over a lot. But, 
both teams have come up with big turnovers 
to win the game. 

The Mike Davis end zone interception that 
saved the game for the Raiders against the 
Cleveland Browns was a key play to the 
Raiders' AFC title. 

ALL ABOARD FOR... 

SUPER 
SUNDAY! 

Highballs 
(5 p. m.-Conclusion! 

• Bar Menu 
Available 

• Super Bowl 
On 7 Ft. TV 

The Philadelphia defense also pulled off 
the same heroics to save the Eagles. 
Defensive end Carl Hairston sacked the 
Cowboys' Danny White on the Cowboy 12- 
yard line and the Eagles recovered the 
fumble on the 11. Four plays later they 
kicked a field goal to put them on top, 10-7. 

While statistics have played an important 
role in past Super Bowls, they don't tell the 
whole story. Remember, the outcome rests 
not only on physical strength but also on the 
ability to handle the pre-Super Bowl but- 
terflies. 
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COWBOY    PALACE 

TGIF 
DOUBLE SHOT MUGSfl 

$1.75   4-9 p.m. 

11 \ 

209 Poyntz 539-9828 

aesstt 

GOLD 
RUSH Savings Now On Goodyear 

Quality And Value... 
ITS AS GOOD AS GOLD! 

SAVE WITH 
CONFIDENCE! 

$9050 
POWER 

STREAK 78. 
078 14 blackmail, 
plus $1 81 FET NO 
TRADE NEEDED1 

D78-14 Fits 
Some Models Of: 
Century Regal     , 
Mahrju. Nova 
volare Cutlass. 
Lemans Gran Prix 
Pacer. Hornet 
Gremlin. Aspen. 
Challenger Zephyr 
Monarch Comet 

Offer Ends 
Wed. Night 

SALE! 
POWER STREAK! $3285 

POWER 
STREAK 78. 

F78 15 blackmail, 
plus $? 26 FET NO 
TRADF NEEDED1 

F78-15 Fits 
Some Models 01: 
Impala Caprice. 
Chevclle Century 
Riviera LcSabrc 
Cordoba LeBaron 
New Yoiker Diplomat 
Delta 88 lorodado 
Omega   Fury Firebird 
Catatina 
Offer Ends 
Wed. Night 

$ 

SAVE ON 
POLYGLAS! 

4480 
CUSHION BELT 

POLYGLAS. 
F78 14 wkltewall, 
plus$2 34 FET NO 
TRADE NEEDED' 

F78 14 Fits 
Some Models Of: 

Matador Regal 
Camaro Aspen 
Wagon Granada 
LTD Sedan Marquis 
Omega Volare 
Wagon 

Offer Ends 
Wed. Night 

TIEMPO 
RADIAL 

$JIA65 49 P165/75R13 
whitewall, plus 
$1 65 FET NO 
TRADE NEEDED1 

P165/75R13 Fits Some Models Of: 

Datsun 
loyota 
BMW 

Ivtoda 
Fial 
Audi 

Honda 
Triumph 

Offer Ends Wed. Night 

TRUCK TIRE 
SAVINGS! 

'44 
RIB 

HI-MILER. 
7.00 15 TT black 
wall, LR C. plus 
$2 84 FET. NO 
TRADE NEEDED' 

Strong bruise- 
resistant nylon 
cord body durable 
live-rib tread, 
bias-ply 
construction 

Offer Ends 
Wed. Night 

«1 

LUBE & OIL CHANGE 

Includes up to 
live quarts maior 
brand oil 
Oil filter extra it 
needed 

INCLUDING Out- 
point maintenance 
check. 
Includes many imports 
and light trucks. Please 
call for appointment. 

12-MONTH 
TUNE-UP 

Save Gas 
All Year Long 

42 4-cyl 

6-cyl 49 cyl 

Electronic Ignition Systems 
Additional parts and services 
extra it needed 

rEM
Q
0NTU TUNE UP SERWICE AGREEMENT 

Goodyear will tune your car electronically and ore 
sent you with a Free Engine Analysis certificate good 

vyi 1 HIN ONE YEAR ol your tune up take your invoice 
and certificate back to the store that performed the 
tune-up and Goodyear will provide, free of chame 
up to three separate analyses 

If any of these check-ups indicate the need for 
any adiustments or par; replacements that were part 
of the original tune-up Goodyear will make the adiust 
mem or replacement liee of charge 

ELECTRONIC IGNITION: Check charging and 
starting systems • Install new rotor new spark oluas 
• Set timing to recommended specs • Lubricate and 
adiust choke • Adiust carburetor 

STANDARD IGNITION: Add $8 00 for required 
points condenser and additional labor 

Just Say 'Charge It' 

iviir 
Goodyear 
Revolving 
Charge Account 

Use any ol these 5 other ways to buy Our Own 
Customer Credit Plan • MasterCard • Visa • American 
Express Card • Carte Blanche • Diners Club • Cash 

GOOD? YEAR 
SERVICE ^STORES 

4tfl & Humboldt   7764806   Mon.-Fri. 7:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.t Sat. 8-6 
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ArtsS 
entertainment 
Dancer teaches 'unique gestures' 

Pure motion sought 
By CAROL DOUGLAS 
Collegian Reporter 

A professional dance soloist has been 
instructing K-State students this week as a 
guest of the dance department. 

Richard Haisma, a professional soloist 
working out of San Fransisco is presently 
travelling to universities across the country 
in anattempt to teach students the "art of 
motion." 

Haisma is conducting a dance workshop 
and is also teaching courses in intermediate 
and advanced modern dance, dance com- 
position and dance improvisation. 

Haisma said the premise of modern dance 
is to "discover unique gesture" and he said 
he believes each form of modern dance 
discovers it in its own way. 

"The kind of dance I teach strives to make 
pure motion, it's objective. We study the 
physics of human motion in all its per- 
mutations. Dance to me is not a cultural 
inheritance of steps, it's a natural, 
biological inheritance which has to do more 
now with being a creature on the planet 
Earth than it does with the history of dan- 
ce," Haisma said. 

"If we were living on the planet Jupiter we 
would have a very different kind of dance, 
gravity being 11 times on Jupiter what it is 
on earth. This is not to say that there is no 
cultural tradition in one's dancing, because 
each society must have its own way of 
dancing in order to communicate to its own 
people. I consider myself an American 
dancer, but before I am an American 
dancer, I am a planet dancer," Haisma 
said. 

He believes the art of dance is a "tool 
given by nature" to keep man in balance as 
well as society. 

"Every individual can intuitively and 
innately know and experience what dance 
is. Some of us however know this more than 

others and we pursue dance wherever we 
can," Haisma said. 

Carolynne Kast, K-State dance instructor 
and former colleague of Haisma's, 
remembered Haisma when asked by the K- 
State dance department for suggestions on a 
guest artist. Haisma and Kast worked 
together two years ago at the Reed College 
Summer Dance Workshop, Portland, 
Oregon. 

"I really liked what he did and I thought 
he'd be good for our school. We want to 
expose our students to the world of dance 
outside of K-State. Richard is opening their 
minds and bodies to infinite varieties of 
exploration of movement." 

Kast said she believes Haisma's use of 
imagery to stimulate movement ideas 
is"truly an aesthetic approach to dance 
composition." 

Maria Ferguson, junior in dance, has been 
attending both dance composition and dance 
workshop. Ferguson said she enjoys the 
classes and Haisma' s approach to 
movement. 

"It is basic, when we stand up he asks us 
to feel tall, when we stretch our arms out he 
wants us to feel the width of our reach. The 
images he suggests help improve my 
dancing," Ferguson said. 

LaDonna West, freshman in general, is 
also taking the dance workshop. West said 
she believes Haisma's approach to 
movement is very natural. 

"It's really different because I've never 
taken modern dance before. My background 
is in jazz, and modern dance is a com- 
pletely different approach to movement. 
Richard incorporates natural movements of 
the body with themes from nature," West 
said. 

Haisma will end his visit to K-State with a 
performance at 2 p.m. Saturday in Forum 
Hall. Admission is free. 

Jazz enjoyable influence 
in Steely Dan's 'Gaucho' 
By PETE ECKHOFF 
Collegian Reviewer 

Steely Dan is a band shrouded in mystery. 
In fact Steely Dan isn't a band at all, but 
rather a duo. Walter Becher and Donald 
Fagan are Steely Dan, almost. 

Let's back up. When Steely Dan's first LP, 
"You Can't Buy a Thrill," came out the 
group was a group. In addition to Becher 

Stars plentiful 
in 'Caddy-shack' 
Editors nota: Caddythack will be shown at 7 and • 30 

tonight and Saturday in tha Union Forum Hall. 

ByJIMMELIZA 
Collegian Reviewer 

"Caddyshack" has it's star quota. First, 
Rodney Dangerf ield adds a vaudevillian 
flavor, with lines that would sound at home 
in a burlesque act. Otherwise his character 
dances around spasmodically and sweats. 

Ted Knight is the same schmuck that 
audiences grew to despise on the "Mary 
Tyler Moore Show.'' Pitted against 

and Fagan, Jeff Baxter (better known for 
his work with the Doobies), David Palmer, 
Denny Dais and Jim Hodder were Steely 
Dan. But the earlier members quickly 
moved on. 

Collegian review 

Collegian review 

Dangerfields boisterous personality, Knight 
is a pain to watch. 

No film of this caliber could be complete 
without ex-stars of late-night television. 
Chevy Chase and Bill Murray, yawn. 

Each part alone flops. Together they 
blend jokes and low-life humor into a sur- 
prisingly funny film. 

If there is a star, in the sense of carrying 
the weight of the story, then Michael 
O'Keefe is such. His portrayal of a caddy 
trying to work his way through college is not 
awe-inspiring, but nonetheless works well. 

Steely Dan opted to call in studio 
musicians whenever it wanted to produce an 
LP, rather than rebuilding the group. Here- 
in lies the success of Steely Dan. 

Combining the great writing talents of 
Becher and Fagan with the superior musical 
talents of the players it enlists has insured 
each Steely Dan album with special 
originality and tightness. Its new "Gaucho" 
LP keeps that track record intact. 

"Gaucho" has a decided jazz flavor, 
especially on songs like "Gaucho" and 
"Babylon Sister." A look at the credits 
reveals a jazz background and gives proper 
attribution for the album's crisp sound. 

Mark Knopflu (Dire Straits), Rick 
Derringer and Larry Cur 1 ton are on guitars 
David Sanborn, Tom Scott and Michael 
Brecker play sax, while Steve Gadd, Rick 
Marotta and Jeff Porcaro (Toto) are 
drummers. Omnipresent Michael 
McDonald provides background vocals on 
"Time Out of Mind." 

All of this talent has helped to produce a 
fantastic album. But this same positive 
aspect has a negative side. 

If Steely Dan were ever to try a concert 
tour it would be very difficult for them to 
reproduce the sound created in their studio 
recordings. 

Steely Dan, the duo with a group of great 
musicians, has a superb LP in "Gaucho." 
Perhaps Steely Dan and Associates would 
be more appropriate. 

Ij 

Staff photo by Scott Williams 

Keeping watch...Richard Hiasma, a professional dancer from San 
Francisco, uses a drum to keep the tempo during a dance workshop he 
instructed Wednesday in Ahearn Field House. 

Students to compete; 
K-State hosts ACTF 

By CINDY WILSON 
Collegian Reporter 

K-State will be hosting 500 off-campus 
theater artists, critics and participants for 
five days of plays, workshops and critiques. 

The 13th annual American College 
Theatre Festival (ACTF), scheduled for 
Jan. 28-Feb.i, is intended to expose K- 
Staters to events they would not usually see, 
Mary Nichols, instructor of speech said. 

"The whole idea of the festival is to bring 
everybody theatricaly inclined into one 
place. It's like a mini-cultural event. For re- 
state it's a pretty big deal," Nichols said. 

Each day of the festival will feature a play 
in McCain Auditorium, a critique of the 
previous night's play by professional critics, 
a full day of seminars and workshops, and a 
pre-show dinner. 

The festival is open to the general public 
regardless of drama training or 
background. 

Four finalists from the ACTF Region V 
South will present their award winning 
plays at 8 each night. The four finalists were 
chosen from 44 other entries in Region V, 
which includes all universities in Kansas, 
Nebraska, Iowa and Missouri. 

Nichols said of the 13 regions, "this 
particular region has had the strongest new 
play program." 

On Wednesday, Jan. 28, "The Great War," 
an original student play, will be presented 
by Park College, Parksville, Missouri. The 
drama is set in the war zones of Europe and 
Kansas City barracks during World War I. 

"The House Across the Street," another 
student original, will be presented by the 
University of Iowa on Thursday, Jan. 29. 
The play makes a comment on the plight of 

the elderly through both comedy and 
drama. 

On Friday, Jan. 30, "The Learned Ladies" 
will be presented by the University of 
Missouri-Kansas City. "The Learned 
Ladies" focuses on the topsy-turvey 
Chrysale household where learning has 
replaced love, and mind is all that matters. 

Saturday, Jan.31, "Prometheus Bound," a 
modern interpretation of Aeschylus' Greek 
tragedy, will be produced by the University 
of Northern Iowa. 

All four schools are bringing their props 
and the trip will cost several thousand 
dollars each, Nichols said. 
"They're making nothing, it's just the 
honor," she said. 

The plays will be performed for critics 
who will decide whether the plays go on to 
compete nationally at the John F. Kennedy 
Center of Performing Arts, in the spring. 
Only ten schools from the 13 regions will be 
selected to go to the Washington D.C. event. 

"The Great War" is being shown as a 
showcase and will not compete for national 
honors. It will be given a public critique. 

Three sets of nationally known critics will 
be judging the plays during the festival, 
Nichols said. 

The first group will review all four shows 
and present public critiques of each per- 
formance. 

The second set of judges will see' 'The 
House Across the Street," and other original 
scripts being done around the country. They 
will decide which of the original student 
plays will advance to Washington. 

The third group of critics will judge the 
Friday and Saturday shows and decide if 
they shall advance. 
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Task force assesses 
foster care program 

By NATALIE BULLOCK 
Collegian Reporter 

A task force is being organized at K-State 
to assess the foster family program in 
Kansas. 

Pamela Marr, temporary assistant in- 
structor of family and child development, 
will organize the group to determine the 
necessity of reorganization for the foster 
program. 

The need for assessment stems from the 
incidence of "foster care drift"—when a 
child is never united with his natural family, 
but grows up in foster homes, Marr said. 

K-State was chosen to assess 
reorganization because the University has 
worked on various projects for the past 
seven years with the state Social and 
Rehabilation Services (SRS), administrator 
of the Kansas foster care system, she said. 

SOME REORGANIZATION areas the 
task force will investigate include: when a 
child should be placed in a foster home; how 
to work more closely with the natural 
parents so the child does not have to leave 
home; and how to move toward parental 
severance if permanent adoption is 
necessary, Marr said. 

The task force will examine "team 
planning," where all persons involved in 
placement (parents, foster parents and 
protective service workers) may jointly 
discuss the child's welfare, she said. 

According to Marr, the task force will 
investigate the possibility of increasing case 
workers' salaries and the service fee paid to 
foster parents who care for children with 
special problems. 

"Everyone wishes that foster care would 
work itself out of business," Marr said. "We 
want to keep children in their homes 
whenever possible, but we realize foster 
care is necessary." 

Another reason for the program 
assessment is that until now, natural 
parents were not told exactly why a child 
was being taken and how they could get him 
back, she said. 

"The parents got lost and the child got 
lost," Marr said. 

K-STATE WAS GRANTED $41,458 by SRS 
for the study. It is to be completed within a 
year. These funds will be used for staff 
salaries, but most of the money will reim- 
burse the task force staff for mileage, Marr 
said. 

After the report is completed, Marr said, 
its recommendations will be taken to the 
Legislature. 

Under the present program, a child is 
placed into a foster home when he can no 
longer live with his parents, she said. 
Reasons for placement may range from 
financial problems or drug and alcohol 
abuse to child abuse and neglect. 

These cases are usually reported to SRS 
by the child's teacher or a neighbor who 
thinks there are problems with the family, 
Marr said. SRS sends out a worker to 
determine if claims are valid. If so, a 
placement worker decides where the child 
should be placed, she said. 

IF AN EMERGENCY arises and the child 

must be removed immediately, a court 
order would authorize the removal. If the 
situation doesn't improve, the child can be 
adopted into a permanent home, Man* said. 

All foster homes must be licensed before a 
child can be placed. In order for a home to 
be licensed, it must meet rigid health, safety 
and lifestyle standards, Marr said. 

Families are not usually denied a license 
because of their home life, but placement 
will not occur if there is a threat of potential 
conflict, Marr said. 

A maintenance fee is paid to the foster 
parents for room and board, but that doesn't 
cover the complete cost of foster care, Marr 
said. The maintenance reimbursement 
ranges from $160-1225 per month, depending 
on the age and difficulty in placing the child. 
A clothing allowance is made only if a child 
arrives with just "the clothes on his back," 
she said. 

A MEDICAL CARD is also received by the 
child in case medical attention is needed, 
she said. 

Service fees are given to the foster 
parents if the child has a special problem, 
such as a handicap, according to Marr. 

Because foster care is important, the task 
force has selected various people and 
groups to help assess and reorganize the 
program—from the SRS administration, 
private child care institution, the legal 
community, the Department of Education 
and the Kansas State Association of Foster 
Parents, Marr said. 

Two standards to be discussed at the first 
task force meeting will be the com- 
prehensive legal basis for the rights, 
powers, and responsibilities of the state 
agency, and the Administrative and Service 
Support Systems, which will make the 
service more efficient. 

The first meeting will take place at 9 a.m. 
January 30 in the Union Big 8 room. 

CINDY MAE KUESER 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! 

CUMENICAL 

HRISTIAN 
Why Not Eat a 

Home-Cooked Meal 
With Us on 

INISTRIES SundayNight? 
Come and Watch the 
Super Bowl with us! 

Enjoy Sunday Supper 
Followed by 

"War Without Winners" 
(film) 

Leader 
David Lodge 

Sunday, Jan. 25,5:30 
1021 Denison 

oW (or wear an ECM button) 

Anyone Welcome. Come As You Are 

5 

KIDNEY FOUNDATION Of 

KANSAS • WESTERN MISSOURI 

Clara's Dog Grooming 
3rd and Osage 776-1422 

—CHEAPEST rataa In town 

537-2393 

W.UtHltlll). 

MRS. KIM 
Drtumaklng—TaJUrto| 
We fix Old and Nr» dothm, 

17 yean of Experience 
Also Alterations 

UtS.RadbadEaUaaa 
Mulutun, Ka. 6*502 

lark Horse 
TGIF 

Getan early start on the 
weekend. Meet your friends 

starting at 1 p.m. for the coldest 
beer in Aggieville. 

ATTENTION: 
Applications are now being accepted 
for positions on the Editorial and Ad 
Staff of the Greek Publication, now 

called the "K-State Greek". 

Any Journalism or non-Journalism major interested 
in the position of Sorority and Fraternity Editor, 

Advertising Staff, Greek Relations Editor, Proof- 

Reader or Photographer is encouraged to fill out 
an application available in the Greek Affairs office, 

Holtz Hall 110. Deadline for applications is 
Friday, Jan. 23rd 

- 

."On The Tip Of 
lexas 

MARCH 13-22 

Trip Includes: 
* Round Trip Motor Transportation 
'7 Nights Lodging 
'Fully Equipped Condominiums 
'Pre Party 
'Island Party 
* Shuttle Up and Down the Island 
'Trip to Matamoros, Mexico 
'Tennis Tournament and Volleyball Tournament 

* only 130 spaces available 

Information Meeting: January 27,19818:00 P.M. 
K-State Union, Big 8 Room 

Sign Up: January 28.1981 7:00 A.M.-3:00 P.M. 
Conference Center, 2nd Floor Union 

COST: $180.00 
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Government issues 
pig disease warning 

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Agriculture 
Department announced Thursday it has 
declared "an animal health emergency" so 
measures can be taken to guard against the 
introduction of African swine fever from 
Haiti. 

Harry Mussman, head of the depart- 
ment's Animal and Health Inspection 
Service, said the declaration authorizes "a 
program in cooperation with the govern- 
ment of Haiti" and other countries which 
may be involved in the effort. 

Puerto Rico is considered "especially 
vulnerable" to the disease—which affects 
only swine—because it is only 75 miles from 
the island shared by Haiti and the 
Dominican Republic. 

Besides Haiti, the governments of Mexico 
and Canada "have expressed interest in 
cooperating in the eradication effort," he 
said. 

African swine fever first invaded the 
western hemisphere in 1971 in Cuba, where 
half a million hogs were destroyed, 
Mussman said. It was confirmed in the 
Dominican Republic and Brazil, with the 
disease spreading to Haiti in 1979. 

The disease can be spread by infected live 
pigs and pork products, contaminated 
garbage, feed or water, contaminated 
premises, clothing, footwear and improper 
disposal of infected carcasses. 

Collegian 
classifieds 

FOR SALE 
ADULT GAG gills and novelties-birthday, anniversary, get 

wall, or fust lor tun. Treasure Cheat, Agglevllia. (111) 

1970 LIBERTY 12x56, new carpet and drapes, washer, fur- 
nished, cheap gas heat, storage shed. $4500. Call alter 
5:00 p.m., 537-2858.(77-85) 

125 W7CH Optonlca SA-5801 receiver lor sale. 0.02 THD. 
Quality and features comparable to Yamaha CR 2040 One 
year old New list S800. taking $435 or best reasonable of- 
fer. 776-7918. (81-85) 

FIREWOOD FOR Sale: seasoned mixed woods $55/cord, $30 
large pickup load. Spilt, delivered and stacked. 1-4564212 
(81-100) 

BY OWNER: Nice two bedroom house with basement apart- 
ment, one block east of campus, $40,000 Call 537-1669 
(82-85) 

1974 DASHER (V.W.), 4 cyl„ automatic transmission, AM/FM 
stereo, new valves, new snow tires. Call 539-8187 after 
5:00 p.m. and all weekend. (8345) 

MOBILE HOME, 14x60 Town 6 Country, custom made. Ex- 
cellent condition. Two bedroom, 1Vj bath, central air, 
washer and dryer, microwave, redwood deck, partially lur- 
nlshed, $6,800 Call 776-3792, 537-9323 after 5:00 p.m. 
(8345) 

1969 GIBSON SG. Grover tuning machines, wang bar 
$240.00 539-9358 evenings. (8346) 

BICYCLE, 3 speed, 21" frame, 26" wheels, rack, generator 
light, horn. $30.00 firm. Call Marilyn, 5324630 from 
8:00am to5:00p.m.(8347) 

EPIPHONE ACOUSTIC guitar (FT 130) $120 or best offer 
Call 532-4831 and ask tor Joe. (8345) 

ONE NON reserved basketball ticket for KU and MU. Best of 
fer. Call Mike al 532-3938 (8448) 

CRACKED PECANS 
5 lb. bag at $4 75 

KSU Horticulture Club 
Rm. 41a Waters Hall 
—One Day ONLY— 

Friday, Jan. 23,11 a.m.-5:30 p.m. 

1978 FORD Bronco 4 speed, regular gas. $4300 Call 5374724 
after 6:00 pm (8445)    , 

Typewriter Stock 
Reduction Sale 

on all New Electric Portables 
prior to moving to our 

new location at 

715N.12th 
inAggieville 

Hull Business Machines 
tel. 539-7931 

Sale will be at 

WANTED 
COLLECTIBLES, COINS, back issue magazines, comics. LP 

albums. Check with us before you throw It away. Treasure 
Chest, Aggieville.dtf) 

USED  TEXAS  Instruments,   Business   Analysis!   II.   Call 
5394055 (8245) 

1212 MORO 

AKC COCKER Spaniel puppies. For more information, call 
7764197 alter 5:00 p.m. (84-88) 

INFINITY 3000P high efficiency speakers, Phillips AF829 
electronically controlled turntable with ortofon low mass 
cartridge, Phillips AF384 40 wstt amplifier. All new with full 
warranties. Call Larry, 7764537 (8448) 

1975 VEGA staton wagon with radio and air conditioning, 
$1150.00. Call 5394425. (84-88) 

1970 PLYMOUTH Fury 318 V8, fair condition, runs good 
Good traneportatlon. Call 539-7491, ask for Mark. (8445) 

SEA-LEVEL water bed, king-size, dark finish frame, mattress, 
liner, foam Insulation, mattress pad, $75.00. Call 537-9400 
(8547) 

1978 FIREBIRD, Skyblrd Edition, 31,000 miles, light blue. 
Priced right. Call 539-7108 (8549) 

BASKETBALL-FIVE student season tickets together to 
sell. Call 5374817. (8546) 

ANNOUNCEMENT 
DIVERSIFIED DISCO Systems, the best In Mobil Music. Ser- 

ving K4tate since 1977. Book your spring party now. Call 
776-1254. (8347) 

BACHELOR PARTY, stag party, any kind of party-rent a 
video cassette player. Call 776-1254. (8347) 

WANTED: THREE graderrconeultants for CS 200. Muat be 
proficient in either PU or FORTRAN programming 
languages (or both). Must also have basic clerical skills. 
Contact Russ Taylor, Falrchlld Hall, Rm. 302. 5324355 
(8345) 

ITS JUST what you've bean waiting for! Party Picture Reor- 
der Week, aponsored by University Photography and Mr. 
K's In Agglevllle. Tuesday-Thursday 11:30 a.m.-5fl0 p.m. 
and Saturday 11:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m. Prints $2.00 each, 
minimum two per event, 50* mailing fee. All parties, Spring 
and Fall 1960. Bring a Friend! (8445) 

DAY FOUR pledges held hostage: To our 19 former Sig Ep 
pledge brothers-Go for It. Signed the Four Misfits. (85) 

Tuesday, January 27 
K-SUte pcti its 21 gun* 

winninf itrtai on the line. 

CATCH 

BASKETBALL 

TO BUY—Reserve tickets to KSU-KU game January 28. Call 
5394293 after 6:00 p.m. weekdays, anytime weekend. (85- 
87) 

WANTED K-STATE basketball tickets for February 7, 14, or 
21. Call 7764297 after 5.00 p.m., ask for Mike. (8345) 

EXPERIENCED BASS player or leed guitarist with bass and 
equipment. Contact Dave at 537-9215. (8547) 

(Continued on p. 15) 

The Social Event 
of the Season 

Party Pic Reorder Week 
at 

in Aggieville 
Jan. 20, 21,22 & 24 

Tues.-Thurs. 11:30-5   Sat. 11:30-2:30 
Reorder 4x6 party pictures from all Spring & Fall 1980 
K-State parties! 

2 prints per event minimum/$2.00 per print 
SOt mailing with each order 

BRING A FRIEND! 

• Casino Royale • 

James Bond... 
Shoots 56 Men; 

Rides in a UFO; 

Makes love to 43 Women; 

& Sends Indians on the Warpath! I 

^^^^^^^^= 1006 

PHIL ENL0E 
Internationally Known 

Gospel Singer 

An Unforgettable Experience 

FREE ADMISSION 

Jan. 25th, 7 p.m. 

Juliette & Vottier 

FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD 

EVERYTHING YOUR 
COLLEGE RING SHOULD BL 

ATA PRICE FAR LESS THAN GOLD. 

r \ 

NEW LUSTRJUM 
NOW: S^H 

On Special Promotion Days 

Ask About Josten's Trade-In 

Date: .IANIIARY iQ-23 Time:  9 AM - 4 PM  

Place: OUTRIDF Supply ftept  K-£tatf> I In.nn BQQKSTQRF 

. N 

JOSTEN'S 

k-state union 
bookstore 
25 years of service 1956-1981 rao|/ 
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RIDER TO New York wanted Leave end of January. Call 
537-7901 (82-85) 

BOOKS WEED Management, Wildlife and America, Biology 
of Plants, psychology book (black), a Sand Country al 
manac, Erosion and Sediment Pollution Control. 539-8211, 
Rm 916.(82-88) 

RODEO QIRLS-I need a Marina Josey Barrel Racing Saddle 
with Breast Collar. Square Skirls preferred Must be In ex- 
cellent condition. Call 539-7727. (83-85) 

NEED TWO reserved tickets to KU game Call 532-5440 or 
leave message at 532-5150 (8345) 

HELP WANTED 
AGGIE STATION Is 

waiters/waitresses, 
evenings (8045) 

accepting  applications 
Must   be   21.   Apply 

for cocktail 
1115   Moro, 

CAMP STAFF wanted for Camp LincolnrCamp Lake Hubert a 
Minnesota resident summer camp A strong committment 
to working with children required along with skills in ac- 
tivities. Sign up tor Interviews on campus January 30th at 
the Placement Center (81-90) 

AHEARN COMPLEX Is now hiring special events crew 
laborers to work through March. $3 35/hr. 10-30 hr/wk. Ap- 
plications available in Aheam Complex office located In- 
side the Natatorfum. (82-85) 

PART-TIME, day-time babysitter/housekeeper, my house. 
Needs own transportation. Perfect opportunity for student 
wife. Call 537-7836 Thursday and Friday evenings. (84-85) 

FOR RENT 
COSTUMES, MASKS, periodical clothing, accessories, all 

typos make-up. Grass skirts, lals, bunny and mouse ears 
and more. Treasure Chest, Aggievllle. (Itf) 

CALL CELESTE 
For 

Wildcat Inn Apts. 
Summer, Fall 
Spring, 1981-82 

We are now 
issuing firm 

contracts in all 
Wildcat Inns for 

Summer and Fall 
1981 and Spring— 

1982. Now is the 
time to get 
guaranteed 
apartment 

assignments 
539-5001 for information. 

TYPEWRITER RENTALS, electrics and manuals, day, week 
or month Buzzells, 511 Leavenworlh. across from post 
Office. Call 776-9469. (1tf) 

RENTAL TYPEWRITERS: Excellent selection, Including IBM 
Selectrics Service most makes of typewriters. Hull 
Business Machines, (Aggievllle), 1212 Moro, 539-7931. (Itf) 

FURNISHED, CARPETED rooms at 400 N. 11th, S65 up, kit 
chen and laundry, free parking, bills paid Call 537-4233. 
(78-107) 

FURNISHED. CARPETEO one bedroom apartment at 400 N. 
11th, SIBOand bills paid Call 537-4233. (78-97) 

ROOMY TWO bedroom apartment Available Immediately. 
Call 532 5360 or 776-5265 (80-85) 

FURNISHED, CARPETED rooms close to Aggievllle and cam- 
pus. Kitchen and laundry facilities available. Very quiet. 
Call 539-7892,537-1210 or 7764088. (8145) 

RENT A PIANO 
35.00 a Month 

Don Jorgenson's Piano and Organ 
Little Apple Music 

413Poyntz 
 539-1926  
FURNISHED EFFICIENCY apartment available, Aggievllle 

location. Call Steve, 539-9794 or 537-7179 (8347) 

FARM HOUSE, 10 miles from Manhattan Recently 
remodeled, kids, yes, Indoor pets, no. Deposit, references 
Consider families only. Call 1-456-9605. (84-88) 

BASEMENT APARTMENT, one bedroom, close to campus 
Furnished, $125.00. Call 776 1966 (84-88) 

ONE BEDROOM apartment, central air, furnished. Close to 
campus, 1230.00 month. Call 776-7497 (84-88) 

SUMMER LEASE, one bedroom, furnished wralr con 
dltlonlng, $l35/month. Close to campus. Call 776-3398. 
keep trying. (85*9) 

ROOMMATE WANTED 
FEMALES TO share furnished house at 1005 Vattier, private 

bedrooms, laundry, $50 up. Call 5394401 (78-107) 

LARQE APARTMENT, fireplace, dishwasher, own bedroom, 
$160 month plus utilities. Call Bill, 539-1093. (7948) 

FEMALES TO share furnished house at 1122 Vattier, private 
bedroom, $85.00. Call 5394401. (81-100) 

PRIVATE BEDROOM and bathroom, luxurious trailer, Red- 
bud Estates. Call Dan. 5394878. (8246) 

TWO MALE roommates wanted to share nlceat four bedroom 
house In Manhattan. $75 per month plus utilities. Fur- 
nished or unfurnished. January rent free. (4 blocks from 
campus.) Call 776-4995. keep trying. (8246) 

UPPERCLASSMAN WANTED to share three bedroom, 
modem furnished house. Two fireplaces, laundry, dish- 
washer, garden, A/C, superb atmosphere, f 140/month, V* 
utilities, till August 1. Call after 600 p.m.. Kirk, 537-0696 
(8347) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to share nice three bedroom 
house with two others. $120/month plus Vt utilities. Call 
5394769. (8347) 

NON-SMOKING female to share four-bedroom house, own 
room, $115/month, utilities paid. Fifteen minute walk to 
campus. 776-7860. (8345) 

FEMALE GRAD student or faculty/staff member to share two 
bedroom house in Westloop area with a KSU faculty mem- 
ber. $125/mo plus V» utilities. Call 776-1386 after 5:00 p.m. 
Keep Lying (83-85) 

GRADUATE OR mature student wanted to share grand old 
home near campus, $120 plus share of bills. 778-1162. 
(8345) 

MALE ROOMMATE to live In Wildcat Inn Apartments. 50 feet 
from campus. Prefer Ag student. $67 plus V> utilities. After 
5:00 p.m. 776-3157 (8345) 

LIBERAL WOMAN needed to cook and clean In exchange for 
room and board Will need car If student. Call 537-1117 af- 
ter 7:00pm (8448) 

ONE MALE roommate wanted—to share a large basement, 
$58.00 including utilities, furnished, Bluemont Ave. Nlcel 
Inexpensive! Call 539-3263. (8445) 

HOUSE TO share with two people, Irving room and kitchen, 
private bedroom You pay only $98.00. Call 539-9578 be- 
tween 5 00and 7 00p.m. (8445) 

FEMALE. $87.00 per month, utilities included. Available Im- 
mediately. Call 7764300 after 5:30 p.m., ask for Katie. (85 
87) 

 SUBLEASE  
SUBLEASE FOR summer months: two bedroom apartment, 

fully furnished and carpeted, dishwasher. Close to cam- 
pus. Call 776-9096. (8549) 

SERVICES 
RESUME WRITING, layout, editing, typing or appraisal. 

Resume Service, 411 N. 3rd, 537-7294. (Itf) 

WOMEN'S HEALTH Care Service. Confidential health care 
for women with unexpected pregnancies Abortion ser- 
vices to 20 weeks as an outpatient. Information and free 
pregnancy testing. (316) 684-5108 Wichita. (Itf) 

RESUMES $20; 1-2 pp., 5 copies and envelopes. Tidwell & 
Associates, 219 S. Seth Chllds, 776-5213.537-4504 (83tf) 

PREGNANT? BIRTHRIGHT can help Free pregnancy test. 
Confidential. Call 537-9180 103 South 4th Street. Suite 16. 
(17tf) 

Cash for Cans 
J.C. Distributing Inc. 

Is Paying 25t/Lb. 
For All Aluminum 

Beverage Cans 

Every 1st, 2nd, 4th 
Wednesday of the month. 
Food-4-Less Parking Lot 

40lE.Poyntz 
2:30-4; 30 p.m. 

Every Friday, 1:00-4:00 p.m. 
Saturdays, 8:00-ll:30a.m. 

530 E. 8th 
Junction City 

HORSES BOARDED, lessons given. Indoor and outdoor 
arenas. Powder Puff Downs. Barry and Marty Elliott. St. 
George, Ks. Call 1-494-2660. (7645) 

VW OWNERS! Special this month—1968through 1975 bugs: 
window cranks only $3 50, left door mirror only $9.50, hub- 
caps $6.75. J&L Bug Service, 1-494-2388 (81-90) 

Peanuts By CHARLES SCHULZ 

I JUST FOUND OUT 
WHVCAMELS CAN 60 
50 L0N6 LOITMOUT WATER 

/IT HAS SOME- 
TO V0 WITH THEIR 

V BIS N05ES 

IF THAT'S TRUE, I 
KNOU) SOMC'AE WHO 

5H0ULPNTNEEPAPRINK 
FOR TEN YEARS.' 

IF I WERE A CAMEL, 
SWEETIE, I'P TAKE YOU 
OUT IN THE DESERT, 
ANP LEAVE YOU THERE.' 

Crossword 
ACROSS 

1 —, skip 
and jump 

4 Read hastily 
8 Transmit 

12 Hockey star 
13 "- and 

the King 
of Siam" 

14 Ruse 
15 Native of 

Atlanta 
17 Evaluate 
18 Decree 
19 Assess- 

ments 
20 Farrell's 

"— Lonigan" 
22 Word in a 

comparison 
24 Not any 
25 Virgil works 
29 Conjunction 
30 Actress 

Thomas 
31 Speck 
32 Branch of 

mathematics 
34 Additional 
35 Location 
36 Witch-hunt 

city 

By EUGENE SHEFFER 

37 Run over 
40 Historic 

ship 
41 Swedish 

soprano 
42 Type of 

survey 
46 To the shel- 

tered 
side 

47 Helper 
48 Period 
49 Small, 

secluded 
valley 

50 Individuals 
51 Batter 

Avg. solution 

DOWN 
1 Greedy 

grabber 
2 Crude metal 
3 Basso — 
4 Tales 
5 Contract 
6 Feminine 

ending 
7 Chess piece 
8 Leap 
9 Ardor 

10 Memoran- 
dum 

11 Colors 
16 Go 

by bus 

time: 25 min. 

19 Gambling 
game 

20 Obstacle 
21 Sound 
22 — firma 
23 Consecrated 
25 Portal 
26 Pagan 
27 Center 
28 Hold back 
30 European 

blackbird 
33 Actor: 

Karl- 
34 Animal hair 
36 lateral 

boundaries 
37 Volcanic 

scoria 
38 Boring 

person 
(slang) 

39 Arrow 
poison 

40 Swelling 
CRYPTOQUIP 1-23 

42Govt. agency    TVXLMJ    TXLMGBZL    QGLHBZHSUW 
43 German 

Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 

article 
44 Author 

Levin 
45 Rotating 

piece 

WMS     TXGU     VXQJ 

Yesterday's   Cryptoquip   -    MISPLACED   MODIFIERS 
OFTEN ANNOY USUALLY PLACID TUTOR. 

Today's Cryptoquip clue: W equals T 

DCKENS DISCO is now available to handle any parties at 
good prices. Call Rick. 7764536. (82-86) 

HORSES BOARDED, colts started and lessons given. Indoor 
and outdoor arenas, Powder Puff Downs. St. George, Ks. 
Call 1-494-2660 (82 101) 

LICENSED CHILD care: similar to nursery school. Opens 
A.M. only. References and very reasonable. 537-7884. 
(82-86) 

WILL DO typing. 5396064 (8448) 

J&L Bug Service. VW repair at reasonable prices. One day 
service on most repairs. Only seven minutes from Manhat- 
tan. Call 1-494 2388, St. George. (85-106) 

 NOTICES  
STUDENT DISCOUNT rates on flying lessons If you enroll 

before January 24th. Solo for under $375.00. Call Jeff at 
539-2520.(81-85) 

PILOT NEEDS three passengers lo share costs to KSU 
basketball games. ISU $43.00, MU $39.00 each. Hugh Irvin, 
5394128.532-6311 (84-93) 

IF YOU have ordered your 197940 yearbook, but not picked It 
up, come to Kedzle Hall, Rm. 103. (85) 

 ATTENTION  
ULN IS looking for volunteers to answer telephones. Call 

5324442 if even the slightest bit Interested. Applications 
available In Falrchlld 205 until Friday. January 23. (8245) 

CLUBS AND organizations—earm more money with The 
Trading Post Contsct Jan at 1-913-2724110 for more 
details (8549) 

STUTT AND Curtis. Lynda and Jeff: We are proud of you. You 
did a great job bumping. Time to sleep! Love, Kappas. (85) 

KAPPAS: CONGRATULATIONS, you mede It through your 
first full week Only fifteen more to go. Have a great 
semester' (85) 

 LOST  
LOST DECEMBER 15, a pair of black and gray "Saranac" ski 

gloves. If found call Al at 537-7517. A reward Is offered for 
their return. Lost along Claf lin Ave. or in parking lot behind 
Cardwell. (81-85) 

MALE CAT. white longhair with tan markings on head and 
back, blue eyes, wearing flea collar, near 810 Kearney. 
Reward $50. Call 537-2942. (8346) 

PAIR OF brown leather gloves outside of Union Forum Hall 
Monday evening. Call 5394769 after 5:30 p.m. No 
questions asked. Reward. (8446) 

BLACK CAT, male, shorthalr, five months old Missing since 
Tuesday night, near 532 N. 14th. Call 537-4276. (85) 

 FOUND  
FOUND, CHANGE purse on Moro Street. Identify and pay for 

this ad. Call 1-485-2713.(8345) 

HAT FOUN0 In Union Movie Theater, Saturday night. Call 
537-1198. ask for MlkeZ. (8345) 

 PERSONAL  
SUZE—MY favorite plant stand and roomlet Happy Birthday, 

sweetie. God bless you on your special day and always. I'm 
looking forward to another great semester with you. Love, 
your Llf Boo. Phil 1:3 (85) 

HEY SAL Mayl Wlshln' ya good luck a slngln' your sweet III' 
ol southern tunes cause your klnlolk and I Is a lookin' for- 
ward fo a fine performance The Southern Gent. (85) 

JOEJOE G, The Minus 6, Nashville, and Sambo's were 
great. Are you Ever at a loss for words?! Spunky and Mar- 
cla. (85) 

VICKIE: HAPPY Birthday! Get ready cause tonight will be a 
blast, I promise. Love, Bozo. (85) 

TO THE guys from Shamrock City: You know we thought that 
we would "gag," especially seeing you guys act like 
"fags." Our weekend In Con was really a blast, we're 
hoping that trip won't be our last. "Jake" getting drunk 
was really a crock; forever we'll cherish our piece of the 
"Rock" Blue Eyes and Your Little Ton. (85) 

SCHMOO. TOO Man: Happy 21 st; you sexy thing. (85) 

B.K., Remember the Martatt function, the voka, pink, the 805 
"R" class, the guitar strings. Memorial weekend, and 
Cheap Trick. It will be just like starting over at the formal 
Saturday. Love, Waddles the big MB. (85) 

 WELCOME  
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN at Eighth and Leavenworlh, (537- 

0518) celebrates in worship on Sunday morning at 8 45 and 
11:00 am The Church School, with Young Adult Class at 
9:50 a.m. Pastors John Graham (539-7884) and Steve Wash- 
burn (539-4119). Ride the Blue Bus, stopping across from 
Gcodnow, at 10:35 a.m. and between Boyd and West at 
10:40 a.m. for the 11:00 a.m. service. (85) 

GRACE BAPTIST Church, 2901 Dickens, welcomes you to 
Worship Services at 8:30 and 11:00 a.m. University Clsss 
meets at 9:45 a.m. Evening service 6:00 p.m. Horace 
Brelsford. Ken Edlger 7764424. Ride the bus—pick up 
schedule: West Hall4:10 a.m., Ford Hall4:12 am., 
Haymaker Hall4:14 a.m.. Moore Hall4:16 a.m., Goodnow 
Hall 8 18 a.m., Marlatt Hall-8 20 a.m. Return to campus- 
10:45 a.m. (85) 

WELCOME STUDENTS! First Christian Church, 115 N. 5th, 
Church School 9:45 a.m.; Worship 11:00 a.m. Ministers: 
Ben Ouerfeldt, 5394685, Sue Daniels, 7764025. For tran- 
sportation call 7764790after9:00a.m. Sundays. (85) 

COLLEGE HEIGHTS Baptist Church, 2221 College Heights 
Road, Bible Study 9:30 a.m. and Worship 11:00 a.m. and 
7:00 p.m. Church Training 6:00 p.m. Prayer Service Wed. 
Evening 8:45 p.m. Phone 539-3598. (85) 

CHURCH OF the Nazarene, 1000 Fremont, Sunday School, 
10:00 a.m.; Evening Service, 8:00 p.m.; Prayer Service, Wed- 
nesday. 7:00 p.m. (85) 

WELCOME STUDENTS to the Manhattan Mennonlte 
Fellowship. We meet at 10:45 a.m. for Sunday morning 
small group and 9:30 a.m. for worship at the Ecumenical 
Christian Ministries Building at 1021 Denlson (the white 
building with the two red doors). (85) 

ST. LUKE'S Lutheran Church Missouri Synod, Sunset end N. 
Delaware welcomes students to services, 8:15 and 10:45 
a.m. Bible study 9:30 a.m. (85) 

WELCOME TO the Church of Christ, 2510 Dickens, Sunday, 
9:30 a.m., Bible classes; 10.30 a.m., Worship and Com- 
munion; 500 p.m., Student Supper; 6:00 p.m., evening wor- 
ship. Harold Mitchell, minister. 5394581 or 539-9212. (85) 

WORSHIP SERVICES 8:30and 11:00 a.m. Church school 9:40 
a.m. First Lutheran Church. 10th and Poyntz. (85) 

MASSES AT Catholic Student Center, 711 Denlson, Sunday 
Mass 8:30 a.m., 1040 a.m., 11:15 a.m., 12:30 p.m. and 5:00 
p.m. Saturday evening at 5:00 p.m. Dally 4:30 and 5:15 p.m. 
Mass. (85) 

PEACE LUTHERAN Church Invites you to our 8:15 a.m. and 
10:30 a.m. Sunday services. Go 1/2 mile west of stadium on 
Kimbali We are friendly. (85) 

WORSHIP ON campus at All-Faiths Chapel, 10:45 a.m. Bible 
Study 9:30 a.m. Sunday, Ramada Inn, Lower Level Banquet 
Room Evening Service 6:30 p.m. 1225 Berlrand, the Univer- 
sity Christian Church, Harold McCracken, minister. (85) 

TRY GOD for Inspiration and fellowship. Wesleyan Church, 
1223 Poyntz. Worship 840 and 1140 a.m. Sunday School 
9:30 a.m. Evening service 7:00 p.m. (85) 
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50%off] 
25 Foot 

Headphone! 

In Aggieville 

2nd ANNIVERSARY SALE 
Clip & Save" Daze 
50%oS] 

on Jensen: 

Home 

Ceramic j 
Diamond j 

Needles ' 
$400 

Cord's     { Speakers   :Reg.vaiue995i295 

Explraa Jan. 31,1981 ♦♦♦*?       •>♦♦♦•• Expires Jan. 31,1981 »•♦♦■•*       *>♦♦♦♦ Expires Jan. 31,1981 ►♦♦< 

t 

►♦♦- Explraa Jan. SI, 1981 ►♦ 

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦* 

40%offi 
on the^ 

Discwasher 
Record Cleaning; 

|      Systems 
♦♦♦♦^ Expiras Jan. 31,19811 

!•♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦! 

50 Watt   j 
Car Stereo 

Power Amp.   ♦ 

♦    $19.95      \ 
!»«■■»« Explraa Jan. 31,1981 ►♦♦♦* 

Akai   j 
! Tape Deck j 

20% off   \ 
All In Stock 

►♦♦♦J 

50% 
Maxell Tape 

Reel to Reel 
18 trk. Cassette 
*♦♦♦♦ Explraa Jan. 31,1SS11 

25%off 
On All 

|    Pioneer 
jCar Speakers; 
|      In Stock 
«♦♦♦♦ Explraa Jan. 31,1981 ►♦ 

►♦♦♦* Explraa Jan. 31,1981 

_50%off! 
| on All Jet 
| Sound Car 
| Stereo Ampsj 

In Stock 
!♦♦♦♦ Expires Jan. 31,1981 ►♦♦♦< 

50%off| 
j HeadphonesJ 

Audio Technica 

*37.95 *59.95 j 
fexplres Jan. 31,1981 »♦♦♦« 

Akai     j 
Turntable ' 

Manuale Play 
$170°° Value 
»99 with Cartridge j 

>♦♦♦ Explraa Jan. 31,1981 ^♦♦♦4 

25%of? 
on All Record 

and Tape Cleaning 

Demagnetizing 
Equipment        ♦ 

Explraa Jan. 31,1981 ++++k 

Anttenna 

| Amps for Cars t 

20% off 
♦Boosts your Reception j 

up to 10 Times     i 
*♦♦♦♦ Explraa Jan. 31,1981 ►♦♦♦• 

Maxell 
i Tape Recorder 
|      Care Kit 

*2.98 t 
►♦♦« Explraa Jan. 31,1981 ♦♦ ♦■* 

50% off; 
All RTR Loud 

Speakers In Stock! 
Save up to 
$300 Now 

►♦♦ Explraa Jan. 31,1981 ►♦♦ 

CZTSAIG 
ErVPUE 

* FISHER 
(^midkytmehniem. 

PKD55 
BBR 
BHERWOOD 

$KBMWOOD 

Technics 
SasisuL 

ADVEVT 

JVC 
flOPIOiMefER 

SONY 
TCX*!» INBTWUMCNTS 

DIG                      J 
#SANYO 

maxell 
JENSEN 
-agatKSSF        j 

: 

10% off] 
on 

All J.Y.C. 
Sony Portable    ♦ 

Cassette Recorders ♦ 
► ♦♦♦ Explraa Jan. 31,1981 ►♦♦♦% 

Tune up your } 
Turntable 

♦ with an Audio Technic; 
Cartridge 

50% off 
4Prolle*65°° W 
»♦♦<•>♦ Explraa Jan. 31,1981 ►♦♦♦•. 

Gusdorf 
Componet 

Rack 
Reg. *5995.*39,s 

♦♦♦-4 Explraa Jan. 31,1981 ♦♦♦- 

► ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦; 

_ _ Pioneer 
♦ AM-FM Indosh j 

Fits Small Cars { 
:Reg.*12995 *7995| 
♦ ♦ 
!»♦♦♦• Explraa Jan. 31,1981 ♦♦♦4 

TaDaK. 
J  90 Minute 3 pack 

t    Cassettes 

|     *4.95 
♦      Lifetime Guarantee 
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ « Explraa Jan. 31,1981 

♦ 

• i 

1126 MORO 
776-5507 

Store Hours:  Mon.-Wed.  10-« 
Thurs. 10-8 
Fri. 10* 

Sat. 10-6 
In Aggieville 
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Fund-raising gimmick backfires 
By TERIGROFT 

Staff Writer 
Good intentions resulted in bad feelings 

for many greeks when the executive com- 
mittee of the Muscular Dystropy bump-a- 
thon "kidnapped" the composites of all the 
greek houses and two other living groups 
early last Thursday morning. 

In an attempt to raise money for the an- 
nual Muscular Dystrophy bump-a-thon, 
members of the bump-a-thon executive 
committee decided in a meeting late 
Wednesday evening to take all greek 
composites for a ransom of $1 per face, to be 
paid by each house as a donation to the 
bump-a-thon. 

The executive committee did not discuss 
the "composite kidnapping" idea with Barb 
Robel, director of Greek Affairs or Greg 
Mermis, president of Intrafraternity 
Council (IFC). 

Mermis, senior in accounting, said IFC 
and the Panhellenic Council have stressed 
that composite stealing is forbidden and is 
considered a felony. 

"What happened (composite stealing) 
was for a good cause, but it could have 
caused problems," Mermis said. "In the 
past we have had trouble with composite 
stealing, which is why we've been trying to 
reinforce the fact that it is a felony. IFC does 
not condone this."   . 

According to Debbie Jones, chairman of 
the bump-a-thon executive committee and 
junior in home economics education, the 
group didn't think it was necessary to 
contact Robel because they didn't believe 
the committee was actually "stealing" the 
composites since all sorority and fraternity 
presidents were notified prior to the time the 
composites were taken. 

Not  all  greek  leaders  were  directly 

notified but messages were left at each 
house for every president, Jones said. 

BUT NOT ALL presidents received word 
of the composites' relocation. 

Pat Clark, president of Sigma Phi Epsilon 
fraternity said he was unaware that the 
house composite had been taken by bump-a- 
thon committee members. 

"We didn't pay any ransom to get our 
composite back," Clark, junior in ac- 
counting, said. "I think the committee was 
maybe being a little overzealous with trying 
to obtain money for a good cause. If they had 
made the proper arrangements beforehand, 
I think they would have been more suc- 
cessful." 

ALTHOUGH MEMBERS of the com- 
mittee originally requested $1 per face on 
the composite, committee members said 

they told presidents to donate what they 
could, if the $1 per face could not be donated. 

Some presidents said when they went to 
Mother's Worry to retrieve their composites 
they were led to believe that $1 per face had 
to be donated or the composite would not be 
returned. 

Mike Goss, president of Delta Upsilon 
fraternity, said the request of $1 per face 
angered many fraternity members. 
"I know it made a lot of people in the house 
really mad. We had a dancer in the bump-a- 
thon and a lot of guys donated money to him, 
then the committee requested even more 
money. There was a lot of outside pressure 
to donate the money," Goss, junior in 
economics, said. 

GOSS SAID in order to donate the money 

(See GIMMICK, p.2) 
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Tuttle plane crash injures K-State student 
The pilot of a single-engine plane and his passenger, a K-State student, 

were injured Saturday when the airplane they were flying crashed near 
the K-State crew boat house. 

The pilot, Kelley McGuirk, a former K-State student from Kansas City, 
Mo., was reported in serious condition Sunday in the intensive care unit at 
Stormont-Vail Hospital in Topeka. 

His passenger, Blake Debord, junior in marketing, was in fair condition 
at the same hospital. 

The accident occurred after the plane clipped some power lines on the 
east side of Tuttle Creek Dam, according to H.D. Scott of the Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA). 

Riley County police discovered the accident at about 2:20 p.m. 
Saturday, Scott said. 

The plane, owned by an aerobatics club in Kansas City, was destroyed 
in the crash. 

As far as the FAA could immediately determine, the crash was not 
caused by mechanical trouble, Scott said. An investigation by the FAA is 
underway. 

'Aura of love' surrounds 
hostage, family gathering 

WEST POINT, N.Y. (AP) - 
Generations separate Claudia 
Johnson, wife of an Army man, and 
11-year-old Stacy Panzanaro, but 
together they said all that needed 
saying to sum up the Day the 
Hostages Came Home. 

"They are finally on American 
soil and nobody will mess with 
them again," Johnson said. 

And Stacy put her feelings into 
the sign she carried along the route 
the former hostages took to West 
Point: "Super Sunday: United 
States 52, Iran 0." 

There were plenty such vignettes 
in these Catskill foothills, rich in 
the legend of Rip Van Winkle and 
the heroisms of the Revolutionary 
War. 

Such as: 
—The man kissing the ground as he 
got off the plane bringing the 
former hostages from Germany. 
And the airport official, Frank 
Tarbell, describing the scene, 
saying: "It was a Marine, but I 
could not see the name tag for my 
tears." 
—The flagpoles with their flags at 
half-staff, a reminder on this day of 
joy that eight servicemen were 
killed during last April's failed 
rescue mission. 
—The baby buggy decorated with 
American flags, its infant occupant 
swathed in a yellow blanket. 
—The   comment   of   Richard 
Brenner,  12:  "To heck with the 

Super Bowl, we want to see that 
they're here." 
—Airport staffers voting 
unanimously not to give any details 
of the reunion, keeping private 
what the hostages and their 
families wanted private. But 
Tarbell still managed to describe 
it: "There was an aura of love." 
—After the first taste of freedom, 
after the first round of hugs, the 
hostages wanting to preserve the 
glorious moments: pulling out 
pocket cameras and 
photographing one 
another—making sure that the 
legend on the side of the plane 
"The United States of America" is 
included in the picture. 
—The description of the scene on 
the plane, offered by customs 
inspector Gerald Naves: "I could 
feel the relief and the relaxation." 
—The mood in the Stewart Airport 
terminal where some families 
waited, breaking spontaneously 
into "God Bless America," as the 
plane landed. On the wall, two huge 
signs: "Free at Last," and "Home 
of the Brave." 
—The crowds along the airport to 
West Point bus route, whiling away 
the time by singing patriotic songs. 
Flags, yellow ribbons, signs, 
everywhere. New York State 
Police estimate the route crowd at 
200,000. 

Hanging on... Riley County ambulance 
attendent Kirk AAaher attends to Kelly 
McGuirk, tormer K-State student, after 
the plane he was piloting crashed 
Saturday near the K-State crew boat 

Staff photo by Scott Wlllltms 

house on the east side of Tuttle Creek 
Reservoir. McGuirk and a passenger of 
the plane, Blake Debord, junior in 
marketing, were taken to a Topeka 
hospital following the crash. 
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Gimmick.... 
(Continued from p. 1) 

requested by the committee be took a 
collection from all fraternity members, 
totaling around $50. 

Mark Kohlrus, president of Pi Kappa 
Alpha fraternity said when the committee 
member called him Thursday morning to 
inform him of the composite kidnapping, he 
was told no minimum donation was 
required. Kohlrus, junior in accounting, said 
when two members of the fraternity went to 
reclaim the composite, committee members 
gave the impression that all other houses 
were giving the $1 per face. 

"I thought it (composite taking) was a 
poor way to get donations," Kohlrus said. 

APPARENTLY, OTHER presidents 
agree with Kohlrus. 

Alpha Kappa Lambda president, Jeff 
Brose, said he didn't agree to the kidnapping 
of the house composite because it was new 
and worth a great deal of money. Brose, 
sophomore in pre-veterinary medicine, said 
the committee called him later and said 
they (the committee) had hoped for 100 

percent participation and because of bis 
fraternity's failure to participate they didn't 
have it. Brose said he was made to feel 
obligated to participate. 

Mike Hegarty, public relations director of 
the committee and junior in economics, said 
that no house donated the original request of 
$1 per face. 

Robel said approximately 3000 students 
are affiliated with greek living 
organizations, thus had the scheme worked, 
approximately $3000 could have been added 
to the drive at $1 per person. 

However, the final greek pledge was well 
short of that figure. Hegarty said total 
pledges from greek houses were $350. 

The estimated value of a composite is 
"right at $1000," Robel said, adding that the 
worth of the pictures at some of the smaller 
houses would be less. With composites from 
38 living groups taken, the total value of all 
the portraits would be at least $35,000. 

Hegarty said the bump-a-thon raised 
approximately $18,000 for Muscular 
Dystrophy, about $2,000 less than last year. 

Campus bulletin 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 

APPLICATION!     FOB     UNIVERSITY    LIARNINO 
NETWORK volunteers are available In Falrchlld 205 until 
Friday. 

EDUCATION COUNCIL APPLICATIONS art available 
at Holton 111. Deadlineli4:Mp.m. Fab. 4. 

APPLICATIONS PON AO STUDINT COUNCIL oNlcer 
poaltlont ara available In Waters 117. 

STUDINT  GOVERNMENT   ILRCTION   FORMS  are 
available at the SSA Office. Filing deadline It S p.m. 
Wednesday 

APPLICATIONS are available for chairman posltlone of 
all Union Program Council committee* at me Activities 
Center. Deadline I* S p.m. Thursday. 

SLUR   KIY   SINIOR   HONORARY   MRMSRISMIP 
applications are available In Anderson 104. Deadline Is 
Friday. 

UNIVIRIITY POR MAN Is seeking volunteer! to help 
with UFM Registration for spring classes. Call Kate at 532 
5444 Registration Is Feb. f, 10,11. 

APPLICATIONS POR SORORITY SPRINO RUSH *• 
available In Molti Hall 110. Deadline Is Monday, Fab. f. 

INTERNATIONAL STUDINT CINTIR needs volun- 
teer tutors for It* conversational English program. If In- 
terested, Call S32-444S. 

MICROBIOLOOY CLUI will attend the National ASM 
meetings at Dallas March 1-4. 

THR ORADUATI SCHOOL has scheduled the first oral 
defense of the doctoral dissertation of Sherllyn F. Smith at 
1:30 a.m. Wednesday at Waters 133. Topic: variation In 
morphology and coloration among grasshoppers related to 
geograhlcal distribution, seasonal occurenco and plant 
communities In the Flint Hills region of Ka 

TODAY 
A AND O ORADU ATI CLUI will meet at noon at Farretl 

Library Education Room. 

ARH IPRINO FLINO will have an Informational 
meeting at 7:30 p.m. at me Derby ARH off ko. 

PTO ITUDINT CHAPTIR will meat at 7:30 p.m. at 
Waters 244. 

LITTLI SISTIRS OP THI STAR AND LAMP will hold 
an executive meeting at 1:30 p.m. at Pi Kappa Phi House 
General meeting will follow at 9pm. 

CAMPUS 
207. 

I meeting will be 7:30p.m. at Union 

RNOINIIRINO STUDINT COUNCIL will meet at 4:30 
p.m. at Union Big I Room. 

MITA-PHORUM will meet at 4 p.m. at Union Cat'i 
Pause. Officer* required to attend. 

■XICUTIVI COMMITTII OP ALPHA PHI OMIOA 
will meet at 4 p.m. at Union 213. General meeting will 
follow at 7 p.m. 

ICUMBNICAL CHRISTIAN MINISTRIES will meet at 9 
p.m.atMarlatt23*. 

ALPHA CHI SIOMA will meet at I p.m. at Wlllard 211. 

PRE PHYSICAL THERAPY CLUI meeting will be 9 
p.m. at Ford Hall main lobby. 

ALPHA KAPPA PSI will meet at 7 p.m. at Calvin 102. 

AO COUNCIL OFFICER candidates will meet at 4:30 
p.m. at Waters 13S. 

INTERIOR  ARCHITECTURE  ASSOCIATION meeting 
will begin at 7:30p.m. at Union Big I Room. 

KSU CHEERLEADERS will meet from « to I p.m. at 
Anaarn Field House main gymnasium. 

SPURS EXECUTIVE meeting will be a p.m. at the 
International Student Center. General meeting follows at 
4:30 p.m. 

R ESTAUR ANT MANAGEMENT CLUI Will meet at 4:30 
p.m. at Justin 2S4. 

TUESDAY 
PHI UPSILON OMICRON will meet at 7 p.m. at Justin 

10*. Attendance Is mandatory. 

FENIX ORGANIZATION moating will be 11:30 a.m. at 
Union 201. 

WOMEN AOAINST RAP! will meet at 5:30 p.m. at 
University for Man Fireplace Room. 

KSU IIILI STUDY meeting will be 7 p.m. at Kedile MM. 

LITTLI AMIRICAM ROYAL meeting will begin at 4 
p.m. at Call 304. 

ADVERTISING CLUI will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Kedile 
Library. 

CHIMBS will meet at 9:30 p.m. at Kedile 214. 

POOD SCIINCI CLUI meeting begins at 7 p.m. at Call 
m. 

KIU NORSEMAN'S ASSOCIATION will meet at I p.m. 
at Weber Arena. 

THITA XI LITTLI SISTERS meeting will be *:30 p.m. 
at Theta Xi House. 

SOCIETY POR ADVANCEMENT OP MANAGEMENT 
win meet at 7:30p.m. at Union Little Theatre. 

OOLDINHIARTS meeting will be 10 p.m. at Sigma 
Alpha Epellon House. 

F AMI LY CHILD DlVB LOPMB NT INTIRIST OROUP 
will meet at 4:30 p.m. at Justin Lounge. 

Drs. Price & Young 
Optometrists 

I 
HM; CAN BE BEAT 

Almost 2 million people are living proof your contributions count. 

American Cancer Society ** «PT* ™n.hbut«i». ■»•* «nN•,. 

Experience 

is 
the Difference. 

Scanlan 
Pd. far by Stadrnts far Scaalon PRESIDENT 

^ 
»/)6 

CHPI/TV  E/Pino/n 
Mm.   KANSAS   1980 

conducting DANCE - EXERCISE classes: Let 1981 
be Your year to shine. Lose INCHES & TONE UP for 
an exciting YOU. m Call 456-9761 

Attend FREE trial 
session, Monday 

Feb. 2 
Bluemont School 
Gym 7:00 p.m. 

K-WHO WEEK! 
.S.0CKIN' ## 

GET YOUR 

K-WHO 
STICKERS 
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Briefly By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Helicopter prison rescue faiis 
NEW YORK — A helicopter pilot was forced at gunpoint to hover 

his craft over the roof of a federal detention center Sunday while his 
passengers tried unsuccessfully to drop weapons to inmates below, 
authorities said. Inmates briefly took a guard hostage on the roof. 

The inmates, waving a white flag, surrendered several hours 
later, leaving the roof of the federal Metropolitan Correctional 
Center one by one to be searched. The guard was released unhar- 
med. 

It was not known who the helicopter's hijackers were frying to 
free, but it was learned police were checking into the possibility that 
Croatian nationalists may have been behind the plot. The hijackers 
fled after forcing the helicopter to land at a heliport. 

Anthony Amanzio, general manager of Island Helicopters, said 
the helicopter had been chartered under the name of "Sanchez." 
When two men and a woman who arranged for the charter arrived at 
New Jersey's Teeterboro Airport they told the pilot where they 
wanted to go. 

"They offered him a sum of money...he immediately turned down 
the request," Amanzio said. "Then they placed a sawed-off shotgun 
to his head and told him it no longer was a request, but a demand." 

'Hot' gold causes skin problems 
ALBANY, N.Y. — State health officials are urging people with 

"serious skin problems" to seek medical help and have their gold 
jewelry checked for radioactivity following the discovery of three 
contaminated rings. 

Radioactive gold jewelry has been blamed in at least two cancer 
cases in the past 14 years. One patient's ring finger was amputated. 

"We don't want people to be terrified by this news," said state 
Dpartment of Health spokesman Frances Tarlton. "We do want 
them be aware of the possible danger and if they have real problems 
to get them checked.'' 

The rings apparently were made from hollow 24-carat gold 
"seeds," impregnated with radioactive radon gas, which were used 
in cancer treatment. The seeds are injected into tumors where the 
radiation would kill cancerous tissue. Radiologists say the gas, 
radon-22, remains active for at least 100 years. 

Reagan urged to decontrol oil prices 
WASHINGTON — Two of President Reagan's Cabinet officers are 

urging him to take a step that could hike gasoline prices by 12 cents 
or more a gallon but at the same time add up to $7 billion to the 
national treasury. 

The immediate decontrol of prices for crude oil and 
gasoline—which Reagan could accomplish by executive or- 
der—might by some estimates cost consumers $10 billion between 
now and when controls on these prices would expire anyway on Oct. 
1. 

This could happen because decontrol would allow the price of 
domestic oil to rise to world market levels. While there are various 
estimates of the price of oil, the Department of Energy's is that the 
price of domestic oil averaged $23 a barrel in December while that of 
imported oil averaged more than $35a barrel. 

Reagan budget director David Stockman and Energy Secretary 
James Edwards are the two urging action. 

What has apparently held up immediate action is the question of 
how much it would add to inflation and at what point. 

Immediate removal of all controls likely would hit gasoline first. 
But one consumer advocate says decontrol also would give "an 
economic jolt" to prices on a whole range of products, from food 
shipped by truck to synthetics and plastics made with petroleum. It 
also could force up the cost of Social Security, which is tied to the 
Consumer Price Index. 

Janitor charged with 'cleaning' 
NEW YORK — An employee of the Metropolitan Museum of Art 

has been arrested and charged with the theft of about $350,000 worth 
of ancient gold coins and art objects that disappeared from a case in 
the museum's medieval corridor last October, police said. 

Police said Charles Kelly, 45, was arrested at his home at Hubbank 
Path in Babylon on Saturday and charged with grand larceny. 

Kelly was a cleaning man assigned to the museum security unit 
when the thefts occurred on Oct. 14, police said. 

Police said they had recovered two gold coins worth $90,000 each 
and an Irish gold dress-fastener of inestimable value. 

Weatner 
There was once a time K-State fans took pride in telling scum from 

down the river, "Oh well, just wait 'till basketball season." Let's just 
hope this year, the dropping temperatures will force the KU team to 
cool off a little, and keep that football-provoked statement a truism. 
Cooler today with a high near 45. 

&*£> ̂
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COLDEST BEER 
IN AGGIEVILLE 
D. J. Nitely Open l p.m.-midnight 

TONIGHT 
INNER-CITY 

DART MATCH PLAY 
Come watch some exciting com* 
petition in 301, cricket A 701. 

AUNTIE MATS 
PARLOR 

TOPEKA 
ALLSTARS 

OPEN AT 11 A.M. DAILY FOR LUNCH J> 

,dP The Eyes Have Itl 

NORMAN, the Xerox   <tf0O 

and the staff at WIA905 Copy Shop 
can do it all: 

type 
proofread 
edit 
copy- 
collate 

4 
fold 
bind 
provide faculty file materials 
offer great variety of papers 
copy large documents 

Copy Shop, 612  N.   12th  (park by Kite's) 
Open9:15a.m.-6:30p.m. 537-9606 

Enjoy a Pre-Show Dinner at the K-State Union 
before the A.C.T.F. productions. 

Wednesday, Jan. 28 The Great War by Frank Higgins 
Thursday. Jan. 29    The House Across The Street by Darrah Cloud 
Friday, Jan. 30 The Learned Ladies by Moliere 
Saturday, Jan. 31     Prometheus Bound by Aeschylus 

AVANT LA PIECE DINNERS 
Wednesday, Jan. 28 MEXICAN DINNER 
Zucchini Salad Frijoles 
Green Chile Chicken Crisp Fried Tortillas and Salsa 
Chili Rellenos Bunuelos 
Pink Rice 

Thursday, Jan. 29 
Orange and Cucumber Salad 
Roast Leg of Lamb 
Manicotti Stuffed with Cheese and Spinach 
White Beans with Tomatoes 

ITALIAN DINNER 
Smothered Cabbage, Venetian Style 
Hard Rolls 
Granit (Fruite Flavored Ices) 

Friday, Jan. 30 
Spinatsalal 

GERMAN DINNER 
Zucchini in Sauercahn und Dill Sauce 

Sauerbrauten Rummelkartoffle (Caraway Potatoes) 
Rosenkahl mit Schinken und Tonaten        Weisobrat mit Kummel (White Bread w/Caraway Seeds 

(Brussel Sprouts w/Ham & Tomatoes)   Schwarzwalder Kirschtorte (Black Forest Cake) 

Saturday, Jan. 31 CREOLE DINNER 
Tossed Greens with Herbed Vinaigrette Dressing 
Yam Bread 
Shrimp File Gumbo 
Grillades and Grits 

Avant La Piece Dinners: 6:00 p.m. Bluemont Room K-State Union 
$5.50 Advance Tickets only 532-6425 

Shows: 8:00 p.m. McCain Auditorium 
$3.00 General Admission 532-6425 

Smothered Okra 
Spiced Yam Casserole 
Pecan Pie 



Opinions 
Kids say the 

darn'dest things 
High school teachers are always presented with 

many frustrating obstacles by their students—among 
them, short attention spans, apathy, ignorance and 
vindictiveness. 

There is a point at which students in high school can 
no longer absorb material in any given class period. 
And if certain key facts about any given example are 
not forcefully drummed into their minds, interesting 
things have been known to happen. 

Consider this recent, classic grape-vine-variety 
example : 

Stanley Crawford, teacher of sociology at 
Manhattan High School, in an interview, claims to 
have read an article to his class about the University 
of Massachusetts paper, coincidentally named the 
Daily Collegian. 

The students ran a dummy advertisement the 
Sunday before the inauguration for someone to 
assassinate President Reagan. Needless to say, the 
government didn't think it was so funny, and neither 
did the paper's adviser or the publisher. 

At least one student left Crawford's classroom with 
the impression that the Collegian in the article was K- 
State's newspaper. That student subsequently told 
members of his family, who subsequently conveyed 
the same story to others, until it reached a staff 
member of the Collegian, and then the director of 
student publications—a total of at least six people. 

Lord only knows where it went from there—perhaps 
the last PTA meeting? 

In the final grape-vine version of the story, the 
teacher responsible had been changed to the jour- 
nalism teacher. It took some tracking to get the right 
teacher on the phone. 

Although there are those on this paper who may 
think such a coincidence is cute, there is little doubt 
that Student Publications Inc. is glad the Collegian in 
error is in Massachusetts. 

DAMIEN SEMANITZKY 
Managing Editor 

Enough 
is enough 

President Reagan has pledged to cut spending in 
the federal government. The new president has the 
opportunity to show his support for such action by 
endorsing a bill currently being reviewed by the 
House Committee on Goverment Operations. 

The bill, the Former Presidential Enough is 
Enough and Taxpayer's Relief Act of 1981, was in- 
troduced by Rep. Andy Jacobs of Indiana, and would 
reduce the pensions of former presidents. 

Annually the government shells out between 
$300,000 and $400,000 to support former President 
Nixon. Approximately the same amount will be spent 
on Jimmy Carter. 

Jacob's bill, if passed, would limit the spending to 
10 times the poverty level of an urban family of four, 
which comes out to be about $70,000 not including 
Secret Service protection. 

Passing such a bill is long overdue. The U.S. Con- 
sititution dictates no responsibility - to provide a 
pension. While it may have been necessary to provide 
pensions at one time, it is no longer needed and 
certainly not justified since the former president no 
longer has any responsibilities to the government. 

Presidents enter the office as millionaires and they 
ultimately leave office millionaires. Shortly after 
leaving office they begin collecting millions more by 
writing their memoirs and making personal ap- 
pearances. 

It's time taxpayers were not forced to shell out $5 
every time a former president wants to wash his car. 

PAULSTONE 
Opinions Editor 

THiNKt«wHe«e oit> voo ^er THose ceos wesve 
BeeN WORKING WITH Z, 

-Alice Sky 

Patriotism is not 
a dirty word 

"Free at last. Free at last." This 
was the cry of many Americans as 
they heard that the 52 Americans 
had been released after 444 days of 
captivity in Iran. 

The hostages are being ac- 
claimed as national heroes and 
heroines as the nation rejoices at 
the news. They are being offered 
such things as life-time passes to 
sports events, free vacations and 
travel, and free psychiatric care; 
presumably to make up for the 
days that they spent in Iran. 

I agree that this nation owes 
them a debt, but not for what they 
went through, rather for the 
transition that the country went 
through during those 444 days. 

While the hostages remained in 
Iran, I have witnessed something 
in this nation that I had not seen 
since Watergate—people working 
together, believing 
together—patriotism if you will. 
Citizens have had a common cause 
to believe in. 

FUNNY THING about our 
society. We live in a highly social 
environment yet we know little 
about those around us. Big cities 
have the worst reputations for non- 
involvement, but I see this disease 
spreading outward and infecting 
more rural areas. 

Being from the East Coast, I 

hear a lot of jokes about having 
neighbors who are strangers or 
about not getting involved. The 
joke was on the tellers this 
Christmas. 

Washington and the surrounding 
areas waged an unusual yet 
touching campaign in unity last 
Christmas Eve. The lights on the 
national Christmas tree were lit for 
415 seconds (one second for each 
day of captivity), and people were 
asked to go outside their homes 
and light a candle for that period of 
time. 

At precisely 10 p.m., as my 
family prepared to go outside with 
candles, I saw something in my 
neighborhood that I hadn't seen for 
a long time—neighbors gathering, 
saying prayers and singing 
carols—together. 

MY    NEIGHBORHOOD    has 
always been a friendly one, but 
never before had I seen my neigh- 
bors gather together in expression 
of a common belief and unity. As 
we stood outside facing freezing 
temperatures and gusting winds, 
fighting to keep our candles lit, I 
saw us fighting for something, 
together. 

The unity that I speak of surfaces 
most often during crises and 
blackouts. During a blackout 
people tend to gather to help those 

in trouble, neighbors who perhaps 
have never met will work together. 

The United States experienced a 
444-day blackout. The entire nation 
was in the dark, and the entire 
nation banded together. 

One town raised a flag every day 
the hostages were held; con- 
struction workers in New York 
displayed a sign, counting the 
days; WPGC radio station in 
Washington played the "National 
Anthem" at noon every day; 
thousands of letters and packages 
were sent to the hostages from 
people who they didn't even know. 

Why did it take a crisis for people 
to realize that patriotism i&^ot a 
dirty word? \ 

The importance is not in an 
answer to my question, but rather 
in the continuation of the mood. 

The hostages are home, light has 
been shed on the situation—will 
people now retreat back to the 
safety of their non-involvement? I 
hope not. 

The Americans who were held 
hostage for 444 days have given 
this country something that it 
sorely needed. To forget that, and 
to resume life as it was Nov. 3, 
1979, would be to reduce those days 
to a chapter in a history book, 
rather than the lesson that it should 
be. 

Kansas 
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Letters 

Peace a priority 
Editor. 

RE: Damien Semanitzky's column, 
"Bringing the peaces together," in Mon- 
day's Collegian. 

I hesitate to bring it up since no one else 
has. However, risks are necessary. The 
column on Monday, Jan. 19 concerning the 
issue of developing a "Peace Department" 
or not was sad, very sad. 

It is very easy to protest increasing ex- 
penditures of taxpayers' money, especially 
in our current mood (though the media is 
overreacting to and overstating that mood.) 
However, the $250 million or so thought 
necessary to begin a "Peace Department" 
is unbelievably minute compared to what 
we now spend on defense that is no defense, 
let alone what the total of "defense" 
spending worldwide happens to be. 

If we had spent one tenth of one percent 
for peace as we had for "defense" in the last 
25 years, perhaps we would have developed 
far more sophisticated means of developing, 
nurturing and maintaining peace. If we had 
a "Peace Department" as well funded as 
the "Defense" department perhaps our 
diplomats could be better trained than to 
simply say, "Now let's behave like gen- 
tlemen" (though I'm sure they are 
significantly   past   that   point  already). 

Considering the amount of overkill already 
present in our arsenals (defense?), con- 
sidering the continued increase in terrorist 
activity, considering the current "wars" 
and armed conflicts, the senator the author 
quoted is precisely correct. There may be no 
more important legislation facing the U.S. 
Congress and people than the legislation 
that might, just might, begin to turn us all 
around to learning how to live, related and 
react with and for peace. 

As Rev. John Moore said, "A Jonestown 
happens because no one is free enough to 
throw their body against a vat of coolaid and 
spill its contents on the ground. But who 
among us is free enough to throw our body 
against the vat of nuclear destruction to 
save us from a mass murder-suicide of such 
proportions that we cannot comprehend 
them." 

The time for our desperate need to un- 
derstand how to peacefully resolve our 
conflicts is a yesterday we may never 
discover, but at least we still have chance 
now. Yes, definitely, decidely, we need a 
"Peace Department!" 

RodSaunders 
Ecumenical Christian Ministries 

Hostages provide lesson 
Editor, 

So the hostages have been freed. Now we 
can all sit back with the relief of knowing 
that it is all over and done with. The om- 
nipresent "hostage crisis" that cast such a 
shadow over almost every American life 
(and-or newspaper) is now history. Jan. 20, 
1981 will become another date on the long 
lists of dates to be memorized in textbooks 
by history students. 

Unfortunately, this is more than likely to 
be the case. So many people, especially, 
though not restricted to, Americans, feel 
that once an event is gone with the wind, or 
rather the headlines, that it is of no further 
pertinence to our lives. Too often we slough 
off the responsibility of storing and learning 
from events on to the history book writers 
and teachers. And sometimes, even that 
effort is not made. Free men with full bellies 
can become extremely apathetic as to what 
they consider the dead past—and even the 
present. 

Well, just what is history? History is the 
change that took place in the European 
minds during the Enlightenment of the 16th 
and 17th centuries. History is the hostage 
crisis that ended (or did it?) a few days ago 

that will serve as a definite blow to 
American supremacy. 

Why is it that we so often mistake events 
in the past as being isolated, insignificant, 
unrelated spheres that have no importance 
today? History cannot be defined as a 
staccato slide presentation of man's 
existence on earth. Rather, it must be 
thought of as a flowing, continuous movie 
that feeds on itself and will never be com- 
pleted. Each individual "frame" has had its 
origin in previous frames and will continue 
to progress to influence and enhance future 
frames. Think of the past as being separated 
from the present only by interconnecting 
days, not incomprehensible centuries. 

So the hostages have been freed. Sure, we 
can tell our grandchildren that we were 
playing backgammon when we heard the 
news. But let's not shelve it as a date in 
"history." Let's learn why it happened and 
see to it that conditions don't ripen in the 
future to let it happen again. 

After all, history not only tells us where 
we've been. It tells us where we're going. 

DanQuinn 
sophomore in history 

Proposal violates freedoms 
Editor, 

Take your personal freedom for granted 
and you could lose it. The Moral Majority, 
the New Right and the Right to Life coalition 
are a small, vocal minority. But they 
represent a well-financed movement which 
wants to force the government to remove 
your right to make personal decisions about 
your life. 

This minority wants to put an end to our 
reproductive freedom, deny information 
and education to children and young adults 
about family planning and establish an anti- 
abortion amendment to the U.S. Con- 
stitution. 

An anti-abortion amendment would 
mean; doctors who prescribe IUDs and 
birth control pills, and women who use these 
means of contraception, would all be guilty 
of murder; and women who miscarry would 
be investigated to see if they caused the 
miscarriage and would also be charged with 
murder. 

It may also mean that the fetus would be 
considered a person, and would have to be 
registered with the government to insure its 
rights to inheirit, sue, be counted in the 
census, included in insurance coverage, 
deducted on income tax returns and 
protected from abortion and miscarriage. 

President Reagan has reaffirmed that a 
human life amendment will be one of his 
high priority items. The amendment would 

ban abortion even in cases of rape or when a 
fetus has a genetic disease. 

Our reproductive freedom is at stake and 
it is now imperative that we voice our 
concerns. If you oppose the human life 
amendment, write, call or visit your 
Congressman and state legislators. Express 
your views about your right to make per- 
sonal decisions without government in- 
terference. Together we can preserve our 
personal rights as free Americans. 

Pam Meyer 
senior in family and child development 
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Fri.-Sat. 7:30-11:00 p.m. 
afternoons—Sa 1.1-4:30 

Sun. 2-4:30 

We encourage students to 
skate Thurs. or Sun. nights 

Ad m.—$2.50 week nights 
and afternoons 

$3.00 Sun. nights 
(adults only) 

$3.50 Fri.-Sat. nights 

400 Tuttle Creek Blvd. 
behind the Country Kitchen 

ph. 776-6175 

Consumer Relations 
Board 

Automobile, landlord-tenant, or insurance 
decisions to make. Consumer Relations 
Board will help settle hassles between stu- 
dents & businesses. 

Mon.-Thus. 9 to4. Fri. 9 to 1. SGAOffice, KSU Union 
532-6541 
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HELP WANTED! 
Fone Coordinator 

Description: The Coordinator of the Fone will be responsible for the running and 
maintenance of the Fone as a student social service. He/she should have a working 
knowledge of the responsibilities and duties of the Fone. These responsibilities and 
duties shall consist of: Financial management; Outreach activities; Resources and 
referrals; Inreach activities; Reports to all funding sources, community agencies, 
professionals and SGA; Board of Directors and Fone's Executive Committee. A more 
detailed job description is available upon request at the SGA office. 

Fone Assistant Coordinator 
Description: The Assistant Coordinator of the Fone will be responsible for assisting 
the Coordinator in the running and maintenance of the Fone as a student social ser- 
vice. He/she should have a working knowledge of the responsibilities and duties of the 
Fone. These responsibilities and duties shall consist of assisting the Coordinator in the 
following: Financial management; Outreach activities; Resources and referrals; 
Inreach activities; Reports; Board of Directors and Fone's Executive Committee; 
and Coordination of drug-related counseling and activities. A more detailed job 
description is available upon request at the SGA office. 

Applications and more information are available at the 
SGA office. Applications are due by 5 P.M., January 29. 

SGS is an equal opportunity employer. 
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U.S. medical journals squabble;     Hoiiy Near in concert 
free flow of news is questioned I     Saturday, Jan. a, 8:00P.m. 

BOSTON (AP) - The nation's two major 
medical journals have turned their gen- 
tlemanly rivalry into a bitter public 
squabble with one accusing the other of 
suppressing the free flow of information in 
the medical world. 

At issue is the New England Journal's 
long-standing policy of refusing to publish 
studies that have been reported elsewhere, 
including newspaper articles based on in- 
terviews with the researchers. 

The Journal of the American Medical 
Association, known as JAMA, says that 
policy is "unrealistic and elitist." It says 
that because of this "attempted information 
monopoly," doctors refuse to discuss their 
work before it is published, resulting in 
incomplete and inaccurate reporting of the 
latest medical developments. 

JAMA blasted the New England Journal 
and its editor, Dr. Arnold Relman, in two 
sharply worded editorials published in 
Friday's issue. In an interview, Relman 
reponded that the criticism was "misin- 
formed and misguided." 

The so-called "Ingelfinger Rule" is a 
recurring source of controversy for the New 
England Journal, generally regarded as 
America's leading medical journal. The 
policy is named for its instigator, former 
Editor Franz Ingelfinger, who died last 
March. 

Relman defends the policy as a way to 
keep researchers from releasing inac- 
curate, halfbaked findings to the world. 

Recreation site 
to be off-limits 
to trespassers 

Hackberry Glen, a past site of campouts 
and afternoon hiking for K-State students, 
will be fenced off this spring. 

The land, located off McDowell Creek 
Road, about two miles south of town, is now 
posted, "No Trespassing." 

The owners, Merle Shilling, and his three 
sons, posted the signs after purchasing the 
land at an auction December 9. Long-range 
plans for Hackberry include fencing it in for 
cattle, Mike Shilling said. 

The problem is one of "human traffic," 
Shilling said. "It's almost like a park in 
there and it's been damaged. Some of the 
people who used it, abused it." 

Litter and erosion from the hiking trails 
are ruining the area, according to Shilling. 

"There are beer bottles and all kinds of 
trash on the property," he said. "The place 
is pretty badly littered." 

The land had been open for use because 
the former owner, Marie Hill, "was beaten 
up by some people she tried to run out of 
there," Shilling said. 

Posting the property, "No Trespassing" 
has not solved the human traffic problem, 
Shilling said. However, if someone is found 
on the property, they are asked to leave. 

No one has been arrested yet, but Shilling 
said that may change "if people don't ob- 
serve the signs." 

Plans have been made to work with 
professors and students at K-State. 

"With our knowledge," Shilling said, 
"forestry and biology classes will still be 
allowed to go on the land." 

Soviets condemn 
Carter's decisions 

MOSCOW (AP) — The Soviet Communist 
Party, ignoring U.S. protests, published a 
commentary Sunday in the party 
newspaper, Pravda, accusing former 
President Carter of using Iran's seizure of 
the American hostages as a pretext to build 
up U.S. military might in the Persian Gulf 
region. 

A separate Pravda commentary by the 
same author, Boris Orehkhov, condemned 
Carter as a "shortsighted figure" and an 
"unreliable partner in international 
relations," but held out hope for improved 
relations with the new administration of 
President Reagan. 

The U.S. Embassy in Moscow delivered 
notes Friday and Saturday to the Soviet 
Foreign Ministry protesting those reports 
and "absolutely scurrilous" claims the CIA 
was brainwashing the returning hostages, 
U.S. officials said. 

Instead, he feels, such work should be 
subjected to the scrutiny of journal editors 
and medical reviewers. 

The JAMA editorials, written by staff 
editors Gail McBride and Dr. Lawrence 
Grouse, complain that scientists are afraid 
to talk to reporters about their work, even if 
chances are slim that it will ever be 
published in the New England Journal. 

"Dr. Relman would like to call the shots 
for all and say when it's all right to report on 
medical information and when it's not," 
JAMA wrote. "Are clinical investigators 
going to continue to allow such an 
unrealistic and elitist attitude to prevail?" 

JAMA maintains that the policy "has had 
a chilling effect on the reporting of medical 
news in this country." 

JAMA Editor William Barclay said in an 
interview that he decided to run the 
editorials because the Ingelfinger Rule was 
causing trouble for reporters in JAMA's 
Medical News section, a weekly digest of the 
top health news. 

Central Junior High School, in Lawrence 
Tickets: $6.50 

Tickets available (in Lawrence) at these locations: Studies Office (2131 WescoeHall), 
Adventure Bookstore, Spinsters Bookstore, and New Earth Bookstore in Kansas City. 
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Cars lose weight using aluminum, plastics 
PITTSBURGH, Pa. (AP) — American 

automobiles are shedding pounds to save 
fuel, nibbling on a new diet of aluminum and 
plastic that is threatening the dominance of 
steel in the auto industry. 

"The most exciting development 
programs currently under way in Detroit 
include doors, hoods and trunk lids made 
from reinforced plastics," said Gregory 
Gallagher, transportation market manager 
for PPG Industries' Fiber Glass Division in 
Pittsburgh. 

"In addition, structural parts made of 
composites will include wheels, rear 
springs, bumper systems and similar 
components." 

At General Motors, the nation's largest 
carmaker, "lightweight materials are going 
to play an important role," James Sines, 
manager of purchasing, forward planning 
and research, said in a telephone interview 
from Detroit. 

"It's going to depend not only on what the 
steel people do, but on what their com- 
petitors do. It is definitely an opportunity for 
those suppliers who are creative and in- 
novative," Sines added. 

THE AUTO INDUSTRY has traditionally 

Heat of summer 
making mild, dry 
winter weather 

The unseasonably warm weather that hit 
the area last summer still lingers. 

All those sweltering summer days are the 
reason for the recent stretch of beautiful 
weather, according to Phil Shideler, head 
meteorologist at the Topeka Weather 
Service. 

"It's been mighty mild," Shideler said. 
The mild weather is because of a high 

pressure system located over Kansas and 
extending south, he said. 

This high pressure system remained 
unchanged from December to January, 
Shideler said. Because of this situation, the 
cold air has been pushed northeast of 
Kansas, causing stormy winter weather to 
bypass the state. 

"It's been dry and there's no moisture 
source coming up from the Gulf," Shideler 
said. For this reason, meteorologists are 
concerned. 

No winter moisture will result in farm 
problems this summer because the top soil 
on fields could blow completely away, he 
said. Shideler noted that if crop yields are 
hampered by the weather, consumers could 
face economic hardships at the grocery 
store by summer. 

Shideler said he believes that when 
dealing with a potentially lowered water 
supply, it is necessary to plan for the worst. 

All indications are that the mild winter 
will continue, and the extended forecast 
from the National Weather Service in 
Washington, D.C. shows no sign of change, 
he said. Future predictions call for mild 
temperatures and no moisture through 
February, he said. 

The different weather patterns are being 
seen across the nation, with extremes 
reported from coast-to-coast, according to 
Shideler. 

"Everything is dry out west and stormy in 
the east, "he said. 

If the weather in the west moves to our 
area, it would eliminate any chance we have 
for receiving moisture," Shideler said. 

Joan Kennedy 
makes appearance 

BOSTON (AP) — Accompanied by Boston 
Symphony musicians, Joan Kennedy 
narrated the Russian fairy tale "Peter and 
the Wolf" on Sunday in her first public 
appearance since she and Sen. Edward 
Kennedy announced divorce plans. 

Bob Shrum, Kennedy's press aide in 
Washington, stayed near her throughout the 
benefit champagne concert at a Boston 
hotel, shooing away reporters coming within 
three feet of Kennedy. 

After the concert, photographers were 
allowed into the ballroom and she posed 
with a bouquet of roses that a spokeswoman 
said came from the senator. 

Steel industry develops new materials 
been steel's largest single customer until 
recently, buying about 22 percent of annual 
output. But steel shipments to Detroit have 
slowed because of slumping sales and 
shrinking cars. 

The American Iron and Steel Institute, an 
industry group, estimates automotive steel 
shipments in 1980 fell 40 percent from the 
year before. 

Steelmakers, who realize heavy luxury 
cars have gone the way of cheap gasoline, 
are striving to make lighter and stronger 
materials. "There's very little we can 
do...to keep our total pounds per vehicle 
unchanged, but it's our intent to keep our 
percent of the vehicle as high as possible," 
said William Riffe, a U.S. Steel Corp. 
specialist in Detroit. 

The average net shipping weight of a 
General Motors four-door sedan in 1970 was 
3,895 pounds compared to 3,228 pounds in 
1980. In the 1970 car, steel accounted for 
2,443 pounds or 63 percent of the weight. 
Last year, steel in the average car totaled 59 
percent, or 1,919 pounds. 

WHILE STEEL CONTENT dropped 4 
percent over 10 years, the use of plastic and 
aluminum in cars roughly doubled, plastic 
from less than 3 percent to more than 6 
percent and aluminum from 2 percent to 
nearly 4 percent. 

Rick Slocum of National Steel Corp. 
predicts no dramatic change in the material 
mix of cars up to 1985. "Beyond that it's 
going to be a function of the price of 
gasoline," he said. "And who knows what 
that's going to be?" 

Still, the plastics industry, which began a 
big development push after the 1973 oil 
embargo, appears to be on the threshold of 

breaking into the auto market in a big way, 
with highstrength, reinforced materials. 

PPG recently rebuilt a Cadillac Seville 
almost entirely out of fiberglass composites, 
shaving about 700 pounds from the car's 
weight. 

PLASTIC, HOWEVER, must overcome 
production problems—automakers are still 
geared for steel, with huge capital in- 
vestments in steel stamping and assembly 
facilities. 

Aluminum, which might more easily be 
used as a steel substitute, also has its 
problems. 

Marvin Gantz, a vice president for mill 
products in the Aluminum Company of 
America, recently told security analysts the 
passenger car market "is less than thriving 
at the moment." 

ALCOA abandoned a multi-million-dollar 
plant construction project in Davenport, 
Iowa, last year after losing promised orders 
from the auto industry. 

Aluminum's price has risen more than 50 
percent in the last three years, but ALCOA 
contends aluminum has a long-term ad- 
vantage. 

"When taking into account fuel savings 
present with use of light materials such as 
aluminum, we believe the cost is actually 
cheaper in the long run," said Gordon 
Wangersheim, an ALCOA spokesman. 

WANGERSHEIM     PROVIDED     the 
example of a car hood. He estimates it 
would weigh 42 pounds and cost $12.40 if 
made from steel, 16 pounds and $24.70 if 
made from aluminum. But the lower weight 
would save 42 gallons of gasoline over 
100,000 miles, giving aluminum a cost ad- 
vantage over steel. 

But since the mid-1970s, the steel industry 
has been working to develop thinner, 
stronger steels. 

"Everyone talks about aluminum and 
plastics, but we're steadily moving up in 
high-strength steels," Slocum said. "This 
year there's probably 180 to 200 pounds in 
each car. There's projections up to twice 
that much in the next five to 10 years." 

In addition to high-strength steels, 
National is working on a laminate 
product—two sheets of steel with a plastic 
core—which weighs up to 50 percent less 
than solid steel components. The industry 
has also developed dual-phase steels which 
increase in strength once they are stamped 
or shaped. 

Presenting 
Brenda Lehmkuhl, 

Manhattan's answer 
to the Urban 

Cowgirl. 

Happy Birthday! 
Love, Your Roomies 
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The K-State women's basketball team is gunning for its 22nd straight win in Ahearn 
Fieldhouse against No. 5-ranked Kansas. 

The Jayhawks have never won a game from K-State in Ahearn Fieldhouse. In fact the Wild- 
cats dominate the series 25-9. 

The Jayhawks are lead by the nation's all-time leading scorer Lynette Woodard. 
Come help the'Cats Catch 22! 

7:30 p.m., Tuesday 
$2 adults/IlP 

KSU VS. KU, BASKETBALL 



Court sentences Mao's widow; 
gives 2-year execution reprieve 

PEKING (AP) — The most publicized 
trial in the history of Communist China 
ended Sunday with a suspended death 
sentence for Mao-Tse-tung's widow, who 
was dragged from the courtroom screaming 
denunciations of China's current leaders. 

Jiang Qing, 67-year-old widow of the 
nation's founder, was sentenced to die but 
given two years to reform before the sen- 
tence is reviewed. She was convicted of 
persecuting thousands, plotting to over- 
throw the government and tyrannizing the 
people during the 1966-76 Cultural 
Revolution. 

Her nine co-defendants also were found 
guilty for their activities during what is now 
officially referred to here as "the decade of 
turmoil." One, former vice premier Zhang 
Chunqiao, also was given the suspended 
death sentence. The others, some of whom 
have been in custody for almost 10 years, 
were sentenced to prison terms ranging 
from 16 years to life. 

When Jiang Qing heard the word "death," 
her mouth twisted in rage and she began 
screaming at the 35-judge special court. The 
judge's next words gave her a two-year 

reprieve to repent through labor. 
National television showed her struggling 

with two women bailiffs who snapped 
handcuffs on her and, moments later, seized 
her by the arms and the back of her neck 
and marched her out of the courtroom at No. 
1 Righteousness Road. 

She could not be heard clearly on 
television, but Chinese sources present at 
the trial said she shouted "Down with 
revisionists headed by Deng Xiaoping," "It 
is right to rebel" and "Making revolution is 
no crime." They said she tried to lie on the 
floor to resist expulsion, her third since 
proceedings began November 20. 

Deng, who was purged twice during the 
Cultural Revolution, is now China's most 
powerful leader. Chinese sources indicate 
Jiang Qing may owe her life to him. 

There was no immediate word on what 
type of labor Jiang Qing and the 63-year-old 
Zhang, reportedly suffering from cancer, 
would be assigned. 

There is no appeal. The sentencing came 
nearly one month after the last trial session 
December 29. 

Single K-State student mothers 
may receive MORE help in future 

When a single mother can't quite break 
away from the kids so she can get to class on 
time, she needs help. 

A new group, Mothers Organizing 
Resources and Energy (MORE), is being 
formed for K-State students who are single 
mothers, or mothers whose husbands are 
not at home, Mary Wehde, one of the 
organizers of the program, said. 

MORE is a self-help support group being 
organized through the Women's Resource 
Center. The goal of the group is to offer an 
emotional support system through a variety 
of programs, Wehde, sophomore in social 
work, said. 

The most important project planned, 
Wehde said, is a mimimum child care 
cooperative program where women 
volunteer to exchange baby-sitting services. 

"For example, if a single mother has to go 
to the library for an hour or so, or have a 
date on the weekend, a volunteer would 
babysit in exchange for an hour of her free 
time." 

Wehde said she believes this program will 
receive a large response because K-State's 
child care centers have long waiting lists. 

"There are 15 day-care centers and only 
one has an opening," Ramona Lucious, one 
of the organizers and a senior in English, 
said. 

Other programs being considered include 
security in the home, financial advising 
sessions and a program on collective living, 
in which two or three women would get 
together and share living expenses and 
responsibilities, Wehde said. 

They also plan to sponsor a panel to 
discuss the problems of beginning to date 
again. Wehde said she believes this is an 
important subject, especially for women 
with children. 

Because MORE is a developing program, 
Wehde said she hopes it will be successful 

Low thermostats 
climbing as fuel 
supply increases 

BOSTON (AP) — After two weeks of 
living with lowered thermostats, 
Massachusetts natural gas users were told 
Sunday that fuel supplies have improved 
and they can turn up the heat. 

Gov. Edward King cited continued con- 
servation and the prospects of new natural 
gas supplies in lifting his executive order 
requiring nonresidential buildings in the 
Boston Gas Co. service area to keep ther- 
mostats at 55 degrees. He also lifted the 63- 
degree limit for residential buildings. 

Gas shortages that forced some school 
and business closings developed when a 
bitter cold wave led to demand greater than 
what could be supplied. 

The latest gas consumption figures in- 
dicate the public was continuing to be 
frugal. 

enough to continue. 
"The whole idea, or goal, is that through 

good organization and networks, the group 
will be self-sustaining and not drop at the 
end of this semester,'' Wehde said. 

MORE's first organizational meeting will 
be Wednesday at 7 p.m. in the K-State room 
of Kansas State Bank. 
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YOU matter to MATLACK 
Before February 11th there will be several 

opportunities to hear the candidates for Student 
Body President speak. We hope you take ad- 
vantage of at least one of these opportunities. 

As a candidate we feel Tim has a lot to say. 

For information call 532-6967 
paid for by Tim Matlack for Student Body President, 

Michael Gromer, chairman (539-8211) 

STRATEGIES FOR 
EFFECTIVE 
LEADERSHIP 

A Workshop for all K-State Students 

and Advisors to Organizations 

PRESENTATIONS ON: 
Campus Development & Utilization 
Legislative TRENDS 
Faculty Issues 
Student Issues 
"Hit List" For Your Student Organization 
Common Problems Facing Student 

Organizations 
. All You Ever Wanted To Know About K-State 
Talking & Working with People 
Required session for all candidates running in 

February Election (8:00-9:30) 
Saturday, January 31—8:00 a.m. to 12:30 

Room Justin 109 
SPONSORED BY: 

CENTER FOR STUDENT DEVELOPMENT 
STUDENT GOVERNING ASSOCIATION 

PARTY AT ENOCH'S 
A FREE KEG TONITE! 

Tonight—lust like every Monday night, we're having a free keg of beer from 7 p.m. 'til it runs out. 

Thursday—40* fish bowk from 7 'til midnight. 

Friday—Jiff'"' specials! 40* fishbowls and free popcorn, 3-10 p.m. 

Soturday-UVE ENTERTAINMENT! Dance to "Haywire" 
8:30 til midnight       '2.00 Admission 

...And don't forget our nightly happy half hour. For 30 minutes sometime 
during each and every night, fishbowls are just 251 

ENOCH'S TAVERN 4 mi. North on Tuttte Creek Blvd. 
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Students driving long distance 
commute with little resistance 

ByJUDYKLEMM 
Collegian Reporter 

Students who commute to K-State every 
day can't take for granted the easy walking 
distance most students cope with. 

Carol Muller, senior in special education, 
drives 70 miles from her home in Min- 
neapolis, Kan., to K-State every day. Muller 
carpooled last semester and found that 
situation had more disadvantages than 
advantages. 

"It was out of my way to get with a car- 
pool," she said. She said it meant getting up 
earlier in the morning and arriving home 
late in the evening. 

Because of the long drive, Muller said she 
devised a new method of studying. She 
records her lecture notes on a tape recorder 
and plays the tapes while driving. She also 
plays them while doing the household chores 
and various other Jobs around the bouse. 

Muller said she's convinced good grades 
come from this type of review. 

"It is the next best thing, if not better than 
studying," Muller said. "It was difficult at 
first because of the distance but planning is 
the key." 

MANY COMMUTERS enjoy the long haul 
toK-State. 

Laurie Wright, senior in elementary 
education, doesn't mind the hour drive from 
her home in Beat tie, Kan. 

"When I get away from the college at- 
mosphere, I relax," Wright said. 

Una Hanshew, sophomore in business, 
commuted last semester from Junction City 
and expressed the same view as Wright. 

"Just to get out and drive before school 
relaxes you," Hanshew said. 

Hanshew also believes that commuting 
does have its disadvantages. 

"When you commute you don't get to meet 
as many people as you do living near 
campus," she said. 

Barb Dixon, senior in art education, 
drives from Home City, Kan., and is 
currently in a carpool with four other 
commuters. 

"It is cheaper (with a carpool)," Duron 
said. 

THE QUESTION of parking is a touchy 
one with some commuters. 

"When you're on the road for an hour and 
then can't find any place to park, it is very 
maddening," Dixon said. "I usually allow 20 
to 30 minutes to find a place to park." 

Dixon and Wright said their grades are 
unaffected by commuting. "The busier I 
am, the more organized I am," Dixon said. 

"I always manage to get my homework 
done, so commuting doesn't seem to hurt," 
Wright said. 

Nikki Reich, junior in physical education, 
commutes from Junction City. She also 
finds parking frustrating. 

"They (Security and Traffic) say that if 
you buy a parking sticker you will be able to 
park closer, but it isn't true," Reich said. 

Forer criticizes legislator; 
wants chance for defense 

TOPEKA (AP) — A Kansas state 
lawmaker's criticism last week of a 
University of Kansas professor's trip to Iran 
has sparked debate over whether 
lawmakers should get directly involved in 
KU personnel matters. 

And the KU social welfare professor who 
was attacked on the floor of the House, 
Norman Forer, has labeled the represen- 
tative who criticized him as "a terrorist" 
and asked for a chance to defend himself. 

The feud was touched off Wednesday, 
when Rep. Joe Hoagland (R-Overland 
Park) used his personal privilege in the 
House to attack Forer's trips to Iran during 
the hostage crisis in 1979 and I960 as "an 
embarrassment.'' 

Hoagland, chairman of the House 
Judiciary Committee, later announced he 
will hold hearings Tuesday and Thursday of 
this week on state policy for granting tenure 
to university faculty members. 

But Forer said he would welcome the 
hearings and planned to attend to give his 
side of the story, which he said has never 
been fairly presented. And he returned his 
critic's fire, saying, "Hoagland is a 
terrorist, and he says he is against 
terrorists." 

Forer continued: "I welcome a chance to 
get this thing out in the open, to put to rest 
all of this criticism that has come at me 
from theuniversity administration and from 
politicians, some of whom, like Hoagland, 
hide behind the shield of legislative im- 
munity when they attack me." 

One of Hoagland's legislative colleagues, 
Democrat Betty Jo Charlton of Lawrence, 
joined the fray with a letter to Hoagland in 
which she criticized the lawmaker's 
remarks and said university tenure matters 
should be left to university administrators 
and not be subject to the whims of the 
Legislature. 

Heist nets $1 million 
MARATHON, Fla. (AP) - For five years, 

Eric Ball tried unsucessfully to get in- 
surance for his floating jewelry store—one 
of the largest in the Florida Keys. Then 
bandits made off with $1 million in gold and 
jewelry, and Ball says he's wiped out. 

Three pistol-brandishing robbers boarded 
the houseboat that is Ball's Golden Nugget 
jewelry store Saturday morning, barricaded 
two store employees and a customer in a 
back room and scooped jewelry out of the 
cases. 

A search for the robbers continued Sun- 
day, the Monroe County Sheriff's Depart- 
ment said. 

"I think it's bad enough that a member of 
the Legislature criticized a particular in- 
dividual on the floor of the House," she said 
in an interview, "but to go further and in- 
dicate that the Legislature should be looking 
into what is taught and who teaches it—I 
was appalled." 

On Wednesday, the day after the release 
of the American hostages from Iran, 
Hoagland rose to condemn Forer and 
Clarence Dillingham, a former instructor at 
KU's School of Social Welfare who ac- 
companied Forer on the Iran trips. 
Hoagland reminded his colleagues that they 
control the school's purse strings. 

"If they are typical of the School of Social 
Welfare, I'm not sure the state should spend 
any more money to support that school," he 
said. 

But Forer said he is a good enough teacher 
to keep his job even without his tenured 
status. "I don't want to sound immodest, but 
I am a good teacher with an impeccable 
record of attendance and I have been 
nominated for best teacher awards several 
times at KU." 

MCCAIN STUDENT BOARD 
WANTED! Students willing to distribute posters 
and to usher for McCain events. 
REWARD! Free tickets to selected events. 
Please come to an organizational meeting Wednesday, 
January 28,4:30 p.m. in the McCain Conference Room. 

BRINK, 
HAPPY 22nd! if this is GROWING OLD, I CANT WAIT TO JOIN YOU I 

LOVE, HODGE-BOOM 

TAKE A LOOK AT LEHMAN 

David Lehman 
STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT 

STUDENT BODY ELECTIONS 
ARE FEB. 11 

It's important that you 
vote in order to have a 
voice in the issues at 
K-State. It's also important 
that you be aware of the 
candidates enough to 
make the right decision. 

WE'D LIKE YOU TO MEET 
DAVID LEHMAN 

—He's for increased efforts to 
reconstruct Nichols Gym 

—He strongly supports fund- 
ing for a new arena 

—He sees the need for library 
improvements 

—He's for better communica- 
tion between SGA and students 

i 

If You can't beat experience ft 

Paid for by the David Lehman for Student Body President Committee; Kelly PresU, Chairman 

onday 
adness 

1 

$5.35 Mondays only... 
pay only $5.35 for a 
12" small 2-1tern pizza 
plus two free cups of Pepsi 
One coupon per pizza 
Expires: 6/15/81 

Fast, Free Delivery 
517 N. 12th St. 
539-0561 

011575/6311 

Fast, Free Delivery 
Call us: 
539-0561 
517 North 12th Street 

Free cups of Fountain Pepsi! 
Just ask and you will receive two free cups 
of Pepsi with your pizza No coupon necessary. 

Our drivers carry less than $10.00. 
We reserve the right to limit our delivery area 

'1980 Domino's Pizza. Inc 
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Raiders rip young Eagles apart 
NEW ORLEANS (AP) - Oakland's Jim 

Plunkett wrote a storybook and record-book 
ending to his remarkable comeback season 
Sunday with three touchdown passes—one 
of them an 80-yarder—that propelled the 
wild-card, renegade Raiders to a 27-10 Super 
Bowl XV victory over the Philadelphia 
Eagles. 

Plunkett, named the game's Most 
Valuable Player, threw scoring strikes of 
two yards to Cliff Branch and a record 80- 
yard play to Kenny King in the first quarter. 
Those two, and Branch's 29-yard touchdown 
catch in the third quarter, gave Oakland its 
second Super Bowl triumph. And it made the 
Raiders the first wild-card team to win the 
National Football League championship. 

It was, from the opening minutes, the kind 
of game the Raiders thrived on during the 
1980 season and again during the playoffs. 

PHILADELPHIA QUARTERBACK Ron 
Jaworski was intercepted three times by 
linebacker Rod Martin—a Super Bowl 
record by the Raider reclamation projec- 
t—and completed 18 of 38 passes for 291 
yards. Oakland played a nearly flawless 
game. 

Plunkett completed 13 of 21 passes for 261 
yards and was trapped behind the line just 
once. 

With the exception of Tony Franklin's 30- 
yard field goal in the second period, the first 
half belonged to the Raiders. On the third 
play of the game, Martin swiped Jaworski's 

Plunkett sparks Oakland victory 
first pass of the day and ran the ball 17 yards 
to the Philadelphia 30-yard line. 

Seven plays later Plunkett went to Branch 
again and the wide receiver, sandwiched 
between linebacker John Bunting and 
cornerback Herman Edwards, caught the 
scoring pass with 6:04 gone in the game. 

AFTER A COUPLE of exchanges 
Philadelphia moved to the Oakland 40. 

On third-and-10, Jaworski unloaded a 
bomb toward the right corner of the end 
zone. Rodney Parker ran away from Otis 
McKinney and Burgess Owens to catch the 
ball. But a motion penalty against Harold 
Carmichael called back the would be tying 
touchdown. 

One incompletion later, the Eagles gave 
up the ball and the rout was on. 

On third-and-4 from the Oakland 20-yard 
line, Plunkett dropped back, then scrambled 
out of danger to his left. He threw to King, 
being guarded around the left sideline by 
Herman Edwards. The Eagles' cornerback 

Sports 

tried for a deflection, got only air, and King 
got the ball at the Eagles' 39. 

Sixty-one yards later, King had a touch- 
down and a Super Bowl record and the 
Raiders, with nine seconds remaining in the 
opening period, had a 14-0 lead. 

FRANKLIN'S FIELD GOAL, with 4:32 
gone in the second period, brought the 
Philadelphia faithful back to life, coming 
after Jaworski had driven the Eagles 61 
yards in nine plays to the Oakland 13. 

But his kick was low and Ted Hendricks, 
the freewheeling linebacker, jumped high 
and batted the ball down. 

The first half had belonged to Plunkett. He 
completed five of eight passes for 118 yards 
in the first two periods while Jaworski found 
his mark on only 9 of 22. 

For Jaworski, things got only worse in the 
second half. For Plunkett, they couldn't get 
much better—but they did. 

Two plays after that, the lead 
mushroomed to 21-3. Branch and Young 

raced stride for stride toward the left 
goalline. Plunkett put the ball up. They both 
went for it. 

But Branch stepped in front and wrenched 
the ball away from Young, lunging the final 
yard into the end zone. 

JAWORSKI HAD plenty of time to bring 
Philadelphia back within striking distance. 
But once again he was foiled by Martin. 

Jaworski started the Eagles from their 
own 10 when Parry Harrington touched the 
kickoff just as it was going out of bounds. 
And he moved Philadelphia to the Oakland 
34. 

Once more the Eagle quarterback looked 
for Spagnola. Once again he found Martin, 
whose second interception put the Raiders 
in position to drive toward Bahr's 46-yard 
field goal, a kick which was just two yards 
short of the Super Bowl record set by Jan 
Stenerud of Kansas City in 1970. 

It was 24-3, the Eagles were dying, but 
they were not dead. Jaworski pushed them 
to their only touchdown on an 8-yard pass to 
Keith Krepfle 61 seconds into the fourth 
period. 

By now things were in the bag for the 
Raiders. 

Bahr kicked his second field goal midway 
in the period, then Oakland's defense took 
over. Jones recovered Jaworski's fumbled 
snap to kill the Eagles' possession, then 
Martin made his record third interception 
with 2:50 to play. 

Superdome dons ribbon in hostages' honor 
NEW ORLEANS (AP) — The vast 

Superdome wore a 200-foot yellow ribbon on 
her chest and thousands sported bright 
yellow bouquets over their hearts Sunday as 
the nation braced for the 15th annual Super 
Bowl. 

Color it yellow. 
The relief and joy of knowing that the 52 

American hostages finally set foot on their 
native land was not lost in the fuss and 
fanfare of professional football's climactic 
championship spectacular. 

Possibly concerned that it might seem 
insensitive to the hostage occasion, the 
National Football League hardly missed a 
trick in keeping victims of the 444-day or- 
deal in the forefront of the country's con- 
sciousness. 

A giant, 80x30 foot bowtie with 200 feet of 

Oklahoma curse 
continues to ride 
slipping Wildcats 

ByGREGGCOONROD 
Staff Writer 

Something strange seems to happen to K- 
State when they meet the Oklahoma Sooners 
on the basketball court. They become 
controlled by some power the Oklahomans 
posses and continually come up empty in the 
win column. 

Even coach Jack Hartman doesn't un- 
derstand the force that gave the hapless 
Sooners a 65-63 victory in Norman, Okla. 
Saturday. 

"You're looking at a man who doesn't 
have any answers," said Hartman, a coach 
who usually has the reasons for wins and 
losses analysed long before he leaves the 
court side. 

Whatever the answers are, the fact 
remains the Wildcats have lost to OU for the 
seventh consecutive time. 

A team which is 1-3 in conference play and 
6-10 overall, Oklahoma has been a mere 
shell of its fromer self. The loss of standouts 
Al Beal, Terry Stotts and Aaron Curry has 
left first year coach Billy Tubbs with youth, 
youth and more youth to work with. 

THE LOSS FOR the Wildcats tossed them 
into the company of Oklahoma in the cellar 
of the Big 8 with record of 1-3. The last time 
the 'Cats started this poorly was 1965 under 
the guidance of Tex Winter. A Hartman K- 
State team has never started this slowly. 

K-State never dominated the game like a 
preseason Big 8 favorite should over an 
inexperienced Oklahoma team. It was a 
tight game the whole way. The lead changed 
hands 18 times with the score being knotted 
11 times. 

Putting together an eight point lead late in 

(See OKLAHOMA, p.12) 

strings adorned the outside of the giant 
concrete structure as more than 75,000 
crammed into the arena for the game 
between the Philadelphia Eagles and 
Oakland Raiders (kickoff 6 p.m. EST). 

Meanwhile, 80,000 yellow boutonnaires, 
made by a Franklin, Term., ribbon company 
and vanned to the Super Bowl site, were 
being gobbled by fans, who also equipped 
themselves with hats, shirts and other 
mementos of their favorite team. 

"We have been thinking about what 
should be done to honor the hostages ever 
since they were freed," said Don Weiss, 
executive director of the National Football 
League. 

"Dick Maxwell (publicity director of the 
National Football Conference) thought of 
the boutonnaire idea. Then we came up with 

the big bow for the Superdome." 
The $10,000 bow was attached Saturday by 

workers operating from towering scaffolds. 
The yellow boutonnaires were distributed 

free by the NFL. 
"The company sold them to us for two 

cents each," Weiss said. "The normal cost 
would be 20 cents." 

A pregame show and half time ceremonies 
were also geared to salute the hostages, who 
flew into Newburgh, N.Y., in mid-afternoon 
and then went on to West Point. 

"We hope they watch the game," Weiss 
said. 

New Orleans hotels rocked with jazz 
bands and visiting celebrants hours before 
the kickoff. 

Eagles supporters, many wearing bright 
green team bats and tee shirts and waving 

green poms poms, appeared to outnumber 
the Oakland fans, who were none the less 
boisterous and confident. 

All-night parties preceded the 
theatrically-choreographed event. Famed 
Bourbon Street, with its stripteasers, sex 
shows and jazz music, was still swinging 
when Sunday's sun came up. 

Police vice squads were active in the 
French Quarter, making many arrests. 
Visitors' cars were hauled off the streets, 
impounded for a $50 fine. 

Some 50,000 out-of-town visitors, the 
Chamber of Commerce said, would 
probably sweeten the city's economy by $100 
million. 

Those who came without tickets to the 
game were paying more than $350 for 
scalper pasteboards. 

Staff photo by Scott Williams 

Last one..John  Scott,  graduate  student  in  con- 
struction science, wheels out the basketballs after 

the 'Cats practice Sunday in Ahearn 
related story, p. 13. 

Field House. See 
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Wildcats'cold touch 
feeds Gopher victory 

By MEGAN BARDSLEY 
Ant. Sports Editor 

The Minnesota Golden Gophers did it 
again to the Wildcats—they won. But this 
time it wasn't the nail-biting, one-point 
contest it was previously when K-State 
played Minnesota in Wichita. Instead the 
final score was 70-54. 

Nothing went right for the women. Three 
of their starters fouled out. Only one starter 
scored in double figures. In fact, only two of 
the 'Cats were able to score in double 
numbers. 

Kim Price led the scoring for K-State with 
21 points. Jeanne Daniels, coming off the 
bench, scored 14 points. 

The 'Cats lost, but they had their chances 
to come back and close the gap on the 
Gophers. However, every time they had a 
chance, they'd hit a cold spell and not score. 

The 'Cats came out of the locker room at 
the half only trailing 30-27. They scored the 
first two points of the second half to bring 
them to within one of the Golden Gophers, 
then went 1:20 without scoring. 

THEY WERE ABLE to stay close with 
Minnesota during the second half. With 5:22 
left in the game, they were only trailing 53- 
47. But again they were plagued with a cold 
spells. They went three minutes without 
scoring, while Minnesota put in eight points. 

The cold spells didn't just start in the 
second half—the first half was Just like the 
second. 

"We really got off to a poor start," Coach 
Lynn Hickey said. "Minnesota is too good of 
a team to do that against." 

In the first half, Minnesota controlled the 

Oklahoma... 

tip-off. The Wildcats came back with two 
points from Price, then went five minutes 
without scoring. Again, Minnesota ran up 
the score. 

ONE PROBLEM the women faced was 
that their starting line-up couldn't score. 
Dee Weinreis, who averages 9.7 points per 
game, remained scoreless for the entire 
game. Shelly Hughes, who was held to a 
frustrating two points against Kansas, was 
again denied her usual 12.8 points per game 
average. The 6-1 junior only scored four 
points. A bright spot in Hughes' game was 
she led her team with 10 rebounds. 

Hughes and Weinreis weren't the only 
starters to score under their normal 
average. Gayla Williams, sometimes 
referred to as "Miss Hustle" by Hickey, was 
held to only four points. Taryn Bachis only 
scored one. 

With Hickey's starting line-up having such 
a problem on the court, she had to go to her 
bench. Freshman Becky Dobbins scored six 
points for the 'Cats and Jean Roise added 
four. 

The strength of the Wildcats' bench was 
Jeanne Daniels. Daniels came off the bench 
and pumped in 14 points. 

The Golden Gophers were led by Debbie 
Hunter, who scored 23 points. Leading 
rebounder for Minnesota was Linda Roberts 
with 14. 

The Wildcats, now 16-5, will have to face a 
number five-seeded Kansas Jayhawk team 
Tuesday in Abeam Fieldhouse. This is the 
second match-up between the two arch-rival 
Kansas schools, with KU winning the first 
85-60. 

(Continued from p.ll) 

the game, K-State looked like it was finally 
going to open up and blow out a conference 
opponent. But before the climax came the 
collapse. 

The Oklahoma press, which the Wildcats 
had so effectively taken advantage of while 
building its eight point margin, started 
giving K-State fits. Ed Nealy was unable to 
throw the ball inbounds, Tim Jankovich 
dribbled it off his foot, back-up center John 
Marx had an outlet pass picked off. 

"We had absolutely no poise. The things 
we did after we got the eight-point lead 
almost defy understanding. Turning the ball 
over against the press... it's unbelievable," 
Hart man said. 

WITH THE WILDCATS still looking for 
consistency on both offense and defense, 
Hartman ordered his team to slow down 
with 7:02 left to play. But the delay game 
was unsuccessful as the 'Cats were out 
scored 10-5 in the seven minute span. Only 
poor free throw shooting by the Sooners kept 
K-State in the game. 

Oklahoma's Les Pace topped off a seven 
point run by the Sooners with a slam dunk at 
3:50 giving them the lead, 59-58, which the 
Wildcats were unable to recapture. 

Center Randy Reed tied the game with a 
free throw, but a jump shot by guard Chuck 
Barrett who led the Sooners in scoring with 
19 points, and a slam by Todd Chambers 
gave Oklahoma a 63-59 lead with 49 seconds 
left. 

Blackman hit a jump shot, but free throws 
from both Pace and Barnett kept 
Oklahoma's four point margin intact, 65-61. 
Nealy, who again was strong on the boards 
with 12 rebounds, turned an offensive 
rebound into two points but missed the 
charity shot. 

Oklahoma got the rebound and Jankovich 
fouled Pace at the other end. Paced missed 
both shots, but with 6 seconds remaining it 
was too late. 

FRED BARTON TOSSED the rebound out 
to Jankovich who took a 30-foot shot. 
Rolando Blackman attempted a tip in as 
Jankovich's shot bounced off the rim but 
failed to connect as the buzzer sent the game 
into history. 

"We just gave the damn game away," 
said Blackman, K-State's leading scorer 
with 22 points. He was nine of 16 from the 
Held, had five assists, two steals and five 
rebounds. 

The Wildcats could be fighting for their 
lives in the Big 8 when the first place 
Jay hawks come to town Wednesday. Kansas 
defeated Colorado in their Saturday contest 
66-59, chalking up their 10th straight victory. 

HERE'S YOUR 
CHANCE FOR 
FAME AND 
FORTUNE! 

Run for a position on Student Gov't.! 
Elections will be Feb. 11 

Filing forms may be picked up in the 
SGS office, ground floor of KSU Union. 

Deadline is January 28 at 5:00. 

These positions are open: 

Student Body President 
Student Senate 
Agriculture—7 
Architecture & Design—4 
Arts & Sciences—13 
Business Administration—7 
Education—2 
Engineering—7 

Graduate School—4 
Home Economics—4 
Veterinary Medicine—1 
Board of Student Publications—4 

' 

Any full-time K-State student is eligible to run 
in the college in which he is enrolled. 

Big 8 basketball 

Bigs All 
Kansas 4-0 14-2 
Oklahoma State 4-0 14-2 
Missouri 2-2 13-6 
Nebraska 2-2 8-8 
K-State 1-3 11-5 
Colorado 1-3 11-5 
Iowa State 1-3 8-7 
Oklahoma 1-3 6-10 

5 ■ 8 PM ON 
TUESDAY NIGHTS 

BUY ONE 

^£M 

GET ONE FREE 
VISTA'S OWN HOMEMADE CHILI. .. made from fresh 
ground beef and served hot and delicious 
with crispy crackers! ALL THIS MONTH 

SAVE $1.15 

RESmURAHTS 
Qmat Food • Groat Bar vice • Vista and you! 

1911 Tuttle creek Blvd. 

J 
i 
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Managers work behind the scene with team 
By RON BROWN 

Collegian Reporter 
An important element of the K-State 

basketball team, seldom seen by the crowd, 
that keeps the team going are the student 
managers. 

Four K-State students currently hold 
these positions, ones they receive little 
recognition for. 

The foursome is led by John Scott, 
graduate in construction science. He is 
assisted by Craig Cox, junior in physical 
education, Dick Nibarger, sophomore in 
journalism and mass communications and 
Scott Durr, freshman in business. 

Scott and his assistants are under coach 
Jack Hartman's supervision. Hartman sets 
their work schedules. 

Each one of the student managers has to 
be at all practices and the home games. Pay 
is not definite and is determined by "how 
much service you put in", Scott said. "It 
also depends on whether or not you're 
willing to work." 

THE ASSISTANTS USE the money to help 
pay for school. But the financial benefits 
aren't the only reason they choose to work in 
the program, Cox said. The work for the 
team serves as an excellent reference on a 
resume. 

Each student manager has many personal 
or financial reasons for working with the 

team, but the primary benefit from the 
managerial posts is the opportunity of being 
associated with the Wildcat basketball 
program. 

Each of the managers acquired his job in 
a different way. 

Scott, a transfer from Coffeyville, sought 
a position here because of Hartman. A 
friend of Scott's knew Hartman when he was 
at Coffey ville and said he could help him get 
the job. 

"I sent a letter to inform Coach Hartman 
of my interest," Scott said. He was then 
hired, and since said he feels he has made 
the most of the opportunity. 

COX ACQUIRED HIS JOB the same way 
Scott secured his. A personal tie to coach 
Lon Kruger (both are from Slver Lake) led 
Cox to seek the job for the first time this 
year. Cox had a different reason for wanting 
the job. 

"I'm interested in coaching and I saw the 
opportunity to be around coaches," Cox 
said. 

For Durr, it was a case of being in the 
right place at the right time. While in high 
school, he got a chance to talk to Kruger. 

"When Kruger was in Dodge City 
recruiting Steve Reid (freshman guard on 
the Wildcat squad), he recommended that I 
come here," Durr said. 

Durr also had an interest in the job after 

Sports briefs 
Men's Track 

The K-State men's track team traveled 
to Kansas City this weekend to par- 
ticipate in the Track and Field 
Association's TFA-USA indoor meet. The 
Wildcats came home with four first place 
finishes. 

The meet had two levels of com- 
petition, special invitational and 
collegian. The special invitational 
competition had Olympian and world 
class athletes competing in it while the 
collegian division was for most 
University athletes. 

The best part of the meet, coach Mike 
Ross said, was a first place finish in the 
shot-put by Ray Bradley. Bradley's 63-2 
put was second best in the United States 
this year. 

In other field competition in the special 
invitational division, Doug Lytle, fresh- 
man pole-vaulter, placed second in 
competition with a 17 foot vault. Lytle's 
vault set a school record. Last week he 
broke the old record of 16.5 with a 16.8 to 
vault and this week he broke his own 
record. 

In other field competition, Vince 
Parrette placed fourth in the triple-jump 
with a leap of 53.4. Ross said Parrette 

was competing against the best triple- 
jumpers ever assembled. 

In the running competition, the mile- 
relay team placed second with a time of 
3:20.02. Rick McKean placed first in the 
mile with a time of 4:15.0 and first in the 
three mile with a mark of 14:00.0. 

Women's Track 
The K-State women's track team 

started their indoor season Friday by 
defeating Wichita State 95-16. 

The women placed first in 12 of 13 
events and had 11 second place finishes. 

Tammy Heidi Bright placed second in 
the three-mile run and set a new K-State 
record with a time of 17:51.7. Tammy 
Tucker, from WSU, set a new Ahearn 
Fieldhouse record of 17:27.9 in the three 
mile run. 

Wildcats who tied records were Wanda 
Trent in the 300-yard dash with a time of 
35.9 and Peggy Hopkins in the hurdles 
with a time of 8.2. 

K-State placed most of its athletes in 
the first spot. Janel LeValley led the 
'Cats in long distance running by taking 
first in the 1000 yard run with a time of 
2:43.1 and first in the mile run with a time 
of 5:06.1. 

SOPHOMORES 
(And others with 2-Years of College Remaining) 

DO YOU WANT TO FLY? 
K-State has received a few Pilot and Navigator alloca- 
tions—one of these could be yours. 

Application Deadline : 
Pilots—13 February 1981 
Navigators—20 February 1981 

If qualified and selected, you would: 
—Enter the 2-Year AFROTC program in the Fall of 1981. 
—Receive $2,000 during your last two years of college. 
—Receive 25 free flying hours in Senior year—Pilots only 

(unless already holding a private pilot's license). 
—Become an officer in the U.S. Air Force upon graduation. 
—Attend Air Force Pilot or Navigator training. 

For more information, contact Colonel Barber at the Mil- 
itary Science Building, Room 108 or call 532-6600. 

he had held similar positions for the pest six 
years in junior high and high school. 

WHILE COX AND DURR are new to the 
student assistant program, Scott has been 
working for Hartman since 1976. His first 
year here, he worked for two other 
managers. Since then he has been in charge 
of the other managers. 

Even though he isn't taking classes, Scott 
will stay and finish out the rest of the season 
as a student manager. 

Although most student managers don't get 

the chance to travel with the team, Scott has 
had that opportunity. 

"I have for almost a year now taken on the 
responsibility of road secretary," he said. 

"That involves wake-up calls, scheduling 
meals and taking care of room assign- 
ments." 

Scott has spent a lot of time with the team 
and said he has a genuine interest in its well- 
being. 

"My biggest enjoyment is always seeing 
the team do well in a game," Scott said. 
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Physics professor researches 
video instruction technique 

By GORDON DOWELL 
Collegian Reporter 

Studies of a new concept—teaching with 
video discs—have provided K-State's 
Department of Physics with a unique 
development. 

According to Dean Zollman, associate 
professor of physics, the video-disc system 
has allowed for the development of a 
copyrighted series of special discs—the only 
complete set of physics discs in existence as 
far as he knows. 

Zollman said that teaching with video 
discs has several advantages, the greatest 
of which is to allow the student to progress 
at his own speed. 

"This one (disc) is a lot more than a 
lecture," Zollman said. "It's the student's 
decision what to look at. For example, there 
are nine possibilities on the experiment and 
they can choose any one of them." 

Zollman and his partners, Robert Fuller 
from the University of Nebraska, and 
Thomas Campbell from Illinois Central 
College, have been working together since 
1972 on projects which emphasize 
videotapes and recordings. 

The group, which began work on this 
project in July 1979, has two assignments. 
One is to study the difficulty of producing 
educational discs and the other is to 
determine how students using the device 
will adapt to and learn from it. 

THE GROUP'S WORK is funded by a 
$60,000, two-year grant from the National 
Science Foundation. Zollman said that 1^ 
years of the grant have expired, and the 
duration will be used to evaluate the video- 
teaching technique. 

They received one of three awards to 
study the value of video discs in science 
education. The University of Utah and a 
private firm, The World Institute of Com- 
puter Assisted Technology, received the 
other grants. 

The group produced a master tape at the 
Nebraska Educational Television studio and 
sent it to California where the disc was 
pressed. Fifteen months of part-time work 
went into the editing and production of the 
tape. 

The system is currently housed in the 
Department of Physics. As soon as 
provisions can be made, Zollman said the 
unit will be moved into the physics activity 
center. 

MEMBERS OF THE GROUP will present 
their findings to the American Association 
of Physics Teachers this week in New York. 
He plans an April 30 presentation to the K- 
State Department of Physics and others 
interested in his work. 

"We think we've done more than we set 
out to do in terms of the amount of in- 
formation we put on the disc and the way we 
put it there," he said. 

The video system has three components: 
the disc, a player and a viewing screen. The 
player resembles a sophisticated turntable 
and the screen is a standard television 

British soldier 
dies from IRA 
gunshot to head 

BELFAST, Northern Ireland (AP) - A 
British soldier, shot in the head by Irish 
Republican Army (IRA) guerrillas, died in 
a Belfast hospital Sunday after a night-long 
struggle for his life. 

The IRA's "Provisional" wing claimed 
responsibility for Saturday's attack by three 
gunmen who presented themselves for a 
body search at a security gate in downtown 
Belfast, then fired several shots and 
disappeared into a crowd of shoppers. 

A British Army spokesman identified the 
slain soldier as Cpl. Phillip Barker, 25, on 
tour here from his base with the British 
Army of the Rhine in West Germany. 

Surgeons at the Royal Victoria Hospital 
fought through the night to save Barker, a 
member of the Royal Regiment of Fusiliers, 
who had been on routine search duty. 

He was the 2,077th person to die in nearly 
lOVfe years of sectarian feuding in Northern 
Ireland. 

The "Proves," the terrorist wing of the 
IRA, have claimed killing a British soldier, 
a militia major and two leading Protestant 
politicians in the last week in a new spate of 
sectarian violence. 

screen. 
With the system, the student can stop, 

analyze and review the material at his own 
speed, Zollman said. 

He said video lectures would not replace 
conventional lectures because the machine 
can respond only to what is programmed on 
the disc. 

ANOTHER ADVANTAGE, of video discs 
over video or audio tapes, Zollman said, is 
the viewer's ability to stop the program and 
study it for as long as he wants. By giving 
the machine the correct command, the 
viewer can advance to any spot in the disc. 

The unit is capable of storing separate 
dialects on two individual audio channels or 
music in stereo, and has a much greater 
storage capacity than an equivalent amount 
of tape. 

He said one side of a disc could hold up to 
52,000 pictures. 

The disc resembles an album in that it has 
a 12-inch diameter and is "cut" with thin 
grooves. While an album turns at 33.3 
revolutions per minute (rpm), the video disc 
spins at 1,800 rpm. 

THE PLAYER is operated from controls 
similar to a remote control unit for a 
television. The module emits infrared light, 
according to the sequence it has been given, 
and the player responds to its orders, 
Zollman said. 

A laser beam, the equivalent of a needle 
on a conventional stereo, is reflected off the 
disc's surface onto a detector. The signal is 
decoded by a microprocessor and sent to the 
viewing screen. 

The disc that Zollman and his colleagues 
have produced discusses the principle of 
oscillation. 

The program opens with a series of 
operation instructions flashing onto the 
screen. As the operator works his way 
through the instructions, he is allowed 
several options regarding programs and 
sequences. 

The film portion of the disc begins with 
footage of the 1940 collapse of the Tacoma 
Narrows bridge in Tacoma, Wash. Zollman 
said this segment was to show the effects of 
wind on the bridge while capturing the 
viewer's attention. 

After seven minutes of film, the program 
branches out into experiment of three dif- 
ficulty levels. Zollman said the levels are 
Engineering Physics, General and 
Descriptive Physics and Mans' Physical 
World. 

When the program concludes, the in- 
formation is recapitulated and then applied 
to the factors leading to the bridge's 
collapse. 
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—this coupon is 
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AMERICAN 
COUPON 

FREE small drink 
with any sandwich 

or full Sub. 

L 
IN 

AGGIEVILLE 
539-8033 

-with coupon- 
Good Mon., Jan. 26, 

Tues., Jan. 27 
only 

trip includes "upc "*"• 
Round Trip Transportation Island party 
fully equipped condominiums 7 nights lodging 
shuttle up and down the Island pre-party 

trip to Matamoros, Mexico 

only $180 

information meeting 
January 27, 1981 8:00 p.m. ^fflffl 

K-State Union   Big 8 room 

signup 
January 28, 1981 7:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. 

Conference Center 2nd floor K-State Union 

ONLY 130 SPACES AVAILABLE 

TEACHERS WANTED 
Positions available for those with 
BS or graduate degree in Math, 
Physics, Chemistry or Engineering 
(U.S. Citizen under age 29) to teach 
college and graduate level courses 
at the Navy's Nuclear Power School 
in Orlando, Fla. 

•*7.7J*.Z*-T-ZX 

Teaching Experience not required! 

$16,700-$24,500 

Call 816-374-3433 (collect) 
for application, or send resume to: 

Bob Miller 
Navy Recruiting 
2420 Broadway 
Kansas City, MO 64108 
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Collegian 
classifieds 

SUBLEASE 
SUBLEASE FOR summtf months two bedroom apartment, 

fully furnished and carpeted, dishwasher Close to cam- 
pus Call 776-9096 (8549) 

FOR RENT 

Display Classified Rates 
One day $3.00 per Inch; Three days: $2 85 per Inch; Five 

days: $2.75 per Inch; Ten days: 12 60 per Inch. (Deadline Is 
5 p.m 2 days before publication.) 

Classified advertising Is available only to those who do not 
discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, national 
origin, sex or ancestry. 

 FOR SALE  
ADULT QAG gifts and novelties—birthday, anniversary, get 

well, or |ust for fun. Treasure Chest. Agglevllle. (1 If) 

FIREWOOD FOR Sale: seasoned mixed woods 655/cord, $30 
large pickup load. Split, delivered and stacked. 1 -456-8212. 
(81-100) 

1989 GIBSON SG. Grover tuning machines, wang bar. 
$240.00. 539-9358 evenings (8346) 

BICYCLE, 3 speed, 21" frame, 26" wheels, rack, generator 
light, horn $30.00 firm. Call Marilyn, 532-6630 from 
8:00 a.m. to 5 00 p.m. (8347) 

ONE NON reserved basketball ticket tor KU and MU. Best of- 
fer Call Mike at 532-3938 (8448) 

AKC COCKER Spaniel puppies. For more Information, call 
7764197efter 5:00p.m. (8448) 

INFINITY 3000P high efficiency speakers, Phillips AF829 
electronically controlled turntable with ortofon low mass 
cartridge, Phillips AF384 40 watt amplifier. All new with full 
warranties. Call Larry, 7760537 (64-68) 

1975 VEGA staton wagon with radio and air conditioning, 
$1150.00. Call 5394425. (8448) 

SEA-LEVEL water bed, king-size, dark finish frame, mattress, 
liner, foam Insulation, mattress pad, $75.00. Call 537-9400 
(8547) 

1978 FIREBIRD, Skyblrd Edition, 31,000 miles, light blue. 
Priced right. Call 539-7108. (8549) 

BASKETBALL—FIVE student season tickets together to 
sell. Call 5374817. (8546) 

SPINNING WHEEL, new Ashford 2 speed Traveller,' already 
assembled, stained, and oiled. Call 5394746, afternoons or 
evenings. (86-90) 

ADJUSTABLE DRAFTING table, 24'x36*. $35.00; ladles 
black ballet slippers, size 5 v,, $5.00 Call 7764880. (8690) 

NEW TIRE8: 078x14; HR78X15 Good, used: ATSx 13; 
C78 x 14; H78 x 14; BR78 x 13.10 speed bike. Linens. Bum- 
per pooltable Reasonable. 5394671. (8690) 

GRAPHIC EQUALIZER, ADC Sound Shaper 1. Five band, left 
and right channels, $70. Call Jeff at 537-1651 (6669) 

QUEEN SIZED waterbed frame and pedestal. Call 5374691. 
(6667) 

BUICK WILDCAT, 1968, power steering, power brakes, new 
tires, new battery, excellent condition, $500. 7769279 or 
5324180 (Christine). (8696) 

VOLKSWAGON SCIROCCO, 1975, sporty, 33 mpg highway, 
with cassette/AM/FM stereo or |uet AM/FM radio. 7769279 
or 5324180 (Christine). (6695) 

1968 VW Bug engine, $300.1967 Sprite-Midget transmission. 
$250 1966 XK-E Jaguar transmission, $200. 1971 VW Bug 
transaxle, $150. All are In good condition and will fit many 
different years. 5362615 after 6:00 p.m. (8648) 

COSTUMES, MASKS, periodical clothing, accessories, all 
types make-up. Grass skirts, lets, bunny and mouse ears 
and more Treasure Chest, Agglevllle (1 If) 

TYPEWRITER RENTALS, electrics and manuals, day, week 
or month. Buzzells, 511 Leavenworth, across from post 
office. Cell 7769469 (lit) 

RENTAL TYPEWRITERS: Excellent selection, including IBM 
Selectrlcs. Service most makes of typewriters. Hull Busi- 
ness Machines. (Agglevllle), 715 N. 12th, 5367931 (8611) 

RENT A PIANO 
35.00 a Month 

Don Jorgenson's Piano and Organ 
Little Apple Music 

413Poyntz 
 539-1926  
FURNISHED, CARPETED rooms at 400 N. 11th, $65 up, 

kitchen and laundry, free parking, bills paid Call 5374233. 
(76107) 

FURNISHED EFFICIENCY apartment available, Agglevllle 
location Call Steve, 5369794 or 537-7179. (8347) 

FARM HOUSE, 10 miles from Manhattan. Recently re- 
modeled, kids, yes, Indoor pets, no. Deposit, references. 
Consider families only. Call 1-4569605. (8448) 

Ci\LL CELESTE 
For 

Wildcat Inn Apts. 
Summer, Fall 
Spring, 1981-82 

We are now 
issuing firm 

contracts in all 
Wildcat Inns for 

Summer and Fall 
1981 and Spring— 
1982. Now is the 

time to get 
guaranteed 
apartment 

assignments 
539-5001 for information. 

ONE BEDROOM apartment, central air, furnlehed. Close to 
campus. $230.00 month. Call 7767497 (8448) 

SUMMER LEASE, one bedroom, furnished w/alr condi- 
tioning. $136/month. Close to campus. CaH 7763396, keep 
trying. (8669) 

BASEMENT APARTMENT, one bedroom, close to campus. 
Fumlahed, $125 00 Call 7761986. (6448) 

 ROOMMATE WANTED  
FEMALES TO share furnished house at 1009 Vattler, private 

bedrooms, laundry, $50 up. Call 5394401 (76107) 

LARGE APARTMENT, fireplace, dishwasher, own bedroom, 
$160 month plus utilities. Call Bill, 5361093. (7948) 

FEMALES TO share furnished house at 1122 Vattler, private 
bedroom, $85.00. Call 5394401. (81-100) 

PRIVATE BEDROOM and bathroom, luxurious trailer, Red- 
bud Estates Call Dan. 5394678. (8246) 

TWO MALE roommates wanted to share nicest four bedroom 
house in Manhattan $75 per month plus utilities. Fur- 
nished or unfurnished January rent free. (4 blocks from 
campus.) Call 7764995, keep trying. (8246) 

UPPERCLASSMAN WANTED to share three bedroom, mod- 
em furnished house. Two fireplaces, laundry, dishwasher. 
garden, A/C, superb atmosphere $140Vmonth, vi utilities, 
till August 1. Call after 6:00 p.m.. Kirk, 5374698. (8347) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to share nice three bedroom 
house with two others. $120/month plus v> utilities Call 
5364769. (8347) 

LIBERAL WOMAN needed to cook and clean in exchange for 
room and board Will need car If atudent. Call 537-1117 af- 
ter 7:00 p.m. (8448) 

FEMALE, $87.00 per month, utilities Included. Available Im- 
mediately. Call 7764300 after 5:30 p.m., ask for Katie 
(8547) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted, spsclous spartment, $75 
month. Call 532-5380 or 7765265 (86-90) 

NEED THIRD roommate for two bedroom apartment. Kit- 
chen, bath, all utilities paid. $85.00 monthly. Call 1 266 
3138 or 5362150. (86-90) 

HELP WANTED 
CAMP STAFF wanted for Camp Lincoln/Camp Lake Hubert a 

Minnesota resident summer camp. A strong commitment 
to working with children required along with skills In ac- 
tivities. Sign up for interviews on campus January 30th at 
the Placement Center. (81-90) 

ULN — K'State s information and Assistance Center—needs 
2 part-time people. Position requires knowledge of cam- 
pus, maturity, enthusiasm, and creativity. Apply In the ULN 
office, 205 Falrchlld, before 560 p.m. Wednesdsy, January 
28 (8688) 

 SERVICES  
RESUME WRITING, layout, editing, typing or appraisal. 

Resume Service, 411 N. 3rd, 537-7264. (1 tf) 

WOMEN'S HEALTH Care Service. Confidential health care 
for women with unexpected pregnancies. Abortion ser- 
vices to 20 weeks as an outpatient. Information and free 
pregnancy testing. (316)684-5108 Wichita. (1tf) 

RESUMES $20; 1-2 pp., 5 copies and envelopes. Tldwell & 
Associates,219S. Seth Childs, 7764213,537-4504. (83tf) 

PREGNANT? BIRTHRIGHT can help. Free pregnancy test. 
Confidential.'Call 5374180.103 South 4th Street. Suite 16 
(17tf) 

VW OWNERSI Special this month—1968 through 1975 bugs: 
window cranks only $3.50, left door mirror only $9.50. hub- 
caps $6.75. J&L Bug Service, 1-494-2386. (8140) 

DICKENS DISCO Is now available to handle any parties at 
good prices. CaH Rick, 7764338. (8246) 

HORSES BOARDED, colte started and lessons given. Indoor 
end outdoor arenas, Powder Puff Downs. St. George, Ks. 
Call 1-494-2660. (82-101) 

LICENSED CHILD care: similar to nursery school. Opens 
A.M. only. References and very reasonable. 537-7864 
(8246) 

Peanuts By CHARLES SCHULZ 
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Crossword By EUGENE SHEFFER 

ACROSS 
Uai- 
S Rude shelter 
8 Gourd fruit 

12 Icelandic 
coins? 

14 Persia 
15 Columbus, 

for one 
16 French 

resort 
17 Wapiti 
18 Chooses 
20 Scrub the 

mission 
23 German 

river 
24 Boone and 

O'Brien 
25 Stadium 

snacks 
28 Yale man 
29 Publicized 
30 -Roy 
32 Frost 

pattern 
34 Relief org. 
35 In a high 

degree 
36 Military 

projectiles 

37 Vacation 
need 

40 Radio 
amateur 

41 God of love 
42 Conceives 
47 Merry tune 
48 Sandwich 

fillers 
49 Legal 

charges 
50 White House 

initials 
51 Beef or lamb 

DOWN 
1 Hole in one 

2 Great with 
bagels 

3 Jungfrau 
4 Loafers 
5 To 

listen 
6 Utilize 
7 Menace 
8 English 

dramatist 
9 "The Red" 

10 Agreement 
11 Cardinal 

numbers 
13 American 

inventor 

Avg. solution time: 27 mln. 

ilEjNPI 

1-26 
Answer to Saturday's puzzle. 

19 Alan or 
Cheryl 

20 Primate 
21 Indonesian 

island 
22 Of the ear 
23 Repentant 
25 The chief 

of a 
sacred order 

26 Chickpea 
27 Service tree 
29 West wind 
31 Egyptian 

god 
33 Turns 

inside out 
34 The funnies 
36 Literal 
37 Soft leather 
38 French 

girlfriend 
39 Jetty 
40 Stand still 
43 Goddess 

of dawn 
44 French 

interjection 
45 Nice season 
46 Compass 

reading 

CRYPTOQUD? ,26 

AQFG    NQTDY   NWJTNWRFGF   FGDOO 

JDFJRDY    PQOJ    PODARGW 

Saturday's Cryptoqulp - PATIENT WOODWORKER PRO- 
CESSED TRICK GEWGAW ON POWER SAW. 

Today's Cryptoqulp clue: Q equals O 

Cash for Cans 
J.C. Distributing Inc. 

Is Paying 25t/Lb. 
For All Aluminum 

Beverage Cans 

Every 1st, 2nd, 4th 
Wednesday of the month. 
Food-4-Less Parking Lot 

*401E.Poyntz 
2:30-4:30 p.m. 

Every Friday, 1:00-4:00 p.m. 
Saturdays, 8:00-11:30 a .m. 

530E.8th 
Junction City 

WILL OO typing. 5366064. (8448) 

J&L Bug Service. VW repair at reasonable prices One day 
service on moat repairs. Only seven minutes from Manhat- 
tan. Call 1-464-2388. SI George. (86106) 

 NOTICES  
PILOT NEEDS three passengers to share costs to KSU 

basketball games  ISU 643.00, MU $39.00 each. Hugh Irvln, 
5363126,5324311.(6463) 

/ 

ATTENTION 
CLUBS AND organizations—earn more money with The 

Trading Post Contact Jan at 1-916272-3110 (or more de- 
tails. (8549) 

BABY FACE, did you know that they are selling Singing 
Valentines in the Union, February 3.4.5. (8648) 

POTPOURRI CLASSES starting soon! For more information 
come to Flint Hills Mercantile, comer 3rd and Reservation 
Rd . Keats (5 miles west ol Westioop, keep on Anderson). 
Open Saturday 1 00-4 00 p.m.. Sunday 1200-3 00 p.m. (86) 

ATTENTION ALL former CCCC students: Cloud County night 
at Mr. K's Tuesday night. 8:00 p.m ! i (86) 

 ANNOUNCEMENT  
DIVERSIFIED DISCO Systems, the best In Mobil Music. 

Serving K State since 1977. Book your spring party now. 
Call 7761264.(8347) 

BACHELOR PARTY, stag party, any kind of party—rent a 
video cassette player. Call 7761254. (6347) 

MY PLACE 
Pitchers $1.50 
Mondays 5-12 
Coors/Miller 

East end viaduct off K-177 
539-9063 

KID'S NIGHT Out-Babyslttlng at K-SUts Union, room 208, 
by the Speech squad lor the German Avant and the McCain 
production of Learned Ladles. 5324875. (8690) 

MARANATHA BAND Of KC In concert Saturday, February 28, 
All Faiths Chapel, 7:00 p.m. Come and bring a trlendl (86 
90) 

UNIVERSITY STUDENT BIBLE FELLOWSHIP meets at 
• p.m. Moodey at the pastor's home. Note new time. 
Sponsored by First Presbyterian Church. 

WANTED 
COLLECTIBLES, COINS, back iasue magazines, comics, LP 

albums. Check with us before you throw It away. Treasure 
Chest. Agglevllle. (lit) 

BOOKS: WEED Management, Wildlife and America, Biology 
of Plants, psychology book (black), a Sand Country al- 
manac, Erosion and Sediment Pollution Control. 5368211, 
Rm. 916. (8246) 

EXPERIENCED BASS player or lead guitarist with bass and 
equipment. Contact Dave at 537-9215. (8547) 

TO BUY—Reserve tickets to KSU-KU game January 28. Call 
5360293 after 6:00 p.m. weekdays, anytime weekend. 
(8547) 

NEED APARTMENT close to campus, preferably west side. 
until August. Non-smoker, no pets, pays on time. Please 
call 5374886, Eric. (8690) 

LOST 
MALE CAT, white longhair with tan markings on head and 

back, blue eyes, wearing flea collar, near 810 Kearney. 
Reward $50. Call 537-2942. (8346) 

PAIR OF brown leather gloves outside of Union Forum Hall 
Monday evening. Call 5394769 after 5:30 p.m. No ques- 
tions asked. Reward. (8446) 

LOST FRIDAY, January 16th, a brown lady's vest (for coat) 
not a ski vest. Please call 532-5354. Reward! Appreciated 
greatly. (8690) 

FOUND 
THE FOLLOWING items were found In Weber Hall: 

calculator, notebook, ski gloves, set of keys (car or truck). 
Identify and claim In Weber, Rm. #117. (8648) 

BICYCLING MEDAL. MOO Claim In Kedzie 103. (8648) 

PERSONAL"- 

BOB S—You made III Congratulations on becoming a new 
Delta Slg active. Love, Your Mom. (86) 

MARY JO—Well Teeny-Bopper, kiss those years good-byl 
Happy 20th Birthday, you cute thing! Love, Tom. (86) 

WENCH-HAPPY B-day. Hope no worms look appealing 
today. Beat your ass at Invaders tonight. Moooo — Turtle. 
(68) 

GINA—ALPHA Delta PI, you and your dancing partner John 
were the hit of the function! your Theta XI Buddie. (86) 
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Student appraisals may be required 

Senate to consider evaluation policy 
By FRANCES BRENNAN 

Collegian Reporter 
Student teacher-evaluations 

would become mandatory in the 
spring of 1961 if a new University 
policy is approved at the Faculty 
Senate meeting today. 

The student evaluations are 
part of an overall proposal which 
would specify the manner in 
which faculty members are 
evaluated by their various 
departments. 

If Senate passes the proposal, K- 
State President Duane Acker 
would be asked to endorse the 
policy by Sept. 1. 

The mandatory evaluation 
proposal comes from a report by 
the Faculty Senate's ad hoc 
Committee on All-University 
Evaluations which indicated 
many faculty members do not 
believe the University has a 
consistent evaluation policy. 

THE REPORT SAID a clearly 
stated policy for use in personnel 
decisions including annual salary 
increases, reappointments, 
promotions and tenure is im- 
portant to faculty members. 

According to the committee 
report, a "clear and consistent 
system of evaluation is necessary 
for all unclassified employees if 
the reward structure inherent in 
the institution is to have 
meaning." 

If the proposal were approved, 
evaluations in four areas would 
become mandatory. Those areas 
are: teaching, research and other 

scholarly activities, service, and 
professional activity. 

Each department should 
require student input in the 
evaluation, the report said. The 
student input should be written, 
either on departmental forms or 
the nine-item form devised by the 
Office of Educational Resources. 

Some instructors use the In- 
structional Development and 
Effectiveness Assessment 
(IDEA) form developed by the 
Office of Educational Resources. 

However, this is "not viewed as 
a proper survey form to be used 
for evaluation of faculty as 
teachers," the Senate report 
states. 

"If Senate would ever decide to 
have a common form for all 
departments, I would hate to be 
the one to make up the questions 
on it," said William Carpenter, 
associate dean of the College of 
Arts and Sciences. 

EVALUATIONS FROM 
STUDENTS are only a part of the 
total annual teacher evaluations, 
but it is "very hard to get tenure 
without good in-class 
evaluations," Carpenter said. 

"The purpose of evaluations is 
to get the best teachers for the 
best money," Carpenter said. 
"We take it very seriously." 

Currently, some instructors are 
required to show evaluation 
results to the department head, 
but the proposed policy change 
would allow any faculty member's 
evaluations to be sent to him first. 

High court allows cameras; 
news media score 'victory' 

WASHINGTON (AP) - States 
are free to allow radio, television 
and still-photography coverage of 
criminal trials even when defen- 
dants object, a unanimous 
Supreme Court ruled Monday. 

The court said such broadcast 
and photographic coverage does 
not automatically interfere with a 
defendant's right to a fair trial. 

"An absolute constitutional ban 
on broadcast coverage of trials 
cannot be justified simply because 
there is a danger that, in some 
cases,  prejudicial  broadcast ac- 

See related story, p. 2 
counts of pretrial and trial events 
may impair the ability of jurors to 
decide the issue of guilt or in- 
nocence uninfluenced by ex- 
traneous matter," Chief Justice 
Warren E. Burger said. 

The decision, while a momentous 
victory for the news media, did not 
extend any new "right of access." 
Instead, Burger's opinion em- 
phasized that "states must be free 
to experiment" with photo and 
broadcast coverage. 

More than half the states have 
decided, on either a permanent or 
an experimental basis, to allow 
some camera and microphone 
coverage of court proceedings. Not 
all these states, however, have 
allowed coverage of criminal trials 
over a defendant's objection. 

Left unanswered by Monday's 
ruling in a Florida case is whether 
those states that allow such access 

only with the consent of all par- 
ticipants—or those states that 
flatly ban broadcast and 
photographic coverage—have a 
constitutional duty to provide 
access. 

Last July in a case from Rich- 
mond, Va., the Supreme Court 
ruled that the public and the news 
media—at least reporters—have a 
First Amendment right to attend 
criminal trials over a defendant's 
objections. 

Now that the court has ruled that 
the presence of cameras and 
microphones do not automatically 
taint a fair trial, it appears 
inevitable that state policies not 
allowing the same criminal trial 
access as Florida will come under 
constitutional attack. Many states 
and the federal courts still adhere 
to a longstanding American Bar 
Association rule banning such 
coverage. 

In other matters Monday, the 
court: 
—Ruled by a 6-1 vote that the 
federal government can demand 
information from employers being 
investigated for alleged on-the-job 
discrimination and then share that 
information with the complaining 
employees. 
—Agreed to decide, in a case that 
could significantly affect the 
nation's $200 billion-a-year health 
care industry, whether private 
health care companies such as 
Blue Cross are exempt from 
federal antitrust laws. 

Every department in the 
College of Arts and Sciences has 
its own evaluation system for 
measuring teacher performance, 
Carpenter said. In addition to 
written student evaluations, 
departments may interview 
students about a teacher's ef- 
fectiveness, he said. 

Richard Owens and Victoria 
Clegg, both professors of 
educational resources in the 
Office of Educational Im- 
provement, supervise the IDEA 
form. This form is primarily for 
the instructor's use, Owens said. 

THE SYSTEM WORKS on an 
individual basis, Owens said. 
Instructors using IDEA 
evaluations contact Owens or 
Clegg, who supply instructors 
with forms and computerized 
results. 

A three-page statistical analysis 
and diagnosis of student feedback 
is sent to the instructors, Owens 
said, and the teacher may allow 
them to be reviewed by anyone. 

The evaluations are compared 
two ways, Clegg said. The 
"similar course comparison" 
compares classes of the same size 
and motivation level. The "all- 

(See SENATE, p.2) 

Report shows hostages 
suffer 'severe damage1 

WEST POINT, N.Y. (AP) — 
Singing the hymns that carried 
them through their Iranian ordeal, 
the liberated hostages joined their 
families in a service of gratitude 
Monday. One former hostage 
called their reclaimed freedom "a 
bath of love." 

"I've been soaking in it for 
hours," said Kathryn Koob, 43, 
smiling broadly. 

But in Washington, President 
Reagan was told by Secretary of 
State Alexander Haig that about a 
dozen of the 52 Americans are 
suffering from "severe damage," 
mostly psychological. 

In Iran, Hashemi Rafsanjani, 
speaker of the parliament, denied 
the allegations of mistreatment 
that have surfaced since Iran gave 
up its hostages a week ago. "I 
know many of these boys," he said, 
referring to the captors. "They 
would not like to hurt any human 
being." 

White House Press Secretary 
James Brady said Reagan was "a 
little watery-eyed" after his first 
full-blown briefing. "People were 
talked about by name, what 
specific problems were, and all 
that," Brady said. But he didn't 
say which hostages had problems. 

Reagan   signed   a   resolution 

declaring Thursday a day of 
national thanksgiving. 

Those of the 52 hostages who 
want to will have a chance to share 
their experiences with the nation at 
a news conference today before 
leaving for Washington to receive 
the gratitude of their government. 

Six thousand people were invited 
to the ceremony on the White 
House South Lawn and 600 will 
attend a White House reception. 
Among the guests will be Army 
Col. Charles Beckwith and other 
survivors from a commando team 
he led to Iran in an unsuccessful 
rescue attempt last April. 

Brady said the former hostages 
were worried about their future. 
"Most of them voiced concern that 
their career path be renewed as 
quickly as possible," he said. 

One by one, throughout their 
second day back in America, the 
hostages voluntarily breached the 
seclusion the government had 
arranged for them at the U.S. 
Military Academy to tell reporters 
they were overwhelmed at the 
welcome they had been accorded 
and to ask for time to adjust. 

"Give me time, please, to sort of 
come into this gradually, give me a 
chance to cope," pleaded Richard 
Morefield,   51,   of   San   Diego. 

Into the sun 
Eric Thompson, junior in engineering 
technology, steers his bike into the 
evening light on the path between 
Hillcrest   Drive   and   College   Avenue. 

$t»ff photo by John Grt«r 

Unlike many during the past few warm 
days, Thompson needed a coat because 
of the cooler weather. 
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Senate...       State court to ponder camera ban 
(Continued from p.l) 

coarse   comparison"   compares   all   in- 
structors in the University. 

The IDEA form and the nine-item short 
form are provided by University funds. 

Some teachers use the forms unaltered, 
while others add their own questions. 

"We encourage people to ask specific 
questions on the forms," Owens said. "This 
adds individualization to the system." 

CHARLES REAGAN, Senate member 
and head of the philosophy department, 
said that because filling in dots on a 
computer card can't always be taken 
seriously, the philosophy department has 
devised its own form of written questions. 

Students respond well to questions, he 
said, but he is careful when considering 
their remarks. 

"I think we overestimate students' 
abilities to evaluate instructors," Reagan 
said. "How can we expect college freshman 
to properly evaluate their first college 
professor when they have only experienced 
them for one semester?" 

TOPEKA (AP) - It is likely to be several 
weeks before there is any indication from 
the Kansas Supreme Court whether it will 
lift a ban on cameras in the courtroom as a 
result of a federal court ruling Monday that 
supported the practice. 

Justice Alex Fromme said the state 
Supreme Court would need the time to study 
the decision by the nation's highest court 
and then decide whether to change rules 
governing state court procedure. 

The U.S. Supreme Court ruled Monday 
that states are free to allow television and 
still camera coverage of criminal trials 
even when a defendant objects. It said such 
coverage does not automatically violate a 
defendant's constitutional right to a fair 
trial. 

"We'll take a look at that opinion, but it 
will be at least two weeks and possibly 
longer," said Fromme, who has served on 
the state court since 1966 and is second in 
senority next to Chief Justice Alfred 
Schroeder. 

At  the  earliest,   justices could obtain 

Campus bulletin ID 
ANNOUNCIMINTS 

APPLICATION!     FOR     UNIVERSITY     LEARNING 
NETWORK volunteers are available In Falrchlld 205 until 
Friday. 

EDUCATION COUNCIL APPLICATIONS are available 
at Hoi ton 111. Deadline in.30p.m. Feb. 6. 

APPLICATIONS FOR AO STUDENT COUNCIL officer 
positions are available In Waters 117. 

STUDENT  GOVERNMENT  ELECTION   FORMS  are 
available at the SGA Office.  Filing deadline Is S p.m. 
Wednesday. 

APPLICATIONS are available for chairman positions of 
all Union Program Council committees at the Activities 
Center. Deadline Is 5 p.m. Thursday. 

BLUE    KEY   SENIOR    HONORARY   MEMBERSHIP 
applications are available in Anderson 104. Deadline Is 
Friday 

UNIVERSITY FOR MAN is seeking volunteers to help 
with UFM registration for spring classes. Call Kate at 532 
5866 Registration Is Feb. 9.10,11. 

APPLICATIONS FOR SORORITY SPRINO RUSH are 
available In Holtz Hall 110. Deadline Is Monday, Feb. 9. 

MICROBIOLOGY CLUB will attend the national ASM 
meetings at Dallas March 1-6. 

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL has scheduled the first oral 
defense of the doctoral dissertation of Sherllyn Smith at 
1:30 a.m. Wednesday In Waters 133. Topic: Variation In 
morphology and coloration among grasshoppers related to 
geograhlcal distribution, seasonal occurrence and plant 
communities In the Flint Hills region of Kansas. 

SIGNUP for the Summit Ski trip, the Daytona trip and 
the Padre Island trip sponsored by the UPC Travel 
Committee Is from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Union Conference 
Center and Activities Center. 

DR. JAMES COOK, director of hematology at Kansas 
University Medical Center, will give the presentation, 
"Update on Iron Nutrition In Man," at 4 p.m. Thursday at 
Justin 109 and "Food Iron Availability" at 10:30 a.m. 
Friday at Justin 149. 

TODAY 
PHI UPSILON OMICRON will meet at 7 p.m. at Justin 

109. Attendance Is mandatory. 

FENIX ORGANIZATION meeting will be 11 30 a.m. at 
Union 201. 

WOMEN AOAINST RAPE will meet at 5:30 p.m. at 
University for Man F (replace Room. 

KSU BIBLE STUDY meeting will be 7 p.m. at Kedile 106. 

LITTLE AMERICAN ROYAL meeting will begin at 6 
p.m. at Call 204. 

ADVERTISING CLUB will meet at 7:30 p.m. in Kedile 
Library. 

CHIMES will meet at 9:30 p.m. In Kedile 216. 

FOOD SCIENCE CLUB meeting begins at 7 p.m. In Call 
102. 

K STATE HORSEMAN'S ASSOCIATION will meet at t 
p.m. in Weber Arena. 

THETA XI LITTLE SISTERS meeting will be 9:30 p.m. 
at Theta XI House. 

SOCIETY FOR ADVANCEMENT OF MANAGEMENT 
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Union Little Theatre. 

GOLDENHEARTS meeting will be 10 p.m. at Sigma 
Alpha Epsllon House. 

FAMILY CHILD DEVELOPMENT INTEREST GROUP 
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at Justin Lounge. 

WHEAT STATE AORONOMY CLUB meeting will be at 7 
p.m. at Waters 137. 

SOCIETY OF MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS will 
meet at 7 p.m. In Seaton 161. 

BSU meeting will beat 7 p.m. In Union 206. 

EXECUTIVE MEETING of Cowboys for Christ will be at 
7 p.m. in Weber 129. Regular meeting will begin at 7.30 
p.m. 

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION will meet at 
4:30 p.m. at Danforth Chapel. 

ASSOCIATION OF RESIDENCE HALLS meeting will be 
6p.m. at Edwards Hall. 

AO COMMUNICATORS OF TOMORROW will meet at 7 
p.m. at Kedile216. 

CROP PROTECTION will meet at 7 p.m. at Waters 133. 

UPC TRAVEL COMMITTEE will meet at 7 p.m. at 
Union Big S Room. Topic: Informational meeting for 
Summit Ski trip and Daytona trip, informational meeting 
for the Padre Island trip will follow at 8 p.m. 

K-STATB BUDDHIST ASSOCIATION will meet at 7:30 
p.m. at Union 202. 

WEDNESDAY 
SPANISH TABLE will meet at noon at Union Stateroom 

WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER meeting will be at 7 
p.m. In the K State Room of the Kansas State Bank. 

WOMEN AOAINST RAPE will meet at 5:30 p.m. at the 
University for Man Fireplace Room. 

Get the Best 
Available Price on 

Stereo Components. 
CALL LARRY7760537 

CONGRATULATIONS 

KSU Sport Parachute Club 
and those members who competed in 

the 1980 Collegiate Nationals 
Competition! 

Tim Anderson 
Brian Hettrick 

Greg Retter 
Ron Wilms 

Mark Young 

Also, accompanying them as a great support group, 
some more fine SKYDIVERS: 

Alys Brockway, Dave Bussen, Ed McPheeters 

copies of the U.S. Supreme Court opinion 
late this week. But one member of the court 
may be assigned to study it and consider its 
effects on Kansas, Fromme said. 

After that, the justices could take up the 
issue of camera coverage in one of their 
conferences, which are scheduled to begin in 
about two weeks after meetings conclude 
this week. 

The chief Justice, who was not available 
for comment Monday, has said the court 
would consider its camera coverage policy 
only after the federal court had dealt with 
the issue. 

More than half the states have some 
policy, either permanently or on an ex- 
perimental basis, for allowing broadcast 
media coverage of trials. 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
TERRI 

AND SO LONG 

Learn to SKYDIYE!! 
The KSU Sport Parachute Club is holding 

an information meeting for all those 
interested in training this semester for 

their first parachute jump! 
This Thurs., Jan. 29th. 

7:30 p.m.—Union Little Theater 
Everyone Welcome 

LYNCH & MCBEE 
They're back in Manhattan and they're singing the blues 

Party before, during 
or after the KU-K-State game. 

3 COLOR TELEVISIONS FOR 
THOSE WITHOUT TICKETS. 

"r-'      ■      ■        ■       I      ■       I       ■     ■    I    ■    ■      ■■!■ 

// 

SOPHOMORES 
(And others with 2-Years of College Remaining) 

What will you do after you graduate?—How would you 
like to secure that future job now—one that will provide: 

—Excellent pay. 
—High level management experience. 
—Liberal benefits. 
—Opportunity for advanced education. 
—"PLUS" pay you $2,000 during your last two years 

of college. 

College men and women in all academic majors are 
eligible. Jobs are available in management, administra- 
tion, engineering, sciences, technology, and others. 

These excellent opportunities are available through 
K-State's advanced Air Force ROTC Program. Ap- 
plications are now being processed. Qualified and se- 
lected students will enter the 2-Year AFROTC Program 
next Fall. 

Find out why the Air Force is such a great way of 
life. For more information, contact Colonel Barber 
at the Military Science Building, Room 108 or call 
532-6600. 
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Briefly 
COUPON"' 

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

While Ford advises Carter... 
NEW YORK — Former President Gerald Ford says former 

President Jimmy Carter should keep busy in retirement and "have 
activities that'll give him a chance to make observations, maybe 
some criticisms." 

In a weekend interview aired Monday on NBC, Ford also said the 
time may come when he and Carter sit down and compare notes. 

...San Clemente honors Nixon 
SAN CLEMENTE, Calif. — San Clemente is paying tribute to 

former President Richard Nixon with a new $800,000 museum. 
There is a bronze bust of Nixon and two floors full of pictures and 

artifacts to remind San Clemente of the 11 years Nixon lived here. 
But nothing contained in the museum indicates Nixon resigned 

from office. Charlie Ashbaugh, president of the San Clemente 
Historical Society, said the memorabilia antedates Nixon's forced 
departure from the White House. 

"We saw his value in being here because he did put us on the map 
and we had the reflected glory," he said. "We bore the burden of his 
humiliation and that was hard to take, but we didn't hate him." 

Town has super sanitation problem 
NEW ORLEANS—They measure good times here by the amount 

of food and drink consumed and the amount of litter left in the 
narrow streets of the French Quarter. Super Bowl XV was a success 
by those standards. 

Anthony Stant, deputy director of the city's sanitation depart- 
ment, said his workers picked up 128 tons of litter from the 80-blocks 
of the old section of town on just Sunday night and Monday morning. 
An average day's pickup in the Quarter is about 50-60 tons, Stant 
said. 

Kermit Cosse, assistant general manager of the celebrated An- 
toine's restaurant, said his establishment was booked solid for 
Super Bowl week—and that all private dining rooms had been 
booked since September of 1979. He estimated that his staff served 
2,000 lunches and dinners a day over the weekend. 

At Brennans, where a leisurely breakfast is mandatory for 
tourists doing it in style, general manager David Wilson said the 
restaurant served about 1,800 breakfasts on Sunday—par for big 
weekends—and set a restaurant record by serving 1,002 for dinner 
Saturday night. 

Officials of the city's tourist commission estimated that Super 
Bowl visitors would pump $40 million into the local economy, but 
they said that was a conservative estimate. 

Seat law trys to prevent bouncing babies 
TOPEKA — Parents who didn't carry their youngsters in a baby 

car seat or some other approved safety restraining device while 
driving would be guilty of a misdemeanor and subject to a $25 fine 
under a bill approved for introduction by a House committee 
Monday. 

The Public Health and Welfare Committee voted 9-8 on a show of 
hands to introduce the measure, which some thought ought better 
be in the jurisdiction of the House Transportation Committee and 
others thought had no business being legislated. 

Effective Jan. 1,1982, any parent or legal guardian who hauled 
children under the age of five in an automobile would have to use a 
safety restraining device approved by the state secretary of 
transportation under the bill, which will be introduced Tuesday or 
Wednesday. 

Owen enters gubernatorial race 
TOPEKA — Dave Owen, declaring Kansans want another 

governor as fiscally tight-fisted as former Democratic Gov. Robert 
B. Docking, made it official Monday that he is a candidate for 
Republican nomination for governor next year. 

Owen, 42, a Johnson County banker who served as lieutenant 
governor in 1973-75, became the first declared candidate in the 1982 
gubernatorial race. 

Incumbent Democratic Gov. John Carlin has said frequently he 
intends to seek re-election, and nearly a dozen possible GOP con- 
tenders have expressed interest—the most serious being former 
Gov. Robert F. Bennett and Attorney General Robert Stephan. 

In his declaration statement, Owen pledged his opposition to any 
tax increases, saying, "If we have a cash balance problem in this 
state, then as far as I am concerned we have a spending problem, 
not a taxing problem." 

Weatfler 
If Custer's men had waited on the Indians to come to them at 

Little Big Horn, that would be what the people already in line to get 
into the KU game would remind me of. Expect a high in the 40s for 
all you brave basketball fans. 

COUPON 1 

Aggie Transfers 

10% off?™yiMng 
       in the store 

M.T.W.F. icvr> 
Th.10-8 
Sat. 10-5 

COUPON. 

Remember: 
K-Statevs.K.U. Game 

Transfers too! 
612 N. 12th   537-9105 

Expires Feb. 1 
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KSU HORSEMAN'S ASSOCIATION 

—Club for all horse enthusiasts 
—Open to KSU students, faculty, staff, 

and alumni 
—Fun, education, and service 
—Yearly membership $5.00 

MEETING TUES., JAN. 27 
8:00 p.m.   Weber Arena 

Presentation on horse judging 
by K-State's World Champion 
Quarter Horse Judging team. 

Everyone welcome! 

Friday, I^fcbruary 6 
McCain Auditorium 7:30 p.m. 
All Seats Reserved $6.50-$6.00 -$5.50 

Ticket* on Sale McCain Auditorium box 
office Today through Feb. 6 

Ticket sales today through Feb. 5th at the following ticket outlets: 

Good seats still available 

I k-stats union 
lupccotTi 

Oa.W Record, and Tape. - Anlevllie 

Comb Mu.lc and Eieco on It a. Inc.. - Downtown 

Ft. Rlley Recreational Service.- IT T  office 

upccoHoohouM ,n c"*e'»"°" <•"«" EEKSSSR™ 



Opinions 
Abortion issue 

rekindled 
Thousands of anti-abortion marchers descended 

upon Washington Thursday to protest the eight-year- 
old Supreme Court decision that legalized abortions. 
The demonstrators also encouraged members of 
Congress to consider proposing a constitutional 
amendment to prohibit abortions. 

While President Reagan met with leaders of the 
march, Richard Schweiker promised "to implement 
a pro-life policy" in his Department of Health and 
Human Services. 

This renewal of the battle between "pro-life" and 
"pro-choice" factions has ominous implications. The 
anti-abortion forces were just one of many special 
interest groups that targeted their money and in- 
fluence in an effort to defeat Jimmy Carter and many 
liberal members of the Senate. That effort was 
successful and the anti-abortion supporters are 
already clamoring for action. 

Although the Reagan administration will likely be a 
sympathetic audience to these impassioned pleas, the 
Supreme Court decision should stand. 

The 1973 decision in Roe vs. Wade was one of the 
court's most difficult and emotional experiences. 
Members of the court struggled for months with the 
legal and moral questions, trying to base a decision 
strictly on constitutional law. Justice Harry Black- 
mun, who wrote the majority opinion, meticulously 
researched the various biological and medical 
questions which entered into the final decision. 

The resulting opinion was supported by the 14th 
Amendment's guarantee of individual liberty and the 
right to privacy, which had developed through a 
series of court precedents. It is significant that this 
decision was not the work of an activist Earl Warren 
court, but of Warren Burger's court with four Nixon 
appointees. Even this stronghold of conservatism saw 
that constitutional provisions of liberty and rights to 
privacy must certainly apply to a woman who wishes 
to terminate her pregnancy. 

The Supreme Court decision protects the fun- 
damental and absolute right of a woman to exercise 
control over her body. This right must not be 
abridged. 

KENT SINGER 
Asst. Opinions Editor 

-Paul Stone 
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Hail, the 
conquering hostages 

Until recently, 52 American 
hostages were held captive in Iran. 
Their captivity lasted 444 days. 

Thousands of Americans spent 
one, two or three years fighting in 
Vietnam, and some are still cap- 
tive there as prisoners of war. 

The U.S. government released 
billions of dollars to bring the 52 
hostages home. 

The U.S. spent billions of dollars 
to keep Americans in Vietnam. 

The hostages may have suffered 
some verbal and physical abuse 
and may suffer from some 
psychological problems, although 
it will be a long time before the 
public receives accurate reports of 
their condition. 

VIETNAM VETERANS suffered 
daily in the jungles there—wat- 
ching their friends die, ex- 
periencing the horror as a quiet 
day turned into a nightmare of 
gunfire, bombs, fire and screams. 

The 52 hostages knew when they 
went to Iran there was the 
possibility they could be subject to 
such treatment from the host 
country. And there is evidence the 
hostages knew several days prior 
to the embassy takeover that their 
lives were in danger. They went to 
Iran by choice. 

Most Vietnam veterans were 
draftees fighting an undeclared 

war, or men who had joined ROTC 
during college to avoid the draft. 
They did not have the desire to be 
in Vietnam or the backing of the 
U.S. government to get them out. 

Literally thousands of American 
citizens lined the streets to wave at 
the hostages Sunday during their 
bus trip from Stewart Airport in 
Newburgh, N.Y. to West Point 
Military Academy. For 15 miles 
the route was decorated with 
yellow ribbons as people cheered 
and held welcome back signs. 

SMALL CROWDS welcomed the 
Vietnam veterans home, often no 
crowds at all and no family 
members—just military police and 
customs officials. 

The families of the hostages 
were received at the White House 
by President Reagan and then 
transported by government air- 
craft to meet the hostages. 

The families of Vietnam 
veterans received no such luxury 
treatment. 

At the Hotel Thayer at West 
Point the families and the hostages 
are receiving round-the-clock 
service, including an open bar, free 
room service and enormous meals 
prepared to order. 

Vietnam veterans who needed 
mental or physical treatment after 
returning home were shuttled into 

Veterans hospitals where they 
often wasted away, no longer 
productive forces in society. 

THE TREATMENT of the 52 
American hostages has been called 
"barbaric" and "vile." 

The treatment of Vietnam 
veterans while they served or were 
prisoners of war was considered 
part of the expected behavior 
during periods of war. 

U.S. Congressman are confident 
many bills will be passed to 
provide educational benefits for 
the hostages and their families, to 
ease the transition into private life 
again and to provide occupational 
training. Already a bill has been 
passed making the money they 
earned while in Iran tax free. 

Vietnam veterans, their wives 
and children are still testifying 
before House and Senate sub- 
committees—begging for 
programs to aid them in their bouts 
against the handicaps the veterans 
experienced because of their ex- 
posure to chemicals used in the 
Vietnam war. They also still beg 
for programs to aid the children of 
veterans who suffered genetic 
defects because their fathers were 
exposed to agent orange. 

The hostages came home as 
heroes. 

Vietnam veterans—came home. 

eWimipot*"*'**- 

Letters 
Bump-a-thon a mixed blessing 

Editor, 
Congratulations are in order for 

the members of the Bump-a-thon 
executive committee for their part 
in raising $18, 000 for muscular 
dystrophy. 

It is unfortunate however, that 
the incidents of composite thefts 
clouded the glorification of these 
efforts. 

As a former residence hall staff 
assistant I sympathize with the 
problems faced by Barb Robel, 
director of Greek Affairs and Greg 
Mermis, president of the Inter- 

fraternity Council. It is very dif- 
ficult to deal with behavior that the 
participants see as "all in fun." 
And, the victims, who are often the 
victims of criminal activity, see it 
as out of line. 

These "all in fun" raids, pranks 
and barrowings may sometimes be 
pulled off with no hard feelings. 
Too often, though, they result in 
misinterpreted intentions, 
property damages or bodily injury 
which was not forseen by the 
participants. Students who become 
involved in these activities need to 

stop and think about what they are 
really doing, and what could result. 

They need to decide if they will 
be ready to accept the possible 
consequences if it gets out of 
control. 

A real thanks is due the greeks 
who pledged the extra $350. This 
amount was pledged above and 
beyond their original efforts when 
they could have taken legal action 
for the thefts. 

Ronald Baer 
junior in business administration 
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Letters to the editor 

Remember POWs 
Editor 

I'm sure that everyone is very relieved 
and thankful that the former hostages are 
now free. There is a large number of people, 
however, who are apparently being 
forgotten. I'm talking about our war 
veterans and POWs. 

The former hostages should, for certain, 
be given some special consideration. But 
why don't we seem to be concerned about 
POWs who are still in Vietnam, people who 
have been there for several years? Refugees 
have testified that they have seen American 
POWs working in Vietnam. So why don't we 
seem to be as interested with getting them 
home? 

As much as all our war veterans have 
fought to keep our nation a free one, how. 
many times does a president (or former 
president) fly to another country, as Carter 
flew to Wiesbaden, to greet men who have 
been fighting for years? How many veterans 

America: Love it or leave 
Editor, 

In the Collegian, Jan. 21, there were two 
letters, one from Admad Mirzamani, and 
another from the Iranian Student 
Association. This is my response: 

I have been a student at K-State for three 
years, and have heard the Iranian students 
here complain about the Shah, Zionists, how 
America is abusing the world and America 
in general, the list could go on but this is a 
letter, not a book. 

Your letters condone the taking of the 
hostages because God was on your side. I'm 
not a theologian, but I know of no religion 
that condones human cruelty and abuse. 
Maybe you're starting a new one? 

I realize that America is not perfect. It's a 

lot harder to improve things than to criticize 
them (which you do constantly). But we are 
trying. 

How many countries do you know of where 
the balance of power is shifted without 
bloodshed (as we did at the inauguration)? 

The American people have kept silent and 
passive for 15 months. We will not be like 
that again. 

Instead of putting down America, 
remember you are guests (with poor 
manners). You are not being held hostage 
like the Americans were in Iran. So if you're 
unhappy, leave. 

J.D. Gottlieb 
senior in agricultural economics 

Embassies still vulnerable 
Editor, 

Having agonized over the fate of our 
American hostages for these past 444 days, 
as I know you have, I feel compelled to write 
this letter. I feel I can do this now that they 
are safe. The lack of a clearly stated policy 
and philosophy by our State Dempartment, 
regarding the method for dealing with a 
hostage situation placed and continued to 
place our government and our embassy 
personnel in an extremely vulnerable 
position. As long as foreign governments or 
radical elements in a foreign country 
recognize that such people can be used as 
pawns to manipulate foreign policy our 
diplomatic personnel are fair game. It may 
sound callous, but I would urge you to 
demand that our government proclaim that 
under no circumstances will we bargain 
with any person or persons who illegally 
takes hostages to affect governmental 
policies. 

Unless such a step is taken I predict more 
incidents similar to the one that we've gone 
through. At the same time it would seem to 
me that there should be a considerable in- 
crease in our security measures at em- 
bassies with contingency plans to evacuate 
key personnel. Also, a clear statement of 
policy regarding what our government can 

and cannot do to secure release of captors 
must be understood by embassy employees. 
In one sense they may be considered as front 
line soldiers and expendable. 

If we have the courage to proclaim such a 
policy, I believe we will avoid the 
humiliating experience that we and cer- 
tainly those 52 American citizens endured. 

We are a country of over 220 million 
people. In spite of our great compassion for 
individuals, effective government must be 
for the welfare of all. The great preoc- 
cupation over the past year and a half with 
our dilemma in Iran was the expense of all. 
We cannot afford that type of distraction in 
government. Join me in petitioning 
Congressional leaders to enact legislation to 
lessen chances for this black page in our 
history to be repeated. 

Richard Bassette 
professor of animal science 

J4ibachi 
J4ut 

ATTENTION: 
C.C.C.C 

Cloud County Night 
at Mr. K's Tonight 

Beginning at 8:00 p.m. 

OPEN FOR LUNCH 
Monday-Saturday 

11:00 to 2:00 

Dinner at 5:00 
Featuring Delicious Char-broiled 

Burgers. Steaks & Sausages. 

OPEN SUNDAYS 
4:00 to 9:00 

BUSINESS MAJORS 
Business Council Elections—February 11 

Letters of requirements and Petitions 

available in Dean's Office (Calvin 110) 

Agreement not binding 
who came back with arms and legs missing 
have been offered gifts, trips to Florida and 
Hawaii, or lifetime passes to baseball and 
football games, as the former hostages 
were? What have we done for our veterans? 
Compared to the 52 held in Iran, very little. 

Everyone has shown concern for the 
hostages because they are innocent people. 
We must realize that the POWs and all 
veterans were and are just as innocent. 
Soldiers have to work and fight, day in and 
day out, just to stay alive. Many suffer to a 
much greater extent mentally and 
physically from war than the hostages will 
suffer from being in Iran. 

I think we shold put this situation into 
perspective, get all our hostages to their 
homes and give veterans some com- 
mendation too. 

Robert Dusin 
senior in civil engineering 

Editor 
Regarding the end of the hostage crisis 

and in view of the stories that have surfaced 
concerning the torture, abuse and isolation 
of the Americans while they were in 
violation of international law, we would like 
to make the following observations: 

Any group of people who kidnap the 
diplomats of another country can only be 
considered irresponsible and inhumane. 
Any country that holds people for ransom 
can only be considered criminal. Any 
country that threatens to spread its form of 

religious revolution to other countries can 
only be considered to be meddling in the 
affairs of others. 

Therefore, the United States is not 
obligated to honor any agreement made 
with a generate society such as in Iran. The 
only thing this country should send to Iran is 
the pro-Khomeni students escorted by 
several divisions of U.S. Marines. 

NeUDobler 
junior in civil engineering 

Mike Harbeson 
senior in civil engineering 

«//iuy_ 
March 13-22 
only $260 

INFORMATION MEETING TONIGHT 
7:00 p.m. 

Room 212, K-State Union 
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COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 

OUTSTANDING TEACHER NOMINATION 
nominate of    the 
 Department for the KSU Outstanding 
Undergraduate Teaching Award for the College of Arts and 
Sciences. 
Circle the letters which you feel describe his (her) teach- 
ing: 

HD = Highly Descriptive        ND = Not Descriptive 
SD = Somewhat Descriptive CJ = Cannot Judge 

Interesting    HD   SD    ND   CJ 
Flexible     HD   SD    ND   CJ 
Organized      HD   SD    ND   CJ 
Student Centered    HD   SD    ND   CJ 
Informative      HD   SD    ND   CJ 
Relevant to life outside the 

classroom     HD   SD    ND   CJ 
Challenging    HD   SD    ND   CJ 
Knowledgeable—An expert in his 

field       HD    SD    ND    CJ 
Enthusiastic      HD    SD    ND    CJ 
Stimulating—Dynamic    HD   SD    ND   CJ 
Creative—Innovative    HD   SD    ND   CJ 
Fair    HD    SD    ND   CJ 
Encourages individual learning    HD   SD    ND   CJ 

In 50 or fewer words, explain why you consider your nomi- 
nee to be an outstanding teacher  

Your Signature (Nominees will not be in- 
formed of the names of 
those    who    nominated         
them.) Your College 

MAIL OR DELIVER COMPLETED FORM TO THE 
DEAN'S OFFICE 

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
EISENHOWER HALL 
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Phase II SELF SERVE 
Construction set to begin on second engineering compiex building 

By GERI GREENE 
Collegian Reporter 

Although the recent lack of moisture may 
keep crops from sprouting in the near 
future, it certainly is not affecting the 
growth of new buildings on campus. 

"By the time students are back for fall 
semester the field between Durland and 
Ackert will be a fenced-in construction 
site," Vince Cool, director of facilities 
planning, said. 

Durland Hall, which houses the Depart- 
ments of Chemical and Industrial 
Engineering, has been open since 1976, and 

according to a letter to alumni by Rathbone. 
Phase II was requested because of the 
demand for lab and classroom space 
created by the tripling of enrollments in 
engineering in the past seven years. The 
college ranks first in percentage enrollment 
increases among all K-State colleges over 
last year. 

New programs, including the Engineering 
Extension Service, which was added to the 
college last spring, also need space, he said. 

SPACE AND CONSOLIDATION are also 
a concern of the College of Architecture and 

.JH 

Durland Hall 
includes Phase I of the planned engineering 
complex. An addition to the building will 
include programs and departments within 
Engineering Phase II. 

These include the Engineering 
Experiment Station, the Departments of 
Mechanical and Electrical Engineering, a 
computing laboratory, and one industrial 
engineering lab. Seaton Hall now houses all 
these programs and departments. 

"We will begin taking bids for the con- 
struction of Phase II this March," Cool said. 

THE KANSAS LEGISLATURE allocated 
about $7.66 million for construction of 
Engineering Phase II, last year. Following 
this allocation, the Legislature requested 
the College of Engineering to raise an ad- 
ditional $250,000 for Phase H. 

"We currently have $150,000 assured to us 
which came from an engineering cor- 
poration, one generous individual who 
remains anonymous, and some alumni," 
Don Rathbone, dean of the College of 
Engineering, said. "We look to raise at least 
twice that amount and hopefully up to $1 
million dollars." 

"Our equipment needs are extensive," he 
said. "We want to raise enough additional 
funds for Phase II so we will have a modern 
laboratory building." 

ALTHOUGH      CONSTRUCTION     of 
Engineering Phase II is imminent, there is 
no time schedule for Phase in of the 
engineering complex yet, Cool said. The 
third engineering building, which will house 
the departments of Civil Engineering, 
Architectural Engineering and Construction 
Science, and Agricultural Engineering and 
Engineering Technology, is to be finished by 
1990. 

"When complete, the complex will cover 
the area from College Heights north to the 
Ackert parking lot," Cool said. "It will be a 
single building with a connecting lobby 
space which will have large windows that 
will let the sun's heat through in winter and 
allow ventilation in the summer. 

"Durland is probably one of the most 
energy-conservative buildings we have on 
campus. The outside covering is an inex- 
pensive exterior cladding," he said. 

THE ARCHITECTURE of Phase II and 
III will resemble Durland Hall. They will 
have the same glass and cut limestone 
facade. On the Durland II roof, a mounting 
device will be constructed for energy 
research experiments, Cool said. 

Such research, coupled with increased 
enrollment in the engineering curriculum, 
are the primary reasons for the complex. 

Engineering enrollments during the 1960s 
are expected to reach an all-time high, 

Design, which has studios in several 
buildings on campus. 

"All of the architecture drawing studios 
will be consolidatd into Seaton once the 
engineering department is out of Seaton," 
Cool said. 

Construction of the second and third 
phases of the complex will provide the 
needed extra room for the Departments of 

Engineering and Architecture, Rathbone 
said. Its construction has been delayed 
because of university priorities and the need 
to equally distribute building funds for other 
projects across campus, Cool said. 

The organized fund raising campaign by 
the department is not yet underway. 

"We'll raise the money through two ap- 
proaches, private alumni and industrial 
contributions. It looks promising for another 
$150,000," Rathbone said. 

THE DEPARTMENT OF Military 
Science appears to be one group that will not 
benefit from Engineering Phase II, although 
the problems connected with the new ad- 
dition to Durland Hall are not substantial, 
Lt. Col. Fred Gantzler, head of military 
science, said. Once construction begins, 
students in ROTC will have to go further for 
a marching location. 

"I don't think there will be a problem in us 
trying to find another place to march, 
Gantzler said. 

"We have been looking for another place 
to march anyway, because any time it rains 
or snows that ground gets terribly soggy. 
The old stadium track and the intramural 
field just south of the old stadium are 
possibilities we are looking into." 

"We don't do a lot of marching anymore 
and we will find an alternate location, 
although it won't be as covenient. There are 
more important things to be done," Gantzler 
added. 

GAS 
u.s. 

Post Office 

ANDERSON 

MINI 
CONVENIENCE 

MAKT 

ThU. .    Of thli? 

Which makes you look most attractive' 
Glasses won't add anything to your looks ant) it's likely that 

they'd detract from your appearance 
But Bausch & Lomb sort lenses lei you look natural 
In (act unless you tell them, most people won't even know 

you're weannQ them 
They're comlortabM because they're sort and flexible 
They're easy to wear from the first day 
And they're designed so they won't pop out easily when you 

don't want them to 
Stop this week and get lull details without charge 

Dr. Paul E. BuHock. P.A. 
■pftaJtW 
77M4I1 

Soft Ion* are now 
available tor Astigmatism 

SOFLENS 
(polymocon) 
Contact UMVJM 

ALL NEW 

Men's and Women's Hairstyllng 

CAY SHARON MIKE JULIE 

To celebrate our new location, we would like for you to come by and 
get acquainted. When you visit AGGIE HAIR SHAPERS, register for 
one of the many FREE BLOW DRYERS & CURLING IRONS to be 
given away FEBRUARY 3, NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. 

CALL 776-3600 
1201LARAMIE IN AGGIEVILLE 

op-i*taht        ®REDKEN 
m 

A YEAR OUT OF COLLEGE, 
ANDA STRAUSS IS MAKING AVIATION 

HISTORY IN THE ARMY. 

Heart disease 
and stroke 

will cause half 
of all deaths 

this year. 

Put your money 
where your Heart Is. 

O American 
Heart 
AMOctatlon 

"I'm being assigned to a 
Chincxik helicopter unit in Germany 
.is a test pilot and maintenanceorTicer, 
and I'm proud that I'll be the first 
woman to have that assignment over 
there. It's a real thrill for me. 

"So was learning how to fly 
a helicopter. It takes a lot more skill 
than an airplane. If you think college 
is demanding, flight school is even 
tougher. It's not only academically 
demanding, it's really mentally 
demanding as well as physically. 

"In Germany, I'll have a chance 
to use some of the leadership and 
management techniques I learned in 
ROTC. It's going to be a real challenge 
having command responsibilities. 

"I got into ROTC really just 
to see what it was all about. Far me, it 
all couldn't have worked out better." 

Army ROTC got Anda Strauss 
off to a good start. Maybe it can do 
the same for you. To find out, stop by 
your Army ROTC office on campus. 

And begin your future as an 
officer. 

For more information 
contact: 
Professor of Military Science 
Kansas State University 
Manhattan, KS 66506 
Phone: (913) 532-6754 

2nd LtAnda Strauss wasapoliticalsciencema|or 
at Wake (West and a member of Army ROTC ARMY ROTC. 

BE ALL YOU CAN BE. 
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Drought could close Oklahoma waterway 

Water report warns of barge traffic shutdown 
OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) - The 

Oklahoma Water Resources Board issued a 
report Monday quoting federal officials as 
saying that barge traffic from Oklahoma to 
Arkansas could be shut off if drought con- 
ditions continue into March. 

"If rainfall remains at minimal levels, the 
McClellan-Kerr Navigation System could be 
adversely impacted later this spring," the 
report said. 

"The Corps of Engineers estimates that if 
the drought continues into March, the 
waterway would have to be closed around 
the White River, a major tributary in 
Arkansas to the Mississippi River," the 
report continued. 

It said that would create "a significant 
effect on the Arkansas River system, since 
barges would not be able to enter the 
Arkansas river near the beginning of the 
navigation channel nor could they float 
down the channel from Oklahoma to the 
Mississippi (River)." 

THE REPORT SAID the federal agency 
estimates that revenues lost from such a 
closure could be "as much as $5.7 million 
due to reduced tonnage." 

"This figure represents the dollar loss to 
the Corps from user charges," the report 
said. "Other adverse impact occurring 
would be in the form of lost revenue to 
shippers and port operators, increased 
unemployment, delays in manufacturing 
and construction activities dependent on 
delivery of water-borne commodities, loss of 
state and federal income taxes and the loss 
of full tax revenues. 

"These other impacts would certainly be 

significant, but cannot be quantified without 
a great deal of difficulty." 

The waterway warning was among 
several potential problems cited by the 
Oklahoma agency as result of dry weather 
through the fall and early winter months, 
coupled with low water levels created by 
last summer's heat wave. 

THE REPORT SAID the U.S. Weather 
Bureau's forecast through mid-February 
for Oklahoma calls for below normal 
precipitation. 

"A dry weather pattern is now the 
dominant feature and there is no indication 
of it breaking down," the report said. 

What impact the drought has on 
Oklahoma crops will depend on the amount 
of rainfall received during the spring and 
summer months, the report said. 

"One of the most severe problems that 
could potentially occur in regard to 
agriculture is the irrigated cotton 
production in Jackson County utilizing 
water from Altus Reservoir," the report 
said. 

THE REPORT SAID about 45,000 acres 
were irrigated from Altus last year, but 
there will be only enough water to irrigate 
about 20,000 acres this year unless 
"significant" rain falls in the North Fork of 
the Red River watershed between now and 
June or July. 

Other lake level problems were projected 
for Canton, Heyburn and Hulah Reservoirs. 

The report also cited declines in ground 
water levels and said if the dry spell persists 
there could be "potential problems this 

Continuance of ASK questionable 
if representatives deny fee increase 

A fee increase of 15 cents per student is 
under consideration by the Associated 
Students of Kansas (ASK), which would 
boost the line item payment from 25 cents to 
40 cents for full-time students. 

The additional funds are needed to pay for 
upgraded salaries for the executive 
director, administrative assistant, and 
legislative director, according to Bob 
Bingaman, ASK executive director. The 
increase would also pay for office equip- 
ment and projects such as paid internships 
and printing a tabloid newsletter. 

The ASK board of directors has already 
approved the increase for the 1981-82 fiscal 
year. 

The next step for the fee increase is 
consideration by the ASK legislative 
assembly which is made up of represen- 
tatives from each school based on 

sent. The legislative assembly will 
tFeb.7. 
the  increase  is  approved  by  the 

jmbly, the student governing bodies at 
(university in ASK will vote on the in- 

Poetry reading 
to be sponsored 
on Wednesday 

K-State students will have the opportunity 
Wednesday to participate in the third annual 
Open Student Poetry Reading. 

The reading, sponsored by the Depart- 
ment of English, is open to students who 
want to read their work to an audience. It 
will begin at 7:30 p.m. in Eisenhower 15. 

Approximately 15 students are planning to 
read, according to Jonathan Holden, 
associate professor of English. Several of 
the poems that will be read have been 
published in leading periodicals, he said. 

Bill Weinman and Ann Carrel, graduates 
in English, will be among the students 
reading published poems. Their poems have 
been published in Kansas Quarterly and 
other journals, Holden said. 

crease, according to Steve Linenberger, K- 
State director of ASK. 

K-State students currently pay $8,500 a 
year to ASK through the line item fee. That 
would increase to $13,600 under the proposed 
increase. 

ASK's annual budget is $32,557. This 
amount is expected to increase to ap- 
proximately $52,000 if the 15 cent fee hike is 
granted. 

Linenberger said if the fee increase were 
turned down by Student Senate, K-State 
would have to drop out of the program. He 
said disapproval would be a bad decision 
because ASK is "the only state-wide voice 
students have in the Legislature." 

"I feel very confident that the students 
will approve of the increase," Linenberger 
said. 

K-State student body president Randy 
Tosh said he would support the measure. 

The proposed fee increase is justified to 
maintain ASK as a strong organization, 
Tosh said. 

Tosh said he hopes there will be no ob- 
jections from the students if the increase is 
approved because "they're (ASK) doing an 
absolutely invaluable service to the 
universities." 

All six regents' universities plus Wash- 
burn University in Topeka are currently 
members of ASK. 

Put your 
money where 

your Heart 

o American 
Heart 
Association 

Join 
the 

Great 
Root 
Bear 

"Bite a 
dog this 
Tuesday 

for   49$" 
Every Tuesday your neigh- 
borhood A&W restaurant 
celebrates Coney Day, by 
featuring our star of the 

menu, Coney, for an unbe- 
lievable 4t«. You SAVE M* 
(Reg. 85«) Have your Coney 
just as he Is or smothered 
In Rich Chill Sauce. 

<«m% 
Mill 

There's no better dog in the 
world than Coney. 

MW 
3rd and Fremont 

Where our food's as good 
as our Root Beer. 

summer if  municipalities and domestic 
users have to pump from lower levels." 

It quoted the Corps of Engineers as saying 
that if the dry conditions continue, 
hydropower generation from the agency's 
lakes could be cut if half. 

FOOD SCIENCE CLUB 
Pizza party and 

Business meeting, 

7:00 Tues., Jan. 27 
at Valentino's. 

Meet at Call Hall 6:45 

Kansas State University hosts the 

American College Theatre Festival 
Region V South 

(Plays are selected as representative of 
regional theatre activity.) 

ALL PERFORMANCES BEGIN AT 8:00 

MCCAIN AUDITORIUM 
All seats general admission $3.00 

Box office open 10:30 to 6 for advance tickets 

532-6425 
WEDNESDAY. JAN. 28 "THE GREAT WAR" 

An original play by Frank Hlggins 

THURSDAY. JAN. 29 "THE HOUSE ACROSS THE STREET' 
An original student play by Darrah Cloud 

FRIDAY. JAN. 30 "THE LEARNED LADIES" 
Mohere's classic comedy 

SATURDAY. JAN. 31 PROMETHEUS BOUND" 
A punk rock interpretation of Aeschylus' femous Greek tragedy 

* A vani la Piece pre show dinners available 
to the general public, prepared by KSUnion Food Service. 

'5 50 advance tickets only. McCain B~ox Office 

Donate to the 

in hono 

Memorial 

al fan 

i i 

Sponsored by Delta Upsilon 
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Consumer action course offers 
increased economic awareness 

One of the most practical applications of 
skills offered through the College of Home 
Economics is practicing consumer 
economics at the household level. The study 
of consumer action is an important step 
towards this practice, according to Pat 
McDermott, instructor in the Department of 
Family Economics. 

McDermott became interested in con- 
sumer affairs when he took a beginning 
course in consumer education. McDermott 
received his M.S. in Consumer Affairs and is 
working on a Ph.D in Adult-Consumer 
Education which he expects to earn by the 
end of this summer. 

The goal of the consumer action class is to 
become a smart and efficient consumer, 
McDermott said. 

The class focuses on such subjects as car 
repair, insurance, banking, advertising, 
rental agreements, warranties and con- 
sumer publications. 

"I feel that this subject, the content of this 
course, is so important that properly 
publicized, people would be standing in line 
to get it," McDermott said. 

The word was spread through bulletins 

posted in the College of Home Economics 
and more than 40 persons enrolled in the 
class before the fall semester break. Since 
that time, two sections have been added and 
about 65 students are currently enrolled in 
consumer action. 

The two credit hour class is not a 
prequisite or a requirement for any major 
and the family economics department may 
offer the class for three hours credit next 
fall, McDermott said. 

McDermott said he teaches with "prac- 
tical, hands-on" experience, instead of a 
theoretical lecture. For instance, students 
work on projects like cost-comparison 
analyses throughout the semester designed 
to increase economic awareness. 

If McDermott does lecture, his 
"catalogued notetaking" process is 
designed so students will be able to refer to 
their notes later, if they believe their rights 
as a consumer have been violated. 

Trying to increase student awareness in 
consumer relations is one of McDermott's 
goals. He claims about 90 percent of the 
persons in Manhattan don't know how to 
protect themselves from being "ripped off." 

Regents approve new '81 hike; 
residence hall fees to increase 

Residence hall housing payments are 
slated to increase for the fall of 1981, ac- 
cording to Thomas Frith, director of 
Housing. 

The Board of Regents has approved a new 
fee schedule for the residence halls, Frith 
said. For students who pay their bill in in- 
stallments, each payment will be boosted 
$13, or an increase of $104 per school year. 
Paid in installments, the cost for the school 
year will be $1,584. The bill for those who 
pay for the semester at one time will in- 
crease $110 yearly, to $1,560. 

"The increase is necessary just to keep up 
with the expenses in the housing depart- 
ment," Frith said. "The general inflation 
rate has been about 12 percent, and we've 
been well below that. 

"If you look at the cost of living index for 
the past 10 years, we've run behind that all 
the way," he said. 

The minimum wage increase was also a 
factor in the increase, Frith said. As of Jan. 

1, about 500 student employees are now paid 
25 cents more per hour. 

Frith said he did not believe the increase 
will cause people to leave the residence hall 
system. 

"It's a lot of money, but any kind of living 
in Manhattan is going to cost a lot of 
money," Frith said. 

Students have recorded expenses for off- 
campus living, Frith said, and in most 
cases, for decent living facilities and proper 
food, students probably spend more money 
off-campus than in the residence halls. 

Last semester, University housing had a 
large overflow problem, with more than 100 
students placed in Jar dine Terrace. Frith 
said the problem cleared up throughout the 
fall semester. 

"Some have dropped out, but most of the 
students that leave the residence hall 
system are simply changing living 
situations, like (moving) into apartments or 
greek houses," Frith said. 

Moslem leaders want 
stronger PLO military 

TAIF, Saudi Arabia (AP) - Leaders of 
the Moslem world on Monday took up a 
resolution aimed at forcing Israel to end its 
occupation of Arab territory and to beef up 
the military strength of the Palestine 
Liberation Organization (PLO). 

A draft copy of the resolution by Islamic 
foreign ministers presented on the second 
day of the summit was obtained by The 
Associated Press. 

The resolution's strategy was to pressure 
Israel's friends into forcing the Jewish state 
to give up Arab land occupied during the 
1967 Mideast War. It spoke of "freezing" 
Israeli membership in the United Nations, 
but did not elaborate on what measures 
might be tried short of attempting to expel 
Israel from the world body—an action that 
would face a U.S. veto. 

"Islamic states would use all their 
military, political, economic and natural 
resources—including oil—as an effective 
means for upholding the natural, inalienable 
rights of the Palestinian people," said the 
document. 

If approved by the 28 heads of state and 
top-level representatives from nine other 
Arab, African and Asian nations, the 
Islamic states would pledge to give 
"military expertise and equipment" to 
Yasser Arafat's PLO. 

The 22-member Arab League states, 
already are committed to pay $150 million a 
year to the Palestinians. 

But Arafat's guerrillas are seeking to 
increase that amount to $450 million. 

The unprecedented number of disputes 
raging between Mideast nations, however, 
cast doubt on the calls for unity and action 
expressed here by the Saudi Arabian host 
King Khaled and President Zia ulHaq of 
Pakistan. 

Libya and Iran are boycotting the sum- 
mit. Egypt was suspended from the 
organization following the Camp David 
accords with Israel and Afghanistan was 
suspended after the Soviet intervention in 
that country. 

The divisions among Mideast states led 
U.N. Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim to 
tell the summit Monday that prospects for a 
Mideast settlement "are far from 
reassuring." 

GIVE TO YOUR 
American Cancer Society 

ilgrtl i •nicer 
■u iir" .i i hei tup 

and a < hfi * 

MASTER AND DOCTOR 
OF PHILOSOPHY DEGREES 
IN NUCLEAR ENGINEERING 

Financial aid is available for 
Engineering and Science Ma- 
jors for graduate study in Nu- 
clear Engineering, Fusion, and 
Health Physics. Graduate Re- 
search and Teaching Assistant- 
ship stipends range from $6,800 
to $12,000 per year, plus out-of- 
state tuition waiver. Fellow- 
ships for outstanding appli- 
cants are also available. For in- 
formation write: Director, 
School of Nuclear Engineering, 
201 Emerson Building, Georgia 
Institute of Technology, At- 
lanta, Georgia 30332. 

Rec 
Jan. 26 

thru 

Feb. 7 k-stateunion 
bookstore 
25 years of service 1956-1Q81    J 

MEMO 
TO: All groups who are requesting or would like to request sum- 

mer school activity fee allocations. 
FROM: SGA Summer School Allocation Board 
RE: Budget Requests 

Please contact Doug Dodds at the SGS Office. 

The deadline for budget requests 
is MONDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 1981. 
For more information contact Doug 
Dodds at SGS Office, K-State Union, 
532-6541. 

Borck Brothers 
January Clearance 

SELECTED FALL SUITS 
Values to NOW 
$135.00 $ 79.00 
$160.00 $ 99.00 
$185.00 $129.00 
$210.00 $149.00 
$225.00 $159.00 

40% off - 

30% off- 

40% off- 

30% off- 

SPORT COATS 
Values to NOW 
$ 65.00 $ 49.00 
$110.00 $ 89.00 
$125.00 $ 99.00 
$145.00 $109.00 
$210.00 $159.00 

FHMniiWit m Mm EiefcM 

Winter Outerwear 
(WMfrtck-Zm Kfef) 
Liltttr OuKrwwr InctiMS 

FALL SLACKS 
(NiMMr-Jipar) 

Long Sleeve Sport Shirts 
tWMMch-ArriwjMtZM) 

ALL SWEATERS 

Humboldt 
at Third 

Ph 537 8636    fine mensvvear 
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Staff photo by CraIg Ch»nai«r 

Heading for two...Wildcat forward Shelly Hughes, a transfer student 
from North Dakota - Williston Junior College, practices a layup during a 
recent workout. 

Hughes adjusts well 
to K-State basketball 

Fone Coordinator 
Description: The Coordinator of the Fone will be responsible for the running and 
maintenance of the Fone as a student social service. He/she should have a working 
knowledge of the responsibilities and duties of the Fone. These responsibilities and 
duties shall consist of: Financial management; Outreach activities; Resources and 
referrals; Inreach activities; Reports to all funding sources, community agencies, 
professionals and SGA; Board of Directors and Fone's Executive Committee. A more 
detailed job description is available upon request at the SGA office. 

ByCARICAVASSA 
Collegian Reporter 

For Shelly Hughes, there was no fall, 
winter or spring. Instead she identified 
seasons as volleyball, basketball, track and 
summer. 

However, all the seasons became one 
when Hughes accepted a scholarship with 
the K-State women's basketball team after 
finishing her two years at North Dakota- 
Williston Junior College. 

Hughes, a 6-1 junior forward, and her 
junior college basketball teammate, Jean 
Roise, K-State guard, have the distinction of 
being the first junior college transfers the 
University's women's team has ever had. 

"One of the big differences between junior 
college and major college is that back home 
I played volleyball, basketball and was in 
track—going from one to the other with no 
preseason warm-up," Hughes said. "Here 
we start right in on basketball with three 
months of preseason conditioning and 
running. It was quite the change." 

PRIOR TO LAST June, neither Hughes or 
Roise knew which major university they 
would attend because of the restrictions 
their junior college coach placed on them. 

"During my freshman year, our team had 
placed third in the nationals," Hughes said. 
"All the members would be coming back the 
next year, the coach wouldn't let us talk to 
any recruiters because he thought we would 
have a chance at first place the next year." 

However, the coach's restrictions didn't 
stop the college coaches from scouting, te- 
state's women's basketball coach, Lynn 
Hickey, spotted both Hughes and Roise two 
years ago when their team played in the 
National Junior College tournament in 
Overland Park. Hickey got another chance 
to see Hughes play in the East-West all-star 
game in Hutchinson. 

"I was very impressed with Shelly and 
offered to give her a full ride to play here," 
Hickey said. 

HUGHES AGREED to play for K-State 
but only on the condition that she and Roise 

could play at the same school together. So it 
was aarranged that Hughes and Roise would 
play for the'Cats. 

Luck was on K-State's side when it signed 
Hughes and Roise, Hickey said, because the 
girls were contacted by the Kansas 
Jayhawks after Hickey had gotten them. 

"The girls have worked out even better 
than we anticipated," Hickey said. "They're 
both excellent students and good com- 
petitors." 

And what a competitor Hughes has been. 
In her first year of play for the Wildcats, she 
is the leading rebounder averaging 9.5 per 
game. Hughes aggressive board attack isn't 
her only strength, she is the team's second 
leading scorer. Her 12.8 points per game 
average is second to the Wildcats center 
Tammie Romstad who is side-lined due to a 
knee injury. 

"Shelly's big asset is her hustle, deter- 
mination and her running. Another thing 
about her is that she has very good con- 
centration," Hickey said. 

"Her key to helping us is her consistency. 
Her deficits have been her strength and ball 
handling, but even though she's tall and 
lean, she's a lot stronger than she looks. 
She's been tough and hasn't gotten hurt 
during the rough games." 

"At first I had problems because you get 
hit around a lot underneath," the 6-1 Hughes 
said, comparing the different level of 
competition between her two schools. 

"The major adjustment from junior 
college to major is that it's more aggressive. 
Here you get away with a lot more." 

THE AGGRESSIVENESS of competition 
also depends which region of the country the 
roundball is bouncing. 

"The roughest competition back home 
was when we played teams from Canada, 
which was our best competition," Hughes 
said. "We played with international rules up 
there. It's more of what you'd play here. 

"You've got to adjust to different areas. 
When we went out to the west coast for the 

(See HUGHES, p.10) 

Fone Assistant Coordinator 
Description: The Assistant Coordinator of the Fone will be responsible for assisting 
the Coordinator in the running and maintenance of the Fone as a student social ser- 
vice. He/she should have a working knowledge of the responsibilities and duties of the 
Fone. These responsibilities and duties shall consist of assisting the Coordinator in the 
following: Financial management; Outreach activities; Resources and referrals; 
Inreach activities; Reports; Board of Directors and Fone's Executive Committee; 
and Coordination of drug-related counseling and activities. A more detailed job 
description is available upon request at the SGA office. 

Applications and more information are available at the 
SGA office. Applications are due by 5 P.M., January 29. 

SGS is an equal opportunity employer. 

X)n The Tip Of 
lexas 

MARCH 13-22 

Trip Includes: 
' Round Trip Motor Transportation 
• 7 Nights Lodging 
'Fully Equipped Condominiums 
'Pre Party 
'Island Party 
' Shuttle Up and Down the Island 
'Trip to Matamoros, Mexico 
'Tennis Tournament and Volleyball Tournament 

COST: $180.00 

•• only 130 spaces available 

Information Meeting: January 27,1981 8:00 P.M. 
K-State Union, Big 8 Room 

Sign Up: January 28,1981 7:00 A.M.-3:00 P.M. 
Conference Center, 2nd Floor Union Q 

^ 
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'Cats defend home-court streak Collegian 
against 5th-ranked lady Hawks classifieds 

By MEGAN BARDSLEY 
Aut. Sports Editor 

The K-State women's basketball team has 
a lot on the line tonight when they meet the 
Kansas Jay hawks. 

First, the Wildcats have a 21-game win- 
ning streak in Ahearn Field House to defend. 
Second, the Jayhawks, 16-3, have never won 
in Ahearn. 

Then there's last year's record to look at. 
In the first match-up between the two arch- 
rival schools held in Lawrence, the Hawks 
won, 8540. But two days later, the crimson 
and blue traveled to K-State only to lose to 
the Wildcats 67-66. 

This year's record has the Jayhawks 
leading the series with a victory over the 
Wildcats earlier this season in the Big 8 
championship. The score was the same as 
last year's first match-up between the two, 
85-60. 

BUT SINCE last year and even since the 
last match-up between the schools, the 
Wildcats have had to make a few ad- 
justments. Tammie Romstad, who has been 
side-lined since Christmas due to a knee 
injury, will still be watching the 'Cats from 
the bench. Romstad's loss was a hard lump 
to swallow, even though the 'Cats have been 
winning without her, but the 'Cats were 
dealt another blow Sunday by the loss of 
Jeanne Daniels. 

Daniels, the 5-9 junior who had to sit out 
the start of the season because of a knee 
injury, sprained her ankle in practice and 
will join Romstad on the bench. 

THE CENTER POSITION is a concern for 
the 'Cats, with Romstad and Daniels both 
sitting out. The Wildcats still have their 

starting center, Dee Weinreis, but she has 
been plagued with fouls lately. Daniels was 
used to fill in at center when Weinreis got in 
trouble. 

"With Daniels out, our depth is gone," 
coach Lynn Hickey said. "Now we have no 
back up underneath at all." 

The strength for the Jayhawks will be in 
their forward Lynette Woodard. The 6-0 
senior, who was named Most Valuable 
Player of the Big 8 tournament, scored 36 
points and pulled down 17 rebounds in that 
contest against the Wildcats. 

"We've got to keep her from penetrating," 
Hickey said. "We've got to keep her out high 
and off the boards. She's hard to match-up 
against. We need to use a good team 
defense, keep the middle clear and 
rebound." 

The Wildcats power will come from their 
starting line-up. The leading Wildcat scorer, 
behind the side-lined Romstad, is 6-1 for- 
ward Shelly Hughes who is averaging 12.8 
points per game and 9.5 rebounds. 

K-STATE WILL be depending on the other 
forward, Kim Price. Price was the leading 
scorer for the Wildcats, with 21 points, in 
their 70-54 loss to Minnesota on Saturday. 
The Wildcats will also depend on senior 
captain Gayla Williams, who is averaging 
11.4 points per game, and Taryn Bachis. 
Bachis, the transfer guard from New 
Mexico, has a 12.5 shooting average. 
Weinreis, averaging 5.8 rebounds per game, 
will head the center position. 

The match-up between the two arch-rivals 
will begin tonight at 7:30 in Ahearn Field 
House. K-State leads the series between the 
two schools with a 25-9 mark. 

FOR SALE 

Sports briefs 
Baseball 

KANSAS CITY, MO. (AP) — First 
baseman Willie Aikens and shortstop 
U.L. Washington agreed to terms 
Monday with the Kansas City Royals, 
the club announced. 

No terms were disclosed, but Royal 
officials were pleased that no Kansas 

City player had filed for salary ar- 
bitration. The deadline for Tiling was 
noon Monday. 

Catcher and first baseman, John 
Wathan, is the only other Royal regular 
who has yet to sign an agreement. 

Men's College Basketball 
KANSAS CITY, MO. (AP) - Guard 

Matt  Clark   of   Oklahoma   Sate   was 
named the Big 8 Conference player of 

the week Monday after leading the 
Cowboys to two victories and a share of 
the conference lead in basketball. 

The 6-3 sophomore from Oklahoma 
City scored 39 points, picked off 13 
rebounds and was credited with nine 
assists in Big 8 victories over K-State 
and Iowa State last week. 

Women's College Basketball 
K-State dropped out of the women's 

national top-20 rankings Monday. The 
Wildcats, who lost to Minnesota 70-54 
Saturday, were ranked 16th before the 
game. Minnesota moved into the 
rankings at No. 18. 

Louisiana Tech is the number one 
ranked team, with the Kansas Jayhawks 
holding the number five position. 

Hughes..* 
(Continued from p.9) 

UCLA Nike tournament this year, it also got 
a lot rougher." 

Hughes didn't know what to expect when 
she came to K-State and said the quality of 
team members of junior college basketball 
is much different from those in major 
college ball. 

"In junior college basketball, there will be 
a few good players. The really good ones 
don't mess around with junior colleges," 
Hughes said. "Here, in every game there 
are top quality members, and the team has 
to play good together in every game to win.'' 

ANOTHER DIFFERENCE between 
colleges, Hughes said, is the amount of free 
time she has available. 

"Last semester balancing out homework 
and practice wasn't as hard, because we 
weren't on the road a lot like it was in junior 
college," Hughes said. "This semester it's 
tougher because we're on the road a lot and 
you  don't  do  much  else  besides play 

basketball and study." 
And just as Hughes has had to adjust to 

the requirements of being a Wildcat athlete, 
she's also had to adjust to K-State. 

"It helped a lot that Jean could come, too. 
For one thing, I wasn't sure if I really 
wanted to come clear down here. I'm very 
close to my family, so it really helps to have 
somebody else here too," Hughes said. 

Coming from a family of eight brothers 
and sisters, where the average height is six 
foot and basketball is a household word, it 
seemed almost inevitable that Hughes 
would play too. She practices on the court 
her father built at their country home. 

Although basketball is a family tradition 
and seems to be Hughes' forte, her other 
talents include volleyball and track. Track 
is one of her best sports. 

"It's the first year since fourth grade that 
I haven't been in track. I'll really miss it," 
the Wildcats starting forward said. "But, by 
then I'll probably need the rest." 

Holly Near in Concert 
Saturday, Jan. 31,8:00 p.m. 
Central Junior High School, in Lawrence 

Tickets: $6.50 

Tickets available (in Lawrence) at these locations: Studies Office (2131 Wescoe Hall), 
Adventure Bookstore, Spinsters Bookstore, and New Earth Bookstore in Kansas City. 

CLASSIFIED RATES 
One day: 20 words or less, $1.50, 5 cents 

par word over 20; Two days: 20 words or less, 
$2.00, 8 cents per word over 20; Throe days: 
20 words or less, S2.25, 10 cents per word 
over 20; Four days: 20 words or less, S2.75, 
13 cents per word over 20; Five days: 
20 words or lass, $3.00, 15 cents per word 
over 20. 

Classifieds are payable In advance unless client has an 
established account with Student Publications. 

Deadline Is 10 a.m. day before publication. 10 a.m. Friday 
lor Monday paper. 

ADULT QAG gifts and novelties—birthday, anniversary, get 
well, or just for fun. Treasure Chest, Aggievllle. (1tf) 

FIREWOOD FOR Sale: seasoned mixed woods SSVcord. $30 
large pickup load. Split, delivered and stacked 1-45C-8212 
(81-100) 

ONE NON reserved basketball ticket for KU and MU. Best of- 
fer. Call Mike at 532 3938. (84-88) 

AKC COCKER Spaniel puppies. For more Information, call 
776-0197after 5 00 p.m. (8448) 

INFINITY 3000P high efficiency speakers, Phillips AF829 
electronically controlled turntable with ortofon low mass 
cartridge, Phillips AF384 40 watt amplifier. All new with full 
warranties. Call Larry. 7780537. (8448) 

1975 VEQA staton wagon with radio and air conditioning, 
$1150.00. Call 5390425. (8448) 

SEA-LEVEL water bed, king-size, dark finish frame, mattress, 
liner, foam Insulation, mattress pad, $75.00. Call 537-9400. 
(8547) 

1978 FIREBIRD, Skyblrd Edition, 31.000 miles, light blue. 
Priced right. Call 539-7108. (8549) 

• 

(Continued on page 11) 

** 

ATTENTION STUDENT BORROWERS! 
THE FOLLOWING CUT-OFF DATES HAVE BEEN SET 

TO APPLY FOR GUARANTEED STUDENT LOANS 
February 15,1981—Last day to apply for loans for the 

1980-81 academic year. 
**Applications for Summer, 1981 will be accepted bet- 
ween March 1,1981 and May 1,1981. 
♦♦Applications for the 1981-82 academic year will be ac- 
cepted beginning March 15,1981. 

THESE CUT-OFF DATES HAVE BEEN SET 
BY STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE 

1/ d/<J/ Or O' O/ O. O/ O' O/ O/ O/ •?/ 41 *l Or O/ Oi[•»>V,T" , ,< 
!«• . f if If if If If 'f If 'f 'f 'f/k> "T"? /k '*'* /v   'k    k /k /k 

Classes ottered in beginning and advanced Swing, Two 
*» Step, Waltz, Polka, 10 Step, Schottische and Cotton Eye Joe. 

There art 4-wttk aunts which meet lor tig tain each 
week or S-itek courses which men for in hour and i hall 
nth ink. Instruction lor prtraie classes and games also 
mtutk. 

if /f /f if /f if if if if if if 'k 

JVOOMiK!! 
STUDENTS    ENTERTAINING   STUDENTS 

•THIS WEEK! 

Robert Paradise 
Piano 

12-1 fun. Today 

in the K-State Union Catskeller 

■In the Near Future. 

Leon Russell/New Grass Revival 
Way, Feb. 6, 7:30 fun. 

Good nits Hi avvfabte at McCe* Box office, Conde's Music & 

Berfronfcs Inc., Oasis Records & Tapes, Fort Rley Rec Services. 

cot f ••houM I 
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SPINNING WHEEL. new Ashlord 2 speed 'Traveller.' already 
assembled, stained, and oiled Call 5398746, afternoons or 
evenings. (84-90) 

ADJUSTABLE" DRAFTING table, 24'x36", $35.00; ladles 
black ballet slippers, size 5 vs, $5.00 Call 776-4880 (8090) 

NEW TIRES: 078x14; HR78x15. Good, used: A78X13. 
C78x14; H78x14; BR78x13 10 speed bike Linens 
Bumper poollable Record player Reasonable. 5398871. 
(87-90) 

GRAPHIC EQUALIZER. ADC Sound Shaper 1 Five band, led 
and right channels, $70. Call Jeff at 537-1851. (88-89) 

QUEEN SIZED waterbed frame and pedestal Call 537-9091. 
(8087) 

BUICK WILDCAT. 1908. power steering, power brakes, new 
Urea, new battery, excellent condition, $500 770-9279 or 
532-0180(Chrlstine). (86-95) 

VOLKSWAGON SCIROCCO, 1975, sporty, 33 mpg highway, 
with cassette/AMfFM stereo or just AM/FM radio. 770-9279 
or 532-0180 (Christine). (86-95) 

1968 VW Bug engine, $300.1907 Sprite-Midget transmission, 
$250. 1900 XK-E Jaguar transmission, $200. 1971 VW Bug 
transaxle, $150. All are in good condition and will fit many 
different years 539-2615alter 6:00 pm (8688) 

1980 YAMAHA YZ 12S. Perfect and never raced After 2:00 
p.m., call 539 3723 (87-90) 

TWO MOTORCYCLES for sale: DT-250 Yamaha and RM 370 
Suzuki. Must sell. Call 770-5052 after 5 00 p.m. (87-91) 

BY OWNER: nice two bedroom house with basement apart- 
ment, one block east of campus, $40,000. Call 537-1069 
(87-90) 

WHY PAY rent? Why drive? Call 537-2519 for advantages of 
living In N. Campus Courts. 10 'x45' trailer for sale. (87-90) 

1975 AMC Hornet, air, power steering, 0-cylinder, automatic, 
great condition. Call 539-2135. (87-90) 

TWO TICKETS for KSU vs. KU basketball game Wednesday 
28th. Call 539-3483 (8788) 

 FOR RENT  
COSTUMES, MASKS, periodical clothing, accessories, all 

types make-up. Grass skirts, lets, bunny and mouse ears 
and more. Treasure Chest, Aggieville. (Itf) 

TYPEWRITER RENTALS, electrics and manuals, day, week 
or month. Buzzella, 511 Leavenworth, across from post 
Office. Call 770-9409. (Itf) 

RENTAL TYPEWRITERS: Excellent selection, Including IBM 
Selectrics. Service most makes of typewriters. Hull Busi- 
ness Machines, (Aggieville). 715 N. 12th, 539-7931. (8611) 

FURNISHED. CARPETED rooms at 400 N. 11th. $05 up, 
kitchen and laundry, free parking, bills paid. Call 537-4233. 
(78-107) 

RENT A PIANO 
35.00 a Month 

Don Jorgenson's Piano and Organ 
Little Apple Music 

413Poyntz 
 539-1926  
FURNISHED EFFICIENCY apartment available, Aggieville 

location Call Steve, 539-9794 or 537-7179. (8387) 

FARM HOUSE, 10 miles from Manhattan. Recently remod- 
eled, kids, yes, Indoor pets, no. Deposit, references. Con- 
sider families only. Call 1-450-9005. (84-88) 

BASEMENT APARTMENT, one bedroom, close to campus. 
Furnished, $125.00. Call 776-1968. (84-88) 

ONE BEDROOM apartment, central air, furnished. Close to 
campus, $230.00 month. Call 776-7497. (84-88) 

CALL CELESTE 
For 

WUdcatlnnApts. 
Summer, Fall 
Spring, 1981-82 

We are now 
issuing firm 

contracts in all 
Wildcat Inns for 

Summer and Fall 
1981 and Spring— 
1982. Now is the 

time to get 
guaranteed 
apartment 

assignments 
539-5001 for information. 

SUMMER LEASE, one bedroom, furnished w/alr condi- 
tioning, $135/month. Close to campus. Call 770-3396, keep 
trying (8549) 

 ROOMMATE WANTED  
FEMALES TO share furnished house at 1005 Vattler, private 

bedrooms, laundry, $50 up. Call 5394401. (78-107) 

LARGE APARTMENT, fireplace, dishwasher, own bedroom, 
$100 month plus utilities. Call Bill, 539-1093. (7948) 

FEMALES TO share furnished house at 1122 Vattler, private 
bedroom, $85.00 Call 5398401 (81-100) 

UPPERCLASSMAN WANTED to share three bedroom, mod 
em furnished house. Two fireplaces, laundry, dishwasher, 
garden, A/C, superb atmosphere. $140/month, V> utilities, 
till August 1. Call after 0:00 p.m., Kirk, 537-0090. (8347) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to share nice three bedroom 
house with two others. $1207month plus V> utilities Call 
539-4709.(8347) 

LIBERAL WOMAN needed to cook and clean In exchange for 
room and board. Will need car if student. Call 537-1117 af- 
ter 7.-00 pm. (8448) 

FEMALE, $87.00 per month, utilities included. Available Im- 
mediately. Call 7764300 after 5:30 p.m., ask for Katie. 
(8547) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted, spacious apartment, $75 
month. Call 532-5300 or 770-5205. (80-90) 

NEED THIRD roommate for two bedroom apartment. Kit- 
chen, bath, all utilities paid, $85.00 monthly. Call 1-200- 
3136 or 539-2150. (86-90) 

LIBERAL, NON-smoklng female to share two-bedroom 
house. $100 plus to utilities. Must like pets. 537-7873 after 
4:00 p.m. (87-90) 

 NOTICES  
PILOT NEEDS three passengers to share costs to KSU 

basketball games. ISU $43.00, MU $39.00 each. Hugh irvm, 
539-3128,5324311.(84-93) 

ATTENTION 
CLUBS AND organizations—earn more money with The 

Trading Post. Contact Jan at 1-913-272-3110 for more de- 
tails. (8549) 

BABY FACE, did you know that they are selling Singing 
Valentines In the Union, February 3,4,5. (8048) 

WHY JUMP? The person who skydlves Is not Insane, death- 
defying or unstable. Rather, he or she Is a person who 
loves the adventure of life, loves a challenge and 
possesses a generous spirit which refuses to be cramped 
In by form and convention. (8749) 

SUBLEASE 
SUBLEASE FOR summer months: two bedroom apartment, 

fully furnished and carpeted, dishwasher. Close to cam- 
pus. Call 776-9096 (8549) 

HELP WANTED 
CAMP STAFF wanted for Camp Lincoln/Camp Lake Hubert a 

Minnesota resident summer camp. A strong commitment 
to working with children required along with skills in ac- 
tivities. Sign up for Interviews on campus January 30th at 
the Placement Center. (81-90) 

ULN—K'State's Information and Assistance Center—needs 
2 part-time people. Position requires knowledge of cam- 
pus, maturity, enthualasm, and creativity. Apply in the ULN 
office, 205 Fairchild. before 5:00 p.m. Wednesday. January 
28.(8048) 

A STUDENT to perform general office duties and State of 
Kansas Notary Public work (commission paid by SGA) In 
the Student Government Services office on the ground 
floor of the K-State Union. Prefer someone who will be 
available for at least one and a half years, will qualify for 
work-study eligibility In the Fall of 1981, and who can work 
over the lunch hours and on Friday afternoons (10 
hrsJweek). Starling salary is $3.35/hr. Applications 
available In the SGA office. Application deadline Is 500 
p.m. Friday, January 30. (87-90) 

THE RILEY County Noxious Weed Department is accepting 
applications for the position of skilled laborer. This is a full 
time, 0 month position involving sprayer operation on 
public and private lands, maintenance of spray equipment, 
aspects of weed control, park maintenance, election booth 
set-up, and snow removal. Applicants must have a valid 
driver's license and possess good driving skills. Persons 
with agricultural or pesticide application experience 
preferred. Application can be made at 2711 Anderson, 
Manhattan, Kansas, until February 0,1901. Rlley County is 
an affirmative action/equal opportunity employer (87-95) 

 SERVICES  
RESUME WRITING, layout, editing, typing or appraisal. 

Resume Service, 411 N. 3rd, 537-7294. (1 tf) 

WOMEN'S HEALTH Care Service. Confidential health care 
for women with unexpected pregnancies. Abortion ser- 
vices to 20 weeks as an outpatient. Information and free 
pregnancy testing. (310) 084-5108 Wichita. (1 tf) 

RESUMES $20; 1-2 pp.. 5 copies and envelopes. Tldwell & 
Associates, 219 S. Seth Childs, 770-5213,537-4504. (8311) 

PREGNANT? BIRTHRIGHT can help. Free pregnancy test 
Confidential. Call 537-9180 103 South 4th Street. Suite 10. 
(17tl) 

VW OWNERSI Special this month—1908 through 1975 bugs: 
window cranks only $3.50. left door rr..rror only $9.50, hub- 
caps $6.75. J 81 Bug Service, 1 -494-2388. (81 -90) 

HORSES BOARDED, colts started and lessons given. Indoor 
and outdoor arenas. Powder Puff Downs. St. George, Ks. 
Call 1 •494-2860 (82-101) 

WILL DO typing. 5394064. (8448) 

J4.L Bug Service. VW repair at reasonable prices. One day 
service on most repairs. Only seven minutes from Manhat- 
tan Call 1494-2308. St George (85-105) 

TURORING HELP in math, physics, and chem. courses 
(College Algebra, Trigonometry, Calc. I, II, and III; General 
Physics, Physics I; General Chem.-Chemlstry I A II). More 
than 2.5 years experience. For more Information, hours 
and rates, call Abbas at 539-3604. (87-91) 

Peanuts By CHARLES SCHULZ 

f WHAT DO YOU 
HAVE THERE, SIR? ^ 

IT'S A BOOK ON 
FIRST AID, MARCIE 

^UJHATTODOIN 
CASE OF STUPIPrTY" 

Crossworcf 
ACROSS 

1 Unadulterated 
5 Chinese wax 
9 Baste 

12 An astringent 
13 Freezes 
14 The gums 
15 Tries to tan 
17 Negative 

particle 
18 Aware of 
19 Eldritch 
21 French 

economist 
24 Inland sea 
25 Burden 
26 Speaks of 
30 Fasten 
31 Evans and 

Robertson 
32 Court 
33 Lamb, 

for one 
35 Divorce 

mecca 
36 Female of 

the red deer 
37 Argentine 

politician 
38 Plowed 

land 

By EUGENE SHEFFER 

40 Joshes 
42 Cain's land 
43 A large 

jellyfish 
48 Drive nail 

slantingly 
49 Jog 
50 Stead 
51 Paid notices 
52 Evergreens 
53 Spruce 

DOWN 
1 — de deux 
2 Eskimo 

knife 
3 Flee 

4 Raise in 
relief 

5 English 
statesman 

6 Reverberate 
7 Author: 

Harper — 
8 Declares 

positively 
9 Kansas 

blossom 
10 Word in 

Mark 
15:34 

11 To caution 
16 Some 

Avg. solution time: 24 min. 

1-27 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 

20 Medieval 
short tale 

21 English poet 
22 Cuckoos 
23 Parasols 
24 Dill plant 
26 Serving girl 
27 Overhead 

railways 
28 Something 

forbidden 
29 Presently 
31 Succession 

of kings of 
the same line 

34 Assistance 
35 Outcome 
37 Coarse abbr. 

demanding 
speed 

38 Pilaster 
39 Cross 
40 Be sure of 
41 Followers 

of isms 
44 Mist (Scot.) 
45 Publicize 
46Luau 

necklace 
47 Celtic god 

of light 

CRVPTOQUD? 1-27 

TQRWQV     GJDT     GWJCRT     GWDCV 

Yesterday's  Cryptoquip:   MOST  ROBIN  REDBREASTS 
STILL DISDAIN COLD CLIMATE. 

Today's Cryptoquip clue: V equals Y 

FORMER SECRETARY will type term paper* In her home. 
Call 539-4549 (87-89) 

ANNOUNCEMENT 
DIVERSIFIED DISCO Systems, the beat In Mobil Music. 

Serving K-State since 1977. Book your spring party now. 
Call 770-1254.(8347) 

BACHELOR PARTY, stag party, any kind of party—rent a 
video cassette player. Call 770-1254. (8347) 

KIDS NIGHT Out—Babysitting at K State Union, room200, 
by the Speech squad for the German Avant and the McCain 
production of Learned Ladles. 5324875. (80-90) 

MARANATHA BAND of KC In concert Saturday, February 28, 
All Faiths Chapel, 7:00 p.m. Come and bring a friend! 
(8840) 

SORRY WE were late, but the function was great! Clovla Is 
looking forward to another one with Marlatt Terrace men. 
(07) 

WANTED: SNOW bunnies interested In spring break ski trip 
to Vail. Five days In condominium, very reasonably priced. 
Ask for Scott, 532-5903 (87) 

TO THE pledge class of PI Kappa Alpha: the week has just 
begun, show us what you've got! The men of Pi Kappa 
Alpha. (87) 

COUPON IN Wednesday's Collegian for Bake Sale tomorrow 
at Shellenberger 105, 3:304:00 p.m. Baked by Bakery 
Science Club members. (87) 

 WANTED  
COLLECTIBLES, COINS, back Issue magazines, comics, LP 

albums. Check with us before you throw It away. Treasure 
Chest, Aggieville. (Itf) 

EXPERIENCED BASS player or lead guitarist with baas and 
equipment. Contact Dave at 537-9215. (8547) 

Cash for Cans 
J.C. Distributing Inc. 

Is Paying 25</Lb. 
For All Aluminum 

Beverage Cans 

Every 1st, 2nd, 4th 
Wednesday of the month. 
Food-4-Less Parking Lot 

' 401E.Poyntz 
2:304:30 p.m. 

Every Friday, 1:00-4:00 p.m. 
Saturdays, 8:00-11:30 a.m. 

530 E. 8th 
Junction City 

TO BUY—Reserve tickets to KSU-KU game January 28. Call 
539-0293 after 6:00 p.m. weekdays, anytime weekend. 
(8547) 

NEED APARTMENT close to campus, prelerably west side, 
until August. Non-smoker, no pets, pays on time. Please 
call 5374880, Eric. (86-90) 

TRADE KSU-KU at Lawrence basketball ticket for two KSU- 
KU at Manhattan. Or will buy home tickets. Call Debbie, 
537-4959. (8748) 

 LOST  
LOST FRIDAY, January 16th. a brown lady's vest (for coat) 

not a ski vest. Please call 532-5354. Reward! Appreciated 
greatly. (86-90) 

 FOUND  
THE FOLLOWING Items were found In Weber Hall: calcu- 

lator, notebook, ski gloves, set ol keys (car or truck). Iden- 
tify and claim In Weber, Rm. #117. (8648) 

BICYCLING MEDAL. MOO Claim in Kedzie 103. (8648) 

ONE YELLOW pencil with green eraser. Identify brand and 
It's yours. Call Jeff Ebert, 537-2698. (87) 

 PERSONAL  
DEAR SANDY: Two years ago today, I took a shy, Innocent 

young girl to dinner. What's happened to her since then? 
Snuggling, truck rides, West Point, phone bills, Room 9, 
backgammon, CC and oranges, trips to the farm, feed the 
cows, formals and 151, slalom on July 4th, Facelift for Firt, 
bam parlies, getting pinned, Peanut Buater Partalt, roses, 
fuzz and hairy shoulders, door dings and x-mass mice. 
How can |ust two years have so many good times? Happy 
Anniversary Love always, Rich. (87) 

GUYS AT 1819 Platt—You're "something else!" B.C. (87) 

BAK, WELL you finally made it. I guess I can't call you bag 
anymore. Let's make this semester the best and be the 
best roomies. "Dad" (87) 

NAT. B.—Lookl They finally put something I wrote In the 
paper! And I also have the privilege of giving you your first 
personal. I'm proud of you! F.B. (87) 

FOZZ—PHYSICS, the Lonely Hearts Club, the Sexy Sax Sec- 
tion, haunting Terrace—Thanx lor the good limes! Happy 
19th! LoveLorri-Grace(87) 

JAY: HAPPY Birthday, Budd! Here's hoping 19 Is a great year 
for you. and the 27th Is a great day for you. Let's drink to 
that at Dark Horse, okay? Love, Llbble. (87) 

KKK—I hope your last week as a new member is excitingl Be 
prepared for "kinky" and "deviant" surprises Hope It's 
been as much fun for you as It has been for me. Lots more 
good times to cornel Love, "Penny" (87) 

JOE, HAPPY Anniversary to the one special person In my 
life. Thanks for all the memorable times. Have a great day 
and see you tonight. With love, your fiancee. (87) 

J.S.O The last 5 months have been action-packed with trash 
cans, making plane, jeep doors hard floors, late nights, 
new heights, crashed cars, favorite bars, many miles, a 
thousand smiles, kegs of drinks, too many wlnka, enough 
smokes, but never enough jokes, geeky guys, Inseparable 
ties, cheering Royals, cheers to loyalty, all night crammln', 
bets on backgammon, doing yoga, dressing toga, crashing 
In Hardees, Just crashing parties, sometimes money, 
always funny, sometimes walking, always talking, rarely 
studies, but forever buddies, Dark Horsing around, always 
finding a room, a booth, or a place for anything and 
everything to happen. Time goes on, these rhymes could 
too, but just keep living, loving, and laughing to the fullest. 
Jay, "He's So Shy," but you're so neatl Remember K Stale 
and your roommate and thanks for "Being There." Happy 
Birthday. Love Always, your faithful companion and part- 
ner in crime. (87) 
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Speech professor has tales to tell 

Climenhaga reminisces about days on stage, famous friends 
ByJILLMATUSZAK 

Collegian Reporter 
Joel Climenhaga is a master of the art of 

storytelling. He can literally speak for hours 
on his past experiences ... and through his 
Theatre Appreciation classes, he often does. 

But what makes Climenhaga's tales 
special are the truths he reveals about his 
aquaintances with budding actors and ac- 
tresses who have now become celebrities. 

The names include Marlon Brando, Carol 
Burnett and James Dean, and the stories to 
Climenhaga are simply a reminiscence of 
experiences with friends. 

Climenhaga, associate professor of 
speech at K-State, instructs a variety of 
classes: Reader's Theater, Seminar in 
Theater, Advanced Playwriting and 
Theater Appreciation. It is mainly through 
his Theater Appreciation class that 
Climenhaga's experiences have been told to 
students. 

CLIMENHAGA       ATTENDED       the 
University of California in Los Angeles 
between 1950 and 1956, taking a two 
semester break after June of 1956. Although 
he had an interest in writing, Climenhaga's 
career in theater was spurned by his father, 
an evangelist preacher. 

"I was raised in it (theater)," Climenhaga 
said. I saw a man get up 1000 times in front 
of an audience. He would get up behind that 
pulpit, his knees would shake and his hands 
would tremble. When he would begin to 
speak, the shaking would stop. In a sense he 
was acting, performing a part." 

Climenhaga was undecided on what 
university to attend and what to choose for a 
major. He sent out four applications to 
various universities and all were returned, 
so he left his fate up to a flip of a coin. 

"I took out a fifty-cent piece, and said 
heads-art,tails- theater. It came up tails. 
Then I said heads-UCLA, tails- University of 
Washington. The coin came up heads," he 
said. 

AS A STUDENT AT UCLA. Climenhaga 
became aquainted with James Dean. In the 
fall of 1950, Climenhaga and Dean acted 
together in the play "MacBeth". 

"Jimmy (Dean) had the part of Malcolm, 
a sort of good guy. I played the part of an 
older man, Siward, a general," he said. "We 
were supposed to lead a charge from the 
orchestra pit." 

Student protest 
at Polish college 
sparks tension 

WARSAW, Poland (AP) - A spreading 
protest by 2,000 students at the University of 
Lodz demanding abolition of compulsory 
classes in Marxism and other changes 
caused new tensions in communist Poland 
Monday. 

Student sources said the sit-in would be 
joined by two other colleges Tuesday. That 
also is the day farmers in southern Poland 
said could bring new strikes if an 
"authorized" government team failed to 
discuss their demands for a rural version of 
Solidarity, the major independent union. 

Meanwhile, the state-run press launched 
what appeared to be a campaign against 
Solidarity, the movement born when strikes 
flared last summer over a steep rise in meat 
prices and now claiming 10 million mem- 
bers. 

The Communist Party daily Trybuna 
Ludu and the army's Zolnierz Wolnosci 
printed readers' letters attacking last 
week's scattered strikes and nationwide 
work boycott Saturday by millions of Poles 
backing Solidarity demands for a 40-hour, 
five-day workweek. 

The student protest in Poland's second 
largest city was aimed at what a spokesman 
called "full independence" of Polish 
universities. It added to the wave of labor 
and farmer protests that have sparked fears 
of possible Soviet intervention. 

Lodz (pronounced "Wootch") has a 
population of 840,000 and is the center of 
Poland's textile industry. The city, 75 miles 
southwest of here, produces machinery, 
chemicals and metals and has a renowned 
film school. 

Student demands include autonomy of 
some student groups from the government 
Education Ministry, keeping police off 
campus unless permitted by university 
officials, and access to printing facilities. 

However, Climenhaga confessed to the 
director that his eye-sight was a disad- 
vantage in the dark orchestra pit. He 
couldn't wear contacts and eye glasses were 
ahead of the times for "MacBeth", so the 
director asked James Dean if he could lead 
the charge. The night of the first per- 
formance, Dean confronted Climenhaga. 

"He said to me, 'Joel, maybe because I'm 
younger and more vain, but I can't see any 

ir 
I enjoy teaching. I may 

not be rich, I may 
someday be well-known, 

but right now I like 

what I'm doing. 
if 

better than you can.' We made it through the 
charge scene, but it was a true case of the 
blind leading the blind." 

Through his affiliation with UCLA, 
Climenhaga's life touched the life of another 
well-known person. 

A PLAY THAT Climenhaga had written 
was chosen by a member of the advanced 
directing class to be presented. The cast of 
the play consisted of a pressman, a drunk, a 

beggarwoman and her prostitute daughter. 
Climenhaga had originally intended the play 
to be a tragedy, but the director had other 
ideas. 

The play was interpreted as a comedy, 
and Climenhaga accepted the transition 
with the thought in mind that it would be a 
learning experience for him. 

Try-outs were held for the play and all 
parts were filled, with the exception of the 
prostitute daughter. However, a girl taking 
a basic theater class was "discovered" by a 
fellow student, and she was encouraged to 
try out for the part. She got it. At this time 
the director of the play confronted 
Climenhaga again. 

"He said to me, 'I've changed my mind, 
your play is not a comedy.' I thought to 
myself that he had finally seen the light. 
Then he said, 'I think it's a farce,'" 
Climenhaga said. 

CLIMENHAGA BELIEVES now that the 
director was right, and the casting was 
right. Every time the prostitute daughter 
walked out on stage and spoke, the audience 
would be howling, he said. The actress was 
Carol Burnett. 

The friendship between the two continues 
today. 

"Carol Burnett is a fine lady," 
Climenhaga said. "She hasn't been changed 
at all by all that has happened to her." 

The stories he has to tell are "only 10 
percent of it." 

Climenhaga has written numerous plays, 

I 

Joel Climenhaga 
a collection of poetry and some short stories. 
He has taught at K-State for 13 years. 

"I enjoy teaching," Climenhaga said. "I 
may not be rich, I may someday be well 
known, but right now I like what I'm doing. 
"I feel a strong connection to the human 
species," he said. "After all, we come from 
the same source." . 

* 
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The K-State women's basketball team is gunning for its 22nd straight win in Ahearn 
Fieldhouse against No. 5-ranked Kansas.  . 

The Jayhawks have never won a game from K-State in Ahearn Fieldhouse. In fact the Wild- 
cats dominate the series 25-9. 

The Jayhawks are led by the nation's all-time leading scorer Lynette Woodard. 
Come help the 'Cats Catch 22! 

$2 adults/J 1 students 

BASKETBALL 

KSU vs. KU, 7:30 Tonight 
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'There are limits to our patience' 

Staff ptwto by Cort Amtorton Motorcycle mishap 
While his wife watches, Riley County ambulance at- 
tendants comfort Guillermo Vientos, 1418 Houston, after 
the motorcycle he was driving on K-18 lost control near 
Stagg Hill. 

Legislator wants 
tenure alteration 

TOPEKA (AP) - The chairman 
of a legislative committee looking 
at faculty tenure said Tuesday he 
thinks information presented in- 
dicates responsibility for granting 
tenure should be taken away from 
individual universities and handled 
by the Board of Regents. 

Tenure gives a faculty member 
permanent status which can be 
overturned only for cause. 

Rep. Joseph Hoagland, R- 
Overland Park, chairman of the 
House Judiciary Committee, said 
information received showed there 
is a great variance among the six 
state universities in the percentage 
of faculty members holding tenure. 

Hoagland said it appears only 53 
percent of the faculty at Wichita 
State University hold tenure 
compared to 75 percent at the 
University of Kansas and 62 per- 
cent at K-State. 

HOAGLAND SAID the matter of 
faculty tenure is of great 
budgetary concern to the Board of 
Regents and should be handled by 
the board in the manner that it now 
handles faculty promotions. 

"I'm convinced we don't want to 
drop tenure, but we want to fine 
tune it, "he said. 

Hoagland's committee heard 
testimony from representatives of 
the Board of Regents and some of 
the institutions that operate under 
its supervision Tuesday on policies 
for granting tenure. 

Hoagland told newsmen that 
while the committee's interest .in 
faculty tenure is general, it was 
prompted to a great degree by the 
circumstances surrounding the 
case of a University of Kansas 
social work professor, Norman 
Forer, who went to Iran on a 
personal mission seeking release 
of the hostages taken in the 
American embassy. 

HOAGLAND RECENTLY took 
the floor of the House to criticize 
Forer's actions and was in turn 
called a "terrorist" by the KU 
professor. Forer is scheduled to 
appear by invitation before 
Hoagland's committee Thursday. 

KU  officials appearing before 

(See TENURE, p. 7) 

Reagan promises swift hostage action 
WASHINGTON (AP) — In 

celebration of freedom, 52 hostages 
delivered from Iranian bondage 
took the salute of their countrymen 
Tuesday—and President Reagan 
coupled his homecoming tribute 
with a vow of "swift and effective 
retribution" should terrorists ever 
again seize American captives. 

(See related stories, 
P- 8, 10) 

From a platform draped with an 
American flag for each of the 
former hostages, Reagan said the 
world must understand that "there 
are limits to our patience." 

Rejoicing in the return of the 
hostages, freed just as he took 
office a week ago, Reagan said 
there were no words better than 
the simplest of words to speak the 
feelings of the nation: 

"Welcome home." 
"Our flight to freedom is now 

complete," replied Bruce Laingen, 
deputy chief of mission in Tehran 
when the hostages were taken. 

"Mr. President, I give you...53 
Americans who will always have a 
love affair with this country and 
who  join  you  in  a  prayer  of 

thanksgiving for the way in which 
this crisis has strengthened the 
spirit and resilience and strength 
that is the mark of a truly free 
country." 

THE 52 WERE FREED last 
Tuesday. The 53rd, Richard Queen, 
was released more than six months 
ago because of ill health. 

Reagan sounded his stern 
message in an address to the 
former hostages and a crowd of 
about 6,000 gathered on the south 
lawn of the White House. 

He said his warning was meant 
to safeguard all those who serve 
America abroad. 

"I'D not be so foolish as to say 
forget what you've been through," 
the president told the freed cap- 
tives. "You never will. 

"But turn the page and look 
ahead, and do so knowing that for 
all who serve their country, 
whether in the foreign service, the 
military or as private citizens, 
freedom is indivisible. 

"Your freedom and your in- 
dividual dignity are much 
cherished," Reagan said. "In the 
representation of this nation, you 
will be accorded every means of 

protection America can muster. 
"Let terrorists be aware that 

when the rules of international 
behavior are violated, our policy 
will be one of swift and effective 
retribution," he said. 

"We hear it said that we live in 
an era of limits to our power. Well, 
let it also be understood, there are 
limits to our patience." 

THE LEADERS of American 
government were assembled on 
the misty lawn, with delegations 
from the State Department, the 
Department of Defense, and the 
International Communications 
Agency, colleagues of the former 
hostages. So, too, were the families 
of the eight Americans who died in 
a failed attempt to rescue the 
hostages. 

The names of the former 
hostages were read in alphabetical 
order before Reagan led them to 
their place of honor for the White 
House welcome. He stood, ap- 
plauding, as they took their places 
on the platform. 

Thousands upon thousands of 
people lined the route into the city 
and along Pennsylvania Avenue to 

(See REAGAN, p. 2) 

'Editing errors' delay vote on 
University evaluation policy 

By FRANCES BRENNAN 
Collegian Reporter 

Although a decision was made to 
postpone voting on the proposed 
University evaluation policy at the 
Faculty Senate meeting Tuesday, 
several amendments to the policy 
were discussed and voted on. 

Because of what one senator 
termed "errors in editing," the 
Senate agreed that those errors 
should be corrected by the ad hoc 
Committee on All-University 
Evaluations and the policy 
resubmitted at the next meeting, 
Feb. 10. 

One amendment passed on a 38- 
35 vote, which would allow each 
department to determine if student 
evaluations of instructors would be 
required as part of the annual 
faculty evaluations. 

"It should be the department 
that determines the techniques 
used," Charles Hathaway, 
president of Faculty Senate and 
head of the Department of Physics, 
said. "There are any number of 
alternatives a department may 
use. The more information we have 
(on the faculty member), the 
better off we are." 

He also said that "student input 
was necessary, but not sufficient," 
to evaluate faculty members. 

IN THE PROPOSED evaluation 
policy, the College Council and the 
Graduate Student Council would 
have the right to comment on a 
faculty member's effectiveness. 
An amendment presented by 
Randy Tosh, student body 
president, would have allowed 
those two boards to examine 
student teacher-evaluations and 
then comment. 

"Sometimes I would like to 
praise an instructor for doing a 

good job, so I would want a 
member of College Council to put 
good comments on the 
evaluation," Tosh said. 

William Richter, associate 
professor of political science, 
objected to the amendment 
because it was "unnecessary and 
destroys confidentiality of the 
material." 

Tosh's amendment was also 
objected to by Charles Reagan, 
head of the philosophy department, 
who said he couldn't see "what 
students can say about evaluations 
that aren't already evident to the 
department heads." 

The amendment was defeated. 

ANOTHER     AMENDMENT 
which failed would have required 

students, subordinates and 
colleagues to sign their evaluation 
forms of faculty members. Jack 
Lambert, professor of chemistry, 
proposed the amendment. 

One senator said he would vote 
against this amendment because 
be thought students would be in- 
timidated if required to sign the 
evaluations. 

Vincent Gillespie, assistant 
professor of English, said he was 
reluctant to require students to 
sign evaluations. However, he was 
in favor of requiring faculty 
members to sign other faculty's 
evaluations because he was 
"concerned that faculty members 
don't have to be responsible for 
what they put down unless it goes 
to a court of law." 

Flu reaches epidemic state 
as virus bugs student life 

K-State students have been 
bitten by the bug. 

The Bancock influenza virus 
has reached K-State in 
epidemic proportions. Symp- 
toms include fever, muscle 
cramps, sore throat and coughs, 
according to Dr. Guy Smith, 
associate professor of student 
health. 

"I saw 100 students last week 
and there are six other doctors 
in the center," Smith said. "It is 
all over Manhattan now and it 
was in Kansas City over 
Christmas." 

The virus spreads faster on 
campus than in normal living 
conditions because of the close 
living quarters, Smith said. 

"It is essentially beyond 
prevention right now. Flu shots 
were given last fall and no 
medicine affects the virus," he 
said. "All medicines just work 
to relieve the symptoms." 

The epidemic should be over 
in two or three weeks, Smith 
said. 

"The influenza virus changes 
a little every year, but there is a 
major change in the virus every 
four to six years," be said. 
"When you get a major change, 
you'll find the flu becomes an 
epidemic. There was a major 
change from last year to this 
(year), so we are seeing an 
epidemic." 
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Reagan..,. 
(Continued from p. 1) 

the White House, in a cheering, flag-waving 
tribute to their motorcade of commuter 
buses. 

The sidewalks were seas of yellow rib- 
bons. A huge American flag hung over the 
avenue in an archway formed by the ladders 
of two firetrucks. 

Yellow ribbons decked the buses, too, as 
the freed hostages and their families 
returned wave for wave. One held out a 
placard: "Buy Iraqi war bonds." Confetti 
and streamers rained down on the 16-block 
route that was the path of Reagan's 
inaugural parade a Tuesday ago. 

REAGAN, elected during their captivity 
and inaugurated as they were released, said 
they had come home "to a people who, for 

444 days, suffered the pain of your im- 
prisonment, prayed for your safety and, 
most importantly, shared your deter- 
mination that the spirit of free men and 
women is not a fit subject for barter. 

"You have represented, under great 
stress, the highest traditions of public 
service," he said. 

Reagan said that while it was not the time 
to review "every abhorrent detail of your 
cruel confinement, believe me, we know 
what happened." 

Laingen, charge d'affairs at the embassy 
captured by Iranian militants on Nov. 4, 
1979, spoke for the former hostages, to the 
president and "all you beautiful people out 
there." 

HE SAID they owe their freedom not only 
to America but to the assistance of gover- 

Campus bulletin 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 

APPLICATION*     FOR     UNIVERSITY     LIARNINO 
NETWORK volunteers art available In Falrchlld 205 until 
Friday. 

EDUCATION COUNCIL APPLICATIONS are available 
at Holton 111. DaaOIInt Is i 30 p.m. Fab. 6 

APPLICATION! FOR A0 STUDINT COUNCIL ofllctr 
positions ara available In Walers 117. 

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ELECTION FORMS are 
a va i lable at tha SCA Off lea. Filing deadline I* 5 p.m. today. 

APPLICATION! ara available for chairman positions of 
all Union Program Council committee* at tha Activities 
Center. Deadline Is 5 p.m Thursday. 

• LUE KEY SENIOR HONORARY MEMBERSHIP 
applications ara available In Anderson 104. Daadllne It 
Friday. 

UNIVERSITY FOR MAN li Making volunteer* to halp 
with UFM raglatratlon for iprlng classes Call Kate at 531- 
SBM. Raglatratlon li Fab. 9,10,11. 

APPLICATION! FOR SORORITY IPRINO RUSH ara 
aval lable In Hoi ti Hall 110. Deadl Ine Is Monday, Fab. f.  . 

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CENTER neads volun- 
teer tutors for Its conversational English program. If In- 
terested, call 532 U4* 

MICROS.KH.OOY CLUB will attend tha national ASM 
meetings at Dallas March 14. 

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL has scheduled tha first oral 
defensa of tha doctoral dissertation of Sherllyn Smith at 
130 a.m. today In Waters 133. Topic: Variation In mor- 
phology and coloration among grasshoppers related to 
geograhlcal distribution, seasonal occurrence and plant 
communities In tha Flint Hills region of Kansas 

SION-UP for the Summit Ski trip, the Daytona trip and 
the Padre Island trip sponsored by the UPC Travel 
Committee Is from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. today at tha Union 
Conference Center and Activities Center. 

DR. JAMBS COOK, director of hematology at Kansas 
University Medical Center, will give the presentation, 
"Update on Iron Nutrition In Man," at 4 p.m. Thursday at 
Justin 109 and "Food Iron Availability" at 10:30 a.m. 
Friday at Justin 149. 

TODAY 
SPANISH TABLE will meet at noon at Union Stateroom 

WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER meeting will be at 7 
p.m. In the f -State Room of tha Kansas State Bank. 

WOMEN AOAINST RAP! will meet at 5:30 p.m. at the 
University for Man Fireplace Room. 

ECUMENICAL CHRISTIAN Ml NISTR IBS will meet at 7 
a.m. at ECM Canter. 

THURIDAY 
INTERNATIONAL    COORDINATING   COUNCIL   will 

meat at 7 p.m. at tha International Student Center. 

WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER meeting will be noon 
at Union Stateroom 3. 

KSU WILDLIFE SOCIETY will meet at 7:30 p.m. at 
DenlsonllSA. 

KSU SPORT PARACHUTI CLUB will meet at 7:30 p.m. 
at Union Little Theatre. 

PRE VET CLUB meeting will begin at 7:30 p.m. at 
Veterinary Medicine Teaching Building 201. 

AICHE will meet at 1:30p.m. at Durland 129. Attendance 
Is mandatory. 

SISTERS OF THE SPHINX meeting will be 9 p.m. at 
Delta Sigma Phi House. 

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST will meet at 7 p.m. at 
Justin 32* 

ATO LITTLE SISTERS meeting will be a:30 p.m. at 
Alpha Tau Omega House Recreation Room. 

BUS COUNCIL will meet at 4p.m. at Union 203. 

ECUMENICAL CHRISTIAN MINISTRIES will meet at 
noon at Union Stateroom 2. 

KSDBtonigfiT 
TONIOHT, KSDB will present "Rock Oldies" from a 

through 10. 

Maybe 
it will 

away* 
The five most 

dangerous 
words in the 

English 
language. 

American Cancer Society 
2 OOOOOO people fighting cancer. 

br 
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It's 
Valentines. . . 

Show Her 
You Care 

With a Heart 
From Gorham 

he 
//- 
of 
»h 

Gorham's craftsmen  have interwined 1 
lliance of full lead crystal with the soft s 
yglow of rhodium to create a unique gift 
e for a special lady. Complete with 16-in 
"k chain and gift box. 

1227 Moro                            sthAPoynU 
San*"                                      776-9067 

From our Valentines 
Collection 

nments and people around the world who 
understood the principles at stake in the 
long crisis. Laingen had said earlier that he 
believes the agreement for freedom, still 
under Reagan administration review, was 
in keeping with U.S. honor and interests. 

"I give you now 53 Americans proud...to 
record their undying respect and affection 
for the families of those eight men who gave 
their lives so that we might be free." 

And he concluded, eyes brimming: 
"In very simple words that come from the 

hearts of all of us, it is good to be back, thank 
you, America, and God bless all of you." 

Finally, the president, the former 
hostages, and the assemblage on the lawn 
joined in singing "God Bless America." 

Women's Resource 
Center 

VOLUNTEER WORKSHOP 

Sunday, Feb. 1, 2-5 p.m. 

UFM Fireplace Room 

Childcare will be provided 

(call 532-6541 for details) 

• ■ 

Our Students Con Do Anything 

In The Latest Hairstyles REDKEIST 

Come to Cram's Beauty College for that 
Special Party or Evening. 

Our price* are approximately Vi of Salon price, 

Crum's Beauty 
College 

512 Poyntz/Downtown/776-4794 

• 

TODAY! 
SIGN-UP 
BEGINS 
7:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. 
Conference Center 

Second Floor 
K-State Union 

March 14-21,1981 

Ski the 
SUMMIT 

UpC trava 
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Briefly By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

South fork Ranch 'for sale' 
AMARILLO, Texas — Businessman Van Harlow wants to sell 

Southfork Ranches, but Miss Ellie—matron of television's popular 
"Dallas"—needn't worry that her lifelong home will be bought out 
from under her. 

Harlow, you see, owns Southfork Ranches Inc. but not the actual 
ranch where most of the action of the weekly TV series takes place. 

Harlow—the latest person trying to cash in on the "Dallas" 
craze—paid a $10 filing fee to the Texas secretary of state's office to 
form the corporation. For the past two weeks he's been advertising 
in The Wall Street Journal trying to sell the name. He hopes to get 
$2,000. 

Harlow says he's had no takers so far. 
"I just thought someone might want the use of the name," he said, 

admitting he may have waited too long to make his move. "I should 
have advertised it when the 'Who Shot JR.' craze was in progress.'' 

Male athlete wins national sewing title 
SAN ANTONIO, Texas — Robert Hyatt is the first to boast that he 

was co-captain of his high school football team and earned spots on 
the basketball, baseball, wrestling and track and field squads. But 
the 16-year-old also can sew with the best of them. 

Hyatt of Ridgefield, Wash., proved his sewing prowess on Monday 
night when he trounced 52 female competitors from 27 states to win 
the junior title in the 36th annual "Make It Yourself With Wool" 
national finals. 

Hyatt won a trip to Washington, D.C., and New York City, a sewing 
machine, luggage, a steam iron, a $500 scholarship and a $500 bond 
for his Copenhagen blue zippered fleecelined jacket and gray slacks. 

But he said he doesn't expect any ribbing from his male friends. 
"I don't have much time to sew, but it's fun occasionally to sew 

something and surprise people who think guys can only throw 
footballs. Most of the guys I know think it's neat I can do something 
girls do—maybe it is a form of reverse discrimination." 

Court rejects tribal claims to 1817 treaty 
LANSING, Mich. — The claim of three Indian tribes that an 1817 

treaty entitles them to free education at the University of Michigan 
was rejected Tuesday by the state Court of Appeals. 

The court upheld a February 1979 ruling by Washtenaw County 
Circuit Judge Edward Deake dismissing a class-action suit filed 
against the university by members of the Chippewa, Ottawa and 
Potawatami tribes and their descendants. 

The Indians said the university was obligated to provide for their 
education in exchange for tribal lands ceded to the school when it 
was established in Detroit in 1817. The university sold the land—now 
suburbs northwest of Detroit—after it moved to Ann Arbor in 1824. 

The Indians sought to have proceeds from the sale plus about 160 
years of interest placed in a trust for their education. 

Processing complete for Cuban refugees 
FORT CHAFFEE, Ark. — Processing is complete for about 4,000 

of the remaining 5,412 Cuban refugees at the Fort Chaffee relocation 
center, a camp official said. All they need are sponsors. 

Fifty-two Cuban refugees were to leave Fort Chaffee on Tuesday, 
with another 68 refugees to depart on Wednesday. 

Instead of going to sponsors, the departing refugees were being 
placed in "transitional centers" throughout the country. By March 
31,600 refugees are expected to be placed in these centers. 

Mount Shasta not expected to bubble 
SAN FRANCISCO — A scientific team has reported there is little 

concern for potential volcanic activity from Mount Shasta. 
The uneasy earth around Mount Shasta, rattled by at least 100 

small earthquakes this month, apparently has settled down, ac- 
cording to U.S. Geological Survey scientists. 

The scientists have been studying the area near the small town of 
Tennant, about 19 miles from Mount Shasta, since the quakes began 
about Jan. 7. 

They were trying to determine whether the quakes were triggered 
by magma—molten rock deep within the earth—moving near the 
volcano, although they said they believed that the Shasta volcanic 
field itself was not involved. Mount Shasta last erupted in 1786. 

WeatRer 
Intermittent showers of mythical bird droppings expected today to 

go along with a warm front coming in from the east. This incoming 
frontal system is expected to clash with a cold system which has 
centered on Ah earn Field House for the past two weeks. We can 
hopefully expect the cold system to leave the area, allowing at- 
mospheric conditions inside the 'ol barn to be mighty pleasant. High 
today in the 50s. 

COWBOY    PALACE 

Tonite! 
2Fers   9toll 

Well High Balls Only 
i W 

209 Poynlz Ph. 539-9828 

. .      ..   ... 

WHAT'S BETTER THAN TWO IN A BUSCH? 

The high energy sound of a DME DJ and the 
great taste of Busch beer. Either one on hand is 
great, together they're dynamite. Reserve a 
DME sound system and receive a $35 value of 
Busch beer free. Don't wish for what might have 
been. 

Make your party connection For  more information 
with  DME-Busch  and  grab  «*-*v*«"y.jfeJLX   contact    Dan    Schirer. 
hold of the good times. 776-9140 

I* 
TONIGHT 

LYNCH & MCBEE 
They're back in Manhattan and they're singing the blues 

Party before, during 
or after the KU-K-State game. 

3 COLOR TELEVISIONS FOR 
THOSE WITHOUT TICKETS. 

PLAIN JANE FRIDAY/SATURDAY 
FREE JIFF! 

David Let - 1111 

STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT 

YOU MAY HAVE HEARD 
ABOUT DAVID LEHMAN. 
THAT'S NOT SURPRISING. 

David is not only a leader, but an experienced Student Senator as well. While 
serving as Chairperson of the Communications Committee, he introduced legislation 
to create "Student Government Awareness Week," developed a pamphlet about 
Student Government, and established the first Student Government Association 
Newsletter. Through his leadership, Communications Committee had an un- 
precedented year. 

Here are a few of his most outstanding qualifications. 

K-State Ambassador 
Student Senator (College of Agriculture) 
President of College Republicans 
Chairperson of Senate Communications Committee 
Vice-president of Collegiate 4-H 
Chairperson of A.S.K. Steering Committee 
Student Senate Executive Committee 
Kansas College Republican Executive Board 
Ag Student Council 
Senate Liaison to International Coordinating Council 
Ag Ambassador 
Arts & Sciences Honors Program 

We believe David's experience, his leadership skills and past accomplishments 
clearly make him the best candidate for Student Body President. David Lehman is 
committed to a better K-State, and if elected he will be committed to working for you. 
Why not commit yourself to a leader? 

•• You can't beat experience •t 

Paid for by the David Lehman for Student Body President Committee; Kelly PresU, Chairman 



Opinions 
Public relations 

vs. news 
One of Manhattan's most worthwhile endeavors for 

charity—the KSU bump-a-thon—ended last week with 
donations totalling approximately $18,000. 

Participants danced continuously for 64 hours in an 
effort to attract contributions for the Muscular 
Dystrophy Association. 

However, another concern of some participants 
was to seek publicity for this event. The Collegian was 
besieged with annoying phone calls from people 
connected with the event who were seeking more 
coverage and were disappointed in what the paper 
was doing for the bump-a-thon. 

The Collegian is not a public relations service. The 
newspaper has an obligation to cover newsworthy 
events. The Collegian staff believed that an editorial 
supporting donations, a precede leading into the 
event, a story and photo following the event, and 
numerous free "house ads" adequately served as 
notice of the bump-a-thon. 

The function of a newspaper is to objectively report 
both positive and negative circumstances regarding 
any matter. This includes charitable events. A 
newspaper loses its objectivity when it only reports 
news which sheds a positive light on a subject and 
contains only material which an event's sponsor 
wishes to be published. 

The Collegian does not set out to try to find 
something "bad" about any issue. However, if in- 
cidents warrant a story which does not positively 
contribute to an event, the paper is obligated to report 
these issues. 

The bump-a-thon is a fine charitable fund-raiser. 
However, future participants and organizers should 
be aware that the Collegian cannot be used strictly as 
a promotional service. 

KEVIN HASKIN 
Editor 

Legislating behavior 
Norman Forer, a University of Kansas social 

welfare professor who gained notoriety when he made 
trips to Iran in 1979 and 1980, was the subject of an 
attack on the floor of the Kansas House of 
Representatives last week. 

Rep. Joe Hoagland, an Overland Park Republican, 
said that Forer's trips during the hostage crisis were 
"an em harassment." 

Hoagland's attack was a clear abuse of the 
privilege of legislative immunity that he enjoys while 
speaking on the floor of the House. That privilege is 
intended to give legislators the freedom to speak their 
minds without fear of retribution on issues that affect 
the state. It is not intended to provide a forum for the 
airing of any personal gripes that the legislators 
might have. 

Hoagland also announced that, as Chairman of the 
House Judiciary Committee, he would hold hearings 
this week to consider state policy on granting tenure 
to university faculty members. 

Tenure policies should be left to university ad- 
ministrators, not to capricious state legislators who 
have an axe to grind with certain individuals. 

Hoagland said, "If they (Forer and Clarence 
Dillingham, another KU professor who accompanied 
Forer to Iran) are typical of the School of Social 
Welfare, I 'm not sure the state should spend any more 
money to support that school." It appears that 
Hoagland would like the state to have censure power 
over university faculty members. 

This notion is absurd. University faculty must be 
able to implement whatever techniques, ideas, or 
plans they might have without consulting the 
legislature. They must also feel free to carry on 
research and other projects independent of the 
university. 

Whether Forer's trips to Iran had a positive or 
negative effect does not matter—it is not a question 
that should involve the Kansas Legislature. 

KENT SINGER 
Asst. Opinions Editor 

.JT*6   HALF TIME   HERE AT THE k>M.   GAtlE. AKJD 
AN AtlAZlNG  9? OUT Of /OO LOyAL &£6R  DtoWK«6   WC 
— TO ST    CHOSEN  H£if£R OVER CCCRSf- 

-Rod Saunders  

Anatomy of a rivalry 

When I was in high school, we 
had a tremendous rivalry with 
another school about 12 miles 
away. This rivalry had developed 
over 60 years or so. 

It was such a heated rivalry that 
at times it led to fights either 
during, after, and at times, not 
even related to games. 

One year some guys from our 
town beat up their quarterback, so 
they beat us in football 81-7. 
Another year we beat them in their 
gym in the regional tournament, 
and as one of our "stars" started to 
cut down the net he was attacked 
by a growling group of their fans. 

The subsequent melee caused 
several injuries. They were from a 
bigger school from a larger town 
with the major media and more 
money, so the rivalry also had 
social connontations. 

BUT A FUNNY thing happened 
when we all graduated and went on 
to college. The rivalry seemed not 
to matter as much. Since both were 
away from home it became easy to 
gravitate toward someone close to 
home. 

Gose friendships developed 
between people from the two 
towns. Often some of the opposing 
players suddenly found themselves 

as teammates. The "hated enemy" 
became friend as the rivalry 
ceased to exist. The days of "nasty 
cheers," fights and efforts to 
dominate were seen as the im- 
maturity of high school. 

There is another tremendous 
rivalry with a school about 80 miles 
away from here. This rivalry had 
developed over 75 years or so. 

It has been so heated that it has 
led to fights, objects being thrown 
at players, coaches and television 
announcers. It is a bigger school 
closer to a larger city with the 
major media* and more money, so 
the rivalry has social connotations. 

BUT A strange thing happened 
last year. A star from each team 
graduated to another team called 
Olympic. They decided the rivalry 
did not matter so much. Since both 
were away from "home" they 
gravitated toward each other. 

A close friendship developed and 
they became roommates. As they 
were teammates they were no 
longer "hated enemies" and the 
rivalry ceased to exist. The days of 
"nasty cheers," fights and efforts 
to dominate wee seen as the im- 
maturity of college days (could it 
be?) 

This probably says as much 

about the character of the two 
players, Rolando Blackman and 
Darnell Valentine, as anything 
else. 

Perhaps there is a lesson here for 
all of us. I'm sure that as we travel 
afar and meet someone from that 
"other school," we will more 
quickly spend time with them than 
someone from New York or 
Minnesota or Idaho. Yes, it is a 
tremendous rivalry. 

Yes, let's yell and scream and be 
the "sixth man" on the team. 

Yes, let's enjoy the game, the 
fun, the exhiliration, the ad- 
venture, the. pleasure of being a 
part of a spectacle of sorts. Yes, 
let's play to the best of our abilities 
and even beyond. 

But, let's keep it in perspective. 
They are not the "hated enemy" 
any more than we are. They do not 
deserve "nasty cheers" or objects 
thrown, or any such immature 
actions (could it be?) 

The world does not end nor begin 
with a loss or a win with KU. (I'm 
fairly confident God uses divine 
energy on far more important 
things than basketball). 

Enjoy the game—the real one. 

Editor's nott: Rod Saunders Is a mlnlitar 
with Ecumenical Christian Ministries 
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Letters to the editor 

Collegian article biased 
Editor, 

It is disgusting that an event which has 
raised nearly $100,000 in the Tight against a 
crippling disease, and which has brought In- 
state national and state-wide fame received 
such biased, negative coverage by the 
Collegian. 

The composite kidnapping was merely a 
fund-raising event for muscular dystrophy. 
The bump-a-thon executive committee 
decided this was a simple way to get more 
people involved in the bump-a-thon in such a 
short time period. 

We received 28 of a possible 39 com- 
posites, totalling a little over 1,700 pic- 
tures—hardly the 3,000 pictures the 
Collegian implies. In most cases, house 
members brought the composites to us; we 
did not "steal" any of them. We even 
recovered several stolen fraternity com- 
posites from sororities and apartments, thus 
allowing the owners to get their property 
back. Many composites' backsides were 
literally covered with signatures of persons 
who had stolen them in previous times. 
Although this practice is "forbidden and 
considered a felony" using Greg Mermis' 

Letter 

not logical 
Editor, 

In response to the letter by Pam Meyer on 
Jan. 26 entitled "Proposal violates 
freedoms," I find it interesting to note that 
in the discussion of subjects such as these 
our emotions often cloud our thinking 
processes and obscure our logic. Meyer's 
letter is no exception. And when her 
argument is subjected to a logical proof, it is 
soon apparent that her letter consists of no 
more than a collection of dogmatic 
statements. 

Moreover, she presents no conclusions to 
these statements in the course of her letter. 
Therefore it is clear that Meyer's letter does 
not contain a logical argument. She does, 
however, propose an interesting hypothesis 
when she implies that if the anti-abortion 
amendment passed, then "the fetus would 
be considered a person" in every sense of 
civil law. 

Joseph Jilka 
senior in biochemistry 

Keep issue alive 
Editor, 

El Salvador is in blood. Ten thousand and 
more innocent people of this small, Central 
American country were shot to death in the 
year 1980 alone. The United States has been 
sending weapons and military personnel to 
El Salvador to keep the illegal regime of this 
country from collapsing. 

It is only the American people who can 
prevent the unfortunate massacres of El 
Salvadorian people by telling and writing to 
their government officials to stop the 
political and the military intervention in El 
Salvador. Let us make this issue alive by 
expressing opinions through the Collegian. 
This could help prevent another Iranian 
crisis—or even another Vietnam war. 

All Momenl 
graduate in civil engineering 

Complaint 

procedures 
Editor, 

Regarding the article on campaign 
materials for the student government 
elections: The Elections Committee would 
like to outline the procedure for complaints 
in cases of posting regulations violations. 

If an infraction is seen, do not remove the 
item. Instead call the SGS office (532-6541) 
and notify an Elections Committee member. 
Two members will accompany you and 
verify the violation. Thank you for you're 
cooperation in helping us run a fair and 
equitable election. 

Cheri Rolph 
elections committee chairman 

words, we recognized no convicted felons 
among the signatures. 

The composites were handled with every 
precaution, and returned only to authorized 
house members. With few exceptions, the 
houses cooperated fully, and although only 
Alpha Kappa Lambda gave $1 for every 
picture, many houses were more than 
generous in their donations. Because of their 
generosity, people with muscular dystrophy 
have $350 more in their struggle to regain a 
normal life. We are grateful to everyone 
who helped the bump-a-thon and do not 
consider raising $18,000 a "backfire." 

We only hope the bump-a-thon will survive 
the Collegian's mudslinging. Hopefully 
someday the Collegian won't have the 
bump-a-thon as a source of sensationalism, 
because through everyone's efforts a cure 
for muscular dystrophy will be found and we 
won't have to hold the marathon. 

MikeHegarty 
junior in polical science and economics 

and KSU Bump-A-Thon 
public relations chairman 
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WORLD'S 

LARGEST 

BOOTMAKER 

Reg. to '59* 

NOW *39" 
Bold boots with the 
quality of leather and 
stitching you'd expect. 
Rugged enough for the 
country. Stylish enough 
for the city. Your style 
of boot at your kind 
of price. 

VANDERBILTS 
Downtown Wamego 

456-9100 
Open every night til g p.m. 

Sundays noon toS p.m. 

Spare me the details 
Editor, 

My profoundest thanks for refusing to 
allow me to wallow in my euphoria over the 
hostages' release for more than a day or 
two. Your decision to publish Mr. Mir- 
zamani's letter bemoaning the cruel 
distortions of the nature of the Islamic 
Revolution of Iran by the so-called Zionist 
controlled American media, as well as the 
Iranian Student Association's (all 15 of 
them) letter decrying the deviousness of the 
U.S. government, effectively dimmed my 
temporarily rosy outlook on life. 

Viewed in the light of the outrageous 
mental and physical abuses to which our 
hostages were subjected by representatives 
of an Islamic Revolution whose true image 
is shockingly clear to anyone who isn't deaf, 
dumb, blind or dead, I would be most 

grateful if the Collegian would spare me 
from any further sanctimonious critiques of 
the United States submitted by the hypocrite 
who support the tactics of that revolution. 

Frank Saal 
assistant professor of psychology 

DON'T LET 

For free information, write to: 
DRUNK DRIVER. Box 2345 
Rockvillc. Maryland 20852 

STRATEGIES FOR 
EFFECTIVE 
LEADERSHIP 

A Workshop for all K-State Students 

and Advisors to Organizations 

PRESENTATIONS ON:      . 
Campus Development & Utilization 
Legislative TRENDS 
Faculty Issues 
Student Issues 
4'Hit List" For Your Student Organization 
Common Problems Facing Student 

Organizations 
All You Ever Wanted To Know About K-State 
Talking & Working with People 
Required session for all candidates running in 

February Election (8:00-9:30) 
Saturday, January 31—8:00 a.m. to 12:30 

Room Justin 109 
SPONSORED BY: 

CENTER FOR STUDENT DEVELOPMENT 
STUDENT GOVERNING ASSOCIATION 

Worms eat grass and Birds eat worms, 
BUT CATS EAT BIRDS! 

EAT EM' UP CATS 
PEP COORDINATING COUNCIL 
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Update 
Senior selected as exchange student 
Susan Barsamian, senior in electrical engineering, has been 

named as an exchange student to Switzerland. She will be studying 
at the Eidgenossische Technische Hochschule in Zurich Her 
scholarship will provide for tuition, room and board, and living 
expenses. 

Windley speaks at aging seminar 
Paul Windley, associate professor of architecture, was a faculty 

member for the January Winter Seminar of the Midwest Council for 
Social Research in Aging. Windley presented a case study report on 
obtaining grants from the National Institute of Mental Health 
(NIMH) and on the findings of his NIMH study of Environment and 
Mental Health of Rural Elderly. 

Professor studies egg fermentation 
If you love eggs, but want something more out of life than just 

another omelet, Frank Cunningham has the answer. 
Cunningham, professor of animal sciences, is researching the 

fermentation of eggs. According to Cunningham, the eggs are 
treated with various micro-organisms in the same way miw is 
treated for fermentation. This product, Cunningham said, can be 
aged and processed in the same way milk is processed. Some new 
egg products Cunningham is researching include a brick Cheddar 
cheese, yogurt (or eggurt as it is called) and several varieties of egg 
dip including bacon and egg dip and Western Omelet dip. 

Students to study in Germany 
Eight K-State students have been awarded scholarships for study 

in Germany next year, according to John Noonan, associate dean of 
the graduate school. The scholarships were awarded as Part of 
exchange programs in which K-State is P"^1^1*.^^"^ 
Liebig University at Giessen and the University of Munich. Selected 
to participate are: Patricia Cooper, junior in political science and 
German; Mark Patzkowsky, senior in geology; Catherine Ronleder, 
senior in graphic design; Kathe Rusnak, senior in journalism and 
mass communications; James Schesser, senior in agriculture; 
Hania Shaheed, senior in modern languages; and Carolyn Thayer, 
graduate student in music. Thayer will be studying at Munich; the 
others will attend Justus Liebig. 

K-Stater crowned 'Wheat Queen' 
Kelli White, junior in family life and human development, has 

been crowned as 1981 Kansas Wheat Queen. The Jan. 13 contest was 
held during the Annual Convention of the Kansas Association of 
Wheat Growers. White will make personal appearances to represent 
and promote the Kansas wheat industry. First runner-up was Patty 
Sloan, junior in home economics; second runner-up was Gina Boyd, 
sophomore in medical technology. 

Assistant librarians appointed 
Two assistant librarians have been appointed to the Science 

Department of Farrell Library, according to Sally Voth, acting dean 
of libraries. They are Susan Miller and Sandy Schrag. 

Miller, who has a M.S. in librarianship from the University of 
Washington, has been a reference librarian at Xavier University, 
New Orleans. . ,i„»*c Schrag has a M.S. in librarianship from Empona State and a M.S. 
in English from East Texas State University. 

8 art students awarded scholarships 
Eight students majoring in art at K-State have been awarded 

scholarships effective with the spring semester, according to John 
O'Shea, assistant professor of art and chairman of the Art Depar- 
tment Scholarship Committee. There were 37 students competing for 
scholarships. Each student submitted a portfolio of work and the 
scholarship recipients were selected on the basis of grade point 
average and their portfolio. The eight students and awards are 
Deibler Memorial Award-Hope McGuire, $300 Tomasch Memorial 
Award-Donna Nash, $200. McNall Awards-Janet Sorensen $200; 
Ava Goodall, $200; Scott Hickel, $150; Tom Machin, $120. Art 
Department Awards-Calvin Summerville, $500; Tom Madden, 
$400. 

Concert Choir plans 3-day tour 
The K-State Concert Choir will present five concerts and four 

clinics in five Northwest Kansas communities during a^ three-day 
tourFeb 4-6 The 55-member group, directed by Rod Walker, will 
present two clinics at Colby High School and a free evening concert 
in the Northwest Kansas Cultural Arts Center. Thursday, the choir 
will present clinics and concerts at Norton and Logan and wi 
include the tour with concerts at Hays High School and Russell 
High School. 

YOU matter to MATLACK 
Before February 11th there will be several 

opportunities to hear the candidates for Student 
Body President speak. We hope you take ad- 
vantage of at least one of these opportunities. 

As a candidate we feel Tim has a lot to say. 

For information call 532-6967 
paid for by Tim Ma Hack for Student Body President, 

Michael Gromer, chairman (539-8211) 

HOUSTON STREET RESTAURANT & PUB 
PRESENTS 

GERMAN HOOKER NIGHT 
Every Wednesday From 8 p.m. to 11 p.m. 

Peppermint Schnapps and Beer Chasers 

only M.50 
Hot Chocolate Schnapps 

Reg. '2.25 Only *1.25    .jgjgg^ 
Peppermint Schnapps Shots - 75«      fj™p 

Hi 
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Houston Street^Home of the "German Hooker" 
A Private Club 

RESTAURANT & PUB 
423 Houston St 
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and the staff at (NUttHS! Copy Shop 
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fold 
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offer great variety of papers 
copy large documents 
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"Screw KIT shirts only $5.00 
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Rock n' Roll Wednesday 

Greeks-$2.00 
pitchers 
after the game 

TV Room 
OPEN AT 6 P.M. 

Watch th<- K State KU gam« at Mothei s 

AGGIE 
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Line schedule error 
causes fee problems 

By JOAN PUTT 
Collegian Reporter 

Sometimes it's hard to realize how ex- 
pensive dancing can be—even if the form of 
entertainment does not include food and 
drinks. 

Students who enrolled in the Aerobic 
Dancing class at K-State found this out the 
hard way when they didn't learn of the 
required $48 fee until after enrollment. 
Asterisks, which are used to indicate a 
special fee, were mistakenly deleted from 
Aerobic Dancing in the spring semester line 
schedule. 

As a result of the error, students enrolled 
in Aerobic Dancing received a letter in- 
dicating that a $48 fee would be required for 
the course. 

Aerobic dancing is the only Continuing 
Education course listed in the line schedule 
that charges a fee and awards credit. 

K-State began offering Aerobic Dancing to 
the community, through Continuing 
Education, two years ago. 

"As a matter of fact, we just started of- 
fering the course with credit attached to it," 
said Don Kirkendall, head of the Depart- 
ment of Health, Physical Education and 
Recreation (HPER). 

"The faculty felt the course deserved 

credit and so a course outline was 
proposed," Kirkendall said. 

The proposal was passed by the College of 
Arts and Sciences and Faculty Senate 
allowing the course to be offered, he said. 

HPER decided to use the listing in the line 
schedule as advertising. They believed this 
would give students an opportunity to learn 
a different activity, Kirkendall said. 

"Aerobic Dancing will not be included in 
next semester's line schedule," Kirkendall 
said, because of the fee problems which 
occured this spring. 

The money spent by students taking the 
course is used to help pay administrative 
costs incurred by the firm sponsoring the 
course. 

Aerobic dancing is a big money-making 
business for its originator, Jackie Sorensen, 
according to Owen Blair, assistant professor 
in HPER and administrator for Continuing 
Education. 

"Thirty-nine dollars of the $48 goes to 
Sorensen's aerobic dancing company in 
California," Blair said. "The $39 is to pay 
the certified instructors, and $9 is given to 
the Continuing Education department for 
administration of the program and ad- 
vertising." 

Officers shoot and kill armed man 
during incident at sorority dinner 

FAYETTEVILLE, Ark. (AP) - A man 
who aimed a shotgun at women dining in a 
Universit^of Arkansas sorority house and 
said he was "fixing to do some shooting" 
was shot and killed Tuesday by a campus 
policeman, authorities said. 

The man, whose identity was not released, 
died at Washington Regional Medical 
Center in Fayetteville, according to the 
university's Department of Public Safety. 

About 125 women were in the Delta Delta 
Delta sorority dining hall when the incident 
occurred, said Merry Lee Hewitt, a sorority 
member. Many of the women dove to the 
floor when the man entered and aimed the 
shotgun at them, Miss Hewitt said. 

"The girls were really upset," said 
another sorority member, who asked not to 
be identified. "This is not your everyday 
occurrence." 

Tenure...  

Campus patrolman Clint Northtrup and 
Fayetteville patrolman Mark Hanna con- 
fronted the man just inside the building's 
foyer but the man held his 12-gauge shotgun 
on them, police said. 

When the officers asked the gunman his 
intentions he said he was "fixing to do some 
shooting," police said. 

A telephone in the foyer rang and the 
gunman ordered Hanna to answer it, police 
said. 

As Hanna spoke on the phone, the man ran 
across the foyer and threw open the dining 
room doors, aimed his weapon at the women 
and yelled, "Freeze," police said. 

Another campus policeman, who had 
entered the building from a side door, then 
raised his service revolver and shot the man 
three times, police said. 

(Continued from p. 1) 

the Judiciary Committee Tuesday said they 
could not answer questions concerning the 
Forer case because of pending litigation. 
Forer has filed suit against the KU for 
alleged libel, slander and invasion of 
privacy. 

Hoagland told newsmen Tuesday he has 

information that a committee of the KU 
Faculty Senate blocked or precluded any 
further action against Forer by then 
Chancellor Archie Dykes. Hoagland said his 
information is that this committee on tenure 
and related matters refused to take 
jurisdiction. 

Guy's Jeans and Cords 
Brittania 
Zeppelin 

Levi 
Lee 
Male 

*iow 
Reg. up to '26°° 

Gal's Jeans and Cords 
Cinema Levi 
Chic HIS       Brittania 

Guys and Gals 

Sweaters and Flannels 

99 $15 
Reg. up to $29" 

'/a off 

THE JEAN STATION 
Mon.-Thurs. 

10-8 

AGGIEVILLE 
Fri.&Sat. 

10-6 

mERLE noRmnn 
Your beautiful new fall face. . . free. 
You. In our new Fall Shade Collection, "City Shadows" by Merle Norman. Discover 
this very special Fall Look on your own special face. The latest fashion statement. 
Rich City Shades. Eye, lip, cheek and face colors... for lots of beautiful new makeup 
ideas. City style. Learn how. 
Your Merle Norman Beauty Advisor will teach you. . . free. 

Hours: 9:30 to 5:30 Mon. thru Sot.       308 Poyntz    7764535 

B & B Distributing Inc. 

is pleased to announce 
the appointment of the 

Miller Representatives for 
Kansas State University 

Amw Carpenter 

539-2381 

For a really great time, call your Miller Campus Representatives. 

Find out what important services, equipment, and ideas 

can help make your event a very successful one. 

When you've got the time we've got... 

The average Navy Pilot isn't 
No man who has mastered the flying skills it 
takes to fly and land on a ship at sea can be 
called an average pilot. And the sense of accom- 
plishment and satisfaction that he enjoys are 
also above average. Which is only right. For the 
man who would go places as a Naval Aviator 
must pass through the most challenging and de- 
manding training program to be found anywhere 

From Aviation Officer Candidate School 
through Flight Training to the day his golden 
Navy Wings are awarded, he is tested; driven; 
pushed and tested again. And for good reason. 
The Navy has learned that without the will to suc- 
ceed, no man can be successful. 

Which brings us to you. Do you have what it 
takes to fly Navy? Talk with your local Navy re- 
cruiter and find out. 

Be Someone Special. Fly Navy. 

Bob Miller 
Navy Recruiting 
2420 Broadway 
Kansas City, Mo. 64108 
or call 816-374-3433 collect 
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11 ex-hostages shun 
West Point 'spotlight' 

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Eleven men weren't there. 
Eleven men, military and civilian, 

married and single, young and middle-aged, 
from both coasts and from the places bet- 
ween. Eleven men who stayed away from 
the West Point, N.Y., press conference held 
Tuesday by the other 41 who had been held 
hostage in Iran. 

Who are they? Why did they shun the 
spotlight and, in shunning it, draw its glare? 

Attendance at the conference was 
voluntary. State Department officials in 
Washington, who asked not to be named, 
said most of the 11 absentees did not feel 
emotionally up to taking part and others had 
their own reasons for not attending. There 
was no further explanation. 

A LOOK AT the backgrounds of the 11 and 
at their words since their release a week ago 
shows little to bind them together or set 
them apart from the others. 

The 11 included four military men: 
Marine Sgt. Gregory Persinger, 23, of 
Seaford, Del.; Army Sgt. Donald Hohman, 
39, of West Sacramento, Calif.; Army Staff 
Sgt. Joseph Subic Jr., 23, of Redford 
Township, Mich., and Navy Petty Officer 
2nd Gass Duane Gillette, 24, from Colum- 
bia, Pa. 

Six were civilian government workers: 
Clair Barnes, 35, of Falls Church, Va., who 
served in the communications section of the 
embassy in Tehran; Donald Cooke, 25, of 
Memphis, Tenn., the embassy vice consul; 
Frederick Lee Kupke, 34, of Francesville, 
Ind., an electronics specialist; Michael 
Metrinko, 34, of Olyphant, Pa., embassy 
political officer; Jerry Miele, 42, of Mount 
Pleasant, Pa., another communications 
officer; and Phillip Ward, 40, of Culpeper, 
Va., embassy administrative officer. 

THE UTH FORMER HOSTAGE who did 
not appear was Jerry Plotkin, 47, of Sher- 
man Oaks, Calif., a businessman who was 
visiting the embassy when it was stormed on 
Nov. 4,1979. Plotkin was reportedly shaken 
Monday night by reporters' questions about 
stories in the Daily News of Van Nuys, 
Calif., alleging he was being investigated for 
possible drug dealing. Plotkin's wife, 
Deborah, has called the stories 
"ridiculous." 

In their few public statements and in 
comments to their families, the 11 men have 
told of fright and faith, meager diets and 
defiance. They have told of their joy at being 
home. One, Persinger, jogged away from 
reporters who tried to approach him while 
he was getting some exercise at West Point. 
In general, however, the words and 
behavior of the 11 have been similar to those 
of the 41 former captives who did appear at 
the press conference. 

PRESIDENT REAGAN has been told that 
perhaps a quarter of the 52 are suffering 
psychologically, but there was no indication 
Tuesday that the 11 who did not appear were 
those reported to be troubled. 

Hohman was one of the most vocal of the 
returnees last week. He told interviewers in 
Wiesbaden, West Germany, of his animosity 
toward his captors: "I'm not a hateful 
person, but I've learned from professionals 
how to do it." 

Hohman said that during captivity he 
fasted "when I was mad about something." 
Whenever he fasted, he said, he was put in 
solitary confinement. 

"Once the guards were so mad at me they 
took away all of my family pictures.. .1 guess 
I bugged them by not cooperating with 
anything they wanted me to do. I always 
tried h? rd to mess up their minds." 

HAPPY 22ND B-DAY 
BRENDA ELLIS 

Love, Al 

BARNES WAS QUOTED by the Chicago 
Tribune last week as saying, "I never had 
any hope from the beginning. Sometimes I 
thought I'd never see the sun rise again." He 
also was quoted as saying, "It got worse 
toward the end." 

Once at West Point, however, he sounded 
a little more cheerful. "I'm depressed 
sometimes," he admitted, but added: "I did 
expect to get out of captivity sometime or 
other, sooner or later, but I didn't know how 
long it would be. I feel great emotion to be 
home. It is just great." 

The Tribune quoted Subic as saying he 
"didn't see sunlight for eight months. Our 
captors would take blankets and cover the 
few windows around us." 

Metrinko told a television reporter from 
his hometown that be had been kept in 
solitary for 8Vfe months and did not even 
recognize some of his fellow captives when 
he met them at the Tehran airport. 

IN A COPYRIGHTED INTERVIEW 
published Tuesday by the Scranton (Pa.) 
Times, Metrinko said he had warned the 
U.S. before the shah's overthrow that the 
regime was in trouble. He said, however, 
that "American business, American 
government if you will., .had a great stake in 
Iran at that time—a stake that Iran remain 
as it was." 

Gillette spoke by phone with relatives. 
"His treatment was disgusting," said a 
family spokesman. "We know that his 
letters were covering up what the real 
situation was. There was no physical tor- 
ture, but there was psychological pressure.'' 

Kupke's sister, Elizabeth Hopkins of 
Terre Haute, Ind., said her brother had told 
her the militants often displayed mall ad- 
dressed to the hostages—then burned it. 
They stole "everything he had," she said. 
"He had to borrow clothes so he could 
leave." 
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SOPHOMORES 
(And others with 2-Years of College Remaining) 

DO YOU WANT TO FLY? 
K-State has received a few Pilot and Navigator alloca- 
tions—one of these could be yours. 

Application Deadline: 
Pilots—13 February 1981 
Navigators—20 February 1981 

If qualified and selected, you would: 
—Enter the 2-Year AFROTC program in the Fall of 1981. 
—Receive $2,000 during your last two years of college. 
—Receive 25 free flying hours in Senior year—Pilots only 

(unless already holding a private pilot's license). 
—Become an officer in the U.S. Air Force upon graduation. 
—Attend Air Force Pilot or Navigator training. 

For more information, contact Colonel Barber at the Mil- 
itary Science Building, Room 108 or call 532-6600. 

25' fishbowls 

every nite for Vi hr! 

Have we got some 
specials "brewing" for you! 

> Thurs.—40* fishbowls 7 'til midnite. 

1 Friday—Jiff in' specials. 40< fishbowls and 
free popcorn from 3 p.m. to 10 p.m. 

> Saturday—"Haywire" comes to Enoch's! 

Dance from 8:30 'til midnite for just $2.00! 

ENOCH'S TAVERN 
4 Mies North on Turtle Creek Blvd. 
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Ahearn Field House requires a lot of extra 
work to prepare it for a KU—K-State 
showdown. 

Tighter security is enforced at Ahearn to 
discourage basketball fans from trying to 
sneak into the game between the two arch- 
rivals. Areas such as rest rooms and closets 
are "checked several times before the 
KU—K-State game," Mark Bon jour, sports 
complex manager, said. 

"We've caught people in the restrooms, 
standing on the stools hiding," Bonjour said. 
"Last year some students showed up with 
brooms and said they were on the custodial 
crew." 

In the past, some students tried to get 
courtside seats by coming to the game in 
wheelchairs pretending to be handicapped, 
but they were recognized by ushers who had 
seen them playing basketball the day 
before, he said. 

Another area where tighter security is 
enforced is the catwalk, an area up near the 
ceiling used to check lighting and air units, 
Bonjour said. 

"People will climb up there and put up 
signs attached with fishing line that runs 

down the wall and into the stands. Then they 
will unroll the signs during the game," he 
said. 

"Several ushers will be looking for 
anything unusual that might be thrown. We 
are concerned about throwing things that 
could be harmful to the spectators or the 
players or cause a delay in toe game. 

"Another thing is that we will be asking 
spectators not to be holding up signs that 
would interfere with the other spectators' 
right to see the game," Bonjour said. 

The Ahearn complex crew began setting 
up for the game last night and will continue 
today after classes finish. 

After tonight's game, the cleanup crew 
will be at work until 2 or 3 a.m. Thursday, 
Bonjour said. 

"There does seem to be more getting 
ready and cleaning up to do for a KU—K- 
State game. Everybody's so psyched up for 
it and maybe a little more messy. 

"We spend two days getting ready and if 
people could see what it looks like after they 
leave—the amount of trash is un- 
believable." 

Reagan likely to lift oil controls; 
could raise gas prices 12 cents 

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan 
is likely to lift the remaining controls on oil 
prices today, a White House official said 
Tuesday. 

The action could raise gasoline prices as 
much as 12 cents a gallon while also adding 
$7 billion to the federal treasury through 
increased tax revenues collected from the 
oil companies. 

The White House had planned to announce 
the action Tuesday, according to a White 
House source who asked not to be identified, 
but held off at the last minute because most 
of the day was devoted to the arrival of the 
hostages freed from Iran. 

About 25 percent of all domestic crude oil 
and all gasoline and propane are under the 
price controls, imposed nine years ago. 
Their removal began in June 1979 after then 
President Jimmy Carter announced a new 
program in April 1979 that would have lifted 
all controls by Sept. 30,1981. 

The controls had been imposed by 
President Richard M. Nixon as part of his 
wage-price control program and were 
continued through several periods of oil 
shortages. 

Congress gave the president power to lift 
the controls in 1975, but that authority was 
not exercised until Carter acted to gradually 
eliminate the unwieldy controls while 
tryinng to avoid spurring inflation. 

Reagan campaigned on a pledge to speed 
up the removal of the controls to help spur 
domestic production. 

One industry analyst said he doubted 
consumers would soon feel the impact of the 
Reagan action on gasoline prices because 
competition and relatively low demand are 
likely to delay some of the increases at least 
until spring. However, other analysts said 
heating oil users may feel the full impact of 
crude oil decontrol this winter. 

Removal of price controls would mean 
that domestic crude oil prices would be 
allowed to reach world market levels. 

Get the Best 
Available Price on 

Stereo Components. 
CALL LARRY 7760537 

F6B.14&15 
PRIC6 $18 

SP€ND n UU€€K€ND IN C6NTRAL MISSOURI 

6XPLORING 3 PRIMITIVE CAV6S. 
€V6RVON€ W€lCOM€. 

♦ Information Meeting: 
Tues. Feb. 3 *Sign-up Begins: 

7:oopm Rm 205 Wed. Feb. 4 
K-State   Union     ®§SSgj5s;   Union 3rd Floor 

&& 0. 

rtn w* Harkitae 
WHERE THE GREEKS MEET 
THEIR FRIENDS FOR THE 

COLDEST BEER IN AGGIEVILLE 

FULL MEAL DEAL 

*1.59 
Single Burger 

French Fries 
Dnnk 

rf* 

•LET'S ALL GO TO ">AlR.V QUEEM* 

Dairy 
Queen 

5 oz. Sundae 

Now thru Feb. 15th 
r® 

brazier • Reg US P* Off.Am D Q Corp 
©CopyrtgN 1974. Am D Q Cop 

1015 N. 3rd 
Manhattan 

Ik state 

25 years of service 1956-1981 

Every kid 
should have one. 

MY BODYGUARD 
FIRST   SHOWING 
lh    MdMHdTTdN! 

Ml  30&31     fORUMHrILL 
700 & °:30 PM *1-50 

CHAPTER  I     OF   THE    SERIAL... 

"ZOMBIES   OF  THE   STRATOSPHERE 

WILL   START  AT 
6:50   and    9:20    PM 

The Creature From Ihe Black 
Lagoon in 3D 
Midnite Movie Friday & Saturday 

XL 
THOSE , 

/HOKIE^ 
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'We'll be pretty strong citizens' 

Hostages praise nation's support 
WEST POINT, N. Y. (AP) - The returned 

hostages said thank you Tuesday: Thanks to 
those who prayed for them, thanks to those 
who waited for them, thanks to those who 
died trying to rescue them—and thanks to 
the schoolchildren who sent them Valen- 
tines. 

Their chief spokesman, diplomat Bruce 
Laingen, said they were "52 equally proud, 
free and happy Americans" and he 
paraphrased Winston Churchill: "Never has 
so small a group owed so much to so many." 

He cited "countless prayers from coun- 
tless synagogues and churches all across 
this country, the expressions of love, many 
of them that have come through to us by 
mail from children all across this country." 

HE SAID THE HOSTAGES were moved 
by a Valentine that reached them in August 
from a California schoolgirl: "It's just not 
America without you." 

Only 41 of the 52 freed hostages chose to 
take part in the first mass press conference 
since they were released by Iran a week 
ago. No one said why the other 11 stayed 
away. 

In summary, those who spoke had this to 
say: They can barely wait to resume 
everyday lives again; America need feel no 
shame about the terms which freed them; 
the real heroes of the ordeal are the families 
at home. 

"We knew what was happening to us and 
the   families   did   not,"   said   William 

Daugherty of Ossining, N.Y., called a CIA 
agent by the Iranians. "We did not ex- 
perience the roller-coaster emotions of 'next 
week you're going to be released, (then) no 
you're not.'" 

BUT SOME OF THE BIGGEST questions 
about their ordeal were not posed or not 
answered. The former hostages said little 
about the conditions of captivity or about the 
mistreatment some have mentioned. 

They did not say who among them still 
bares psychological scars from their 14V4- 
month imprisonment. And none elaborated 
on the television interview assertion of 
former hostage Moorhead Kennedy that one 
captive tried to take his own life. 

But two of them said the nation need not 
worry about the hostages' recovery. 

"We'll be pretty strong citizens," said Air 
Force Col. Thomas Schaefer of Falls 
Church, Va. 

And John McKeel, a Marine sergeant 
from Balch Springs, Texas, said everything 
will be fine once the freed Americans get 
home, "so especially the Marines can get 
back to chasing women." 

Laingen took time to thank the staff of the 
Hotel Thayer where the hostages stayed; 
the surrounding people of "small town 
America" who turned out 200,000 strong to 
greet them Sunday; the Algerians who 
helped negotiate their release; the West 
Germans who welcomed the freed hostages 
to freedom; "governments all around the 
world for the backing and suppport they 
have given us in this crisis"—and especially 
the eight Americans who died in April's 
failed effort to rescue the hostages. 

ALWAYS hold 
matches till cold, 

Drs. Price & Young 
Optometrists 

Extended Wear 
Soft Contact Lenses 

F.D.A. Approved 

1119 West loop PI. 
537-1118 
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i're looking for 8 leaders 
Volunteers Wanted: Individuals interested in coordinating recreation, educational, 
social, and cultural programs for the benefit of the Kansas State University Community 
Qualifications Needed: Opportunities: 
Interest Selecting programs Organizing committee events 
Time & Energy Selecting and Coordinating a volunteer student Committee 
Ability to work with people Working with professional speakers,artists, and agencies 
Willingness to Learn Developing and implementing publicity campaigns 
Leadership Skills Seeing ideas turn to realities 
Applications are now available for the 1981-1982 Union Program Council Leadership 
positions. (NOTE: General membership applications will be available February 24, 1981.) 
If you have questions or would like more information about the following committee chair 
person positions, come to the Activities Center, 3rd floor oTthe K-State Union, or call 
532-6571. ______————■———^—  

UPC PRESIDENT 
RMpontlblHttos: 
• preside over weekly council meetings 
• represent UPC as a member ot the Union Governing 

Board (UGB) 
• plan and coordinate all-UPC events 
• organize the Activities Carnival 
• coordinate the UPC membership campaigns 
• plan the annual awards banquet 
• work closely with staff advisers in planning training 

workshops for UPC leadership 
• select, plan, and coordinate all other events necessary 

for smooth functioning of the Union Program Council 

UPC KALEIDOSCOPE 
Responsibilities: 
• select, organize, publicize weekly films in the K State 

Union Forum Hall and Little Theatre 
• coordinate the selection of the International Series 
• plan and organize the Photography Contest 
• select and coordinate all special film series 
• organize all other committee events 
Programs: 
King of Hearts La Cage Aux Folles 
How Tasty Was My Little        Black Stallion 

Frenchman 
UPC OUTDOOR RECREATION 
Responsibilities: 
• select, organize, and publicize cooperative wilderness 

adventures 
• coordinate all other committee events 
Pregramt: 
Flint Hills Bike Trip Big Bend Backpacking Trip 
Frisbee Clinic Current River Canoe Trip 
Fall River Rappelllng 

Adventure 

Applications Due 5:00 p.m. Tomorrow 

UPC ISSUES AND IDEAS 
Responsibilities: 
• develop, organize and publicize events highlighting cur- 

rent events 
• coordinate the Let's Talk About series 
• select and coordinate all other committee events 
Programs: 
COUNTDOWN: 1984 
Let's Talk About Student Rights 
Let's Talk About Cancer: Could It Happen To Me? 
Stress Awareness Week 
Dick Gregory 

UPC FEATURE FILMS 
Responsibilities. 
• select, organize, publicize popular film series in the 

K-State Union Forum Hall and Little Theatre 
• coordinate all special film series 
• organize all film-related events 
• select and coordinate all other committee events 
Programs: 
Urban Cowboy 
M'A'S'H 

Kramer vs. Kramer 
Fiddler on the Roof 

UPC TRAVEL 
Responsibilities: 
• select, organize, and publicize winter and spring trips 
• coordinate the Travel Fair 
• organize all other committee events 
Programs: 
Aspen 
Daytona Beach 
Padre Island 

Travel Fair 
Jamaica 
Vail 

UPC ARTS 
Responsibilities: 
• select, organize, publicize events in the K-State Union 

Gallery and Showcase 
• coordinate Art Rentals 
• select and coordinate print sales 
• organize the Arts & Crafts Sale 
• select and coordinate all other committee events 
Programs: 
Gallery shews: 
Bob Clone Sculpture, Jim Munce Drawings and Prints, 
Women's Caucus for Arts 
Showcase Exhibits: 
Yoshi Ikeda Ceramic Sculpture, Linda Edward's Weaving, 
Bruce Bryant's Antique Santas and Christmas Toys 
Marson Graphics Original Graphic Art Sale 
Arts & Crafts Sale 
Art Rentals 

UPC COFFEEHOUSE 
Responsibilities 
• select, organize, publicize events in the K-State Union 

Catskeller 
• coordinate the NOONERS series 
• organize the annual Recycle Your Records Sale 
• select and coordinate all other committee events 
Programs: 
Leon Russell 

and New Grass Revival 
the NOONER program 
the Dillards 

John Biggs 
Recycle Your Records Sale 
All-University Talent Show 

program council 
25 years of service 1956-1981 

1005 
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Night watch 
Staff photo by John Ort«r 

Waiting for a chance to get tickets for the K-State - Kansas game, 
George Brennan, senior in marketing, whiles away the hours Tuesday 
night by reading. Brennan has camped out for tickets to the rival match 
for the past four years. 

KIDNEY FOUNDATION OF 

KANSAS 4 WESTERN MISSOURI 

EKART'S LIQUOR STORE 
619N. 3rd 

(acrossfrom Pizza Hut) 
Beer, Wine, Liquor, & Kegs 

Owners—Tom & JoAnn Ekart 
776-7623 

Kansas State University hosts the 
American College Theatre Festival 

Region V South 
(Plays are selected as representative of 

regional theatre activity.) 

ALL PERFORMANCES BEGIN AT 8:00 
McCAIN AUDITORIUM 

All seats general admission $3.00 
Box office open 10:30 to 6 for advance tickets 

532-6425 
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 20 "THE GREAT WAR" 

An original play by Frank Higgins 

THURSDAY, JAN. 29  THE HOUSE ACROSS THE STREET' 
An original student play by Darrah Cloud 

FRIDAY. JAN. 30 "THE LEARNED LADIES" 
Moliere's classic comedy 

SATURDAY. JAN.31 PROMETHEUS BOUND" 
A punk rock interpretation of Aeschylus' famous Greek tragedy 

* A vant la, Piace  pre show dinners available 
to the general public, prepared by KSUnion Food Service. 

•5 50 advance tickets only. McCain Box Office 

BUSINESS MAJORS 
Business Council Elections—February 11 

Letters of requirements and Petitions 

available in Dean's Office (Calvin 110) 

GET WET AND WILD 
GET  DOWN  TO 
SOUTH R 

ISLAND 
MARCH   13-22 

|COST:$<|BO^ 

I sign-up 
JAN. 28 7 0O,m 300pm 

conference cents*-, 2nd floor     __ 
k state union Kffl 

10II PH 

;' t: 

*?i 

College Life 
Friday, Jan. 30 7:30 p.m. 

Beta Sigma Psi 
1200 Centennial Dr. 

Tide: Characteristics of a Leader 
Sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ 

Lib*ia €i£jrt\ 

JANUARY 29 
Thursday 

little Theatre 3:30p.m. 
Forum Hall 7:00p.m. 

$1.50 

k-state union 
upc kaleidosco oscope 
25 years of s.rvic. 1956-1961 

mm—mamaBwew—w—^mui+i 
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Committee approves 
capital punishment bill 

TOPEKA (AP) - In one feU swoop 
Tuesday, the Senate Federal and State 
Affairs Committee recommended passage 
of a bill reimposing the death penalty in 
Kansas and sponsored a resolution to let 
voters decide whether to legalize pari- 
mutuel wagering on horse racing. 

The vote sending the capital punishment 
bill to the full Senate was 8-3. 

Senate Majority Leader Robert 
Talkington (R-Iola) said it would probably 
be debated by the upper legislative chamber 
next Tuesday or Wednesday. 

On an unrecorded voice vote, the Federal 
and State Affairs Committee also decided to 
introduce a resolution to submit to a vote of 
the people in 1982 a constitutional amend- 
ment to allow pari-mutuel gambling on 
horse racing. Dog racing was not included, 
but it probably will be amended at some 
point to include it. 

The pari-mutuel resolution will be 
returned to the committee for hearings. 

VOTING AGAINST the death penalty 
proposal were Democratic Sens. Nancy 
Parrish, Topeka; Norma Daniels, Valley 
Center; and James Francisco, Mulvane. 

Voting for it were Republican Sens. 
Edward Reilly Jr., Leavenworth, the 
committee chairman; Bill Morris, Wichita; 
Ed Roitz, Pittsburg; Neil Arasmith, 
Phillipsburg; Ben Vidricksen, Salina; 
Elwaine Pomeroy, Topeka; and John 
Chandler, Hoi ton; and Democrat Richard 
Gannon, Goodland. 

It is expected to pass both the Senate and 
House, as death penalty bills have done the 
past two sessions only to be vetoed by 
Democratic Gov. John Carlin, who opposes 
capital punishment on philosophical 
grounds although he pledged during his 
successful 1978 election campaign to sign a 
"constitutional" bill if one was sent him. 

THE QUESTION is whether the death 
penalty bill has enough support to override 
Carlin's promised veto in both houses. It 
takes 27 of 40 votes in the Senate and 84 of 125 
votes in the House for the two-thirds 
majorities needed to override. Neither 
house has mustered that kind of strength the 
past two years. 

The bill, nearly identical to the one vetoed 
by Carlin last session, provides for the 
possibility of sentencing to death those 
convicted of first-degree murder, or murder 
during the commission of kidnapping or 
rape or sodomy. 

It could be imposed by a jury in a separate 
sentencing procedure after the person was 
convicted of the crime. 

It would not apply to killings which oc- 
curred during the commission of 
felonies—unless they met the tests of 
premeditated, first-degree murder. 

The death penalty also could not be ap- 
plied to anyone under 18 years of age. Any 
death sentence handed a pregnant woman 
would be stayed until she gave birth. 

THE JURY would determine, based upon 
a set of aggravating and mitigating cir- 
cumstances prescribed in the bill, whether 
the convicted person should die. Those not 
sentenced to die would receive life prison 
sentences, the automatic sentence for 
murder in Kansas now. 

Death would be by lethal injection. 
However, the bill also has provisions which 
list first hanging and then electrocution as 
alternative methods, in event lethal in- 
jection was determined to be un- 
constitutional. 

Kansas employed hanging to execute 
those convicted of murder until its law was 
rendered inoperative by a 1973 U.S. 
Supreme Court decision. Kansas has not 
executed anyone since 1965. 

THE COMMITEE'8 DECISION to in- 
troduce the pari-mutuel resolution came as 
a surprise. There had been speculation it 
would be an individually sponsored 
resolution, with supporters claiming they 
thought they could get 27 sponsors. 

Former House Speaker Duane "Pete" 
McGill of Winfield, lobbyist for the Kansas 
Quarterhorse Racing Association, outlined 
the resolution to the committee and asked 
that it be introduced as a committee 
proposal. 

The vote was not unanimous, but no 
member asked to be recorded as voting 
against it. 

McGill was the only person to appear 
before the committee, which will set up 
hearings for proponents and opponents. 

Kansans for Life at Its Best, the state's 
anti-liquor organization, is the staunchest 
opponent. The Rev. Richard Taylor Jr., 

Topeka, president of that group, has said 
repeatedly he believes he has commitments 
from more than the 14 senators needed to 
block two-thirds approval. 

MCGILL TOLD the committee the issue is 
more whether voters should have the chance 
to vote on it than whether legislators support 
or opposed it. 

He said letting people vote on the pari- 
mutuel proposal has been endorsed by the 
Kansas Farm Bureau, Kansas Livestock 
Association, Kansas Association of Com- 
merce and Industry, Kansas State 
Federation of Labor, AFL-CIO, Kansas 
Sheriffs Association and the Kansas County 
Fair Association. 

He also said a poll commissioned by the 
quarterhorse association last fall showed 71 
percent of Kansans support a vote on the 
issue. 

Under the resolution, the Legislature 
would dictate conditions under which the 
racing would be conducted and the state 
would closely scrutinize it. In addition, it 
would be on a local option basis, and 
revenue derived from taxing the betting 
would be earmarked to reduce local 
property taxes. 

McGill said the proposal is patterned after 
the Nebraska law. 

SEISMIC ANALYST TRAINEES 
Be a part of the crucial search for oil and gas reserves. Apply your 

degree to the fullest, learn more than you ever imagined you could and 
earn an outstanding salary. 

Seismograph is looking for seismic analyst trainees. Requirements are 
a degree in geophysics, electrical engineering, computer science, or 
physics. Graduates with degrees in mathematics or geology may also 
qualify. All must have an indomitable spirit that welcomes challenge. 

Seismograph Service Corporation is an international geophysical 
exploration company involved in wireline services for oil and gas wells and 
the collection and formulation of raw seismic data. 

Talk with us. Or write: Personnel Director, Box 1590, Tulsa, 
Oklahoma 74102. Phone: 918-627-3330. 

c& Seismograph Service Corporation 
A SUBSIDIARY OF RAYTHEON COMPANY 

THE SEISMOGRAPH 
EXECUTIVE. 

We will be on campus for interviews on: February 3rd 
Contact your placement office for an appointment and educational requirements. 

SEISMOGRAPH SERVICE CORPORATION IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
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Bill to strip KCC power, deregulate co-op groups 

Senate Democrat calls for proceedings halt 
TOPEKA (AP) -As a committee hearing 

opened Tuesday on a bill to strip power from 
the Kansas Corporation Commission and 
deregulate electric cooperative groups, a 
Democratic senator called for a halt to the 
proceedings and transfer of the matter to 
another panel. 

Sen. Tom Rehorn, D-Kansas City, made 
the requests in a letter sent to Senate Ways 
and Means Qommittee Chairman Paul Hess, 
R-Wichita, who is presiding over the 
hearings. 

In the letter, delivered just hours before 
the panel began hearing testimony on the 
bill, Rehorn criticized Republican Senate 
leadership for its assignment of the measure 
to a committee which normally deals with 
appropriations matters. 

"This measure completely changes the 
traditional approach used to protect the best 
interests of Kansas ratepayers and I can't 
believe Kansas ratepayers will be satisfied 
if the Kansas Senate ultimately approves 
this extraordinary proposal by using an 
extraordinary committee assignment to 
bring the measure to the Senate floor," 
Rehorn wrote.. 

THE BILL WOULD remove the 
regulatory agency's authority over the 
organization and any contractual 
agreements of electric co-op associations 
and municipal energy groups. 

Specifically, the bill is aimed at negating 
the KCC's involvement in a controversial 
deal restricting the sale of a 17 percent 
share of the Wolf Creek nuclear power plant 
to a group of 27 co-ops called Kansas 
Electric Power Cooperative Inc., or KEPCo. 

The commission approved the sale in 
October, but required that KEPCo pay no 

U.S. inflation 
to be influenced 
by food prices 

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) - Retail food 
prices may increase 12 to 15 percent in 1981, 
replacing oil as America's inflationary 
culprit, an economist for the Federal 
Reserve Bank of Kansas City predicts. 

The economist, Marvin Duncan, warned 
that higher product costs plus increases in 
transportation, processing and marketing 
costs would push prices up at a faster rate 
than 1980's 9 percent climb. 

Duncan, in an economic review, forecast 
that agricultural export sales in fiscal 1981 
may approach $49 billion, compared with a 
record $40.5 billion in 1980. 

Farmers will be watching closely as 
Congress hammers out new farm legislation 
dealing with food stamps, agriculture 
credit, dairy price supports, target prices, 
grain reserve, soil conservation, exports 
and rural transportation, he said. 

Widespread drought in the United States 
and grain production problems abroad have 
markedly changed the outlook for grain 
prices during 1981, Duncan said. 

"An abundant supply of wheat, feed 
grains and soybeans in the winter of 1980 has 
been changed to a relatively tight supply" 
for 1981, Duncan said. "Indeed, if further 
serious production problems occur in the 
world before the 1981 harvest, U.S. 
producers can expect explosive grain price 
increases—especially for feed grains and 
soybeans." 

Duncan called 1981 "a year of promise for 
American agriculture," but warned that 
inflation could absorb much of the expected 
increase in net farm income. 

Livestock prices are expected to be up 
somewhat over 1980 prices, but the higher 
prices are expected to test the strength of 
consumer demand by mid-1981. Moreover, 
the livestock producers' profit margin in 
1981 may be narrow because of high feed 
costs. 

more than 17 percent of $1.5 billion, the 
estimated cost of the east-central Kansas 
plant when hearings were held on the matter 
last summer. Since then, the price tag has 
risen to $1.7 billion, and the two utilities 
owners of the joint project—Kansas Gas and 
Electric Co. and Kansas City Power and 
Light Co.,—say they cannot consummate 
the agreement because of the restriction. 

THE THREE COMPANIES have ap- 
pealed the KCC order to a district court. But 
last week, the three persuaded the Ways and 
Means Committee to draft and introduce the 
bill which could render the court action 
moot. 

"If the Legislature decides to deregulate 
rural electric cooperatives, what reason is 
left for regulating any Kansas utility? When 
such basic changes are proposed, I believe 
they should be considered by the com- 
mittees which have the necessary 
knowledge, expertise, experience and 
staff," Rehorn said. 

The postponement was requested to allow 
for testimony in the hearing by co-op 
members instead of just the company 
lobbyists and top officials. Many co-op 
board members are attending a national 
cooperative convention in California this 
week, Rehorn said. 

REHORN, WHO IS NOT a Ways and 
Means member, said in an interview that he 
fears the Senate bill would set a dangerous 
precedent leading to further erosion of KCC 
power to be a watchdog over utilities. 

Both Hess and Senate President Ross 
Doyen, R-Concordia, rejected the 
criticisms, and said the hearings would 
continue. Hess also said he had no plans to 
extend invitations to individual co-op board 
members to appear and present testimony. 

Doyen, asked about the committee 
assignment, said, "It had nothing to do with 
whether it would get preferential treat- 
ment." 

WAYS AND MEANS was chosen, he said, 
because it had conducted hearings on the 
commission in the last session and was 
familiar with its workings. 

During the hearings, KEPCo president 
Charles Ellis, of Clay Center, assailed the 
KCC order and said it was a financially 
burden on all three companies. 

"The corporation commission has undone 
a carefully worked out plan for KEPCo to 
become a part owner of Wolf Creek and it 
has, at the same time, caused the cost of 
Wolf Creek to increase," Ellis charged. 

Are You A Single Mother 
Going to K-State? 

We have a support group 
for you!!! 

M.O.R.E. (Mothers Organizing 
Resources and Energy) offers: 
support, special interest pro- 
grams and establishing a min- 
imal child care co-op. First 
Meeting: is January 28th at 
7 p.m. at K-State Room in the 
Kansas State Bank in Westloop. 
If you need a ride or can share 
one let us know! 532-6541. Chil- 
dren Are Welcome! 

««o«S »06 

CHRI/TV   E/PinO/fl 
MRS.    KANSAS    19SO 

conducting DANCE - EXERCISE classes: Let 1981 
be Your year to shine. Lose INCHES & TONE UP for 
an exciting YOU. 

Sss 
Call 456-9761 

Attend FREE trial 
session, Monday 

Feb. 2 
Bluemont School 
Gym 7:00 p.m. 

1 k state union 
upc feature films 

Terrifying monitrr of the age* 
raging with pent-up passion*! 

. with every man hi* mortal enemy 
. . and a woman's beauty his prey! 

MIDNIGHT MOVIE 

CREATURE 
FROM THE 
BUCK 
IAG00N 

FRI. A SAT. 
FORUM HALL 
JAN. 30, 31 

FIRST YEAR OUT OF COLLEGE. 
FRANK QUACKENBUSH RENOVATED THREE 

BUILDINGS, WORKED ON A DAM, PAVED A ROAD, 
AND BUILT TWO CHOPPER PADS 

"Most of the engineers I grad- 
uated with probably wound up as an 
assistant engineer to somebody else. 
Maybe doing the details for somebody 
else's design or supervising some 
small aspect of construction 

"But my first year as an 
Engineer Lt., I've designed many of 
my own projects and supervised the 
construction on everything from 
baseball dugouts to the concrete work 
on a dam. Earthmoving, grading, fill- 
ing, paving, concrete work, masonry 
-you name it, I've supervised it. 

"Whether I stay in the 
Army or go into civilian construction 
work later, I've got experience that 
some engineers won't have when 
they're 30!" 

Army ROTC got Frank 
Quackenbush off to a good start in his 
field. It can do the same for you 
whether you're a civil engineer or an 
English major. For more information 
stop by the Army ROTC office on 
campus. 

And begin your future as 
an officer. 

For more information 
contact: 
Professor of Military Science 
Kansas State University 
Manhattan, KS 66506 
Phone: (913)532-6754 

2nd Li Frank Quackenbush majored in civil 
engineerings! the University of Arizona and was 
a member of Army ROTC 

1YROTC. 
BE ALL YOU CAN 

J 
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SGA election sign-up 
closes at 5 p.m. today 

The deadline for K-State students to file 
for student government elections is 5 p.m. 
today at the SGA office in the Union. 

Cheri Rolph, election committee chair- 
man, said approximately 55 students had 
filed as of Tuesday but she is expecting 
"quite a few more." 

"We'd like to have at least 100 people 
(register), two for every position," Susan 
Angle, coordinator of student activities, 
said. 

There are 49 seats available to students 
divided among the various colleges. The 
breakdown gives seven seats to the College 

of Agriculture, four to the College of 
Architecture and Design, 13 to the College of 
Arts and Sciences, seven to the College of 
Business Administration, two to the College 
of Education, seven to the College of 
Engineering,' four to the Graduate School, 
four to the College of Home Economics and 
one to the College of Veterinary Medicine. 

Rolph said the slow rate of registrations 
this year is no different from last year. 

"By the filing deadline, we had over 100 
(last year). I hope to have that many this 
year," Rolph said. 

Elections will be Wednesday, Feb. 11. 

MCCAIN STUDENT BOARD 
WANTED! Students willing to distribute posters 
and to usher for McCain events. 
REWARD! Free tickets to selected events. 
Please come to an organizational meeting Wednesday, 
January 28,4:30 p.m. in the McCain Conference Room. 

Ship sinks in Java Sea; 
570 stiil unaccounted for 

JAKARTA, Indonesia (AP) — A burning 
Indonesian passenger ship sank Tuesday in 
the storm-tossed Java Sea and officials said 
S70 people were missing and feared drowned 
in what was believed to be the country's 
worst sea disaster. 

Government spokesmen said 566 of the 
1,136 people aboard the Tampomas 2 were 
rescued, but the fate of the others was 
unknown. 

A flotilla of 11 Indonesian navy vessels 
searched for survivors, but rough seas kept 
all but one from coming close to the burning 
ship. 

The 2,420-ton Tampomas 2 caught fire 
Sunday night while crossing the Java Sea 
from Jakarta to Ujung Pandang, 1,000 miles 
to the east. It was about 220 miles from its 
destination when the fire broke out, possibly 
in one of the 166 cars aboard. 

Indonesian officials said the fire caused 
"almost uncontrolled panic" among the 1054 
passengers and 82 crew members aboard. 

A government official said 149 panicked 
passengers who jumped into the sea Sunday 
night to get away from the fire were rescued 
by another Indonesian passenger boat, the 
KM. Sangihi. 

Three search and rescue aircraft were 
sent out Monday, but only one could find the 
ship. That plane reported three-fourths of 
the Tampomas 2 on fire, with people 
crowding the front of the vessel. 

The shipping sources said the crew 
brought the fire under control Monday af- 
ternoon. 

File 
TODAY 

for 
Student Body President, 
Student Senate, and 
Board of Student Publications 

«^fi> 
Due 5 p.m. 

HoltzHall 

Holly Near in Concert 
Saturday, Jan. 31,8:00 p.m. 
Central Junior High School, in Lawrence 

Tickets: 16.50 

Tickets available (in Lawrence) at these locations: Studies Office (2131 Wescoe Hall), 
Adventure Bookstore, Spinsters Bookstore, and New Earth Bookstore in Kansas City. 

X-COUNTRY SKI 
LEARN HOW 0« PERFECT lOUR CRosj-cOU"'1" SKI  SKILLS UITH 
* F0RNER OL'MIC COMPETITOR.  CAPTAIN pE'E  DASC0UIIAS. 
ALL LEVELS OF SKIERS WELCOME. 

Feb. 21    9-4 
td 

$12 
PRICE   II1CLU0ES EQUIPMENT 
AND  INSTRUCTION 

info   .. 
meeting:    THURSDAY FEB. S 

■ 7:00 P.H. 
I'llON ROOM 21} 

Sign'UP: RIUAr. FEB.  6 
• r 8:00 A.M. 

UNION ACTIVITIES CENTER 

1008  Cl 

dr\UA) - 

V •f2 (b+y2fl<b*s 
-£„<&+Dt v2<& '»1 
SOPHOMORES JUNIORS SENIORS GRADS 

IF THIS CATCHES YOUR EYE, YOU MAY QUALIFY TO EARN 
*900 PER MONTH DURING YOUR LAST 24 MONTHS OF STUDY 

We're looking for people with a year of Calculus and Physics to train in the nuclear 
power field after graduation and we're willing to pay you a salary of $900 per month for 
up to 24 months during your last years in school for your services. If you have decent 
grades, don't rule yourself out because of your major. Go ahead see if you can qualify. 
Call the Nuclear Programs Manager at 816-374-3433 collect or write: 

Bob Miller 
Navy Recruiting 
2420 Broadway 
Kansas City, Mo. 64108 

We'll be interviewing at your Placement Center on: February 17,18 and 19. 

NOT INTERESTED IN NUCLEAR POWER? WE'LL BE INTERVIEWING FOR CIVIL 
ENGINEERING, ENGINEERING DUTY, SURFACE WARFARE, AVIATION MAIN- 
TENANCE, ETC. ALSO. SIGN UP TODAY FOR A U.S. NAVY INTERVIEW •.. 
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KU women finally win 
on 'Cat's home court 

By MEGAN BARDSLEY 
Atst. Sports Editor 

It took 13 years, but the Kansas Jayhawks 
finally walked away from Ahearn Field 
House winners. 

The Lady Hawks defeated K-State last 
night 88-68 before a record 3,440 fans to snap 
the Wildcats' 21-game winning streak in 
Ahearn. 

The crowd, the largest ever to view a 
women's basketball game in Kansas, saw a 
dominating Jayhawk squad led by none 
other than Lynette Woodard. 

Woodard, who many rate as the top 

Sports 
female basketball player in the nation, 
scored 24 points and pulled down seven 
rebounds. But the 'Hawks' superstar, the 
all-time leading scorer in the Association of 
Intercollegiate Athletics for Women, didn't 
steal the show like she has been known to do. 

Tracy Claxton, a freshman from Con- 
necticut, was another major strength for the 
Lady Jayhawks. The 6-0 center led the KU 
squad with 19 rebounds, tying her personal 
record of 19 set against Wichita State. 

IN THE FIRST half, Claxton was seen 
under the basket either driving to score part 
of her 16 points or pulling down a rebound. 

Claxton's performance showed that the 
Jayhawk team isn't centered entirely on 
Woodard. 

"If two or three try to stop Lynette, we've 
got players who can come off the bench and 
fill in," Jayhawk coach Marion Washington 
said. "We've got four or five players, 
besides Lynette, who can do the job. Tracy 
happens to be one of the finest rebounders in, 
the nation. 

In the first half, the Wildcats tied the 
Jayhawks with only 30 seconds gone, but 
after that it was all KU's ballgame. 

THE WILDCATS stayed to within four of 
the Jayhawks but then KU started to pull 
away. Woodard and Megan Scott led the 
Jayhawk offensive with 12 and 10 points 
respectively, in the first half with the Lady 
Jayhawks leading by as many as 18. They 
went into the lockerroom sporting a 15 point 

lead. 
When the two teams took the floor after 

halftime, Kansas continued its aggressive 
attack and built its lead to 19 with 10:39 left. 
From then on it seemed like KU had the 
game in the bag but Washington kept four of 
her five starters on the court. 

"We weren't going to allow for the 
momentum to change," Washington said. 
"We have that kind of respect for K-State. 
Until the final buzzer, there was no way we 
were going to allow ourselves to get com- 
fortable." 

THE 'CATS NEVER got the momentum 
flowing, even though it appeared they might 
with 10:08 left. The Wildcats pumped in six 
points in 40 seconds to cut an 18-point 
Jayhawk lead to 12. But KU called a time out 
to halt the rally. 

The Wildcats had a frustrating night 
against the Hawks. Taryn Bachis led the 
scoring for the 'Cats with 18 points. Behind 
her was Kim Price with 16 and Dee Weinreis 
with 14. Weinreis led the rebounding with 
eight. 

Hickey was forced to use her bench to find 
some offensive punch against KU because 
starters Gayla Williams and Shelly Hughes 
combined to score only seven points. 

They were the better team," coach Lynn 
Hickey said. "We wouldn't go to the basket. 
In the second half we were hesitant on of- 
fense. On defense we were standing around 
and watching. We weren't anticipating at 
all." 

The 'Cats had a hard time geting its 1-3-1 
zone defense to stop the Jayhawks, who 
were 38 of 74 from the field. 

"Our 1-3-1 helped but they reverse the ball 
so quickly. We weren't anticipating so we 
couldn't get to the other side of the court 
where the ball was. There was no con- 
sistency at all." 

Kansas, tied with K-State at 3-0 before last 
night's game, moves into the top spot in the 
Region VI conference while the Wildcats 
drop to second. KU now has won seven 
games in a row while K-State has dropped 
three straight, two of them coming against 
the Lady Jayhawks. 

K-State, now 16-6, will face more con- 
ference action Friday when they host the 
Lady Jays from Creighton. Tipoff will be at 
7:30p.m. 

Staff photo by Cr«lg Ch»ndltr 

St»H photo by Cort And»r»on 

Disappointment... Dee Weinreis holds her head in her hands during the 
final minutes of the game. Weinreis's eight rebounds led the 'Cats but it 
wasn't enough as K-State lost to KU 88-68. 

KU brings win streak,ranking 
into showdown with Wildcats 

Backcourt grab...Wildcat forward Kim Price steals the ball away from 
KU's Tracy Claxton during the first half. Price finished the game with 16 
points. 

By ALLEN LEIKER 
Sports Editor 

There's something weird about this 
week. 

It just doesn't seem right. Kansas will 
make the trek down 1-70 tonight to face K- 
State in a 7:35 tipoff at Ahearn Field 
House. 

There's nothing weird about that, in 
itself. This will be the 193rd time the 
Sunflower State rivals have gone at each 
other. 

But on a Wednesday night? There's 
something wrong. One has to go back a 
few years to find the last time these bitter 
rivals went at it on a weeknight. 

For you trivia buffs, it was in the 1973- 
74 season. The two teams played both in 
Manhattan and Lawrence on Wed- 
nesdays that year, as is the setup this 
year. 

But that's not the only thing weird 
about tonight's game. K-State goes into it 
in a situation it has never been in since 
Jack Hartman has been here. The 
Wildcats have gotten off to a 1-3 start in 
Big 8 conference play. 

K-STATE'S LATEST defeat—a 65-63 
loss Saturday to an Oklahoma team 
which was picked to finish last in the 
league—puts it three games behind co- 
leaders Oklahoma State and KU. 

Neither team was expected to be 
looking down at the rest of the pack when 
the season began. But O-State has won 
nine straight games—including 90-83 in 
Ahearn last week—and KU has won 10 
straight, giving it a 14-2 record as it 
heads into what looms as a very im- 
portant game for K-State. 

The Jayhawks haven't lost since Dec. 

13, when then second-ranked Kentucky 
whipped them in Lexington 87-73. 

After that defeat, though, KU coach 
Ted Owens, indicating a need for more 
size inside, moved 6-10 Art Housey into 
the starting lineup at forward. 

HOUSEY IS AVERAGING 5.8 points 
and 6.2 rebounds a game, but his im- 
portance has gone beyond that. He plays 
the middle on KU's 3-2 zone defense (the 
same one K-State used so effectively last 
year with hyper-active Jari Wills an- 
choring it) which has worked well this 
year. 

Guards Tony Guy and Darnell 
Valentine lead the Jayhawks, who moved 
into the Associated Press basketball 
rankings this week for the first time this 
season (18th). Guy is scoring at a 16.1 clip 
and Valentine at a 15.2 clip. 

It's a balanced attack, though, as two 
other players—David Magley (11.5) and 
Victor Mitchell (10.4)—are scoring in 
double figures and two more are coming 
off the bench to contribute 
regularly—Booty Neal (8.4) and John 
Crawford (7.1). 

FOR K-STATE, it's a chance to gain 
some needed momentum. The Wildcats 
play three of their next four games at 
home, and another loss at this point 
might all but eliminate any hopes they 
had of winning the Big 8 title. 

Hartman was just as puzzled as 
everyone else Saturday at the way his 
team performed after gaining an eight- 
point lead in the second half. It's 
probably for certain, though, that he 
found something to say to his players 
early in the week in an attempt to light a 
fire under them. 
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Oregon State, Virginia share 
top AP basketball ranking 

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Those who think life is lonely at the top 

shouldn't look at who's No.l in the 
Associated Press college basketball poll. 

Oregon State, ranked No. 1 last week, and 
Virginia, last week's runner-up, shared the 
No.l ranking in the AP poll Tuesday after 
finishing in a tie for the top spot. 

"That's interesting, but you've got to be 
lucky to go undefeated this long," said 
Virginia Coach Terry Holland after learning 
his team was No. 1. "There are a lot of good 
basketball teams today and you can get beat 
on any night." 

Oregon State's Ralph Miller knows. 
The Beavers were extended to the limit 

last Saturday, edging Washington 97-91 in 
overtime. 

"Our lives have been cast," Miller said. 
"We're going to have to play every night 
because everybody wants to beat the No.l, 
unbeaten team." 

Or is that teams? 

OREGON STATE, 15-0, and Virginia, 16- 
0—the nation's only major college unbeaten 
teams—each received 29 first-place votes 
and 1,147 points from a nationwide panel of 
sports writers and broadcasters. Three 
members of the poll did not submit ballots 
this week, while one other tabbed Louisiana 
State for the No. 1 position. 

The Beavers held a 40-19 first-place vote 
advantage over Virginia last week and a 31- 
point margin. 

But the Cavaliers were awesome last 
week. They pounded then No. 19 Clemson 74- 
59, thrashed George Washington 86-56 and 
whipped a highly regarded Ohio State 89-73 
on national television as Ralph Sampson 

poured in 40 points. 
DePaul, 16-1, edged Louisiana State for 

the No.3 position, collecting 1,039 points—14 
more than the Tigers. LSU, 17-1, moved up a 
notch in the poll following triumphs over 
thenNo.6 Kentucky and then-No.8 Ten- 
nessee. 

ARIZONA STATE JUMPED two positions 
and claimed the No. 5 slot with 880 points. 
Wake Forest, knocked from the unbeaten 
ranks by North Carolina last week, slipped 
from a third-place tie to No. 6 with 826 
points. 

Kentucky was seventh with 766 points, 
while Notre Dame, Utah, and UCLA 
rounded out the Top 10. 

Notre Dame and Utah climbed five not- 
ches. The Irish collected 732 points, while 
the Utes, 17-1, garnered 638 points—16 more 
than the Bruins, 11-3. 

Tennessee headed the Second 10 and was 
followed by North Carolina, Iowa, 
Maryland, Brigham Young, South Alabama, 
Michigan, Kansas, Minnesota and Con- 
necticut. 

Last week's Second 10 was South 
Alabama, UCLA, Notre Dame, Utah, 
Illinois, Michigan, North Carolina, Brigham 
Young, Clemson and Connecticut. 

Kansas, 14-2 overall and winners of 10 
straight games, surfaced into the AP Top 
Twenty rankings at No. 18 for the first time 
this year after gaining wins over Missouri 
(63-55) and Colorado (66-59) last week. 

It's the first time a Big 8 team has entered 
the rankings since early in the season when 
Missouri was in the top 10 before dropping 
out of sight. 

Raiders honored; fans 
want them in Oakland 

OAKLAND (AP) — The Oakland Raiders 
were cheered Tuesday in a parade through 
the streets of the city that's fighting to keep 
the newly crowned Super Bowl champions 
from moving to Los Angeles. 

"It's great of you all to participate in 
celebrating the great victory we had Sun- 
day. It's fabulous," quarterback Jim 
Plunkett told the crowd of several thousand 
fans who packed the plaza at City Hall on a 
rainy day. 

After being driven in a motorcade along 
city streets, players and coaches spoke at a 
rally at City Hall. Mayor Lionel Wilson 
praised the Raiders for bringing their 
second Super Bowl title back to Oakland, but 
he also reminded the crowd that the city will 
continue the fight to keep the team. 

"The Oakland fans are the No.l fans 
anywhere in the country," offensive team 
captain Gene Upshaw said at the rally. 

"They can't take anything away from us 
now because we're No.l in the world," 
yelled Rod Martin, the linebacker who in- 
tercepted three passes in the 27-10 National 
Football League title victory over the 
Philadelphia Eagles Sunday. 

A majority of the Raiders took part in 
Tuesday's parade, although the team did not 
make participation mandatory. 

Several players did not return to Oakland 
from New Orleans on Monday. Some headed 
for Hawaii, where the Pro Bowl game will 
be played Sunday, and others went to their 
homes elsewhere in the country. 

Al Davis, the NFL's most controversial 
team owner, "is still in New Orleans and 
won't be back for two or three days," said Al 
LoCasale, the team's executive assistant. 

Davis served notice to the NFL last March 
that he intended to move the Raiders to the 

vacant Los Angeles Coliseum for the 1980 
season. He was blocked by court decisions 
and also by other NFL owners, who voted 
against the proposed franchise move. 

The Raiders' dispute in Oakland is mostly 
with management of the Oakland-Alameda 
County Coliseum. Davis charged that the 
Coliseum Commission refused to cooperate 
over the years when the Raiders asked for 
improvements they felt were necessary. 

The decision to move to Los Angeles was 
made after the Raiders' stadium lease 
expired and no agreement could be reached 
on a new one. 

Rook's Recreation 
Happy Hour 

4-6 p.m. 

Pitchers -$1°°, Glasses -25* 

FREE Popcorn 
All You Con Eat! 

Pocket Billards and Snooker 
Hours: 10:30 a.m. to 12:60 p.m. 

216 N. 3rd 

Rec 
Jan. 26 

thru 

Feb. 7 
0302 ffl 

k-state union 
bookstore 
25 years of service 1956-1«81 

■'in-SAit ^k*, BULOVA 

329 POYNTZ     776-6861 

THE GOLDEN TOEY AWAPDS 
• The Most Unerotic Concept in Pornography 
• The Worst Performance by an Animal 
• The Biggest Ripoff in Hollywood History 
• The Worst Performance by an Actor as Jesus Christ 
• The Most Ridiculous Monster in Screen History ELUS. 
IBAVD irilL/HJf If OTimiL 

Attack of the 50ft Woman 
Reef er Madness 
They Saved Hitler's Brain 
Plan 9 From Outer Space 

Terror of Tiny Town 
I Changed My Sex 
Beach Blanket Bingo 

iraum 
INCOI'OIAIi D 

PERSONAL 
GROWTH 
SEMINAR 

February 20 & 21 

1021 Denison Ave. 

Cost: Student $21 
Non-Students *27 

BI/POLAR Uses a phychological inventory process that leads you to a better un- 
derstanding of your strengths and potentials; better understanding of 
others and appreciation of their differences; more self confidence and 
more confidence in your relationships with others; insights into how to 
communicate more effectively with other people; and a practical plan of 
action for your own personal growth. These are big claims, but those who 
have had personal experience with BI/POLAR know those claims will be 
accomplished. 
Because you will receive a set of inventories to be filled out by yourself 
and 5 other people— 
YOU MUST DECIDE SOON!! 
Registration deadline is February 4. 

Call 539-4281 to register or for additional information. 

Sponsored by Ecumenical Christian Ministries 

CROSS COUNTRY SKI CLINIC 
Monday, February 2,7:30 p.m. 

at THE PATHFINDER 
Capt. Pete Dascoulias, member U.S. Olympic Biathlon Team will discuss technique and 
equipment and show films on ski touring, racing, and training for cross country. 

Register now for a free, fun, and informative evening 
for beginning and advanced skiers. 

at 

1111 Moro 1HEPATHFIKI>EJ\ 539-5639 
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Professors claim K-State safe 
despite KU student's suit 

ByJIMLAURENCIG 
Collegian Reporter 

K-State laboratory procedures will not 
change, despite a $21,000 settlement which 
was approved by the Kansas Legislature's 
Joint Committee on Claims Against the 
State to a University of Kansas student who 
contracted typhoid fever in a laboratory 
class. 

Ray Sieradzan, a KU senior, contracted 
the disease after coming in contact with 
Salmonella typhi, the organism that causes 
the disease. 

The suit, which was filed in November and 
is awaiting final approval by the 
Legislature, charged that negligent 
laboratory procedures led to Sieradzan's 
contracting typhoid fever. The suit was 
settled out of court, so the question of 
negligence was never addressed. 

UNIVERSITY OFFICIALS indicated they 
do not foresee the problem at KU forcing 
any procedural changes at K-State. 

"We have had no problems at all," 
Embert Coles, head of the Department of 
Laboratory Medicine at the Veterinary 
Medicine Complex, said. "We are not doing 
anything differently, but we have become 
more aware. We are in the process of 
establishing a safety committee to continue 
to review and upgrade our procedures." 

The chances of infection at K-State are 
small, James Urban, associate professor of 
microbiology, said. 

"We do not use that organism (Salmonella 
typhi), nor do we use any organism that is 
recognized as a frank pathogen," Urban 
said. A pathogen is a disease-causing 
organism. 

The Division of Biology labs use bacteria, 
but the bacteria used are generally benign 
and non-pathogenic, he said. The bacteria 
have lived in a lab culture environment for 
so long that it is unlikely they could survive 
in a living host. 

Secretary postpones 
gasohol plant loans 
pending investigation 

WASHINGTON (AP) — Agriculture 
Secretary John Block on Tuesday rescinded, 
at least temporarily, more than $350 million 
in federal loan guarantees for fuel alcohol 
plant construction pending a full in- 
vestigation into their legality. 

In a letter to the acting director of the 
Farmers Home Administration (FmHA), 
Block said the former department inspector 
general had raised "serious questions 
regarding the thoroughness of the review 
procedures utilized and the manner of 
obligation for a number of these loan 
guarantees." 

Block ordered the FmHA to halt "all 
further approval, processing and disbur- 
sement of these and all other loans" pending 
completion of the audits and any other in- 
vestigations that might be warranted. 

Block moved to stop the loan guarantees 
issued by the Carter administration a month 
before the fall election after the potential 
problems were uncovered during survey 
audits of the FmHA Business and Industrial 
Loan Program by then-Inspector General 
Thomas McBride. 

In a memorandum to Block on Monday, 
McBride recommended that the IS loan 
guarantees totaling $341.6 million be 
blocked pending further investigation. 

"Single Parent 
Survival Series" 

First Topic: "Collective 
Living" with Ann Bristow 

and Cathy Stockpole 

Thurs., Jan. 29th 
at noon in 

State Room No. 3 
Bring Lunch! 

Sponsored by Women's Resource 
Center and M.O.R.E. 

"It would be like raising a lion in a zoo, 
and then setting it free and expecting it to 
fend for itself," Urban said. 

THE   SAFETY   PROCEDURES   are 
similar in the laboratory medicine depar- 
tment. Instructors in the Department of 
Laboratory Medicine demonstrate 
procedures that involve dangerous 
organisms, Coles said. These sessions are 
not hands-on labs for students. 

"We treat every organism as though it 
were capable of infecting man," Coles said. 
"Any organism that is dangerous we use 
only for demonstration." 

This does not mean any lab is completely 
safe. 

"There is the potential for any organism 
to cause a disease under the right con- 
ditions," Urban said. "The relative 
susceptibility to infection can vary from day 
today." 

Urban emphasized the department's 
safety record. 

"We have good, reliable, relatively strict 
laboratory procedures, and we emphasize 
proper technique," Urban said. "I suspect 
that by now, 2,400 plus students have gone 
through labs that I have been involved in 
teaching and I'm not aware of a single 
problem, not even an infected finger." 

HELP WANTED! 
Fone Coordinator 

Description: The Coordinator of the Fone will be responsible for the running and 
maintenance of the Fone as a student social service. He/she should have a working 
knowledge of the responsibilities and duties of the Fone. These responsibilities and 
duties shall consist of: Financial management; Outreach activities; Resources and 
referrals; Inreach activities; Reports to all funding sources, community agencies, 
professionals and SGA; Board of Directors and Fone's Executive Committee. A more 
detailed job description is available upon request at the SGA office. 

Fone Assistant Coordinator 
Description: The Assistant Coordinator of the Fone will be responsible for assisting 
the Coordinator in the running and maintenance of the Fone as a student social ser- 
vice. He/she should have a working knowledge of the responsibilities and duties of the 
Fone. These responsibilities and duties shall consist of assisting the Coordinator in the 
following: Financial management; Outreach activities; Resources and referrals; 
Inreach activities; Reports; Board of Directors and Fone's Executive Committee; 
and Coordination of drug-related counseling and activities. A more detailed job 
description is available upon request at the SGA office. 

Applications and more information are available at the 
SGA office. Applications are due by 5 P.M., January 29. 

SGS is an equal opportunity employer. 

r 
Come Home 

to the Chef Cafe 
A Student Tradition For Over 40 Years 

% 

Chicken Fried 
Steak 

only $2.50 
with pan gravy, 

potatoes, vegetables 
and dessert 

Reg. $3.10 

5-8 p.m. only 

Expires Feb. 4,1981 

20% Off 
any Item on 
the menu on 
Monday night 

5-8 p.m. only 

Expires Feb. 4,1881 

Free 
Piece of 

home baked 
pie with any 
purchase of 

$2.50 or more 

5-8 p.m. only 

Expires Feb. 4,1981 

Saturday 
Special 

25#) off any 
breakfast 

item till 11:00 a.m. 

50$ off any 
luncheon item 

till 3:00 p.m. 
75$ off any 
dinner item 
till 7:00 p.m. 

Expires Feb. 4,1981 

$3.50 Off 
Meal Tickets 
regularly $20 

for food purchases 
are now just 

$16.50 
Expires Feb. 4,1981 

Homemade 
Soup Special 

Whatever the 
official temperature 

is at 10:00 a.m. 
is what we will 
sell a bowl of 

soup for. 

5-8 p.m. only 

Expire* Feb. 4,1981 

Discounts good only with coupon. 

Watch the Collegian for new coupons every Monday. 

& 

The Chef Cafe 
111 S. 4th St.-Downtown Manhattan 

J/j 
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Polish workers resume strikes, Collegian 
seek revised work hours, laws classifieds 

WARSAW, Poland (AP) - Workers 
staged warning strikes in a dozen Polish 
cities Tuesday to press for a variety of 
demands while student strikers seeking an 
end to required courses in Marxism at the 
University of Lodz won support from other 
schools. 

Meanwhile, a member of the ruling 
Politburo called for a purge of associates of 
former Communist Party leader Edward 
Gierek, blamed in part for a wave of strikes 
that were his downfall last September. 

As the new strikes rippled across Poland, 
the possibility of a general strike loomed in 
southern industrial and coal regions. 
Independent union leader Lech Walesa 
negotiated with angry farmers seeking their 
own union and calling for support of a 
possible general strike today. 

Walesa met with hundreds of angry 
farmers and workers in Rzeszow, 90 miles 
east of Krakow. In a related protest, IS 
farmers staged a hunger strike in a Roman 
Catholic church at Swidnica, the union said. 

The strikes prompted the first comment in 
weeks from East Germany, one of the most 
vociferous critics of Solidarity. The East 
German news agency ADN cited letters to 
the Polish Communist Party daily Try buna 
Ludu in its attack and said they showed "the 
growing concern over the future of Poland.'' 

Polish state radio, while listing scattered 
strikes, emphasized the normal operation of 

railways in a report that appeared aimed at 
assuring the Soviet Union that lines of 
supply and transport for its Polish garrisons 
were secure. 

Ongoing strikes, stemming from the 
summer labor rebellion over a steep in- 
creases in meat prices, have raised fears of 
possible Soviet intervention. 

Fresh reports of strikes appeared as 
Tuesday wore on. 

The issues include demands for a 40-hour, 
five-day workweek, revised laws on cen- 
sorship and unions and access to state-run 
media. Last week saw numerous protests 
over the government's refusal to abandon 
the current 46-hour, six-day workweek. 

Some 5,000 students occupy university 
buildings in Lodz, 75 miles south of here, to 
demand a choice of courses in political 
science and economics, autonomy of some 
groups from the Ministry of Education, 
barring of police from campus and access to 
printing facilities. 

A student leader said delegations were 
sent to Warsaw and Krakow, Poland's 
major student centers, to seek support from 
their peers. 

Walesa asked the farmers in Rzeszow to 
tone down their demands "because of the 
very tense situation" there and elsewhere, a 
union spokesman said. The farmers there. 
and in Swidnica have sought registration of 
"Rural Solidarity" since October. 

News of Reagan's economic plans 
causes stock prices to surge ahead 

NEW YORK (AP) - Stock sprices surged 
ahead Tuesday, ending a six-day skid, as oil 
stocks rebounded on news that President 
Reagan would issue his long-awaited order 
lifting oil price and allocation controls 
Wednesday. 

The Dow Jones average of 30 industrials 
rose 10.58 to 949.49 after losing more than 33 
points in the previous six sessions. Trading 
was active. 

The market halted its recent slide as in- 
vestors reacted to statements by Reagan 
administration officials on the president's 
economic plans, including word that Reagan 
would make a televised economic address to 
the nation next week. 

Treasury Secretary Donald Regan said 
the administration could balance the federal 
budget within two years. 

Heating oil futures 
rise; market varied 

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
The price of heating oil futures rose 

sharply Tuesday following reports that 
price controls would be lifted on domestic oil 
and that the latest Iraqi attack on Iran 
would further tighten supplies of foreign oil. 

Prices on most futures contract months 
rose 2 cents a gallon, which is as much as 
they are allowed to gain in a day under New 
York Mercantile Exchange rules. The 
contract for February delivery was 102.30 
cents a gallon. 

Prices on grain and soybean futures ex- 
cept wheat closed higher on the Chicago 
Board of Trade. 

At the close, soybeans were 5to cents to 
10% cents higher, the contract for March 
delivery was $7.42 a bushel; wheat was 6 
cents to 8Vfe cents lower, March 84.70V4 a 
bushel; corn was 3 cents to 4% cents higher, 
March $3.65 Mz a bushel; oats were 2 cents to 
4 cents higher, March $2.18% a bushel. 

On the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, live 
cattle were .10 cent to .65 cent lower, 
February 62.10 cents a pound; feeders were 
.30 cent lower to .10 cent higher, March 74.47 
cents a pound; hogs were .83 cent lower to 
.43 cent higher, February 44.92 cents a 
pound; pork bellies were 1.45 cents to 2 cents 
lower, February 54.07 cents a pound. 

As on Monday, copper pulled away from 
the influence of the precious metals to 
closed higher. On the Commodity Exchange 
Inc. in New York, gold was $1 to $20.80 
lower, January $520.50 a troy ounce; silver 
was 12 cents higher to 50 cents lower, 
January $13.44 a troy ounce. 

Other big gainers were steel stocks. U.S. 
Steel, the nation's largest producer/climbed 
2V8 to 26 after reporting net income for the 
final 1980 quarter of $504.5 million. 

Precious-metals issues, which were big 
losers on Monday, rebounded with sharp 
gains. The aerospace stocks also fared well, 
in contrast to the previous session. 

Big board volume was 42.26 million 
shares, up from 35.38 million on Monday. 

Standard & Poor's index off 400 industrial 
stocks rose 1.57 to 149.08, and S&P's 500- 
stock index gained 1.28 to 131.12. 

The NASDAQ composite index for the 
over-the-counter market closed at 197.18, up 
1.05. 

On the American Stock Exchange, the 
market value index rose 4.84 to 343.41. 

The NYSE's composite index of common 
stocks rose 0.74 to 75.19. 

SELF SERVE 

GASOLINE 
t 

GAS0H0L 
U.S. 

POST OFFICE 

KEYS MADE 
2706 

ANDERSON 

MINI 
CON Vf Nil UCt 

1102 
LARAMIE 

MAf?T 

DlapiayClaeeHledRalea 
One day: $3.00 par Inch; Thraa days: $2.85 per Inch; Flva 

days: S2.75 par Inch; Ten days: $2 60 per Inch 
5p.m. 2 

day: $3.00 per Inch; Three days: $2.85 per Inch; Five 
2.75 per Inch; Ten days: $2.60 per Inch. (Deadline Is 
days before publication) 

Classified advertising Is available only to those who do not 
discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, national 
origin, sex or ancestry. 

 FOR SALE  
ADULT GAG gifts and novelties—birthday, anniversary, get 

well, or just for fun. Treasure Chest, Aggleville. (Itf) 

FIREWOOD FOR Sale: seasoned mixed woods $55/cord, $30 
large pickup load. Split, delivered and stacked. 1458-8212. 
(81-100) 

ONE NON reserved basketball ticket for KU and MU Best of- 
fer. Call Mike at 532-3938. (8448) 

AKC COCKER Spaniel puppies. For more Information, call 
7780197 after 5:00 p.m. (84-88) 

(Continued on page 19) 

MOTOWN 
MANHATTAN 

Wildcats vs. Jayhawks 
Live on Midtown's 

Big Screen Sony 

$1M WELL HIGHBALLS   § 
Tonight 

WWW 

Sign Up for a 
Spring Break Trip 

Today! 

7:00 a.m.-3:O0 p.m. 
in the K-State Union 

Daytona Trip-Activities Center (3rd floor) 
Padre Island Trip-Conference Center (2nd floor) 

Ski the Summit Trip- Conference Center (2nd floor) 

ion    kmr 

Lucille' S     DOG DAYS SALE 
3 DAYS-THURS.-FRI.—SAT. 

Open 
NITES 

TILS 
closed Sunday 

* Sweaters— luxurious velours & knit pullovers— NOW 6.99, 9.99,11.99 
* Blazers—velveteen or corduroy, Reg. to $60—NOW $32.95 
* Coordinates— blazers, skirts, pants, Jrs. & Misses—50-60% Of f 
* CoatS— entire stock Winter Coats & Jackets—$15.00 & Up 
* DreSSeS— Hi fashion by Kay Windsor, etc.—20 to 30 to 50% Off 
* New Arrivals— long, lacey, ribboned voiles Prom Dresses—$48 Up 

Layaway, Mastercharge; also for weddings & parties 
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INFINITY 3000P high efficiency speakers, Phillips AF829 
electronically controlled turntable with ortofon low mass 
cartridge, Phillips AF384 40 watt amplifier. All new with full 
warranties. Call Larry, 77*0537 (8448) 

1975 VEGA staton wagon with radio and air conditioning, 
$1150.00. Call 5390425 (8448) 

1878 FIREBIRD, Skybird Edition, 31.000 miles, light blue 
Priced right Call 539-7108 (8549) 

SPINNING WHEEL, new Ashlord 2 speed Traveller,' already 
assembled, stained, and oiled Call 5394746, afternoons or 
evenings (88-90) 

ADJUSTABLE DRAFTING table, 24'x36", $35.00; ladles 
black ballet slippers, size 5 V», $5.00. Call 778 4880 (86-901 

NEW TIRES: 078x14; HR78x15 Good, used: A78x13; 
C78x14; H78x14; BR78X13 10 speed bike Linens. 
Bumper pooltable. Record player Reasonable 539-8671. 
(87-90) 

GRAPHIC EQUALIZER, ADC Sound Shaper 1. Five band, left 
and right channels, $70. Call Jeff at 537-1651 (8649) 

BUICK WILDCAT, 1988, power steering, power brakes, new 
tires, new battery, excellent condition, $500. 776-9279 or 
532-6180 (Christine). (8645) 

VOLKSWAGON SCIROCCO, 1975, sporty, 33 mpg highway, 
with cassette/AM/FM stereo or just AM/FM radio. 776-9279 
or 5324180 (Christine). (86-95) 

1968 VW Bug engine, $300. 1967 Sprite-Midget transmission. 
$250. 1986 XK-E Jaguar transmission. $200. 1971 VW Bug 
transaxle, $150. All are In good condition and will fit many 
different years. 539-2815 after 6:00 p.m. (8648) 

1980 YAMAHA Y2 125 Perfect and never raced After 2:00 
p.m., call 539-3723. (87-90) 

TWO MOTORCYCLES for sale: 0T 250 Yamaha and RM-370 
Suzuki. Must sell. Call 776-5852 after 5:00 p.m. (87-91) 

BY OWNER: nice two bedroom house with basement apart- 
ment, one block east of campus, $40,000. Call 537-1669 
(87-90) 

WHY PAY rent? Why drive? Call 537-2519 for advantages of 
living In N. Campus Courts. 10 'x45' trailer for sale. (87-90) 

1975 AMC Hornet, air, power steering, 6-cylinder. automatic, 
great condition. Call 539-2135. (87-90) 

1974 MUSTANG, 65,000 miles, power steering, air con- 
ditioning, automatic transmission, AM/FM 8-lrack Ex- 
cellent condition. Must sell. $2000 or best offer. Call 776- 
0892, Brends (88-90) 

MUST SELL—1974 Laguna, power, air, AM/FM 8-track, ex- 
cellent condition, $1200 or best offer. Call 539-4987. Keep 
trying. (8842) 

TEAC CX271 tape deck, Sanyo receiver, JCX 2300KR, 25 wat- 
ts per channel. Call 539-3057 after 5:30 p.m. for details. (88- 
90) 

STEREO EQUALIZER, Fishes Studio Standard. Must sell. 
Call after 5:00 p.m., 776-1143 (88-90) 

1968 MUSTANG, good condition, 82,000 miles. Make an of- 
fer. Call Janet, 532-5154. (88-92) 

FOR SALE-two KSU-KU basketball tickets for tonight's 
game. Call 532-5376. (88) 

 ROOMMATE WANTED  
FEMALES TO share furnished house at 1005 Vattler, private 

bedrooms, laundry, $50 up. Call 5394401. (78-107) 

LARGE APARTMENT, fireplace, dishwasher, own bedroom, 
$160 month plus utilities. Call Bill, 539-1093. (7948) 

FEMALES TO share furnished house at 1122 Vattler, private 
bedroom, $85.00 Call 5394401. (81-100) 

LIBERAL WOMAN needed to cook and clean In exchange for 
room »nd board Will need car If student. Call 537-1117 af- 
ter 700pm (8448) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted, spacious apartment, $75 
month Call 532-5360 or 776-5285 (86-90) 

NEED THIRD roommate for two bedroom apartment. Kit- 
chen, bath, all utilities paid, $85.00 monthly. Call 1-266- 
3136or539-2150 (8690) 

LIBERAL, NONsmoklng female to share two-bedroom 
house. $100 plus Vi utilities Must like pets. 537-7873 after 
4:00 pm (87-90) 

FEMALE: PRIVATE bedroom, fireplace, V* utilities Need car. 
Call 539-5240. (88-90) 

ROOMMATE NEEDED to share nice two-bedroom semi- 
furnished apartment Call 537-4320 afternoons. (88-91) 

NEED THREE people to share apartment, 1421 McCain, 
(Mont Blue Apartments) beginning June 1st. Rent would 
be one-fourth of $385.00 per month. Need to know Wed- 
nesday. January 28th. 4.30 p.m. at the latest. Call 776-7201, 
leave message. (88) 

FOR RENT 
COSTUMES. MASKS, periodical clothing, accessories, all 

types make-up. Grass skirts, lets, bunny and mouse ears 
and more. Treasure Chest, Aggievllle. (1tf) 

TYPEWRITER RENTALS, electrics and manuals, day. week 
or month. Buzzells, 511 Leavenworth, across from post 
office. Call 776 9469. (Itf) 

CALL CELESTE 
For 

Wildcat Inn Apts. 
Summer, Fall 
Spring, 1981-82 

We are now 
issuing firm 

contracts in all 
Wildcat Inns for 

Summer and Fall 
1981 and Spring— 
1982. Now is the 

time to get 
guaranteed 
apartment 

assignments 
539-5001 for information. 

RENTAL TYPEWRITERS: Excellent selection. Including IBM 
Selectrlcs. Service most makes of typewriters. Hull Busi- 
ness Machines, (Aggievllle), 715 N. 12th, 539-7931. (86tf) 

FURNISHED, CARPETED rooms at 400 N. 11th, S65 up, 
kitchen and laundry, free parking, bills paid. Call 537-4233. 
(78-107) 

FARM HOUSE, 10 miles from Manhattan. Recently remod- 
eled, kids, yes. indoor pets, no. Deposit, references. Con- 
sider families only Call 1-4564605. (88-92) 

BASEMENT APARTMENT, one bedroom, close to campus 
Furnished. $125.00. Call 776-1966 (8448) 

ONE BEDROOM apartment, central air, furnished. Close to 
campus, $230 00 month. Call 776-7497. (8448) 

SUMMER LEASE, one bedroom, furnished w/alr condi- 
tioning, $135/month Close to campus. Call 776-3398, keep 
trying. (8549) 

APARTMENT, ONE bedroom, shower, private entrance, heat 
and water paid, $135/mo. Call 776-3800. (88-91) 

EXCELLENT HOUSING opportunity for the right person 
Close to campus. Periling. Call 537-7213 anytime (88-92) 

 SUBLEASE  
SUBLEASE FOR summer months: two bedroom apartment, 

fully furnished and carpeted, dishwasher. Close to cam- 
pus. Call 776-9096 (8549) 

HELP WANTED 
CAMP STAFF wanted for Camp Lincoln/Camp Lake Hubert a 

Minnesota resident summer camp. A strong commitment 
to working with children required along with skills In ac- 
tivities. Sign up for Interviews on campus January 30th at 
the Placement Center. (8140) 

ULN—K'State's Information and Assistance Center—needs 
2 part-time people. Position requires knowledge of cam- 
pus, maturity, enthusiasm, and creativity. Apply In the ULN 
office, 205 Falrchild, before 5:00 p.m. Wednesday. January 
28(8648) 

A STUDENT to perform general office duties and State of 
Kansas Notary Public work (commission paid by SGA) in 
the Student Government Services office on the ground 
floor of the K State Union. Prefer someone who will be 
available for at least one and a half years, will qualify for 
work study eligibility in the Fall of 1961. and who can work 
over the lunch hours and on Friday afternoons (10 hrs.f 
week). Starting salary Is $3 35/tir Applications available In 
the SGA office. Application deadline is 5 00 p.m. Friday, 
January 30. (87-90) 

THE RILEY County Noxious Weed Department is accepting 
applications for the position of skilled laborer. This Is a full 
time, 6 month position involving sprayer operation on 
public and private lands, maintenance of spray equipment, 
aspects of weed control, park maintenance, election booth 
set-up, and snow removal. Applicants must have a valid 
driver's license and possess good driving skills. Persons 
with agricultural or pesticide application experience 
preferred. Application can be made at 2711 Anderson, 
Manhattan, Kansas, until February 6,1981. Riley County is 
an affirmative action/equal opportunity employer. (87-95) 

SCHOOL BUS drivers needed full and part-time. No ex- 
perience necessary. Will train. Excellent secondary in- 
come. Call 7764124 from 9O0 em. to3.-00p.rn. (88-92) 

AFTER SCHOOL child can two afternoons per week. Six and 
nine year old—love books, games, arts and crafts put- 
taring, cooking, nature hikes. Some vacuuming. Prefer 
own transportation. 6-7 hours/week. $2.50 per hour. Call 
539-2021 after 400 p.m. (88-90) 

STUDENTS—PART-tlme lobs. $10.00 per hr. average, must 
have car, 20 hrsJwk. Interviews will be given Wednesday, 
Thursday from 1:00400 p.m. at the Old Town Mall, 523 W. 
17th. (8849) 

AGGIE STATION Is accepting applications for cocktail 
waitresses/waiters (must be 21). Apply In person, 1115 
Moro, evenings. (88-95) 

Peanuts" By CHARLES SCHULZ 

1 DON'T THINK THEY'RE 
60IN6 TO WORK 

Crossworcf 
ACROSS 

1 Crone 
4 Facts 
8 Support 

12 GI's 
address 

13 The old sod 
14 Hawaiian 

dance 
15 Bolger or 

Milland 
16 Barbecue 

areas 
18 Gallery in 

Madrid 
20 Sloths 
21 Strong 

inclination 
24 Praline 

ingredient 
28 Nautical 

hanging 
props? 

32 Icelandic 
tale 

33 The wallaba 
34 Harness 

parts 
36 Weight of 

India 
37 Camera part 
39 Rooster's 

bailiwick 
41 Roman 

official 

By EUGENE SHEFFER 

43 Greek 
portico 

44 Incumbents 
46 Public report 
50 Measuring 

device 
55 Nigerian 

Negro 
56 French 

girlfriend 
57 Cry of 

bacchanals 
58 Lettuce 
59 Pome 

fruit 
60 Barrier 
61 Pub drink 

DOWN 
1 Orchestra 

instrument 

2 Armadillo 
3 Spanish 

painter 
4 Hebrew 

prophetess 
5 Macaw 
6 Spasmodic 

twitch 
7 Singer Paul 
8 Aspects 
9 Capek opus 

10 Ancient 
11 Dance step 
17 To yelp 
19 Defective 

bomb 
22 Seize roughly 
23 Madame 

Bovary, 
etal. 

Avg. solution time: 26 min. 

P U R E P F LA s E kN 
A L U M 1 C ES u L A 

NB A T H N O R ■ N T EL F 1 N 
P A S S ■ A R A L 
O N U S M E N T 1 O N S 
P 1 N D A L E WO O 

o S 5 A Y 1 T R EN 
H 1 N D E RO N 

A 
N 

R A D A K ID S 
O D S U N S Q u A L L 

T 0 E T R O T L 1 E y 
A D S Y E \M S T R 1 G 

1-28 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 

25 Spanish 
house 

28 Dyer's vat 
27 Spikenard 
28 Ivy League 

college 
29 Mimicked 
30 Hindu queen 
31 Spanish 

painter 
35 Breathing 

tube for 
swimmers 

38 A baseball 
pitch 

40 Chinese 
ruler 

42 Abstract 
being 

45 Fret 
47 Isinglass 
48 Ancient 

Greek coin 
49 American 

Beauty 
50 One of the 

Caroline 
islands 

51 Spirit, in 
France 

52 Inlet 
53 The yellow 

bugle 
54 Mountain 

pass 

CRYPTOQUIP 128 

,EJZZX    ZJCAKPCM    UYJAQX    QPGY 

CEYKA     TJCKGY     QJTUM 

Yesterday's Cryptoquip: DREARY WIND WAILED WANLY. 
Today's Cryptoquip clue: Q equals L 

MR. K'S Is taking applications for a pan-time bartender. Must 
be able to work llOOe.m. to 600 p.m., three daya a week. 
Apply after 1O0p.m. at Mr. K's, 710 N. Manhattan. (88-90) 

 SERVICES  
RESUME WRITING, layout, editing, typing or appraisal. 

Resume Service, 411 N. 3rd, 537-7294. (Itf) 

WOMEN'S HEALTH Care Service. Confidential health care 
for women with unexpected pregnancies. Abortion ser- 
vices to 20 weeks aa an outpatient. Information and free 
pregnancy testing. (318) 664 5108 Wichita. (Iff) 

RESUMES $20; 1-2 pp., 5 copies and envelopes. T.dwell & 
Associates, 219 S. Seth Chltds, 7764213,537-4504. (83tf) 

PREGNANT? BIRTHRIGHT can help. Free pregnancy test. 
Confidential. Call 5374180 103 South 4th Street, Suite 16. 
(17ff) 

VW OWNERS! Special this month—1988 through 1975 bugs: 
window cranks only $3.50, left door mirror only $9.50, hub- 
caps $6.75. J&L Bug Service. 1-494-2388. (8140) 

HORSES BOARDED, colts started and lessons given. Indoor 
and outdoor arenas. Powder Puff Downs. St. George, Ks. 
Call 1-494-2860.(82-101) 

WILL DO typing 5394064. (8448) 

TRYING TO ASSEMBLE 
THE PERFECT STEREO SYSTEM? 

Call Art for professional turntable service. Autho- 
rized ORTOFON DEALER, moving coil and low 
mass cartridges in stock. 

TECH AUDIO SERVICES 776-7494 

J&L Bug Service VW repair at reasonable prices. One day 
service on most repairs. Only seven minutes from Manhat- 
tan. Call 1 -494-2388, St. George. (85-105) 

TUTORING HELP In math, physics, and chem. courses 
(College Algebra, Trigonometry, Calc I, II, and III; General 
Physics. Physics I; General Chem.-Chemistry I « II). More 
than 2.5 years expenence. For more information, hours 
and rates, call Abbas at 539-3604. (88-91) 

FORMER SECRETARY will type term papers In her home. 
Call 5394549. (8749) 

GAYPHONE 5394692 Gay awareness, support services, 
peer counseling, and calendar of events. Confidential and 
anonymous. Please call between 6:00 p.m. and 1200 mid- 
night, Sunday through Thursday. (88-148) 

NOTICES 
PILOT NEEDS three passengers to share costs to KSU 

basketball games. ISU $43.00. MU $39.00 each. Hugh Irvln, 
539-3128,5324311 (8443) 

ATTENTION 
CLUBS AND organizations—earn more money with The 

Trading Post. Contact Jan at 1413-272-3110 for more de- 
tails. (8549) 

BABY FACE, did you know that they are selling Singing 
Valentines In the Union, February 3,4,5. (8648) 

WHY JUMP? The person who skydlves Is not Insane, death- 
defying or unstable. Rather, he or she is a person who 
loves the adventure of life, loves a challenge and 
possesses a generous spirit which refuses to be cramped 
in by lorm and convention. (6749) 

OVERSEAS JOBS—Summer/year round. Europe, South 
America, Australia. Asia. All fields. $50041200 monthly. 
Sightseeing. Free information. Write International Job 
Center, Box 52-KS2, Corona Del Mar, Ca 92625. (88-135) 

TO STUDENT nursing home aides/orderlies: Will you share 
your work experiences with us, as a public service to nur- 
sing home residents? Our consumer organization, Kan 
sans for Improvement of Nursing Homes (KINH), needs 
your help and Input on nursing home conditions and your 
opinion on the care and treatment of the residents. All 
names and correspondence will be kept confidential. 
Please call us: (913) 8423088 or 843-7107, or write us: 
KINH, 927 V, Mass. St. #4, Lawrence, KS 66044 (88-110) 

 ANNOUNCEMENT  
KID'S NIGHT Out—Babysitting at K State Union, room 208, 

by the Speech squad for the German Avant and the McCain 
production of Learned Ladies. 5324875. (86-90) 

MARANATHA BAND of KC In concert Saturday, February 28, 
All Faiths Chapel, 7:00 p.m. Come and bring a friend! 
(86-90) 

HEYI HUNGRY?!! Fresh donuts, raisin bread, French, rye 
and whole wheat. Today at Shellenberger 105, 3:30400 
p.m. (68) 

CAT SHOW, February 21-22, City Auditorium. Purebreds and 
household pets. For entry info, call 539-1689 or 1-494-2803 
Entries close February 1. (88-90) 

 WANTED  
COLLECTIBLES, COINS, back issue magazines, comics, LP 

albums. Check with us before you throw it away. Treasure 
Chest. Aggievllle (1 If) 

NEED APARTMENT close to campus, preferably west side, 
until August. Non-smoker, no pets, pays on time. Please 
call 5370886, Eric. (86-90) 

TRADE KSU-KU at Lawrence basketball ticket for two KSU- 
KU at Manhattan. Or will buy home tickets. Call Debbie, 
537-4959 (8748) 

WANTED: KSTATE basketball tickets for Saturdays, 
February 7, 14 and/or 21. Call 539-5179 after 5:00 p.m., ask 
for Nancy. (88 92) 

 LOST  
LOST FRIDAY, January 16th, a lady's brown vest (for coat) 

not a ski vest. Please call 532-5354. Rewardl Appreciated 
greatly. (8840) 

 FOUND  
THE FOLLOWING items were found In Weber Hall: calcu- 

lator, notebook, ski gloves, set of keys (car or truck). Iden- 
tify and claim in Weber, Rm. •Hr". (8648) 

BICYCLING MEDAL. MOC. Claim In Kedzle 103. (8648) 

YOUNG FEMALE shepard dog on campus Call 537-2929 (88- 
90) 

 PERSONAL  
TRI DELT Senlors-Def: mostly unengaged. OU-We actually 

went! Drink beer much Reesa? Reverse Renee? Amazing 
Rhythm Chickens, JRs Buccaroos, eat, eat at the Street, 
Boyd and Wylle. Boozer, Emily and Ernie. Had some fun 
times! Kris and Paige. (88) 

MB, GS, SN—Thanks for the night at Tuttle, you've won a 
"warm" spot with us. NS and KK (88) 

MIKE—YOU are good in bed, but I should have kept your 
pants The Nice Girl (88) 

TO: TINY Rabbits, The Benevolent Whipettes and all Sub- 
sidiaries: The Hewalian Islands have many craters that 
were formed by volcanoes. You might say that the islands 
are full of ash holes. Wa-Too ThreeFah (88) 

FRANCIS—THANKS tor six months of happiness Can we 
celebrate after the game? Me (88) 
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OhilH'c nIa\#■ Authenticity of 'Exchange City' creates 
VsllllU  opidy. business world for 10-year-old students 

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) — It's tough 
turning a profit in these hard economic 
tunes. Just ask 10-year-old Keith Jacobs. 

"Business is pretty lousy," moaned Keith, 
the recent proprietor of an Exchange City 
jewelry shop. "We're lowering prices, and I 
guess we're going to have to do some ad- 
vertising on the radio. I'm worried about the 
bank loan." 

The picture was even bleaker at James 
Games, just across Town Square. The 
proprietor there was considering cutting 
salaries. He too owed the bank money, and 
with only one game sold by midday, the heat 
was on. 

Luckily for Keith, James, and thousands 
of other Kansas City youngsters, Exchange 
City is just a make-believe town run by kids. 
There'll be no collection agencies biting at 
their heels if debts go unpaid. 

THEY'LL SIMPLY have to try to figure 
out, along with teachers and classmates, 
what went wrong. 

"Making the students aware of how 
economic concepts relate to real life is our 
goal," said Ellen Pittman, program director 
at the mini-town where children become 
bankers, producers, shopkeepers and 
consumers for a day. "It's sink or swim. 
Some of them make a profit, others go 
broke." 

"We want the kids to see what goes on in 
the economic world before they have to get 
out and really deal with it," said Janice 
Kreamer, founder and executive director of 
Exchange City. "The dismal state of our 
national condition points up the need to 
educate people at an earlier age." 

Other educators seem to agree. The 
program, part of Kansas City's Learning 
Exchange, a non-profit teacher resource 
center, is booked through the end of the 
school year. An estimated 5,000 youngsters 
will participate before June. 

KREAMER, 33, CONCEIVED Exchange 

Arabs urge 
'moral battle' 
for Holy City 

TAIF, Saudi Arabia (AP) — The 37-nation 
Islamic summit displayed unity on the 
emotional issue of Jerusalem Tuesday and 
rallied behind new calls for a "jihad" or 
"holy war" to wrest the Holy City from 
Israeli control. 

Both Morocco's moderate King Hassan 
and PLO guerrilla chief Yasser Arafat 
urged united action to regain Arab 
sovereignty over Jerusalem. 

After the speeches, Arafat walked arm-in- 
arm with the North African monarch from 
the glittering $300 million conference hall. 

As the summit neared its end on Wed- 
nesday, differences remained on how to 
handle such divisive issues as the Iran-Iraq 
war. Later, the summit endorsed a 
resolution on Afghanistan that calls for an 
immediate withdrawal of the estimated 
85,000 Soviet troop helping that country's 
Marxist government battle Moslem in- 
surgents. The resolution, however, makes 
no provision for financial or military aid to 
the rebels. 

Iran and Libya have boycotted the 
summit and Egypt and Afghanistan have 
been suspended from the 42-nation Islamic 
Conference. 

In his speech, Hassan was careful to 
define "jihad" as a "moral and material 
struggle" rather than a military campaign 
against the Jewish state. 

Saudi Arabia's Crown Prince Fahd 
sounded the call, which has broad emotional 
appeal to the world's 800 million Moslems, 
last July after Israel's Parliament declared 
the predominately Arab sector of Jerusalem 
part of its unified and "eternal capital." 

The threat of an Arab oil cutoff and U.N. 
condemnation of the Israeli action caused 13 
South American and European countries to 
move their embassies from Jerusalem to 
Tel Aviv. 

The eastern sector of Jerusalem, captured 
by Israel from Jordan in the 1967 Mideast 
War, is the site of Islam's third holiest 
shrine—the Al Aksa Mosque. 

City two years ago. The 8,500-square-foot 
town, located inside what was an empty 
warehouse, has its own bank, snack shop, 
city hall, retail shops, newspaper, radio 
station, factory and computer game center. 

"Townsfolk" spend half the day earning 
money, half the day as consumers. Each of 
the more than 60 jobs has its own set of 
responsibilities. For example, managers of 
retail shops are responsible for paying rent 
and taxes, signing paychecks and keeping 
the books. They take out bank loans to buy 
stock in the town's factory, where small, 
easy-to-assemble games like 3-D, tick-tack- 
toe and tiddly winks are churned out. 

Pupils spend four weeks preparing in the 
classroom for the one day they'll spend as 
junior capitalists. They study basic 
economic principles, fill out job applications 
and interview with teachers for the position 
they want. 

KREAMER     SAID    FIFTH-GRADERS 
were chosen for the program because many 
youngsters get their first job babysitting, 
shoveling snow or mowing lawns at that age. 

Pittman said what makes the program 
unique is the degree of authenticity, right 
down to the brick storefronts. "Everything 
here works, from the communications 
system to the clock in the factory," Pittman 
said. 

The town was built with a $100,000 grant 
from Hallmark Cards, Inc., Kreamer said, 
and beginning next school year, a large 
chunk of the $140,000 annual operating cost 
will be paid with grants from several 
business foundations. The rest will come 
from fees that schools pay to use the facility, 
about $125 per year to send up to three 
classrooms to Exchange City. 

Once the business day begins, Exchange 
City usually hops. 

"We had two kids go in and rob the bank 
last week," Pittman said. "That really 
stirred things up." 

SHE SAID THE TOWN'S tiny police of- 
ficer quickly apprehended the bandits and 
dragged them before a judge. 

Beneath the headline, "Bank Robbed," 
that day's newspaper reported the culprits 

were fined $5 each, more than one-third 
their play money earnings for the day. An 
announcer for the radio station, ECLX, 
broadcast the news of the heist over the 
town's public address system. 

The facade of the pilfered bank hints at 
the neo-classic architecture style popular in 
Kansas City in the 1920s, while other 
building fronts "connote a world of 
tomorrow," said Herb Duncan, who helped 
design the city. 

"We did not try to 'kid-proof it," Duncan 
said. "Exchange City is not a juvenile ex- 
perience." Indeed, Exchange City is much 
more than child's play. 

"What I learned about economics was 
great," said Sheri Watts, a fifth-grader from 
Shawnee Mission School District in Kansas. 
"I thought it was very neat." 

Todd Flagler, who ran a successful T-shirt 
business, learned how to take advantage of a 
hot item. 

With a line of customers waiting to buy his 
product, 10-uear-old Todd jacked up the 
price of a T-shirt from $2.50 to $3. A few 
waiting customers groaned, but none left. 
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Reconstruction to begjn soon 

Company, state reach settlement for McCain Auditorium roof 
By JLLL MATUSZAK 

Collegian Reporter 
The state attorney general's office arc Celotex Co. have 

reached an out-of-court settlement to provide for the 
reconstruction of the McCain Auditorium roof. 

Celotex Co., the supplier of the materials for the roof, was 
one of three roofing suppliers the state filed suit against on 
Jan. 13,1978 claiming its materials were faulty. 

Danker Roofing and Supply of Manhattan was chosen by 
the State of Kansas and the University to do the recon- 
struction. 

In the original lawsuit against Celotex Co.—which asked 
for damages for six K-State buildings—McCain Auditorium 
was not named. As the suit against Celotex was going to 
court in I960, out-of-court negotiations over the McCain roof 
were underway. 

THE   AGREEMENT   provides   that  Celotex   supply 

materials for re-roofing. 
The State is to finance the labor for the re-roofing, 

because Celotex has sent $50,000 worth of materials for the 
roof—approximately a $20,000 increase over the cost of the 
original materials, according to Vince Cool, director of 
University Facilities Planning. 

A representative of Danker Roofing and Supply, who 
requested his name not be used, said it was difficult to 
estimate the exact cost of the labor, and said he was 
similarly unable to project the cost in a round figure. 

The representative said that according to the terms of the 
contract, some materials for the construction were to be 
supplied by his company. 

"Celotex has supplied the basics," according to the 
representative, but he said he could not be sure if Celotex 
would be reimbursing the State for the cost of the supplies. 

The settlement was made with Celotex on the grounds 
that Celotex be relieved of the responsibility of a guarantee 

on the life of the roof. According to Cool, there would be no 
guarantee because "at the present roof replacement cost, 
we'd better be damn sure we are able to supply a good roof 
to start with." 

BECAUSE OF THIS, Cool said there would be two in- 
spectors surveying the job—one supplied by the State, and 
another by the University. 

According to Cool, the construction of the new roof will 
begin soon. The contract with Danker Roofing and Supply 
was signed "within the last ten days," Cool said, "so con- 
struction should take place within 120 days after the 
signing." 

The only thing holding back construction, Cool said, was 
the weather. The representative of Danker Roofing and 
Supply indicated that depending on weather and the arrival 

(See MCCAIN, p.2) 

KU stops Blackman —but not team 
By ALLEN LEIKER 

Sports Editor 
If someone had told Jack Har- 

tman before last night's game that 
Rolando Blackman would score 
one point and K-State would still 
win by 11, he probably would have 
laughed or else had the guy 
measured for a straitjacket. 

Hartman doesn't like to rely on 
one individual, but he's watched 
Blackman lead his team in scoring 
the last three years and score in 
double figures in 41 straight 
games. When Blackman is on, the 
Wildcats are usually on. 

But against Kansas last night, 
Blackman wasn't on. He wasn't 
off, either. He just refused to force 

any shots against the Jayhawks' 3- 
2 zone defense that overplayed his 
side whenever he touched the ball. 

The evening wasn't a disaster for 
K-State, though, as many of the 
11,370 fans might have guessed had 
they known Blackman would get 
only a single point. 

IN FACT, IT it turned out to be a 
pretty enjoyable night in Ahearn 
Field House. The Wildcats 
discovered they can win without 
their All-American candidate 
dominating offensively as they 
whipped co-Big 8 leader KU 54-43. 

The numbers on Black- 
man— zero-of-three from the field 
and one-of-two from the free throw 

line—don't indicate much of a 
contribution. But the 64 senior 
grabbed seven rebounds, dished off 
seven assists and made three 
steals while playing the entire 
game. 

"I thought he still had a fine 
game offensively," Hartman said. 
"He did what we asked him to do in 
our offense. He did a number of 
things that won't show up in the 
box score. He came up with some 
big  rebounds,   made  some  big 

"This just exemplifies that he 
can contribute without scoring. I 
think it goes to show the kind of 
team player he is." 

BLACKMAN,   WHOSE  all-time 

low was two points against Van- 
derbilt early in his freshman year, 
said it didn't concern him during 
the game that he wasn't getting his 
shots. 

"It doesn't really enter my 
mind," Blackman said. "I always 
want to do what it takes to win. If 
the scoring is needed, then I'll 
score. But it wasn't needed 
tonight." 

The Brooklyn, N.Y., native said 
he realized about midway through 
the first half that he didn't need to 
score on this particular night. 

"It was a concentrated effort on 
their part to get to me when I got 
the ball," he said. "There would 
always be a man on me and 

another man to stop my 
penetration. I knew someone else 
had to be open. I just tried to get 
him the ball." 

EARLY IN THE GAME, that 
someone was Tim Jankovich. 
Jankovich scored six of K-State's 
first eight points and had 10 of his 
14 by halftime. The 6-0 guard hit 
seven of eight shots, most of them 
coming from radar range against 
KU'szone. 

"Tim's a good shooter," Hart- 
man said, "and we thought we 
might be able to get that jumper 
for him on their zone. 

(See GAME, p.19) 

Staff ohoto by Cort 

Downed Jay hawk... KU coach Ted Owens watches in disgust as the of-    the game 54-43 upping their Big 8 record to 2-3. 
ficials make a call against his team late in the second half. K-State won 
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McCain... 
(Continued from p. 1) 

of supplies, the construction could begin 
within two weeks. 

"As far as I'm concerned," Cool 
said,"there's no hurry." 

Celotex, a roofing materials supplier and 
manufacturer, like many suppliers in the 
latter 60s, had promoted 15-pound felt as an 
"effective money-saving alternative" to the 
traditional 4—ply roofing construction. 

THE TRADITIONAL construction con- 
sisted of more and thinner layers of felt and 
asphalt, whereas the newer 2-ply, 15-pound 
felt system had fewer layers, and thereby 
cut down the cost of installation. Although 
the 2-ply method saved money and man- 
hours, the heavier felt retained more 
moisture and proved to be ineffective as a 
waterproof barrier. 

In 1970 and 1971, McCain and Ackert Hall 
were the last K-State buildings to have roofs 
constructed with Celotex materials. At the 
time the State was preparing the original 
suit through the Attorney General's office, 
no problems with McCain's roof were ap- 
parent, Cool said. 

AFTER FAULTS in the materials were 
noticed, however, Celotex authorized 
Danker Roofing and Supply in Jan. 1980 to 
repair McCain's roof. These repairs con- 
sisted to taking off the top gravel layer and 
adding two more layers of felt and asphalt. 

According to Cool, these repairs proved to 
be insufficient. Under the current 
agreement, Danker Roofing and Supply is to 
build a completely new roof, Cool said. 

Cool said that during the reconstruction, 
the operation of McCain will not be affected. 
The construction of the roof "wouldn't make 
the roof any worse than it is now." All of 
McCain's roof will be replaced as well as 
any damage done to the building because of 
the quality of the present roof. 

The suits on the other buildings at K-State 
were settled in the summer, and according 
to Cool, the amount settled on what went 
"back into the state general fund," and the 
Legislature will reappropriate it. 

U.S. won't send military supplies 
WASHINGTON (AP)-Secretary of State 

Alexander Haig said Wednesday the United 
States will refuse to sell military supplies to 
Iran and will not turn over equipment the 
Tehran government already has purchased. 

Making clear the Reagan administration 
will continue to view Iran with great 
suspicion, Haig also said American 
businesses should use the "most careful 
caution" in future trade with Iran. 

Haig indicated the United States will 
abide by the terms of the agreements that 
freed the 52 American hostages, although he 
said U.S. officials will want to be sure the 
Iranians are living up to their obigations 
under the agreement as well. 

"The United States government will fulfill 
its obligations in accordance with both in- 
ternational law and the accepted norms of 
domestic legal practice," Haig said at his 
first news conference as secretary of state. 

He cleared up one loose end not 
specifically covered in the agreements, 
which was the disposition of nearly $500 
million in military equipment purchased but 
not shipped by the time the hostages were 
seized on Nov. 4, 1979. Then-President 
Jimmy Carter halted further shipments of 

Correction 
The outline accompanying a photo on p. 11 

of Wednesday's Collegian incorrectly stated 
that George Brennan, senior in marketing, 
was "waiting for a chance to get tickets for 
the K-State-Kansas game," and "has 
camped out for tickets to the rival match for 
the past four years. 

Brennan, along with everyone who was 
outside Ahearn Field House, was not waiting 
in line for tickets but was waiting in line for 
a seat in the non-reserved section. Brennan, 
a "front-row fanatic," has camped out to get 
a good seat for the past five years, rather 
than only four. 

Campus bulletin 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 

THE ORADUATI SCHOOL has scheduled the final oral 
defenie of fht doctoral dissertation of Robart Oocharty at 
10 a.m. today at Holton 102. Topic: Tha attitudes, 
knowledge and bahavlor or Kansas school »uparlnttndant» 
toward community education. 

THI ORADUATI SCHOOL hat tchedulad me final oral 
defense of the doctoral dissertation A|ltManocha at 10a.m. 
today at Wlllard 115. Topic: Infra-red chemllumlnescence 
studies of F     RH, H     ROandO     RH Reactions 

■ UMP-A-THON dancers may pick up testate student 
Identification and other lost and found Items any time 
between I a.m. and $ p.m. at Mother's Worry. 

DR. JAMIS COOK, director of hemetology at Kansas 
University Medical Canter, will give me presentation, 
"Update on Iron Nutrition In Man," at 4 p.m. today at 
Justin 109 and "Food Iron Availability" at 10:30 a.m. 
Friday at Justin 14». 

■IRL KOCH will address tha Farming Systems 
Research Seminar at 10:30 a.m. today at Waters 32*. Topic 
will be small farm prolects In Asia. 

ARH HALL OP THI MONTH applications are due to any 
executive member on Wednesday. Fab. 4. 

TOOAY 
INTERNATIONAL   COORDINATING   COUNCIL   will 

meet at 7 p.m. at me International Student Center 

WOMEN'S RISOURCI CENTER meeting will be noon 
at union Stateroom 3. 

KSU WILDLIFE SOCIETY will meet at 7:30 p.m. at 
DenlsonllSA. 

KSU SPORT PARACHUTE CLUE will meet at 7:30p.m. 
at Union Little Theatre. 

PRE-VET CLUB meeting will begin at 7:30 p.m. at 
Veterinary Medicine Teaching Building 201. 

AICHI will meat at l: 30 p.m. at Durland 129. Attendance 
Is mandatory. 

SISTERS OP THI SPHINX meeting will be f p.m. at 
Delta Sigma Phi House. 

CAMPUS CRUSADI POR CHRIST will moat at 7 p.m. at 
Justin 326. 

ATO LITTLE SISTERS meeting will be e:30 p.m. at 
Alpha Tau Omega House Recreation Room. 

BUSINESS COUNCIL will meat at 4 p.m. at Union 203. 

ECUMENICAL CHRISTIAN MINISTRIES Will meet at 
noon at Union Stateroom 2. 

OMICRON NU will meat at 7 p.m. at Justin 115. 

ICTHUS DILI STUDY meeting will be • p.m. at Union 
212. 

AMERICAN      INSTITUTE     OP     ARCHITECTURAL 
■NOINIIRS will meet at 4:30 p.m. at Union Forum Hall. 

INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP will meet 
at 7 p.m. at Grace Baptist Church. 

FRIDAY 

UNIVERSITY ACTIVITIES BOARD will meet at 11:30 
a.m. at Union 203. 

CAMPUS CRUSADI POR CHRIST COLLIOI LIP! 
will meet at 7:30p.m. at Beta Sigma Psl. 

PIP COORDINATING COUNCIL wl I meet at 11:30 a.m. 
at Union Stateroom 2. 

KSDB tonight. 

10. 
TONIGHT, KSDB will present soul music from«through 

THE USUiBI BOUTIQUE 
is having a 

f Winter Dog Days Sale! 
Jan. 29, 30, 31 

50% off entire winter stock 
plus 

Selected specials during 
the sale! 

1118 Moro in Aggieville 

the equipment in retaliation for the hostage 
seizure. 

"Let me state categorically today there 
will be no military equipment provided to 
the government of Iran, either under earlier 
obligations and contractual arrangements, 
or as yet unstated requests," Haig said. 

The Defense Department reported that 
Iran has paid for about $457 million worth of 
U.S. military equipment that was not 
delivered. Most of the gear is spare parts for 
U.S. -built jet fighters, tanks, helicopters and 
other weapons sold to Iran before the 
overthrow of the late Shah Mohammad Reza 

Pahlavi. 
The revolutionary regime now in control 

in Iran has not requested shipment of the 
equipment, and the subject was not raised in 
the long negotiations leading to the hostage 
release agreements, officials have said 
previously. 

Haig said the United States might sell the 
equipment elsewhere and turn over the cash 
value of the equipment to Iran. 

Haig also said the administration had high 
on its priority list concern about the extent 
of Soviet involvement in training, funding 
and equipping international terrorists. 

The Eyes Have It! 

NORMAN, the Xerox   <ftQQ 

and the staff at ifKfl9«?5 Copy Shop 
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proofread 
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copy- 
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4 
fold 
bind 
provide faculty file materials 
offer great variety of papers 
copy large documents 
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Open 9:15 a.m.-6:30 p.m. 537-9606 
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Briefly By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Wildcat protests spread in Poland 
WARSAW, Poland — Millions of workers stayed off the job 

Wednesday in spreading wildcat protests that have crippled in- 
dustries nationwide. Itie nation's largest trade union accused the 
communist government of creating "another dangerous crisis" by 
failing to live up to concessions won during last summer's 
widespread strikes. 

The independent trade union Solidarity, in an apparent attempt to 
regain control over its local unions, also proclaimed a nationwide 
one-hour warning strike for next Tuesday. 

At the same time, however, Solidarity urged an immediate end to 
the spontaneous local and regional protests and reaffirmed its 
willingness to open talks with the government. 

Solidarity accused the government of putting the "brakes" on 
agreements reached after last summer's strikes including a five-day 
workweek, union access to the news media and the farmers' right to 
form unions. 

"The new wave of regional and local strikes starting in mid- 
January is the result of the policies of authorities," Solidarity said in 
a communique. "Attempts to forego agreements plunged the 
country into another dangerous crisis." Since last fall, the unrest in 
Poland has raised the possibility of Soviet intervention by divisions 
poised on the border. 

Priceless art collection recovered 
OSHKOSH, Wis. — An art collection that includes three priceless 

gold-and jewel-encrusted Faberge eggs commissioned for the 
Russian czars was recovered in Minnesota after a private in- 
vestigator arranged a $250,000 ransom, officials said Wednesday. 

A suspect was taken into custody Tuesday after the money drop 
and a high-speed chase, and the FBI reported the ransom for the art 
works stolen last Oct. 22 from the Paine Art Center in Oshkosh also 
was recovered. 

Center officials described the Matilda Geddings Gray collection, 
including the eggs decorated by Peter Carl Faberge, as priceless. 
Other stolen items included a 17th-century Nueremberg Easter egg, 
a perfume flacon and an imperial cigarette case. 

Panel allows dead man's victory 
MONTPELIER, Vt. — A state House committee voted Wednesday 

to uphold the election of a dead man and to recommend that the 
governor's choice as a successor keep the disputed seat. 

The House Municipal Corporations and Elections Committee 
rejected the arguments of Lauren Leavitt that the Nov. 4 re-election 
of Rep. Sergio Passetto, a Democrat from Barre, was un- 
constitutional because Passetto had died before Election Day. 

The committee voted 8-1 to recommend that Gino Sassi, a 
Democrat appointed by Gov. Richard Snelling to fill the vacancy, be 
allowed to keep his seat. 

Ms. Leavitt, a Republican, opposed Passetto in the November 
election. Her attorney had argued that Passetto could not have been 
elected because voters knew he was dead. 

The recommendation now goes to the full House. 

Forer, Hoagland confrontation set 
LAWRENCE — Norman Forer, a University of Kansas professor 

who made two trips to Iran during the hostage crisis, and Rep. 
Joseph Hoagland, who criticized him for the trips, tuned up Wed- 
nesday for a confrontation at a legislative hearing. 

Forer, an associate professor of social welfare at KU, will appear 
Thursday before the House Judiciary Committee, which is chaired 
by Hoagland, an Overland Park Republican. 

Forer, who made independent trips to Iran in 1979 and 1980, said at 
a Lawrence news conference Wednesday that criticism leveled 
against him last week by Hoagland was an attempt to gain name 
recognition in a race for state attorney general. 

He told about 50 people at the news conference that there are 
different paths to political glory. Some reach it through honest work; 
others, he said, do it "with a five-minute slanderous speech on the 
right day, at the right time...I am determined that he (Hoagland) 
shall not climb to glory over the corpse of Norman Forer, and I will 
confront that man tomorrow in the Kansas Legislature." 

Hoagland, contacted in Topeka, denied that he planned to run for 
attorney general and said he had not even decided to seek another 
term in the Legislature. 

"I'm not a candidate for attorney general and I don't intend to 
ever be a candidate for attorney general. It's not a job that I aspire 
to," Hoagland said. 

Weatfier 
So long, yee mythical bird. Oh, how K-Staters just love fried 

chicken. Sorry we didn't have enough towels for your over-rated 
tears, D.V. Cooler today with a high in the mid-30s. 

Mk      We Give A Little Extra      £Bk 
DERBY DERBY 

COLD BEER  / CI6AREI7ES 
W6pock    /        53'fufc 

16 oz. botMsf Cake, 7-Ufc Mr. Ptt, 1.65 6 fwk 

720 N. 3rd 539-9016        "Quality GM at a Low rW 

COWBOY    PALACE 
Tonite 

DRINK OF THE WEEK 

$1.10 
7-11 p.m. 

209Poyntz 539-9828 

wa £*&*& V5« 
FREE LIVE JIFF 

WITH PLAIN JANE 
Friday Afternoon 4:30 to 5:30 

Plain Jane Returns 
Friday & Saturday Night 

8:30 to 11:30, No Cover Before 7:00 
Catch the Big 8 Game of the Week, 
Saturday on Brother's Giant T.V. 

EAASERHEAD 

JANUARY 29 
Thursday 

Little Theatre 3:30 p.m. 

Forum Hall 7:00p.m. 

$1.50 

It-state union 
upc kaleidoscc oscope 
25 year* of service 19M-1M1 

M*i 



Opinions 
Stifling 

student input 
Recommending mandatory student teacher- 

evaluations be instituted, the Faculty Senate's ad hoc 
Committee on All-University Evaluations took a step 
in the right direction to further involve students in the 
education process and give them a stronger voice in 
the quality of teaching. 

Unfortunately, the Faculy Senate itself took a step 
backwards Tuesday in passing an amendment which 
would allow each department to determine if student 
evaluations of instructors would be required as part 
of the annual faculty evaluations. 

This is certainly not consistent with the ad hoc 
committee's report which said a "system of 
evaluation is necessary for all unclassified employees 
if the reward structure inherent in the institution is to 
have meaning. 

The report further stated that each department 
should require student input in the evaluation. 

While the amendment prevented the unpopular 
proposal from being killed temporarily, the decision 
to resubmit the proposal at the meeting Feb. 10 has, in 
effect, buried the proposal permanently. 

PAULSTONE 
Opinions Editor 

Death penalty 
bill irrational 

The Federal and State Affairs Committee of the 
Kansas Senate approved a bill Tuesday that would 
reinstate the death penalty in Kansas. The bill is 
expected to pass the Senate and House of 
Representatives, only to be vetoed by Governor John 
Carlin, who vetoed a similar bill last year. 

This particular death penalty bill, regardless of 
one's moral or philosophical views, is disturbing. It 
would provide for a sentencing jury that would 
determine, after a defendant has been convicted of a 
specified crime, whether or not the defendant is to die 
by lethal injection. It leaves the life of a defendant 
hanging in the arms of a jury which may react solely 
on a gut feeling, or which may be influenced by an 
overzealous prosecuting attorney. 

A bit of morbid humor is present in the bill, which, 
incredibly, has provisions for hanging or elec- 
trocution as alternative methods for executions if 
lethal injections are found to be unconstitutional. 

If there is such a thing as a rational death penalty 
bill, it is not currently before the Kansas Legislature. 

KENT SINGER 
Asst. Opinions Editor 
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Inaugural construction 

Many will remember Jan. 20 as 
the day the American hostages 
were freed from their Iranian 
captors. Some will recall that 
Ronald Reagan was installed as 
our 40th president the same day. 
Events worth remembering—both 
of them. Each of us has our own 
method for keeping track of 
historical dates, I shall forever 
equate Jan. 20 with a personal 
milestone. 

It was last Tuesday that I picked 
up a hammer and some scrap wood 
and constructed, with the aid of 
several nails, a table—the first I 
have ever single-handedly 
assembled. 

I have known for some time that 
I was not cut out to be a handyman. 
A high school aptitude test con- 
firmed it. Despite my parent's 
persistent efforts to introduce me 
to carpentry I was simply a klutz 
around the family workshop. 

As a kid, my younger brother 
was vastly more capable at using 
building blocks than I. 

MY    GRANDFATHER,    who 
owned a glass greenhouse, hid the 
hammers whenever I came 
around. 

Not wishing to risk em- 
barassment     I    convenienUy 

—Denise Harvey- 

enrolled in summer school when 
my folks built their new home. 

When inexpensive furniture was 
needed in my college room I either 
did without or employed the use of 
two-dollar cinder block. 

The decision to construct the 
table did not come without serious 
deliberation. 

There was not enough room to 
resort to more cinder block. 
Rearranging the furniture was not 
successful either so in a moment of 
weakness I drove out to Wal-Mart 
and K-Mart to price small tables. I 
couldn't afford what they offered. 

If I wanted the table, I decided I 
would have to build it myself. 
Given my history—this was a bold 
stroke. 

I went back home and found 
some old shelving left over from an 
old cinder block desk. That, I 
figured, would eliminate much of 
the cost of this ambitious project. 

I SAT DOWN and sketched out 
what appeared to be a workable, 
yet simple, design. I wanted the 
table to be the same height as my 
new metal desk—27 inches. The top 
had to be wide enough and deep 
enough to accomodate my 15-inch 
by 15-inch turntable. 

As Reagan was being sworn in I 

visited the lumberyard to buy an 
eight-foot two-by-two for the legs 
and a similiar length one-by-one 
for the bracing. The cost was just 
over three dollars. 

I returned home, borrowed a 
hand saw and cut the two-by-two 
into four equal pieces. (My arith- 
metic talents sometimes rival my 
carpentry ability and it was at this 
time I discovered my table would 
be somewhat shorter than 
originally anticipated.) About the 
same time it was announced that 
the hostages were clearing Iranian 
air space I was cutting notches in 
the bottom shelf to make room for 
the legs. Within 90 minutes the 
enterprise was complete. Though 2 
% inches lower than the desk, the 
turntable fit the top perfectly. 

While pleased, I'm not bragging. 
The table doesn't look like 
much—but then, aesthetics were 
not among the criteria. A coat of 
paint may be applied at a later 
date to dress it up. But the table 
does work. It is sturdy and per- 
forms its assigned task. Therefore 
I label it a success. That it hasn't 
collapsed by this time proves it. 

Next year I may break into 
dovetails. I may help the folks 
build a new house. I may even step 
foot into the family workshop. 

Hot diggity, dog diggity 
ooh what you do to me 

With the hostages safely en- 
sconced in the bosom of our 
republic once again, we have 
apparently begun our retaliatory 
phase. 

The belief being, that since we 
couldn't or wouldn't bomb the 
Iranians to bell and back during 
the crisis, we can now barb them to 
distraction with nasty thoughts and 
verbal assaults. 

In Monday's Collegian there was 
evidence of one barb that im- 
mediately caught my eye. 

An advertisement for a local 
eating establishment, Hot Diggity 
Dog, offered a coupon for a free 
drink with the purchase of one of 
its sandwiches. 

Now that doesn't sound mean 
and nasty, does it? 

The coupon was laid out in this 
manner; a double coupon split 
down the middle. On the left side 
was printed, "Iranian Coupon- 
Good for Nothing" and on the right 
side, "American Coupon-Good for 
free drink with purchase..." 

THE PURPOSE and motivation 
of the ad raised a definite question 
in my mind. 

Being nosy, I called the owner of 
the establishment and asked him if 
he could clarify the ad for me. His 
answers to my questions were 
quite interesting. 

He said he had tried a 50-cent 
coupon the week before and 
received minimal results. 
Therefore, thinking to himself that 
most Americans probably believe 

Iran to be good for nothing 
anyway, tried to promote the at- 
titude with the coupon. 

Anyway it's just a joke, most 
Americans will think it's pretty 
funny. 

Are you laughing yet? 
My next question was, didn't he 

think an ad of that type would be 
fostering a certain degree of 
hatred? He said no, most 
Americans would find it funny. 

AT THE END of our con- 
versation he admonished, "If you 
get into more trouble, (because of 
this column about the ad) don't 
blame me." 

Trouble has never bothered me 
before, so into the dark abyss I will 
plunge. 

The hostage crisis was and still is 
a situation of high emotion. A good 
deal of anger and unspent 
frustration still lies seething in the 
American psyche. Long, drawn-out 
negotiations, broken promises and 
bitter words have passed betweeen 
two countries of dissimilar 
cultures, ideologies and beliefs. 
The culmination came with an 
agreement reached, at the cost of 
eight lives in an abortive attempt 
at military rescue. 

Americans are hopping mad. 
They want to lash out in any way 
they can to show our displeasure. 

The ad in the Collegian seeks to 
capitalize on that anger. It smacks 
of exploitation and poor taste. The 
ad said to me, in essence, "If you 
still hate the Iranians, come on 

down and have a drink on us." We 
know how you really fee). But 
before you quench your thirst, 
contribute a few bucks or cents or 
whatever to the old business 
establishment. 

It seems to be a rather poor way 
to draw customers. I can see the 
customers munching sauerkraut 
and weiners and damning the 
ayatollah and his henchment to 
Hades. But it's all in good fun, isn't 
it? 

Now would seem to be a time to 
review what we as an American 
people can do to prevent further 
crisises such as the Iranian 
hostage situation. If anything, we 
should be trying to determine how 
we can heal the wounds caused by 
the event and get on to establishing 
better communication between all 
people. 

There were a lot of Iranians in 
this country who actively opposed 
the Khomeni regime and con- 
demned the taking of the hostages. 
Their condemnation was often 
voiced with the knowledge that 
some of their fellow countrymen 
and women would like to see them 
swinging from the nearest yar- 
darm for their hearsay. 

No, it just doesn't make sense to 
try to capitalize on a serious 
situation like the hostage crisis to 
sell a few weiners. 
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Letters to the editor 

Misplaced 
recognition 

Editor. 
We are concerned with the image of the 

bump-a-thon that has been presented by 
articles in the Collegian. 

In Monday's paper the article on vitamin 
B-12 given to dancers in the bump-a-thon, 
gave recognition to Dan Stillings and his 
vitamins. Both were uninvited guests and 
were asked to leave the premises of 
Mother's Worry. 

Cathy Rohleder, dance coordinator asked 
Stillings to leave last Wednesday evening 
after trying to dispense his vitamins and 
harassing an executive board member. 

The Collegian went on to make an error by 
quoting Stillings. He said the vitamins are 
needed to compensate for not getting a well- 
balanced diet. This man was not connected 
with the bump-a-thon and had no way of 
knowing about the meals.* In actuality, the 
bumpers received specially prepared 
meals. 

We think the Collegian space could have 
been put to better use by recognizing the 
sponsor who gave food and time to see that 
the dancers received well-balanced meals. 

Instead, the Collegian gave recognition 
and undeserved publicity to a man who was 
not even wanted at the bump-a-thon. 

Diane Miller 
member of the bump-a-thon 

executive committee 

Ad insults students 
Editor,     . 

In Monday's paper an ad appeared that 
was a rather needless cut to K-State 
students. The ad was in the form of two 
coupons. One was an Iranian coupon and it 
said this coupon is good for nothing. The 
other was an American coupon and it was 
good for a small soft drink at the Hot Diggity 
Dog. 

The American hostages are now free and 
out of Iran. There is no point for prejudicial 
remarks. They will only recreate un- 
necessary conflicts between American and 
Iranian students. 

As an American living in or visiting 
another country, I would probably come into 
contact with many people who would dislike 
me because of my nationality without even 
finding out who I am. There might also be 
increased tension if I showed support for my 
country when it made a move that others 
found unpopular. 

I know from past dealings with the 
Collegian that you may choose to exercise 
some control over ads that are put in and 
choose not to allow some things. So why did 
you put this one in? 

Why can't we we just each be responsible 
hiiman beings and handle the situation to 
minimize a flare-up. 

9 
u 

Joann Fremerman 
freshman in biochemistry 

OH MY... 

irs 
BOTTOMS 
UP 

EVERY THURS.! 

• 3 Fers 
(well highballs 9-10 P.M.) 

• 2 Fers 
(well highballs 10-11 P.M.)! 

PLUS ITS BURGER BONANZA 
TON1TE IN THE RESTAURANT! 

ILS. was wrong in Iran 
Editor, 

For the past several days, I have been 
reading all of the letters and editorials 
regarding the former hostages, Iran and 
Khomeni. I believe it is time to analyze the 
situation which was drawn out for 444 days. 

Let us remember that taking the 
Americans hostage at the U.S. Embassy 
was in response to the involvement the 
United States invoked on Iran, primarily by 
supporting the Shah through the means of 
the CIA. 

The Shah was an evil dictator in the eyes 
of the Iranian people, but with the U.S. 
support and SAVAK (the Shah's CIA), the 
Iranian people were coersively suppressed. 
I am sure that the citizens of the God-fearing 
United States would not have condoned this 
type of action in return for favors (mainly 
oil) from the Shah. 

Of course the revolution occured in Iran 
and the Iranian people overthrew the Shah's 
rule. This was known by the Shah and prior 

to being expelled he transferred billions of 
dollars of the Iranians' money to the United 
States. So, as an act of retaliation, they 
captured our embassy and the employees 
there. 

This was done to show the world what 
actions the United States had done and also 
as a means of getting back the billions of 
Iranian dollars the Shah took with him. 
(Because of of the propaganda problem we 
have in the United States with our mass 
media the problem at hand was not 
delivered to the U.S. public). 

These are the reasons why the United 
States had to make an international apology 
to the Iranian people and return the $9 
billion of Iranian money to Iran. It is sad to 
think that 52 people had to spend 444 days of 
their lives so the United States could quietly 
and gracefully pay for our bad conduct. 

Bernie Smith 
senior in marketing 

Ad 'epitomy of ignorance' 
Editor, 

RE: Advertisement for Hot Diggity Dog, 
in Monday's Collegian, Jan. 26,1981. 

The coupon read, "Iranian Coupon-this 
coupon is good for nothing." "American 
Coupon-FREE small drink with any san- 
dwich or full Sub." 

My hearty compliments to some future 
journalists of tomorrow. You're in perfect 
tune with the United States' journalistic 
tradition. 

The epitomy of ignorance and bias is 
demonstrated in this ad. The fact that the 
Collegian's rules allowed the printing of this 
ad illustrates in small part the supremacy of 
dollars over many aspects of our lives-Krf 
special not here, human relations. For a 
proper fee, Hot Diggity Dog can invade the 
campus with the utmost stupidity, and 
possibly stimulate hostile relations among 

students. At the very least, they can pay to 
make or imply ethnic slurs. 

An intelligent and objective assessment of 
the former hostages' captivity probably 
would lead to a better response than what 
this ad demonstrates. 

Proper use of intelligence and objectivity 
should dominate which ads get printed, not 
mere fees. 

It would certainly be a worthwhile ob- 
jective for some of Manhattan's en- 
trepreneurs to take their heads out of cer- 
tain parts of their anatomy and to use some 
intelligence when promoting those com- 
munity elements not necessarily related to 
profits. 

•     MlkeLlado 
graduate hi political science and 

regional and community planning 

KIDNEY FOUNOATION Of 

KANSAS » WESTERN MISSOURI 

Get the Best 
Available Price on 

Stereo Components. 
CALL LARRY 7760537 

Experience is the Difference. 

(FREEl) 
CROSS COUNTRY 

SKI CLINIC 
Monday, Feb. 2 

7:30 p.m. 
at 

IttEpATHnKDErV 
Films and 

presentation on 
technique and equipment 
by Capt. Pete Dascoulias, 

U.S. Olympic Biathlon team. 
Register today! 

1111 Moro   539-5639 

THEPATHFIKDEIV 
xycccw\i 

fl FEW OF SCANLAN'S QUALIFICATIONS... 
...21/2 YEARS IN STUDENT GOVERNfTlENT 
...AGRICULTURAL STUDENT SENATOR 
...FINANCE COmmiTTEE CHAIRPERSON 
...SERVED ON FINANCE COmmiTTEE RESPONSIBLE 

FOR FUNDING 1st OFF CAfTlPUS COUNCIL. 

Scanlan 
PRESIDENT Paid for by Students for Scanlon 

GILLEY'S 
NITE 

THURSDAYS! 
1) 

FREE TRIP 
TO GILLET'S 
DRAWINGS! 

•  •  • • 

• 5 Preliminary 

Winners Drawn 
Than. Nrtes 

• Grand Winner 
Drawn Feb. 12 

• Trip Includes 
Plane Fare, 
Lodging and 
Cover Charge 
Feb. 20-22 
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Departments compete 
for 30-minute'prize' 

ftgHXft&IKKB 

The contest is on, and victory will be 
determined by a few posters in Ahearn Field 
House, a group of joggers, and an ad- 
ministrative meeting sometime in the next 
few weeks. 

The prize in this athletic contest is 30 
minutes of recreation time five days a week. 
And time is running out. 

The Department of Intercollegiate 
Athletics recently requested its practice 
times in the fieldhouse and gymnasium be 
extended from 8 to 8:30 p.m. Monday 
through Friday, Gene Cross, vice president 
for University Facilities, said. 

Presently, free recreation time is 8 to 10 
p.m. Sunday through Thursday. Many of the 
students and faculty members who use the 
time use the fieldhouse and gymnasium for 
jogging or impromptu basketball games. 

Cross said the response of those who use 
the evening recreation time will help decide 
whether the athletic program gets its 
request. 

"The procedure we're using is we had 
Mark Bonjour (administrative officer for 
University Facilities) post notices this week 
(in Ahearn) to notify users that the athletic 
department has requested the change," 
Cross said. 

"If anybody has complaints, they should 
complain to the Ahearn complex office. If 

we get some response, we'll take it into 
consideration. If we get no response, we'll 
probably go ahead and implement it (the 
change)." 

Cross said he, Bonjour, and represen- 
tatives from the athletic department, 
Continuing Education and Health, Physical 
Education and Recreation (HPER) will 
meet in the next few weeks to make the 
decision. 

However, the time for complaints runs out 
on Friday. A secretary at the Ahearn 
Complex Office said they had received 
"about two or three complaints" and these 
and any others will be taken to Cross's office 
at 5 p.m. 

Don Kirkendall, head of HPER, which is 
in charge of scheduling free recreation time 
in the fieldhouse, said he won't approve any 
changes. 

"That's athletics' request," he said. "I've 
refused to yield to that request. So their 
response is to post the little dinky signs in 
the fieldhouse. 

"Vice President Cross may yield to that 
request, so I won't have any say in that. I 
simply do not feel it's my time to give up. 
The time is being paid for by faculty-staff 
monies," he said. 

DeLoss Dodds, director of athletics, was 
not available for comment Wednesday. 

Ten gasohol loans might injure feds 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Farmers 

Home Administration approved 10 federal 
loan guarantees last fall for alcohol fuel 
plant construction without requiring the 
borrowers to provide any personal 
guarantees on the multi-million dollar 
projects, according to a draft audit report. 

Without those guarantees, required unless 
borrowers can't provide them due to con- 
tractual or legal restrictions, the govern- 
ment stands to suffer significant losses if the 
plants fail, the draft said. 

The audit by the Agriculture Depart- 
ment's inspector general's office found that 

lending institutions involved in many of the 
15 federal guarantees in question also were 
not required to cover part of the 
unguaranteed portion of the project loans. 
The government guarantees, totaling nearly 
$342 million, would cover at least 85 percent 
of any net loss in all cases. 

"It is apparent that the government is the 
only party who is risking the loss of millions 
of dollars in these 15 projects since the 
borrowers and the lenders have apparently 
protected themselves against excessive 
losses," the draft said. The draft did not 
identify the projects. 

Friday, February 6 
McCain Auditorium 7:30 p.m. 
All Seats Reserved $6.50-$6.00~$5.50 

Tickets on Sale McCain Auditorium box 
office Today through Feb. 6 

Ticket .ales today through Feb. 5th at the following ticket outlets: 
Oaala Racer* ud Tapaa - AfjMfeh 
Caati Music and Eiactroaka. lac.. - Downtown 
Ft Rlky Racraatioaal Sanfeaa- I.T.T. office 

Good •eats still available 

in cooperation with EfflKSffl™ 

Bollard's 
Mid-Winter Dog Day's Sale 

THURSDAY • FRIDAY • SATURDAY 

SHOE SALE 
Adidas 
Fury 
Professional 
Mens Orion 
Mens Runner 
Formula 

Nike 
Lady Gemini 
Mens Roadrunner 

(limited sizes) 

Mens Cascade 
Womens Cascade 
Lady Waffle 
Waffle II 

ProKeds 
Suede White 
Suede Blue 
Canvas low 
Canvas hi 

Reg. 
$36.95 
$41.95 
$30.95 
$47.95 
$42.95 

Now 
$25.00 
$20.00 
$20.00 
$20.00 
$20.00 

Reg. Now 
$22.95 $15.00 
$29.95 $25.00 

$26.95 $15.00 
$26.95 $15.00 
$29.95 $20.00 
$33.95 $20.00 

Reg. Now 
$29.95 $15.00 
$29.95 $15.00 
$21.50 $10.00 
$22.50 $10.00 

Tiger 
Montreal II 
Tigress 
Pacific 
Enduro 

Brooks 
Lady Silver Streak 
Mens Silver Streak 

Reg. Now 
$34.95 $20.00 
$34.95 $20.00 
$42.95 $20.00 
$34.95 $15.00 

Reg.     Now 
$24.95 $15.00 
$24.95 $15.00 

Etonic Reg.     Now 
Mens Street Fighter $37.95 $20.00 
Womens Street Fighter$37.95 $20.00 
Mens Stabilizer $42.95 $25.00 
Womens Stabilizer       $42.95 $25.00 

New Balance 
Mens 620 
Ladies 620 

Reg. Now 
$49.95 $30.00 
$49.95 $30.00 

Spalding All V2 price 

Misc. Wrestling Shoes 
Your choice $3.00 

Vi off Ski Wear 
Coats, Pants, Gloves, Long Underwear, 

Select Warm-Ups 

Jerseys—^50 each 
or 

3 for $6°° 

Reg. V 

Gym Shorts $5M 

Tube Socks '250 

Ladies Footies '250 

SALE 
$300 

$]00 

$|00 

Toe & Heel Socks Reg. 2 for J325 

Now 2 for *P 

IN 
AQGIEVILLE 

BALLARD 
SPORTING GOOD'S INC. 

1222 M0R0 IN AGGIEVIUE 
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Board rejects Carlin's reorganization plan 
TOPEKA (AP) - The Kansas Water 

Resources Board voted 6-1 Wednesday to 
oppose the executive reorganization order of 
Gov. John Carlin, although endorsing one of 
the major proposals in that order. 

On a 4-1 vote, with two members ab- 
staining, the board approved the idea of 
consolidating three existing water agencies 
into a single authority. 

The board also voted to recommend a take 
or pay policy in the sale of water from state 
storage included in federal reservoirs. 

Carlin's reorganization order would 
consolidate the Water Resources Board, the 
Water Resources Division of the Kansas 
State Board of Agriculture, and some of the 
water functions of the Department of Health 
and Environment into a state water 
authority. 

The governor's order will become ef- 
fective in 60 days unless rejected or 
modified by the legislature. It calls for the 
governor to appoint a director to head the 

consolidated agency, and proposes a board 
which would have only advisory powers. 

In a series of "straw votes," the members 
of the Water Resources Board made 
recommendations for the benefit of 
legislative committees reviewing Carlin's 
order. 

By a 7-0 vote, they recommended a board 
that would establish policy rather than one 
that would be advisory only. 

The vote was 7-0 also to recommend a 
consolidated agency have two major 
divisions, one with planning functions and 
one with regulatory functions. 

On a 6-1 vote, board members called for 
an executive director to be appointed by the 
board rather than the governor. 

Members voted 4-2, with one abstention, in 
favor of letting the governor appoint 
members of the board without regard to 
political affiliation, rather than mandating a 
bipartisan membership. 

The only board member voting to support 

Senate will consider additional 
funding requests, appointments 

Approval of the Black Student Union 
(BSU) additional budget request for the 
spring semester will be voted on at tonight's 
Student Senate meeting. 

The funds are being requested to cover 
spring programs, particularly Black 
Heritage Week, according to Michael 
Payne, BSU president. 

"Some of the senators felt their (BSU) 
requests last fall were not justified by the 
amount of programming they had planned," 
Mark Zimmerman, student senate chair- 
person, said. 

"But I think Michael has done a complete 
turn around. He's done an excellent job of 
planning programs. It's a well-prepared 
budget." 

The BSU budget requests submitted last 
fall were prepared by a different BSU ad- 
ministration. 

"I'm more or less in the dark as to what 
went on then (last fall). I'm a transfer 
student and wasn't even at K-State then," 
Payne said. 

Zimmerman said he didn't think there 
would be any objections over the amounts, 
although the additional request involves a 
lot of money for the amount of time left in 
the 1981 fiscal year. 

Approval for University For Man (UFM) 
additional spring funding will be voted on 
along with a bill that will allow the election 
committee to gather information on cam- 
paign expenditures from candidates in- 
volved in Student Governing Association 
(SGA) elections. 

The establishment of Provost Owen 
Koeppe as as ex-officio member of the Fine 
Arts Council, approval of Jan Pelletier, a K- 
State graduate, as University social ser- 
vices director, and Pete Manf redo, senior in 
fisheries and wildlife biology, as assistant 
director of University Learning Network 
(ULN) are bills that will be voted on tonight. 

Also on the agenda for senate approval is 
a bill to establish a committee to study the 
proposed facilities for the Career Planning 
and Placement Center. 
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the governor's executive reorgaization 
order was a recent Carlin appointee, 
Patrick Regan of Wichita. 

In a prepared statement to be in- 
corporated with a record of the board's 
action, Regan said the governor's proposal 
is better than the present structure and 
would eliminate "fragmentation." 

In a five-hour session, the Board took 

action on 11 recommendations relating to 
the sale and pricing of water from state 
storage. 

The major proposed change would require 
purchasers of water to enter into contracts 
providing that they pay for the amount of 
water coverd by the contract whether they 
use the the entire amount or not. 

THURSDAY NIGHT 

2FOR1 
WELL HIGH-BALLS 

5:00-11:00 

ifi83&;*l 

RESTAURANT & PUB w 
"A Private Club" 

423 Houston St. 

"riaMy af Free Parana;" 

k-state union       .     .     . 
upc feature films ^*r y$r yfr 
25 years of service 1956-1981    ^ 

Every kid 
should have one. 

MY BODYGUARD 

FIRST    SHOWING 
IN    MdNrMTTdN! 

Ml.  30&31     fORUM-H/ILL 
700 & 9:30 PM J1.50 

CHAPTER  I     OF   THE    SERIAL... 

"ZOMBIES   OF  THE   STRATOSPHERE 

WILL   START  AT 
6.50    and    9:20    PM 

The Creature From the Black 
Lagoon in 3 O 
Midnite Movie Friday & Saturday 

THOSE , 
/MOI/IE^ 
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New merchandise is on the way      so we're clearing out our inventory to make room. Just look at these prices! 
1. JVC RS-5 50 watt stereo receiver Wn $219.96..   N0WSH9.II 

2. BIC 602 Fully automatic belt drive turntable with strobe speed control and Audio 

NOW $129.88 

NOW $249.88 

NOW SU9.II 
NOW $199.11 
NOW $239.88 

Techntea 10PQ diamond magnetic cartridge Was $219.95 

3. FISHER FS-220 30 watt 3-way speakers Wit $239 90 pr. 

4. PIONEER CENTREX KH-«58 44 watt receiver with Dolby cassette deck 
Was $419.55 

5. PIONEER CENTREX CL-70 40 watt 3-way speakers     
Was $279.90 pr. 

6. JVC RS-7100 watt stereo receiver  Was $299.95 

7. RSHER FS-240 70 watt 1273-way speakers    Was $439.90 pr. 

8. Nelson's SYSTEM FIVE Includes: RSHER RS-2003 60 watt receiver with built-in 
graphic EO. MT-6310 belt drive turntable. AUDIO TECHNICA cartridge. FS-240 
speakers. PLUS FREE TECHNICS SH-510 audio rack worth $129 95 

List vakM $1039.75      NOW $599.00 
9. Nelson's SYSTEM FOUR includes: JVC RS-7 100 watt receiver with LED meters. 

ALTEC DESIGN 10 speakers with 5-year warranty. BIC 802 belt drive turntable. Audio 
Tachnica 11EQ Diamond Elliptical Stylus PLUS FOUR of MAXELL'S best 90 minute 
cassette tapes and your choice ol a classical, jazz or rock album FREE' 

List value $939 BO       NOW $549.00 
10.SANYO FT-874 in-dasb AM/FM 8-track w/pushbutton station selection, separate bass 

& treble with locking fast forward with a pair of SP-778 30 watt triaxial speakers 
Systarn was $309.90      NOW $179.88 

11 SANYO or HITACHI complete music systems Al wa MM In stock     HALF PRICE! 

12.SANY0 M-9902 AM/FM cassette portable stereo ...... NOW $99.00 

13.SMALL CAR SYSTEM PIONEER KP-1500 in dash AM/FM cassette stereo & TS-5 
speakers System was $149.90      NOW $119.88 

14. BIC 80Z fully automatic belt drive turntable w/digital pitch control and Auoa^Tschnjcj 
Pro TIE Diamond Magnetic cartridge .. 

15. CONCEPT PB-6000 60 watt Power Booster 

CONCEPT E0-8070 50 watt 7-band Equalizer 

16. TANCREDITE-80 60 watt 7-band Equalizer 
TANCREDITE-100120 watt 7-band Equalizer 

17. SANYO VCT-9100A programmable Beta format VIDEO CASSETTE recorder with digital 
readout plus REMOTE CONTROL     Was $995.00      NOW $495.00 

18. Nelson's SYSTEM ONE includes: JVC RS-5 50 watt receiver. BIC-60Z belt drive 
turntable. AUDIO TECHNICA cartridge. RSHER 220 speakers. PLUS a FREE $20 
SOUND SAVER Record Cleaning system List value $679.80      NOW $399.00 

RECEIVERS, CASSETTE DECKS. REEL-TO-REELS and AMP/TUNER combinations1 

Choose from 13 different models from       
SANYO. TEAC. & TECHNICS        HALF PRICE! 

HALF PRICE! 

Was $299.90 
Was $69.95 

Was $139.95 
Was $149.95. 

Was $199.95 

NOW $169.88 

NOW $39.88 

NOW $79.88 

NOW $89.88 
NOW $119.88 
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Handicapped readers aided 
by Talking Book Service 

KANSAS STATE COLLEQIAN, Thur»„ January 29,1W1 

By KATHLEEN PAKKEBIER 
Collegian Reporter 

For many elderly persons, growing old is 
accompanied by many problems. One 
problem—failing eyesight—takes with it 
many of the pleasures taken for granted 
such as reading a newpaper, a magazine or 
a favorite book. 

What was once an enjoyable pastime, as 
the years pass, may become a painful and 
discouraging chore. 

The Talking Book Service in the 
Manhattan Public Library is a federally- 
funded program set up to help individuals 
with reading difficulties. It provides reading 
material, recorded on discs and cassettes, to 
blind and physically-handicapped readers. 

The service has been available at the 
library since 1969, according to Frank 
Carroll, director of the service. The 
program was established by Congress in 
1931 for blind adults, and expanded in 1966 to 
include all blind and physically handicapped 
persons. 

The material, recorded on four-track 
cassettes, discs and flexible discs, is 
available to anyone who cannot read printed 
material because of a handicap. 

'Ultrasound imaging' 
helps doctors detect 
fetal cardiac defects 

TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) — Arizona scientists 
are bouncing sound waves off tiny hearts to 
search for cardiac defects and problems 
while babies are still in the womb. 

The "ultrasound imaging" techniques 
being developed at the University of 
Arizona's Health Science Center "may be 
able to provide accurate, safe, and non- 
invasive diagnosis of congenital heart 
disease before birth," said Dr. David J. 
Sahn. 

The process provides a moving picture of 
an unborn baby's heart. 

Sahn told an American Heart Association 
seminar Tuesday his team has examined 
about 400 unborn infants, half of them born 
in high-risk pregnancies and has accurately 
diagnosed four major abnormalities and at 
least seven less serious ones. 

He said the procedure, which allows 
diagnosis as early as 18 weeks into a 
pregnancy, can ease a high-risk mother's 
anxiety if results are good. If bad, they can 
insure the birth is at a well-equipped 
hospital with cardiac care. 

Ultrasound was developed about 20 years 
ago and is used routinely by obstetricians to 
gauge the growth and development of un- 
born children and to search for gross birth 
defects. It is also used to study the hearts of 

lac patients. 
Arizona doctors combined the two 

lions in a complex procedure to study 
I hearts. 
|e basic technique sweeps high 
jency sound waves—far above the 

range of human hearing—across an organ. 
The echo—the waves that are bounced 
back—are converted into a high-resolution 
black and white picture. Sahn said the 
process does not use ionizing radiation, as 
does X-ray, and "appears to be quite safe." 

GIVE TO YOUR 
American Cancer Society 

i I 'H^1 tiM€€f 
■U ilh j (htt klip 

 and a </>r< It. 

HAPPY B-DAY, DIANE 
LOVE, MOM AND DAD 

Bestsellers, classics, and religious 
literature and children's books are some of 
the materials available at the Talking Book 
Service, Carroll said. 

About 60 magazines, including Good 
Housekeeping, Newsweek and Reader's 
Digest, are available through the service, he 
said. 

"We serve not only individual patrons, but 
nursing homes, hospitals, veteran's homes, 
retirement homes and sheltered 
workshops," Carroll said. 

A doctor, nurse or librarian can certify 
eligible patrons for the program, he said. 

"No money is involved in the 
program—it's absolutely free," Carroll 
said. "The law of the land sets this forth. No 
person can be denied of this program if they 
are eligible." 

"In Manhattan, approximately 100 people 
use the system," Carroll said. "One and one- 
half percent of the (country's) population is 
eligible for this service and it only services 
around 600,000 people.'' 

After becoming eligible for the program, 
the equipment, discs and cassettes are 
mailed, postage-paid to the library or in- 
dividual. The record player and the tape 
player have special slow speeds that hold up 
to six hours of material. 

"It is just wonderful to listen to, as the 
quality of the reader's voice makes it very 
enjoyable," said Lorraine Nelsmith, con- 
sultant for the North Central Kansas 
Library System. 

SOPHOMORES 
(And others with 2-Years of College Remaining) 

What will you do after you graduate?—How would you 
like to secure that future job now—one that will provide: 

—Excellent pay. 
—High level management experience. 
—Liberal benefits. 
—Opportunity for advanced education. 
—"PLUS" pay you $2,000 during your last two years 

of college. 

College men and women in all academic majors are 
eligible. Jobs are available in management, administra- 
tion, engineering, sciences, technology, and others. 

These excellent opportunities are available through 
K-State's advanced Air Force ROTC Program. Ap- 
plications are now being processed. Qualified and se- 
lected students will enter the 2-Year AFROTC Program 
next Fall. 

Find out why the Air Force is such a great way of 
life. For more information, contact Colonel Barber 
at the Military Science Building, Room 108 or call 
532-6600. 

ANNOUNCING 

DOG 
DAYS 
SALE 
DOWNTOWN 

Winter Ruff-Ruff Days Thursday, Friday and 
Saturday, January 29, 30, and 31. 

Shop Downtown this weekend for Tremendous Savings 
on Winter Merchandise. 

Don't let these Doggone Good Bargains pass you by. 

Downtown Manhattan has it All 
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Benefits increase enrollment to 171 students 

ROTC assisted by new military sentiment 
By DEANNA HUTCHISON 

Collegian Reporter 
Whether the enticement of generous 

benefits, or the fear of being drafted as 
enlisted personnel is responsible, 
enrollment in Army Reserve Officer 
Training Corps (ROTC) at K-State has in- 
creased this year. 

Enrollment this semester is 171, while a 
year ago it was 146, according to Lt. Col. 
Fred Gantzler, head of the Department of 
Military Science. 

The draft registration has not had an 
appreciable effect on enrollment, Gantzler 
said. However, it has affected student at- 
titudes. 

"Students are pretty smart, they're not 
running scared," Gantzler said. "But I think 
registration has caused a lot of students to 
think more seriously about the military." 

ROTC enrollment was at its largest during 
the Vietnam War when students enrolled in 
ROTC were exempt from the draft. 

When the draft ended, enrollment drop- 
ped, Gantzler said. The anti-military sen- 
timent of the early 1970s also contributed to 
the low enrollment of about 100 students in 
1975. 

The anti-military sentiment was reversed 
by the situation in Iran, Gantzler said. 

"I think the situation there has brought 
the nation together, and made people 
believe that America has something worth 
defending," he said. "This belief has put the 
military in a better light in people's minds, I 
think. 

"That's (the enrollment increase) very 
encouraging from my point of view," 
Gantzler said. "We're getting some fine 
students now—students who aren't using 
ROTC as a crutch." 

The ROTC program is designed to teach 
students about the Army, and try to con- 
vince them that being a commissioned of- 
ficer will be a valuable experience and will 
bring them a good future, Gantzler said. 

The benefits offered "mean a lot to some 
students," Gantzler said. 

"I got a four-year scholarship for ROTC, 
but I would have gone ROTC even without 
it," Nancy Vail, freshman in architectural 
engineering, said. "I think it's an all-around 
good deal." 

"There are a lot of job opportunities," 
Frank Butler, junior in history, said. "I took 
the basic classes for two years, and I looked 

at all the benefits for being an officer. After 
I found out what it was all about, I decided to 
stay in." 

Currently, 289 colleges and universities 
offer ROTC. K-State commissions about 25 
officers each year. 

EKART'S LIQUOR STORE 
619 N. 3rd 

(across from Pizia Hut) 
Beer. Wine. Liquor, & Kegs 

Owners—Tom & JoAnn Ekart 
776-7623 

Women's Resource 
Center 

VOLUNTEER WORKSHOP 

Sunday, Feb. 1, 2-5 p.m. 

UFM Fireplace Room 

Childcare will be provided 

(call 532-6541 for details) 
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Depletion of recent supply surplus 
expected to boost gasoline prices 

TOPEKA (AP) — Surplus supplies of 
gasoline that recently blessed Kansas have 
disappeared, and prices are expected to rise 
from 8 to 10 cents a gallon in the next several 
weeks, according to the state Energy Office. 

In its monthly report on fuel availablity, 
the agency warned Wednesday that 
decontrol of American oil production and 
marketing will accelerate price increases 
for gasoline. 

"What will happen is that now—in a few 
weeks—we will get the 8 to 10 cent in- 
creases," said Lyle Goltz, chief fuel 
allocation officer for the state agency. 
"With decontrol, it's just the idea that we'll 
pay the higher prices sooner.'' 

The regulations on domestic production 
were scheduled to be phased out by fall, but 
President Reagan lifted the controls 
Wednesday. 

With that action, prices on diesel fuel and 
heating oil are likely to jump 15 to 20 cents a 
gallon, Goltz noted. Had the controls 
remained in effect, prices would have in- 
creased gradually with gasoline up about 2 
cents a gallon each month and diesel about 3 
to 4 cents a gallon each month through 
spring and early summer. 

Although there should be adequate sup- 
plies of gasoline for Kansans in February, 
the large surpluses that had been available 
in the past few months are now gone, Goltz 
said. 

According to reports from refineries, 
there will be about 122 million gallons of 
gasoline available for Kansas next month. 
Last year there were 130 million gallons 
available in February and actual sales of 106 
million gallons. 

Depending upon the weather, supplies of 
middle distillates, which include diesel and 
heating oil, should be adequate with about 47 
million gallons available next month. That 
is about four million gallons above last 
year's supply at the same time. Propane 
supplies are expected to be more than 
adequate. 

Goltz said colder than normal weather 
across the nation is dwindling the stock of 
middle distillates, and nationwide supplies 
are down about 12.9 percent from last year. 

The concern, he said, is that refiners will 
continue to cut back their operations 
because of a reduced demand for gasoline. 
That also will reduce supplies of diesel fuel 

and other crude oil products which will 
shrink fuel stocks available in the spring. 

"It's going to be a rough winter for 
heating oil and diesel users, and looks like 
next summer will be rough on gasoline 
users,'' Goltz noted in his monthly report. 

Kansas State University hosts the 

American College Theatre Festival 
Region V South 

(Plays are selected as representative of 
regional theatre activity./ 

ALL PERFORMANCES BEGIN AT 8 A) 

McCAIN AUDITORIUM 
All seats general admission $3.00 

Box office open 10:30 to 6 for advance tickets 
532-6425 

THURSDAY, JAN. 29  THE HOUSE ACROSS THE STREET' 
An original student play by Darrah Cloud 

FRIDAY, JAN. 30 THE  LEARNED LADIES' 
Moliere's classic comedy 

SATURDAY. JAN. 31 PROMETHEUS BOUND' 
A punk rock interpretation of Aeschylus' famous Greek tragedy 

* A vant la Piece pre show dinners available 
to the general public, prepared by KSUnion Food Service. 

'5.50advance tickets only. McCain Bo* Office. 

Mid-Winter Dog Days 
Thursday-Friday-Saturday 

Entire Stock 
Of 

Winter Sportswear & Dresses 

30 to 60% & 
Price 

t 

Entire Stock of 
PURSES 

Vi Price 
with Clothing Purchase 

Entire Stock 
HATS, GLOVES, SCARVES 

30% OFF 

Entire Stock Winter Coats 

20 to 60% 5. 
Price 

Downtown Manhattan 



Financial counsel is here, 
as the filing deadline nears 

KANSAS STATE COLLEGIAN, Thur*., January 28,1981 11 

By KAREN FRANKLIN 
Collegian Reporter 

An information center for those who are 
filing 1960 income tax returns has been 
established on campus. 

The Volunteer Income Tax Assistance 
(VITA) program is centered at the 
Education Opportunities Center (EOC) in 
Holtz Hall. The program is sponsored by the 
Area Agency on Aging and the Internal 
Revenue Service (IRS). 

Another VITA site is located in the 
Carlson Plaza at 425 Pierre. 

VITA is designed to help the elderly, 
handicapped and low-income individuals in 
filling out income tax forms, according to 
Diann Boldon, assistant instructor for 
student development. 

Most students are classified in the low- 
income bracket, Boldon said, and that was 
one reason for locating the information 
center on campus. 

"We won't turn anyone away," she said. 
"We're here to help everyone, but we're not 
geared to work with individuals whom make 
$5,000 a year and over." 

Those with complicated problems are 
referred to someone else, Boldon said. ■ 

The VITA program was started in 1974, 
but this is the first year a center has been 
located on campus, said Cindy Davis, 
assistant director of consumer assistance 
for the Area Agency on Aging. 

Boldon works at Holtz from 9 a.m. till noon 
Monday through Friday. She coordinates 
her tax  assistance work with her EOC 

duties. 
The most common forms taken to VITA 

for assistnce include the Kansas Homestead 
Tax Refund, Kansas Food Sales Tax 
Refund, Earned Income Credit, Childcare 
Credit and several federal schedules for 
retired persons. 

VITA officially opened last wee, but 
"things should be rolling next week because 
all the W-2 forms (wage and tax statements) 
are supposed to be out by Jan. 31," Boldon 
said. 

The types of federal income tax forms.are 
the 1040 and 1040A. The 1040A "short form" 
is the one used by most students, John 
Graham, professor of accounting, said. 

The short form is filed by individuals at 
the low end of the income scale who do not 
itemize their deductions, Graham said. 

A single student would not want to file a 
return if his income was $3,300 or less and no 
tax was withheld, Graham said. Married 
students would not have to file a return if 
their income was $4,300 with no tax 
withheld, he said. 

"If a student had any tax withheld, he or 
she should file to get their tax refunded," 
Graham said. 

Graham said he believes individuals 
preparing their own tax returns gain a 
better understanding of the tax system. 

However, he said, most people seek 
professional service when there's something 
on the form that's "beyond their level of 
understanding." 

Five candidates file 
for president's office 

By the 5 p.m. deadline Wednesday, five 
students filed for the student body president, 
131 students filed for 49 positions on Student 
Senate, and seven students applied for the 
Board of Student Publications were sub- 
mitted. 

The election will be Wednesday, Feb .11. 
Last year, four students ran for student 

body president and 102 candidates filed for 
Student Senate. 

Angela Scanlan, junior in journalism and 
mass communications, will be campaigning 
for student body president. Scanlan said she 
believes her most important qualification is 
her experience as chairman of Senate 
Finance Committee, dealing with a quarter 
million dollars. 

David Lehman, junior in agricultural 
economics, will also be on the presidential 
ballot. He is stressing communications in 
his campaign for president. 

"The student body president and student 
senators need to go out and talk to different 
groups and get their opinions because the 
students have good ideas," Lehman said. 

As another candidate for president, Tim 
Matlack, junior in business administration, 
said his main objective will be to "make 
students more aware of problems on 
campus" such as fire protection, and the 
lack of parking. 

Roger Seymour, senior in construction 
science and business administration, is 
another candidate for president. He said he 
sees a disturbing change in Student Senate's 
attitude. 

"This change is headed away from the 
direction I feel it should take toward 
academics," Seymour said. 

Malcolm Obourn, junior in animal science 
and industry, was the last to file student 
body president. 

"I am not fully aware of the capabilities of 
student government, but I have opinions 
about certain things," Obourn said. 

Obourn said he would be researching 
current issues pertaining to student 
government and learning during his cam- 
paign. 

HELP WANTED! 
Fone Coordinator 

Description: The Coordinator of the Fone will be responsible for the running and 
maintenance of the Fone as a student social service. He/she should have a working 
knowledge of the responsibilities and duties of the Fone. These responsibilities and 
duties shall consist of: Financial management; Outreach activities; Resources and 
referrals; Inreach activities; Reports to all funding sources, community agencies, 
professionals and SGA; Board of Directors and Fone's Executive Committee. A more 
detailed job description is available upon request at the SGA office. 

Fone Assistant Coordinator 
Description: The Assistant Coordinator of the Fone will be responsible for assisting 
the Coordinator in the running and maintenance of the Fone as a student social ser- 
vice. He/she should have a working knowledge of the responsibilities and duties of the 
Fone. These responsibilities and duties shall consist of assisting the Coordinator in the 
following: Financial management; Outreach activities; Resources and referrals; 
Inreach activities; Reports; Board of Directors and Fone's Executive Committee; 
and Coordination of drug-related counseling and activities. A more detailed job 
description is available upon request at the SGA office. 

Applications and more information are available at the 
SGA office. Applications are due by 5 P.M., January 29. 

(^A) SGS is an equal opportunity employer. 

CENT 
SALE 

|IF YOU HAVE ONE RED CENTl 
DON'T MISS THIS SALE. 

Buy a Suit or Sport Coat 
at original price and get another 

of equal value or less for 

just 1* 
Alterations Extra 

Leather Coats 40% off, 
Sweaters 40% off 

Dress Shirts Vi price 
Entire Stock Not Included 

cttfesftid 
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STRATEGIES FOR 
EFFECTIVE 
LEADERSHIP 

A Workshop for all K-State Students 

and Advisors to Organizations 

PRESENTATIONS ON: 
Campus Development & Utilization 
Legislative TRENDS 
Faculty Issues 
Student Issues 
"Hit List" For Your Student Organization 
Common Problems Facing Student 

Organizations 
All You Ever Wanted To Know About K-State 
Talking & Working with People 
Required session for all candidates running in 

February Election (8:00-9:30) 
Saturday, January 31—8:00 a.m. to 12:30 

Room Justin 109 
SPONSORED BY: 

CENTER FOR STUDENT DEVELOPMENT 
STUDENT GOVERNING ASSOCIATION 
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SREO FACTORY'S BIGGEST\EVEf5 

Jttl 
30 hours of Great Stereo Deals! 

Each hour we will reduce the price on one component drastically! Here 
are 30 samples of the great deals at the STEREO FACTORY. 

FRIDAY & SATURDAY (Quantities Limited) 

11 AM-NOON 
JS-120 

FRIDAY & SATURDAY ANNIVERSARY SPECIALS 

10 Band Equalizer 
100 watt/4-speaker fader 

2 year warranty 
Reg. Price $250 

All 29 hours $180 

1 Hour Only $149 

NOON-1 PM 
Alpine 7114 
Underdash 
Cassette 

Music Sensor plays 90-min- 
ute cassette. 

Reg. Price $199 
All 29 Hours $169 

1 Hour Only $139 

1 PM-2 PM 

Hitachi D-22mkll 

Add this Cassette Deck 
to any component system 

Reg. $200 
Full 29 hours $189 

1 Hour Only $169 

2 PM-3 PM 
Jet Sound 

Car Stereo Speaker 
6x9 

Yourchance to 
Save Big on 

name brand Speakers 
Reg. $99.95 

All 29 hours $79.95 
1 Hour Only $49.95 

3PM-4PM 

AKAI  AP-B20 
Stylet Overhang Attainment Oil Oampao Cue>ng T 
Shaped to* Rtuwiancc IOM Arm AutoRtturn *Mi- 
Sajling Control VitHilren Absorbing inauUiefl Faat. 
ftastevasia Hinged Den Covt* 

Reg. Price $200 
All 29 hours $150 

1 Hour Only $99.95 

4 PM-5 PM 
Jensen Modei 20 
Speaker System 

This Speaker Delivers Sen- 
sational Sound At An Excit- 
ing Price. Handles 80 Watts. 

Reg. Price $199 
All 29 Hours $149 

1 Hour Only $119 

5 PM-6 PM 

Pioneer TS 691 

Regular $49 Pair 
All 29 hours $39 Pair 

1 Hour Only $34.95 Pr. 

6 PM-7 PM 
7212 

Alpine Car System 
The one you've waited 

for. 

Auto Reverse/40 watt 
Power Dolby 

Reg. Price $359.95 
All 29 hours $339.95 

1 Hour Only $299.95 

7 PM-8 PM 
Tune Up Your System 
With A New Cartridc 

audio -technics * 

ESSF*" Pro11E 
Reg. Price $60.00 

All 29 hours $49.95 
1 Hour Only $29.95 

SATURDAY ANNIVERSARY SPECIALS 
10 AMU AM 

Portable Stereo 
By JVC 
RC656 

Reg. $329.95 

All 29 hours $299.95 
1 Hour Only $269.95 

11 AM-NOON 
DISC WASHER 

RECORD CLEANER 

\ 
Regular $15.95 

All 29 hours $13.95 
1 Hour Only $10.95 

NOON-1 PM 
MuraRedsetlll 

«a Lightweight 
Headphone 

1.7 oz. 

Stereo Factory best buy 

Reg. $59.95 
All 29 hours $49.95 

1 Hour Only $39.95 

1 PM-2 PM 

Electrovoice 
Small but very 

powerful 
Handles 
150 watts 

Add this great 
Speaker to 
any system 

Reg. $200 pair 
All 29 hours $130 pair 

1 Hour Only $99.95 pair 

2 PM-3 PM 
Underdash 
Car Stereo 
By Majestic 

Reg. $79.95 
. All 29 hours $49.95 
1 Hour Only $33.95 

3 PM-4 PM 

WILD 
CARD 

Your choice of any 
previous hourly spe- 
cial at its special ONE 
HOUR ONLY price ... 
provided we still have 
it in stock. 

I 
4 PM-5 PM 
60 Watt Power 

Equalizer 

I 

7 PM-8 PM 
It's time for a 

Dual Record Changer 

8 PM-9 PM 
THE FUST CAP, 5«AKER SYSTEM THAT 
YOU CAN FEE. RJGTT AT HOME WITH 

The best you can buy. 
Reg. Price $300 

All 29 hours $250 
1 Hour Only $219 

Reg. Price $230 Pair 
All 29 hours $199 Pair 

1 Hour Only $159 Pair 

5 Band Graphic Equalizer 
30 Watt Amp for Your 

Car 
2 Year Warranty 

Reg. Price $99 
All 29 Hours $79 

1 Hour Only $59 

9PM-10PM 
Akai Gx-m10 

Stereo Cassette 
Deck 

10PM-11 PM 
AM-FM    CASSETTE 

INDASH 

] .*$i -1HH 
miTTi » • £ « 9    »» 

Reg. $399 
All 29 hours $349 

1 Hour Only $299 

A MAJESTIC    MCR-715 

IN  DASH CAR  Ml HI  it 
CASSITII   lAPt   P1AYIR 

WITH AM fM   FM MPX RADIO 

Regular $119.95 
All 29 hours $79.95 

1 Hour Only $69.95 

5PM-6PM 
Majestic 

Auto Reverse 
Pushbutton 

Reg. $179.95 
All 29 hours $149.95 

1 Hour Only $99.95 

11 PM-MIDNIGHT 

Gusdorf 
Stereo 

Cabinets 

All 29 Hours 10% Oft 
1 Hour Only 25% Off 

6PM-7PM 
Jensen Model 30 
Speaker System 

ThaJanten Model 30 l»ws«-wfiy 
soeaHe* iytte«n provtOet 'uM range 
'•D'Oduct-on St a truly a<tOrt«iriinfl 
Ofice Large 10" high comptisnce 

Reg. Price $340 
All 29 Hours $260 

1 Hour Only $189 

MIDNIGHT-1 AM 

FM Converter 

Convert your AM Radio        ;< 

toFM. 

Reg. Price $29 
All 29 Hours S24 

1 Hour Only $19 

SUNDAY ANNIVERSARY SPECIALS 
11 AM-NOON 

Stereo 
Cassette 

Deck 

Metal Tape 
Flourosoameter 

Regular $219 
All 29 hours $199 

1 Hour Only $179 

NOON-1 PM 
Jensen Car 

Stereo Speakers 

Jensen Series 
Coax & Triax 

Speakers 

Save up to 50% 

1 PM-2 PM 
Akai 

EAQ40 
Graphic Equalizer 
Make your system 

sound like it 
should 

Reg.$350 
All 29 hours $329.95 

1 Hour Only $279.95 

2PM-3PM 

CAR POWER AMP 

MM(%fi 

■ iv ■ w ■ r 

isAMiaeAum 

Reg. Price $75 
All 29 Hours $55 

1 Hour Only $45 

3 PM-4 PM 
Maxell Recording 

Tape 

It's good for your head! 
10 Maxell 

UDXLIIC90 
for $39.95 

10 Maxell LNC90 
for $24.95 

4 PM-5 PM 

WILD 
CARD 
Your choice of any 
previous hourly spe- 
cial at its special ONE 
HOUR ONLY price... 
provided we still have 
it in stock. 
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Acker announces new assistant, 
will deal with student concerns 

Janet Woodward has been chosen as 
assistant to K-State President Duane Acker. 

Woodward, who has served as information 
assistant to the president since 1975, will be 
working primarily as an internal assistant.' 
Mike Johnson, assistant to the president, 
will continue as the external assistant, 
Acker said. 

"This (job) changes some of my 
responsibilities," Woodward said. I will still 
provide information to the president. In 
addition, I will work with the president in 
maintaining internal communications. 
"I look forward to opportunities I have to 
work with the president and with the faculty 
and staff at the University in a variety of 
ways." 

Her new responsibilities include ad- 
ministrative leadership on special campus- 
wide events and projects; dealing with 
concerns expressed by students, faculty and 
University alumni; and preparing in- 
formation for speeches, correspondence and 
written material for the president. 

"She has been an excellent co-worker and 
is well-respected by the faculty and ad- 
ministration," Acker said. "We are looking 
forward to her carrying broader respon- 
sibilities." 

Woodard said she believes her past job 
experiences will be valuable in her new 
position. 

"I have gotten very well acquainted with 
the University and the regents, and how it 
serves people," she said. 

Woodard earned an undergraduate degree 
in social sciences from the University of 

Janet Woodward 

Northern Colorado and a Master's in 
journalism and mass communications from 
K-State. 

She replaces Barry Flinchbaugh, 
professor of agronomy, who resigned as 
assistant to the president on January 21 to 
return to teaching and extension work. He 
had served as assistant to the president for 
the past four years. 

Government company buys 
Guaranteed Student Loans 

By DAVE COOK 
Collegian Reporter 

The sale of Guaranteed Student Loans 
(GSL) to the Student Loan Marketing 
Association, also known as Sallie Mae, Inc., 
will not affect the students holding the loans. 
However, this sale by Kansas State Bank 
(KSB) will help insure the financing of 
future students. 

KSB, the only Manhattan financial in- 
stitution offering the loans, has had an in- 
crease in demand for this service as K-State 
enrollment has risen. 

"Our bank is small and an $11 million 
portfolio of student loans is just unheard of 
in a bank with assets of $28 million or so," 
said Donna Long, assistant vice president of 
KSB. 

"When the portfolio becomes too big, then 
we usually will have a sale," Long said.. 
Sales of student loans usually take place two 
or three times a year. 

Sallie Mae regularly purchases the loans, 
from KSB. 

"Sallie Mae is a private corporation, 
established by an act of Congress, to 
maintain a secondary market for the loan 
process," Long said. 

"We have sold quite a few of them 
(student loans). The student is notified 
immediately, by letter, from Sallie Mae, 
that they own his loan and that any 
correspondence, deferments or anything 
else should go directly to them," she said. 

The loan sales probably make the 
program stronger, Long explained, because 
Sallie Mae has a more efficient collection 
department. Unlike other institutions, they 
are able to locate students who have 
defaulted on their student loans. 

KSB has had defaults on about 12 out of 
3,000 student loans, she said. 

"The default rate in Kansas is very low, 
only about 3 or 4 percent," Long said. 

With the increased demand for the GSLs, 
KSB has also had to make other ad- 
justments. 

About a year ago, the bank decided it 
would only accept applications from 
students who had previously received a loan 
from them. This was done because it didn't 
know if it would have enough money to keep 
up with the increase in demands for the 
loans, Long said. 

Last fall, the bank resumed its policy of 
accepting all loan applications for con- 
sideration, regardless of whether the ap- 
plicant was a previous customer. 

A change will also be made in the payment 
schedule of the loans. Now the bank releases 
both semesters' aid at the beginning of the 
school year. 

"This next fall, we will go to a double 
dispersement on student loans," Long said. 
"The loan will actually be made for a full 
year, but you will get half of the proceeds for 
the first semester, the other half the 
second." 
"I think you will find more students staying 
in school," she said. "I've had numerous 
students who were completely out (of 
money) and didn't have the money to re- 
enroll." 

libach 

AUTHENTIC 
CHARCOAL 
COOKING" 
I eaturlng delicious 

burgers, steaks & sausages 

OPEN FOR LUNCH 
Monday-Saturday, 11:00 \<>2 00 

DINNER AT 5:00 
OPEN SUNDAYS 

4:00 to 9:00 

(7j7jk-state union 
•VsZlupc feature films 

25 years of service 1956-1981 

proudly presents.... 

ZOMBIES OF THE 
STRATOSPHERE 

COME SEE LEONARD NIMOY IN SEARCH OF ... INTER- 
PLANETARY ZOMBIES WHO TAKE INTEREST IN EARTH IN 
THIS 1952 SPACE ADVENTURE SERIAL. A DIFFERENT CHAP- 
TER OF THIS CONTINUING SAGA WILL BE PRESENTED EACH 
WEEK 10 MINUTES BEFORE THE SCHEDULED FEATURE 
FILM. 

CHAPTER TITLES 
1. "THE ZOMBIE VANGUARD" JAN. 
2. "THE BATTLE OF THE ROCKETS" FEB. 
3. "UNDERSEA AGENTS" FEB. 
4. "CONTRABAND CARGO" FEB. 
5. "THE IRON EXECUTIONER" MAR 
6. "MURDER MINE" MAR 
7. "DEATH ON THE WATERFRONT" APR. 
8. "HOSTAGE FOR MURDER" APR. 
9. "THE HUMAN TORPEDO" APR. 

10. "FLYING GAS CHAMBER" APR. 
11. "MAN VS. MONSTER" MAY 
12. "TOMB OF THE TRAITORS" MAY 

DON'T MISS A SINGLE EPISODE! 

30,31 
13,14 
20,21 
27,28 
.6,7 
. 27,28 
4 
10,11 
17,18 
24,25 
1,2 
8,9 

At 
THOSE , 

,/MOI/IE^ 
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Risk of death from heart disease 
reduced bv new drua combinatta 

BOSTON (AP) — A new combination of 
drugs dramatically lowers cholesterol in 
people who risk early death from heart 
disease because of an inherited disorder 
that affects up to a million people in North 
America, a new study shows. 

Until now, there has been no treatment for 
this common disease, called familial 
hypercholesterolemia. Victims have two to 
three times the usual levels of cholesterol in 
their blood. And they are five times more 
likely than normal to have heart disease, 
which often appears when they are in their 
40s. 

The combination of drugs, tested at the 
University of California in San Francisco, 
cuts their cholesterol almost in half. 

"In this group of people, we finally have 
an effective treatment that can completely 
normalize the levels of lipoprotein," Dr. 
John Kane, who directed the research, said 

in an interview. 
The study, conducted on 50 men and 

women, was published in Thursday's issue 
of the New England Journal of Medicine. 

The two drugs — colestipol and niacin — 
have been used separately for several years 
to control cholestrol, but this study is the 
first to discover that the two together 
produce far stronger effects. 

The drugs are currently available and the 
researchers recommended that physicians 
immediately begin giving the combination 
to people with the inherited disorder. 

High cholesterol causes fatty deposits on 
the blood vessels and makes them narrow 
and hard. The level of cholesterol in the 
blood is directly linked to the risk of 
developing heart disease. 

In the latest study, doctors found that 
people who took colestipol and niacin had 46 
percent lower levels of a form of cholesterol 

called low-density lipoproteins. And at the 
same time, their levels of high-density 
lipoprotein, which is believed to protect 
people against heart disease, rose sub- 
stantially. 

After taking the drugs, the patients' levels 
of low-density lipoprotein were actually 
lower than those of a group of 748 people 
chosen at random in the San Francisco area. 

"What we picked was one of the hardest 
groups to treat," Kane said. "The people 
with familial hypercholesterolemia have 
been considered very resistant to treatment, 
and there has been no regimen before 
published that normalized lipoprotein levels 
in these people. Even bowel surgery, which 
has been proposed, has not done this." 

Kane was cautious about recommending 
the drugs for people whose cholesterol levels 
are only somewhat higher than normal. 

Congratulations 
Karen Jaderborg 

After Graduation Day 
you can Start Earnin' 
Pay. An accountant you'll 
be at your New Job in 
K.C. 

By Susie, Janette & Janice 

Reagan's cabinet will consider 
future of Soviet grain embargo 

WASHINGTON (AP) - The future of the 
grain embargo against the Soviet Union will 
be considered early next month by 
President Reagan's full cabinet, 
Agriculture Secretary John Block said 
Wednesday. 

Block said he convinced Reagan that the 
embargo question should be reviewed in a 
larger forum than the National Security 
Council (NSC), which has been handling the 
question, after the president's top advisor, 
Edwin Meese, suggested the NSC continue 
dealing with the matter. 

"I didn't feel that was the proper forum 
since there are many interests at stake 
here," Block told his first Washington news 
conference since taking office. 

"President Reagan agreed that that is the 
way it should be, and he is scheduling a 
review of that in the full cabinet, probably 

some time next week," he said. 
Block said he personally opposes the 

embargo, primarily on corn and wheat, and 
his aide John Ochs said Block's "personal 
priority" as agriculture secretary is to end 
the embargo. 

"I always thought it was doomed to 
failure," Block told reporters. "We need to 
be looking toward a way to lift it. I don't 
know how. I don't know when. But I haven't 
changed my mind." 

He also defended the fact that the Reagan 
administration still is considering the 
embargo after the president pledged in the 
campaign to end it. 

"There are many pressing issues that we 
have to deal with and this one will be dealt 
with swiftly," he said, noting Reagan has 
been in office only eight days. 

Learn to SKYDIVE!! 
The KSU Sport Parachute Club is holding an 

information meeting for all those interested in training 
this semester for their first parachute jump! 

—Tonight: Union Little Theater— 
7:30 p.m.    - 

First jump course includes training from 

USPA certified Instructors, equipment, plane ride 
to altitude, first jump & club dues. 

Cost-*70 

Specials This Weekend Only At 

CDNDE'S 
Now only '17995 

Your local authorized Mitsubishi Service Center 

Now Only *13795 

MODEL RX-69 II CASSETTE 
WITH AM/FM MPX. 
• Auto-reverse 

1 Aulo-eiect Tape automatically eiects at power 
oil 
Locking fast-forward/fast-rewind 
Program selector switch 
Tape running indicator 

• Five pushbutton tuning 
Mono/Stereo switch 
Distance/Local switch 

• Separate dial illumination-green FM amber AM 
• Maximum 8 watts RMS per channel at 4 ohms 
• Bass boost switch for powerful low frequency 
• Fader and balance controls for four speaker 

system 
Can be installed in most domestic cars 
Contemporary black-on-black styling 

Only *37f* 

MODEL RX-73 CASSETTE 
WITH AM/FM MPX. 
• Full auto-stop at power off as well as at tape end 
• Locking fast-forward. 
• Tape indicator. 
• Dial in cassette door. 
• Five AM or five FM pushbutton tuning, 
• Distance/Local switch. 
• Stereo indicator. 
• Maximum 7 watts RMS per channel at 4 ohms. 
• Fader and balance controls for four-speaker 

system. 
• Low-level output utilizing phono plugs. 
• Short chassis depth for installation in most 

domestic cars. 

MODEL RX-2 CASSETTE 
WITH AM/FM MPX. 
• Electronic pushbutton tuning programmable for 

recall of'up to six FM and six AM stations 
• Auto-electronic tuner searches out strong 

stations 
• Manual electronic tuner scans in either direction 
• Auto-reverse 
• Auto-eiect at power off 
• Locking fast-forward/fast-rewind 
• Program selector switch 
• Tape running indicator 
• Digital display for AM/FM frequency and clock 
• FM Noise-Killer minimizes ignition noise 
• Distance/Local switch 
• Mono/Stereo switch 
• Fader and balance controls for four-speaker 

system 
• Maximum 8 watts RMS per channel at 4 ohms 
• Power Antenna Lead 

MODEL RX-79 CASSETTE 
WITH AM/FM MPX. 

Now Only '249* 

• 20 watts RMS per channel using Balanced 
Transformerless circuitry (BTL) 

• Separate bass and treble controls 
• Auto-reverse 
• Auto-eiect Tape automatically ejects at power off 
• Locking fast-forward/fast-rewind 
• Program selector switch 
» Tape running indicator 
» Five AM or five FM pushbutton tuning 
« Distance/Local switch 
> Separate dial illumination-green FM. amber AM 
> Fader and balance controls for four-speaker 

system 
• Can be installed in most domestic cars 

Open Thurs. till 8:30 p.m. 
Fri. and Sat. till 5:30 p.m. 

Conde's 
407 Poyntz, Downtown 

776-4704 

'   I 

installation 
available 
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Strip mining, growing cities eating away farmland 

Lack of conservation causing topsoil erosion 
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) -The Santa Fe 

Trail. What the name evokes and what the 
eye beholds are shockingly out of sync. 

The vision is one of wagons rolling out of a 
frontier outpost, westward bound to an 
expansive land that seemed limitless to the 
travel-weary pioneers. 

Today's reality, though, is rush-hour 
traffic spewing exhaust as hordes of com- 
muters roll homeward to their parcels of 
suburban property. 

The changes that produced the crowded 
modern scene have been gradual, just like 
the changes in the rest of the land across the 
American Midwest. Encroachment on the 
wide open spaces has been slow but sure, 
and it poses important problems for Mid- 
westerners and their governments. 

IN A SIX-PART SERIES of stories last 
week, The Kansas City Times detailed the 
challenges facing those who realize their 
dependence on the land, an important and 
endangered resource. 

Among issues raised by the Times series: 
—The damaging of fertile farmland as it is 
forced to work harder to produce more food 
for the United States and the world. 
—Land-use planning in cities and rural 
areas, and the political pressures against it. 
-Strip   mining   and   industrial   waste 
pollution which can leave land sterile or 
poisioned for hundreds of years. 

"Land," as Will Rogers once noted, "is 
something that they don't make much of 
these days." 

Farmers and agricultural officials in 
Missouri and Kansas are worried about 
damage to the rural land in their states, 
perhaps more worried than at any time 
since the Dust Bowl days of the 1930B. The 
most crucial problem is erosion of topsoil. 

"You can never recapture the fertililty 
once that topsoil is gone," said Judy 
Wegener, who with her husband Don farms 
in Doniphan County, in northeast Kansas. "I 
tell you, it's real scary what's happening." 

IN MISSOURI, 11 tons of topsoil wash off 
the average acre of cropland each year. 
Part of the reason is that farmers, eager to 
squeeze higher production out of their 
acreage, drop or cut corners on longstan- 
ding soil conservation practices. The U.S. 
Department of Agriculture estimates that 
losses of five tons of soil per acre each 
year—the level at which productivity begins 
to decline—are occurring on one-third of all 
cultivated land. 

The pressure for more production also 
means crops are planted on land not suited 
for them. "Every time I drive highway 36 
across Kansas to Denver, as far as I can see 
on both sides of the road there's land planted 
to crops that should never have been," said 
Leonard Shruuben, a Kansas State 
University agricultural economist. "It's 
marginal, fragile land. And the damage will 
be irreparable for at least a generation." 

MORE   FARMERS   HAVE   STOPPED 
building terraces that control water runoff. 
That means topsoil washes into streams, 
choking drainage basins and worsening 
flooding problems. Windbreaks of trees 
have given way to more planting or to giant 
irrigation systems. 

"Some land in western Kansas is being 
used for corn continuously," Schruben said. 
"In 10 years that soil could be dry and hard 
as a brick. How far can we go before the 
damage will produce yields so low that they 
can't be offset by fertilizer?" 

Another force is at work to devestate 
farmland, and that it its rising value. Land 
on the fringes of cities becomes too valuable 
to use for farming, and urban development 
gobbles it up. Missouri has been losing an 

ALWAYS hold 
matches till cold. 

estimated 48,000 acres of general 
agricultural land and 16,000 acres of prime 
farmland each year to development. The 
problem has been relatively slight in 
Kansas. 

FINANCIAL PRESSURES ALSO are at 
work in the cities, where planning for the 
development is haphazard at best, and 
where plans can be cast aside in the face of 
the forceful dollar. In metropolitan Kansas 
City, for example, a dozen local suburban 
governments with varying interests are 
unlikely to agreee on coordinated zoning. 
And the Mid-America Regional Council, the 
one planning body that encompasses the 
entire area, has no power to enforce its 
vision. 

More indelible scars are left on the land by 
mining. Strip mines have converted tens of 
thousands of acres in Kansas and Missouri 
to gray wastelands and water-filled pits. 
Although some efforts have been begun to 
reclaim and restore the stripped land and 
piles of tailings, the efforts are small 
compared to the task. 

MINING IS NOT as large an industry in 
either state as it is in the larger coal- 
producing areas, but geologists estimate 
that the Midwest holds 8.6 billion tons of 
strippable coal, most of it in high sulfur and 
therefore less attractive than competing 
coal from the West. 

Smaller plots of land are taken out of use 
by disposal of industrial waste, some of it 
hazardous. Hazardous materials are 
disposed of at sites in Wright City and 
Missouri City in Missouri and at Furley, 
near Witchita, in Kansas. 

That use of the land also raises questions 
about the safety of those who will use the 
sites years from now. The fears are 
heightened by incidents like the discovery 
last year of drums containing dioxin at an 
unauthorized rural dump site near Aurora, 
Mo. No one knows how many similar danger 
spots have yet to be uncovered. 

Other forces are at work, too. The 
drainage of wetlands has destroyed natural 
vegetation and wildlife habitat in Missouri's 
Bootheel; heavy lumbering has drastically 
reduced the number of oaks and soft pines in 
the Missouri Ozarks; and thirsty fields are 
rapidly draining the groundwater that 
makes life in western Kansas possible. 

"Land is like any other resource, even in 
the central midwest, and there's going to be 
pressure on it," said Bob Gray, executive 
director or the National Land Study. "It 
won't be long before people in Missouri and 
Kansas will see that it doesn't make sense to 
carve up the land at will." 

"Single Parent 
Survival Series" 

First Topic: "Collective 
Living" with Ann Bristow 

and Cathy Stockpole 

Thurs., Jan. 29th 
at noon in 

State Room No. 3 
Bring Lunch! 

Sponsored by Women's Resource 
Center and M.O.R.E. 

/-><^£V 
Beer 

612oz.   ▼] 
Cans 

85 
COLD 

DOUBLE YOUR GRADUATION OPTIONS 
ENROLL NOW FOR THE 
WILDCAT ADVENTURE 

MOUNTAINEERING 

G&j^ 

L < m 
r  

r 

RIFLERY ORIENTEERING 

Price Good 
thru Saturday 

2706 
ANDERSON 

OPEN 
3rd&       24HRS. H02 

BLUEMONT . r? ..     LARAMIE 

MINI    «    MAKT 
CONVENIfNCE        • < 

LINE SCHEDULE 

Line* Course # Course Name Day Time 
1931 249-100 Mountaineering Mon. 0230 
1932 249-100 Mountaineering Tues. 0330 
1933 249-100 Mountaineering Mon. 0330 
1934 249-100 Mountaineering Thurs. 0830 
1937 249-102 Basic Riflery Mon. 0830 
1938 249-102 Basic Riflery Tues. 0930 
1939 249-102 Basic Riflery Wed. 0230 
1940 249-102 Basic Riflery Tues. 0830 
1941 249-102 Basic Riflery Wed. 0930 
1944 249-103 Orienteering Mon. 0830 
1945 249-103 Orienteering Tues. 0230 
1946 249-103 Orienteering Thurs. 1030 
1949 249-200 Leadership & Ldrs Mon. 0930 
1950 249-200 Leadership & Ldrs Tues. 0130 

FOR ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION CONTACT: 

CPT Leon Newbanks 
Room 104, 

Military Science Bldg. 
Phone—532-6754 

532-6755 

Military Science Dept KSL, Manhattan, KS 

! 

Q5) Army ROTC 
Learn what it takes to lead. 

Name: 

Circle one: 

Circle oae: 

Freshman 
Junior 

Sophomore 
Senior 

Mountaineering   Riflery 
Orienteering 

Phone Number: 

Local Address: 
KS 

Clly Zip 

Two-For-One 
plus 10 

Eyeglass Sale! 

Buy one pair ot glasses at our regular low 
price, get a second pair of equal or less value 
for 1 c. if you do not want two pair of glasses, 
bring a friend and split the cost of two pair. 

This ad is good through January 31st. 

b & I OPTICAL STUDIO 
1210 Moro    •    537-1574 
Mon - Fn, 9:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. 

Sat 9:00 a.m. -1:00 p.m. 
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Kansas Legislature, lobbyists prepare for 3.2 beer issue-again 
By STEVE CULVER 

Collegian Reporter 
Aggieville regularly fills to bursting with 

students packing together to indulge. As the 
bars begin to close late in the evening, the 
drinkers spill out onto the sidewalks, many 
of them taking extra bottles and cans to 
consume on the way home. 

Gallons and kegs and truckloads of 3.2 
beer are consumed week after week. 

Many of the drinkers are unaware or just 
don't pay attention to the controversy their 
activity raises. 

The Legislature is back in session for its 
regular 90-day session and lobbyists on both 
sides of the alcohol issue are hard at work. 
Consumption of alcohol may not gather as 
much attention this spring as in some years, 
but it will still be talked about in the offices 
and chambers of the state Legislature. 

LAST YEAR, a bill which would have 
raised the legal age for purchase of 3.2 beer 
from 18 to 21, was killed in the House 
Federal and State Affairs Committee. 

This year, the issue is still 3.2 beer. 
Sen. Bill Morris (R-Wichita) introduced a 

bill last Thursday that would make it illegal 
to drink 3.2 beer on any street or highway in 
Kansas. 

"It also prohibits minors from consuming 
and possessing beer," Morris said. "It 
seems to havea lot of support." 

Speaker of the House Wendell Lady, a 
supporter of increasing the drinking age, 
said he also supports Morris's bill. 

"It addresses the problem that drinking 
and driving don't mix," Lady said. 

TERRY RAY, a Manhattan bar owner, 
said the proposal is "a fine bill." It has 
received the support of the Beer Retailers 
Association and the Beer Wholesalers 
Association, he said. 

Rev. Richard Taylor, leader of the Kansas 
dry forces, also supports the bill, but said it 
does not go far enough. 

Taylor, president of Kansans for Life at 
Its Best, is probably the strongest opponent 
of alcohol in Topeka. He was a strong 
supporter of the bill introduced last year 
which would have raised the legal age. 

"The public has the right to emphasize the 
primacy of life and limb over certain social 
liberties and privileges," Taylor said. 

Bob Bingaman, executive director of the 
Associated Students of Kansas, said his 
organization will be working hard during 
this session to maintain the legal drinking 
age for 3.2 beer at 18. 

"We support responsible use of alcohol 
and recognize the problem with possession 
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'Primacy of life' vs. 'social liberties,' Taylor says 

and   consumption   of   it   by   minors," 
Bingaman said. 

Sen. Merle Werts (R-Junction City) said 
he would support the proposal to outlaw beer 
drinking in cars. However, he is opposed to 
raising the drinking age because of the 
problems it would create for enforcement. 

"It would breed contempt for the law and 
we already have too much of this," Werts 
said. 

WERTS ALSO DEFENDED the rights of 
18-year-olds in relation to the demands 
made on them by society. 

"If there is a draft, we have them fight our 
wars. We let them marry. So why not let 
them have a glass of beer," Werts said. 

Taylor said traffic safety is the primary 
reason for his advocacy of the increased 
age. 

"In Michigan, until 1972, the legal 
drinking age was 21," Taylor said. "On Jan. 
1,1972, Michigan lowered the age from 21 to 
18. Auto crashes involving 18,19 and 20-year- 
old drinking drivers more than doubled." 

Taylor explained that in November 1978, 
Michigan adopted a constitutional amen- 
dment setting the legal drinking age at 21. 
Traffic accidents involving 18, 19 and 20- 
year-old drivers went down 23 percent, 
Taylor said. 

RAY DESCRIBED Tayler as "a very 
worthy adversary, *' but believes that Taylor 
is trying to take the rights away from 
"adults." 

"He wants to subject everyone to his 
views," Ray said. "It's the same as last 
year. If a person can be an adult at 18, serve 
their country and be legally classified as an 
adult, then take the right to drink 3.2 beer 

away from them, then there is something 
wrong." 

Ray said that he can cite states where 
accidents involving alcohol increased when 
the age was raised. 

Ray explained the 18 to 21-year old will 
obtain beer illegally and then ride around in 
cars because they have no place else to go. 
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Several 

QUINCY, IU. (AP) - Alan Madden was 
pummeled for perhaps four hours before he 
died, at times with fists, at times with a 
wooden club wrapped with gauze and 
labeled "The Big Stick." He was 5 years 
old. 

Police found his frail body on the living 
room floor, his blond hair red with blood, his 
hands bruised from trying to deflect the 
blows. 

"Probably he did something an average 
little kid does, write on the wall or 
something. That's all it takes," said a for- 
mer social worker who had urged that the 
shy kindergartener not be returned home 
because she feared "there's going to be a 
dead kid." 

ALAN DIED Jan. 10. His mother and a 
boyfriend are charged with murder. But 
since his death, talk has centered not so 
much on those who may have killed him, but 
on those who did not. 
—On the uncle, who now says he would have 
told anybody about the bruises he saw—but 
nobody asked. 
—On the school principal, who went through 
all the proper channels when Alan came to 
kindergarten with blackened eyes. 
—On the assistant state's attorney 100 miles 
away, confident that when investigators lay 
the blame they'll find "everybody did their 
job" by the rules in his county. 
—On neighbors who say they never heard 
the screaming. 
—On the judge, who says he was shown no 
evidence of child abuse before he ordered 
Alan returned to his mother last August. 

"The whole system should be torn apart to 
find out what went wrong," said state Rep. 
Mike McClain, who's called for an in- 
vestigation of the Department Of Children 
and Family Services, the state agency 
responsible for abuse cases. 

ALAN, DESCRIBED by a grandfather as 
"a sweet kid," got lost in the bureaucracy, 
falling victim to a tragic series of reports 
never forwarded, questions never asked, 
evidence never given. 

Dreams implant 
lasting visions 
in 'Eraserhead' 
■dltorinoft: "Er«Mrhtad" will be shown at 3 30tod»y 

In th« Union Llttlt ThMttr and at 7 tonight In ttia Forum 
Hall. 

ByJIMMELIZA 
Collegian Reviewer 

Consider the dream sequence of sleep. 
Humorous, sad, terrifying and grotesque 
elements are often blended into a bizzare 
mixture that is totally implausable. 

A happy moment in familiar surroun- 
dings, can suddenly transform into a 
frightening experience, in a strange place. 

It is not unusual that these occasional 
nightmares will ingrave themselves into the 
memory because of their bizzare nature. 

Col legian review 
David Lynch's first major film, 

"Eraserhead," attempts to recreate such a 
dream. The effect is indeed a lasting one. 

The style is not a new one. Fedrico Fellini, 
Ingmar Bergman, and Kenneth Anger have 
all dabbled in dream sequences and have 
effectively recreated the mood. 
"Eraserhead" takes it one step further and 
presents a whole movie of disjointed ideas 
and scenarios, tied together under the 
facade of a nightmare. 

The stop-start, jump-around filming 
sequence is highly original and the plot 
manages to develop, despite early con- 
fusion. 

The protaganist of the film, Henry (John 
Nance), sires an abnormal baby, which is 
not of the typical bouncing baby image. This 
baby whatever, haunts Henry and his wife, 
Mary, and drives them into a maddened 
state. 

Despite the limited budget, Lynch 
provides some of the most innovative black 
and white photography seen on the screen in 
recent years. Undoubtly the feelings of 
dispair are heightened by the contrasts 
between the shades of grey. 

Chances are you've never seen anything 
like "Eraserhead." Though never really 
frightening, the appearance of the baby 
whatever will be long remembered. 

His mother, Pam Berg, quit high school, 
married a sometime factory worker named 
Gerald Madden and was still in her teens 
when daughter Tina was born seven years 
ago. She was dark-haired and attractive, 
and reportedly had a fiery temper and a 
habit of holding lighted cigarettes out for 
Tina to touch. 

"When I asked her why she did that, she 
said it was to teach her not to grab for 
lighted things," recalled former Knox 
County Deputy John Mackey, who in- 
vestigated bruises on Tina's back and 
buttocks in 1975. 

THE MADDEN MARRIAGE ended 
shortly after Alan was born, each parent 
accusing the other in court of beating the 
children. In truth, "They took turns beating 
on those kids," said the former social 
worker, who asked that her name not be 
used. 

"I remember little Tina waking up with 
nightmares screaming 'Don't, Mommy, 
don't!' I saw bruises that were suspicious on 
those kids and was very much against either 
parent getting the kids," said uncle Charles 
Kruger, who kept Alan and Tina for several 
months in 1976 while their mother served a 
prison sentence for forging a check. 

After her release, Mrs. Madden returned 
to Gales burg for a while, then headed for 
Colorado. Madden vanished. Efforts to have 
Alan and Tina adopted got waylaid. 

"For whatever reason, I couldn't get this 
case in court," said the ex-social worker. 

She said she wrote three times to the state's 
attorney and finally caught Circuit Judge 
William Richardson in the hall and asked 
that he docket the case. 

"He said, 'Yes, yes, contact the state's 
attorney.'" 
It was the mother who finally got it on the 
docket. She returned from Colorado a couple 
years ago with a new boyfriend, a new 
daughter named Nichole and, she said, a 
new interest in her two older children. 

Hearings were held. The former deputy 
wasn't called to tell what he knew. The uncle 
wasn't asked about abuse. Problems in the 

past were either blamed on the father or not 
discussed at all. 

"She was very neat-looking. She said she 
was going to school," said Richardson, 
whose hearings dealt only with the mother's 
interest in the children, where she would 
live and how she would pay for food and 
clothes. 

"The definition of a parent in our society 
is someone who owns a home, needs to have 
some education and has some interest in 
their children. And she met the 
qualifications," said the former social 
worker. 
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Tryouts for 
spring show 
to be held 

Luke Kahlich, K-State dance in- 
structor, is holding auditions at 7:30 
tonight in Ahearn Field House, room 304, 
for a spring showcase production. 

Kahlich said he will use two or three 
combinations from his ballet, modern 
and jazz works for audition material. 

He said the material for the showcase 
requires two actresses with strong voices 
to recite poetry, and both female and 
male dancers. 

Announcing the 
1981 Deflation! 
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No laughing matter...The platoon sergeant (right), played by Kent 
Robinson, severely reprimands a new recruit, played by George 
Comisky, for laughing at an order during the play "The Great War." 

Trie trauma of war 
portrayed on stage 
in The Great War' 

By WENDY SCHIAPPA 
Collegian Reviewer 

"War is not something you come home 
from, it is something you bring home with 
you." This was the theme of "The Great 
War" presented last night in McCain 
Auditorium by Park College. 

The play was presented as part of the 
Region V American College Theatre 
Festival. Other plays will be presented 
tonight, Friday and Saturday. 

All-University Convocation 

'Nuclear Weapons and America's Security" 

Barry M. Blechman 
Senior Associate 

Carnegie Endowment for International Peace 
Barry Blechman Is an authority on the use of military power. Author of 
tour books, ha Is a former assistant director of the U.S. Arms Control 
and Disarmament Agency and Brookings Institution Analyst. Following 
his convocation address, Blechman will hold a question-answer 
session at 1 p.m. in Forum Hall. Admission Is open to the public. 

10:30 a.m. Monday, Feb. 2 
McCain Auditorium 

Collegian review 

As a whole the Park College actors 
provided a very enjoyable theater ex- 
perience. They did a good job of achieving 
the directorial concept listed in the 
program—to illustrate the dehumanizing 
effects of war on us all. 

Written by Frank Higgins, a student at 
Park College, the script is a very strong one, 
utilizing humor and dramatic tension well to 
maintain the audiences interest. The 
strengths of the script were hampered by 
the directors choice of slow pacing. 

The story is of Tom Hudson, American 
boy, who learns the realities of war in 
France during World War I, whiles his 
parents are ostracized at home for speaking 
out against the war. Upon returning home, 
Tom is unable to leave the memories of war 
behind. These memories haunt him until he 
is driven to murder his girlfriend. 

George Comisky does an excellent job of 
being, not portraying, Tom. 

Comisky is always real and is thus easy to 
empathize with. Unfortunately the sup- 
porting cast is unable to maintain the 
realism Comisky creates. 

Tenley Albright performs well as Tom's 
girlfriend and the only other effective actor 
was Paul Eichholz as Tom's buddy. 

The effects-only lighting was disturbing. 
How ironic that the girlfriend comments 
about how much one can learn from peoples 
faces, yet we were unable to see hers. 
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Patience credited for winning game 
By MEGAN BARDSLEY 

Asst. Sports Editor 
Patience. 
That one word was the key in last night's 

contest between the Kansas Jayhawks and 
the K-State Wildcats. 

According to many of the Jayhawks, K- 
State "out-patienced" them. Call it patience 
or just good common sense basketball, but 
the 'Cats ended up the victors in their first 
match of the season against KU. 

The patience the Jayhawks were referring 
to was the slowed down and controlled 
passing game K-State played. There were 
few rushed shots, a lot of passes and a crowd 
at Ahearn on its feet applauding the 'Cats 
poised play. 

THE WILDCATS did a good job, and so 
did the Hawks but the key to the game was 
the momentum. And as can be guessed from 
the final 54-43 count, the 'Cats had the 
momentum throughout most of the game. 
They also had patience. 

"We were down by 10 points when we went 
to a man-to-man defense," Jay hawk for- 
ward David Magley said. "They were taking 
their time. They had patience on offense and 
were trying to take time off the clock." 

The game wasn't like some of the other 
games the two arch-rival schools have been 
known to play. The tempo in past games was 
sometimes fast-paced, more of a "run and 
gun" style. Both teams know how to play it, 
both teams have played it. But the key to 
last night's game wasn't "run and gun", it 
was patience. 

BOTH TEAMS EXECUTED their normal 
aggressive defense. At the end of the first 
half, KU only scored 20 points and the 
Wildcats only had 26. Neither allowed for too 
many shots underneath, there were a few 
but it wasn't a lane driving game basketball 
can be. In fact, last night it wasn't a game 
controlled entirely by the big guys, the 
centers and the forwards. The guards had 
their say in this contest, and especially K- 
State's Tim Jankovich. 

Jankovich had patience. The 6-0 
Manhattanite took his time, worked the ball 
around to his fellow Wildcats and shot when 
he saw an opening. His patience paid off. 
The junior guard was seven of eight from 
the field, with most of his shots ranging from 
15 to 25 feet out. 

"Poise is something that comes and 
goes," K-State coach Jack Hartman said. 
"It was there tonight. There was one time in 

St»Mp»>otobyBoR»dtr 

Sneaking in...KU forward John Crawford tries to 
snatch a rebound from the hands of Wildcat guard 

Fred Barton. The 'Cats broke their three game losing 
streak by upsetting the Jayhawks in Ahearn 54-43. 

the middle of the second half when we made 
a turn over and hurried a shot on con- 
seceutive trips down the court, but I said 
something to them and they took care of it." 

Call it poise, or patience but it took 
something to work the ball around a tough 
KU defensive squad, the same defensive 
squad which was 4-0 in the Big 8, at least 
until last night. 

"K-State played a fine game," KU coach 
Ted Owens said. "They executed a great 
deal of patience, more than we did. 

THE JAYHAWKS are to be commended 
for their efforts. They held Rolando Black- 
man to an all-time low of one point. But the 
Hawks problem wasn't Blackman, it was 

not being able to control his teammates. 
"K-State played a fine game," Owens 

said. "We did a good job on offense early in 
the first half, we had good patience. But 
State continued to do that (have patience) 
and we didn't. We had the opportunity to 
change the momentum, but we didn't 
convert." 

The Jayhawks bad their chance to halt the 
Wildcat offensive. The 'Cats biggest lead in 
the first half was six points, with the 
Jayhawks cutting it to two points more than 
once. But, K-State remained calm and never 
let the Hawks catch up. 

"They played a very poised and well 
paced game," Jayhawk Olympian Darnell 
Valentine said. "We didn't play with the 

Game...  

kind of patience we needed to against 
them." 

KANSAS (43) 
Magley 3 2-2 8, Housey 2 1-2 5, Mitchell 10- 

4 2, Valentine 3 0-16, Guy 5 0-010, Neal 4 0-0 
8, Crawford 2 0-0 4. Totals: 203-9. 
K-STATE (54) 

Adams 5 4-4 14, Nealy 61-313, Reed 3 2-2 8, 
Jankovich 7 0-014, Blackman 01-21, Craft 0 
2-2 2, Barton 02-32. Totals: 2112-16. 

Half time score: K-State 26, Kansas 20. 
Total fouls: Kansas 18, K-State 10. Fouled 
out: Guy, Kansas. Technical fouls: none. A: 
11,370. 

SUM ohotoby Scott William* 

Over the back...Ed Nealy has a rebound stripped away from him by KU's 
John Crawford. 

(Continued from p.l) 
"We had a lot of ball movement, and 

everybody was looking for someone else for 
the best shot," Jankovich said. "I was 
getting a lot of good, open shots. They 
seemed to be falling. But then they made 
some minor adjustments in their defense to 
stop me." 

Those adjustments weren't enough to 
keep K-State from building a 26-20 margin at 
the half. It could have been worse, but 
Randy Reed missed two layups at the 
beginning and Tyrone Adams threw up two 
bricks on wide-open perimeter shots. 

BUT ADAMS FOUND the range in the 
second half and finished strong. He scored 
10 second-half points and tied Jankovich 
with 14 for game-high honors. 

Adams applied the coup de grace late in 
the game. He broke free on K-State's delay 
offense and scored a layup off a pretty feed 
from Blackman that put the Wildcats up 50- 
43 with 1:42 left. A minute later, Adams hit 
two free throws to mount that lead to nine, 
52-43. 

A few minutes before that it looked as if 
KU, behind the entire way, was going to 
make a game of it. That's when K-State 
suffered its only lapse offensively all 
evening. 

Leading 47-37 with 4:59 to play, the 
Wildcats made turnovers on three con- 
secutive trips downcourt—first Darnell 
Valentine knocked the ball away from 
Jankovich, then Ed Nealy threw it out of 
bounds and then Reed had it taken out of his 
hands by Victor Mitchell. 

KU SCORED SIX points off the gifts and 
gave up a free throw to Nealy in between to 
cut the margin to five. 

But the Wildcats regrouped and scored the 
game's final six points. 

Nealy added 13 points to K-State's 
balanced attack. Reed chipped in eight. 

"That has to help them," KU reserve John 
Crawford said. "They won without Black- 
man scoring. That just goes to show that 
when K-State wants to play its game, it can, 
whether Blackman scores or not." 

It didn't hurt the Wildcats any that they 
hit 11 of 16 shots in the second half after a 
sub-par 10 of 26 in the first (21 of 42 total). 
"Everybody made a contribution, that's 
what I want to see pointed out," Hartman 
said. "Everybody knew his role and carried 
it out." 

K-State's Blackman wasn't the only All 
American on the court held in check. K- 
State's 3-2 zone defense limited KU's 
Darnell Valentine to six points but, more 
importantly, never allowed him to penetrate 
the middle. 

"You can't let him be a factor in a game 
and you gotta keep his points to a 
minimum," Hartman said. "I thought we 
neutralized him as much as we could." 

K-State played its 3-2 zone all the way, 
while KU did until it fell behind by nine with 
10 minutes left. "I thought we won the battle 
of the 3-2 zones," Hartman said. 

The Wildcats' zone made it extremely 
tough for KU to get the ball inside. The 
Jayhawks' big men, 6-10 Victor Mitchell and 
6-11 Art Housey, weren't factors at all. 
Mitchell scored only two points and Housey 
scored only five. Both got off only three 
shots apiece. 

With those two unable to get the ball inside 
and with Valentine unable to penetrate, it 
left KU with only one other option—to shoot 
from the outside. Tony Guy, David Magley 
and Booty Neal did enough of that at the 
right times to keep the fans around until the 
finish. 

Guy led KU with 10 points. Magley and 
Neal each added eight. 

The win draws K-State, now 2-3 in the Big 
8 and 12-5 overall, closer to co-leaders KU 
and Oklahoma State, which lost to Missouri 
last night. KU and O-State is now 4-1. 
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Big 8 basketball 
Missouri 82, Oklahoma State 77 

COLUMBIA, Mo. (AP) - Ricky Frazier's 
22 points and 10 rebounds led Missouri to a 
82-77 victory over conference leading 
Oklahoma State in a Big Eight basketball 
contest Wednesday night. 

Missouri, which snapped a three-game 
losing skid and stretched its consecutive 
homecourt winning streak to 15, jumped out 
to a 27-18 lead 10 minutes into the game and 
led 50-41 at half time. 

Center Steve Stipanovich carried the 
Tigers in the first half, scoring 15 of his 19 
points while hitting 6-of-8 from the field. 

Oklahoma State, now 14-3 overall and 4-1 
in the Big Eight, never stopped the Tigers 
defensively. Missouri hit on 50 percent of its 
shots while using an effective fast break. 
The Cowboys connected on only 48 percent. 

Oklahoma State also committed 31 fouls 
while Leroy Combs, the Cowboys' second 
leading scorer, played only 19 minutes and 
fouled out with more than 10 minutes 
remaining. Guard Matt Clark, the con- 
ference's leading scorer, led Oklahoma 
State with 15 points while Ricky Jacobs 
added 14 points and nine rebounds. 

For Missouri, now 14-6 overall and 3-2 in 
the Big Eight, Jon Sundvold added 15 points 
and Curtis Berry had a game-high 11 
rebounds. 

Nebraska 61, Iowa State 56 
AMES, Iowa (AP) — Andre Smith scored 

25 points, including 12 in a second-half spurt 
that broke the game open, powering 
Nebraska to a 61-56 Big Eight Conference 
victory over Iowa State Wednesday night. 

It was the sixth straight victory on Iowa 
State's floor for the Cornhuskers, who raised 
their record to 9-8 for the season and 3-2 in 
the conference. Iowa State, which had eight 
point leads in both periods, fell to 8-9 and 1-4. 

Nebraska took charge of the game by 
outscoring Iowa State 22-6 during an eight- 
minute span in the second half, turning a 40- 
32 deficit into a 54-46 lead. Smith hit two 

Big 8 basketball 
BIG 8 ALL 

Kansas 4-1 14-3 
Oklahoma State 4-1 14-3 
Missouri 3-2 14-6 
Nebraska 3-2 9-8 
K State 2-3 12-5 
Colorado 2-3 12-5 
Iowa State 1-4 8-8 
Oklahoma 1-4 6-11 

Virginia extends 
winning streak 

CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (AP) —Senior 
Lee Raker, deadly accurate from outside, 
fired in 25 points and Virginia's top-ranked 
Cavaliers cut short a furious rally by sixth- 
ranked Wake Forest for a 83-73 victory 
Wednesday night that stretched the nation's 
longest Division I basketball winning streak 
to 22. 

Held in check most of the night by a 
collapsing Deacon zone defense, 7-4 
sophomore Ralph Sampson scored five of 
his 19 points and had two blocked shots in the 
last 2' 2 minutes after Wake Forest cut a 13- 
point deficit to four in the space of three 
minutes. 

It was the 17th victory this season for 
Virginia, which is now 7-0 in the Atlantic 
Coast Conference, and only  the second 
defeat in 17 starts for Wake Forest. 

Senior Jeff Lamp, who became only the 
second Virginia player to pass the 2,000- 
point mark for his career, finished with 16 
points, 14 in the first half. 

Frank Johnson, who had two baskets in 
Wake Forest's futile comeback, led the 
Deacons with 28. Alvis Rogers had 12 and 
Helms had 12. 

DON'T LET 

For free information, wrue to: 
DRUNK DRIVKR, Boj 2345 
Rockvillc. Maryland 208S2 

three-point plays during that burst and 
Kenny Walton hit three long jumpers, in- 
cluding the basket that gave Nebraska the 
lead for good at 46-44 with 8:42 left in the 
game. 

Iowa State wasn't finished, however, and 
cut the Husker lead to 56-54 with 1:50 left on 
consecutive baskets by Charles Harris and 
Ron Harris. But Walton tipped in a missed 
free throw with 1:31 remaining to put the 
lead back to four, and Smith and Jack Moore 
iced the victory by combining for three free 
throws in the final 21 seconds. 

Robert Estes led Iowa State, which was 
ahead 32-26 at halftime, with 20 points and 
Charles and Ron Harris each scored 12. 
Walton finished with 12 points for Nebraska. 

Colorado 75, Oklahoma 53 
Colorado got 14 points each from guard 

JoJo Hunter and forward Jacques Tuz and 
had two other players in double figures en 
route to a 75-53 win over Oklahoma Wed- 
nesday night in Big 8 conference basketball 
action. 

Colorado built a 38-21 lead at halftime and 
never was challenged seriously by the 
Sooners. The Buffs shot 52 percent from the 
floor while Oklahoma hit on only 33 percent 
of its field goal attempts. 

Joining Hunter and Tuz in double figures 
for Colorado were Craig Austin with 12 
points and Brain Johnson with 10. Johnson 
also led Colorado in rebounds with seven. 

Junior center Les Pace led the Oklahoma 
scoring with 11 points. Pace also had eight 
rebounds to lead the Sooners in that 
department. 

Colorado is now 2-3 in Big 8 action and 12-5 
overall. Oklahoma is now 1-4 in the con- 
ference and 6-11 overall. 

HELP US FIGHT FOR YOUR LIFE 

m Have\bur 
Blood Pressure 

Checked 
American Heart Association f, 

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE 

REMEMBER Rose Jewelers 

HOURS: MON.-SAT. 
104 

■ PH: 7704703 

"QUALITY JEWELRY AT AFFORDABLE PRICES 
... no jeweler offers so much—for so little. 

OSAGE EAST 
411 N. 3rd 

ATTENTION: 
POSITION FOR 
ROYAL PURPLE 

INDEX EDITOR AVAILABLE 
Applications AVAILABLE IN Kedzie 103. 

Due on Thur., Feb. 5th 

1980-81 EE and Computer 
Science Graduates 

Today, in Wichita, 

II •J11 

and peripherals. 
As well as an 
opportunity to be in the forefront of 
these and other significant on-going 
development areas. 
NCR means everything from micro- 
processor chips to mainframes. And 
being part of a company that puts as 
much emphasis on software devel- 
opment as it puts on hardware 
development. It means contribut- 
ing, not to isolated components, 
but to total systems—inte- 
grated, working solutions to 
specific customer needs. 
In short, NCR means an oppor- 
tunity to grow. To excel. To help 
shape the future of an organiza- 
tion that in little over 10 years has 
become one of the world's largest 
computer companies. 

On-campus 
interviews: 
THURSDAY, 
FEBRUARY 

Sign up for an interview at your Placement 
Office, or write directly to: Ms. Chris Campbell, 
Professional Recruiter, NCR Corporation, 
3718 North Rock Road, Wichita, Kansas 67226. 

NCR 
Complete Computer Systems 

An Equal 
Opportunity Employer 

4 
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Wounded wing...Ed Gilsleider, junior in veterinary 
medicine,    examines    a    screech    owl    that    is 

Vet-med students give sanctuary 
to wild, wounded birds of prey 

ByJEANDILLBECK 
Collegian Reporter 

Strange sounds emanate from the loft of 
the barn which sits on Frick Farm at 
Pillsbury Crossing. 

The sounds don't match the normal 
sounds heard on a farm—the lowing of a 
cow, neighing of a horse or bleating of a 
sheep. 

Instead the sounds of birds of prey flap- 
ping and flurrying about, exercising to 
regain strength, are heard. 

After the birds are ready to fly again, they 
are released back into nature. 

For most of these birds of prey, the road to 
health is a long one, but they have an ad- 
vantage. 

THEY ARE PERSONALLY taken care of 
and rehabilitated by veterinarians and 
students who volunteer their time to work 
with these birds at the College of Veterinary 
Medicine. 

"The main purpose of the whole program 
is just to get these guys back out to the 
wild," Ed Gilsleider, junior in veterinary 
medicine, said. 

There are a number of reasons these 
hawks, eagles and owls are taken from the 
wild and brought to the vet school for 
rehabilitation. Some have eye problems, 
arthritis, or nervous disorders, but probably 
most are shot by careless hunters, 
Gilsleider said. 

The volunteer students, six seniors and 46 
juniors in veterinary medicine, put in an 
hour and a half to two hours a week checking 
that the birds are fed and their cages 
cleaned. 

THE SMALLER BIRDS are fed baby 
mice from the diagnostic lab, while the 
larger birds feed on 5- to 6-week-old 
chickens donated from the poultry farm. 

"The best thing for the birds is to supply 
them with what they eat in the wild," 
Gilsleider said. 

Gilsleider devotes a larger portion of his 
time to the program depending on how 
many birds are being treated. He spends 
from IS to 20 hours a week, checking 
progress and making sure that everyone is 
doing the best they can for the birds. 

"I suppose if I had a goal for the rest of the 
students, it would be just to make sure that 
everybody who's signed up for this knows 
how important it is to get these birds back 
out, and can handle them without injuring 
themselves and injuring the birds," 
Gilsleider said. 

THE MOST DEADLY element of birds of 
prey are their talons, he said, and it is not 
uncommon for eagles, hawks or owls to tear 
right through a person's hand. 

"The worst part of these birds are their 
talons, then their beak, and there are 
several different ways of catching a bird or 
holding them," Gilsleider said. "Once you 

(See BIRDS, p.22) 

Holly Near in Concert 
Saturday, Jan. 31,8:00 p.m. 
Central Junior High School, in Lawrence 

Tickets: $6.50 

Tickets available (in Lawrence) at these locations: Studies Office (2131 Wescoe Hall), 
Adventure Bookstore, Spinsters Bookstore, and New Earth Bookstore in Kansas City. 

■$r.\0$r 

Pinata Mexican Restaurant of Manhattan 50 

Limit 1 Pinata 
Coupon Good 
Jan. 29,30,31 

Void after 
Jan. 24, 1981       Not Valid with any 

other promotion 

I W^fe*-af^fir^T2"PINATA 

$1.50 off 
Any Dinner 

(except kiddie dinner) 

1219 Bluemont 

1 50 

Enjoy our 
new Salad Bar! 

Pinata © 

MEXICAN MSTAimAKT 
11 A.M. to 11:30 P.M. Daily 1219 Bluemont Ave. 

A Full Service Mexican Restaurant! 

'4Ck Zfctf*. Sk 
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Birds.. 
(Continued from p.21) 

get nailed once or twice, you learn pretty 
quick." 

If the birds require surgery, such as 
repairing a fractured wing, or eye surgery, 
it is performed by Dr. Richard Howard, 
temporary instructor of surgery and 
veterinary medicine. 

WHEN GILSLEIDER and Dr. Robert 
Taussig, associate professor of surgery and 
medicine, believe a bird has made 
progress—when it is eating well, flapping 
around a lot, and getting nasty—they move 
UtoFrickFarm. 

This is their testing stage. 
If the bird flies about well and seems 

healthy after a close look, it is set free. 
Presently there are only three birds being 

rehabilitated at the vet school. There is a 
screech owl with a broken wing, a red-tailed 
hawk that cannot keep his balance because 
of a possible central nervous system 
disorder, and a sharp-shinned hawk. Two 
others, a snowy owl and a great-horned owl, 
are at Frick Farm, preparing for freedom. 

Although he is not sure why, Taussig said 

this year has been slow compared to recent 
years. 

"It is interesting that in 1978 we had, I 
think, about 174 total, and last year, 1980, we 
had about 40," Taussig said. 

ONE POSSIBLE REASON for the decline 
is that since the program was started six 
years ago, there have been quite a few vet 
students trained, Taussig said. 

After graduation, those students were 
able to get licenses to rehabilitate birds of 
prey and went into practice themselves. 

"Another cause may be the effort on the 
part of those interested in wildlife who are 
teaching the people that these birds are 
valuable resources to the community and 
they shouldn't be shot," Taussig said. 

Gilsleider said although they are glad they 
don't get as many birds in, it is unfortunate 
that they don't get the chance to practice 
taking care of them. 

"It's a whole different ball game treating 
these guys because the same type of 
medicine is still applied, but they have a 
unique set of problems that very few people 
in the world know about," Gilsleider said. 

Collegian 

classifieds 

Items found ON CAMPUS can be advertised FREE lor a 
penod not exceeding three days. They can be placed at Ked- 
zle 103orby calling 532-6555. 

Display Clastllled Rates 
One day: $3.00 per Inch; Three days: $2*5 per Inch; Five 

days: $2.75 per Inch; Ten days: $2.80 per Inch. (Deadline Is 
5 p.m. 2 days before publication.) 

Classified advertising Is available only to those who do not 
discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, national 
origin, sex or ancestry. 

Reagan nullifies remaining 
federal oil price controls 

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan 
abolished the last federal controls on oil 
prices Wednesday in the hope that higher 
costs for consumers will force more con- 
servation in homes and spur increased 
production by the industry. 

As a result, motorists may pay 3 to 5 cents 
more a gallon for gasoline in the days ahead, 
said Energy Secretary James Edwards. 
Consumer groups said the increase could be 
as much as 12 cents a gallon. 

Edwards said the impact on home heating 
oil prices would be minimal, if there were 
any at all. Energy Action, a consumer 
group, said heating oil prices could jump by 
more than 10 cents a gallon in February. 

Edwards, a dentist by profession, readily 
admitted he did not know the full impact of 
Reagan's order and, at one point, said he 
was "a little confused" about some of the 
details. 

"We did it because the president promised 
it in the campaign," Edwards said. "We 
think it's good for America, and we have 
certainly studied (it) to some extent. I'm the 
new guy on the block and I must admit I 
don't have all the statistical data at my 
fingertips that you may desire." 

He said, for example, he did not know how 
much the industry might reap in additional 
profits, or how many additional barrels of 
oil might be produced as a result. 

Reagan, in a statement, said, "Ending 
price controls is a positive first step towards 
a balanced energy program—a program 
free of arbitrary and counterproductive 
constraints—one   designed    to   promote 

prudent conservation and vigorous domestic 
production." 

The president said controls had held U.S. 
production "below its potential, artificially 
boosted energy consumption, aggravated 
our balance of payments problems and 
stifled technological breakthroughs. 

"Price controls have also made us more 
energy-dependent on the OPEC nations—a 
development that has jeopardized our 
economic security and undermined price 
stability at home," Reagan added. 

At a White House briefing where the ac- 
tion was annnounced, Edwards said the 
federal government may reap an additional 
$3 billion to $4 billion annually from taxes, 
under the "windfall profits" tax on industry, 
stemming from increased production. Until 
told otherwise, Edwards did not know that 
the estimate was an annual figure rather 
than a one-time, overall gain. 

Reagan's order revoked price and 
allocation controls on crude oil, gasoline and 
propane—the only petroleum products 
remaining under controls. 

The controls were being phased out and 
were set to expire on Sept. 30. They were 
first imposed in 1971 under the wage-price 
freeze of the Nixon administration and then 
were locked into law in 1973. 

In 1979 then-President Jimmy Carter 
started a gradual decontrol program that 
would have eliminated all controls over the 
next eight months. Reagan's order ac- 
celerates that process so the last controls 
are lifted immediately. 

• * * 
Decontrol will end competition 
gasoline dealer spokesman says 

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) - Decontrol of 
crude oil prices will shift ownership of 80 to 
90 percent of America's service stations to 
the major oil companies and virtually 
destroy the competitive market, a dealer 
spokesman said Wednesday. 

Robert Laurie, executive director of the 
Midwest Automotive and Gasoline Dealers 
Association, charged that President 
Reagan's action Wednesday removing 
remaining price controls "plays into the 
hands of big oil." 

Consumer groups have predicted 
Reagan's move will boost gasoline prices 8 
to 12 cents a gallon. Administration officials 
say the increase will be closer to 3 to 5 cents 
over the next two months. 

Laurie, whose group represents some 100 
independent service station owners in 
Kansas, Missouri, Arkansas and Oklahoma, 
predicted decontrol would rocket the price 
of regular gasoline to $1.50 a gallon by June 
and would result in a 10 to 15 percent cut- 
back by American motorists. 

"The increase will curtail the volume of 
gas being sold, and you'll see the in- 

dependents going out of business. The 
competitive market that has been 
prevailing will disappear," Laurie 
predicted. "The majors will become a 
monopoly in about a year, with an 80 to 90 
percent hold on the market." 

He said about 40 to 50 percent of 
America's service stations are currently 
owned by major oil companies. 

Laurie charged that at a time when 
gasoline usage is down and is likely to drop 
further, major oil companies are imposing 
higher quotas on their franchises. He said 
the New Jersey Gasoline Retail Dealers 
Association, in a Jan. 17 bulletin, reported 
some stations that were struggling under a 
40,000 gallon-a-month quota had seen their 
quotas increased to 75,000 gallons. 

"We are concerned, not only with the fate 
of our dealers, but also with what lies ahead 
for the public," Laurie said. "Instead of 
decontrol, we are advocating strict price 
controls so that pricing can't get out of hand. 
Removing price controls plays into the 
hands of big oil and their joint venture to 
gain control of the independents." 

CLASSIFIED RATES 
One day: 20 words or less, $1.50, 5 cents 

per word over 20; Two days: 20 words or less, 
$2.00, 8 cents per word over 20; Three days: 
20 words or less, $2.25, 10 cents per word 
over 20; Four days: 20 words or less, $2.75, 
13 cents per word over 20; Five days: 
20 words or less, $3.00, 15 cents per word 
over 20. 

Classifieds are payable In advance unless client has an 
established account with Student Publications. 

Deadline Is 10 a.m. day before publication. 10 a.m. Friday 
for Monday paper 

FOR SALE 
ADULT OAG gifts and novelties—birthday, anniversary, get 

well, or just for fun. Treasure Chest, Aggievllle. (1tf) 

FIREWOOD FOR Sale: seasoned mixed woods $55/cord, $30 
large pickup load. Split, delivered and stacked. 1-456-8212. 
(81-1001 

1978 FIREBIRD Skyblrd Edition, 31,000 miles, light blue. 
Priced right. Call 539-7108 (8549) 

ADJUSTABLE  DRAFTING  table,  24*x36".  $35.00;  ladies 
black ballet slippers, size 5 vj, $5.00. Call 776-4880. (86-90) 

(Continued on page 23) 

Escape to Alaska 
An inspiring multimedia presentation 

of the Alaskan Wilderness given 

by Carol and Wendall Mohling 

as seen on "Backpacker" Magazine. 

Jan. 29th, 7:30 p.m. 

Denison 113 A 
Free Admission 

Sponsored by the KSU Student Chapter 

of the Wildlife Society 

WINTER DOG DAYS 

SALE 
Shirts & Blouses Pants 

'9.99 
Values up to •a.OO Values up to ♦30.00 

Sweaters 

'5.99 

♦7.99 
Values up to '30.00 

Skirts 

Values Up to $30.00 

ALL OTHER WINTER MERCHANDISE 
AT SPECIAL SAVINGS 

Worn 
It' Aqq SALE Mot. 

Fhursdav H) 8 30 

CAROUSEL 
CHARGE 
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NEW TIRES: 078x14; HR78x15 Good, used: A78x13 
C78x14; H78x14; BR78x13. 10 speed bike Linens 
Bumper pooltable. Record player Reasonable 539-8671 
(8790) 

GRAPHIC EQUALIZER. ADC Sound Shaper 1 Five band, left 
and right channels, $70 Call Jell al 537 1651 (86-89) 

BUICK WILDCAT, 1988. power steering, power brakes, new 
tires, new battery, excellent condition, $500 776 9279 or 
532-6180(Chrlstine). (86-95) 

VOLKSWAQON SCIROCCO, 1975, sporty, 33 mpg highway, 
with cassette/AM/FM stereo or |ust AM/FM radio 776-9279 
or 532-6180 (Christine). (86-95) 

1980 YAMAHA YZ 125. Perfect and never raced Alter 2:00 
p.m.. call 539-3723 (87-90) 

TWO MOTORCYCLES (or sale: DT 250 Yamaha and RM-370 
Suzuki Must sell. Call 776-5852alter 5:00 p.m. (87 91) 

BY OWNER nice two bedroom house with basement apart 
ment, one block east ol campus, $40,000. Call 537 1669 
(87-90) 

WHY PAY rent? Why drive? Call 537-2519 lor advantages ol 
living in N Campus Courts. 10'x45' trailer lor sale. (87-90) 

1974 MUSTANG, 69,000 miles, power steering, air con 
dilloning, automatic transmission, AM/FM 8-track Ex- 
cellent condition. Must sell. $2000 or best oiler. Call 776- 
0892, Brenda. (88-90) 

MUST SELL-1974 Laguna. power, air, AM/FM 8-track, ex 
cellent condition, $1200 or best oiler. Call 539-4987 Keep 
trying. (88-92) 

TEAC CX271 tape deck, Sanyo receiver, JCX 2300KR, 25 wat- 
ts per channel. Call 539-3057 alter 5:30 p.m lor details. (88- 
90) 

STEREO EQUALIZER, Fishes Studio Standard Must sell 
Call alter 5:00p.m.. 776-1143. (88-90) 

1968 MUSTANG, good condition, 82,000 miles. Make an oi- 
ler. Call Janet, 532-5154. (88-92) 

BIRO DOG, lour years old, male pointer, loveable, great pet. 
$30 or best oiler Call 537-7076. (8942) 

PUPPY, FREE black Lab and Irish Setter cross, now lour 
weeks ok). Call 494-2812, St George. (89-91) 

SPINNING WHEEL, new Ashlord 2 speed Traveller,' already 
assembled, stained, and oiled. Call 539-8746, altemoons or 
evenings. (86-90) 

YAMAHA NS 225 2-way speaker system. Excellent condition. 
One year old, $220. Call 537-7961 (89-93) 

HANG GLIDER—beginner-Intermediate model, excellent 
condition, with harness, $400. Here's your chance to try 
this exciting sport! Call 7764149. (89-93) 

 ROOMMATE WANTED  
FEMALES TO share furnished house at 1005 Vattier, private 

bedrooms, laundry, $50 up. Call 539-8401.(78-107) 

FEMALES TO share furnished house at 1122 Vattier, private 
bedroom, $85.00. Call 53*8401. (81-100) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted, spacious apartment, $75 
month. Call 532-5360 or 776-5265. (86-90) 

NEED THIRD roommate lor two bedroom apartment Kit- 
chen, bath, all utilities paid, $85.00 monthly. Call 1-266- 
3136 or 539-2150. (86-90) 

LIBERAL, NON smoking female to share two-bedroom 
houae. $100 plus vi utilities. Must like pets. 537-7873 after 
400 p.m. (87-90) 

FEMALE: PRIVATE bedroom, fireplace, V» utilities. Need car. 
Call 539-5240 (8840) 

ROOMMATE NEEDED to share nice two-bedroom semi- 
lurnished apartment. Call 537-4320 altemoons. (88-91) 

SUBLEASE ~ 
SUBLEASE FOR summer months: two bedroom apartment, 

lully lurnished and carpeted, dishwasher. Close to cam- 
pus Call 7769096 (8*89) 
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WILDCAT INN 
Sublet $170.00 mo. 
Furnished—Available 

Feb. 1—Air Conditioned 
Disposal 

Across From 
MarlattHall 
1854 Claflin 

539-2747- 

FOR RENT 
COSTUMES, MASKS, periodical clothing, accessories, all 

types make-up. Grass skirts, leis, bunny and mouse ears 
and more Treasure Chest, Aggleville. (Ill) 

TYPEWRITER RENTALS, electrics and manuals, day. week 
or month. Buzzells, 511 Leavenworth, across Irom post 
olllce. Call 776*469. (Itf) 

CALL CELESTE 
For 

Wildcat Inn Apts. 
Summer, Fall 
Spring, 1981-82 

We are now 
issuing firm 

contracts in all 
Wildcat Inns for 

Summer and Fall 
1981 and Spring— 
1982. Now is the 

time to get 
guaranteed 
apartment 

assignments 
539-5001 for information. 

EXCELLENT HOUSING opportunity for the right person 
Close to campus Parking. Call 537-7213anytlme. (88-92) 

FURNISHED APARTMENT V* block Irom campus two or 
three share. $135.00 a month, utilities paid. 1221 Ratone 
Call 537*528 (89-91) 

RENTAL TYPEWRITERS: Excellent selection, Including IBM 
Seleclncs Service most makes ol typewriters. Hull Busi 
nessMachines,(Aggleville), 715N. 12th,539-7931.(8811) 

FURNISHED. CARPETED rooms al 400 N. 11th, $65 up. 
kitchen and laundry, tree parking, bills paid. Call 537-4233 
(7»107) 

FARM HOUSE. 10 miles from Manhattan. Recently remod- 
eled, kids, yes, indoor pets, no. Deposit, references. Con- 
sider families only. Call 1-458-9605 (8892) 

HELP WANTED   , 
CAMP STAFF wanted lor Camp Lincoln/Camp Lake Hubert a 

Minnesota resident summer camp. A strong commitment 
to working with children required along with skills in ac- 
tivities. Sign up lor interviews on campus January 30th at 
the Placement Center (81-90) 

A STUDENT to perform general olllce duties and State of 
Kansas Notary Public work (commission paid by SGA) In 
the Student Government Services olllce on the ground 
floor ol the K State Union. Prefer someone who will be 
available lor at least one and a hall years, will qualify lor 
work-study eligibility in the Fall ol 1981, and who can work 
over the lunch hours and on Friday altemoons (10 hrs./ 
week). Starting salary is $3.35/hr. Applications available in 
the SGA olllce. Application deadline Is 5:00 p.m. Friday, 
January 30 (87-90) 

THE RILEY County Noxious Weed Department is accepting 
applications lor the position ol skilled laborer. This is a full 
time, 6 month position involving sprayer operation on 
public and private lands, maintenance ol spray equipment, 
aspects ol weed control, park maintenance, election booth 
set-up, and snow removal. Applicants must have a valid 
driver's license and possess good driving skills. Persons 
with agricultural or pesticide application experience 
preferred Application can be made at 2711 Anderson, 
Manhattan, Kansas, until February 6.1981. Riley County is 
an affirmative action/equal opportunity employer. (87-95) 

SCHOOL BUS drivers needed lull and part-time No ex- 
perience necessary Will train. Excellent secondary In- 
come. Call 778-9124 from 9:00 am. to 3:00 p.m. (88-92) 

AFTER SCHOOL child care Iwo afternoons per week. Six and 
nine year old—love books, games, arts and emits put- 
tering, cooking, nature hikes. Some vacuuming. Prefer 
own transportation. 6-7 hours/week, $2.50 per hour. Call 
539-2021 alter 4:00 p.m (88-90) 

STUDENTS—PART-tlme (obs. $10.00 per hr. average, must 
have car, 20 hrsJwk. Interviews will be given Wednesday, 
Thursday Irom 1004:00 p.m. at the Old Town Mall. 523 W. 
17th. (88-89) 

AGGIE STATION Is accepting applications lor cocktail 
waitresses/waiters (must be 21). Apply in person, 1115 
Moro. evenings. (88-95) 

MR. K'S is taking applications lore part-time bartender. Must 
be able to worn 11:00 a.m. to 6 00 p m . three days a week 
Apply alter 100p.m. at Mr. K's, 710N. Manhattan. (88-90) 

ENOCH'S TAVERN needs a nighttime bartender/manager 
Call 539-9095 or 1 -485-2201 lor appointment. (89-93) 

NURSES, IMMEDIATE position available. Please apply In per 
son, 2423 Kimble Avenue. College Hill Nursing Center. (89- 
98) 

NEED HANDYMAN to help clean out gutters at our home. 
Call 539-1514 alter 5:00 p.m. (89-93) 

WOMEN'S HEALTH Care Service Confidential health care 
for women with unexpected pregnancies. Abortion ser 
vice* to 20 weeks as an outpatient. Information and tree 
pregnancy testing. (316) 684-5108 Wichita. (1 tf) 

RESUMES $20; 1-2 pp., 5 copies and envelopes Tldwell & 
Associates, 219 S. Seth Chllds, 7764213,5374504. (83tf) 

PREGNANT? BIRTHRIGHT can help. Free pregnancy teat 
Confidential. Call 537-9180. 103 South 4th Street, Suite 16. 
(17tf) 

VWOWNERS! Special this month-1988through 1975 bugs: 
window cranks only $3.50. lelt door mirror only $9.50, hut 
caps $6.75 JSL Bug Service, 1-494-2388.(81-90) 

HORSES BOARDED, colts started and lessons given. Indoor 
and outdoor arenas, Powder Pulf Downs. St. George, Ks 
Call 1-494-2660 (82-101) 

J»L Bug Service. VW repair at reasonable prices. One day 
service on most repairs. Only seven minutes Irom Manhat- 
tan Call 1-494 2388. St. George. (85-105) 

TUTORING HELP In math, physics, and chem. courses 
(College Algebra, Trigonometry, Calc. I, II, and III; General 
Physics, Physics I; General Chem -Chemistry I & II). More 
than 2.5 years experience. For more information, hours 
and rates, call Abbas at 539-3604 (8841) 

FORMER SECRETARY will type term papers In her home. 
Call 5394549. (87-89) 

GAYPHONE 5394692 Gay awareness, support services, 
peer counseling, and calendar of events. Confidential and 
anonymous. Please call between 6.00 p.m. and 12:00 mid- 
night, Sunday through Thursday (88-148) 

FOR TUTORING in Matha (Algebra, Trigonometry, Calculus); 
Circuit Theory-I; Intro Computer Engg, Design ol Digltai 
System-I; contact Neeraj; #43 Seaton Hall or #525 Moore 
Hall. (89-93) 

NOTICES 
PILOT NEEDS three passengers to share costs to KSU 

basketball games. ISU $43.00, MU $39.00 each. Hugh IrXn, 
539-3128.532-6311 (84-93) 

ATTENTION 

SERVICES 
APARTMENT, ONE bedroom, shower, private entrance, heat 

and water paid, $135/mo. Call 776-3800.(8841) 
RESUME WRITING, layout, editing, typing or appraisal. 

Resume Service, 411 N. 3rd, 537-7294. (1tf) 

Peanuts By CHARLES SCHULZ 
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Crossword 
ACROSS 

1 Certain 
degree 

4 IJttle 
pitchers 
have big — 

8 Nursery 
rhyme 
vessel 

12 Macaw 
13 Freudian, 

at times 
14 Assistant 
15 Football 

intermission 
17 Corner 
18 Enemy 
19 Beg 
21 Hit, as a 

ball 
24 Roman 502 
25 One — time 
28 Encountered 
28 George M. 
32 Haystack 
34 Work unit 
36 "A - of 

Two 
Cities" 

37 Invite to 
enter 

39 Caroline 
island 

41 Robert E. 

42 Darjeeling 
44 Out of 

humor 
46 Most fleet 
50 On the- 

(at large) 
51 Ceremony 
52 Musical 

value 
56 Norse god 
57 Great Lake 7 Pay out 
58 Venezuelan 8 Lover of 

DOWN 
1 Slangy 

negative 
2 Before la-la 
3 Football 

player 
4 Respect 
5 Actress 

MacGraw 
6 Hoarfrost 

asset 
59 Red 

planet 
60 Poet's 

word 
61 Business 

org. 

country 

20 Nervous 
response 

21 Pasternak 
heroine 

22 Revolutionary 
statesman 

23 Actress 
Ruby 

27 Make an 
effort 

29 The ship of 
Henry 
Hudson 

9 English river 30 Nautical 
10 Notion 
11 Medieval 

court 
16 Watch 

pocket 

Avg. solution time: 23 min. 

1-29 
Answer to yesterday'! puzzle. 

term 
31 Lack 
33 Siamese 

litter 
35 Actress 

Rita 
38 Born 
40 Steal 
43 Pale 
45 Type of club 
46 "- Here to 

Eternity" 
47 Popular 

opera 
48 Rouse 
49 Vetch 
53 — detector 
54 Pedro's aunt 
55 Hardwood 

tree 

CRYPTOQUIP 1.29 

LIBAA   WRDF    FDHPBV    WMYYNVVBB 

AVIBAABH    YMDEVNEP    ADILRDA 

Yesterday's Cryptoquip - HAPPY PATRIOTS DEARLY 
LOVE  THEIR  NATIVE   LANDS. 

Today's Cryptoquip clue: L equals P 

CLUBS AND organizations—earn more money with The 
Trading Post Contact Jan at 1413-272-3110 lor more de- 
tails (85-89) 

WHY JUMP? The person who skydives is not insane, death- 
defying or unstable. Rather, he or she Is a person who 
loves the adventure ol life, loves a challenge and 
possesses a generous spirit which refuses to be cramped 
in by lorm and convention. (8749) 

OVERSEAS JOBS—Summer/year round. Europe, South 
America, Australia, Asia. All fields. $500-$1200 monthly. 
Sightseeing. Free information. Write International Job 
Center, Box 52KS2, Corona Del Mar, Ca. 92625. (88-135) 

TO STUDENT nursing home aides/orderlies Will you share 
your *ork experiences with us, as a public service to nur- 
sing home residents? Our consumer organization, Kan 
sans lor Improvement ol Nursing Homes (KINH), needs 
your help and Input on nursing home conditions and your 
opinion on the care and treatment ol the residents. All 
names and correspondence will be kept confidential. 
Please call us: (913) 842-3088 or 843-7107, or write us: 
KINH,927V} Mass. St. #4. Lawrence, KS66044 (88-110) 

INITIATION GIFTS—we have crested blankets, candy 
dishes, glasses, crested shirts, and Baltour jewelry Cam- 
pus Comer, 716 N. Manhattan. Aggleville, 776-5461 (89-94) 

~ ANNOUNCEMENT 
KID'S NIGHT Out—Babysitting at K-State Union, room 208, 

by the Speech squad lor the German Avant and the McCain 
production ol Learned Ladles 5324875. (86-90) 

MARANATHA BAND of KC In concert Saturday, February 28, 
All Faiths Chapel, 7O0 p.m. Come and bring a Irlendl 
(86-90) 

CAT SHOW, February 21-22, City Auditorium. Purebreds and 
household pets. For entry info, call 539-1689 or 1494-2803. 
Entries close February 1. (88-90) 

TELL YOUR sweetie that 'ya love em!' Just send 10 words 
and 75* by February 6th and Poor Richard will put your 
message in our Sweetheart Column lor Valentine's Day. 
Bring In or mail to: Poor Richard's Trader, 227 Poyntz Ave 
Manhattan, Ks 66502. (69-91) 

WOMEN'S RESOURCE Center Volunteer Workshop, Sunday, 
February 1, 200-500 p.m. UFM Fireplace Room. Childcare 
will be provided. Call 5324541 lor details. (89-90) 

 WANTED  
COLLECTIBLES. COINS, back issue magazines, comics, LP 

albums. Check with us before you throw It away. Treasure 
Chest, Aggleville. (Iff) 

NEED APARTMENT close to campus, preferably west side, 
until August. Non-smoker, no pets, pays on time. Please 
call 5374886, Eric. (86-90) 

WANTED: K-STATE basketball tickets for Saturdays, 
February 7,14 andtor 21. Call 539-5179after 5.00 p.m., aak 
lor Nancy (8492) 

 LOST  
LOST FRIDAY, January 16th, a lady's brown vest (lor coat) 

not a ski vest Please call 532-5354. Reward! Appreciated 
greatly. (88-90) 

ORANGE FOLDER In Cardwell or Calvin—contains 
miscellaneous papers and class syllabuses. Very im- 
portant. Call 776-7382. (8991) 

 FOUND  
YOUNG FEMALE shepard dog on campus Call 537 2929. (88- 

90) 

PERSONAL 
MIKE—IN our 3V4 years together I feel as if we've always 

known each other. I Love You—Kris. (89) 

EMY—HOPE your 19th Is a good one! Have lun in your last 
year as a teenager. Love, Jeremy. (89) 

BERNICE AN0 Marilyn: Sally came out to play and saw Dick, 
and Dick and Dick. Oh Spot! (89) 

TIM H. Happy 24th. I really enjoyed seeing you last weekend. 
Hope we can do it again soon. Miss Scott. (89) 

TINY RABBITS: The party out ol bounds whipped It like a 
pink pussycat In strange pursuit ol a rock lobster What I 
like about you, Oulche Lorraine, you keep me warm at 
night. Runnln' around 53 miles west ol Venus, we sang the 
Devo Corporate Anthem. Duty now lor the future. The Whip 
Its. (89) 

LSB: HAPPY 22nd to my favorite Greek goddeaa! It has been 
a great 1V* years being roomies. Don't forget Halloween, 
jogging, Thursday nights at Vista, Shady Bend 
discussions, movies, etc. PS Please watch out for poles! 
MAM. (89) 

K. DINNELL. We never understood how you attracted all the 
women. Now we know! Your picture on page 409 in the '80 
RP handsomely explains It all. Admiringly, W.H.P. (89) 

CASSANDRA, TO that (laming Clover that will soon be an ac 
live..  I'm proud that you're my III' Sis! M.K. (89) 

ARDILLITA TE espero al cine en el union a las nueve y media 
para ver la pelicula buena. Tu Change (89-90) 

TO TOPEKA'S M. Taylor-Was very excited to finally meet 
you last Friday. Hope to get to dance with you again the 
next time I go to Topeka. I really think you're hot and would 
Ilka to get to know you— S.G. from Manhattan. (89) 
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STARTS TODAY/ENDS SUNDAY, FIB. 1 

1826 N. TUTTLE CREEK BLVD. Across from VISTA 
539-3640 60 day Loyaways Welcome 

"Where the price a right for the Sound that excites 

Last Chance for January 
Clearance Specials 

We are making room for 1981 models. Don't miss 
this chance for incredible Savings. 

Register to win one of FIVE pairs of tickets to the 
Beach Boys Concert Feb. 16th. 

a 

SPEAKERS 

BSR Power Handlers 
Mod No. 82 8" 2 way Reg. '89.95 ea./NOW 2 for 1 
Mod No. 103 10" 3 way Reg. 129.95 ea./NOW 2 for 1 
Mod No. 123 12" 3 way Reg. 149.95 ea./NOW 2 for 1 

Infinity Loudspeakers 
Qe Reg. $115°° NOW $88°° 
Qa Reg. $159°° NOW M1900 

Quantum 5 Reg. $365°° NOW *247» 

A Tradition of Excellence with 
Sound as clear as light 

LS8 Tempest $131.50 ea. 
PS5A 10" 2 way Reg. J650°° pr. NOW *155"ea. 
PS8A 8" 2 way Reg. J465 pr. NOW '124" ea. 

ADS 
Mod No. L-10 Reg. $200 pr. 
Mod No. 420 Reg. 119 ea. 

Mod No. 520 Reg. 139 ea. 
Mod No. 620 Reg. 189 ea. 
Mod No. 710 Reg. 300 ea. 
Mod No. 810 Reg. 329 ea. 

NOW $129 pr. 

NOW 80 ea. 
NOW 100 ea. 
NOW 124" ea. 
NOW 16995 ea. 
NOW 19995 ea. 

ONE OF A KIND 
TOSHIBA: SA445 45 watt or ST445 Digital Tuner 

Reg. '249* NOW »161°° 

or 45 watt Integrated Amp & Tuner 
Reg. $500°° NOW '300" for the pair 

SOUND CRAFTSMAN: SC450 Equalizer   NOW *50°° OFF 

TECHNICS: ST8044 Tuner Reg. 489" NOW '119* 

CERWIN VEGA: U321 12" 3 way Speaker 
Reg. W NOW $165°° 

V123 10" 3 way Speaker 
Reg. '270* NOW $135°° 

HARMON KARDON: ST8D Tangential Tracking Table 
Reg. '499* NOW $25000 

1500 Cassette Deck 
Reg. '249* NOW M59* 

AUDIO PULSE: Digital Time Delay w/roar Channel, 

Speakers * Amp *800" Value for <500" 

ma 
Nkiu fkuustks 

CARTRIDGES 
New for 1981 

3002 Reg. $150°° NOW MOO00 

382 Reg. $120°° NOW *75°° 

100E Reg. '90* NOW W 

Best Prices 
in Town 
on RECORDS 

Reg. $7" NOW $5°° 
Reg. $8» NOW $570 

ATKOi OMMISOMIC IMACER 

Hear What You've been missing 
It does to your stereo what stereo does to mono 

Reg. J219* NOW M74* 

ROTEL 7 bond Graphic Equalizer 
Reg.'190 NOW'114" 

RECEIVERS 
SANSUI 

R30 25 watts Reg. '230" NOW <189" 

R50 45 watts Reg. '300" NOW <249" 

R70 65 watts Reg. '400* NOW *0T 

OPTONICA 

SA5105 25 watt Reg. '260* NOW *199» 
SA5206 45 watt Reg. *360" NOW $29900 

NIKKO AUDIO 

NR519 20 watt Reg. '249* NOW $174« 

NR719 35 watt Reg. '329* NOW *249« 

NR819 45 watt Reg. '399s5 NOW W 

AKAI 
AA-R-20 26 watt Reg. '259* NOW «214» 
AA-R-30 38 watt Reg. '329* NOW *255* 
AA-R-40 50 watt Reg. $399» NOW *M* 

TURNTABLES 
TOSHIBA: SRA100 Belt Drive Semi-Auto Reg. '124* NOW W 

SANYO: ST15 Bert Drive Semi-Auto        Reg. '129* NOW W 
SANSUI: FRD25 Bert Drive, Semi-Auto    Reg. '14000 NOW W 

FRD35 Air Drive, Semi-Auto     Reg. 490" NOW $149" 

CARTRIDGES 

Vi 
Audio Technica 

Nagatronics 
Accutex PRICE    AcCB,«^Buy4 

and get a Maxell Album 
FREEI 

rnaxBll.   UDXL n c-90 $3.49 
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Senate grants BSU budget request 
By MARY REALS 

Collegian Reporter 
After numerous questions from 

Student Senate and a short recess, 
the Black Student Union's (BSU) 
request for a supplemental budget 
passed unanimously in last night's 
meeting. 

Before the request was 
presented for approval, David 
Lehman, agriculture senator, 
suggested the budget be tabled 
until next week's meeting because 
of "some problems that had been 
overlooked." 

A recess was called and the 
decision to delete the "problems" 
was made rather than table the 
entire budget. 

"It was called to my attention 
that there was an outstanding bill 
(included in the budget). We would 
like to delete that item," Lehman 
said. 

THE OUTSTANDING BILL was 
for room rental of the Union 
Catskeller for three nights at $27.50 
a night. The bill remained from 
last year's BSU administration. 

"It has nothing to do with this 
year's BSU. It should be con- 
sidered at a different time," Susan 
Angle, coordinator of student 
activities, said. 

Chuck Banks, agriculture 
senator, questioned BSU president 
Michael Payne about further plans 
for funding and donations of ser- 
vices outside of University sour- 
ces. 

"I have a committee working on 
it. We were able to get various 
speakers for Professional Day who 
will be donating their time free of 
charge," Payne said. Professional 
Day is part of Black Heritage Week 
which will be Feb. 9-16. 

In his director's report, Randy 
Tosh, student body president, 
requested that student senators 
submit evaluations and 
suggestions for change in dead and 
final week policies. To fulfill "a 
promise of mine" from his cam- 
paign for president, Tosh said a 
resolution calling for a change in 
dead week would be drafted before 
his term in office was over. 

TOSH    ALSO    REQUESTED 
senators to consider traffic and 
parking regulations. He said it was 
an issue he wanted "to give sup- 
port to help change before this 
senate terminates." 

Covered in first readings was a 
bill to discontinue the funding of 
student ID cards through the 
student activity fee. If the bill is 
approved, funding will come from 
the administration through the 
University president's reserve 
account. 

The change in funding would also 
end having pictures on IDs. 
According to Angle, the cost of 
picture IDs was $16,000 last year. 
Without pictures, the IDs would 
cost $3,300. 

Also in first readings was a 
constitutional and by-laws revision 

to the Student Governing 
Association's judicial system. The 
revision would activate the judicial 
board during the summer months, 
dead week and final week to handle 
any misconduct and complaints. 

A BILL that would allocate 
supplemental funding to K-State 
bands, choral and K-State Players 
was presented in first readings. 

"These groups could no longer 
continue unless they got sup- 
plemental allocations," Angle 
said. 

A bill was passed that will allow 
for the elections committee to 
research campaign expenditures 
and donations during Student 
Senate elections. 

Another bill which was approved 

will provide additional telephone 
funds for University for Man 
during the spring semester. 

Establishment of a committee to 
study plans for moving the Career 
Planning and Placement Center to 
Holton Hall was also approved. 

Jan Pelletier, K-State graduate, 
was appointed as the new SGA 
social services director. 

Reagan says revenge, reconciliation 
undesirable with Iranian government 

WASHINGTON (AP) - 
President Reagan said Thur- 
sday be is "certainly not 
thinking of revenge" against 
Iran for the ordeal suffered by 
hostage Americans, but neither 
does he see a reconciliation with 
the revolutionary government 
in Tehran. 

"What good would just 
revenge do and what form 
would that take?" Reagan 
asked "I don't think revenge is 
worthy of us. On the other hand, 
I don't think we should act as if 
this never happened.'' 

In his first nationally 
broadcast news conference 
since taking office 10 days ago, 
the president said he would not 

encourage American business 
to resume trade with the Per- 
sian Gulf nation "at this point" 
and cautioned anyone against 
traveling there. 

THOUGH HI8 AD- 
MINISTRATION has not 
finished reviewing the hostage 
settlement negotiated by the 
Carter administration, Reagan 
said, the United States probably 
would honor the agreement. He 
added that the most important 
obligations already have been 
carried out since the release of 
the 52 Americans in the first 
hour of his presidency. 

Reagan said he was "cer- 
tainly not thinking of revenge 

and I don't know whether 
reconciliation would be 
possible." 

Reagan urged Americans to 
"think long and hard before 
they travel to Iran because we 
don't think their safety can be 
guaranteed there." 

He joked that he hoped that 
any businessmen eager to deal 
with Iran would consult "by 
long distance. We wouldn't want 
to go back to having just a 
different cast of characters but 
the same show going on." 

TURNING        TO       THE 
ECONOMY, Reagan said cuts 
in the federal budget he is 

(See REAGAN, p. 2) 

Instructor teaches unspoken language; Ql  Ant to   If!nr%m   ,nstrucior *eacnes unspoKen language 
Ol 16ni I a I Kl IIQ.  improved communications a good sign 

By PAM VAN HORN 
Collegian Reporter 

Silence. 
The inability to hear birds chirping and 

people laughing can be frightening. 
For the hearing-impaired, everyday 

sounds are muffled or totally unperceivable. 
Even normal communication within 

society is difficult. The hearing-impaired 
are limited to a few methods of com- 
munication. They must either use pen and 
paper, read lips or speak with their hands. 
Even with these methods, communication 
may be quite limited because of educational 
differences, according to Peggy Nelson, 
graduate in speech. 

1981 HAS BEEN declared the Year of the 
Handicapped by the United Nations, Nelson 
said, and this has increased the awareness 
of the hearing-impaired. 

"If a deaf person would go into a depar- 
tment store the chance of finding someone to 
communicate with them are slim. So, the 
only alternative for the deaf person is to use 
pen and paper,'' she said. 

As a result of the awareness there is 
greater interest in communication with the 
deaf and more people are wanting to learn 
sign language, she said. 

K-State is helping to increase the interest 
in communication with the hearing- 
impaired by offering a course in manual 
communications. Two sections are being 
offered this semester, Nelson said. 

"The course is offered through the 
division of linguistics in the speech 
department. It is a multi-purpose class in 
which most students are in speech 
pathology, horticulture therapy or 
education," she said. "Most of the students 

(See SILENT TALKING, p. 7) 

St«ff photo* by Scott Wllllomi 

ABOVE: Peggy Nelson, graduate in speech 
pathology, gives instructions in sign language 
tor a test. RIGHT: Debbie Downing, senior in 
speech pathology, asks "What?" while 
practicing sign language. 
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Reagan..* 
(Continued from p. 1) 

preparing "will be made every-place," and 
probably will be "bigger than anyone has 
ever attempted because this administration 
did not come here to be a caretaker 
government." 

He also announced he is abolishing the 
Council on Wage and Price Stability, which 
administered President Carter's anti- 
inflation program, and is freezing pending 
federal regulations for 60 days. 

To many questions, such as whether he 
will lift the grain embargo against the Soviet 
Union, and whether he will abolish draft 
registration, Reagan said he had no answers 
yet. 

In an opening statement, Reagan said the 
Council on Wage and Price Stability "has 
been totally ineffective in controlling in- 

flation and has imposed unnecessary bur- 
dens on labor and business." 

AS FOR BUDGET CUTS. Reagan said no 
area of government will be exempt and he 
added that "the time has come where there 
has to be a change in direction in this 
country." 

"We have lived beyond our means," he 
said. "We must gain control of this in- 
flationary monster." 

Asked for his-view of the Soviet Union's 
long-range intentions, Reagan said he would 
keep in mind that Moscow has "publicly 
declared that the only morality they 
recognize is what will further their cause, 
meaning they reserve unto themselves the 
right to commit any crime, to lie, to cheat, in 
order to attain that." 

Campus bulletin 
ANNOUNCIMSNTS 

THIS IS THI LAST DAY to pick up application* for 
Univarjlty naming Network volunteers In Fairchlld 105. 

BOUCATION COUNCIL APPLICATIONS art available 
•I Holton It). Deadline 1*4:30p.m. Friday, Fab. 6. 

APPLICATIONS POP. AO STUDENT COUNCIL officer 
posltloni are available In Water* 117. 

APPLICATIONS    PON    CLOVIA   4-H    HOUI1    are 
available at Clovia. 1200 Pioneer Lane. For further in- 
formation call 53V 3575 

UNIVIRSITY PON MAN it tasking voluntaart to help 
with UFM registration for tprlng clattat. Call Kate at 532 
SMe. Regulation It Fab. *. 10.11. 

APPLICATIONS FOP. SORORITY SPRINO RUSN are 
available In Hoiti Hall 110. Deadline it Monday, Fab.». 

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CENTER need* volun- 
teer tutor* for Its conversational Engllth program If In. 
taraatad, call 532 6441 

MICROSIOLOOY CLUR will attend the national ASM 
meeting*at Delia* March 1-4. 

tUMP-A-THON dancer* may pick up K State itudent 
Identification and othar lost and found llama any tlma 
between I a.m. and 5 p.m. at Mother'* Worry 

DR. JAMES COOK, director of hematology at Kama* 
Unlvertlty Medical Canter, will give the pretentatlon, 
"Food Iron Availability" at 10:30 a.m. today In Justin 149. 

THI GRADUATE SCHOOL hat scheduled the final oral 
defense of the doctoral dissertation of Betty Hathaway at 7 
p.m. Monday in Juatln 247. Topic: The effect*of vltualand 
motor jupplement* on pre school children's com- 
prehension and recall of prose 

■ ERL KOCH will addres* the Farming Systems 
Research Seminar at 10 30 a.m. today In Waters32*. Topic 
will be small farm protects In Asia. 

ARH HALL OP THI MONTH applications are due to any 
executive member on Wednesday. 

TODAY 
UNIVIRSITY ACTIVITIES BOARD wil 

a.m. in Union 203. 
meet at 11:30 

CAMPUS CRUSADI  FOR  CHRIST COLLEOE  LIFE 
will meet at 7:30p.m. at Beta Sigma Psl. 

PEP COORDINATING COUNCIL wil meet at 11:30a.m. 
Ip Union Stateroom 2. 

COLLEOE LIP! will meet at 7:30 p.m. In Beta Sigma 
Psl House. 

INTERVARSITY will meet at 7 p.m. In Grace Baptist 
Church. 

SATURDAY 
KSU RUORY CLUB practice will be 10:30 a.m. at the 

intramural fields. 

INDIA STUDENTS ASSOCIATION will meet at 2 p.m. In 
Union Forum Hall. 

STRATEOIES     POR     EFFECTIVE     LEADERSHIP 
WORKSHOP will be t:30a.m. to 12:30p.m. in Justin 10*. 

SOA CANDIDATES INFORMATION MEETINO will be 
Sa.m. In Justin 10*. 

SUNDAY 
RCUMBNICAL CHRISTIAN MINISTRIES will meet at 

U a.m. and 5:30 p.m. In the ECM Center. 

■LUE KEY meeting will begin at 7:15 p.m. In the Union 
Conference Room. 

UPM OUTI NO CLUB will meet at 1:45 p.m. at the south 
doors of the Union. 

MORTAR BOARD will meet at 5:30p.m. In See ton 141. 

OCSA FORMAL COMMITTEE will meet at 3:30 p.m. In 
the Union Big I Room. 

MONDAY 
SPRINO PLINO meeting will be 7:30 p.m. on Marlatt's 

*econd floor. 

PHI THETA KAPPA ALUMNI will meet at 7 p.m. In the 
Union Little Theatre. 

ECUMENICAL CHRISTIAN MINISTRIES meeting will 
bat p.m. In Marlatt 23f. 

ALPHA PHI OMEO A will meet 7 p.m. in Union 213. 

STUDENT   NATIONAL   EDUCATION   ASSOCIATION 
will meet at 4 p.m. In Union 20t. 

A AND O GRADUATE CLUR meeting will be noon to 1 
p.m. In Union Stateroom 5. 

DBLTA PSI KAPPA will meet at 4 p.m. in Union 20S. 

KSDB tonight 
SUNDAY, KSDB will present "Fast Forward" from 7 to 

10 p.m. 

COWROV    PALACE rvr : 

DOUBLES 

539-9828 

k state union 
upc feature films 

Terrifying monster of the agee 
raging with pent-up paaalonal 

. with every man h la mortal enemy 
. . and a woman a beauty hla preyf 

MIDNIGHT MOVIE 

CREATURE 
FROM THE 
BUCK 
IAG00N 

FRI. & SAT. 
FORUM HALL 
JAN. 30, 31 

7MOKIE& 

DECISION '81 
EDUCATION COUNCIL ELECTIONS 

Anyone interested can pick up 

an application in Holton III. 

Deadline for applications is Feb. 6 

at 4:30 p.m. in Holton 

Election Day—Feb. 11 in Union 

The Men of Kappa Sigma 
would like to congratulate the 

following newly initiated Stardusters: 
Michelle Biarnessen Jodi Nelson 
Jeanice Brummel Marian Olander 
Carla Bryant Sophie Oneil 
Lorl Christie Cathy Osborn 
Page Coltrin Ann Patzel 
Joleen Dowler Sherri Rippi 
Missy Etzenhouser Meg Schwenson 
Gina Floyd Janet Severt 
Theresa German Shelly Sixta 
Holley Gray Cara Tangari 
Carla Johnson Tammy Tracy 
Mona Kightlinger Theresa Thomas 
Joni Kadelec Cindy Tucker 
Stacy Klotzbach Denette Vonada 
Karla Louell Amy Vinburg 
CeCe Mayerle Stephanie Veach 
Lori Mitchell Cathy Young 
Ann Morgan 

2 FOR < 1.00 
Blue Gourami Orange & Black Plati 
Sunsets Gold Crescent Plati 

10 gallon all glass Aquarium 
glass top & light 

$20* complete 

Young Parakeets all colors $ 10.95 

Meta-Frame Aquarium 
10 gallon stand M4.95 

Fancy colored Mice 89* 

\ 

Offer good through Feb. 1, 1981 

GREEN THUMB 
\ 

IIOT>Waters 
Mon.-Sat.K-5::W' 

•Across from 
ALTO" 

5:19-4751 
Sun. Noon-5::(0 

/ 

/ 
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Briefly; By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Polish unions receive harsh warning 

WARSAW, Poland — The Polish government warned on Thursday 
that it would take "necessary" but unspecified action to quell the 
"anarchy and chaos" created by a wave of labor unrest gripping the 
nation. The Soviet Union kept up its harsh criticism of events in the 
Communist nation. 

The official government warning came just hours after an 
agreement was reached for a meeting Friday between independent 
trade union negotiators and Premier Jozef Pinkowski and other 
government officials to discuss the union's main grievances. 

Warning strikes and sit-ins continued Thursday in a wide semi- 
circle from Poznan to the town of Ustrzyki Dolne a few miles from 
the Soviet frontier, heightening concern of possible Soviet in- 
tervention in Poland. Soviet and Eastern-bloc troops have been 
massed at the Polish border since last fall. 

On Thursday, the Soviet Union issued a second harsh commentary 
in as many days on events in Poland, accusing the independent trade 
union Solidarity of "intensifying anarchy in the country." 

In its warning broadcast by Polish Radio, the government said, 
"The Council of Ministers declares that, by virtue of its con- 
stitutional rights, it is obliged to ensure law and order and 
discipline." 

The communique said if the current "state of affairs" continued, 
the government "will have to take the necessary decisions to ensure 
the normal functioning of plants and enterprises in accordance with 
the best social interests." 

The communique did not elaborate on possible action. 
The decision to open talks Friday came in a joint meeting of the 

Solidarity union's leadership, peasant leaders and Trade Union 
Minister Stanislaw Ciosek at Rzeszow in southeastern Poland. 

New York parade honors ex-hostages 
NEW YORK — Workers hustled to make last-minute preparations 

Thursday for a ticker-tape parade and ceremonies honoring the 
former hostages, but only 22 of the 52 honorees were in New York on 
the eve of the welcome home gala. 

Sixteen of the returnees arrived Thursday evening, joining six who 
arrived earlier, including Brooklyn resident Barry Rosen, 36, for- 
mer press attache at the American embassy in Tehran. 

A brief "ticker tape" shower greeted the group at the Waldorf- 
Astoria Hotel. 

As 32 limousines carrying the 16 returnees, their families and 
assorted city officials entered Park Avenue at the hotel, windows on 
the Colgate-Palmolive Building across the street popped open and a 
cloud of shredded paper and other material fluttered down, ac- 
companied by cheers from above and below. 

Hundreds of people crowded the street and sidewalks. The ex- 
captives entered the hotel silently, but smiling. The lobby also was 
jammed. A five-tiered cake with white icing and yellow trim 
dominated the room, topped with a sign reading, "America's Ex- 
hostages Welcome Home!" 

New York Mayor Edward Koch predicted that "a couple of million 
people" would turn out to watch the parade up lower Broadway and 
the ceremonies in City Hall Plaza on Friday. 

Tax increase, public TV may get ax 

TQPEKA — Senate President Ross Doyen tolled what could be a 
death knell for public television in Kansas, and predicted Thursday 
that lawmakers in the 1981 Legislature could adjourn without 
needing to approve a general tax increase. 

"The sentiment I feel in the Senate is that we will probably stop 
that program," Doyen, a Concordia Republican, said of public 
television. 

Any money that would have gone for expansion or development of 
a statewide public TV system would be shifted to the state general 
fund, Doyen said, and would help avoid increasing taxes. 

Gov. John Carlin, in his budget, recommended that about $1.8 
million—including $1.5 million that once was destined for a new 
public TV station in Garden City—be placed into a reserve until 
lawmakers decide how to spend it for development of a statewide 
system. 

However, Doyen specifically tabbed that money for transfer to 
other uses, and said expansion of public TV would be "put on hold" 
to determine "what happens in the industry." He noted that a cable 
TV system might be one alternative. 

"It's better to let it fall by the wayside," Doyen said of public TV, 
"than put another $20-to-$30 million in and then let it it fall by the 
wayside anyway." 

WeatFier 1 
Yes, Toto. Winter does exist in Kansas. Be prepared for more snow 

with a high in the low 30s today. Come on Toto, don't be putting any 
of that snow in your nose. 

MOTOWN 
MANHATTAN 

Roost Beef, Fried Chicken, Ravioli 
ALL YOU CAN EAT 

'4.95 
Sunday Bufftt 11-2 a.m. 

wwmmm m&h&i 

HOUSTON STREET RESTAURANT & PUB 

"Saturday Night Oyster Bar 
Every Saturday Night, its 

FREE oysters on the half-shell 

with every dining room entree. 
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Great Dance Music 

RESTAURANT & PUB 

A Private Club 

A scene from the ACTF production of Prometheus Bound. The punk rock interpre- 
tation of Aeschylus' Greek tragedy will be performed Saturday, Jan. 31 at 8:00 pm in 
McCain Auditorium. Tickets for this performance of Moliere's Learned Ladies, can 
be reserved by calling the McCain Auditorium box office at 532-6425. 



Opinions 
Separation 
of power 

Because of the degree of controversy centering on 
an ad placed in Monday's Collegian, a clarification of 
the organizational structure of this paper is in order. 

The advertising staff and the news staff are entirely 
separate departments working in coordination with 
each other. 

Advertisements are solicited, accepted and laid out 
by the ad staff. Ads are reviewed by the ad staff and 
sometimes the director of student publications for 
material which may contain false or libelous claims 
or content which may be an unfair invasion of 
privacy. 

The news staff, including the editor, has no 
authority over what ads should be published and 
cannot remove an ad if sold and accepted by the ad 
staff. 

The ad staff works with clients on all functions for 
obtaining space in the Collegian, including pricing, 
billing, placement and content. The Collegian ad staff 
does not create the content of the advertising. This is 
taken care of by the client who uses his judgment to 
form what he thinks is the proper ad for his business. 

Purely commercial advertising is protected by 
First Amendment "freedom of speech" guarantees 
as long as the content of the ad presents something of 
a benefit to the consumer and is not libelous or 
produce false claims. 

If an advertisement is accepted and readers do not 
appreciate its content, the smart approach for the 
reader is to not patronize the business which placed 
the ad. 

The Collegian ad staff does not make an effort to 
accept advertising which may be offensive to some 
people. But the staff is obligated to publishing ad- 
vertisements which the client believes will attract 
customers, as long as its content falls within legal 
constraints. 

KEVIN HASKIN 
Editor 

Letters 

Apex of absurdity 
Editor. 

Kent Singer, in his editorial, 
"Abortion issue rekindled," 
assured us that in the 1973 Supreme 
Court decision Roe vs. Wade, 
which lealized abortion, "mem- 
bers of the court struggled for 
months with legal and moral 
questions trying to base a decision 
strictly on constitutional law." 
Unfortunately, the court reached a 
decision based on nothing more 
than the religion of secular 
humanism. 

Humanism (or rationalism) is 
the religion that proclaims there is 
no God and declares that man's 
reason should be the only authority 
in determining any course of ac- 
tion. Humanists have morals, but 
these morals are relative and 
situational—whatever causes the 
greatest happiness for the greatest 
number of people is the "right" 
thing to do. To the humanist, then, 
a woman's happiness—the right to 

her body—is more important than 
the life of the unborn child. 

In Roe vs. Wade, humanistic 
reasoning reached an apex of 
abusurdity. Justices said they did 
not have to rule if the unborn child 
is a human being (what is he—a 
giraffe?) but, according to the. 
court, whether or not the unborn 
child is a human being, he is not a 
person. This idea that some human 
beings can be defined as non- 
persons is exactly the reasoning 
used to justify slavery: Slaves 
were  not persons  but property. 

Furthermore, it is the same idea 
that underlied the Nazi ex- 
termination of the Jews—that an 
innocent human being can be 
declared a non-person and 
deprived of his life for the con- 
venience or comfort of others. 

Ralph Munyan 
graduate In 

agricultural economics 

Thanks K-State 
Editor, 

This has been a prideful week for 
K-State. Tuesday the women's 
basketball team hosted the largest 
crowd ever for a women's sporting 
event at K-State. We are pleased 
with the bright future of the 
women's basketball team and 
recognize the importance of 
student and fan support. 

Wednesday we were proud of the 
K-State men's basketball victory 
and the enthusiasm and support 

provided by cheerleaders, pep 
band members, half-time per- 
formers, students and other fans. 
We also commend the Ahearn 
Complex crew. 

K-State, via radio and television, 
was featured statewide in a 
manner that earned admiration 
and respect. 

Duane Acker 
K-State president 

ANP IN RGCOGNlTfON OF 20 VeAftf OF omseRVXft 
Hefte AT Trie NUCWAR WASTE WMP«„, 

-Roger Aeschilman 

Some advice 
for the prez 

Dear Ronnie, 
You don't know me, but I am not 

one of your greatest fans. Matter of 
fact, I strongly disapproved of your 
nomination and election. 

But I'm not one to hold a grudge, 
and I do have positive feelings 
about the presidency. To be 
specific, I support the office of the 
presidency and the man who holds 
it—that's you. 

And that's why I'm writing. You 
are a man of vast experience in 
governmental affairs. But no 
matter how good your past record 
is, when it comes to being 
president, you are a rookie—a 
freshman. 

So I hope you'll take this as in- 
tended: straightforward advice 
from a Kansas country boy. 

About this Iran thing. First, I 
want to say congratulations on 
getting the prisoners free. Don't let 
people snow you, they were 
prisoners and you are the reason 
they are now home. 

IT'S YOUR REPUTATION that 
got them out. The Iranians were 
afraid of you and what your new 
administration could do. Rightly 
so. Your rep is deserved. You are a 
hard-hitting, no-holds barred red, 
white and blue American. You 
don't pull punches and seldom 
mince words. You are a threat to 
Iran. They realized that and 
respected it. So does the rest of the 
world. 

Your reputation is set. You are 

in, but we've got another 
reputation to uphold—that of the 
United States. 

Here it is in black and white: 
You've got to uphold the hostage 
release treaty. The reputation of 
the USA is riding on your doing just 
that. 

Not because of Russia, though. 
Who really cares what the Soviet 
Union thinks of us anyway? The 
Soviet people will never hear any 
of the good things we do, because of 
their governmentally controlled 
media. And it won't matter to the 
Soviet leaders. They already know 
what America stands for. 

NOT BECAUSE of our allies in 
the modern, free world—they are 
civilized nations and understand 
the nature of the crimes Iran has 
perpetrated against the hostages 
and against America. They know 
what the United States is and will 
respect our decision about the 
treaty, one way or the other. 

And we don't have to do it for the 
sake of our own national pride, 
either. A violation of the treaty 
would only lower us to the level of 
Iran, and in the process, sharply 
wound our dignity. But that's still 
not the reason. 

We have to uphold the treaty for 
all of the Third World countries 
such as Iran. 

They must know the United 
States will keep its word, at any 
cost. We need scarce resources and 
military bases. The Third World 

can provide us these. All they ask 
in return is our solemn word to 
support their countries, 
economically as well as militarily. 
Our solemn word won't be worth 
two drops of oil or a handful of sand 
if we break the treaty. 

THERE ARE THOSE who say 
we must retaliate, in some man- 
ner. We must flex our muscles, 
show our strength. The word is 
deference—deterence from this 
type of event happening again. 

They are wrong. This same 
situation will not reoccur. You 
have sent out the message. Your 
reputation has spoken, Ron. 
"Never again." 

It is not the treaty that matters, 
but our oath behind it. Id the 
future, the treaty will be unim- 
portant, but our word of honor will 
still stand tall and respected. Our 
word will be vital in imports, ex- 
ports, personal business and 
military alliances. 

The word of America is-a sacred 
pact. Keep the faith, Ron. 

Well, I've bent your ear long 
enough, it's your choice. Congress 
has promised to back your decision 
either way. 

Choose wisely. I advise a route 
similar to Carter's on human 
rights, supported by Reagan 
authority. I suggest this: Let's 
honor this piece of paper, and live 
for now. Let's grow for the future. 

With deepest regards, 
Roger 
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Fake patriotism, heroes 
Editor 

I was well pleased to see the two articles 
in the Collegian Jan. 27 by Robert Dusin and 
Paul Stone. I too have sat back and listened 
to everyone from gas station attendants to 
church ministers to Walter Cronkite talk 
about the poor hostages. 

I was beginning to believe they were 
single handedly fighting WWIII in Iran. 
They have headlined the news media for the 
past 14 months. Recently, two million people 
lined the streets of the nation's capital to 
give the hostages a hero's welcome, com- 
plete with parades, yellow bows, bands and 
motorcade. 

I was waiting expectantly for President 
Reagan to step forward and present each 
with the Medal of Honor—our nation's 
highest award for heroism. Congress has 
passed and will probably will pass laws 
which compensate them and their families 
with millions of dollars in cash awards. 

I hurt very deeply and I am angered very 
deeply by this portrayal of phony 
Americanism. I spent lVfc years in Viet- 
nam—something my fellow countrymen 
would not even admit existed. 

My girlfriend, a young Vietnamese 
mother of 19 years, was savagely murdered 
by Viet Cong as she waited for an American 
truck to pick her up with 20 other women. I 
was fighting to hold a perimiter compound 
against a suicide platoon of North Viet- 
namese regulars when I heard the awesome 
sound of an AK 47 and 20-year-old Lawrence 
Bloom falls dead beside me. I am awakened 
in the early morning hours in the midst of a 
rocket attack. A young clerk will never walk 
again. His spine has been severed by 
shrapnel. 

I lost 10 years of my life from 
psychological damage, but I left 1,000 other 
young men behind me when I left the 
hospital. 

So what the hell did those 52 hostages do 

UJS. actions 
protective 

Editor, 
Mr. Momeni, your assumption that the 

killing in El Salvador will stop when U.S. aid 
does, once again, display the common anti- 
United States tunnel vision. There is a 
conflict, but it is within the country. The 
United States did not create it. Some of your 
other assumptions bear examination also. 

First, simply because a group of people 
takes up arms against the government does 
not mean that government is "illegal." 
Second, it does not mean this group would 
install a more legitimate government. 
Finally, the U.S. government believes that 
through its actions, the best interests of this 
country are being protected. 

In real life AH, people get killed in these 
situations. Iran's own policies concerning its 
opposition are well known. You may be right 
Ali, but try something new. Just for a 
moment consider that you're wrong. 

Sean Clipsham 
senior in marketing 

GUEST DJ. 

WHAT A PERFECT 
MR. K'S 

WEEKEND! 

that was so spectacular for the whole nation 
to make deities out of them? 

Nothing—except to have been in the right 
place 10 years later when America is 
dejected and needs something to rally her. 

Let us not forget (but we already have) 
the brave men who gave their lives in a 
futile attempt to free the 52. They are dead, 
though, and we have no use for the dead. 

William Ashbury 
freshman in dietetics 

Rook's Recreation 
Happy Hour 

4-6 p.m. 

Pitchers -M00, Glasses-25' 

FREE Popcorn 

All You Can Eat! 

Pocket Billards and Snooker 
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You can't beat experience 
Paid for by the David Lehman for student Body President Committee; Kelly PresU. Chairman 

SNEAK PREVIEW 
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An Intel Recruiting Team 

"ALL ABOUT INTEL" 
Twice during the last decade, technological innova- 

tions at Intel Corporation have revolutionized the world 
of microelectronics   first with the semiconductor mem- 
ory, then with the microprocessor computer-on-a-chip. 

Our business is built on this ability to introduce new 
technologies and products. To this end. weVe been 
responsible for more than a dozen highly innovative 
products that are now industry standards, and at least 
seven major semiconductor fabrication processes. 

Today, we are the indisputable leader in four sig- 
nificant product areas: semiconductor memory, memory 
systems, microcomputer components, and micro- 
computer systems. And from sales of just $4 million in 
1970. weVe grown to over $660 million in revenues in 1979. 

How did we do this in such a short period of time? 
With a lot of bright, dynamic, and innovative people at 
every level   from management to staff support 

We'd like you to be in on the excitement and the 
challenge. At any of our five Intel locations: Santa Clara. 
California: Portland. Oregon: Phoenix. Arizona; Austin. 
Texas; and Albuquerque. New Mexico. 

Sign Up for Campus Interviews. 
Our recruiting team will be on campus soon to give 

you a preview about careers at Intel. 

If you're about to receive a degree in the following disci- 
plines Electrical Engineering. Computer Science Engi- 
neering. Solid State Physics. Chemical Engineering, or 
Materials Science—and are interested in careers in the 
'design, manufacturing, marketing, or technical sales of 
Intel products: sign up now in your placement office to 
talk with one of our representatives on campus. 

Or send your resume to Intel College Relations at one 
of our locations in the area of your geographic preference. 

CALIFORNIA: 3065 Bowers Avenue, 
Santa Clara, CA 95051. 

OREGON: 5200 N.E. Elam Young 
Parkway, Hillsboro, OR 97123. 

ARIZONA/TEXAS/NEW MEXICO: 
6401W. Williams Field Road, 
Chandler, AZ 85224. 

An equal opportunity employer m/T/h. 
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Group to emphasize "social gatherings' 

Fenix members set out to rebuild organization 
By KAREN BAUCUS 

Collegian Reporter 
No longer will Fenix, an organization for 

above-average-age   students  at   K-State, 
have   strictly   "social   gatherings"   as 
meetings. 

Fenix members are rebuilding their 
organization and trying to form an efficient 
student body that will assist undergraduate 
students, 25-years-old or older, who carry 
heavy loads outside of school, or who have 
conflicts with K-State regulations. 

Prior to this semester, meetings of the 
Fenix organization were strictly social, 
Walter Donekyo, liaison officer of Fenix, 
said. 

This semester, a "nucleus of people" 
decided to change the organization, 
Donekyo, freshman in pre-nursing said. 
They took the opportunity to fill the offices 
which were provided for in the Fenix con- 
stitution. 

FENIX NEEDS MORE personal in- 
volvement and representation from the 
above-average-age students on campus, he 
said. By demanding services and im- 
provements, these people can help the other 
approximately 1,500 students at K-State who 
are the same age and have similar 
problems. 

Improving the availability of day care 
centers on campus is one of the main con- 
cerns with Fenix, Walter's wife, Carmen 
Donekyo, assistant vice president of Fenix, 
said. 

"We commute from Junction City," she 
said. "It took us two weeks after we started 
school to find a place to leave our daughter, 
and now we're paying $140 a month for her 
care in Manhattan while we get an 
education." 

K-State has a day care unit, but it's only 
open two hours a day, she said. Many of the 
older students commute from other towns 
and have families; they can't always find a 
place for their children to stay. 

"I've heard of parents who take tests 
while their kids are playing in the hall 
outside the classroom," Carmen, freshman 
in modern language, said. 

Fenix has volunteers who are willing to 
staff the day care center at K-State and 
extend its hours, but the center was 
designed for research and hasn't agreed to 
such a change, Donekyo said. 

K-STATE PARKING regulations also 
concern Fenix. 

The rule which prohibits freshmen from 
obtaining parking stickers is the result of a 
former K-State president's, policy, 
Margaret Nordin, coordinator of the Fenix 
program, said. The president believed 
freshmen would have poor grades if they 
had cars at school, she said. 

There are many people who aren't totally 
physically disabled and as a result, aren't 
qualified to receive a sticker which would 
allow them to park near campus, Carmen 
said. 

"A lot of these people have problems that 
nobody recognizes," he said. "They suffer 
from a long walk to campus, become 
frustrated and their grades are eventually 
hurt." 

CARMEN SUFFERS from tachycardis, a 
condition that causes the heartrate to rise 
from the normal 80 beats per minute to more 
than 100 beats per minute. 

"My problem is that I'm classified as a 
freshman and have to park on the other side 
of the stadium," she said. "After walking to 
class, my heartbeat has reached 130; I have 
to lay down and can't go to class." 

At the beginning of the semester, Carmen 
said she presented her 40 percent disability 
Veterans Administration Benefits to the 
University in an attempt to receive a 
parking sticker close to campus. 

She said she was denied the sticker and 
was told to see a doctor at Lafene Student 
Health Center so she could return with 

JOIN US! 
ALPHA-PHI-OMEGA 

NATIONAL, COED, SERVICE FRATERNITY 

Be A LEADER        Be A FRIEND        Be Of SERVICE 

To the Community and K.S.U. Campus 

Come to our open meeting Feb. 2     ^ 

Union Rm. 213 A- 
For more information call Pat G. 539-2534 or John M. 776-1995 

./ SPECIALS 
at 

Cbl£fW& 
Sun.:     Pepper Steak in Mushroom and Wine 

Sauce $3.95 
Broiled Red Snapper with Butter 

and Lemon $3.95 
Mon.:   Baked Shrimps stuffed with crabmeat $5.50 

Tues.: German Sauerbraten with Gingersnap 
Gravy, Potato Pancakes, and Red 
Cabbage $4.50 

Wed.:  One-Half Roast Duckling with orange 
Sauce $7.50 

ThurS.: Tenderloin Tips in Mushroom Sauce 
over Rice $3.95 

All Above Served with Salad, Fresh Vegetables, and Potatoes 

All Served in both the Public Dining Room and the Private Club 

Gregov's Restaurant & Club 
2605 Stagg Hill Rd. 

further information from the doctor on her 
disability. 

Fenix will begin its attempt to organize a 
more concentrated effort for older students 
with the election of officers in its next 
meeting at 10:45 a.m. Feb. 3 in Union 212. 

Die Eyes Have It! 
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and the staff at IrHtt^t! Copy Shop 
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fold 
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Silent talking.. 
(Continued from p. 1) 

are in fields where they might possibly run 
into a young child who may use or need to be 
taught how to use manual com- 
munications." 

AS    A   CERTIFIED   INTERPRETER, 
Nelson has taught sign language for seven 
years. She learned from a deaf instructor at 
an interpreter's training program in St. 
Paul, Minn. 

Nelson has taught manual com- 
munications before in high schools, com- 
munity colleges and at North Carolina's 
School for the Deaf. She has taught parents 
of deaf children and someone who was 
experiencing a loss of hearing. 

"Learning from someone who was deaf 
was awkward at first, but I really think I 
learned faster. I felt stupid some days. 
However, the class progress was amazing. 
By now, speaking with my hands has 
become second nature," Nelson said. 

Nelson uses one of the same teaching 
techniques as her instructor did. She talks 
with her hands as she speaks to the class. 
She believes using manual communications 
in class helps students learn to recognize the 
signs. 

"It's a strange experience when starting 
to learn sign language—like learning a 
forgeign language. I'm unsure of my hands 
and body motions," Jill Chapman, 
sophomore in speech pathology, said. "I 
know what I want to say, but I wonder 
whether I'm saying it right. In some 
movements I may think I'm saying 
something, but I'm actually saying 
something else." 

STUDENTS TRY so hard to form the 
signs right, it's difficult to read their signs, 
Nelson said. Signing uses more than just the 
hands, it utilizes the whole body, especially 
the face, she said. 

"The facial expressions count more in 
communication than the hands. A person 
can sign the wrong sign and still his 
message will come across by his facial 
expression," she said. 

Some words are formed from different 
parts of the body. An example is emotion 
signs, they are expressed by signs made 
from the chest, Nelson said. 

Sign language used in the United States 
today is based upon the French sign 
language, developed in the 1700's, she said. 

It is divided into two general catagories: 
The American Sign Language (ASL) and 
Signing Exact English (SEE), Nelson said. 

"American Sign Language's roots are 
very, very old and it is not at all like 
English. It's a completely different 
language," Nelson said. "The signs are 
home signs—what people made up within 
their homes to try to communicate with deaf 

RIBS & CHICKEN 
SUNDAYS! 

» ALL YOU CAN EAT 
BBQ RIBS & CHICKEN 

• SALAD BAR & FRIES 

» BREAD 

»ONLY*5.95 
Sunday Dinners 5:JM:Mp.m. 

RECIPROCATING WITH 112 CLUBS! 

people. The basis of it are picture-like, the 
movements are similar to what they mean." 

AN EXAMPLE OF ASL would be the 
opening and closing of the hands in the 
praying position for the word "book", she 
said. 

Although ASL was developed in the United 
States it does have different dialects across 
the country, Nelson said. 

In using ASL many words and phrases are 
left out, such as the "to be" verbs. But in 
SEE, each word has its own sign, she said. 

"Signed Exact English was developed so 
young children learning sign language 
would not have to learn two separate 
languages. SEE follows the grammatical 
rules of English taught in schools. By 
developing SEE, learning English for the 
hearing-impaired has been made easier," 
Nelson said. 

Nelson teaches both types of sign 
language. She said she believes the students 
taking the course will learn enough of the 
basic languages to communicate with the 
hearing-impaired people. 

When more people learn to use sign 
language, communication with the hearing- 
impaired will be made easier, she said. 

We Give A Ufrie Extra 

mi^m 

COLD BEER  /CI6ARETTK 
1.88/6 pock    / SV pock 

16 oz. bo+Hes Coke, 7-U>, Mr. PM>, 1.65 6 pock 

720 H. 3nl 539-9016        "Quality Gas at a Low Price 

CHONG— 
Your Natural Beauty Always Shines 

Through! 
HAPPY 22^! 

Love, Your Roomie—FRIK 

David Lehman 
STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT 

SO YOU'VE GOT 
QUESTIONS: 
—about the proposed arena 
—about the closing of Ahearn 
—about Nichols Gymnasium 
—about library improvements 

OR You just want to find 
out if Lehman is really as 
experienced as we think he 
is. 

FIND OUT SUNDAY NIGHT 
FEB. 1st 
8:00 p.m. 
Union 212 

—Refreshments Served— 

What are YOU doing 
Sunday Night? 

(How about a date?) 

You can't beat experience 
Paid for by the David Lehman for Student Body President Committee; Kelly Presta, Chairman 

ff 

150 Pinata Mexican Restaurant of Manhattan 

Limit 1 Pinata 
Coupon Good 
Jan. 29,30,31 

11 
Not Valid with any 
other promotion 

$1.50 off 
Any Dinner 

(except kiddie dinner) 

1219 Bluemont S 
mwvnivin 

1 »/2 PINATA BUCK 

Enjoy our 
new Salad Bar! 

Pinata © 

x 

>i-k zsvtfk ^ 

WDE30CAK KESTAUIRAOT 
11 A.M. to 11:30 P.M. Daily 1219 Bluemont Ave. 

A Full Service Mexican Restaurant! 
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Union protects student artwork, 
installs alarms, adds insurance 

Students exhibiting artwork in the Union 
will now be covered by the Union insurance 
policy, according to Jack Sills, associate 
director of the Union. 

The decision to include students' property 
in the insurance policy was made last 
semester after a student's artwork was 
stolen while being exhibited in a showcase 
on the second floor of the Union. 

Tom Madden, senior in art, had a black 
walnut-handled knife and a neck piece, 
valued at $450, taken while on exhibit in the 
Union. 

At that time, the Union insurance policy 
covered only faculty exhibits. At one time, 
the insurance policy included students, but 
that portion of the policy was cancelled 
because of "substantial losses," Sills said. 

Sills said insurance coverage was 
eliminated for both faculty and students for 
some time before a company decided to 
insure faculty exhibits but not student art 
work. 

Numerous pieces of art have been "rip- 

ped-off" from the Union during the past 
seven years, Elliott Pujol, associate 
professor of art, said. After the theft of 
Madden's artwork he was not going to let his 
students exhibit their artwork in the Union 
unless safety measures were taken to 
protect the projects. 

A burglary alarm system has been in- 
stalled on the display cases, and the Union 
plans to install glass doors on the entry ways 
to the gallery on the first floor. 

"I will check out the security system first, 
and if they've taken precautions, I will 
encourage my students to exhibit in the 
Union, "Pujol said. 

Last semester students and faculty 
members in the art department collected 
money for Madden to defray some of the 
cost of his stolen artwork. 

"It's a positive step with installing glass 
doors on the gallery," Madden said. "A big 
part of art to me is showing what I make. I 
like to get people's reaction to my art—good 
or bad." 

Man found in hall after hours; 
staff and residents get a scare 

By SHERRY BROWN 
Collegian Reporter 

Jesse Amayo, sophomore in engineering 
technology, will go on trial for battery 
Monday for allegedly entering rooms in 
Goodnow Hall and in two cases, trying to get 
into bed with occupants of the rooms. 

According to a representative from the 
Riley County attorney's office, Amayo 
pleaded not guilty to the battery charges on 
Dec. 19. 

The incident occurred in November when 
a man entered an unlocked room in Good- 
now Hall, according to Jean Dillbeck, 
resident of the room. 

"I was asleep when he came in, but my 
roommate woke up," Dillbeck, special 
student in journalism and mass com- 
munications, said. "He just fell on the floor 
and said he was real drunk." 

He began shouting that his bike was 
unlocked outside and that he was afraid 
someone would steal it, Dillbeck said. He 
wanted someone to go out and lock it for 
him. 

When her roommate left to lock the bike 
the man tried to get into bed with her, 
Dillbeck said. 

"He had my arms pinned down," she said. 
"I just kept kicking him." 

Dillbeck said she ran out of the room and 
started screaming for him to get out. The 

man refused to leave and began swearing at 
her, she said. 

"He told us he was looking for Glory," 
Dillbeck said. "He called himself 'Mark the 
Shark.*" 

Her roommate came back and dragged 
him out of the room, Dillbeck said. 

He later entered a resident's room on the 
sixth floor of Goodnow and tried to get into 
bed with one of the women who lived there. 

Margaret Brink, staff member at 
Goodnow, filed an incident report with 
Sharlene Mitchell, the hall director, in the 
morning. 

"I wasn't really going to do anything 
because he didn't really physically hurt 
me," Dillbeck said. She decided to file an 
incident report after being encouraged to do 
so by staff members. 

Dillbeck was contacted by Security and 
Traffic, after the report was filed. 

In the residence hall, safety procedures 
were discussed with the receptionists, but no 
policies have been changed, Brink, senior in 
psychology, said. 

The current security policy requires all 
outside doors to be locked at 1:30 a.m., 
Brink said. A resident must then show a 
meal ticket to get in, and a non-resident 
must have a resident vouch for him, she 
said. 

Reasons Why You Should Shop 

Weisner's Sew Unique 
1. Elna sewing machines—sales and service 
2. White sewing machines—sales and service    / 
3. Repair and parts for most makes , 
4. Video tape instructions on use of Elna sewing 

machines 
5. Household sewing machine rental—by day, week, or 

month 
6. Upholstery machine rental for "Do it yourself" 
7. Scissor and scissor sharpening 
8. Largest variety of fabric in town 
9. Unique fabric—quilted nylon, down kits, etc. 

10. Bridal fabric and accessories 
11. Complete line of sewing notions and trims 
12. Buttons by Life and J.H.B. 
13. Patterns in stock: Vogue, McCall, Simplicity, Butterick, 

Donnor, Kwik Sew, and Else 
14. Expert sewing advice 

Weisner's Sew Unique 
  Manhattan's most complete sewing center 

311 Houston   Ph. 776-6100 

MEMO 
TO: All groups who are requesting or would like to request sum- 

mer school activity fee allocations. 
FROM: SGA Summer School Allocation Board 
RE: Budget Requests 

Please contact Doug Dodds at the SGS Office. 

The deadline for budget requests 
is MONDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 1981. 
For more information contact Doug 
Dodds at SGS Office, K-State Union, 
532-6541. 

Good news for Valentino's lovers! 
Valentino's now offers an all-you-can-eat 

Pizza and Pasta Buffet for lunch— 
plot oar same sumptuous salad bar. You'll serve yourself all our 
delicious pizza, baked lasagna and salad you want. Now for the 
great Valentino's for lunch lovers! 

Only $3.35 

20th Century-Fox Presents 
A LOU ADLER-MICHAEL WHITE PRODUCTION 

THE ROCKY HORROR PICTURE SHOW 
Starnnq TIM CURRY • SUSAN SARANDON • BARRY BOSTWICK 

Fri. & Sat. late Show! 
inin.Ti. 

Varsity 
[ 1125 MOWO 

11:30 Only! 
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'Cats hope for encore 
on trip to Iowa State 

By ALLEN LEIKER 
Sports Editor 

It was clearly evident K-State basketball 
fans were concerned. 

Their Wildcat team, the pride and joy of 
K-State athletics', had gotten off to a 1-3 start 
in Big 8 conference action, three games 
behind Kansas and Oklahoma State, the 
early leaders. Not since Jack Hartman 
came to this school has K-State started so 
poorly. 

"It was a big deal around here," Rolando 
Blackman said. "People were really getting 
worried, you could tell. They were walking 
around with their heads down. 

Sports 
"It affected me and it had to affect the 

rest of the players. Everyone is usually so 
bright and cheerful around the fieldhouse." 

But, for now anyway, everything is back 
to normal. People are smiling again, 
anxious for the next game. The long faces 
have disappeared. 

THAT'S BECAUSE K-STATE served 
notice Wednesday night that it isn't through 
playing basketball this year. The Wildcats 
flat took it to 18th-ranked Kansas, 54-43, in 
Ahearn Field House. 

It made for a good practice yesterday as 
K-State, now 2-3 in the league and 12-5 
overall, prepared for Saturday's game at 
Ames against Iowa State. 

"They were loose," Hartman said. "You 
expect that after a game like last night. 
Before that, it was hard to be loose after all 

K-State women 
meet Creighton 
The K-State Wildcats, after losing 

three straight games, host the Creighton 
Lady Jays tonight in Ahearn Field 
House. Tipoff is set for 7:30. 

K-State, now 16-6, defeated the Lady 
Jays 73-63 the last time the two teams 
met. The leading scorer for the Lady 
Jays was Cathy Try on with 20 points. The 
6-2 senior won't be in this contest because 
she was dropped from the Creighton 
squad for disciplinary reasons. 

The leading scorer for the 'Cats was 
Taryn Bachis, who pumped in a career 
high 24 points. Next was Tammie 
Romstad with 18, but she will again be 
watching the game from the sidelines 
because of a knee injury. 

The 'Cats have had problems with 
keeping its squad healthy. Jeanne 
Daniels, who had knee surgery earlier in 
the season, sprained her ankle on Sunday 
and was expected to sit out during the KU 
game. She didn't sit out and is expected 
to see action tonight. 

The Wildcats' latest injury is Bachis, 
whose nose was broken in practice. She 
will play tonight, though. 

u 
X 

b. 
b. 
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TGIF 
DRINKING 

TEAMS! 

SIGMA CMS 
WON LAST WEEK! 

those losses. 
"Each group has a different personality. 

Some teams have to be loose and some 
can't. They have to be careless. You have to 
find out what mood is best for your team. 

"We have a group of very conscious kids. 
They knew they weren't playing to their 
capabilities at times. But they've always 
tried hard. Sometimes I think they tried too 
hard." 

HARTMAN IS HOPING the team he saw 
Wednesday against KU is the one he'll see at 
Ames and the rest of the year. 

"You don't get that type of emotional 
situation to play in every night," Hartman 
said. "But you would like to see them give 
you that type of performance every night. 
You gotta hope they remember it's not the 
name of the team you play, but just the fact 
that you're playing someone." 

K-State will be playing Iowa State 
Saturday, and that concerns Hartman. 

"They've played a lot of teams close," he 
said. "They're a dangerous team. They lost 
some size due to injuries and so they've gone 
to a smaller, quicker lineup." 

Three players lead the Cyclone attack. 
Ron Harris is averaging 15.4 points a game, 
Robert Estes is hitting at a 14.5 clip and 
Lefty Moore is at 11.3. 

Estes has been moved to center in the 
absence of the injured Ron Falenschek. 

Iowa State, 1-4 in the Big 8 and 8-9 overall, 
has been tough at home this year, winning 
six of its first seven games there under first- 
year coach Johnny Orr, who came to the 
school from Michigan. 

K-State enjoys a 98-50 edge in the series. 
The Wildcats won two of the three meetings 
between the schools last year. 

Tipoff is set for 7:35 p.m. Saturday in 
Hilton Coliseum. 

Thh. trlMt? 
Which makes you look most altraceve? 
Glasses won't add anything to your looks and it's Hkeiy that 

they'd detract Irom your appearance 
But Bausch & Lomb soft lenses let you look natural 
In lad. unless you tell them most people won't even know 

you're wearing them 
They're comfortable because they're soft and flexible 
They're easy to wear trom the first day. 
And they're designed so they won't pop out easily when you 

don't want them to 
Stop this week and get fun details without charge 

Dr.PiulE. Bullock, PA. 
Ottorttst 
77M4I1 

WMHwabekft 
Soft lans are now 

available) for Astigmatism 
SOFLENS 
(pofymocon) 
Contact laneet 

Indoor Seating 

D.iirij 
Queen 

brazier 

Let's all go to 

DAIRY QUEEN 

Co^iaA'/i Brill* 

W< till* 

•te&%ff£fcg&g *P 
Open 10:30 a.m. to 

11 p.m., til midnight 
Friday and Saturday 

HOUSTON STREET RESTAURANT & PUB 
HOUSTON STREET'S 

FRIDAY NIGHT ONLY 

PRIME RIB SPECIAL 

*7.95 

RESTAURANT & PUB 

*J/fe pound of prime rib—carved for 
your selection of rare, medium 
rare, medium, medium well, or 
well done. 

"Twice baked potato 
*Corn cob or vegetable 
•Plus a trip to SALAD HEAVEN, 

Houston Street's now famous 
Salad and Bread Bar. 

GREAT DANCE MUSIC 

C'mon in for 
Breakfeast! 
Sat. & Sun. Only From 6 a.m. -10:30 a.m.—Kids 7 & under 99* 

All You Can Eat: 

SCRAMBLED EGGS 
PANCAKES 
BACON SAUSAGE 
HASH BROWNS 
BISCUITS-GRAVY 

All You Pay: 

$2.29 

We don't just give you breakfast. 
We give you a break. 

»^P STOCKADE 
100 EaSt BluemOnt (Formerly Continental Inn) 

Dance to Live Music at Enoch's This Weekend! 
Sot. n'rte—Live entertainment by 

'Haywire" 
7.00 Admission     Starting at 8:30 p.m. 

...4ml don't forget today's jiffin' specials! 

40* fishbowls and free popcorn 
3-10 p.m. 

ENOCH'S TAVERN 
4 mi. North on TufHe Croak Blvd. 

For 30 minutes sometime each 
nite. fishbowls are just 25*! 
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Another Switzer d iscovers spot 
with Wildcat's athletic program 

By T. J.ELLIS 
Collegian Reporter 

The name Switzer has been a common one 
in Manhattan for almost 30 years. 

It all began with Veryl Switzer, who 
played football and later became an Ail- 
American at K-State from 1951-53. 

It continued with Switzer's nephew, 
Marvin, who played football at K-State in 
the early 1970s. He also played with the 
Buffalo Bills before going to the Canadian 
Football League. 

Then along came Phil, a two-year starter 
on the Wildcat football team. Phil, who was 
redshir ted this year and who will be a junior 
next year, also runs track. 

And now again, the attention is on the 
Switzer family. Again, the name is Veryl, 
Veryl Sr.'s son. The younger Switzer was 
one of the nation's best long jumpers last 
year. 

Veryl Switzer Jr., a freshman on the K- 
State track squad, is picking up this year 
where he left off last year when he was a 
senior at Manhattan High School 

IN K-STATE'S FIRST indoor meet two 
weeks ago against Kansas, Switzer long 
jumped 24-2 for second place. It was Swit- 
zer's first collegiate competition. 

Switzer's second round of competition 
came last week when the men's track squad 
traveled to the TFA Indoor Championships 
in Kansas City. But Switzer faced a few 
problems when he had to run on a shorter 
runway. 

"It just wasn't the use of the shorter 
runway," Switzer said. "It was my first 
time on the boards and it was just a different 
experience for me." 

Switzer's accomplishments include set- 
ting meet records. At the Kansas Relays last 
year, he won the long jump with a leap of 24- 
1 and broke a five-year record held by 
Hayden's Kevin Sloan of 23-8%. 

He also took first in the 110 high hurdles 
with a time of 14.57, and was the champion 
in the triple jump with a leap of 48-4 V4. 

SWITZER'S TRIPLE JUMP at the Relays 
would have broken Vince Parette's record 
he set in 1976 and would have been the fourth 
best jump in Kansas history, but it was 
wind-aided. 

Switzer's three victories made him the 
first triple winner at the Relays since 
Parette won the same three events for 
Shawnee Mission South in 1976. 

"Right now I'd have to say that has been 
my biggest thrill, winning three events at 
the KU Relays," Switzer said. "Everything 
just seemed to go together that day. It was 
unreal." 

Incidentally, it was Parette who in- 
fluenced Switzer to come to K-State. 

"I first met Vince when I was a 
sophomore in high school," Switzer said. "I 
decided to attend K-State because Vince 
could help me with my jumping and K-State 
has a good jumping program." 

Switzer, who has set personal goals for 26- 
4 in the long jump and 52-9 in the triple jump, 
thinks this is the year K-State is in con- 
tention for the Indoor and Outdoor Big 8 
Championships. 

"I think we can win it all if everybody 
stays healthy," Switzer said. "K-State has a 
lot of good quality people that, when they 
start coming along, will be able to compete 
with anybody. 

Switzer and his K-State teammates 
compete again Saturday in Lincoln, Neb., in 
a triangular with Nebraska and Southern 
Illinois. 

The Wildcats have been a pleasant sur- 
prise this year. Last week at the TFA 
championships they got impressive per- 
formances from Ray Bradley in the shot put 
(63-2, second-best in the nation this year) 
and Doug Lytle in the pole vault (17-0, a 
school record). 

All-University Convocation 
"Nuclear Weapons and America's Security" 

Barry M. Blechman 
Senior Associate 

Carnegie Endowment for International Peace 
Barry Blechman Is an authority on the use of military power. Author of 
four books, he Is a former assistant director of the U.S. Arms Control 
and Disarmament Agency and BrooKlngs Institution Analyst. Following 
his convocation address, Blechman will hold a question-answer 
session at 1 p.m. In Forum Hall. Admission is open to the public. 

10:30 a.m. Monday, Feb. 2 
McCain Auditorium 

Softball tryouts 
set for Monday 
Tryouts for K-State's women softball 

team will be Monday at 6:30 p.m. in the 
Ahearn Gymnasium. 

Additional information can be obtained 
from K-State women's softball coach 
Charlotte Michal. Her office number is 
776-6444. 

Drs. Price & Young 
Optometrists 

Extended Wear 
Soft Contact Lenses 

F.D.A. Approved 

1119WestloopPI. 
537-1118 

CUMENICAL 

HRISTIAN 

INISTRIES 

Why Not Eat a 
Home-Cooked Meal 

With Us on 
Sunday Night? 

0 

\ 

Followed by 

Economics and 
the Individual 

Leader 
Ted Haggart 

Sunday, Feb. 1,5:30 
1021 Denison 

50$ (or wear an ECM button) 

Anyone Welcome. Come As You Are 

SEE THE BEST 
at 

! 

It 

) 

} 

STOREWIDE SALE 
First—and last—in-stock sale we've ever had! 

ALL WINTER WEAR 25-50% OFF 
ALL SKI JACKETS—Down, Polyester, and Fiber-filled 

• MITTENS 
• GLOVES 
• SWEATERS 
•SKI PANTS and BIBS 
• SKI VESTS 
•MOON BOOTS 

•HATS 
•SOCKS 
•TURTLENECKS 
• GOGGLES 
•HIKING BOOTS 
• SUNGLASSES 

LONG ONE- and TWO-PIECE UNDERWEAR 
All in men's, ladies', and juniors' sizes 

ALL SKI GEAR 15-20% OFF 
(All skis, bindings, ski boots, and poles in stock) 

Skisby-OLIN 
—K2 

Bindings by—SOLOMON 
—TYROLIA 

Ski boots by—LANGE 
—HANSON 

Poles by—SCOTT 
—K2 

-STARTS TODAY- 
Sale lasts only until 
Saturday. Feb. 7th! 

Westloop Shopping Center 
ph. 776-3632 
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Women's track team 
travels to Nebraska ^&. 

ft* 

The K-State women's track team will 
travel to Lincoln, Neb., this weekend to 
compete in a dual meet with Nebraska. 

The Wildcats had their first taste of 
competition last weekend against Wichita 
State. K-State defeated the Shockers 90-15 as 
it placed first in 12 of 13 events and broke 
two records. 

"Nebraska probably doesn't have the 
depth that we do but they have two or three 
outstanding individuals," coach Barry 
Anderson said. 

The athletes Anderson commended in last 
weekend's   meet   were   freshman  Peggy 

Hopkins and Lisa Doll. Hopkins tied the 
school record in the 60-yard hurdles and Doll 
won the 600-yard dash with a time of 1:26.8. 

The Wildcats have recently acquired a 
new jumper from England, Kim Hagger, 
who is supposed to challenge NU's top high 
jumper and long jumper. 

In long distance competition, the Wildcats 
will rely on Heidi Bright and Janel 
LeValley. Both runners did well in the meet 
against WSU, with Bright having a second 
place finish and LeValley taking two first 
place titles. 

il*& Qarklimw 
TGIF 

Get an early start on the 
weekend. Meet your friends 

starting at 1 p.m. for the coldest 
beer in Aggieville. 

Come to Conde's for Onkyo 
Stereo Equipment 

Every piece is specially priced 
this weekend 

Conde's is the ONLY authorized Onkyo Sales Center in this area 

I'&OOiu 

The Onkyo TX-2000 
Servo locked tuning 
27 watts per channel 

16% " wide x 3" high x 11" deep 
Super servo circuitry, 2 tape monitors, illumi- 
nated left-right power meter, 2-speaker termi- 
nals, servo locked tuning, 30 watts per chan- 
nel 

The Onkyo TX-5000 
Super servo circuitry 
digital read out quartz 

locked tuning 
Power output meters 
65 watts per channel 

The Onkyo E-100 
Compact, Two-way Air 

Suspension Speaker System 

Onkyo A-15 

Onkyo T-15 

3T3H" TZ3—= Ml 
I lOOp OfiiioinQ" 'H)|ftO~ 

The Onkyo TX-7000 
Super servo circuitry 

linear switching 
digital rebound quartz 

locked tuning 
90 watts per channel 
power output meters 

Class A performance with 
the efficiency of 

Class B 

Onkyo TA-630 DM 
Same tape machine 

as the infamous 
630 DA, but with 

metal tape capability 
separate input and output 

VU and peak metering 
memory stop 

The Onkyo CM 260 F 
Direct drive, dual motor 

fully automatic, quart* locked, 
variable pitch 

Carbon fiber tone arm 
finished in rosewood vinyl 

o o 

ffw.  I 
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Onkyo TA-2050 
Two motor direct drive 
metal tape capability 
peak-hold metering 

memory stop and play 
exclusive automatic 

fade function 
accu-bias 

Warranties 
receivers—3 years parts 

2 years labor 
tapedecks—2 years parts and labor 
turntables—2 years parts and labor 
speakers—5 years parts and labor 

CONDE'S 
407 Poyntz, Downtown 776-4704 

Open Thurs. till 8:30 p.m. Fri. and Sat. till 5:30 p.m. 
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StaW photo by Richie Bergen 

Senile witness...Grandma  Fortune, played by Sindrl  Anderson 
(seated), is the only witness to a series ot psychotic murders. 

Senility prevents her trom revealing the murderer. She is being 
comforted by Lillian Fortune, played by Jody Hovland Kuhns. 

Drama demands contemplation 
By WENDY SCHIAPPA 
Collegian Reviewer 

What is in the house across the street? 
What is inside an invalid, elderly woman 
who is dying? What is inside our 
children? What is inside ourselves? 

These are the questions asked in the 
University of Iowa's production of "The 
House Across the Street." The original 
student play was written by Darrah 
Cloud and was presented in McCain 
Auditorium as an entry in the American 
College Theatre Festival (ACTF). 

Cloud has created a moving and 
powerful drama. Although the first act 
was slow at times, the second act left 
much of the audience speechless. 

Repeated continually throughout the 
play is the motif of "houses and shells." 
The house across the street is being torn 
apart by investigators searching for the 

bodies of a mass murderer. 
The children of the Fortune family 

peer at their grandmother through a 
magnifying glass. The son theorizes her 
body has been taken over by aliens. Mrs. 
Fortune wonders why her children seem 
so foreign. Mr. Fortune wonders why 
there is no family for him inside his 
house. 

It is not until the second act that an- 
swers are provided to the questions about 
what is inside all of these "shells." The 
answers are provided by the person who 
appears to be the most empty shell of 
all—the senile old woman, Grandma. 

Grandma forces her daughter-in-law to 
look at her children through the 
magnifying glass. Grandma shows them 
exactly what is inside of her. She tells 
them what is happening across the 
street. 

When the characters are forced to look 
inside of these "shells" they deny the 
reality of what they see. Mr. Fortune 
refuses to see his mother as the ugly 
invalid she is. He screams he can only 
remember the mother who was beautiful, 
the strong woman he came home to for 
comfort. 

At the end of the play the Grandmother 
demands that the children let her out of 
the house, the "shells." They do not help 
her, and her determination leads her to 
lift herself out of the wheelchair. When 
she falls the father picks her up as a baby 
and cradles her in his arms. 

The cast does an excellent job of 
developing Cloud's themes. Sindri 
Anderson, who is nominated for the Irene 
Ryan acting award, was fantastic as 
Grandma Fortune. The realities of her 
age, her memories, her emptiness and 

needs were outstanding. Anderson 
maintains incredible concentration on 
stage. 

Douglas Sebern also executed a near 
perfect performamce as Mr. Fortune. 
His angers and frustrations were sin- 
cerely motivated. 

Physically the play was well cast. It 
was difficult to believe the actors were 
college students. Scott Smith, who played 
the 14-year-old son, appears as if he 
never outgrew his teenage awkwardness. 

The house theme was nicely supported 
by the set. While the acting space was 
natural, the remainder of the set also 
seemed to ask, "what is happening in this 
shell?" 

The major weakness of the production 
is that Cloud throws many difficult pieces 
at the audience and gives them little 
thread to tie it all together with. 

Through 'Paradise Theatre' concept, 
Styx achieves total album package' 

ACT?— 
schedule 

By PETE ECKHOFF 
Collegian Reviewer 

When a superstar group like Styx comes 
out with a new LP there are always a few 
people expecting and hoping the LP will be a 
total flop. Why? Who knows. But, since 
Blondie has already accomplished that feat 
with "Autoamerican," Styx is free and 
clear. 

Penny, Two Penny," "A.D. 1958," and 
"State Street Sadie." "A.D. 1958" is the 
closing of the Paradise Theatre and "State 
Street Sadie" is a short tribute to the 
theater. 

All in all the music is great regardless of 
concept. And remember, I could be totally 
wrong—only Styx knows for sure. 

A non-musical note: check out the visual 
illusion imprinted on side 2. It's neat. 

Collegian review 
"Paradise Theatre" is another in the long 

line of Styx masterpieces. It's a conceptual 
LP about the old Paradise Theatre in 
Chicago. 

I always have a problem with conceptual 
albums, basically because I never un- 
derstand them, and I'd rather just listen to 
the music. Styx, however has made a total 
album package, and the meaning is a little 
easier to grasp. 

Act 1 (side one) opens with "A.D. 1928" 
which is probably the opening date of the 
Paradise Theatre. It sounds like the hit 
single "The Best of Times," which finishes 
up Act 1 and continues the concept. 

Act 2 (side 2) opens with "Lonely People" 
and has the sounds of a crowd at the 
beginning of the song. Act 2 finishes up with 
a seven minute song of three parts; "Half 

—— 

'New kid' goes to school 
Editor's note:  -My Bodyguard" will beahownat7and 

♦:30p.m. Jan. 30and3l in Forum Hall. 

ByJIMMELIZA 
Collegian Reviewer 

Movies about high school life have 
become rather popular, especially since 
"American Graffitti" burst onto the 
screen some eight years ago. Most of the 
popularity of these movies is derived 
from the nostalgia of older audiences. 

Col leeian review 
Tliere seems to be a tendency to 

romanticize either the joys or the 
rebellion of the adolescent. But this 
period of life is more than these two- 
dimensional portrayals would have us 
believe. There are many anxieties that 

_ come from feelings of inadequacy or 

insecurity. 
"My Bodyguard" is an exception to the 

romantic style. It more closely portrays 
the realities of high school than any 
movie in recent years. It encapsulates 
the cliches of bullies, the nice but less 
than attractive girl, and the new kid in 
town. It also adds the spice of friendship. 

Clifford Peache (Chris Makepeace) is 
the new kid. He refuses to accept the 
protection of an aspiring mafia-type kid 
(Matt Dillon). To preserve his health, he 
enlists Rick Linderman (Adam Baldwin) 
to put the bully at bay. 

"My Bodyguard" is comparable to 
"Breaking Away." It is easy to get 
caught up in the story, and even easier to 
leave with feelings of exhilaration. It's a 
joy to watch. 

Saturday 
CRITIQUE OP THI LEARNED LADIES, conducted by 

Robert Mitchell, Norman Nadel, and Alan Schneider, 
moderated by Tom Carl Isle, will be presented at»: 30 a.m. 
In the Union Little Theatre. 

WORKSHOPS AND MEETINGS, 11   00 am   5:30pm 

WORKSHOP-SCENE PAINTING AND MATERIALS 
(Conducted by Tom Bliese, sponsored by Rosco 
Laboratories) will be at II :00a.m.1:00 p.m. In McCain 
Auditorium Scene Shop. 

PANEL DIRECTOR COMMUNICATION (Chairedby 
Rex McGraw), trom II :00a.m. to 1:00p.m. in Union 206. 

CRITICS COMPETITION SEMINAR, from 1   30 3 30 
p.m. In Union 309. 

LECTURE-ALAN SCHNEIDER, "THE 
THEATRE—DOBS IT BXISTT" 1:30 3:30p.m., Union312. 

CRITIQUE OF STUDENT DESIGN COMPETITION. 
conducted by Robert Mitchell and John Uthott, will be 
presented trom 3:30 5:30 p.m. In Union 206. 

WORKSHOP-EMPTY HANDE D COMBAT, (conducted 
by Richard Nichols) 3:30 5:30p.m., Union 212. 

PROMETHEUS BOUND, presented by the University of 
Northern Iowa, I p.m., McCain Auditorium. 

AWARDS PRESENTATION, 10:30 p.m., McCain 
Auditorium. 

SUNDAY 

CRITIQUE OP PRBOMBTHEUS BOUND, conducted by 
Robert Mitchell, Norman Nadel, and Alan Schneider, 
moderated by LewShelton,9 30 11 a.m.. McCain 
Auditorium. 

DISCUSSION OF IH1 REGION SOUTH FESTIVAL, 
(Moderated by Richard Nichols), 11 a.m. to noon, McCain 
Auditorium. 
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Collegian 
classifieds 

CLASSIFIED RATES 
On* day: 20 words or less, $1.50, S cents 

par word over 20; Two days: 20 words or lass, 
$2.00, 8 cants par word over 20; Three days: 
20 words or lass, $2.25, 10 cants par word 
over 20; Four days: 20 words or lass, $2.75, 
13 cants par word over 20; Five days: 
20 words or lass, $3.00, 15 cants par word 
ovar 20. 

Ciassiflods are payable In advance unless client has an 
established account with Student Publications. 

Deadline Is 10 a.m. day before publication. 10 a.m. Friday 
lor Monday paper. 

Items found ON CAMPUS can be advertised FREE for a 
period not exceeding three days. They can be placed at Ked- 
zle 103 or by calling 532-6555 

Display Classified Rates 
One day: $3.00 per Inch; Three days: $2.85 per Inch; Five 

days: $2.75 per Inch; Ten days: $280 per Inch. (Deadline Is 
5 p.m. 2 days before publication.) 

Classified advertising Is available only to those who do nol 
discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, national 
origin, sex or ancestry. 

HELP WANTED 
CAMP STAFF wanted for Camp Lincoln/Camp Lake Hubert a 

Minnesota resident summer camp. A strong commitment 
to working with children required along with skills In ac- 
tivities. Sign up for .Interviews on campus January 30th at 
the Placement Center. (81 -90) 

A STUDENT to perform general office duties and State of 
Kansas Notary Public work (commission paid by SGA) In 
the Student Government Services office on the ground 
floor of the K State Union. Prefer someone who will be 
available for at least one and a half years, will qualify for 
work-study eligibility In the Fall of 1861, and who can work 
over the lunch hours and on Friday afternoons (10 hrs./ 
week). Starting salary Is $3.35/hr. Applications available In 
the SQA office. Application deadline Is 500 p.m. Friday. 
January 30. (87-90) 

THE RILEY County Noxious Weed Department Is accepting 
applications for the position of skilled laborer. This Is a full 
time, 8 month position Involving sprayer operation on 
public and private lands, maintenance of spray equipment, 
aspects of weed control, park maintenance, election booth 
set-up, and snow removal. Applicants must have a valid 
driver's license and possess good driving skills. Persons 
with agricultural or pesticide application experience 
preferred. Application can be made at 2711 Anderson, 
Manhattan. Kansas, until February 6,1961. Rlley County is 
an affirmative actlonrequal opportunity employer. (87-95) 

AGGIE STATION Is accepting applications for cocktail 
waltresses/wslters (must be 21). Apply In person, 1115 
Moro. evenings. (88-95) 

MR. KS Is taking applications for a part-time bartender. Must 
be sbfe to work 11 00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., three days a week. 
Apply after 100 p.m. at Mr. K's, 710 N Manhattan. (88-90) 

ENOCH'S TAVERN needs a nighttime bartender/manager 
CaH 539-9095 or 1-485-2201 for appointment. (89-93) 

NURSES, IMMEDIATE position available. Please apply In per- 
son, 2423 Klmble Avenue. College HIM Nursing Center. (89- 
98) 

NEED HANDYMAN to help clean out gutters at our home 
Call 539-1514 after 5:00 p.m. (89-93) 

TEMPORARY POSITION available as a Visual Arts Instructor 
for the after-school elementary art program. Applications 
will be taken at the Recreation Office, 120 N. 4th, thru 
February 13. (90-64) 

WANTED 
COLLECTIBLES, COINS, back Issue magazines, cornice, LP 

albums. Check with us before you throw It away. Treasure 
Chest. Aggieville (iif) 

NEED APARTMENT close to campus, preferably west side, 
until August. Non-smoker, no pets, pays on time. Plesse 
call 537-0866. Eric. (8640) 

WANTED: K-STATE basketball tickets for Saturdays, 
February 7,14 and/or 21. Call 539-5179 after 5:00 p.m., ask 
for Nancy. (88-92) 

WANTED: BASS guitar player for rock band (or electric bass). 
Like a wide variety of music. Oaryl Bussen, 539-7028. (90- 
61) 

WANTED TO rent, garage or perking space lor one car near 
to N.E. campus. Call Rob, 532-3459 (90-94) 

 NOTICES  
PILOT NEEDS three passengers to share costs to KSU 

basketbsll games ISU $43 00, MU $39.00 each. Hugh Irvln, 
539-3128,532-6311 (84-93) 

ATTENTION 
OVERSEAS JOBS—Summer/year round Europe, South 

America, Australia, Asia. All fields. $50041200 monthly. 
Sightseeing. Free Information. Write International Job 
Center, Box 52-KS2, Corona Del Mar, Ca. 92625. (88-135) 

Happy 20th Birthday 

Karen Burjes 

TO STUDENT nursing home sides/orderlies Will you share 
your work experiences with us, as a public service to nur- 
sing home residents? Our consumer organization, Kan- 
ssns for Improvement of Nursing Homes (KINH), needs 
your help and Input on nursing home conditions and your 
opinion on the care and treatment of the residents All 
names and correspondence will be kept confidential. 
Please call us: (913) 842 3088 or 843-7107, or write us: 
KINH, 927 Vi Mass. St. t4, Lawrence, KS 66044. (88-110) 

INITIATION GIFTS—We have crested blankets, candy 
dishes, glasses, crested shirts, end Bslfour lewelry. Cam 
pus Comer, 716 N. Menhettan, Aggieville, 776-5461. (89-94) 

NEED MONEY for trips, uniforms or occasions? Earn money 
with The Trading Post Call Jan at 1-913-272-3110 for 
details (90-94)   

ANNOUNCEMENT 
KID'S NIGHT Out—Babysitting at K-State Union, room 208, 

by the Speech squad for the German Avant and the McCain 
production of Learned Ladles. 5324875. (86-90) 

MARANATHA BAND of KC In concert Saturday, February 28, 
All Faiths Chapel, 7:00 p.m. Come and bring a friend1 

(86-90) 

CAT SHOW, Februery 21-22, City Auditorium. Purebreds and 
household pets. For entry info, cell 539-1689 or 1494-2803 
Entries close Februery 1. (88-90) 

(Continued on pags 14) 
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ATTENTION: 
POSITION FOR 
ROYAL PURPLE 

INDEX EDITOR AVAILABLE 
Applications AVAILABLE IN Kedzie 103. 

Due on Thur., Feb. 5th 

Get the Best 
Available Price on 

Stereo Components. 
CALL LARRY 7760537 

DON'T LET 

For free information, write to: 
DRUNK DRIVER. Box 2345 
Rockvillc, Maryland 20852 

Problem: The Munchies 

Solution: A Hot Yum Yum 

by Swannie! 

manhattan^ 
EBDOHTYGIV. 

STORE DEMONSTRATION 
with 

Walt Croxton 
Sot., Jan. 31   9:30 to 5:30 

SOLIQOR 
C/D 85-300mm f5 
Zoom + Macro 

An Ideal lens to compliment 
your camera system. Really 
bring In those far-away 
scenes or focus super close 
with a 1:2 macro ratio (for 
close-ups). Sollgor zooms — 
famous for their innovation, 
economical price and quality 
construction, plus advanced 
computer design. Available in 
mounts for every popular 
35mm SLR. 

SOLIQOR 
C/D 80-200mm .4.5 

One Touch 
Zoom + Macro 

Zoom, focus ... go macro 
(for close-ups) — instantly! 
Here's an extremely light- 
weight and compact lens 
with one-touch/one-step con- 
trol for zoom, focus and 
macro. It's ideal for shooting 
near or far. The perfect and 
affordable compliment to 
your camera system. Avail- 
able In mounts for all of 
today's popular 35mm SLR's. 

SOLIGOR 
C/D 35-70mm f2.5-3.5 

Zoom +   Macro 

This compact and lightweight 
lens is ideal as your "better 
alternative" to a standard 
lens. Use this extremely 
affordable lens in place of a 
wide angle, normal, short 
telephoto, even a macro lens. 
Available in mounts for all of 
today's popular 35mm SLR's. 

SOLIGOR 
C/D 2840mm 13.5-4.5 

One Touch 
Zoom + Macro 

This unique lens Is light- 
weight and compact. Ideal for 
a wide variety of photo- 
graphic situations. Use It In 
place of a wide angle, 
normal, short telephoto, even 
a macro lens. Available In 
mounts for all of today's 
popular 35mm SLR's. 

10% off All SOLIGOR LENS 
In stock or Special Order 

DRAWING FOR $50 Gift Certificate 
To be Held on Sat., Jon. 31. Must Register in Person 

No purchase necessary 

20% off all Rim 
0 

MAKES THE DIFFERENCE 
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(Contlnuad from page 13) 
TELL YOUR sweetie that ya love 'em!' Jusl sand 10 word* 

•nd 75« by February 6th and Poor Richard will put your 
meaaaoe In our Sweetheart Column lor Valentine's Day. 
Bring In or mall to: Poor Richard's Trader, 227 Poyntz Ave., 
Manhattan, Ks. 86502. (88-91) 

WOMEN'S RESOURCE Center Volunteer Workshop, Sunday, 
February 1, 200-5:00 p.m. UFM Fireplace Room Chlldcara 
will be provided. Call 532-5541 lor details. (89-90) 

BETA SK3SM Thanks lor the help.' Can't wait to be one 
among you. The Neos. (90) 

CONGRATULATIONS NEW Pearls and Rubles Little Sisters. 
We're looking forward to the coming years. The Men ol 
FarmHouse. SO) 

 LOST  
LOST FRIDAY, January 16th. a lady's brown vest (lor coal) 

not a ski vest. Please call 532-5354. Reward! Appreciated 
greatly (88*0) 

ORANGE FOLDER In Cardwall or Calvln-contalns 
miscellaneous papers and class syllabuses. Very im- 
portent Call 776-7382. (8941) 

FOUND 
YOUNG FEMALE shepard dog on campus. Call 537 2929 (88- 

90) 

 QA RAPE SALE  
SATURDAY, 9:00 a.m., 1212 Moro (lormerly Hull's Business 

Machines). Miscellaneous sale sponsored by Manhattan 
SoroptlmistClub (90) 

 POLITICAL AD  
ARE YOU tired ol being dogged by student government? 

Keep a strong heart; Amos G Shepherd is coming Paid lor 
by Rick Mercer, Chairman—A.G. Shepherd lor S.B.P. (90) 

 PERSONAL  
ARDILLITA TE espero al cine en el union a las nueve y media 

para ver la pellcula buene. Tu Chango. (89-90) 

MARIAN 0 , what happened? I understand what you're going 
through, but at least call me tonight at the house II you still 
care about It. Love, Your Mlsaourlan. (90) 

EPB—PUT a bottle of Calvert away to honor your 21st bir- 
thday! Drink to leaps and Kites, "exciting" C.G. nights, 
broken arms and emergency rooms and 24-hour architect 
!looms. Drink till you're drunk; come on and dance to 

hlpmunk punk' Later, love your gator. (90) 

VIRGINIA OF Room 343: Happy 19th Birthday (a day early) to 
the only girl I know who made her start In films by walking 
back and forth! Love OJ, Lotta, Tax, Joe-gun, Chata, 
Jailbird, Piglet, Pie, Night and Day, the Juvenile DJ, Mom 
and Dad. PS. Party hearty! (90) 

MARJORIE: THANK you lor six wonderful months. The Cap- 
tain. (90) 

TRH: The 1st Is lust the beginning of many years to come I 
couldn't ask for a better M & M man Love MM (90) 

BABYKINS, GOOD luck on Saturday—You'll do lust line! 
Love you always I TO. (90) 

LORI, HAMMER: Here's to our great friendship and room- 
mateshlp. All those crazy nights, lazy days, and crazy par- 
ties. Here's to Arkansas and Nebraska, Florida and "Har- 
vard," and Aspen with all those gorgeous "ski bums." 
Here's to yelling at games, school day blues, and soap 
operas. Don't forget long talks, "WIBW sports," and 
laughing till we cried. Now, you're only turning 21 and 
we're already counting the lines under our eyes. So here's 
to the mountains, trees, and the seas, and I hope you have 
a great birthday tomorrow. God Bless You! Love, Chris. 
(90) 

HAY FIVEO' Sam Spade and Phillip Mariow have cataracts 
in their Private Eyes. Only the Bush Patrol shows promise, 
but Dr. Death needs s new Cap'n Crunch Telescope. 
Rolling over In my grave—with laughter, J. Edgar 
Hoover—Dead File Division (90) 

SANDRA—HAPPY Birthday! Hope this one Is 20 times bet- 
ter than last year. Now we can start working on 21. Mary 
(90) 

BIG D—Happy 23rd! Looking forward to celebrating with 
you. Let's celebrate J.B. style with some re-entry!I All my 
love. Your Junction Connection. (90) 

LAUREN AND Kartene—Are you excited? (This Is your only 
chance.. Jlloveyou!—Julie.(90) 

(Contlnuad on p. 15) 

1 WHY IS THIS PERSON A UNITARIAN? 
For the religion that celebrates 
human values, visit the Unitar- 
ian Fellowship, 709 Bluemont, 
Sunday at 11:00 a.m., Feb. 1, 
and hear chief city planner Gary 
Stith, Manhattan's newly named 
Community Development Coor- 
dinator, talk about the down- 
town's future. Nursery. Refresh- 
ments. 

Scanlan works for the      Chairperson of Fi- 
K-State student  nance Committee al- 

I locating over 3A mil- 
lion dollars 

 Served on Finance 
r »V». •   i Committee that estab- 

lished funding for 1st 
Off Campus Council 

 Sponsored bill to es- 
tablish committee to 
look into funding of 
student I.D. Cards. 
(This saved K-State 
students II 1.200) 

 Helped develop 
budget for increased 
funding of agricultural 

j^fcai judging teams 

hxperience is the Difference. 

DIET 
CENTER' 

YOU CAN LOSE 
17 TO 25 
POUNDS 

IN JUST 6 WEEKS! 
NO SHOTS'NO DRUGS 

NO CONTRACTS 
TODAY 

Scanlan 
paid far by itadenta for Scanlan PRESIDENT 

SOPHOMORES 
(And others with 2-Years of College Remaining) 

DO YOU WANT TO FLY? 
K-State has received a few Pilot and Navigator alloca- 
tions—one of these could be yours. 

Application Deadline: 
Pilots—13 February 1981 
Navigators—20 February 1981 

If qualified and selected, you would: 
—Enter the 2-Year AFROTC program in the Fall of 1981. 
—Receive $2,000 during your last two years of college. 
—Receive 25 free flying hours in Senior year—Pilots only 

(unless already holding a private pilot's license). 
—Become an officer in the U.S. Air Force upon graduation. 
—Attend Air Force Pilot or Navigator training. 

For more information, contact Colonel Barber at the Mil- 
itary Science Building, Room 108 or call 532-6600. 

m 
FRIDAY JAN>30 7:30pm 

Beta Sigma Psi    1200 Centennial Dr. 

Title:Characteristics of a Leader 
sponsored  b^  Campus    CruSade   for Christ 
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(Continued from p. 14) 
SHERI-MAC—No longer a teenager, a woman It seems. Now 

show ui youngsters what real partying meant. Happy 20th 
Q.F.I tonight Lova, T and Dl (90) 

BORCM. HAPPY 25th Birthday' Maybe you fooled the Alpha 
Chi Omega about your age, but you can't fool us! We hope 
you graduate with at least a Mrs degree before you're 30! 
Love, P J (90) 

WALTER 0: Why haven't you called? Does Mil* mean our 
relationship is over? I hope not 11 The Girl With the 
Beautiful Blue Eyes. (90) 

TO ALL my friends who helped to make my 21at something 
special—Thank you!! Love ya, Terrl. (90) 

TRIPLE L-Happy 21st Birthday! Ps 20 Red (90) 

""ROOMMATE WANTED 
FEMALES TO share furnished house at 1005 Vattler, private 

bedrooms, laundry, $50 up. Call 539*401. (78-107) 

FEMALES TO share furnished house at 1122 Vattler, private 
bedroom, $85 00 Call 5394401. (81-100) 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted, spacious apartment, $75 
month. Call 532-5360 or 776-5265 (86-90) 

NEED THIRD roommate for two bedroom apartment. Kit- 
chen, bath, all utilities paid, $85.00 monthly. Call 1 266 
3136 or 539-2150. (8690) 

LIBERAL, NON-smoklng female to share two-bedroom 
house. $100 plus v, utilities Must like pets 537 7873 after 
4:00 p.m. (87-90) 

FEMALE: PRIVATE bedroom, fireplace, v* utilities. Need car 
Call 539-5240 (8840) 

ROOMMATE NEEDED to share nice two-bedroom semi 
furnished apartment. Call 537-4320 afternoons. (88-91) 

MALE OR female, non-smoker. Ideal for grad student upper 
classman. Quiet, very clean, $ iod.00 a month, all bills paid. 
Call at 600 p.m. Don, 7767527 (9041) 

ROOMMATE WANTED: Male or female; two-bedroom 
basement apartment, furnished, carpet, laundry, two-car 
oarage, nlcel $95 per month, bills paid. 537-4576. (9044) 

SERVICES 
RESUME WRITING, layout, editing, typing or appraisal 

Resume Service, 411N. 3rd, 537-7294. (1M) 

WOMEN'S HEALTH Can Service. Confidential health care 
for women with unexpected pregnancies Abortion ser 
vice* to 20 weeks as an outpatient. Information and free 
pregnancy letting. (316) 664-5108 Wichita, (ttf) 

RESUMES $20; 1-2 pp.. 5 copies and envelopes. Tldwell & 
Associates, 219 S. Seth Chllds, 776-5213.537-4504 (83tf) 

GAYPHONE 
Back for another truly successful semester 
servicing the gay community with peer 
trained counseling and support services as 
well as complete calendar information. We 
are anonymous, confidential, and we care. 
Please call us at 539-8892 between 6 p.m. and 
12 midnight, Sun.-Thurs. 

TUTORINQ HELP In math, physics, and chem. courses 
(College Algebra, Trigonometry, Calc. I, II, and III; General 
Physics, Physics I; General Chem.-Chemistry I S II). More 
than 2.5 years experience. For more Information, hours 
and rates, call Abbas at 539-3604. (8841) 

PREGNANT? BIRTHRIGHT can help. Free pregnancy test 
Confidential. Call 537 9180. 103 South 4th Street, Suite 16 
(17tf) 

VW OWNERS! Special this month-1968 through 1975 bugs 
window cranks only $3 50, left door mirror only $9.50, hub 
caps $6 75. J4L Bug Service, 1494-2388.(81-90) 

HORSES BOARDED, colts started and lessons given Indoor 
and outdoor arenas. Powder Puff Downs. St. George Ks 
Call 1-494-2660 (82-101) 

J8.L Bug Service. VW repair at reasonable prices One day 
service on most repairs. Only seven minutes from Manhat 
tan. Call 1494-2388, St George. (85-105) 

TRYING TO ASSEMBLE 
THE PERFECT STEREO SYSTEM? 

Call Art for professional turntable service. Autho- 
rized ORTOFON DEALER, moving coil and low 
mass cartridges in stock. 

TECH AUDIO SERVICES 776-7494 

GAYPHONE 5394692. Gay awareness, support services, 
peer counseling, and calendar of events. Confidential and 
anonymous. Please call between 6:00 p.m. and 12:00 mid- 
night, Sunday through Thursday. (88-148) 

FOR TUTORING In Maths (Algebra, Trigonometry. Calculus); 
Circuit Theory-); Intro Computer Engg.; Design of Digital 
System-); contact Neeraj: *43 Seeton Hall or •525 Moore 
Hall. (8943) 

 FOR SALE  
ADULT GAG gifts and novelties-birthday, anniversary, get 

well, or |ust for fun. Treasure Chest, Agglevllle. (HI) 

FIREWOOD FOR Sale: seasoned mixed woods SSfVcord, $30 
large pickup load. Split, delivered and stacked. 1-4564212. 
(81-100) 

SPINNING WHEEL, new Ashford 2 speed Traveller,' already 
assembled, stained, and oiled. Call 5394746, afternoons or 
evenings. (8640) 

ADJUSTABLE DRAFTING table, 24*x36*, $35 00; ladies 
black ballet slippers, size 5 Vi, $5.00. Call 7764860. (86-90) 

NEW TIRE8: 078x14; HR78x15 Good, used: A 78x13, 
C78x14; H78x14; BR78x13. 10 speed bike Linens. 
Bumper pooltable. Record player. Reasonable 5394871 
(8740) 

BUICK WILDCAT, 1968, power steering, power brakes, new 
tires, new battery, excellent condition, $500 776-9279 or 
532-6180(Christine) (8645) 

VOLKSWAGON SCIROCCO, 1975. sporty, 33 mpg highway, 
with cassetMVAM/FM stereo or just AM/TM radio. 7764279 
or 5324180 (Christine). (8645) 

I960 YAMAHA YZ 125. Perfect and never raced. After 200 
p.m.. call 539-3723 (8740) 

TWO MOTORCYCLES for sale: DT 250 Yamaha and RM-370 
Suzuki. Must sell Call 7765852 after 5 00 p.m. (8741) 

STEREO EQUALIZER, Fishes Studio Standard. Must sell. 
Call after 5:00 p.m., 776-1143.(88-90) 

1968 MUSTANG, good condition, 82,000 miles. Make an ol- 
fer. Call Janet, 532-5154. (8842) 

BIRD DOG, four years old, male pointer, loveable, great pet. 
$30 or best offer. Call 537-7078 (89-92) 

PUPPY, FREE black Lab and Irish Setter cross, now four 
weeks old. Call 494-2812, St George (89-91) 

YAMAHA NS 225 2-way speaker system. Excellent condition. 
One year old, $220 Call 537-7961 (89-93) 

BY OWNER: nice two bedroom house with basement apart- 
ment, or>9 block east of campus, $40,000. Call 537-1669. 
(8740) 

WHY PAY rent? Why drive? Call 537-2519 lor advantages of 
living in N. Campus Courts. 10 'x45' trailer for sale. (8740) 

1974 MUSTANG, 65.000 miles, power steering, air con- 
ditioning, automatic transmission, AM/FM 8-track. Ex- 
cellent condition. Must sell. $2000 or best offer. Call 776 
0892. Brands (88-90) 

MUST SELL—1974 Laguns, power, air, AM/FM 8-track, ex 
cellent condition, $1200 or best offer Call 539-4987 Keep 
trying (8842) 

TE AC CX271 tape deck, Sanyo receiver, JCX 2300KR, 25 wat- 
ts per channel. Call 539-3057 after 5:30 p.m. lor details. (88- 
90) 

—SPECIAL STOREWIDE SALE- 
All Down, Fiber, Polyester-Filled 

Jacket's 25-50% OFF! 
Now through Feb. 7th 
Breakaway West 

Westkwp 
776-3632  

HANG GLIDER—beginner-Intermediate model, excellent 
condition, with harness, $400. Here's your chance to try 
this exciting sport! Call 7764149. (89-93) 

1980 DR-400 Suzuki 4 stroke Excellent condition. Call 776 
6770 after 400 p.m. (90-94) 

SIX STRING acoustic guitar Call 539-7194. (90-92) 

1975 MUSTANG II Hatchback, Air Conditioning. Power 
Steering, Power Brakes, Auto, 37,280 miles. Very clean! 
$1,975.00 firm. Call 765-3661. (90-94) 

AUSTRALIAN SHEPHERD pupa; top quality. Call 776-1955 or 
776-1978.(9044) 

BLUEGRASS INSTRUMENTS: Alvarez Guitar, $300; A Frame 
Ibaneze Mandolin, $150; Bank) with Scruggs Pegs, $200 
Good condition with cases 532-4813, ask for Ken. (9041) 

 FOR RENT  
COSTUMES, MASKS, periodical clothing, accessories, all 

types make-up. Grass skkts, lels, bunny and mouse ears 
and more. Treasure Chest, Agglevllle. (Hf) 

WILDCAT INN 
Sublet $170.00 mo. 
Furnished—Available 

Feb. 1—Air Conditioned 
Disposal 

Across From 
MarlattHall 
1854Claflin 

539-2747 

FARM HOUSE, 10 miles from Manhattan Recently remod- 
eled, kids, yes. Indoor pets, no. Deposit, references. Con- 
sider families only. Call 1-4564605. (8692) 

EXCELLENT HOUSING opportunity for the right person 
Close to campus. Parking. Call 537-7213 anytime. (8842) 

Peanuts" By CHARLES SCHULZ 

THAT'S RI6HT,ANP 
1 APPRECIATE IT... 

THANK YOU VERY MUCH 

Pr 
GOODNIGHT! 

Crossworcf By EUGENE SHEFFER 

ACROSS 
1 Time period 
4 Patriotic 

org. 
7 Desert 

transport 
12 But, to 

Virgil 
13 Worker's 

assn. 
14 Expiate 
15 Japanese 

food fish 
16 Robin 
18 Tokyo, once 
19 — and true 
20 Pause 
22 Explosive 
23 Hit 
27 Ethiopian 

prince 
29 Orb 
31 Destined 
34 Hop kilns 
35 Concurred 
37 Cardinal 

color 
38 Easy - it! 
39 Greek vowel 
41 Chief 

Justice 
Warren 

45 I -of ty nest 
47 Indochinese 

language 
48 String-band 

folk music 
52 Pronoun 
53 Raja's 

consort 
54 Morse code 

symbol 
55 Born 
58 Correct 
57 Vane 

direction 
58 Sullivan 

and 
Ames 

DOWN 
1 Animal fat 
2 English 

novelist 
3 So long, in 

Juarez 
4 Filth 
5 Warns 
6 "Thinker" 

sculptor 
7 Wise aleck 
8 Dined 
9 Extinct bird 

10 Printer's 
measures 

11 Rent 
17 Wagers 

Avg. i iolution time: 25 mio . 
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A 
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R 
0 
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D 1 N E R 1 ■ 1  L 

M A R 5 N E E RBN A|M 
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Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 

21 Kilmer opus 
23 Specter 
24 Wisconsin's 

Aspin 
25 Museum fare 
2t Footlike 

organ 
28 Suffix 

with lemon 
30 American 

poet 
31 Craze 
32 Past 
33 Uno, due, — 
MBambi, 

for one 
37 Dried grape 
40 Exchange 
42 Skirt style 
43 Appraised 
44 — track of 
45 Like some 

cheeses 
46 Italian 

noble family 
48 Bikini part 
49 On the- 

(escaped) 
50 French 

article 
51 Poetic 

contraction 

CRYPTOQUrP 130 

ESI     XEVBYAWD     JEENWI;     XEV 

BEYKIWI     NSGJDGKA     WDDED 

Yesterday's Cryptoquip - PRESS CLUB BUDGET COMMIT- 
TEE  STRESSED  MOUNTING  SURPLUS. 

Today's Cryptoquip clue: V equals M 

TYPEWRITER RENTALS, electrics and manuals, day, week 
or month. Buzzells, 511 Leavenworth, across from post 
office Call 7769469 (111) 

RENTAL TYPEWRITERS: Excellent selection, including IBM 
Selectrics. Service most makes of typewriters. Hull Busi- 
ness Machines, (Agglevllle), 715 N. 12th, 539-7931. (86tf) 

FURNISHED. CARPETED rooms at 400 N. 11th, $65 up, 
kitchen and laundry, free parking, bills paid. Call 537-4233 
(78-107) 

CALL CELESTE 
For 

Wildcat Inn Apts. 
Summer, Fall 
Spring, 1981-82 

We are now 
issuing firm 

contracts in all 
Wildcat Inns for 

Summer and Fall 
1981 and Spring— 

1982. Now is the 
time to get 
guaranteed 
apartment 

assignments 
539-5001 for information. 

FURNISHED APARTMENT Vi block from campus, two or 
three share. $135.00 a month, utilities paid. 1221 Ratone 
Call 5374528 (8941) 

 WELCOME  
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN at Eighth and Leavenworth, (537- 

0518) celebrates in worship on Sunday morning at 845-and 
11M a.m. The Church School, with Young Adult Class at 
9:50 a.m. Paators John Graham (539-7884) and Steve Wash 
bum (539-4119). Ride the Blue Bus, stopping across from 
Qoodnow at 10:35 a.m. and between Boyd and West at 
10 40 a m for the 11:00a.m. service. (90) 

GRACE BAPTIST Church, 2901 Dickens, welcomes you to 
Worship Services at 8:30 and 11:00 a.m. University Class 
meets at 9:45 a.m. Evening service 600 p.m. Horace 
Brelaford Ken Edlger 7764424. Ride the bus—pick up 
schedule: West Hall4:10 a.m.. Ford Haii4i2 a.m., 
Haymaker Hall4:14 a.m.. Moore Hall4:16 a.m.. Goodnow 
Hall-818 a.m., Marlatt Hall-8 20 a.m. Return to campus 
10:45 a.m. (90) 

EPISCOPAL SERVICES 
Sunday Evening Holy Communion 

7:30p.m., 1801 Anderson 
Wednesday Holy Communion 
12:30 (noon) Danforth Chapel 
Episcopal Campus Ministry 

Chaplain: The Rev. David Ply 

WELCOME STUDENTS! First Christian Church, 115 N. 5th, 
Church School 9:45 a.m., Worship 11:00 a.m. Ministers: 
Ben Ouerfeldt, 5394885, Sue Daniels. 7764025 For Iran 
sportation call 7764790 after 9 00 a m Sundays (90) 

COLLEGE HEIGHTS Baptist Church, 2221 College Heights 
Road, Bible Study 9:30 a.m. and Worship 11:00 am and 
7:00 p.m. Church Training 6:00 p.m. Prayer Service Wed 
Evening 6:45 p.m. Phone 539-3598 (90) 

CHURCH OF the Nazarene, 1000 Fremont, Sunday School, 
1040 a.m.; Evening Service, 640 p.m.; Prayer Service, Wed- 
nesday, 7.40 p.m. (90) 

WELCOME STUDENTS to the Manhattan Mennonlte 
Fellowship. We meet at 10:45 a.m. for Sunday morning 
small group and 9:30 a.m. for worahip at the Ecumenical 
Christian Ministries Building at 1021 Denlson (the white 
building with the two red doors). (90) 

ST. LUKE'S Lutheran Church Missouri Synod, Sunset and N. 
Delaware welcomes students to services, 8:15 and 10:45 
a.m. Bible study9:30a.m. (90) 

WELCOME TO the Church of Christ, 2510 Dickens, Sunday, 
9:30 a.m., Bible classes; 10:30 a.m., Worship and Com- 
munion; 5:00 p.m., Student Supper;6:00 p.m., evening wor- 
ship. Harold Mitchell, minister. 5394581 or 539-9212. (90) 

WORSHIP SERVICES 8:30 and 11:00 a.m. Church school 9:40 
a.m. First Lutheran Church, 10th and Poyntz. (90) 

MASSES AT Catholic Student Center, 711 Denlson, Sunday 
Mass 8'30 a.m. 10:00 a.m. 11:15 a.m., 12:30 p.m. and 5:00 
p.m. Salurday evening at 540 p.m. Dally 4:30 and 5:15 p.m. 
Mass. (90) 

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH 
2121 Blue Hills Road 

(North Manhattan and Kimball) 
"The Church on the hill" 

539-8691 
9:45a.m. Church School 

10:55 a.m. Worship 
6:00 Young Adult Group 

(Meal & Fellowship) 
For Free Transportation 

Call Bell Taxi 537-2080 

PEACE LUTHERAN Church invites you to our 8:15 a.m. and 
10:30 a.m. Sunday services. Go 1/2 mile west of stadium on 
Kimball. We are friendly. (90) 

WORSHIP ON campus at All-Faiths Chapel, 10:45 a.m. Bible 
Study 9:30 a.m. Sunday, Ramada Inn, Lower Level Banquet 
Room. Evening Service 6:30 p.m. 1225 Bert rand, the Unlver 
sity Christian Church, Harold McCracken, minlater. (90) 

TRY GOD for inspiration and fellowship Wesleyan Church, 
1223 Poyntz. Worship 840 and 1130 a.m. Sunday School 
9:30 a.m. Evening service 7 00 p m»90) 

ST. PAUL'S Episcopal Church, 6th and Poyntz, welcomes 
you to church services Sunday, 8:00 and 1140 a.m. Rides 
to church, call 7769427. (90) 
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fiEEBEO FACTORY'S BIGGEST\EVEfl 

30 hours of Great Stereo Deals! 
Each hour we will reduce the price on one component drastically! Here 

are 30 samples of the great deals at the STEREO FACTORY. 

FRIDAY & SATURDAY (Quantities Limited) 

11 AM-NOON 
JS-120 

10 Band Equalizer 
100 watt/4-speaker fader 

2 year warranty 
Reg. Price $250 

All 29 hours $180 

1 Hour Only $149 

FRIDAY & SATURDAY ANNIVERSARY SPECIALS 
NOON-1 PM 

Alpine 7114 
Underdash 
Cassette 

Music Sensor plays 90-min- 
ute cassette. 

Reg. Price $199 
All 29 Hours $169 

1 Hour Only $139 

1 PM-2 PM 

Hitachi D-22mkil 

?&LS 
Add this Cassette Deck 

to any component system 
Reg. $200 

Full 29 hours $189 
1 Hour Only $169 

2 PM-3 PM 
Jet Sound 

Car Stereo Speaker 
6x9 

Yourchance to 
Save Big on 

name brand Speakers 
Reg. $99.95 

All 29 hours $79.95 
1 Hour Only $49.95 

3 PM-4 PM 

AKAI 
SlfHit Overhang A»|uiimtnt Oil Damped CiMxtf "J" 
Shapes" Lew 9mmtHM 'ooe Arm. Auto Re-tuf n Anl. 
SUhng Cewtrol VitffMn »mren| mtultM Feel 

bit Hoged Dull Cove* 

Reg. Price $200 
All 29 hours $150 

1 Hour Only $99.95 

4 PM-5 PM 
Jensen Moda 20 
Speaker System 

This Speaker Delivers Sen- 
sational Sound At An Excit- 
ing Price. Handles 80 Watts. 

Reg. Price $199 
All 29 Hours $149 

1 Hour Only $119 

5PM-6PM 

Pioneer TS 691 

6 PM-7 PM 
7212 

Alpine Car System 
The one you've waited 

for. 

Regular $49 Pair 
All 29 hours $39 Pair 

1 Hour Only $34.95 Pr. 

Auto Reverse/40 watt 
Power Dolby   ■ 

Reg. Price $359.95 
All 29 hours $339.95 

1 Hour Only $299.95 

7 PM-8 PM 
Tune Up Your System 
With A New Cartridge 

SATURDAY ANNIVERSARY SPECIALS 

audio technica > 
c2wEr*m  Pro H E 

Reg. Price $60.00 
All 29 hours $49.95 

1 Hour Only $29.95 

10AM-11AM 

Portable Stereo 
By JVC 
RC656 

Reg. $329.95 

All 29 hours $299.95 
1 Hour Only $269.95 

11 AM-NOON 
DISCWASHER 

RECORD CLEANER 

Regular $15.95 
All 29 hours $13.95 

1 Hour Only $10.95 

NOON-1 PM 
MuraRedsetlll 

^ 

Lightweight 
Headphone 

1.7 oz. 

Stereo Factory best buy 

Reg. $59.95 
All 29 hours $49.95 

1 Hour Only $39.95 

1 PM-2 PM 

Electrovoice 
Small but very 

powerful 
Handles 
150 watts 

Add this great 
Speaker to 
any system 

Reg. $200 pair 
All 29 hours $130 pair 

1 Hour Only $99.95 pair 

2 PM-3 PM 
Underdash 
Car Stereo 
By Majestic 

Reg. $79.95 
All 29 hours $49.95 

1 Hour Only $33.95 

3PM-4PM 

WILD 
CARD 

Your choice of any 
previous hourly spe- 
cial at its special ONE 
HOUR ONLY price ... 
provided we still have 
it in stock. 

7PM-8PM 
It's time for a 

Dual Record Changer 

8 PM-9 PM 
TH£ FKST CA1X 5P£AK£ft SYSTEM THAT 
YOU CAN FEEL NGHTAJHCME WTTH 

The best you can buy. 
Reg. Price $300 

All 29 hours $250 
1 Hour Only $219 

9 PM-10 PM 
AkaiGx-mlO 

Stereo Cassette 
Deck 

Reg. Price $230 Pair 
All 29 hours $199 Pair 

1 Hour Only $159 Pair 

Reg.$399 
All 29 hours $349 

1 Hour Only $299 

I 
4 PM-5 PM 
60 Watt Power 

Equalizer 

I 
5 PM-6 PM 

Majestic 
Auto Reverse 
Pushbutton 

6PM-7PM 
Jensen Model 30 
Speaker System 

5 Band Graphic Equalizer 
30 Watt Amp for Your 

Car 
2 Year Warranty 

Reg. Price $99 
All 29 Hours $79 

1 Hour Only $59 

Reg. $179.95 
All 29 hours $149.95 

1 Hour Only $99.95 

TrnJ»o>fiMod»30rhi— »ay 
speaker system p'ovajes lull rang* 
reproduction at a truly astonisfwng 
price Laroe 10" high compliance 

Reg. Price $340 
All 29 Hours $260 

1 Hour Only $189 

10PM-11 PM 
AM-FM    CASSETTE 

INDASH 

1 MAjeSTIC    MCR-715 

IN OASHCAR SKRIO 
CASSfTII   1API PIA»(B 

WITH AM   IV   IM MPh RADIO 

Regular $119.95 
All 29 hours $79.95 

1 Hour Only $69.95 

11 PM-MIONIGHT 

Gusdorf 
Stereo 

Cabinets 

All 29 Hours 10% Oft 
1 Hour Only 25% Off 

MIDNIGHT-1 AM 

FM Converter 

Convert your AM Radio 
toFM. 

Reg. Price $29 
All 29 Hours $24 

1 Hour Only $19 

SUNDAY ANNIVERSARY SPECIALS 
11 AM-NOON 

Stereo 
Cassette 

Deck 

Metal Tape 
Flourosoameter 

Regular $219 
All 29 hours $199 

1 Hour Only $179 

NOON-1 PM 
Jensen Car 

Stereo Speakers 

Jensen Series 
Coax & Triax 

Speakers 
Save up to 50% 

1 PM-2 PM 
Akai 

EAQ40 
Graphic Equalizer 
Make your system 

sound like it 
should 

Reg.$350 
All 29 hours $329.95 

1 Hour Only $279.95 

2 PM-3 PM 

CAR POWER AMP 

Reg. Price $75 
All 29 Hours $55 

1 Hour Only $45 

3 PM-4 PM 
Maxell Recording 

Tape 

<&%» 
5*" 

It's good for your head! 
10 Maxell 

UDXLIIC90 
for $39.95 

10 Maxell LNC90 
for $24.95 

4PM-5PM 

WILD 
CARD 
Your choice of any 
previous hourly spe- 
cial at its special ONE 
HOUR ONLY price ... 
provided we still have 
it in stock. 

Holds Any 
Sale Item 

AGGIEVILLE 
7, 

1126 Moro 
WE'RE STARTING EARLY TO GIVE YOU THE BEST 

Stereo Deals in Town! 

7, 

7765507 
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Finding the weekend snow 
Staff photo by Bo Radar 

Finding the weekend snow better late than never, nearly 100 area 
sledders gathered on the slopes of 'Ulrlch Peak' in Clco park on 
Manhattan's west side Sunday to get in their long-awaited runs on the icy 

hill. The sledders sped down the snow-glazed slope only to slip, slide and 
tumble, making their way back to the top. 

Faculty Senate looks at increasing tenure time 
ByDEBRAGRABER 

Staff Writer 
As legislators in Topeka discuss 

the possibilities of "fine tuning" 
the tenure procedure, faculty 
members at K-State are working 
on in-house changes, plans they 
say are leas drastic and better for 
their system. 

K-State administrators and 
faculty members oppose one 
legislator's proposal to take the 
right to grant tenure away from 
universities and give it to the 
Board of Regents. However, they 
are shaping their own changes in 
the form of a proposal to change te- 
state's tenure schedule from four 
to six years. 

THE FUSS over tenure began 
when Rep. Joseph Hoagland (R- 
Overland Park) recently 
questioned Norman Forer's per- 
sonal mission to Iran seeking the 
release of the American hostages. 
Forer is a professor at the 
University of Kansas. 

Hoagland has claimed that Forer 
"walked off the job" and that the 
tenure system lacks power to 
punish tenured faculty members 
who violate university rules. 

After a Jan. 29 hearing before the 
House Judiciary Committee, 
Hoagland released a statement in 
which he said, "...I can and will 
make sure that a workable 
procedure is established to ter- 
minate tenured faculty if it is the 
last thing I do as an elected of- 
ficial." 

Hoagland will hold another 
tenure hearing this week. After the 
hearing, he said he will introduce 
legislation to transfer the right to 
grant tenure and discipline faculty 
from universities to the regents. 

WHILE K-STATE faculty and 
administrators are concerned 
about Hoagland's proposal, 
Michael Johnson, assistant to K- 
State President Duane Acker, said 
he is convinced that the proposal 
won't pass the Legislature. 

"I don't see the Legislature 
adopting it, at least not this year. 
I'm basing my judgment on the 
questions they asked at the 
hearing. There wasn't any 
tremendous in-depth study of what 
we're doing in tenure. Nobody's 
knocking the door down com- 
plaining about our tenure 
procedure," Johnson said. 

Currently at K-State, a faculty 
member is reviewed for tenure 
after four years, Provost Owen 
Koeppe said. The review process 
goes from the department to the 
dean to the provost's office and 
then to the president's office for 
approval. 

At most other universities, 
Koeppe said, tenure "is generally 
not mandated until the end of the 
sixth year. Faculty Senate is 
currently considering this 
change." 

He said that under the six-year 
tenure schedule, sometime prior to 
the end of the sue years, the person 
is tenured or given a terminal 
contract. The terminal contract 
ends a year after it's given. 

TERRY JOHNSON, head of the 
Division of Biology and chairman 
of a faculty committee proposing 
the University tenure change, said 
the proposal must be approved by 
the Faculty Affairs Committee, 
Faculty Senate, the administration 
and the Board of Regents before it 
goes into effect. 

"I don't think we'll have any 
problem," he said. "I think the 
general opinion is that early tenure 
is a disadvantage to everyone. It's 
to no one's advantage to have a 
decision too early. Most of us need 
more time to show what a success 
we can be. Tenure is a lifetime 
contract." 

That lifetime contract, Koeppe 
said, can only be "terminated for 
cause," a phrase that's virtually 
impossible to define. 

"People have struggled with it. 
The legal advice is, you don't try to 
define it, you try to deal with it," he 
said. 

TENURE GIVES the individual 
a prescribed procedure of appeal if 
the University decides not to renew 
his contract, Koeppe said. 

"The original purpose of tenure 
was for academic freedom—so 
somebody couldn't say, 'I don't like 
your political views or your views 
on evolution. Goodbye.' 

"My reaction is, I think Kansas 

State is very responsible in the way 
they've handled matters of tenure. 
I hope the authority to continue this 
remains here. You get better 
decisions if the decisions are made 
as close to the action as possible. 
The farther away the decisions are 
made, the more chance for ar- 
bitrariness." 

Koeppe said one reason for his 

belief that K-State has handled 
tenure well is the percentage of 
tenured faculty at the University. 

"K-State is somewhat over 60 
percent tenured. That's a lower 
percentage of tenured faculty than 
the majority of state universities," 
he said. "The University of 
Missouri is slightly over 70 percent 
tenured." 

Soviets claim Reagan officials 
are 'playing a dangerous game' 

MOSCOW (AP) — The gover- 
nment-controlled Soviet press 
stepped up its criticism of the new 
U.S. administration Sunday, ac- 
cusing Washington of "playing a 
dangerous game" by alleging that 
the Kremlin supports international 
terrorism. 

The tone of Sunday's com- 
mentary, taken with press 
criticisms of the previous two 
days, appeared to signal a sub- 
stantially harsher Soviet stance 
toward the Republican ad- 
ministration. 

"The kid gloves are definitely 
off," observed one Western 
diplomat here. 

The Soviet Communist Party 
newspaper Pravda said ad- 
ministration charges of Soviet 
involvement in terrorism amount 
to "a campaign of lies and 
hypocrisy." The party daily also 
said U.S. policies are "dangerous 
to peace," and repeated an earlier 
Soviet charge that President 
Reagan has "deliberately 
distorted" Soviet foreign policy 
goals. 

Pravda said the administration's 
comments on terrorism may be 
part of an "attempt to strike at 
processes of international detente, 
to justify the negative American 
stand toward limitation of 
strategic   armaments   and  other 

measures aimed at relaxation of 
international tension." 

SOVIET LEADERS refrained 
from any criticism of the new 
president or his advisers after 
Reagan's election in November, 
even though Reagan had been 
sharply critical of the Soviet Union 
during the presidential campaign 
and the Soviets had characterized 
him earlier as a "knight of the Cold 
War." 

Soviet President Leonid 
Brezhnev said Nov. 17 that any 
efforts Reagan made to improve 
relations between the two coun- 
tries "will meet with a positive 
reaction on our part." 

However, the series of Soviet 
press criticisms that began Friday 
seemed to suggest that the Soviets 
were willing to trade punch for 
verbal punch with Reagan and his 
advisers. 

In its first days in office, the 
Reagan administration lodged 
protests over the Soviet press' 
handling of the hostage situation, 
then lashed out at Soviet foreign 
policy in general. 

ON WEDNESDAY, Secretary of 
State Alexander Haig Jr. charged 
that the Kremlin supports policies 
that "foster, support and expand" 
international terrorism. 

The following day, Reagan said 

at his first news conference that 
Kremlin leaders reserved for 
themselves the right "to commit 
any crime, to lie, to cheat" to 
achieve their goal of world 
revolution. 

Soviet Television on Friday 
charged that Haig had insulted the 
Soviet Union and accused Reagan, 
for the first time, of distorting 
Soviet policy. The next day, the 
government newspaper Izvestia 
said the first steps taken by the 
Reagan administration were "far 
from indicative of constructive 
intentions." 

Reagan has steadfastly voiced 
his opposition to the Salt II treaty 
signed in 1979 by former President 
Carter and by Brezhnev. Reagan's 
secretary of defense, Caspar 
Weinberger, said after taking 
office that he intended to "re-arm" 
America. 

Inside 
GREETINGS, 
GROUNDHOGS 

FELLOW 

MARRIAGE has encouraged 
one K-State researcher to give 
up his work on bean flatulence. 
See p. 13. 
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Reagan hopes to increase 
national debt lid $50 billion 

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan 
came into office pledging cuts in federal 
spending and taxes, but the first economic 
proposal he wants enacted—which Congress 
is due to consider this week—would raise the 
national debt limit by about $50 billion. 

The president has asked Congress to raise 
the national debt limit from the current 
$935.1 billion to $965 billion—in effect, 
raising the government's authority to 
borrow to pay its bills. 

Treasury Department officials estimate 
the current debt ceiling will be reached Feb. 

18. 
Reagan said last week that he asked for 

the increase "with great regret because it's 
clear that the massive deficits our gover- 
nment runs is one of the root causes of our 
profound economic problems.'' 

R is conceivable that some government 
operations would have to halt if the debt 
limit were exceeded before the ceiling is 
raised. Although the limit has been ex- 
ceeded for short periods in the past, 
Congress always has enacted legislation to 
raise the ceiling. 

Birds unfair game in 'fowl play' 
For some, the KU—K-State game was a 

"foul" night. 
According to sources affiliated with the 

University, two of the three red- and blue- 
painted chickens tossed on to the court at 
Wednesday's game were stolen. 

One of the chickens was taken from the 
Avery Poultry Research Center Tuesday 
night, according to Amos Kahrs, poultry 
research supervisor and instructor of 
animal science. 

This chicken was part of a research 
project being done by Keith VanSkike, 
graduate student in animal science. 

"I was doing a behavior-related project on 
how different cage shapes affect feeding 
behaviors, egg production and the general 
behavior of chickens," VanSkike said. 

"There are plenty of places you can get a 
chicken. I just didn't like that they tore up a 
cage and stole a chicken from a state in- 
stitution," he said. 

VanSkike's bird was recovered and 
identified after the game, but died the next 
day. 

"People don't realize chickens raised in 
cages probably don't know how to fly. 
People assume all birds can fly," VanSkike 
said. He said one possible reason his bird 
died was that it was raised in a cage and 
could not fly. 

The second chicken was a pet belonging to 
the family of Anthony Kiorpes, assistant 
professor of anatomy and physiology. 

"We have four hens and one rooster that 
we keep as pets in our backyard. The 
smallest hen was stolen early Wednesday 
morning (the day of the KU-K-State 
game). We reported it to the campus 
police," Kiorpes said. 

He presumed the bird would be thrown at 
the game and asked Security and Traffic to 
have any of the recovered birds brought to 
him after the game. 

All three of the chickens were recovered 
and taken to Kiorpes, where he identified his 
pet hen. The second chicken, which died, 
was identified by VanSkike. The third 
chicken wasn't claimed and was later put to 
death at the research center. 

Campus bulletin 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 

IDUCATION COUNCIL APPLICATIONS art avallablt 
at Holton 111. Deadllnt It 4:30p.m. Friday, Fall.*. 

THE ORADUATR SCHOOL has scheduled the final oral 
defense of tht doctoral dissertation of Batty Hathaway at 7 
p.m. Monday in Justin 147. Topic: Tht tff acts of visual and 
motor supplement* on pre school children'* com- 
prahtnslon and rtcal I of proa*. 

ARH HALL OP THI MONTH applications art dot to any 
txtcutl va mambar on Wadnasday. 

ITU DlNT TEACHERS for fall INI: PICK up and rtturn 
ttudant teaching assignment request form* to Holton 104 
before Wednesday, Feb. 25. 

POODS AND NUTRITION ORADUATI SIMINAR will 
meet at 3:30 p.m. at Juitm i«* 

STUDENT SENATE AND BOARD OF STUDENT 
PUBLICATIONS CANDIDATE ESSAYS are being ac- 
cepted for the Coiitgian "Soapbox." Deadline I* Wed 
neaday, Feb. 4 at 5 p.m. Photos will be taken bstwoan 3 and 
3:30 Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday. 

TODAY 
SPRINO PLINO meeting will be 7:30 p.m. on Merlatrs 

second floor. 

PHI TH ETA KAPPA ALUMNI will meet at 7 p.m. In the 
Union Little Theatre. 

ECUMENICAL CHRISTIAN MINISTRIES meeting will 
be9 p.m. In MarlattJ19. 

ALPHA PHI OMBOA will meet 7 p.m. In Unkm 213. 

STUDENT   NATIONAL   EDUCATION   ASSOCIATION 
will meet at 4 p.m. In Union 209. 

A AND O ORADUATR CLUB meeting will be noon to I 
p.m. In Union Staterooms. 

DELTA PSI KAPPA will meet at *p.m. In Union 20*. 

PHI CHI THETA actives will meet at«: 10 p.m. at Union 
209. Pledges'meeting will follow at t:20 p.m. 

AATCC will meet at S: 30 p.m. at Justin 22*. 

KSU OAIRY CLUB meeting will be 7:30 p.m. at Call 140. 

KSU RODEO CLUB will meet at 7:30p.m. at Weber 230. 

LITTLE SIOMAS will meet at 9p.m. at Sigma Chi House. 

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA CRESCENTS executive meeting 
will be 6 30 p.m. at Lambda Chi House. General meeting 
follows at 7 p.m. 

CIRCLE K will meet at 7 p.m. at Union 20*. 

CAMPUS HIOH LIPS will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Union 
205. 

ALPHA TAU ALPHA meeting will be 7 p.m. at Union 209. 

AMERICAN  SOCIETY  OP   INTERIOR   DESIONERS 
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Justin Hall Lounge. Meeting Is 
mandatory for all members Interested In going to Dallas. 

HOME ECONOMICS COUNCIL will meet at »: 30 p.m. at 
Justin 251. 

TUESDAY 
ALPHA KAPPA PSI will meet at 7 p.m. at Kite's Back 

Room for a rush smoker. 

EDUCATION COUNCIL meeting will be 3:30 p.m. at the 
Dean's Conference Room at Holton. 

CHRISTIAN  SCIENCE ORGANIZATION  will  meet at 
430 p.m. at Danforth Chapel. 

HORTICULTURE CLUB meeting will be 7 p.m. at 
Waters 137. 

ARH EXECUTIVE MEBTINO will be «:30 p.m. at 
Putnam Kail Student body presidential debate will follow 
at 7 p.m. 

CHIMBS will meet at 9 M p.m. at Kedzle 21*. 

LITTLE SISTERS OP PEARLS AND RUBIES will be 9 
p.m. at FarmHouse. 

BSU meeting will be 7 p.m. at Union 20*. 

OOLDENHEARTS meeting will be 10 p.m. at Sigma Phi 
Epslion House. 

WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER will meet at noon at 
Union Stateroom 3. 

LITTLE AMERICAN ROYAL committee meeting will 
be*p.m. at Call 204. 

BLOCK AND BRIDLE CLUB will meet at 7:30 p.m. at 
Weber Arena. 

OFF-CAMPUS STUDENT ASSOCIATION will meat at 
>:30p.m at Denlson U3A. 

KSU BIBLE STUDY meeting will be 7 p.m. at Union 
Little Theatre. 

KSDBtonigg 
TONIOHT, KSDB will present"Jazi Show" from t to 10. 

MONDAYS! 
• 5* BEERS WITH 

LUNCH OR DINNER 

• 5' 2ND BEERS IN 
BAR <»p.M.-ci»iiig> 

IIUMORO—AGGIEVILLE 
JOIN AGGIE STATION TODAY! 

Rec 
Jan. 26 

thru 

Feb. 7 
r*)» {KKtf 

k state union 
bookstore 
25 years of sorvice 1956-1«81 

Friday, FSBruary 6 
McCain Auditorium 7:30 p.m. 
All Seats Reserved $6.50-$6.00 -$5.50 

Tickets on Sale McCain Auditorium box 

office Today through Feb. 6 

Ticket sales today through Feb. 5th at the following ticket outlets: 

Good seats still available 
O..U Recorde and Tapes-AsgtevtU. 
Conde Music and Electronic.. Inc.. - Downtown 
Ft  Rll.yRacteathMulStnrtcee-ITT offlc* 

. 
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Briefly By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Bucking bull serves as marriage alter 
SACO, Maine — The marriage of Pamela Kennedy and Scott 

Chandler is off to a bumpy start. They were married atop a bucking 
bull. 

The ceremony took place Saturday on a slowly-bucking 
mechanical bull at a new country and western bar in Saco, where the 
newlyweds, both of Hiram, work. 

Kennedy, 32, exchanged vows with Chandler, 22, a blacksmith and 
horse trainer, before a blue-jeaned crowd of about 300. The couple 
wore cowboy hats. 

The bride, dressed in a cream-colored pants suit, mounted the 
bucking bull. The lean, dark-haired Chandler sat facing her, a 
bouquet of yellow roses between them. 

The ceremony went off without a hitch, although the bride nearly 
slipped off the bull as Chandler placed the ring on her finger. Then he 
tossed up his hat and kissed her. 

Tools give clues to early society, did 
NEW YORK — Stone tools half a million years older than any 

previously known have been dug from the banks of a desolate East 
African gully and appear to provide the earliest evidence of human 
technology, scientists say. 

The tools, believed to be at least 2.5 million years old, were found 
with fragments of animal bone at what may be an ancient campsite. 

Scientists who have studied them say the tools are similar to—but 
much older than—primitive tools found at other African sites that 
have previously been regarded as signaling the dawn of human 
culture. 

The discovery of tools and bones together provides the earliest 
evidence of the shift in diet that occurred when our ancestors in- 
cluded meat in an otherwise vegetarian fare, scientists said. 

More importantly, they may be the first evidence^ of human 
cooperation, group behavior and the concept of a "home." 

The tools, found at Hadar in the desolate Afar region of nor- 
theastern Ethiopia, consist of 48 stone cutting flakes, some of them 
razor-sharp, and three fist-sized "choppers." 

The tools were unearthed in 1977, but it was not until a geological 
survey of the area last year that their antiquity was proved. 

'Seer of Seers' to look for shadow 
PUNXSUTAWNEY, Pa. — Punxsutawney Phil, the famous 

woodchuck from Gobbler's Knob, has been forecasting the length of 
winter for 94 years on evidence as thin as a shadow. 

"He's never been wrong," said Charles Erhard, president of the 
Punxsutawney Groundhog Club. "He's the Seer of Seers, the one and 
only." 

Erhard, dressed in tails and a silk top hat, will rap on the door of a 
heated burrow atop Gobbler's Knob at dawn Monday and ask Phil 
for his prediction. 

The groundhog, according to tradition rooted in Pennsylvania 
Dutch legend and the Christian feast of Candlemas, will scurry back 
into the burrow and hibernate for six more weeks if he spots his 
shadow while popping into the sunlight. 

That means, so the legend goes, six more weeks of winter weather. 
No shadow means an early spring. 

"A mortal man can readily miss the shadow, but Phil never 
misses it," said Erhard. "He'll whisper into my ear. He doesn't lie. 
He tells me the exact truth." 

The groundhog made his first official prediction in Punxsutawney, 
a town of about 10,000 people, in 1886. Last year, by Erhard's count, 
some 1,500 spectators turned out on Groundhog Day. 

Fishermen stranded on Lake Erie 
OREGON, Ohio — About 80 fishermen were stranded for four 

hours on an ice floe Sunday when it broke off and floated into Lake 
Erie. 

The chunk of ice, about five miles long and two miles wide, drifted 
out about four miles from shore at 10 a.m. Sunday, said Frank 
Henderson, a Coast Guard spokesman in nearby Toledo. Within four 
hours, all the fishermen, including two boys, had been rescued, he 
said. 

No serious injuries were reported, but about a dozen vehicles were 
lost. 

"It started off with about three or four (persons) on a small piece 
of ice," Henderson said. "By the time we got the call and our people 
got there, this big hunk of ice had broken off.'' 

Boats and helicopters from the Coast Guard and area fire and 
police departments lifted the fishermen from the ice floe. Following 
the rescue, the chunk began to break into smaller sections, Hen- 
derson said. 
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COLDEST BEER 
AGGIEVILLE 

D. J. Nltely Open l p.m.-mldnight 

X-COUNTRY SKI 
IFABN HOW Of PtRFECT  YOUR CROSS-COUNTRY SKI  SKILLS KITH 
A rORHER 0LYMIC COMPETITOR. CAPTAIN PETE OASCOULIAS. 
ALL LEVELS OF SKIERS WELCOME. 

Feb. 21 

$12 
PRICE  INCLUDES EQUIPMENT 
AND INSTRUCTION 

info meeting: «««. «•• * 
l"U0N ROOM JU 

sign-up: RI0AY, FEB.  6 
8:00 A.M. 
UNION ACTIVITIES CENTER 

k-statepiion 
upc outdoor rec. 
25 y*n ol »«rvle« 1*M-1M1 1008 cl 

iniLHIl 
I /iNCOi'ORATID 

PERSONAL 
GROWTH 
SEMINAR 

February 20 & 21 

1021 Denison Ave. 

Cost: Student '21 
Non-Students *27 

BI/POLAR Uses a phychologJcal inventory process that leads you to a better un- 
derstanding of your strengths and potentials; better understanding of 
others and appreciation of their differences; more self confidence and 
more confidence in your relationships with others; insights into how to 
communicate more effectively with other people; and a practical plan of 
action for your own personal growth. These are big claims, but those who 
have had personal experience with BI/POLAR know those claims will be 
accomplished. 
Because you will receive a set of inventories to be filled out by yourself 
and 5 other people— 
YOU MUST DECIDE SOON!! 
Registration deadline is February 4. 
Call 53^4281 to register or for additional information. 

Sponsored by Ecumenical Christian Ministries 

Be sure and say hello to any groundhogs lurking in the shadows, 
today. High in the mid-20s. 

\ 

TIM 
MATLACK 
He is Qualified... 
Student Senator 
Finance Committee 
Traffic & Parking Council 
Judicial Council 
In Student Government 

for21/2 years 
Special Committee for the 

Placement Center 
...And willing to WORK 

You matter to 
MATLACK 

Paid for by Tim Matlack for Student Body President, Michael Gromer. Chairman 



Opinions 
Grants, loans 

valuable 
Students may feel the effects of President Reagan's 

efforts to trim government expenditures in the form 
of less student aid. 

Secretary of Education Terrel Bell announced that 
the primary target area in the administration's ef- 
forts to reduce spending in education will be loans and 
grants to college students. 

While Bell may be right in claiming that not enough 
discretion is used to determine who receives federal 
aid, programs such as Basic Educational Opportunity 
Grants are worthwhile investments. 

On many occasions, the government has said the GI 
Bill, which provides educational money for veterans, 
was the wisest investment the government ever made 
in terms of benefits to veterans and society. Other 
educational benefits programs differ little in that they 
all subsidize education. 

Instead of cutting educational grant and loan 
programs, the Reagan administration should cut 
educational funding by eliminating the Department of 
Education as promised. 

While Bell was probably tossing out the idea of 
cutting grants and loans to see how it was received, 
the administration is serious about cutting budgets. 

It appears subsidizing bad business decisions, as in 
the case of Chrysler, has taken the place of investing 
in the future of the American youth. 

PAULSTONE 
Opinions Editor 

Letters 
License plates vanish 

Editor, 
Last Wednesday night, I joined 

the ranks of those who have suf- 
fered in the aftermath of any K- 
State-KU game. I realized that 
each school enjoys playing pranks 
on each other. However, I have 
never been a "prankor," so I find it 
difficult to accept being a 
"prankee." The prank that was 
played on me and several other 
people was having our license 
plates stolen from our 
automobiles. Ever since that night, 
I have been trying to think of a way 
to talk the thieves into giving mine 
back. Several convincing stories 
havecometomind. 

My liscense plate, California 
1A63953, actually translates in 
Californian to "Bunnie" (my 
truck's name). Therefore, it has 
great  sentimental  value  and is 

irreplaceable in this respect. 
California completely re-issues 
plates and will not make a 
duplicate. 

Ford Couriers' headlights do not 
turn on without the front license 
plate attached. Therefore, I will 
not be able to frequent Aggieville 
after dark (trauma time). 

Seriously, it will be a tremendous 
hassle to get new plates. I cannot 
get by on just one because 
California law requires two. Please 
have a heart and return my plate 
(913 Leavenworth). A California 
license plate is not the status 
symbol you think it is—not 
reported as "in" in the Preppie 
Handbook. 

Gall Goodyear 
graduate student in textile science 
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you VOW'FOR? 

-Damien Semanitzky- 

You asked for it 

news (nooz) n.pl.  (construed as 
sing.) 
1. "Information of a recent event, 
as reported in a newpaper or on a 
newscast. 2. Any new or unfamiliar 
information." 

Now, I never had much respect 
for Funk & Wagnalls Standard 
Dictionary, and it's not the "of- 
ficial" dictionary of the Collegian, 
but it's the only one in less than 
four separate pieces in the 
newsroom. 

I think that has something to do 
with the fact that our urgent pleas 
for an "offishle dickshonery rek- 
wazishen" form have been taken 
as a joke around here. 

Despite the unkind thoughts I 
have about the aforementioned 
reference guide, its denotation of 
"news" brings up some frustrating 
considerations. 

"Newsroom junkies" have an 
important role in defining news, if 
we are to believe Funk & Wagnalls 
definition. 

DEFINITION NUMBER TWO is 
simply not the definition we're 
looking for, because there are a lot 
of ignorant people in the world who 
don't know a lot of things. Just 
because they don't know 
something doesn't make it news to 
us or the rest of the intelligent 
population. 

Definition number one presumes 
a lot of us journalists. To rephrase: 
If we print something that's 
"recent" (insert definition here), 
it's news. 

As a case in point, let's consider 
the day the hostages were 
released. You will remember that 
we also inaugurated a new 
president on that day. 

Let's suppose you have to decide 
between the two as your lead, page 
one story. Keep in mind the 
following: 
—The fate of 52 people has, in the 
minds of American journalists and 
the populace, usurped many a 
story about hundreds of people 
dying in earthquakes etc. for the 

past year. The issue, at face value, 
is one of principle, not of 
magnitude, as in numbers of lives. 
That is to say, if 52 people were 
taken hostage in Peoria, 111., and 
the MGM Grand Hotel fire hap- 
pened on the same day, page one 
wouldn't be a consideration for the 
Peorian hostage "crisis". 

—WE   INAUGURATE   a   new 
president only once every four 
years. 
—There is great interest in what 
Reagan has to say. 
—There  is great  interest—even 
fanaticism—about what happens to 
the hostages. 

Checkmate! If you have 10 
columns on your front page, you 
might opt to abducate and run 
them side by side with the same 
size headlines—which would look 
stupid, but solves the problem. 
Many are not so lucky as to have a 
10-column front page. 

If you are working for The Wall 
Street Journal, and have the 
luxury—as I believe it is a 
luxury—to really put "news" in 
perspective as it relates to the fate 
of the country as well as the above- 
average Joe with some in- 
telligence, you can run a short 
piece on the hostage release on 
page one under the news briefs 
column. Then you have the room 
for other equally impacting 
stories—page one "for the public's 
own good," so to speak. 

LET'S HEAR IT for The Wall 
Street Journal—probably the only 
newspaper in the country that did 
it right! 

If you work for The Wall Street 
Journal, you also have the luxury 
of being able to make news 
judgments from a "international" 
perspective: News is the biggest 
things happening on an in- 
ternational-national scale. 

If you work for the Collegian, 
news is defined from a "local" 
perspective—somewhat less cut- 
and-dried      than      the      "in- 

ternational." 
That is to say, Student Senate's 

allocations to BSU usurp the in- 
creased possibility of Soviet in- 
tervention in Poland because of the 
newest round of strikes. Poland 
usurps Student Senate when 
Reagan decides the United States 
has to use military force to protect 
the desires of the Polish workers. 

I don't think it's quite as easy as 
it sounds. There are no absolute 
guidelines for news on a local level. 
Each day brings a different kind of 
decision based solely on that 
particular day's news. 

I BELIEVE, however, there are 
a few givens, most of them 
directed toward the broadcast 
media—mainly television—in 
Kansas: For instance, two 
fatalities from a car accident, even 
if it is the only local news on the 
tube, should not lead off the 
newscast ahead of the Polish 
strikes. I see some in Kansas 
disagree with me. 

Some guy planning to jump off a 
bridge or swim the length of the 
Missouri just for thrills has no 
business being on the tube at all. 
Obviously, some disagree with me 
on this too. 

If you don't work for The Wall 
Street Journal, it (in this case, not 
newspapers) comes down to what 
the public wants. February is a 
ratings "sweeps" month for local 
TV news departments. 

Newspapers have circulations, 
and TV has ratings—the business 
side of the business. 

As the headline on a recent ar- 
ticle in TV Guide summarizes, be 
prepared for sensationalism: 
"Teen Sex! UFOs! Male Models! 
Details at 11!—"National Inquirer 
city. 

But don't assume it's "news" 
because the media say so. They 
sometimes have other things in 
mind. You, the public, asked for it. 
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Letters to the editor 

Radio more receptive 
Editor, 

Kevin Haskin's editorial in the actual 
Wednesday Collegian (not Tuesday's 
Collegian labeled Wednesday) titled, 
"Public relations vs. news," has made me 
wonder whether the Collegian staff has 
fallen into the trap of believing that because 
they work for a newspaper, all that belongs 
in the paper is news. 

"The function of a newspaper is to ob- 
jectively report both positive and negative 
circumstances regarding any matter," 
wrote the editor. If that is the function, why 
then allow editorial pages, letters, columns, 
cartoons and movie and play reviews? 
Perhaps they appear because the lowly 
readers like them, in spite of the fact that 
they fit no lofty definitions of what is im- 
portant in real newspapers. 

For years, radio stations have been 
licensed to broadcast by the federal 
government only after proving that their 
program service would serve "the public 
interest, convenience or necessity." 

Part of that proof was a promise to donate 
substantial quantities of air time to the 
explanation, promotion and sometimes even 
the live coverage of local events. In short, 

radio stations have kept their licenses by 
promising to be "promotional" or "public 
relations" services. 

I urge readers who are discouraged with 
the Collegian's "coverage" of their campus 
event being limited to the microscopic type 
of the Campus Bulletin to call or mail 
notices of events to local radio stations 
where they will later hear their notices 
broadcast with the same volume, clarity 
and anxiousness to please as is given to the 
music and the paid commercials. I can 
attest that if KSDB-FM were now besieged 
with phone calls from people connected with 
an event who were seeking more coverage, 
the KSDB staff would not find those calls 
annoying as the Collegian did. We would 
instead be glad for the further opportunity to 
provide the public service that we promised 
the FCC, SGA, the K-State student body, the 
Manhattan community and our consciences. 

David MacFarland 
associate professor of Journalism 

and mass communications 
Idltor'i iwta: Tht Collegian lists nlghttlma KSDB 

programming each day In Campus Bulletin. 

Misplaced condemnation 
Editor, 

In response to the condemnation of the 
tasteless advertisement in Monday's 
Collegian I can only react as foolishly as the 
condemners and condemn the belly-aching 
do-gooders for placing blame on the wrong 
party. 

The stark reality which occured to me is 
people want to place blame for the ad's 
conception on the owner and on the 
Collegian for not editing the ad, when it is 
the success of such advertising which is to 
blame. Blame the customers who will 
succumb to such an advertisement. It's not 
the owner's fault that a lot of people are 
"bought" by such advertisements. After all, 

Prejudices 
prevail 

Editor, 
Perhaps the Collegian was obliged to print 

the "Iranian-American Coupon" that ap- 
peared in a recent paper. I am unaware of 
the legal limitations within which an ad- 
vertising staff must accept copy. 

It saddens me to see such a blatant display 
of poor taste and insensitivity by a local 
merchant. What saddens me even more is 
that the manager of Hot Diggity Dog said he 
had received a good response to his coupon. 
To those individuals who responded 
positively I pose a question. 

How would you have responded to a 
similar coupon that read male-female, 
black-white, or even tall-short people? I 
hope the majority of K-State's population is 
outgrowing its prejudices and finds this type 
of discriminatory advertising most 
distasteful. 

Debra Olson 
sophomore in general 

Collegian, alias 

National Lampoon 
Editor, 

You guys are our own little National 
Lampoon, aren't you? 

First you gave us the whacky weather 
reports. Then you gave us the zany ad- 
ventures of Kopi. And now you give us the 
wild and wonderful "Iranian coupon-good 
for nothing; American coupon-good for free 
small drink with any sandwich" routine. 

You people are so closely in sync with our 
senses of humor, it really amazes me. 

Sundar Ganesan 
sophomore in physics 

he's not in business to protect people from 
their prejudices, but to (God forbid) make 
money. 

The epitomy of ignorance are the people 
who will be incited to hostile actions by a 
quaint ad. Perhaps the general public who 
suffers this malady should "take their heads 
out of certain parts of their anatomy and use 
some intelligence" in all aspects of life 
rather than letting the do-gooders protect 
them from the ugly truth as recent letter 
writers would have us do by invoking an 
editor's license. 

Perhaps all the poor people offended by 
the ad should take aim at the ignorance of 
prejudice rampant in this country rather 
than belly-aching about a symptom. 

In reflection, the real insult of the ad was 
the fact that the "American coupon" was 
only worth a small coke. I think we're worth 
at least a large. 

William Miller 
junior in construction science 

JOIN US! 
ALPHA-PHI-OMEGA 

NATIONAL, COED, SERVICE FRATERNITY 
Be A LEADER        Be A FRIEND Be Of SERVICE 

To the Community and K.S.U. Campus 

Come to our open meeting Feb. 2    ^' 

Union Rm. 213 A- 
For more information call Pat G. 539-2534 or John M. 776-1995 

All-University Convocation 

"Nuclear Weapons and America's Security" 

Barry M. Blechman 
Senior Associate 

Carnegie Endowment for International Peace 
Barry Blechman la an authority on the use of military power. Author of 
four books, he la a former assistant director of the U.S. Arms Control 
and Disarmament Agency and Brooklnga Institution Analyst Following 
hia convocation address, Blechman will hold a question-answer 
session at 1 p.m. In Forum Hall. Admission la open to the public. 

10:30 a.m. Monday, Feb. 2 
McCain Auditorium 

5 - 8 PM ON 
TUESDAY NIGHTS 

BUY ONE 

^SOMS 

KIONf V FOUNOATION Of 
KANSAS • WMTIM4 MISSOURI 

GET ONE FREE 
VISTAS OWN HOMEMADE CHILI... made from fresh 
ground beef and served hot and delicious 
with crispy crackers! 

ALL THIS MONTH 
SAVE $1.15 

RESVAURAWTS 
Greet Food * Great Service • Vlete and you! 

1911 Turtle Creek Blvd. 
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Prison problems: Inmate reduction has little effect on penitentiary; 
institution harbors harassment, brutality, murder 

SANTA FE, N.M. (AP) — Inmates are 
still killing each other at the New Mexico 
State Penitentiary, one year after 33 
prisoners died in one of the most brutal 
uprisings in U.S. penal history. 

Millions have been spent to repair the 
prison,    investigate    the   riot,   prepare 

New election 
scheduled for 
South Africa 

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) - 
South Africa is gearing up for what is ex- 
pected to be its roughest national election in 
years. But there is virtually no doubt the 
National Party, which has been in power for 
more than three decades, will win it. 

The tiny, fractions lized opposition has 
dubbed the April 29 balloting the "phony 
election" because the real contest will come 

Analysis" HIZZZZIZZI 
before the votes are cast—in the National 
Party caucuses that will nominate can- 
didates for the House of Assembly's 165 
seats. 

The outcome of that intra-party fight 
between Prime Minister P.W. Botha's 
moderate wing and his ultra-rightist op- 
ponents will decide whether South Africa 
continues its cautious steps toward some 
sort of accommodation between the 4.5 
million whites and the 20 million blacks or 
takes a sharp right turn. 

Though Botha has made clear he would 
never advocate a political system based on 
one man, one vote, he has been telling 
whites since he became prime minister 
Sept. 28,1978, that they must ease the lot of 
the blacks or face a perilous future. 

But hardline Nationals, led by Andries 
Treurnicht, minister of state administration 
and statistics, want no tampering with the 
rigid policies of racial segregation imposed 
when the National Party first took power in 
1948. 

Most South African blacks view the up- 
coming election as irrelevant because they 
don't have the right to vote. 

Botha would not have to call an election 
until 1983. But faced with the burgeoning 
split in his party, he announced the early 
election in Parliament last Wednesday, 
saying he was placing himself and his 
government "in the hands of the country 
with faith." 

Within two days of the election an- 
nouncement, South African commandos 
raided Mozambique, a neighboring Marxist- 
governed country, allegedly to wipe out a 
sanctuary of black nationalist guerrillas 
fighting to topple the white-minority 
government here. 

Nuclear weaponry, 
American security 
featured at speech 
Barry Blechman, senior asssociate at 

the Carnegie Endowment for Inter- 
national Peace, will deliver the first All- 
University Convocation of the spring 
semester today at 10:30 a.m. in McCain 
Auditorium. Blechman's topic will be 
Nuclear Weapons and America's 
Security. 

Blechman is the former assistant 
director of the U.S. Arms Control and 
Disarmament Agency and a former 
policy analyst for the Brookings 
Institution. He is also considered an 
authority on the use of military power. 

Blechman will hold an open question 
and-answer session at 1 p.m. today in the 
Forum Hall of the Union. 

Put your 
money where 

your Heart o American 
Heart 
Association 

prosecution and defense of prisoners 
charged with riot crimes and pay for studies 
on how to improve the system. 

Yet prisoners say that except for a 
reduction in the population—from 1,156 at 
the time of the Feb. 2-3 riot to the current 
544—little has been done to address the 
grievances that sparked the violence. These 
include harassment and brutality by 
guards, lack of educational or recreational 
opportunities, and poor quality food. 

AND ATTACKS BY INMATES on one 
another have not abated, either. 

On Sept. 18, George Saavedra was found in 
his cell stabbed to death. About a month 
later, Apolinar Paul Moraga was knifed to 
death in front of witnesses in a recreation 
yard. 

On Dec. 17, Theodore John Quintana was 
found dead in his cell from a cocaine 
overdose. His death is not being treated as 
murder, but Santa Fe District Attorney Eloy 
Martinez said bis office is "not satisfied" 
the overdose was voluntarily injected. 

Four days before Christmas, Ricardo 
Tafoya was found dead in his cell. Evidence 
indicated he had been strangled, a 
prosecutor said. 

And on Jan. 24, the prison was locked 
down after stabbings and other disturbances 
had left one prisoner critically wounded. 

"At night, it's safe because the doors are 
locked," said inmate Gilbert Trujillo, 25, a 

resident of Cellblock 5, where prisoners with 
reputations as informers are housed. 
Trujillo said in an interview that he wouldn't 
dare take a nap during the day, when cells 
are open. 

LIKE TRUJILLO, many of the inmates 
who died during the 36-hour takeover were 
believed, rightly or wrongly, to be "snit- 
ches" who informed on fellow inmates in 
return for favors from the guards. 

Prisoners are fearful of being indicted and 
are worried about which of their fellow 
inmates might testify against them, 
Corrections Secretary Roger Crist said. He 
said major changes are planned to improve 
prison conditions. 

To date, nine inmates in two groups have 
been indicted for two murders. One of the 
nine has already pleaded guilty under an 
agreement to testify against his former co- 
defendants. He was sentenced to life im- 
prisonment immediately after he entered 
his plea and is being held at an undisclosed 
location. 

Deputy District Attorney Dick Baker said 
78 riot crimes cases are under investigation. 
Many involve several defendants, and 
District Attorney Martinez said as many as 
125 prisoners may be indicted. 

In June, state Attorney General Jeff 
Bingaman released a report on the riot, 
confirming that prison administrators had 
forewarning of serious trouble and listing a 

number of security lapses. 
Mara Taub of the Coalition for Prisoners' 

Rights described the post-riot period as a 
time of "more harassment and more 
death." She attacked proposals to build new 
prisons as "more of what didn't work—more 
security, more prisons, more people in 
prison." 
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INVITATIONS and 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 

NAPKINS 
BRIDAL BOOKS 
ACCESSORIES 

Fast Service, Reasonably Priced! 

\RIDALS A T BETTY'S] 
106N. 3rd 

ph: 537-9422 

zr 
Come Home 

to the Chef Cafe 
A Student Tradition For Over 40 Years 

^ 

Chicken Fried 
Steak 

only $2.50 
with pan gravy, 

potatoes, vegetables 
and dessert 

Reg. $3.10 

5-8 p.m. only 

Expires Feb. 8,1981 

20% Off 
any item on 
the menu on 

Monday night 

5-8 p.m. only 

Expires Feb. 8,1981 

Free 
Piece of 

home baked 
pie with any 
purchase of 

$2.50 or more 

5-8 p.m. only 

Expires Feb. 8,1981 
.J 

Saturday 
Special 

25$ off any 
breakfast 

item till 11:00 a.m. 
50$ off any 

luncheon item 
till 3:00 p.m. 
75$ off any 
dinner item 
till 7:00 p.m. 

Expire* Feb. 8,1981 

$3.50 Off 
Meal Tickets 
regularly $20 

for food purchases 
are now just 

$16.50 
Expires Feb. 8,1981 

Homemade 
Soup Special 

Whatever the 
official temperature 

is at 10:00 a.m. 
is what we will 
sell a bowl of 

soup for. 

5-8 p.m. only 

Expires Feb. 8,1981 

Discounts good only with coupon. 

Watch the Collegian for new coupons every Monday. 

The Chef Cafe 
& 

S. 4th St.—Downtown Manhattan s 
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REC REPORT 
i ICTIVI1 1ES     (fcSruary 1981    CA LENDAI I 

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY                                WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 

1 
RC - 12noon - I2m1dnlght 

P -  1pm -  5pm 
7pn -  10pm 

2 
RC - 6am - I2m1dn1ght 

P -  6an - 7:30am 
11:30am - 3:30pm 

7:30pm -  10:00pm 

A -  6:46am - 7:30am 
5:30pm - 6:30pm 
6:30pm -  7:30pm 

AF - 11:30am - 12:30pm 
7:30pm -    8:30pm 

3 
RC - 6am - 12m1dnight 

P -    6am -    7:30am 
11:30am-12:30pm 

7:30pm -  10:00pm 

A -    5:30pm - 6:30pm 
6:30pm - 7:30pm 

AF -  11:30am -  12:30pm 
7:30pm -   8:30pm 

4 
RC - 6am - 12midntght 

P - 6am - 7:30am 
11:30am •  3:30pm 

A - 6:45am - 7:30am 

5 
RC - 6am - I2m1dn1ght 

P - 6am - 7:30am 
11:30am -  12:30pm 

7:30pm -  10:OOpm 

A - 5:30pm -  6:30pm 
6:30pm -  7:30pm 

AF -  11:30am -  12:30pm 
7:30pm -    8:30pm 

6 
RC - 6am -  11pm 

P - 6am - 7:30am 
11:30am -  3:30pm 
7:30pm -  10:00pm 

A - 6:45am - 7:30am 

7 
RC - 9am -  10pm 

P -  lam -  5pm 

8 
RC -  l?noon -  12midnight 

P -  1pm -  5pm 
7pm -  10pm 

WRIST WRESTLING MEET  IN 
COMBATIVES AREA 

9 
RC - 6am -  I2mldn1ght 

P - 6am -  7:30am 
11:30am -  3:30pm 
7:30pm -  10:00pm 

A -  6:45am -  7:30am 
5:30pm - 6:30pm 
6:30pm - 7:30pm 

AF -  11:30am -  12:30pm 
7:30pm - 8:30pm 

WEIGHT LIFTING - 8:00pm in 
Rec Gym 

10 
RC - 6am - I2»1dn1ght 

P - 6am - 7:30am 
11:30am -  12:30pm 
7:30pm -  10:00pm 

A -  5:30pm - 6:30pm 
6:30pm -  7:30pm 

AF -  11:30am -  12:30pm 
7:30pm -    0:30pm 

11 
RC - 6am - 12midn1ght 

P - 6am - 7:30am 
11:30am -  3:30pm 

A - 6:45am - 7:30am 

12 
RC - 6am - I2midn1ght 

P - 6am -  7:30am 
11:30am -  12:30pm 
7:30pm -  10:00pm 

A - 5:30pm - 6:30pm 
6:30pm -  7:30pm 

AF -  11:30am -  12:30pm 
7:30pm -    8:30pm 

13 
RC  - 6am -  11pm 

P - 6am -  7:30am 
11:30am - 3:30pm 

7:30pm -  10:00pm 

A - 6:45am - 7:30am 

14 
Valentine's Day 

RC  - 9am -  10pm 

P - CLOSED - Swim Meet 

15 
RC -  12noon -  12m1dnight 

P -  1pm -  5pm 
7pm -  10pm 

16 
RC - 6an - I2m1dnight 

P - 6am - 7:30am 
11:30am -  3:30pm 

7:30pm -  10:00pm 

A - 6:45am -  7:30am 
5:30pm - 6:30pm 
6:30pm -  7:30pm 

AF - 11:30am - 12:30pm 
7:30pm -    8:30pm 

17 
RC - 6am -  I2mtdn1ght 

P - 6am - 7:30am 
11:30am -   12:30pm 
7:30pm -  10:00pm 

A - 5:30pm - 6:30pm 
6:30pm -  7:30pm 

AF -  11:30am -  12:30pm 
7:30pm -    8:30pm 

18 
RC - 6am -  I2m1dn1ght 

P - 6am - 7:30am 
11:30am - 3:30pm 
7:30pm -  10:00pm 

A - 6:45am - 7:30am 

19 
RC - 6am - I2midn1ght 

P - 6am -  7:30am 
11:30am -  12:30pm 

7:30pm -  10:00pm 

A - 5:30pn - 6:30pm 
6:30pm -  7:30pm 

AF -  11:30am -  12:30pm 
7:30pm -    8:30pm 

20 
RC - 6am -  11pm 

P - 6am -  7:30am 
11:30am - 3:30pm 

7:30pm -  10:00pm 

A - 6:45am - 7:30pm 

21 
RC - 9am -  10pm 

P -  1pm - 5pm 

22 
RC - 12noon - I2midn1ght 

P -  1pm -  5pm 
7pm -  10pm 

23 
RC - 6am -  I2mtdn1qht 

P - 6am - 7:30am 
11:30am -    3:30pm 
7:30pm -  10:00pm 

A - 6:45am -  7:30am 
5:30pm -  6:30pm 
6:30pm -  7:30pm 

AF -  11:30am -  12:30pm 
7:30pm -    8:30pm 

24 
RC - 6am - 12m1dnight 

P - 6am -  7:30am 
11:30am -  12:30pm 

7:30pm -  10:00pm 

. A -  5:30pm - 6:30pm 
6:30pm -  7:30pm 

AF - 11:30am - 12:30pm 
7:30pm -    8:30pm 

25 
RC - 6am - 12m1dn1ght 

P - 6am - 7:30am 
11:30am - 3:30pm 

A - 6:45am -  7:30pm 

26 
RC - 6am -  I2m1dnight 

P -  6am -  7:30am 
11:30am -  12:30pm 
7:30pm -  10:00pm 

A - 5:30pm - 6:30pm 
6:30pm -  7:30pm 

AF -  11:30am -  12:30pm 
7:30pm -    8:30pm 

27 
RC • 6am -  11pm 

P - 6am - 7:30am 
11:30am -  3:30pm 
7:30pm -  10:00pm 

A - 6:45am -  7:30am 

28 
RC - 9am -  10pm 

P -  1pm - 4pm 
7pm -  10pm 

For Recreation 
Information Call: 

Handball/Racquetball 
Reservations & 
Check-Out .... 532-6951 

Rec Check ....  532-6000 

Rec Services 
Office       532-6980 

COOES 

Rec Complex            RC 

Pools                        P 

Aerobics                  A 

Aqua Fitness          AF 

Intramural Deadline 
February 3: 

Wrist Wrestling 
Weight Lifting 

r^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^ 

More Aerobics Dance 

CHOOSE ONE OF 3 
SESSIONS 

or 
COME TO ALL 

Mon.-Wed.-Fri.: (6:45-7:30) 
(Early Bird) 

Mon.-Tues.-Thurs. (5:30-6:30 p.m. 
6:30-7:30 p.m.) 

ALL AT 
REC COMPLEX j 

r 

AQUA FITNESS 
Exercise and have 
fun in the Pools! 

Mon.-Tues.-Thur. 
(11:30-12:30 noon) 

Mon.-Tues.-Thur. 
(7:30-8:30 p.m.) 

INTRAMURAL 
DEADLINE 

TUES., FEB. 3 
WRIST WRESTLING 

POWER WEIGHTLIFTING 

Rec Report Sponsored 
By: 

SHOPPE 
Bollard's &/ 

in \KXirMlk 
IN 

AGQIEVILLE 

SXTHL 
WAY 

to Village Plata 

Believers in the Importance of Recreation and Fitness 
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Iron balance affects health 

Speaker details female iron need 
By JILL SHELLEY 

Staff Writer 
Women really do need more iron than 

men, according to Dr. James Cook, 
professor of medicine and director of 
hematology at the University of Kansas 
Medical Center (KUMC). 

Cook's seminars on food iron Thursday 
and Friday were sponsored by the Depar- 
tment of Food and Nutrition and the 
Graduate School. 

Iron is necessary for the transport of 
oxygen by the red blood cells, aiding 
metabolism in body tissues. 

Women generally take in less iron and lose 
more than men do. Iron intake corresponds 
with calorie intake, and women eat less than 
men. In men, iron is mostly lost through the 
gastro-intestinal system. Menstrual 
bleeding is the most common way women 
lose iron, Cook said. 

IRON FORTIFICATION of foods began 
with the discovery that a normal woman 
cannot go through a normal pregnancy 
without needing an iron supplement, he 
said. In the last decade, there has been a 
marked decrease in iron deficiency in the 
United States because of the increased use 
of oral contraceptives and iron sup- 
plements. Oral contraceptives decrease the 
amount of menstrual blood loss, Cook said. 

The daily allowance of iron recommended 
by the Food and Nutrition Board of the 
National Academy of Sciences is probably 
unattainable, according to what has 
recently been discovered about dietary iron, 
Cook said. 

The majority of adults have sufficient iron 
stored in their tissues to prevent any 
deficiency problems, but between 10 and 20 
percent of infants and children have 
deficient iron stores, Cook said. 

"The amount stored is critical. Studies 
suggest iron deficiency without anemia may 
affect immunity, increasing the possibility 
of repeated infection," he said. 

IRON OVERLOAD—too much iron in the 
system—can cause liver failure and bronze 
diabetes (hemachronatosis). A genetic 
disorder causing iron overload, once 
thought rare, is carried by up to 5 percent of 
the population, Cook said. Both parents 
must carry the trait for the children to 
develop the disease. 

The symptoms of iron overload and iron 
deficiency anemia are very similar, Cook 
said. A spot test, similar to the pregnancy 
tests sold in drug stores, has been developed 
recently to allow medical workers to tell the 
difference quickly. Cook said he expects the 
test to be widely used in the next year, 
thereby helping to prevent incorrect 
treatment. 

Both iron overload and iron deficiency 
anemia are more common in Southeast Asia 
than in the United States. To combat these 
deficiencies, delivery of food iron to 
developing countries is difficult because of 
the lack of a suitable "food vehicle—"a 
commonly used food which can be fortified. 

PETE 
Hit it with your 

best shot on your 22nd 

Happy Birthday! 

Love, 

Your pledge doss 

THE AGENCY FOR International 
Development is working with KUMC 
scientists on a rice coating for use in 
Southeast Asia. The coated rice grains are 
mixed with regular rice, Cook said. For- 
tified fish sauce is also being studied. 

The wide-spread drinking of tea may be a 
factor in the general iron deficiency in 
Southeast Asia. Drinking tea at mealtime 
reduces to V< the amount of iron absorbed 
from a meal, Cook said. Tannin in tea forms 
a molecular complex with iron that inhibits 
solubility, decreasing absorption of food 
iron by the digestive system. 

Ascorbic acid (vitamin C) has the op- 
posite effect, Cook said. It keeps iron in a 
reduced state and forms a complex with iron 
which is easily absorbed by the body. 

"Ascorbic acid with each meal could 
increase iron absorption two-fold," Cook 
said. "Apparently there is no leveling-off of 
the ascorbic acid effect." 

SCIENTISTS HAVE ALSO examined the 
relationship between protein and iron ab- 
sorption. Cook said KUMC scientists found 
soy protein, often used as a meat extender, 
markedly inhibits the absorption of iron. 

Soy protein was generally thought to be a 
good source of iron, he said. Scientists 
studied soy protein at various levels of 
processing and after different cooking 
processes and found it consistently inhibited 
iron absorption, even when mixed with 
meat. 

• f 
FEB. 4 DEADLINE^ 

Graduate Student 
Council 

16 positions are OPEN 

GRADUATES 
FILE IN 

SGS OFFICE 
.  Council and Senate 

k Write-ins Accepted / 

Monday night is 

«ghetti 
ight! 

Mondays only! 
Order a single serving 
reg. $3.25, Monday price... 
$1.62. Order a double 
serving reg. $6.14, 
Monday price... $3.07. 
Order a triple serving 
reg. $9.05, Monday price... 
$4.52. 
All spaghetti dinners include 
garlic bread. Meatballs 
extra charge. 
Not good with other 

discounts or coupons 

Sun.-JJiur. 4 p.m.-l a.m. 
Fri.&Sat.4p.m.-2a.m. 

FREE DELIVERY 
537-9500 

VARNEYfS 
RECORD SALE 
SALE BEGINS FEBRUARY 2- 

ENDSFEBRUARY 15 

PRICES BEGIN AT $1.99 

WE HAVE DOUBLED THE 
AMOUNT OF ROCK FOR 

THIS SALE 

PICK AN ARTIST 
AT THE RECORD 

SALE! 

Willie Nelson 
George Benson 
Boz Skaggs 
Creedence Cleanvater Revival 
Super Tramp 
Dolly Parton 
The WHO 
Elvis 
Carole King 
Dan Fogelberg 
Blue Oyster Cult 
ELO 
Billy Joel 
Cheap Trick 
Kansas 
Carly Simon 
Devo 
Talking Heads 
Barry Manilow 
AC/DC 
Rod Stewart 
Doors 
Eagles 
Genesis 
Neil Diamond 
Steely Dan 
America 
Gordon Llghtfoot 
John Lennon 
JethroTull 
Chuck Nanglone 
Eric Clapton 
Stevie Wonder 
Steve Miller 
Bee Gees 
Linda Rondstadt 

In addition, we have 
many classical, jazz, and 

country albums. 

SELECTION LIMITED 

9-9 Mon.-Sat. 12-5 Sun. 



Bullseye scored by Rifle Club; 
turnout good for target shoot 

By TANYA BRANSON 
Collegian Reporter 

Commence firing! Fifteen men and 
women raise their rifles and carefully aim 
at a small bull's-eye 50 feet in front of them, 
taking care to be accurate, because they are 
aiming for a prize. 

The 15 students were participating in the 
All-University Rifle Match, a first-time 
event for the K-State Rifle Club, held 
Saturday at the Military Science building. 

"It's the first year and we're trying to 
open it up and have it every year," said Dan 
Ashmore, instructor of military science and 
sponsor of the Rifle Club. "We want to give 
the students on campus some knowledge 
about shooting and the safety aspect of 
shooting, too." 

THE MATCH was open to all students, 
except K-State Rifle Club members, and the 
Rifle Club invited several living groups to 
participate. They also sent letters to in- 
terested students. 

The Rifle Club's efforts to get interest in 
the match were well-rewarded. Forty-six 
teams competed with three members on 
each team. Each team paid an entry fee of 
$7.50 to pay for the prizes and ammunition. 

"We had originally planned on 20 to 25 
teams—30 we would Just be in heaven. This 
is outstanding," said Bill Adams, senior in 
construction science and Rule Club 
president. 
"Next year we hope to increase the number 
of shooters and (will) gladly run a two-day 
meet," Adams said. 

THE SHOOTERS were divided into seven 
classifications: men's residence halls, 
fraternities, men's independent, women's 
independent, women's residence halls, 
sororities and co-ed. Thirteen teams entered 
the men's independent category, the largest 
category. 

Solar collectors 
near completion 

The Seaton Hall roof may seem like a 
precarious perch from which to construct 
any apparatus, but two builders decided to 
risk it. 

Two solar collectors are being built on the 
roof of Seaton Hall by Richard Singer, 
graduate teaching assistant in mechanical 
engineering, and Herbert Ball, associate 
professor of mechanical engineering. 

The collectors will be used for ex- 
perimental purposes and as part of lab in- 
struction for classes on energy classes. 

The main part of the system—two 
specially-coated panels, two meters long 
and one meter wide—had to be purchased 
because the coating was not available, 
Singer said. 

The coating absorbs enough sunlight to 
heat the air temperature from 20 to 120 
degrees Fahrenheit on some days, Singer 
said. 

The rest of the system was constructed by 
Ball and Singer. The panels, supported by a 
wooden frame, have four placement sets 
that adjust to the angle of the sun as the 
seasons change. The panels are in a nearly 
vertical position during the winter; in the 
summer, they will lie almost flat. 

The project, funded by the engineering 
experiment station and department funds, is 
expected to be completed by May. The 
equipment is worth about $10,000 and the 
collectors cost about $300 each, Singer said. 
The project, which commenced in January 
of 1980, is expected to be completed by May. 

Not many women participated, Adams 
said, "but riflery is an open sport to 
everyone. Some of the best shooters are 
female. I'd like to see it opened up to more 
women, because it is a growing sport." 

The Rifle Club is growing along with the 
sport. Last year, the club had six members, 
but this year membership has increased to 
19. Membership in the Rifle Club is being 
recommended in physical education riflery 
classes and Reserve Officers Training Corp 
(ROTO classes. 

A DRAWBACK for the Rifle Club has been 
a misunderstanding about its association 
with ROTC, Adams said. Although a person 
must be in a ROTC class and a member of 
ROTC, there is no military obligation during 
the first two years of the program. 

"I try to make it as clear as I can that it is 
a formality for the club, and there is no 
obligation to the Army at all," Adams said. 
"The ROTC.department furnishes some 
equipment, some ammunition, and provides 
us with a coach. They give us support." 

The Rifle Club teaches people to shoot, the 
safety aspects of shooting and participates 
in matches with other schools. Its members 
also compete in postal matches: matches 
where the targets are mailed in to be scored 
and ranked with other schools. 

"They (the University) used to have an 
intramural rifle match every year, but it 
ended in 1973," Adams said. "Basically 
what we're doing is updating their 
blueprints. We picked it up this year to get 
more interest in Rifle Club; a little bit more 
publicity. 

"Three-fourths of the people I talked to 
didn't know we had a rifle range, and if they 
did know, they don't realize that it is the 
biggest in a five- to six-state area. 
Definitely, it is the biggest in the Big 8," 
Adams said. 

"This match is drawing the Rifle Club 
closer together," Ashmore said. "They are 
working together, not just one person, but as 
a team. 
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DECISION '81 
EDUCATION COUNCIL ELECTIONS 

Anyone interested can pick up 

an application in Holton III. 

Deadline for applications is Feb. 6 

at 4:30 p.m. in Holton III. 

Election Day—Feb. 11 in Union 

Good news for Valentino's lovers! 
Valentino's now offers an all-you-can-eat 

Pizza and Pasta Buffet for lunch— 
plus our tame sumptuous salad bar. You'll serve yourself all our 
delicious pizza, baked lasagna and salad you want. Now for the 
neat Valentino's for lunch lovers! ,, „ ^   *nonM. " 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. 

Only $3.35 

No Coupon 
NOOMMIT 

SPAGHETTI FEED 
ALL YOU CAN EAT 

$2.99 
with lalad bar 

Nol good in conjunction with any 
other special price or offer. 

V lilac* Plau Shopping Center 
3019 Anderson 
537-4350 

Every Monday 
and Tuesday 

Evening 

H:80a.m.tolO:Q©p.m. 
San. thru Than. 
11:00 A.M.- Midnight 

Fri.&Sat. w 
Pizza 6 Pasta 

TEACHERS WANTED 
Positions available for those with 
BS or graduate degree in Math, 
Physics, Chemistry or Engineering 
(U.S. Citizen under age 29) to teach 
college and graduate level courses 
at the Navy's Nuclear Power School 
in Orlando, Fla. 

izt?.l*.-L~lX 

Teaching Experience not required! 

$16,700-$24,5O0 

Call 816-374-3433 (collect) 
for application, or send resume to: 

Bob Miller 
Navy Recruiting 
2420 Broadway 
Kansas City, MO 64108 

David Lehman 
STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT 

You can't beat experience 
Paid for by the David Lehman for Student Body President Committee, Mark Phillips, Treasurer. 
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Water tower may help 
Little Apple promotion 

By SCOTT WILLIAMS 
Collegian Reporter 

Manhattan's image as "The Little Apple" 
is getting new attention, through a 
publicity program featuring the painting of 
the Bluemont water tower to resemble an 
apple. 

Jean Ellis, director of the Convention and 
Viator's Bureau in Manhattan, presented 
this idea at a recent city commssion 
meeting. 

"We are looking to painting the water 
tower to resemble an apple," said Ellis, who 
is also director of the Riley County 
Historical Museum. "We haven't gotten our 
art proposals in yet, but what we're looking 
at has two ways to go. 

"We could go with the majority of the 
tower white, and paint on a nice little apple, 
or paint the water tower, so that from the 
highway it would look like an apple, rather 
than a tower with an apple painted on it," 
Ellis said. 

THE CITY COMMISSION has given Ellis 
permission to work on the project. She said 
she planned to begin collecting bids from 
contractors on the cost of painting the tower 
this week. 

"They're planning to paint it this summer 
anyway, so what we're looking at is how 

'Bats in the belfry" 
annoy hall residents   ' 

Boyd Hall has "gone batty." 
The residents aren't going crazy, but the 

Boyd Hall attic is infested with bats, ac- 
cording to Jo Koehn, Boyd Hall director. 

According to Anna Miskovsky, junior in 
foods and nutrition and Boyd Hall resident 
assistant, several fourth floor residents 
spotted and attempted to catch a bat on the 
night of Jan. 23, but it eluded them. 

However, the following night, innovative 
fourth floor residents caught the bat using a 
trashcan lid and a bed sheet, Miskovsky 
said. The bat was taken outside and killed. 

This is the third time this year bats have 
been spotted in Boyd and there has been a 
problem in past years, Koehn said. 

The bats, "about the size of a Snicker's 
bar," are in the attic and could be getting to 
the hallways through several entrances, 
such as the attic door, elevator or an 
opening in fourth floor's bathroom, Koehn 
said. 

The bats haven't harmed any of the 
residents, Miskovsky said. However, they 
could carry rabies or other disease, so they 
are killed if captured. 

Housing has been notified of the problem 
and has been asked to have someone spray 
to kill the bats, Koehn said. 

much excess it would cost beyond what it 
would cost anyway,'' Ellis said. 

The city has budgeted money for the 
painting of all the water towers for this year, 
Jerry Petty, city engineer, said. 

"I don't see any problems in doing 
something like that as long as it can be done 
in an economic way," Petty said. "Water 
reservoirs are common landmarks in 
communities clear across the United States, 
and they've done all kind of things to them." 

THE IDEA to use "The Little Apple" as a 
theme for Manhattan began in 1977 when 
Jim Rothschild, director of economic 
development and Bill Edison, former vice 
president of the Chamber of Commerce, 
wanted a promotional campaign for 
Manhattan. 

Edison and former mayor Terry 
Glasscock had a meeting with the mayor of 
New York City and discussed the big apple- 
little apple idea as a promotional tool. 

"We're going for a full promotional 
strategy, starting with legalizaion of this 
trademark," Elhs said. 

Once "The Little Apple" trademark is 
legalized, businesses will be able to use it for 
promotions, Ellis said. 

Ellis is working on cable television ad- 
vertising time as well as radio ad- 
vertisements in order to promote the theme. 
Radio station KMKF is developing a radio 
show and the city purchased a billboard 30 
miles west of Manhattan on Interstate 70 to 
use in the campaign. 

DELIVERY 
every day! 

cJD's ItcfenGadeite 
;.- ■•-.•• 

Mon      Sat    5 -12 

Sun   4 • 12 

ATTENTION: 
POSITION FOR 
ROYAL PURPLE 

INDEX EDITOR AVAILABLE 
Applications AVAILABLE IN Kedzie 103. 

Due on Thur., Feb. 5th 

$49.99 Sale 
Select from any one of our nundreds of 
frames and purchase a complete pair of 
glasses for only $49.99. Your choice of any 
single vision lens, plastic or glass, with any 
tint or oversize lens. Bifocals are $10 extra. 
Trifocals, cataracts and hidden bifocals 
are $20 extra. 

Thle ad l« good through February 14th. 

b & I OPTICAL STUDIO 
1210 Mora • 537-1574 

Mon. - Fri. 9:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. 
Sat. 9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. 

1 k-state union " 
upc feature films 
25 years of service 1956-1981 THE GOLDEN 

TURKEY AWARDS PLU/: 
•The Most Unerotlc Concept in Pornography 
•The Worst Performance by an Animal 
'The Biggest Ripoff in Hollywood History 
•The Worst Performance by an Actor as Jesus Christ 
•The Most Ridiculous Monster in Screen History 

Michael Medved, author of "What Really Hap- 
pened to the Class of '65?," presents "The Golden 
Turkey Awards"—the First "Reverse" awards 
ceremony to honor the All-Time Bad Films and 
Performances in Hollywood history. 

BAD f ILMS rCCTI VAL 
Feature Films Presents Seven Really BAD Movies: 

ATTACK OFTHE50FT. WOMAN       TERROR OF TINYTOWN 
REEFER MADNESS I CHANGED MY SEX 
THEY SAVED HITLER'S BRAIN BEACH BLANKET BINGO 

PLAN 9 FROM OUTER SPACE 

FORUM HALL 
FRI. FEB. 6 

2:00 
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'Cats sizzle in second half, whip Iowa State 
By ALLEN LEIKER 

Sports Editor 
Things sure can change in the course of a 

week. 
Just last Sunday, K-State was on the verge 

of being buried in the Big 8 conference race. 
But now, a week later, the Wildcats are 
doing just fine. 

Getting double-figure scoring from all five 
starters, K-State put together its second 
straight impressive basketball game, this 
one good enough for a 75-62 win over Iowa 
State Saturday night in Hilton Coliseum. 

The win, coming after Wednesday night's 
54-43 defeat of Kansas, puts the Wildcats at 
3-3 in conference action, two games behind 
leader Oklahoma State (5-1). K-State is 13-5 
overall. 

K-STATE WON THIS one because of a 
nifty shooting display in the second half. The 
Wildcats hit 18 of 25 shots for 72 percent in 
the final 20 minutes. 

"We played awfully well in the second 
half,'' K-State coach Jack Hartman said. 

"We were getting good shots. We have been 
up and down in that respect in recent games, 
but we had good patience and poise 
tonight." 

Rolando Blackman, held to a single point 
against KU, came back Saturday to top K- 
State in scoring. The 64 Ail-American 
candidate scored 18 points on eight of 11 

Marx and Steve Reid—contributed only four 
points, two rebounds and two assists in 26 
minutes of action. 

NEALY, THE LEAGUE'S leading 
rebounder, also snared eight stray shots to 
aid Blackman and help K-State to a 28-21 
advantage over Iowa State, which was 
playing without its two injured centers. 

Sports 
shooting. He also pulled down a game-high 
10 rebounds and dished off four assists. 

But he had plenty of help. Randy Reed 
scored 15 points (six of eight marksman- 
ship), Tyrone Adams, playing the entire 
way, had 14, Ed Nealy 13 and Tim Jankovich 
11. 

Perhaps the only negative point was K- 
State again failed to get any support from its 
bench. The reserves—Fred Barton, John 

Jankovich, the star of the KU game 
Wednesday, also played a big role in 
Saturday's win. The 6-0 guard took control 
during a stretch in the second half when In- 
state finally passed the stubborn Cyclones 
for good. 

With the game tied and 12 minutes left, 
Jankovich hit a free throw, after a steal, to 
put K-State ahead 43-42. Then, in the next 
minute and a half, he set a screen which 

allowed Blackman to score a layup, hit 
Nealy for another layup and drilled a 15-foot 
jump shot. 

BUT JANKOVICH wasn't the only one 
who contributed during this stretch. From 
12:30 to 7:30 of the second half, K-State hit 
eight straight shots to outscore Iowa State 
17-6 and put the game on ice. 

"We got some layups early in the second 
half," Nealy said, "and then when they had 
to key on those, we started getting open 
jump shots." 

"We really wanted this one," Jankovich 
said. "We might have wanted it too badly. 
We came out too anxious early." 

K-State hit 31 of 51 shots for the game for 
61 percent. Iowa State, which got a game- 
high 21 points from Robert Estes and 14 
from long-range specialist Jon Ness, hit 28 
of 57 for 49.1 percent. 

There's not much time for K-State to 
relish this victory. Next up is Missouri at 
Ahearn Field House Wednesday. Iowa State, 
now 1-5 in the Big 8 and 8-10 overall, travels 
to Colorado. 

Final event eludes men's track team 
Nebraska finished second and third in the 

triple jump, the meet's final event, to nip K- 
State Saturday in a men's college indoor 
triangular track meet in Bob Devaney 
Sports Center in Lincoln, Neb. 

The Cornhuskers finished with 57 points, 
while the Wildcats took second with 54. 
Southern Illinois finished last with 50 points. 

"We thought going up that we'd have a 
good meet if we stayed within 15 (points)," 
K-State track coach Mike Ross said. "To 
beat Nebraska indoors on its own track 
would have been quite an accomplishment. 
It came down to three events (the 300 run, 
the 440 run and the 600 run) in which we both 
had good people. They were all close races, 
but they won all of them. 

"Maybe a month from now we can go back 
there and turn around a few of the finishes." 

K-State and the rest of the Big 8 teams will 
get together in Lincoln, Neb., Feb. 27-28 for 

Women snap skid 
in Creighton win 

By MEGAN BARDSLEY 
Asat. Sports Editor 

The K-State women's basketball team 
snapped a three game losing streak Friday 
night by defeating the Creighton Lady Jays, 
77-53. 

K-State dominated play throughout the 
game, running its lead to as many as 32 
points over the young Creighton team. The 
Blue Jays were composed of eight players, 
six of whom were freshmen, with the other 
two sophomores. 

The last time the two teams met, 
Creighton had the advantage of having 
Cathy Tryon and Sheila Miller, but the two 
have since been kicked off the team for 
disciplinary reasons. Tryon was the leading 
scorer in the first game with 20 points. 

Leading scorer for the Lady Jays this time 
was Leann Resh with 16 points. The leading 
rebounder was Ruth Beyerhelm with nine. 

LEADING SCORER for the Wildcats was 
6-1 junior forward Kim Price with 22 points. 
Behind Price was Shelly Hughes with 20 
points. 

Hughes, the 6-1 forward from Williston, 
N.D., has been in a shooting slump lately. 
Before her slump she was averaging 12 
points per game, but in the last three games 
she has only totaled nine points. 

"Shelly played real well tonight," coach 
Lynn Hickey said. "She needs some con- 
fidence to get her scoring back up." 

Other top scorers for the Wildcats were 5-6 
guard Gayla Williams and 6-2 center Dee 
Weinreis, both with nine. Weinreis was also 
the leading rebounder with 13. 

Williams other feat of the evening was to 
break the "Most Free-Throws Made" 
record set by Marsha Poppe Koster from 
1973-1977. Williams passed Roster's record 
of 240 with 14:25 left in the second half. 

THE GAME WAS never close after 16:22 
left in the first half. The 'Cats led the rest of 
the half and built their lead   to 21 points 
They went in at halftime boasting a 16 point 

the Indoor Championships. 
In the three events Ross mentioned as the 

key, K-State got second place finishes from 
Steve Wright (31.40 in the 300), Willie Major 
(49.0 in the 440) and Mike Bradley (1:11.64 in 
the 600). 

The Wildcats took home gold medals in 
four events. Ray Bradley topped the 60-foot 
mark in the shot put for the fourth time this 
season with a 60-8 heave. 

"Consistency has been a problem for him 
in the past," Ross said. "But it doesn't look 
like it's going to be this year." 

Vince Parrette won the triple jump in 52-2 
4 and qualified for the NCAA Indoor 
Championships in the process. Mark Smith, 
a junior college tranfer from Garden City 
competing in his first meet for K-State, took 
fourth at 49-7 V4. 

High jumper Steve Cotton took first in the 
high jump with a personal indoor best of 6-10 

Distance runner Dan Schleicher took the 
final K-State first by winning the two-mile 
run. His time, 8:56.18, is a personal record. 
Schleicher also ran a personal best (4:10.9) 
in the mile run, but could only finish fourth. 

K-State scored the most points in the two- 
mile run, where Schleicher, Rick McKean 
and John Holliday took first, second and 
fourth. 

Heading the list of second place finishes 
for K-State was long jumper Rodney 
Brogden and pole vaulter Doug Lytle. 
Brogden leaped 24-7 % (the K-State indoor 
record is 24-10 Vi by Kevin Sloan) and Lytle 
went 16-8 %. Lytle, a freshman, sailed 17-0 
last week in Kansas City. 

K-State returns to action Friday at the 
Missouri Invitational in Columbia. 

Women lose big 
against Nebraska 

The K-State women's track team lost 
its dual to the Nebraska Cornhuskers this 
weekend in Lincoln. 

The meet, which was run on Saturday, 
had the Nebraska squad ahead of the 
'Cats in overall team competition, 72-41. 

The Wildcat women had four runners 
with first place showings. Deborah Phil 
won both the one mile run and the 1000 
run with times of 5:02.2 and 2:40.17 
respectively. 

Janel LeValley won the two mile run in 
a time of 11:02.1. In the 600 run, Wanda 
Trent was the winner with a time of 
1:22.20. 

The women's next meet will be Friday 
and Saturday when they again travel to 
Lincoln, Neb. to compete in the Husker 
Invitational. 

Looking for a friend...Taryn Bachis passes to a 
teammate as Creighton's Missy Kaufmann tries to 
defense. Bachis played Friday's game with a nose 

Staff photo by Crtlg Chandltr 

guard to protect her nose from an early-season in- 
jury. 

lead. 
The second half went much the same as 

the first. The Wildcats led the whole way 
and ran up the score on the young Creighton 
team. 

There was only one peculiarity about the 
game and it involved Williams, who has 
started every game this year but didn't 
against Creighton. The team's senior co- 
captain watched as freshman Becky Dob- 
bins took the court. 

Dobbins wasn't the only Wildcat who 
normally doesn't see much game time to 
play in the contest. Hickey used her bench 

frequently throughout the game, putting in 
freshmen Melanie Lees and Jill Bleier, and 
sophomore Betsy Sloan. 

ANOTHER KEY PLAYER in the Wild- 
cats victory was Jean Roise, junior guard 
from Berthhold, N.D. Roise, who normally 
doesn't see much action, spent 24 minutes on 
the court, replacing Taryn Bachis who had 
broken her nose in practice on Sunday. 

Bachis, playing with a mask on, played 
only eight minutes and scored two points. In 
K-State's last run-in with Creighton, Bachis 
was the leading scorer for the Wildcats with 

24 points. 
The Wildcats' victory raised their Region 

VI conference record to 4-1 and their overall 
mark to 17-6. Their next competition will be 
against the Wichita State Shockers at 7:30 
p.m. Tuesday in Ahearn. 

The Wildcats learned over the weekend 
that Tammie Romstad, who has missed the 
last 12 games due to a knee injury, has been 
nominated for the Wade Trophy which goes 
to the top female basketball player in the 
nation. 

Before her injury, Romstad was the 'Cats 
leading scorer with an 18.0 average. 
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Rookie kicker boots 
NFC to fourth straight 

HONOLULU (AP) — Detroit Lions rookie 
Eddie Murray kicked four field goals and 
quarterback Steve Bartkowski threw a 55- 
yard scoring pass to lead the National 
Football Conference to a 21-7 Pro Bowl 
victory Sunday over the American Con- 
ference. 

The NFC, winning its fourth consecutive 
Pro Bowl and sixth of the last seven 
National Football League all-star games, 
turned in a fine defensive effort against the 
AFC's explosive offense. Led by Tampa Bay 
linebacker Lee Roy Selmon and Dallas 
tackle Randy White, the NFC defense held 
the AFC in check all day. 

After the NFC had taken a 9-7 lead at 
intermission, Atlanta's Bartkowski gave his 
team some breathing room when he threw a 
pinpoint pass to teammate Alfred Jenkins, 
who raced down the sideline and hauled in 
the ball on the dead run some 45 yards from 
the line of scrimmage. 

MURRAY PADDED THE NFC ad- 
vantage with his fourth field goal, a 36- 
yarder, late in the final period. 

Both the touchdown and the final field goal 
were set up when Los Angeles linebacker 
Jack Reynolds stopped Buffalo's Joe Cribbs 
on fourth-and-l plays. 

The AFC's only score came on a 9-yard 
pass from Cleveland's Brian Sipe to Stanley 
Morgan of New England in the second 
quarter. 

That put the American Conference ahead 

7-3, but Murray, who had kicked a 31-yarder 
in the opening period, hit two more field 
goals in the final two minutes of the first 
half. 

White's recovery of Sipe's fumble led to 
Murray's second field goal, another 31- 
yarder. Washington's Joe Lavender in- 
tercepted a Sipe pass a minute later to set up 
a 34-yarder by Murray. 

THE NFC'S FINAL score late in the game 
came on a safety when the AFC was called 
for a holding penalty in the end zone. 

Murray, a 5-foot-10, 170-pounder out of 
Tulane University, was named the game's 
Most Valuable Player as he helped the NFC 
gain a 7-5 advantage over its rival con- 
ference in the series. 

He missed tying Garo Yepremian's seven- 
year-old Pro Bowl record of five field goals 
when a 37-yard attempt with just 22 seconds 
remaining hit the cross bar. Murray also 
missed a 37-yarder in the first quarter. 

The game was marred by errors as the 
AFC was penalized nine times for 74 yards 
and the NFC 10 for 60. Three fumbles were 
lost and there were four interceptions in the 
game, played before an Aloha Stadium 
record crowd of 50,360. 

The NFC defense was particularly suc- 
cessful in shutting down the AFC's rushing 
game, holding league-leading runner Earl 
Campbell of Houston to just 24 yards on 
eight carries. The AFC rushing game 
totaled just 65 yards on 22 carries. 

Reserves key second-half rally 
in East's 123-120 All-Star win 

RICHFIELD, Ohio (AP) — Reserves 
Robert Parish and Michael Ray Richardson 
led a second-half flurry that enabled the 
East to build a 16-point lead and hold off a 
West rally Sunday for a 123-120 victory in the 
31st National Basketball Association All- 
Star Game. 

The East, which went ahead to stay 61-58 
on Julius Erving's three-point play closing 
out the first half, scored six of the last eight 
points of the third quarter to increase its 
advantage to 97-88. 

Richardson, who had three points and an 
assist in the last minute of the third period, 
scored two quick baskets in the final quarter 
and Parish added a pair of assists as the 
East went ahead 107-91 with 9:54 to play. 
Parish's second assist came after he had 
blocked a shot and set up a slam dunk by 
Cleveland's Mike Mitchell that brought a 
roar from the capacity crowd of 20,239. 

The East led 113-99 with seven minutes to 
go before Kareem Abdul-Jabbar helped the 
West pull within three points on four dif- 
ferent occasions, the last at 123-120 on a 
basket by George Gervin in the final minute. 

The East failed to score on its next 
possession and the West took over with four 

seconds left. But after a timeout, Jack Sik- 
ma's try for a threepoint field goal bounced 
off the back rim and the final buzzer 
sounded before the West could get off 
another shot. 

Nate Archibald, the sparkplug playmaker 
of the Boston Celtics, was voted the game's 
most valuable player. Archibald con- 
tributed nine points and nine assists to the 
East victory. 

Erving, the mercurial forward of the 
Philadelphia 76ers who was the leading 
vote-getter in the fan balloting for All-Star 
starting berths, led the East with 18 points. 
Parish, the center who has been so much a 
part of the Boston Celtics' success this 
season, added 16 points. Eddie Johnson of 
Atlanta also had 16, Mitchell finished with 
14, and Richardson, of the New York Knicks, 
had 11. 

Paul Westphal of Seattle and Dennis 
Johnson of Phoenix led the West with 19 
points apiece. 

Archibald had two big baskets in the final 
period, including one with 2:17 to play, 
giving the East a 121-116 edge that the West 
was unable to overcome. 

PHI CHI THETA INITIATION 
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 2 

UNION 209 
Activities 6:10 p.m.    Pledges 6:20 p.m. 

* Please dress prof essionaly. 

• Pledges bring $25 national dues. 

CASAdelosVERA 
.108'2 Vattier 
Tel: 539-9809 

MONTH of FEBRUARY SPECIAL 
$2.30 with this ad 

(Reg. $3.30) 

TOSTADA PLATE 
Two crispy corn tostadas, topped with delicious beans, tasty meat, 
fresh lettuce & tomatoes. (Includes generous order of rice or beans.) 

OPEN: lla.m./2p.m.      1M W Th F 
4:30p.m./10p.m.J 
lla.m./lOp.m.. . .Sat. 
11 a.m./9p.m.. . .Sun. 

GOOD for $1.00 

1 

ATTENTION 
Alpha Kappa Psi, K-State's Professional 

Business Fraternity is having a Rush Smoker on 
February 3 at 7:00 PM in Kites backroom. Re- 
quirements for membership include: 

1) Student must be pursuing a degree program in the 
College of Business Administration 

2) Student must have a minimum G.P.A. of 2.2 
3) Student must be at least a first semester sopho- 

more 
All Students who meet these requirements are encouraged to attend. 

America the Land 
of the Free 

IN 
AGGIEVILLE 

539-8*33 

% (half) Submarine 
Buy 1 full subma- 
rine—get Vz Free! 
Choose between our 
SUPER SUB and 
BELLY BUSTER. 

-with coupon- 
Good Mon., Feb. 2, 

Tues., Feb. 3 
Only J 

ELECT MIKE GIBSON 
ARTS & SCIENCES 

SENATOR 

• Arts & Science Council 
• Black Student Union 
• Arts & Science Open House 

Committee 
• Student Senate Aid 
• Honor Student 
• Arts & Science Senator 

(appointed) 
Paid for by committee to elect Mike Gibson 

SOPHOMORES, JUNIORS AND SENIORS 
We will pay you over $900 per month for your last two years of college. 

IF 
• You hove token one year of calculus and one year of Physics. 

• You desire graduate level training in nuclear physics, chemistry, 
thermodynamics, radiological fundamentals and electrical engineering 

• Your academic performance U above average. 

Other benefits include a $3,000 bonus immediately upon entry into the program, a $3,000 bonus 

one year after graduation and a starting salary that is second to none, for details on how you 

can investigate this opportunity-contact 

BOB MILLER 
Navy Recruiting 

2420 Broadway 

Kansas City, MO 64108 or call collect 816-374-3433 
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Women take beck the night 

Rape awareness is WAR'S goal 
By LIZ DICKENSON 

Collegian Reporter 
Several women in the Manhattan area 

saw a need last fall to begin an organization 
to increase community awareness about 
rape, sexual harassment and the ex- 
ploitation of women. 

Members of that organization, called 
Women Against Rape (WAR), have 
proposed several protection and community 
awareness programs. These include court 
watching, a speak-out, a community whistle 
awareness campaign, a "Women Take Back 
the Night" march and a self-defense 
program. 

"Mostly we are a support and awareness 
group. We share ideals and resources," 
Karen Cook, member of WAR and freshman 
in history, said. "We have a good balance of 
community women, faculty and students, 
which makes the group unique." 

THE COURT-WATCHING PROJECT is 
designed to have women attend rape trials 
in Manhattan and surrounding areas. These 
court-watchers provide emotional support 
for the victims and take an interest in how 
the trial is handled. 

"More women are taking rape charges to 
trial, but statistics on convictions are low," 
Pam Peam, WAR member and freshman in 
psychology, said. 

A speak-out, for women only, is scheduled 
for March 6. 

"We want to get women to speak out, 

individually on rape or any kind of sexual 
harassment," Cook said. 

A "Community Whistle Awareness 
Campaign" is planned to begin sometime in 
February. 

"The members will be selling and en- 
couraging women to carry and use whistles 
in the event that they are attacked," said 
B.J. Dille, a member of WAR and 
sophomore in general. 

ALTHOUGH WAR is a local organization, 
members say they plan to participate in a 
nationwide march campaign. The first 
Manhattan "Women Take Back the Night" 
march is scheduled for this spring. 

"The march is used to increase com- 
munity awareness of the problem of rape 
and violence and the fact that women can't 
safely walk alone at night," Dille said. "The 
march will take a designated route through 
some problems areas in town and on 
campus. Problem areas consist of areas 
where there is a high incident of rape and 
attacks." 

The march is held on different dates in 
cities across the nation, usually during the 
summer. WAR members decided their 
march would be more effective during the 
spring because most students are not 
around during the summer, Dille said. 

THE SELF-DEFENSE program will 
combine different forms of defense, 
designed specifically for women, Cook said. 

Scientist halts search 
for the 'gasless bean' 

By M ARCIA V ANDERLIP 
Staff Writer 

If you aren't eating beans today because 
you don't want to toot in class you are not 
alone. 

Taking the music out of the musical fruit 
has been the concern of both Canadian and 
U.S. scientists in recent years because the 
public isn't eating its beans. 

Aside from the social repugnance, beans 
cause severe gas cramps for some. 

According to Carl Clayberg, professor of 
horticulture, researchers including himself 
have cultivated an interest in a "gasless 
bean". In 1975 Clayberg, using himself as a 
subject tested for the flatulence in beans. 

He dropped his research when he decided 
a chemical analysis rather than a human 
subject was needed for the experiment. 
Clayberg did not have the laboratory 
facilities or the chemistry background to 
continue his study, he said. Besides, eating 
lots of beans was beginning to interfere with 
his home life. 

"It was fine when I was single, but now 
I'm married," Clayberg said. 

HUMAN GUINEA PIGS presented some 
other problems. Researchers at the Federal 
Experimental Laboratory in Albany, Calif, 
found that sugar was the main ingredient 
collected from human subjects regularly 
eating beans. They also discovered that 
sugar from the beans is not digested in the 
stomach and bacteria breaks the sugar 
down. 

The problem was further complicated 
when Albany researchers fed only the bean 
sugars to subjects and came up with no gas. 

This is the primary reason why the Albany 
group proposed to halt the dry bean study 
three weeks ago at a U.S. Department of 
Agriculture sponsered conference on the 
genetic improvement of beans. 

Clayberg and other researchers around 
the country encouraged the federal 
researchers to continue their gasless bean 
inquiries. 

"We gave them our endorsement and told 
them it would be a mistake to quit," 
Clayberg said. 

ALTHOUGH 20,000 ACRES of beans 
compile one of the largest Kansas hor- 
ticulture crops, breeders, like Clayberg are 
interested in increasing bean yields because 
of their high nutritional value, Clayberg 
said. 

Some Americans are taking advantage of 
the high nutritional value of dry legumes. 
According to Clayberg, the Papagos Indians 
of Arizona are known as "the bean people" 
because each person eats three-quarters of 
a pound of beans a day. That is 240pounds of 
beans per person annually. 

But according to Clayberg most 
Americans have a mental block against 
eating beans. He added that bean con- 
sumption will not increase until the mystery 
of what makes beans musical is solved. 

The Eyes Hove It! 

NORMAN, the Xerox   <tfQQ 

and the staff at 1*0955 Copy Shop 
can do it all: 

type 
proofread 
edit 
copy- 
collate 

4 
fold 
bind 
provide faculty file materials 
offer great variety of papers 
copy large documents 

Copy Shop, 612 N.   12th (parkbyKltes) 
Open 9:15 a.m.-6:30 p.m. 537-9606 

The lessons will be taught by Bat-Ami Bar- 
On, temporary assistant professor of 
philosophy. They hope to be able to continue 
the program beyond one semester, Dille 
said. 

"We believe that all women are affected 
by the existence of rape and other forms of 
violence against women such as sexual 
harassment and pornography," Dille said. 
"Also, that our lives are regulated by the 
fear of rape and controlled by the violence 
directed at women. 

"We support women's efforts to combat 
rape and violence against women, including 
the efforts of the Regional Crisis Center for 
Victims of Family Abuse and Rape. We 
believe that we, as women, ought to control 
our own bodies, and we are organizing to 
mobilize women to create projects and 
programs to do so," Dille said. 

JST BANKERS THRIFT ANDlS 
LOAN ASSOCIATION 

Subsidiary: Missouri Valley 
Investment Co. 

You Can Earn 

7%% THRIFT RATE 
compounded dally yield* 

7.79% ANNUAL YIELD 
$500 Minimum Deposit 

No Maturity Period 

SPECIAL SALE 
25-50% OFF 

on all ski jackets 
including down-filled 

jackets 
Westloop Shopping Center 

776-3632 

a, 
776-1454 

1406POYNTZ A 
FAITH INQUIRY 

(For those interested in joining the Catholic Church) 
11 Session Journey of Faith on Tues. nights at 7:00 p.m. 
beginning February 3. 
Same course offered Thursday's, 2:30 p.m. for those with 
schedule conflicts on Tue. evening. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 539-7496 
CATHOLIC STUDENT CENTER 

ST. ISIDORE'S CHURCH 
711DENISON 

SOPHOMORES 
(And others with 2-Years of College Remaining) 

DO YOU WANT TO FLY? 

K-State has received a few Pilot and Navigator alloca- 
tions—one of these could be yours. 

Application Deadline: 
Pilots—13 February 1981 
Navigators—20 February 1981 

If qualified and selected, you would: 
—Enter the 2-Year AFROTC program in the Fall of 

1981. 
—Receive $2,000 during your last two years of 

college. 
—Receive 25 free flying hours in Senior year—Pilots 

only (unless already holding a private pilot's licen- 
se). 

—Become an officer in the U.S. Air Force upon grad- 
uation. 

—Attend Air Force Pilot or Navigator training. 

For more information, contact Colonel Barber at the 
Military Science Building, Room 108 or call 532-6600. 
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Dope running curtailed in Florida 

Drug traffic rising in Louisiana 
NEW ORLEANS (AP) - From pirates to 

prohibition to pot, "Louisiana always has 
been a smuggler's paradise," says one 
frustrated federal agent. "They ran whisky 
during prohibition, now they run dope." 

Indeed, smugglers run so much dope these 
days that the intricate maze of inlets and 
bayous along the coast where the pirate 
Jean Lafitte once reigned is developing into 
the nation's busiest drug route. 

Florida, of course, is probably still the 
drug smuggler's chosen land. Cynics there 
rank dope running as the state's primary 
industry, surpassing tourism. But traf- 
ficking along the Florida coast dropped off 
when Coast Guard patrols increased for last 
year's Freedom Flotilla of Cuban refugees, 
and narcotics agents assume that helped 
boost the action along the Louisiana coast. 

IN LOUISIANA, not only are there more 
places to hide, but smugglers also blend 
expertly into the bustle of coastal com- 
merce. 

Ton upon ton of marijuana, plus a little 
cocaine and hashish, may come packed in a 
barge which looks just like any one of a 
thousand legal barges. 

Or it comes in a shrimp boat just like any 
of the hundreds of shrimpers that ply the 
coast. It comes in innocent-looking sail 
boats, crew boats and tugs. 

Dope also arrives in small private planes 
or old airliners, although these tend to haul 
not bulky marijuana but high-price, small- 
pack stuff like Quaaludes, a popular 
depressant that can bring $5 a pill on the 
street. 

Narcotics agents know they can stop only 
' a small part of the flood. Even so, the 10 or 

15 percent they do get amounts to so many 
tons of pot it eats up time and money just to 
get rid of it. 

THE DRUG ENFORCEMET AD- 
MINISTRATION    (DEA)   has   burned 

marijuana in sugar mill boilers in Cajun 
country and in a paper mill furnace at 
Bogalusa. But the cheapest disposal method 
is still a bonfire in an open field. 

"It can tie up 20 men two or three days to 
burn 100,000 pounds of marijuana," said 
DEA spokeman Michael Downs. "We stoke 
the fire with diesel fuel, old tires, boards, 
anything that helps it burn." 

To their disgust, DEA agents have learned 
that even a bonfire may not end it. People 
sift the ashes. A few who retrieved unburned 
sprigs of Colombian gold wound up arrested 
on a charge of possession. 

The U.S. Customs Service figures for drug 
seizures by all agencies since Oct. 1, the 
start of fiscal 1981, show 350 tons of 
marijuana "interdicted" along this 
coast—an increase of more than 20-fold 
compared to the same period in fiscal 1980. 

COCAINE SEIZURES more than doubled 
during the same period. The hashish con- 
fiscated was up nearly 60 times. 

Peter Dispenzirie, head of Customs 
Region 5, said the New Orleans and Miami 
regions accounted for 73 percent of all 
narcotics seized nationwide in fiscal 1980, 
which ended on Oct. 1. 

In a drug bust, agents confiscate any 
vehicle, airplane or boat involved in the 
operation. Customs used to leave seized 
boats at some convenient marina. Since 
October, however, agents have been using a 
special boat storage facility on the Pearl 
River at Pearlington, Miss. 

"Last time I was over there, they had 18 or 
20 boats tied up," said John Elliff, deputy 
regional patrol chief for Customs. "We have 
to maintain them in the same condition as 
we found them until after the trial. If the 
people are acquitted they get their boat 
back. If we get a conviction, the boat 
belongs to the government. If Customs can't 
use it, it is sold at auction." 

THE RUSH OF BUSINESS has forced 

Optimistic view of theater 
seen by colorful director 

Theater isn't getting older, it's getting 
better. 

Alan Schneider, professional play director 
and head of the graduate directing program 
at the University of Califorina, San Diego, 
put forth this view of theater during a lec- 
ture Saturday afternoon in the Union 
Ballroom. 

Schneider's lecture, entitled "The 
Theater-Does it Exist?" was presented as a 
part of the weekend's American College 
Theatre Festival. In his program, he 
speculated on the future of American 
theater, both realistically and in a tongue-in- 
cheek manner. 

In an "optimistic vision of the future," 
Schneider said he sees a shift away from 
showing only the surface of life in produc- 
tions. Instead, the theater will be more like a 
mirror of life. 

He also told how actors will have to 
change to fit "future theater." 

"The actors in our future theater will have 
to be not only truthful (in character), but 
interesting—not only vocally but physically. 
Acting is transforming oneself, truthfully, 
into someone else," he said. 

The future of theater will have more 
dependence on nature, language, human 
experience, music and dance. He also said 

that theater of the future will depend on the 
audience understanding the event exists 
only because there is an audience. 

One of Schneider's humorous visions of 
the future was to shorten the Broadway 
season from 44 plays a year to only one per 
season. 

He said he also sees heightened realism in 
casting. "Only those convicted of at least a 
type B felony will be considered for Iago or 
Richard III," Schneider said. 

He said audiences of the future will not be 
allowed in the theater because they disturb 
the actors. In other theaters, actors won't be 
present on stage because they would disturb 
the audience. 

Pilots announcing theater attractions as 
planes land and Broadway ushers being as 
helpful as ushers in repertoire theaters are 
others changes Schneider said he forsees. 

GIVE TO YOUR 
American Cancer Society 
fi'whi tjnett 

tilth j ihe>kuf> 
ttnJ d (he<k.  

& Open Skating:u 

Sun.-Tues., Thurs. 7:30-9:30 p.m 
Fri.-Sat. 7:30-11:00p.m. 
afternoons—Sat. 1-4:30 

Sun. 2-4:30 

We encourage students to 
skate Thurs. or Sun. nights 

Adm.—$2.50 weeknights 
and afternoons 

$3.00 Sun. nights 
(adults only) 

$3.50 Fri.-Sat. nights 

400 Tuttle Creek Blvd. 
behind the Country Kitchen 

ph. 776-6175  

HAPPY BELATED 
21st NIKKI 
(CONNIE) 

Love Judy (Sarah) & 
Tina (Tami) 

Customs to increase its patrol force by 16 
percent in Region 5—which encompasses 
Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Arkansas, 
Tennessee and the Florida panhandle. 

Dispenzirie won't say what 16 percent 
amounts to. 

The swashbuckler Lafitte, in addition to 
being a romantic, dashing legend, was no 
piker in piling up money. Nevertheless, he 
would likely have found staggering the 
amount of cash involved in running dope. 

Marijuana, which school kids seem to be 
able to buy at about $1 a joint, represents $1 
million a ton in street prices. 

Downs said even an obviously square non- 
smoker would not find it difficult to locate 
dope in most big cities. 
- "You could get marijuana here within 30 
minutes," he said. "Just go down and run 
the French Quarter, hit on some street 
people. Finding coke would be a bit more 
difficult but you could do it. You could And 
heroin but you might get ripped off. It might 
turn out to be powered sugar." 

Get the Best 
Available Price on 

Stereo Components. 
CALL LARRY 776-0537 

BIBLE STUDY SPECIAL 

The Book of Revelation 

What is it realty teKng us? 

8:30-Feb. 3-Fr. Dan 

St. Isidore's 

711 Denison 

Phone-539-7496 

WMWMWW H 
F6B.14&15 

PRIC€ $18 
SP6ND A W€€K€ND IN CENTRAL MISSOURI 

6XPLORING 3 PRIMITIV6 CAV6S. 
€V€RVON€ UJ61COAA6. 

♦ Information Meeting: 
Tues. Feb. 3 *Sign-up Begins: 

7:oopm Rm 205 Wed. Feb. 4 
K-State   Union     ^~3¥5s;   Union 3rd Floor 

JA   l<>°8 
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Collegian classifieds 
CLASSIFIED RATES 

On* day: 20 words or lots, $1.50, 5 cants 
por word ovor 20; Two days: 20 words or lass, 
$2.00, 8 cants por word ovor 20; Three days: 
20 words or loss, $2.25, 10 cents per word 
ovar 20; Four days: 20 words or lass, $2.75, 
13 cants par word ovar 20; Five days: 
20 words or loss, $3.00, 15 cents par word 
ovar 20. 

Classifieds are payable in advance unless client has an 
established account with Student Publications. 

Deadline Is 10 a.m. day before publication. 10 a.m. Friday 
for Monday paper 

DlsptayClassified Rates 
One day: $3.00 per Inch; Three days: $2.85 per Inch; Five 

days: $2.75 per Inch; Ten days: $2.80 per Inch. (Deadline Is 
5 p.m. 2 days before publication.) 

Classified advertising Is available only to those who do not 
discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, national 
origin, sex or ancestry. 

FOR SALE 
ADULT QAG gifts and novelties—birthday, anniversary, get 

well, or |ust for fun. Treasure Chest, Agglevllle. (Iff) 

FIREWOOD FOR Sale: seasoned mixed woods $55fcord, $30 
large pickup load. Split, delivered and stacked. 14564212. 
(81-100) 

BUICK WILDCAT, 1968, power steering, power brakes, new 
tires, new battery, excellent condition, $500. 778-9279 or 
532-6180 (Christine). (8695) 

TWO MOTORCYCLES for sale: OT-250 Yamaha and RM-370 
Suzuki. Must sell Call 7765852 after 5:00 p.m. (87-91) 

MUST SELL—1974 Laguna. power, air, AM/FM 8-track. ex- 
cellent condition, $1200 or beat offer. Call 5394987. Keep 
trying. (88-92) 

1968 MUSTANG, good condition, 82,000 miles Make an of- 
fer. Call Janet, 532-5154. (88-92) 

BIRD DOG, four years old, male pointer, loveable, great pet 
$30 or best offer. Call 537-7078. (89-92) 

PUPPY, FREE black Lab and Irish Setter cross, now four 
weeks old. Call 494-2812, St George. (89-91) 

YAMAHA N S 225 2-way speaker system. Excellent condition. 
One year old, $220. Call 537-7961 (89-93) 

-SPECIAL STOREWIDE SALE— 
All Down, Fiber, Polyester-Filled 

Jacket's 25-50% OFF! 
Now through Feb. 7th 
Breakaway West 

Westloop 
 776-3632  

HANG GLIDER—beginner-Intermediate model, excellent 
condition, with harness, $400. Here's your chance to try 
this exciting sport! Call 7768149. (89-93) 

1980 OR-400 Suzuki 4-stroke Excellent condition. Call 776- 
6770after 4:00 p.m. (90-94) 

SIX-STRING acoustic guitar. Call 539-7194. (90-92) 

1975 MUSTANG II Hatchback, Air Conditioning, Power 
Steering, Power Brakee, Auto, 37,280 miles Very clean! 
$1,975.00 firm. Call 765-3661 (90-94) 

AUSTRALIAN SHEPHERD pups; top quality. Call 776-1955 or 
776-1978. (90-94) 

BLUEGRASS INSTRUMENTS: Alvarez Guitar, $300; A Frame 
Ibaneze Mandolin. $150, Banio with Scruggs Pegs, $200 
Good condition with cases. 532-4813, ask lor Ken. (90-91) 

1975 HORNET, automatic, factory air, good radio, power 
steering, excellent condition. Call 539-2135. (91-93) 

 FOR RENT  
COSTUMES, MASKS, periodical clothing, accessories, all 

types make-up Grass skirts, leis, bunny and mouse ears 
and more. Treasure Chest, Aggieville. (1 If) 

TYPEWRITER RENTALS, electrics and manuals, day, week 
or month. Buzzells, 511 Leavenworth, across from post 
office. Call 7 764469. (110 

RENTAL TYPEWRITERS: Excellent selection, Including IBM 
Seiectrlcs Service moat makes of typewriters. Hull Busi- 
ness Machines, (Agglevllle), 715 N. 12th, 539-7931 (8610 

FURNISHED, CARPETED rooms at 400 N. 11th, $66 up, 
kitchen and laundry, free parking, bills paid. Call 537-4233. 
(78-107) 

FARM HOUSE, 10 miles from Manhattan. Recently remod- 
eled, kids, yes, Indoor pets, no. Deposit, references. Con- 
sider families only. Call 1 -456-9605. (88-92) 

EXCELLENT HOUSING opportunity for the right person. 
Close to campus Parking. Call 537-7213anytlme. (8642) 

WILDCAT INN 
Sublet $170.00 mo. 
Furnished—Available 

Feb. 1—Air Conditioned 
Disposal 

Across From 
MarlattHall 
1854 Claflin 

539-2747 

ONE BEDROOM furnished apartment. 814Thurston. Gaaand 
water Included, $150/month. Call 539-5136. (91-95) 

TWO BEDROOM, carpeted, alr-condltloned home, double 
garage $265 or for sale. $24,500. Available now. Other 
spacious 2-4 bedroom apartments, houses available June, 
August. 5394202 (91-95) 

FURNISHED APARTMENT <A block from campus, two or 
three share. $135.00 a month, utilities paid, 1221 Ratone. 
Call 5374524 (8941) 

ROOMMATE WANTED 
FEMALES TO share furnished house at 1005 Vattler, private 

bedrooms, laundry, $50 up. Call 5384401. (78-107) 

FEMALES TO share furnished house at 1122 Vattier, private 
bedroom, $85.00. Call 5394401. (81-100) 

ROOMMATE NEEDED to share nice two-bedroom semi- 
furnished apartment. Call 537-4320 afternoons. (88-91) 

MALE OR female, non-smoker. Ideal for grad-student upper 
cktssman. Quiet, very clean, $100.00 a month, all bills paid. 
Call at 6:00 p.m. Don, 776-7527. (90-91) 

ROOMMATE WANTED: Male or female, two-bedroom 
basement apartment, furnished, carpet, laundry, two-car 
garage, nice! $95 per month, bills paid. 537-4576. (90-94) 

HELP WANTED 
THE RILEY County Noxious Weed Department Is accepting 

applications for the position of skilled laborer. This Is e full 
time, 6 month position Involving sprsyer operation on 
public and private lands, maintenance of spray equipment, 
aspects of weed control, park maintenance, election booth 
set-up, and snow removal Applicants must have a valid 
driver's license and possess good driving skills. Persons 
with agricultural or pesticide application experience 
preferred. Application can be made at 2711 Anderson. 
Manhattan, Kansas, until February 6.1961. RHey County Is 
an affirmative action/equal opportunity employer. (87-95) 

AGGIE STATION Is accepting applications lor cocktail 
waitresses/waiters (muat be 21). Apply In person, 1115 
Moro, evenings. (88-95) 

ENOCHS TAVERN needs a nighttime bartender/menager 
Call 539-9095 or 1485-2201 for appointment. (89-93) 

NURSES, IMMEDIATE position available. Please apply In per- 
son, 2423 Kimble Avenue, College Hill Nursing Center. (89- 
98) 

NEED HANDYMAN to help clean out gutters at our home. 
Cell 539-1514 afterSOOp m (89-93) 

TEMPORARY POSITION available as a Visual Arts Instructor 
for the after-school elementary art program. Applications 
will be taken at the Recreation Office, 120 N. 4th, thru 
February 13. (9044) 

WEEKEND OISHWASHER. Apply Room 525, Ramada Inn. 
(91-93) 

SERVICES 
RESUME WRITING, layout, editing, typing or appraisal. 

Resume Service, 411 N. 3rd, 537-7294.(110 

GAYPHONE 
Back for another truly successful semester 
servicing the gay community with peer 
trained counseling and support services as 
well as complete calendar information. We 
are anonymous, confidential, and we care. 
Please call us at 539-8692 between 6 p.m. and 
12 midnight, Sun.-Thurs. 

WOMEN'S HEALTH Care Service. Confidential health care 
for women with unexpected pregnancies. Abortion ser- 
vices to 20 weeks as an outpatient. Information and free 
pregnancy testing.(316)684-5108 Wichita, (ill) 

RESUMES $20; 1-2 pp.. 5 copies and envelopes. Tidweii & 
Associates, 219 S. Seth Childa, 7764213,537-4504. (8311) 

PREGNANT? BIRTHRIGHT can help. Free pregnancy test. 
Confidential. Call 5374180 103 South 4th Street, Suite 16. 
(17tf) 

HORSES BOAROED, colts started and lessons given. Indoor 
and outdoor arenas, Powder Puff Downs. St. George, Ks. 
Call 1-494-2660. (82-101) 

Peanuts By CHARLES SCHULZ 

REMEMBER WHAT I 
LUA5TELLIN6 YOU ABOUT 
"GROUNPHUSPAr? 

J&L Bug Sen/Ice. VW repair at reasonable prices. One day 
service on most repairs. Only seven minutes from Manhat- 
tan. Call 1-494-2368, St. George. (85-105) 

TUTORING HELP In math, physics, and chem. courses 
(College Algebra, Trigonometry, Calc I, II, and III; General 
Physics, Physics I; General Chem Chemistry I & ll). More 
than 2.5 years experience. For more Information, hours 
and rates, call Abbas at 539-3604. (88-91) 

GAYPHONE 5394693. Gay awareness, support services, 
peer counseling, and calendar of events. Confidential and 
anonymous. Please call between 6:00p.m. and 1200mid- 
night, Sunday through Thursday. (88-148) 

FOR TUTORING In Maths (Algebra, Trigonometry, Calculus); 
Circuit Theory I, Intro Computer Engg.; Design of Digital 
System l. contact Neeral: «43 Seaton Hall or #525 Moore 
Hall. (89-93) 

 NOTICES  
PILOT NEEDS three passengers to share costs to KSU 

basketball games ISU $43.00, MU $39.00 each. Hugh Irvln, 
539-3128,5324311.(8443) 

GRADUATE STUDENTS: Elections for Graduate Student 
Council (16 positions) and Student Senate (4 positions) will 
be held February 11th. If you are interested In serving and 
have missed the January 28 deadline for senate, or the 
February 4th deadline for GSC, write-In candidates will be 
permitted. (91-95) 

DON'T FORGET the concert! Saturday, February 28, 7:00 
p.m. All Faiths Chapel. The Maranatha Band from Kansas 
City. Admission free. (9145) 

ATTENTION 
OVERSEAS JOBS—Summer/year round. Europe, South 

America, Australia, Asia. All fields. $50041200 monthly. 
Sightseeing. Free information. Write International Job 
Center, Box 52-KS2. Corona Del Mar. Ca 92625 (88-135) 

TO STUDENT nursing home sides/orderlies. Will you share 
your work experiences with us, as a public service to nur 
sing home residents? Our consumer organization, Kan- 
sans for Improvement ol Nursing Homes (KINH), needs 
your help and Input on nursing home conditions agd your 
opinion on the cant and treatment of the residents. All 
names and correspondence will be kept confidential. 
Please call us: (913) 6423088 or 843-7107, o/ write us: 
KINH, 927Vi Mass. St. 14. Lawrence, KS66044. (88-110) 

INITIATION GIFTS—We have crested blankets, candy 
dishes, glasses, crested shirts, and Ballour |ewelry. Cam- 
pus Comer, 716N. Manhattan, Agglevllle, 776-5461. (89-94) 

NEED MONEY lor trlpa, uniforms or occasions? Earn money 
with The Trading Post. Call Jan at 1413-2724110 for 
details. (9044) 

ANNOUNCEMENT 
TELL YOUR sweetie that 'ya love 'em!' Just send 10 words 

and 75c by February 6th and Poor Richard will put your 
message in our Sweetheart Column for Valentine's Day. 
Bring In or mail to: Poor Richards Trader, 227 Poyntz Ave., 
Manhattan, Ks. 66502. (89-91) 

DEAR MOM Roeth, Happy Birthday! Thank you for caring so 
much! We love you, your Theta Girls. (91) 

LITTLE SISTERS of the Star and Lamp wish to congratulate 
their newly Initiated Brothers—Glen Bentman, John 
Hopkins, Doug Lee, Ross McEllhlney, Doug Prochazka. 
Don Pyle, Randy Schober, Kerry Skelton, Carey Sudduth, 
Craig Williams. (91) 

WANTED 
COLLECTIBLES, COINS, back Issue magazines, comics, LP 

albums. Check with us before you throw It away. Treasure 
Chest, Agglevllle. (HI) 

WANTEO: K4TATE basketball tickets for Saturdays, 
February 7,14 and/or 21. Call 539-5179 after 5:00 p.m., ask 
lor Nancy. (88-92) 

WANTED: BASS guitar player for rock band (or electric baas). 
Like a wide variety of music. Daryl Bussen, 539-7028. (90 
•D 

WANTED TO rent, garage or parking space for one car near 
to N E campus. Call Rob, 5324459. (9044) 

TWO B-BALL tickets for February 7 and/or 14. Will pay for 
them. Call 5394511. ask for Carrie in Rm. 425. (9145) 

WANTED TO buy: Two tickets for Colorado game. Phone 539- 
8458, ask for Terrl. (9142) 

WANTED TO buy: Two tickets to Nebraska game. Phone: 
537-7196. Ask for Christie. (9142) 

FAIRLY GOOD typewriter (alec.). Phone 7764482 alter 600 
p.m. (9192) 

CrossworcT 
ACROSS 

1 Shade tree 
4 Cooking herb 
9 Neon 

12 Meadow 
13 Babylonian 

hero 
14 Before 
15 The black olive 
17 Narrow inlet 
18 Instrument 

for Arthur 
Godfrey 

19 Lawn-tennis 
player 

21 Son of 
Poseidon 

24 Assam 
silkworm 

25 Capek opus 
29 Scotch 

negative 
28 Intelligence 
31 Wading bird 
33 Jujube 
35 Location 
39 "Beau -" 
38 Brother or 

sister 
49 Kind of lace 
41 Hawaiian 

herb 

43 Woodland 
deities 

45 Canine tooth 
47 WWII area 
48 Picnic pest 
49 Cooking 

utensil 
54 Indian 
55 The choice 

part 
59 Gold, in 

Barcelona 
57 Moo 
58 Facing 

glacier 
direction 

59 Oscillate 
DOWN 

1 Sprite 
2 Irish sea 

god 
3 West or 

Murray 
4 Signal by 

gesture 
5 Ancient 

Greek city 
9 —Paulo 
7 Senseless 
8 Los Angeles 

basketball 
pros 

Avg. solution time: 27 min. 
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2-2 
Answer to Saturday's puzzle. 

By EUGENE SHEFFER 

9 A creeping 
South Afri- 
can plant 

19 Opera feature 
11 Author 

O'Casey 
19 Eccentric 

person 
20 Bonds 
21 Spruce 
22 Country lout 
23 Nourishing 

dish 
27 Overhead 

railways 
29 Nova, for one 
30 Morays 
32 Street sign 
34 Crosses 
37 Ignores 
39 Laves 
42 Mature 
44 Also 
45 The great 

omentum 
46 Preposition 
59 Pedro's uncle 
51 Solemn 

promise Saturday's   Cryptoquip  -   COOK   FIDGETS:   DISLIKES 
52 Women's FAMILIAR AROMA OF STALE CABBAGE. 

Ub goal Today's Cryptoquip clue: I equals A 
53 Wooden pin 

I       A T D L Z 

CRYPTOQUIP 

A I  C       DLL 

2-2 

A T D L Z C 

LOST 
ORANGE FOLDER in Cardwell or Calvin—contains 

miscellaneous papers and class syllabuses. Very im- 
portant Call 776-7382 (89-91) 

LOST-GRAY billfold Wednesday night In Agglevllle. II 
lound please call Lisa B. or Sarah at 539-2381 (91-93) 

MAN'S WALLET at Mother's Worry, Tuesday, January 20 
Greatly appreciate return. Reward. Call Dan, 5394882 
anytime. (9145) 

FOUND 
LITTLE BLACK German Shepherd pup near 9th and Kearney. 

Identify and claim. Call 5374307. (9143) 

CHOCOLATE LAB puppy on campus Please call 5394553 or 
7764516. (9143) 

MEN'S WRIST watch lound in Akert parking lot January 29th. 
Call 7764464 alter 3:00 p.m. (91-93) 

PERSONAL 
PAUL M— Congratulations on becoming a Beta Slg active! 

Your old man's proud of you. I'm also glad to see that your 
fish survived the ordeal. In brotherhood, David. (91) 

MY DEAREST MJ—As I slip gracefully into senility, I can 
only hope that you won't forget me In your youth. Love 
you, Kym. (91) 

DON, DON, Mark, Mark, Jed, Steve, and Terry. Guys, thanks 
for the shirts. Yes, we promise we'll wear them. Dana and 
Susan. (91) 

TO ALL those D.D.D.'s who drank and sank last weekend In 
Nebraska. When's the next roed trip? Delta Love, member 
of the pact. (91) 

KELLY H., Julia S , Nancy S , Marion O., Jana B , Terry M 
We've been thinking about you and you are all very special 
to us. Hope you heve a good day. Love, Sophomore D.O.D. 
(91) 

LEWEENY—HAPPY 22nd BOay. I hope you liked your 
present (I finally washed your sheets). Let's all go 
celebrate. Your crazy, always drunk roomy. (91) 

TKB & KJL—Congratulations on your Clovia Activation. This 
weekend will long be remembered, since you've now 
become Clovia Active Members. See, It wasn't as bad as 
you thought it'd be! I'm proud ol the two of you. Ya done 
great! Love ya both much. Your Associated Friend. (91) 
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monday 
madness 

Only 
$5.35 
Only S5.35 for a small 12" 
2-item pizza and 
2 cups of Pepsi (tax included). 
Good Mondays only. 
Fast, Free Delivery 
517 N. 12th St. 
Phone: 539-0561 
Expires: 6/15/81 

T Fast, Free 
■ Delivery 

Call us. 

539-0561 
517 N. 12th St 

11574/6311 

Hours: 
4:30 • 1:00 Sun. - Thura 
4:30-2:00 Fri & Sat 

Receive two free cups of 
Pepsi with any size pizza 
No coupon necessary- 
Just ask! 

All Pizzas Include Our 
Special Blend of Sauce 
and Cheese 

Our Superb 
Cheese Pizza 
12" cheese $4.35 
16" cheese $6.25 

Additional Items 
Pepperoni 
Mushrooms 
Ham 
Onions 
Anchovies 
Green Peppers 
Black Olives 
Sausage 
Ground Beef 
Jalapenos 
Double Cheese 
Extra Thick Crust 
12" small$.85 
16" large $1.25 

Our drivers carry less 
than $10.00. 
Limited delivery area 
'Domino's P\zia Inc. 1980 
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Carrying out threats implausible, Blechman says 
ByDEBRAGRABER 

Staff Writer 
A senior associate for the Car- 

negie Endowment for Inter- 
national Peace warned K-State 
students Monday in vivid prose 
that "the temptation...to turn 
again to nuclear threats" as a part 
of U.S. foreign policy could have 
horrible consequences. 

After describing the devastating 
effects of nuclear war, Barry 
Blechman told a group of about 450 
in McCain Auditorium "the most 
important technological fact is that 
there's no effective defense against 
missiles armed with nuclear 
warheads. 

"No matter how many we add to 
our arsenal, we can't directly 
dismiss our own vulnerability." 

BLECHMAN.   THE   FORMER 
assistant director of the U.S. Arms 
Control and Disarmament Agency, 
was the speaker at the first spring 
All-University Convocation. 

He said some government of- 
ficials argue that the threat of 
nuclear retaliation should be given 

a central place in foreign policy, a 
position it held in the 1950s. But, he 
said, such a policy "implements 
greater risk of nuclear war, the 
dangers of proliferation become 
greater...and when the bluff is 
called and the card is tarnished, it 
loses credibility." 

If nuclear retaliation is brought 
to the forefront of U.S. foreign 
policy, many more countries will 
want nuclear weapons, Blechman 
said. 

He said he believes that 
generally, nuclear threats aren't 
credible because risks associated 
with nuclear war are so great that 
no country will believe the United 
States is willing to risk a nuclear 
war. 

REPORTS OF SOVIET have 
been greatly exaggerated and the 
United States has become in- 
creasingly strong in the last five 
years, Blechman said. 

"Greater military strength has 
not contributed to a collective 
sense of security," he said "The 
essence of belief is that if the Soviet 

Union acquires the capability to 
strike first and suffers less damage 
in retaliation than we suffer, the 
Soviet Union would be able to 
transfer this into some sort of 
political gain" 

Blechman argued for arms 
control as a means of minimizing 
the risks of increased nuclear 
deployment 

He described arms control as 
being rooted in economics and 
disarmament as rooted in religion 
and philosophy, adding that arms 
control won't abolish war, but will 
diminish the risks. 

CONFRONTED BY a student on 
the issue, Blechman said that, 
"...the ultimate enforcer is 
military power. Given that 
assumption, we must operate 
within that context (arms control). 

"A stable system is one in which 
each country has the capability to 
destroy the other." 

As an arms control proponent, 
Blechman supports Salt II, but said 
he's uncertain what the Reagan 
administration  will do with  the 

treaty. 
He said he thinks the treaty puts 

strong restraints on the Soviet 
force posture and makes it possible 
to continue negotiations which may 

Barry Blechman 

bring about reductions in nuclear 
weapons in both countries. 

"What the administration will do 
remains to be seen I think it will be 
under some pressures to stay with 
the treaty...Realistically, there 
isn't much that can be done without 
reopening the whole seven-year 
negotiations." 

Blechman also warned students 
that they had grown up in the age 
of nuclear weapons and that the 
weapons might not seem awesome 
to them anymore. He cautioned 
concern and consideration about 
nuclear activity. 

In the 1960s, persons were 
"worried about a time when 
political power passed to a 
generation which had grown up 
with nuclear weapons as a 
reality," hesaid. "I'm afraid we're 
in that era now." 

Many who attended the meeting 
did not seem overly concerned with 
Blechman's concerns. As he spoke, 
several students in the audience 
were doing their homework 
Others in the first three rows were 
asleep. 

'Tenure is not a shield... 

Professors blast Dykes, KU administration 
TOPEKA (AP) — *vo 

University of Kansas professors 
agreed Monday the KU ad- 
ministration and former Chan- 
cellor Archie Dykes were to blame 
for no public airing of allegations 
leveled at Professor Norman Forer 
because of his trips to Iran 

Beyond that, Professor Dennis 
Quinn of the English Department 
and Associate Professor David 
Shulenberger of the Business 
School took totally different tacts 
in commenting on KU's policy for 
granting tenure to veteran faculty 
members in testimony before the 
House Judiciary Committee. 

The committee is reviewing 
tenure policies of the state's 
universities, against a backdrop of 
severe criticism against Forer by 
its chairman, Rep. Joseph 
Hoagland (R-Overland Park) for 
allegedly going to Iran without 
properly notifying his superiors. 

Forer vehemently denied those 
allegations in a personal ap- 
pearance before the committee 
last Thursday. 

Shulenberger defended the 
tenure system. He said the ad- 
ministration—not tenure—was the 
reason there was no review of the 
Forer case. 

Quinn, a 24-year veteran of the 
KU faculty who has been tenured 
for 18 years, a full professor for 13 
years and directed the con- 
troversial and now defunct 
Pearson College and Integrated 
Humanities Program for 10 years, 
castigated the KU administration 

The peppery English professor, 
who confirmed when asked by a 
committee member that he has not 
fared well under the Board of 
Regents' merit salary increase 
policy, said KU's administration is 
top-heavy, overpaid in relation to 
teaching faculty, dictatorial and 
too concerned about research to 

the detriment of educating 
students. 

He said buildings built at KU in 
recent years have gradually had 
teaching classroom space usurped 
for research and administration 

Quinn said he doesn't think 
anybody can change the tenure 
system, but said he welcomed the 
legislative committee's review of 
tenure policies and invited the 
Legislature to investigate a lot 
more at KU. 

"... Academic freedom oten 
seems to be nothing but a license to 
criticize all traditional values," 
Quinn said. "But just let anyone 

Making tracks 
Staff photo by Crolg OMMRW 

As the evening light lengthens the shadows, Kelly Man- 
sfield, 2402 Marion, heads for home on his snowmobile 

after riding south of the agronomy research fields. 

criticize something like tenure and 
the great critics of the status quo 
emit an outraged and anguished 
moo that rattles the dishes out in 
Goodland." 

Quinn also said he believes 
absenteeism among KU 
faculty—mainly professors who 
too often leave their classes for 
someone else to teach—is a serious 
problem and should be in- 
vestigated. He said he bases this 
assumption on personal ob- 
servations. 

"I think a thorough study would 
show there are notorious cases of 
absenteeism," he said. 

Shulenberger said tenure is 
necessary to attract good faculty. 

"... If someone were to tell you 
that tenure shields a faculty 
member from dismissal or 
disciplinary action for failure to 
discharge his or her professional 
responsibilities, that person would 
be using tenure as a scapegoat," 
Shulenberger said. "Tenure is not 
a shield for the incompetent or a 
license to disregard professional 
obligations. 

"In the instance of Professor 
Forer, the due process procedures 
for discipline or discharge were 
never utilities. The chancellor 
(Dykes at that time) never brought 
charges againt Professor Forer, 
nor did Professor Forer seek to 
have his case reviewed" 

Shulenberger said the Faculty 
Council at KU urged both sides to 
seek a review of the matter to give 
the facts to the public, but felt it 
had no standing as a third party to 
initiate charges. 

Shulenberger, vice president of 
the American Association of 
University Professors at KU, said 
professors often become embroiled 
in controversy as they promote 
new ideas or seek to challenge 
traditional thought, but that is no 
reason to fire them each time a 
dispute arises. 
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Prices go up 14 percent in past year 
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

The first month of 1961 brought a little bit 
of relief to grocery shoppers, according to 
an Associated Press marketbasket survey 
which found that bills increased by only two- 
tenths of l percent during January. 

The news was not all good, however. 
Peanut butter prices surged for the second 
month in a row and milk prices continued 
their steady climb. 

The AP drew up a random list of 14 
commonly purchased food and non-food 
items and checked the prices at one 
supermarket in each of 13 cities on March l, 
1973. It has rechecked the prices on or about 
the start of every month since then 

The latest survey showed: 
—The average marketbasket bill at the 
checklist stores at the start of February was 
14 percent higher than it was a year earlier. 
—During January, the marketbasket bill 
increased at the checklist store in seven 
cities and decreased in six cities. In 
December, the marketbasket bill was up in 
nine cities and down in only four, for an 

overall increase of about half a per- 
centr-more than twice the January rate of 
increase. 
—Almost 30 percent of all the items checked 
by the AP decreased during January; 
decreases outnumbered increases by a 
slight margin. Coffee, eggs and frankfurters 
declined at the checklist stores in more than 
half the cities surveyed; chopped chuck, 
pork chops, tomato sauce and sugar 
dropped in about one-third of the cities. 
—Rises in the price of peanut butter and 
milk soured the price picture. Last sum- 
mer's drought cut the peanut crop and 
boosted prices. The AP found that peanut 
butter prices increased last month at the 
checklist store in 10 cities; during 
December, peanut butter went up in nine 
cities. Some stores were sold out of peanut 
butter. 

The rise in milk prices, which increased in 
eight cities last month, is due mainly to an 
increase in government support levels. The 
price support level is scheduled to rise again 
in April   and  the U.S.   Department of 

Agriculture predicts that "increases in farm 
milk and retail dairy product prices will 
follow." 

No attempt was made to weight the AP 
survey results according to population 
density or in terms of what percent of a 
family's actual grocery outlay each item 
represents. The AP did not try to compare 
prices from city to city. The only com- 
parisons were made in terms of percentages 
of increase or decrease. 

Stock prices take plunge 
NEW YORK (AP) - Stock prices, con- 

tinuing a four-week slump, took a nosedive 
Monday amid uncertainty about President 
Reagan's economic programs and a 
lingering selling wave among oil issues. 

Precious metal stocks also tumbled as 
gold prices fell below $500 a troy ounce in 
trading in Europe and New York. 

The Dow Jones average of 30 industrials 
plunged 15.02 to close at 932.25, after being 
down 19.03 with a half hour of trading 
remaining. Aluminum Co. of America was 
the lone component of the average to gain on 
theday,rising2%to62%. 

It was the largest single-day decline since 

the blue-chip average fell 20.31 points on 
Jan. 20. Since Jan. 6, when it stood at 
1,004.69, the Dow Jones industrial average 
has given up 72.44 points. 

Losers outnumbered gainers by a 9-2 
margin in the over-all tally on the New York 
Stock Exchange. Big Board volume totaled 
44.07 million shares, against 41.16 million in 
the previous session. 

The NYSE's composite index of all of its 
listed stocks fell l .60 to 72.67. 

At the American Stock Exchange, the 
market value index was down 11.00 at 334.03. 
The NASDAQ composite index for the over- 
the-counter market closed at 193.09, off 4.72. 

Effect of concert success uncertain 
Tickets for the Leon Russell and New 

Grass Revival concert are still available. 
The concert will be Friday at 7:30 p.m. in 
McCain Auditorium. 

Only 158 of the original 1,850 seats are still 
available, according to a spokesman for the 
Union Program Council. 

"We're not really running this to make 
money, we're sitting pretty much even," 
Bill Muret, program advisor, said. "It will 

depend on the final expenses, wages and 
hours involved before we know if we will 
lose money or break even." 

The concert ouUook for K-State will 
probably not improve even if Leon Russell is 
a success, Muret said. No one person is in 
charge of finding concerts at an affordable 
price, Muret said, and McCain already has a 
right schedule for planned events. 

Campus bulletin 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 

EDUCATION COUNCIL APPLICATIONS art available 
at Holton 111. Deadline ls4:30p.m. Friday. 

APPLICATIONS    PO«    CLOVIA    4-N    HOUSB    are 
available at Clovla, 1J00 Pioneer Lane. For further In- 
formation call S3? JS73. 

UNIVERSITY FOB MAN It seeking volunteer* to help 
with UFM registration for iprlng classes. Call Kate at S32- 
SIM Registration is Feb. 9.10,11. 

ARM NALL OP TNI MONTH application* are due to any 
executive member on Wednesday. 

STUDENT TEACHERS for fall 1901: Pick up and return 
student teaching assignment request forms to Holton 104 
before Wednesday. Feb. M. 

POOOI AND NUTRITION GRADUATE SEMINAR will 
meet at 3:30 p.m. today at Justin 1*. 

STUDENT SENATE AND BOARD OF STUDENT 
PUBLICATIONS CANDIDATE ESSAYS are bengI ac- 
cepted for the Collegian "Soapbox." Deadline Is WetT 
netday, Feb. 4 at 5 p.m. Photo* will be taken between 3 and 
5:30 Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday. 

ALPHA KAPPA PSI will meet at 7 p.m. at Kite"* back 
room for a ru»h imoker. 

EDUCATION COUNCIL meeting will be 3:30 p.m. at the 
Dean's Conference Room at Holton. 

CHRISTIAN SCIBNCB ORGANIZATION will meet at 
4:30p.m. at Danforth Chapel. 

HORTICULTURE CLUS meeting will be 7 p.m. at 
Water* 137. 

ARH EXECUTIVE MBBTINO will be 4:30 p.m. at 
Putnam Hall. Student body pre*ldentlal debate will follow 
at 7 p.m. 

CHIMBS will meet at 9:30 p.m. at Kedile 216. 

LITTLB SIST1RS OP PEARLS AND RUSIBS will be 9 
p.m.atFarmHou*e. 

BSU meeting will be 7 p.m. at Union 204. 

OOLDENHEARTS meeting will be 10 p.m. at Sigma Phi 
Eptllon House 

WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER will meet at noon at 
Union Stateroom 3. ( 

LITTLB AMERICAN ROYAL committee meeting will 
be 4 p.m. at Call 204. 

BLOCK AND BRIDLE CLUB will meet at 7:30 p.m. at 
Weber Arena. 

OFF-CAMPUS STUDENT ASSOCIATION will meet at 
7:30 p.m. at Denl*onll3A. 

KSU BIBLB STUDY meeting will be 7 p.m. at Union 
Little Theatre. 

KSPBtonisfiT 

J4ibacni 
J4ut 

REAL 
CHARCOAL 

FIRE 
used to cook delicious 

burgers, steaks & sausages 

OPEN FOR LUNCH 

Monday-Saturday 

11:00 to 2:00 

Dinner at 5:00 

OPEN SUNDAYS 
4:00 to 9:00 

n 
K STATE SPORTS CAR CLUB will meet at 7:30 p.m. at 

Union 202. 

Al l E will meet at 7 p.m. at Union Big 1 Room. 

SHE DU's meeting will be 9:30 p.m. at the Delta Uptllon. 

WEDNESDAY 
UPM OUTINO CLUB will meet at 7:30 p.m. at UFM 

House. 

TRAP AND SKRBT CLUB will meet at 7:30 p.m. at 
Turtle Creek Trap Park. 

SPANISH TABLB will meet at noon at Union Stateroom 

TONIOHT, KSDB will present contemporary Christian 
music from 4 to 10. 

TACO 
TUESDAY! 
TAC0S FOR 
LUNCH 
OR DINNER 

99* MARGARITAS 
(fZRegalar) 

TOMORROW IS 
LASAGNAWED.AND 

LATE NITE HAPPY HOUR! 

The Eyes Have It! 

NORMAN, the Xerox   9f\QQ 

and the staff at iifldlfi Copy Shop 
can do it all: 

type 
proofread 
edit 
copy- 
collate 

f\ f\ 

4 
fold 
bind 
provide faculty file materials 
offer great variety of papers 
copy large documents 

0>py Shop, 612 N.   12th (park by Kites) 

Open 9:15 a.m.-6:30 p.m. 537-9606  

**¥ 

DONT MISS 
Student Body President 

CANDIDATE DEBATE 
-TONIGHT, FEB. 3rd- 

7:00 p.m. 
Putnam Hall 

College Republicans will also 
meet tonight at 8:00 p.m. 

Union Rm. 207 
We will discuss summer internships 

in Washington, D.C. 
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Briefly By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Sailors plan to 'Invade' Soviet Union 
SEATTLE — John Runnings is preparing a 35-foot sloop in which 

he plans to invade the Soviet Union and 14 other nations later this 
year. 

The-white-haired Seattle carpenter and a group called Unilateral 
Initiatives want "to raise the hackles On some official necks" by 
sailing to Russia without a flag, visas or passports. 

Runnings announced his project last year and officially launched 
his "Odessa Odyssey" last week with letters to the United Nations. 

The purpose of the odyssey "is to provoke an international incident 
that will create an international audience" for Runnings' theories on 
world peace, he said. 

The ocean-going sloop and crew are scheduled to sail from Ellis 
Island, New York, on May 2 without a flag or documents. 

Oklahoma Senate wants higher speed 
OKLAHOMA CITY — A bill to repeal the 55-mile-per hour speed 

limit sped to passage in the Oklahoma Senate Monday after the 
Democratic chairman of the Senate Transportation Committee 
pointed out that President Reagan is on record in favor of the move. 

"I know a popular issue when I see it," said Sen. Gene Stipe, D- 
McAlester. "This program is so popular an unknown movie star was 
elected President on it." 

Stipe, as chairman of the Senate transporation panel, has not been 
willing to go along with moves to repeal the federally-mandated 
speed limit in the past because of the threat of a loss of federal funds. 

But he told his colleagues Monday that "the emergency that 
brought this about has long since passed. We have a surplus of 
gasoline." 

The bills now go to the state House. If they become law, 
Oklahoma's speed limits would return to the 1974 limits of 70 miles 
per hour on four-lane, limited access highways and 65 miles per hour 
during daylight hours and 55 at night on two-lane highways. 

Reagan must repay campaign funds 
WASHINGTON — President Reagan's Republican nomination 

campaign exceeded federal spending limits and must repay the 
federal government $215,125 to make up for it, the Federal Election 
Commission said on Monday. 

The commission, in its final audit of Reagan's primary campaign, 
also said he ended his successful nomination race with more than $3 
million left over and must return unused federal funds in the surplus. 
The committee already has repaid $754,044 of the surplus, and the 
FEC says it still owes $198,835. 

Reagan received $7.3 million from the federal government in 
payments matching contributions raised from private donors. When 
a candidate finishes his campaign with a surplus, he must repay the 
portion of that surplus which came from the government. This is in 
addition to any fines or penalties. 

Federal law sets the amount a candidate may spend campaigning 
in each state and an overall national spending ceiling. 

Stolen woods valued at $30,000 
VINELAND, N.J. — John McCloskey says someone stole his 

woods, all 30 acres of them. 
McCloskey, a stockbroker and a co-owner of the land, says his 

woods were just fine last April. He assumed all would be well when 
he returned to visit Cumberland County last weekend. 

But McCloskey said he found his Delsea Drive property has been 
picked clean of timber, apparently by Vineland homeowners in need 
of fuel for wood-burning stoves or fireplaces. 

Left behind are only a few good-sized logs, tire tracks and 
sawdust. 

"Wood's a very valuable commodity and I guess it's very temp- 
ting," McCloskey said. Police put the value of the theft at about 
$30,000—based on 10 cords of wood per acre at about $100 per cord. 

Valentine senders seek Fidelity mark 
FIDELITY, 111. — Move over Loveland, Colo., and Valentine, Neb. 

Make room for Fidelity. 
Lovers in 14 states have sent Valentines to the tiny southern 

Illinois community to get that special postmark—Fidelity—says 
postmistress June Hanold. 

"We're the only Fidelity in the postal directory," she said. 
Legend has it that the community's name originated in 1829 in a 

humanitarian act between two settlers, Mrs. Hanold said. 
A traveler faced the loss of his investment when his horse broke a 

leg and he was stranded in Jersey County. A friend offered the use of 
his horse so the man could continue his journey. 

"This is true fidelity," declared the departing man. 

ATTENTION: 
POSITION FOR 
ROYAL PURPLE 

INDEX EDITOR AVAILABLE 
Applications AVAILABLE IN Kedzie 103. 

Due on Thar., Feb. 5th 

WeatFJer 
High today in the low 30s with sunny skies. Cold tonight with a low 

around 5. 

He is Qualified... 
Student Senator 
Finance Committee 
Traffic & Parking Council 
Judicial Council 
In Student Government 

for 21/2 years 
Special Committee for the 

Placement Center 
...And willing to WORK 

You matter to 
MATLACK 

Paid for by Tim Matlack for Student Body President, Michael Gromer, Chairman 



Opinions 
House term 
too short 

Second district Congressman Jim Jeffries recently 
announced his intention to seek re-election to the U.S. 
House of Representatives in 1982. 

This early announcement comes as no surprise to a 
public which has gotten used to longer and longer 
campaigns by candidates who are running for 
national offices. Jimmy Carter canvassed the country 
for two years before his election in 1976, and that 
successful effort seems to have set a precedent for 
many other politicians. 

Jeffries, who was re-elected to his second term just 
last November, is already focusing his sights on 1982, 
and in the process he is molding his voting record 
accordingly. Jeffries is not alone in this action. Many 
politicians around the country have deemed it 
necessary to start campaigning at an early date to 
ensure the most possible support, and some hire full- 
time staff to enhance their reputation while they are 
in office. 

The length of terms in office is one part of our 
tradition-bound political process that needs review. 
The two-year term that members of the House of 
Representatives serve should not be a continuous 
quest for re-election. While that policy undoubtedly 
spurs the economy by employing extra staff mem- 
bers, it would be better if congressmen concentrated 
on legislation rather than re-election. 

KENT SINGER 
Asst. Opinions Editor 

-Paul Stone 

Letters 

B-12 facts wrong 
Editor, 

In reference to the Jan. 26 
Collegian article titled "Vitamin B- 
12, Zing given to dancers at Bump- 
A-Thon," I would like to refute the 
statement made by Don Stillings 
about vitamin B-12. Stillings stated 
"B-12 is for energy in that B-12 
deficiency has been shown to cause 
adrenal exhaustion." 

This statement would lead one to 
believe that participating in a 64- 
hour bump-a-thon would deplete 
one's B-12 reserves, when in fact, 

B-12 is not immediately 
assimilated and it takes a 
minimum of two years, and up to 6 
years to deplete one's B-12 stores. 

Therefore, taking B-12 sup- 
plements during the bump-a-thon 
had greater psychological effects 
of having more energy than 
physical effects. 

Teresa Sanborn 
nutrition*ducatlon specialist, USD 
383 

Letter inaccurate 
Editor, 

Re: Diane Miller's letter of Jan. 
29, "Misplaced recognition." 

Thank you Diane. I'm serious. 
Your incredibly inaccurate letter 
has brought me more "recognition 
and undeserved publicity" than 
my original advertising spon- 
sorship of the bump-a-thon 
(through KMKF radio), over $60 
worth of supplements (donated, 
not dispensed), and my several 
trips to Mother's Worry during the 
bump-a-thon (to replenish the 
supplements at the bumpers' 
requests by the way, or the article 
you mention itself. 

And believe me, I can un- 
derstand your bitterness. Your 
executive committee must really 
be taking the heart for not even 
making the goal, despite 
superhuman efforts by Fred and 
the crew at Mother's, not to 
mention the bumpers themselves. 

Nevertheless, I don't know of a 
merchant who doesn't like to see 
his name in print. So keep those 
cards and letters coming in Diane. 
You're a dear. 

Don Stillings 
owner, Manhattan Health Foods 

Cartoon insulting 
Editor, 

I have often found the opinions 
page of the Collegian less than 
discriminating in its decisions as to 
what is significant and worthy of 
space. However, in the Monday, 
Feb. 2 issue, the juxtaposition of 
the insulting cartoon (to both men 
and women) regarding student 
body elections, and Damien 
Semanitzky's column, "You asked 
for it," regarding editorial choices, 
spoke more eloquently than I of the 
of the discriminatory decisions of 
theCollegian 

May I encourage the collective 

"student body" to condemn the 
Collegian for the continuing use of 
dehumanizing, anti-intellectual 
and sexist propaganda. Correct me 
if I'm wrong, but the cartoon was 
not a paid advertisement sub- 
mitted by a local merchant but an 
editorial choice. "Hot Diggity, Dog 
Ziggity, Oh What You Do To Me." 

Kate Anderson 
assistant professor of speech 

Election perspective 

Student government elections 
are just over a week away and it 
won't be long before the campus 
trees and buildings are decorated 
with the hideous posters 
proclaiming, "Vote for me and I 
will solve the problems of the 
world." 

Of course, students will be 
subjected to the endless annual 
forums, usually called, "Meet the 
Candidates," "How to Win Votes 
and Lose Friends," or "Knee Deep 
in Bull." 

Whatever they're called, they 
contain the same uninspiring 
rhetoric that accompanies the 
annual campaigns—the promises 
that can never be kept, the words 
that are melodious to the ear and 
encouraging to the heart, but say 
nothing. 

Let's face it, student government 
is basically, if not totally inef- 
fective. It's not all the fault of the 
Student Senate members or the 
student body president, rather an 
inherent problem in the student 
government system. This basic 
problem is that students serve for 
one year in their respective offices 
and are replaced unless re-elected 
to a second term. 

WHILE CHANGE is healthy in 
government, it also can be coun- 

terproductive. Imagine that the 
United States elected a new 
president each year. As slow as 
Congress responds to the proposals 
of a new president, little, if 
anything would get accomplished. 

In addition, it takes years to 
become acclimated in the un- 
familiar surroundings and job 
responsibilities, even more years 
to become an effective legislator. 

At K-State much of same 
problems occur. A majority of the 
members of the Student Senate 
enter their jobs with little or no 
political background. By the time 
they leave their position they are 
certainly familiar with their 
responsibilities and have a 
working knowledge of how to get 
legislation passed. But it's too late. 
They are out of office. 

THE NEW leaders have a new 
set of priorities and the aging 
problems are left smoldering and 
die out. Or the new leaders have 
new ideas about attacking the 
aging problems and much of the 
previous work proves ineffective. 

For example, how often have 
students heard candidates say they 
are going to work toward Nichols 
reconstruction? Politically, it's a 
popular position. But after more 
than 10 years what could they 
possibly   do   to   insure   Nichols 

reconstruction that hasn't already 
been proposed? 

Having said all that, let me add 
that I approve of it all—the posters 
proclaiming miracles, the words 
which say little and mean less and 
the candidate pictures, portraying 
angelic creatures who couldn't 
possibly be going into the cam- 
paigns for personal gain, the 
limited time the members serve 
and the problems it creates. 

While student government is 
inherently ineffective, it serves the 
purpose for which it was 
designed—to involve a large 
proportion of the student body in 
the electoral process and to allow 
students a voice in their own af- 
fairs. 

In this respect student gover- 
nment serves an important fun- 
ction that cannot be replaced. It 
may not produce great leaders nor 
noble statesman, if there are such 
critters, but it does afford an op- 
portunity for participation in the 
democratic process. 

Sure, get involved with a can- 
didate. And certainly throw all 
your support behind the candidate 
and vigorously work for his 
election. Keep participation at a 
maximum level, but keep the 
ability of student government to 
effect change in perspective. 

Kansas 
State Collegian February 3, 1981 
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House committee studies 2 bills 
for regulating pawn transactions 

TOPEKA (AP) - The husband of a blind 
Wichita woman who was robbed of her 
jewelry told a legislative committee 
Monday it disappeared so quickly, ap- 
parently in the pawn system, that police had 
no chance to trace it. 

Hugh Basow told his story to the House 
Federal and State Affairs Committee, which 
is studying two bills to more closely regulate 
the business transactions of pawnbrokers. 

One bill would require them to hold onto 
items made with precious metals for 30 days 
in order to give police more time to trace 
stolen property. The other bill would require 
holding the items for 10 days, unless police 
or sheriff's officers gave permission to melt 
down the items, or dispose of them in any 
manner. 

The bills also would require pawnbrokers 
to keep better records of items they pur- 
chase and how they dispose of them. 

The reason the problem has arisen is the 
soaring prices of gold and silver in recent 
years. 

MOST OF THOSE who testified Monday 
as the committee held a hearing on the bills 
favored enactment of some kind of 
legislation to curb what law enforcement 
officials say is a growing crime problem. 

"Without such a law, you're making it 
absolutely easy for this kind of activity to 
happen," Basow said. 

He said two men entered his Wichita home 
one morning, after he left for work and while 
his wife was taking out the trash. They beat 
her and stole her rings, bracelets and other 
valuables, and took his college class ring, he 
said. Among the items the Basows lost was a 
wedding ring he had given his wife 30 years 
earlier. 

Basow said .the Wichita Police Depart- 
ment was very sympathetic and helpful but 
could not recover the valuables because 
there was no way to trace them. 

Rep. Vic Miller (D-Topeka), chief sponsor 
of one of the bills, said, "The main purpose 
of this bill is to restrict criminal activity and 
not legitimate business activity.'' 

CAPT. DALE COLLIE of the Topeka 
Police Department said it involves more 
than loss of money to people who lose their 
jewelry. He said it involves family 
heirlooms and items to which people have 
emotional attachments. 

Collie said restrictions should be placed on 
transient dealers in precious metals who go 
to a city, advertise that they are paying high 
prices for old jewelry and leave town 
quickly, sometimes taking with them what 
police suspect may be stolen goods. 

The only person appearing to oppose the 
bill was Ken Crockett, a spokesman for the 
Kansas Pawnbrokers Association, who 
objected to using the term pawnbroker to 
identify the people the bills would regulate. 

Crockett said they are metals brokers and 
not necessarily pawnbrokers. 

The committee took no action on the bills 
Monday. 

U.S. criticism of Soviets draws 
varied reactions from diptomats 

MOSCOW (AP) - The Soviet Union has 
been severely stung by Reagan ad- 
ministration claims that the Kremlin is in 
league with international terrorists and has 
struck back angrily at what it calls an "anti- 
Soviet campaign" in the United States. 

Senior Western diplomats here said 
Monday that Soviet officials have dispensed 
with any idea they might have had about 
extending a "honeymoon" period to the new 

Analysis 
foreign policy team in Washington. The 
diplomats predicted virtually every 
American charge against Moscow will be 
rebutted. 

A special statement issued Monday by the 
Soviet state news agency Tass said "any 
allegations about the Soviet Union's in- 
volvement in terroristic activities represent 
a gross and malicious deception. They 
cannot but cause feelings of indignation and 
legitimate protest in the Soviet people." 

THE STATEMENT BEGAN, "Soviet 
leading circles have taken note of a new 
anti-Soviet hostile campaign being unfolded 
in the United States." This indicated the 
statement was approved at the highest 
official levels. 

A senior West European envoy said the 
Tass comment "goes beyond the level of 

ordinary propaganda, and is a very serious 
thing." 

The news agency statement was a partial 
response to last Wednesday's allegation by 
Secretary of State Alexander Haig, Jr. that 
the Soviet Union supports policies that 
"foster, support and expand international 
terrorism." Some Western diplomats here 
said they saw Haig's stance and Reagan's 
comment Thursday—that Soviet leaders 
reserve the right "to commit any crime, to 
lie, to cheat,"—as legitimate expressions of 
American irritation with Soviet policies. 

ONE ENVOY SAID it is pointless to be 
polite in public statements when world 
realities are grim. 

Others, however, believe that the 
escalating war of words will only aggravate 
Soviet-American relations already strained 
over, among other things, the presence of 
Soviet troops in Afghanistan. 

They cite the prominent media play given 
the U.S. pronouncements. 

Moscow has also used diplomatic chan- 
nels to complain to Washington. 

The ranking American diplomat here, 
Charge d'Affaires Jack Mallock, was called 
to the Foreign Ministry last Thursday to 
hear a protest over U.S. condemnation of the 
Soviet media's handling of the US-Iran 
hostage crisis. 

United Auto Workers vote to ratify 
contract, cause Chrysler pay cut 

DETROIT (AP) — United Auto Workers 
(UAW) union members voted by a 3-to-2 
margin to ratify contract concessions to 
struggling Chrysler Corp. that will give 
them a 13 percent pay cut, the union an- 
nounced Monday. 

UAW vice president Mark Stepp, in 
charge of the union's Chrysler affairs, said 
26,942 members voted for the third round of 
concessions and 18,859 voted against, 
clearing the way for the company to receive 
$400 million in government loan guarantees 
if Chrysler's lenders approve sacrifices 
asked of them. 

About 61,000 active and 49,000 laid-off 
workers were eligible to vote in the United 
States and Canada. 

"That does it. We'll make it," UAW 
President Douglas A. Fraser had said 
earlier after hearing results of Friday 
voting at some large Detroit locals. There 
had been indications late last week that the 
vote would be close. 

Meanwhile, Canadian government of- 
ficials were reported over the weekend to be 
considering a new proposal from Chrysler 
aimed at salvaging up to $170 million in 
Canadian guaranteed loans for the troubled 
automaker. 

Last year, Canada had promised to 
guarantee about $170 million in loans in 
return for Chrysler's pledge to invest $840 
million in Canada. 

The downsized survival plan that won 
tentative approval from the Chrysler Loan 
Guarantee Board in Washington on Jan. 14, 
however, scaled back that investment to 
about $504 million through the elimination of 
projected small-car production in a Win- 
dsor, Ontario, assembly plant across the 
border from Detroit. Under the board's 
conditions, Canada must approve the 
change.   

GIVIiTOYOUR 
American Camrr Society 

A. I'ighi tjnter 
■y -u ith •' > f"ti hip 
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SHIVERING 
SCHNAPPS 

SPECIAL 
5(K Schnapps Shots 
10 p.m.-2 a.m. nitely 

while it lasts 

Serving Lunch 
11 a.m. in 2 ,i in 
Featuring Soup 
& Sandwiches 

ON MONDAY, Soviet and American of- 
ficials confirmed that embassy officers 
were summoned "recently" to the Foreign 
Ministry, and U.S. sources said the session 
dealt with the terrorism issue. The session 
was believed to have taken place Monday. 

Matlock has been in charge of the U.S. 
mission in Moscow since the Carter ad- 
ministration's ambassador, Thomas 
Watson, left here Jan. 15. President Reagan 
has yet to appoint a successor. 

A State Department spokesman, 
elaborating last week on Haig's comments, 
said Moscow helped terrorist groups such as 
the Palestine Liberation Organization, used 
Cuba and Libya as conduits for assistance to 
terrorist organizations. 

Tass, in its statement Monday, retorted 
that "the organizers of the present cam- 
paign in the United States resort to a 
dishonest device when they equate 
terrorism and the legitimate struggle of the 
peoples for their national, economic and 
social emancipation." 

Under such reasoning, Tass said, George 
Washington could be considered a terrorist. 

The official statement contended the 
United States was guilty of terrorism 
because of its support for right-wing 
regimes in the developing world. 

Rex's Westloop 
Skelly 

2829 Anderson 

Tune-Up Specials! 
Electronic Ignition 
4cyl. $20 + Parts 
6 cyl. $25 + Parts 
8 cyl. $30 + Parts 

Non-Electronic Ignition 
4cyl. $22 + Parts 
6 cyl. $27 + Parts 
8 cyl. $32 + Parts 

Tune up Include* 
Timing of engine 
Check and adjust dwell 
Adjust choke 
Adjust cub. 
Check battery and charging system 
Check starting system 
Check distributor spark advance 
Check fuel pump pressure. 

REX'S TIRE CO 
2829 Anderson 

ECUMENISM 

DIALOGUE IN FAITH 
A different Manhattan Minister 
will share their faith each week 
with us. 

Tues. eve of 7:00 p.m. 

Everyone Welcome! 

St. Isidore's 
711 Denison 

More info col 539-7496 

ELECT MIKE GIBSON 
ARTS & SCIENCES 

SENATOR 

• Arts & Science Council 
• Black Student Union 
• Arts & Science Open House 

Committee 
• Student Senate Aid 
• Honor Student 
• Arts & Science Senator 

(appointed) 
Paid for by committee to elect Mike Gibson I 

DANCERCISE 
A new concept in physical 
fitness for men & women. 

New Six Week 
Session Starts 

Thurs., Feb. 5th at 
Luckey High at 

.7:30 p.m. 
Attend the first session free 

and try out our fitness pro- 
gram. 

For more information 
Call Wamego 

456-9512 evenings 
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The Bible tops 
language count 

LONDON (AP) - The Bible, already 
the world's moat widely distributed book, 
is now available complete in 275 
languages, the Bible Society in London 
reported Monday. 

It said parts of the Bible appeared in 27 
new languages last year, making a total 
of 1,710 languages in which at least one 
book of the Bible is available. 

The works of Lenin, in second place, 
appears in 222 languages, according to 
the Guinness Book of World Records, 
which says an estimated 2.5 billion copies 
of the Bible have been printed. 

ATTENTION 
MAY GRADUATES 
Reminder: Applications for May 

Graduation are due in your 
Dean's Office by Friday, 

February 13. 

You must file an 
application to receive 

a Degree in May. 

Congratulations: 
New Initiates of 

Daughters of Diana 

>* 

Staff photo by John Gr—r 

Oh, Dad 
Woody Calne, Manhattan resident, helps his daughter, Alyssa, up after a 
spill. Caine and his daughter were working on cross-country skiing 
techniques at Cico park. 

Reagan drops ambassador 
for voicing public criticism 

Ronda Bergren 
Karen Blasi 
KimBolte 
Michelle Carroll 
Connie Coats 
Shannon Criss 
Carmen Cutler 
Jerilyn Erskin 
Jana Fields 
DanaFutrelle 
Shannon Glasco 
Leslie Hartman 
Barb Hattendorf 
Lisa Hight 

KaleenKirkendall 
Beets Kolarik 
Deena Krebs 
Lissie McPherron 
Pam Meadows 
Jeanine Mealy 
Melissa Miller 
Deb Mosberg 
Loretta Ninci 
Julie Pearce 
Peri Plumb 
Laurie Weber 
Debbie Weigal 
Susan Weigal 
Su Whitney 

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Reagan 
administration has removed Robert White 
as U.S. ambassador to El Salvador because 
he voiced policy disagreements with 
Washington through the press rather than 
through private channels, a senior State 
department official said Monday. 

White's removal follows his public 
criticism of proposals made by members of 
the Reagan transition team for dealing with 
the Central American nation, which is beset 
by internal turbulence and dissent. 

White, who is in Washington "for con- 
sultations," is the first career ambassador 

to be removed from his post by the new 
administration. 

State Department officials said White has 
not been fired from the Foreign Service. But 
they said he has declined offers of another 
senior position in the State Department and 
of the opportunity to make farewell calls on 
El Salvador's senior officials. 

That leaves White without an official 
assignment. The officials said it is 
presumed that if he does not accept an of- 
fered post within an unspecified period of 
time, he will probably resign. 

American Cancer Society 
IjOOOjOOO people fighting cancer. 

HOUSTON STREET'S BEACH & BEER 
"Manhattan's Tuesday Tradition,, 

A full half-pound of Hot Spiced Shrimp or 
Steamed Crab with melted butter and tasty sauce. 
Better yet, get a combination of each. The meal in- 
cludes boiled vegetables, and salad and bread bar. 

All for Just  *695 

Enjoy All the 5' 
Beer You Can Drink 

Houston Street Restaurant & Pub—"A Private Club" 
RESTAURANT & PUB 

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 8th 
2:00 P.M. 

RAMADA INN 
Special Presentations By 

Brownes Bridal Shop 
and 

West Ltd. 
Bath Shop & Cook's Nook 
Swanson's Bakery 

Register for Free Door Prizes Including A FREE Wedding Gown 

Blaker's Studio 
Treasures by Trisha 
Caldwell Shoes 
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University presidents, board chairman 
comment on faculty salary increases 

TOPEKA (AP) - A compensation 
package for faculty and student employees 
at state universities is the "highest priority" 
of the Kansas Board of Regents, the Senate 
and House Ways and Means committees 
were told Monday. 

Bernard Franklin, board chairman, said 
the compensation package includes a 
proposed 10 percent increase in money for 
faculty salaries, and additional 2 percent 
increase in state contributions to the faculty 
retirement program, along with money to 
bring student employee wages to the new 
federal minimum wage level. 

"The board considers this compensation 
package to have the highest priority of all 
system-wide requests," Franklin said. Gov. 
John Carlin has recommended an 8 percent 
increase in money for faculty salaries and 
that student employees be paid the federal 
minimum wage. He did not recommend any 
increase in retirement contributions. 

Speaking on behalf of the compensation 
package at a joint session of the Senate and 
House Committees was Delbert Shankel, 
acting chancellor of the University of 
Kansas. 

Shankel said faculty members have lost 

Foreign ministers seek conflict end 
as soldiers hold jungle cease-fire 

LIMA, Peru (AP) — Peruvian and 
Ecuadorean soldiers observed a fragile 
cease-fire Monday after five days of fighting 
on the jungle border dividing them while the 
two nations' foreign ministers sought a 
diplomatic solution to the territorial con- 
flict. 

No fighting was reported on Monday by 
either side. Both nations had reported heavy 
losses during the fighting, but gave no 
specific casualty figures. 

The foreign ministers of Peru and 
Ecuador met in Washington Monday at an 
emergency debate on the conflict by 
delegates to the Organization of American 
States. Both ministers were said to be ex- 
plaining their positions to the OAS 
delegates. 

Peru declared victory Sunday in the 
fighting over three remote border posts on 
the Cordillera of the Condor, a mountain 
range on the western edge of the Amazon 
jungle about 813 miles north of Lima. 

The Peruvian armed forces joint com- 
mand said it seized the last of the border 
posts at 5:40 p.m. and the Peruvian Foreign 
Ministry said a conditional cease-fire order 
was given Peruvian troops about then. 

But the wording of the Peruvian cease-fire 
left open the possibility of renewed fighting. 

Ecuadorian President Jaime Roldos said 

Mayor to make 
2 proclamations 
to commission 

Two proclamations from Mayor Ed 
Home are scheduled for the city com- 
mission meeting tonight at 7 at City Hall. 

Home will proclaim the week of Feb. 8- 
14,1981 as Life Insurance Week, and Feb. 
14, 1981 as Commemoration Day for 
Frederick Douglass. 

In addition, commissioners will con- 
sider the approval of appointments made 
by Home to various boards of the city. 

Consideration will also be given for 
increases in season tickets prices for the 
Manhattan swimming pool. The Park 
Board has reviewed the request for a $10 
rise in family season tickets, and has 
recommended approval of the measure. 

If you're worried 
about cancer, 

remember mis. 
Wherever you are, 
if you want to talk 
to us about cancer, 

callus. 
We're here to help you. 

in a bitter national broadcast Sunday that he 
would accept a cease-fire which "respects 
the territorial integrity of Ecuador. Let 
there be a cease-fire, but let aggression be 
stopped." The speech included an unusually 
strong personal attack on President Fer- 
nando Belaunde Terry of Peru. 

Each country accused the other of inciting 
the border conflict by invading territory 
along a 50-mile, unmarked stretch of the 
border last week. The two neighbors on the 
northwest coast of South America have been 
squabbling over 70,000 square miles of 
territory in the Condor mountain range for 
more than 40 years. 

In 1941, they fought a war in which there 
were more than 500 dead and wounded on 
both sides. In 1942, the Rio de Janeiro 
Protocol, negotiated by Argentina, Brazil, 
Chile and the United States, awarded the 
territory to Peru, but in 1951 Ecuador 
claimed it signed the agreement under 
duress and abrogated it. 

Ambasadors from the four nations that 
guaranteed the 1942 accord met Monday to 
seek a solution to the latest incident. 

Peru's objective in the fighting that began 
last Wednesday has been to wipe out the 
three military posts it said Ecuador establid 
in the areas last month. 

ground in the battle against inflation. He 
contended their incomes have not increased 
at the same rate as those of other Kansans. 

He said the requested level of support is 
needed to enable the universities to keep 
their faculty members and to compete with 
other universities and private business and 
industry. 

President Clark Ahlberg of Wichita State 
University said the state faculty retirement 
contribution of 5 percent is well below the 
average of 8.7 percent for comparable 
universities elsewhere. He said that 
nationally, 40.6 percent of contribution rates 
are between 10.1 and 14.9 percent, and 35.5 
percent are 15 percent or higher. 

K-State President Duane Acker urged 
consideration of budget adjustments to 
reflect changes in enrollment patterns. 

President James Appleberry of Pittsburg 
State University asked the legislators to 
approve a 9 percent increase in money for 
other operating expenditures. Carlin 
recommended 6 percent. 

"Nine percent will let us survive," 
Appleberry said. 

Warren Corman, facilities officer for the 
Board of Regents, said the existing list of 
maintenance  and   repair  needs   at  the 

universities totals more than $8 million, but 
that the regents are asking a bare minium of 
$4 million. 

"This $4 million is the minimum ex- 
penditure necessary to protect the state's 
investment and existing buildings," Corman 
said. 

THIS SEMESTER 

BIBLE STUDIES 
St. Isidore's 

8:30 p.m. Tuesdays 
beginning Feb. 3 

St. Mathew's Gospel— 
Fr. Daryl 

The Book  of Revelation 
+   St.   Paul's   Letters— 
Fr. Dan. 

i\OOM<R!! 
STUDENTS    ENTERTAINING   STUDENTS 

THIS WEEK! 

Get the Best 
Available Price on 

Stereo Components. 
CALL LARRY 7760537 

Steve Medall 
original folk/rock 

12-1 p.m. 

in the K-State Union Catskeller 

DON'T LET 

For free information, write lo: 
DRUNK DRIVER. Box 2345 
Rockvillc. Maryland 20852 

■In the Near Future. 

Leon Russell & The New Grass Revival 
Feb. 6 

McCain Auditorium 7:30 p.m. 
Good seat* are sti avafablef 

SB m^-iorm 

American Cancer Society 
2,000,000 people fighting cancer. 

Wildcat Fans, Larry's House of Eyeweor 
who said eyewear can't be fun. 206 Southwind 

See the new Wildcat glasses at Manhattan, Ks. 539-7847 

Available with prescription or non-prescription lenses          
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Excavation: 
Students receive funding to analyze findings from archaeological dig 

By CINDY WILSON 
Collegian Reporter 

In the constant race for progress and 
expansion, there are some individuals who 
slow down and savor the past. 

Four K-State students have slowed down 
to look at the past through a trashcan full of 
salt water. The students are using a flotation 
technique to sort through artifacts found at 
the site of a Manhattan archeological dig. 

In November I960, construction on the 
Holiday Inn Holidome, in southwest 
Manhattan on K-18, was briefly halted when 
an archeological site was discovered by 
Virgil Peterson, an arrowhead collector. 
Peterson then contacted Patricia O'Brien, 
professor of sociology and anthropology. 

O'Brien and her Archeology of North 
America class found a storage pit, O'Brien 
said, containing debris of charred seed, 
charcoal, arrowheads, small animal bones 
and pottery. O'Brien said the site yielded 
evidence indicating some of the debris had 
been burnt at one time. 

THIS DIG HAD to be interpreted to decide 
what importance each artifact had for its 
civilization, O'Brien said. Processing the 
evidence was the group's first priority. 

"In order to interpret the site we had to 
get all this stuff processed," O'Brien said. 

Brock Hotel Corp., builders of the 
Holidome and legal owners of the dig, 
granted K-State $3,000 to process the 
dig—$2,500 of which pays four student lab 
assistants. "Or you could call them paid 
victims," O'Brien said, laughing. 

"And that's what the kids are doing right 
now—they're going bonkers in the lab," 
O'Brien said. 

WASHING DIRT WAS the first thing in 
store for O'Brien and her four students, Les 
Esry, junior in anthropology; Lori Stryker, 
sophomore in public relations; Steve 
Ruhnke, senior in anthropology and Lauri 
Schwickhard, K-State graduate with a B.A. 
in anthropology. 

According to O'Brien, the flotation 
process works by putting the debris in a 
trashcan partially full of a combination of 
water and salt. All the charred seed, 
charcoal, and small animal bones float to 
the top. The floating matter is scraped off 
with a teaspoon. The group has washed all 44 
bushels of material and is sorting it, to 
identify the different kinds of seeds and 
animal bone. 

"It takes hours," O'Brien said. "The real 
drag is picking out all the little seeds with 
the magnifying lens and tweezers. You go 
crazy doing it. 

"What this shows is how much students 
love beer money...or how desperate they are 
for jobs," she said. "Our hope is that in 
about a month we'll be finished." 

O'Brien said the dig was successful "and 
all the students got to learn how to salvage a 
site." 

MANY FACTS CAN be inferred from 
salvaging the remnants of past civilizations, 
including the approximate time the 
civilization existed. 

"What tells me how old the site is, is the 
pottery and arrowheads," O'Brien said. 
"Certain pottery belongs to certain periods 
of time. When I saw that pottery I could tell 
that that was a Smokey Hill archeological 
site and it dates somewhere between 1000 
and 1500 A.D" 

Salvaging a dig is a time-consuming 
process, O'Brien said. 

"In order to interpret the site, we had to 
get all this stuff processed," O'Brien said. 

"You can get people to volunteer for two 
days to come and dig," she said, "but it's 
very hard to get people to volunteer to wash 
dirt and sort." 

O'BRIEN WROTE a letter to Brock Hotel 
Corp. explaining the difficulty of finding 
volunteers, and following this correspon- 
dence the company granted K-State $3,000 to 
process the dig. 

Besides the $2,500 used to pay students, 
$300 will be used to pay for two radio carbon 
samples used to help date the artifacts. The 
samples   will   be   studied   at   the   Geo- 

KIDNEY FOUNDATION OF 
KANSAS 1 WESTERN MISSOURI 

Chronology lab at the University of Georgia, 
O'Brien said. 

The remaining $200 will be paid as an 
honorarium to Leonard Blake, specialist in 
botany at the Missouri Botanical Gardens, 
to analyze the types of corn grown by the 
Indians. 

"I know what corn is when I see it," 
O'Brien said, "but the Indians grew five 
types of corn." 

BEFORE THEY BEGAN digging, the 
archeology class expected to find an earth 
lodge (a house partially submerged in the 
ground). They looked for postholes, O'Brien 
said, to show where the walls of the house 
had been, but only found one posthole. 

"We didn't discover a house," O'Brien 
said. "What we had was a very concentrated 
area of artifacts." 

The rectangular area was six meters 
wide, 10 meters long and 18 centimeters 
deep. 

O'Brien said Brock Hotel Corp- expressed 
an interest in preserving the archeological 
discovery. 

"They wanted a display of the artifacts in 
the building (Holidome)," she said. 

WHEN PROCESSING and interpretation 
of the site is complete, Jim Irwin, Brock 

Hotel's interior designer, through in- 
0 formation furnished by O'Brien, will design 

displays for the Holidome. 
During the dig, Brock Hotel Corp. hired a 

photographer and O'Brien expects to use 
some photographs along with artifacts in 
display cases at the Holidome to illustrate 
how she interpreted the site. 

"Salvaging the Indian heritage" is im- 
portant to O'Brien. "What we are concerned 
with is to preserve part of that heritage." 

Red 
Tag 
Sale 

Selected 

Chairs 
Selected 

35% off 
Suggested retail price 

Executive Desks    35% Off 
en- w tn- All Ctool . .    .      .   ..      i 60- x 30-AU-Steel 
60' x 30" G.F. Bus. Equip. 
Both desks have black walnut tops—top grade. 

Suggested retail price 

Both desks have black walnut tops—top grade. 

All ATTACHE Cases 25% OTT 

office^ 
Humboldt Square W rid 
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Polish labor tensions decrease 
WARSAW, Poland (AP) - Government 

negotiators and strike leaders in tense 
southern Poland reported some progress 
Monday in their attempts to ease regional 
labor crises. At the same time, a top 
Communist Party leader blasted "ad- 
vocates of chaos and destruction" for in- 
spiring what he called politically motivated 
strikes. 

The stern warning by Stefan Olszowski, 
Politburo member and one of the most in- 
fluential of Poland's party leaders, was the 
latest in a series of statements underlining 
the leadership's concern over the per- 
sistence of strikers in the industrial south. 

But government and labor negotiating 
teams said the regional talks aimed at 
ending the strike flareups by farmers and 
workers had reached agreement on some 
points. 

THE SCATTERED WILDCAT JOB 
ACTIONS remained after a weekend of 
compromise that eased the national labor 
crisis somewhat. Premier Josef Pinkowski 
and the independent union Solidarity 
reached agreement on the controversial 
five-day workweek issue and the union 
conditionally canceled a threatened one- 
hour warning strike. Poles are to work one 
Saturday a month. 

Cable TV provides 
call-abet for races 
at Louisville Downs 

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A distraught 
city official cornered a local cable TV 
executive recently to complain about 
subscribers who could place bets on races 
televised from a local harness track and 
have their betting losses added to their 
monthly cable bills. 

It turned out that the official was wrong, 
but it is a common misunderstanding, says 
Keith Lucas, Louisville-area vice president 
ofCPIInc. 

Lucas' cable system will televise races 
from Louisville Downs beginning Feb. 5. At 
the same time, the track's president and 
general manager, William H. King, will 
introduce a revolutionary "bet from your 
home" wagering system, Call-a-Bet. 

Confusion occurs over one major selling 
point for Call-a-Bet: a bettor can sit in the 
comfort of his home, bet by telephone and 
then watch the race on cable TV. But Lucas 
is quick to point out that his cable system is 
not in the horse-betting business. 

"We are offering (the races as) a sporting 
event," he says. "You do not have to get 
Call-a-Bet to see the races. All our sub- 
scribers will get a chance to watch that 
programming. 

"What we're going to do is show, on a 
taped basis, the first eight races at 
Louisville Downs, then show the last two 
live," says Lucas. "At some point in time, 
we plan to go live from Louisville Downs for 
all the races. It could be this (spring) 
season, but it probably will be the summer 
season (June 29-Sept. 21). 

The cable TV company will absorb the 
cost of delivering races to its subscribers, 
and Louisville Downs will pay for producing 
the telecasts as further inducement for 
people to subscribe to Call-a-Bet. 

The latest brainchild from King, who 
earlier introduced the $3 wager, will work 
like this: a bettor establishes a cash account 
with the track and is given a code number 
for identification. On race days, the bettor 
can call the track and bet on any race with 
money from his track account. Computers 
adjust the account to reflect winning and 
losing wagers. 

Call-a-Bet got the go-ahead when the 
Kentucky Harness Racing Commission 
ruled that it conforms with the state's 
parimutuel wagering law. 

Steve Armbrust, TV coordinator for 
William H. King Enterprises, says that the 
spring season will be something of a testing 
period. Shows "will be produced with Call-a- 
Bet in mind," but Armbrust says that 
programming must be developed to appeal 
to non-betting viewers as well. 

Polish state radio said a week-long 
general strike of some 120 plants, municipal 
officies and transportation systems in 
Bielsko Biala province continued, but some 
shops,including food stores, had been 
opened to ease the situation. 

Sources in Jelenia Gora reported some 
headway in tough bargaining between 
government representatives and a strike 
committee. The strikers called off their 
action there when the official delegation 
arrived during the weekend. Solidarity 
sources said agreement was reached on a 
first point—changes in housing policy. 

GOVERNMENT COMMISSIONS 
HEADED for negotiations elsewhere and 
Lech Walesa, chairman of Solidarity, went 
to Rzeszow to take charge of crucial 
negotiations on a list of 69 demands. 

Chief among these was the farmers' call 
for registration of their own union, Rural 
Solidarity. Deputy Agriculture Minister 
Andrzej Kacala telephoned premier 
Pinkowski during the talks to obtain 
authorization to take up the issue. But no 
clear government decision was expected 
before a Supreme Court hearing Feb. 10. 

The negotiating round in Rzeszow started 
Sunday, with the labor-farmer side headed 
by Walesa's deputy Bogdan Lis. 

A radio broadcast said that after a 
proposal by the Rzeszow strike committee, 
some members of the government com- 
mission agreed to go to Ustrzyki to settle 
issues with protesters there. 

Put your 
money where 

your Heart 

Meanwhile, two farmers involved in a 
seven-day-old hunger strike at St. Joseph's 
Church in Swidnica, Walbrzych Province, 
were hospitalized late Sunday and on 
Monday afternoon, a third farmer was 
admitted to an intensive care unit, ac- 
cording to Polish radio. 

The dozen farmers still in the church are 

seeking registration of the independent 
union of private farmers. 

The farmers issued a communique saying 
"only an independent self-governing far- 
mers' trade union can guarantee our social 
status and provide legal and economic 
guarantees. In defense of this we are ready 
to make the ultimate sacrifice." ' 

The Men of Farmhouse 
would like to Congratulate 

our newly initiated Little Sisters: 

Sally Coltrain 

Cindy Johnson 

Karen Mayer 

Anell McKee 

Rachel Severance 

Eva Walker 

TAKE A LOOK AT 
THE OTHERS. THEN 

TAKE A GOOD LOOK AT 
DAVID LEHMAN. 

HAPPY 21st BIRTHDAY 
LARRY SMITH 

From 
Pierre. Arlan. Jill. Georgia 

He's Experienced 
K-State Ambassador 
Student Senator (College of 

Agriculture) 
President of College Republicans 

. Chairperson of Senate Communica- 
tions Committee 

Vice-President of Collegiate 4-H 
Chairperson of A.S.K. Steering 

Committee 
Student Senate Executive Com- 

mittee 
Kansas College Republican Execu- 

tive Board 
Ag Student Council 
Senate Liaison to International Co- 

ordinating Council 
Ag Ambassador 
Arts & Sciences Honors Program 

You'll agree that 
Lehman's the one with 

the real experience. And 
you can't beat that. 

«• You can't beat experience ft 

Paid for by the David Lehman for Student Body President Committee; Kelly Preita. Chairman 

0 American 
Heart 
Association 

It's not your everyday 
teaching job 

It's the Nuclear Navy. 
And it's not for everybody. The 

Navy's Nuclear Power Program is look- 
ing for a limited number of highly qual- 
ified instructors. People who have re- 
cently earned degrees in mathematics, 
physics, nuclear physics or engineer- 
ing—and would like the opportunity to 
share that knowledge with others. 

The young people you'd be teach- 
ing would be top students. They have 
to be. The men we choose to operate 
and maintain the Navy's numerous nu- 
clear reactors have to be the best. 

But it's more than just a "teaching 
job". Because you'd be a Commis- 

sioned Officer in the U.S. Navty, the 
benefits are excellent—including good 
pay, housing and available medical 
care. Your teaching tour would be 
spent at the Navy Nuclear Power 
School in Orlando, Florida. 

So if you've ever said to yourself, 
"I'd really like to try my hand at teach- 
ing", now's your opportunity. Contact 
the Officer Programs Officer at your 
local Naval Recruiting Office. Or call 
the following toll-free number—800- 
841-8000. In Georgia, the number is 
800-342-5855. 

Bob Miller 
Navy Recruiting 
2420 Broadway 
Kansas City, MO 64108 
or call collect 
816-374-3433 

The Nuclear Navy 
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Protecting a friend Reagan promises to maintain troop strength, 
America's long commitment' to South Korea 

WASHINGTON (AP) -President Reagan 
promised South Korea on Monday that the 
United States will maintain its troop 
strength in the Pacific region and its long 
commitment to defend South Korea 
"against aggression." 

Reagan told the visiting South Korean 
president, Chun Doo-hwan, that "our special 
bond of freedom and friendship is as strong 
today" as it was 30 years ago. 

During remarks following a one-hour 
meeting with Chun, Reagan made clear that 
his administration will give high priority to 
its relationship with South Korea, which had 

suffered strains during the four years of the 
Carter administration. 

By inviting Chun for a visit ahead of 
leaders of major U.S. allies, Reagan also 
showed his administration has confidence in 
the Chun government, which seized power in 
a military coup following the assassination 
of President Park Chung-nee in October of 
1979. 

The United States maintains a military 
force of about 39,000 troops in South Korea. 
Former President Jimmy Carter withdrew 
several thousand U.S. troops in 1979 to the 
dismay of the Korean military, and Chun 
wanted assurances that Reagan wouldn't 

resume a withrawal policy. 
Speaking to reporters with Chun at his 

side, Reagan said he has assured the Korean 
leader that "the United States will remain a 
reliable and Pacific partner and we shall 
maintain the strength of our forces in the 
Pacific." 

Reagan said U.S. Asian allies, including 
South Korea, Japan, Australia and New 
Zealand, "will have our continued support 
as our European allies have." 

For his part, Chun said: "President 
Reagan has given his firm assurances that 
the United States has no intention of with- 
drawing the American forces in Korea. I am 

pleased that the present level of the United 
States military presence in Korea will be 
maintained." 

Chun said U.S forces provide "a vital and 
indispensable contribution to not only peace 
in Korea, but peace and tranquility in the 
Northeast Asia region." 

Reagan and Chun met for an hour, and. 
then Reagan held a luncheon in Chun's 
honor in the White House Red Room. Also 
attending the luncheon were Vice President 
George Bush, Secretary of State Alexander 
M. Haig, Jr., National Security Adviser 
Richard Allen and Secretary of Defense 
Caspar Weinberger. 

K-Stater may enter race 
for Manhattan commission 

A K-State student said Monday he plans to 
file for a seat on Manhattan's City Com- 
mission. 

Larry Morgan, senior in political science, 
said he had the filing forms notarized and 
will probably be the eighth candidate in the 
city commission race. Filing deadline is 
noon today. 

Morgan's said his primary concern if 
elected commissioner would be to look 
closely at the budget He also said the public 
deserved to receive additional information, 
"because the information is not now getting 
out in sufficient quantity." 

The 33-year-old student said he liked 
Manhattan and intended to work for its 

improvement 
"I liked what I saw in Manhattan and 

intend to stay," Morgan said. "Because of 
that, I intend to give a little of myself to the 
community." 

Morgan said he believes he is a qualified 
candidate "because of my previous 
primarily military experience and concern 
for issues which face both campus and off- 
campus students." 

There will be a primary election on March 
3 to narrow the field to six candidates. A 
general election on April 7 will decide which 
three will receive commission terms along 
side two commissioners, whose terms do not 
expire. 

OFF CAMPUS STUDENT AS$OCIATION<Q 
Meeting Today, Denison 113A, 7:30 

t> 
V 

COME HEAR STUDENT CANDIDATES! 

-ALSO- 
Rnd Out About 

CUPIDS BROKEN HEART BASH 
on Friday, Feb. 13 

(Tickets will be Available at Meeting) 

Judge finds student guiity 
in Goodnow Halt incident 

Jesse A mayo, sophomore in engineering 
technology, was found guilty of a 
misdemeanor battery charge Tuesday in 
Riley County District Court in connection 
with a Nov. 7 incident in Goodnow Hall. 

Jean Dillbeck, sophomore in journalism 
and mass communications, and her 
roommate, Kendra McMullen, freshman in 
general, testified that Amayo entered their 
unlocked room and refused to leave. 

McMullen said she talked with Amayo and 
then left the room to lock his bicycle, as he 
requested, while Dillbeck remained 
sleeping. 

Dillbeck said that while McMullen was 
gone, Amayo "tried to get into bed" with 
her. Dillbeck said Amayo held her arms 
until she pushed him away and she left the 
room. 

Amayo remained in the room until 
McMullen and Dillbeck returned and 
McMullen pulled him out of the room, 
McMullen said. 

Associate District Court Judge Harlan 
Graham said the Kansas statute defines 
battery as "touching or application of force 
and rude, insolent or angry behavior." He 

said that, based on testimony, Amayo had 
intentionally touched Dillbeck and his 
conduct ould be defined as rude and in- 
solent. 

Graham sentenced Amayo to six months 
in the Riley County Jail, and levied a fine of 
$750 plus court costs. He suspended the fine, 
court costs amounted to approximately $40. 

Amayo was ordered to serve two nights of 
his sentence in jail and then will be placed 
on parole. 

He was ordered to continue counseling for 
alcohol abuse, a condition of probation from 
a felony burglary conviction in December. 

DON'T LET 

For free information, write to: 
DRUNK DRIVER, Box 2345 
Rockvillc. Maryland 20852 

£2 k-st^ union " 
upc feature films 
25 years of service 1956-1981 THE GOLDEN 

TWEET SWARDS PLU/: 
"The Most Unerotic Concept in Pornography 
"The Worst Performance by an Animal 
*The Biggest Ripoff in Hollywood History 
*The Worst Performance by an Actor as Jesus Christ 
*The Most Ridiculous Monster in Screen History 

Michael Medved, author of "What Really Hap- 
pened to the Class of '65?," presents "The Golden 
Turkey Awards"—the First "Reverse" awards 
ceremony to honor the All-Time Bad Films and 
Performances in Hollywood history. 

BAD f IL/HS rKTlYAL 
Feature Films Presents Seven Really BAD Movies: 

ATTACK OF THE 50FT. WOMAN        TERROR OF TINYTOWN 
REEFER MADNESS I CHANGED MY SEX 
THEY SAVED HITLER'S BRAIN BEACH BLANKET BINGO 

PLAN 9 FROM OUTER SPACE 

FORUM HALL 
FRI. FEB. 6 

2:00 pm 
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Barbara and Scott Campbell work as patrol officers for the Riley County Police Department. They are also married. They have 
found they have more time together now than ever before and both agree having the same job has 'really worked out well.' 

By KAREN CARLSON 
Features Editor 

When Scott Campbell leaves his home for work, he doesn't kiss 
his wife good-bye and mutter something about dinner. 

He'll see his wife when he gets to work. 
Barbara and Scott Campbell, both 33, work at the Riley County 

Police Department (RCPD) as patrol officers, although they don't 
work the same shifts. Barbara works the evening shift (3 p.m.-i 
a.m.) and Scott works the night shift (10 p.m.-8 a.m.). The shifts 
overlap because of the increase in calls the RCPD recieves between 
10 p.m. and 1 a.m. It is at this busy period when the couple may see 
each other. 

"Most of the time I don't know what he's involved in," Barbara 
said. 

Focus 
SCOTT AND BARBARA have never 

worked as a team, but working at the 
same place has "really worked out 
well," according to Barbara. 

"The fact that we're doing something we both enjoy to satisfy our 
lives is important," Scott said. 

Both Scott and Barbara work the same days, which routinely 
means working four days and then recieving three days off. 

"We see each other now more than we ever have before," Bar- 
bara said. 

Working at the same place and performing basically the same 
job has not caused any problems for them, but Barbara said she 
believes it is good that they don't work the same shift. 

The family budget is also easier for both to contend with while 
working the same job, because squabbles about what the money 
should be spent on seldom arise, Barbara said. 

"Spending money on police-related equipment does not pose a 
problem," she said. "Really it's (working at the same place) 
healthier for us, it relieves the anxiety involved in this type of work. 

"A spouse may not want to bring home the job problems," 
Barbara said. "I think that's a phony way to live.. seeing the home 
as a sanctuary." 

THE COUPLE AGREED that it is a good feeling to be able to 
come home and talk about problems that arise at work. 

"We're fortunate here that we have the community in which we 
work. The temperament of the town is good," Barbara said. 

Barbara and Scott's duties do vary. 
Barbara deals with police matters such as accidents, incidents 

involving the "going home" crowd and parking complaints, Scott 
said. She also does public services, such as escorting funeral 
processions. 

Scott helps conduct business security checks, settle domestic 
disputes and is on the scene if a serious accident occurs. 

"The night shift has more variety of calls, since it is late at night. 
Serious accidents happen after people have been out partying, 
which tends to be late," Scott said. 

Scott's working hours contain more of 
the violent crimes, he said. 

AS A WOMAN OFFICER, Barbara 
has found few problems, but if she is the 
only woman working and a rape occurs, 
she is the officer who takes the report. 

"The policy is that if a female officer 
is available, she will take the report," 
Barbara said. "I've taken about 11 
(rape) reports." 

Barbara said she has experienced a 
few hassles with everyday occurences 
involving people who receive parking 
tickets, speeding tickets and run through 
red lights. 

"I'm not seriously hassled, I guess they (men) are more curious 
than anything else," she said. "Occasionally I've had a few men 
who have been hostile. I think sometimes they think I'll be more 
intimidated than the male officer." 

At the overlapping period, Barbara said she makes a point not to 
think about potentially dangerous situations in which Scott could be 
involved. 

"There are other units to back him up, so I wouldn't be the 
responding officer. If I did, he'd just be another officer," Barbara 
said. 

Staff photon by Cort Andtraon 

Officer  Barbara  Campbell  (above)   takes an 
auto burglary report during her evening shift, 

while   Officer   Scott  Campbell   (above 
checks a door during his night shift. 

right) 
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Findings on K-State, KU to be published 

Ex-WSU players reveal alleged violations 
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) -Four former 

Wichita State University basketball players 
say they received more than 14,500 in 
gratuities from coaches and college athletic 
backers in the past three years, according to 
a copyright story Monday in The Kansas 
City Times. 

Richard Williams of Hollywood, Calif., 
who was kicked off the team last year for a 
curfew violation, and three others said they 
received thousands of dollars in cash, 
clothes, airline tickets and "forgiven" loans 
during the period. 

Sports 
The newspaper also said the mother of 

Wichita State basketball player Antoine 
Carr, Jo Ann Carr, moved her family into a 
$62,500 home and bought two new cars after 
her son joined the team in 1979. Acquain- 
tances said the family had been living near 
the poverty level before the son's success, 
The Times said. 

THE TIMES ALSO quoted the unnamed, 
former girlfriend of a Wichita State 
basketball player who said coaches at the 
school arranged for her to have an abortion 
so he could stay in school. 

The practices reported in the story, the 
first of a five-part series, appear to violate 
National Collegiate Athletic Association 
rules governing sports at member in- 
stitutions, The Times said. 

"I will confirm we have been in contact 
with the same principals for about the past 
year," an NCAA spokesman said Monday. 
The spokesman would not confirm that the 
investigation was continuing but said, "The 
NCAA's normal procedure is to have an 
announcement when a case is finalized." 

'Cats' Blackman 
all-around player 

This week's Big 8 statistics show why 
Rolando Blackman, K-State's Ail- 
American candidate, is considered one of 
the league's top all-around players. 

The Brooklyn, N.Y. native, considered 
by experts a sure f irstrround choice in the 
National Basketball Association (NBA) 
draft this spring, is listed in the top 10 in 
sue of seven statistical categories. 

Blackman ranks sixth in scoring with a 
16.8 average, sixth in assists with a 3.8 
average, seventh in steals with a 1.5 
average, seventh in blocked shots with a 
0.7 average, ninth in field goal per- 
centage with a .538 mark (120 of 223) and 
ninth in free throw accuracy with a .765 
percentage (62 of 81). 

The only department that excludes 
Blackman's name is rebounding, with 
the 6-6 senior guard averaging 4.9 a 
game. 

Blackman's teammate, 6-7 Ed Nealy, 
continues to lead the league in reboun- 
ding. The junior from Bonner Springs is 
averaging 9.4 boards in 18 games. 
Oklahoma's Les Pace is second at 7.9. 

Nealy also is fifth in steals with 1.6 
thefts a game. Kansas' Darnell Valentine 
leads that category with a 2.9 average. 

Tim Jankovich, who hit 11 of 14 shots in 
two games last week, has moved into 
third place in field goal accuracy with his 
.579 percentage (66 of 114). Colorado's 
Joe Cooper has the highest percentage at 
.594 (79 of 133) to go with his league- 
leading blocked shot average of 2.2. 

Jankovich also is eighth in assists, 
averaging 3.2 a game. Valentine also 
leads that department with his 5.6 
average. 

Randy Reed and Les Craft are the final 
K-State players who appear in this 
week's stats. Those two and Missouri's 
Ricky Frazier are tied for eighth in 
blocked shots with a 0.5 average. 

The conference's top scorer still is 
Oklahoma State's Matt Clark, who has a 
19.3 average in 18 games. Oklahoma's 
Chuck Barnett is second at 18.7. 

Nebraska's Jack Moore has hit 82 of 89 
free throws for .921 percent to lead the 
final category. 

WICHITA 8TATE OFFICIALS were 
reluctant to comment on the story, and a 
spokesman for Athletic Director Ted 
Bredehoft said Monday he planned to 
withhold further comment until the 
newspaper's entire series had been 
published. 

Asked earlier by The Times about 
allegations of various gratuities for players, 
Bredehoft said: "Well, in aU of those 
allegations I can safely deny the validity of 
the rumor." He also told The Times that the 
school's coaches "have never had, to our 
knowledge, an inquiry from the NCAA." 

Mrs. Carr told The Times she received no 
money from the university and said a 
boyfriend helped her make a down payment 
on the new house. The real estate man who 
leased the house to Mrs. Carr until she could 
arrange financing, a process which took 
almost a year, said she and her boyfriend 
made a lease payment with 50 $100 bills. 

MRS. CARR, a divorcee, said she took out 
a loan on a 1981 auto last fall, one day after 
closing on the house with a $7,961 down 
payment. She said the new car replaced a 
1979 model that Carr's older brother 
wrecked. 

The former Wichita State players — 
Williams, Tyrone Augburns, Lawrence 
Howell and Auguster "Sarge" Jackson — 
told The Times they each received money 
from coaches or team supporters for trips to 
their hometowns or for personal expenses. 
In Williams' case, the monetary gifts 
amounted to more than $3,000, the 
newspaper said. 

Williams told the newspaper he received 
more than $3,000 in gratuities over a two- 
year period, much of it in cash from Jeff 
Jones, an assistant basketball coach. He 
said he also received $425 worth of clothes 
from a store which employed the wives of 
Bredehoft and basketball Coach Gene 
Smithson. 

SUSAN BREDEHOFT, the athletic 
director's wife, said of the store where she 
works, "We're not in the business of giving 

FEB. 4 DEADLINE> 
Graduate Student 

Council 
[ 16 positions are OPEN 

j GRADUATES 
\ FILE IN 

SGS OFFICE 
Council and Senate ' 

\ Write-ins Accepted / 

away free clothes," The Times said. 
Williams said his gifts included $1,500 in 

cash for two trips home to Florida; a $315 
airline ticket for a third trip home; two 
loans of $300 each, which he never repaid to 
a Wichita bank, and another $300 he 
requested of Jones in a telephone call from 
Florida. "Three days later I received in the 
mails $300 in cash. It was inside a white 
envelope and wrapped in yellow paper," 
Williams said. 

Jackson said he was given $500 in cash 
when he was being recruited by Wichita 
State in 1978 and several hundred dollars 
more later. 

"That money," Jackson recalled, "would 
be so new you had to pull the bills apart... 
$100 bills I'm talking about... to make sure 
you weren't giving away two bills for one. 
And they (the coaches) let you know they 
had the money. That was the first thing they 
hit you with," he told The Times. 

AUGBURNS. WHO transferred to 
Cleveland State in 1979, said he received 
$164 from one of the coaches for a plane trip 
home and a small amount of cash from 
Jones. Another former player, Lawrence 
Howell, who was a starting guard from 
Boynton, Okla., told The Times he asked 
Smithson in March 1979 for money to see his 
son in California during the spring break. 
Howell said Smithson said "he'd fix it as a 
loan so the athletic department wouldn't get 
into any trouble. (Then) he told me to see 

Jeff Jones." Howell said he was later given 
an envelope containing $250 in cash. 

The Times said its findings were made 
during a lengthy examination of athletics at 
Wichita State, the University of Kansas and 
K-State. 

Chris, 
This is one that had to be seen! Hope 

you have a great 19!! 

Love, 
Dee Dee 

February Special! 

-fit Crum's during the month of February, you 
can get a Shampoo, Haircut and Blow Dry 
for less than you'd pay for a plain haircut 
anywhere else. 

-Also with any paid service you'll receive a 
FREE manicure and FREE Scalp massage. 

We have 70 students who need clinic floor service. I 
They do excellent work and are supervised by 

professional instructors. 

Call for an appointment today. 

You'll be satisfied at a great savings! 

Crum's Beauty College i 

fr'i rffr s^rifi 
J  512Poyntz    OREDKEN      776-4794 j 

LOOK 
FAMILIAR? 

—25$ Fishbowls every nite 
for a half an hour. 

If it does—or even 
if it doesn't—come on 

out to Enoch's for 
our inflation-beatin' specials! 

. . . Happy hour 4-7 every day 
and 10 a.m.-7 p.m. Saturdays 

All beer-5(K 

Thurs. - 4<K fishbowls 7 'til 12. 
Fir. -TGIF-Free popcorn & 4<K fishbowls 

3-10 p.m. 

ENOCH'S TAVERN 
4 mi. North on Turtle Creek Blvd. 
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I  
Cavaliers 

get nation's 
top position 

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Virginia grabbed sole possession of the 

No.l position in The Associated Press 
college basketball poll Monday, edging 
Oregon State by a mere 10 points and ending 
a one-week tie between the two teams. 

Virginia collected 35 first place votes and 
1,212 of a possible 1,240 points from a 
nationwide panel of sports writers and 
broadcasters. Oregon State, which had the 
No.l slot for two weeks by itself and shared 
it another, was tabbed No.l on 26 ballots and 
received 1,202 points. 

Last week, Virginia and Oregon State 
each garnered 29 first-place votes and 1,147 
points. Three poll members did not cast 
ballots last week. All 62 poll members voted 
this week. 

The Cavaliers of Virginia downed then- 
No.6 Wake Forest 83-73 and whipped Duke 
68-47 last week in raising their record to 18-0. 

The Beavers, 17-0, defeated then-No.10 
UCLA 81-67 and nipped Southern Cal 55-48 
last week. 

DePaul, Louisiana State and Arizona 
State retained the NOB. 3 through 5 positions, 
respectively. 

The Blue Demons, 18-1, collected 1,095 
points after eking out a 54-50 victory over 
Illinois State and bombarding Syracuse 91- 
69 before a national television audience 
Sunday. The Tigers, who got the final first 
place vote and 1,076 points, defeated 
Mississippi and Florida last week. The Sun 
Devils, with 944 points, crushed Stanford 84- 
66 in their only game last week. 

Kentucky, Utah and Wake Forest waged a 
close fight for the next three positions. The 
Wildcats moved up a notch to No.6 with 830 
points following victories over Mississippi 
State and an overtime triumph over a tough 
Georgia team. 

The Utes, who edged then No.15 Brigham 
Young 60-56 last week, jumped two spots and 
are seventh this week with 812 points—six 
more than Wake Forest 

Notre Dame and Tennessee rounded out 
the Top 10. The Irish, who slipped a notch 
despite wins over Cornell and South 
Carolina, got 770 points. The Volunteers, 
victors over Georgia and Alabama, had 657 
points. 

North Carolina headed the Second 10. 
UCLA was 12th followed by Maryland, 
Michigan, Iowa, Brigham Young, Indiana, 
Illinois, Wichita State and South Alabama. 

Last week the Second 10 were Tennessee, 
North Carolina, Iowa, Maryland, Brigham 
Young, South Alabama, Michigan, Kansas, 
Minnesota and Connecticut. 

Indiana and Illinois returned to the Top 20 
this week, while Wichita State is making its 
first appearance. 

Cyclones' Orr lone Big 8 coach 
to oppose league jump ball rule 

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) - Big Eight 
basketball coaches are almost unanimous in 
their belief that they have a better idea—a 
new wrinkle which they feel takes some 
pressure off the harried officials. 

It's the rule that calls for alternate 
possession out of bounds of jump ball 
situations. In the Big Eight, when officials 
rule a jump ball, instead of tossing the ball 
up for grabs between two opposing players, 
the teams alternate getting possession out of 
bounds. 

The rule has been in effect for IVi seasons 
now and most Big Eight coaches answered 
in the affirmative when asked if they would 
like to see it adopted by the entire NCAA 
membership. 

"Definitely," said Kansas State's Jack 
Hartman. "It's (the jump ball) a part of our 
game that's extremely difficult to ad- 
minister. It's especially hard to toss the ball 
accurately, with the same height and 
timing. There's always the possibility of 
somebody getting it early." 

"The only time you get flustered is when 
you're trying to tie up the ball with about 30 
seconds to go and it's their turn to get 
possession," said Oklahoma State's Paul 

Hansen. "We've still got short referees and 
tall players and it's hard to toss the ball 
straight up." 

Kansas Coach Ted Owens agreed he would 
like to see the NCAA adopt the rule. 

"But I'm not in favor of using it unless the 
NCAA does adopt it," Owens said. "I don't 
like to play part of my games with one rule 
and part with another." 

"That's one of those questions I don't have 
to answer," said Missouri's Norm Stewart, 
who proceeded to answer it. "But I would be 
in favor. I don't like the idea of tossing up 
the jump ball. I like the idea of eliminating 
the jump ball." 

Moe Iba of Nebraska was emphatic in 
wanting to see the rule made uniform for all 
teams. 

"You bet I would," he said. "As small as 
we are, that's the only way we're going to 
get the ball. It takes pressure off the of- 
ficials and speeds the game up. I think it's 
an excellent rule." 

But Johnny Orr of Iowa State, who spent 
many years coaching at Michigan in the Big 
Ten, was one voice in the minority. 

"I don't like it," he said. "I think it's 
ridiculous." 

<^o 
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union COURTYARD 
STUD€NT BODY Pfl€SID€NT 

FORUfTl! 
CANDIDATES: 

...David Lehman 
•••Tim Matlack 
...Angela Scanlon 
...Roger Seymour 

MODERATOR: 
...Mark Zimmerman 

12:30 This Wednesday 
Feb. 4, 1981 ^SflS&ste., 

V f2 (b+Y^ftCfc+S 

-I>1<fc+D1v
2<& 'Ai 

SOPHOMORES JUNIORS SENIORS GRADS 

IF THIS CATCHES YOUR EYE, YOU MAY QUALIFY TO EARN 
$900 PER MONTH DURING YOUR LAST 24 MONTHS OF STUDY 

We're looking for people with a year of Calculus and Physics to train In the nuclear 
power field after graduation and we're willing to pay you a salary of $900 per month for 
up to 24 months during your last years in school for your services. If you have decent 
grades, don't rule yourself out because of your major. Go ahead see if you can qualify. 
Call the Nuclear Programs Manager at 816-374-3433 collect or write: 

Bob Miller 
Navy Recruiting 
2420 Broadway 
Kansas City, Mo. 64108 

We'll be interviewing at your Placement Center on: February 17,18 and 19. 

NOT INTERESTED IN NUCLEAR POWER? WE'LL BE INTERVIEWING FOR CIVIL 
ENGINEERING, ENGINEERING DUTY, SURFACE WARFARE, AVIATION MAIN- 
TENANCE, ETC. ALSO. SIGN UP TODAY FOR A U.S. NAVY INTERVIEW... 
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Staff photo by Cort Andanon 

Second year center... K State's Dee Weinreis (23) blocks a shot during the 
KU game. 

Kansas big adjustment 
for Wildcats' Weinreis 

By LINDA LUGINBILL 
Collegian Reporter 

Dee Weinreis used to make jokes about 
Kansas. She still does every once in awhile, 
but she likes living here much better now. 

Weinreis, a 6-2 junior forward, came to K- 
State a year and a half ago as a transfer 
from New Mexico. She originally is from 
Minnesota. 

Weinreis transferred between semesters 
because she thought basketball would be a 
bigger challenge here than at New Mexico. 
She also said academically she was better 
off at K State 

"I've adjusted to Kansas," Weinreis said. 
K-State women's basketball coach Lynn 

Hickey also said Weinreis has adjusted to 
the Midwest. 

"It was difficult for Dee at first," Hickey 
said. "It's not easy to change schools " 

TO MAKE HER transfer even tougher, an 
Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for 
Women (AIAW) ruling declared Weinreis 
ineligible for any postseason competition 
last year. 

"It was a shock," Weinreis said. "I had no 
idea there would be a question on my being 
able to play." 

But all that is behind her now and she has 
improved, according to Hickey. 

"Dee hasn't reached her peak," Hickey 
said. "She just keeps improving." 

Playing at center in Tammie Romstad's 
absence has added to her improvement. 

"She's under tremendous pressure, but 
doing great," Hickey said. 

With Romstad still out with a knee injury, 
there's no one on the K-State team who is 
tall enough to guard Weinreis during 
practice. Weinreis said that hurts because 
she doesn't get any practice with someone 
her own size. 

WEINREIS LEFT A twin sister in New 
Mexico, where they both played on the 
basketball team. 

"It was hard to play with a twin sister on 
the same team," Weinreis said. Itwasalsoa 
big adjustment leaving her sister to come to 
K-State, Weinreis added. 

But Weinreis has adjusted. 
"Dee is an intense competitor," Hickey 

said. "She works hard and is very deter- 

mined. 
"Dee's greatest asset to the team is her 

enthusiasm," Hickey added. "She has a nice 
shot and is a big rebounder when her timing 
is good." 

LATELY THE TEAMS K-State has 
played have been stacking the middle. This 
has caused not only Weinreis, who is 
averaging 9.5 points a game, to score very 
little but the whole team to be off, Hickey 
said. 

Weinreis, like all players, has gone 
through an experience she'll always 
remember. Her memorable experience is 
from last week's game against Kansas, 
where the largest crowd in K-State women's 
basketball history showed up to watch the 
game. 

Another difference between K-State and 
New Mexico, according to Weinreis, is the 
amount of enthusiasm generated by the 
crowds here. 

"There's a lot more spirit here," she said. 

Best of Luck 
Tonight 

And 
This Weekend 

at the 
Penn State Classics 

Pep Coordinating 
Council says, 

Shock the 
Shockers 

WSU hopes third time charm 
as they meet Wildcats in Ahearn 
The K-State women, who snapped a 

three-game losing streak last Friday 
against Creighton, return to action 
tonight to face the Wichita State 
Shockers in Region VI conference play. 
Tipoff is scheduled for 7:30 in Ahearn 
Field House. 

The Wildcats, now 4-1 in conference 
action, will face a Shocker team led by 
Paula Redo who is averaging 13.2 points 
per game. WSU also has the strength and 
height of 6-6 center Teresa Dreilling 
(averaging 12.2 points per game) and 6-5 
freshman Mary Kennedy (averaging 10.3 
points per game). 

The Wildcats defeated the Shockers by 
a point in the first match-up between the 
two in December. The second meeting 
wasn't as close. K-State won by 23 points 
to claim the third place title in the Pizza 
Hut Invitational held in Wichita in 
January. 

"They're (Wichita State) very ex- 
plosive," coach Lynn Hickey said. "The 
last time we moved well offensively 

against them, and if we put the pressure 
on, we should win. We'll also be at 
home." 

In the last game against the Shockers 
in January, Gay la Williams and Jeanne 
Daniels led the Wildcat's scoring, both 
having twenty. 
. But injuries have plagued K-State and 
it is questionable if Daniels will be 
starting or not. Because of a sprained 
ankle, she will watch her team from the 
bench tonight and possibly this weekend 
when the 'Cats travel to Pennsylvania to 
compete in the Coca Cola Classic. 

In the Wildcats game against 
Creighton, senior guard Gayla Williams 
didn't start, freshman Becky Dobbins 
did. Hickey said she didn't know if she'd 
start Williams or Dobbins tonight, it 
would depend Monday's practice. 

"Two or three players will see about 
equal amounts of time," Hickey said. 
"They all perform well offensively. I 
may go with the same starting five as 
last time because they all did well." 

scniORs, 
corvrecr VOUR 

PLAcemcnT OFFICE 
FOR ILTTCRVIEW DRT€S 

RI1D PR€F€RR€D IHRJORS. 

LOCKHCCD-CAUFORniA COmPflnV • BURBRP.H, CAUFORPJIA 

an CQUAL opPORTunrrv F/nvH/vcmPLOVCR us. cmzcnsHiP RCQUIRCD 

F6B.14&15 
PR ice $18 

SP6ND fl W€€K€ND IN C€NTRfll MISSOURI 
EXPLORING 3 PRIMITIV6 CflV€S. 

6V€RVON€ wacoMe 

♦ Information Meeting: 
Tues. Feb. 3 

7:oopm Rm 205 
K-State   Union     E Ifcatttejnian 

uoc outdoor roc. „_»-..-. ■■»*■ 
JA   I008 

* Sign-up Begins: 
Wed. Feb. 4 

Union 3rd Floor 
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Collegian 
classifieds 

CLASSIFIED RATES 
On* day: 20 words or less, $1.50, 5 cants 

par word over 20; Two days: 20 words or loss, 
$2.00, 8 cents per word over 20; Three days: 
20 words or loss, $2.25, 10 cants par word 
over 20; Four days: 20 words or lass, $2.75, 
13 cents par word over 20; Flva days: 
20 words or lass, $3.00, 15 cants par word 
over 20. 

FOR SALE 
ADULT GAG gifts and novelties—birthday, anniversary, get 

well, or just for fun. Treasure Chest. Agglevllle. (HO 

FIREWOOD FOR Sale: seasoned mined woods $56/cord, $30 
large pickup load Split, delivered and stacked 1-4564212. 
(81-100) 

MUST SELL-ig74 Laguna, power, ak. AM/FM 8-track, ex- 
cellent condition, $1200 or best ofter. Call 539-4967. Keep 
trying. (8842) 

1966 MUSTANG, good condition, 82,000 miles. Make an of- 
fer. Call Janet, 532-5154. (88-921 

BIRD DOG. four years old, male pointer, loveable, great pet. 
S30or best offer. Call 537-7076. (89-92) 

YAMAHA NS 225 2-way speaker system. Excellent condition. 
One year old, $220. Call 537-7981. (8943) 

HANG ODDER—beginner-Intermediate, model, excellent 
condition, with harness, $400. Here's your chance to try 
this exciting sport! Call 7784149. (8943) 

1980 DR-400 Suzuki 4 stroke Excellent condition. Call 778- 
6770 after 440 p.m. (9044) 

SIX-STRING acoustic guitar Call 539-7194. (90-92) 

1975 MUSTANG II Hatchback, Air Conditioning, Power 
Steering, Power Brakes, Auto, 37,280 miles. Very clean! 
$1.975.00 firm. Call 7664661. (9044) 

AUSTRALIAN SHEPHERD pups; top quality. Call 776-1955 or 
776-1978.(9044) 

1975 HORNET, automatic, factory air, good radio, power 
steering, excellent condition Call 539-2135. (9143) 

-SPECIAL STORE WIDE SALE- 
All Down, Fiber, Polyester-Filled 

Jacket's 25-50% OFF! 
Now through Feb. 7th 
Breakaway West 

WesUoop 
776-3632 

Tl 58/C programmable calculator and all Included materials. 
Used for* semester, like new, $100. Call 5394835. (9246) 

BY OWNER: nice two bedroom house with basement apart- 
ment, one block eaat of campus, $40,000. Call 537-1669. 
(9246) 

TEMPCO GOOSEDOWN coat. Dark brown, like new. Mena 
size S. Best offer. Call 7764032 after 12:30 p.m. (9244) 

WEIMARANEA PUPS-Excellent hunters and house pets. 
Registered. 5374140.(9245) 

TOTAL TECHNICS system. 35 watt receiver, SLD2 semi-auto 
turntable with new cartridge, M-22 tape deck Also new 
cabinet with glass door and 4 speakers. Complete—$726. 
Call Crs ig, 5394685 In the mornings and at night (9246) 

PIONEER SX 525 20 watt receiver, Essex 206 Speakers one 
year old, $175. Call Larry, 7764537. (92-96) 

INFINITY HI efficiency speakers, handle up to 2S0w but 
sound great with 20w power Call Larry 7764537 (92-96) 

 FOR RENT  
COSTUMES, MASKS, periodical clothing, accessories, all 

types make-up. Grass skirls, lets, bunny and mouse ears 
and more. Treasure Chest, Agglevllle. (110 

TYPEWRITER RENTALS, electrics and manuals, day, week 
or month. Buzzells, 511 Leavenworth, across from post 
office. Call 7764469. (1II| 

RENTAL TYPEWRITERS: Excellent selection, Including IBM 
Selectrics. Service most makes of typewriters. Hull Busi- 
ness Machlnea, (Agglevllle), 715 N. 12th, 539-7931. (86tf) 

FURNISHED, CARPETED rooms at 400 N. 11th. $65 up, 
kitchen and laundry, free parking, bills psld. Call 537-4233. 
(78-107) 

FARM HOUSE, 10 miles from Manhattan Recently remod- 
eled, kids, yes, indoor pets, no. Deposit, references. Con- 
sider families only. Call 1 -4584605. (88-92) 

EXCELLENT HOUSING opportunity for the right person. 
Close to campus. Parking. Call 537 7213 anytime. (88-92) 

ONE BEDROOM furnished apartment, 814 Thurston. Gaa and 
water Included, $1S0fmonth. Call 539-5136. (91-95) 

TWO BEDROOM, carpeted, sir conditioned home, double 
garage. $265 or for sale, $24,500. Available now. Other 
specious 2-4 bedroom apartments, houses available June, 
August. 5304202. (9145) 

FURNISHED, CARPETED rooms close to Agglevllle and cam- 
pus. Kitchen and laundry facilities available. Very quiet. 
Call 539-7892,537-1210, or 7764088. (9246) 

ONE BEDROOM basement apartment, furnished or un- 
furnished, one-naif block from Agglevllle Available now. 
Catl 537-2344, evenings 539-1498. (9246) 

GOT THE dorm room blues? A new house plant from 
Biueviiie Nursery Is the anawer. Many six Inch container 
beauties on sale this week. Bluevllle Nursery 2v> miles 
west of West Loop, 539-2671. (92 94) 

SAE-BEWAREI The G-Phi aasasalns will be stalking you. 
Get psyched fora killer of a week' (92) 

LSU ROAD Trippers—"you wanna walk?" Eight girls and one 
guy, he did ell the pumping, kissing semis end making 
baby votkwagons, "Go to sleep Danl" with Kathy If 
necessary. Mother Superior said sol Lost In OSU at 200 
a.m., bikes and nice cops. Lost in Dallas, squeezing In 
cowboys and picking up truckers, and Louisiana lec- 
tures—the pay or slay plan. Bootlegging, new NSP- 
Scoping, getting leled, country roads, breakfast In New 
Orleans, and Bourbon Street, lambalaya and finally finding 
southern hospitality (Right Toni?). Alcohol and sex don't 
mix Jennifer. McDonald's, high on "Coke," Blackmail, 
private eye Dan, sleeping together for 25 hours In many 
positions in three back sests, keeping warm, while lost In a 
blizzard, AGR's, the sheep bams, Urban Cowboys, drinking 
Moosehead's Coors. and Hurricanes In all kinds of 
weather, LSU or bust, anyone for the Ronnie Mllaap con- 
cert next weekend? (92) 

 HELP WANTED  
AGGIE STATION la-accepting applications for cocktail 

waitresses/waiters (must be 21). Apply In person, 1115 
Moro. evenings. (88-95) 

ENOCH'S TAVERN needs a nighttime bartender/meneger 
Call 5394095 or 1-485-2201 (or appointment. (8943) 

NURSES, IMMEDIATE position available. Please apply In per- 
son, 2423 Klmble Avenue, College Hill Nursing Center. (89- 
98) 

NEED HANDYMAN to help clean out gutters at our home. 
Call 539-1514after5fl0p.m. (8943) 

TEMPORARY POSITION available aa a Visual Arts Instructor 
for the after-school elementary art program. Applicationa 
will be taken at the Recreation Office, 120 N. 4th, thru 
February 13.(90-94) 

WEEKEND DISHWASHER. Apply Room 525. Ramada Inn. 
(9143) 

STUDENT NEEDED to work evenings three nights a week. 
Must be 21. Apply Fertemann'a Liquor Store. 521 N. 3rd. 
between 2<X)and 6:00 p.m. (9243) 

ROOMMATE WANTED 
FEMALES TO share furnished house at 1005 Vattler, private 

bedrooms, laundry, $50 up. Call 5394401. (78-107) 

FEMALES TO share furnished house at 1122 Vattler, private 
bedroom, $85.00. Call 5394401. (81-100) 

ROOMMATE WANTED: Male or female; two-bedroom 
basement apartment, furnished, carpet, laundry, two-car 
garage, nlcel $95 per month, bills paid. 537-4576. (9044) 

SERVICES 

ATTENTION 
OVERSEAS JOBS—Summer/year round. Europe, South 

America, Auatralla, Asia. All fields. $50041200 monthly. 
Sightseeing. Free Information. Write International Job 
Center, Box 52-KS2, Corona Del Mar, Ca. 92625 (88-135) 

TO STUDENT nursing home aides/orderlies: Will you share 
your work experiences with us, as a public service to nur- 
sing home residents? Our consumer organization, Kan- 
sans for Improvement of Nursing Homes (KINH), needs 
your help and Input on nursing home conditions snd your 
opinion on the cans and treatment of the residents. All 
names and correspondence will be kept confidential. 
Please call ua: (913) 842 3088 or 843-7107, or write us: 
KINH, 927 V> Mass. St. #4, Lawrence, KS 66044. (88-110) 

INITIATION GIFTS-We have created blankets, candy 
dishes, glasses, crested shirts, and Balfour jewelry. Cam- 
pus Comer, 716 N. Manhattan, Agglevllle, 7764461. (8944) 

NEED MONEY for trips, uniforms or occasions? Earn money 
with The Trading Poet. Call Jan at 1413-2724110 for 
details (9044) 

RESUME WRITING, layout, editing, typing or appraisal. 
Resume Service, 411 N. 3rd, 537-7294. (Itf) 

TRYING TO ASSEMBLE 
THE PERFECT STEREO SYSTEM? 

Call Art for professional turntable service. Autho- 
rized ORTOFON DEALER, moving coil and low 
mass cartridges in stock. 

TECH AUDIO SERVICES 776-7494 

RESUMES $20; 1-2 pp., 5 copies and envelopes. Tldwell & 
Associates, 219 S. Seth ChildS, 776-5213,537-4504 (83tf) 

PREGNANT? BIRTHRIGHT can help. Free pregnancy test. 
Confidential. Call 5374180.103 South 4th Street, Suite 16. 
(17tf) 

HORSES BOARDED, colts started and lessons given. Indoor 
and outdoor arenas, Powder Puff Downs. St. George, Ks. 
Call 1-494-2880. (82-101) 

J&L Bug Service. VW repair at reasonable prices One day 
service on moat repairs Only seven minutes from Manhet- 
tan. Call 1-494-2388, St. George. (85-105) 

GAYPHONE 5394692. Gay awareness, support services, 
peer counseling, and calendar of events. Confidential and 
anonymous. Please call between 6 00 p.m. and 12.40 mid- 
night, Sunday through Thursday. (88-148) 

Peanuts By CHARLES SCHULZ 

(SO WHAT 00 
(THEY KNOW?, 

Crossword 
ACROSS 

1 Philippine 
island 

5 Residue 
8 Shellfish 

12 Hebrew 
measure 

13 Exclamation 
14 Descartes 
15 Showy 

pin 
17 Roadside 

sign 
18 Famous 

boxer 
19 Ancient 

Hispania 
21 Village in 

Iowa 
24 Journey 
25 Occasion 
28 Lunatic 
30 Sphere 
31 Velvetlike 

fabric 
32 Heavy 

weight 
33 Vacuous 

imaginings 
35 Scattered 

(Her.) 
38 Greek 

underground 

By EUGENE SHEFFER 

37 A goat 
antelope 

38 Likenesses 
41 Josh 
42 American 

author 
43 Indian 

ceremonial 
48 Stage direction 
49 Fuss 
50 River duck 
51 Distance 

measure 
52 Drunkard 
53 Active 

volcano 
DOWN 

1 Lettuce 

2 Large bird 
3 "Big -" 
4 Suave 
5 Hillside 

dugout 
8 Titanic 

message 
7 Used in 

branding 
cattle 

8 Distressing 
sensations 

9 Goneril's 
father 

10 Against 
11 High 

tableland 
16 The gums 

Avg. solution time: 24 min. 

Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 

20 Twining 
stem 

21 Minute 
particle 

22 Spanish 
painter 

23 Large pulpit 
24 Chinese 

secret 
societies 

20 Civil War 
battle site 

27 Roman road 
28 Lake in 

Italy 
29 Recognized 
31 Heap 
34 Nullify 
35 Decorous 
37 One of the 

Caesars 
38 The same 

(L.) 
39 Kind of skirt 
40 Dye indigo 
41 Granny, 

for one 
44 Japanese 

plant 
45 Seine 
46 Container   , 
47 Highest note 

of the gamut 

CRYPTOQUIP 2 3 

LUGJWPGO    CKUAKY    UNNYUWOKC 

CKAWLUJK     LGYWP 

Yesterday's Cryptoquip - A MISER MAY SEE MISERY. 
Today's Cryptoquip clue: J equals T 

WOMEN'S HEALTH Can Service. Confidential health care 
for women with unexpected pregnancies. Abortion se* 
vices to 20 weeks as an outpatient, information and free 
pregnancy testing (316)6644108 Wichita, (itf) 

GAYPHONE 
Back for another truly successful semester 
servicing the gay community with peer 
trained counseling and support services as 
well as complete calendar information. We 
are anonymous, confidential, and we care. 
Please call us at 539-0692 between 6 p.m. and 
12 midnight, Sun.-Thurs. 

FOR TUTORING In Maths (Algebra, Trigonometry, Cetculus); 
Circuit Theory-I: Intro Computer Engg.; Design of Digital 
System-I; contect Neeraj; #43 Seaton Hall or #525 Moore 
Hall. (89-93) 

EXPERIENCED TYPIST, reasonable rates, IBM correcting 
Setectrlc Convenient location to campus. 537-1869. (9245) 

 NOTICES  
PILOT NEEDS three passengers to share coats to KSU 

basketball games ISU $43.00, MU $39.00 each. Hugh Irvln, 
5394128,5324311. (8443) 

GRADUATE STUDENTS: Elections for Graduate Student 
Council (16 posit ions) and Student Senate (4 positions) will 
be held February 11th. H you are Interested In serving and 
have missed the January 28 deadline for senate, or the 
February 4th deadline for GSC. write-in candidates will be 
permitted. (9145) 

DON'T FORGET the concern Saturday, February 28. 7.O0 
p.m. All Faiths Chapel. The Maranatha Band from Kansas 
City. Admission free. (9145) 

ANNOUNCEMENT ~ 
SIGMA CHI Captors: A snowball In the hand is worth two 

Chi Os In the tree. Thanks for helping us clean the snow 
off of our front yard. Torturing our hostages with hot 
chocolate and yum-yums thawed out frozen assets. 
Thanks Bobatollah and Brothers for making the rescue so 
much fun. Maul Love the Chi-O 20. (92) 

EVERY TUESDAY night formerly ell guys Bible sharing, 
study and discussion group becoming co-ed non- 
affiliated. All welcome. Terrace Fellowship, Haymaker 
Conference Room (B21), 8:154:15 p.m. Call Ed, 24418. (92 
93) 

COLLEGE OF Agriculture atudents, I would like to announce 
my candidacy for the office of Ag. Council Secretary. Look 
for posters In the Ag Hells. Bob Strickland. (92) 

 WANTED  
COLLECTIBLES, COINS, back Issue magazines, cornice. LP 

albums. Check with us before you throw It away. Treasure 
Chest, Agglevllle. (1W) 

WANTED: K-STATE basketball tickets for Saturdays. 
February 7,14 and/or 21. Call 539-5179 after 5:00 p.m.. aak 
for Nancy. (88-92) 

WANTED TO rent, garage or parking space for one cer near 
to N.E. campus Call Rob, 5324459. (9044) 

TWO B BALL tickets for February 7 and/or 14. Will pay for 
them. Cell 5394511,esk for Carrie in Rm. 425 (91-95) 

WANTED TO buy: Two tlcketa for Colorado game. Phone 539- 
84S8,eskforTerrl.(9l42) 

WANTED TO buy: Two tickets to Nebraska game. Phone: 
537-7196. Aek for Christie (9142) 

FAIRLY GOOD typewriter (elec). Phone 7764482 after 640 
p.m. (9142) 

WANTED—A decent drafting table. Call 539-7606 and aak for 
Mona. (9243) 

 LOST  
LOST-GRAY billfold Wednesday night In Agglevllle. If 

found please cell Lisa B. or Sarah at 5394381. (91-93) 

MAN'S WALLET at Mother's Worry, Tuesday, January 20. 
Greatly appreciate return. Reward. Call Dan, 5394882 
anytime. (9145) 

KEYS ATTACHED to worn leather coin purse. Call Buaslng, 
5324716 or 5394490 (9244) 

PLAID SCARF—rust and beige wool scarf after 1:30 a.m. laat 
Friday night after movie. Reward offered. Call 776-4108, 
Mark. (92) 

STUDENT ID, Driver's license and meal ticket. Lost Wed- 
nesday the 28th. Please return. Call 5324120 (9244) 

 FOUND  
LITTLE BLACK German Shepherd pup near 9th and Kearney. 

Identify and claim. Call 5374307. (9143) 

CHOCOLATE LAB puppy on campus. Please call 5394553 or 
7764516.(9143) 

MEN'S WRIST watch found in Akert parking lot January 29th. 
Call 7764484 after 340 p.m. (91-93) 

HAT IN Seeton Hell Saturday Call 532-4894, ask for Bill. (92- 
94) 

JACKET IN Burt Hall Call 5324903. (92) 

 PERSONAL  
ACTION—NOW only 116 daya left before your initials are the 

same as mine. It will be the happiest day of my life 
Someone does love you enough to send e personel. Kissy- 
Sexer (92) 

M. NEWMAN—The time has come to leave those tremen- 
dous teens behind and forge on to the tantalizing twenties. 
Happy Birthday! XOX Love. LeAnna.(92) 

HEY DOOBY: Heard that the first time Is always the best! 
Love, You Know Who! (92) 

K.V. The Super Bowl and pizza, Chl-Chls and the pillow fight. 
Please forgive my behavior Wednesday nlte. Don't forget 
who's upstairs and that you still owe her three pitchers of 
beer. JK (92) 

NOLES, ONLY one more yeer before you're over-the-hlll! 
Happy Belated 19thl ILY! David Neal. (92) 

LOUIE, THE past yeer has been the best of my life, thanks to 
you. Here's to many more. Love, Diane. (92) 

DARYLL AND Rich, Get reedy to be wined and dined tonight 
by your moms. Becoming en active member of PI Kappa 
Alpha calls for a celebration! Congratulations! Love, Kethy 
and Sara. (92) 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY to my first love. Remember those 28 days 
without? Hope your day Is speclsl, Shelly. From your first 
love. (92) 

JERRY, BRUCE: I'm so glad that my eons are now full- 
fledged ATO actives. No more pledge duties... freedom at 
last! Congratulations! Your mom, Kelll. (92) 

JACK THE Mac—Here Is your personel so stop complaining 
that you never get any. Have you got a date for this 
weekend? Don't worry, number 18 has to say yes—if not, 
you can always stay home and drool.—The Head Drooler. 
(92) 
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Secretary scraps bilingual teaching requests 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Education 

Secretary T.H. Bell on Monday scrapped the 
Carter administration's controversial 
bilingual education proposals that would 
have required the nation's schools to teach 
youngsters in their native language. 

"Nothing in the law or the Constitution 
annoints the Department of Education to be 
National School Teacher, National School 

Superintendent or National School Board," 
Bell said in announcing that the proposed 
rules would be thrown out. 

He said the rules proposed by his 
predecessor, Shirley M. Hufstedler, were 
"harsh, inflexible, burdensome, unworkable 
and incredibly costly." 

The rules Hufstedler proposed last Aug. 5 
never took effect because Congress blocked 

her from making them final. 
The rules would have mandated that 

children with limited or no ability to speak 
English must be taught basic courses—such 
as reading, math and science—in their 
native language along with instruction in 
English. 

Bell said federal law specifically states 
the Education Department must not usurp 

state and local control of education. He 
criticized a portion of the proposed rules 
that would have forced schools to get special 
permission to deviate from the government- 
approved program for teaching English. 

By the Education Department's estimate, 
the rules would have added $176 million to 
$592 million to the annual cost of operating 
public schools. 

. 

AUTO SERVICE 

SAVINGS 
SPECTACULAR 

Brake Service- 
Your Choice 

*65 Regular 
$80. 

2-WHEEL FRONT DISC: Install 
new front brake pads and grease 
seals • Repack front wheel hearings 
• Resurface front rotors • Inspect cali- 
pers and hydraulic system, add fluid. 
(Does not include rear wheels.) 

Additional parts and services extra if needed. 

4-WHEEL DRUM: Install new 
brake lining all 4 wheels • New 
front grease seals • Repack 
front wheel bearings • Resur- 

ORface drums • Repack front 
wheel bearings • Inspect hy- 
draulic system. 
Offer Ends February 28. 

Transmission 
Tune-Up 

*25 
Reg. $35. 
Additional pans. 
service* extra If 

needed 

Replace transmission fluid 
• Install new pan gasket • Re- 
place transmission filter, when 
equipped • Adjust linkage 
and bands, where applicable 
• Most U.S. cars, some imports. 

Offer Ends Feb. 28. 

BUMPER TO BUMPER SERVICE FOR U.S. CARS, IMPORTS & LIGHT TRUCKS 

Front Wheel 
AlignmentAnd 

Balancing Service 

*25 
Reg. 
$30. 

Parti and additional 
service! extra H needed 

• Set caster, camber, and 
toe to proper alignment 

• Inspect steering and 
suspension systems 

• Computer balance two 
front wheels 

Most US cars including front 
wheel drive Many imports. 
Chevettes extra 

Offer Ends February 28. 

Lube, Oil Change 
And Filter 

$9 
Reg. 
$12. 

Includes   up   to   five 
quarts   major   brand 
lOWWoil 

INCLUDING 
Our 9-point maintenance 
check: 

• Transmission fluid   • Battery cables 
• Power steering        • Ah- Filter 
fluid - Belts and hoses 

• Brake fluid - Differential level 
• Battery water level • Tire pressure 
Includes many imports and light trucks. 

Please call for appointment. 

Offer Ends February 28. 

Just Say 'Charge It tvm 

12-Month Tune-Up 

*42 *47 *49 
4cyl 8cyl 

Electronic Ignition Systems. Additional parts and services extra 
it needed. 

• 12 MONTH TUNE-UP SERVICE AGREEMENT 
Goodyear will tune your car electronically, and present you wilh a 
Free Engine Analysis certificate good for one year from the date of 
the tune-up. ANY TIME WITHIN ONE YEAR of your tune-up lake your 
invoice and certificate back to the store thai performed the tune-up. 
and G«Midyear will provide, free at charge, up lo three separate analysts. 

If any of these check-ups indicates the need for any adjustments or 
part replacements that were pan of the original tune-up. Goodyear 
will make the adjustment or replacement free of charge 
ELECTRONIC IGNITION: Check charging and starting 
systems - Install new rotor, new spark plugs - Set timing to 
recommended specs - Lubricate and adjust choke - Adjust 
carburetor. 
STANDARD IGNITION: Add $8.00 for required points, 
condenser and additional labor. 

Goodyear Revolving  Use any of these other ways to buy: Our Own Customer Credit Plan 
Charge Account . MasterCard • Visa • American Express • Carte Blanche • Diners Club 

4th & Humboldt   776-4806      Mon.-Fri. 7:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.. Sat. 8-6 
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Budget committee begins examining 
methods for cutting federal spending 

WASHINGTON (AP) - Mem- 
bers of the House Budget Com- 
mittee began examining specific 
ways to chop federal spending 
Tuesday as a Reagan ad- 
ministration list proposing major 
cuts in social programs circulated 
through Congress. 

Even as government officials 
were talking about budget trim- 
ming, the House Ways and Means 
Committee voted to raise the 
national debt limit to finance the 
current budget deficit, estimated 
to top $55 billion in 1981. 

At the same time, big city 
mayors and black congressional 
leaders visited President Reagan 
in hopes of protecting urban and 
social aid programs from sharp 
reductions. However, the mayors 
said later that Reagan told them 
his drive to prune federal spending 
will mean deep cuts in urban aid 
and major changes in a program 
that provides funds to areas hit by 
recession. 

IN URGING the increase in the 
debt limit, Treasury Secretary 
Donald Regan and Budget Director 
David Stockman told the Ways and' 
Means Committee that govern- 
ment debt is expected to reach the 
current limit of $935.1 billion within 
a few days. The panel agreed to 
raise the ceiling $50 billion. 

Stockman called the request 
"unappetizing" but necessary, 
noting that failure to raise the limit 
would mean the government would 
lose its borrowing authority. 

As the House Budget Committee 
began examining ways to slice the 
budget, the chairman of the panel, 
Rep. James Jones (D-Okla.) told 
his colleagues, "We begin what 
may well turn out to be the most 
painful political process through 
which any oftis will ever go." 

Facing the committee were 106 
suggestions from congressional 
economists on how to cut billions of 
dollars from the budget and in- 
crease revenues. 

"We leave behind the easy talk 
and get down in the trenches with 
105 specific items, every one of 
which will do some damage to 
some people somewhere," Jones 
said. 

MEANWHILE.     DETAILS    of 
some of the administration's own 
tentative proposals for slashing 
billions of dollars from federal 
programs surfaced Tuesday. 

The targets for possible trim- 
ming included Social Security, 
import-related unemployment 
benefits, extended jobless benefits, 
Medicaid, food stamps, public 
service jobs, farm-related loans 
and energy development subsidies. 

The proposed "bit list" was 
drafted by budget director Stock- 
man for consideration by 
Republican leaders in Congress, 
which must ultimately approve 
any budget changes. 

Administration officials have 
cautioned that Stockman's list has 
not been approved by the 
president, and that a final package 
of proposed spending cuts will not 
be completed for at least another 
two weeks. 

Reagan, who has called for 
major cuts in both the budget and 
federal taxes to combat inflation, 
said in an interview Monday that 
he still aims to fulfill a campaign 
pledge to cut the current budget 2 
percent, or about $13 billion to $14 
billion. 

CONGRESSIONAL     SOURCES 
said the administration is con- 
sidering cuts of between $30 billion 
and $40 billion from the 1982 
budget, winch former President 
Jimmy Carter proposed at $739 
billion. 

Reagan planned to make a 
general address on the economy to 
the nation Thursday night and 
provide a broad outline of his 
economic program in a State-of- 
the-Union address to Congress on 
Feb. 18. 

Icy coating Stiff photo by Bo Rid«r 

Candidates present 
platforms in debate 

By SUZANNE CRUMRINE 
Collegian Reporter 

Candidates for student body 
president gathered for the first 
time last night to present their 
platforms and answer questions 
over election issues at Putnam 
Hall. 

The "debate" was sponsored 
by the Association of Residence 
Halls and College Republicans. 

David Lehman, junior in 
agricultural economics, was the 
first candidate to present his 
platform and dealt primarily 
with funding for the proposed 
coliseum, Nichols Gymnasium, 
and Farrell Library. 

Lehman called the coliseum 
issue "very timely" and said he 
didn't support collection of 
student funds for the arena until 
K-State had larger com- 
mittments from other sources 
such as alumni, the community, 
and the Legislature. 

Iiehman stressed the need to 
push the Legislature for the 

$370,000 needed to begin 
renovation plans for Nichols 
Gym, and also said he was 
concerned that Farrell Library 
was "on a much lower level of 
funding" than the libraries of 
Big Eight schools. 

When asked if his position as 
K-State ambassador would 
conflict with the position of 
student body president, Leh- 
man said if he were elected he 
would resign his position with 
Blue Key. 

Tim Matlack, junior in 
general business ad- 
ministration, addressed the 
arena issue in his candidate's 
platform. 

"It's obvious the students 
want it and we need to make the 
administration aware of that," 
Matlack said. 

He supported the need to 
move the Career Planning and 
Placement Center to a better 
facility. 

(See DEBATE, p. 2) 

SGA monitors spending 
on campus campaigns 

By GAIL GAREY 
Collegian Reporter 

During this year's Student 
Governing Association elec- 
tions, the Student Senate 
Elections Committee is keeping 
track of how much money is 
being spent by candidates. 

This procedure is being taken 
after senate passed a resolution 
for the action in its last meeting, 
although no formal spending 
limits have been set. 

Last year, a bill was spon- 
sored by the senate operations 
committee that would have set 
the expenditure limit at $560, an 
amount equal to the incidental 
fee of in-state, full-time 
students per year. In the event 
of a run-off, the candidate would 
be allowed to spend an ad- 
ditional $140. 

"The reason we set it at $560 
is because we feel that people 
are here for an education and a 
candidate doesn't need to spend 
more money on his campaign 
than on his education," Dave 
Sandritter, member of the 
senate operations committee, 
said. 

THE BILL WAS PASSED by 
senate   last   November    but 
Randy   Tosh,   student   body 
president, did not sign it and the 
bill was rescinded. 

"I didn't think the bill was 

reasonable. We would run into 
trouble monitoring it," Tosh 
said. 

This year, Tosh maintains 
that campaign spending limits 
are unnecessary. 

"If there is no problem with, 
excessive   spending   by   the 
candidates, maybe we should 
let the election run its own 
course," Tosh said. 

Tosh was one candidate who 
spent more than the amount 
recommended by the operations 
committee. He said he spent 
about $1100 on his campaign last 
year. 

"I put in $300. The rest came 
from donations," Tosh said. 

Less money could have been 
spent on Collegian advertising, 
Tosh said, but that was the best 
way to reach off-campus 
students. 

THIS YEAR'S 
PRESIDENTIAL candidates 
have made an agreement 
among themselves to limit their 
campaign expenditures, ac- 
cording to Cheri Rolph, election 
committee chairman. 

"I was in favor of that bill (to 
limit campaign expenditures)," 
David Lehman, candidate for 
president, said. 

"We should have more faith 
in the people who are running. I 

(See CAMPAIGN, p. 2) 

Inside 

After sliding down the drive at the Kappa 
Kappa Gamma house one time too 
many,   Lisa   Bigler,   senior  in general 

business, chips away at the slippery 
layers of ice and snow Tuesday af- 
ternoon in hopes of clearing a safer path. 

GOOD      MORNING! 

AFTER   22   TRIES,   WICHITA   STATE'S   WOMEN   finally 
defeated K-State in basketball. See p. 15. 

ALL THREE TV NETWORKS WILL BE SWEEPING to rating 
heights this month. See p. 8. 
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(Continued from p.l) 

"You can hear the people next door an- 
swering questions. It's just not conducive to 
a good interview," Matlack said, of the 
office in the basement of Anderson Hall. 

In his address, Matlack proposed looking 
into the possibility of establishing more 
firef ighting facilities on campus, saying that 
one University-owned fire truck was in- 
sufficient. 

"Our fire protection is just terrible. It 
seems ludicrous to have that kind of 
protection for the facilities we have on 
campus," Matlack said. 

Angela Scanlan concentrated on the issues 
of increasing faculty salaries and adding 
more administrative postions to the Student 
Financial Assistance office. 

"Our faculty salaries have not kept up 
with inflation," Scanlan said. 

The result is that K-State is losing its 
quality faculty, according to Scanlan. She 
advocates a 10 percent salary hike for the 
faculty to continue to "attract and maintain 
our quality faculty here at K-State." 

Scanlan pledged to seek an extra $60,000 
from the Legislature to fund the addition of 
two more administrators in the financial aid 
office. 

Scanlan finished her address to support 
action on Nichols Gym, the arena and a 
mass transit system for students. 

Roger Seymour, senior in construction 
science, proposed plans to increase campus 
safety in his platform. 

"We need additional lighting on this 
campus," Seymour said. 

He proposes Security and Traffic have at 
least two officers patrol the campus on foot 
at night. 

Seymour also suggests increasing ef- 
ficiency of snow removal efforts on campus 
using tractors from the agriculture barns 
and equipping them with snow plows. 

"We have the equipment to remove snow 
on time. It's not used," Seymour said. 

He said he wants to restructure the fee 
system, charging a fee of $25 per credit 
hour, and not charge for credits beyond 15 
hours. 

Campaign. a «. 

(Continued from p.l) 
believe they would comply with the 
regulations." 

Roger Seymour, presidential candidate, 
said he favors equalizing expenditures. He 
proposes that anyone who runs for an office 
should get a "designated amount of free 
advertising in the Collegian" plus "$25 on 
top of that to go towards the campaign.'' 

"Money shouldn't stop anyone from 
running," Seymour said. 

Tim Matlack, presidential candidate, said 
he thinks only people with money or those 
with the support of a living group can run. 
Matlack lives in a campus residence hall. 

"75 to 80 percent of what I spend will come 
out of my pocket with only a few donations," 

Matlack said. 

ANOTHER PRESIDENTIAL candidate, 
Angela Scanlon, said a committment of her 
campaign is to keep expenditures low. 

"I feel like the student body itself gets a 
little tired of being saturated with political 
advertisements," Scanlan said. 

"However, it is important for students to 
know who is running so there has to be some 
expense." 

Scanlan plans to finance her campaign 
through student donations. 

"A lot of students don't want to be actively 
involved in a campaign, but can get involved 
and support their candidate by spending a 
dollar or so in donations,'' Scanlan said. 

Correction 
There were some items incorrectly 

reported in Monday's story, "Water tower 
may help Little Apple promotion." 

Jean Ellis is the Director of Economic 
Development and Visitors Bureau, and not 
Director of the Riley County Historical 
Museum who is Jean Dallas. 

Cable television through Channel 6 does 

not sell advertising and the only publicity 
that might have come from Channel 6 was 
accomplished through the Chamber 
program shown weekly on Thursday and 
Friday nights. The billboard 30 miles east 
(not west) of Manhattan on 1-70 was not 
bought by the city, but rather rented by the 
Convention and Visitors Bureau. 

Campus bulletin 
TODAY 

UFM OUTINO  CLUi will  meet at 7:30 p.m. at UFM 
HOUM. 

TRAP AND SHEET  CLUS will  meet at  730 p.m. at 
Tutlle Creek Trap Park. 

SPANISH TABLE will matt at noon at Union stateroom 

ECUMENICAL CHRISTIAN MINISTRIES will meat at 7 
a.m. at ECM Center. 

WOMEN ORGANIZING WOMEN will meet at noon at 
Union 201. 

THURSDAY 
ECUMENICAL CHRISTIAN MINISTRIES Will meet at 

noon at Union Stateroom 2. 

SIOMA NU LITTLI SISTRRS will maat at 6:30 p.m. at 
the Sigma Nu House. 

WOMRN'S RESOURCE CRNTRR will maat at noon at 
Union Stateroom 3. 

AICHR meeting will be 1:30 p.m. at Ackert 120. 

ASSOCIATED STUDINTS OF KANSAS Will maat at 7 
p.m. at Union 205. This I* an organliatlonal meeting for 
those Interested In representing K State at the ASU 
Legislative Assembly. 

TAU RRTA PI will meat at a: 30 p.m. at Union 201 for a 
rush smoker. 

MANHATTAN-K-STATR FRISBEE CLUI meeting Will 
ba4:30p.m. at Union213. 

ASCR will maat at 7:35 p.m. at Ackert 120. 

CAMPUS CRUSADR POR CHRIST will meat at 7 p.m. at 
Justin 326. 

HEATHER 
WOODSON 

for 
STUDENT SENATE 
ARTS & SCIENCES 

Paid for by Committee to elect Heather Woodaon. Jan 

Alexander Rob Altland. Paula Keller. 

EXECUTIVE MEETING of the Ag Student Council Will 
be 5:30 p.m. at Waters Reading Room. General meeting 
follows at 6 p.m. 

SISTERS OP THI SPHINX will meat at I p.m. at Delta 
Sigma Phi House. 

HOME EC EDUCATION INTEREST OROUP will maat 
at 4:30p.m. at Justin 115. 

KSU SOCIAL WORK CLUB will meet at 7 p.m. at Union 
206. 

vms 
'* 
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JEFF GATES 
* Business Senator * 

• Student Senate Aid 
• Honor Student 
• 5 yrs. experience in Student 

Govt. 
• Willing to work hard for you! 

Paid for by Committee to elect Jeff Gates 

Get o bong out of your week, 
Put some fireworks 

into your life, 

The Cots' will come out 
shooting, 

to Gun down the Tigers. 
Be There, 

Willie the Wildcat 

Pin     —  —      &p** 
Good news for Valentino's lovers! 

Valentino's now offers an all-you-can-eat 
Pizza and Pasta Buffet for lunch— 

plus our same sumptuous salad bar. You'll serve yourself all oar 
delicious pizu, baked laaafna and salad you want. Now for the 
great Valentino's for lunch lovers! 

Only $3.35 I 

AW W&fe WJM \ 
i 

FREE LIVE JIFF 
WITH KELLY HUNT & 

THE KINETICS 
4:30 to 5:30 

Kelly Hunt Returns 
Friday & Saturday Night 

8:30 to 11:30 

BROTHER'S VD PARTY IS JUST AROUND 
THE CORNER: SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 14 

BASKETBALL & BEER 
WED. NITES! 

theV 

s    I 
5 

KU Games Excluded 

The more points K-State scores, the 
lower the pitcher price! 

Under 50 pts...*2.60 PITCHERS 

50-59 pts 2.45 PITCHERS 
60-69 pts 2.30 PITCHERS     I 

70-79 pts 2.15 PITCHERS 
80-89 pts 2.00 PITCHERS 
90-99 pts 1.85 PITCHERS    | 

TILL CL0SINGI 
Over 100 FREE BEER 

(30 min. aftergame) 

■ 

REMEMBER: 30* PRE-GAME HOT DOGS! 
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Briefly By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Weinberger leans toward neutron bomb 
WASHINGTON — Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger in- 

dicated Tuesday he is leaning toward recommending deployment of 
the controversial neutron warhead shelved by the Carter ad- 
ministration. 

Such a move, if made, probably would rekindle a dispute that 
caused President Carter in 1978 to defer production and reverse an 
intention to deploy "enhanced radiation" warheads on Lance bat- 
tlefield missiles and eight-inch guns in Europe. 

"I think that the opportunity that this weapon gives to strengthen 
tactical nuclear forces is one that we very probably would want to 
make use of," Weinberger said at his first Pentagon news con- 
ference since becoming the civilian chief of the armed forces two 
weeks ago. 

Any decision to order production of the neutron warhead, which is 
designed mostly to offset the Soviet advantage in tank strength, 
would have to be made by President Reagan. 

Bill would eliminate syphilis tests 
TOPEKA — A proposal to repeal the requirement for premarital 

testing for syphilis was introduced because there is reason to believe 
the cost of the program is not justified by the results, the bill's 
sponsor said Tuesday. 

Rep. Lee Hamm (D-Pratt), who offered the legislation, got 
agreement from the state's top health official in testimony before 
the House Public Health and Welfare Committee. 

Dr. Joseph Hollowell, director of the Health Division of the state 
Department of Health and Environment, said the agency opposes 
the bill as it is written, but not because it would do away with the 
premarriage testing program. 

He said the measure would repeal a section of law which defines 
an approved laboratory for performing serological tests for syphilis. 

He said this objection could be overcome by amending the law 
requiring prenatal syphilis testing so that the secretary of health and 
environment is given authority for laboratory approval. 

Hollowell said the premarital screening for syphilis isn't 
necessary for an effective syphilis eradication program. 

He said private funds of between $750,000 and $1 million a year are 
being spent now on the premarital screening program, and the 
money could be used in other programs. 

Cop plays 'hit man' for 2 men 
CHARLOTTE, Mich. — A doctor and his farmhand allegedly tried 

to arrange a package deal to have their wives killed—by a "hit man" 
who turned out to be a police officer. One man was motivated by 
money, the other by hate, state police said Tuesday. 

"They did some real stupid things. They didn't realize they were 
talking to a policeman," said Lt. John Fiedler, who posed as a gun 
for hire. "They did all the right things if they were talking to a 
killer." 

Fiedler said he agreed to a $15,000 payment for the doctor's wife 
and was still dickering over the second contract, but expected it to be 
about a $3,000 job. 

Arraigned Monday on three counts each were Dr. Robert Guild, 46, 
an osteopath who worked as an anesthesiologist at a Lansing 
hospital, and Gerald Lynn McKenzie, 43, of Lansing, a handyman 
who police said worked on occasion at Guild's farm in Mason. 

Guild is charged with conspiracy to murder his estranged wife, 
Susan Mae Guild of Alabama; inducing someone to murder, and 
possession of a firearm during a felony. McKenzie faces the con- 
spiracy and inducement charges involving Mrs. Guild and a count of 
attempting to induce the murder of his wife, Judy McKenzie of 
Lansing. 

Hiring freeze hurts Army readiness 
WASHINGTON — President Reagan's freeze on government 

hiring is hampering the Army's readiness to fight, the Army's chief 
of staff, Gen. Edward Meyer, said Tuesday. 

Testifying before the Senate Armed Services Comittee, Meyer 
said the Army is losing about 5,000 civilian employees per month and 
about 4,000 of these positions are affected by the presidential freeze. 

Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger has requested an exception 
for positions "related directly to readiness," but has not received a 
reply, Meyer said. 

The effect of the freeze, he said, is that soldiers are taken away 
from their regular jobs to do work normally done by civilians and 
that maintenance of equipment suffers in some cases. 

Weatfier 

The forecast calls for a little nicer weather today with highs in the 
mid-30s. 

The Eyes of Love! 
NORMAN, the Xerox %®8>/ 

and Carole Chelz       iMfl jl||fc 
are making Valentines at tfRllyfiS COPY SHOP 

Use our designs or bring in your own.     612 N-12t*1 

Open Weekdays 9:15 a.m.-6:30 p.m. Saturday 9:15 a.m.-l p.m.   537-9606 

t*< 

^ (J/r* 

For A Hot Fudge 

MkOTAftftftF 

•LET'S Alt, GO TO DAlfcV QUEEN* 

Dairij 
Queen 

Brownie Delight       ZJ55L 
1015 North 3rd bn*er 

Manhattan I 
$Me. 

HERS; 

Play PacMan at Mother's! 

OPEN 1:00 DAILY 

GREEK'S 

$2.00 PITCHERS 
after the game 

-O**0W:Dr,nk-°''-* 
Kappa Delta 

Acacia 
Pi Kappa Alpha 

Phi Kappa Theta 

AGGlf 
fcVALE 

25% off 

SPORTING GOOD'S INC. 
IN 

AQQIEVILLE 1222 More in Aggievfle 



Opinions 
Apathy deserves 

no reward 
Students who use Ahearn Field House are 

apathetic. As a result they will probably lose some of 
the free recreation time they now enjoy Monday 
through Friday. 

1Tie Department of Intercollegiate Athletics has 
requested its practice times be extended from 8 to 
8:30 p.m. during weekdays which would take away 
2V2 hours of recreation time each week. 

During the past week notices were posted 
throughout the fieldhouse notifying them the athletic 
department requested the change. Objections were to 
be made to the Ahearn complex office. 

As of Tuesday only five people had responded to the 
change, one of which was positive. 

It was a struggle to retain the free recreation time 
last fall when departments on campus vied for control 
of Ahearn. Now students and faculty members, who 
pay fees to use the fieldhouse, won't take the minute 
to lodge a complaint against the proposed change. 

Until now, the Department of Health, Physical 
Education and Recreation has resisted requests from 
the athletic department for additional time. 

However, with little objection from the University 
community, the time should be given to the athletic 
department. 

Apathy deserves no reward. 

PAULSTONE 
Opinons Editor 

Letters 3 
Reviewer reviewed 

Editor, 
Thought I'd fill you in on why 

"there are always a few people 
expecting and hoping the LP will 
be a total flop" when "superstar" 
groups like Styx release a new 
album. Frankly, we hate being 
inundated with audial addling and 
we're sorry to see so much support 
for the those who push the stuff off 
on the public. 

Like R.E.O., current style, Billy 
Joel and Kansas, or disco, Styx 
appeals to a musically 
malnourished segment of the 
younger set, much of which is 
located in the Midwest. This group 
often has had no choice but to listen 
to top 40 tunes makers, or when 
possible, see them when they come 
toSalina, Hays, Great Bend, etc. 

Because the rest of the musical 
spectrum has never been as 
commercially successful (and 
understandably so) in this region 

most listeners have little way of 
being exposed to the serious side of 
music so as to know what they are 
missing. 

Ignorance is no longer any ex- 
cuse for the attitudes of the likes of 
you, Pete Eckhoff. 

As per concept albums, you are 
correct. Only Styx could know 
what they might be trying to "say" 
with their new album. Styx' music 
contains minimal expressive 
value. Their concepts are basically 
pretentious. Try some David 
Bowie for a change. The point of 
his new album, "Scary Monsters 
and Super Creeps," might elude 
you; (it's complicated, like the 
music, but you'll not have your 
ears pummeled or your intellect 
degraded by any Styx-style lowest 
common denominator rubbish 
passing for "great" music. 

J. LeeCrumrine 
senior in pre-law 

Congratulations 'Cats 
Editor, 

Congratulations on the 'Cats 
victory over the Jayhawks last 
Wednesday night. I'm glad to tee 
our sister university on the winning 
trail again. Of course, I am not 
pleased with the Hawks per- 
formance, but I am sure K-State 

fans   understand   my   feelings. 
Practice   makes   perfect.   Keep 
practicing and keep up the good 
work. We'll see you in Allen on the 
18th. 

Bert Coleman 
student body president. 

University of Kansas 

Cartoon insulting 
Editor. 

Re: Editorial cartoon of Feb. 2. 
I am sure the woman running for 

student body president would like 
to be known for more than just her 
physical appearance. Many 
women at K-State, probably most, 

are here because they seek an 
education. Personally, I am in- 
sulted by the cartoon. 

Cathy SUckpole 
graduate student in regional 

and community planning 

NOTHING POWN ANP ONty A [0% MORWAM iOMi „ 
WWSTHeCATW?,,, 

-Kent Singer- 

Nuclear indulgence 

It seems unusual that we as 
students, as Americans, as 
humans, show so little interest in a 
power that the United States 
shares with the Soviet Union. This 
commonality (which everyone 
knows by now-it's been in all the 
papers) is simply the capability to 
obliterate every living organism on 
the face of the earth. Not just once, 
but several times over. 

SO WHY ISN'T there general 
panic among the populace? 
Shouldn't we all be building bomb 
shelters or initialing our last wills 
and testaments or something? 

There might be several reasons 
that decorum has been main- 
tained. Maybe we're all just tired 
of listening to the same old 
arguments, the same old predic- 
tions of gloom and doom. Or maybe 
it's the idea that, well, it hasn't 
happened yet, and come on, 
nobody is stupid enough to start 
something, are they? 

I think the main reason, though, 
that many of us switch our minds 
off at the mention of nuclear 
warfare is that the jargon 
surrounding this topic and the 
experts who expound on it are often 
dull, long-winded, and just plain 
boring.  How can we  expect  a 

society such as ours, with its 
constant thirst for entertainment, 
to listen to dry, repititious facts 
and figures? 

Monday's convocation featuring 
Barry Blechman was a case in 
point. While Blechman's 
credentials as a nuclear arms 
analyst are impeccable (as we 
were reminded in the traditional 
tedious introduction), he lost his 
audience somewhere around his 
distinction between arms control 
and disarmament. Blechman tried 
to spice the lecture with a vivid 
description of the destruction that 
would occur if a warhead were 
tossed in our general direction, but 
the remainder of the speech was 
interrupted by students making 
their noisy exits. 

PERHAPS NUCLEAR JARGON 
needs some variety, some ex- 
citement. Maybe some practical 
examples would increase the at- 
tention span of a disinterested 
public. 

Let's start with television. 
J.R. Ewing announces that 

Southfork now has nuclear 
capabilities and he will soon enter 
SALT (Southfork Arms Limitation 
Treaty) talks with the state of 
Texas. 

Or how about "Love Sub," which 
each week will feature six different 
couples falling in and out of love 
while patrolling the Persian Gulf in 
a Trident nuclear submarine? Not 
interested yet? 

We could introduce nuclear- 
oriented video games in all the 
drinking establishments in 
Aggieville. A player would be 
presented with a given crisis and 
he would have to determine how 
and with what force to counter- 
attack. The selection of targets and 
weapons used would be crucial in 
gaining extra playing time. Why, 
in no time at all, we would be a 
nation of tactical geniuses. 

Intramural war games might 
become more popular than 
basketball, except that they would 
be played on computers rather 
than courts. The only problem 
would be fitting "Co-Rec Ballistic 
Missile Accuracy Champion" on 
the front of the winners' t-shirts. 

IT WOULD BE NICE if the 
drama that accompanies the 
reality of this situation was enough 
to keep us interested. Authorities 
such as Barry Blechman deserve a 
captive audience. After all, those 
missiles poised in silos across mid- 
America may not be just for show. 

Kansas 
State Collegian February 4, 1981 
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Letters to the editor 

Typical negative reporting 'steams' rooter 
Editor. 

Typical of the usual negative reporting of 
the so-called sports editor, Randy Brown of 
the Wichita Eagle, was the lower protion of 
his Saturday column. Over the years he has 
repeatedly demonstrated his bias against K- 
State, but this time I am really steamed. 

The ape costumes—even the KU players 
had a sense of humor about it. They even 
laughed. But, not "holier than thou" Randy 
Brown. Admittedly, to single out two 
players by name was not in the best taste, 
but hardly a prank worthy of involving the 
insult by Randy Brown that "maybe they 
weren't dressed in gorilla suits. Maybe they 
just look like that. 

As far as banners are concerned, I only 
saw two with gutter language raised for a 
few moments and student monitors quickly 
removed them nearly as soon as they were 
raised. I thought it commendable that the 
students, themselves, were cleaning up 
their act by policing their own peers. Two 
banners hardly rates two inches of copy. 

Two banners out of over 11,000 fans is two 
too many, but not enough to call for a special 
note from our "esteemed sports writer." 

Strange, how differently the same in- 
cidents are seen through two pairs of eyes. 
Only yesterday I had written a note to the 
Collegian congratulating the students on 
their decorum and sportsmanship. I felt 
things had greatly improved over the past 
antics and they should know they were 
appreciated. 

Equally strange that no mention has been 
made nor any issue raised by Mr. Brown 
over the shooting of cap pistols by the KU 
students every time Missouri's Stipanovich 
was at the free throw line. Now, that's really 
"sportsmanship" in its lowest form—to use 
an obviously embarrassing and perhaps 
even a psychological problem to harass a 
player didn't bring even a slap on the writst 
by Brown. Perhaps he condones such ac- 
tions from the "Big Blue." 

I hope Brown will write an equally 
detailed account of the crowd's actions after 

Commission approves 
Ramada Inn rezoning 

Among matters discussed by the city 
commission at Tuesday's meeting was an 
approval of the first reading of an ordinance 
to rezone the southeast corner of 17th St. and 
Anderson Ave.(Ramada Inn) from an R-3 
(multi-family residential district) and U- 
University district to a planned unit 
development (PUD). 

According to Joe Gerdom, senior city 
planner, the rezoning would provide ex- 
pansion for meeting rooms and the 
relocation of the swimming pool at the 
Ramada Inn. 

He also said that the Manhattan Urban 
Area Planning Board thought that "parking 
could in fact be a problem in this area." 

An agreement by the operators of the 
facility and University officials are at- 
tempting to work out the situation, Gerdom 
said. 

Because of this, the University could 
make parking available   to motel guests 

staying at the Ramada because of 
University-related activites. This extra 
parking would be available at the south end 
of the Union parking lot at certain off-peak 
periods. 

In other action at the meeting, Feb. 14, 
1961 was proclaimed as Commemoration 
Day for Fredrick Douglass by Mayor Ed 
Home. 

Larry Nicholson, director of the Douglass 
Center and Hulan Jack, chairman of the 
advisory board for the Douglass Center and 
assistant professor of physics, were present 
to receive the proclamation. 

Douglass was a black civil rights leader in 
the civil war era. 

Mayor Home also proclaimed February 
as "Black Awareness Month." The Black 
Student Union at K-State will extend its 
expedition to the community through 
various activites on campus from Feb. 9 to 
Feb. 16. 

Peanut butter may be spread thin 
to cover sandwich bread this year 

Peanut butter—that sticky spread that 
has been a staple of lunch bags for years—is 
in short supply. 

The extreme heat and drought of last 
summer have put peanut products into a 
short supply. 

"Our shelves are at least half empty 
now," George Kandt, manager of a local 
Dillons store, said. "We just don't have 
much of any brand of peanut butter left." 

Tom Cannady, Food-4-L«ss manager, said 
his store gets a weekly allotment of peanut 
butter. 

"What I can get, I get. Then it's first 
come, first serve," Cannady said. "Since 
there is no way we can allot it, it is usually 
gone the first day we get it in." 

Grocery stores aren't the only ones feeling 
the peanut pinch. 

"We simply can't get any chocolate- 
covered peanuts right now," Cindy Johnson, 
Union   Information   Desk   employee  and 

SPECIAL SALE 
25-50% OFF 

on all ski jackets 
including down-filled 

jackets 
Westloop Shopping Center 

776-3632 

freshman in general, said. "We've been out 
for over a month. They are a popular item 
and we've been getting a lot of complaints 
from our customers." 

LATE NITE 
HAPPY HOUR 

WED.! 

the KU-K-State game in Lawrence. Per- 
sonally, I hope they are all ladies and 
gentlemen. But then, what would Brown do 
for material for his column. 

With pride in the K-State students. 

Betty Bogue 
Wichita 

ftfHlfc KHMMM33 ®T 

P.S. PLUS ITS LASAGN A 
WED. IN THE RESTAURANT! 

Friday, reoruary 
McCain Auditorium 7:30 p.m. 
All Scats Reserved $6.50-$6.00 -$5.50 

Ticket, on Sale McCain Auditorium box 
office Today through Feb. 6 

Ticket .ale. today through Feb. 5th at the following ticket outlets: 
Oaafcj RKOMU and Tap*. - A««l»»l 11. 
Cond.Mu.lc and Electronic., Inc.. - Downtown 
Ft. Rll.y R.cra.tlon.1 Sanrlcm-I.T.T. oAca 

Good .eat. .till available 

vasts*—-- EfflsaScS™ 
j 
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Kansas, Missouri snowstorms 
fail to provide needed moisture 

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) — Snowstorms which blanketed areas of Kansas and Missouri 
last week did little to break the tenacious hold of a months-long drought—depositing the 
most moisture where it was needed the least. 

With an inch of snow generally containing about .10 of an inch of moisture, weather of- 
ficials say it would take some 100 inches of snow to bring the Wichita area up to its average, 
or 180 inches in Plttsburg. Both areas received less than a quarter-inch of precipitation in 
last week's storms. 

By comparison, Goodland, already 8 inches over its normal precipitation because of a 
record 101 inches of snow in 1980, received another 12 inches of snow last week. 

Phil Shideler, chief meteorologist for the National Weather Service in Topeka, said 
Wichita is nearly 10 inches below its normal annual precipitation of 30.58 inches while 
Pittsburgh 23.4 inches for 1980 is 18 inches below normal. 

In Missouri, the Crop and Livestock Reporting Service said Tuesday that topsoil moisture 
was 95 percent short across the state. The office reported problems with wind erosion, a 
decreasing water supply for livestock and unfavorable spring planting conditions. 

The 1980 precipitation figures are critical to the 1981 planting and growing season because 
low precipitation means subsoil moisture is gone, Shideler said Tuesday. 

"You can't stand to go into the spring without some additional rains because that subsoil 
moisture is not there," Shideler said. "We've got to have the rains to maintain a halfway 
decent topsoil. We're going to get some moisture this spring. The point is...is it going to be 
enough and is it going to be distributed properly? " 

The Kansas City area, which is running about six inches behind normal in precipitation, 
received three inches of snow—less than half an inch of precipitation. The same was true in 
the Kansas City suburb of Ola the, which is 10 inches behind normal. 

Shideler said even a good, heavy snow would not solve the moisture problems. 
"If we had two to three inches of moisture it would solve some short term problems, but it 

would not help the subsoil moisture," Shideler said. "We didn't get into this problem 
overnight and we won't be able to solve it overnight. It's not a simple thing of just saying it's 
over. 

"Prospects for any further moisture have kind of disappeared," Shideler added. "The 
pattern that produces that dryness is very persistent. We were hoping we would see 
something more prolonged than what we got." 

Shideler said the one hope for more precipitation is that February and March are nor- 
mally heavy snow months Kansas and Missouri. 

HOUSTON STREET RESTAURANT & PUB 
PRESENTS 

GERMAN HOOKER NIGHT" Ui 

Every Wedn 

Peppermint 
m. toll p.m. 

Beer Chasers 

is ̂ m*. Reg. 

ppe w""^"' ~~*r    " $?«ift 
Houston Street—Home of the "German Hooker" RESTAURANT & PUB 

A Private Club 423 Houston Si 

Gold prices 
spur students 
to sell rings 

The phone bill, rent and electric bill are 
due at about the same time and the student 
is short of cash. 

Suddenly, that high school class ring that 
seemed so important a few years ago 
becomes only as valuable as the current 
price of gold. 

This belief was expressed by several who 
have sold class rings. Cyndi TannahUl, 
senior in family and child development, is 
one of them. Tannahill sold her class ring to 
a jeweler in Kansas City last summer. 

"It didn't really mean anything to me 
anymore," Tannahill said. "I didn't wear it 
and I needed the money." 

The current price of gold is slightly less 
than $500 an ounce. Citing world conditions, 
Dave Smies, owner of Mom and Pop's 
Collectables, explained how gold could go up 
to $1,000 an ounce. 

"War, famine and destruction are good 
for (driving up) the gold market," Smies 
said. "While peace and prosperity tend to 
drive the price down." 

Michael Babcock, associate professor of 
economics, agrees with Smies. 

"Whenever there is political instability, 
people tend to invest in gold because they 
view it as being safer than other in- 
vestments," Babcock said. "Gold serves as 
an international store of value. 

Babcock said high interest rates also 
cause the price of gold to go down. 

"When U.S. interest rates are very high, 
this always causes the price to come down, 
because people don't want to take the risk 
with gold," Babcock said. 

Smies said decreases in the gold rate can 
create panics causing people to sell more 
gold. 

"About three weeks ago gold went down 
and I had a rush of people wanting to sell 
rings," Smies said. 

Persons tend to invest in gold when they 
become frightened about the lessened value 
of paper money. 

"Gold is scared money," Smies noted. 
How persons perceive the world condition 

is often more important than actual con- 
ditions, Smies said. 

"The other day the (gold) market jumped 
considerably when a rumor spread that the 
U.S. had evacuated their embassy in 
Poland," Smies said. 

Smies said he pays 80 percent of the 
current price of gold for jewelry, which he 
believes gives his customers a good return. 

"I sell the gold for 90 percent of the 
current price of gold, which I feel returns 
me a fair profit," Smies said. 

QIVLTOYOUR 
American Cancer Society 

,              /'#'" cancer 
Tilth j i hti tup 

■and d check.       

Hey Basketball fans- 
Here's a chance to have your 

signature and a message to 
KSU men's b-ball team in KU's 
Daily Kansan newspaper. This 
ad will appear prior to the 
Feb. 18 game at Lawrence. On 
Feb. 9,10 & 11 stop by the table 
in the Union from 10 a.m.-2 
p.m. and sign your name for 50* 
or your name and message for 
$1.00. The ad will be in your own 
handwriting. Sign up and show 
your support for the Wildcats. 

Sponsored by Pep Coordinating Council 

LEHMAN'S AT HOME IN THE LEGISLATURE 

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF KANSAS 
—A.S.K. Steering Committee Chairperson 
—A.S.K. Legislative Assembly Delegate (3) 
—Summer Interim Committee on Budget 

Issues 
—Sponsored a bill in Student Senate to 

establish K-State's membership in United 
States Student Association which lobbies for 
educational finance issues in Washington 

—Sponsored two resolutions at A.S.K. 
Legislative Assembly for 1.) faculty salary 
increases, and 2.) student union rental reim- 
bursement 

David Lehman 
STUDEINTT BODY PRESIDENT ft       t 

You can't beat experience 
Paid for by the David Lehman for Student Body President Committee; Kelly Presta, Chairman 

ff 



Update 
Truman Scholarship finalists picked 

K-State has two nominees for the annual $20,000 Truman 
Scholarship: Steven Hirsch, sophomore in political science and pre- 
law, and Dan Robison, sophomore in natural resource management. 

The winner of the Truman scholarship will receive up to $20,000 for 
a maximum of four years of study, beginning in the junior year and 
continuing through post-graduate study. 

Sophomores pursuing some type of public service or government 
careers in areas of transportation, environment, health, law, foreign 
relations, welfare or education are eligible for the scholarship. 

Hirsch was a candidate for state representative from the 106th 
District last fall. He is now writing a history of his community, 
Simpson, Kan. He serves as vice-chairman of the PRIDE program 
for Simpson. PRIDE is a community improvement program through 
economic development. 

Robison spent the summer of 1978 in Thailand as an American 
Field Service exchange student. He then traveled to Bolivia, 
working in jobs associated with soil conservation. 

The Truman scholarship was established as a memorial to former 
President Harry Truman by Congress. 

Students share Delehanty scholarship 
Two K-State students are sharing the 1981 Delehanty Memorial 

Scholarship, an annual award to honor the University's outstanding 
students in general economics. 

Lori Al-Abed, senior in economics and and political science, and 
Margaret Grosh, junior in economics and sociology, will receive a 
cash award and a medallion, and will have their names engraved on 
a plaque in the Department of Economics Office. 

After graduation, Al-Abed plans to work toward a master's in 
public administration. 

Grosh, who received the Harry Truman Scholarship in 1978, is 
currently studying in Bogota, Columbia. She said she plans to return 
to K-State in 1981-82 for her senior year. 

New members join advisory council 
Four K-State graduates have been named to the College of 

Engineering Advisory Council. 
They are: Charles Carter, retired president of ARCO Pipeline Co.; 

Gordon Goering, senior vice president, Phillips Petroleum Co.; 
Harold Siegele, senior vice president of Exxon Co.; and John 
Walters, vice president, Stromberg-Carlson Corp. 

Carter earned a mechanical engineering degree from K-State in 
1938 and then joined Sinclair Refining Co. He became the president 
of Sinclair Pipe Line Co. in 1966. 

Goering joined Phillips Petroleum in 1946, after graduating with a 
chemical engineering degree in 1945. He was elected to his present 
position in June 1980. 

Siegele received a degree in chemical engineering in 1947 and 
began his career with Creole Petroleum Co. in Venezuela. In 1976 he 
became president of Essa Standard Libya in Tripoli. He was named 
senior vice president, Exxon U.S.A. Production Department in 1979. 

Walters, who was named to his present position in Oct. 1979, 
received an MBA degree from Oklahoma City University in 1966. 
Before joining Stromberg-Carlson, Walters was associated with 
Collins Commercial Telecommunications Group of Rockwell 
International, Western Union Corp., and General Electric Co. 

College offers overseas tour 
The College of Education will sponsor another overseas tour this 

summer, June 7-21. Ray Kurtz, professor of curriculum and in- 
struction, who joined the K-State faculty in 1970, will lead the tour. 

Kurtz said the trip is being offered in modules. The basic module is 
a two-week stay in England. 

Students may receive graduate or undergraduate credit, can also 
choose additional modules, including trips to France, Germany, 
Switzerland, Italy, Greece, Norway, Sweden, Netherlands, Scotland 
or Ireland. 

K-State employees vie for work honor 
The six finalists for K-State's Classified Employee of the Year 

have been named and will be guests of the University today at a 
luncheon in the Union. The six finalists have a combined 98 years of 
service to K-State. 

The winner will be announced on March 25 at an all-University 
ceremony. The recipient of the award, which began in 1978, will 
receive $500. 

The six finalists are Lozane Grays, repair technician, Housing; 
Marlene Hightower, secretary II, Cooperative Extension ad- 
ministration; Albert Nielson, instrument maker, Department of 
Chemistry; David VonRiesen, photographer II, Photographic 
Services; Bobby Jack Watson, superintendent II, University 
Facilities; and Bernard Wells, animal caretaker HI, Department of 
Surgery and Medicine. 

m 
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tfjjlk-state union 
upc feature films 
25 years of service 1956-1981 

Forum Hall 
$1.00 

SINGIN' IN 
THE RAIN 

Sunday 
Feb. 8 
2:00 

/MOI/IE% 

TIM 
MATLACK 
He is Qualified... 
Student Senator 
Finance Committee 
Traffic & Parking Council 
Judicial Council 
In Student Government 

for 2% years 
Special Committee for the 

Placement Center 
...And willing to WORK 

Tim would like to work for you on: 
Library improvements, Nichols Gym, 
and the Traffic and Parking situation 

You matter to MATLACK 
Paid for by Tim Matlack for Student Body President, Michael Gromer, Chairman 

/ 

Diamondscope 
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Ratings race: 
ABC, CBS, NBC compete with 'blockbuster' February specials 

ByJILLMATUSZAK 
Collegian Reporter 

Godzilla is back, Saturday Just got fun- 
nier, and the truth on what really happened 
at Kent State is soon to be divulged, ac- 
cording to a hyped-up advertisement in TV 
Guide. 

This week is the beginning of the 
February "sweeps" rating period when the 
two major television rating companies, 
Nielson and Arbitron, rate the 212 television 
markets around the country, according to 
Paul Prince, associate professor of jour- 
nalism and mass communications. Because 
of the importance of the final results of the 
rating period, which normally lasts four 
consecutive weeks, networks bring out their 
"blockbuster" specials. 

The television "sweeps" period is one of 
four rating periods during the year, ac- 
cording to Don Morgan, promotional 
director of WIBW-TV in Topeka. There are 
ratings conducted in February, May, July 
and November, although sometimes these 
overlap, he said. 

"The stations in this area don't subscribe 
to the July period, usually," Morgan said. 
"The sweeps period is the only way for us to 
sell ourselves to advertisers." 

According to Morgan, stations like WIBW 
make their revenues in two ways: by selling 
the use of their facilities, and by selling 
commercials. Selling commercials to ad- 
vertisers is the main source of revenue for 

most television stations, Morgan said. 
"It all depends on the number of people 

watching the station at the time," Morgan 
said. "The advertiser can then estimate the 
average cost per person for the com- 
mercial." 

The rating companies in the Topeka area 
send diaries—similar to calendars marking 
every quarter-hour—to random families 
and pay them a small amount to fill in the 
diary with the programs the family wat- 
ched, Morgan said. 

"It's reasonably reliable," Morgan said, 
although the published results include an 
estimated percentage of probable error. 

The networks—CBS, NBC, and AB- 
C—generally send their affiliate stations 
special programs for the sweeps period, so 
the affiliates only have to concentrate on 
their news programs and various other half- 
hour spots. 

Morgan said WIBW had no special news 
stories or programs to broadcast during 
February. 

"We'll just be trying to make our 
broadcasts as flawless as possible," he said. 

Having the anchor people wear a "13" on 
their lapels is one example of striving "a 
little bit harder" during the rating period, 
Morgan said. 

During the sweeps period, the television 
stations "put in the more popular movies," 
Prince said, and the Feb. 7-13 TV Guide 
gives many examples. 

A new mini-series, based on a John from   TV  stations  around  the  country, 
Steinbeck   novel,   "East   of   Eden,"   is television fans will be treated to better 
scheduled, as well as "blockbuster" movies, quality.                                      • 
like "Hooper" and specials, like "The Bob Why don't television stations keep the 
Hope Valentine Special." same quality the year 'round? 

Although the February sweeps period will "Well, we try," Morgan said, 
take a little more time, money, and effort 

Two-day trip in tractor trailer 
ends in arrest for illegal aliens 

NEW YORK (AP) — Locked inside a 
tractor trailer without daylight or fresh air, 
85 illegal aliens traveled 2,180 miles from El 
Paso, Texas, to the South Bronx, nourished 
by a few cans of soda, some junk food and 
dreams of starting a new and better life. 

But their two-day journey ended in arrest 
by police and detention by immigration 
officials after their trailer was discovered in 
a seedy, burned out section of the city on 
Monday. 

Immigration and Naturalization Service 
District Director Henry Dogin said Tuesday 
the aliens agreed to pay anywhere from $500 
to $2,000 to get into the country. But he 
conceded that officials knew little about the 
mechanics of the operation. 

Dogin said the aliens, 84 of whom are from 
the Dominican Republic and one who is 
from Guatemala, apparently flew into 
Mexico and were smuggled across the 
border to El Paso where they were picked 
up by the trailer late last Friday. 

Officials said the aliens refused to provide 
additional details of the operation because 
they feared reprisals from those involved in 
the smuggling plan. 

The plan was foiled when police received a 
tip from a woman who told them she saw 
people going in and out of a truck parked in 
front of an apartment building at 647 
Cauldwell Ave. 

Police found 51 of the aliens huddled inside 
the rig. Another 34 were found hiding in two 
separate apartments inside the building. 

Two men, Roopnarini Singh, 22, a per- 
manent resident alien from Guyana, and 
Efriam Vega, 39, of Puerto Rico, were 
arrested on a charge of unlawful tran- 
sportation of illegal aliens. 

If the aliens are deported, the U.S. 
government will have to pay their tran- 
sportation costs. Immigration official Jim 
Jasay said the government already is 
paying $54 a day to care for each alien. The 

cost of one-way air fare to the Dominican 
Republic is $192, Jasay said, adding up to 
nearly $17,000 if all are deported. 

Dogin said the aliens endured foul con- 
ditions in the locked trailer: "They ap- 
parently only had a few cans of soda and a 
minimal amount of junk food to share. They 
didn't get to see daylight or breathe fresh air 
for two solid days." 

Dogin said cash bonds ranging from 
between $500 and $1,000 were set for 84 of 
them Monday night. One man had bond set 
at $5,000 because of a previous criminal 
record. 

All were taken to the INS' Special 
Processing Center at the old Brooklyn Navy 
Yard where they will remain unless they 
meet bond or until a hearing sometime next 
week. 
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Local professors back from Latin America 
ByANNWYLIE 

Collegian Reporter 
Two K-State professors spent the past 2V4 

years giving away money. 
Jan Flora and his wife, Cornelia, 

associate professors of sociology at K-State, 
just returned from Bogota, Columbia, where 
they were advisers in agriculture and rural 
development for the Ford Foundation. 

The pair had taken a year's sabbatical 
from their duties at K-State and then ex- 
tended it with a leave of absence. 

The Ford Foundation is a philanthropic 
organization which provides money to other 
groups for research and direct action in the 
area of social sciences. 

"All we do is provide money to groups of 
people who live in the countries and 
generally are citizens of those particular 
countries," Jan Flora said. 

Their time in Latin America was spent 
job-sharing—both holding the same job and 
each getting paid half the salary. 

THE FOUNDATION BEGAN in- 
ternational work in India in 1959; in 1961, it 
expanded to include Latin America. 

Although they were based in Bogota, 
Columbia, the Floras worked for the 
foundation in six Latin America countries. 
They also worked in Central America and 
the Caribbean. 

Their work differed in each country. 
"In Chile, for instance, the work was 

essentially to        expand        the 
pluralism—broaden the alternatives which 
existed there," Jan said. 

Researchers had just been allowed into 
Chile shortly before the Floras arrived 
there. The foundation provided money to 
groups of researchers to examine what had 
happened to the country during the counter 
land reform in the 1960's. 

During the counter land reform, the 
military took over and returned most of the 
land to the former owners, Jan said. The 
rest of the land was divided between 
peasants. 

View serious economic, urban problems 

"But they were saddled with the debt that 
the collective unit had had before. They had 
to sell all their machinery, all their 
livestock, so they just ended up without 
anything," he said. 

CHILE HAS BEEN RULED by a right 
wing military dictatorship since 1973, which 
has resulted in high unemployment and an 
increase in the inequality of the distribution 
of income, Jan said. 

"Both as a cause and as a result of that 
(unemployment and inequality) there's 
been a lot of torture and anyone who ex- 
presses a different point of view is viewed as 
subversive," he said. 

Although they worked with a "sub- 
versive" organization, the Ford Foundation 
was not generally considered political. 

But, "in that kind of situation, it's im- 
possible not to be political," Flora said. 

However, they didn't have any trouble 
from the government of Chile. 

"The government certainly didn't want to 
take on any international organization 
because at the same time they were trying 
to appear respectable," Jan said. 

ALTHOUGH THE FORD Foundation 
didn't work with the government in Chile, it 
did support projects which were sponsored 
by the government in other, more 
progressive countries. 

In Peru, for example, the foundation 
supported the agrarian land reform through 
the public university, the Agrarian 
University of Peru. 

The Floras worked together on projects 
such as those in Peru and Chile. But besides 
Cornelia's regular work as adviser of 
agriculture and rural development, she 
became involved with women's programs in 
the Ford Foundation. 

Although she had become involved in 

womens' programs earlier, the Ford 
Foundation's involvement was expanded by 
Franklin Thomas when he became 
president of the foundation. 

"He believed that the oppression of 
women is the basis to all oppression," 
Cornelia said. 

HER WORK involved gathering in- 
formation from nine countries about what 
organizations were working with women in 
either direct action programs or research 
projects. She would then help them design 
projects and arrange with the foundation's 
headquarters to provide funds for the 
projects. 

The worst problems the two ran into in 
Columbia were the traffic and the thievery, 
they said. 

KEP-Co. attorney favors KCC, 
feels co-op regulation beneficial 

TOPEKA (AP) — G. T. Van Bebber, a 
former chairman of the Kansas Corporation 
Commission, urged a Senate panel Tuesday 
to reject a bill to deregulate rural electric 
cooperative groups, saying it would remove 
needed regulatory oversight. 

"If KCC jurisdiction is taken away, there 
will be no control whatever over rates, 
contracts, or conditions of service of these 
utilities," said Van Bebber, who served four 
years on the commission under former Gov. 
Robert Bennett. 

His testimony came in a hearing before 
the Senate Ways and Means Committee 
which is considering the bill to remove the 
KCC's authority to regulate co-op groups 
and municipal energy agencies. 

Sponsors of the proposal say it is designed 
to overrule a recent KCC order that 
restricted Kansas Electric Power 
Cooperative Inc., or KEPCo, in its plans to 
buy a 17 percent share of the Wolf Creek 
nuclear power plant. In that order, the 
regulatory agency limited the price the 
company could pay to Kansas Gas and 
Electric Co. and Kansas City Power and 
Light Co.—the two owners of the $1.7 billion 
project. 

The commission ordered KEPCo to pay no 
more than 17 percent of $1.5 billion, the 
estimated total cost at the time of hearings 
on the matter last summer. With the higher 
cost projects, however, the three companies 
say the sales agreement cannot be con- 
summated under the commission's order. 

Van Bebber acknowledged during 
questions by committee members that the 
KCC order probably is preventing the Wolf 
Creek deal from being completed, but he 
maintained that utility regulation is 
necessary to protect ratepayers. 

"I have not come here to defend the KCC 
or its order, but rather to defend the idea of 
regulation of public utilties, and to urge that 
the Legislature not engage in an over- 
reaction to an order of the KCC," Van 
Bebber said, calling such efforts "an 
alarming and dangerous departure from 
principles which have served the people of 
this state well for nearly a century." 

He said removal of KCC oversight would 
mean a co-op group would operate without 
anycontraints. 

"If the Legislature has trouble with the 
KCC or one of its orders, I think that this 

"Because of the tremendous differences 
between rich and poor people in Latin 
America, there are serious problems," Jan 
said. "In some countries, particularly urban 
areas, those problems manifest themselves 
through thievery. We got robbed a number 
of times." 
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meat axe approach is an unwise way to get 
at it. To repeal jurisdictional statutues 
whenever a regulatory agency makes an 
unpopular decision will not achieve 
protection of the public interest," said Van 
Bebber, who represented Doniphan Electric 
Cooperative Association of Troy, a non- 
KEPCo member co-op serving about 1,400 
customers. 
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Senate gives death penalty a tentative 'yes' 
TOPEKA (AP) - After a brief, generally 

unemotional debate, the Kansas Senate 
tentatively approved a bill to reinstate the 
death penalty for certain types of murders. 

On an unrecorded voice vote, the 40- 
member upper chamber favorably ad- 
vanced the measure to final action, which is 
expected Wednesday. 

The proposal is nearly identical to one 
vetoed last season by Gov. John Carlin, who 
opposes capital punishment on philosophical 
grounds despite a campaign pleged in 1978 
to sign a "constitutional" bill if one was sent 
to him. The governor also vetoed a death 
penalty measure approved by the 1979 
Legislature. 

DEBATE ON THE BILL lasted less than 
30 minutes, with much of the time taken up 
by an explanation of the proposal. 

Senators to begin final action Wednesday 

Sen. Billy McCray (D-Wichita) made the 
only formal argument in opposition to the 
death penalty, saying his actions were to be 
a testament for "my sake and for my 
grandchildren's sake." 

"I want to place my opposition on the 
record for the sake of posterity—when my 
grandchildren come to me and ask 'Billy, 
where were you '" 

McCray said he could not support 
"legalizing murder" in Kansas because a 
death sentence would most often be imposed 
on the poor, uneducated and minorities. 

In response, Sen. John Chandler (R- 
Holton) said records indicate that Kansans 
had    historically    exercised    "great 

moderation" in use of a death sentence. The 
first legal execution in the state's history 
was Feb. 12, 1863 and the last on June 22, 
1965. 

"Nineteen of the 24 persons who were 
executed in Kansas were white people," 
Chandler said, adding that two were 
American Indians and three were black. 

THE BILL PROVIDES for the option of a 
death sentence to those convicted of first- 
degree murder, murder in the commission 
of a kidnapping or murder in the com- 
mission of a rape or sodomy. 

It could be imposed by a jury in a separate 
sentencing procedure after a person was 

convicted of the crime, and would be subject 
to automatic review of the state Supreme 
Court. It would not apply to killing which 
occurred during the commission of 
felonies—unless they met the tests of 
premeditated, first-degree murder. 

The death penalty also could not be ap- 
plied to anyone under 18 years of age. Any 
death sentence on a pregnant woman would 
be stayed until after she gave birth. 

Death would be by lethal injection. 
However, the bill provides that if that 
method is ruled unconstitutional then 
hanging would be used. If that fails a court 
test, then death would be by electrocution. 

Kansas employed hanging to those con- 
victed of murder until its law was rendered 
inoperative by a 1972 U.S. Supreme Court 
decision. Since then, about 37 states have 
enacted laws to impose the death sentence. 

South Africans may revolt 
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) — 

Industrialist Harry Oppenheimer, chairman 
of the giant Anglo American Corp., has 
warned of possible revolution in South 
Africa in five years unless blacks get major 
concessions. 

Oppenheimer's remarks were in line with 
a long-held political philosophy he terms 
"radical conservatism." 

But with a national election scheduled for 
April 29, Oppenheimer's warning was 
considered the clearest so far to Prime 
Minister P.W. Botha that the new five-year 
mandate he seeks could be the most im- 
portant in South African history. 

As chairman of Anglo American, 
Oppenheimer's remarks carry some weight. 

The South African-based multinational 
corporation produces some 40 percent of the 
country's gold, about a third of its coal and a 
like amount of its uranium. 

Oppenheimer told the journalists that 
Botha and previous National party gover- 
nments have squandered too much time in 
trying to reach an accommodation between 
South Africa's 4.5 million whites and 20 
million blacks. 

$232,500 donation 
causes search 
for Lafene specialists 

Although there have apparently been 
repeated attempts to hire a female doctor 
for Lafene Student Health Center, those 
attempts have so far proved unsuccessful. 

Administrators have been trying to at- 
tract a female doctor to the staff for about 10 
years, Dr. Robert Tout, director of Lafene, 
said. 

Although Lafene has advertised 
nationally in the Journal of the American 
Medical Association and had written to 
doctors in Nebraska, Missouri and Kansas, 
"We have received no reply," Tout said. 

"We have been disappointed in our 
recruiting, but we will get a woman 
gynecologist one day," he said. 

Tout also said that when he was appointed 
director of Lafene in July 1980, he hoped to 
hire specialists for the health center staff. 
He said he wanted to attract specialists in 
dental hygiene and gynecology. 

Although no specialists have been hired, 
"we haven't stopped looking," Tout said. 

Tout's plans to hire a dental hygienist 
have been sidetracked by a state law which 
prevents hiring a hygienist without also 
hiring a dentist. 

Tout said there are no plans to hire a 
dentist. 

The money that would be used to equip a 
dental hygienist or optometrist was donated 
by Conrad Eriksen, a former K-State 
professor. Ericksen's $232,500 donation for 
equipment and remodeling became 
available Jan. 1. 

"His request was to use the donation for 
new services and equipment with a special 
interest of opening a dental and optometry 
service," Tout said. 

Lafene is still looking into purchasing 
optometry equipment, Tout said. While it 
will not hire an optometrist, added equip- 
ment would enable doctors on the staff to 
give more thorough eye examinations. 

He said that during his two years as prime 
minister, Botha had raised the hopes of 
blacks with promises of a new deal, at the 
same time telling whites they must "adapt 
or die." 

Most South African blacks view the up- 
coming election as irrelevant because they 
don't have the right to vote. They tend to see 
Botha's reforms as window-dressing for the 
outside world and say they won't be satisfied 
until the entire apartheid system is 
dismantled. 

Oppenheimer said time is running out and 
unless "substantive changes" are made by 
the mid-1980s, South Africa could face 
violent revolution. 
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Speech behind closed doors made public 

Kania denounces Solidarity union movement 
WARSAW, Poland (AP) - Poland's 

Communist Party leader, in his strongest 
denunciation of the independent trade union 
movement, accused Solidarity on Tuesday 
of seeking to become a "political opposition 
party" and of spreading anarchy. 

Stanislaw Kania affirmed the govern- 
ment's opposition to a union of private 
farmers and said Poland was faced with 
"manifestations of anarchy" and with 
transformation of Solidarity into an 
organization "far removed from what is laid 
down in its statutes." 

Kama's speech, made public Tuesday, 
was given Saturday to a closed-door 
meeting of a committee preparing for next 
month's party congress and excerpts were 
broadcast by Polish state radio Tuesday. 

It came at a time of new charges from the 
Soviet Union and its allies that independent 
labor leaders were hostile to Communist 
Party rule and exploiting the crisis for their 
political ends. The Soviet government 
newspaper Izvestia charged Tuesday that 
the Voice of America and Radio Free 
Europe were broadcasting "coded in- 
structions" to anti-socialist forces in 
Poland. 

Meanwhile, Solidarity leader Lech Walesa 
went to the southern town of Bielsko Biala to 
join talks between government negotiators 
and workers to end a general strike that was 
in its eighth day. 

Kania, who took over leadership of 
Poland's beleagured Communist Party and 
agreed to formation of the first independent 
labor unions in the Soviet bloc, said the 
government "cannot ignore, let alone ac- 
cept" that "Solidarity is being steered in the 
direction of a political opposition party 
playing with the workers' trust." 

He said that while the government 
recognized a right to strike, it "is a weapon 
of last resort...many of our strikes are 
clearly political in character." Kania also 
warned party members that they should not 
take part in strikes. 

On the issue of Rural Solidarity—an 
organization of Poland's private far- 
mers—Kania said it comes down to one 
question: "Is the countryside to be a scene 
of cooperation between the people's regime 
and peasant-farmers or is it to be the scene 
of political struggle?" 

Kania claimed that the strike in Bielsko 
Biala, to back worker demands for firing 

Refiners raise gasoline prices 
in response to federal decontrol 

NEW YORK (AP) — Several of the 
nation's largest refiners boosted wholesale 
pries of gasoline, home heating oil and 
diesel fuel as much as & cents a gallon 
Tuesday as the lifting of federal petroleum 
price controls continued to drive fuel prices 
higher. 

The hikes could be felt shortly by con- 
sumers, although one industry source said 
gasoline dealers in some regions "are going 
to have to eat a lot" of the wholesale in- 
creases because demand for the fuel has 
been weak following earlier price hikes. 

The source, who asked not to be identified, 
said heating oil users probably would see the 
full effect of the wholesale increase because 
"they've got to have" the fuel. 

Mobil Corp. said it raised gasoline, diesel 
fuel and home heating oil prices a nickel a 
gallon nationwide to reflect "increased 
crude oil prices" here and abroad. The 
nation's second-largest oil company said the 
domestic crude oil price hikes came "as a 
result of decontrol." 

Standard Oil Co. (Indiana), the No. 6 oil 
company, said its wholesale prices for 
Amoco gasolines rose 4 cents a gallon while 
those for its heating oil and diesel fuel 
climbed 2 to 4 cents a gallon, depending on 
the region. 

"Amoco still is attempting to recover the 
increases in crude oil costs that were in- 
curred prior to last week's total decontrol of 
domestic crude oil prices," the company 
said in a prepared statement. A spokesman, 
who asked not to be quoted by name, refused 
to comment when asked if further product 
price increases were planned. 

Oil, gas decontrol 
not likely to affect 
farmers, ranchers 

MANHATTAN (AP) — The decontrol of 
oil and gas prices will not dramatically 
affect Kansas agriculture, according to 
Kansas Farm Bureau President John Junior 
Armstrong. 

"Most farmers and ranchers today use 
diesel fuel which has not been subject to 
price controls," said Armstrong. "However, 
I do expect fuel costs, including diesel, to 
rise this spring because of OPEC price in- 
creases, inflationary pressures and in- 
creasing demand." 

The Kansas farm leader said most of the 
state's farmers support the Kansas Farm 
Bureau's opposition to price controls. 

"We believe decontrolling prices will 
encourage oil and gas exploration and in- 
crease production," he said. 

Among others, Marathon Oil Co., ranked 
17th in the industry, said it raised wholesale 
prices for gasoline, heating oil and diesel 
fuel 3 cents a gallon. 

The national average price for gasoline 
was about $1.27 a gallon before President 
Reagan announced Jan. 28 he had lifted the 
oil price controls, eight months before they 
had been due to expire. 

Analysts have said the president's move 
could boost U.S. fuel prices about 10 cents a 
gallon, and several refiners subsequently 
announced wholesale price increases of 1 to 
6 cents a gallon. 

On Monday, No. 11 Sun Co. Inc. said it 
increased wholesale gasoline and home 
heating oil prices by 2 to 3 cents a gallon in 
the East, Midwest and Southwest following 
an increase of as much as 2.5 cents a gallon 
in several regions late last week. 
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local officials, had cost the economy the 
equivalent of $70 million over eight days. 

Labor unrest continued in the towns of 
Bielsko Biala, Rzeszow, Ustrzyki Dolne and 
JeleniaGora. 

The issue of registration of Rural 
Solidarity was to be discussed again Wed- 

nesday by a government group headed by 
Agriculture Minister Andrzej Kacala. Some 
observers predicted that continued refusal 
by the government to register Rural 
Solidarity might result in a general warning 
strike. 
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Spring sprung 
Water erupts from a University main 
east of the Union. The water shot up 
over the main Tuesday. 

Grain and soybean 
futures prices up 

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Grain and soybean futures prices were 

sharply higher Tuesday on the Chicago 
Board of Trade amid favorable export and 
stock figures. 

At the close, soybeans were 22lfc cents to 
30 cents higher, the contract for March 
delivery was $7,624 a bushel; wheat was 8% 
cents to 10V4 cents higher, March $4.78% a 
bushel; corn was 5Vfe cents to 9V4 cents 
higher, March $3.64V« a bushel; oats were 
44 cents to the 6-cent daily limit higher, 
March $2.184 a bushel. 

Livestock prices were mixed. Feeder 
cattle prices fell almost the limit following 
limit moves Monday, which were attributed 
to an Agriculture Department supply 
report. The report showed the number of 
calves born in 1980 was 6 percent higher 
than in 1979. 

Hog futures prices were mostly higher 
and pork bellies were mostly lower. 

On the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, live 
cattle were .40 cent lower to .80 cent higher, 
February 61.17 cents a pound; feeders were 
.88 cent to 1.40 cents lower, March 70.67 
cents a pound; hogs were .50 cent lower to 
.65 cent higher, February 44.12 cents a 
pound; pork bellies were .30 cent lower to. 18 
cent higher, February 53.05 cents a pound. 

Precious metals prices also were mostly 
higher, rebounding somewhat from recent 
declines which have been attributed to 
uncertainty over the economy. 

Orange juice prices rose moderately as 
Florida growing areas braced for possible 
freezing temperatures Tuesday night. 

Prices advanced the 5-cent daily limit 
Monday following forecasts for the freeze, 
but posted only moderate gains Tuesday as 
the possibility neared. 

Orange juice futures prices were 1.40 
cents to 2.40 cents higher, March 137.65 
cents a pound. 

in the island on Mid-Campus Drive 
after a snow removal vehicle ran 

Greeks — 
$2.00 Pitchers 

TONITE 

Masters of psychology 
live in 'mind' parody 

Sigmund Freud was at the Union last 
night. 

Freud's appearance was part of the 
Meeting of the Minds sponsored by Psi Chi, 
a psychology honorary. Freud and three of 
his colleagues were portrayed by in- 
structors and psychologists in a skit as they 
discussed the treatment of abnormal 
behavior. 

This is the second year Psi Chi has held a 
Meeting of the Minds. About 65 persons 
watched the skit which is based on the 
Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) show 
hosted by Steve Allen. 

Jerome Frieman, associate professor of 
psychology and co-host of the skit, said that 
unlike the Meeting of the Minds on PBS, the 
skit was spontaneous. 

Frieman and Cindy Ellerman, president 
of Psi Chi and senior in psychology began 
the skit by describing each doctor's basic 
theories. During the skit, the four par- 
ticipants answered three questions based on 
the theories of their character. The 
questions dealt with the source of abnormal 
behavior, the responsibility of the patient 
for his behavior and success in therapy, and 
the importance of the patient-doctor 
relationship. 

The actors in the skit and their charac- 
ters: Ann Barstow, assistant professor of 
psychology, Albert Bandura;  E. Robert 

Sinnett, clinical psychologist, Sigmund 
Freud; Leon Rappoport, professor of 
psychology, Ronald Laing; and Jerry 
Phares, head of the Department of 
Psychology, Carl Rogers. 

Congratulations 
to the future 

Dr. Rachel Severance 
(If you can't cure 
them, surely your 

looks will.) 

BAKE 
STORE 

/ 

. 

4 ShelfenbErger 105,' 

3=30 to 6pm    J 
coupon .ioc OFF! 

k 
\ 

^ 

THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL 
RAISIN BREAD 

.25* off   Feb. 4 
(withKSUID) 

Also: 
Donute 

Jewish Rye 
French 

Wholewheat 
J 

SOPHOMORES, JUNIORS AND SENIORS 
We will pay you over $900 per month for your last two years of college. 

IF 
• You hove token one year of calculus and one year of Physics. 

• You desire graduate level training in nuclear physics, chemistry, 

thermodynamics, radiological fundamentals and electrical engineering 

• Your academic performance is above average. 

Other benefits include a $3,000 bonus immediately upon entry into the program, a $3,000 bonus 

one year after graduation and a starting salary that is second to none. For details on how you 

can investigate this opportunity-contact 

BOB MILLER 
Navy Recruiting 

2420 Broadway 

Kansas City, MO 64108 or call collect 816-374-3433 
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AL- ^*>|/\ ■  Wandering the communist country alone 
V*niri3 oOlO-  a lower-Driced adventure than arouD tout a lower-priced adventure than group tour 

SHANGHAI, China (AP) - A few words of 
advice to anyone traveling alone in China: 
be patient, be adventurous and do't forget to 
pack your 1940s dance shoes. 

Because the Chinese prefer tourists to see 
the country in goups, it's difficult to get an 
individual travel visa. But the extra red tape 
to go-it-alone is worth the wait. 

While no official figures are available, 
group tours average about $100 a day per 
person. But individual tourists can easily 
get by for about $50 a day, with the added 
luxury of doing what they want when they 
want to do it. 

Consider the luxury of walking along the 
Great Wall in Peking and having only 
Chinese in your pictures, not hordes of 
tourists blocking your view and spoiling the 
atmosphere. 

UNLIKE MANY OTHER COMMUNIST 
COUNTRIES, China puts few restraints on 
where tourists can wander, and there is 
almost no feeling of being under sur- 
veillance. The bureaucracy often seems 
impenetrable but perseverance ususally 
pays off—with taxi drivers, airline officials, 
the China Travel Service and all other 
authorities. 

The first obstacle is getting a visa. If you 
have friends living in China, they can invite 
you. If you're a businessman interested in 
trade, you can get a visa from the govern- 
ment corporation handling your line of 
work. The foreign ministry and education 
ministry also arrange visas for some 
academics, students, technical experts and 

VIPs. 
Once in China, getting around is not dif- 

ficult—except for businessmen. The foreign 
and education ministries almost always 
give the OK to the Public Security Bureau 
for their guests to travel, a process which 
usually takes about two days for Europeans 
and Americans. 

BUT WESTERNERS DOING BUSINESS 
with China say the government corporations 
are more reluctant to let their business 
guests travel, possibly because they don't 
want to lose a sale to a competing cor- 
poration in another city or province. 

Taxi dispatchers in all major hotels speak 
English and can list the sight you want to see 
and shops you want to visit. Many 
guidebooks and the China phone book now 
have the names of major locations in 
English and Chinese, so all you have to do is 
show the taxi driver the book and point. 

Taxis are reasonable and it's easy to get 
around on buses if you have the time. Two 
hours of sightseeing in Shanghai could cost 
anywhere from $6 to $15, depending on the 
distance and waiting time. The longest bus 
ride would cost less than 10 cents. 

IF VOU WANT A GUIDE, the travel 
service can find you one on a day's 
notice—and by going it alone, you can hire 
him for as long or short as you want. 

Cpntrary to reports that nightlife in China 
is very limited, there are currently a few 
hangouts for foreigners which are also 
frequented by growing numbers of Chinese. 

Dying fish not blamed on weather; 
largest survive in University pond 

The fad of the '50s was swallowing gold- 
fish, but at K-State in the '80s, it's goldfish 
swallowing goldfish. 

That's what happened to some fish in a 
small pond behind the research greenhouses 
near Justin Hall. 

The cold weather is not responsible for the 
death of fish, according to Tom Shackelford, 
grounds superintendent. Many smaller fish 
have wound up as a main course for the 
larger ones, Shackelford said, although the 
fish normally feast on insects and algae in 
the water. 

At one'time, the pond was used to store the 
fish only during winter months. The rest of 
the time, they were in a small pool in the 
formal garden east of Dickens Hall. The 
formal garden was torn out two years ago 
when construction of the general classroom 
and office building began. The fish have 
been in the pond behind the greenhouse 
since then. 

The fish were moved from the formal 
gardens in the winter because the pool 
would*completely freeze, Shackelford said. 
The pond behind the greenhouse has an 
adequate oxygen supply and constant 
movement of water so fish could survive all 
year, if they weren't eating each other, 
Shackelford said. 

The goldfish in the pond were once wiped 
out by carp, Shackelford said. Apparently a 
student caught a carp and dumped it in the 
pond. The pond was restocked at a cost close 
to $50. The pond will not be restocked if an 
incident like this happens again, 
Shackelford said, because he believes the 
pond is not enjoyed by enough persons to 
justify the cost of restocking and main- 
taining it. 
The number of fish in the pond varies, 
Shackelford said, and anything that does not 
belong in the pond may be removed by 
maintenance personnel. 

House panel approves spending lid; 
rejects $119,364 in federal funding 

TOPEKA (AP) — A Republican- 
sponsored state spending lid produced no 
debate before it was approved Tuesday by 
the House Ways and Means Committee but 
sparks flew over a supplemental ap- 
propriations bill. 

Democrats on the committee gave a 
chorus of noes when the voice vote was 
taken but did not challenge the merits of the 
measure as they have in prior sessions. This 
may be due in part to the fact that 
Democratic Gov. John Carlin submitted a 
budget this year which is below the ceiling 
proposed in the Republican spending lid. 

The measure, one of the top items in the 
House Reublican legislative program, now 
goes to the floor for consideration by the full 
membership. 

The sparks over the supplemental ap- 
propriations bill were set off by a 
Republican proposal to reject $119,364 in 
federal funds available for a local health 
education program, while approving $5,000 
to rewire a dairy barn at the state fair 
grounds. 

Rep. Bill Wisdom (D-Kansas City) said "it 
seems we're more concerned with a dairy 
barn than we are with people." 

Rep. William Bunten (R-Topeka) made 
the motion to reject the federal funds for a 
program of health education sto be ad- 
ministered by the University of Kansas 
Medical Center in a nearby area of Kansas 
City, Kan. 

Ways and Means Chairman Mike Hayden 
(R-Atwood) said the bill would authorize 

what the state Finance Council had denied. 
"What bothers me most is that it would 

add three employees, and I don't believe it 
would add one iota of better health care.'' 

Wisdom said the area involved is not 
affluent. 

"Funds of this type are needed and 
utilized. I think the money would be put to 
good use," he said. 

"It sounds good to say we whacked 
$119,000, but I feel it is an injustice to these 
people to strip them of this money and a 
chance to help themselves." 

Rep. William Beezley (R-Girard) said the 
proposed program is designed to encourage 
people not to smoke, to avoid alcohol abuse 
and to use proper nutrition. 

"It looks to me like a lot of repitition of 
what they already know," Beezley said. 

Richard Von Ende, of the University of 
Kansas, said the money was the first of what 
was to be a five-year program of federal 
funding. He said if the money is not made 
available to the Medical Center, it will be 
spent elsewhere because there are 150 ap- 
proved grant applications awaiting funds. 

Hayden said the proposed program calls 
for the Medical Center to provide $26,000 in 
donated time the first year and that this was 
to go to $86,000 in the fifth year. 

Hayden said the committee is approving 
the $5,000 for the dairy barn rewiring with 
the understanding that $125,000 proposed for 
general maintenance at the fair grounds 
would be reduced to $120,000. 

The club at the Minzu Hotel in Peking, 
which with its revolving mirrored ball in the 
center of the dance floor, looks like a 
cabaret from pre-World War II days, was 
packed with locals and foreigners one recent 
Saturday night. So was the international 
club. 

The No. 1 hangout in China's largest city is 
still the South Gate Restaurant at 
Shanghai's Jinjiang Hotel. There, 
foreigners and locals dance to taped music 
brought by patrons, music that can range 
from Barbara Streisand ballads to 
Romanian gypsy songs. 

ATTENTION STUDENT BORROWERS! 
THE FOLLOWING CUT-OFF DATES HAVE BEEN SET 

TO APPLY FOR GUARANTEED STUDENT LOANS 
"February 15,1981—Last day to apply for loans for the 

1980-81 academic year. 
"Applications for Summer, 1981 will be accepted bet- 
ween March i, 1981 and May 1,1981. 
"Applications for the 1981-82 academic year will be ac- 
cepted beginning March 15,1981. 

THESE CUT-OFF DATES HAVE BEEN SET 
BY STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE 

ATTENTION: 
POSITION FOR 
ROYAL PURPLE 

INDEX EDITOR AVAILABLE 
Applications AVAILABLE IN Kedzie 103. 

Due on Thur., Feb. 5th 

Even a heavy traveler can travel light with Bulova's 
1 oz. electronic quartz alarm clock. This marvel of 
miniaturization makes a novel gift that fits every- 
where. The light-up dial makes night time bright. 
And the 24-hour repeat alarm never needs remind- 
ing to remind you to wake up. And for just $49.95 
Bulova puts all this, plus the accuracy of quartz (to 
15 seconds a month), right in the palm of your hand. 
THE BULOVA QUARTZ TRAVEL ALARM. 

329 POYNTZ 776-6861 
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Family members walk both sides of picket 
WHITE SU1PHUR SPRINGS, W.Va. 

(AP) — Almost 1,000 chambermaids, 
waiters and other workers who normally 
cater to every whim of wealthy guests at 
The Greenbrier, one of the country's most 
opulent resort hotels, have been walking a 
picket line for the past seven weeks. 

Harlan and Wanda Wickline are in- 
volved—on opposite sides of the picket line. 
Wickline is a hotel maintenance worker and 
a member of one of eight unions that struck 
when their contracts expired Dec. IS. His 
wife is head cashier, one of 300-odd non- 
union employees working during the strike. 

"It's a touchy subject at our house. We 
don't discuss it too much," Wickline said. 
"I'm doing the housekeeping and my wife's 
the breadwinner right now. I've asked her to 
come out with us, but she won't doit." 

James Searle Jr., director of sales and 
marketing for The Greenbrier, said the 
Wicklines' situation is not unique. 

"We've got several families on both sides 
of the line," he said. "I know of cases where 
the men have driven their wives to work and 
then headed for the picket line." 

Employees resort to 7-week union strike 

AND SEARLE SAID he isn't surprised. 
"We're family here," he said. "We've got 

second generation employees at The 
Greenbrier. It's that kind of place." 

It is also the kind of place that provides 
chauffeured limousines to take guests on 
picnics and chamber music to sooth the 
digestion at afternoon tea. 

At the height of the season, the hotel 
employs 1,600 waiters, maids, cooks and 
gardeners, all to fill the desires of its guests, 
some of whom arrive in private planes and 
their own Pullman railway cars. For those 
who come by more modest means, The 
Greenbrier has its own gas station. 

The Greenbrier's history, watched over 
by a resident hotel historian, stretches back 
to the American Revolution and the natural 
mineral springs that first attracted visitors. 
The hotel still boasts a spa, mineral baths 
and a clinic whose staff and facilities rival 
those of many small hospitals. 

THE GREENBRIER, looking rather like 
a gigantic White House, with sweeping 
porticos and furnishings from the early 
American Republic, is also a sports lover's 
paradise: three 18-hole golf courses, fishing 
streams, tennis and squash courts, swim- 
ming pools, horses, a shooting club and 
thousands of acres for walking and ram- 
bling. 

Unfortunately, the family spirit Searle 
cites has done little to resolve the labor 
dispute. The strike has been peaceful, but 
both sides seem determined to prevail. 

"We're staying out until we get a good 
contract," said Charles Feury, a plumber at 
the hotel. "We're in good spirits and we're 
not about to go back until they do right by 
us." 

LONNIE BURGESS, a member of the 
housecleaning staff, said that under the 
expired contract, he and his wife, a hotel 
maid, earned 9950 a month—between them. 

"That's not much for two people to 
make," he said. "And we didn't make that if 
my wife's tips weren't good." 

Searle discounts such talk. 
"We're not at all embarrassed at the 

livings our employees make," he says. 
"We're the best-paying hotel in the coun- 
try." 

Searle is tight-lipped about the hotel's 
business but does say The Greenbrier has 
lost several conventions since the strike and 
also was hurt during the Christmas season, 
when the hotel is usually full. 

The main issues are wages and fringe 
benefits. The Greenbrier has offered pay 
and benefit increases of 11 percent but says 
no settlement is possible until the Hotel and 
Restaurant Employees, AFL-CIO, the 
largest of the eight striking unions, with- 
draws a $1.2 million suit against the hotel. 

The suit, scheduled to be heard next 
month, is based on the management's 
practice of withholding $1.70 of the $6.50 
service charge it levies on each guest. The 
charges comprise a large portion of many 
employees' incomes. 
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We a ill be tntcn ten inn individuals 
a iih degrees in (hem fields 
Contact vour placement offia for 

additional information and inten wu 
appointments) 

U.S. Electrical Engineering 
U.S. Mechanical Engineering 
U.S. Civil Engineering 
U.S. Nuclear Engineering 
U.S. Chemical Engineering 
U.S. Accounting 
U.S. Marketing 
B.S. Management 

Houston Lighting & Power, the 
nation's fith largest utility company, 

, s mnrf titan a million homes, 
businesses, and industries— and, u e re 
continually nrn" "'A' '" meet the neu 
demands  The result is we can offer 
college graduates a broad spectrum of 
rare* r opportunities in a variety >>; 

ds. 

// you are unable m internal at this 
time please send resume tn. 

M. T. Robin 
Recruiting Director 
Houston Lighting & PowerCompany 
P. (). Box 1700 
Houston, Texas 77001 
or call (713) 228-5035 

THE POWERFUL CAREER CHOICE ■ 
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Former K-State hero Boozer 
retains memories of days past 

ByGREGGCOONROD 
Staff Writer 

The secretary answers the telephone, 
"Mr. Boozer's office." 

Sitting a door away from his secretary 
at the Northwestern Bell Telephone 
offices in Omaha, Neb., Mr. Boozer lifts 
the reciever and reverts from Mr. Boozer 
to the days of Bob Boozer— basketball 
player. 

While Bob Boozer's name has been 
replaced on the lips of basketball fans by 
more  recent   talents   including  Mike 

Sports 
Evans and Rolando Blackman, it's still 
lodged in the K-State record books. 

The 6-8 forward, who played at K-State 
from 1956-59, has the single season and 
Ahearn Field House scoring records as 
well as the top career scoring average of 
21.9 points per game. 

Being one of the most successful 
athletes to rise out of K-State, Boozer 
might be given credit for consummating 
the marriage of K-State and basketball. 

DURING HIS REIN as Wildcat 
basketball star, Boozer was named to the 
All-Big 8 team three times and Ail- 
American twice. He combined with 
another Ail-American, Jack Parr, in the 
1957-58 season to help lead the 'Cats to a 
fourth place finish in the NCAA tour- 
nament. 

Then in 1959, Boozer teamed up with 
Wally   Frank,   Don  Matuszak,  Cedric 

Price and Steve Douglas for a 25-2 
season, 14-0 in conference play while 
grabbing the No. 1 ranking in both the AP 
and UPI polls. 

Now 43, Boozer sees the importance of 
the time he didn't spend on the basketball 
court in Ahearn. 

"I was basically at K-State for an 
education. I enjoyed going to classes," 
Boozer said. 

BOOZER MENTIONED a number of 
teachers and professors he had during 
his collegiate career. He especially 
remembers an anthropology professor 
named Dr. Wilcox who taught a class in 
ancient civilization. Boozer explained 
going to Rome to play in the Olympics 
and seeing all the things they had talked 
about in class. 

"I really felt as though my maturity as 
a ballplayer and a human being occurred 
at K-State. The professors were involved 
as much as the coaches," Boozer said. 

His college degree has undoubtedly 
contributed to a current career of 
businessman. 

When Boozer left 11 years of 
professional basketball behind, he landed 
a middle management position with 
Northwestern Bell Telephone, a division 
of the Bell Telephone Co. serving North 
and South Dakota, Minnesota, Iowa and 
Nebraska. 

ADVANCING IN THE ranks, Boozer's 
current position is division manager in 
charge of customer relations and city- 
county lobbyist for the company within 
the Omaha district. 

(BOOZER, p.16) 

Staff photo by Cort Andaraon 

Jump ball...K-State's Shelly Hughes reaches for a tip against Wichita 
State's Terry O'Bryon during the second half. 

Wichita State breaks 'Cats' 21-game streak 
By MEGAN BARDSLEY 

Asst. Sports Editor 
It took Wichita State 22 times, but the 

Shockers finally did it. They defeated K- 
State 67-66 Tuesday night in Ahearn Field 
House for their first win ever over the 
Wildcats. 

The game was similar to the first time the 
two teams met, except this time the tide was 
turned. 

In the first match-up between the two, the 
Wildcats walked away the winners by a 
point. But this tune, the Shockers escaped 
with a one-point advantage. 

The game was close from the tipoff. The 
Shockers pulled away in the first half with 
only 40 seconds gone off the clock, but from 
then on, neither team held more than a two- 

point advantage. 
The Wildcats were ahead by one with 57 

seconds left in the half, then Shocker 
Theresa Dreiling was fouled by K-State's 
Kim Price. Price, committing her fourth 
foul, sent the 6-6 center to the line to shoot a 
one-and-one. Dreiling made both and put her 
team on top. 

JEAN ROISE CAME IN to replace the 
foul-plagued Price and popped in two to put 
the 'Cats on top with 25 seconds left in the 
first half. The Shockers came back with a 10- 
footer from freshman Paula Redo to go 
ahead of the'Cats 32-31. 

The second half was the same as the first, 
but there was one major difference. The 
Wildcats never held the lead for the first 

seven minutes. 
The Wildcats, only down by one with 13:52 

left on the clock, let WSU score three 
unanswered points. The nine-point ad- 
vantage was to be the Shockers' biggest lead 
of the game. 

The momentum seemed to belong entirely 
to the WSU team, but the Wildcats began to 
muster a rally which eventually put them 
ahead. 

IT BEGAN WITH 11:52 left on the clock 
and a 12-foot shot by Wildcat guard Gayla 
Williams. The Shockers were called for a 
three second lane violation and K-State's 
Shelly Hughes put in two to cut WSU's lead 
to five. The Shockers came back with two 
and the Wildcats retaliated with two. 

St«« photo by Cralg Chandler 

Attacking the boards...Dee Weinreis grabs for a loose 
rebound as she blocks out Wichita State's Theresa 

Dreiling during the second half Tuesday. Dreiling 
and the Shockers beat K-State 67-66. 

Then came the change in momentum. 
Williams stole the ball, fed it to Hughes, who 
was fouled on a layup. The shot was no good 
but Hughes made one of her two free- 
throws. The 'Cats grabbed the missed WSU 
shot and Taryn Bachis drove the lane and 
put in two points, but there was a whistle on 
the call. Bachis's shot was good but she was 
called for charging, but the Shockers only 
had a two point lead. 

The game was tied with a turn-around 
jumper by Wildcat center Dee Weinreis. 
Everything seemed to be going K-State's 
way as it built its first lead of the second half 
to three points. 

BUT THE SHOCKERS fought back. They 
tied the score and went ahead of the 'Cats by 
four with 2:14 left on the clock. But, again 
the Wildcats came back to within two. Then 
with 40 seconds left in the game, a jumpball 
was called. The Wildcats had a chance to tie. 
But the Weinreis tip rolled out of bounds and 
it was WSU's ball. 

The rest of the game was spent stalling 
and fouling. The Shockers hit a bucket with 
13 seconds left to go up by three. Williams 
scored for K-State with eight seconds to 
bring it within one. But it wasn't enough as 
the 'Cats swallowed their first loss to WSU. 

The shooting power for the Shockers was 
senior guard Terry O'Bryon who pumped in 
20 points and hauled down 13 rebounds. The 
5-8 guard outshot and out-rebounded her 6-5 
and 6-6 teammates. The Wildcats, con- 
centrating too much on WSU's tall players, 
and had difficulties containing O'Bryon, 
who made most of her shots from the corner. 

"Their big girls weren't that effective," 
K-State coach Lynn Hickey said. "I told 
them (the Wildcats) to get out on her 
(O'Bryon) and leave the big girl alone. She 
wasn't the one who was hurting us." 

THE BIG GIRLS Hickey was referring to 
was 6-6 sophomore Dreiling, who scored 11 
points, and 6-5 freshman Mary Kennedy. 
The two six-footers combined for only 10 
rebounds. 

The Shockers key offensive power was in 
their outside shooting. 

"We've said we had a high claiber ball 
team," WSU coach Kathryn Bunnell said. 
"If the opponent keys on our big girls, our 
wings can carry the load. If they key on our 
wings, then the big girls will do the job." 

The Wildcats, who are now tied with the 
Shockers in Region VI competition with a 4-2 
record, were led by Williams who pumped in 
a season-high 27 points. Hughes and Bachis 
followed with 12 points each. 
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Alleged violations cited at K-State 
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) - K-State may 

have violated National Collegiate Athletic 
Association rules in its track program, The 
Kansas City Times reported Wednesday. 

The newspaper said in a copyright story 
that a lengthy investigation had uncovered 
possible violations, primarily involving use 
of telephone credit card numbers. 

The Times said interviews with former 
and present members of the track team 
indicated that: 
—Ardes Lee Gardner Jr., a former K-State 
trackster, Vince Parrette, the Big Eight 
triple jump champion and Willie Major, 
another sprinter, allegedly were furnished 
use of athletic department telephone credit 
card numbers. Those three, and several 
people K-State officials maintain they have 
never heard of, ran up long distance charges 
exceeding 17,000 from August 1978 to July 
I960, the newspaper said. 

—PARRETTE WAS GIVEN an oil company 
credit card which he used to buy tires for his 
personal vehicle. 
-Gardner was given $114 to help defray 
travel expenses, and a $430 student loan 
which head track coach Mike Ross allegedly 
told Gardner he would not have to repay. 
—K-State granted an athletic scholarship to 
Gardner and accepted his grade transcript 

from Fullerton, Calif., College even though 
his grades in two remedial classes had been 
changed by Fullerton instructors from F's 
to D's at the behest of Tom Gilmer, then the 
Fullerton track coach. 

David Bent, head of the NCAA's en- 
forcement department, said the changing of 
the grades simply would be viewed as the 
academic responsiblity of the in- 
structors—not a violation. But the use of the 
athletic department credit card would come 
under the "extra benefits" classification. In 
other words, a service provided to athletes 
which is not available to other students 
would be an NCAA violation. 

ROSS, ASKED IF he furnished telephone 
credit card numbers to any athlete, an- 
swered, "Heavens, no." 

But Jerome Howe, an assistant track 
coach, was quoted as saying it was not 
unusual for athletes to be given the 
telephone credit card numbers to make 
recruiting calls. 

"I write it (the number) out," Howe said. 
"And I tell them, 'When you're done with it, 
throw it away.' I know that's a lot of trust. 
You've got to hope the kid never cheats 
you." 

Howe's admission apparently shocked K 
State Athletic Director DeLoss Dodds, who 

said, "When Jerome said that I nearly fell 
through my seat." 

THE NEWSPAPER SAID it was unclear 
exactly who did what for whom. Gardner 
said Ross was the source of the telephone 
credit card number, but Ross denied it. In 
separate interviews, Major and Parrette 
said they did not get the numbers from Ross, 
but refused to say how they got them. The 
Times said sources close to a Southwestern 
Bell Telephone Co. investigation of the 
matter claim that Gardner, Major and 
Parrette told investigators the numbers 
came from Ross. 

The Times said Gardner, who has left K- 
State, ran up long distance charges, 
beginning Dec. 28, 1978, which could ap- 
proach $3,000. He was quoted as saying Ross 
promised him and his wife, Lori, use of 
athletic department telephone credit cards 
to induce him to transfer from Fullerton in 
January 1979. The Gardners say in signed 
affidavits that Ross assured them they 
would not have to pay the bills. 

CONRAD COLBERT, K-State athletic 
department business manager, said Major 
and Parrette paid the University $424 for 

(ALLEGED, p.17) 

Conference pre-season favorites 
set to meet tonight in Ahearn 

K-State and Missouri—the two teams 
predicted to finish atop the Big 8 this 
year—collide tonight in Ahearn Field 
House. Tipoff is scheduled for 7:30. 

Both teams have won two straight 
games but still aren't where most folks 
figured they'd be at this point in the 
season. Missouri, at 4-2, is a game behind 
league leader Oklahoma State and K- 
State, at 3-3, is two games behind the 
Cowboys. 

The Tigers' problems started after the 
final game of last year. That's when 
Larry Drew's eligibility ran out, leaving 
Missouri without a proven point guard. 

The troubles began to mount the 
following fall. Hot-shot freshman recruit 
Richie Johnson, a 6-7 guard, got 
homesick and grabbed the first bus out of 
Columbia. And then super-sub Mark 
Dressier wrecked his knee and was lost 
to the team for the season. Then in 
December, 6-11 reserve Lex Drum 
decided he was tired of playing 
basketball and quit the team. 

Add a knee injury that's been bothering 
Curtis Berry for two years and an in- 

cident in which Steve Stipanovich ac- 
cidently shot himself and the Tigers are 
prime contenders for The Unlucky Team 
of the Year Award. 

But nobody is feeling sorry for 
Missouri. The Tigers have still managed 
to win 15 of 21 games and seem to be 
getting their act together. Last week they 
handed Oklahoma State a 92-77 loss. 

Ricky Frazier leads Missouri with his 
17.7 average. Frazier has been used at 
small forward and big guard this season. 

Stipanovich is next with a 14.0 average, 
followed by guard Jon Sundvold at 12.3 
and Berry at 11.9. 

If the Tigers decide to play K-State 
man-to-man, look for 6-4 junior college 
transfer Marvin McCrary to guard 
Rolando Blackman. McCrary's defensive 
prowess is why he is playing at Missouri. 

K-State coach Jack Hart man said he is 
concerned mostly about Missouri's size. 

"Norm (Stewart) has the horses," 
Hartman said. "They are hard to harness 
when they get it going. Somebody is 
going to have to help Ed (Nealy) on the 
boards." 

Boozer.... 
(Continued from p.15) 

Boozer feels secure with his position. It 
wasn't always that way with basketball, 
though. 

"Basketball is very unstable," he said. 
"Success depends on winning and nothing 
else. 

"I never considered coaching. Not at all. 
There's no security in it, either. I saw 
coaches who thought they had a secure job 
and then one losing season came along and 
they were out." 

If he wanted a coaching job, Boozer 
definitely had the experience necessary. 

AFTER GRADUATION HE went on to 
play for Caterpillar Tractor Co. in Peoria, 
111. The team was the AAU champion and 
three of its members, including Boozer, 
were choosen for the 1960 U.S. Olympic 
team. 

The Cincinnati Royals (the current 
Kansas City Kings) of the National 
Basketball Association made the tall 
midwest boy with the unstoppable jump shot 
their first round choice. 

Boozer's pro career, while successful, was 
spotted with trades. He played for six clubs 
in 11 years, spending no more than three 
seasons in any one city. 

Cincinnati traded Boozer to the New York 
Knicks to make room for up and coming 
Jerry Lucas. From the Knicks he went to 
Los Angeles and was picked up there by 
Chicago in the Bulls' dispersal draft. 

ACCORDING TO BOOZER, the three 
seasons with the Bulls, 196649, were the 
highlight of his pro career. He led the team 

FINE ART 

STRECKER 
GALLERY 

330 fl. POYNTZ 

DON'T LET 

For free information, write to: 
DRUNK DRIVER. Box 2345 
Rockvillc. Maryland 20852 

in shooting percentage all three seasons and 
scoring the last two while averaging 20.4 
points s game. The K-State grad was named 
to the 1968 NBA All-Star team and stands 
seventh in total points and 10th in rebounds 
on the Bulls all-time list. 

Boozer is now running the hardwood with 
a group of ex-college players called the "Old 
Timers" in an over-30 league. The team has 
won the league championship four straight 
years, dropping only one game since 
Boozer's arrival. 

ATTENTION 
MAY GRADUATES 
Reminder: Applications for May 

Graduation are due in your 
Dean's Office by Friday, 

February 13. 

You must file an 
application to receive 

a Degree in May. 

UMIOM GOUKTVHRD 

m STUD6NT BODY Pfi€SID€NT 
FORUfTl! 

CANDIDATES: 
...David Lehman 
...Tim Mat lock 
...Angela Scanlon 
...Roger Seymour 

MODERATOR: 
...Mark Zimmerman 

12:30 This Wednesday 
Feb. 4,1981               mt&ztteL. 

w 
lOOJks 

                                    -• 

SOPHOMORES 
(And others with 2-Years of College Remaining) 

DO YOU WANT TO FLY? 

K-State has received a few Pilot and Navigator alloca- 
tions—one of these could be yours. 

Application Deadline: 
Pilots—13 February 1981 
Navigators—20 February 1981 

If qualified and selected, you would: 
—Enter the 2-Year AFROTC program in the Fall of 

1981. 
—Receive $2,000 during your last two years of 
^ college. 
—Receive 25 free flying hours in Senior year—Pilots 

only (unless already holding a private pilot's licen- 
se). 

—Become an officer in the U.S. Air Force upon grad- 
uation. 

—Attend Air Force Pilot or Navigator training. 

For more information, contact Colonel Barber at the 
Military Science Building, Room 108 or call 532-6600. 
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Stroking Into shape 
Mike Buchanan, junior in recreation, takes part ot    shape during the coid winter months. The pools are 
his evening to swim laps in the Natatorium to stay in    used by many students throughout the winter. 

JUST ARRIVED! 
Houseplonts Galore 

ore on SALE 

Wed.-Sat. 

6" pots- 
$5.98 each or 

3 for $15 

We've got some pretty ones too! 

BLUEVILLE NURSERY 
21/2 mi. West of Weittoop 

Mon.-SatV8:30-5:00 

Alleged..* 
(Continued from p.16) 

calls covering a period of March through 
September 1979. The athletic department 
then paid Southwestern Bell, Colbert said. 
The Times said other calls made by the two 
prior to that time apparently were paid for 
by K-State. Parrette and Major both denied 
in Times interviews that Ross gave them the 
credit card numbers. 

"Are you asking if the coaches gave it to 
me?" Major asked. "No. It was through 
word of mouth. I wasn't authorized to get 
it." Major would not identify the person who 
gave him the number. 

Parrette, asked if he had ever been of- 
fered such an inducement by K-State or any 
other school, answered, "It has been of- 
fered, yes." 

Did he take advantage of such an offer? 
"I did not take it," he said. "I'm at K 

State." 

THEN K-STATE DID not offer Urn use of 
a telephone credit card? 

"Not during recruiting," he said. 
Has it happened since you've been there? 
"I'm not saying that either," Parrette 

said. 'There's no way you're going to get me 
to say yea or nay on that. I really don't want 
to get into anything that's going to affect my 
eligibility." The Times said Parrette later 
called the newspaper when the athletic 

department asked him to clear up the 
matter. 

"Nobody gave me the card," he said. "I 
wasn't recruited on the damn card. I heard 
the number. I bad it before Ardes. Ardes 
didn't give it to me. I don't know anything 
about how Ardes got it." 

THE TIMES SAD), however, that in- 
formed sources close to the Southwestern 
Bell investigation said Major and Parrette 
each told investigators Ross provided the 
credit card numbers. The newspaper said 
that report was confirmed by a campus 
security officer who accompanied the 
telephone company investigators to in- 
terview Major and Parrette. 

Regarding Parrette's use of an oil com- 
pany credit card to buy tires, Ross, Howe 
and Colbert all said that it was routine for 
track athletes to be given a credit card to 
purchase gas for university vehicles used on 
trips or for an athlete's personal vehicle if it 
was to be used on a school trip. 

However, Dodds, a former K-State track 
coach, said, "Coaches know the rules. They 
know they can't give a credit card to a kid. 
They know if they give a credit card to a kid 
what kind of problems they've got. They 
know that if something like that went on, 
that their job's in jeopardy. When you hire 
somebody, you've got to hire somebody you 
think's honest." 

ORIENTAL RUG 
SHOW & SALE 

Sat., Feb. 7—10:30 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. 
San., Feb. 8—10:30a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 

Holiday Inn, MANHATTAN 
Presented by Persian Baiaar, 32S1E. Doaglass, KIVA Mall, Wichita. Kg. 

Ali reconsiders backing promotion 
in attempt to salvage boxing show 

NEW YORK (AP) — Muhammad Ali may 
have changed his mind again, indicating 
Tuesday that he might step in after all and 
try to salvage a boxing show tangled in 
charges of a $21.3 million bank fraud. 

Ali said he might help promote a 
scheduled boxing card at Madison Square 
Garden Feb. 23, which is rich in purses and 
talent but which was in serious jeopardy. 

Muhammad Ali Professional Sports Inc. 
was to have put on the card, but the main 
figures in that group have vanished and on 
Monday were charged in a lawsuit with 
embezzlement of $21.3 million from the 
Wells Fargo National Bank of California. 

MAPS, which has raised questions in 
boxing circles for months about the source 
of its wealth, paid Ali a promotional fee for 
use of bis name. Otherwise, it had no direct 
connection with the former three-time 
heavyweight champion. 

The Wells Fargo suit, filed in state 
Superior Court, alleges that the fraud was 
"accomplished by internal manipulation of 
funds involving 13 separate accounts." 

Among the defendants was Harold Smith, 
chairman of MAPS, and Benjamin Lewis, a 
MAPS director who most recently was 
operations   manager  of a  Wells  Fargo 

branch in Beverly Hills, Calif. Both Smith 
and Lewis have been missing for about a 
week. 

Ali appeared Tuesday at meetings bet- 
ween MAPS attorneys, its president, Sam 
Marshall; Sam Glass, president of Tiffany 
Promotions, which was to co-promote the 
show, and representatives of some of the 
fighters. The meetings were being con- 
ducted to see what the Garden could save of 
the massive show that it had planned to use 
as part of a campaign to return to the 
forefront of bigtime boxing. 

"The situation right now with Muhammad 
Ali is under discussion," said Glass. "He 
wants to help boxing, he wants to help out 
the promoters." Tiffany was to co-promote 
the Garden card with MAPS and is working 
in the effort to keep at least some of the 
fights in the works. 

Ed Franklin, an attorney representing 
MAPS, said he had talked to Ali about 
"making the transition from boxing to 
promotion and taking over the show if all the 
pieces could be put together. The champ 
was sympathetic." 

Ali said he was interested in becoming 
involved in promotion and "we might start 
in this show." 

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 8th 
2:00 P.M. 

RAMADA INN 
Special Presentations By 

Brownes Bridal Shop 
and 

Blaker's Studio West Ltd. 
1 reasures by Trisha Bath Shop & Cook's Nook 
Caldwell Shoes Swanson's Bakery 

Register for Free Door Prizes Including A FREE Wedding Gown 
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Reagan talks with mayors; Collegian 
outlines major budget cuts classifieds 

WASHINGTON (AP) - Big dty mayors 
said President Reagan told them Tuesday 
that his drive to prune federal spending 
means sharp cuts in urban aid and major 
changes in a program that provides money 
for cities hard hit by recession. 

"These people are serious about cutting 
and we have to be serious about reducing 
our expectations from government and 
accepting and absorbing our share of the 
cuts," said Indianapolis Mayor William 
Hudnut III, president of the National League 
of Cities. 

Mayor Edward Koch of New York said 
Reagan promised, however, that "those who 
are truly in need will not be asked to suffer, 
but all others hopefully will suffer equally." 

Hudnut and others said they were alar- 
med by plans for changes in the urban 
development action grant program begun 
by the Carter administration to help 
revitalize distressed urban areas. 

REAGAN ALSO MET with black 
congressmen who are worried that his 
budget cuts will hurt the poor. 

"Black people are disproportionately 
represented in the ranks of those hardest hit 
by inflation," said Rep. Walter Fauntroy 
(D-D.C), chairman of the Congressional 
Black Caucus. "We told the president that 
we are gravely concerned that policies 
devised to reign in inflation do not 
disproportionately burden the poor, the 
elderly and moderate income people." 

The mayors said they learned that the 

Reagan administration plans to propose to 
pay for the urban development action grant 
program with block grants to cities or 
states, instead of giving money to individual 
projects. The city leaders worry that there 
would be less money for the overall program 
and competition for the available money 
would be increased. 

Such a change "would be a devastating 
effect on us," said Mayor Tom Bradley of 
Los Angeles. Hudnut, who like Reagan is a 
Republican, said a block-grant system 
would not work and would gut the program. 

THIRTEEN MAYORS met over lunch 
with Reagan and his economic advisers, as 
well as Samuel Pierce, secretary of housing 
and urban development. 

Reagan will make a televised speech 
Thursday to spell out a general view of the 
nation's economic problems and his 
proposed solutions. He plans to submit a 
package of tax cuts and spending reductions 
to Congress on Feb. 18. 

The president also will visit Capitol Hill 
Wednesday to talk with members of 
Congress. White House press secretary 
James Brady called the session "the 
resurrection of the practice of having office 
hours on the hill." 

After their session with Reagan, the 
mayors said the president left no doubt that 
urban programs will be cut, but they said 
there were no specifics other than the 
change for the urban development action 
grants. 

CLASSIFIED RATES 
One day: 20 words or less, 81.50, 5 cents 

per word over 20; Two days: 20 words or less, 
$2.00, 8 cents per word over 20; Three days: 
20 words or less, 82.25, 10 cents per word 
over 20; Four days: 20 words or less, 82.75, 
13 cents per word over 20; Five days: 
20 words or less, 83.00, 15 cents per word 
over 20. 

Classifieds are payable In advance unless client has an 
established account with Student Publications. 

Deadline Is 10 a.m. day before publication. 10 a.m. Friday 
for Monday paper. 

Items found ON CAMPUS can be advertised FREE for a 
period not exceeding three days. They can be placed at Ked- 
zm 103 or by calling 532-8555 

Ota play Classified Rales 
One day: $3.00 per Inch; Three days: $2.85 per inch; Five 

days: $2.75 per inch; Ten days: $2.60 per inch. (Deadline Is 
S p.m. 2 days before publication.) 

Classified advertising Is available only to those who do not 
discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, national 
origin, sex or ancestry. 

YAMAHA NS-225 2-way speaker system. Excellent condition. 
One year old. $220. Call 537-7961 (89-93) 

HANG QLIOER—beginner-Intermediate model, excellent 
condition, with harness, $400. Here's your chance to try 
this exciting sport! Call 7764149. (8943) 

1980 DR-400 Suzuki 4-stroke. Excellent condition. Call 776- 
6770 after 4.00 p.m. (9044) 

1975 MUSTANG II Hatchback, Air Conditioning, Power 
Steering, Power Brakes, Auto, 37,280 miles. Very clean! 
$1,975.00 firm. Call 765-3661.(9044) 

AUSTRALIAN SHEPHERD pups; top quality. Call 776-1955 or 
776-1978.(9044) 

1975 HORNET, automatic, factory air, good radio, power 
steering, excellent condition. Call 539-2135. (9143) 

(Continued on page 19) 

Drs. Price & Young 
Optometrists 

Extended Wear 
Soft Contact Lenses 

F.D.A. Approved 

1119 West loop PI. 
5371118 

FOR SALE 
ADULT GAG gifts and novelties—birthday, anniversary, get 

well, or |ust for fun. Treasure Chest, Agglevllle. (1 tf) 

FIREWOOD FOR Sale: seasoned mixed woods $55/cord, $30 
large pickup load. Split, delivered and stacked. 1-4564212. 
(81-100) 

INFINITY HI efficiency speakers, handle up to 250w but 
sound great with 20w power. Call Larry 7764537. (9246) 

Tl 58/C programmable calculator and all Included materials. 
Used for V* semester, like new, $100. Call 5394835. (9246) 

BY OWNER: nice two bedroom house with basement apart- 
ment, one block east of campus, $40,000. Call 537-1669 
(9248) 

TEMPCO GOOSEDOWN coat. Dark brown, like new. Mens 
size S Best offer. Call 776-4032after 12:30p.m. (9244) 

Marine struggles for freedom; 
court-martial 'one-of-a-kind' 

KIDNEY FOUNDATION OF 

KANSAS « WESTERN MISSOURI 

'FEB. 4 DEADLINE 

Graduate Student    ", 
Council 

16 positions are OPEN jL 

GRADUATES | 
FILE IN $ 

SGS OFFICE 
Council and Senate / 

[ Write-ins Accepted (/ 

CAMP LEJEUNE, N.C. (AP) - Pleading 
for the freedom of Marine Pfc. Robert 
Garwood, who is accused of collaborating 
with the Vietnamese communists, defense 
lawyers on Tuesday argued the case is "one 
of a kind" and will not create any 
precedents for the Marine Corps. 

That assertion came as the final 
arguments concluded. The jury of five 
Vietnam veterans then decided to wait until 
Wednesday to begin deliberations. The 
presiding military^Mge said he will give his 
final instructions to the jury at 8 a.m. 

Unlike civilian juries, the military 
requires that only one vote be taken during 
deliberations and four of the five jurors 
must agree for a guilty verdict. 

In closing arguments in the court-martial, 
which has been a year in the making, chief 
defense counsel John Lowe characterized 
Garwood as a victim of systematic in- 
timidation that drove him insane during 14 
years of captivity in Vietnam. 

DEFENSE LAWYERS HAVE 
MANAGED to whittle the charges against 
Garwood from four to two. But he still faces 
possible life imprisonment if convicted on 
either charge of collaboration with the 
enemy or maltreatment of a fellow 
American. 

"This is a one-of-a-kind case and it has 
never happened before and never again," 
Lowe said. As the military jury listened 
intently, he insisted "it is nota precedent." 

The court-martial of Garwood, 34, an 
Indianapolis native who was captured by the 
Viet Cong in 1965 and returned home 
voluntarily in 1979, is seen by many as a test 
of the U.S. military's code of conduct that 
requires captives to resist. 

Lowe, trying to counter government 
testimony that Garwood accepted favors 
from his Vietnamese captors that were 
turned down by other American prisoners of 
war, said, 'The Department of Defense 
recognizes that things happen in POW 
camps. The code of conduct has a new 
bounce-back provision that in fact allows 
soldiers to go ahead and do something, tp 
cooperate and then bounce back." 

THE GOVERNMENT'S CASE, which is 
based   on  testimony  from  eight  fellow 

captives of Garwood, portrays him as a 
survivor who put personal well-being ahead 
of any other consideration. 

Lowe said Garwood developed a split level 
of consciousness because he was isolated 
early in his capture, because he suffered 
deprivation and because he saw executions 
of Vietnamese prisoners. The defense 
lawyer argued Garwood was made mentally 
ill. 

"All five psychiatrists who testified here 
agreed that Garwood was credible during 
examination," Lowe said. "Garwood gave 
vivid descriptions that were historically 
inaccurate in that they differed from 
testimony of his fellow POWs," he said. 

Lowe said testimony showed Garwood 
carried rifles several times for his captors, 
yet Garwood could remember only one 
occasion. 

"If he was not lying in his own testimony, 
and if we do believe the testimony of other 
POWs, then it becomes apparent to us as it 
was to the psychiatrists that Garwood was 
mentally ill at the time in that he did not 
know what he was doing," the defense 
lawyer said. 

KJ 
mERLE noRfnfln 

Your beautiful new spring face... free. 
You. In our new Spring Shade Collection, "Candied Mints Collections" by Merle Nor- 
man. Discover this very special Spring Look on your own special face. The latest 
fashion statement. Rich City Shades. Eye, Up, cheek and face colors ... for lots of 
beautiful new makeup ideas. City style. Learn how. 
Your Merle Norman Beauty Advisor will teach you.. .free. 

Hours: 9:30 to 5:30 Mon. thru Sot.       308 Poynti    7764535 

AMOS G. SHEPERD 
WRITE IN CANDIDATE FOR 

STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT 

HE WONT BITE THE HANDS 

THAT FEED HIM 
Paid for by students for A GSheperd, R.Tin Chairman 

Heart disease 
and stroke 

will cause half 
of all deaths 

this year. 

Put your moiwy 
where your Heart rs 

0 American 
Marl 
Association 

TEACHERS WANTED 
Positions available for those with 
BS or graduate degree in Math, 
Physics, Chemistry or Engineering 
(U.S. Citizen under age 29) to teach 
college and graduate level courses 
at the Navy's Nuclear Power School 
in Orlando, Fla. 

•X2.t,2.Z^T-2SL 

Teaching Experience not required! 

$16,700-$24,500 

Call 816-374-3433 (collect) 
for application, or send resume to: 

Bob Miller 
Navy Recruiting 
2420 Broadway 
Kansas City, MO 64108 
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TOTAL TECHNICS system. 35 wall receiver, SLDZ semi-auto 
turntable with new cartridge, M-22 tape deck Also new 
cabinet with glass door and 4 speaker*. Complete—$725 
Call Cralg, 530-4685 In the mommas and at night. (92 98) 

PIONEER SX 525 20 watt receiver, Essex 206 Speakers one 
yearold,S175 Call Larry.7760537 (9296) 

—SPECIAL STOREWIDE SALE- 
All Down, Fiber, Polyester-Filled 

Jacket's 25-50% OFF! 
Now through Feb. 7th 
Breakaway West 

Westloop 
 776-3632  

WEIMARANER PUPS-Excellent hunters and house pets. 
Registered 537-6140. (92-05) 

SPECIAL TODAY ONLY 
RAISIN BREAD 25* OFF 

(withKSUID) 

BAKERY SCIENCE CLUB 
BAKE STORE 

3:30-6 p.m. Shellenberger 105 
Also: 
French 

Wholewheat 
Jewish Rye 

Donuts 

1S71 2 door Olds Cutlass, sliver wftleck vinyl top, $1,000 
Call 537-0674 or 537-8484. (9M5) 

1975 CHEVY Monza. Good condition. Call 537-2173,5:00-7:00 
p.m. (9344) 

FOR RENT 
COSTUMES, MASKS, periodical clothing, accessories, all 

types make-up. Grass skirts, lels, bunny and mouse ears 
and more. Treasure Chest, Agglevllle. (it() 

TYPEWRITER RENTALS, electrics and manuals, day, week 
or month. Buzzells, 511 Leavenworth, across trom post 
office. Call 7749469. <1tf) 

RENTAL TYPEWRITERS: Excellent selection, Including IBM 
Selectrlcs. Service most makes of typewriters. Hull Busi- 
ness Machines, (Agglevllle), 715N. 12th, 539-7931. (88tf) 

FURNISHED, CARPETED rooms at 400 N. 11th, $85 up, 
kitchen and laundry, free parking, bills paid. Call 537-4233. 
(78-107) 

ONE BEDROOM furnished apartment, 814 Thurston. Gas and 
water Included, $i 50/month Call 539-5136. (91-95) 

TWO BEDROOM, carpeted, alr-condltloned home, double 
garage. $285 or for sale, $24,500 Available now. Other 
spacious 2-4 bedroom apartments, houses available June, 
August. 5396202. (91-95) 

FURNISHED, CARPETED rooms close to Agglevllle and cam- 
pus. Kitchen and laundry facilities available. Very quiet. 
Call 539-7892,537-1210, or 7768088. (92-96) 

ONE BEDROOM basement apartment, furnished or un- 
furnished, one-half block from Agglevllle. Available now. 
Call 537-2344, evenings 539-1498 (92-96) 

SUMMER SUBLET—Wildcat Inn, furnished one bedroom, 
alr-condltloned, close to campus and Agglevllle, 415 N. 
17th Call 537-7961. (93*5) 

SUNSET APARTMENT. 1024 Sunset leasing for next school 
year. One bedroom furnished, one block from campus, 
from $180 Call 539-5051 afternoons or evenings. (93-102) 

 ROOMMATE WANTED  
FEMALES TO share furnished house at 1005 Vattler. private 

bedrooms, laundry, $50 up Call 5398401 (78-107) 

FEMALES TO share furnished house at 1122 Vattler, private 
bedroom, $85.00. Call 539*401 (81 100) 

ROOMMATE WANTED: Male or female; two-bedroom 
basement spartment, furnished, carpet, laundry, two-car 
garage, nice! $95 per month, bills paid. 537-4576. (90-94) 

ROOMMATE NEEDED to share nice twe-bedroom semi- 
furnished apartment. Call 537-4320 afternoons. (93-96) 

HELP WANTED 
AGGIE STATION is accepting applications for cocktail 

waitresses/wallers (must be 21). Apply m person, 1115 
More, evenings. (88-95) 

NURSES. IMMEDIATE position available. Please apply in per- 
son, 2423 Klmble Avenue. College HIM Nursing Center. (89- 
98) 

NEED HANDYMAN to help clean out gutters at our home. 
Call 539 1514 after 5 00 pm (89-93) 

TEMPORARY POSITION available as a Visual Arts Instructor 
for the after-school elementary art program. Applications 
will be taken at the Recreation Office, 120 N. 4th, thru 
February 13. (90*4) 

STUDENT NEEDED to work evenings three nights a week. 
Must be 21. Apply Ferlemann's Liquor Store, 521 N. 3rd. 
between 2:00and 6 00 pm (92-93) 

TEMPORARY LABORER: The Rlley County Public Works 
Department Is seeking temporary employees for the sum- 
mer melntenance season. Employment will begin In May 
and terminate In August at the discretion of the employee. 
The work consists of performing highway and bridge main- 
tenance on the county road system, assisting in the 
operation of the county landfill and other miscellaneous 
work as required. Applicants must be at least 18 years of 
age at the time of employment and have a valid driver's 
license. These positions will be compensated at the rate of 
$3.65 per hour. Applicants must complete an application 
for employment with the Public Works Department. Ap- 
plications can be obtained at the Public Works Depart- 
ment office In the Rlley County Courthouse. Applications 
will be accepted from 8:30 am, Tuesday, February 3,1981 
until 5:00 p.m., Friday, April 3,1981. Successful applicants 
will be notified after April 17, 1981. Rlley County Is an Af- 
firmative Action-Equal Opportunity Employer. (93) 

HOUSEMEN WANTED, Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 
10:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m., also some evenings. Call 539-9549. 
(93-95) 

SERVICES 
RESUME WRITING, layout, editing, typing or appraisal. 

Resume Service, 411 N. 3rd, 537-7294. (1 tf) 

WOMEN'S HEALTH Care Service Confidential health care 
for women with unexpected pregnancies. Abortion ser- 
vices to 20 weeks as an outpatient. Information and free 
pregnancy testing. (318) 684-5108 Wichita. (1 tf) 

RESUMES $20; 1-2 pp., 5 copies and envelopes. Tldwell 4 
Associates, 219 S. Seth Child s, 778-5213.537-4504. (831f) 

EXPERIENCED TYPIST, reasonable rates, IBM correcting 
Selectrlc. Convenient location to campus. 537-1669. (92-95) 

PREGNANT? BIRTHRIGHT can help. Free pregnancy teat. 
Confidential. Call 537*180.103 South 4th Street, Suite 16. 
(17tt) 

HORSES BOARDED, colts started and lessons given. Indoor 
and outdoor arenas. Powder Puff Downs. St. George, Ks. 
Call 1-494 2660 (82-101) 

J«L Bug Service. VW repair at reasonable prices One day 
service on most repairs. Only seven minutes from Manhat- 
tan. Call 1 -494-2388, St George. (85-105) 

GAYPHONE 539*892. Gay awareness, support services, 
peer counseling, and calendar of events. Confidential and 
anonymous Please call between 6:00 p.m. and 12:00 mid- 
night, Sunday through Thursday. (88148) 

FOR TUTORING in Maths (Algebra, Trigonometry, Calculus); 
Circuit Theory-I; Intro Computer Engg; Design of Digital 
System I; contact Neera|; »43 Seaton Hall or #525 Moore 
Hall. (89-93) 

GAYPHONE 
Back for another truly successful semester 
servicing the gay community with peer 
trained counseling and support services as 
well as complete calendar information. We 
are anonymous, confidential, and we care. 
Please call us at 539-8692 between 6 p.m. and 
12 midnight, Sun -Thurs. 

WILL DO typing. Ten years typing experience, three years 
theses, term papers. Royal SC5000 typewriter with correc- 
tion tape. Call 539*084. (93-110) 

TYPING; WILL do all kinds of typing, papers, theses, etc. Call 
Dottle at 539*528 (93*7) 

RESUMES PREPARED. Two day complete service. Six In- 
dividually typed resumes, $16.00. Word Processing Ser- 
vices, 227Poyntz,8:30am to5fl0p.m.,5372810.(93-112) 

THESIS/DISSERTATION typing by Word Processing Ser 
vices. Electronic editing, precision and quality. Fast Ser- 
vice, competitive rates 227 Poyntz, 537-2810. (93-112) 

NOTICES 
PILOT NEEDS three passengers lo share costs to KSU 

basketball games. ISU $43.00, MU $39.00 each. Hugh Irvln, 
539-3128,532*311.(84*3) 

GRADUATE STUDENTS: Elections for Graduate Student 
Council (16 positions) and Student Senate (4 positions) will 
be held February 11th. If you are interested in serving and 
have missed the January 28 deadline for senate, or the 
February 4th deadline for GSC. write-in candidates will be 
permitted. (91*5) 

DON'T FORGET the concert! Saturday, February 28, 7:00 
p.m. All Faiths Chapel. The Maranatha Band from Kansas 
City. Admission free (91-95) 

FLYING LESSONS. Solo before March. Cheapest rates this 
side of the Mason Dixon line. Call Jeff at 539-2520 before 
Friday. (93-97) 

STYLIST IN training needs models for free style cuts. The 
Hair Shack. 776-1014. (93) 

 ATTENTION  
OVERSEAS JOBS—Summerryear round. Europe, South 

America, Australia, Asia. All fields. $500*1200 monthly 
Sightseeing. Free information. Write International Job 
Center, Box 52 KS2, Corona Del Mar. Ca. 92625. (88-135) 

Peanuts By CHARLES SCHULZ 

YOU CHEATEPME..N 
THERE'S ONLY ONE | 

CHOCOLATE CHIP 
THIS COOKIE... 

IX 

vW* 

THAT'S THE WAY IT 
60ES.:i_ET THE BUYER 
r3EU)AREr.MOVE0N,KIP! 

WHAT'S THAT WRE 
EATING CHARLIE BROUN? 

-C tf~cL*/x*i 

I THINK IT'S A 
CHOCOLATE GYP COOKIE 

Crossword 
ACROSS 

1 Domestic 
pigeon 

5 Sailor's 
affirmative 

8 Tag on a 
sale item 

12 Site of the 
Gobi desert 

13 Merry 
14 Moon- 

goddess 
15 Aquatic 

serpent 
17 Unique 

person 
18 Italian poet 
19 Felt through 

intuition 
21 Paradise 
24 Low haunt 
25U.S. 

president 
28 To smear 

with fat 
30 Solemn 

wonder 
33 Artificial 

language 
34 Honolulu 

greeting 
35 Cognizance 
36 Slack 
37 Plucky 
38 Stoop 

By EUGENE SHEFFER 

39 Health resort 
41 Villain in 

"Othello" 
43 Right of 

holding 
46 Grotesque 
50 Periods of 

time 
51 Reptile of 

India 
54 Singer 

Paul 
55 River in 

Brazil 
56 Harrow's 

rival 
57 Sharp 
58 Harden 
59 Circus 

milieu 
Avg. solution 

DOWN 
1 Cordage 

fiber 
2 On the briny 
3 Inlets 
4 Long-eared 

hound 
5 Turkish 

officer 
6 Tibetan ox 
7 Ogles 
8 A song hit 

of 1935 
9S-shaped 

ornamental 
figure 

10 Arrow poison 
11 Chalcedony 
16 Indicate 

assent 

time: 26 mln. 

Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 

20 Icelandic 
tale 

22 Singer 
Fitzgerald 

23 Mara's 
true name 

25 Sesame 
26 City in 

Oklahoma 
27 Harmless 

reptile 
29 American 

ostrich 
31 Skin tumor 
32 Goal 
34 Culture 

medium 
38 Scotsman's 

woolen cap 
40 Korean 

seaport 
42 Helium 
43 Valuable 

wood 
44 Sea eagle 
45 Sister of 

Ares 
47 London 

gallery 
48 Sacred 

image (var. 
49 Coin 
52 Hole 

in one 
53 Make lace 

CRYPTOQU1P 24 

KIVDLNGM    KIDLNGMO    ARWM    AIV 

K R U W R U O 

Yesterday's Cryptoquip - CAUTIOUS DEALER APPRAIS- 
ED  DELICATE   CURIO. 

Today's Cryptoquip clue s V equals R 

TO STUDENT nursing home aides/orderlies: Will you share 
your work experiences with us, aa a public service to nur- 
sing home residents? Our consumer organization, Kan 
sana for Improvement of Nursing Homes (KINH), needs 
your help and Input on nursing home conditions and your 
opinion on the care and treatment of the residents. All 
names and correspondence will be kept confidential. 
Please call us: (913) 8423088 or 843-7107. or write us 
KINH. 927 Vi Mass St. »4, Lawrence, KS 66044. (88-110) 

INITIATION GIFTS-We have crested blankets, candy 
dishes, glasses, crested shirts, and Balfour lewelry. Cam- 
pus Comer, 716 N Manhattan. Agglevllle. 7784461. (89*4) 

NEED MONEY for trips, uniforms or occasions? Earn money. 
with The Trading Post Call Jan at 1-913-272-3110 for 
details. (9094| 

GOT THE dorm room blues? A new house plant from 
Bluevllle Nursery is the answer. Many six Inch container 
beauties on sale this week. Bluevllle Nursery 2V4 miles 
west of West Loop, 539-2671. (92-94) 

 ANNOUNCEMENT  
EVERY TUESDAY night formerly all guys Bible sharing, 

study and discussion group becoming co-ed non- 
afflllated. All welcome. Terrace Fellowship, Haymaker 
Conference Room (B21), 8:15-9:15 p.m. Call Ed. 2-3418 (92 
93) 

LOST(?): While long hair male cat with tan markings on head 
and back, blue eyes, white flea collar. Please return. Needs 
medication or could be fatal Call 537-2942. No questions 
asked. (93-95) 

BOB WILLS music and Texas "Swing." Konza Country Swing 
Dance classes—offers a four week course In Two Step, 
Schottlsche, Polka, Waltz and four corners shuffle. Begins 
this Sunday, 7.00-9:00 p.m. sign up at Cowboy Palace. (93- 
95) 

COUNTRY SWINGERS—Looking for something new? Konza 
Country-Swing Dance Classes are offering Advanced 
Swing Sunday nltes 5:00-7:00 p.m. starting February 15 at 
Cowboy Palace Four week course, S12.00 Sign up at the 
Palace. (93-95) 

FUNCTION-YOU are Invited to Marlatt 3 Thursday, 
February 5, for the Second Annual Beta Phi Delta Party 
There will be beer, pop, and dancing from 800 1230 
Proper dress Is expected: Izod, khaki, tweed, etc. Recom- 
mended to all young adults by the Preppy Handbook. (93- 
94) 

TO THE group who stole the Phi Gamma Delta composite: 
Rsturn Immediately. Our next action will be to give your 
names, addresses and phone numbers to the RCPD. (93) 

 WANTED  
COLLECTIBLES, COINS, back issue magazines, comics, LP 

albums. Check with us before you throw it away. Treasure 
Chest, Agglevllle. (1tf) 

WANTED TO rent, garage or parking space for one car near 
to N E campus. Call Rob, 532-3459. (90-94) 

TWO B-BALL tickets for February 7 and/or 14. Will pay for 
them. Call 539-3511, ask for Carrie In Rm. 425. (91-95) 

WANTED—A decent drafting table. Call 539-7606 and ask for 
Mona. (92-93) 

NEED TO buy one general admission ticket to the KSU-MU 
basketball game February 4,1981. Call 776-7405. (93) 

WANTED TO buy: Three lo five tickets for Saturday, February 
7 Colorado basketball game. Call 532-3968. ask for Brad. 
(93-95) 

 LOST  
LOST—GRAY billfold Wednesday nighl In Agglevllle. If 

found please call Lisa B. or Sarah at 539-2381 (91-93) 

MAN'S WALLET at Mother's Worry, Tuesday, January 20. 
Greatly appreciate return. Reward. Call Dan, 5398882 
anytime. (91-95) 

KEYS ATTACHED to worn leather coin purse. Call Bussing, 
532-8716 or 539-4490. (92-94) 

PLAID SCARF—rust and beige wool scarf after 1 30 a.m. last 
Friday night after movie. Reward offered. Call 776-4108, 
Mark. (93) 

STUDENT ID, Driver's license and meal ticket. Lost Wed- 
nesday the 28th. Please return Call 532-3120 (92-94) 

ONE PAIR brown and Ian ski gloves outside Seaton 63, Mon- 
day, 1:30 p.m. If found, please call 776-3716. (93) 

ONE PAIR of glasses, In black case. Please call Don al 539- 
2343. (9397) 

 FOUND  
LITTLE BLACK German Shepherd pup near 9th and Kearney. 

Identity and claim. Call 537-0307. (91-93) 

CHOCOLATE LAB puppy on campus. Please call 5396553 or 
776-3516.(91-93) 

MEN'S WRIST watch found in Akerl parking lot January 29th. 
Call 7764)484 after 3:00 p.m. (91-93) 

HAT IN Seaton Hall Saturday. Call 532-4894, ask for Bill. (92- 
94) 

FOUND KEYS in Aggieville in front of the Little Apple Deli at 
3:05 p.m. Friday, January 30, 1981. Call 537-4524 after 500 
p.m. to Identify and claim. (93-95) 

MAN'S POCKET watch found In Farrell Library Monday. Can 
identify and claim at Circulation Desk. (93-95) 

COMB MADE in Hankou China. Found by East Stadium, 945 
a.m.. February 2.1981. Call 7740914 between 7:30and8:00 
a.m. (93-95) 

CARDOFTHANKS 
WE WOULD like to thank all of you, administration, faculty, 

Delta Sigma Phi Fraternity, classmates and friends who 
sent cards, letters and flowers in our time of sorrow and 
remembering Tony. It Is a great comfort to hear from all of 
you and know that our son had made so many friends 
Thank you from Tony Fountain's parents and family. (93-94) 

PERSONAL 
SEE STER: Let's drink a toast to 'Hello again my Friend.' 

Happy 19th B-Day. Love, Seester (Mrs. Whlpple) (93) 

GARY SMITH—Hope you have a very happy 21st frdayll! 
The last 316 years have been great! I'm looking forward to 
helping you celebrate your B-day every year! love you-PR. 
(93) 

VAUGHN: CONGRATULATIONS on your latest ac- 
complishment. We're glad you passed with "flying" 
colors. Shannon, Julie, and Janie. (93) 

"T". JERK, Coy, Lost Al, Fred, and Proudfll: Congrats to the 
Phi Kap Pledge Class on a great sneak! Here's to: Fred and 
Proudfil losing It, ISU, Black and White Party, Load 
another, Baxter's, Cat's Winning, Lost Al's and Proudfll's 
raid on the Chi O house, almost had their composite, and 
finally megablitzed. Yes "T" we're going to Mel's. Stykx 
(93) 

S. CLARK—It's finally here Forget the eight bucks and the 
stolen shoe. Hope you won't hold it against me Did you 
see Bell Taxi? The IPE Rascal. (93) 

SCOTT, "PLEASE Don't Go." I Love You Always, Mooch. (93) 

TO OUR very own T.S.S. woman: Don't Hip your wig, but It's 
your 19th birthday! Today will be a blast, but no road trips 
lonite! (We don't know anyone at MU.) Happy Birthday! We 
love you! "The Pack." (93) 
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k-state union 
upc feature films 

25 years of service 1956-1981 

(SEMI)PROUDLY PRESENTS 

AAAAAAAA 

TBE 60LDEN 
DO YOU REMEMBER: 
'John Travolta as a melting monster in "The 
Devils Rain?" 

'John Wayne as Genghis Khan in "The Con- 
queror?" 

'Mary Tyler Moore as a heartsick nun in love 
with Elvis Presley in "A Change of Habit?" 

'How about Scuttlebutt the Talking Duck in 
"Everything's Ducky?" 

TURRET 
AWARDS 

See the: 
'The Most Unerotic Concept in Pornography 
'The Worst Performance by an Animal 
'The Biggest Ripoff In Hollywood History 
'The Worst Performance by an Actor as Jesus Christ 
'The Most Ridiculous Monster in Screen History 

Michael Medved, author of "What Really Hap- 
pened to the Class of '65?", presents "The 
Qolden Turkey Awards"—the First "Reverse" 
awards ceremony to honor the Ail-Time Bad 
Films and Performances in Hollywood history. 

PLUS 

FORUM  HALL 
FRI.   FE&6 

2O0pro     FREE ADMISSION 

THE HEST ANNUAL 

LG4LD If 1LM§ rESTmL 
Come See Seven of the Worst BAD Films Ever made 

PLAN 9 FROM OUTER SPACE (1959) 
This is it! The worst film ever made! 
Aliens in flying garbage cans raise the dead in this low-low 

budgeted combination of the science-fiction and horror film. Beta 
Lugosi makes his last film appearance (briefly; he died during the 
first week of shooting and was replaced by a 'double' who looked 
nothing like him). With an almost non-existent budget and ap- 
propriately awful special effects plus constant switching from 
Lugosi to his 'double,' PLAN 9 FROM OUTER SPACE is easily the 
worst film ever made and maybe one of the most fun. 

THE TERROR OF TINY TOWN (1938) 
The worst exploitation of a physical deformity in movie his- 

tory. 
The plot of this Western film is a familiar one: the local bad 

guy encites a feud between two families. Enter the hero to save 
the day. Everything is in the best 'B' western tradition except for 
one thing: not one of these characters rides tall in the saddle. 
They're all midgets, some 60 'little people' who average 3' 8" in 
height. 

I CHANGED MY SEX (1953) 
The story of Glen, a good-looking chap with a slight 'quirk,' 

he likes to dress up in women's clothing from time to time. Made 
on an obviously low budget by the maker of PLAN 9 FROM 
OUTER SPACE, Edward D. Wood, Jr., who also stars as Glen, a 
role he practices in real life. Another particularly BAD film. 

REEFER MADNESS (1936) 
The kid down the block with the Kreml hairdo goes to a party 

and the town "bad girl" puts a funny looking cigarette in his 
mouth and ZINGO! The kid becomes an instant moral degener- 
ate. This film warns of the dangers of marijuana to concerned 
parents. Even the staunchest conservative will have to laugh as 
innocent Ail-American teens try one puff of "the dope" and be- 
comes insane, crazed addicts. 

THEYSA VED HITLERS BRAIN (1964) 
The most ridiculous 'brain' movie ever. The Fuhrer's brain is 

saved by his followers and hooked up to bubbling, crackling, 
hissing life support systems. This premise is used to justify 
seventy-four minutes of an outrageously padded plot concerning: 
kidnappings, nerve gas, love, murder, fire, explosions, and coun- 
terplots. Unfortunately, this makes the film sound more exciting 
than it really is. 

A TTACK OF THE50ft. WOMAN (1958) 
A gigantic baldy from outer space falls in love with a buxom 

earth ling and enlarges her to fit his specifications. She magically 
becomes fifty feet tall and at least forty feet broad at the chest. 
This killer bathing beauty then proceeds to smash miniature doll 
houses in search of her long lost mate. 

FORUM HALL FEB.6&7 
Starts FRI. 400, SAT. 5=00 
$ 2.25 FOR ALL SEVEN 

ickirk*1rkickickic*ickick**irk****&tt 

BEACH BLANKET BINGO (1965) 
More fun with Frankie and Annette in another plotless beach 

epic. Also, Annette's Mousekaears are no longer the most prom- 
inent feature of her appearance. 
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Candidates meet in debate series 
By SUZANNE CRUMRINE 

Collegian Reporter 
Hie second debate in two days 

between candidates for student 
body president drew a group of 
about 100 to the Union courtyard 
Wednesday afternoon. 

The debate was sponsored by the 
Union Program Council. 

The platforms presented by the 
candidates were essentially the 
same as those offered at a debate 
Tuesday night in Putnam Hall. 

Tim Matlack, Junior in general 
business administration, listed 
improvements to Farrell Library 
as his top priority. Increasing 
campus fire protection and 
relocating the Career Planning and 
Placement Center are two other 
issues he lists as high priority 
items. 

MATLACK    ALSO    TALKED 
about the problem of Weber Hall's 
"inferior" meatpacking facilities. 

"The meats lab there is in very 

poor shape," Matlack said. 
It is important that all 

possibilities of renovation for 
Weber Hall be looked into, he said. 

Matlack said his priorities could 
change if students showed concern 
for other issues. 

"We need to make students 
aware of many of the problems on 
campus. The more students we 
have involved, the better our voice 
is heard," Matlack said. 

Angela Scanlan, junior in 
agricultural journalism, also 
addressed the problems with 
Weber Hall facilities. 

"Our meat processing lab is 
outdated and outmoded. We should 
be setting the trend in meat 
processing, but we're having 
trouble even keeping up with 
USDA standards," Scanlan said. 

SCANLAN    SUGGESTED    the 
possibility of constructing an 
outdoor amphitheater near the 
Union. She said it could be a place 

where students could meet friends 
or study. 

Scanlan proposed funding the 
"approximately $12,000 project" 
from money left to the University 
by past senior classes and Union- 
raised funds. 

As her top renovation goal, 
Scanlan listed the rebuilding of 
Nichols Gym. She said she hoped to 
"phase into a $5 million request," 
for the renovation, if elected. 

Scanlan emphasized the need for 
increased communications bet- 
ween student government and the 
student body. She proposed more 
effective use of the Collegian and 
other already established channels 
of communication. 

"It's important to reach out to 
students. The channels are already 
here," Scanlan said. 

DAVID LEHMAN, junior in 
agricultural economics, said an 
issue of concern to him is Farrell 
Library. 

•.^-»-r«»m. 

■ ■     ■   ■ St»M photo by John Grtor 

Held up 
Cathy   Peterson,   senior   in   health, education   gymnastics   class.   Besides 
physical education and recreation, helps doing floor exercises, the class worked 
Jennifer Dlabal, an advanced beginner, out on the vaulting horse and the balance 
complete a somersault in the continuing beam. 

"The library has to be our top 
priority," Lehman said. "It should 
be something we're proud of and 
not embarrassed about." 

The library is in critical con- 
dition, according to Lehman, and 
has had to cut both periodical 
subscriptions and purchases of 
new books. 

In addition to the need for more 
books and magazines, Lehman 
said the library should have longer 
hours. 

Nichols Gym and Weber Hall are 
items of secondary importance to 
Lehman. He said there was 
currently a request before 
Legislature for between $5 million 
and 16 million for updating and 
renovating the facilities. 

According to Lehman, com- 
munication is vital to the 
achievement of any goals of 
student government. He favored 
increasing efforts on the Student 
Governing Association newsletter 
and senator visitations. 

"If we don't communicate to 
students that problems exist, we 
can't solve them," Lehman said. 

ROGER SEYMOUR, senior in 
construction science and business, 
said the Career Planning and 
Placement Center and academics 

are his number one priorities. 
Increased funding for audio- 

visual aids to be used in the 
classroom is a University need, he 
said. 

He is supporting a 15 percent 
increase in faculty salaries. 

"I would go down there (to the 
Legislature) and politely request, 
and then demand funds," Seymour 
said. 

Seymour said he had knowledge 
of letters sent to the Department of 
Animal Sciences and Industry that 
said the meat industry in Kansas 
would support up to 40 percent of 
Weber renovation and he favored 
utilizing this "free money." 

Listing his qualifications for 
president, Seymour said he had 
been active communicating with 
the student body since his election 
to Student Senate during his fresh- 
man year. 

He said he generally visited with 
between 100 and 150 students 
before each Senate meeting. 

Seymour said he advocates 
having senators voluntarily 
publish accounts of their activities 
as senators in the Collegian. He 
said this would allow the student 
body to formulate its own opinion 
as to whether senators are serving 
students. 

Talk of neutron weapons 
draws cautious reactions 

LONDON (AP) — Western European leaders reacted with cautious 
opposition Wednesday to fresh prospects of U.S. deployment of neutron 
weapons in Europe. 

In Moscow, the Soviet news agency Tass accused President Reagan's 
administration of trying to "blackmail" Western European nations into 
deploying the weapons against the Soviet Union. It said U.S. Defense 
Secretary Caspar Weinberger's statements favoring the weapons 
"evoked indignation and fear around the world." 

In Washington, the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Gen. David 
Jones, said deployment of enhanced radiation weapons in Western 
Europe should be considered, "but I caution it's important bow we do it." 

Weinberger said Tuesday he was leaning toward deployment of the 
controversial neutron weapon, which had been first promoted and then 
shelved by the Carter administration in 1978. 

Some members of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization criticized 
Carter at the time for inconsistency, but most seemed relieved that the 
issue had been dropped. 

West German government spokesman Klaus Becker called Wein- 
berger's statements a "vague formulation" that should be examined with 
"supreme patience" by NATO as a whole. 

Such an opportunity would probably not occur before the NATO defense 
ministers' meeting next May, he said. Neutron weapon deployment in 
Western Europe would be a prime topic when West German Defense 
Minister Hans Ape! goes to Washington for talks with the Pentagon next 
month, Becker said. 

However, be cautioned without elaborating that the basis for West 
Germany's original support for neutron weapon deployment "doesn't 
exist any more." 

West German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt was one of the few West 
European leaders in 1978 to say he was willing to have the neutron 
weapon in his country provided NATO endorsed it and at least one other 
NATO country agreed to accept it. 

When Carter backtracked, Schmidt was reportedly upset, but said later 
the decision offered the hope of promoting arms reduction agreements. 

Neutron weapons are designed for use primarily against tank attacks. 
They are built to kill enemy soldiers with heavy bursts of radiation, not 
explosions, leaving buildings and other installations near the battlefield 
intact. 

Inside 
HELLO WICHITA STATE FANS 

K STATE   ATHLETIC  OFFICIALS  react to  allegations  of 
m isuse of a telephone credit card by three athletes. See p. 11. 

THE BASKETBALL WILDCATS whipped the Missouri Tigers 
7S-S6 last night in Ahearn. Read game details on p. 11. 
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Reagan team looks to '82 
WASHINGTON (AP) - President 

Reagan's budget director has all but 
abandoned hopes for making significant 
cuts in the 1961 budget, and is now con- 
centrating on cutting federal spending in 
1982 and beyond, Republican congressional 
sources said Wednesday. 

Sources said Budget Director David 
Stockman also is predicting in an unusually 
optimistic forecast that the administration's 
economic recovery plan of tax and spending 
cuts will bring a dramatic reduction in in- 
flation to a 6 percent annual rate by the end 
of 1982. 

Last year's inflation rate was 12.4 percent. 
Most private economists expect that rate to 
continue in 1981 and then drop to about 9 
percent or 10 percent in 1982. 

Reagan pledged during his campaign to 
trim the 1981 budget by 2 percent, or about 
$13 billion, and in an interview Monday he 
repeated that this was still his target. 

Stockman, however, has been telling 
members of Congress in recent meetings 
that the administration's basic goal is now 
to work toward saving money starting in 
fiscal year 1982, which begins Oct. 1, the 
sources said. 

Spending in 1981 is currently expected to 
total $663 billion. The Carter administration 
projected 1982 spending at $739 billion. 

Campus bulletin 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 

EDUCATION COUNCIL APPLICATIONS ar* available 
at Holton 111. Deadline U 430 pm Friday. 

APPLICATIONS    FOR     CLOVIA    4-M     NOUSI    art 
available at Clowla, 1200 Pioneer Lane. For further In- 
formation call 539-JS75. 

UNIVERSITY PON MAN it seeking volunteer! to help 
with UFM reolstratlon for spring clastas. Call Kate atStt- 
5*6* Registration Is Feb. », 10,11. 

APPLICATIONS FOR SORORITY SPRINO RUSH ara 
available in Holtz Hall 110. Deadline Is Monday, Fab.*. 

STUDENT TEACHERS for fall 1W1: Pick up and return 
student teaching aatlgnment request forma to Holton 104 
before Wednesday, Fab. 2S. 

• 
LAST DAY to take photoa for Student Senate and Board 

of Student Publications candidates Is between 3 and 5:30 
p.m. today. 

ALL WOMEN interested In pledging Delta Sigma Theta 
must have their transcripts updated and available before 
the rush tea at 1 p.m. Saturday at Darby Conference Room. 

TODAY 
ECUMENICAL CHRISTIAN MINISTRIES will meat at 

noon in Union Stateroom 1. 

SIOMA NU LITTLE SISTERS Will meet at 4:30 p.m. at 
the Sigma Nu House 

WOMENS RESOURCE CENTER will meat at noon In 
Union Stateroom 3 

AICHE maatlng will be at 11» p.m. In Ackert 120. 

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OP KANSAS will meat at 7 
p.m. In Union 205. This Is an organliatlonal meeting for 
those Interested In representing KStata at the ASK 
Legislative Assembly. 

TAU BETA PI will meat at a: 30 p.m. In Union 201. 

K STATE FRiSiEE CLUB maatlng will be 4:30 p.m. In 
Union 213. This Is an organliatlonal maatlng. 

ASCI will meat at7:3Jp.m. In Ackert 120. 

CAMPUS CRUSADE POR CHRIST will meat at 7 p.m. in 
Justin 32e. 

EXECUTIVE MEETING of the Ag Student Council will 
baatS: 30 p.m. In Waters Reading Room. General meeting 
follows at 4 p.m. 

SISTERS OP THI SPHINX will meat at ( p.m. at Delta 
Sigma Phi House. 

HOME EC EDUCATION INTEREST OROUP will meat 
at 4:30 p.m. in Justin US. 

KSU SOCIAL WORK CLUB will meat at 7 p.m. In Union 
20a. 

YOUNO DEMOCRATS will meet at e:30 p.m. In Union 
203. 

COLLEGIATE 4-H meeting will be 7:30 p.m. In Union 
209. 

BUSINESS COUNCIL will meat at 4 p.m. In Union 202. 

POODS AND NUTRITION INTEREST OROUP Will 
meet at 6:45 p.m. at Justin parking lot. 

THI WAY CAMPUS OUTR E ACM will meat at I p.m. at 
722 North 4th. 

Jp   BANKERS THRIFT AND qJJ 
LOAN ASSOCIATION 

Subsidiary: Missouri Valley 
Investment Co. 

You Can Earn 

7% THRIFT RATE 
compounded dally yields 

71/2% ANNUAL YIELD 

HI. 

No Minimum Deposit 
No Maturity Period 

776-1454 
1406POYNTZ i 

A long list of programs has been targeted 
by Stockman for benefit cutbacks or 
elimination. The affected programs include 
Social Security, food stamps, child nutrition, 
public service jobs, unemployment benefits, 
Medicaid, urban aid, federal construction 
and loans or subsidies to business, farms 
and individuals. 

Reagan, however, has not made a final 
decision on what cuts he will ask Congress to 
approve, according to administration aides. 

Prospects for cutting the current budget 
are diminishing because the fiscal year is 
now more than a third over and the ad- 
ministration   is  running  into  delays  in 

completing work on its proposed package of 
budget cuts, the sources said. 

David Gerson, an aide to Stockman, said 
Tuesday that the budget director "is not 
giving up" on trying to meet Reagan's 
spending cut target for 1981. 

"But it is also obvious to anyone that the 
horse is largely out of the barn," said 
Gerson, referring to the fact that money in 
the 1981 budget is rapidly being spent or 
committed. He said the "lion's share of 
savings" will come in 1982, adding that 
Stockman is focusing on specific budget cuts 
rather than an overall goal for trimming the 
budget. 

Lawsuit fails to deter GM 
KANSAS CITY (AP) - The threat of a 

lawsuit has not discouraged General Motors 
in its efforts to build a new assembly plant in 
the western Wyandotte County community 
of Piper, GM spokesman Jim Hughes said 
Tuesday. 

He said he hoped a lawsuit filed Monday 
by the Piper Area Association would be 
settled quickly and amicably. 

The association, a group of taxpayers who 
live near the proposed plant site, filed suit 

against the Kansas City, Kan., Port 
Authority, which has been instrumental in 
the site selection. The plant would replace 
the aging GM plant in the Fairfax Industrial 
District. 

The suit alleges the authority exceeded its 
bounds in attempting to industrialize the 
proposed site and that construction of a 
plant would diminish living conditions in the 
Piper area. 

ICTHUS BIBLE STUDY meeting will be I p.m. In Union ATO LITTLE SISTERS will meet at 4:30 p.m. at Alpha 
J12 Tau Omega House. 

MICROBIOLOGY CLUB will meet at 7:30p.m. In Ackert RUOBY CLUE will practice at S p.m. at the Intramural 
201. "•Id»- 

ORAIN  SCIENCE   CLUE will meet at 4:30 p.m. at FRIDAY 
Shellenberger 301 INTiRVARSITY will meat at 7 p.m. In Union 212. 

LITTLE SISTERS OP THE- APHELION ROSE will meet |/CnD fnnicjht 
at 7 p.m. at Phi Kappa Theta House. IVJIVO l«Ji ngfji __J 

GERMAN CLUE meeting will be 7 p.m. at International TONIGHT, KSDB will present the "Soul Show" from 6 to 
Student Center. 10. 

BROWN BAG FORUM 
With Great Thought* and Thinkers 

Your Story, My Story, Our Story- 
thoughts from Sam Keen, R.M. Brown, Harvey Cox, A.D. Stewart, et. al. 

Led by 

David Stewart 
Thurs., 12:00-1:00 p.m. 
Feb. 5, Stateroom 2 

Spoaaorad by Ecusaolcml Chrfetiui Mtalatriaa 

The Women of Alpha Kappa Alpha, Inc. 
will be holding a 

SPRING RUSH TEA 
SUNDAY, FEB. 8, 1981 

4:00 p.m. 

1431 Browning 

Interested women should meet at the Information 
Desk for rides beginning at 3:30 p.m. 

HflSflS nr#^ 
FREE LIVE JIFF 

WITH KELLY HUNT & 
THE KINETICS 

4:30 to 5:30 

Kelly Hunt Returns 
Friday & Saturday Night 

8:30 to 11:30 

BROTHER'S VD PARTY IS JUST AROUND 
THE CORNER: SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 14 

REAL 
CHARCOAL 

FIRE 
used for cooking 

delicious hurgers. 
steaks and sausages. 

OPEN FOR LUNCH 
Monday-Saturday 11 to 2 

DINNER AT 5:00 
Serving Sundays from 4 to 9 

yxXQT^y^ 

GILLEY'S 
NITE 

THURSDAYS! 

+ 

/ 

FREE TRIP 
TO GILLEY'S 
DRAWINGS! 

•   •  • • 

» 5 Prefimtnory 

Winners Drown 
Thurs. Nites 

• Grand Winner 
Drawn Feb. 12 

• Trip Includes 
Plane Fore, 
Lodging and 
Cover Charge 

Feb. 20-22 

LASTTHURS.-WINNERS: 
J.J. TERREAU. RICHARD HOUGEN. 

BOB HAYNES. ROXIE LEFF, , 
ANDDANBARONE ') 

T^LTV 
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Briefly By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Quarreling politicians rile Khomeini 
BEIRUT, Lebanon — Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini ordered 

Iran's quarreling politicians Wednesday to stop "biting one another 
like scorpions," and in a rare compliment to the United States, urged 
they behave more like their American counterparts. 

The 80-year-old Iranian revolutionary leader, addressing a crowd 
at a Tehran mosque, also acknowledged that he was in bad health. 

"The crowd is so huge...but I cannot speak in detail because my 
health is not good enough," Khomeini said. 

"Therefore I will be brief and will say a few words in general." 
Khomeini's 25-minute speech was broadcast by Tehran radio. 
As in the past, Khomeini declined to take sides between Iranian 

President Abolhassan Bani-Sadr, leader of Iran's secular 
moderates, and his long-time rival Prime Minister Mohammad Ali 
Rajai, who is supported by the powerful Islamic clergy that controls 
Parliament. 

Khomeini did not mention either side by name, but said Iran's 
opposing political groups were "biting one another like scorpions. 
God help them if they are wittingly weakening this country." 

Correctional facilities' populations high 
TOPEKA — The population in Kansas correctional institutions is 

at the highest level in 15 years, the chairman of the House Ways and 
Means Committee said Wednesday. 

Rep. Mike Hayden (R-Atwood) said a report prepared by the 
Kansas Legislative Research Department places the 1981 population 
of the correctional institutions at 2,449. This compares with 1,415 in 
1974 and 2,825 in 1966. 

A population or 2,576 has been estimated for the fiscal year 
beginning next July 1. 

Hayden's committee also reviewed a separate research report 
presenting two possible alternatives to continuing the state's 
fledgling community corrections program. 

Garwood cour-martial jury recesses 
CAMP LEJEUNE, N.C. — A five-member military jury began 

deliberations Wednesday in the court-martial of Marine Pfc. Robert 
Garwood, but recessed after 8lfe hours with no verdict on charges 
that he collaborated with his captors during almost 14 years in 
Vietnam. 

The senior member of the panel, Lt. Col. Abromo Vallese, told the 
court when the jury recessed at 6 p.m., "We have a lot more 
deliberation." 

The jury, which will not be sequestered, is scheduled to reconvene 
at 8 a.m. today. 

Garwood, 34, described by one former prisoner of war as a "white 
Vietnamese," also was charged with maltreating a POW by hitting 
him in the ribs after a group of fellow captives killed the prison 
camp's pet cat for food. 

Conviction on either charge carries a maximum sentence of life 
imprisonment and forfeiture of an estimated $147,000 in pay that 
accrued during Garwood's captivity. 

Woman nearly evicted for dime debt 
WINDSOR, Ontario — Nine days before she died of throat cancer, 

a woman received a letter from the city housing agency threatening 
to evict her from her city-owned apartment because she owed 10 
cents. 

"Here they were hounding her for this 10 cents," said Amy 
Chapman, daughter of the late Winnifred Lawrence, on Monday. "It 
just blew my mind. 

Lawrence, 53, died Jan. 22. 
The letter was signed by Windsor Housing Authority (WHA) 

property manager Jack Doran and dated Jan. 12. 
Because her mother was so weakened by the cancer, her daughter 

said the woman was unable to walk to the WHA office to pay the bill 
and she did not have a checking account that would have enabled her 
to pay the bill by mail. 

The daughter said she believes the 10-cent debt stemmed from a 
$5.10 bill issued to her mother in September when she locked herself 
out of her apartment. Chapman believes her mother mistakenly paid 
only $5 to the WHA. 

Doran said that because Lawrence was sick, possibly "she thought 
there was some antagonism, but there was none on our part." 

"I apologized and said we sent the wrong letter." 
Doran said the WHA should have sent Lawrence a letter simply 

informing her of the 10-cent bill. 
"We can't wipe out accounts because we want to," Doran said. 

"We've got to account for every cent. I guess it's bureaucracy in 
action." 

Weatfier 
The forecast for today calls for highs in the upper 30s to low 40s 

with a low tonight in the upper teens. 

Rewards. Respect 
sound Management. 
Growth. Credibility. 

Direction. 
Without a doubt, you've heard these words plenty of 

times. Some people call them "buzz" words because 
they're supposed to draw your attention. 

At Stgnetics. we do more than simply attract you with 
impressive sounding words. 

We make them come to We. 
. We're setting the pace for the '80s in the semi- 
conductor industry. 

We'll be on campus 
Thursday, March 5. 

For information about opportunities in California. Utah 
and New Mexico, take time to review the Signetics 
Recruitment Binder which you will find in your Placement 
Center. Or. write to Signetics College Relations. 
Opportunity CP- 81. 811 East Arques Avenue. Sunnyvale. 
CA 94086. We are an equal opportunity employer. 
Permanent residency visa preferred. 

The Good People Company 

DtiC 
a subs«*ary ol US. Ph«p» Corporation 

SEE THE BEST 
at 

STOREWIDE SALE 
First—and last—in-season sale we've ever had! 

ALL WINTER WEAR 25-50% OFF 
ALL SKI JACKETS—Down, Polyester, and Fiber-filled 

• MITTENS •HATS 
•GLOVES •SOCKS 
• SWEATERS • TURTLENECKS 
•SKI PANTS and BIBS •GOGGLES 
•SKI VESTS •HIKING BOOTS 
•MOON BOOTS • SUNGLASSES 

LONG ONE- and TWO-PIECE UNDERWEAR 
All in men's, ladies', and juniors' sizes 

ALL SKI GEAR 15-20% OFF 
(All skis, bindings, ski boots, and poles in stock) 

Skis by—OLIN 
—K2 

Bindings by—SOLOMON 
—TYROLIA 

Ski boots by—LANGE 
—HANSON 

Poles by—SCOTT 
—K2 

West loop Shopping Center 
ph. 776-3632 



Opinions 
Spending limit 

needed 
Last November, the Student Senate operations 

committee sponsored a bill that would have set a $560 
limit on campaign expenditures for Student Gover- 
ning Association (SGA) elections. This amount is 
equal to the incidental fees that full-time, in-state 
students pay for one year. The bill was passed by 
Senate but was not enacted because Randy Tosh, 
student body president, failed to sign it. Tosh said he 
didn't believe the bill was reasonable and that "we 
would run into trouble monitoring it." 

Without a spending lid, SGA elections are limited to 
those few students who are willing to work in student 
government and who also have several hundred 
dollars to invest in an expensive campaign. This 
requirement of personal financing is a burden that 
should not exist in campus elections. For many of the 
candidates, campus elections represent a first ex- 
perience with a campaign of any type. It is easy to get 
caught up in the dangerous game of spending just a 
little more than planned for advertising. It is 
ridiculous that in past elections, some candidates 
have actually gone into debt to finance their cam- 
paigns. 

Monitoring campaign spending should not be too 
difficult. Candidates would simply be responsible for 
accurately reporting their expenses to the elections 
committee. 

The $560 spending limit is more than enough. There 
is no need for campus elections to echo the ex- 
travaganzas carried on in national elections. Even if 
the limit proved to be restrictive, it wouldn't hurt 
prospective office-holders to learn to deal with a 
limited budget. 

SGA candidates should be able to express their 
views in the various campus debates, forums, and 
living-group presentations. They should not have to 
spend considerable amounts of money to be heard. 

KENT SINGER 
Asst. Opinions Editor 

Letters 

Students excluded 
Editor, 

Once again the students are 
getting the shaft. Quietly, while 
everyone was away at the Colorado 
ski slopes, the responsibility for 
free time recreation at Ahearn was 
taken from Rec Services and 
placed into the hands of the 
Department of Health, Physical 
Education and Recreation 
(HPER). Everyone was assured 
that noon hour recreation would 
not be abolished. However students 
have a different story. 

The HPER department has 
adopted a new policy concerning 
noon-hour recreation. Only valid 
"Ahearn Facilty" use cardholders 
are admitted. The first catch is 
that they cost $4.25. The second 
catch is that only Faculty-Staff- 
Alumni have the "privilege" of 
purchasing one of these cards. Is 
this really an extension of the 
previous policy of Faculty-Staff 
priority at noon time, or is it really 
a new policy of "exclusion of 
students?" 

Now that we have a new rec 
complex the competition for space 
during the noon hour has con- 
siderably lessened. So what sound 
basis is there for excluding the 
students? 

In the gym, faculty-staff priority 
is fine, but the students should 
have access to a court if one lies 
idle. Why should the students be 
denied 25 percent of access time to 
the best indoor running facility on 
campus. 

My plea to Don Kirkendall (head 
of HPER) and his superiors is, 
"Give us back our noon-time 
recreation." The recent action 
excluding students is arbitrary and 
unnecessary. 

I ask the University ad- 
ministration to listen to my plea, or 
the students are going to declare 
war. We can always declare the 
Union Stateroom as "Students 
Only" during the hours of 11:20 
a.m. to lp.m. 

Michael Berry 
graduate in civU engineering 
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-David Hacker- 

Cose of the 
missing Raleigh 

I don't know whether to file this 
one under never trust your 
memory, or never trust a cop. 

The facts are these: When I 
came to work a while back, I 
noticed my bicycle missing from 
my office. It was a pre-moped bike, 
used to whip down to Aggieville for 
lunch, shopping or downtown for 
si mi liar errands. It was a gasless 
and hassleless vehicle—no parking 
problems. Or so I thought, which 
we'll get to in a moment. 

Like any aggrieved citizen, I 
called the campus cops. Within 
minutes Officer Friendly was 
there. I described the bike: 
Raleigh Super-Course, metallic 
brown, white fenders, Brooks 
saddle, holders for a water bottle 
and an air pump, black tape on the 
handle bars. It had a sticker from 
EllicottCity.Md.onit. 

I TOLD HIM I last remembered 
seeing it the previous Friday, 
although I didn't say good-bye to it 
when I went home for the weekend. 
It had been six months since I had 
used it, and it had become part of 
the office decor. So I couldn't be 
absolutely certain it was there 
three days earlier, no more so than 
my desk, or filing cabinet, or air 
conditioner were in place. 

The officer's first step to track it 
down was to call his office by radio 
and see if it had been confiscated 
by the janitor and turned over to 
Security and Traffic. I guess I 
should have been alerted at that 
moment: Why would a Janitor 
confiscate a bike? 

I wasn't. He described the bike to 
the property-room custodian. 
Nope. No such bike was in stock. 

Officer Friendly finished his 
report and went on his way. I 
called my insurance company and 
reported the loss. 

Tough luck. I have $250 deduc- 
tible, and depreciation would pick 
up where that left off. I had bought 
the bike for $175 twelve years ago, 
and though it would cost $400 to 
replace it today, it looked not only 

like I was bikeless, but I would be 
insuranceless too. 

I BEGAN to take the theft hard. 
The only other thing that had ever 
been stolen from me was a 1965 
Mustang, taken one Christmas Eve 
(and recovered, abandoned, six 
hours later). With the bike, I began 
to think I was the victim of kinky 
Christmas spirits. 

But cops, I figured, are like 
humans, which means they make 
mistakes too. So, at lunch that 
Monday, I decided to stop by the 
police property room and look for 
myself. I never did trust radios. 

Another Officer Friendly 
unlocked the door. There, first in 
sight, was a Raleigh Super-Course, 
metallic brown, with white fen- 
ders, holders for a water bottle and 
air pump, black tape on the han- 
dlebars, and an Ellicott City 
sticker. 

"Strange," I said, "that there 
should be two such bikes on 
campus." 

Officer Friendly looked at me. 

I ADDED, needlessly, 'That's 
my bike." 

He didn't argue. But he looked at 
the tag affixed to it and said, "But 
that's been here a month." Sure 
enough, the tag said it had been 
picked up Nov. 5,1980. 

This meant it had been missing 
over one month. 

"How come I hadn't noticed it 
before?" I asked myself. 

Then I asked, "How come 
someone didn't notify me?" 

The officer looked at me and 
shrugged. 

"Tag said it was taken from 113 
Kedzie, my office. Don't you have a 
policy of notifying persons when 
things are confiscated from an 
office?" Again, he shrugged, and 
said he supposed someone had 
called, or janitors were supposed 
to leave a note when they take 
things. 

Interesting policy—janitors 
being allowed to take things. 

Why, I asked, did the janitor take 
it? 

AND THEN I learned something 
new about K-State. Rules say no 
bicycles are allowed in buildings. 
Period: Not overnight—not for an 
hour. Why, I don't know. 

Of course, I had secured it in my 
office because I knew that if I left it 
outside at night, chances were 
good it would be taken. 

Either way, I was a loser. Leave 
it outside, to be pinched by a thief. 
Leave it inside, to be pinched by a 
janitor. 

The University policy, obviously, 
permits only daily back-and-forth 
hauling of a bicycle for errand- 
running. Such a policy, of course, 
encourages the use of gasoline, and 
promotes the aggravation of 
hunting for non-existent parking 
spots. A bicycle is okay, but only if 
you park it in the right spot. A 
professor's private room—his 
office—is really not private, but 
public. 

If bicycles aren't allowed, one 
wonders what else is contraband: 
Pictures, unacceptable books, 
tennis rackets, suitcases; how 
about roller skates which are a 
form of transportation? Maybe I 
shouldn't reveal that I brought in 
my own leather, tilt-back chair to 
replace the stenographer's chair 
the University provided. 
Obviously, it isn't authorized 
seating. 

I'm glad I got my bike back. But 
I'm still bothered by my memory. 
Can I have gone a month not 
realizing it was missing? Maybe. 
The date, Nov. 5, is interesting. 
That was a Tuesday. Could the 
janitor, or Officer Friendly have 
made a mistake? A wrong date? 
Maybe. Why, I wonder, was my 
bike the first one I saw in the 
property room—the last one in. Do 
they pick up only one bike a 
month? 

Interesting questions, in- 
teresting policies. 
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Campus safety main concern 
of ad hoc committee report 

By STEVE CULVER 
Collegian Reporter 

A report from the ad hoc Committee on 
Campus Safety will be completed next 
month, although the committee has already 
done several things to improve safety on 
campus. 

Committee members plan to submit final 
recommendations to Chet Peters, vice 
president of student affairs. 

The committee was formed in 1977 at a 
time when there had been several attacks 
reported on campus. 

"The campus is far better off than it used 
to be, but it could be improved," said 
Margaret Nordin, committee chairman and 
associate director of student development. 

The committee has done several things to 
improve safety at night, Nordin said. 

"A letter is being sent to the instructors of 
night classes asking them to spend a few 
minutes explaining safety precautions to 
students on campus at night," Nordin said 

THE LETTER URGES students to walk 
with a friend and take time to become aware 
of the most well-lighted routes. Persons on 
campus are asked to report malfunctioning 
outdoor lights to Security and Traffic. 

Students should also be aware of 
emergency phones located throughout the 
campus, Nordin said. 

"As soon as you pick up the receiver, it 
alerts the dispatcher in traffic and security 
of the location so an officer can respond," 
Nordin said. 

Frequency of emergency phone use 
varies, according to Art Stone, director of 
Security and Traffic, but he said he believes 
the phones are worth the investment. 

"If you get one call, I feel it has paid for 
itself," Stone said. 

NORDIN NOTED that red campus-only 
phones are located in several buildings on 
campus. Emergency calls to campus police 
can be made by dialing 532-6400. 

"We have several of these phones in 
buildings such as the basement of the 
library, Sea ton Court, the second floor of 
Waters Hall, the main corridor of Cardwell 
and the McCain music annex," Nordin said. 

The committee has developed a revised 
map of the best-lighted sidewalks, Nordin 
said. The map was revised to include the rec 
complex and the area around the new 
classroom and office building, she said. 

"The maps are being distributed to living 
groups, instructors of night classes, and Will 
also be available in the Union, Holtz Hall 
and the vice president of student affairs 
office," Nordin said. 

"For several nights last fall, several 
persons walked the campus at night to study 
this," Nordin said. "BUI Young, a member 
of the committee, designed a map pointing 
out the safer areas of campus." 

Young, fifth-year student in architecture 
and design, said he believes the campus is 
safe. 

"I think that with the exception of a few 
places, the campus is safe and well lit," 
Young said. "If students use a little bit of 
common sense, they should be safe on 
campus at night." 

Heart disease 
and stroke 

will cause half 
of all deaths 

this year. 

Put your money 
where your Heart Is. 

M. ^Amf icon 
■ ■Heart 
^^Association 

Tired of Dorm Food? 
For Only $2.00 

All you can eat of 
Chili, crackers, relish, and 

drink. 
Sponsored by GST 197 

andBST73 

Sat., Feb. 7   Il:30a.m.-7p.m. 
At Trinity Presbyterian Church 

on College Ave. 

Young recommended avoiding poorly- 
lighted areas such as the band practice field 
and the space between Justin Hall and the 
greenhouse. Several wooded areas should 
also be avoided, he said, including the areas 
around the president's house, east of the 
International Student Center and south of 
Petticoat Lane along the creek. 

LIGHTING THESE wooded areas is not 
going to be a recommendation by the 
committee, Young said. 

"It is important to keep them in their 
natural state from an aesthetic view," he 
said. 

Young described the area around the 
president's house as "a nice forest in the 
middle of the city." He added there are 
sufficient other routes persons can take to 
avoid these areas. 

Recommendations to improve the lighting 
around the Washburn Rec Complex will be 
made by the committee, Young said. 

"We are also recommending placing 
another emergency phone out by the rec 
complex," he said. 

Stone said the areas around the rec 
complex and West Stadium are major 
problems. 

"Our security and patrol officers cover 
that area (West Stadium) every night," 
Stone said. "We started doing this because 
of the limited communications." 

Stone said officers walk through campus 
and buildings daily. 

"It is patrolled," Stone said. "What we 
are faced with is people taking short cubs. 
There is no lighting in some of these areas. 
We urge students to stick to the better lit 
areas." 

ELECT MIKE GIBSON 
ARTS & SCIENCES 

SENATOR 

• Arts & Science Council 
• Black Student Union 
• Arts & Science Open House 

Committee 
• Student Senate Aid 
• Honor Student 
• Arts & Science Senator 

(appointed) 
Paid for by committee to elect Mike Gibson 
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February Special! 

-Crum's is offering you drastic savings on o 
Shampoo, Haircut and Blow Dry combination 

during the month of February. 

■fls an added bonus you'll receive a 
FREE fTlanicure or...Scalp massage. 

I We have 73 highly qualified students who need 

Clinic floor services. They do excellent work and 

are closely supervised by professional instructors. 

So come into Crum's to get acquainted with us. 

Call for your appointment today. 

!  Crum's Beauty College 
j 512Poyntz    OREDKEN      776-4794 

CROSS COUNTRY SKI SALE 
MO/   OFF    Package 

/O <Skis, Boots, Poles. 

15% « 
i. Bindings) 

(your choice) 

Individual 
Skis, Boots, Poles, Bindings 

TkPATHFlKDErV 
1111 Moro Aggie/Manhattan 539-5639 
Mon.-Fri. lOa.m-«p.m.   Than, til 8 p.m.    Sat til 5 p.m. 

Social Chairmen turn to page Nine 
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University Facilities study 
yields funding information 

Future funding for maintenance of 
campus parking lots and Security and 
Traffic operating costs is currently being 
analyzed, according to Gene Cross, vice 
president of University Facilities. 

A study by University Facilities which 
yielded cash-flow information for the next 10 
years was given to Security and Traffic on 
Tuesday, Cross said. 

"By 1964, we're going to have a problem 
for operating funds. By 1983, we'll have 
problems in accordance to our capital fund 
needs," he said. 

The capital funds are used to keep parking 
lots maintained properly, and improve 
existing facilities, Cross said. 

Security and Traffic will review the study 
and make recommendations for possible 

increases in parking registration and 
misuse fees. 

"There are no specific figures at this 
time," Cross said. 

The increases will be needed, he said, to 
keep parking lots maintained and to im- 
prove some problems in specific lots. 

A few problems include surfacing the 
portion of the West Stadium lot that is now 
gravel and upgrading the Ackert Hall lot for 
access to the Engineering Phase II ex- 
pansion building. 

Improvement of the entrances and exits in 
some lots is also being considered. 

Cross said there will not be any parking 
lots built for the new plant science or 
general classroom and office buildings 
beyond those for service vehicle access. 

Funding ID cards, appointments 
scheduled for Senate discussion 

A proposal that would end picture ID 
cards and discontinue funding student IDs 
through the student activity fee will be voted 
on at tonight's Student Senate meeting. 

"The Finance Committee recommended 
we find a different means of funding for next 
year's ID cards," Mark Zimmerman, 
Student Senate chairman, said. 

The money to pay for the cards would be 
taken from one of the University president's 
reserve accounts, Zimmerman said. 

The bill would try the new method on an 
experimental basis for fiscal 1961-82, ac- 
cording to Zimmerman, and if problems are 
caused Senate would reconsider it. 

New staff members are to be approved for 
University Learning Network (ULN). 
Senate will vote on Craig Griffith, freshman 
in general business administration and 
Deadre Orten, junior in family and child 
development, for staff positions and Pete 
Manfredo, senior in forestry and wildlife 
biology, for ULN assistant coordinator. 

Consideration of Julie Lee Tomlin, 
sophomore in general, as the new FONE 
coordinator is on Senate's agenda along with 
Christian Wolff, sophomore in psychology, 
as assistant coordinator. 

In new business, Senate will vote on a bill 
to allocate supplemental funds to K-State 
band and choral departments and the In- 
state Singers. 

State reconsidering 
syphilis exam law 

TOPEKA (AP) - The House Public 
Health and Welfare Committee voted 14-2 
Wednesday to repeal a law which requires 
couples to take premarital syphilis 
examinations. 

The committee heard testimony Tuesday 
from Dr. Joseph Hollowell, director of the 
Health Division ofthe Department of Health 
and Environment. He said the agency op- 
posed the bill because it would strip the 
secretary of Health and Environment of 
laboratory approval authority. 

The committee agreed to draft a new bill 
to include that authority. 

Hollowell testified premarital screening is 
not necessary for syphilis control and the 
present cost of $750,000 to $1 million in 
private funds would be freed for other 
purposes. 

Joy 

C'ar/son Cira/J 

INVITATIONS and 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 

NAPKINS 
BRIDAL BOOKS 

ACCESSORIES 

Fast Service, Reasonably Priced! 

miDALS AT BETTY'S 
106N. 3rd 

ph: 537-9422 
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A request to fund K-State delegates to 
attend the Associated Students of Kansas 
Legislative Assembly on Feb. 6 and 7 will 
also be presented before Senate. The 
request will be made for $104.50, or $5.50 for 
each of 19 delegates. 

Rex's Westloop 
Skelly 

2829 Anderson 

Tune-Up Specials! 

Electronic Ignition 
4 cyl. $20 + Parts 
6 cyl. $25 + Parts 
8 cyl. $30 + Parts 

Non-Electronic Ignition 
4 cyl. $22 + Parts 
6 cyl. $27 + Parts 
8 cyl. $32 + Parts 

Tune up Include* 
Timing of engine 
Check and adjust dwell 
Adjust choke 
Adjust carb. 
Check battery and charging system 
Check starting system 
Check distributor spark advance 
Check fuel pump pressure. 

REX'S TIRE CO. 
2829 Anderson 

CANCER CAN BE BE AT 
Almost 2 million people are living proof your contributions count. 

American Cancer Society ^^H***^«..,*«, ,.!>«,. 

N.Y. DAILY NEWS: 
"A powerful, terrifying, suspenseful, mind-blowing 

movie. The result will fry your hair." 
—Rax Reed, Nsw York Daily News 

N.Y. TIMES: 
"Exhilaratingly bizarre! Obsessive, exciting, scary, 

Wildly energetic." —Janot Maslln, New York Times 

One of the year's 10 best. 
—Time 

5-:v 

*r%JP 

/ILTERED STATES 
ALTERED STATES' :. IAID 

&GLIAN NEYAARON • W  

' ■"'"'"" Q 

STARTS 
FRIDAY! 

DAILY AT 
7:00-9:00 

Varsity 
1125 MORO 
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Bill to deregulate rural co-ops 
spurs opposition from the KCC 

TOPEKA (AP) - The chairman of the 
Kansas Corporation Commission (KCC) 
called on a Senate committee Wednesday to 
reject a bill which would deregulate rural 
electric cooperative groups, warning that its 
enactment would have disastrous results. 

"What Senate Bill 80 does is to take the 
third largest utility in all of Kansas and the 
only utility which is free to operate on a 
statewide basis and completely eliminate 
any significant regulatory oversight of its 
activities," said R.C. "Pete" Loux, the KCC 
chairman who is a former House minority 
leader. 

"It takes the unprecedented step of 
stripping an independent state regulatory 
body of its task of insuring that the public 
interest is protected, and places that task in 
the hands of the utility." 

LOUX, in prepared remarks, said the bill 
has been misrepresented to lawmakers as a 
harmless measure which would not change 
the "traditional watchdog role of the 
commission." 

"I could not disagree more. It would alter 
that role significantly and would deregulate 
utilities in broad areas," Loux said. "It 
allows a major utility to operate on a 
statewide basis, in almost any fashion it 
sees fit, with only limited federal regulation. 
To say that this would wreak havoc with 
state-level planning is an understatement." 

His remarks came in a hearing before the 
Senate Ways and Means Committee as it 
wrapped up testimony on the bill to remove 
the KCC's authority to regulate co-op groups 
and municipal energy agencies. 

Sen. Paul Hess (R-Wichita), who is 
chairman, said the committee would discuss 
the proposal and possibly take action 
Thursday afternoon. He and Senate 
President Ross Doyen (R-Concordia), a 
committee member, both predicted that it 
would easily clear the panel and would be 
approved by the upper chamber. 

SPONSORS OF THE PROPOSAL say it is 
designed only to overrule a recent KCC 
order that restricted Kansas Electric Power 
Cooperative Inc., or KEPCo, in its plans to 
buy a 17 percent share of the Wolf Creek 
nuclear power plant. 

But Loux disagreed, saying it would do 
much more and that the argument was a 
smokescreen used by the bill's proponents. 

"If KEPCo really wanted such a bill, it 
would merely have drafted legislation 
saying that KEPCo is authorized to pur- 
chase whatever portion of Wolf Creek it 
desires at any price it wants to pay and on 
any terms it approves of, with no questions 
asked," Loux said. 

Citing specific citations from state 
statutes, he said the bill would remove co-op 
groups such as KEPCo from the com- 
mission's authority to include them in 
general investigations about customers 
complaints, planning for statewide load 
management of power supplies, rate design 
matters, setting wholesale electric rates 
and to approve their issuance of securities. 

In the Wolf Creek order, the regulatory 
agency limited the price the company could 
pay to Kansas Gas and Electric Co. (KG&E) 
and Kansas City Power and Light Co.—the 
two owners of the $1.7 billion project. 

THE COMMISSION ORDERED KEPCo 
to pay no more than 17 percent of $1.5 billion, 
the estimated total cost of the plant at the 
time of hearings on the matter last summer. 
With the higher cost projections, however, 
the three companies say the sales 
agreement cannot be consummated because 

Hi-im 22 today!! 

HAPPV BIRTHDAY 
from your other half, 

who loves you VERY much. 

of the commission's order. 
Loux said the intent of the order was to 

protect rural ratepayers from any 
"unreasonable or unjustified costs in the 
future resulting from the Wolf Creek," and 
that it was based upon testimony given by 
KEPCo that the deal was feasible at 17 
percent of $1.5 billion. 

"The commission cannot approve a blank 
check by finding the purchase feasible at 
whatever cost when all the evidence in the 
proceeding pointed otherwise," Loux said 

"It also could give KG&E an incentive to 
complete the plant on time and within the 
money. They do need some incentive, we 
believe," he later told committee members. 

Sen. Frank Gaines (D-Augusta), one of 
the prime sponsors of the bill, drilled 
questions at Loux for a short time, finally 
asking whether the commission was "anti- 
nuclear" or opposed to nuclear power. 

"Absolutely no," Loux replied, later 
adding to another question that anti-nuclear 
charges against the KCC were "the old 
McCarthy trick." 

DAVE 
SANDRITTER 

for 

Arts & Sciences Senator 
Senate operations standing committee 
Coordinator, Senate Aide Program (80-81 school year) 
Student Senate Aide 
HOnOr StUdent Pa KJ fo, by student* to elect Sandritter 

Get the Best 
Available Price on 

Stereo Components. 

CALL LARRY7760537 

2056 OFF 
HELLER Dinnerware 

Mix or Match 7 colon 
OPEN STOCK 

1227 Moro 
539-1881 

5th 4 PoynU 
776-9067 

February Clearance 

SALE 
Continues 

ALL WOMENS WINTER SPORTSWEAR AND DRESSES 

30% 40%-50%-QO % 
OFF 
Reg. 
^»-- rnce 

ALL WINTER COATS 

20%-30%-40%-50%-A() %0FF 
Reg. 
Price 

Downtown Manhattan 

$49.99 Sale 
Select from any one of our nundreds of 
frames and purchase a complete pair of 
glasses for only $49.99. Your choice of any 
single vision lens, plastic or glass, with any 
tint or oversize lens. Bifocals are $10 extra. 
Trifocals, cataracts and hidden bifocals 
are $20 extra. 

This ad Is good through February 14th. 

b & I OPTICAL STUDIO 
1210 Moro •537-1574 

Mon. - Fri. 9:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m 
Sat. 9:00 a.m. -1:00 p.m. 
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Reagan delays verdict 
on embargo question 

WASHINGTON (AP) - Continuation of 
the Soviet grain embargo will require 
substantial increases in government farm 
price supports to head off farm bankrupt- 
cies, the president of the American 
Agriculture Movement said Wednesday. 

"Thousands of farmers are being 
foreclosed on because the market has not 
recovered," Marvin Meek told reporters. 
"It's still below the cost of production." 

Agriculture Secretary John Block, who is 
lobbying for an end to the embargo, declined 
to comment directly on Meek's proposal 
although he has supported increases in some 
of the areas in question. 

As President Reagan's cabinet discussed 
the 13-month-old embargo, imposed in 
response to Soviet aggression in 
Afghanistan, Meek reminded Reagan that 
he had promised during last year's cam- 
paign to immediately lift it, a promise that 
convinced AAM leaders to work for 
Reagan's election. 

But even before the cabinet meeting, the 
White House congressional liaison office 
notified a dozen Republican farm-belt 
senators that there would be "no change in 
current policy" before Feb. 17 when they 
will meet with the president on the question. 

Socialist lifestyle, 
concepts of reality 
examined in movie 

Editor'! note: "The Man with a Movlt Camera" will be 
shown at 3:30 today In tha Union Little Thaatar and at 7 
tonight In tha Forum Hall. 

ByJIMMELIZA 
Collegian Reviewer 

Cinema has, through the years been 
divided and classified many ways. Chief 
among these divisions has been the 
dichotomy of realism and surrealism. 

Dziga Vertov's "The Man with a Movie 
Camera" bridges the gap between these two 
forms. Vertov's 1929 documentary of 
everyday life in a city of the Soviet Union 
utilizes advanced camera and editing 
techniques to provide a lyrical set of 
images. 

Col legian revfew I 
Through these images the complexity of 

the socialist society is shown. Images of 
mundane activities are juxtaposed against 
images of factory work. Though these 
images range among a broad spectrum of 
lifestyles, the film brings them into the 
appearance of finely meshed gearing. 

The proverbial "monkeywrench" in the 
gears is the theme of the photographer. 
Consistently he breaks the continuity of 
reality by appearing in his "own" shots. His 
role along with the film editor's predate the 
moral of Michelangelo Antonioni's "Blow 
Up" by 36 years. 

For example, the opening sequence shows 
us a camera with the cameraman standing 
on it. Never actually confronted with who is 
taking the picture, the inference would 
appear to be, "What is reality?" Supposedly 
Antonioni is the person who so ingeniously 
proposed this idea to the cinema. 

It is rather amazing to watch a silent film 
and realize that thematically and 
technologically it is so far advanced. 
Whatever the intent, Vertov has created a 
dazzling display of artistry. 

Meek, saying he has a Friday meeting at 
the White House as well, called the embargo 
completely ineffective with the only 
casualty being the American farmer. 

"If it was really effective they (the 
Soviets) would have pulled out of 
Afghanistan by now," he said. But the AAM 
position, he said, "still boils down to what 
we said last November. We're willing to go 
along with it as long as it doesn't destroy our 
markets." 

If those urging Reagan to continue the 
embargo and expand it win out, Meek said, 
the administration should move im- 
mediately to raise crop loan rates to 90 
percent of parity and the price at which 
farmers must redeem grain under loan, 
known as the call level, to 110 percent of 
parity. Parity is the price for a crop that 
would give the farmer the same buying 
power he had in 1910 to 1914. Current crop 
prices at the farm are about 65 percent of 
parity. 

The AAM plan would mean doubling the 
loan rates for corn, now at $2.25 a bushel, 
and wheat, now at $3 a bushel. The call level 
would have to be increased from about $5.50 
to $7.65 a bushel for wheat and from about 
$3.20 to $5.27 a bushel for corn. 
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PRICE 
BU5INE55 SENATE 

Paid for by Candidate 

VOTE 
DAVE ANDERSON 
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AG SENATE 
Paid for by D. Anderson for Senate 

Scott Bokelman, Treat. 

THURSDAY NIGHT 

2FOR1 
WELL HIGH-BALLS 

5:00-11:00 

RESTAURANT & PUB 

"A Private Club" 

423 Houston St 

CSCOT'S LTD.P 

Saving/ ore Abet ter tnon Ever! 

SALE 
FINAL 
REDUCTIONS 

up 
to 50% OFF 

NOW is the time to save up to 50% on Sweaters, 
Blouses, Pants, Skirts and Blazers. Select from these 
famous designers: 

Liz Claiborne 
Gloria Vanderbilt 
Evan Picone 

J.G. Hook 
John Meyer 

Gordon of Philadelphia 

and many more... 

Never before have we offered such quality items at 
these prices. 

SCOT'S 
CHARGE 

1223 MORO 
Hours: 

M-Sat.: 10-6 
Thurs.: 10-8:30 

A Man With A Movie 
___ Camera 

Little Theatre 3:30 pm 
Forum Hall       7:00pm 

FEBRUARY 5th 
A Russian Film 
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M upc kaleidoscope 
25 years of service 1956-1981   | 
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Mississippi congressman, trio 
nabbed, charged with sodomy 

KANSAS STATE COLLEGIAN, Thur»„ February 5,1961 

WASHINGTON (AP) -Congressman Jon 
Hinson of Mississippi was arrested in a 
public men's room of a House of flee building 
across the street from the Capitol Wed- 
nesday and charged with oral sodomy. The 
rest room had been under police sur- 
veillance through a peephole as a "tea 
room" gathering place for homosexuals. 

Deputy Chief Gilbert Abemathy of the 
Capitol Police said Hinson, a Republican 
serving his second term, was arrested for 
engaging in the sex act with Harold Moore, 
28, of suburban Oxon Hill, Md., a library 
assistant. Moore was also arrested. 

Hinson posted $2,000 bond and was 
released 4% hours after his 1 p.m. arrest. 
The 38-year-old congressmen and his wife, 
Cynthia, live in Alexandria, Va. 

Two hours before the arrest of the 
congressman and Moore, police arrested 
Jetton Douglas, 28, a lobbyist for Children's 
Rights Inc., and Kerry Jones, 38, a staff 
member of the Democratic Study Group, in 
the same men's room. They were charged 
with oral and rectal sodomy, D.C. police 
said. 

Arraignment for all four will be Thursday 
in the District of Columbia Superior Court. 

It was the third homosexual incident in- 
volving   members   of   the   House   of 

Representatives in recent years. In 1977, 
Rep. Frederick Richmond (D-N.Y.) was 
arrested for soliciting sex from two males in 
the District of Columbia. Last year, Rep. 
Robert Bauman (R-Md.) was accused of 
soliciting sex, allegedly from a 16-year-old 
boy. Richmond admitted his act and 
Bauman conceded he had homosexual 
tendencies. 

Hinson, too, has acknowledged previous 
involvement in two incidents related to 
homosexual activity, both before he was 
elected to Congress. He said last August that 
he had been arrested in September 1976, in 
suburban Arlington, Va., on charges of 
committing an obscene act, the nature of 
which he did not describe, and that he paid a 
$100 fine on a reduced charge of creating a 
public nuisance. 

On Oct. 24, 1977, Hinson was one of four 
survivors of a fire at a Washington movie 
theater, the Cinema Follies, which catered 
to homosexuals. Nine people died in that 
fire. 

Despite the admissions, he was re-elected 
last November to a second term. 

Abemathy said Capitol Police, who patrol 
only Capitol Hill, received information on 
the men's room last week and put the room 
under surveillance. 

River basin demand rising 
DENVER (AP) — Energy companies and 

farmers will begin competing for water in 
the 10-state Missouri River Basin and, 
unless basin-wide planning begins, residents 
may see their lives disrupted by a lack of 
water, said the president of a commission 
that regulates water use. 

In a "state of the basin" address Wed- 
nesday, Millard Hall, chairman of the 
Missouri River Basin Commission, said 
representatives from each state should 
"begin to face changes in relation to what 
effect they will have on the basin and not 
just on each individual state.'' 

States that send representatives to par- 
ticipate in the river basin commission are 
Colorado, Montana, Wyoming, North and 
South Dakota, Nebraska, Minnesota, Iowa, 
Kansas and Missouri. 

Hall urged commission members to help 
in developing scenarios for the future of the 
river basin. The predictions should be based 
on studies that will help governors and 
legislators in each state make decisions 
about the future, Hall said. 

"There will be a great deal of private 
capital that will be brought to bear on the 
resources of the river basin," Hall said. 
"Members of the commission have got to 
act together in a collective fashion to ad- 
dress issues in a coordinated way." 

GIVE TO YOUR 
Aiiirrnan Cancer Society 
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TA tth J checkup 
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Social Chairmen 
If you're having trouble finding a bond for your 

party and don't know who to turn to, 

CALL PAT at 
539-6480 

Experience is the Difference. 
Angela has many qualifications. A few of them 

related to Student Government are  
• Agricultural Student Senator 
• Senate Executive Council (3 yra.) 
• Finance Committee 
• Finance Committee Chairperson 
• Student Senate Parlimentarian 
• President Acker's Consultative Committee 
• Sponsored two constitutional amendments 
• Sponsored bill to establish Minority Affairs Committee 
• Fine Arts Council 
• Member of Student Legislative Network (S.L.N.) 

If s not "Just" experience that counts, but the "kind" of experi- 
ence that Is Important. 
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overalls 
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A life for a life: 
TOPEKA (AP) - With a two-vote margin 

to spare, the Kansas Senate approved a Mil 
Wednesday to reinstate the death penalty 
for certain types of murder and sent it to the 
House. 

The upper chamber voted 23-17, with two 
senators absent, to back the proposal—the 
third time in as many years such legislation 
has been approved. 

Passage of the measure came as no 
surprise to legislative leaders, but the two- 
vote margin over the necessary majority 
fell far short of the 27 votes needed to 
override a certain veto by Gov. John Carlin 
if the lower chamber also approves the bill. 

The governor vetoed a nearly identical 
measure last year, marking the second time 
he has stopped a capital punishment 
measure in his administration despite a 1978 
campaign pledge to sign any "con- 
stitutional" death sentence proposal. 

AS ADOPTED by the Senate, the death 
penalty would be an option for a jury to 
decide in a separate hearing after a con- 
viction of premeditated murder, murder in 
the commission of a kidnapping, rape or 
sodomy. 

Death would be by lethal injection. 
However, the bill provides that if that 
method is ruled unconstitutional, hanging 
would be used. If that is also struck down by 
the courts, then death would be elec- 
trocution. 

During the roll call vote on the bill, as 
about 50 people watched from a gallery 
above the Senate floor, three Democratic 
lawmakers made official statements ex- 
plaining their votes of opposition. 

Sen. Paul Feledano, of Wichita, was the 
first, and he concluded by reading from a 
Carl Sandburg poem of 1937 about the death 
sentence entitled, "Killers." 

'"I am the honorable killer today/" 
Feleciano read from the poem. '"There are 
two million people in the state, two million 
killers for whom I kill. I am the killer who 
kills today for two million killers who wish a 
killing."' 

It "captures this feeling of moral anguish, 
I for one, shall feel if the death penalty 
becomes law," Feleciano said. 

Death penalty bill passes Senate by 2-vote margin; 
OKs death by injection for premeditated murder 

MOMENTS BEFORE be explained his 
vote by saying: "My personal reasons for 
my strong opposition to this bill are tied with 
my convictions that by allowing the death 
penalty to pass we are each one in- 
dividually, in a real sense, responsible for 
each life the state decides to terminate as 
much as if we personally threw the switch or 
plunged the needle into an arm of a fellow 
Kansas citizen." 

Sens. Billy McCray (D-Wichita) and 
Gerald Karr (D-Emporia) also requested 
that official explanations of their "no" votes 
be included in the published record of the 
Senate proceedings. Voting against the 
proposal were: Sens. Paul "Bud" Burke (R- 
Leawood); Bert Chaney (D-Hutchinson); 
Norma Daniels (D-Valley Center); Jane 
Eldredge (R-Lawrence); Feleciano; James 
Francisco (D-Mulvane); Frank Gainea (D- 
Augusta); Joseph Harder (R-Moundridge); 
Paul Hess (R-Wichita); Mike Johnston (D- 
Parsons); Karr; McCray; Jan Meyers (R- 
OverlandPark); Joseph Norvell (D-Hays); 
Nancy Parrish (D-Topeka). 

VOTING IN FAVOR of the bill were: 
Sens. Jim Allen (R-Ottawa); Charlie Angell 

(R-Plains); Neil Arasmith (R- 
Phillipsburg); August "Gus" Bogina (R- 
Lenexa); John Chandler (R-Holton); Ross 
Doyen (R-Concordia); Roy Ehrlich (R- 
Hoisington); Richard Gannon (D- 
Goodland); Leroy Hayden (D-Satanta); 
Ron Hein (R-Topeka); Fred Kerr (R 
Pratt); Donald Montgomery (R-Sabetha); 
Bill Morris (R-Wichita); William Mulich 
(D-Kansas City); Elwaine Pomeroy (R- 
Topeka); Tom Reborn (D-Kansas City); 
Edward Reilly (R-Leavenworth); Edward 
Roitz (R-Pittsburg); Robert Talkington (R- 
Iola); Dan Thiessen (R-Independence); Ben 

Vidricksen (R-Salina); Joe Warren (D- 
Maple City); and Merrill Werts (R-Junction 
City). 

In other action, the Senate approved and 
sent to the House measures that would 
require the licensing and registration of 
snowmobiles in a method similar to other 
motor vehicles, and one to provide free 
license plates for disabled veterans who own 
pickup trucks. 

The bill would allow the veterans to park 
at spaces marked for the handicapped. 
Currently, disabled veterans are granted 
free license plates for passenger cars only. 

ORIENTAL RUG 
SHOW & SALE 

Sat, Feb. 7—10:30 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. 
Sun., Feb. 8— 10:30 a.m. to4:30 p.m. 

Inn, MANHATTAN 
■■ ■ 

Presented by Persian Bazaar. 3201E. Douglass. KIVA Mall. Wichita, Ks. 
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Fashion's & Beauty Salon 
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Entire Winter Stock On Sale 

Winter Clearance Sale 
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Thurs.-Fri.-Sat. 
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$15 

SWEATERS— Luxurious Velours & Knit Pullovers   $6"-$9"-$11" 

BLAZERS—Velveteen or Corduroy, Reg. to $60   Now $32" 

COORDINATES— Blazers, Skirts, Pants (Jr. & Misses)    50%-60% Off 

COATS—Entire Stock Winter Coats & Nylon Quilted Jackets   $1500 Up 50 to 60% Off 

DRESSES— Hi Fashions Kay Windsor & (others)  20%-30%-50% Off 

From Our Beauty Salon:   Reg. $40.00 Protein Perm-$18.50, wash & go $23.50 set or blow dry 
Body Perm or curly-short hair 

••••••••^••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••^•••••••* 
k state union 
upc feature films 
25 years of service 1956-1981 PROUDLY   PRESENTS 

THE GOLDEN TURKEY SWARDS 
DO YOU REMEMBER: 
* John Travolta as a melting monster in "The Devils 

Rain"? 
* John Wayne as Genghis Khan in "The Conqueror"? 
* Mary Tyler Moore as a heartsick nun in love with Elvis 

Presley in "A Change of Habit"? 
* How about Scuttlebutt the Talking Duck in "Even/things 

Ducky"? 

MICHAEL MEDVED, author of "What Really Happened to 
the Class of '65?", presents "THE GOLDEN TURKEY 
AWARDS"—the first 'Reverse' awards ceremony to honor 
the All-Time Bad Films and Performances in Hollywood 
history. 

See the: 
* The Most Unerotic Concept in Pornography 
* The Worst Performance by an Animal 
* The Biggest Ripoff in Hollywood History 
* The Worst Performance by an Actor as Jesus Christ 
'.The Most Ridiculous Monster in Screen History 

FORUM HALL 
FRI. FEB. 6      2 00pm 

Free Admission 

IBAID IfIIILMJf rEJTTOkL 
FRIDAY 

4:00 REEFER MADNESS 
5:10 BEACH BLANKET BINGO 

Intermission 
• 7:05 THEY SA VED HITLERS BRAIN 
8:30 ATTACK OF THE FIFTY FOOT WOMAN 

Intermission 
9:50 TERROR OF TINY TOWN 

10:50 PLA N 9 FROM OUTER SPA CE 
12:15 I CHANGED MY SEX 

Seven of the Best 
BAD 

Films Ever Made 

SATURDAY 
5:00 A TTACK OF THE FIFTY FOOT WOMAN 
6:05 I CHANGED MY SEX 

Intermission 
7:25 BEACH BLANKET BINGO 
9:15 TERROR OF TINY TOWN 

Intermission 
10:25 REEFER MADNESS 
11:30 PLAN 9 FROM OUTER SPACE 
12:40  THEYSA VED HITLERS BRAIN FORUM HALL 

FRI.-SAT    FEB.6&7 
ALL SEVEN SHOWS $2.25   Leave and come back in for FREE 
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Reed, A dams lift 'Cats past MU 
By ALLEN LEIKER 

Sports Editor 
Randy Reed grew up in St. Louis and 

spent a good part of his life watching 
Missouri basketball. 

That's why last night's game against the 
Tigers meant so much to the 6-7 junior. It 
pumped him up even more when he found 
out the game was being televised back to his 
hometown. 

"I wanted to play extra hard," said Reed, 
who surprisingly wasn't recruited very hard 
by Missouri. "I knew my family and friends 
would be watching." 

If they were, they caught K-State's act at 
perhaps its best. The Wildcats took it to the 
Tigers, 75-56, before a delighted crowd of 
11,290in Ahearn Field House. 

IT'S UNLIKELY the folks back in St. 
Louis will catch Reed any better, either. The 
6-7 junior scored 21 points, hitting eight of 11 
shots, and pulled down seven rebounds. 

"Overall, I think it was my best game of 
the year," Reed said. "And we won. That's 
what counts." 

As well as Reed played, he probably 
wasn't the best player on the court on this 
particular evening. That honor went to 
Tyrone Adams, who seems to have fully 
recovered from an aggravating knee injury 
which has kept him out of five games this 
year. 

Adams scored a career high 25 points to 
lead a K-State team which shot 75 percent 
(18 of 24 field goals) in the second half and 
finished 32 of 51 from the field for 62.7 
percent. 

Adams hit 11 of 18 shots and added a three- 
for-four night at the free throw line to ac- 
count for his total. 

"Tyrone had some very timely plays," K- 
State coach Jack Hartman said. "He gave 
us good leadership, too." 

ADAMS WAS FORCED to take over the 
role as leader when Rolando Blackman, the 
guy everybody on the team looks up to, 
picked up his fourth foul with 14:31 left to 
play. 

Blackman hit a three-point play before 
departing to the bench at the 14:03 mark, 

giving the Wildcats a 45-32 lead. But Har- 
tman still was concerned. 

"You're always concerned when you lose 
a player like that," Hartman said. "He 
provides us with a lot of things." 

Missouri, though, failed to get any closer. 
K-State outscored the Tigers 12-6 in the next 
3:34—Adams, Reed and Tim Jankovich 
each scored four points—to open up a 19- 
point lead, its biggest of the night. 

"Me and Ed (Nealy, junior forward) knew 
we had to take over when Ro went out," 
Adams said. "We're next year's senior 
class, and we've got to provide some 
leadership." 

Blackman, who had another fine overall 
game with nine points, six rebounds and five 
assists, returned at the 7:32 mark. By then 
K-State had a 63-48 lead and it was only a 
matter of running out the clock, which the 
Wildcats did to perfection by running their 
spread offense and coming up with several 
wide-open, backdoor layups. 

BLACKMAN FOULED out with 4:43 left. 
The only other time that has happened in his 

four-year career was last year against 
Louisville. 

He was around, though, when K-State 
scored sue straight points to take a 31-21 lead 
!nto intermission. The Wildcats had that 
lead because their 3-2 zone defense held 
Missouri to just nine of 28 shooting (32.1 
percent) in the first 20 minutes. 

It didn't hurt, either, that Adams had 
already hit sue of nine shots and had scored 
13 points at that point. 

"We figured they would put somebody 
smaller on me and we could take advantage 
of it," Adams said. 

The win, K-State's 14th in 19 games, 
moves the Wildcats into a tie for third in the 
Big 8 with Kansas and Missouri. Both have 
4-3 records. 

Oklahoma State, which beat KU 76-73 in 
three overtimes last night, leads with a 6-1 
record at the midway point of the con- 
ference season. Nebraska, a 71-59 winner 
over Oklahoma last night, is next at 5-2. 

Colorado defeated Iowa State 73-63 in the 
other conference game last night. 

Staff photo by Bo Rador 

University of Missouri center Steve Stipanovich grapples with K-State   Ahearn Field House. The two tangled briefly under the board with Reed 
center Randy Reed for a hobbled Tiger rebound Wednesday night in   coming up with the ball. 

Handling of alleged violations satisfies Dodds 
By ALLEN LEIKER 

Sports Editor 

K-State officials said Wednesday they are 
satisfied with their. course of action 
regarding alleged misuse of athletic 
department credit cards. 

The allegations appeared in an article 
published Tuesday by the Kansas City 
Times, as part of a series about sports 
programs at major universities. 

The story said three members of the K- 
State track team—Ardes Lee Gardner, 
Vince Parrette and Willie Major—ran up 
long-distance phone call bills exceeding 
$7,000 from August 1978 to July I960. 

But K-State officials said they had been 
aware of the problem months ago. Parrette 
paid the athletic department $184 last 
February to cover the cost of long-distance 
calls, and Major followed with payment of 
$220 in September. 

"As far as we're concerned," said K-State 
athletic director DeLoss Dodds, "we think 
steps were taken months ago when the final 
payment (Major's) was made." 

K-STATE CLAIMS it is not responsible for 
the remaining $6,500 in bills. None of Gar- 
dner's calls, which allegedly totaled close to 
$3,000, surfaced until he had left K-State in 
May 1979. 

The Times reported that Gardner's calls 
began Dec. 28, 1978, but K-State officials 
claim that is erroneous because Gardner did 
not enroll at the University until January 
1979. 

"I think a significant point is all of his 
calls were built up after he left school," 
Dodds said. 

Gardner, who told the Times K-State 
track coach Mike Ross gave him the 
telephone credit card number, apparently 
was allowed to use it because of a mistake 
on the part of Southwestern Bell, Dodds said 
in a written statement. 

K-STATE   DISCONTINUED   its   use   of 
Southwestern Bell credit cards in January 
1980 and went to the statewide KANS-A-N 
system. But, according to K-State officials, 
the telephone company continued to put 
through Gardner's calls despite the out- 

dated card and a "denial of permission" 
issued by K-State athletic department 
business manager Conrad Colbert in 
October 1979. 

The other $3,500 of long-distance calls, 
Dodds said, was credited to a person named 
"'Porchia,' an individual not known by the 
athletic department, KSU Security, SW Bell 
officials or the Kansas City Times reporting 
team" covering the story. 

A Southwestern Bell official visited Ross 
and Colbert in April 1980 and "became 
convinced that Gardner and Porchia 
weren't stopped by Southwestern Bell and 
clearly used the cards illegally and 
unauthorized," Dodds's statement said. 

PARRETTE SAID early Wednesday said 
he wanted to schedule a press conference 
and clear up the allegations. He decided 
against saying anything later in the day. 

In addition to using the telephone credit 
card, Parrette apparently received an oil 
company credit card from the school which 
he used to buy tires for his van. 

K-State officials refused to make payment 

to Standard Oil for the purchase and told 
Parrette to negotiate restitution prior to the 
i960 fall semester. K-State officials say they 
do not know if Parrette has taken care of the 
matter, but they added that the firm has not 
bothered them about it anymore. 

Dodds said he doesn't know if the alleged 
violations will bring about an investigation 
from the National Collegiate Athletic 
Association (NCAA). 

"I don't see any violations in what we've 
found," he said. "We'll continue to look for 
things and hope nothing bad comes up. In 
our job we never stop looking. 

"We do not, and did not, deny several of 
the irregularities substantiated in the 
Kansas City Times article. In fact, we were 
fully aware of our own problem well in 
advance to the Times' on-campus in- 
terviews, and we had, to the best of our 
ability, considered each facet carefully and 
made administrative corrections where 
necessary. In short, we policed our ship 
prior to the Times' investigative crusade." 

Ross said he would not comment on the 
matter at this time. 
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Gardner points finger 
at Ross and K-State 

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) - Former K- 
State trackman Anles Gardner Jr. left 
California for a try at the Big 8 because of 
promises by Wildcat coaches which he says 
were never kept, the Kansas City Times 
reported in its Thursday editions. 

Today, he's back in California mowing 
lawns and saying that his brack career is 
ruined. 

In the latest of a series of copyright stories 
on athletics at K-State and Wichita State, 
Gardner says K-State track coach Mike 
Ross promised unlimited use of a school 
telephone credit card, cash to help pay 
living expenses and a job for Gardner's 
wife. 

Ross denies making such promises and 
says efforts are being made to collect on 
phone calls Gardner made and a delinquent 
student loan. 

"I probably have learned more from my 
misfortune and contact with Antes Gardner 
than anything else I've ever done in my 
life," Ross says. "I've never seen anything 
blow up so big and so ugly." 

ROSS SAID K-State sought to woo Gar- 
dner in December 1978, while he was a star 
sprinter at Fullerton College in Los Angeles 
and the Wildcats were hungry for a sprinter. 

His former brack coach at the junior 
college, Tom Gilmer, says some of Gard- 
ner's grades at Fullerton were altered to 
help his eligibility. 

"Our track coach was looking forward to 
having him on the track team that spring (of 
1979)," said Hal Sherbeck, Fullerton 
athletic director. "Knowing his grades and 
everything, we didn't know how he would 
ever be recruited." 

Gilmer said Ross "went completely 
behind my back" and gave Gardner "a song 
and dance that they'd take care of 
everything. It's a case of an overzealous 
college coach that was not doing something 
in the best interests of a kid. It's what the 
worst of recruiting is all about." 

GARDNER CONTENDS he received 
football and brack overtures from several 
schools, including Colorado, Arizona, 
Washington and Iowa. He said he opted for 
K-State because of what he called "all the 
under-the-table things" Ross was offering. 

"I had some doubts about whether or not 
he could cut it," Ross says."And his not 
being smart enough. But it was one of those 
things where we needed some help (on the 
team) and had some (scholarship) money 
and I really wanted to believe Antes was the 
answer. I wanted to believe he was good 
enough to help us. I wanted to believe he'd 
make it." 

Gardner never reached his potential at K 
State and the honeymoon with Ross came 

Big8basketbair 
BIG 8 ALL 

Oklahoma State 6-1 16-3 
Nebraska 5-2 11-8 
K-State 4-3 144 
Kansas 4-3 14-5 
Missouri 4-3 15-7 
Colorado 3-4 13-6 
Iowa State 1-6 8-11 
Oklahoma 1-6 6-13 

mvmovvmmc*'. >*' «%o 
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«*   Rose Jewelers 

"It's Valen-time" 
at 

Rose Jewelers 
—give a gift 
that's timely 

14k t. gold 
diamond necklaces 

as low as 

$45.00 

OSAGE EAST 
411 n. 3rd 

quickly to an end. He claims he was given a 
number for a K-State telephone credit card 
and he and his wife continued to use it even 
after they returned to California in the 
summer of 1979. 

"It was my way of trying to get even," 
Gardner said. "They had made me feel like 
I got screwed over. Here I went to a hole in 
the wall with all these things they were 
supposed to give me and they never came 
around. They never gave me anything." 

Today, efforts are being made to collect 
$3,000 from Gardner for the use of the 
telephone credit card, $430 for a student loan 
and $132 for 10 parking tickets he received 
on the Manhattan campus. 

He and his wife now live in LaHabra, 
Calif., where he earns $600 a month take- 
home pay, mowing lawns for the Tustin 
School District. 

Here's the kind of boot that adds 
style to any life style and a lot 
more comfort Great boots that 
are the result of over half a cen- 
tury of handcraftsmanship 

SUckNo.M41 
Keg. I19.M 

Sale $79.99 
GET YOUR TONY LAMAS ON AT 

VANDERBILTS 
Downtown Wamego 

456-9100 
Open fvery night til S p.m. 

S«iid»vii>ooiito5p.m 

your authorized Tony Lama Dealer 

AMOS G. SHEPERD 
WRITE IN CANDIDATE FOR 
STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT 

AMOS: 
.. . .Supports serving beer in the Union. 
... .Wants more fire hydrants on campus. 
 Will take a bite out of Student Fees. 
 Will give Nichols Gym a new leash on life. 

WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE? 
Paid for by Students forA.G Sheperd, R. Tinehrmn. 

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 8th 
2:00 P.M. 

RAMADA INN 
Special Presentations By 

Brownes Bridal Shop 
and 

Blaker's Studio .     West Ltd. 
Treasures by Trisha Bath Shop & Cook's Nook 
Caldwell Shoes Swanson's Bakery 

Register for Free Door Prizes Including A FREE Wedding Gown 

B 
i 

B 

B 

B n 

Fishbowls 25' 
every night for 

Vx hr. 

TGIF—Free popcorn 
& 40* fishbowls 3-10 p.m. 

ENOCH'S TAVERN 
4 mi. North on Tutrte Creek Blvd. 
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Wichita State officials answer 
charges with innocent plea 

WICHITA (AP) - Athletic officials at 
Wichita State University (WSU) declared 
their innocence Wednesday and insisted that 
allegations of payoffs to basketball players 
are groundless. 

Coach Gene Smithson said at a news 
conference the accusations came from 
discontented individuals who either quit or 
were kicked off the team. He said reports of 
money given to players "are total 
fabrications; they are lies." 

Athletic Director Ted Bredehoft said he 
reviewed the allegations "and in our 
opinion, and to our knowledge, the ac- 
cusations are unfounded." 

"We are very disappointed this has been 
brought out, but we must address ourselves 
to it," he said. "We pride ourselves in 
running a clean ship." 

BREDEHOFT, SMITHSON and an 
assistant coach held the news conference 
Wednesday to answer questions about 
allegations reported in stories published 
Monday and Tuesday in The Kansas City 
Times. The stories alleged that players 
received free plane tickets, cash payments 
and free clothes. Four former players were 
quoted in the series as saying they had 
received more than $4,500 in gratuities from 
coaches during the past three years. 

The Times also reported in the series that 
Jo Ann Carr, the divorced mother of Shocker 
star Antoine Carr, purchased a $62,500 house 
and a new car within two year's after Carr 
enrolled although the family had lived in 
near-poverty. Carr denied that the 
university had helped her and said she 
received financial help from her boyfriend. 

THE WICHITA EAGLE-BEACON said in 
a copyright story Wednesday that the 
boyfriend, Don Florence, and his common 
law wife received a $1 million medical 
malpractice settlement in 1979. The Eagle- 
Beacon quoted Emerett Jenkins, described 
as Florence's common law wife, as saying 
she believed Florence gave Carr money to 
help pay for the house. 

She said she has withdrawl slips showing 
Florence obtained large amounts of cash 
from their bank account after the couple 
won the malpractice suit. Most of the cash 
settlement of the suit was designated for the 
care of the couple's son, but there was a 
substantial cash payment to Florence and 
Jenkins, the Eagle-Beacon said. 

Florence couldn't be reached for com- 
ment. 

The Times series also quoted an unnamed 
woman who said she became pregnant last 
year while dating a Wichita State basketball 
player. She said Smithson arranged for her 
to have an abortion because her boyfriend 
was going to leave school because she was 
pregnant. 

DON'T LET 

For free information, write to: 
DRUNK DRIVER. Box 2345 
Rockvillr. Maryland 20852 

JUST ARRIVED! 
Houseplants Galore 

are on SALE 

Wed.-Sat. 

6" pots- 
$5.98 each or 

3 for MS 

We've got some pretty ones too! 

BLUEVILLE NURSERY 
2Vi mi. West of Westioop 

Mon.-Sot./8:30-5:00 

SMITHSON DENIED he ever arranged 
for an abortion or gave cash payments to 
any of his players. He said he had no 
knowledge that his assistants had ever given 
money to players. 

Asked if players ever went to him for 
money, Smithson replied: "Sure, they have 
asked me for money and they have been 
refused." 

One assistant, whose name was men- 
tioned by several of the players in The 
Times series, said he could understand why 
he was singled out but denied making 
payments to players. 

"I have a great deal of contact with the 
players," Jeff Jones said. "I'm black and 
they're black players. They, of course, talk 
to me about their personal problems. 

"That's the price you pay for being a 
coach," said Jones, who described the 
allegations as an occupational hazard. "I'm 
man enough to handle the adversity. I can 
handle that my name came up. I think it's 
funny, myself. I laugh at it. The allegations 
are ridiculous." 

BREDEHOFT SAID two Wichita 
businessmen called him while reporters for 
The Times were in Wichita and claimed they 
misrepresented themselves as advertising 
salesmen. 

Michael Davies, editor of the Kansas City 
Star and Times, said later the assertion is 
"ludicrous on its face." 

Smithson and Bredehoft said they did not 
believe the NCAA would launch a full-scale 
investigation. WSU officials confirmed they 
were notified last week the association was 
making a preliminary inquiry to determine 
the need for a full probe. 

Little Apple Deli 
Bagel Day 
Thursdays 

2 for 1 Kagels 

Hey Basketball fans- 
Here's a chance to have your 

signature and a message to 
KSU men's b-ball team in KU's 
Daily Kansan newspaper. This 
ad will appear prior to the 
Feb. 18 game at Lawrence. On 
Feb. 9,10 & 11 stop by the table 
in the Union from 10 a.m.-2 
p.m. and sign your name for 50* 
or your name and message for 
$1.00. The ad will be in your own 
handwriting. Sign up and show 
your support for the Wildcats. 
Sponsored by Pep Coordinating Council 

FTD STUDENT CHAPTER 
will be selling flowers 

For 
VALENTINES DAY 

Feb. 13 

8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. 
(or until sold out) 

At Union 

IT'S ANOTHER 
HEWLETT PACKARD 

SPECIAL 
HP has drastically reduced the price of the HP41C and 
we have reduced it even more. 

OLD PRICE      NEW PRICE     OUR PRICE 
$295.00 $250.00 $229.00 

While they last, the HP41C is the best bargain in town. 
Alto these HP41C Accessories: 

OLD   NEW  OURS 
Memory Module $45     $30     $25 
Multipurpose Recharge 

Battery Pac $40     $30     $25 
Also Dave Wand an HP Factory Rep. will be in our store 
Wednesday, Feb. 11 from 11:00 a.m.-2:30 p.m. to answer 
any of your questions. 

Wk r-. 11: 

[KiJ I bookstore 
" 25 years of service 1956-1981 

?£> HEWLETT M PACKARD 

m^ 0303 

A Man With A Movie 
_———— Camera 
Little Theatre 3:30 pm 
Forum Hall       7:00pm 

FEBRUARY 5th 
A Russian Film 

!B 

X.. 

atiLL I J.l 
upc kaleidoscope 
25 years of service 1956-1981   . 

1007 
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Organizations argue against 
punishmen4 of foster children 

TOPEKA (AP) - An array, of 
organizations, opposing a proposed change 
in state regulations to allow foster parents to 
use limited corporal punishment to correct 
misbehaving children, appeared before a 
Senate committee Wednesday, to voice their 
opinions. 

They spoke at the Sena Public Health 
and Welfare Committee hearing on a bill 
sponsored by the Joint Committee on 
Administrative Rules and Regulations. 

If accepted the bill would change a Health 
and Environment Department regulation 
which says foster parents and others living 
in foster homes cannot use "physical 
punishment, including hitting with the hand 
or any object, yanking arms or pulling 
hair." 

THE NEW LAW would substitute this 
language to spell out what is forbidden: 

"Any physical punishment which is 
reasonably calculated to cause harm, 
disfigurement or permanent injury." 

The department and its secretary, Joseph 
Harkins, oppose the bill. But the Rules and 
Regulations Committee agreed last year 
with foster parents that some reasonable 
corporal punishment should be permitted. 
The issue, opponents contend, is defining 
what is reasonable. 

Among those opposing the change was the 
Johnson County Coalition for Prevention of 
Child Abuse. 

Its spokeswoman, Linda Steadman, said 
the organization is concerned about child 
abuse and wants to promote good parenting. 
She said allowing corporal punishment may 
lead children to conclude using physical 
punishment is accepted in society and they 
may abuse their own children later in life. 

Melanie Woermann, lobbyist for the 
Kansas State Nurses Association, said her 
group strongly supports keeping the 
regulation as drafted by Health and 
Environment. 

She said that wording clearly defines what 
is acceptable, while the proposed language 
is vague and subject to different in- 
terpretations. 

STEVE PAGE, spokesman for the 
Children's Advocacy Commission, said the 
bill would encourage use of violence to 
discipline children. He said a clear 
statement of the limitations placed on 
corporal punishment should be included. 

However, several foster parents told the 
panel occasional spankings are needed to 
teach some children discipline. They said 
they should have the same rights as natural 
parents to employ reasonable corporal 
punishment. 

Supporting it was Sharon Scoggin of 
Wichita, who said she has been a foster 
parent for 21 years. 

She said foster parents are volunteers and 
not employees of the state, although they 
are paid public money, but acknowledged 
the children are wards of the state. 

"Foster parents are ready and willing to 
meet the needs of foster children" and the 
change in the regulations would help do that, 
Scoggin said. 

Milton Libby, also of Wichita and a foster 
parent, strongly endorsed the bill, saying 
the regulation as proposed by Health and 
Environment would restrict parent-child 
relationships too much because it would 
virtually eliminate physical contact being 
used in any corrective manner. 

Collegian classifieds 
CLASSIFIED RATES 

One day: 20 words or less, $1.50, 5 cents 
per word over 20; Two days: 20 words or less, 
$2.00, 8 cents per word over 20; Three days: 
20 words or less, $2.25, 10 cents per word 
over 20; Four days: 20 words or less, S2.75, 
13 cents per word over 20; Five days: 
20 words or less, $3.00, 15 cents per word 
over 20. 

Classifieds are payable in advance unleas clianl has an 
establish*) account with Student Publications. 

Deadline Is 10 am day before publication. 10 a.m. Friday 
lor Monday paper. 

Items found ON CAMPUS can be advertised FREE tor a 
period not exceeding three days. They can be placed at Ked 
zle 103 or by calling 532-65W 

Dleptay Ciaasrlled Rstas 
Ona day: $3.00 per Inch; Three days: $2.85 par Inch; Five 

days: $275 per Inch; Tan days: $2 60 per Inch. (Deadline Is 
5p.m. 2 daya before publication.) 

Classified advertising la available only to thoaa who do not 
discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, national 
origin, sax or ancestry 

FOR SALE 
ADULT GAG gilts and novelties-birthday, anniversary, gat 

wall, or |ust lor lun. Treasure Chest, Aggieville. (1 tl) 

FIREWOOD FOR Sale: seasoned mixed woods $55/cord, $30 
large pickup load. Split, delivered and slacked 1 456-8212 
(81-100) 

1980 DR-400 Suzuki 4-etroke. Excellent condition. Call 
7764770 altar 4 00 p m. (0044) 

1875 MUSTANG II Hatchback, Air Conditioning, Power 
Steering, Power Brakes, Auto, 37,280 miles. Vary clean! 
$1,975.00 firm. Call 765-3661 (90-94) 

AUSTRALIAN SHEPHERD pups; top quality. Call 776-1955 or 
776-1978 (90-94) 

TOTAL TECHNICS system. 35 watt receiver, SLDZ semi-auto 
turntable with new cartridge, M 22 tape deck. Also new 
cabinet with glass door and 4 speakers. Complete—$725. 
Call Craig, 5394685 in the mornings and at night. (92-96) 

PIONEER SX 525 20 watt receiver, Essex 208. Speakers one 
year Old, $175. Call Larry. 7764)637. (9246) 

INFINITY HI efficiency speakers, handle up to 250w but 
sound great with 20w power. Call Larry 7760537 (92-96) 

Tl 58/C programmable calculator and all included materials. 
Used tor v, semester, like new, $100. Call 539-3835 (92-96) 

BY OWNER: nice two bedroom house with basemen! apart- 
ment, one block east of campus, $40,000. Call 537-1669 
(92*5) 

—SPECIAL STOREWIDE SALE— 
All Down, Fiber, Polyester-Filled 

Jacket's 25-50% OFF! 
Now through Feb. 7th 
Breakaway West 

Westloop 
 776-3632  

TEMPCO GOOSEDOWN coat. Dark brown. Ilka new. Mens 
size S. Best offer. Call 7764032 after 12:30 p.m. (92-94) 

WEIMARANER PUPS—Excellent hunters and house pats. 
Registered 5374140. (92-95) 

1971 2 door Olds Cutlaas. silver w/black vinyl top, $1,000. 
Call 537-9674 or 537-8484. (93-95) 

1975 CHEVY Monza. Good condition. Call 537-2173, 5:00- 
7O0pm.(93O4) 

OVATION 12 string guitar wrbrand new HS case. $400. Call 
532-3897 nights. (94-95) 

1974 TRIUMPH Spitfire Convertible. Rebuilt engine, AM-FM 
cassatte. headers, 35 MPG $1900 or best offer Call (1) 784- 
4465.(94-96) 

(Continued on p. 15) 

^rfymiii Siqmjr four*? 
501  B    17th        OLD    TOWN 

MANHATTAN,    KANSAS 

539-5757 

Elect Michael Turner 
Arts and Science Senator 

He'll Listen and Work for You 
Paid for by Students for Michael Turner 

DERBY! 
kVe Give A Little Extra 

COLD BEER   /CIGARETTES 
1.M/6 pfc   /       S3*f*k 

16 oz. bottiss Coka, 7-U>, Mr. Ptb, 1.65 6 pock 

720 N. It* 539-9016        ' QwHy Gas at a Low Pries" 

KSU FRATERNITIES 
ARE RUSHING NOW! 

If you're interested in: 
* an organization that promotes mental, moral, 

social, and physical development 
* brothers instead of neighbors 
* a home instead of a room 

CHECK OUT FRATERNITIES in the 
Greek Affairs Office, Holtz Hall, 

room 110 (532-5546). 

X-COUNTRY 
LEARN HOW OH PERFECT YOUR CROSS-COUNTRY SKI  SKILLS WITH 
* FORMER OLTHIC COMPETITOR, CAPTAIN PETl OASCOULIAS. 
ALL LEVELS Of SKIERS WELCOME. 

Feb 

$12 
PRICE  INCLUDES EQUIPMENT 
AND INSTRUCTION 

info 
meeting: THURSDAY, FEB. s 

niON ROOM 213 

sign-up: R1DAY, FEB.  6 
8:00 A.M. 
UNION ACTIVITIES CENTER 

upc outdoor roc. 
25 year* o» service t»5«-l»S1 1008 Cl 

TIM 
MATLACK 
He is ••• 

\ 

Student Senator 
Finance Committee 
Traffic & Parking Council 
Judicial Council 
In Student Government 

for21/2 years 
Special Committee for the 

Placement Center 
...And willing to WORK 

Tim would like to work for you on: 
Library improvements, Nichols Gym, 
and the Traffic and Parking situation 

You matter to MATLACK 
Paid for by Tim Matlack for Student Body President, Michael Gromer. Chairman 
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"£!!?»ICAL  1979 Ch«*«««. 4-»peed. air conditioning, 
AM/FM cassette. $4200. Call 5»2867 (94 96) 

OVER 300 45 r.p m. singles Classic songs in mint condition. 
S 504 1 00 Call 539-2867 (94 96) 

LOST 

ANNOUNCEMENT 
LOST(?): White long hair mala cat with tan markings on head 

and back, blue eyas, white flaa collar. Please return. Needs 
medication or could be fatal Call 537 2942. No questions 
asked (93-95) 

BOB WILLS music and Texas •Swing." Konia Country Swing 
Dance classes-otters a tour week course In Two Step. 
Schottische, Polka, Waltz and tour comers shuttle. Begins 
this Sunday, 7 00-9 00 p.m. sign up at Cowboy Palace 
(93-95) 

COUNTRY SWINQERS-Looking tor something new? Konza 
Country-Swing Dance Classes are ottering Advanced 
Swing Sunday nltes 5:00-7:00 p.m. starting February 15 at 
Cowboy Palace. Four week course, $12.00. Sign up at the 
Palace (9*95) 

FUNCTtON-YOU are Invited to Marlatt 3 Thursday, 
February 5, lor the Second Annual Beta Phi Delta Party 
There will be beer, pop, and dancing from 800 12.30 
Proper dress is expected: Izod, khaki, tweed, etc. Recom- 
mended to all young adults by the Preppy Handbook. 
(93-94) 

WHO HAS a handle on truth? Food lor thought—8:00 p.m. 
tonight. 722 N. 4th-Greeks. freaks and locks welcome. 
(»4) 

LEANN, VIRQ n' Cln- 1st Question: What's the drinking age 
In Louisiana? Hows the gutter on Bourbon Street, Cln? 
Did you find a friendly shoulder, Leann? Spending the 
weekend with a man. Do you want to go snipe hunting? Do 
all the brown-eyed cops on Bourbon Street wink, Vlrg? 
Making passes at little boys Blue Rally Sport In 
ShreveportMl Are you sure that guy wasn't a girl, Leann? 
Hurricanes, Cafe du Monde, strip joints, heart shaped 
Jacuzzis, Skoal (Yuckl), Cat Balloo's—No Tennis Shoes!, 
Pat O'Brien's, Bunkle (Charles). Josephine, Leader ot the 
Pack, southern gents—And their cute smiles, (Jell. 
Charles, Barrett, Andrew, Bob, Jay), Gators Hey, ya'll, how 
'bout a road trip during Mardi Gras?! ? (94) 

 WANTED  
COLLECTIBLES, COINS, back Issue magazines, comics, LP 

albums. Check with us before you throw It away. Treasure 
Chest, Agglevllle.(ltf) 

WANTED TO rent, garage or parking space lor one car near 
to N.E. campus. Call Rob. 532-3459. (90-94) 

WANTED TO buy: Three to live tickets for Saturday, February 
7 Colorado basketball game. Call 532-3988, ask for Brad. 
(9345) 

WANTED-2-5 basketball tickets tor the Colorado game. Call 
776-3641 and ask lor Mike. (94-95) 

KEYBOARDS NEEDED lor modem rock group. Call 776-4740 
or 537-2320 evenings. (94-98) 

 ROOMMATE WANTED  
FEMALES TO share furnished house at 1005 Vattier, private 

bedrooms, laundry, $50 up. Call 5306401. (78-107) 

FEMALES TO share furnished house at 1122 Vattier, private 
bedroom, S85JJ0. Call 5396401 (81-100) 

ROOMMATE WANTED: Male or female; two-bedroom 
basement apartment, lumlahed, carpet, laundry, two-car 
garage, nice! 196 per month, bills paid 537-4576. (90-94) 

ROOMMATE NEEDED to share nice two-bedroom semi- 
lurnished apartment. Call 537-4320 afternoons. (93-96) 

TWO MALES to share nice apartment (fireplace, microwave, 
dishwasher) for summer and/or fall. $116 plus Vt utilities. 
Call 776-7935. (94-95) 

MAN'S WALLET at Mother's Worry. Tuesday, January 20. 
Greatly appreciate return Reward. Call Dan, 5394882 
anytime. (91-95) 

STUDENT ID, Driver's license and meal ticket. Lost Wed- 
nesday the 28th Please return Call 532-3120. (92-94) 

ONE PAIR ol glasses, in black case Please call Don at 
539-2343. (9347) 

REWARD: $5.00 lor return ol databook, initials BCP on Iron). 
important1 Shot records lor son Inside. Leave at Collegian 
office (94-95) 

FOUND 
HAT IN Seaton Hall Saturday Call 532-4894, ask lor Bill. 

(92-94) 

FOUND KEYS in Aggievllle in front of the Little Apple Deli at 
305 p.m. Friday, January 30,1961 Call 537-4524 alter 500 
p.m. to Identity and claim. (93-95) 

MAN'S POCKET watch found In Farrell Library Monday. Can 
Identity and claim at Circulation Desk. (9345) 

COMB MADE in Hankou China. Found by East Stadium, 
9:45 a.m.. February 2,1961. Call 7760914 between 7:30 and 
800a.m. (9345) 

FOUND—ONE sat ol keys on the K State band practice field 
Tuesday morning. Claim In Kedzle, Rm. 103. (94 96) 

 CARD OF THANKS  
WE WOULD like to thank all of you, administration, faculty, 

Delta Sigma Phi Fraternity, classmates and Iriends who 
sent cards, letters and flowers In our time ol sorrow and 
remembering Tony. It is a great comfort to hear from all of 
you and know that our son had made so many friends. 
Thank you Irom Tony Fountain's parents and (amlly. (93-94) 

NOTICES 
GRADUATE STUDENTS: Elections lor Graduata Student 

Council (16 positions) and Student Senate (4 positions) will 
be held February 11th. II you are Interested In serving and 
have missed the January 28 deadline for senate, or the 
February 4th deadline for GSC, write-in candidates will be 
permitted. (91-95) 

DON'T FORGET the concert! Saturday, February 28, 7:00 
p.m. All Faiths Chapel. The Maranatha Band from Kansas 
City. Admission free. (9145) 

FLYING LESSONS. Solo before March. Cheapest rates this 
side ol the Mason-Dlxon line. Call Jeff at 539-2520 before 
Friday. (93-97) 

HELP WANTED 
AGGIE STATION is accepting applications for cocktail 

waitresses/waiters (must be 21). Apply In person, 1115 
Moro, evenings. (88-95) 

NURSES, IMMEDIATE position available. Please apply in per- 
son, 2423 Klmble Avenue, College Hill Nursing Center. 
(89-98) 

TEMPORARY POSITION available as a Visual Arts Instructor 
for the after-school elementary an program. Applications 
will be taken at the Recreation Office, 120 N. 4th, thru 
February 13.(9044) 

HOUSEMEN WANTED, Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 
10:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m., alao some evenings. Call 539-9549. 
(9345) 

SERVICES 
RESUME WRITING, layout, editing, typing or appraisal. 

Resume Service, 411N. 3rd, 537-7294. (1tf) 

WOMEN'S HEALTH-Care Service. Confidential health care 
for women with unexpected pregnancies. Abortion ser- 
vices to 20 weeks as an outpatient, information and free 
pregnancy testing. (316) 684-5108 Wichita. (Iff) 

RESUMES $20, 1-2 pp.. 5 copies and envelopes. TkJwell a 
Associates,219S. Seth Chllds. 7764213,537-4504. (83tf) 

PREGNANT? BIRTHRIGHT can help. Free pregnancy teat. 
Confidential. Call 537-9180 103 South 4th Street, Suite 16, 
(17tf) 

HORSES BOARDED, colts started and lessons given. Indoor 
and outdoor arenas, Powder Puff Downs St. George, Ks 
Call 1-494-2660 (82-101) 

J&L Bug Service. VW repair at reasonable prices. One day 
service on most repairs. Only seven minutes from Manhat- 
tan Call 1494-2388. St. George. (85 105) 

GAYPHONE 5394692. Gay awareness, support services, 
peer counseling, and calendar of events. Confidential and 
anonymous. Please call between 600 p.m and 12:00 mid- 
night. Sunday through Thursday (88-148) 

TRYING TO ASSEMBLE 
THE PERFECT STEREO SYSTEM? 

Call Art for professional turntable service. Autho- 
rized ORTOFON DEALER, moving coil and low 
mass cartridges in stock. 

TECH AUDIO SERVICES 776-7494 

EXPERIENCED TYPIST, reasonable rates, IBM correcting 
Selectnc Convenient location to campus. 537-1669. (92-95) 

WILL DO typing Ten years typing experience, three years 
theses, term papers. Royal SC5000 typewriter with correc- 
tion tape Call 5394064. (93-110) 

TYPING; WILL do all kinds ol typing, papers, theses, etc Call 
Dottle at 539«528. (93-97) 

GAYPHONE 
Back for another truly successful semester 
servicing the gay community with peer 
trained counseling and support services as 
well as complete calendar information. We 
are anonymous, confidential, and we care. 
Please call us at 539-8692 between 6 p.m. and 
12 midnight, Sun.-Thurs. 

RESUMES PREPARED. Two day complete service. Six In- 
dividually typed resumes, $16.00. Word Processing Ser- 
vices, 227Poyntz,8:30am to500p.m.,537-2810 (93-112) 

THESIS/DISSERTATION typing by Word Processing Ser- 
vices. Electronic editing, precision and quality. Fast Ser- 
vice, competitive rates. 227 Poyntz, 537-2810. (93-112) 

 ATTENTION  
OVERSEAS JOBS—Summer/year round. Europe, South 

America, Australia, Asia. All fields. $50041200 monthly. 
Sightseeing. Free information. Write International Job 
Center, Box 52-KS2, Corona Del Mar, Ca. 92625. (88-135) 

TO STUDENT nursing home aides/orderlies: Will you share 
your work experiences with us, as a public service to nurs- 
ing home residents? Our consumer organization, Kansans 
for Improvement ol Nursing Homes (KINH), needs your 
help and input on nursing home conditions and your 
opinion on the care and treatment of the residents. All 
names and correspondence will be kept confidential. 
Please call us: (913) 842-3088 or 843-7107, or write us: 
KINH, 927 Vi Mass. St. »4, Lawrence, KS 66044. (68-110) 

INITIATION GIFTS—We have crested blankets, candy 
dishes, glasses, crested shirts, and Balfour jewelry Cam- 
pus Comer, 716 N. Manhattan, Aggievllle, 776-5461. (89-941 

NEED MONEY lor trips, unilorms or occasions? Earn money 
with The Trading Post. Call Jan at 1413-272-3110 for 
details. (9044) 

Peanutf By CHARLES SCHULZ 

0H,IPIPN'THEARV0U... 
ICAN'THEARATHIN6 
WHEN I'M EATIN6 TOAST 
BECAUSE IT ECHOES 
INSIPE MY HEAP... 

EATIN6 TOAST IS 
LIKE 6ETTIN6 Al*W 
FOR THE UJEEKENP 

Crossword By EUGENE SHEFFER 

ACROSS 
1 Expression 

of regret 
5 Cover 
8 Gratuitous 

boost 
12 Puerto - 
13 Cuckoo 
14 —avis 
15 Yemen 

seaport 
16 Alcoholic 

beverage 
17 And others 

(abbr.) 
18 World's 

third largest 
island 

20 Pollute 
22 Large bird 
23 Denary 
24 Obligation 
27 A voiced 

consonant 
32 American 

humorist 
33 Exist 
34 Pull 
35 Family 

member 
38 Utah state 

flower 

39 Before 
40 Sign of a 

hit play 
42 Staid 
45 Bestow 
41 Dry 
50 Constellation 
52 Heraldic 

band 
53 French 

resort 
54 Thing, in law 
55 Painter 

Bonheur 
51 Places 
57 Permit 

58 Elderly 
DOWN 

1 Street urchin 
2 Italian resort 
3 Maple genus 
4 Poem 
5 Drunken 

revelry 
I Some 
7 Mottled 
8 Promote 
9 Resembling 

the Roman 
language 

10 Russian river 
11 Strong wind 

i *vg. solution time : 23 min. 
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19 Printer's 
measure 

21 WWII theater 
24 German 

article 
25 Tokyo, once 
21 Italian saint 

and monk 
28 Anglo-Saxon 

money 
29 TV or radio 

program 
30 Peg 
31 Cardinal 

number 
36 Decrees of 

Moslem 
rulers 

37 Tennis term 
38 Mexican 

state 
41 Artificial 

language 
42 Without, in 

Paris 
CRYPTOQUrP 

2-5 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 

43 Great Lakes    DUMRZ   TMETAX   TRSKJ   MJLEMUAZX 
Indian 

44 Nobleman       LDFZ    LSKJXFZJ 
46 Amphibian 
47 Otherwise 
48 Peruse 
51 Female ruff 

Yesterday's Cryptoquip - PORTABLE POTABLES FINE 
FOR   PICNICS. 

Today's Cryptoquip chie: R equals L 

GOT THE dorm room blues? A new house plant from 
Bfuevllle Nursery is the answer. Many six Inch container 
beauties on sale this week. Bluevllle Nursery 2V> miles 
west of West Loop, 539-2671. (9244) 

BUSINESS MAJORS! Vote Jeff Gates for Student Senate on 
Wednesday, February 11, In the basement of Farrell 
Library or the Union. (94) 

FOXES—WHY not bungle down with the best? At Marlatt 2s 
function tonight, 8:00 p.m.-12*0 m. See you therel (94) 

 FOR RENT  
COSTUMES, MASKS, periodical clothing, accessories, all 

types make-up. Grass skirts, lets, bunny and mouse ears 
and more. Treasure Chest. Aggievllle. (Iff) 

TYPEWRITER RENTALS, electrics and manuals, day, week 
or month. Buzzells, 511 Leavenworth, across from post 
office Call 776-9469.(1 If) 

RENTAL TYPEWRITERS Excellent selection, including IBM 
Selectrlcs. Service most makes of typewriters Hull Busi- 
ness Machlnea, (Aggievllle), 715 N. 12th, 539-7931. (66tt) 

FURNISHED. CARPETED rooms at 400 N. 11th. S65 up, 
kitchen and laundry, free parking, bills paid. Call 537-4233. 
(78-107) 

TWO BEDROOM, carpeted, air-conditioned home, double 
garage. $265 or for sale, 124,500. Available now. Other 
spacious 2-4 bedroom apartments, houses available June, 
August. 5394202. (91-95) 

FURNISHED. CARPETED rooms close to Aggievllle and cam- 
pus. Kitchen and laundry (acuities available. Very quiet. 
Call 539-7892,537-1210. or 7764068 (9246) 

Low as $125.00 a month 
Wildcat Inn Apts. 

For 
June and July 

Summer School 
Furnished 

Air conditioned 

We have 
limited availability 

in all buildings— 
land 2 bedrooms 

for summer 
See Below 

1. 1858 Claflin (North of Marlatt Hall). 
June and July rate $125.00 month. 
Fall rate if available $190.00. 

2. Field House Complex, Yum Yum 
and Wildcat IV and VI (S.W. corner 
Denison and College Heights Ave.). 
June and July $135.00 and $140.00 
month. Fall rate if available $210.90. 

3. 1722 Laramie Wildcat III, 411 North 
17th Wildcat V, and 1620 Fairchild 
Wildcat VII all located just south of 
campus. June and July $135.00 and 
$140.00 month. Fall rate if available 
$210.90. 

4. 1826 Anderson Wildcat IX (just west 
of Denison on Anderson). These are 
2 bedroom units—will permit occu- 
pancy by 4 persons. June and July 
$160.00 and $170.00 month. Fall rate 
if available $270.05. 

For More Information 
Call 

CELESTE 
539-5001 

ONE BEDROOM basement apartment, furnished or un- 
furnished, one hail block Irom Aggievllle. Available now. 
Call 537-2344, evenings 539-1498. (92-96) 

SUMMER SUBLET—Wildcat Inn, lurnished one bedroom, 
air-conditioned, close to campus and Aggievllle, 415 N. 
17th. Call 537-7981.(93-95) 

SUNSET APARTMENT, 1024 Sunset leasing lor next school 
year. One bedroom furnished, one block from campus, 
from $180 Call 539-5051 afternoons or evenings. (9J-102) 

 PERSONAL  

GORGEOUS REDHEAD—There Is nobody we enjoy ss much 
as you, to play with your heart. Your laugh may have been a 
•wee" bit heartier. But this time we get the last laugh. 
LoRee Annette. (94) 

GARY J. (ATO) You've worked hard all year long, and now 
you're an ATO Active your whole Hie long. You've given 
your Mom many smiles, (aa a son should want to do), and 
now I want to wlah the world of luck to you I 
Congratulations!I Love, jnibait (94) 

TOOD O— Happy 22nd Birthday to my favorite, sweet, 
loveable. charming Bro Have a good day1 Mr Doobies Sis 
(94) 

TO THE "Great Was"-EMB may have lost a fantastic player 
but K-State softball needs your dynamite morel We're so 
proud of you Cln. Go get 'em—Man! Love, Devld Louie's 
Cohorts—again! 1(94) 

NANCY SCHMER: Roses are red, violets ere blue, your study 
buddy is thinking of you! Delta Love! (94) 

S.A.J.—Remember Valentines Day, the 14th—It will be eight 
months and one day since we met, and I love you more and 
more each day. Tolemac (94) 

HEY RANDY—Happy Birthday! Party hearty and remem- 
ber—drink one forme!—Lisa(94) 

BODO WANTS a Pisces man to get married In a gazebo. Any 
takers? Love, me. (94) 
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Polish union instructs 
workers to join strike 

D 
WARSAW, Poland (AP) - Negotiations 

aimed at ending a crippling local strike in 
southern Poland broke down Wednesday 
and independent unionists called for rein- 
forcements while the government warned of 
"consequences." 

Independent labor leader Lech Walesa, on 
hand in Bielsko-Biala for the talks, told The 
Associated Press: "It is better to fall while 
carrying one's head high than to retreat 
ignominously. 

"We are not afraid," said the leader of the 
10-million member independent labor 
federation Solidarity. 

Warsaw Radio said government 
negotiators headed by Czeslaw Kotela, 
deputy minister of administration, local 
economy and environment, returned to 
Warsaw after the talks failed. It said no date 
was set for a possible resumption. 

THE BROADCAST said the government 
representatives told the strikers there was 
"no basis" for their nine-day-old Job action, 
which has affected transportation and some 
120 enterprises in the city in the southern 
province of Katowice. 

Kotela relayed to the strikers the 
government view that their action was 
"against the spirit" of labor-government 
agreements reached last year in settling 
nationwide strikes, the radio said. He said 
the strike committee would be "responsible 
for the consequences." 

There was no indication of what the 
consequences might be, but a recent 
government communique said authorities 
would take "all necessary" measures if 
strikes did not end. 

THE UNIONISTS stopped work to press 
demands for the resignation of local officials 
they alleged were corrupt. The provincial 
governor and his deptuy resigned Tuesday 
under pressure from the strikers, and 
Premier Jozef Pinkowski said he would 
"consider" the resignations. 

But Warsaw Radio reported, and sources 
in Bielsko-Biala confirmed, that the strikers 
also want the resignations of Mayor Marian 
Kalon and two of his deputies. 

Walesa, contacted by telephone, said 
"What we are doing here is forced upon us 
by life. We do not want to go on striking 

Kansas AFL-CIO 
endorses proposed 
severance tax hike 

TOPEKA (AP) — The Public Employee 
Department of the Kansas State Federation 
of Labor, AFL-CIO, has endorsed Gov. John 
Carlin's proposed 8 percent severance tax 
on oil, natural gas and coal. 

Art Veach of Wichita, president of the 
department, which represents 30 unions, 
said the proposal is "fair and sensible." 

"Working men and women all across 
Kansas are already paying their fair share 
(of taxes), and it seems unreasonable for 
the Legislature to take no action and in 
doing so protect the 'special treatment' that 
the oil and gas industry already receives," 
Veach said in a statement issued Wed- 
nesday announcing the endorsement. 

O APASIA9A9A9AVA O 

High or low— 

In sun or snow 

Mary Bolack 

mokes our 

flowers grow. 

Happy Birthday 

from 

The Botany Bunch 

anywhere, but we are compelled to do so." 
A western visitor who arrived in Warsaw 

from the southern city described the at- 
mosphere there as' 'very tense.'' 

Sources said the strike leaders, angered 
by the Warsaw delegation's abrupt 
departure, stood and sang the national 
anthem. 

A communique issued by strike 
headquarters to all enterprises involved 
said: "The negotiations broke down. The 
commission left for Warsaw. The strike is 
being continued. Strengthen second and 
third shift. Increase food supplies and 
blankets. In case of a breakdown in com- 
munications go ahead with a total sit-in 
strike." 

The reference to strengthening shifts 
appeared to be a call for more workers to 
join the action. 

(Tj7|k-state union 
IWJupc feature films 

25 years of service 1956-1981 

Forum Hall 

$1.00 

SINGIN' IN 

THE RAIN 
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Serenity 
Stiff photo by Rob Clark 

Another February day draws to a close as the sun sets behind the Flint Hills south ot Manhattan on U.S. 177. 

Dramatic cuts necessary 
to lift nation out of 'mess' 

WASHINGTON (AP) — 
President Reagan, declaring 
that the nation is suffering from 
its "worst economic mess since 
the Great -Depression," said 
Thursday night that the 
government must make 
dramatic cuts in taxes and 
spending because the economic 
judgment day is at hand. 

He held government policies 
responsible for the situation and 
said his remedy would begin 
with three years of 10 percent 
cuts in income tax rates and 
spending reductions "in vir- 
tually every department" of 
government. 

"Over the years, we have let 
negative economic forces run 
out of control," Reagan said in 
his first nationally broadcast 
report to the nation. "We have 
stalled the judgment day. We no 
longer have that luxury. We are 
out of time." 

REAGAN'S   ADDRESS   was 
studded with statistics, but 
short of details. He said those 
will come when he unveils a 
legislative program to Congress 
Feb. 18. 

"It will propose budget cuts in 
virtually every department of 
government," the president 
said. Moreover, Reagan said his 
Cabinet will search out "waste, 
extravagence and costly ad- 
ministrative overhead" to 
produce additional reductions. 

"At the same time we are 
doing this, we must go forward 
with a tax relief package," he 
said. "I shall ask for a 10 per- 
cent reduction, across-the- 
board, in personal income tax 
rates for each of the next three 
years." He did not say when the 
tax cut would first take effect 
under his plan. 

As expected, Reagan said he 
also will submit to Congress a 
proposal    for    accelerated 

depreciation allowances to give 
a tax break to businesses that 
invest in new plants and 
equipment. 

"Japanese steel workers out 
produce their American 
counterparts by about 25 per- 
cent," Reagan said. "This isn't 
because they are better 
workers. I'll match the 
American working man or 
woman against anyone in the 
world. But we have to give them 
the modern tools and equipment 
that workers in other industrial 
nations have. 

"It is time to recognize that 
we have come to a turning 
point," Reagan said. "We are 
threatened with an economic 
calamity of tremendous 
proportions and the old business 
as usual treatment can't save 
us." 

SEATED AT HIS DESK in the 
Oval Office, the president 
sought to portray the statistics 
that peppered his speech in 
graphic, personal terms. 

"There are seven million 
Americans caught up in the 
personal indignity and human 
tragedy of unemployment," the 
president said. "If they stood in 
a line—allowing three feet for 
each person—the line would 
reach from the coast of Maine to 
California." 

He used a chart to illustrate 
increasing tax revenues and 
government spending, and U.S. 
currency to portray inflation. 

He said the 1960 dollar is 
worth 36 cents today, and if 
present inflation rates persist, 
in three years it will be worth a 
quarter. Ten years ago, he said, 
the average family could own a 
home for 27 cents out of each 
dollar earned; today it takes 42 
cents. 

Government regulations have 
added $666 dollars to the cost of 

an automobile, he said. 
"I'm sure you're getting the 

idea that the audit presented to 
me found government policies 
of the last few decades 
responsible for our economic 
troubles," he said. 

THE SPEECH was delivered 
four years and three days after 
Reagan's predecessor, Jimmy 
Carter, wearing a cardigan 
sweater, delivered a fireside 
chat and called for a sacrificial 
effort by the nation to help fight 
economic problems and energy 
shortages. 

Reagan took a different ap- 
proach, reflecting his overall 
view that the economic system 
is capable of solving its own 
problems once the role of 
government is reduced. 

"Our aim is to increase our 
national wealth so all will have 
more, not just redistribute what 
we already have which is just a 
sharing of scarcity. We can 
begin to reward hard work and 
risk-taking, by forcing this 
government to live within its 
means," he said. 

Reagan said the federal 
budget "is out of control and we 
face runaway deficits, of almost 
$80 billion this budget year" 
that ends Sept. 30. 

HE HAS PLEDGED to seek a 
2 percent reduction in the 
current budget, amounting to a 
savings of about $13 billion, and 
his budget director is proposing 
reductions ranging from $30 to 
$50 billion for fiscal 1982. 

Proposed reductions would 
affect dozens of social 
programs, including Social 
Security, unemployment 
benefits, farm and business 
loan programs, food stamps, 
Medicaid, and student aid. 
Overall defense spending would 
not be reduced. 

Senate ceases ID funding; 
cards won't have pictures 

By DEANNA HUTCHISON 
Collegian Reporter 

Student Senate voted last night to 
stop funding student ID cards. 
Because of the move, next 
semester's cards will not have 
pictures. 

It was recommended by the 
Finance Committee that Senate 
discontinue funding the ID's 
through the student activity fee 
and find an alternative source. 

Two alternatives were con- 
sidered by Senate for funding the 
cards: a special one-time charge to 
new K-State students for the 
issuing of their IDs, and the 
proposal adopted unanimously last 
night which provides funding 
through a reserve account of the 
University president. 

"The only problems we think 
might occur are with the check 
cashing here in the Union and the 
residence halls requiring a picture 
ID for students on weekends," 
Randy Tosh, student body 
president, said. 

"With Kansas requiring a pic- 
ture on driver's licenses, we don't 
think we'll have too many 
problems." 

PRESENTLY, ID CARDS cost 
$2.10 with a picture. Cards without 
a picture will cost approximately 
$1.00 each, according to Chet 
Peters, vice—president for student 
affairs. 

This will go into effect on a trial 
basis in fiscal 1962. If problems 
arise, Senate will reconsider the 
funding. 

Supplemental allocations for K- 
State bands, choral groups, and K- 
State Players were approved. The 
allocations will fund student 
payroll positions previously funded 
by work-study. 

Senate passed a bill to make 
constitutional and by-laws 
revisions dealing with the Student 
Governing Association (SGA) 
judicial branch. 

The changes will insure an active 
judicial board during the summer 
months, final week and dead week, 

to be appointed by the dean of 
students in consultation with the 
SGA attorney general. 

SENATE APPROVED several 
appointments, including Pete 
Manfredo, senior in forestry and 
wildlife biology, as assistant 
coordinator of University Learning 
Network (ULN). 

Julie Lee Tomlin, sophomore in 
general, was approved as'coor- 
dinator of the FONE Crisis Center, 
and Christian Wolff, sophomore in 
psychology, was approved as 
assistant coordinator. 

"The FONE is now complex 
enough and complicated enough 
that we need to get some structure 
into its organization," Tony Jurich, 
faculty advisor for the FONE, said. 

An appropriations bill to cover 
expenses for 19 students to attend 
the Associated Students of Kansas 
Legislative Assembly in Wichita 
Saturday was heard in first 
readings, and will be voted on next 
week when more exact figures are 
available. Although the assembly 
is Saturday, the funding will not be 
needed until after, when a bill is 
received. The total estimated cost 
is $104.50 or $5.50 per delegate. 

Inside" 
HAPPY 

RONNIE 
BIRTHDAY, 

CANDIDATES FOR 
STUDENT        BODY 
PRESIDENTshare their views 
about K State on p. 17. 

ONE OF THE MEMBERS of 
the New Grass Revival talks 
about the band. See p. 13. 

IT'S DRY but opinions differ 
as to whether we're actually 
suffering a drought. Read p. 1*. 

COOPERATIVES ARE 
GAINING   IN   POPULARITY 
and  there are  several  right 
here in Manhattan. See p. 21. 
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Demand for petroleum 
could lower oil prices 

NEW YORK (AP) - Although U.S. fuel 
costs have surged since President Reagan 
scrapped federal controls, industry ob- 
servers said Thursday evidence is mounting 
that sluggish petroleum demand worldwide 
may force some exporting countries to cut 
their prices. 

And that, said an American oil company 
executive who asked not to be identified, 
could "help you and me at the pump, 
maybe," because the United States imports 
nearly 40 percent of its oil. 

U.S. refiners have increased wholesale 
fuel prices about 8 cents a gallon since 
Reagan's Jan. 28 announcement that he was 
ending oil-price controls eight months ahead 
of schedule. 

World crude oil prices have climbed more 
than 150 percent since the beginning of 1979, 
pushing petroleum demand down 7.5 per- 
cent in major consuming countries and 
leading the International Energy Agency to 
predict a further 1 percent to 2 percent drop 
in 1981. 

As a result of the drop, a world petroleum 
glut could develop "sometime in the sum- 
mer of 1982," leaving prices "floating at a 
lower level," Saudi Arabian Oil Minister 
Sheik Ahmed Zaki Yamani said at a Belgian 
university. 

Yamani also told an audience at the 
University of Louvain-la-Neuve that the oil- 
supply "situation is getting better," with 

spot market prices in some cases falling 
below official prices that members of the 
Organization of Petroleum Exporting 
Countries have set on long-term contracts. 

Saudi Arabia charges as much as $5 a 
barrel less than other exporters for com- 
parable crudes, and industry sources said 
substantial amounts of OPEC oil are being 
offered at a discount on spot markets Just 
weeks after the cartel imposed an average 
10 percent, or $3 a barrel, price increase. 

According to Yamani, a world oil glut next 
year will be "very sizable" if Iran and Iraq 
end their border war and resume shipping 
the 4 million barrels a day being exported 
before hostilities began. 

An easing of international prices could 
help soften the effects of Reagan's decontrol 
of U.S. oil, which immediately pushed the 
cost of a 42-gallon barrel of domestic crude 
up $8 to about $37. 

White House Deputy Press Secretary 
Larry Speakes defended administration 
forecasts that Reagan's move would in- 
crease fuel prices 3 to 5 cents a gallon. 

Industry economists, however, have said 
the Reagan move eventually could result in 
a jump of 10 to 12 cents a gallon. The U.S. 
average gasoline price was about $1.27 a 
gallon before decontrol was announced, up 
from $1.11 in early 1980 and 63 cents in early 
1978. 

Campus bulletin 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 

EDUCATION COUNCIL APPLICATIONS are available 
at Hoiton in. Deadline is 4:30 p.m. today. 

CHIMES applications are due Friday, Feb. 20 at the 
Union Activities Center. All sophomores with a 3.0 grade 
average may pick up applications at the Activities Center. 

APPLICATIONS    POR    CLOVIA    4-H    HOUSE    are 
available at Clovia, 1200 Pioneer Lane. For further In- 
formation call S39-357S. 

UNIVERSITY FOR MAN Is seeking volunteers to help 
with UFM registration for spring classes. Call Kate at 532- 
StM   Registration is Feb. 9, 10. 11. 

APPLICATIONS FOR SORORITY SPRING RUSH are 
available in Holtz Hall HO. Deadline is Monday. Feb. 9. 

STUDENT TEACHERS for fall 1981: Pick up and return 
student teaching assignment request forms to Hoiton 104 
before Wednesday, Feb. 25. 

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL has scheduled the final oral 
defense of the doctoral dissertation of Jerry Singer at 1 
p.m. Monday in Hoiton 102. Topic: Evaluation and 
analysis of high school attendance policies in the state of 
Kansas. 

ALCOHOL ABUSE PREVENTION counseling will be 
available starting Monday from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at 
Latene Student Health Center. 

SGA ELECTIONS COMMITTEE will meet at 8 p.m. 
Sunday and Monday in Union Big 8 Room. Attendance is 
mandatory at one of the meetings. 

TODAY 
INTERVARSMTY will meet at 7 p.m. in Union 212. 

PEP COORDINATING COUNCIL will meet at 11:30 
a m   m Union Stateroom 2. 

SATURDAY 
DELTA SIGMA THETA formal rush tea will be 1 to 3 

p.m  in Derby Conference Room 

PEER SEX EDUCATION training session will be 9 a.m. 
to 4 p.m. In f arrell 502A. 

SUNDAY 
ALPHA TAU OMEGA LITTLE SISTERS will meet at 

130 p.m. in Alpha Tau Omega House. 

•CACIA GIRLS meeting will be 9:30 p.m in Acacia 
House 

LITTLE SISTERS OF MINERVA will meet at 5 p.m. in 
Siqma Alpha Epsilon 

ECUMENICAL CHRISTIAN MINISTRIES will meet at 
Ham. and 5:30 p.m. in ECM Center. 

MONDAY 
CLOTHING   AND   RETAILING   INTEREST   GROUP 

will be 7:30 p.m. in Justin 251. 

ECUMENICAL CHRISTIAN MINISTRIES meeting will 
be 9 p.m. in Marlatt 239. 

ALPHA KAPPA PSI will meet at 7 p.m. in Calvin 102. 

ALPHA  ZETA  will  meet  at  7  p.m.  in  Union   Little 
Theatre. 

KSDBtonigrT 
SUNDAY. KSDB will present "Fast Forward" from 7 to 

10 p.m. 

ALWAYS hold 
matches till cold. 

Entertainment Billboard 

KELLY HUNT & 
THE KINETICS 

Today A tomorrow night 

SAVANAH 
This coming Tuesday 

LEOTUS&THE 
UNKNOWNS 

Thte coming W«dn—(Uy 

V.D. PARTY 
Saturday, February 14 

DETAILS IN MONDA 
II i    I   I     IT 

GUEST DJ. 

WHATAPERFECT 
MK.K'S 

WEEKEND! 

We Give A Little Extra 
DERBY 

COIOBER  / CI6ARETTES 

16 oz. bottles Coka, 7-Up, Mr. Pfcb, *1.65 6 pack 

720 N. 3d 539-9016        "Quality G« it a Low PW 

Little American 
Royal 

Sign up 
Where: Front of Weber, Rm. 107, Feb. 16,17,18 

Call Hall Lobby Feb. 17 
Waters Hall—Reading Room Feb. 16 

When: Feb. 16,17, & 18, 9:00-4:00 

Divisions: Beef, Sheep, Swine, 
Dairy, Horses 
$3°° Entry Fee 

Any College Student Con Show 

Test Your Tanning I.Q.! 
Question: I need a HAPPY TAN because: 

a.) I want to prepare for my vacation south 

b) I want to preserve my tan from my 
vacation south 

c.) I want to pretend I tanned from my 
vacation south. 

Answer? 

Call us TODAY for 
an appointment 

HAPPY TAN TANNING SALON 
1123 Loramie 

9 cm.-7 p.m. Mon.-rn. 

776-8060 
9:30-noon Sot. 

'TIM 
MATLACK 

He is Qualified: 
Student Senator 
Finance Committee 
Traffic & Parking Council 
Judicial Government 
In Student Government for 2Vfe years 
Special Committee for the Placement Center 

. "I feel the main issues of the campaign are:" 
• Fire Protection • Placement Center 
• Nichols Gym • The new coliseum 
• Our traffic and Parking Problems 

YOU matter to MATLACK 
Paid for by Tim Matlack for Student Body President, Michael Gromer. Chairman 

/ 
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Briefly By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Former Connecticut Gav. Grasso dies 

HAKTFORD, Conn. — Ella Grasso, Connecticut governor for six 
years and the first woman in U.S. history to be elected governor 
without following her husband into office, died Thursday night of 
complications due to cancer. She was 61. 

Hartford Hospital spokesman James Battaglio announced 
Grasso's death just a few hours after he said she had slipped into a 
coma and was unconscious. The former governor, suffering from 
cancer of the liver and intestine, had been listed in critical condition 
since Sunday and had slipped in and out of consciousness. 

Battaglio said then that Grasso became comatose as of 7 a.m. 
Thursday, and that her "family has been called and has been with 
her all day." 

Grasso, who was a force in Connecticut politics for 30 years, ended 
her second gubernatorial term at the midway point because of liver 
cancer. 

"I make this decision with a heavy heart but with full appreciation 
that the people's business must continue at the highest level," she 
said in announcing her resignation effective Dec. 31,1980, adding, 
"all of my life has been one of dedication to working for people." 

Ella Grasso was a Democratic Party stalwart who never lost an 
election. She won first in 1952 as a candidate for the state House of 
Representatives, served as Connecticut secretary of state and in the 
U.S. Congress, and was re-elected as governor in 1978. 

Jury convicts Fort Riley soldier 
FORT RILEY — Army Pvt. Jaime Medrano was found guilty by a 

military jury Thursday of premeditated murder and three related 
charges in the October 1980 slaying of a Junction City woman. 

The six-officer jury also convicted Medrano, 23, of one count of 
rape and two counts of committing lewd, indecent and lascivious 
acts with a corpse. 

Medrano, whose trial began Tuesday, was accused of killing 
Sheree Kearney, 23, whose body was found Oct. 6 in a movie theater 
stairwell in the Camp Funston area of Fort Riley. 

Authorities said the victim was strangled, then sexually molested. 
Following the verdict, defense and government attorneys argued 

over imposition of the death sentence before Lt. Col. Gustave Jacob, 
the presiding judge, who said he would issue a ruling Friday. 

Dumped skull identified as relic 
EDWARDSVILLE — The skull of a Plains Indian who died 500 to 

800 years ago has finally found a permanent home—after being 
passed around as a college joke and ending up on an Edwardsville 
trash heap. 

The skull was found last month in a trash dump near this Kansas 
City, Kan. suburb. The discovery prompted an investigation by the 
Wyandotte County Sheriff's office, Edwardsville police and the 
Kansas Bureau of Investigation. 

But it took Michael Finnegan, K-State associate professor of 
sociology and anthropology, to solve the mystery. He identified the 
skull as that of a Plains Indian who died when he was in his mid-30s 
of unknown cause. 

An Edwardsville resident, Robert Hurst, told police he recognized 
the skull from a newspaper description as one that had been given 
him after being passed around in fun among students at Pittsburg 
State University. 

Chicago Mayor Byrne tries etiquette 

CHICAGO — There will be no more bib-and-tucker or eating off a 
knife at Mayor Jane Byrne's parties. She has hired an etiquette aide, 
at $35,000 a year, to help build her image of Chicago as an "in- 
ternational city." 

One of the first assignments of 36-year-old Noreen McBride, who 
begins work Monday, will be to arrange a formal dinner in honor of 
Jehan Sadat, wife of the president of Egypt, when she visits Chicago 
on March 29. 

Alderman Martin Oberman, outspoken critic of the mayor, said 
McBride "may be the most graceful lady in the world, but the 
position is unnecessary." 

"It's a complete waste of money," he said. 
But Byrne's press secretary, Ray McCarthy, said "it is not pad- 

ding the payroll. 
"We needed someone with her background," McCarthy added. 

"We're becoming an international city. We're becoming more in- 
volved in international events where protocol is required." 

Weatfier 
Despite a request from Ronald Reagan that the temperature 

match his age (70 today) in memory of his birthday, Mother Nature 
isn't going to be able to cooperate. High today is forecast for the low 
40s. 

Delta Upsilon 
CHILI SUPPER 
$2.50 all you can eat 

Sunday, Feb. 8, 4-8 p.m 

live entertainment 

THE BLUE GRASS 
STOOGES 

HOUSTON STREET RESTAURANT & PUB 
HOUSTON STREET'S 

FRIDAY NIGHT ONLY 

PRIME RIB SPECIAL 

*7.95 

RESTAURANT & PUB 

*% pound of prime rib—carved for 
your selection of rare, medium 
rare, medium, medium well, or 
well done. 

"Twice baked potato 
♦Corn cob or vegetable 
♦Plus a trip to SALAD HEAVEN, 
Houston Street's now famous 
Salad and Bread Bar. 

GREAT DANCE MUSIC 

ISSUES... 
COLISEUM 
Angela is committed to the construction of a new basketball 
coliseum. 

FINANCIAL AID... 
Angela would like to see additional staff placed in the finan- 
cial aid office to more efficiently manage the increasing de- 
mand. 

FACULTY SALARIES... 
Angela is concerned about the level of our faculty's salaries. 
In order to receive a quality education, we must attract and 
retain quality faculty. 

NICHOLS GYMNASIUM 
Angela is committed to the reconstruction of Nichols Gym- 
nasium. 

WEBER HALL 
Angela is concerned about the renovation and expansion of 
Weber Hall. 

Experience is the Difference I 

Scanlan 
PRESIDENT Paid lor by Students lor Scanlan 



Opinions 
Coliseum 

complications 
Too much time, effort and money has been spent on 

a project that is not worth pursuing at the present 
time—construction of a new coliseum. 

A report released this week by Student Body 
President Randy Tosh stated that of the $2.5 million 
he believes must come from non-student sources to 
validate the student referendum passed in 1979, only 
$251,000 has been pledged. 

In addition, the coliseum has not been placed on the 
University's capital improvements list. While 
academic buildings certainly warrant priority, the 
University can't expect funding for a coliseum the 
first year it is added to the list. 

In a carefully worded part of the statement, Tosh 
raises the possibility of raising the student dollar 
commitment. Students should be extremely wary of 
any referendum that would raise fees again. 

In 1979 fire inspectors gave Ahearn a passing grade 
with the stipulation that if a new facilty wasn't built 
by 1985, Ahearn would have to be altered to meet 
safety standards. A new coliseum doesn't appear 
likely by 1985, and the University should therefore 
concentrate on Ahearn remodeling. 

PAULSTONE 
Opinions Editor 

Letters 

Satisfaction— 
not apathy 

Editor, 
Regarding Paul Stone's hype on 

apathy among Ahearn users: I 
believe, Paul, you missed the point 
entirely. What we are witnessing is 
not apathy, but satisfaction and 
cooperation. 

The students wanted their own 
rec complex. They organized, 
worked, achieved, paid for, and 
are now using it. Ahearn simply 
serves the purpose as an overflow 
facility—a second alternative. The 
indoor track is all but vacant. 

Some of the basketball courts 
stand idle and there is plenty of 
elbow space in the weight room. 

And, as a second alternative to 
recreation, Ahearn's primary 
purpose should be for classes and 
athletic training. The students 
have already rewarded themselves 
with a new complex. So reduce 
your hypercriticism and allow 
athletes to have their measure. 

Kevin Downey 
senior in business management 

Policy discriminates 
Editor. 

I don't like being told that I 
cannot use what I pay for. Wed- 
nesday I was told that since the 
faculty-staff use Ahearn during the 
noon hour, students will have to go 
elsewhere. This shocked me to say 
the least. It sounded familiar 
because that is exactly what was 
said when the noon-hour program 
was begun. So why have the 
students been permitted continued 
use? 

The students were permitted by 
the faculty-staff, (who have the 
students to thank for their 
existence), to continue using 
Ahearn because the faculty-staff 
were not. I spoke with Don 
Kirkendall, the head of the 
Department of Health, Physical 
Education and Recreation, and he 
told me exactly that—the facility 
was not being used to its potential 
and thus the students were per- 
mitted continued use. 

Suddenly from somewhere, 
we've had a great increase in 
faculty-staff and the facility is 
overcrowded. Kirkendall blames 
the students. 

"I don't like to be run over by 
some 19- or 20-year old," he said. 

I concede, maybe there are too 
many students, but I sure haven't 
seen them. Every time I've used 
Ahearn at noon the faculty-staff 

greatly outnumber the students, 
and the place still isn't full. Maybe 
I should say that I don't like to be 
run over by faculty-staff. And 
believe me, some of them are fast. 

The rec complex is great but it's 
up north. I and others just don't 
have time to hike up north during 
the noon hour to run. But that is 
getting away from the point. 

Perhaps a solution is at hand. A 
solution that would permit as many 
faculty-staff to use Ahearn as they 
want to. There has always been a 
person at the door checking IDs. 
Why not have this person simply 
keep track of how many people 
come and go. When Ahearn is full 
of faculty-staff, don't permit any 
students. When it's not, allow the 
students, as has been done in the 
past, the courtesy of using what is 
not being used. 

To discriminate aginst students 
who pay (instead of being paid) to 
attend this University, of which 
Ahearn is part of, is a grave error 
on anyone's part. But to not allow 
Ahearn to be used to its full extent, 
such as it is, is direct 
discrimination against students, 
and grave error upon the part of 
those behind this decision. 

Robert Rice 
senior in Journalism 

and mass communications 

Attention May graduates. If you 
haven't written your resume, 
assuming you want a Job, you soon 
will be. Once you start looking at 
the sample resumes, you might get 
the urge to blemish the truth about 
yourself a tad bit. 

Of course you are excluded from 
these urges if you plan to attend 
graduate school, or you attended 
four years (or more) of college to 
be a janitor (official title for 
college grads is a sanitation 
technician). 

But most of us want a job having 
something to do with our major 
and a resume is a good place to 
begin to tell the tales of college 
accomplishments. That good old 
resume is difficult to fill out 
without some feeling of ap- 
prehension toward the truth. 

LET'S LOOK at a sample 
resume form: 

Top of the page: Name, address, 
phone number. 

Directly across from the above 
you may take the option to include 
personal data about yourself. This 
information reveals weight, 
height, sex, marital status and 
health conditions. 

The top of the page requires too 
much factual information. It's 
difficult to fib about such matters, 
although that excludes most of the 
personal data. If you want to fib 
about your appearance, go ahead, 
the interviewer may be surprised 
when the interview rolls around. 

Now comes the toughie. 
Job Objective: This doesn't 

mean you object to the job you 
seek. This is where being fairly 
honest could pay off, literally in 
dollars and cents. Tell people why 
you attended K-State for four 
years. If it was to become an 
Aggieville expert, don't mention 
that, go ahead and lie. 

Education: Don't write down 
what grade school, junior high and 
high school you attended, or that 
you were head cheerleader in any 
of these schools. It's not necessary. 
The University is what should fill 
this slot-Kansas State University. 

PERTINENT Work Experience: 
If you have never worked, this is a 
liar's paradise. But be careful, 
some potential employers do check 
this out. If you have worked, Job 
titles are difficult to come up with 
because you always want them to 
sound more impressive than they 
actually are. If you were a sacker 
at a grocery store, suddenly that 
becomes a grocery clerk. 
Impressive, huh? 

Special Skills: You can go to 
town on this one. You might want 
to include that you can run certain 
types of computers, or that you can 
take shorthand at 100 words per 
minute. If you can juggle seven 
hand grenades at one time, I don't 
believe the potential employer will 
be too impressed, unless, of course, 
you want to join the circus. 

Extracurricular Activities: This 

is where the mind goes wild, 
especially if you haven't bothered 
to join any type of club on campus, 
or hold no honors. You feel like a 
real loser, but some students find it 
impossible to become involved in 
campus organizations because 
some students work to get through 
school and simply don't have the 
time. But, it looks funny to leave it 
blank, so a few white lies might slip 
inhere. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: 
A short, concise sentence in- 
dicating something special about 
yourself helps, and make it sin- 
cere. You may have something you 
do very well that doesn't fit into the 
other categories. Drinking 50 
gallons of beer without passing out 
or falling down isn't what I had in 
mind, either. 

References: Absolutely do not 
fib. These people may be the link to 
landing a good job, and certainly 
don't include someone on the list 
who hates your guts for a 
character reference. Talk to the 
people you plan to use for 
references and make sure they like 
you as much as you think they do. 

This basically is what a resume 
is all about. It is a game you play 
with others, the competition of 
perceiving yourself as being better 
than the next person for the job. 
It's a war, and we're on the front. 

So, good luck on the front, 
soldier, and happy hunting. 

Kansas 
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Letters to the editor 

U.S. policy terroristic 
Editor, 

I was horrified at the recent revelation by 
President Reagan that the Soviet Union 
actually fosters terrorism worldwide. What 
exactly are these Russians doing? The 
American Heritage Dictionary defines 
terrorism as the use of terror, violence and 
intimidation to achieve an end; fear and 
subjugation produced by this; a system of 
government that uses terror to rule. 

Wait a minute—that last definition sounds 
like the system of government that is used 
by our friends in Chile, Argentina, 
Paraguay, Turkey and South Korea—even 
in El Salvador. What do all these govern- 
ments have in common with the United 
States? Arms agreements. We give them 
arms and military training, they give us lip 
service—sometimes. 

I ask, do we not support these terrorist 
governments? Monday, Reagan embraced, 
honored and invited into his home, South 
Korean President Chun doo-hwan, a man 
the dictionary defines as a terrorist. Reagan 
promised him continued support. Why is it 
more ethical for the United States to foster 
torture, death and terror through the sup- 
port of these governments, than for the 
Soviet Union to foster death and terror 

through urban guerrillas? I condemn both: 
They are disgraceful policies for two highly 
educated governments. 

Today North Americans are worried to 
the top of government about our handouts to 
the poor. Yet, why do you not care about our 
handouts to the rich elite in foreign coun- 
tries? Do you not care that your tax dollars 
are being used to foster terrorism? 

If these military alliances promised true, 
long-term strategy, they might be un- 
derstandable. But people are aware of the 
recent consequences of such a diplomacy 
with the shah in Iran. Why do we continue 
it? Soon we Will lose El Salvador (and a few 
thousand lives) because we are alienating 
the people. 

In this period of celebration of our 
freedom, with yellow ribbons and parades, 
let us ponder the meaning of freedom—for 
every human. Whether these military states 
can exist with a different system no one can 
say. But let us not be party to the sub- 
jugation and terrorize tion of their people. 

Dan Robinson 
sophomore in natural 

resource management 

Encore for Eckhoff 
Editor, 

Just a little note concerning J. Lee 
Crumrine's letter in Wednesday's Collegian. 

First of all, speaking on behalf of at least 
two loyal rock 'n' rollers on the K-State 
campus, you deserve to be strapped to an 
amplifier at an AC-DC concert. You've 
stated that R.E.O., Styx, Billy Joel, Kansas 
and others appeal to a musically 
malnourished society. You, see, it's not that 
"we" are fired of being inundated with 
audial addling, because if you were to check 
the facts, we're not. R.E.O. Speedwagon's 
new album is at the top of the charts, as 
have been Billy Joel's and the latest from 
Kansas. 

As for Eckhoff, the only argument we 
have against his writing is that he doesn't do 
enough of it. We think that he is only trying 

to view the music fairly and from a different 
angle and is trying to give us another in- 
sight. 

We think that groups such as Black 
Sabbath, Pat Benetar, AC-DC, R.E.O., 
Heart and Alan Parsons have not been 
receiving enough ink. 

Just because we can't understand 
"sophisticated" music from a "com- 
plicated" artist like David Bowie on an 
album entitled, "Scary Monsters and Super 
Creeps," doesn't mean a man of your 
musical "intellect" should put us down. 

ScottSmith 
freshman in Journalism 

and mass communications 
and one other student 

Sheperd gets no laughs 
Editor, 

I appreciate Amos Sheperd's interest in 
student government. It's always been a goal 
of mine to motivate "people" to be involved 
at K-State. However, Amos is not a "per- 
son" and the joke is not funny. 

Student body presidential candidates 
campaign exhaustively for months before 
an election. They skip dinner, sleep and 
sometimes classes, just to inform students 
as to who they are and what they believe in. 
It is hard work, occasionally frustrating, 
always time consuming and taken very 
seriously. 

I'm sure all four "real" student body 
candidates will appreciate the votes cast for 

them by students on Feb. 11. 
I doubt Amos Sheperd will even be aware 

there is an election on that day. 

SaraHuMer 
sophomore In Journalism 

and mass communications 

Paul R. Attwater 
A/S Student Senate 

Paid for by Co . for Attwalar 

WANTED 
POLLWORKERS 
If you have already signed up or haven't and would like 
to work as a pollworker in the upcoming student govern- 
ment elections on Wednesday, February 11, come to one 
of the pollworkers meetings to be held: 

or 
Sunday, February 8—8 p.m. 

Monday, February 9—8 p.m. 

in the Union Big 8 Room 

All pollworkers will receive a complimentary free ad- 
mission pass to Mr. K's or the Rockin' K Bar. 

David Lehman 
STUDENT BOOV PRESIDENT 

Bryan Millar 
Kelly Pratt* 
Mark Phillips 
Sara Hublar 
Dennis Leatherby 
David Ferguson 
Alan Fankhauaar 
Brad Johnson 
Mark Krer.ger 
Jeff Wilson 

OntgPappas 
Heather Woodaon 
Cralg Collins 
Lon Schewerman 
Mary Dove 
QregWhltehalr 
Brad Hamlll 
Tod Ford 
Sara Hlbbeler 
David Mueller 

Dwkjht K ruse 
Debbie Stack 
Mike Helntzelman 
Doug Hubler 
Rick Salmon 
Gen Greene 
Linda Venlsam 
Carol Kamps 
Rob AHand 
Scott Long 

■-..■:.)    '^^zj**' 

Put K-State in the 
hands of experience 

Paid for by the David Lehman for Student Body 
President Committee, Kelly Presta. Chairman 

J 
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Hall staff members view grades 
despite privacy questions raised 

By SHERRY BROWN 
Collegian Reporter 

Although some parents may not be able to 
obtain a copy of students' grades without 
their permission, their residence hall staff 
member has probably already seen them. 

The practice of hall staff members 
reviewing resident's grades bothers some 
residents and staff members and raises the 
questions of students' rights being violated. 

"Personally I wonder to myself how many 
people want their grades looked at," Dan 
Ingrim, staff member at Moore Hall, and 
senior in pre-dentistry, said. 

"I keep it (the student's grades) to 
myself," Johnnie Bruner, staff assistant at 
Moore, and senior in pre-veterinary 
medicine, said. "I wouldn't want someone 
knowing my GPA." 

UNDER CURRENT POLICY, hall staff 
members obtain access to grades at the 
request of their hall director, Thomas Frith, 
director of housing, said. 

The reasoning behind the policy is to 
encourage an academic atmosphere in the 
hall, Earl Nolting, director of student 
development, said. "After all, this is a 
University and not a Holiday Inn." 

Students generally are not told their 
grades are being looked at, Bill Giles, 
director of Moore and senior in pre-design 
professions, said. 

"We don't find it necessary to advertise or 
not advertise it," Giles said. 

Goodnow Hall director Sharlene Mitchell, 
graduate student in computer science, said 
she believes her residents are aware of the 
policy. "We don't make it a secret," she 
said. 

Students have objected to the policy, Frith 
said, but no legal action has ever been 
taken. 

"I'm not aware of any complaint outside 
the department," he said. 

STUDENTS' RIGHTS are protected under 
the Family Educational Rights and Privacy 
Act, known as the Buckley Amendment. 
Under the Buckley Amendment a student 
must give permission to have his records 
released, except in a case where teachers or 
other school officials have been determined 
by the institution to have a legitimate 
educational interest, 
student attorney said. 

The department of 
advised  by  Richard 
attorney, that hall staff members are school 
officials. 

"Without any question in my mind, paid 
University employees are school officials," 
Seaton said. 

"I'll admit that's my interpretation," he 
said. But Lungren disagrees with Seaton's 
interpretation. 

"I would argue that a staff member is not 
a school official from the student's stand- 
point," Lungren said. 

THE VALUE OF the policy is also in 
question. 

"I don't know how effective the staff can 
be if they do find a low GPA," Ingrim said. 
"I don't know of anyone who has had any 
academic training." 

But Frith said staff members have had 
some training. 

"I deny that staff people have not had 
some information in that area," Frith said. 
"Whether it is adequate or not is 
debatable." 

Staff members are considered "para- 
professionals," Frith said, and are not 
expected to be experts in any one area. 

Determining if a resident needs help and 
how to give that help is up to the individual 
staff member, Giles said. 

Because the hall director determines if 
the policy will be used, the extent to which 
grades are looked at varies in each hall. 
Most halls are using the policy, Nolting said. 

"I think as counselors in the hall it's 
important that we know where our students 
stand," Mitchell said. She requires staff 
members at Goodnow to look at their 
residents' grades, she said. 

Kathy    Lungren, 

housing 
Seaton, 

has been 
University 

Heart disease 
and stroke 

wilt cause half 
of all deaths 

this year. 

Put your money 
where your Heart is 

M. ^American 
■ ■Heart 
^^ AMOCiation 

MOORE ALSO USES the policy, Giles 
said, "in hope that we can determine the 
residents that need help." 

Van Zile Hall uses the policy on a limited 
basis, Jeff Stafford, director of Van Zile and 
graduate student in general education, said. 
"We have on occasion looked up certain 
individual's grades," he said. 

"It is usually not necessary in this small of 
an environment," Stafford said, "I think 
their (staff member's) time can be spent 
more wisely here." 

After a director decides he will use the 
policy, he must make a written request to 
the director of student development giving 
the names of staff members who will pick up 
the grades, Nolting said. 

The secretary will ask for identification 
from the staff member before releasing any 
grades, according to Nolting. 

Students may review their records, which 
should include who has obtained access to 
the records and what that person's 
legitimate academic interest is, Lungren 
said. 

"Basicaly students don't know their 
rights," Lungren said. 

RADIO 
AUCTION1 

KM AN-1350 AM & KMKMOM FM 
Beginning Monday, February 9th at 3 p.m. 

The following is a partial list of items: 

Crum's Beauty College, 2-Redken creative curl permanents—$25.00 each, 2—120.00 
merchandise certificates for Redken hair care or make-up products, 2- 
complete beauty treatments including hair cut, scalp treatment with shampoo 
and blow dry, facial, manicure, and pedicure—$24.25 value each. 

Aggie Station... 4 certificates for dinner for 2—120.00 value each. 

Dutchmaid Supermarkets. .. 2—$25.00 merchandise certificates 
The Pathfinder. . .Sierra Designs Terra 4 tent—$248.00 value. 
Woody's Ladies Shop . .. handcrafted leather handbag by Phillippe (Pronounce 

f il-lip-a) valued at $80.00, Charles of the Ritz fragrance gift set—$20.00 value. 

Heirloom Portraits ... 1 engagement sitting—$32.50 value, 2 family sittings—$45.00 
value each. 

Coll in Your Bid Live! -7764851 

*'    4      # 

i»   o 
To a generation raised on rock, the spirit of stereo is o band called RE0 Speedwagon. 
After a decade on the road, on the radio, on TV and on the turntable, after the years of 
platinum and gold, this classic band has busted out with its biggest hit ever. It should 
come as no surprise. Hi Infidelity is in the great tradition of RE0 Speedwagon. 
A well-earned name in the best game there is. [ REO 

r~ ' NINE7l^S~l   f Jm^ 1    S**6vVAGON 

A DECADE OF ROCK & ROtl, 
* qfi   *    M W70-1980 ! 

R.E.O SPEEDWAGON H'INFIDELITY 

R£OSPEEDA#\GON R.E.O. T.WO. 

■ ■ 

RIOIN'THE STORM OUT 

kg <* 

-~-     » . * 

1* ** 

O    K    ■»    % 
* Produced by Kevin Cronin   Gary RKIIIUII'   Kevin Beamish     I by Alan Cral 

(pic. Arore trademark! of CBS Inc    C 1981 CBS Inc 

YOU Gtl WHAT rOU M.AY fOR 

Monagcmpni   John Baruct Monogei 

REO "HI INFIDELITY" Specially priced at $5" 
Available at The Sound Shop 

1204 Moro Street in Aggieville 

r^ 
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Mount St. Helens continues to stir, 
seismic data signals possible eruption 

VANCOUVER, Wash. (AP) — Volatile 
Mount St. Helens shot a steam plume a mile 
above its 8,400-foot crater rim Thursday and 
scientists said they expected an erup- 
tion—but one that probably would not spew 
ash. 

The steam plume shot 5,500 feet above the 
crater, while the earthquakes which rattled 
the volcano earlier seemed to have leveled 
off, scientists said. 

That lull may be a clue to the volcano's 
next move, said Christina Boyko, a 
spokeswoman for the University of 
Washington's geophysics center in Seattle. 

Seismic activity leveled off late Thursday 
morning to about two events per hour after 
coming at a rate of six to eight per hour 
earlier, she said. 

She said any new eruption probably would 
be similar to the period between Dec. 27 and 
Jan. 4, when molten rock squeezed up 
through the volcano's crater floor, har- 
dening into a dome larger than Seattle's 
Kingdome. 

Scientists issued a volcano alert early 
Thursday, saying a major eruption was a 
possibility. 

"Seismic data of the last several hours 
indicate an eruption within the next 12 
hours," geophysics spokesman Dave 
Peckham said, reeding a department 
statement shortly after 5 a.m. (PST). 

At that time, Peckham said the expected 
eruption could either be non-explosive, like 
the one that created the dome, or could 
resemble the mountain's last explosive 
eruption, which began Oct. 16 and shot 
steam and ash thousands of feet into the sky 
over three days. 

However, Boyko said later, "We do not 
discount the possibility of an explosion, but 
it probably will be dome-building." 

Commercial pilots flying near the peak 
early Thursday reported steam and ash 
rising thousands of feet into the air, but 
Forest Service spokesman Thorn Corcoran 
said the plume contained no ash. 

"It's venting but we're not calling it an 
eruption," he said. "Things haven't 
changed, we're still in an eruption alert." 

Gov. John Spellman said Thursday he 
thinks government agencies are better 
prepared now than last year to handle any 
eruptions of the volcano. 

Forest Service dispatcher Kate Brennan 
at the volcano center in Vancouver said no 
evacuation would be necessary since there 
is no one within 20 miles of the mountain's 
north side. 

The Oct. 16 eruption was the fifth eruption 
since the massive May 18 eruption that left 
62 people dead or missing. The mountain 
was mostly quiet through January. 

Jury court-martials Vietnam POW 
for assault, cooperating with enemy 

CAMP LEJEUNE, N.C. (AP) - A five- 
man military jury on Thursday convicted 
Marine Pfc. Robert Garwood of 
collaborating with the enemy during the 
nearly 14 years he spent as a prisoner of war 
in Vietnam. It was the first court martial of a 
Vietnam-era POW. 

The jury found the 34-year-old Gar- 
wood—described by one former POW as a 
"White Vietnamese"—innocent on a charge 
of maltreating a fellow POW but convicted 
him on a lesser charge of assaulting the 
POW. All the jurors are Vietnam veterans. 

Sentencing will be determined by the 
same jury after further hearings. The 
collaboration verdict carries a possible 
maximum sentence of life in prison. 

The defense team, headed by John Lowe, 
appeared shocked and offered no comment 
as they left the court with Garwood. The 
tense scene was a dramatic contrast to the 
hallway outside the courtroom a few 
minutes earlier, where counsel and 
reporters joked about casting the "Robert 
Garwood Story" for the movies. 

A few minutes later, at 4:32 p.m., a 
Marine guard ran from his post at the court 
door to announce that the verdict was 
coming. 

Guilty verdicts were returned against 
Garwood on charges of: 
—Serving as an interpreter during political 
indoctrination classes in a prison camp. 
—Informing to the enemy about complaints, 
feelings and attitudes of fellow captives. 
—Interrogating POWS upon their entry into 
the camp about the former military units, 
their attitudes and any escape plans. 
—Indoctrinating POWS as part of a political 
course, extolling the virtues of the National 
Liberation Front and suggesting that they 
"cross over" to the enemy. The jury deleted 
an accusation from this charge alleging 
Garwood had ascribed the term "mer- 
cenaries" to the American POWs. 
—Serving as a guard, escorting POWs inside 

and outside the camp. The jury deleted from 
this charge the allegation that Garwood 
served as an "armed" guard. 

Hey Basketball fans- 
Here's a chance to have your 

signature and a message to 
KSU men's b-ball team in KU's 
Daily Kansan newspaper. This 
ad will appear prior to the 
Feb. 18 game at Lawrence. On 
Feb. 9,10 & ll stop by the table 
in the Union from 10 a.m.-2 
p.m. and sign your name for 50f 
or your name and message for 
$1.00. The ad will be in your own 
handwriting. Sign up and show 
your support for the Wildcats. 
Sponsored by Pep Coordinating Council 

RIBS & CHICKEN 
SUNDAYS! 

• ALL YOU CAN EAT 
BBQ RIBS & CHICKEN 

• SALAD BAR & FRIES 

• ONLY <5.95 
Sunday Dinners 5:3*-8:30p.m. 

RECIPROCATING WITH 112 CLUBS! 

FULL MEAL DEAL 

'1.59 
Single Burger 

French HM ^S&£&&     VLL* 
Drink N-ers ALL GO TO TA«RV QUEEN* 

5 oz. Sundae 

Now thru Feb. 15th 

. —, 1015 N. 3rd 
uraZier 'ASVS^J^S^r       Manhattan 

Dairy 
Queen 

r® 

The Eyes of Love! 
NORMAN, the Xerox %®g/ 

and Carole Chelz       |M|i jlflfa 
are making Valentines at kmfiQ£5 COPY SHOP 

Use our designs or bring in your own.     612 N-12th 

Open Weekdays 9:15a.m.-6:30p.m. Saturday 9:15a.m.-I p.m.   537-9606 

MANHATTAN CAMERA 
PRESENTS 

FREE 
Photo Seminar 
// // 35mm Camera 

Register by Phone 
(limited to 60 people) 

Manhattan Camera will be sponsoring a Free one- 
night seminar on 35mm camera. 

Walt Croxton, past president of the Kansas City Ca- 
mera Club and instructor for the Winona Professional 
School of Photography, will speak on the use of your 
35mm, single lens reflex camera. He will cover such top- 
ics as light, color, lens, zoom and filters. 

Mr. Croxton is currently a sales representative for 
Soligor, a major supplier of lens and photo excessories. 

Walt presented this same class this past fall and it 
was a great success. 

The Location: American Institute of Baking 
1213 Bakers Way 

7:30 TUES., FEB. 10,1981 

Note you must sign up NOW because there will be a limited num- 
ber of people that can be accepted to assist us with setting and 
arrangement. Please enroll in this seminar early by coming into our 
store or by calling 776-6434. Don't miss this fine opportunity and 
don't be left out of the picture. 

manhattari: 
(Mcflnveiwi 

228   POYNTZ       MANHATTAN    776-4240 
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Retired doctor's latest speciality 
places animals 'out to pasture' 

By GORDON DOWELI? 
Collegian Reporter 

Daniel Ehlers is a specialist—he 
specializes in making retirement a success. 

"I don't want any spare time," he said. "I 
want to keep busy. That's the difference 
between successful retirement and living 
about two years and kicking the bucket. 

"Once you set on your derriere and wait 
for the undertaker, you're finished," he 
said. 

Nestled peacefully along Hunting 
Avenue's gently curving isle, Ehler's home 
appears deceivingly dormant. Inside, the 74- 
year-old retired veterinarian is thriving in 
his second childhood. 

EHLERS SPENDS MOST of his time 
building clocks. In the past eight years, he 
has built nearly 100. 

"I make a variety (of clocks)," he said. 
"I've made over 40 small clocks with quartz 
movements since last Christmas," he said, 
pointing to a panel of the triangular-shaped 
clocks propped against the wall. 

"They don't cost very much and I use 
them for gifts for my friends." 

ff 

I've got a motto out 

by my desk that says 

just a few words: 

'You can do it' 

 ff 
Ehlers concentrates exclusively on 

building clocks, avoiding repair work 
completely. With suppliers in South 
Carolina and Wisconsin, he buys the clock 
works and fits them into cases which he 
builds from various types of wood. 

"It depends on the type of clock," he said, 
regarding the wood he uses for his cases. 
"Sometimes I use native wood but my best 
walnut comes from Pennsylvania. The 
veneer for my special clocks comes from 
northern Canada and another type comes 
from southern Australia." 

He does this work for pleasure, not profit. 
"I have never sold a clock. I just give 

them away," he said. "I don't think it's right 
to sell the products of your hobbies." 

WOODCUTS ARE ANOTHER of Ehlers' 
specialties. Using a rare type of rigid, thin 
plywood, a scroll saw and a steady hand, he 
has produced several of the intrinsically-cut 
patterns. 

His creations range from wildlife to 
ballerinas to beautifully dressed ladies. He 
has lost track how many woodcuts he has 
made. He has also built some wooden 
musical instruments in addition to other 
woodwork articles. 

Ehlers has gained woodworking expertise 
without training. 

"I'd have to attribute (this ability) to my 
old German granddad. He specialized in 

orthopedic shoes. He w&s a real artist. My 
relatives say, 'You inherited this (ability) 
from Grandpa,'" he said. 

In 1952, a friend introduced Ehlers to 
music by playing an organ. He purchased 
one immediately and is now on his sixth 
organ—a large console. 

"I never had a lesson," he said. "You can 
do anything if you just make up your mind to 
doit." 

HIS MUSICAL LIBRARY consists of over 
5,000 song titles, some dating back to the 
middle 18O0's. He plays rhythm Latin in the 
organ club he belongs to. 

Where the walls aren't draped with 
clocks, decoupage articles hang. Ehlers, a 
teacher of decoupage for University for 
Man, uses a method with two resins to 
produce some extraordinary artwork. 

A Christmas card or other colorful picture 
is applied to a backing and several coats of 
decoupage are applied, yeilding a surface 
smoother than glass, he said. 

Ehlers was offered $300 for one of his 
decoupage products, but declined the offer. 

"If it's that good for them, it's that good 
for me," he said. 

As Ehlers strolls through his home, he 
views the products of his hobbies and ar- 
tifacts from around the world. Ehlers 
belonged to an international tape (cassette) 
club for several years. Through this club, he 
gained friends from around the world. As 
the long distance relationships flourished, 
gifts and tokens were exchanged and he has 
acquired many valuable and unusual items 
from around the world. 

BORN IN 1906, Ehlers graduated from K- 
State in 1928 with a degree in veterinary 
medicine. 

Back then, he said, they accomplished in 
four years basically the same that today's 
students study in six years. It was not un- 
sual, he said, to take 24 hours per semester 
and the average was 21 hours. 

"I never went to a basketball game and 
only went to one football gane in the four 
years that I was here. You just didn't have 
time. We worked," he said. 

Paying $108 for fees during his first 
semester and $62 for his second, Ehlers 
worked his way through school as a janitor 
and night watchman at a downtown oil firm, 
earning $6 per week, he said. 

"Upon graduation I was given a position 
in a laboratory in Pennsylvania. After five 
years of living in the political turmoil, I 
resigned rather than be discharged and 
went into general practice for 20 years in 
Butler, Pa., 30 miles north of Pittsburg," he 
said. 

"I was there for 20 years until I was just 
completely used up. About that time, they 
offered me a job as the director of a 
diagnostic laboratory in western Penn- 
sylvania, which I had for 18 years more, 
until I retired," he said. 

In 1971 Ehlers returned to Manhattan, and 
began making his name known in the 
retirement community. 

"I've got a motto out by my desk that says 
just a few words: 'You can do it'," he said. 
"So if I think of something to do and decide I 
can't do it, I just go ahead and do it." 

A plaque in his workroom reads, "Youth is 
a gift of nature. Age is a work of art." 

Crowd gathers for Liddy 
EMPORIA (AP) — G. Gordon Liddy, the 

convicted Watergate burglar, drew a crowd 
both inside and outside the Emporia State 
University auditorium Wednesday night. 

A group of about 20 students marched in 
front of the auditorium to protest his paid 
appearance as a speaker. A crowd of some 
500 people gathered in the auditorium to 
hear Liddy discuss his involvement in 
Watergate and views of current affairs. 

"This makes me sick," said one marcher. 
"He's getting paid $4,000 of our student fees 
to come here—and after what he did." 

Liddy, who served more than four years in 
prison after being convicted of conspiracy, 
burglary and wiretapping, told the audience 
he favored the use of nuclear power and a 
buildup of nuclear weapons. He also said he 
had no regrets about his role in Watergate. 

"My message is for you to bear in mind 
there are people who disagree with you who 
will not hesitate to use power against you if 

you get in their way," Liddy said. "Today, 
the meek don't inherit the earth. The meek 
get mugged, raped and stomped on." 
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ENQINEERINKa STUDENT 

TE SENATI 
Pd. for by Candidate 

£$X iark Horn, 
TGIF 

Get an early start on the 
weekend. Meet your friends 

starting at 1 p.m. for the coldest 
beerinAggieville. 

CUMENICAL 

HRISTIAN 

INISTRIES 

Why Not Eat a 
Home-Cooked Meal 

With Us on 
Sunday Night? 

Followed by 
KSU Campus Ministries 

Leader 
Panel 

Sunday, Feb. 8,5:30 

1021 Denison 

50$ (or wear an ECM button) 

Anyone Welcome. Come As You Are 
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DECISION'81 
EDUCATION COUNCIL ELECTIONS 

Anyone interested can pick up 
an application in Holton III. 

Deadline for applications is Feb. 6 

at 4:30 p.m. in Holton III. 

Election Day-*Feb. 11 in Union 

told U.S. sources in Washington that Dwyer 
could be released soon and allowed to return 
to the United States. 

•—i 

Jump ball ——.— 
Playing ball in City park is a daily pastime tor Carol Lose, senior in 
biology, and her dog, Hank. Because of limited space in her apartment, 
Hank's only chances to exercise are his daily outings in the park. 

Dwyer denies Iranian spy charges 
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

American writer Cynthia Dwyer denied 
spy charges at her trial by an Iranian 
Revolutionary Court and the prosecutor said 
she was drawn into a fictitious plot to free 
the 52 American hostages, an Iranian 
newspaper said Thursday. 

A report in the newspaper Ettelat on her 
Wednesday trial said the prosecutor in- 
dicated the 49-year-old mother of three had 
been tricked by two Revolutionary Guards 
who made up a story about an armed band 
of students who wanted to free the American 
hostages. 

According to the newspaper's fragmen- 
tary report, the prosecutor said Dwyer 
agreed to help and tried to obtain guns and 
radio equipment to aid the plan to free the 
hostages. 

Dwyer was arrested May 5 after she went 
to Iran to write articles about the Iranian 
revolution. The Swiss Embassy, which 
represents U.S. interests in Iran, said 
Wednesday she had been tried on espionage 
charges at a one-day session of a 
Revolutionary Court and that a verdict was 
expected in the next few days. 

In Washington, the State Department has 
said its information is that Dwyer had a 
hearing Wednesday and not a trial. The 
Buffalo Evening News in Buffalo, N.Y., said 
Thursday it learned that a Swiss diplomat 
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TGIF 
DRINKING 

TEAMS! 

FIJIS 
WON LAST WEEK! 

MHTVOMHKMMT 

KITES 
HOME OF THE WILDCATS! 

SCOT 
STUBENHOFER 

for 

Arts and Sciences 
Senator 

Link Evans 
Gail Seiler 
Curtis Janssen 
Carl Hopkins 
Mark Brown 
Suze Brink 
Harry Justvig 

Terri Burkhead Randy Stuewe 
Barry Evans 
Mary Dove 
Bev Biggs 
Steve Larkin 
DougDodds 
Cindy Bray 

Roger Page 
Pat Powell 
Dawnlee Weber 
Doug Winter 
Bill Beckelhimer 

Spomored by Students for Stobenhofer, Mark Knoll, Chrm. 

SOPHOMORES 
(And others with 2-Years of College Remaining) 

DO YOU WANT TO FLY? 

K-State has received a few Pilot and Navigator alloca- 
tions—one of these could be yours. 

Application Deadline: 
Pilots—13 February 1981 
Navigators—20 February 1981 

If qualified and selected, you would: 
—Enter the 2-Year AFROTC program in the Fall of 

1981. 
—Receive $2,000 during your last two years of 

college. 
—Receive 25 free flying hours in Senior year—Pilots 

only (unless already holding a private pilot's licen- 
se). 

—Become an officer in the U.S. Air Force upon grad- 
uation. 

—Attend Air Force Pilot or Navigator training. 

For more information, contact Colonel Barber at the 
Military Science Building, Room 108 or call 532-6600. 
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Park rangers search for truth, 
dig up Calico Graveyard facts 

CALICO, Calif. (AP) — A century ago,    Scroggins. They may never know whc CALICO, Calif. (AP) — A century ago, 
this rocky plot of Mojave Desert was just a 
cemetery for a silver town—the place to 
bury miners caught in a cave-in or fools 
caught cheating at a poker table; the ones 
dealt their final hand by the snout of a 
revolver. 

As the West was tamed, the Calico 
Graveyard, like the mining town, became a 
tourist attraction. 

But over the years, most of the wooden 
markers—and even some of the concrete 
ones—began to disappear. They ended up on 
tavern walls, in tourists' living rooms, in 
campf ires and in splinters. 

Without the entertaining epitaphs to read, 
tourists lost interest. And the graveyard, by 
then a state park, soon lost credibility. 

TROUBLED    BY    THE    LACK    OF 
BUSINESS, but not by lack of imagination, 
a couple of enterprising San Bernardino 
County rangers decided to take matters into 
their own hands in the 1950s. They made up 
new markers and epitaphs and placed them 
at random across the barren hillside 
graveyard. 

Legends who had never even been to 
Calico suddenly were buried there. Wyatt 
Earp, Diamond Lil and other Wild West 
celebrities were among the imposter 
remains. 

The epitaph of non-existent floozy Daisy 
Dooley was one example of the improvising 
used to lure visitors: "Daisy Dooley 1887. 
Came to town one day and wasn't long 
before she was led astray.'' 

Under new management, new rangers 
were subsequently assigned the task of 
recreating the original Calico Graveyard 
and turning it from something of a gigantic 
jigsaw puzzle into a legitimate historical 
site. 

AFTER SPENDING THE LAST 
DECADE trying to find out who's who and 
who's where in the graveyard, rangers and 
local historians now say they have 
exhausted their clues. 

"We may never know who's down 
there—and I don't want to go down and dig 
'em up," said Ranger Bill Heegel, assistant 
park superintendent. 

Infrared aerial photographs pinpointed 
actual gravesites, and rangers drew up a 
map, using worn snapshots of the original 
cemetery, yellowed clippings and the 
memories of local oldtimers to determine 
who was buried in the Calico Graveyard, 
when and where. 

So far, they are certain of the whereabouts 
and identities of only 49 of the 160 corpses 
beneath the piles of rocks marking each 
grave. The rocks were there from the 
beginning, the rangers say, to prevent 
coyotes from digging up the shallow graves. 

"I don't think we can even hope to pinpoint 
an average of one a year now," Heegel said. 

AT LEAST THREE GRAVEYARD 
RESIDENTS gave researchers a surprise. 

Bruce Wallin, whose headstone was in- 
tact, died at the age of 8. It was generally 
believed that Bruce succumbed to diptheria 
in his childhood. 

Actually, research showed, Bruce died of 
old age. He was the Wallin family dog, 
buried in the cemetery by his bereaved 
owners more than half a century ago. 

Then there's the grave of Tom Kate and 
Tom Kate Jr. Father and son killed in a 
mining accident? 

No, a pair of torn cats who used up their 
spare lives sometime around the turn of the 
century. 

But the rangers don't plan to evict 
anyone—or anything—from the Calico 
Graveyard, Heegel assured. 

"We think we've got (the victims of) one 
hanging, three knife fights and three gun- 
fights," Heegel said. Most buried in Calico 
died natural deaths—pneumonia, childbirth, 
old age. 

SOME OF THE WEATHERED TOMB- 
STONES that survived vandals hint of more 
colorful, not-so natural deaths, though. 

"Wes Wescott, hung in his youth," ex- 
plains a marker believed to date back some 
130 years, "'twas a sad mistake when found 
the truth." 

A marker dated 1882 serves as a grim 
warning to the greedy: "Blackie 
Scroggins—claim jumpers take note." The 
rangers say 'a corpse does indeed rot 
beneath the faded marker, but research has 
turned   up   no   evidence   of   a   Blackie 

Scroggins. They may never know who is 
actually buried there, Heegel said. 

Heegel said the missing or ruined 
markers will be replaced by wooden 
replicas of the originals, and a gate now 
discourages people from racing dirt bikes 
and dunebuggies up the hillside. 

Signs ask campers to find their firewood 
elsewhere. (One known culprit was a Boy 
Scout leader and his chilly troop, authorities 
say). 

In the long run, though, Calico may not be 
as interesting as the mischievous rangers 
hinted it was with the bogus headstones 
some 30 years ago. 

"Skeptics. We're dealing with the public 
standard thing," Heegel said. "People 
believe what they want to. You tell them the 
truth and they call you a liar. 

"But tell them a lie and they love it." 

Tired of Dorm Food? 
For Only $2.00 

All you can eat of 
Chili, crackers, relish, and 

drink. 
Sponsored by GST 197 

andBST73 

Sat., Feb. 7   ll:30a.m.-7p.m. 
At Trinity Presbyterian Church 

on College Ave. 

KSU FRATERNITIES 
ARE RUSHING NOW! 

If you're interested in: 
* an organization that promotes mental,  moral, 

social, and physical development 
* brothers instead of neighbors 
* a home instead of a room 

CHECK OUT FRATERNITIES in the 
Greek Affairs Office, Holtz Hall, 

room 110(532-5546). 

The Women of Alpha Kappa Alpha, Inc, 
will be holding a 

SPRING RUSH TEA 
SUNDAY, FEB. 8, 1981 

4:00 p.m. 
1431 Browning 

Interested women should meet at the Information 
Desk for rides beginning at 3:30 p.m. 

         .'        ■■■—— ' " i in. 

LILY TOMUN IN AN EPIC COMEDY 
■-»■»■»■»■■»■''»       »- ■ — J         ■ 

(GIVE OR Wm AM INCH) 

WOMAN 

ULY TOMLIN   CHARLES GRODIN   NED BEATTY   A UJA Production 
"THE INCREDIBLE SHRINKING WOMAN" 

Written by JANE WAGNER   Music by SUZANNE CIANI   Produced by HANK MOONJEAN 
Executive Producer JANE WAGNER   Directed by JOEL SCHUMACHER  A UNIVERSAL PICTURE 

Read the JOVE Book • Copyright © 1980 by Universal Oty Studios. Inc |FG|w««iT«.CWlwiet$UKWtt^| 

NOW PLAYING AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU 
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Holistic health focuses 
on primary prevention 

By KAREN FRANKLIN 
Collegian Reporter 

Hie last time you were lying in bed ill, 
complete with muscle pains and headache, 
chances are you did not view it as an op- 
portunity to learn through a process called 
"holistic health." 

But Dr. Tom Ryan, Laf ene Student Health 
Center, disagrees. 

"Illness tends to be an opportunity to 
learn," Ryan said. 

Holistic health helps identify areas as they 
relate to disease process, he said. 

"Sickness can be a positive experience 
instead of a negative one," Ryan said. 

Holistic (also spelled Wholistic) is, "The 
necessity of looking at the whole person, 
including analysis of physical, nutritional, 
environmental, emotional, spiritual and 
lifestyle values," according to a definition 
by the Manhattan Holistic Health Interest 
Group. 

"Holistic health basically emphasizes the 
necessity of looking at the whole person," 
said Mike Klassen, coordinator of the 
Holistic Health Interest Group. 

Klassen said he believed there was a need 
for such a group in Manhattan and provided 
leadership for the interest group that 
originated through University For Man 
(UFM) in August, I960. 

"There is no formal structure at this 
time," he said. 

UFM IS OFFERING a series of classes 
which will explore the dimensions of holistic 
health. The initial workshop at 7:30 p.m., 
Feb. 19 in Union 206 will present what each 
class offers. Some of the workshops include 
stress management, childbirth choices, 
food, and improving food choices for snacks 
and mealtimes. 

Holistic health emphasizes prevention 
rather than cure, and fewer visits to a 
doctor. 

"It's main objective is full, vibrant health 
and symptom alleviation and it focuses on 

primary prevention rather than crisis in- 
tervention, '' Klassen said. 

"I just wanted to save some money," he 
said. "I wanted to know my body and health 
a little better rather than resort to a doc- 
tor." 

KLASSEN SAID THE word holistic is 
"sort of a contemporary word" that came to 
prominence in the '70s. 

"The concept has been in this country for 
about 20 years," he said. "It is not formally 
associated with medical establishments 
right now," Klassen said. 

Even though holistic health is not formally 
recognized, it does not clash with the 
medical establishment, Ryan said. 

"Holistic health is not in competition with 
medicine, rather it complements it," Ryan 
said. 

"It's a different concept of health. The 
health provider does not play a primary 
role," the individual does, Ryan said. 

"A PERSON CAN assume a sick role," 
Ryan said. "It's up to that person to change 
negative health habits before, rather than 
wait until after, something occurs." 

"You have to recognize areas that con- 
tribute to ill health," Ryan said. 

Holistic health explores areas that con- 
tribute to ill health and counters them by 
emphasizing physical fitness, nutrition and 
environment. 

"I'm interested in what is called 
wellness," he said. "These include areas of 
nutrition, physical fitness, stress reduction, 
and environmental sensitivity." 

Persons should find some way of dealing 
with these effectively, Ryan said, and 
holistic health may be part of the answer. 

Ryan agrees with Klassen that there's a 
need for educating persons to what con- 
stitutes healthy behavior and sickness can 
be a positive experience. 

"You have to provide your own 
motivation," Ryan said. 

Zomax appears on market 
as non-addictive pain-kilier 

Each year thousands of persons are 
prescribed pain-killers, and each risks 
becoming dependent upon the drug because 
of the highly addictive nature of pain-killers. 

Zomax (zomepirac sodium), a relatively 
new analgesic used for moderate to severe 
pain, may help reduce the number of drug- 
related dependency cases. 

Zomax is a non-narcotic, non-addicting 
prescription painkiller manufactured by 
McNeil Pharmaceutical. McNeil also 
manufactures one of the most widely used 
pain-killing drug combinations: A series of 
coedine-Tylenol drug combinations in 
varying strengths. 

"Zomax is a whole new class of drug," 
Barry Sarvis, owner of Barry's Drug 
Center, said. "We are safe in assuming we 
won't have problems." 

According to an information sheet from 
McNeil, animal studies demonstrated 
Zomax has no potential for addiction or 
dependency. Patients who have taken 
Zomax for six months or longer have not 
developed an addiction to the drug. 

Zomax is not chemically related to 
morphine or Darvon, both addictive 
painkillers. 

"We know what it does, but we're not sure 
how it does it," Sarvis said. 

The drug has been on the market for six 
months. All Manhattan pharmacies are 
stocking Zomax and it has been available at 
Lafene Student Health Center for ap- 
proximately two months. 

Zomax produces a significant painkilling 
effect within one-half hour and a maximum 
effect one to two hours after being taken, 
according to the information sheet. 

Although Zomax has many advantages, 
some adverse reactions have been observed 
in clinical trials, the information sheet said. 

Of 1,000 patients receiving Zomax for one 
week or longer, the most frequent reacton 
was nausea. Other adverse reactions such 
as abdominal pain, loss of appetite, diz- 
ziness and skin irritations, occurred in 3 to9 
percent of the patients. 

Sarvis said the test subjects could have 
experienced the reactions without even 
taking the drug. 

"We've dispensed 1,500 so far. No one has 
complained of nausea," Sarvis said. 

The rate and extent of the absorption of 

Zomax by the body are decreased when 
Zomax is taken with food. 

Zomax also lengthens bleeding time. 
However, this effect stops with 24 to 48 hours 
after the use of the drug is discontinued. 
Persons who have blood-clotting disorders 
should be carefully observed after Zomax 
tablets have been taken. 

Because lengthy treatment with Zomax 
has been observed in clinical tests to cause a 
higher rate or urinary tract problems, 
McNeil recommends the drug be taken for 
less than six months. 

Data on the effects of taking Zomax 
during pregnancy and its effects on children 
is inconclusive, and the drug is not 
recommended by McNeil in these cases. 

JEFF GATES 
• Business Senator • 

• Student Senate Aid 
• Honor Student 
• 5 yrs. experience in Student 

Govt. 
• Willing to work hard for you! 

PaM for by CmnHlft U rkct Jeff Gate* 

AMOS G. SHEPERD 
WRITE IN CANDIDATE FOR 

STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT 

AMOS: 
 Wants to get rid of dog-eared books in the 

library. 
.... Is opposed to selling hot dogs in the Union. 
 Won't quit his job until it's done right. 
.... Doggedly supports a new arena. 

EXPERIENCE   CANT   BEAT   AMOS!    Paki.orbyitu<fcM,taforAG Shepeni.R Tin Chairman 

HOUSTON STREET RESTAURANT & PUB 

"Saturday Night Oyster Bar" 
Every Saturday Night, its 

FREE oysters on the half-shell 

with every dining room entree. 

^K^ 
Great Dance Music ^TPfflfgtffi A Private Club 

RESTAURANT & PUB 

Borck Brothers 
WINTER CLEARANCE 

SP0R1 rCOATS 
Values to NOW 
$ 65.00 $ 49.00 
$110.00 $ 89.00 
$125.00 $ 99.00 
$145.00 $109.00 
$210.00 $159.00 

MXwiaW in* MUM EutaM 

Humboldt 
at Third 
Ph  537 8636 

Winter Outerwear 
(except trench coats 

and spflng |ick tls) 
50 •/coff- 

in ©/ M  FALL SLACKS 
W /o off - tnmmNmllt 

Af\o/  .M  Long Sleeve Sport Shirts 
*tu /o off - mJShtKmhMm 

30% off-ALL SWEATERS 

fine menswear 
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Florida freeze causes price hike 
By STEPHANIE MOWRY 

Collegian Reporter 
Old Man Winter decided to vacation in 

Florida and orange juice prices may be 
affected because of it. 

Florida had three nights of sub-freezing 
temperatures in January and the cold 
weather has had a serious impact on the 
Florida orange crop, according to Earl 
Wells, public affairs director of Florida 
Citrus Mutual. 

"As a result of those freezes, virtually the 
entire citrus belt was affected to some 
degree," Wells said. 

"We are projecting that losses will be 20 
percent of the orange crop," he said. "The 
USDA will make an official loss prediction 
by next Wednesday." 

The supply of fresh Florida citrus fruit 
will be reduced to some extent, Wells said. 

"The reduction in the amount of oranges 
going out of state will be significant, but I 
believe grapefruit will still be available," he 
said. 

THE EFFECTS OF the Florida freeze will 
soon be felt by Manhattan residents and In- 
state students. 

The Union reports the price of fresh 
oranges has not increased yet, but the 
purchasing price of orange juice has. 

The Union buys oranges from California, 
so the price has not increased, explained 
Malley Sisson, food service director of the 
Union. 

"There has been a 19.4 percent increase in 
the price of orange juice," Sisson said. 

The price of orange juice per case has 
risen from $51.60 to $61.60, Sisson said. 

"We have held our price on orange juice 
since 1979," she said. "Our prices to us have 
gone up but our prices to our customers 

have not changed. All of our food costs have 
gone up 12 percent...we will eventually have 
to raise prices. We cannot afford to absorb 
all the price increases." 

THE RESIDENCE HALL food service 
may be faced with an increase in the cost of 
orange juice, also. 

"We have enough orange juice to see us 
through for another month so what we have 
right now is what we have in stock," said 
Jean Riggs, director of residence hall food 
service. "We may feel the price in our next 
purchase." 

Riggs said the food service is not planning 
on curbing the supply of orange juice 
available to residents. 

"Orange juice would practically have to 
go out of existence fo us to stop buying it," 
Riggs said. "We serve both grape juice and 
orange juice, but orange goes faster—20 to 
one. The kids like it." 

AREA GROCERS ARE beginning to see 
the effects of the freeze in Florida. Dillons' 
produce manager, Ed Chaput, said there 
had been a small rise in the price of their 
citrus fruit. 

"We don't sell that many Florida oranges, 
but there has been a slight increase in the 
price of California oranges because of the 
drain on the California market," Chaput 
said. "The price of Florida tangerines and 
tangelos has skyrocketed." 

An increase in the price of frozen orange 
juice was noted by Rick Maycumber, a 
frozen food department employee at Food 4 

Less. 
"Not all prices have risen, but there has 

been a price increase on a couple of brands 
like Holson and Minute Maid," Maycumber 
said. "A 16-ounce can of Holson was selling 
for 95 cents and has gone up to $1.01. 

Maycumber said he had been able to 
purchase all the juice he needs. 

"I stocked up to make sure I would have it 
on hand," he said. 

HE NOTED THERE has been an increase 
in juice sales. 

"People have been buying it by the case 
instead of by the can, but there hasn't been 
any panic buying," Maycumber said. 

In Florida, salvage operations are un- 
derway and growers are attempting to save 
any available oranges, Wells said. 

The price of citrus products has risen 
since the freeze. 

"After the freeze, the processing segment 
raised prices back up to the price level of 

ELECT 
RANDALL HUBERT 

AGRICULTURE 
SENATOR 

Pd. for by candidate 

last February," Wells said. 
A bumper orange crop in I960 had 

originally caused prices to be lower this 
year. 

"The price will be back up to what prices 
were last February, but not doubling or 
tripling," Wells said. "It won't be a con- 
sumer rip-off." 

JUST ARRIVED! 
Housepknrts Galore 

are on SALE 

Wed.-Sat. 

6" pots- 
$5.98 each or 

3 for '15 

We've got some pretty ones too! 

BLUEVILLE NURSERT 
Vh mi. West of Westioop 

Mon.-Sat,/8:3O-5:O0 

Yearn to Fly? 

Learn to Fly! 

Now accepting 

new members 

776-4180 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••^•••••••* 
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k-state union 
upc feature films 
25 years of service 1956-1981 PROUDLY  PRESENTS 

THE GOLDEN TURKEY SWARDS 
DO YOU REMEMBER: 
* John Travolta as a melting monster in "The Devils 

Rain"? 
* John Wayne as Genghis Khan In "The Conqueror"? 
* Mary Tyler Moore as a heartsick nun in love with Elvis 

Presley in "A Change of Habit"? 
* How about Scuttlebutt the Talking Duck in "Everythinas 

Ducky"? 

MICHAEL MEDVED, author of "What Really Happened to 
the Class of '65?", presents "THE GOLDEN TURKEY 
AWARDS"—the first 'Reverse' awards ceremony to honor 
the All-Time Bad Films and Performances in Hollywood 
history. 

See the: 
* The Most Unerotic Concept in Pornography 
* The Worst Performance by an Aplmal 
* The Biggest Ripoff in Hollywood History 
* The Worst Performance by an Actor as Jesus Christ 
* The Most Ridiculous Monster in Screen History 

FORUM HALL 
FRI. FEB. 6      200pm 

Free Admission 

E4D IfIIILMJf rcniw. 
FRIDAY 

4:00 REEFER MADNESS 
5:10 BEACH BLANKETBINQO 

Intermission 
7:05 THEY SA VED HITLERS BRAIN 
8:30 A TTACK OF THE FIFTY FOOT WOMAN 

Intermission 
9:50 TERROR OF TINY TOWN 

10:50 PLAN 9 FROM OUTER SPACE 
12:15 I CHANGED MY SEX 

Seven of the Best 

Films Ever Made 

SATURDAY 
5:00 A TTACK OF THE FIFTY FOOT WOMAN 
6:05 I CHANGED MY SEX 

Intermission 
7:25 BEACH BLANKET BINGO 
9:15 TERROR OF TINY TOWN 

Intermission 
10:25 REEFER MADNESS 
11:30 PLAN 9 FROM OUTER SPACE 
12:40 THEYSA VED HITLERS BRAIN 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 
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* 

* 

* 
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FORUM HALL 
FRI.-SAT    FEB.6&7 } 

ALL SEVEN SHOWS $2.25   Leave and come back in for FREE        * 
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Commitment key to 'Revival' success 
Editor's -note: '•am Rush, one of the original members of the New Grass 

Revival, spoke candidly about the group and its music during a telephone 
interview from hit homo m Kentucky. Bush, a several time national champion 
liddier. piayt mandolin, fiddle and does vocals for the New Grass Revival. He 
will be performlnq at 7:30 tonight in McCain Auditorium during a special 
performance by Leon Russell and the New Grass Revival. 

Q 
A 

How did the New Grass Revival get its start? 

Q 
A 

Who handles the bookings when you work with 
Leon? 

relationship. We all feel like we're bluegrass musicians, but 
were not committed to it. Am I making myself clear? We 
are committed, but to our band and the music it plays, be it 
blues, bluegrass or rock." 

"We were in a band called the New Grass Alliance. 
We all split off and in November 1971 we got back together 
under the name of New Grass Alliance. In October 1974 
John Cowan, our bass player came into the band and has 
been singing lead vocals ever since. We liked the way 
everything worked and we haven't changed since." 

Q Besides Courtney Johnson (banjo, guitar), Curtis 
Burch (dobro, guitar, vocals), Cowan and yourself, 

who else plays In your group? 

_i "As it turns out our manager is Stone County out in 
Colorado, and they've been doing our stuff for years. Since 
then they have picked up Leon, and it makings.bookings 
very easy. Leon doesn't worry much about it. He's out 
living in a motor-home, pretty much incommunicado." 

Q 

Q 
A 

How important Is your lifestyle, apart from the 
stage? 

What is "Bluesgrass," and how did it evolve? 

JTm "Bluesgrass is the evolution of us playing Leon's 
music. He worked with rock and blues, and we worked with 
bluegrass and blues. We had blues in common; that's the 
link and it has a subtle influence all through the show." 

_k "Everybody likes to retreat.. .We all live out in the 
country and it's a great place to go home to. Everybody 
needs someplace to call home." 

QLeon Russell and the New Grass Revival were 
named for the concert of the year by Performance 

Magazine in 1980. How did It feel? 

A "Well, the four of us—that's New Grass Revival. 
But when we play with Leon's group we work with several 
others. There's Ambrose Cambell playing percussion, and 
Jim Price plays baritone horn and synthesizer. With both 
groups together, there's always something going on the 
stage. Once it starts you need to make sure you have all 
your refreshments with you, because it doesn't stop." 

Q 
A 

A 
Where is New Grass Revival trying to go with its 
music? 

_k "Wonderful. That's a real heavy-duty magazine 
and we feel very honored. It wasn't bluegrass band of the 
year, or rock and roll band of the year, but concert of the 
year. That says something, not just for the band, but for the 
music." 

Q 
A 

Are you currently on tour? 

i "Each of our albums gets a little different. We get 
into new kinds of stuff. We keep trying to find new things in 
the music, to adapt it to the style we play. We are not locked 
into one set of instruments or ideas. We just want to play 
and make the song work naturally." 

"This will be a seven-week trip. We just played in 
Louisville, Iowa City and Nashville. All of those were pretty 
much local. We'll be coming out your way next. Lawrence is 
first, Wichita is right after that, then Manhattan, then on 
down to Tulsa, which is Leon's stomping grounds." 

Q 
A 

Q 
A 

What makes New Grass Revival work so well? The 
people, the music? 

How enthusiastic is the group about playing music? 

'It all boils down to the music. This is what we do. 
You have a group of people, they all have different per- 
sonalities. If you change members it just isn't the same 
band, it doesn't sound the same. We've been lucky. We 
respect each other enough to give each other lots of space." 

. "We are absolutly committed; not entirely to 
bluegrass, but to the music we do. It's kind of a work-play 

Arts & entertainment 
Paintings, etchings, photographs on exhibit 

Art gallery opens up for the 'Little Apple' 
By CINDY WILSON 
Collegian Reporter 

It's just like you would picture it. 
The door opens off of a busy main street 

sidewalk onto a long flight of creaky, 
wooden stairs. At the top there is an array of 
intriguing rooms and hallways just waiting 
to be explored. 

That's the image a person gets when 
visiting the Strecker Gallery, in downtown 
Manhattan, for the first time. The gallery 
opened Dec. 4, and is owned by Julie 
Strecker who also owns Contemporary 
Interiors. 

According to Brian Fisher, gallery 
manager and graduate of K-State's interior 
design program, "there's a big need for 
something like this in Manhattan." Fischer 
said they realized the need for an art gallery 
and then found a place to get started. 

The spacious gallery has many art forms. 
Western, wildlife and contemporary are a 
few types it offers. 

"In a larger city you can specialize. We 
try to have a variety of things—you have to 
to exist in Manhattan," Fisher said. 

A lot of the exhibits are etchings, silk 
screens, and lithographs, and much of the 
work is done by well known artists, he said. 

The gallery has a large group of limited 
addition prints; only a certain number of 
prints were made before the master press 
was destroyed. 

Some of the art work is done by local 
artists. Patricia Hagan, assistant instructor 
of art, is one of several K-Staters showing 
work at Strecker Gallery. "We have several 
of Hagan's watercolors," Fischer said. 

He said they try not to focus on a specific 
age group, but that be has noticed their 
"clientele tend to be in the 20-30 age group." 

Along with the regular exhibits, "we set a 
show once a month in the big gallery," 
Fisher said. There is a different theme with 
each show. 

From now until March 7 the gallery will 
present a photography exhibit. 

"This will be our first showing of 
photographs," he said. Two local 
photographers and one from New York will 
be showing their photographs. 

Staff photo by Scott William* 

Picturesque... Brian Fisher, manager of the Strecker    recently opened gallery at 330 A. Poyntz. 
Gallery, adjusts one of the many works of art in a 

Marian Pelton, retired K-State music 
instructor and local artist, is showing her 
images of travel. Since her retirement she 
has visited 28 countries. 

"She has a big variety, form Peru to 
Japan," Fisher said. 

Beau Ballance, local artist, is displaying 
photographs that are mostly of this area. 
Fisher said she takes a big object and 
focuses on the details. "She sees things most 
people don't see." 

Christian Olsavsky, a New York artist 
presently living here, is exhibiting a series 
of photos about a Mennonite family living in 
Tennessee, a series taken of porch chairs, 
and some polaroid shots from around 
Manhattan. 

An artist from Washington will be showing 
batiks (dyed cloth, using wax to screen out 
certain areas) at the gallery's next showing. 
Fisher said the artist has "a very fine 
technique" and "can be very intricate." 

Fisher said the goal of the gallery is to 
provide something the communtiy needs, 
but "that we must sell to provide." 

He said he feels secure about the new 
business because he sees growth in 
Manhattan in the next 5 to 10 years, 
especially downtown. 

Editor's note: Strecker Gallery is located at J30A 
Poynti and is open from » a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday through 
Saturday 
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Speaker advocates methods of ending racism 
By TANYA BRANSON 

Collegian Reporter 
Universities must make more of an effort 

to eliminate traces of prejudice from their 
admissions forms and help minorities ac- 
climate to school, according to William 
Sedlacek, director of testing, research and 
data processing at the University of 
Maryland. 

"The ultimate (goal) is to eliminate 
racism. There are lots of different people 
with lots of different ways and my way is 
just a slice," Sedlacek said during a speech 
in the Union Thursday. 

"In higher education, minority students 
are not used to being in the system," 
Sedlacek said. "It is a system for white, 
upper-middle class and if you're not in the 
group you'll run into problems." 

Sedlacek, a 1966 K-State graduate who 
earned a doctorate in industrial psychology, 
developed a plan for improving the process. 

His solution includes making minority 
students aware of ways they can prepare for 
the lifestyle in universities. Sedlacek said he 
believes that if minority students un- 
derstand these variables, they will be more 
likely to succeed in college. 

THESE VARIABLES include a good self- 
concept and a realistic approach of what one 

can do and what one needs. Sedlacek said he 
believes that understanding racism is one of 
the most important goals. 

"There are designated systems and ways 
of doing things and if you're not in the white 
male category, you tend to run afoul of 
things," he said. 

Long range goals, leadership, relation- 
ships wth the community, and having a 
strong support person are other variables 
which can help predict the success of a 
minority student. 

Sedlacek uses these variables in his plan 
for a new system for admission and 
retention of minority students. 

"The (admission) application is not 
designated to get information from an 
unusual person with a different 
background," Sedlacek said. "The typical 
minority doesn't know the system. For 
example, on the extra-curricular activities 
part of the application, the minority won't 
put he's involved with the black community 
church or any community activity. So a neat 
person might be passed by." 

SEDLACEK SUGGESTED that a form 
accompany the application which asks 
questions relating to other aspects of a 
student's life besides his grades and 
achievements  in school. The university 

Movies at 'Bad Festival9 

surpass awful expectations 
Editor's note The Bad Him Festival of seven movies 

will begin aH p.m. today and 5 p.m. Saturday. 

ByJIMMEUZA 
Collegian Reviewer 

Of all the movies that Leonard Pith- 
Garnell (a.k.a. Dan Akroyd) parodied, none 
of them reached the depths of depraved 
mentality as those films included in the Bad 

Col legian review 

Films Festival. Pith-Garnell usually at- 
tacked the idea of art films with brainless 
pretentions. These films, however, do the 
impossible; they surpass brainlessness. 

The preceding statement is an obvious 
contradiction to one of the film's titles, 
"They Saved Hitler's Brain." The plot, 
however, quickly nullifies the notion that the 

movie is cerebral. Nazi doctors have 
somehow surgically perserved Hitler's 
brain with the expressed purpose of finding 
another body and then conquering the 
world. This example is only one of seven. 

All of the films have achieved universal 
acclaim for their lack of profundity as well 
as intelligence. In fact "Plan 9 From Outer 
Space" was chosen as the worst film of all 
time in a book "The Golden Turkey 
Awards." If that weren't enough, the 
director of "Plan 9" and "I Changed My 
Sex" was voted worst director of all time. 

Only the hilarious improbabilities and bad 
acting save these films from total rejection. 
The extreme level of campiness is nowhere 
more apparent than "Reefer Madness." 
With films like these who needs parodies? 
Eat your heart out Pith-Garnell. 

Alan Parson's Project 
produces 'unique sounds' 

By PETE ECKHOFF 
Collegian Reviewer 

It's hard to put Alan Parson's music into 
any specific category. He's not a rocker like 
Van Halen or Journey, nor is he new wavish 
like Devo or the B-52's. Perhaps synthesizer 
rock is not entirely inadequate. 

His new LP, "Turn of a Friendly Card," 
continues on in the same vein as "Tales of 

Collegian review 
Mystery and Imagination," "Pyramid" and 
"Eve." The songs are varied in style and 
tempo but maintain even flow for ease of 
listening. 

Most of the songs are up-tempo in nature, 
but "Time" and "Nothing Left to Lose" are 
real mellow tunes, and are two of the 
albums best. 

Alan Parsons is a person. His music and 
group are projects. He is a very talented 
musical creator and producer. His music 
shows that. 

In most cases, when the group's name 
contains the name of a person (e.g. Alan 
Parsons) that person is usually the main 
some of the cuts. 

performer. Not so here. As usual Parsons 
takes a back seat on "Turn..." and leaves 
the performance to studio musicians and 
singers. He does play back-up keyboards on 

Lead vocal duties are shared by four in- 
dividuals, Chris Rainbow, Elmer Gantry, 
Eric Woolfson and Larry Zakatek. Zakatek 
is probably the most recognizable because 
of his current hit "Games People Play." He 
also did the vocals for Parson's last hit, 
"Damned if I Do." 

The Alan Parsons Project produces a 
unique sound off the mainstream of rock and 
roll, and it is a welcome one. Maybe we 
could change the name of Deborah Harry's 
group to "The Blondie Project." 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
DARLIN' 

DICK TRACY So says the ?A... fcy CH[ST[I Mul0 

ffEM&MBCR VA COMPENSATION^ 
COVER?  DISABllltr INCURRED     J 
IN. OR   AGGRAVATED BY, I 

MILITARY SERVICE! J 

Contact naara.t VA offtoa 

(chaok your phon. book ) or 
a local vrntmrmnm group. 

would then be better able to admit a person 
with qualities which don't show up on the 
application. The university could also use 
these forms to help students spot potential 
problems. 

"In terms of equality, if equal information 
is put on the application then the best people 
can be picked," he said. 

Sedlacek said be would also like to see 
workshops and classes that would help 
orient the minority student to university life 
and the system they must live with. 

"This way will give you a better class of 
people who will stay around longer," he 
said. "Whoever you are, whatever you're 
doing, no matter what race or sex, there is 
something you can do. And the colleges can 
work with this attitude." 

Sedlacek is the first of four speakers in the 
Minority Affairs Speaker Series this 
semester, sponsored by the Office of 
Minority Affairs. He will make another 
presentation today at 9 a.m. in the Big 8 
Room of the Union. 

Tfcfc. . .trtMi? 
Which makes you look most artracitve' 
Glasses won't add anything K) your looks and it's Hkaty that 

they'd detract Irom your appearance. 
But Bausch & Lome- son lenses let you look natural 
In (act. unless you ten them, most people won't even know 

you're wearing them. 
They're comfortable because they're soft and flexible. 
They're easy to wear Irom the Hrst day 
And they're designed so they won't pop out easily when you 

don't want them to. 
Stop mis weak and get ful deats without charge 

Dt.PiulE. Bulock.P.A. 

77M4I1 

Soft l«n. are) now 
a—llabl. for AaHom.tl.rn 

I WHY IS THIS PERSON A UNITARIAN? 
For the religion that cele- 
brates human values, visit 
the Unitarian Fellowship, 
709 Bluemont, Sunday at 
11:00 a.m., Feb. 8, and hear 
Bruce McMillan of Lund- 
mark Corp. present alter- 
nate views of downtown re- 
development. Nursery. Re- 
freshments. 

Good news for Valentino's lovers! 
Valentino's now offers an all-you-can-eat 

Pizza and Pasta Buffet for lunch— 
pJui oar same sumptaou salad bar. You'll serve yourself all our 
delicious pizzas, baked lasagna and salad you want. Now for the 
great Valentino's for lunch lovers! 

Only $3.35 

SPECIALS 
at 

4/tefwX 
Sun. 

I Love You! 

Mon.: 

Tues.: 

Wed.: 

Thurs.: 

Hungarian Beef Goulash with Homemade 
Noodles $3.95 
Broiled   Red  Snapper  with Butter and Lemon 
$3.95 

Baked Salmon with Crabmeat Stuffing $4.95 

German SauerbratOn with Gingersnap Gravy, Po- 
tato Pancakes, and Red Cabbage $4.50 

SeafOOd BrOChette over Rice (Lobster, Shrimps, 
and Filet of Sole) $5.95 

Barbecued Beef Ribs $3.95 

v 

All Above Served with Salad, Fresh Vegete     s, and Potatoes 

All Served in both the Public Dining Room and the Private Club 

Gregov's Restaurant & Club 
2605 Stagg Hill Rd. 776-1234 
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Republicans preparing to cut state budget 

Kansas Legislature to follow Reagan's lead 
TOPEKA (AP) -The Kansas Legislature 

is preparing to tighten the financial screws 
on state government as they haven't been 
turned in 10 years. 

Responding to the message they believe 
voters sent to Topeka and Washington last 
November and the budget-cutting rhetoric 
coming from the new Reagan ad- 
ministration, the Republican majorities in 
the House and Senate are quietly but 
resolutely setting forth to hatchet their way 
through Democratic Gov. John Carlin's 
budget. 

Interviews with Sen. Paul Hess (R- 
Wichita) and Rep. Mike Hayden (R- 
Atwood) the two Ways and Means Com- 
mittee chairmen, left no doubt the mood is 
equally as fiscally conservative in Topeka 
this year as it is in Washington. 

"The mood is very conservative. The 
mood is to cut the governor's budget below 
the 6.3 percent increase he's recommended 
in general fund expenditures," Hess said of 
the attitude of the Senate GOP caucus. 

"I think we would welcome their 
(senators) posture," said Hayden. "I would 
say the mood is for a tighter budget, with 
more efficiency in state government and no 
tax increases." 

IF THAT DETERMINATION CARRIES 
through until May, it likely will mean a very 
austere year—perhaps matching or ex- 
ceeding 1971, when budget-whacking 
legislators gave university faculty no pay 
increases and cut 5 percent from the welfare 
budget. The latter move led to a big sup- 
plemental appropriation the next year for 
welfare. 

Those likely to absorb the deepest cuts 
this year are higher education, public 
television, community corrections, th3 
Department of Revenue, and selected 
segments of social welfare, like medical 
assistance. 

The budget hacking likely will mean: 
—Very modest salary increases for state 
employees, university faculty and public 
school teachers. 
—No expansion of public TV. 
—A drastic reduction in the amount of 
money Carlin has ticketed for development 
of community corrections programs, with 
only two or three local pilot programs likely 
to be funded. 
—STRIPPING THE REVENUE 
DEPARTMENT of its Business Information 
Tax System (BITS) and its Weighing Trucks 
in Motion (WIM) programs, while making 
some deep personnel cuts in that agency. 

"We're not trying to outDocking Docking 
or out-Carlin Carlin, but maybe we'll out- 
Hayden Hayden," Hess quipped, referring 
to former Gov. Robert Docking, whose 
reputation for tight-fisted budgets is now 
legendary in state government. 

Hzss said he's convinced Senate 
Republicans have the resolve this time 
around to resist temptations to break ranks 
and wind up giving financial support to pet 

projects. He said even the annual $1 million 
appropriation for rural water districts 
which Senate President Ross Doyen has 
always shepherded through the budget 
process may get axed. 

IN THE LAST TWO SESSIONS, Senate 
Republicans, led by former Sen. Wint 
Winter of Ottawa, have arm wrestled with 
Hayden at the end of each session to try to 
wring a little more here and a trifle more 
there for pet projects. 

That won't happen this year, Hess vowed. 
Hayden likes Hess' talk so far, but isn't 

totally convinced. 
"I'm encouraged by it," the House leader 

said, "but we are going to wait and see. 
"We would join with the Senate committee 

in making cuts in the budget, but remember 
we have to be able to sustain those cuts by 
votes in both houses. The Senate many times 
has not been able to sustain those cuts." 

Countered Hess: 
"We've very committed to holding the line 

on the governor's budget, and going farther 
if we can. Maybe we won't have the political 
will to do it. Maybe there won't be the 21 
votes for it. I'm a political realist. But we're 
determined to do it." 

HESS OUTLINED THE GOP game plan 
in the Senate like this: 

Cut Carlin's already lean budget to gain 
an extra $10 million to $15 million, and put it 
into school finance to reduce the projected 
$50 million property tax increase this year to 
$35 million or $40 million. Also, raise no 
taxes at all. 

The severance tax is dead in the Senate, 
Hess flatly declared. A sales tax increase 
also is dead. And, a gasoline tax hike is dead 
unless Carlin removes his veto threat. 

Hayden agreed, except he said the 
severance tax might have a chance if the 
governor is willing to reduce the percentage 
and public pressure builds to stave off the 
school property tax increase. 

At the top of the laundry list of amounts to 
be cut are: 
—$1.8 million for public television, including 
all $1.5 million of the money lapsed when 
Garden Gty was stopped from developing 
its station. 
—$3.3 MILLION FROM THE $4 MILLION 
Carlin has recommended for development 
of local corrections programs, allowing only 
about $700,000 for programs in Shawnee and 
Franklin Counties and perhaps one or two 
others. They would become pilot programs 
for two or three years to see how they work. 
—$1 million or more from the Department of 
Revenue, mainly in personnel cutbacks and 
in reducing the BITS and WIM programs. 

Board of Regents institutions, which 
started out asking $570 million and had $551 
million recommended by Carlin, also will 
absorb some cuts, but no amount has been 
projected. 

Referring to the Revenue Department, 
Hess said, "That's the agency we're really 

Maintenance sands, stops slipping 
The University's grounds maintenance 

crew is working to keep campus sidewalks 
sanded, although the sleet of last weekend 
has proven difficult to remove. 

"With snow, we can shovel the sidewalks 
clean, but with this sleet job nothing comes 
off," Tom Shackelford, superintendent of 
grounds maintenance, said. 

Since last Saturday afternoon, the crew 
has spent eight to 10 hours each day, 
spreading 25-tons of sand on campus 
sidewalks. 

Grounds maintenance sands campus 
sidewalks and the steps leading to a building 
are taken care of by building custodians. 
Housing is responsible for residence hall 
steps and sidewalks. 

Most walks are sanded about once a day 
and problem areas receive sand as often as 
five or six times daily, Shackelford said. 

The inclined sidewalk north of Denison 
Hall is one of the problem areas, 
Shackelford said, because it's shaded from 
the sun. 

Other hazardous walks on campus include 
the step-stone walk in front of King Hall, the 
sidewalk north of Seaton Hall and the walk 
west of Farrell Library. 

Since the beginning of the year, 
Shackelford said, there have been few 
complaints about the conditions of the 
walks. 

Pecan shells were previously used, but 
won't be used this year because they are 
difficult to get. 

"Pecan shells don't track as bad as sand, 

but we ran out, and they cost much more 
this year," Shackelford said. 

Only five to ten accidents reported yearly 
to the University Facilities are caused by 
icy conditions, John Lambert, campus 
safety officer, said. There have been no ice- 
related injuries reported this year, he said. 

Meet the Birthday 
Girl Who Believes 

In: 
Flrey Voltawagon 

Romance*. 
UCLA Football Player* 

That Claim to Need 
Her Sock., 

And Crazy Friend* - 

Happy 19th Jill B. 
Love, 

J.J..J.R..J.B..D.C..P.C, 
L.C..C.C..M.G..BG..&G.H. 

trying to do some house-cleaning on. But 
there are others; everything is fair game." 

"This is going to be a very tough year for 
higher education," the Wichita Republican 
predicted. 

"It doesn't mean any schools are going to 
be closed or that faculty salaries are going 
to be cut. But it does mean the mood of the 
Legislature has changed. 

"There is strong feeling about tenure and 
that maybe professors are in an ivory tower. 

"The matter of Professor (Norman) 
Forer contributes to an attitude toward the 
faculty. It's reflective of how a lot of 
legislators feel about the insulation of the 
faculty. And the Wichita State thing. That's 
going to be a continuing saga that is not 
going to help matters, either." 

TIME: 
"This one has everything: sex, violence, comedy, thrills, 

tenderness. It's an anthology and apotheosis of 
American pop movies: FRANKENSTEIN, MURDERS IN 

THE RUE-MORGUE, 2001, ALIEN, LOVE STORY. It 
opens at fever pitch and then starts soaring. It moves 

with the loping energy of a crafty psychopath, or of film 
makers gripped with the potential of blowing the 

moviegoer's mind out through his eyes and ears. Ladies 
and gentlemen, welcome to ALTERED STATES." 

-Richard Corliss, TIME 

NEWSWEEK: 
"Feverish, farfetched, exhilarating and downright scary, 
ALTERED STATES has arrived on the movie scene like a 
doctor with a bag full of wonderfully illicit drugs. With a 

mad doctor like Ken Russell at the helm, one happily 
follows this movie to hell and back." 

—David Ansen, NEWSWEEK 
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Workers caution Poland 
WARSAW, Poland (AP) - Independent 

labor leader Lech Walesa called Thursday 
for a general sit-in strike throughout Poland 
if the government cracks down on strikers in 
the Bielsko-Biala region and disrupts 
communications among union chapters. 

In Jelenia Gora, union officials said the 
strike committee proclaimed a general 
warning strike in that city starting Feb. 9 if 
the government fails to meet previous 
demands and ensure full pay for strikers. 
The strikers say they were promised full 
pay in last August's strike settlement. 

The threat of new strikes came after talks 
between strike leaders and government 
commissions broke down in both cities. 

The Feb. 9 strike deadline coincides with 
the start of a session of the Communist 
Party's Central Committee, widely ex- 
pected to deal with the labor conflict that 
has badly hurt Poland's shaky economy. 
The persistent labor trouble and reports of 
Soviet troops near Poland's border have 
raised fears in the West that the Soviet 
Union would intervene. 

THE EAST GERMAN NEWS AGENCY 
AON, in a report from Warsaw, charged the 
Solidarity leaders were on a "counter- 
revolutionary course" directed against the 
"leading role" of the Communist Party. 

A spokesman in Gdansk for the in- 
dependent union Solidarity said that in 
Suwalki, north of Bialystok, close to the 

Soviet border, workers staged a one-hour 
warning strike over "police interference" in 
a Feb. 3 incident involving regulations about 
loudspeakers. 

Walesa remained in Bielsko-Biala, where 
a strike has crippled more than 120 area 
enterprises and stalled public transport for 
10 days. 

In what appeared to be a new dimension in 
the crisis, secondary school students came 
out with a list of demands, according to the 
newspaper Slowo Powszechne. Like the 
workers, the high school students reportedly 
were seeking "all Saturdays free" in a letter 
sent to Deputy Education Minister Jan 
Krusewski. Polish children go to school six 
days a week. 

DESPITE THE COLLAPSE OF TALKS in 
the south and the subsequent strike war- 
nings, labor-government contacts continued 
elsewhere. 

Talks continued at Rzeszow, center of the 
unregistered private farmers' union, Rural 
Solidarity, which merged on Wednesday 
with two other farmer organizations, also 
unregistered. The government refuses to 
register such unions, saying farmers are 
self-employed. 

Key Western nations are discussing a new 
short-term operation to avert threatened 
collapse of Poland's economy, British and 
French authorities reported Thursday. The 
central purpose of a second food-and-money 

program is to give President Reagan's 
administration the time it needs to for- 
mulate policy toward the Warsaw gover- 
nment. 

Poland, which owes Western governments 
and banks an estimated $24 billion, appears 
to be so deeply in the red that it could be said 
to be approaching bankruptcy. 

In another development, Polish state 
radio reported that former Premier Piotr 
Jaroszewicz, 71, had been stripped of 
Communist Party membership. He was 
found to have promoted "ill-considered" 
food price increases in 1976 that led to 
widespread worker unrest and were later 
rescinded. 

Debbie, 
Those Playgirls can really get 
toya.huh? 

Happy Birthday 
#22 

Kansas dry conditions queried; 
water level brings big concern 

FTD STUDENT CHAPTER 
will be selling flowers 

For 

VALENTINES DAY 
Feb. 13 

8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. 
(or until sold out) 

At Union 

By PAM VAN HORN 
Collegian Reporter 

Although recent reports from farm and 
government agencies may indicate Kansas 
and other midwestern states are currently 
experiencing a drought, two K-State 
professors disagree on whether drought 
exists and its severity. 

"I don't think we've had a drought, but 
rather a dry period," said Dean Bark, 
professor of physics and climatologist of the 
Agriculture Experiment Station, referring 
to the major heat wave and lack of rain last 
summer. "An absolute amount of rainfall 
doesn't define drought." 

Drought doesn't have one definite 
meaning, he said. The farmer may see it as 
soil lacking adequate moisture for crop 
growth, while city dwellers might recognize 
it as a shortage of water for their lawn. 
However, Bark said both groups believe 
there currently is a shortage of water. 

FLOYD SMITH, professor of agronomy 
and director of the Kansas Water Resources 
Research Institute, disagrees with Bark. 

"Kansas is very definitely experiencing 
drought conditions," said Smith, the former 
director of the Agricultural Experiment 
Station. 

He said his observation is based on the 
midwest's dry conditions this summer. The 
dry period caused a severe reduction in the 
amounts of sorghum, soybean and corn 
yields, Smith said. 

Production losses from last year's harvest 
totalled $43 million for soybeans and $28 
million for sorghum, according to Smith. 
The losses indicate there is a drought 
problem because the crops were grown 
during the dry summer season, he said. 

SUMMER CROP YIELDS were not af- 
fected greatly by the lack of moisture until 
August, when rainfall substantially 
decreased, Bark said. 

Until that period, crops were able to 
sustain the dry conditions by drawing from 
the moisture reserves in the soil and what 
little rain fell, he said. 

Because of high temperatures, the crops 
were conducting more vapor transpiration 
and were drawing more moisture from the 
reserves, Bark said. 

The fact that more moisture was drawn 
from the soil reserves will affect the next 
growing season, he said. Farmers will be 
depending on the 1981 rainfall to supply the 
needed moisture, Bark said. 

HOWEVER, BARK SAID he beleives 
expected rainfall will not make up for 
precipita tion deficiencies. 

Kansas receives 75 percent of its normal 
rainfall between April and September and 
the other 25 percent between October and 
March, Bark said. Normally during winter 
months, precipitation is low. 

The conditions are now "potential for 
drought situations," Bark said, and without 
adequate moisture during April and May the 
chance of wind erosion is critical. 

Smith said he is more concerned about the 
present precipitation levels. 

"The mere fact that we have drought in 
the most humid portions of Eastern and 
Central Kansas and Missouri, a relatively 
humid state, is a rather strong warning that 
conditions can be very bad as we look into 
the crop production season in 1981," Smith 
said. 

He said he believes the past summer's 
reduced crop production indicates a 
drought. 

He said the reduction in the amounts of 
surface waters will contribute to more 
drought this summer. Surface water 
amounts in ponds and lakes are in short 
supply compared to levels during normal 
rainfall years, Smith said. 

Also low in surface water is the Kansas 
River, where the flow is reduced and at 
times it looks as if it isn't moving, he said. 

C'mon in for 
Breakfeast! 
Sat. & Sun. Only From 6 a.m. -10:30 a.m.—Kids 7 & under 99* 

All You Can Eat: 
SCRAMBLED EGGS 
PANCAKES 
BACON SAUSAGE 
HASH BROWNS 
BISCUITS-GRAVY 

All You Pay: 

$2.29 

We don't just give you breakfast. 
We give you a break. 

»^P STOCKADE 
100 EaSt BluemOnt (Formerly Continental Inn) 

CjIVfcTOYOUR 
American Cancer Society 

■Q" -!,- i/A .; c he, hip 
and * < hetk.  

SOPHOMORES, JUNIORS AND SENIORS 
We will pay you over $900 per month for your last two years of college. 

IF 
• You hove token one year of calculus and one year of Physics. 

• You desire graduate level training in nuclear physics, chemistry, 

thermodynamics, radiological fundamentals and electrical engineering 

• Your academic performance is above overage. 

Other benefits include a $3,000 bonus immediately upon entry into the program, a $3,000 bonus 

one year after graduation and a starting salary that is second to none. For details on how you 

can investigate this opportunity-contact 

BOB MILLER 

Navy Recruiting 

2420 Broadway 

Kansas City, MO 64108 or call collect 816-374-3433 
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Presidential candidates sound off 
17 

Lehman's campaign aims . 
# for strong communication 

Communication is the word for David 
Lehman, junior in agriculture economics 
and political science. 

"We must communicate the issues to 
students, and then to the Legislature, 
regents, and the administration," Lehman 
said." 

Lehman said he believes the program to 
fund the proposed arena needs more work. 
He opposes the present issue of whether to 
commit $2.5 million of student fees to the 
project, because "we don't have enough 
committed from outside sources. Our goal is 
to get it built by the end of the decade, and 
the estimated total cost is about $30 million. 
Right now we have $251 thousand." 

Concerning the rennovation of Nichols 
Gymnasium, Lehman said he believes funds 
must be secured this year. 

"We must make them (the Legislature) 
realize that each year we wait, it 
deteriorates further," Lehman said. "It 
could be that in a few years we can't save it. 
At the very least it will cost a little more. We 
must make them realize that we need it this 
year." 

Lehman lists library improvements as a 
priority. 

"Anyone who goes over there realizes that 
we have a problem," he said. "It has to be a 
priority because it's important to so many 
students." 

When compared to similar institutions, 
Farrell Library is on a lower level of fun- 
ding, according to Lehman. 

"It's happened over a period of 10 years, 
and we're just now realizing that it's a 
critical situation," Lehman said. "...It just 
doesn't seem reasonable to have such 
facilities." 

Lehman supports the efforts to com- 
puterize Farrell, although he said it takes 
money away from other programs, such as 
periodicals and new books. 

Lehman calls the present controversy 
over facility use in Ahearn Field House, "a 
good example of the administration either 
not listening or not wanting student input." 

"I got the feeling they were telling us 
these changes would take place, they 
weren't asking for our input," he said. "We 
can't allow the administration to make 
decisions without student input." 

He blames this lack of input on both the 
student government and the administration, 
not telling students what was going on, and 
not giving them an opportunity to protest. 

Matlack sees willingness 
as strongest qualification 

David Lehman 

Lehman's experience includes being an 
agriculture student senator, chairman of the 
Senate Communications Committee, 
president of College Republicans and In- 
state Ambassador. 

"Originally I intended to continue as 
ambassador, but based on student feedback, 
if I'm elected I'll ask Blue Key to replace 
me," Lehman said. 

Experience invaluable to 
Scanlan campaign issues 

Experience is the key word. 
Angela Scanlan, junior in agriculture 

journalism, has repeatedly stressed her 
involvement in the workings of student 
government. Scanlan said her work as 
chairman of the Student Senate Finance 
Committee was especially valuable in 
giving her the experience needed to run for 
student body president. 

"I really enjoyed the challenge," she said. 
"I worked with all the college councils and 
all the student organizations within the 
college councils. Through that, I enjoyed the 
chance to take a stand for students. That 
position itself is a lot like being student body 
president in the pressure and time com- 
mittment that's involved." 

Scanlan said she believes the most im- 
portant plank of her platform deals with the 
academic aspects of the University. She 
said she would like to see K-State as an 
"innovative, forward moving" university. 
To accomplish that goal, Scanlan identified 
the need to preserve K-State's "quality 
faculty." 

"We consistently have the lowest or next 
to lowest funding of faculty salaries in the 
Big Eight. The main reason we lose faculty 
at K-State is because of our low faculty 
salaries," she said. 

Scanlan said it is important to preserve 
quality faculty so students may "attain 
quality educations to be competitive and 
successful in the job market." Scanlan 
supports the 10 percent salary increase 
recommended by the Board of Regents. 

She said she thinks that one of the biggest 
concerns of students now is the proposed 
basketball coliseum. Scanlan said the 
present cost for the coliseum is ap- 
proximately $15 million, but with inflation 
could go as high as $30 million. 

"I'm strongly in favor of a referendum to 
see if students would be willing to commit 
between $4 and $6 million," she said. 

Another improvement on campus that 
Scanlan would like to see is the renovation of 
Nichols Gymnasium. She said she thinks 
renovation of the building would be one of 

the most immediately feasible im- 
provements which could be made on 
campus, since the issue has already been 
considered by the State Legislature. 

Scanlan's campaign platform also in- 
cludes a proposal of research into the 
possibility of establishing a mass transit 
system at K-State. She also wants to explore 
the possibility of a shuttle system in the 

Angela Scanlan 

community as well as the University. 
"Mass transit could be a very viable 

solution to the parking problem on campus. 
What I'd like to see is a committee 
established for reasearch into mass tran- 
sit," Scanlan said. 

If elected, Scanlan said she hopes to 
maintain constant contact with students, 
and maintain open lines of communication. 

Tim Matlack, junior in business ad- 
ministration, stressed the need for in- 
creased communication between the 
student body president and the campus 
community. 

"I think the responsibility of student body 
president is to be aware of what students are 
doing on campus, and what their concerns 
are," Matlack said. 

" I want to work on student awareness and 
the major problems that concern this 
campus. In the past, this hasn't been done," 
he said. 

"I think in the past, student government 
has shirked their responsibilities of making 
students aware of the problems," he said, 
"and as a student leader, this has been my 
weak point. But I hope students will take the 
time to look at the issue and become aware 
of the problems and really know what is 
going on." 

Matlack has been involved in 
organizations on campus, such as student 
government, for 2Vfe years. He was also a 
student senator. He is on the Finance 
Committee, the Traffic and Parking 
Council, the Judicial Council and a special 
committee that works with the placement 
center. 

"I feel that my working relationship with 
the different administrations and my in- 
volvement with the various levels of politics 
for the past ten years makes me better 
qualified for the position of student body 
president," Matlack said. "Also, through 
my parents' political involvement, I've 
gotten to know the state legislators well." 

Matlack said he sees a need to expand the 
Placement Center facility. "Although I 
think the personnel at the center is good, I 
don't think the facility is adequate," he said. 

"Many students come to this campus and 
eventually want a job interview. This is 
what the Placement Center is for. It is a 
nervous-type situation when interviewing, 
and especially when you can hear the person 
interviewing right next to you. 

"I think private interviewing rooms are 

needed." 
Matlck said he would also like to see 

better fire protection for the campus. 
"I want the state to take responsibility for 

our fire protection. Right now we have a 1947 
fire truck and an agreement with the dty 
that if we have a fire and a truck is 
available, it will come to the campus. But if 
there is a fire elsewhere and no truck 

Tim Matlack 

available, we have no protection. 
"If I am elected, I would like to see the 

students get free rec time at Ahearn. 
"I would also like to see Weber Arena be 

updated and improved upon since it has 
become so outdated, and I personally think 
that at the same cost of rebuilding Nichols 
Gym, we cold use the money to get a better 
and new facility. 

Seymour concerned with 
academics, campus safety 

Roger Seymour, senior in construction 
science, said he believes the major dif- 
ference between himself and the other 
candidates is they are spending a lot of 
money on their campaigns, and he is not. 

"I am a serious candidate, but I am also a 
low-budget person and I believe in meeting 
people and seeing how many votes I can get 
for $50," Seymour said. 

"I don't think student body presidents in 
the past have understood what the students 
want. They have their pet projects and are 
not doing projects which will benefit the 
students now." 

Seymour said his strongest area of con- 
cern is academics. 

"I see a change in attitude, going away 
from what it should be which I feel is 
academics." 

As an aid to married students with 
children, Seymour suggests setting up a 
day-care center somewhere close or on 
campus. 

"It doesn't necessarily have to be student 
government funded, but SGA (Student 
Governing Association) should help in 
setting it up," he said. 

Seymour supports a flexible system for 
adjusting fees. 

He suggests adjusting student fees ac- 
cording to the number of hours taken by a 
student, rather than the full-time and part- 
time costs. 

A second concern of Seymour's is campus 
safety. 

"The lighting on campus is highly 
inadequate, especially around Justin and 
McCain," he said. 

Seymour said improving on snow removal 
will improve campus safety. 

"Right now we have 12 people qualified to 
run the six pieces of major equipment the 
University has, but we also have tractors 
that are used on the ag research farm which 
sit idle during this time (winter)." 

Seymour said this equipment could be 
utilized for snow removal. 

Campus improvements and renovation 
projects are of importance to Seymour. 

"We need to renovate and improve the 
buildings on campus faster than they're 
doing now. The graduates I've talked to feel 
the Placement Center is the key area to 
work on," Seymour said. 

"I would rather do something about 
Nichols than let it sit there and deteriorate. 
It makes me wonder what types of leaders 
we have to let that happen to a beautiful 

Roger Seymour 

building like that." 
There are other considerations that should 

have come before construction of the new 
Rec Complex, according to Seymour. 

I worked on the rec complex when it was 
being constructed, and I know of its 
inadequacies. I am not against the new 
complex. I just don't know how it will benefit 
the students at K-State in their education 
process," he said. 

• ■ 
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'Cats benefit from Jankovich 's adaptations 
By GREGG COONROD 

Staff Writer 
K-State has come a long way since the 

Oklahoma fiasco. 
Norman, Okla. was the sight of mental 

massacre when the Sooners scalped a nine 
point Wildcat lead, turned Purple Pride to 
grape jelly and sent the 'Cats to the Big 8 
cellar with a 65-63 loss. 

The last three games—victories against 
Kansas, Iowa State and Missouri—have 
restored confidence in the resurrected 
Wildcats. 

Obvious keys to the turnaround are the 
recovery of sparkplug Tyrone Adams from 
knee problems and the inside play of Randy 
Reed. Reed slammed three dunks over, 
around and above a Missouri mountain 
named Stipanovich. 

But another major factor in the tur- 
naround has been the play of Tim 
Jankovich, the lonely man whose job is to 
bring the ball up court time after time. 

THE SAME JANKOVICH who fell from 

grace last season after injuring his knee 
against Nebraska, has been playing im- 
pressively at the point guard position for 
coach Jack Hartman. 

In the Wildcats' last eight games, not 
including the MU game, Jankovich has shot 
62 percent from the field, averaging 10.9 

Sports 
points and 4.4 assists per game. It was his 
long-range bombing that helped cut down 
KU's 3-2 zone. 

Against the Tigers he was three of sue 
from the field, two of two at the line with 
four assists. 

"We couldn't have done worse in the 
Oklahoma game. It was one bad thing after 
another and we got a loss out of it. But I 
think we learned from it," Jankovich said. 

THE JUNIOR IN finance and economics 

Third-place 'Cats host Colorado 
to start second half of season 

By ALLEN LEIKER 
Sports Editor 

It's the midway point of the Big 8 
conference season and K-State, on the 
verge of elimination just a couple of 
weeks ago, appears to be in pretty good 
shape. 

The Wildcats are 4-3 and tied for third 
with Kansas and Missouri. Oklahoma 
State leads the pack at 6-1, followed by 
Nebraska at 5-2. 

K-State plays four of its final seven 
games in the friendly confines of Ahearn 
Field House. The home portion starts 
with Colorado Saturday in a 7:35 p.m. 
tipoff. Nebraska, Oklahoma and Iowa 
State are also coming to Manhattan. 

The Wildcats, 14-5 overall, travel to 
Missouri, Kansas and Oklahoma State. 

Colorado is 13-6 and 3-4 coming into the 
K-State game. The Buffaloes defeated 
Iowa State 73-63 Wednesday night. 

The first time the two teams met, K- 
State rallied from six points behind in the 
last 3:23 and sent the game into overtime 
before prevailing 63-62. 

Rolando   Blackman   led   K-State   in 

scoring in the first matchup with 21 
points. The 6-6 senior guard hit six 
straight free throws late to send the 
game an extra five minutes. 

Randy Reed and Ed Nealy each added 
15 points in the first meeting. Colorado 
was paced by JoJo Hunter, who scored 16 
points. 

Jack Hartman, who picked up his 350th 
career victory as a major college coach 
Wednesday night against Missouri, is 
worried about the Buffs' ability to play on 
the road. 

"Colorado has been able to do 
something on the road that nobody else 
has...beat Nebraska," he said. "That's 
tough. We know they, have good people 
and they are physical. Whether or not we 
can play well up front against them will 
be a big factor. We seem to be playing 
with a little better awareness and with 
more patience." 

The Wildcats certainly were patient 
against Missouri. They hit 63 percent 
from the field for the game (32 of 51) and 
75 percent in the second half (18 of 24). 

'Cats travel to East Coast, 
Penn State hosts tourney 

After suffering a loss to the Wichita State 
Shockers Tuesday, the K-State women's 
basketball team will play the Boston College 
Terriers tonight in the first round of the 
Coca-Cola-Penn State Classic in College 
Station, Penn. 

The tournament gets underway at 5 p.m. 
with the K-State-Boston College game. Penn 
State will meet Virginia State at 7, with the 
championship game Saturday at 7:30. 

The Wildcats, after losing by one to the 
Shockers, are looking forward to getting 
back on the winning track. 

"A good weekend will help us," coach 
Lynn Hickey said. "It's time that we get a 
win. If we come back with the tournament 
trophy, it'll really help us." 

The Wildcats, who defeated the Terriers 
last year in the AIAW National Cham- 
pionhips in Boston, will have to face a tough 
Boston squad led by Olympian Debbie 
Miller. In last year's game against K-State, 
Miller led her team with 25 points and 17 
rebounds. 

Miller's play is just as impressive this 
season. She is averaging 22.7 points and 15.7 
rebounds a game. 

Leading scorers for the 'Cats last year 
against Boston College were Kim Price with 
18 points and Gayla Wlliams with 13. 
Tammie Romstad added 15. 

But this year the 'Cats will have to do 
without Romstad, who has been sidelined 
with knee problems since the first of 
January. 

Price and Williams will be carrying the 
load for the Wildcats, along with Shelly 
Hughes, Dee Weinreis and Taryn Bachis. 

Bachis, according to Hickey, has been 
moving around better. She has been playing 
with a mask guarding a broken nose. 

Injuries still plague the squad. Jeanne 
Daniels, who sprained her ankle, will be 

sidelined this weekend. The 'Cats also have 
lost Beckie S ma tana, a 6-0 freshman from 
New Mexico. 

Nagged   by  shin  splints  this season, 
Smatana will be red-shirted. 

GUADALAJARA 
SUMMER 
SCHOOL 

University of Arizona offers 
more than 40 courses: anthro- 
pology, art, bilingual educa- 
tion, folk music and folk 
dance, history, political sci- 
ence, sociology, Spanish lan- 
guage and literature and in- 
tensive Spanish. Six-week ses- 
sion. June 29-August 7, 
1981. Fully accredited grad- 
uate and undergraduate pro- 
gram. Tuition $330. Room 
and board in Mexican home, 
$340. EE0/AA 

Write 
Guadalajara 

Summer School 
Robert L. Nugent Bldg. 205 

University of Arizona 

Tucson 85721 

(602) 626-4729 

transferred from Washington State 
University, a Pac-10 school, two years ago 
and split playing time with Glenn Marshall 
last season. 

"I'm a lot more relaxed this year, I'm a 
year older and a year more experienced. 
When you're relaxed things look better out 
on the court: the basket, other players, the 
ball. When you're tense or hyper, things look 
cluttered," the Manhattan native said. 

This season he's the Wildcat point guard 
in a conference with some other credible 
point guards such as KU's Darnell Valen- 
tine, Colorado's JoJo Hunter and Oklahoma 
State's Eddie Hannon. 

"I know which one I consider the best, but 
I keep that to myself," Jankovich said. 
"Each one has his strengths. For Valentine 
it's his penetration and defense. Hannon's is 
quickness and Hunter's is shooting. 

"When I'm preparing to play one of them I 
think about his strength and try to take it 
away from them." 

Jankovich wishes like everyone else. He 

wishes he could jump higher, but has 
adapted his game to compensate for it. He 
wishes he could play pro ball, but is realistic 
and looking toward law school. 

"Everyone has strengths and 
weaknessess. The key is to adapt," 
Jankovich said. 

Jankovich has adapted, and so has K- 
State basketball. 

Classic Silent Film 

MOTHER 
Based on a novel by 

Maxim Gorky 

Friday, Feb. 6th 
9:00 p.m. 

Little Theatre 
FREE ADMISSION 

Sponsored by I.S.A. 

ELECT 

DAVE 
SANDRITTER 

for 

Arts & Sci Senator 
Paid for by Students to elect Sandritter 

NOEL SCHREINER 
for 

The College of Arts and Sciences 

Student Senate 

VOTE SCHREINER 
Pd. for by candidate 

IT'S ANOTHER 
HEWLETT PACKARD 

SPECIAL 
HP has drastically reduced the price of the HP41C and 
we have reduced it even more. 

OLD PRICE      NEW PRICE     OUR PRICE 
$295.00 $250.00 $229.00 

While they last, the HP41C is the best bargain in town. 
Also these HP41C Accessories: 

OLD   NEW  OURS 
Memory Module $45     $30     $25 
Multipurpose Recharge 

Battery Pac $40     $30      $25 
Also Dave Wand an HP Factory Rep. will be in our store 
Wednesday, Feb. 11 from 11:00 a.m.-2:30 p.m. to answer 
any of your questions. 

ITfTflk-gtate union 
IV^11 bookstore 

25 years ol wvlce 1956-1981 

■s HEWLETTM PACKARD 

«•"•■ 0302 
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Films benefit Bradley In shot put 
By T.J.ELLIS 

Collegian Reporter 
It takes one quick glance to realize te- 

state's Ray Bradley is not a high jumper or 
a miler. 

His 6-7, 300 pound body makes him look 
like a football player, and when he first 
came to K-State, that's what he wanted to 
be. 

But when Bradley came here four years 
ago from New Jersey, things didn't work 
out. 

"When I first came here, Rainsberger 
(Ellis) was the coach, and things Just really 
never worked out for me," Bradley said. "I 
wanted to play last year but I decided 

against it. I'd like to try out for the pros next 
year." 

But Bradley's concern with football is for 
now only dreams. His efforts are con- 
centrated around track and throwing the 
shot put and becoming one of the nation's 
best. 

BRADLEY RECORDED the second-best 
mark in the nation two weeks ago with a 
throw of 63-2 Vfc at the TFA Indoor Cham- 
pionships in Kansas City. Bradley's effort 

The indoor season began three weeks ago 
and already Bradley has topped the 60-foot 
mark in the shot four times. He credits a 
change in technique as the major reason for 

his improvement. 
"Last year I was throwing and driving off 

my toe and I'd lose my balance at times," 
Bradley said. "This year, I'm driving off my 
heel and getting better control. I'm a lot 
stronger than I was last year at this time 
too." 

AND BRADLEY'S strength has im- 
proved. The former national Olympic 
powerlifting champion has increased his 
bench press weight from 450 to 530 pounds 
this year. 

Another improvement, Wildcat track 
coach Mike Ross said, is Bradley is spen- 

(See BRADLEY, p.20) 

Rook's Recreation 

Happy Hour 

4-6 p.m. 

Pitchers-M00, Glasses -25* 

FREE Popcorn 
All You Can Eatl 

Pocket Btllards and Snooker 
limns: I0:30a.m. 10 I2:00p in. 

216 N. 3rd 

Times adds Kansas to record 
of alleged NCAA rule violators 

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) - Athletic 
officials and boosters of the University of 
Kansas have guaranteed a job to a 
recruit, violated other recruiting 
guidelines and flown the mother of a 
basketball star to KU sporting events, 
the Kansas City Times reported in 
today's editions. 

In the last of a five-part copyright 
series investigating athletics at K-State, 
Wichita State and Kansas, the Times said 
KU had violated National Collegiate 
Athletic Association guidelines in its 
dealings with three athletes: basketball 
stars Donnie Von Moore and Ricky Ross 
and football player Jeff Schleicher. 

KU athletic officials said emphatically 
that there was no truth to the allegations. 

Von Moore, a former KU basketball 
star who played on three Big Eight 
championship teams, told the Times that 
KU athletic officials promised him a 
summer job while they were recruiting 
him in Chicago. 

"It was guaranteed," he said of the job. 
Von Moore said the officials kept their 

promise and landed him a job in 
Lawrence mowing grass and painting 
storage tanks. 

Von Moore added that he kept Basic 
Educational Opportunity Grant money 
during his senior year in violation of 
NCAA    rules.   The   NCAA   prohibits 

athletes from keeping more than a 
certain percentage of the federal BEOG 
aid while they are on scholarships. 

He said he did it on his own and without 
the knowledge of the coaches or others in 
the athletic department. 

"I had to wait 'till my senior year," he 
said. "I took it 'cause there wasn't 
nothing the NCAA can do about it then." 

The Times also said that the mother of 
Ricky Ross, a former KU basketball star, 
was flown to KU games by a KU athletic 
scholarship fund contributor. The NCAA 
prohibits a university and its 
representatives from providing tran- 
sportation for players' relatives. 

Ross' mother, Rosa Smith, told the 
Times that she had flown to KU many 
times, but that each time she was the 
guest of Dr. Thomas Hays, whom she 
knew from her employment at a Wichita 
medical center. 

The Times said Hays is listed as a 
contributor to the Williams Educational 
Fund, which finances athletic scholar- 
ships. 

Under the broad NCAA guidelines, 
"it's possible," Hays could be viewed as 
a KU representative, said David Berst, 
the NCAA's director of enforcement. 

Under NCAA guidelines it also is illegal 
for coaches or university representatives 
to   entertain   recruits   off-campus 

K-State breaks sod 
for athletic complex 

In the future, K-State's football, baseball 
and softball teams will no longer have to 
cancel practice because of bad weather. 
They'll be able to practice inside the 
Brandeberry Indoor Sports Complex. 

The groundbreaking for the complex, 
located between Frank Myers baseball field 
and the R.V. Christian Track, southwest of 
the KSU Stadium, is at noon on Saturday. 
Construction is scheduled to begin in about a 
week and the complex is to be completed in 
early summer. 

"Coach (Jim) Dickey placed this facility 
as his number one need in building a com- 
petitive football program," DeLoss Dodds, 
athletic director, said. "That, plus the 
building will relieve pressures on Ahearn 
Field House scheduling, and it will provide 
opportunities for practice during otherwise 
impossible weather conditions." 

Many other Big 8 universities either have, 
or are planning a indoor sports facility, Glen 
Stone, director of sports information, said. 

"A lot of schools have such ultra-modern 
complexes that they don't have the need to 
build a bad-weather complex," Stone said. 

"If we are to have a football game with 
Missouri and we are unable to practice 
because of bad weather and they can, we are 
left at a great disadvantage," he said. 

According to Dodds, the $457,000 building 
was funded through private donations 
ranging from $1,000 to the $10,000 donation 
from Norman Brandeberry. Brandeberry, 
for whom the building is named, is an active 
supporter of the University. 

ELECT 
MICHAEL TURNER 

Put your 
money where 

your Heart o American 
Heart 
Association 

Arts & Sciences 
Senator 

Lafene Student Health 
Committee 
McCain Student Board 
Associate Member 
Alpha Delta Epsilon 
Pre-Med honorary 
Honors Program 
Dedicated to helping 
K-State students 

"HE'LL LISTEN AND 
WORK FOR YOU" 
Paid for by Students for Michael Turner 

_ 

Be a Sweetheart 
on Valentine's Day 

Order now to pick up on Valentine's Day: 

w Lovely heart-shaped cakes in pinks and reds with Valentine trims. 

9J# Super Size heart cookies and sweet messages. 

M Tiny individual heart-shaped cakes and heart cookies—iced or 
^  sugar. 

SWANSON'S BAKERY 225 POYNTZ 

TUESDAY 
LAMPLIGHTER 

"Shining Light on 

the Issues" 

An open discussion with 
Student Body President 

candidates: 

David Lehman, 
Tim Matlack, 

Angela Scanlan and 
Roger Seymour. 

You've heard them 
standing up, let's talk to 
them sitting down. 

Discussion will center on 
campaign issues and 

candidate platforms 

K-State Union Courtyard 

Tves.# Feb. 10th, 11:30 a.m. 
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Bradley... 
(Continued from p.19) 

ding time in front of the video-tape machine 
analyzing his throws. 

"Ray puts in a lot of time on the video 
analysis," Ross said. "He watches himself 
and other world class throwers. Ray's 
become a very good student of the shot put.'' 

Bradley returns to action this Friday at 
the Missouri Invitational in Columbia with 
high hopes of breaking some records. 

"I'd like to break Tom Brosuis's indoor 
record for the shot (64-3 V4) before the in- 
door season is over, and I think I can break 
it this weekend in Missouri," Bradley said. 

Ross is another who'll agree with Bradley. 
"When Ray beat John Scheetz (Iowa State 

shot putter who took first last year) in 
Kansas City earlier this year, he responded 
under pressure," Ross said. "Ray has that 
ability to win a big meet. He responds to the 
challenge." 

Bradley, who has set his own individual 
goals on winning both the indoor and the 
outdoor in the shot, thinks the entire Wildcat 

team has a strong chance of placing high in 
the Big 8 Indoor Championship meet in 
Lincoln, Nebraska. 

"As a team I think we can finish in the top 
three spots, possibly with a great effort, 
even take first," he said. "It's going to be a 
dog fight (for the top spot) with Kansas, 
Iowa State and Nebraska." 

GIVE TO YOUR 
American Cancer Sociely 

i / i^hi (.nicer 
li ilh j < hei kup 

         and a check. Paid for by P«ul», Andy. Cindy 

Staff Dftoto By John Grtar 

Overextended...Ray Bradley, senior in social science, works out in the 
weight room at Ahearn Field House. He will be competing in the shot-put 
at the Missouri Invitational Track Meet today in Columbia. 

GEIGER 
for 

ENGG. 
SENATE 

paid for by students for Geiger 

dt 

V ■P2 c>+\j2ft(b+s 

SOPHOMORES JUNIORS SENIORS GRADS 

IF THIS CATCHES YOUR EYE, YOU MAY QUALIFY TO EARN 
*900 PER MONTH DURING YOUR LAST 24 MONTHS OF STUDY 

We're looking for people with a year of Calculus and Physics to train in the nuclear 
power field after graduation and we're willing to pay you a salary of $900 per month for 
up to 24 months during your last years in school for your services. If you have decent 
grades, don't rule yourself out because of your major. Go ahead see if you can qualify. 
Call the Nuclear Programs Manager at 816-374-3433 collect or write: 

" Bob Miller 
Navy Recruiting 
2420 Broadway 
Kansas City, Mo. 64108 

Well be interviewing at your Placement Center on: February 17,18 and 19. 

NOT INTERESTED IN NUCLEAR POWER? WE'LL BE INTERVIEWING FOR CIVIL 
ENGINEERING, ENGINEERING DUTY, SURFACE WARFARE, AVIATION MAIN- 
TENANCE, ETC. ALSO. SIGN UP TODAY FOR A U.S. NAVY INTERVIEW... 
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Manhattan takes action against high prices 
By KAREN BAUCUS 
and LESLIE FROST 
Collegian Reporters 

"Seeking an alternative to profit-making 
businesses" many economically and 
politically stranded Americans are putting 
their hopes and their cash into cooperatives. 

Manhattan cooperatives include Forbes 
Credit Union, Farmers' Co-op, People's 
Grocery, the Living Learning Elementary 
School, several baby-sitting co-ops, and 
Prairie Glen East Townhouses. 

A business owned by the members who 
share in the benefits is a cooperative. 

Co-ops are not designed to gain profits, 
Ann Hoyt, instructor of family economics, 
said. 

MEMBERS ARE ALLOWED one vote for 
each decision, Hoyt said, regardless of the 
amount they have invested in the business. 

In most other businesses, decisions on how 
to run the business and now to serve the 
consumer are made by the owner, she said. 

"What may be in the best interest of the 
owner may not be in the best interest of the 
consumer," she said. 

Consumers have formed ''all kinds of 
services,'' Hoyt said. Some of these are open 
to the public, others are restricted to 
member use only. 

Prairie Glen East Townhouses, a housing 
cooperative restricted to families, includes 
100 apartments, Linda Arheart, resident 
manager, said. 

Each member owns 1-lOOth of the 
cooperative and has an equal vote in the 
cooperative corporation that holds title to 
the property, she said. 

ALTHOUGH PERSONS receive a three- 
year membership certificate when they sign 
with Prairie Glen East, they can move out 
prior to the third year of occupancy, Arheart 
said. 

If members move, they are liable for the 
monthly payments on the mortgage of the 
cooperative until they can find someone else 
to buy their membership. 

Consumers profit from food, housing coops 
Before a membership is sold, it must be 

approved by Housing and Urban 
Development, Arheart said. Members leave 
the cooperative receiving their membership 
deposit and the accumulated equity on their 
apartment during occupancy. 

Members can deduct from their federal 
income tax return the part of the monthly 
charge which is used by the cooperative to 
pay for real estate taxes and mortgage 
interest, she said. 

"The charges they pay out here are a lot 
less," she added. 

The El Dorado apartments, part of the 
Prairie Glen East complex, range from $170 
to $236 a month. They include two bedrooms 
and a bath upstairs and a kitchen-dining 
room, bath and living room downstairs. 

The Winfield apartments, also part of the 
Prairie Glen East complex, range from $180 
to $254 a month. These apartments have an 
additional bedroom upstairs and extra floor 
space throughout the apartment. 

PEOPLE'S GROCERY, a Manhattan food 
cooperative, was formed almost five years 
ago by Jim and Nina Mi ley, according to 
Deb Dudley, a working member. 

The members of the store save money by 
eliminating as much of the "middle man" as 
they can, Dudley said. 

Working members pick up the produce 
arriving in town and transport it to the store, 
she said. Most of the produce is shipped in 
bulk from the Ozark Cooperative Warehouse 
in Fayetteville, Ark., she said. Members 
also sack the produce in smaller quantities 
for resale. 

A working member volunteers two hours 
each month. The volunteer labor saves 
money for the patrons of People's Grocery. 
A working member of the co-op pays a 20 
percent mark-up from the wholesale price. 

Dole asks administration 
for lift of grain trade ban 

WASHINGTON (AP) — Kansas Sen. Bob 
Dole, one of the sharpest critics of the Soviet 
grain embargo, told the Reagan ad- 
ministration Thursday to immediately lift 
the sales ban and consider the possibility of 
additional grain trade with Russia. 

Citing the negative effects of the 13- 
month-long embargo, Dole said unofficial 
overtures should be made to the Soviets 
through a third party about setting up a 
meeting to discuss future grain sales over 
the next eight months. 

Under the embargo, imposed in response 
to the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, the 
Russians are denied any U.S. grain over the 
eight million metric tons a year authorized 
under a long-term agreement. In effect, 17 
million metric tons they sought last year 
was not shipped. 

In a letter to Agriculture Secretary John 
Block, Dole, Senate Finance Committee 
chairman and second ranking Republican 
on the Agriculture Committee, said those 
steps must be taken immediately "as a 
redemption of President Reagan's cam- 
paign pledge and the distinct impression of 
U.S. farmers relative to this pledge." 

Dole's letter followed a Wednesday 
cabinet debate on the future of the embargo 
that yielded no decision. Dole and other 
farm-state senators had been told even 
before the meeting that the embargo will 

remain in effect until at least Feb. 17, the 
day they are to discuss the issue with 
Reagan. 

Reagan said earlier Thursday that he has 
not yet decided whether to lift the embargo 
as he pledged to do during the campaign, 
keep it in effect or broaden it. 

"The president is entitled to a reasonable 
time to look at this," Dole told reporters 
after Reagan's statement. "Things change 
in the world, and certainly farmers aren't 
out to profit no matter what the con- 
sequences are." 

"But when you flat out make a campaign 
promise, you keep it unless there is some 
overriding reason," Dole added. "I'm not 
persuaded that it's been effective." 

Dole said that should the embargo be 
retained, he doubted that legislation ending 
it could be passed by Congress. 

"I'm not sure that's necessary," he said. 
"At the proper time it will be lifted and the 
proper time is the sooner the better." 

In his letter to Block, Dole said the ad- 
ministration's Food Policy Council should 
meet quickly to determine "what amounts, 
if any, and what other conditions will be 
applicable before additional grain sales will 
be authorized" over the eight million metric 
tons the Russians have already purchased 
during the last year of the long-term trade 
agreement. 

This Spring Break 

Non-working members and non-members 
pay a 40 percent mark-up, Dudley said. 

People's Grocery also charges a $10 
membership fee for the first year, followed 
by a $5 annual fee. 

The mark-up of prices and the mem- 
bership fee pays for the operating of the 
business and one manager's salary, Dudley 
said. 

A COMPARATIVE LI8T of prices com- 
piled   by   Katy   Cashman,   manager  of 

People's Grocery, shows price differences 
between the cooperative and other stores. 

One pound of honey is 87 cents at People's 
Grocery, compared to $1.57 at a super- 
market, and $1.19 at a health food store. One 
pound of oats is 37 cents at People's 
Grocery, 57 cents at a supermarket and 77 
cents at a health food store. 

"One of our best deals is herbs and 
spices," Dudley said. 

The mark-up of food purchased at 
supermarkets adds up to $2.1 billion a year, 
according to the Federal Trade Commission 
(FTC) as quoted in the Food Co-op Hand- 
book, published in 1975. 

ORIENTAL RUG 
SHOW & SALE 

Sat., Feb. 7—10:30 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. 
Sun., Feb. 8— 10:30a.m. to4:30p.m. 

Holiday Inn, MANHATTAN 
Presented by Persian Basaar, 3291E. Douglass, K1VA MaU. Wichita, KB. 

CLAY 

MILLER 
College of Business 

STUDENT SENATE 
Vote Feb. 11 

Paid for by the Committee to Elect Miller 

DON'T GET LETT IEIEIHIND! 
Take a UPC Trip 

Daytona Beach Ski 1 
only '260 

fflJSMS*" 

Ski the Summit 
only s255 

(*225 with own equipment) 
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Collegian classifieds 
CLASSIFIED RATES 

On* day: 20 words or Iota, $1.50, 5 cants 
par word ovar 20; Two days: 20 words or laaa, 
$2.00, 8 canla par word ovar 20; Three daya: 
20 words or laaa, $2.25, 10 cents par word 
ovar 20; Four daya: 20 words or laas, $2.75, 
13 cents par word ovar 20; Flva daya: 
20 words or laaa, $3.00, 15 canla par word 
ovar 20. 

Classifieds are payable In advance unless client has an 
aatabllahad account with Student Publications. 

Deadline la to am day before publication. 10 a.m. Friday 
lor Monday paper. 

FOR SALE 
ADULT QAG gifts and novelties—birthday, anniversary, get 

well, or )ust lor lun. Treasure Chest. Aoglevllle. (Ill) 

FIREWOOD FOR Sale: seasoned mixed woods $55/cord, $30 
large pickup load. Split, delivered and stacked. 14564212. 
(81-100) 

TOTAL TECHNICS eystem. 35 watt receiver, SLDZ seml-auto 
turntable with new cartridge, M-22 tape deck. Also new 
cabinet with glass door and 4 speakers. Complele-$725 
Call Cralg, 53*4665 In the mornlnge and at night. (92*8) 

PIONEER SX 525 20 watt receiver, Essex 208. Speakers one 
year old, $175. Call Larry, 776-0537.(92*5) 

INFINITY HI efficiency speakers, handle up to 250* but 
sound great with 20w power. Call Larry 776*537. (92-98) 

—SPECIAL STOREWIDE SALE— 
All Down, Fiber, Polyester-Filled 

Jacket's 25-50% OFF! 
Now through Feb. 7th 
Breakaway West 

Westloop 
776-3632 

Tl 58/C programmable calculator and all Included materials. 
Used for v, semester, like new, $ 100 Call 53*3835. (92*6) 

BY OWNER: nice two bedroom house with basement apart 
ment, one block eaat of campus, $40,000. Call 537 1669 
(92*5) 

WEIMARANER PUPS-Excellent hunters and house pets. 
Registered. 537*140. (92*5) 

TOO BIG for my britches, two pairs Levis Boot Jeans 32x32; 1 
pair Levis Bells 31x32; almost new! $20.00. 778-7396. (96- 
97) 

1974 CHEVROLET Vega station wagon. Nice one owner car. 
Air, automatic, stereo, other extras. Safety inspected. 
$800. Call 53*7320. (95) 

ONE SEASON basketball ticket, reserved section. Call 53* 
6553 (95*8) 

KUSTOM 100-WATT amp head and speaker cabinet. Reverb, 
tremolo, covers Included. Great for practice or play. 537 
7529 or 53*1341. (95-99) 

TECHNICS RS878US cassette deck—solenoid controls, 
Dolby, Dolby FM, extended meters, more, $200. Call or see 
Doug, Ford Hall, 532-5758. (95-99) 

REALISTIC AMP. AM-FM, headphones. $75; Garrard turn- 
table, $75: both 7 yrs. old. Jensen speakers. 6 months old, 
$100/pair. Call 537-7413. (95-104) 

SOUND SYSTEM (PA.)—amp and speaker. $300.00. Call 776- 
0857. (95-99) 

1971 2 door Olds Cutlass, silver w/black vinyl top, $1,000. 
Call 537*874 or 537-8484. (93-95) 

OVATION 12 string guitar w/brand new HS case, $400. Call 
532-3897 nights. (94*5) 

1974 TRIUMPH Spitfire Convertible. Rebuilt engine, AM-FM 
cassette, headers. 35 MPG $1900 or best offer. Call (1) 784- 
4485. (94 98) 

ECONOMICAL 1979 Chevette, 4 speed, air conditioning. 
AM/FM cassette. $4200. Call 53*2867 (94-96) 

OVER 3O0 45 r.p.m. singles. Classic songs In mint condition, 
$.50-$ 1 00 Call 53*2867 (94-96) 

 ANNOUNCEMENT  
LOSTf?): White long hair male cat with tan markings on head 

and back, blue eyes, white I lea collar Please return Needs 
medication or could be fatal Call 537-2942. No questions 
asked. (93*5) 

BOB WILLS music and Texas "Swing." Konza Country Swing 
Dance classes—oilers a four week course in Two Step, 
Schottlsche, Polka, Waltz and four comers shuffle. Begins 
this Sunday. 7*0**0 p.m. sign up at Cowboy Palace 
(93-95) 

COUNTRY SWINGERS—Looking for something new? Konza 
Country-Swing Dance Classes are offering Advanced 
Swing Sunday nltes 5:0*7:00 p.m. starting February 15 at 
Cowboy Palace. Four week course, $12.00. Sign up at the 
Palace (93*5) 

FRIENDS OF Put and Squirrel—there will be a Kamikazi Par- 
ty, February 6th. Ask Andrea or Shirley for directions. (95) 

 HELP WANTED  
AGGIE STATION is accepting applications for cocktail 

waitresses/waiters (must be 21). Apply In person, 1115 
Moro, evenings. (8*95) 

NURSES, IMMEDIATE position available Please apply in per- 
son, 2423 Klmble Avenue, College Hill Nursing Center. 
(8*98) 

HOUSEMEN WANTED, Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 
10:30 a.m. 1 30 p.m., also some evenings. Call 53*9549 
(93*5) 

SERVICES 
RESUME WRITING, layout, editing, typing or, appraisal 

Resume Service, 411 N 3rd, 537 7294. (1tf) 

WOMEN'S HEALTH Care Service. Confidential health care 
for women with unexpected pregnancies. Abortion ser- 
vices to 20 weeks aa an outpatient. Information and free 
pregnancy testing. (316) 684-5108 Wichita. (1 tf) 

RESUMES $20; 1-2 pp., 5 copies and envelopes Ttdwell & 
Associates, 219 S. Seth Chllds, 77*5213,537-4504. (83tf) 

PREGNANT? BIRTHRIGHT can help. Free pregnancy test. 
Confidential. Call 537*180 103 South 4th Street, Suite 16. 

(inn 
HORSES BOARDED, colts started and lessons given. Indoor 

and outdoor arenas, Powder Puff Downs. St. George, Ks. 
Call 1-494-2680. (82-101) 

J&L Bug Service. VW repair at reasonable prices. One day 
service on most repairs. Only seven minutes from Manhat- 
tan. Call 1-494-2388, St. George. (85-105) 

GAYPHONE 53*8692. Gay awareness, support services, 
peer counseling, and calendar of events. Confidential and 
anonymous Please call between 6*0 p.m. and 12*0 mid- 
night, Sunday through Thursday. (8*148) 

EXPERIENCED TYPIST, reasonable rates, IBM correcting 
Selectrtc Convenient location to campus. 537-1669. (92-95) 

GAYPHONE 
Back for another truly successful semester 
servicing the gay community with peer 
trained counseling and support services as 
well as complete calendar information. We 
are anonymous, confidential, and we care. 
Please call us at 539-8692 between 6 p.m. and 
12 midnight, Sun.-Thurs. 

WILL DO typing. Ten years typing experience, three years 
theses, term papers. Royal SC5000 typewriter with correc- 
tion tape. Call 53*6064. (93-110) 

TYPING; WILL do all kinds of typing, papers, theses, etc. Call 
Dottle at 53*6528. (93*7) 

RESUMES PREPARED. Two day complete service. Six In- 
dividually typed resumes, $16.00. Word Processing Ser- 
vices, 227 Poyntz, 8:30 a.m. to 5*0 p.m., 537-2810 (93-112) 

THESIS/DISSERTATION typing by Word Processing Ser 
vices. Electronic editing, precision and quality. Fast Ser- 
vice, competitive rates. 227 Poyntz, 537-2810. (93-112) 

 NOTICES  
GRADUATE STUDENTS: Elections for Graduate Student 

Council (16 positions) and Student Senate (4 positions) will 
be held February 11th. If you are Interested In serving and 
h»y/9 missed the January 26 deadline for senate, or the 
February 4th deadline tor GSC. write-in candidates will be 
permitted. (91*5) 

DON'T FORGET the concert! Saturday, February 28, 7:00 
p.m. All Faiths Chapel. The Maranatha Band from Kansas 
City. Admission free. (91*5) 

FLYING LESSONS Solo before March. Cheapest rates this 
side of the Mason Dixon line. Call Jeff at 53*2520 before 
Friday. (93-97) 

SWORD DANCING and cabaret style (belly dancing) for par- 
ties, meetings, conventions, business promotions. No 
gimmicks or stag parlies. 53*0463 (95-97) 

ATTENTION 

TO STUDENT nursing home aides/orderlies: Will you share 
your work experiences with us, ss a public service to nur- 
sing home residents? Our consumer organization, Kan- 
sans for Improvement of Nursing Homes (KINH), needs 
your help and Input on nursing home conditions and your 
opinion on the cam and treatment of the residents. All 
names and correspondence will be kept confidential. 
Please call us: (913) 842-3088 or 843-7107, or write us: 
KINH, 927V* Mass. St. »4. Lawrence, KS 66044 (88-110) 

ELECT 
STEVE 0EHME 
Arts & Sciences 

Senator 

We Support Steve Oehme: 
Amber Long 
Larry Courtney 
Vince Anderson 
Steve Moldrup 
Geri Green 
Gene Atkinson 

Paid for by the committee to elect Steve Oehme 

Larry Schalles 
Stephanie Young 
Jeff Wilbur 
Susan Phipps 
Gene Russell 
Gary Allred 

OVERSEAS JOBS—Summer/year round. Europe, South 
America, Australia, Asia. All fields. $50*$1200 monthly. 
Sightseeing. Free Information. Write International Job 
Center, Box 52-KS2. Corona Del Mar. Ca. 92625 (8*135) 

 ROOMMATE WANTED  
FEMALES TO share furnished house at 1005 Vattler. private 

bedrooms, laundry, $50 up. Call 53*8401 (7*107) 

FEMALES TO share furnished house at 1122 Vattier, private 
bedroom, $85.00. Call 53*8401. (81-100) 

ROOMMATE NEEDED to share nice two-bedroom semi- 
furnished apartment Call 5374320 afternoons. (93-96) 

TWO MALES to share nice apartment (llreplace, microwave, 
dlshwssher) for summer and/or fall. $116 plus vi utilities. 
Call 77*7935 (94-95) 

NON-SMOKING FEMALE to share house with three others 
Private bedroom. $105/monlh plus V4 utilities. Call 537*067 
(95-99) 

WANTED 
COLLECTIBLES. COINS, back Issue magazines, comics, LP 

albums. Check with us before you throw it away. Treasure 
Chest. Agglevllle.(ltf) 

WANTED TO buy: Three to five tickets for Saturday, February 
7 Colorado basketball game. Call 532 3968, ask for Brad 
(93-95) 

WANTED—2-5 basketball tickets for the Colorado game. Call 
77*3641 and ask for Mike. (94-95) 

(Continuad on page 23) 

Drs. Price & Young 
Optometrists 

Extended Wear 
Soft Contact Lenses 

F.D.A. Approved 

1119 Westloop PI. 
537-1118 

DAN 
SALSBURY 

Student Senate 

College of Business 
Bring your fee card and Vote Feb. 11 

Paid for by Salsbury for Student Senate 

m (jfjlk-state union' 
upc feature films 
25 years of service 1956-1981 

Forum Hall 
$1.00 

SINGIN' IN 
THE RAIN 

Sunday 
Feb. 8 
2:00 

MOVVc\ 
IO06    JG 

Turned OH By 
Shallow People . . . ? 

Discover CONTACT HIGH 
The Magazine ol Creative Re/otionships 

Turn on to the thousands of creative, 

adventurous, attractive men and wo- 
men whose experiences, art. and 

personal ads fill each issue of this 
exciting new publication written en- 

tirely by subscribers. 

Free personal advertising. 

A great way to meet new friends . . . 

A forum for ideas about relating . . . 

A great way to publish . . . 

GUARANTEED! Your money back in 

full if you don't agree CONTACT HIGH 

is worth for more than it costs. 

Clip ond moil to CONTACT HIGH. 

600 Main St  Bx 500 Mendocino Ca. 95460 

SIS  YEAR  (10   ISSUES) S?   SAMPLE   ISSUE 

-HfC1 

^1 CONTflCT 
HIGH 

Nome 

Addren 

Dty 

Compus Repi Pleait Inquire 

S'ole Zip 

TACT 
HIGH 
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(Continued from page 22) 
KEYBOARDS NEEDED for modem rock group Call 778-4740 

or 537 2320 evenings (94-96) 

SEVERAL TICKETS to KSU-Nebresks BB game February 14 
Call 932-0347 avertings (95) 

 LOST  
MAN'S WALLET at Mother's Worry, Tuesday. January 20 

Greatly appreciate return. Reward. Call Dan, 5394882 
anytime. (91-95) 

ONE PAIR of glasses. In black case Please call Don at 
539 2343 (93-97) 

REWARD S5.00 for return of datebook, Initials BCP on front. 
important! Shot records for son Inside. Leave at Collegian 
office. (94-95) 

RED ID folder in vicinity of Aheam Fieldhouse. It la important 
that I get it back. Call Joanne, 537-4598. (95) 

PETERSON ECONOMICS I book In Wlllard Hall Tuesday. Call 
Joe. 776-3808, or turn In at Library. (95-96) 

 PERSONAL  
N HAPPY Birthday! I love you! D. (95) 

MAJOR MONRAD, These paat three months have been full 
of wonderful surprises! Happy Anniversary Sweetie. I Love 
You I Your Little Duckle (95) 

RUSS, ED—Hey Big Boys! From Ac Dc we're back In black 
like a grounded airplane plant, awaltln' in excruciating an- 
ticipation for Saturday night. A few things first though; 
No—A.V., A.P., or rechargable 16' Vs, R.V.?? but lots of 
T.I.T.A. (P.P.) and spilled CM. Love, V.C., L.C. (95) 

J. ANNIE—Between Chaz and finals came "lah enuf to 
maaake ou cry," rocks against our windows (Sally does 
what?), bye Billy Clyde but hello Barney, five hours to 
Wichita, six hours at Kite's creating June 6 In History, 
Pllisbury at 5:00 a.m., hints at 3 00 a.m. (I hate to be rude 
but ...), Chaz making piglets, Michigan Rick, Ohio Art, 
N.C. Con, blau lists, soccer parties (skeenydlvlng?), con- 
versations with Ralph and Earl oh the porcelain phone, our 
Halloween party, high J.P. In K.C., cowboys and locks, 
some sad times but all good times. Ah, life In the Big Eight, 
I love it and you for a roommate. May we never have a dull 
moment. Love, Flndlay. (95) 

TO THE guy who helped me up the hill In front of Calvin Mon- 
day night: Thanks! From the girl with slippery shoes. (95) 

SAS: NO more back door stuff, you're legal now. Try getting 
more coupons because It's the 18th on the 6th of 
February—what do you say, Big Boy? Merry upcoming 4th, 
but most of all: Many happy returns on your drunk 
811—Your Lady-(95) 

H.H.—Put a smile on those "perfect lips" for Dad and me. 
Smuolou Je t'alme. (21,000 ft. and climbing.) (95) 

LANI, HAPPY Birthday 4.0 Tomato Fishy. (Aquarius—"Let 
the sun shine in") Hey 191 Fellow Flshles, Plum & Avocato. 
(95) 

SUSANI—HAPPY Birthday! Hope your day Is fantastic. Let's 
get together later and celebrate. Love, your part-time 
Boston Bed Buddy. (95) 

CINDY—HAPPY 19th Birthday (only as long as you celebrate 
It with me!) Loveya, Kelly. PS. lOUSS! (95) 

THE PACK-Thanks for making my 19th great! Love, Shoe. 
PS—Even you, Gay. (95) 

JANA B. I'm so happy to be your study-buddy. Come to din- 
ner on Sunday and you'll see me & (95) 

DEAR AUDREY, Are you ready to paint the town red in K.C.* 
Don't forget to bring your paintbrush! Happy 21 at bir- 
thday! Love, Jeff. P.S. Do you remember Aretha Franklin* m 

KELLY H,—You got my clues number one and two, by now 
you're probably wondering who sent you a note, a pencil 
and pad—don't let this anticipation drive you madl Love, 
Your J.B (95) 

MIKE C —Hey "Soup." best wishes for a super great 19th! 
"Miss Derby." (95) 

ATO'S—BE prepared for little surprises' this week, cause 
Cupid and her arrow are on the move. Your Secret 
Sweetheart (95) 

STYMIE: CONGRATULATIONS on your Initiation! Here's to s 
successful J Board issue too! Luv—your criminal partner 
and A.B. Roomie. (95) 

LB WHO the hell is your secret valentine? Where the hell is 
your secret valentine? What the hell is your secret valen- 
tine? 8.V (95) 

DEARJENNIFER- 
Happy 20th birthday. Are you over the hill? Smile! 
Thank you for the best ii& years of my life. I re- 
member moonburns, barn parties, formals, Dal- 
las, Connecticut, the beach, stairwell talks, spe- 
cial meals, SME, opera, plays, flying, KOWG's, 
looking forward to that cruise and much, much 
more. 

The following is a hint about tonight: 

SWAKCWTILYAWEASAOT. 
Love, 
Gary 

DON B. No Christmas carol this time, lust wishing you a hap- 
py 22nd birthday. If you're worried now. think what wa 
could dOon Valentine's Day? Love, Yum Yum Girls. (95) 

LIMEY-QUALITY not quantity Is nice but to get quality and 
quantity In one package is fantastic! Days away to daze 
me, love Tory. (95) 

KRIS ANO Diane: The end of the week la almost here, your 
active days are drawing near. Being your moms has been 
lota of fun, to us you'll always be number one! Love Karin 
& Linda (95) 

 FOR RENT  
COSTUMES, MASKS, periodical clothing, accessories, all 

types make-up. Grass skirts, leis, bunny and mouse ears 
and more. Treasure Chest, Aggleville. (1 tf) 

TYPEWRITER RENTALS, electrics and manuals, day, week- 
or month. Buzzells, 511 Leavenworth, acroas from post 
office. CaH 776*469. (1tf) 

RENTAL TYPEWRITERS: Excellent selection, Including IBM 
Selectrics. Service mosl makea of typewriters. Hull Busi- 
ness Machines, (Aggleville), 715 N. 12th, 539-7931 (86tf) 

FURNISHED, CARPETED rooms at 400 N. 11th, $85 up, 
kitchen and laundry, free parking, bills paid. Call 537-4233. 
(78-107) 

TWO BEDROOM, carpeted, air-conditioned home, double 
garage. S285 or for sale, (24,500. Available now. Other 
spacious 2-4 bedroom apartments, houses available June, 
August. 539*202 (91-95) 

FURNISHED, CARPETED rooms close to Aggleville and cam- 
pus. Kitchen and laundry facilities available. Very quiet. 
Call 539-7892.537-1210. or 7760088 (92 96) 

ONE BEDROOM basement apartment, furnished or un- 
furnished, one-half block from Aggleville. Available now. 
Call 537-2344, evenings 539-1498. (92-98) 

SUMMER SUBLET-Wiidcat Inn, furnished one bedroom 
alr-condllioned, close to campus and Aggleville. 415 N. 
17th. Call 537-7981. (93-95) 

SUNSET APARTMENT, 1024 Sunset leasing for next school 
year. One bedroom furnished, one block from campus, 
from $180. Call 539-5051 afternoons or evenings (93-102) 

TWO BEDROOM, furnished apartment for summer 1961 
session only  Very reasonable rent. Cell 776-3773 or see 
1010 Thurston, #3.(95-99) 

Low as $125.00 a month 
Wildcat Inn Apts. 

For 
June and July 

Summer School 
Furnished 

Air conditioned 

We have 
limited availability 

in all buildings— 
land 2 bedrooms 

for summer 
See Below 

1. 1858 Claflin (North of Marlatt Hall). 
June and July rate $125.00 month. 
Fall rate if available $190.00. 

2. Field House Complex, Yum Yum 
and Wildcat IV and VI (S.W. corner 
Denison and College Heights Ave.). 
June and July $135.00 and $140.00 
month. Fall rate if available $210.90. 

3.1722 Laramie Wildcat HI, 411 North 
17th Wildcat V, and 1620 Fairchild 
Wildcat VII all located just south of 
campus. June and July $135.00 and 
$140.00 month. Fall rate if available 
$210.90. 

4.1826 Anderson Wildcat IX (just west 
of Denison on Anderson). These are 
2 bedroom units—will permit occu- 
pancy by 4 persons. June and July 
$160.00 and $170.00 month. Fall rate 
if available $270.05. 

For More Information 
Call 

CELESTE 
539-5001 

FOR SUMMER rent, one bedroom furnished apartment, air 
conditioned, cross street from campus. S140fmonth plus 
utilities. Call 7764845. (95-97) 

FOUND 

Peanuts By CHARLES SCHULZ 

11 CLOSE ANP OPEN 
PUNCTUATION ...DIACRITICAL 
/V\ARK...END-5TOP... 

1 IRONY... LEAPER5... 
LEVEL OF U5A6E... 
0RPINAL NUMBERS.. 
PERI0P FAULT...' 

Crossword 
ACROSS 

lfflgh 
• Droop 
9 Queen of 

the fairies 
12 Venerate 
13 "Le 

dernier-" 
14 Anglo-Saxon 

money 
15 Jeopardy 
If Curl 
18 Swabbed 
20 Evaluate 
21 Old French 

coin 
23 Mend 
24 Nostrils 
25 Nocturnal 

birds 
27 Item of 

property 
29 Card player 
31 King of the 

fairies 
35 A felony 
37 Surrealist 

painter 
38 Hurl 
41 Rodent 
43 Seine 

By EUGENE SHEFFER 

44 liquid 
measure 

45 Publicizing 
47 Bible 

selections 
49 Raise 
52 Ripen 
53 -,dos, tres 
54 Abscond 
55 Still 
56 Color 
57 Pertaining 

to sound 
DOWN 

Hick 

2 Poem 11 Moderates 
3 Medical 17 Rasped 

prescription 19 Fruits 
4 Musical 21 Sward 

group 22 Be in debt 
5 Shrill cries 24 Beak 
6 Prison 26 Inclines 

guards 28 Listening 
(slang) device 

7Dry 
8 Alcoholic 

drink 
9 Tooth 

N Mountain 
crest 

Avg. solution time: 25 min. 

30 Unit of 
energy 

32 Burmese 
capital 

33 Bullring 
shout 

34 Insect egg 
36 Prayer 
38 Expand 
39 Vassal 
46 Implant 
42 Its capital 

is Lhasa 
45 Palindromic 

name 
46 — contendere 
48 Umpire's call 

50 Resort R Z B J 

CRYPTOQUIP 2-6 

QNFKQ:     ENREJBFXKSJ   '     KZUPU 

PQCF      C     FXKSJV 

2-6 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 

51 From a Yesterday's Cryptoquip - AGILE CIRCUS CLOWN IN- 
distance: TRIGUES  TAME TOWNSMEN, 
comb, form Today's Cryptoquip clue: J equals E 

FOUND KEYS in Aggleville In front of the Little Apple Oell et 
305 p.m. Friday, January 30,1981 Call 537-4524 after 5:00 
p.m. to Identify and claim. (93-95) 

MAN'S POCKET watch found in Farrell Library Monday. Can 
Identify and claim at Circulation Desk. (9395) 

COMB MADE In Hankou China. Found by East Stadium, 
9:45a.m., February 2,1981. Call 7760914 between 7:30 and 
8:00a.m. (93-95) 

FOUND-ONE set of keys on the K-State band practice field 
Tueaday morning.Claim in Kedzle, Rm. 103. (9498) 

NECKLACE WITH silver chain In Aheam. Call 776-7139. (95- 
97) 

TEXT BOOK found on top of pay phone In the Union. Pleaae 
Identify and claim at Informetlon Desk, Union, Main Floor. 
(9507) 

 QARAQE8ALE  
HOUSE SALE—This Saturday and Sunday 9:00-5:00 p.m. PA. 

system, queen bed, desk, couch, rocking chair, dinette, 
coffee and end tables, lampa, book shelf, and other aaeor- 
ted Items. 2524 Staff Hill Rd. 7760657. (95) 

FLEA MARKET, Saturday 9:00 a.m. 1212 Moro (Building just 
vacated by Hulls Business Mschlnes) Sponsored by 
Manhattan Soroptimlst Club. (95) 

 WELCOME  
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN at Eighth and Leavenworth, (537 

0518) celebrates in worship on Sunday morning at 8:45 and 
11O0 a.m. The Church School, with Young Adult Class at 
9:50 a.m. Pastors John Graham (539-7884) and Steve Wash- 
burn (539-4119). Ride the Blue Bus, stopping across from 
Qoodnow at 10:35 a.m. and between Boyd and West at 
10:40 am. for the 11:00 a.m. service (95) 

ORACE BAPTIST Church, 2901 Dickens, welcomee you to 
Worship Services at 8:30 and 11:00 a.m. University Class 
meets et 9:45 a.m. Evening service 6:00 p.m. Horace 
Breiaford. Ken Edlger 7760424. Ride the bus—pick up 
schedule: West Haii-8.10 a.m., Ford Hall-812 a.m., 
Haymaker Hall-8:14 a.m.. Moore Hail-8 16 a.m., Qoodnow 
Hail-8 18 a.m., Marlatt Hsil-8 20 a.m. Return to campus- 
10:45 a.m. (95) 

WELCOME STUDENTS! First Christian Church, 115 N. 5th. 
Church School 9:45 a.m.; Worship 1100 a.m. Ministers: 
Ben Duerfeldt, 539-8885, Sue Daniels, 7760025 For Iran 
sportation call 7760790 after9O0 a.m. Sundays. (95) 

EPISCOPAL SERVICES 
Sunday Evening Holy Communion 

7:30p.m., 1801 Anderson 
Wednesday Holy Communion 
12:30 (noon) Danforth Chapel 
Episcopal Campus Ministry 

 Chaplain: The Rev. David Fly  

COLLEGE HEIGHTS Baptist Church, 2221 College Heights 
Road, Bible Study 9:30 a.m. and Worship 11:00 a.m. and 
7 00 p.m. Church Training 6:00 p.m. Prayer Service Wed. 
Evening 6:45 p.m. Phone 539-3596 (95) 

CHURCH OF the Nazarene, 1000 Fremont, Sunday School, 
10O0 a.m.; Evening Service, 6O0 p.m.; Prayer Service, Wed- 
nesday, 700 p.m. (95) 

WELCOME STUDENTS to the Manhattan Mennonlte 
Fellowship. We meet at 10:45 a.m. for Sunday morning 
email group and 9:30 a.m. for worship at the Ecumenical 
Christian Ministries Building at 1021 Denison (the white 
building with the two red doors). (96) 

ST. LUKE'S Lutheran Church Missouri Synod. Sunset and N. 
Delaware welcomes students to services. 805 and 10:45 
am. Bible atudy 9:30 a.m. (95) 

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH 
2121 Blue Hills Road 

(North Manhattan and Kimball) 
"The Church on the hill" 

539-8691 
9:45 a.m. Church School 

10:55 a.m. Worship 
6:00 Young Adult Group 

(Meal & Fellowship) 
For Free Transportation 

Call Bell Taxi 537-2080 

WELCOME TO the Church ot Cnrist, 2510 Dickens, Sunday, 
9:30 a.m., Bible claaaes; 1030 a.m., Worship and Com- 
munion; 5O0 p.m., Student Supper; 6:00 p.m., evening wor- 
ship. Harold Mitchell, minister. 5390581 or 539-9212 (95) 

WORSHIP SERVICES 8:30 and 11O0 a.m. Church school 9:40 
a.m. First Lutheran Church, 10th and Poyntz. (95) 

MASSES AT Catholic Student Center, 711 Denison, Sundey 
Mass8:30am, lOOOa.m., 11:15a.m.. 12:30p.m. and 5:00 
p.m Saturday evening at 500 p.m. Dally 4:30 and 5:15 p.m. 
Mass. (95) 

FIRST UNITED 
METHODIST CHURCH 

612 Poyntz 

Sunday Worship 
8:45 A.M. Holy Communion 
First Sunday of the month 

9:45 Church School 
University Class 

Temple—2nd floor 
Teacher: Dr. Ray Kurtz 

11 A.M. Worship 
Charles B. Bennett, Pastor 

PEACE LUTHERAN Church Invites you to our 8:15 a.m. and 
10:30 a.m. Sunday services. Go 1/2 mile west of stadium on 
Kimball. We are friendly. (95) 

WORSHIP ON campus at All-Faiths Chapel, 10:45 em. Bible 
Study 9 30 a.m. Sunday, Remada Inn, Lower Level Banquet 
Room. Evening Service 6:30 p.m. 1225 Bertrend, the Univer- 
sity Christian Church, Harold McCracken, minister. (95) 

TRY GOD for Inspiration and fellowship. Wesleyan Church, 
1223 Poyntz. Worship 8O0 and 11O0 a.m. Sunday School 
9:30 a.m. Evening service 7:00 p.m. (95) 
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Advertisement THE GREAT AMERICAN BEER SWITCH Advertisement 

50% of Michelob fans pull 
the switch for Schlitz 

48% of 200 loyal 
Budweiser drinkers 
also prefer Schlitz 

Schlitz' impressive showing 
against Michelob wasn't the 
first time loyal beer drinkers 
gicked Schlitz over their brand, 

esults were similar in earlier 
tests against number one sell- 
ing Budweiser. 

In a live TV taste test con- 
ducted just before the second 
half of the Oakland/Houston 
Elayoff game, 46 out of 100 

>yal Bud drinkers preferred 
Schlitz over their own beer. A 
week later, 100 more Bud 
drinkers were tested. This time 
50%-exactly half-pulled the 
switch for Schlitz. 

All in all, 48% of the loyal 
Bud drinkers tested liked 
Schlitz better. Prior to the test, 
the panelists had signed affida- 
vits affirming that Budweiser 
was their beer. Most of them 
seemed confident that Bud 
would be their choice in the 
test. At least 48% left with a 
new outlook—and some, per- 
haps, with a new beer. 

"I was confident" 
states Schlitz Chief 
Frank Sellinger 

The results of the taste 
tests were not unexpected for 
Schlitz Chief Executive, Frank 
Sellinger. 

"Some people thought it was 
risky to do live TV taste tests 
in front of millions of people',' 
says Sellinger, "but it didn't take 
nerve, it just took confidence'.' 

Sellinger, a master brewer 
for 40 years, has helped brew 
some of the world's finest beers. 
Since joining the company 
three years ago, he has con- 
centrated on making Schlitz 
the best premium beer on the 
market. 

"They brought me here to 
brew the best', says Sellinger. 
"And this Schlitz is it? 

It seems quite a few of the 
Bud, Miller and Michelob 
drinkers tested agree. 

// was Schlitz vs. Michebb Beer—and former NFL Referee Tommy Bell called the 
score for Schlitz in the live TV taste test. 

50 out of 100 Michelob 
drinkers pick Schlitz 
on live Super Bowl TV 

100 million fans watched as 
Schlitz took on Michelob in the 
finale of "The Great American 
Beer Switch." The dramatic test 
was conducted live during half- 
time of the Super Bowl game. 

The huge audience wit- 
nessed 100 loyal Michelob 
drinkers choose between two 
unlabelled beers—their own 
Michelob and today's Schlitz. 
The outcome proved a surprise 
to many Michelob drinkers who 
found themselves preferring 
the taste of Schlitz over the 
taste of Michelob. 

Each of the 100 loyal 
Michelob drinkers was served 
two beers, one Schlitz and one 
Michelob, in unlabelled ceram- 
ic mugs. Tasters were told to 
indicate a tie, or make a choice 
by pulling an electronic switch 
left or right in the direction of 
the beer they preferred. To in- 
sure fairness, the testing was 
conducted by a leading inde- 
pendent consumer research 
firm. The results were vali- 
dated by another top statistical 
research company, Elrick and 
Lavidge, Inc. 

Before the test, the Michelob 
drinkers probably thought they 
would pick their own brand. A 
lot of tnem seemed surprised 
as they watched the number 
of Michelob drinkers who pre- 
ferred Schlitz flash up for na- 
tional TV. 

200 Miller drinkers 
tested: Schlitz is 
preferred by 37% 

In the weeks following the 
impressive showing against 
#1 Budweiser, Schlitz went 
head to head against another 
leading beer—Miller. 

In two taste tests appearing 
on live television, a total of 200 
loyal Miller drinkers were 
asked to choose between their 
beer and Schlitz. Again, a sig- 
nificant number of Miller 
drinkers decided their beer 
was second best and pulled the 
switch for Schlitz. 

Beer fans surprised at choice of Schlitz 
Panelists who decided their 

beer was second best and chose 
Schlitz expressed surprise. 
Similar reactions have been 
registered in other taste tests 
across the country. 

"I honesdy selected the beer 
I preferred and it wasn't Millerf 
admitted Miller drinker, Albert 
Gualano. 

"I'm genuinely surprised)' 
exclaimed Guy D'Anne, "I 
thought Bud was better but I've 
been proved wrong!' "Schlitz 
has much better flavor than 
Miller, and it goes down easier/' 

attested BUI Weber, "I could 
drink it all night? 

Panelist Bernie Felsbit 
summed up the reaction of 

many of the Bud, Miller and 
Michelob drinkers when he 
said, "There may be a new 
beer in my futurer 

Do it yourself-try the "Great 
American Beer Switch" test 

This test requires two iden- 
tical mugs, a Schlitz and your 
regular beer, at equal tempera- 
ture. Label the mugs "1* and 
"2" so the taster won't know 
which beer is which. Pour the 
beers to equal heads out of the 
taster's sight. 

To ensure that the choice is 

made on taste alone, serve the 
beer in non-transparent mugs 
or have the taster dose his eyes. 
Now let the taster sample both 
of the beers and choose the one 
that tastes better. Now you 
taste both beers yourself. Did 
you pick your regular brand? 
Or today's Schlitz? 

Loyal Michebb drinkers chose between unlabelled mugs 
%of their Michebb and todays Schlitz. 

01881. JO* ScNitt Brewing Company. MilwauKa*. Wl 
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Decisions 
reached on 
Ahearn use 

i  

Students will be allowed to use Ahearn Complex over the noon 
hour on a space-available basis after faculty and staff members 
are given a 15-minute priority period. 

The decision was reached Friday afternoon following a meeting 
of the facilities use committee, made up of staff, faculty and 
students. 

"The 11:30 to 12:30 time schedule was originally set up ex- 
clusively for faculty. One of the things we feel obligated to is en- 
couraging faculty to come back and use it," said Don Kirkendall, 
head of the Department of Health, Physical Education and 
Recreation. 

Many faculty and staff members had stopped using the complex 
over the noon hour because of' 'student domination,'' he said. 

The new policy came as a result of complaints about an earlier 
decision by Kirkendall to exclude students from noon-hour usage of 
Ahearn Complex. 

Members of the facilities use committee also decided to give an 
additional 30 minutes of practice time to women's Softball and 

men's baseball. The new hours will be 6 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. Monday 
through Thursday. 

This decision will be implemented in the near future according to 
Gene Cross, chairman of the use committee and vice president of 
University Facilities. 

The additional half-hour practice time Monday through Thur- 
sday is on a "terminated period" for only the spring semester, 
Cross said. 

The construction of the Brandeberry Indoor Sports Complex, 
which is scheduled to be completed by early summer, will provide 
future practice facilities for several sports including women's 
softball and men's baseball. 

"These sports are underfunded and have never had any place to 
participate in. We need to make some considerations for some 
sports that are really hurtin'," Conrad Colbert, associate athletic 
director, said. 

In the past, practice had often been held in Weber Arena, which 
was "the last place to go," he said. 

Soviet Union points finger: 
U.S. promoting Cold War 

MOSCOW (AP) - The Soviet 
Union, pressing its verbal cam- 
paign against the new Reagan 
administration, charged Sunday 
that America's leaders were 
mounting a "massive attack" 
against detente and that what it 
called U.S. "military hysteria" 
was encouraging a return to the 
Cold War. 

Moscow Radio commentator 
Boris Andrianov told citizens that 
"the representatives of the new 
Washington administration, 
judging by their public statements, 
are unrolling a massive attack on 
the policy of detente.'' 

"Washington is clearly taking a 
path aimed at violating the 
equilibrium of forces in the world 
and attaining military superiority 
for the United States and its 
allies," Andrianov said. 

Hours later, official Soviet 
television showed film footage of 
U.S. ships and combat aircraft 
preparing for missions as an an- 
nouncer told viewers that 
"military hysteria" in the United 
States was encouraging a return to 
the Cold War. 

The harsh treatment of the 
United States by the government- 
controlled media indicated the 
Soviet Union plans no concessions 
to win favor with the Reagan ad- 
ministration. 

The Reagan administration has 
postponed its original plan to lift 
the grain embargo against Soviet 
Union and is continuing to plan new 
military expenditures that have 
angered the Soviet leadership. 

The Kremlin, on its side, has 
shown no moderation of its 
Afghanistan policy or of reduced 
support for Third World 
revolutionary movements the 
Reagan administration considers 
terrorist groups. 

Meanwhile, Moscow kept at a 
high pitch its protests over alleged 
"dangerous plans" by the United 
States to deploy neutron weapons. 

Tass news agency commentator 
Yuri Kornilov called the neutron 
warhead a "barbarous weapon" 
Sunday. 

And, he said, "deployment of the 
weapon in Western Europe would 
mean a conversion of West 
European states into the Pen- 
tagon's nuclear hostages." 

U.S. reads to fake attack 
OFFUTT AIR FORCE BASE, 

Neb. (AP) — Responding to a 
"simulated attack" on the United 
States, the Strategic Air Command 
launched about 400 bombers and 
tankers Sunday in the largest SAC 
air operation in 35 years as part of 
its Global Shield '81 exercise. 

"Over 400 unarmed B-52s and 
FB-111 bombers and KC-135 
tankers took off in less than 10 
minutes in response to a mock 
attack on the United States as a 
part of the annual no-notice Global 
Shield exercise," said Col. Mike 
McRaney of SAC headquarters 
here. 

The exercise tests base security, 
communications procedures, 
precision navigation for bombers 
and SAC's command and control 
procedures, McRaney said, 
"making sure we can com- 
municate effectively and clear 
with bomber and tanker force. If 
we can't talk to them, they can't do 
much." 

The exercise is geared to 
"threats that we think the other 
side is capable of delivering 
against us," McRaney said. 

He stressed that "this no way 
related to a real-world situation. 

Canine candidate's bid 
picks bone with Senate 

ByGAILGAREY 
Collegian Reporter 

Amos G. Sheperd won't bite the hand that feeds him, but what 
could he accomplish as student body president? 

Amos G. Sheperd is a dog. A group of students are supporting 
Sheperd as a write-in candidate for student body president as a 
protest to student government. Buttons are being sold, campaign 
ads are being printed and posters hung. 

"25 percent of the proceeds from Amos' campaign will go to the 
humane society with the rest paying for ads, promotions and what's 
left will be given back to the students who supported Amos, through 
a post-election party at Brothers (Tavern), Thursday evening for 
anyone with a button," Rick Mercer, junior in engineering, said. 

MERCER is one of the originators of the dog's campaign and is 
running for engineering senator. 

"We wanted to make everyone in student government aware that 
a lot of students have no concern or awareness of what goes on in 
student government," Mercer said. 

"People are upset with what is going on (in student government) 
and Amos is an outlet to release these contained emotions," said 
Glenn Shain, engineering senator, and another Sheperd campaign 
originator. 

According to Susan Angle, coordinator for student activities, 
Sheperd cannot win the election. To qualify for the position, can- 
didates must be enrolled at K-State as full-time students. 

"For any nonqualifying candidate, the votes will not even be 
counted," Angle said. 

THE INTENT of the campaign is not to win, Mercer said. It is to 
show Student Senate how many people are dissatisfied with student 
government. 

Mark Ayres, junior in accounting, said he believes students are 

(See CANINE, p.5) 

Election 
sgec ial 

Winter transformation StaffptwtobyBoRadtr 

ln tne heat of the day the icy covering of man's creations    myriad of shapes. Here, a hay barn on the north edge of 
begin to change, often over and over again creating a   campus reflects the graceful lines of winters coating. 

Candidates for Wednesday's 
Student Senate and Board of 
Student Publications elections 
were requested to submit essays to 
the Collegian concerning their 
qualifications for the office they 
wish to represent. 

Candidate's essays were limited 
to 100 words or fewer. 

The response was good. More 
than 110 out of 136 who are running 
for offices submitted essays. 

The responses we received, 
along with photos of the candidates 
who had them taken, will be found 
on pages 11 through 18. 

The articles were printed as the 
candidates submitted them, unless 
they exceeded the 100-word limit. 

Voters will also choose a new 
student body president Wed- 
nesday, as well as elect senators 
and publications board members. 
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Campus bulletin 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 

STUDENT TEACHERS for fall (Ml: Pick up and return 
student teaching assignment request forms to Holton 104 
before Aednetday, Feb. 25. 

THI on ADUATE SCHOOL has scheduled the final oral 
defense of the doctoral dissertation of Jerry Singer at 1 
p.m. today In Holton 1W Topic: Evaluation and analysis 
of high school attendance policies In the state of Kansas. 

ALCOHOL ABUSE PREVENTION counseling will be 
available starting today from 1:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at 
Lafene Student Health Center. 

SOA ELECTIONS COMMITTEE will meet at I p.m. 
today In Union Big I Room. 

TODAY 
CLOTHINO AND RETAILING INTEREST GROUP 

will be 7:30 p.m. In Justin 251. 

ECUMENICAL CHRISTIAN Ml NISTRIES meeting will 
be * p.m. in Marlatt 239. 

AO SCON CLUB will meet at 7:30 p.m. In Union 213. 

ADMINISTRATION AND FOUNDATIONS 
GRADUATE STUDENT ORGANIZATION will meet at 3 
p.m. in Union Stateroom 3. 

CENTER FOR AOINO will meet at 12:30 p.m. in Union 
207. 

ALPHA KAPPA PSI pledge meeting will be 4:30 p.m. In 
Calvin 211. 

SIOMA NU LITTLE SISTERS will meet at 9 p.m. in 
Sigma Nu House. 

BDUCATION COUNCIL work meeting will be 3:30 p.m. 
In the Dean's Conference Room In Holton Hall. 

KSU BIBLE STUDY will meet at 7 p.m. In Williams 
Auditorium In Umberger Hall. 

FOODS AND NUTRITION ORADUATI SEMINAR will 
meet at 3:30 p.m. In Justin 141. 

SI will meet at 7 p.m. In Calvin 102. 
KSDBtonigfrt 

ALPHA ZETA will meet at 7 p.m. In Union Little 
Theatre. 

A AND O ORADUATI CLUB will meet at noon in Union 
Stateroom 3. 

ENGINEERING STUDENT COUNCIL will meet at 4:30 
p.m. In Union Big t Room. 

FTD STUDENT CHAPTER will meet at 7:30 p.m. In 
Water* 244. 

SPURS meeting will be at 4:30 p.m. In the International 
Student Center. 

CAMPUS HIOH LIFR will meet at 7:30 p.m. In Union 
207. 

HOME ECONOMICS COUNCIL will meet at 4:30 p.m. 
in Justin 14*. 

HOME ECONOMICS EXTENSION will meet at 7:30 
p.m. in Justin 324. 

MECHA meeting will be7p.m In Union 203. 

KANSAS STATE ROWINO ASSOCIATION will meet at 
7 p.m. In Union 209. 

EXECUTIVE MEETINO of the Little Sisters of the Star 
and Lamp will be I p.m. at Dark Horse. General meetlon 
follows at 9 p.m. 

TUESDAY 
ARH HONORARY meeting will be 1:30 p.m. In ARH 

Derby Office. 

FENIX will meet at 11:30 a.m. In Union213. 

COWBOYS FOR CHRIST meeting will be 7 p.m. In 
Skate Plaza. 

PHI UPSILON OMICRON will meet at 7 p.m. in Union 
212. 

KSU HORSEMEN'S ASSOCIATION meeting will be 
7:30 p.m. in Weber 107. 

TONIOHT, KSDB will present the |an show from 4 to 
10. 

PETI 
ANDERSON 

for 

AG. SENATOR 
Paid for by Students (or Anderson 

GEIGER 
for 

paid for Studenti for Geiger 

PAUL 

LAURENCE 
AZ7A7/ 

PRICE 
BLI5INE55 5ENATE 

Paid for by Comm. to elect Lorl Price. 

Mr 
HERS 

Miss last 
Friday's 'Dallas'? 

(sec ii.lciu 

Get your 64 oz. Bucket of Beer! 

BEER 
BUCKET 

r»4fXaVTy> A\.r 
UUNDAY      -T- — * •   - 
MONDAY remis 

Buy a 64 oz. bucket of beer at the regular pitcher price 
& keep the bucket-refills only $2,001 

$200 
DALLAS 
(rrpvat of Friday's episode) 

-TONITE9:00- 

AGGlf 
fcVlLLE 

RECORD SALE 
WHERE: Varney's Bookstore 

WHEN: February 5th through 
February 14 

WHAT: Rock, Jazz, Classical, 
Country 

WHO: Neil Diamond, Melissa 9 Manchester, Charlie 
Daniels, The Who, 
Waylon Jennings, etc. 

WHY: Prices begin at $1.99— 
Great Savings 

TUESDAY 
LAMPLIGHTER 

"Shining Light on 
the Issues" 

An open discussion with 
Student Body President 
candidates: 

David Lehman, 
Tim Matlack, 
Angela Scanlan and 
Roger Seymour. 

You've heard them 
standing up, let's talk to 
them sitting down. 

Discussion will center on 
campaign issues and 

candidate platforms 

K-State Union Courtyard 

Toes., Feb. 10th, 11:30 a.m. 



Briefly By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Another child disappears in Atlanta 
ATLANTA — Atlanta police launched a search Sunday for another 

young black child who has vanished, hoping to find some trace of the 
boy before turning the case over to a special task force probing the 
deaths and disappearances of 17 black youths. 

Meanwhile, volunteers who have been trying to help police solve 
the baffling cases scoured neighborhoods in suburban College Park 
for clues. And federal agencies began mobilizing to aid local police 
in the investigation. 

Public Safety Commissioner Lee Brown said the case of Patrick 
Baltaza, 11, was not immediately turned over to the special 35- 
member police squad because it was department policy for the 
missing persons unit to handle disappearances first. 

Brown said a picture of the Baltaza child was released to television 
stations late Saturday, and the commissioner said he hoped the 
broadcast would produce some information about the child's 
whereabouts. 

Young Baltaza was reported missing Friday night. 
Only two of the 17 cases being investigated by the special task 

force involve children who still are missing. The other 15 black 
children, all between the ages of 7 and 15, have been found dead. 

Concern blamed for crime increase 
HOUSTON — Too much concern for the rights of criminal 

defendants may be nourishing America's growing crime rate, Chief 
Justice Warren Burger said Sunday. 

In a forceful speech to the American Bar Association, Burger said 
the nation's criminal justice system "at every stage cries out for 
change." 

"Crime and the fear of crime have permeated the fabric of 
American life, damaging the poor and minorities even more than the 
affluent,'' the nation's top-ranking judge said. 

"Like it or not, today we are approaching the status of an impotent 
society whose capability of maintaining elementary security on the 
streets, in schools and for the homes of the people is in doubt," he 
said. 

Burger said that as one part of the criminal justice system, the 
nation's courts must share the blame. 

"To change this melancholy picture will call for spending more 
money than we have ever before devoted to law enforcement," he 
said. 

Three students die in NU accident 

LINCOLN, Neb. — A 19-year-old University of Nebraska-Lincoln 
(UNL) student died Sunday, the third victim of a weekend 
automobile accident in rural Lancaster County. 

Geri Lynn Foster of Omaha, died Sunday at Bryan Memorial 
Hospital, a hospital supervisor said. 

She was third person to die as a result of injuries suffered when an 
automobile struck a group of young people at a fraternity party 
early Saturday morning outside a community center between 
Sprague and Martell, the Lancaster County Sheriffs Office said. 

Deputy Lancaster County Attorney John Colborn identified the 
driver of the car as UNL student John Moreland, 18, a native of 
Bloomington, 111. 

Colborn said a decision would be made Monday whether charges 
would be filed against Moreland. 

Two Creighton University students, Peter Phelan, 20, of Cedar 
Rapids, Iowa, and Christopher Harries, 21, of Mission, Kan., died 
Saturday as a result of that accident. 

UNL student Robbin Campbell, 18, of Omaha, remained in serious 
condition with fractured ribs and multiple cuts at Bryan Memorial 
Hospital. 

Three other Creighton students remained hospitalized Sunday 
night. 

Trial to begin for auto worker 

CLEVELAND — John Demjanjuk, a 60-year-old auto worker, goes 
to federal court Tuesday to fight allegations that he was a guard in 
Nazi death camps during World War II and concealed his role in 
wartime atrocities when he entered the United States. 

The government says Demjanjuk, a mechanic at a Ford Motor Co. 
plant, committed atrocities at camps in Treblinka and Sobibor, 
Poland, in 1942-43 and was known among Nazi war prisoners as 
"Iwan Groznii," or "Ivan the Terrible." 

If U.S. District Judge Frank Battisti determines Demjanjuk lied 
about his past to immigration officials, he could be stripped of U.S. 
citizenship, making him an illegal alien subject to deportation. 

Demjanjuk has denied allegations of death camp atrocities or that 
he was a member of the Nazi SS auxiliary. 

WeatFier 
Look for a seven-part series next week in a certain major paper 

down the river on atrocities committed by university presidents 
when using native walnut for paneling in their offices. The forecast 
calls for a high in the upper 30s for today. 
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*NICE GUYS FINISH FIRST 

For 
Arts & Science 

Semite 
Paid for by the com to elect Walter Domeyko 

VOTE 
Business Council Elections 
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Calvin Hall 
2nd HOOT 

r- " COUPON I ■COUPON 
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Hot Diggity, Dog Diggity, 
Oh, What I'll do for You 

For the next 3 days 

52* OFF 

^ 

Any sandwich or 
full submarine 

Good Mon., Fab. 9-Wad., Fab. 11 

IN 
AiU.IKVII.I.K 

539-8033 
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Wodnaaday Special 
Fab. 11th 

Turkey A Swiss Chaaaa 
and Small Drink 

Only $1.98 

Pr#e*S 
>-       *   if 

YOUR ENTERTAINMENT BILLBOARD 

Tuesday night catch 

It's Premier Kansas City 
Rock n'Roll AND 

BUY 1 STEIN GET 1 FREE 
7:00 to 9:00 

YOUR 1.00 COVER, TUESDAY INCLUDES A FREE 
STEIN; PLUS A FREE BAND PASS, 

FOR WEDNESDAY NITE. THAT MEANS 

Wednesday Night for 

"Somethlnq out of the ordinary!' 

As you watch this group of unknowns, you can 
enjoy DISCOUNT PITCHERS FROM 7 9. 
PLUS K-STATE. 0-STATE ON 3 COLOR 

TVS. INCLUING BROTHER'S GIANT TUBE. 

r- r-i 
«» 

Saturday, February 14, Is our new and Improved 
SUPER V.D. PARTY. "ITS AN ALL DAY AFFAIR." 

The Secrets will be there and so should youl 
Valenstelns are on sale now. That's a 75* stein, for 50<. 

1 



Opinions 
Athletics vs. 
academics 

Throughout last week much attention focused on a 
series of articles by the Kansas City Times involving 
corruption in college athletics. 

The Times articles uncovered the pay-offs, the 
credit card abuse, the questionable recruiting 
methods and the incredible amount of money which 
flows freely from one hand to another. 

But the series didn't focus enough on academics. 
While it is certainly unfair for athletes to receive 

salaries for jobs they never do from employers they 
never meet, it is a crime to deny them an education. 

The Times article of Feb. 5 focused on Ardes 
Gardner, a former K-State track athlete. Gardner 
was allegedly promised many extras to come to K- 
State. It was charged the University even accepted 
his transcripts, although two Fs had been changed to 
Ds. 

Today, Gardner is in California mowing lawns for a 
living. 

Gardner is not an exception to the academic 
treatment of college athletes, rather another case 
added to a long list. 

Athletes are recruited knowing that academics are 
secondary to their physical abilities. The problem is, 
if they don't make the professional rankings after 
college, they've wasted a great deal of effort 
preparing for an athletic career that was risky from 
the beginning—a career they will never experience. 

True, they have left college with a degree they can 
fall back on, but they don't always leave with an 
education. 

The training is tough for college athletes. The 
temptations to accept passing grades for classes they 
never attend are great, and often encouraged. But as 
other athletes have proven, it is possible to maintain a 
high academic standing while being competitive in 
athletics. 

The money invested in athletic programs is 
replaceable. The education athletes lose in the 
process is not. 

PAULSTONE 
Opinions Editor 

Letters 

Sheperd defended 
Editor, 

I appreciate Sara Hubler's in- 
terest in student government. It's 
always been a goal of mine to 
understand people at K-State. 
However, that's not as easy as it 
seems. 

Being in college assumes we 
understand the difference between 
a serious contribution and a joke. I 
had nothing to do with the 
origination of Amos G. Sheperd's 
attempt at becoming a part of 
student government, but I'll have 
to admit I enjoyed it. 

Yes, believe it or not, everyone 
I've talked to thought the joke was 
funny.  Some of us get a little 

overwhelmed by a campus covered 
with signs. We don't have to look 
far for jokes that aren't fun- 
ny—just look at Security and 
Traffic. Now that's a joke that no 
one laughs at. 

I really doubt Amos is going to 
get any votes. He's just not cut out 
for the job. We appreciate the work 
the real student body candidates go 
to. At least Amos can smile with 
the best of them. That's something 
that's nice to see every now and 
then, even if nobody in their right 
mind would vote for him. 

Blalne Bauer 
senior In computer science 

Kansas 
State Collegian February 9, 1981 
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-Damien Semanitzky- 

Before teaching, 
heal thyself first 

During the weekend of string 
fling, two girls were walking 
through the Union courtyard. One 
of them pointed to the study area 
where Coke machines are and said, 
"Oh look, an automat 1" 

"Automat?" When I have to stop 
and decide whether a 12-year-old 
has used a word correctly, we're 
all in trouble. 

When I was 12,1 was considered 
to be quite sophisticated for my 
age. I was younger than everyone 
around me because I skipped a few 
grades and my best friends were 
adults because I was, even at that 
age, an intellectual snob. 

I TOOK GREAT PRIDE in being 
emotionally, psychologically and 
sometimes physically, in- 
dependent, realistic and cynical. 
My favorite pastime through 
junior high and high school was 
arguing with teachers about the 
state of the economy, the ad- 
ministration of the school, or 
whatever. 

Alas, my little accomplishments 
in my youth have been over- 
shadowed. Youngsters today are 
more cynical, more realistic, more 
intelligent world-wise—in short, 
more grown-up than I as a college 
senior. 

Necessity is the mother of in- 
vention—or so they say. Kids are 
more grown-up today because they 
have to be in order to survive. It is 
a sad statement—not about our 
world, but about our parents. 

Children can deal with anything 
if their parents deal with it 
correctly. There is a right and a 
wrong way to tell a kid his dog has 
died. There is a right and a wrong 
way to tell a kid about sex and 
drugs. 

THERE IS A PERVASIVE 
FEELING that children are 
conveniences: They're fun when 
they're fun. A recent article in New 
York Times Magazine pointed out 
that we've come full circle from 
the Medieval age—a time when 
children existed to be exploited; 

for the sexual pleasure of the 
father or for the luxury of having 
money from their jobs. 

We purport to be concerned 
about the statistics which show 
that one in four girls is sexually 
abused by a member of the family, 
that child battering is on the rise 
and very little can be done to 
combat it where it really lives: In 
upper-middle-class, white, 
suburban, "rich" neighborhoods; 
in so-called "religious," "good," 
"moral," "upstanding" 
households. 

THE PROBLEM IS M08T 
ACUTE in these areas because 
people generally don't give a 
damn, and won't take matters into 
their own hands—the only way 
these things appear to get taken 
care of. I'm not talking about just 
the apathetic neighbors and school 
teachers. I'm talking about the 
cops and the social workers, the 
doctors in the hospitals and the 
judges in the district courts. 

It's just too difficult to keep a kid 
from getting killed, especially 
when the parents are well-known, 
"respected," and can take you to 
court on a slander charge. 

In short, nobody wants to talk, 
nothing can be proven, and the 
laws are outdated. 

A good part of the problem can 
be blamed on a "new repression:" 
As the Times Magazine article 
pointed out, we're more afraid 
nowadays of being told we're 
"repressive" and sexually uptight 
than of being told we're psychotic, 
violent or sexually deviant. We 
take great comfort in saying that 
parents are the real victims when 
they abuse their children. 

THAT'S FLATLY ABSURD. The 
public has been duped by this new 
"psychiatric" culture into thinking 
that Freud's models are realities 
and not models. Like the 
psychologist in California who says 
parents have an obligation to their 
children to make their first sexual 
experiences good ones: Incest is an 

obligation, not a violation—the 
lady is right in assuming that kind 
of practice is certainly not 
repressive. 

Of course it doesn't matter what 
happens to the child's sense of 
personal pride and dignity, and 
parents should be old enough to 
separate sexual lust from a 
teaching experience, right? 

Note, I said nothing about 
ignoring anything. I said nothing 
about torching J.D. Salinger, or the 
pot in the back of the dresser. The 
real answer has something to do 
with destroying ignorance—which 
is far-fetched, to say the least. 

AS A BEGINNING, perhaps we 
of the adult class should con- 
centrate on dealing with the world 
ourselves. It's tough for a child to 
ignore sex and violence if such acts 
are perpetrated in front of them in 
school by other kids. But that 
doesn't mean we have to desen- 
sitize them to sex or violence by 
perpetrating them in front of or to 
the child at home. 

By unlocking the doors of 
privacy—of our psyches and our 
bedrooms—at home, we are telling 
children that they should be old 
enough to deal with the most adult 
of things in the most adult of ways. 
No matter how 'sophisticated a 
child may be, this is an un- 
necessary burden. Our own 
inabilities to deal without lecture- 
demonstrations should not be in- 
terpreted as the child's inability or 
need. 

It all goes back to a willingness 
to analyze ourselves, our own 
sense of independence of mind, 
common sense, and strength of 
will. Our own houses have to be in 
order. We have to be able to 
communicate and deal, no matter 
how difficult it is. 

Television has nothing to do with 
it. 

Physician, before teaching, heal 
thyself first... 
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supporting Sheperd for reasons other than 
dissatisfaction. 

"Some supporters are out of apathy, some 
out of disgust, and a minority of people are 
supporting Amos because they're scared of 
the candidates," Ayres said. 

"They (the candidates) spend too much 
campaigning for what a student can do or 
what the government can accomplish. I 
can't take them seriously when they say the 
same thing for the last four years." 

The Sheperd campiagn won't take votes 
away from other candidates, Mercer said, 
because "most people involved in this don't 
vote anyway." 

Deanne Watson, sophomore in general, 
disagrees with the concept of the dog 
campaign. 

"It's too bad to think that votes going to a 
dog could be going to someone who could do 
something with student government," she 
said. 

Fritz Behrhorst, junior in engineering, 
said the dog's campaign is not intended as a 
slam, nor are there intentions to make a 
joke out of any candidate's campaign. 

Others disagree. 
"I think it's very bad and shows lack of 

respect for the candidates," said Mark 
Phillips, candidate for business senator and 
junior in finance. 

"It kind of takes away from what the real 
candidates are trying to do and the hard 
work put in. It makes a joke of what the 
candidates are doing. It is a serious time 
and no time for donations to the dog pound," 
Mary Dove, junior in accounting, said. 

K-State student killed in accident 
A K-State student was killed early 

Saturday morning in a traffic accident east 
of Kingman. 

Gregory Hurd, junior in pre-design 
professions, and the driver of the pickup, 
Marc Lindholm, were thrown from the 
vehicle after it apparently missed a curve, 
went off the roadway, through a ditch and 
overturned several times, according to 
Frederick Stump, undersheriff of Kingman 
County. 

The accident was discovered by a passing 
motorist at 2:40 a.m. Saturday, Stump said. 
Both Hurd and Lindholm were pronounced 
dead at the scene of the accident by the 
deputy county coroner. 

The accident is under investigation, 
Stump said. 

Services will be held for Hurd and Lin- 
dholm, a Hutchinson Community College 
student, at 10 a.m. Tuesday at the Cheney 
United Methodist Church. 

Investigation attempts 
attacked by lawyer 

NEWARK, N.J. (AP) - Efforts by five 
Democratic senators to reopen an FBI in- 
vestigation of U.S. Labor Secretary 
Raymond Donovan's past business dealings 
are "politically motivated and an attempt to 
embarrass the Reagan administration," 
Donovan's lawyer said Sunday. 

The five Democratic members of the 
Senate Labor and Human Resources 
Committee, citing "two serious inac- 
curacies" in the FBI inquiry, called 
Saturday for another look at Donovan's role 
as vice president of the Schiavone Con- 
struction Co. of Secaucus, N.J. 

Sens. Edward Kennedy of Massachusetts, 
Claiborne Pell of Rhode Island, Thomas 
Eagleton of Missouri, Howard Metzenbaum 
of Ohio and Donald Riegle of Michigan said 
they sent their letter to committee chairman 
Sen. Orrin Hatch (R-Utah) after The Record 
of Hackensack, N. J., gave them information 
raising questions about the thoroughness of 
the FBI's investigation. 

A SPOKESMAN for Hatch said his 
committee staff would investigate the 
allegations. 

The Record, in a copyright story in its 
Sunday editions, quoted two men, both with 
past criminal associations, as corroborating 
elements of the story told by Donovan's 
chief accuser, mob informant Ralph 
Picardo. 

Picardo has said Donovan made payoffs 
to organized crime figures to ensure labor 
peace and that his company dealt with 
reputed mobsters. 

"The Kennedy staff is looking to continue 
to drag this thing on," said Thomas 
Bruinooge, Donovan's attorney. 

Bruinooge said he believes the 
Massachusetts Democrat is attempting to 
discredit Donovan in an attempt to find 
support with blue-collar, ethnic voters—the 
constituency that helped elect President 
Reagan. 
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TIM 
MATLACK 

He is Qualified: 
Student Senator 
Finance Committee 
Traffic & Parking Council 
Judicial Government 
In Student Government for 2^ years 
Special Committee for the Placement Center 

"I feel the main issues of the campaign are:' 
• Fire Protection • Placement Center 
• Nichols Gym • The new coliseum 
• Our traffic and Parking Problems 

YOU matter to MATLACK 
Paid for by Tim Matlack for Student Body President. Michael Gromer. Chairman 
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COWBOY    PALACE 
Mon.    40* Draws 7-11 p.m. 
Tues.   $1.25 Bar Drinks 7-11 p.m. 
Wed.    2-Fers 9-11 p.m. 
Thurs. Drink of the Week $1.10 7-11 p.m. 

Fri.      TGIF Doable Shot Mugs 4-9 p.m. 

209 Poyntz Ph. 539-9828 

■tut i iiit    tt. \'\\'\\   i-rl t\f a, -i,.\ \    i   i t      .if  

FREE SALAD BAR 
with every Spaghetti and Meat Sauce 

or Spaghetti and Tomato Sauce Dinner. 

EVERY MONDAY AND TUESDAY 
All day and night! 

cJD'6 Italian Gaidcns 
537-8550 2815 Anderson Avenue 

r----------------_----- 

J February Special! 
-Crurn's is offering you drostic sovings on a 
Shorn poo, Haircut and Blow Dry combination 
during the month of February. 

■fls an added bonus you'll receive a 
FREE fTlanicure or...Scalp fllassage. 

We have 73 highly qualified students who need 
Clinic floor services. They do excellent work and 
are closely supervised by professional instructors. 

So come into Crum's to get acquainted with us. 

Call for your appointment today. 

I 
Crum's Beauty College 

512 Poyntz    OREDKEN      776-4794 

RADIO 
AUCTION 

/ 

KMAN-1350 AM & KMKF-101-1 FM 
Beginning Monday, February 9th at 3 p.m. 

The following is a partial list of items: 
Bridals at Betty's... 2 Forma Is worth $80.00 each, 2 Complete Tuxedo Rentals worth $51.50 each, 

Merchandise Certificate worth $100.00 towards Wedding Stationery, Merchandise Cer- 
tificate worth $50.00 in Sterling Silver Jewelry 

Pizza Hut. . .3 large Pizzas of your choice..   $10.45®-$31.35 value (3 sets of 3 pizzas toauction) 
Manhattan Camera . .. Nikon PM 50 Millimeter Pi .8 Series E lens 35 Millimeter SLR Camera 

$349.00 value 
Burke Shoes ... Womens Bandoiina Low Heeled Sling Sandles-$48.95 value, Mens Norweigen 

Welt Casual Shoe by Dexter-$45.9S value 
Reed k Elliott... 10 kt Pierced Gold Rose Earrings with 14 kt Gold Posts-$49.50 value, Matching 

10 kt Gold Rose Pendant with 18" 14 kt Gold Chain-$5»50 value 
Midas Muffler. . .Five $50.00 Merchandise Certificates for work at Midas 
Manhattan Auto Sound .. . Craig Power Play FM/8 track $219.00 value, Fujitsu 10 AM/FM 

Cassette Car Stereo with auto reverse-$219.00 value, Sound Research Power Booster for 
CarStereo449.95 

Can in Your Bid Live!-776-4851 
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Experimenting with humans 
easier with new guidelines 

By COLLEEN LALLY 
Collegian Reporter 

Less-restricting regulations by the federal 
government will save K-State researchers 
time and money in the future. 

In order to conduct any experiment, a 
researcher has had to interview with K- 
State's 14-member Institutional Review 
Board and submit paper work in order to get 
his project approved. 

The federal government sets the stan- 
dards for the review board and has revised 
the guidelines which have been in effect 
since 1974, making it easier for researchers 
to get project approval, according to John 
Murry, chairman of the Committee on 
Research Involving Human Subjects and 
associate dean of the graduate school. 

The review board, under federal 
guidelines, determines the risk factor of 
each research project conducted at K-State. 
If the value of the research outweighs the 
risks involved, approval for the project is 
given, he said. 

The new guidelines state that research in 
the no-risk category, such as surveys, in- 
terviews and observations, will not have to- 
be reviewed. 

The prior regulations were intended to 
protect the rights of the subject. Any type of 
research can be done as long as the subject 

Jock 
snaps over 
Valentine 

gift. 
Dear Ann: 

Athletically I'm an Ail- 
American. Romantically 
I'm a nerd. I'm in love 
with a fox. But the com- 
petition is rough. What'III 
give her for Valentine's Day? 

Nervously Yours, 
Chicken Hunk 

Dear Chicken: 
Don't punt. Send her 

flowers. It's probably the 
best play you ever made. 
And the easiest. Just go to 
your nearest FTD Florist. 
He has the perfect 
Valentine gift. A beautiful 
bouquet that comes in a 
special bud vase. Even 
better, you can afford it. 
Remember, when in 
doubt, rely on the magic of 
flowers. It's the only way a 
chicken can catch a fox. 

Good hunting. 

Helping you say it right. 

The FTD Valentine Bud Vase is 
usually available lor less than 
$10 00 As an independent 
businessman, each FTD Florist 
sets his own prices Service 
charges and delivery may be 
additional c 1981 Florists 
Transworld Delivery 

knows the risks involved, Murry said. 
The old guidelines were a burden on those 

trying to get a research proposal approved 
by the review board, he said. 

According to the old rules, all research 
involving human subjects had to be 
reviewed by the review board, even if no 
risk was involved, Murry said. 

The reviewing process meant a lot of time 
and paperwork for researchers. This 
paperwork included a two-page research 
application, four copies of the research 
proposal and an information consent 
document, a paper the research subject 
reads and signs before the experiment 
begins. 

According to Murry, the new guidelines 
will make things less restricting and give 
greater flexibility to the researchers. 

Although the decrease in paperwork will 
save time and money for the departments 
involved with research, it is hard to know 
exactly how much will be saved, he said. 

The new regulations, which will go into 
effect near the end of July, have bean in the 
making for two years. They were published 
in the Jan. 26 issue of the Federal Register, 
a daily printing by the U.S. government 
printing office which publishes information 
involving federal agencies. 

Elect 

KELLY 
PRESTA 

Arts & Science Senator 
Pa id for b) Students for Presta    Chairman Greg Miles 
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BEER COLDEST 
IN AGGIEVILLE 
D. J. Nitely Open l p.m.-midnight 

Come Home 
the Chef Cafe 

Student Tradition For Over 40 Yeats 

Free 
Pie a la mode 

with purchase 
of $2.50 or more 

NAwHh any other 
coupon 

5*8 p.m. only 

Expires Fab. 15,1981 

Free 
Homemade 

Soup 
with any dinner 

purchase of $2.50 
or more 

NA with any other 
coupon 

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 
5-8 p.m. only 

Expires Feb. 15,1981 

$3.50 Off 
Meal Tickets 
regularly $20 

for food purchases 
are now just 

$16.50 
Expires Fab. 15,1981 

Saturday 
Special 
50$ off any 

breakfast item 
till 11:00 a.m. 
75* off any 

luncheon item 
till 3:30 p.m. 

Expires Feb. 15,1981 

Buy any 
Dinner Special 

at Regular price 
and receive 

second meal of 
equal value for 

only $1.99 
Bring a friend 

5-8 p.m. only 

Expires Fab. 15,1981 

•I 

I 

Discounts good only with coupon. 

Watch the Collegian for new coupons every Monday. 

& 

The Chef Cafe 
111 S. 4th St.-Downtown Manhattan 

^ 
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Dwyer coming home 
after court conviction 

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
An Iranian court convicted jailed 

American writer Cynthia Dwyer on spying 
charges Sunday, sentenced her to time 
already served and ordered her expelled 
from the country. The State Department 
said she would be released to Swiss 
authorities early Monday, and her husband 
said she would take an Iranian flight to 
Austria Monday morning. 

Speaking from his home in the Buffalo, 
N.Y., suburb of Amherst, John Dwyer said 
he felt "tremendous, grateful, thrilled, 
relieved" at news of the pending release of 
his 49-year-old wife. She has been held by 
the Iranians for nine months and three days. 
Dwyer denied the spying charges at her trial 
last Wednesday, according to Iranian press 
reports. 

Dwyer said his wife would leave Tehran at 
4 a.m. EST Monday on an Iranair flight due 
in Vienna at 9 a.m. EST. She will be 
examined by U.S. Embassy doctors in the 
Austrian capital, he said, and will make 
arrangements there for a flight to New 
York. 

Dwyer said he and their three children 
would go to New York City Monday af- 
ternoon to wait for her arrival. 

IN WASHINGTON, State Department 
spokeswoman Anita Stockman said the 
plans would be determined by the family. 

The State Department had been informed 
that Iran wanted Dwyer to leave the country 
immediately upon her release, she said. 

Dwyer, an occasional writer for Humanist 
magazine who her husband says went to 
Iran to research the Iranian revolution for 
free-lance articles she hoped to sell, was 
convicted on four charges including "in- 
dulging in acts of espionage against the 
Islamic Republic of Iran," according to 
Iran's official Pars news agency. 

It listed the others as:   "establishing 

UFM registration 
commences today 

Registration for University for Man 
(UFM) spring classes begins today and will 
continue through Wednesday at the K-State 
Union, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.; and at the 
UFM house at 1221 Thurston, from 7 a.m. to 
6 p.m. on Monday, and from noon to 5 p.m. 
on Tuesday and Wednesday. 

Registration will be held today only at the 
Manhattan Public Library from 9 a.m. to 1 
p.m., the Adult Learning Center from 2 p.m. 
to 6 p.m., and the Douglass Community 
Center Annex from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. 

Phone registration will also be taken at 
the UFM house today through Wednesday 
by calling 532-5866. However, phone 
registration is limited to four classes per 
call. 

Class fees must be paid on the day of 
registration. 

Pelican approves 
of fiberglass bill 

SALISBURY, Md. (AP) — Paul the 
pelican has a designer beak—a fiberglass 
piece replacing a part of his beak lost when 
the bird got too close to an angry Jaguar at 
the Salisbury Zoo. 

The big cat took a swat at the North 
American white pelican and broke the top 
portion of beak. 

Officials decided there was no hope for the 
upper beak and removed it, but then 
realized Paul could not eat by himself. 

A zookeeper took the responsibility of 
hand feeding the 25-pound bird, while 
doctors at the National Zoo in Washington 
fitted Paul with a new beak. 

"It's been done before, but not often 
enough for it to be common," George 
Speidel, zoo director, said. 
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contacts with counter-revolutionary agents 
in order to mediate between them and other 
American agents; collaborating with an 
armed outlawed group in order to inform the 
former American hostages in Iran on the 
status of social and political affairs in Iran" 
and "making efforts for establishing radio 
commmunication between members of the 
opposition in Iran and the United States." 

SHE WAS SENTENCED to nine months 
imprisonment and ordered deported from 
the country by the fourth division of the 
Central Islamic Revolutionary Court in 
Tehran, Pars said. 

The court ruled that the prison term begin 
last May 5—the day she was arrested at her 
room in the Tehran Hilton Hotel. 

Iranian militants had announced a hunt 
for American "agents" they believed were 
linked to the aborted hostage rescue mission 
10 days earlier, and Tehran newspapers said 
Dwyer was accused of spying for the CIA. 
The report never was confirmed officially. 

News of Dwyer's imminent release came 
first from a spokesman at Tehran's Evin 
Prison where she has been held. The report 
was confirmed the State Department and by 
Swiss officials who represent U.S. interests 
in Iran. 

Swiss diplomats in Tehran said they were 
still discussing the case with authorities and 
could not confirm she would be expelled 
Monday. 

Dwyer's husband, chairman of the 
English Department at the state college in 
Buffalo, N.Y., has maintained throughout 
his wife's imprisonment that she was not a 
spy, that she was sympathetic to the Iranian 
revolution and went to Iran because she felt 
the U.S. news media were providing a one- 
sided view of Iranian events. 

Announcing the 
1981 Deflation! 

'7.00 WELL 
HIGHBALLS 
4-10 p.m. Every 

Monday ** 
thru Thursday 

At Midtown 

Paul R. Attwater III 
Candidate for 

Arts & Science 

Student Senate 
Paid (or by comm lo elect Attwater 

Yearn to My? 

Learn to Fly! 

Now accepting 

new members 

776-4180 

FTD STUDENT CHAPTER 
WILL BE SELLING ROWERS 

FOR 

VALENTINE'S DAY 
Feb. 13 

8:00-5:00 
(or until sold out) 

'3.00 and up 
At Union 

** V* 

MANHATTAN CAMERA 
PRESENTS 

FREE 
Photo Seminor 
"35mm Camera" 

Register by Phone 
(limited to 60 people) 

Manhattan Camera will be sponsoring a Free one- 
night seminar on 35mm camera. 

Walt Croxton, past president of the Kansas City Ca- 
mera Club and instructor, for the Winona Professional 
School of Photography, will speak on the use of your 
35mm, single lens reflex camera. He will cover such top- 
ics as light, color, lens, zoom and filters. 

Mr. Croxton is currently a sales representative for 
Soligor, a major supplier of lens and photo excessories. 

Walt presented this same class this past fall and it 
was a great success. 

The Location: American Institute of Baking 
1213 Bakers Way 

7:30 TUES., FEB. 10,1981 

Note you must sign up NOW because there will be a limited num- 
ber of people that can be accepted to assist us with setting and 
arrangement. Please enroll in this seminar early by coming into our 
store or by calling 776-6434. Don't miss this fine opportunity and 
don't be left out of the picture. 
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Opposition to budget cut united; 
mayors defend 'Action Grants' 

WASHINGTON (AP) — UDAG is one of 
those lesser known Washington acronyms. 
Pew outside the bureaucracy would even 
recognize the letters. 

But President Reagan has raised a 
firestorm by proposing to eliminate a 
program considered by his urban allies to be 
as Republican as Calvin Coolidge. 

The intended demise of Urban Develop- 
ment Action Grants may provide the best 
example of the problems facing Reagan as 
he tries to cut billions of dollars from federal 
agency budgets. Even the most vulnerable 
items in the budget have die-hard defenders 
in unexpected places. 

When a delegation of big city mayors 
visited the White House last week they got 
the hard news they had expected—they 
would be asked to sacrifice until it hurts for 
the good of the economy. 

But the only specific information they 
gleaned from the meeting was that UDAG 
was definitely on the list to be eliminated. 

THE BIPARTISAN SHOCK the mayors 
displayed came as something of a shock to 
White House officials around the table. 

UDAG had looked like an easy target, one 
line in the budget that could be scratched for 
a neat savings of $675 million a year. 

It also was the gemstone of former 
President Carter's urban policy, the only 
major new program that he actually got 
through Congress. 

In addition, UDAG is distributed in tight 
little packages approved in Washington and 
aimed at specific projects. Hadn't the 
mayors and governors been at full cry for 
more freedom in use of federal aid? 

REAGAN EXPLAINED he would ease the 
blow by distributing an undisclosed amount 
of alternative money through less strictured 
grants. But the mayors, with Republicans in 
the vanguard, begged him to take another 
look. 

Mayor Richard Carver of Peoria, 
111.—president of the Republican Mayors 
Conference and past co-chairman of the 
mayors' division of Reagan's presidential 
campaign—patiently explained the facts of 
life. 

Even if it was a Carter program, he told 
the meeting, the concept was as Republican 
as Coolidge. Its main purpose is to lure 
private investment into troubled areas 
instead of pumping endless federal dollars 
down the drain—one of Reagan's most 
frequent campaign refrains. 

Carver was backed by colleagues such as 
Mayor Pete Wilson of San Diego, the other 
co-chairman of mayors-for-Reagan, and 
Mayor Richard Hudnut of Indianapolis, also 
a Republican and chairman of the National 
League of Cities. 

IN THREE YEARS. UDAG has been the 
booster for more than 1,000 urban projects 
and nearly $2 billion in federal investment, 
attracting more than $11.5 billion from 
private investors. Each UDAG dollar now 
being pumped into one of the city projects 
generates at least $5 in private investment, 
he explained. 

UDAG has created 463,218 jobs on con- 
struction projects and in the completed 
facilities. An estimated 286,887 of these will 
be permanent jobs. 

•Tomorrow Night • 

IMPORTED BEER 
SPECIAL 

$1.00 Bottles 
While 

The program also targets money to 
specific projects in needy areas. Carver told 
Reagan the same amount of money spread 
around the country would give each city so 
little money, it wouldn't do any good. It 
would be better for the treasury to just keep 
the money, he said. 

UDAG may be one of the best "pork 
barrel" tools in the White House kit. It 
creates highly visible new projects which 
politicians can point to with pride for a 
relatively small investment.. 

A good example of UDAG ac- 
complishments is Baltimore's Harbor Place 
which cleaned up a crumbling water front 
and built a showplace of shops, restaurants 
and tourist attractions. 

Peoria received $4.9 million in UDAG 
money and attracted an additonal $20.3 
million for a Southtown neighborhood 
rehabilitation project. 

In Kansas City, a hotel complex was built 
with $10 million from UDAG and $38.8 
million from private investors. 
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INVITATIONS and 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 

NAPKINS 
BRIDAL BOOKS 
ACCESSORIES 

Fast Service, Reasonably Priced! 

UUDALS A T BETTY'S] 
106N. 3rd 

ph: 537-9422 

IT'S ANOTHER 
HEWLETT PACKARD 

SPECIAL 
HP has drastically reduced the price of the HP41C and 
we have reduced it even more. 

OLD PRICE      NEW PRICE     OUR PRICE 
$295.00 $250.00 $229.00 

While they last, the HP41C is the best bargain in town. 
Also these HP41C Accessories: 

OLD   NEW  OURS 
Memory Module $45     $30      $25 
Multipurpose Recharge 

Battery Pac $40     $30      $25 
Also Dave Wand an HP Factory Rep. will be in our store 
Wednesday, Feb. 11 from 11:00 a.m.-2:30 p.m. to answer 
any of your questions. 

[?777]k-state union 
|V^I bookstore 
" 25 years of service 1956-1981 

r£' HEWLETT Jf7 PACKARD 

■r*i 0302 

DIVERSIFIED 
BLACK CULTUR 

Highlighting fine arts careers & history 

M Monday, Febru 
GORDON PARKS PHOTOGRAPHIC 

ry9-16, 

Tuesday, February 10      J 
PROFESSIONAL DAY-"FOCUS ON CAREERS" 
Present*?*: 

Courtyard 

P% Attorney Charles Scott 

10:00a.m.-Big8 Room, Unloaj 
Ma)or Ed Aaderson and Captain Doajry Roa, JAG 

10:30a.m.-Room 204. Union 
Dr. David Cloyd, OB-GYN and Dr. Larry McGarry 

10:30 am - Room 205. Union 
Debbie Johnson 

10:30 a.m. - Room 203. Union 
Repeat of 10:30 a.m. sesslsn* 

11:20 a. m. -same rooms 
Leon Harper 

12:30 p.m. - Room 207. Usdon 

Dr. Jamea Bayer 
1 30 p.m. -.Big • Room, Unto 

Clarenci Wesley and Wallace Kidd 
2:00 p.m. -Room 204, Unloa 

Dr. Hulan Jack and Dr. James ■oyer 
2:00 p.m. -Rloan 20S. Unlo 

Debbie Johnson 
2:00 p.m.-Room 2 

*>* 

Repeat of 2:00 p.m. sesal 
2:45 p.m. - same rooms 

CAREER INFORMATION EXHIBIT 
10:90 a.m.-3:00 p.m. - Second Floor Concourse, Union 

Wednesday, February 11 ^A 
FINE ARTS DISPLAYS - local black artists 

00 a m.-3:00 p.m. - Union Courtyard 

:INE 

Room |0$, Uni 

Thursday, February 12 
BLACK GREEK DISPLAYS 

11:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m. -Union Courtyard 

Fkday, February 13 J j J11 j 111 j I j 
REFLECTIONS OF BLACK AMERICANS -Ebony Theatre 

culture through readings and dance 
p m. -Union Courtyard 

  liUUJJllJlilJ , ,,M,,ll 
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Monday, February 
VINIE BURROWS, Broadway actress, will perform her famous "Walk Together Children" in McCain 
Auditorium at 8 p.m. No admission. Ms. Burrows is the highlight of the week's activities. 
Please Join members of Black Student Union In a fascinating and educational week of activities. 
If you have questions about any activities, call the Office of Minority Affairs, Holtz Hall, 532-6436. 
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Friday night 
Revival meeting 

By ROGER AESCHLIMAN 
Arts and Entertainment Editor 

Something wonderful happened in McCain 
Auditorium Friday night. It was a miracle 
of sound that accomplished something that 
is becoming less and less frequent in this 
trouble stricken world. 

The New Grass Revival, Leon Russell 
concert made people happy. Not kind of 
happy. Not sort of happy. Not a little happy, 
but down home, footstomping, hand clap- 
ping, gut feeling, love the world, kiss your 
dog, hurray I got an A, I love you happy. 

And they did it by playing music. Lots of 
music. Two hours and 15 minutes of non-stop 
music. They called it "Bluesgrass." 

It's sort of like purple passion. You don't 
know exactly what it is, but it sure tastes 
good. It was a gravy-like mixture of blues, 
jazz, and rock, with a pinch of gospel and a 
dash of soul, all ladled over a steaming hot 
platter of bluegrass. 

NEW GRASS REVIVAL stepped on stage 
and took a moment to strap on their in- 
struments. The crowd applause died down. 
That was the last quiet moment of the 
evening. They started playing and didn't 
stop until they had belted out eight rocking 
Bluegrass tunes. 

John Cowan, bass player and lead 
vocalist, brought the crowd to life on the 
third song of the set, "A Good Woman's 
Love." Cowan had a high tenor voice that 
climbed, soared and floated away. He held 
high notes forever without straining or 
cracking. 

Curtis Burch, playing guitar most of the 
evening, set the auditorium afire with his 
rendition of "The Red Room Rag." His 

fingers picked and plucked like little 
lightening bolts. When Courtney Johnson 
joined in with the banjo, his fingers flying all 
over the strings, the tempo sped up into a 
straight Kentucky reel. 

AS GOOD AS THE ENTIRE SET WAS, it 
was drip-dry compared to the high power 
fiddling of Sam Bush during the song "The 
Lee Highway Blues." Bush played the 
mandolin most of the performance, but 
when he picked up the fiddle he gave good 
reason why he was indeed a national 
champion. 

Bush made that fiddle talk. It cried, it 
moaned, it lamented the woes of life on the 
road. It often seemed that the violin was 
controlling Bush instead of vice-versa. The 
fiddle had a personality of it's own; it 
brought the highway, and all of it's sounds, 
alive to the stage. 

"Lee Highway" was a long solo piece. 
Just when it started to drag, and had some 
wondering, "When will this end?," it took 
off. Everybody joined in. The sounds grew 
and swelled. It accelerated at a frantic pace. 
Everytime it seemed as though it would end, 
*t started again only twice as fast. It was the 
"Bolero" of the bluegrass world. 

NEW GRASS GOT A STANDING 
OVATION as they left the stage. 

Leon Russell strolled out, sat down to his 
electric piano, looked at the audience as if to 
say "Are you ready?" and proceded to 
mellow out. 

His fingers tap danced on the keys as he 
sang. Russell's version of "Somewhere over 
the Rainbow" was musical poetry. His 
voice, rougher than sandpaper, had a gravel 

ABOVE: Leon Russell gazes out across the audience between songs 
during his concert Friday night. ABOVE LEFT: During his rendition of 
"Amazing Grace", Russell looks off to the distance as bass player John 
Cowan accompanies. 

tone. But it had that Leon quality, that 
special something that bounced off the 
ceiling and floated down to the seats. 

I do have one legitimate gripe about 
Russell's solo performance. It was too short. 

It was only a temporary letdown. The New 
Grass Revival came back to share the stage 
with Russell. Ambrose Campbell and Jim 
Price (percussion and keyboards respec- 
tivly) also joined in. It is difficult to believe 
only seven people produced all of the sounds 
that followed. 

THE LAST SET WAS "BLUESGRASS." 
It was 11 songs that logically should not have 
fit into the same show. But through 
remarkable rewriting and incredible 
showsmanship they did. 

They played and played and played. They 
didn't stop to breathe. They went from song 

to song, with the last note of the one before 
blending into the first note of the next one. 

Tight harmonies and sharp entrances and 
exits by instruments and voices were the 
staple of such songs as "Yesterday" and 
"Stranger in a Strange Land." The three- 
way vocals of Bush, Cowan and Russell 
were every bit as good as the Beach Boys or 
the Statier Brothers. 

They managed to squeeze in several of 
Russell's best sellers between the rest. But 
even "Up on a Tight Wire" and "Wild 
Horses" had a slight bluesgrass flavor. 

The final number of the set was the most 
rocking and rolling version of the bluegrass 
classic "Rolling in my Sweet Babies Arms" 
conceivable. They blasted it out and brought 
people up dancing on the seats. 

Three standing ovations and two encores 
later it was over. And we were happy. 

photo* by Cort Andaraon and Rob Clark 

Leon Russell waves good night to a sellout crowd Friday evening in   playing bass, of New Grass Revival provide background music. 
McCain Auditorium as Sam Bush, playing mandolin, and John Cowan, 
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Crisis Center shelter for victims 
will provide indefinite su| 

By SHERRY SCHMITT 
Collegian Reporter 

A shelter to provide housing for abused 
wives and rape victims is finally a reality 
for the Manhattan Regional Crisis Center. 
By March 1, the center hopes to have a 
shelter ready for use. 

The Crisis Center, established in August 
1979, provides assistance to victims of 
domestic violence and rape, Debbie Bart- 
cher, project coordinator of the center, said. 

Until a structure is provided and a 
program is implemented, victims are being 
housed in volunteer homes. There are about 
20 such homes where victims stay for three- 
to-four days, said Rev. Kelly Benton, pastor 
of the College Avenue Methodist Church. 

This doesn't offer enough time for a 
woman to "get herself back together" 
without making hasty decisions, he said. 

"We provide a service for people who 
won't get it anywhere else," Bartcher said. 

"We turn away no one," Benton said. 
The College Avenue Methodist Church will 

now provide financial assistance to rent 
property for the shelter, Kelly said. 

"The center has long recognized the need 
for a safe shelter, where the person can stay 
indefinitely," Benton said. "A place where 
there can be the kind of support where the 
woman can take the time needed, and at the 
same time open up the possibility of coun- 
seling for the husband." 

The Crisis Center operates on a budget of 
about $42,000; $27,000 comes from federal 
and state money. These funds will be cut off 
as of June 1981, because the program was 
cancelled by former President Jimmy 
Carter at the federal level. This is a major 
concern of the center. 

Ill 
Funding also comes from the Governor's 

Commission on Criminal Administration, 
The Big Lakes Regional Planning Council, 
and the United Way, Bartcher said. Private 
contributions are also used for funding. 

An advocacy group was formed Feb. 1 to 
serve on behalf of the shelter. This group 
will work on fund raising, Benton said. 

In the next few months an active cam- 
paign program for financial support in the 
local community will be going on, Bartcher 
said. 

"The support from the College Avenue 
Methodist Church is obviously a big boost," 
Bartcher said. "Hopefully other members of 
the community and other churches of the 
community will respond." 

Details of the new shelter are not yet 
complete. According to tentative plans, 
volunteers might work during time blocks in 
the shelter with the possibility of two 
graduate students living there full-time. 
Depending on the size of the property, the 
shelter hopes to house around 15. 

Victims will be able to stay at the shelter 
for a month, or six weeks, depending on the 
time needed. 

The Regional Crisis Center serves a five- 
county area, indluding Clay, Geary, Pot- 
tawatomie, Riley, and Marshall Counties, 
and Fort Riley. 

The center makes referrals and will tell 
people where they should go, if its services 
aren't helpful. 

The Regional Crisis Center for abused 
wives and rape victims, despite its 
anonymous location, wants victims of abuse 
to know it is available 24 hours a day for help 
by calling 539-2785 or 539-3738. 

Polish union leaders declare plans 
for general strike in Jelenia Gora 

WARSAW, Poland (AP) - Workers in the 
southwestern Polish city of Jelenia Gora 
called a general strike Sunday as national 
leaders of the independent union Solidarity 
met there with union leader Lech Walesa to 
discuss the possible spread of strikes to 
nearby cities. 

The strike, set to begin Monday, and the 
promise of support from union leaders in the 
region, came against a backdrop of events 
in Poland this week that include a meeting 
of the Communist Party's Central Com- 
mittee, a Supreme Court ruling on an in- 
dependent farmers union and the opening of 
t Polish Parliament. 

Meanwhile, a spokesman from Walbr- 
zych, 25 miles southeast of Jelenia Gora, 
said miners in the region had postponed a 
strike call for Tuesday by one day. The 
miners, seeking five-day workweeks for all 
employees in the industry in addition to 
laborers, are to meet with government 
negotiators Monday in Katowice. 

Walesa met union delegates from regional 
Solidarity chapters and some members of 
the union's national commission after 
arriving in Jelenia Gora earlier in the day. A 
Solidarity spokesman reached by telephone 
said Walesa spoke to about 200 workers 
gathered in a meeting hall. 

In addition the delegates were expected to 
consider strike threats in nearby cities 
including Glogow, Lubin, Walbrzych, 
Wroclaw, Zielona Gora and Legnica if talks 
with government negotiators in Jelenia 
Gora fail. 

It had been the longest labor protest since 
last summer's nationwide strikes, which 
ended with government agreement to for- 
mation of the independent union Solidarity 
that now claims some 10 million members. 

Warsaw radio reported that Solidarity 
officials were studying a government 
proposal to end the deadlocked talks in 
Jelenia Gora. 

Drawings by 

f.C. Wicks 

D.F. Bushman 

February 9-20. 1981 

K-State Union Art Gallery 

k-state union 
!upc arts 

Drawings by 
David & Chris Exline 

Feb9-20 
2nd floor union showcase 

GOOD/YEAR 
SERVICE ^STORES 

AUTO SERVICE 

SAVINGS 
SPECTACULAR 

Protect Your Automatic Transmission 

Transmission Tune-Up 
• Replace transmission fluid 
• Install new pan gasket • Re- 
place transmission filter, when 
equipped • Adjust linkage and 
bands, where applicable • Most 
U.S. cars, some imports 

Offer Ends February 28. 

*25 
Additional para. Mtfen 

nilioM 

BUMPER TO BUMPER SERVICE FOR U.S. CARS, IMPORTS ft LIGHT TRUCKS 

Front Wheel 
Alignment and 

Balancing Service 
Re«.$30 

«25 
• Set caster, camber, and toe 

to proper alignment 
• Inspect steering and 

suspension systems, 
• Computer balance two 

front wheels 
llMllSaniKh*i|M>MM» 
MM* woom Onwin «•• 

Offer Ends Feb. 28. 

tmm   JutSay-Cha^lf^j 

4th & Humboldt 

Lube, 
Oil Change, 
and Filter 

«9 Reg. $12 

INCLUDING 
Oar9-potat aktHM cfcedc 
TIIIIIIIIII    ■" -BMMycabka 

v taaoM ad M* Budo. 
rkmaSSimmmm. 

Offer Ends Feb. 2R 

Brake Service - 
Your Choice 

*65 R«> WO 

2-WHEEL FRONT DISC Instal 
new front brake pads and grease 
seals • Repack front wheel bearings 
- Resurface front rotors • Inspect 
calipers and hydraulic system, 
acid fluid (Does not include rear 
wheels) 

OR 
4-WHEEL DRUM: Install new 
brake Ining al 4 wheels' New front 
grease seals • Resurface drums 
- Repack front wheel bearings 
■ Inspect hydraulic system 

Offer Ends Feb. 28. 

Uv »nynl lIVw «h»i w«yt co bw Our Owl tiamnn 
Cm* fUn   MaMiOnJ   Vtu   tor.. Keeper* 
dvBUnct*    DinmOl* 

776-4806 
Mon.-fri. 7:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m., Sat. 8-6 
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Student 
Publications   .*, 

Cari 
Cavassa 

Board of   - 
Student Publications 

Having been involved in all phases of 
journalism at K-State, I believe my ex- 
perience on the Collegian and Royal Purple 
would enable me to uphold the continuity of 
Student Publications. Choosing the editor of 
K-State's publications is one of the major 
decisions of the board, and having spent the 
time and effort writing and planning, I 
understand the qualifications needed for a 
competent editor. As I enjoy journalism and 
plan to make a career of it, I have a definite 
interest in the quality of print at this 
University. 

Michael 
Henderson 

Student Publications 

I am seeking re-election to the Board of 
Student Publications for the folowing 
reasons. They are: (1) because of my 
previous board experience, I feel I could 
exert myself even stronger on issues of 
importance to students; (2) I would make 
students more aware of the problems in the 
publications area and retain their input to 
help alleviate them; and (3) because of my 
love for journalism, I would work hard to 
ensure that all facets of the Kansas State 
publications area remain first rate. 

James 
Seymour 

Student Publications 

I would like to see the Collegian rely less 
on wire service stories, replacing them with 
more stories about timely campus events, 
individual students and student groups. I 
would like to see that the Royal Purple is 
indeed purple in the future, with an in- 
dividual having the option of having his 
name on the cover. Past activities which 
may help me in this position are my being an 
officer on Engineering Council and my 
being a member of the Union Program 
Council's Feature Films Committee. 

Alice 
Sky 

Student Publications 

As a junior in journalism and mass 
communications and in sociology, I have 
worked on the Collegian for three 
semesters. I have a sincere interest in 
seeing that campus publications are run 
competently and professionally. If elected, I 
will endeavor to choose wisely in the 
selection of the editor and advertising 
manager for the Collegian and the editor for 
the Royal Purple, and to make competent 
decisions on other matters that come before 
the Board. The Board needs experienced 
and interested members, I have the interest, 
I have the experience—I hope I have your 
vote. 

OTHER       BOARD      OF       STUDENT 
PUBLICATIONS CANDIDATES: 

Mark Trainor 

Denise Harvey 
Student Publications 

I am running for the Board of Student 
Publications for a number of reasons? the 
main reason being that I would like to be in a 
position to directly affect the ways in which 
the Collegian and Royal Purple are main- 
tained and operated. 

The Collegian and the Royal Purple are 
vital publications within our campus 
community. 

The Collegian, in its news-gathering 
capacity, maintains a daily link between the 
campus, the community and the nation. 

The Royal Purple provides the yearly 
round-up of college events, trends and at- 
titudes related to University life. Both are 
important entities on our campus. 

Jill 
McAntee 

Student Publications 

As a practicing journalist with two years 
of experience on the Royal Purple staff, I 
feel that I could be an asset to the Board of 
Student Publications. The main function of 
the board is to hire the editor and ad- 
vertising manager of the Collegian and the 
editor of the Royal Purple. These editorial 
positions are essential to the attitude of the 
publications. With my background, I feel I 
could make a wise choice concerning the 
students who apply for publication jobs. 

X JO 

SHEETS 
for 

Business Senate 
Paid for by Candidate 

LIGHTNING HAIR IS FLASHING 
Curls and waves for Spring-Summer 1981 Fashion 

Diane, Judy, Teas, Joyce, Jane, Pauline, Marcia, Jaye, Patricia, Linda seated and Gayle 
(not pictured) are shown learning the latest styles from Bill Hill. Let them give you the 
"Lightning Look" for "81. 

Bill Hill, member of the Official Hairdressers Association, recently conducted a 
2-day seminar for stylists from Lords 'n Ladys after attending the National Hairdressers 
Convention In Las Vegas. 

Lords 'n Ladys 
210Humboldt 

REDKEIST 776-5651 

Experience 
is 

the Difference. 
2lft years student government 
Agricultural Student Senator 
Finance Committee Chairperson (allocating 

over 3/a million dollars) 
Finance Committee Member 
Ag Council 
President Acker's Consultative Committee 
Senate Exec. Council (3 years) 
Served on Finance Committee establishing 

funding for 1st Off Campus Student Coun- 
cil 

Sponsored Bill to establish Minority Affairs 
Committee 

Chaired U.F.M. committee, and sponsored 
that bill 

Senate Parlimentarian 
Sponsored bill to establish committee to 

look into the funding of student I.D. cards 
(this saved K-State students $ 11,200.00) 

Helped develop budget for increased funding 
of Ag judging teams 

Fine Arts Council 
Lived in residence hall-1 yr. 
Dairy Judging Team 
Active in Greek System-(she is aware and 

concerned about Greek rezoning) 
National 4-H Congress 
Member of Student Legislative Network 
Chaired Judges Committee for Little Ameri- 

can Royal 
Presided over National Dairy Conference 
State Holstein Association President, 2 yrs. 
Served on Student Selection Committee for 

K-State Ambassador 

It's not just experience that counts, 
but the quality off experience that is important 

Scanlan 
=PRESIDENT 
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Election special 
Agriculture J poiitioni 

Doug 
Albrecht 

Agriculture 

The reason I am running for Student 
Senate is that I want to better represent the 
College of Agriculture on the university 
level. The renovation of Weber Hall and 
allocations of money for judging teams are 
two issues which I would strongly work for. 
As a student senator I would work diligently 
to serve the students in the College of 
Agriculture. 

Dave 
Anderson 

Agriculture 

Hi! I'm Dave Anderson from Jamestown, 
Kan., a sophomore in Ag Economics. As a 
member of SPURS sophomore honorary, 
Block & Bridle, a Putnam scholar and honor 
student, and through experience with local, 
county and statewide organizations, I have 
gained the ability to work with people, 
issues and problems as they face me. 

I am particularly interested in the out- 
come of issues such as the new basketball 
arena, Weber meats lab, Nichols Gym- 
nasium, the allocation of funds to judging 
teams, transportation and parking on 
campus. I would appreciate your support in 
the Feb. 11 election for ag senate. 

Pete 
Anderson 

Agriculture 

I'm Pete Anderson, an animal science 
student and a candidate for ag senator who 
believes that the K-State College of 
Agriculture is one of the finest in the nation. 

I've studied issues including the need for 
renovation of Weber Hall and the need for 
adequate funding for the judging teams. I'm 
also concerned about the improvement of 
the library and use of Nichols Gymnasium. I 
think that my combination of legislative 
experience, agricultural background and 
knowledge of the university issues can be 
effective in working for us in the College of 
Agriculture and I'd appreciate the op- 
portunity to try. 

Kevin 

Chase 

Agriculture 

The College of Agriculture is very im- 
portant to me and for this reason I am 
running for the Student Senate position. 
There will be many challenges and op- 
portunities to face, but meeting them with 
enthusiasm and an open mind will allow the 
needed goals to be met. 

Working for the students of agriculture 
holds many responsibilities and fulfilling 
them with sincere desire is of great im- 
portance to me. By working together with 
concerned minds and deep effort, things can 
and will get done, excelling the College of 
Agriculture to the best it's ever been. 

Hany 
Dawson 

Agriculture 

Harry Dawson believes in solving 
problems with whatever it takes—com- 
promises, money, logical reasoning, con- 
stant involvement and good timing. Acting 
on projects like a new home for the job 
placement center, settling the Nichols Gym 
issue, money-raising activities in the 
football stadium, defending the Hollis House 
against a parking lot—working to increase 
faculty salaries are crucial to students. 

Harry, a sophomore in ag economics, is a 
member of Ag Economics Club, National 
Agri-Marketing Club and has been involved 
in the Student Senate aide program. He's 
served as a delegate to the ASK assembly 
and has joined Ag Council in visiting 
legislators in Topeka. 

Jeff 
Dillon 

Agriculture 

"A government for the people must 
depend for its success on the intelligence, 
the morality, the justice, and of the people 
themselves.''—Grover Cleveland 

I am seeking the position of student 
senator because I believe in K-State and 
want to continue to help keep its outstanding 
reputation. I believe that I can contribute 
greatly to SGA, by my experiences in dif- 
ferent areas in the University. Involvement 
is the key to success and being a student 
senator would be a great honor and privilege 
for me, to serve the students of K-State. 

John 
Gilliam 

Agriculture 

Are you looking for someone willing to 
work, willing to listen and committed to 
improving things at K-State? Then consider 
supporting me for ag student senator. I have 
an extensive agricultural background and I 
am willing to work with the other depart- 
ments to improve things for ail. 

Some issues I support are renovation of 
Weber Hall, the reconstruction of Nichols 
and working toward a new sports arena. 

We need to make some big plans for im- 
proving K-State, for small plans haven't the 
power to stir men's souls. I won't merely 
stare up at the steps, but rather I'll step up 
the stairs. 

Randall 
Hubert 

Agriculture 

The possibility of K-State getting a new 
arena, renovation of Nichols, construction of 
Plant Sciences II, and an animal and meat 
science addition to Weber Hall are all very 
important issues which will affect every 
student in the College of Agriculture. 
Working to keep agriculture concerns near 
the top of the University's priority list will 
be my main concern if elected to Senate. 

My present positions of leadership in- 
clude: Area 5 Director (Kansas, Oklahoma, 
Nebraska, South Dakota, North Dakota) of 
the American International Jr. Charolais 
Association, vice president of the Kansas Jr. 
Charolais Association and College 
Republican executive committee member. 

Agriculture 

Through my involvement in many clubs 
and organizations within the College of 
Agriculture, I can readily see the need for 
improved representation in SGA that will 
stand up for the college on issues such as 
Weber renovation, financial aid for the 
judging teams, and Farrell Library. K-State 
was founded as a land grant institution, and 
for this reason I feel it is time that the other 
colleges' representatives respect and 
realize the importance of the College of 
Agriculture to the University and support us 
on our issues. 

Charles 
Long 

Agriculture 

An agriculture student senator must be 
dedicated, enthusiastic and willing to put 
the interests of other students ahead of his 
own. Moreover, he should be aware of 
present conditions in the College of 
Agriculture and campus-wide. With these 
qualities at hand, I want to help generate 
funding for the renovation of Weber Hall as 
its size and facilities are both lacking. I 
believe that I can help get Weber Hall's 
renovation moved up on the priorities list 
and see that it gets the needed state funding. 
I would also sponsor funding for the 
agriculture judging teams again this year. 

Jay 

Meyer 

Agriculture 

My name is Jay Meyer and I'm running 
for the position of ag student senator. I'm a 
freshman majoring in animal science, a 
member of Block & Bridle, and I have ac- 
tively participated in the work of the ag 
ambassadors program. I strongly support 
action on the Weber renovation project and, 
in particular, our meats lab. I believe that to 
be effective, our seven ag student senators 
must work together in achieving goals such 
as these. If elected, I will always voice your 
feelings in Student Senate meetings and I 
will put my knowledge and leadership 
capabilities to work for you. 

Stephanie 
Mowry 

Agriculture 

The College of Agriculture and its 
students are a very important part of this 
University. 

The problems and concerns of agriculture 
students need to be heard. .1 believe com- 
munication is the key to making needed 
changes. If we are able to express our ideas 
and communicate our desires we will find it 
easier to reach necessary goals. 

If I were elected as an ag senator, I would 
do my best to see that the problems facing 
the College of Agriculture are brought to the 
attention of decision makers and the ad- 
ministration. 

Joe 
Neumann 

Agriculture 

With an extensive amount of agricultural 
leadership as my background, I would like 
to ask for your support in my candidacy for 
agriculture student senator. In this world, 
it's a case of give and take—with not enough 
people willing to give what it takes. With my 
past involvement as state FFA treasurer, ag 
ed club officer, SPURS member, ag am- 
bassador and other campus organizations, I 
feel confident in my ability and I promise to 
give what it takes. There a lot of promises 
being made this year, but my definition of a 
promise is, that when one is made, it 
becomes a debt unpaid. 

Randy 

Reinhardt 

Agriculture 

I have a great deal of pride toward K-State 
and the people associated with the in- 
stitution. I am running for a position as an 
ag student senator, because I am a firm 
believer in expressing one's opinion. My 
attitude has always been to promote 
agriculture to its fullest and believe we 
should all be mindful of the issues facing the 
College of Agriculture. The University 
needs continuous improvement and we need 
to start with the renovation of Weber Hall. I 
would appreciate the opportunity to serve 
you as your ag student senator. 

Robert 
Schutz 

Agriculture 

Funding for ag student council, par- 
ticularly judging teams and other student 
activities, is an important issue to all 
students in the College of Agriculture. I am 
in favor of increased funding for these ac- 
tivities. The renovation of Weber, par- 
ticularly the meats lab, is another important 
issue. 

I would appreciate the opportunity to 
serve on Student Senate for the students of 
the College of Agriculture. I was on the 
junior dairy cattle judging team and am a 
member of Dairy Science Gub. I would 
appreciate your vote on Feb. 11. 

Architecture 
& Design  4 position! 

Brent 

Argo 

Architecture 
& Design 

The process of problem solving has been 
stressed in my design courses in the 
Department of Landscape Architecture. In 
order to arrive at an acceptable solution to a 
problem, the advantages and disad- 
vantages, among other things, must be 
determined for each possible solution. I 
believe that the principles of problem 
solving can be applied to the issues that 
confront Student Senate and that I can use 
them as a basis for decision making. 
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Election speciaf 
John 
Craver 

Architecture 
& Design 

My first desire is to improve the quality of 
representation for the students of the 
College of Architecture and Design. 

I believe that through the problem solving 
skills I have developed through my design 
experience, I will be able to apply those 
skills to the problems we will be faced with. 

I am concerned with getting funding for 
the renovation of Nichols and improvements 
to Farrell Library, as well as improving the 
service at the Union Bookstore and Copy 
Center. 

Richard 

Johnson 

Architecture 
& Design 

I would like to be a student senator 
because I am concerned about the growth 
and stature of K-State as a university. A 
person's degree is no better than the 
university he acquires it from. We need to 
recruit and retain quality instructors as well 
as providing them with satisfactory 
classrooms and student-teacher ratios. 

I'm also concerned about increasing fees 
to pay for a coliseum and with the current 
parking situation and regulations. 

I will make every effort to represent you 
and present your ideas and suggestions to 
Student Senate. 

Gaines 
Jontz 

Architecture 
& Design 

Student Senate, representing the views of 
the university student, is an important 
govenmental body. The elections of 
qualified and experienced members is 
essential to the progress of K-State. 

I had experience in student organizations 
and student government throughout high 
school. I was a member of student gover- 
nment, vice president and president of the 
ecology club and the president of my senior 
class. 

As student senator, from the college of 
architecture, my goal is to see the Nichols 
Gymnasium issue resolved. I am also 
concerned about the allocation of student 
fees. 

Eric 
Swegle 

Architecture 
& Design 

Through work with social services at K- 
State I have become aware of their great use 
by students who can't find help elsewhere or 
need an alternative source for their con- 
cerns. The emphasis placed on social ser- 
vices in the past has been minimal—the use 
of them by students is proof that they are 
much needed and will continue to be. I feel 
that my attitude toward the concerns of 
students and interest in them will make me 
an effective student senator. 

OTHER ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN 
CANDIDATES: 

Paul Stewart 

Arts & Sciences^,! jam 
Cornelison Raul Alfaro 

Arts & Sciences 

Student government is important to all of 
us. As students we will be affected by 
decisions made by Student Senate. This is 
why it is important for us to become in- 
volved. Although I make no campaign 
promises, I will work for the issues that I 
believe are in the best interest of the student 
body. 

Paul 
Attwater 

Arts & Sciences 

I have attended K-State for Vk years and I 
realize no one individual just walks in'and 
makes changes. Accomplishment of student 
objectives are achieved by directing group 
efforts through the "proper channels." I feel 
Senate offers the opportunity to work 
through these channels. By directing my 
efforts through the proper channels I feel I 
could supplement the efforts of other 
students towards gaining student ob- 
jectives. Objectives such as: an arena, a 
Nichols solution, uncongested parking and 
library improvements. I would appreciate 
the opportunity to make a great contribution 
at K-State. 

David 
Carlin 

Arts & Sciences 

The greatest responsibility of a student 
senator is to effectively transform the needs 
of the student body into positive, cohesive 
action. Student input is vital at all levels of 
the decision-making process on issues that 
affect us as students. Some of the issues that 
I feel need to be addressed are the ad- 
ministration of financial aid, increased 
funding for the proposed coliseum and the 
upgrading of our library system. Obviously, 
decisions will have to be made concerning 
the allocation of the limited amount of funds 
that we have to work with. This is where 
input from students can become a decisive 
factor in determining the fate of any project 
or idea. I would appreciate your vote this 
Wednesday. 

Karen 
Cook 

Arts & Sciences 

I am interested in this position because I 
feel that there are many students whose 
voices go unheard when it comes to how our 
money is spent. As a senator, I hope to be 
able to provide a channel for this input. I 
believe that I am qualified for this position 
because I have experience working in 
organizations such as Senate, and that with 
the help of students, I could actively 
represent their opinions in decisions made 
by Senate. I feel that the student body should 
become more involved in university 
decisions, and the way to go about that is to 
elect a perspn that you can rely on to ex- 
press your ideas and views. 

Arts & Sciences 

K-State has been, and will continue to be, 
an important facet in each of our lives. 
Therefore, with, utmost caution, we the 
students should proceed in a direction both 
beneficial to ourselves and the ongoing 
University. I urge you to consider and 
evaluate the issues that will make an impact 
on our following years at- K-State. These 
issues of utter importance during this 
campaign will be: the rise in faculty 
salaries, the Nichols gym, and the new 
Coliseum. I will attempt in all powers 
possible to alleviate these as problems with 
utmost efficiency and determination. 

Mike 
Gibson 

Arts & Sciences 

As a Christian first and a K-State fresh- 
man second, I believe that freshman in- 
volvement is very important. While serving 
as a student senator, arts and sciences 
council and Black Student Union member, I 
realized the importance of new student 
involvement. However, despite all of my 
activities I was able to achieve high 
academic standards by earning a grade 
point average of 4.0 my first semester. I am 
looking forward to an exciting election and 
hope to have the opportunity to serve 
another term in Student Senate. 

Renae 
Grame 

Arts & Sciences 

As an effective representative of the 
student body, I feel while in office, I should 
seek out students for their opinions on the 
issues at hand. Pertinent concerns for the 
upcoming year are: keeping and acquiring 
qualified faculty for the University, im- 
provement and upkeep of on-campus 
buildings, parking areas and roads, and 
maintaining adequate extra-curricular 
activities and facilities for all interested 
students. My qualifications for this position 
include: participation in high school debate, 
holding the office of President in a 60- 
member 4-H club and a general concern for 
improvements of the University that my 
fellow students feel are valid. 

Geri 

Greene 

Arts & Sciences 

Student Senate needs senators with 
dedication and experience. As an arts and 
sciences senator, I feel I offer students at K- 
State the dedication and experience that 
make a senator an effective student leader. 
I was appointed to Senate last April and I 
have served on the senate communications 
committee and as a liaison to debate during 
final allocations. Allocations and many 
issues that the next senate will face, such as 
the new arena and Nichols Gymnasium, 
won't be new. Elect a senator who is already 
informed about the issues and dedicated to 
fighting for student concerns and a better K- 
State. 

Lisa 

Grigsby 

Arts & Sciences 

Hi K-Statersl I am Lisa Grigsby and I am 
a candidate for Student Senate from the 
College of Arts and Sciences. 

As a freshman, I have found K-State 
student government very interesting, 
mainly because it offers opportunities for 
students to get involved. My first semester 
bere I was chosen as a delegate to the fall 
ASK legislative assembly. Other activities 
that I have been involved with include West 
Hall Governing Board and College 
Republicans. Even though my student 
government participation has been limited, 
I feel I am qualified to represent and work 
for the students of K-State. 

Mike 

Hegarty 

Arts & Sciences 

I can be a valuable asset to K-State as arts 
and sciences senator by representing all 
students fairly. I have lived in a residence 
hall, an apartment and a greek house and 
am a strong Christian. Chimes junior 
honorary, College Republicans, various 
committees and scholastic honors every 
semester are some of my activities and 
accomplishments. My goal is to be 
responsive to student opinion and utilize it 
with my own knowledge in order to vote 
intelligently. My career ambition is 
government, and I would like to prove 
myself worthy of your vote by serving you in 
Student Senate. 

Evan 
Howe 

Arts & Sciences 

I feel that serving in the Student Senate 
would provide for me the opportunity to 
strengthen our learning institution. Kansas 
State is a fine university* but action must be 
taken now to insure that in the future we will 
continue to be a highly competitive 
educational facility. Faculty salaries, a new 
coliseum, and an improved library are just 
a few issues that must be acted upon not 
next year, or in five years, but right now! 
Whether or not this can be done remains to 
be seen but, if elected, I will be more than 
willing to do my share. 

Sara 

Hubler 

Arts & Sciences 

Although participation in student 
governmment may not be the most exciting 
experience for everyone, and "politics" 
does have some bad connotations? I enjoy 
the responsibility of working for others. I 
am really looking forward to this op- 
portunity to serve as a student senator. 

As advertising campaign manager for one 
of the student body candidates, public 
relations chairperson for College 
Republicans, and a new student leader, I 
have never worked harder and had more 
fun. The students I've met have been ex- 
tremely dedicated and I would sincerely 
appreciate the chance to work with them as 
a student senator in the future. 

. 
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Election speciaf 
Warren 
Jones 

Arts & Sciences 

Julie 
Martin 

Arts & Sciences 

Billy 
Nieves 

Arts & Sciences 

Kelly 
Presta 

Arts & Sciences t 
I believe that the very important task of 

delegating money from the student budget is 
performed by people who are concerned 
about the need of the student body as a 
whole. The student senate needs people who 
are willing to dedicate their time and effort 
into the task, and also into various policies 
that are beneficial to the students 
throughout the year. I feel that I can con- 
tribute to the student senate in a positive 
way, making these allocations and policies 
which are beneficial to the student body a 
number one priority. I urge you to get out 
and vote. 

Jeff 

Lawrence 

Arts & Sciences 

As senator in the College of Arts and 
Sciences, I would attempt to educate my 
constituents on the services that are 
available to them as students at this 
university. Too often, students pass these 
services up because they have not been 
educated and therefore are not aware of 
what is and is not available to them. I am 
currently involved in the following ac- 
tivities: member mens glee club, working 
actively to get students out to vote, a yell- 
leader on our nationally ranked 
cheerleading squad. 

I am proud of our university, and it would 
be an honor to represent you in Student 
Senate. 

Bob 

Leo 

Arts & Sciences 

I hope that I will get the chance to 
represent the students in the College of Arts 
and Sciences. I am an aggressive and 
outgoing person, who's not afraid to take a 
stand for my ideas. I have had a great deal 
of experience in student government, and 
feel my experiences will help me in my 
quest to become an effective senator. I have 
taken the time to become current on most of 
the issues that face us at K-State. I know 
that I can do a creditable job. Please give 
me your support, so that I can give you 
mine. 

Scott 
Long 

Arts & Sciences 

Student government at K-State is a useful 
and needed force on our campus today. 

Serving the past year as a student senator 
from the College of Arts and Sciences, I 
have seen first-hand how much student 
senate actually does. We are not only 
responsible in the allocation of over % of a 
million of your student fees, but we have 
also dealt in many of the other issues that 
are of student concern. 

Being one of seven current senators 
running for re-election, I feel that we are 
needed to give this new senate a sense of 
continuity and direction throughout the 
upcoming year. 

A school is nothing without its students. It 
is our involvement that will make K-State a 
place to be proud of. I am interested in 
resolving some of the current issues that 
face us here such as Nichols Gym, improved 
library facilities, and the parking problem. 
Although I don't have any magic answers, I 
would always be willing to work hard and 
take your views to the senate to keep K-State 
at the top. 

Kurt 
May 

Arts & Sciences 

A student senator has the opportunity to 
iniatiate progressive action in response to 
students' needs. I would like to have that 
opportunity. 

I'm not deluded in believing that Senate is 
the primary force in getting building ad- 
ditions for the campus, but I do believe 
Senate can have a positive impact by wisely 
allocating student fees. 

My experiences as a member of the KSU 
Debate Squad, Phi Eta Sigma honor 
fraternity president, arts and sciences 
honors program, McCain advisory com- 
mittee, and living in both a residence hall 
and a fraternity will give me a solid 
background to effectively represent K-State 
students. 

Barbara 
Miller 

Arts & Sciences 

I am running for Student Senate because I 
feel the students in Arts and Sciences have a 
lot to offer this campus and because I want 
to be a voice for A & S students. My ex- 
perience includes A & S council, Dean's 
Advisory Committee, liaison to Student 
Senate, senate aide, student senator (ap- 
pointed), and KSU debate team. Since I've 
attended a majority of senate meetings in 
the last year before being appointed 
senator, and now as a senator, I have a good 
perspective and understanding of the issues 
concerning the University. 

I have a sincere interest in the future of 
both our college and our university and feel 
that being a student senator will add to my 
life as a student and to K-State. 

William 

Nealll 

Arts & Sciences 

I believe this is the year for Liberal Arts 
and Sciences student senate, a cumulative 
43 candidates for the select 13 positions. I 
welcome the challenge and competition 
from the other distinguished opponents, as I 
too seek the bid for a senate seat. 

I feel the obligations involved in holding a 
student senate position is one worth noting. 
It includes a general feeling of respect for 
people, organization, and most importantly, 
Kansas State University. 

This I feel is the underlying qualifications 
for anyone interested in a senatorial 
position, as well as the enthusiasm required 
to fulfill an obligation. 

I am a junior at K-State, studying com- 
puter science, who would like to become 
more involved in working for my fellow arts 
and sciences students through membership 
in the Student Senate. Having been* vice 
president of Sigma Delta Pi and presently 
serving in this capacity for the PR.SO., I 
am familiar with the difficulties smaller 
organizations face. Such groups will find me 
quite sympathetic to their problems. 

I would like to see increased Student 
Senate awareness of the concerns of all 
student organizations, from recognition to 
funding. In turn, I want to see all student 
better informed about activities of Student 
Senate. 

Steve 
Oehme 

Arts & Sciences 

I'm excited about this opportunity to 
represent you and express your ideas before 
Student Senate. Since my father began 
teaching at KSU I've become involved with 
K-State, first attending 'Cats games, later 
University classes and activities during 
high school, and now as a full-time student, 
K-State is the center of my activities. I've 
watched K-State expand, building new 
facilities, adding academic programs, and 
providing needed resources throughout its 
entire sphere of influence. Keeping with K 
State's tradition, my participation in Senate 
is a superb chance to promote enthusiasm 
along with new and innovative ideas. 

Linda 
Ralacios 

Arts & Sciences 

Dealing with the various issues that affect 
K-State not only requires knowledge of these 
issues, but more importantly, experience in 
working with them. 

I feel that my year of experience as 
special projects director in the current 
administration qualifies me to ap- 
propriately vote on these issues and 
represent my college. The issues that I have 
been dealing with as special projects 
director include: the prospective mass 
transit system, the upgrading of Farrell 
Library, and the prospects of a new arena. 
These are a few of the items that will be of 
much concern to the newly elected senate. 

John 
Peltzer 

Arts & Sciences 

I feel that Student Senate is the best way 
to meet the needs of the students here at K- 
State. My previous experience in student 
government will prove valuable in allowing 
me to aid you, my fellow students. I sin- 
cerely hope that you will give me the op- 
portunity to serve you in Student Senate. 

To me, serving as a student senator is one 
of the best ways to get involved at K-State. 
While serving as a senator this past year, I 
have found student government to be one of 
the most rewarding experiences of my 
collegiate life. I have enjoyed my past year 
of involvement with student government 
and I would like a chance to serve in the 
senate again. If elected, I will do my best to 
represent the students of the University, and 
I look forward to the challenges ahead. 

Denis 
Rockers 

Arts & Sciences 

Being a student senator would be a great 
learning experience for anyone here at K 
State. I stress the word learning because 
that's what we are here for in the first 
place—to learn. To learn about ourselves 
and the things that affect our everyday 
lives. Student government is something that 
affects our everyday lives at K-State. A 
student senator has to make some tough 
decisions that will affect 16,348 other 
students at K-State. I would carefully view 
each issue and decide what would benefit all 
students at K-State not just one group in 
particular. To me, student government is 
for improving K-State as a whole. 

Wes 
Ruzek 

Arts & Sciences 

My name is Wes Ruzek and I am running 
for arts and sciences senator. My decision to 
run is based on an interest in student 
government and how it relates to the 
student. By working for KSDB-FM and 
observing Student Senate as a reporter, I 
have obtained an unbiased viewpoint. I feel 
qualified through this experience and my 
knowledge of problems that face the student 
body to represent you this coming term. If 
you want a senator who will represent you 
fairly, Vote Wes Ruzek on February 11. 

Dave 
Sandritter 

Arts & Sciences 

My name is Dave Sandritter and I'm a 
candidate for arts and sciences student 
senator. I'm excited about student gover- 
nment and I wish to apply my experience 
and knowledge to an important facet of this 
campus. I'm a member of the senate 
operation committee, and I was a principle 
sponsor of the campaign expenditure bill 
that appeared before senate this past year. 
I'm a Student Senate aid for the vice 
chairman of senate and I was one of two 
coordinators of this year's senate aid 
program. I hope you will entrust your faith 
in me on election day. Thank you! 

• 
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LewJene 
Schneider 

Arts & Sciences 

Student Senate is reponsible for allocating 
\ of a million dollars annually. I want to 
make sure that the College of Arts and 
Sciences receives its fair share. 

I will represent you as a student by voting 
your opinions, issues of concern, and 
problems which you feel need attention and 
changing. 

Some of the issues I am very concerned 
with include continued support of Nichols 
Gym, the decision on the new arena, at- 
tention to Farrell Library and an increase in 
student recruitment to K-State. 

I am running for reelection because I 
believe in K-State and the Student Senate at 
this University. 

Scot 
Stubenhofer 

Arts & Sciences 

Student Senate is a position which 
provides a student with the opportunity to 
serve and represent his fellow students. I 
would like to have this opportunity so that I 
may express the desires of the students in 
the College of Arts and Sciences, and not 
just my own opinions. In other words, there 
are some key issues which will appear 
before the senate this next year and I would 
like to make sure that the students' views 
are well represented. 

Michael 
Turner 

Arts & Sciences 

Student Senate is the best available 
method for students to make their wishes 
known and have them put into practice. But 
in order for students to be adequately 
represented, senate must be full of people 
who are dedicated to keeping in constant 
touch with the student body. Senators must 
continually be aware of student opinions 
concerning all kinds of issues. I enjoy this 
type of communication and feel excited 
about the opportunity to be able to con- 
tribute first-hand to the campus policy 
process. Meeting the concerns of students 
with enthusiasm and dedication is the way 
to best insure success. 

Christian 
Wolff 

Arts & Sciences 

First of all, let me encourage everyone to 
participate in student elections. The issues 
facing us as students are important ones. 
Just as it will be my responsibility as a 
student senator to be concerned and in- 
formed, it is also your responsibility to be 
concerned and informed. 

I feel our principle purpose here at K- 
State is to learn, and so I strongly support 
methods of academic improvement. 

I also support our social services, because 
through them, we have the opportunity to 
increase the quality of our daily lives at K- 
State. 

Heather 
Woodson 

Arts & Sciences 

My name is Heather Woodson. I am a 
freshman in the College of Arts and 
Sciences. 

I had several years of experience in 
student government at Fairfield High 
School: four years on Student Council, 
president my senior year, and officer in 
Youth-in-Government. 

Presently, I am involved in several ac- 
tivities: Kappa Alpha Theta, College 
Republicans, French Club, and the Arts and 
Sciences honors program. Serving as a 
senate aid has familiarized me with issues 
facing Student Senate. 

If elected, I will work for better com- 
munication between senators and students 
and involvement by more K-Staters in 
student government. 

OTHER   ARTS   AND   SCIENCES   CAN- 
DIDATES: 

Walter Domeyko, Tommy Griffith, 
Michael Payne, Jef Peckham, Larry 
Ramos, Steve Roy, Noel Schrelner, Shelly 
Theis, Chris Wheatley 

Business 7 positions 

Chris 
Anderson 

Business 

At K-State, Student Senate is the only 
medium of exchange where the legitimate 
student concern may be voiced and acted 
upon. As a senator from the College of 
Business Administration, my major concern 
will be to represent the business student's 
interest and take appropriate legislative 
action. With an ever-increasing enrollment, 
I am optomistic about the future of the K- 
State business college and the opportunity to 
serve those who will someday be at the helm 
of the future business community. 

Spencer 
Bell 

Business 

I want to get involved in Student Senate 
because of the unique opportunity to be 
active on campus and at the same time meet 
many people. I feel this is a great chance to 
represent the business department and get 
their input on ideas and projects. This is a 
very important position when you consider 
that the Senate allocates three quarters of a 
million dollars a year. I urge you to vote on 
Feb. 11. 

F.J. 
Cronenwett 

Business 

In two years at K-State, I have noticed 
that there is room for creative innovation. 
However, I do not plan to make any rash 
promises. On the other hand, I do guarantee 
hard work and dedication. I'd appreciate the 
chance to work in student government, and 
if elected I will give business senate my best 
shot. 

Business 

Business administration is an ever- 
growing field. It is a field which holds many 
opportunities to the students who chose to 
major in it. One should be proud to be a 
business major and in order to make the 
best of our business majors we need to have 
the best possible program that will inform 
us of current changes, possible job op- 
portunities and company evaluations. These 
are some of the things that I will diligently 
strive toward if elected by you into Student 
Senate. A successful future awaits students 
who are properly prepared with previous 
knowledge of the their employees ex- 
pectations. Vote Dixon on Feb. 11. 

David 
Ferguson 

Business 

My name is David Ferguson. I am seeking 
a position on Senate for the College of 
Business. My interest in student govern- 
ment came from my past experience being a 
senate aid. Through that position I worked 
with the commitee for student affairs. Being 
a senate aid gave me the opportunity to see 
how Senate works. During final allocations I 
realized how important it was for senators 
to listen to requests for funds so that Senate 
can meet the needs of the students. I will 
work for the students by listening and 
getting their input into the issues that 
concern them. 

David 
Floyd 

Business 

Hello fellow K-Staters. My name is David 
(Pink) Floyd, and I am running for student 
Senator in the College of Business 
Administration. When elected, I will be 
representing nearly 4,000 students' interests 
within the college. 

I may not be the best qualified candidate 
for the job, but I feel that I'm a damn good 
one! 

I was a student senator at KU in the fall of 
1979 and was also a member of the finance 
committee. With the ever-increasing 
enrollment in the College of Business 
Administration, I will provide the 
representation that will bring new funds into 
remodeling Calvin Hall to modern stan- 
dards. 

Jeff 
Gates 

Business 

Most of you don't know me. Your decision 
on who to vote for relies heavily on what's 
heard during campaigns, or simply marking 
any old name. As a freshman here, I plan to 
take part in what happens on campus. A 
couple of things I'd like to see Senate work 
on are the revival of rock concerts and the 
launch of a fund raising drive for a new 
arena. Last year I was student body 
president at Derby. This year I currently 
serve as a Senate aid and have attended 
Senate meetings. I'd appreciate the op- 
portunity to work for you. 

Phil 
Gordon 

Business 

Student government is the student's voice 
to the administration. I can help that voice 
be heard through Student Senate. Areas I 
would work on include: improving the 
classroom and library facilities, working to 
foster better student input into Faculty 
Senate, and hold off committing student fees 
for a coliseum until definite plans have been 
made. 

My main qualification is that I was a 
member of the Senate operation committee 
that developed Senate aid program and 
started revising the election committee and 
its procedures. 

Teresa 
Jenkins 

Business 

I served on the Undergraduate Grievance 
Committee this past year and had the op- 
portunity to listen to students' complaints 
and to do something about them. I also 
served on the Union Programming Council 
Issues and Ideas Committee which serves 
students by putting on informative, in- 
teresting programs. I have enjoyed serving 
students through these two committees, but 
I would love to do more. I feel that by being a 
student senator, I could do just that. I am 
interested in students' suggestions and 
complaints and would enjoy the opportunity 
to represent them in the senate. 

Jerry 
Katlin 

Business 

Student Senator. These two words have 
several different connotations. For some it 
may have no meaning, just another title on a 
resume. For others it may be a represen- 
tative that attends senate meetings each 
Thursday and votes on issues "that never 
involve anyone directly." However, I feel 
that student senator is a viable position. We 
will be faced with many student-related 
issues this term including the new coliseum, 
mass transit, financial aid, Farrell Library 
and campus security. My experience in and 
out of the College of Business gives me a 
wide base of knowledge to best serve you. 

Casey 

Lair 

Business 

I am running for student senator, mainly 
for two reasons: 1. my interest in politics 
and 2. my concern for this University in 
general. The current issues facing the 
senate this semester, such as, a new field 
house and a mass transit system has also 
captured my attention and interest. I feel 
my past four semesters of being an active 
and informed student of this campus gives 
me adequate qualifications and experience 
to be a student senator. 
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Mike 

McCully 

Business 

I am running for a position to serve on 
Student Senate because of my interest to 
serve my peers. I enjoy working with people 
which enables me to gain opinions, ideas 
and complaints from my fellow students. 
My ability to communicate freely allows me 
to serve my peers by representation. 

I have had experience the past three years 
in this type of leadership. I'm able to view 
issues with an open mind as well as place 
my own personal opinions aside while 
making decisions concerning you. I would 
like to serve you and I would appreciate 
your vote! Thank you. 

Clay Miller 
Business  - 

Student Senate has excellent opportunities 
for hard-working individuals. Functioning 
as a main cog in the student government 
process, senators must be conscious of 
University, college and student needs and 
deal open-mindedly to obtain the best 
possible solutions for them. Furthermore, 
the senate requires the individual's 110 
percent. Going out to speak with ad- 
ministrators and faculty on topics con- 
cerning themselves and students is as much 
the senator's responsibility as discussing 
the topics in the senate meeting. With these 
aims in mind, I ask for your vote, Feb. 11, 
for College of Business student senator. 

Mark 

Phillips 

Business 

I want to be a business senator because it 
will give me a chance to voice my opinions 
along with yours. My main interest will be to 
communicate with you, the students, in 
order to inform you about the issues we will 
soon be facing in our student government 
activities. 

In the coming year, there will be decisions 
made on such issues as the parking situation 
on campus, reconstruction of Nichols 
Gymnasium and the allocation of funds for 
the construction of a new arena. I would like 
the opportunity to represent you through 
student government. 

Lori 

Price 

Business 

Through student government, decisions 
are made that directly affect the students of 
this university. As student senator, I feel my 
primary responsibility would be to express 
the interests of students in the College of 
Business Administraton. Beyond expressing 
these inputs, it is equally important to see 
that they are followed through so that 
results may be seen. From this created 
feeling of satisfaction, more input will be 
given to student government, leading 
towards decisions that students feel are 
important. I am dedicated to see that the 
student's views will be heard and actions 
will be taken on their behalf. 

Kevin 

Reichmuth 

Business 

The reason that I have decided to run for 
student senator is that I feel I've been 
complaining about the problems concerning 
K-State for too long, as a senator I can do 
something about these problems. 

Some concerns of mine include the budget 
and the allocation of funds that the budget 
includes, the limited access to Ahearn, and 
the possibility of a new arena. Student 
senators should be aware of the student's 
interests and feelings on the issues, and I 
believe I can accomplish this by listening to 
people's ideas and thoughts, and then 
representing their feelngs to the senate. 

Dan 

Salsbury 

Business 

Student Senate plays an important role in 
student government, which cannot 
adequately function without the par- 
ticipation of the student body. Student 
Senate provides the important link between 
student ideas and efficient government 
execution. A responsible person who can 
make decisions and stand by them is needed 
for this office. I feel that I can sufficiently 
represent the student body in the office of 
Student Senate. 

Jo 

wilCGlS 

Business 

My past experience in student govern- 
ment has led me to realize how important it 
is to have a representative who is willing to 
work hard for the students. This is 
especially true now, considering those 
issues which need immediate attention. For 
example, Nichols gym, Ahearn and the 
parking problem, which are issues not new 
to K-State. For several years we have tried 
to find reasonable solutions to these 
problems. This is not easy to do, but with 
your help and ideas, together we can find the 
right answer. 

Sheri 
Smith 

Business 

As a junior in a dual major of accounting 
and finance, I would like to have the op- 
portunity to represent the school of business 
in the Student Senate. A student 
representative should be willing to work and 
involve themselves in student affairs not 
only by attending meetings and voting but 
also being available and open for 
suggestions—this is what I intend to do. I 
feel that my past experiences which in- 
volved one year of student government as 
well as two years in city government would 
qualify me to hold this position. 

OTHER BUSINESS CANDIDATES: 
John Kohler 

Education 2 position* 

Mike 

Anderson 

Education 

Student Senate is a good way for students 
to become involved and become aware of 
campus activities. Also, it gives students the 
chance to make decisions affecting them- 
selves and other students. A responsible 
student leader must realize that he is 
making these decisions and must be willing 
to accept and search out help in making 
them. 

With my experince as a senate aide and 
for the past three months as a College of 
Education student senator I feel I am 
capable and willing to search out this help 
and to make decisions that would benefit the 
greatest number of students. 

OTHER EDUCATION CANDIDATES: 
Holly Grey 

Engineering, 7 positions 

Gary 
Allred 

Engineering 

As a member of AIChE, SME, the Phi Eta 
Sigma freshman honorary fraternity, the 
College of Engineering tutoring and honors 
program, and having been on the dean's 
honor role for three semesters, I believe that 
I am capable of fully representing the 
College of Engineering and the students 
within. I believe that the Student Senate 
would be a very good place to start 
becoming more involved with students' 
affairs and interests. I am very concerned 
with the need for greater communication 
between the students and the Senate, and 
will strive to fill the roll as student senator 
and work hard for the College of 
Engineering. 

Mark 
Bergmeier 

Engineering 

I'm Mark Bergmeier, a two-term senator 
again running for engineering senator 
because I believe there's a need for ex- 
perienced representation of engineering 
students on the student legislative body. I 
have a record of actively supporting issues 
of concern to engineering students and hope 
to continue serving in this capacity. Such 
issues include funding of a proposed new 
arena and continued support for Phase I and 
Phase II construction, and it is my goal to 
establish the best possible communications 
between student government and students 
at large. I ask you to re-elect me with a vote 
for experience. 

Mike 

Bergmeier 

Engineering 

My decision to run for engineering senator 
is a result of two years of careful con- 
sideration of my abilities as a student and 
my talents in working with people. 

In running for student senator, I realize 
the scope of activities governed by the 
Student Senate, and I believe my experience 
and skills will help me perform within the 
student government framework. 

If elected, I guarantee no more or less 
than my support of views held by my peers 
in the engineering college. 

John 
Butel 

Engineering 

Everyone expects a politician to be a good 
speaker, and many of us are rather 
talkative. I'm no exception, but I realize it's 
at least as important to be a good listener. It 
is essential for a senator to be able to 
carefully weigh the arguments presented. 
To do this, he-she must have the ability to 
understand the feelings of the students. I 
have lived in a residence hall and in a 
fraternity, on a farm and in Wichita, and 
have majored in fine arts and in 
engineering. No matter where you're 
coming from, chances are I've been there 
too. 

Marilyn 

deJesus 

Engineering 

Status: Junior in mechanical engineering. 
Charge: Allegedly filed as a candidate for 

engineering student senator. 
Plea: Guilty as charged; however, 

requests punishment to include one full year 
of dedicated labor voicing the opinions of 
her fellow associates in all issues. ■ 

Verdict: Request by guilty party granted. 
In order for said party to carry out sentence 
it is necessary to first gain the support of the 
students she plans to represent. Therefore, 
rest of sentence shall be to convince the 
voting parties that she can make a positive 
contribution to the University as a student 
senator. 

Sentencing: Feb. 11. 

Jerry 
DeVault 

Engineering 
is-       i 

I think that running for a university 
government position is something that all 
students should try to accomplish. The 
student government election is one of the 
best ways to have your name seen on 
campus, so although you may lose, in many 
ways you can win. I also encourage 
everyone on campus to vote—why fund over 
three-quarters of a million a year without 
caring about who decides what to use it for? 

k 
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Craig 
Fritts 

Engineering 

Since the College of Engineering is one of 
the largest colleges at K-State, the people 
representing the engineering college should 
know the opinions and needs of the college. I 
have strong feelings about receiving a 
quality educational experience at K-State 
and I will work hard to help K-State 
maintain its high standards. 

John 

Engineering 

Contrary to the current beliefs of many 
students, Student Senate plays a very im- 
portant role in the operation of K-State. 
Every year, Senate is responsible for 
allocation of over three-quarters of a million 
dollars. Therefore, we need senators who 
aren't afraid to take a stand and speak up 
for what they believe, not senators who will 
conform for the sake of conformity. The 
success of Senate hinges greatly on having 
the full support of the campus. It is, 
therefore, essential that all engineering 
students fulfill their obligation to vote and 
assure that their senators will stand up for 
the College of Engineering. 

Michelle 
Hoferer 

Engineering 

As a student my interest is in the quality of 
education. Included in our educaton is the 
quality of teachers, the environment 
(buildings and the general campus) and the 
services offered. In senate again this year I 
would work to improve them. I have learned 
a great deal this year and want to use that 
knowledge to help students get their 
money's worth. I have appreciated the 
response I have received this year and hope 
to continue this communication. 

Paul 
Lawrence 

Engineering 

The primary purpose in running for 
Student Senate is to represent the students' 
wants, needs and feelings involving ser- 
vices, organizations and plans supported by 
Student Senate. As a member at large of the 
senate communications committee last year 
I gained insight into the problem of com- 
municating the students' wants and needs to 
the senators. These senators allocate % of a 
million dollars annually to meet these wants 
and needs. Good communication between 
the senators and the student body is a must 
if these allocations are to be successful. My 
main objective, in running, is to try to im- 
prove these communications. 

Max 
Martin 

Engineering 

Each year student government is 
responsible for the allocation of ¥« of $1 
million for various campus projects. This is 
a job which must be accomplished 
responsibly and with qualified people. With 
nearly 15 percent of the vote in the senate, 
the College of Engineering needs someone 
who can represent their views with a voice 
of confidence. As a student senator I feel I 
could represent the College of Engineering 
effectively by expressing the true opinions 
of the students. 

Monty 
McNeil 

Engineering 

I am Monty McNeil, a junior in 
mechanical engineering. I feel that I have 
the qualifications needed for the position of 
student senator representing the College of 
Engineering. There is a need for student 
senators that will listen and work toward 
putting through legislation for students and 
K-State. I have experience in regulating 
organizations on campus through my 
position as vice chairperson for the 
University Activities Board. I feel this has 
helped me with needed experience for the 
position of student senator. I would like your 
support on election day. Thank you. 

Rick 

Mercer 

Engineering 

As a senator I would like to continue with 
some of work started to better com- 
munications between the senators and the 
students they represent. Also I will work as 
a representative of the College of 
Engineering to ensure that its traditionally 
strong voice in senate continues to be heard. 

Tim 
Mizer 

Engineering 

As an engineering senator, I plan to use 
my awareness and knowledge of the student 
issues (current and future) to help the 
senate collectively, decide what is best for 
the student body of K-State. Important 
issues I am concerned about are: a sports 
arena, funding for capital improvements, 
parking problems, and especially for 
engineers, Engineering Phase II and III. I 
plan to devote much time to the senate and 
any sub-committee positions available to 
me. As a senator, I will use the viewpoints of 
my fellow students to help decide what is to 
become of K-State. 

Chris 

Riggs 

Engineering 

Hi. My name is Chris Riggs. I am 
currently a junior in mechanical 
engineering and am running for the position 
of engineering student senator. I feel I can 
fulfill your needs as a student senator. If I 
didn't think I was qualified enough and 
couldn't meet the responsibility, I wouldn't 
be talking to you now. Even though I live off- 
campus, I will represent everybody as a 
part of the school of engineering. As a 
student senator, I will listen to your ideas 
and try to put them to work, for the good of 
the school. I believe I have the deter- 
mination to be a good student senator. 
Please vote for me on Feb. 11. Thank you. 

Jm 
Ruder 

Engineering 

My name is Jim Ruder, and I would like 
the opportunity to represent you as 
Engineering Student Senator. Nichols 
Gymnasium, the proposed arena, and 
students' limited access to some of Ahearn's 
facilities are important issues to the student 
body right now, and although I realize no 
individual can make dramatic changes on 
his own, I feel I can convey the ideas and 
opinions of my fellow students. Your 
opinions can make a difference. K-State 
should be representative of the students' 
needs, and with your support, and your 
input, I can make those needs known. 

Gene 
Russell 

Engineering 

Apathetic? No. I am a sophomore in in- 
dustrial engineering, a sophomore 
representative for Engineering Student 
Council and served as Off-Campus Student 
Association (OSCA) president. As OSCA 
president I learned a great deal about 
student government. I helped build OSCA up 
to a position whereby student concerns can 
be expressed. I'm well aware of problems 
facing students, and as one of five students 
invited to participate in a University goals 
retreat, I gained a valuable Insight into 
university concerns as well. Apathetic? No. 
I want to use my insight and experience to 
serve my constituents, and do it well. 

James 
Seymour 

Engineering 

As an engineering senator I would voice 
my opinions on such topics as the proposed 
coliseum which I am against because I feel 
that any state or alumni funds obtained for it 
could be better spent for academic uses. 
(The renovation of Nichols Gymnasium and 
Engineering Phase III come to mind). I am 
in favor of an active student recruitment 
program. Also, I am aware of the lack of 
communication between student leaders 
and the students themselves. To help 
remedy this situation, I am willing to talk 
with various engineering and living groups 
on a regular basis. 

Robert 

Shuey 

Engineering 

Being a student at K-State, I see a need for 
a strong and outspoken student government 
that is not afraid of tackling problems head 
on and working with the University to solve 
them. With my experience in student 
government and the position I'm in with the 
engineering program, I feel I can help meet 
those needs most effectively. I am a student 
in electrical engineering and am involved in 
the engineering honors program, Air Force 
ROTC and numerous other leadership- 
oriented activities. I want to be your student 
senator. 

Darrell 
Simon 

Engineering 

One of my favorite sayings is 'a motion to 
adjourn is always in order.' This tends to 
express one of my ideals about government: 
If you are doing little why pretend other- 
wise I feel that a government should be as 
active as possible. 

A lack of involvement of the part of the 
governed represents a deficiency in 
representation. Voter apathy is one of the 
most obvious signs of a need for a more 
communicative student government. I in- 
tend to be an active, communicative 
senator, if elected. But, I would prefer to 
lose in an election involving 90 percent of the 
student body than to win in an election in- 
volving only 25 percent. 

Brent 
Sinclair 

Engineering 

My name is Brent Sinclair and I'm run- 
ning for student senator of the College of 
Engineering. I feel a need for a new com- 
munication channel for all students to and 
from the student government. I feel able to 
assist the students and the College of 
Engineering with their needs, accessible for 
feedback will be supplied by myself by 
posted information from the meetings will 
be maintained. 

With experience in student government at 
a college level also I feel qualified to help the 
students, College of Engineering and the 
University with enthusiasm and interest in 
all situations. Remember to bring your fee 
cards to vote. 

Jeff 
Slaven 

Engineering I.\ ' 

As a junior at K-State, I believe that the 
students of this University should be able to 
communicate their views to their 
representatives and be kept well informed 
on the issues that affect them. As an 
engineering senator, I feel that I can ac- 
complish these goals in the upcoming year. 

As can be seen, there are a number of 
candidates in the race for this office. I urge 
all students to vote on Feb. 11 so that they 
can have proper representation in their 
student government. 
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Election special 
Denzil 

Smith 

Engineering 

I am a freshman in mechanical 
engineering and I would like to represent 
you in the student senate. I think that better 
use can be made of our budget. I intend to 
help redistribute funds so that the student 
can actually see what good each dollar is 
doing for them. In high school, I was active 
in many student organizations. In several of 
these organizations, I held office and thus 
feel that I am able to handle the duties of 
this office. I feel that I can represent your 
ideals and will always be open to your 
suggestions. I would really appreciate your 
vote. 

intentioned plans may become a farce. So it 
is with student government. I believe 
student government has forgotten its 
responsibilities to its constituents, the 
students of K-State. How does one justify the 
demand for immediate renovation of 
Nichols Gym when our library system 
remains the worst in the Big 8 Are we going 
to sit idly by while HPER closes off student 
access to Ahearn I plan to focus on these 
issues and generally serve as a devil's 
advocate as your engineering senator. 

OTHER ENGINEERING CANDIDATES: 
Paul Baker, Lisa Christensen, Richard 

Earnshaw, Michael  Hackley,  Bev Jader 
borg,  Alan  Kraft,  Annell McKee,  Steve 
Yonke 

Graduate 4 position* 

Keith 

Wagner 

Engineering 

Having been associated with the College 
of Engineering in various aspects for two 
years, I'm confident of representing 
engineering students and our college. As an 
associate member of Engineering Council, I 
have been exposed to many concerns of the 
college. Also, I have become aware of the 
major concerns of the University by serving 
on the State and Community Affairs 
Committee. Other involvement includes 
Honors and tutoring program, AIChE and 
assistant editor of the Kansas State 
Engineer. 

I feel communication between senate and 
students can be improved immensely and I 
am eagerly looking forward to accepting 
this challenge as well as voicing our wants 
and concerns as students. 

Phyllis 

Murphy 

Graduate School 

Probably the most important function of 
Student Senate is to serve as a means 
through which the interests and concerns of 
the student body may be expressed. This 
becomes especially important when one 
considers the power that Senate has in such 
areas as student allocations. The im- 
portance of this distribution of funds 
becomes greater each year as more money 
is paid in by a growing enrollment. I would 
hope to be a member of student government 
who represents not only the people in my 
college but all students on campus. 

extension interest group open house com- 
mittee chairperson. I am on home 
economics council and am a two-year AHEA 
member. I've also been a family child 
development and extension interest group 
member. 

Through my interaction with fellow home 
economics students and faculty, I feel I have 
an understanding of their concerns. I would 
like the opportunity to apply this un- 
derstanding, through Senate, toward the 
future of our University. 

Beth 
Butler 

Home Economics 

If elected as student senator, I will do my 
best to represent the College of Home 
Economics in student government. As a 
concerned student I am interested in Kansas 
State University's growing future and the 
expanding College of Home Economics. I 
have experience in hall government which 
will aid me in communicating students' 
ideals and opinions. My involvement in 
home ec honors and other groups will 
contribute to my efforts in voicing this 

OTHER   GRADUATE 
DIDATES: 

Steve Tessendorf 

STUDENT   CAN 

G.Wayne 

Whaley 

Engineering 

As an architectural engineer I know it 
takes a concerted effort by all parties to 
make something work. Without careful 
thought and planning even the most well- 

Gayla 

Backman 

Home Economics 

As a junior at K-State I have been involved 
in the home economics department for 
several years. I have worked with open 
house and am presently serving as the 

From 
Grand 

Champion 
Hog 

to Campus 
Queen. 

HAPPY 
BIRTHDAY 

Mori 
Hemmert 

college's view in student government. I 
would definitely strive to use my energy and 
my time to support and strengthen student 
government. 

Mary 
Enright 

Home Economics 

As a transfer student I am often asked 
why I came to Kansas State. My reply is that 
"K-State has the best home economics 
college in the country!" I have also 
discovered that we have one of the most 
effective student government associations 
in the state. You, as students in home ec, 
need to be well represented in the Student 
Senate. I want to do that for you and for our 
college. Please vote for me, Mary Enright, 
to be your representative in the Student 
Senate. 

Home Economics I 
< poilthmt  I 

>- 

~> DA/ULT 
ENGINEERING STUDENT 

SENATE 
Pd. for by Candidate 

DAVE 
SANDRITTER 

for 

Arts & Sciences Senator 
• Senate operations standing committee 
• Coordinator, Senate Aide Program (80-81 school year) 
• Student Senate Aide 
* HOnOr StllUent PaidforbyitudentitoelectSandritter 

SOPHOMORES 
(And others with 2-Years of College Remaining) 

DO YOU WANT TO FLY? 

K-State has received a few Pilot and Navigator alloca- 
tions—one of these could be yours. 

Application Deadline: 
Pilots—13 February 1981 
Navigators—20 February 1981 

If qualified and selected, you would: 
—Enter the 2-Year AFROTC program in the Fall of 

1981. 
—Receive $2,000 during your last two years of 

college. 
—Receive 25 free flying hours in Senior year—Pilots 

only (unless already holding a private pilot's licen- 
se). 

—Become an officer in the U.S. Air Force upon grad- 
uation. 

—Attend Air Force Pilot or Navigator training. 

For more information, contact Colonel Barber at the 
Military Science Building, Room 108 or call 532-6600. 
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Election special 
Karen 
Franklin 

Home Economics 

My concerns are the concerns of you as 
students. What direction K-State and the 
world is headed for in the future will be 
determined mainly by you. Home 
economics will play a very important role 
and it is important and necessary for us in 
the present to consider the options of the 
future. As your home ec senator, I will play 
my role in making sure your concerns are 
heard and when the future becomes the 
present, we can be prepared. 

Esther 
Hagen 

Home Economics 

I am running for the position of home 
economics senator because I am concerned. 
After serving a year on home economics 
council as the career chairman I can 
recognize the real need of positive student 
input. Communication is very important as 
your representative I would not be afraid to 
voice an opinion. I know also that you need 
to know what's going on and I will do my 
best to keep you informed. This is my second 
year at K-State and I have been involved 
with the home economics council, the honors 
program, Phi U, open house, and the ex- 
tension interest group. 

Marilyn 
Pritchard 

Home Economics 

Because we as students in the College of 
Home Economics are proud of our excellent 
program and reputation, it is imperative 
that we be well represented in student 
government. I am greatly interested in 
student government and in the problems 
that face our department. Because of my 
current involvement in home economics 
council, I am aware of and can well voice 
the wants and needs of the students in our 
college. Many important issues will face the 
University in the coming year. If elected, I 

ELECT MIKE GIBSON 
ARTS & SCIENCES 

SENATOR 

• Arts & Science Council 
• Black Student Union 
• Arts & Science Open House 

Committee 
• Student Senate Aid 
• Honor Student 
• Arts & Science Senator 

(appointed) 
Paid for by committee to elect Mike Gibson 

will do my best to represent our students 
and I am looking forward to becoming more 
involved with student government. 

Theresa 
Roesner 

Home Economics 

Communication is the key. Only the few 
involved in student government are not in 
the dark about the issues. I'd like to see a 
change. Solutions to faculty salary 
deficiencies, inadequate parking, Nichol's 
Gym utilization, the proposed arena, and 
many of the other current problems are all 
riding on one basic concept? insufficient 
funding. The student body as a whole must 
press for monetary support. 

As your student senator, I'd be working 
with both students and faculty through my 
involvement in the home economics council, 
AHEA, clothing interest groups and with 
other Board of Regents schools as an ASK 
representative. 

Linda 
Steinbring 

Home Economics 

K-State has a lot to offer and through the 
Student Senate, our opinions and concerns 
are heard. I would like to be a part of this 
decision making group. There are many 
issues that interest me, not only in the home 
economics college but throughout the 
University and state that I feel should be 
looked into. 

I alto feel that my leadership abilities and 
experience in student government would be 
an asset in the upcoming year as a home 
economics senator. 

OTHER    HOME 
DIDATES: 

Solvelg Brant 

ECONOMICS    CAM- 

Monday night is 

aQhetti 
igM! 

Mondays only! 
Order a single serving 
reg. $3.25, Monday price... 
$1.62. Order a double 
serving reg. $6.14, 
Monday price... $3.07. 
Order a triple serving 
reg. $9.05, Monday price... 
$4.52. 
All spaghetti dinners include 
garlic bread. Meatballs 
extra charge. 
Not good with other 

discounts or coupons 

Sun.-Thur. 4 p.m.-l a.m. 
Fri.&Sat.4p.m.-2a.m. 

. J 

t 

FREE DELIVERY 
537-9500 

$49.99 Sale 
Select from any one of our hundreds of 
frames and purchase a complete pair of 
glasses for only $49.99. Your choice of any 
single vision lens, plastic or glass, with any 
tint or oversize lens. Bifocals are $10 extra. 
Trifocals, cataracts and hidden bifocals 
are $20 extra. 

This ad la good through February 14th. 

b & I OPTICAL STUDIO 
1210 Moro« 537-1574 

Mon. - Fri. 9:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. 
Sat. 9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. 
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Sports 
Zone baffles Buffaloes 
in K-State's 82-62 win 

By MEGAN BAROSLEY 
Aut. Sports Editor 

K-State's 3-2 zone is becoming infamous 
for halting some of the Big 8's best offensive 
squads. 

It stopped a surging Kansas team and 
Olympian Darnell Valentine. 

It kept Missouri's rugged front line from 
doing any damage inside. 

It embarrassed an Iowa State Cyclone 
team. 

And Saturday it was no different. The 
'Cats defense got rolling in the first half and 
never let up on a sluggish Colorado team as 
the Wildcats handed the Buffs an 82-62 loss 
in Ahearn Field House. 

DEFENSE HAS BEEN the key to the 
Wildcats' latest winning surge. They held 
the Buffaloes to only nine points in the first 
16 minutes, and went into the lockerroom 
ahead 36-15. 

"I thought we opened the game playing 
about as well as we can play," K-State coach 
Jack Hartman said. "The defense was 
really doing the job." 

The defense he was referring to was the 
combined efforts of Olympian Rolando 
Blackman, Ed Nealy, Randy Reed, Tim 
Jankovich and Tyrone Adams. 

The latest success of the 3-2 zone can be 
attributed to the return of the 6-6 Adams. 
The 3-2 zone wasn't so infamous a few weeks 
ago when he was out, but now that he's 
back, it's rolling right along. 

"It helps to have Tyrone back," Hartman 
admitted. 

ADAMS AND BLACKMAN were the two 
responsible for cutting off the Buffs driving 
the lane. But what those two didn't close off, 
the rest of the team did. 

"Everybody has a responsibility on the 
zone," Blackman said. "Everybody covers 
for each other and we try to keep the zone 
sealed. The way it's run, there's not sup- 
posed to be a shot anywhere." 

And there wasn't a shot from anywhere. 
The 'Cats wouldn't let the Buffs run up the 
score in the first half. Colorado's first two 
came with 18:16 left on the clock. They 
added two more with 16:48 and ran their 
score up to six with 14:07 left on the clock. 

But, that was all the 'Cats would let the 
Buffs get away with. They held them to six 
points for four minutes while they ran their 
tally up to 20. 

BUT THE GAME was not all defense. The 
Wildcats played a very balanced game, 
having both good defense and good offense. 

They played with patience and poise, 
moving the ball around on the Buffs and only 
shooting when there was an open shot. 

"The offensive movement was good," 
Hartman said. "They had good timing, 
passing, shot selection and movement." 

The Wildcats offense shot an impressive 
51.5 percent in the second half and averaged 
50 percent for the entire game. Nealy led the 
attack with 14 points. The 6-7 Junior also 
hauled down 13 rebounds. 

Reed was next with 13 points, 11 of which 
he scored in the second half. Blackman had 
12 and Jankovich had 8. Adams, who scored 
seven, saw limited action in the second half 
after he had a hard fall on his knee. Hart- 
man said he didn't think that Adams had 
done serious injury to his knee. 

THE STARTING LINEUP did such a good 
job at running up the score and keeping the 
Buffs from shooting that Hartman had the 
chance to use his entire bench. Les Craft led 
the bench brigade in scoring, pumping in 
eight points. Steve Reid, the 5-11 freshman 
from Dodge City, added six, along with Ed 
Galvao. 

The' Buffs were led by Jo Jo Hunter. 
Hunter, who tore the 'Cats apart the last 
time the two teams met, was contained and 
held to only 13 points. He also led Colorado 
with four rebounds. 

The game against the 'Cats was a crucial 
one for Colorado. If they would have won, 
they would have had a shot at an upper 
division finish since four of their final six 
games are at home. 

IN OTHER BIG 8 action Saturday, KU 
romped Oklahoma at Lawrence 98-67. 
Valentine was the leading scorer for the 
Hawks with 22. 

Nebraska moved into a tie for first place 
with Oklahoma State by defeating the Pokes 
62-54 in Lincoln. Andre Smith led the Husker 
attack with 23 points. OSU had a chance to 
catch the Huskers but they couldn't fight off 
the NU attack. 

Missouri defeated Iowa State 70-56 in 
Ames. The Cyclones were only down by two 
when ISU coach Johnny Orr was assessed 
with two technical fouls. Orr ran out on the 
floor, waving his arms, and stopped the 
game to protest a call not made on MU's 
Steve Stipanovich. Evidently, Stipanovich 
had hit Iowa's Lefty Moore in the face with 
the ball and the officials missed the incident. 

Big 8 basketball 
BIG 8 ALL 

Oklahoma State 6-2 16-4 
Nebraska 6-2 12-8 
K-State 5-3 15-5 
Kansas 5-3 15-5 
Missouri 5-3 16-7 
Colorado 3-5 13-7 
Iowa State 1-7 8-12 
Oklahoma 1-7 6-14 

SUM photo by Bo Radtr 

Driving layup...K-State forward, Ed Nealy drives in past Colorado's 
Doug Worthington Saturday night for a layup. Nealy led the Wildcat s to 
an easy victory over the Buffaloes, scoring 14 points and pulling down 13 
rebounds. 

-Allen Leiker 

K-State escapes 
paper's noose 

I see where they've tried to hang K-State 
again. 

Who are these blood thirsty guys, 
anyway? They've already taken the 
university to trial twice in the last 10 years. 
What more do they want? 

Both times K-State was caught 
cheating—in October of 1970 and in May of 
1978—the Big 8 and the NCAA gave it the 
rope. Justice was served. 

Bleacher bum 
In 1970, the K-State football 

program—headed by Vince Gibson at the 
time—was placed on three years probation 
for violations that dealt with handing out 
improper financial assistance, mostly 
concerning transportation for prospectus 
athletes and their families. 

Other things were brought out, too, and 
the penalties denied K-State permission to 
appear in bowl games or as part of the 
National Collegiate Athletic Association 
(NCAA) television package for three years. 

HEADS ROLLED. Gibson lost his job. 
Some of his assistants soon followed. 

In 1978, the infractions brought out against 
K-State were more embarrassing, 
humiliating and degrading to the Univer- 
sity. 

K-State was put on indefinite probation by 
the Big 8 (it has since been lifted) when it 
was discovered that Ellis Rainsberger, the 
coach at the time, had given out 43 
scholarships, 13 in excess of the 30 a year 
allowed by the NCAA. 

Again, K-State lost access to bowl games 
and NCAA television appearances. It lost 13 
scholarships for 1978, four for 1979 and three 

for 1980. (This year is the first time since 
Jim Dickey arrived as head coach that he 
has been able to recruit with a full hand). 

THE BIG 8 added insult to injury by ruling 
that K-State's share of conference revenues 
would be reduced by one-third. It was one of 
the sharpest blows ever dealt by the con- 
ference. 

Again, heads rolled. By the time the 
penalties were levied, Rainsberger and 
most of his staff had been forced to resign. 

But that's history. K-State has since 
started a new life, bringing in DeLoss Dodds 
in 1978 to head the athletic department. 

But apparently the Kansas City Times 
still believed there were some shady 
dealings in The Little Apple. Why else would 
it have spent more than four months and 
countless dollars investigating this in- 
stitution, along with Wichita State and 
Kansas. 

WORD FROM A K-State official and a 
former Wichita State official was that the 
paper was looking for a connection between 
gambling and major universities. The 
connection was not there, though, and all the 
paper could come up with at K-State was a 
misuse of a credit-card number by some 
members of the track team. 

Dodds, aware of the irregularities before 
the investigation began, had already taken 
steps to correct the problem. Vince Parrette 

and Willie Major both paid fees to K-State 
totalling $424 for use of the number. 

While he naturally was concerned, Dodds 
probably leaned back in his chair sometime 
in the last couple of days and smiled. They 
tried to deprive K-State of its third life, and 
the attempt undoubtedly is going to fail. 

All the Times could come up with in more 
than three months of investigation was a 
misuse of a telephone credit-card number. 
In the men's track program, on top of that. 
The men's track program, which gets ap- 
proximately 191,000 of the athletic depar- 
tment's budget. 

THE TIMES, I'M sure, was hoping to 
uncover something in the football or 
basketball programs, the areas which bring 
in the money. Approximately $1,050,000 is 
appropriated to the football program and 
$345,000 to the basketball program. 

That's why Dodds has to be sitting pretty 
relaxed right now. They came after K- 
State's neck again, but it apparently has 
escaped the noose this time. The NCAA 
probably isn't concerned with minor credit- 
card misuse in the track program. An in- 
vestigation, or any action for that matter, is 
unlikely at this time. 

A credit-card misuse in a track program 
is minor league stuff in the NCAA. It hap- 
pens at most schools, and while it shouldn't 
be condoned, it can't be controlled. The 
NCAA has better things to do. 
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Sports briels 
HARRISONBURG, Va. (AP) - An 18- 

year-old Fairfax youth died Sunday 
morning after suffering an apparent 
heart attack during an intramural 
wrestling match at James Madison 
University (JMU). 

A university spokesman identified the 
youth as freshman Kevin Kenney, son of 
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Kenney of 5355 
Black Oak Drive, Fairfax. 

The spokesman said Kenney, who had 
a heart condition, was stricken shorty 
after his match began at around 10:30 
a.m. in Godwin Hall, the James Madison 
gymnasium. 

Kenney was given cardiopulmonary 
resuscitation and taken to Rockingham 
Memorial Hosptial, where he was dead 
on arrival. 

The JMU spokesman said Kenney had 
been a junior high school wrestler and 
had taken part in other sports in high 
school. 

TORONTO (AP) — Vitas Gerulaitis 
upset fellow New Yorker John McEnroe 
6-4, 4-6, 6-3, 6-3 to win the $500,00 Molson 
Tennis Challenge Sunday at Maple Leaf 
Gardens. 

Gerulaitis, ranked No. 8 by the 
Association of Tennis Professionals, 
twice broke service on the No. 2-ranked 
McEnroe to take the third set. He broke 
him again in the fourth game of the 
fourth set to take a 3-1 lead then held 
service. 

The victory was worth 8175,000 to 
Gerulaitis, while McEnroe earned 
$100,000. 

A scheduled consolation final between 
Jimmy Connors and Bjorn Borg of 
Sweden was called off when Borg in- 
formed tournament officials he was ill. 
Connors was awarded third-place money 
of $80,000 and Borg received 850,000. 

Gerulaitis had advanced to the final 
with a 6-7, 6-2, 6-2 semifinal victory 
Saturday over Connors, while McEnroe 
beat Borg 6-3,3-6,7-6. 

McKean, Wright win at Missouri; 
several others bring home silver 

Two 1-2 finishes on the track and a 2-3 
finish in the shot put and long jump were 
among the highlights for the K-State men's 
track team Friday at the Missouri 
Invitational. 

Rick McKean won the two-mile run with a 
time of 8:53.0, one of his best times of the 
season, while Dan Schleicher was a close 
second with a time of 8:55.7. 

Steve Wright, who was second last week at 
Nebraska, won the 300 dash with a time of 
30.8, while Wildcat teammate Willie Major 
took second at 31.0. 

Ray Bradley and Mike McGeough were 
second and third, respectively, in the shot 
put. Bradley broke the 60-foot mark in the 
shot put for the fifth time this season with a 
toss of 60-10 but finished second to Iowa 
State's John Scheetz, who won with a throw 
of 63-11 Vi. McGeough took third with a 
throw of 53-4. 

In the long jump, Rodney Brogden 
finished second with a 23-5 effort, while 

Women gain four 
first-place finishes 

The K-State women's track team came 
away with four first place finishes over the 
weekend in the fourth annual Husker 
Invitational in Lincoln, Neb. 

"We were really pleased," graduate 
assistant Renee Uriah. "We tried to get 
some nationally-qualified times and im- 
prove on our personal times. We did that." 

Janice Stucky and freshman Kim Hagger 
paced K-State entries in the two-day meet. 

Hagger leaped 18-9 in the long jump to set 
a K-State indoor record and gain first, while 
Stucky took first with a 46-2 throw in the shot 
put, a mark which tied an indoor record. 

Peggy Hopkins took first in the 60 hurdles 
with a time of 8.24. The final Wildcat taking 
home a gold medal was Wanda Trent, who 
ran 56.79 in the 440 dash. 

No team scores were kept in the meet. 

Notre Dame loses 
to UCLA, 51-50 

SOUTH BEND, Ind. (AP) - Michael 
Holton hit one of two free throws with 15 
seconds left to snap a 48-48 tie, and 10 
seconds later Rod Foster sank two foul shots 
to give UCLA a 51-50 college basketball 
victory over 9th-ranked Notre Dame on 
Sunday. 

Holton, the second-best foul shooter on the 
team, drove across the lane toward the 
basket and was fouled by Notre Dame 
forward Orlando Woolridge. In the din at the 
Athletic and Convocation Center, Holton 
missed his first shot, but sank the second to 
make it 49-48. 

Foster, a 90 percent shooter and UCLA's 
best from the foul line, was fouled in a 
scramble for a loose ball at the Notre Dame 
end of the floor. He hit both ends of a one- 
and-one with five seconds to go to make it 51- 
48. 

Veryl Switzer took third with a leap of 23-3 
Vi. Switzer also finished fifth in the triple 
jump with a 47-1Vi mark. 

Other second place finishers for the 
Wildcats were Mike Bradley in the 600 run 
with a time of 1:12.1; Mark Smith in the 
triple jump with a leap of 48-6 %; and Doug 
Ly tie in the pole vault with a mark of 15-6. 

No team scores were kept in the meet. 
K-State returns to action Friday when it 

hosts Oklahoma in a dual meet at Ahearn 
Field House. 

SPENCER 
BELL 

College of Business 

Student Senate 
Paid for by committee to elect Bell 

DAN 
SALSBURY 

College of Business 

Student Senate 
Paid forbj Salsburj For Student Senate Committee 

'Cats take third 
in Coke classic 

The K-State women's basketball team 
walked away with a third place finish by 
defeating Virginia State 84-43 Saturday in 
the Penn State Coca-Cola Classic held at 
university Park, Pennsylvania. 

Leading scorer for the 'Cats was Gay la 
Wlliams with 19. Dee Weinreis followed 
with 18, Kim Price chipped in 17 and 
Shelly Hughes added 12. Price and 
Williams made the all-tournament team. 

Wildcat coach Lynn Hickey used a 
different lineup for this game, with Betsy 
Sloan and Becky Dobbins starting in- 
stead of Williams and Weinreis. Sloan, 5- 
4 sophomore and Dobbins, 6-1 freshman, 
had six and eight points, respectively. 

The tournament was won by Boston 
College which defeated Penn State 66-64. 

& Open Skating:6' 
Sun.-Tues., Thurs. 7:30-9:30p.m 

Fri.-Sat. 7:30-11:00p.m. 
afternoons—Sat. 1-4:30 

Sun. 2-4:30 

We encourage students to 
skate Thurs. or Sun. nights 

Adm.—12.50 weeknights 
and afternoons 

$3.00 Sun. nights 
(adults only) 

$3.50 Fri.-Sat. nights 

400 Tuttle Creek Blvd. 
behind the Country Kitchen 

ph. 776-6175 

fc 

INFORMATIONAL MEETING 

M0NLW, FEB. 9 AT 
UNION, RM. 209 

7:00   PM. 
For A\en  and Women erf 

a\\ Heights, Sizes and Shapes. 

Get in Shape and Enicv Rowina ! f yoy mowing 

SOPHOMORES, JUNIORS AND SENIORS 
We wHI pay you over $900 per month for your last two years of college. 

IF 
* You hove token one year of calculus and one year of Physics. 

* You desire graduate level training in nuclear physics, chemistry, 
thermodynamics, radiological fundamentals and electrical engineering 

* Your academic performance is above average. 

Other benefits include a $3,000 bonus immediately upon entry into the program, a $3,000 bonus 

one year after graduation and a starting salary that is second to none. For details on how you 

can investigate this opportunity-contact 

BOB MILLER 

Navy Recruiting 

2420 Broadway 

Kansas City, M0 64108 or call collect 816-374-3433 
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American killed 
in sled accident 

CORTINA D'AMPEZZO, Italy (AP) - 
American bobsledder Jim Morgan was 
killed Sunday when his sled overturned on 
the final banked curve of the Olympic track 
of Cortina during the world four-man 
bobsled championships. 

The death of Morgan, the 32-year-old 
driver of the No. 1 U.S. team, overshadowed 
the two-day, four-beat competition in which 
Bernhard Germeshausen of East Germany 
won his second gold medal in seven days. 

Morgan, of Saranac Lake, N.Y., suffered 
cuts of the throat and fractures of the jaw 
and neck as his head hit the icy walls 
repeatedly in the third heat accident. 

He was pronounced dead on arrival at the 
Codevilla Hospital of this Italian winter 
resort, where he had been rushed by am- 
bulance. 

The U.S. team, also including Jeff Jost, of 
Burke, NY., Paul White and brakeman 
Randy Bielski of Towson, Md., overturned 
at the same bend where the No. 2 U.S. sled 
suffered a spill that forced their withdrawal 
in Saturday's first run. 

The U.S. quartet was dragged for about SO 
meters at high speed Sunday as their sled 
kept running on its right side and Morgan's 
helmet bumped against the side wall. 

"The leather lace of the helmet cut the 
throat as Morgan's head was pushed back- 
ward while hitting the wall," a doctor at the 
Codevilla Hospital said. 

Bielski, who suffered a bruised neck in the 
accident, stayed in the overturned sled, to 
assist Morgan, while a doctor ac- 
companying the Soviet team attempted first 
aid treatment. 

"I feared he was dead as soon as I saw 
injuries on the Jaw and throat," said Mike 
Halllock, an official of the U.S. team. 

Collegian 
classifieds 

CLASSIFIED RATES 
On* day: 20 words or lest, $1.50, 5 cents 

par word over 20; Two days: 20 words or lass, 
$2.00, 8 cants par word over 20; Three days: 
20 words or less, $2.25, 10 cents per word 
over 20; Four daye: 20 words or less, $2.75, 
13 cents per word over 20; Five days: 
20 words or less, $3.00, 15 cents per word 
over 20. 

Classifieds ars payable In advance unless client has an 
established account with Student Publications 

OeadHne Is 10 a.m. day before publication 10 a.m. Friday 
for Monday paper. 

Items found ON CAMPUS can be advertised FREE for a 
period not exceeding three days. They can be placed at Ked- 
zle 103 or by calling 532*555 

Die play C less Hied Rates 
One day: (3.00 per inch, Three days: $2 85 per Inch; Five 

days: S2 75 per Inch; Ten days: $2.60 per Inch. (Deadline Is 
5 p.m. 2 days before publication.) 

Classified advertising Is available only to those who do not 
discriminate on the basis ol race, color, religion, national 
origin, sex or ancestry. 

 FOR SALE  
ADULT QAQ gilts and novelties—birthday, anniversary, get 

well, or |ust for fun. Treasure Chest, Agglevllle. (1 tf) 

FIREWOOD FOR Sale: seasoned mixed woods $55/cord. $30 
large pickup load. Split, delivered and stacked 1-456-8212. 
(81-100) 

TOTAL TECHNICS system. 35 watt receiver, SLD2 semi auto 
turntable with new cartridge, M-22 tape deck Also new 
cabinet with glass door and 4 speakers. Complete—$725. 
Call Cralg, 539-4685 In the mornings and at night (92-96) 

ELECT 
SCOT STUBENH0FER 

To 

Arts & Sciences 
Senate 

Sponsored by Students far 
Stubenhofer, Mart Knoll, Chrm 

PIONEER SX 525 20 watt receiver, Essex 206. Speakers one 
year old, $175. Call Larry, 7760537 (92-96) 

INFINITY HI efficiency speakers, handle up to 290w but 
sound great with 20w power. Call Larry 7764)537. (92-96) 

Tl 58/C programmable calculator and all Included materials 
Used for V» semester, like new, $100. Call 539-3835. (92-96) 

1974 TRIUMPH Spitfire Convertible. Rebuilt engine, AM-FM 
cassette, headers, 35 MPG $1900 or best offer. Call (1) 784 
4465(94-98) 

ECONOMICAL 1979 Chevette, 4-speed, sir conditioning, 
AM/FM cassette, $4200. Call 539-2867. (94-96) 

OVER 300 45 r.p.m. singles. Classic songs In mint condition, 
$.5041 00. Call 539-2867. (94-96) 

TOO BIG for my britches, two psirs Levis Boot Jeans 32x32; 
1 pair Lev* Bells 31x32; almost newl $20.00. 776-7396 
(9647) 

ONE SEASON basketball ticket, reserved section. Call 
539*553(95-96) 

KU8TOM 100-WATT amp head and speaker cabinet. Reverb, 
tremolo, covers Included. Great for practice or play. 
537-7529 or 539-1341. (95-99) 

TECHNICS RS676US cassette deck-solenoid controls, 
Dolby, Dolby FM, sxtended meters, mors, $200. Call or see 
Doug, Ford Hall, 532-5756. (9549) 

REALISTIC AMP, AM-FM, headphones, $75; Garrard turn- 
table, $75; both 7 yrs. old. Jensen speakers, 6 months old, 
(100/palr. Call 537-7413. (95-104) 

SOUND SYSTEM (PA.)-amp and speaker, $300.00. Call 
7764657 (95-99) 

BY OWNER: nice two bedroom house with basement apart 
ment. one block east of campus, $40,000. 537 1869. (96- 
100) 

8 TRACK Realistic car stereo, one year old, used rarely, ex- 
cellent condition, lust cleaned. $80 or best offer. Call 537 
9647 (96-100) 

1979 CHEVY vt ton, good condition, 35,000 miles, 6 cylinder, 
4-speed, AM radio, $3600. With CB (3700 Call 539-4535. 
(98-100) 

GRAPHIC EQUALIZER ADS Sound Shaper 1,5 band, left and 
right controls, with two patch cords. $70. Call Jeff, 537 
1651 (9648) 

REGISTERED AUSTRALIAN Shepherd puppies, $70.00. Call 
776-7040. (98-100) 

GREEN COUCH. $50.00; Texas Instruments calculator MBA, 
(30.00. Call 5394388. (9847) 

40 GALLON aquarium with Alter system, new gravel, salt, 
glass top, heater, pump and thermometer, $65.00. Call 778- 
7090 or Wade at 5324939. (9648) 

1976 KAWASAKI 400; 1984 Ford Falcon; 10 speed bicycle; 
console stereo; end upright vacuum cleaner. Call Tim, 778- 
3128.(94-100) 

 ANNOUNCEMENT  
MARANATHA BAND. Fine contemporary Christian music. In 

concert Saturday, February 28, All Faiths Chapel, 740 p.m. 
Comeandenjoy! (96-100) 

WANTED 
COLLECTIBLES, COINS, back Issue magazines, comics. LP 

albums Check with us before you throw it away. Treasure 
Chest, Agglevllle. (1tf) 

(Continued on page 23) 

paid for by Marlene, Shawna. Ellen 

25% off 
=V 

SPORTING GOOD'S INC. 
IN 

AQOIEVILLE 1222 Moro in Aggievle 

David Lehman 
"STUDENT BOOV PRESIDENT 

ABILEJTE IS BBHIND YOU 
IVJifJc Krenger 

te Taylor 
Sellers 

lothyShea 
weZey 

Chris Walters 
BrekBanion 

ulie Nottorf 
indyMarlay 

Dan Morris 
toicyNeill 
ShelliTompson 
Mike Padgett 
Ceil Pientka 
Jayne Depew 
Mark Phillips 
SueDawson 
Mary Garten 

K-STATE IS FOR YOU 
Paid for by Abilene Students for David Unman 

BradH 
TimH 
BradJ 
Chris 
JohnVe«4 
Steve Fl 
CraigWest 
Troy McVicker 
Danny HoflT 
Jim SeleyJj 
Ben Sexton 
Evan Wilson 
Jeff Wilson 
LoriWhi 
Marsha R 
Todd Ford 
GregWhitehair 
JeffDawson 

Konday 
adness 

1 

$5.35 Mondays only... 
pay only $5.35 for a 
12" small 2-item pizza 
plus two free cups of Pepsi 
One coupon per pizza 
Expires 6/15/81 

Fast, Free Delivery 
517 N. 12th St. 
539-0561 

011575/6311 

Hi 1 > 

(_• • is 10. 

Fast, Free Delivery 

Call us: 
539-0561 
517 North 12th Street 

Free cups of Fountain Pepsi! 
Just ask and you will receive two free cups 
of Pepsi with your pizza. No coupon necessary. 

Our drivers carry less than $10.00. 
We reserve the right to limit our delivery area 

'1980 Domino's Pizza. Inc 
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KEYBOARDS NEEDED (Of modern rock group. Call 776-4740 
or 537 2320 evenings (94-06) 

GOOD SPRING clothing, teans. jackets, men's, women's, 
children. Also records to sell on consignment Tuesday, 
Thursday, 2.004:00 p.m.; Saturday 10.00 a.m.4O0 p.m. 514 
N Manhattan, Clothes Corral, 778-5276 (06-100) 

TWO B ball tickets for the Nebraska game February 14. Call 
5374238 evenings (98-99) 

LOST 
ONE PAIR of glasses, in black 

53*2343 (93-97) 
case   Please call Don at 

PETERSON ECONOMICS I book In Willard Hal 
Joe, 77*3806, or turn In at Library. (95 96) 

Tuesday. Call 

HAWK AND Teeter: Thanks for the donuts and fun limes! 
Have a well (good) week—Twice—(Double)! Love, Naomi. 
(»«) 

UH-HAPPY 20th finally I Don't get any crazy Ideas about 
Wednesday. You are still my favorite roommate. Love, 
Leslie. (96) 

K. ROWLEY: Roses are red. Violets are blue. You have a 
secret valentine, but you don't know who. Love, S.V. (96) 

ODD NEW Initiates: Thanks for the memories—pledging 
night, retreat, car wash, selling candy, walk-out, pre Sneak 
to Topeka, "The Jungle Book," study hall, Sneak to Arkan- 
sas, mega-pledge meetings. Homecoming, u Sing, foot- 
ball, pledge moms, functions, serenades, Miss Piggy and 
Kermlt, lessons, making up skits, learning songs (Devo!), 
Instant party, house decorating party, Wednesday Night 
dinners. Delta Love, pansles, pearls and pine frees, and 
much more. Congratulations! We're so very proud of you! 
Love, Lynn and Linda. (96) 

TONI  WIGGINS:  Have e wonderful Monday! 
Secret Valentine (96) 

Love, your 

PERSONAL 
CONGRATULATIONS Dr. Redd! Your hard work finally paid 

off. Keep up the good work! OB. Col. 3:23,24 (96) 

MARI-TO my favorite hairy footed friend-Happy 22nd Bir- 
thday. Do you get feet like that from growing hogs? Love, 
Ron. (96) 

JEFFERY j., from history classes to Cowboy 
Palace—remember It's the right "ID"ee. Late Happy B-day 
from two fellow Topekean rowdies. B.S. and MR. (96) 

M. NEWMAN and M. Chanltz: You lucky devils. Get excited 
for a fun-filled week! Love, your Secret Crescent Vslentine. 
(96) 

JOHN, THANKS (or the months that have passed; Christmas 
formal, fights, flowers, parties, getting drunk on wine, 
talks, puppy dogs and quiet times alone. I love you "more." 
Your darlln. (96) 

DONNA MARIE—Your friendship is special and losing It 
Isn't worth anything. Good luck this semester and always. 
Remember Never say Never. Cathy-a new "Bad Girl." (96) 

SHELLY DARLIN': Congratulations on being a new DDD, 
Dot! Love, Your Mom. (96) 

NEED TLCI! To make an apartment a home takes time, 
work, imagination, and lots of love and attention ... So 
does making a relationship. Hare we are beginning to do 
both with low funds, little furniture, and big appetites. On 
well... at least the heat Is paid, and who needs lights at 
night! I love you Babeee! TJJR(96) 

CONGRATULATIONS, BETA'S I On winning the "Golden 
Turkey Award" at the Bad Films Festival, keep up your nor- 
mal work! SJ. (96) 

ADPI NEW Initiates: Although your pledgeshlp wasn't 
always a breeze, you all "skated" through with the greatest 
of ease. I know you're glad that you've made It through, 
and I (eel so "lucky" to have shared It with you1 

Congratulations! Love, Pete. (96) 

CONSTANCE JEAN: Congratulations daughter! You've done 
just fine. You're now a full-fledged pine. I'm proud of youl 
Delta love. M.P. (98) 

"THE THING of It la" Dave you're the best! Go on and do It. 
Well be behind you. S.L., S.H., K.P., L.V., D.D., M.P., D.S., 
GG (96) 

BRENDA: CONGRATULATIONS on this weekend. Your three 
brothers love you a lot and are very proud of you. PTL. (96) 

TAMMY—CONGRATULATIONS on becoming an Alpha Chi 
active. These girts really don't know what they're In for, do 
they? By the way, do you want your shirt back now? Dave. 
m 

WALTER MATTHAU come homel To thoee who assumed 
Walter was "board stiff" at Kites—we'd like him back. He 
was like a sister to us. Sweatshirts in the Bond. The Chi 
Omegas. (98) 

HAPPY 22ND Tex. Thla coupon Is good (or one Ires weekend 
In the Rockies. Complete with snow, (un In the sun, and 
unlimited mischlel under the E.B. R.S.V.P., your Bashful 
Buddy. (98) 

 HELP WANTED  
NURSES IMMEDIATE position available. Please apply In par- 

son, 2423 Klmble Avenue, College Hill Nursing Center. 
(8*98) 

SERVICES 
RESUME WRITING,  layout editing, typing or appraisal. 

Resume Service, 411 N 3rd, 537-7294 (HI) 

TRYING TO ASSEMBLE 
THE PERFECT STEREO SYSTEM? 

Call Art for professional turntable service. Autho- 
rized ORTOFON DEALER, moving coil and low 
mass cartridges in stock. 

TECH AUDIO SERVICES 776-7494 

RESUMES $20; 1-2 pp., 5 copies and envelopes. Tldwell & 
Associates, 219 S. Seth Chllds, 778-5213,537-4504. (83M) 

PREGNANT? BIRTHRIGHT can help. Free pregnancy test. 
Confidential Call 537-9180.103 South 4th Street, Suite 16. 
(17tf) 

HORSES BOARDED, colts started and lessons given. Indoor 
and outdoor arenas. Powder Puff Downs. St. George, Ks. 
Call 1-494-2660. (82-101) 

J4L Bug Service. VW repair at reasonable prices. One day 
service on most repairs. Only seven minutes from Manhat- 
tan. Call 1494-2388, St. George. (85-105) 

GAYPHONE 5394892. Gay awareness, support services, 
pear counseling, and calendar of events. Confidential and 
anonymous. Please call between 6:00 p.m. and 12:00 mid- 
night, Sunday through Thursday. (88-148) 

WILL DO typing. Ten years typing experience, three years 
theses, term papers. Royal SC5000 typewriter with correc- 
tion tape. Call 5394064. (93-110) 

TYPING; WILL do all kinds of typing, papers, theses, etc. Call 
Dottle at 5394528. (9347) 

WOMEN'S HEALTH Care Service. Confidential health care 
(or women with unexpected pregnancies. Abortion ser- 
vices to 20 weeks as an outpatient, information and (ree 
pregnancy testing. (316) 684-5108 Wichita. (Itf) 

GAYPHONE 
Back for another truly successful semester 
servicing the gay community with peer 
trained counseling and support services as 
well as complete calendar information. We 
are anonymous, confidential, and we care. 
Please call us at 539-8692 between 6 p.m. and 
12 midnight, Sun.-Thurs. 

RESUMES PREPARED. Two day complete service. Six in- 
dividually typed resumes, $16.00 Word Processing Ser- 
vices, 227 PoynU, 8:30 a.m. to 500 p.m., 537-2810. (93-112) 

TMESIS/DISSERTATION typing by Word Processing Ser- 
vices. Electronic editing, precision and quality. Fast Ser- 
vice, competitive rates. 227 Poyntz, 537-2810. (93-112) 

 NOTICES  
FLYING LESSONS. Solo before March. Cheapest rates this 

side of the Mason-Dlxon line. Call Jeff at 539-2520 before 
Friday. (9347) 

SWORD DANCING and cabaret style (belly dancing) (or par- 
ties, meetings, conventions, business promotions. No 
gimmicks or stag parties. 539-0463. (95-97) 

VW BUGS! Tune up special only $34.95. includes parts, labor 
snd valve adjustment on 1980 through 1974 Bugs without 
air conditioning. Special ends February 18. J&L Bug Ser- 
vice, 1-494-2388. (96-100) 

VW BUGS! Brake special only $55.00 (or front and rear brake 
shoes Installed on 1980 through 1974 Bugs. Special ends 
February 27. J&L Bug Service. 1494-2388 (96-100) 

 ATTENTION  
OVERSEAS JOBS—Summer/year round. Europe, South 

America, Australia, Asia. All fields. $50041200 monthly. 
Sightseeing. Free information Write International Job 
Center, Box 52-KS2, Corona Del Mar. Ca 92625. (88-135) 

TO STUDENT nursing home aides/orderlies: Will you share 
your work experiences with us, as a public service to nurs- 
ing home residents? Our consumer organization, Kansans 
for Improvement of Nursing Homes (KINH), needs your 
help and Input on nursing home conditions and your 
opinion on the care and treatment of the residents. All 
names and correspondence will be kept confidential. 
Please call us: (913) 842-3088 or 843-7107, or write us: 
KINH, 927'/! Mass. St. #4, Lawrence. KS68044 (88-110) 

MARY KAY Cosmetics: Prices are increasing February 16, 
1961. Take the opportunity now to stock up at a lower 
price. Call or see Tami Murphy, 227 Putnam Hall. (96-100) 

 SUBLEASE  
TWO BEDROOM apartment, fully furnished and carpeted, 

dishwasher, close to campus. Rent negotiable. Call 776- 
9096.(98-100) 

ONE-BEDROOM apartment (or summer sub-lease. Across 
(rom Fleldhouse. Only $130/month Call 7764490. (96-100) 

SUBLEASE FOR summer semester, one bedroom apartment, 
can be easily converted to two bedrooms. Within easy 
wslking distance of campus, $200.00 a month, all utilities 
paid. Call 532-5324 or 5374905 (96-100) 

FREE 

Peanuts By CHARLES SCHULZ 

SEE THE VALENTINE 
TMAPE FOR LINUS? 

ME SM6 HE'S NOT 
YOUR "SWEET dABdOO" 

Crossword 
ACROSS 

1 Firmament 
4 — de deux 
7 Offensively 

precise one 
11 Ram down 
13 — Burrows 
14 Mystery 
15 "Moon - 

Miami" 
16 Sea, in 

France 
17 Ledger 

entry 
18 "City of 

Lights 
20 Very (Fr.) 
22 Blood 

relative 
24 Fragrances 
28 Distributor 

.of alms 
32 Maxim 
33 Man's 

name 
34 Herd of 

whales 
36 Physical 

distress 
37 Hacienda 

brick 
39 Published 

without 
permission 

41 Limited in 
extent 

By EUGENE SHEFFER 

•a Jellylike 
substance 

44 Wife of 
Geraint 

46 Greek 
philosopher 

50 Painter 
Bonneur 

S3 Weaken 
55 Designer 

Cassini 
56 Actor 

Guinness 
57 Pete Rose, 

for one 
58 Coin of 

Iran 
59 German 

composer 
60 Black or 

Coral 

61 English 
rural 
festival 

DOWN 
1 Road sign 
2 Intoxicating 

beverage 
3 Norse giant 
4 Knave of 

clubs 
5 Incite 
6 Spanish 

missionary 
7 Convict's 

lack of color 
8 Boring 

routine 
9 Chemical 

suffix 
10 Precious 

stone 

Avg. solution time 27 min. 
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2-9 
Answer to Saturday's puzzle. 

12 Jailbreak 
19 Bibical 

wilderness 
21 Work unit 
23 Entreat 
25 Castle's 

protection 
26 Friend, in 

Caen 
27 Dispatch 
28 King or 

AJda 
29 Spartan 

queen 
30 Othello, 

for one 
31 Seance 

sound 
35 Russian 

plane 
38 Eternity 
40 Corded 

fabric 
42 Thin strands 
45 Challenge 
47 Other (L.) 
48 River duck 
49 To eye 
50 Fictional 

dog hero 
51 Palm leaf 

(var.) 
52 Dry, as 

wine 
54 Kentucky 

bluegrass 

CRYPTOQUB? 2-9 

LVGGA    LONILFC    CKT    TONN    TVX 

NKCVNA     LONILFOX 

Saturday's Cryptoqulp - PLACID DUFFER MADE BOO- 
BOO AT DUPLICATE  BRIDGE   GAME. 

Today's Cryptoqulp clue: G equals R 

FREE KITTY. Siamese markings, blue ayes, (our months old. 
Contact Lisa, 304 Justin Hall, 532 5510. (96-97) 

FOR RENT 
COSTUMES, MASKS, periodical clothing, accessories, all 

types make-up. Qrasa skins, lels, bunny and mouse ears 
and more. Treasure Chest, Aggleville. (Itf) 

TYPEWRITER RENTALS, electrics and manuals, day, week 
or month. Buzzells, 511 Laavenworth, across from poet 
office Call 776-9469. (1 III 

RENTAL TYPEWRITERS: Excellent selection, Including IBM 
Selectrlcs. Service most makes ol typewriters. Hull Busi- 
ness Machines, (Aggleville), 715 N. 12th, 539-7931. (88tf) 

FURNISHED, CARPETED rooms at 400 N. 11th, $65 up, 
kitchen and laundry, (ree parking, bills paid. Call 5374233. 
(78-107) 

FURNISHED, CARPETED rooms close to Aggleville and cam- 
pus. Kitchen and laundry (acuities available. Very quiet. 
Call 539-7892.537-1210, or 7768068 (92-96) 

ONE BEDROOM basement apartment, furnished or un- 
furnished, one-half block (rom Aggleville. Available now. 
Call 537-2344, evenings 530-1498. (92-96) 

SUNSET APARTMENT, 1024 Sunset leasing (or next school 
year. One bedroom furnished, one block (rom campus, 
(rom $180. Call 539-5051 afternoons or evenings. (93-102) 

TWO BEDROOM, furnished apartment (or summer 1981 
session only. Very reasonable rent. Call 776-3773 or sea 
1010Thurston,»3 (95*9) 

BASEMENT APARTMENT, utilities furnished, $115 per 
month, 90S Laramie. 53V 2425 afternoons. 

Low as $125.00 a month 
Wildcat Inn Apts. 

For 
June and July 

Summer School 
Furnished 

Air conditioned 

We have 
limited availability 

in all buildings— 
land 2 bedrooms 

for summer 
See Below 

1. 1858 Claflin (North of Marlatt Hall). 
June and July rate $125.00 month. 
Fall rate if available $190.00. 

2. Field House Complex, Yum Yum 
and Wildcat IV and VI (S.W. corner 
Denison and College Heights Ave.). 
June and July $135.00 and $140.00 
month. Fall rate if available $210.90. 

3.1722 Laramie Wildcat III, 411 North 
17th Wildcat V, and 1620 Fairchild 
Wildcat VII all located just south of 
campus. June and July $135.00 and 
$140.00 month. Fall rate if available 
$210.90. 

4. 1826 Anderson Wildcat IX (just west 
of Denison on Anderson). These are 
2 bedroom units—will permit occu- 
pancy by 4 persons. June and July 
$160.00 and $170.00 month. Fall rate 
if available $270.05. 

For More Information 
Call 

CELESTE 
539-5001 

FOR SUMMER rent, one bedroom furnished apartment, air 
conditioned, cross street from campus $140/month plus 
utilities. Call 7764845. (95-97) 

ROOM. ONE block (rom campus. Mirror on wall. $70 plus 
deposit. Finish lease. Call 776-9731. (98-100) 

ROOMMATE WANTED 
FEMALES TO share furnished house st 1005 Vattler. private 

bedrooms, laundry, $50 up. Call 5398401. (78-107) 

FEMALES TO share furnished house at 1122 Vattler, private 
bedroom, $8500. Call 5394401. (81-109) 

ROOMMATE NEEDED to share nice two-bedroom semi- 
furnished apartment. Call 537-4320 afternoons (93-96) 

NON-SMOKING FEMALE to share house with three others. 
Private bedroom, $105/month plus V4 utilities. Call 537- 
0067. (95*9) 

MALE TO share three bedroom house with private bedroom. 
Non-smoking, studious and/or quiet. Furnished except (or 
bedroom. $110/month plus Vt utilities. Call 776-3785 a(ter 
500 p.m. (96-100) 

ROOMMATE WANTED to share spacious three bedroom 
house. Fireplace, dishwasher, laundry, air conditioned, the 
works $140/month. Vi utilities Call Kirk, 537-0696. (96-100) 

 FOUND . 
FOUND-ONE set of keys on the K-Stste band practice Held 

Tuesday morning. Claim In Kedzle, Rm. 103. (94-96) 

NECKLACE WITH sliver chain In Ahearn. Call 776-7130. 
(95-97) 

TEXT BOOK found on top of pay phone In the Union. Please 
identify and claim at Information Desk, Union, Main Floor. 
(95-97) 

TWO PAIR gloves, one pair mittens, one calculator, one key: 
all found In Seaion Hall. Can be Identified and claimed In 
Rm. 163. Seeton Hall. (96«8) 
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Black Student Union hosts 
week of activities, lectures 

By CINDY WILSON 
Collegian Reporter 

February is Black Awareness Month and 
K-State's Black Student Union (BSU) will be 
hosting various exhibits, workshops, 
discussions and productions from Feb. 9 to 
16. 

"The Diversified Black Culture" is the 
theme for the week, which means, "there is 
more to the black culture than just one 
aspect," Michael Payne, president of BSU 
and coordinator of Black Heritage Week, 
said. The subtitle for the week is 
"Highlighting Fine Arts, Careers and 
History." 

Everyone is invited to attend the activities 
during the week, Payne said. Since many of 
the events are during the day and in the 
Union Courtyard, "the mass of the K-State 
campus will see the events even if they 
aren't participating," he said. "That's the 
purpose—the events will be brought to them 
even if they are not willing to come." 

THE ACTIVITIES begin today with the 
Gordon Parks Photographic Exhibit. Parks 
is a photographer who donated part of his 
collection to K-State. The exhibit will be 
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Union Cour- 
tyard. 

Tuesday is "Professional Day—A Focus 
on Careers." 

Black professionals will "explain the vast 
experiences they had as minorities in those 
fields and to show the students at K-State 
that there are opportunities in those fields," 
Payne said. 

Charles Scott, attorney and member of the 
Kansas Civil Rights Commission in Topeka, 
will give the keynote address at 10 a.m. in 
the Big 8 Room. Scott handled the Brown vs. 
Topeka Board of Education case in 1952, 
Payne said. 

SEVERAL PROFESSIONALS will be 
presenting a "Focus on Careers" workshop 
at 10:30a.m. and again at 11:20. 

Major Ed Anderson and Capt. Donny Ros, 
both attorneys at Fort Riley, will conduct a 
panel discussion, "Opportunities and Issues 
in Law," in Union 204. 

Dr. David Cloyd and Dr. Larry McGarry 
will conduct a session on "Opportunities and 
Issues in Medicine" in Union 205. 

Debbie Johnson, a K-State graduate and 
IBM employee, will present "A Look at 
IBM" in Union 203. 

The afternoon sessions begin at 12:30, 
when Leon Harper will discuss the "Impact 
of White House Conferences and Policy 
Developments" in Union 207. 

Other speakers on Tuesday afternoon will 
be James Boyer, professor of curriculum 
and instruction, at 1:30 in the Big 8 Room; 
Clarence Wesley, from the Wichita 
Chamber of Commerce, and Wallace Kidd, 
from Manhattan, speaking on black en- 
trepreneurship at 2 in Union 204. "Oppor- 
tunities in Higher Education" will be 
discussed by Boyer and Hulan Jack, 
assistant professor of physics, in Union 205 
and Debbie Johnson will discuss careers in 
IBM at 2 in Union 203. 

The sessions at 2 will be repeated at 2:45 
p.m. in the same rooms. 

CAREER INFORMATION exhibits will 
be set up on the Union second floor con- 
course from 10a.m. to 3 p.m. on Tuesday. 

Local  black  artists will display their 

Elect 

STEVE 0EHME 
Arts & Science Senator 

Paid for by committee to elect Slave Oehme 

works in the Union Courtyard from 10 a.m. 
to 3 p.m. on Wednesday. The art, mostly 
painting and photographs, is primarily the 
work of K-State students, Payne said. 

The black greek organizations will have 
displays set up in the Union Courtyard from 
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Thursday. 

"Basically, they will be showing and 
telling about their organization," Payne 
said. 

Friday at 1 p.m., Ebony Theatre, a 
campus organization, will present an hour of 
"reading and dance that will highlight part 
of the black experience—that part that has 
always been looked upon as tradition," Anne 
Butler, instructor of student development, 
said. The program, "Reflections of Black 
America" will be presented in the Union 
Courtyard. 

"Lift Up Your Voices in Song-A Gospel 
Extravaganza" is the only activity planned 
for Sunday. A variety of gospel singers and 
groups, hosted by United Black Voices, will 
perform at 3 p.m. in the Union Little 
Theatre. 

VINIE BURROWS, a Broadway actress, 
will be the feature attraction on Monday, 
Feb. 16. She will present "Dark Fire," a 
play consisting of African folk tales for 
children, at 10 a.m. in McCain Auditorium. 
She will also conduct a workshop from 1:30 
p.m. to 2:30 p.m. in the Purple Masque 
Theatre to give an "insight on bow the 
professional theatrical artist's work," 
Payne said. 

Burrows will end the week's activities 
with her famous one-woman show, "Walk 
Together Children" at 8 p.m. in McCain 
Auditorium on Monday. The play is "a saga 
of black Americans from Africa to the 
present time," Payne said. No admission 
will be charged. 

KSU FRATERNITIES 
ARE RUSHING NOW! 

If you're interested in: 
* an organization that promotes mental, moral, 

social, and physical development 
* brothers instead of neighbors 
* a home instead of a room 

CHECK OUT FRATERNITIES in the 
Greek Affairs Office, Holtz Hall, 

room 110(532-5546). 

Give that special person in your life 
roses on Valentine's Day. 

All day Thursday and Friday 
Pi Kappa Phi will be taking orders 

for delivery at the Union. 
All proceeds will go to Pi Kappa Phi's 
Project P.U.S.H.  SffiLlI. ■■ 

— Tomorrow — 
Drink & Drown 

(,als $2 50 
Guvs $4 50 

U If h  Shut.Mil  I   I) 

ATTENTION STUDENT BORROWERS! 
THE FOLLOWING CUTOFF DATES HAVE BEEN SET 

TO APPLT FOR GUARANTEED STUDENT LOANS 
"February 15,1981—Last day to apply for loans for the 

1980-81 academic year. 
"Applications for Summer, 1981 will be accepted bet- 
ween March 1,1981 and May 1,1981. 
"Applications for the 1981-82 academic year will be ac- 
cepted beginning March 15,1981. 

THESE CUT-OFF DATES HAVE BEEN SET 
BT STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE 

5 - 8 PM ON 
TUESDAY NIGHTS 

BUY ONE 

GET ONE FREE 
VISTA'S OWN HOMEMADE CHILI. .. made from fresh 
ground beef and served hot and delicious 
with crispy crackers! 

ALL THIS MONTH 
SAVE $1.15 

BESaAURAJSTS 
Oraat Food • Great Service • Via to and you! 

1911 Tuttle Creek Blvd. 
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